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PREFACE.

Tariff hearings were begun on July 25, 1921, pursuant to the
following notice: UNIED STATES SENATE

COmMITEE o. FINANCE,
July 22, 1921.

The Committee on Finance will hold public hearings relative to the tariff at Wash-
inton, . C., beginning Monday, July 25, 1921.

It is the purpose of the committee to hear first the proponents and opponents of the
American valuation plan.

The committee expects first to hear members of the Tariff Commission and certain
special agents'of the New York customs office with respect to this plan upon Monday
and Tuesday next.

The committee expects to close the hearings upon the American valuation plan by
Thursday next and then to take up the several schedules in order.

Notices will be sent to all applicants for hearings as early as possible, advising them
when they can be heard.

In order to avoid duplication of arguments and suggestions it is requested that
persons desiring to present the sime character of information relative to any tariff
item agree upon one representative to present their views.

Thehearings will be conducted in room 312 of the Senate Office Building. Session
will be held each day from 10.30 a. m. to 12 noon and from 2.30 p. m. to 5 p. m.

It is desired that Witnesses endeavor to prepare their statements in such form that
their presentation will not require more than 30 minutes.

Persons wishing to be heard should, if possible, apply to the clerk of the committee,
prior to the date set for the hearings, for an assignment of time. In making such appli-
cation the following information should be given: Name, business address, temporary
address in Washington, business or occupation, the person, firm, corporation, or a-
ciation represented, and the item and paragraph ortthe tariff bill (H. R. 7456) con-
cerning which testimony will be given.

All briefs and other papers filed with the committee should have indorsed on them
the item and piragraph of the tariff bill (H. R. 7456) to which they relate, and the
nameand address of the.person submitting them, his business or occupation, the name
of the person, firm, corporation, or association whom he represents.

BoLEs PENROSE, Chairman.

The hearings were continued to and including August 31, 1921.
Because of the unsettled and continually changing world conditions
and the great length of time required to complete the tariff bill,
it was decided to put the intern a-revenue legislation ahead of the
tariff bill. The tariff hearings were therefore, postponed, and
resumed November 3, 1921, and completed January 9, 1922.

The stenographic minutes of each day's proceedings were first
printed in preliminary form in 58 parts. Copies were sent to each
wit.-ss with the request that he make necessary corrections for
clearness in his statement and return the revised copy to the clerk.
Such corrections have been observed in preparing the revised edition
of the hearings. In this editriofi the chronorogica order of the state-
ments has been disregarded (except that of American Valuation and
Dyes Embargo, Vol. I) and the oral testimony and the papers filed
oni each subject have been grouped and arranged, as nearly as
practicable, according to the paragraphs of the tariff bill as it
passed the House.



[V PREFACE.

The revised hearings were first indexed and printed in separate
volumes, each containing only the testimony relative to a particular
schedule. Three additional volumes were also printed, one contain-
ing the testimony relative to the American valuation plan, one the
testimony relative to the dyes embargo, and the other that relative
to the special and administrative provisions of the tariff bill and testi-
mony relative to certain paragraphs that was taken too late for incor-
poration in the proper volume.

The hearings are here consolidated in 8 volumes (each indexed
by name and subject), including a general index, arranged as follows:

CONTENTS OF VOLUMES.

VOLUME I: Page.
American Valuation ................... ................... 1-342
Dyes Embargo .................................................... 343-775

VOLUME II:
Schedule 1. Chemicals, Oils, and Paints ........................... 777-1344
Schedule 2. Earth&, Earthenware, and Glasware ............. :., 1345-1005

VOLUME III:
Schedule 3. Metals and Manufactures of ........................... 107-2101
Schedule 4. Wood and Manufactures of ............................ 2103-2172
Schedule 5. Suear, Molasses, and Manufactures of .................. 2173-2417
Schedule 6. Tobacco and Manufactures of .......................... 2419-255-

VOLUME IV:
Schedule 7. Agricultural Product, and Provisions .................. 2a55-3299
Schedule 8. Spirits, Wines, and Other Beverages .................. .301-3302

VOLUME V:
Schedule 9. Cotton Manufactures .................................. 3303-3441
Schedule 10. Flax, Hemp, and Jute, and Manufactures of ........... 3443-3523
Schedule 11. Wool and Manufactures of ............................. 3525-3766
Schedule 12. Silk and Silk Goods .................................. 3767-3869
Schedule 13. Papers and Bookl .................................... 3871-3982
Schedule 14. Sundries ......... ..................... 383-4365

VOLUME VI:
Free List ........................................................ 4367-50 9

VOLUME VII:
Special Provisons ................................................ 6061-5099
Administrative Provisions .......................................... 5101-5113
Appendix ......... ................................. 6115-5420

VOLUME Vill:
General Index.



SCHEDULE 9.

COTTON MANUFACTURES.

COTTON AND OTHER TEXTILES.

STATEMENT OF JOHN V. CONWAY, RUEP ENTING E. P. DREW A
CO. (140.), NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. CoNwAY. We are importers and exporters of cotton yarns and
textiles. We also run two domestic winding plants, one located at
Jewett City, Conn., and the other at Pawtucket, R. I.

The CHAIMAN. Do you appear as an importer or manufacturer?
Mr. CoNwAY. I appear as both. a
The CHAIMAN. Have you any industry established in Germany or

in Europe?
Mr. Co(NWAY No sir.
The CHAmMAN. ou may proceed now to state to the committee

your views.
Mr. CoNwAY. I appear in opposition to any advance in the rates

on cotton yarns over the existing rates as named in the Underwood
bill. I have prepared a bridf and also some statistics, which I will
be pleased to hand to the committee, and if the different members of
the committee would like one, I will have enough printed to go
around. I have onjy one extra copy.

The CnAIRmAN. You can have that sent to each member of the
committee or leave it with the secretary.

Mr. CoNwAY. I will do so.
I appreciate that the committee has a difficult task in getting any

schedule which will please all parties concerned and at the same time
render a fair amount of protection to the American manufacturers.
There are two things to be taken into consideration-the amount of
revenue and the amount of protection.

It is well to consider, first, the difference between the pricing of
American goods and foreign goods. The foreign manufacturer
makes his price based upon the cost of his material at the mill. For
example, if you buy a o. 100 yarn from a Manchester spinner or
English spiner you buy that yarn at his mill. That does not in-
clude the cost of cases, packing, or anything else. Those cases and
packing and other material amount to about 2 to 3 cents a pound.
At the present time they are paying something like $6 or $7 a case on
the other side for cases which contain our merchandise. On the
other hand, the American manufacturer either sells his goods direct
or through his own agency or through some commission house, for
which he pays a commission of 5 per cent. With that he gives a
trade discount, either 2 or 3 per cent, payable on the 10th of the
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

month following delivery. He also allows freight to the consuming
mill-either pays it or makes an allowance.

Senator MCUMBmR. Just a moment. If I understood you rightly,
you stated that our tariffs were levied upon just what it cost the mill'
toproducc the yarn.

Mr. CONWAY. I did not quite catch that.
Senator MCCUMBER. You stated that our tariffs ;were levied upon

just what it cost the foreign manufacturer to produce the yarn. Did
you take into consideration what it cost for packing, etc. ?

Mr. CONWAY. No; I said the foreign manufacturer based his price
or sold on what it cost at his mill. He adds his manufacturing profits,
of course.

Senator MCCUMBER. But he has got to pack it?
Mr. CONWAY. He does not allow you for that. We pay for packing

cases and lining for the cases.
Senstor MC(AtABEM. Yes; but the tariffs we levy include all that

packing?
Mr. .OwAY. We pay a duty on the packing, yes; that is the rea.

son I bring that point out.
Senator-SMoor. I suppose that your remarks now will also apply

to cotton, hemp, and to woolf
Mr. CONWAY. Exactly.
Senator Smoor. So that whatever you say now in relation to cotton

you want it to apply to yarns of hemp and woolI
Mr. CONWAY. And also to silk, artificial silk.
Senator SMooT. Certainly; to artificial silk.
Mr. CONWAY. These allowances which the American manufacturer

makes will approximately equal 9 or 10 per cent. So that basing any
duties on domestics or American prices in comparison with the prices
for that abroad you must make an allowance of about 10 per cent.

On the coarse numbers there is no duty needed. In fact, as you
know, we have been very large exporters of cotton yarn to all parts
of the world for years, not only cotton yarn but heav sheetngs.
The number of New England mills and their makes of s eetings are
known in all parts of the world; in fact, we get inquiries for them
through our foreign connections, and they specify they must be equal
to certain American brands.

Another thing. When it cumes to importing yarns there are pre.
cious few yarns which are able to be brought in under 80 until the
American manufacture fills up. We export 40s and below, and we
have exported up to 70s. We have never exported any 80s, because
we could not do that on account of the freight.Senator McCum . You stated that "we export to all countries
of the world." Do you export those to the United Kingdom?

Mr. CoNwAY. I have exported No. 12 yarn to Manchester, England.
Senator McCuMiix. When?
Mr. Co wAY. In 1919 and 1920. We could do it to-day if the

freight rates were not against us.
Senator MCLzaiN. Do you export to Germany?
Mr. CoNwAY. We exported to Germany in 1914, prior to going to

war.
Senator McLzAN. But do you now?
Mr. CoNwAY. No; we can not export there now on account of the

exchange.
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COTTON MANUFACTURES.

Senator McLzAN. That is one of the "countries of the world."
Mr. CoNwAY. Well, we do not export there. Our foreign office has

exported there during the past year and a half. But we do not do it
directly from here.

Senator Smoor. You do not mean to say you could not export 80s
on account of freight. The freight on 80s is no more than it is on
40s. You mean to say that you can not export it because of the fact
that the finer the yarn the higher the cost, and there is the difference
in the foreign country I

Mr. CONWAY. That is true; as you go up you get the competition on
low prices, but the matter of freight to-day is a very considerable
item. It amoui i to 6 cents a pound.

Senator SMoo1'. That applies to 16s or 40s or any other number?
Mr. CONWAY. Exactly. Therefore, when you come to consider a

tariff, the duty is not needed on those coarse numbers.
Another matter to be taken into consideration is the difference in

the qualities of the yarn made; for instance, you might take a No. 10
or 20 or 30 yarn and make it out of different staple cotton. The for-
eign manufacturers are -,ble to spin up to 40s of shorter staple, which
no American manufacturer would attempt.

They also make carded yarns as fine as No. 120. There are a few
domestic manufacturers who make No. 60s in carded. There are
very few that care to make No. 60s in carded. I do not think there
are any who have ever attempted to make over No. 60 in carded.
Now, on the other hand, the English manufacturers run as high.as
No. 120 in carded.

There are the different considerations-labor, construction, machin-
ery, interest taxes, and efficiency.

Prior to the war the cost of labor in the cotton industry here and
abroad were not very much apart, about 10 or 12_per cent, according
to the locality, whether northern or southern. The foreign manu.
facturer had an advantage in construction; they also had an advan-
tage in their textile machinery. It cost less to construct the foreign
mill than it did the domestic mill. That-might be helped by reducing
the'duty on textile machinery; for instance, you can buy a patented
machine which is made i England and patented here and manu-
factured in this country, the same machine, at practically the same
price, imported into the Unite4 States, with the duty added, as you
can buy it from the domestic firm.

As to the matter of interest they formerly had an advantage over
us, because we paid on the average 6 per cent for money here while
they got it at 3 or 4 per cent. That is a thing that is past. The in.
terest charges now and in the future will probably be less in this
country, at least not more than abroad.

In regard to taxes I think that they have a little more burden in
that regard over there than we have.

In efficiency I think they have the advantage, because their labor
has been trained for generations. Our labor here is a little more
transient. Also they excel in efficiency in management.

Coming down to the colored yarns: You have heard a good deal
about the dyestuffs, etc. I will say briefly that we have never been
able to import colored yarns except in very special instances. We find
the price of the dyeing, bleaching, and especially of these very fine
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indanthrenes are higher in England than we can get them done in this
country.

There are two methods advanced in-this tariff for valuation-that
is, the ad valorem and the specific. We believe a specific duty is the
proper duty. An ad valorem leaves very much to be furnished by the
customhouse and ourselves.

The CAMMAN. Mr. Conway, the committee is well posted on thqt
phase of it; that is, on the ad valorem and specific duties.

Mr. CoNWAY. I want to give them my reasons why-
The C mmAN. They are fully impressed with the desirability of

the specific whenever it can be applie.
Mr. CONWAy. But this bill calls not only .for specific but also the

alternative of ad valorem rates.
If our goods are imported *on a specific duty, we know when they

reach the customhouse what we have got to pay. Our past experience
has shown us that we have had to pay the duties based on the market
price abroad on the date we imported those goods; for instance, in
1919 we bought No. 100 yarn at 6 shillings, on aasis of a shilling, then
a trifle under 24 cents. Those goods were sold immediately on that
basis to the Amerian manufacturers. When we came to get those
goods in we had to wait on account of the cotton strike and the dock
strike. We were penalized at the customhouse, our yarn valued at 18
shillings, and there was no way in which we could recoup that loss.
We, therefore, feel that a specific duty without any alternative of an
ad valorem is the proper one and fair to the importer.

Another reason is this: There is not very much variation in the cost
of manufacturing goods in this country. The large variations in the
price of cotton yarns has been due to the advance in cotton, whether
justified or speculative. For instance, in 1919 and 1920 long-staple
cotton went from somewhere around 85 or 40 cents a pound to $1.25.
Therefore, when we paid our duties on the ad valorem values we were
paying duty on the speculative price of cotton, or at least the specula-
tive advance in the price of cotton.

Now, you have heard a great deal about the German competition
and the mark being worth one-third of a cent. We deal in a great
many articles besides cotton and other yarns which are not in my im-
mediate department, but I have knowledge personally of what is go-
ing on. Our quotations for months have been in dollars and cents,
and in any country where we have dealt where the mark or the franc
or the shilling has depreciated in value those quotations have been ad-
vanced with each change, so that the price in dollars and cents has
remained practically the same.

In view of the fact that the coarse numbers need no protection, we
have recommended-

Senator Smoor (interposing). That recommendation will be in your
brief, will it I

Mr. CO NWAY. Yes, sir. Our request is that the amount of duty
assessed on 40 yarn be 3 cents a pound for carded with an additional
duty of one-fifth of I per cent upward; on combed yarn, 4 cents a
pound for No. 40, with a difference of one-fourth cent per number
advance.

Senator SMoor. For each. number advance?
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Mr. CoNWAY. For each number advance. On numbers below 40 we
do not feel that there is- any need of any duty; but if the committee,
in their judgment, feel that there is to be a duty we should suggest
40 to 80, one-eighth cent; 30'to 20, one-tenth cent; 20 to 4, one-six-
teenth cent; below 4, free.

Senator LA FoiZr What is the reason for the higher duty
which you recommend for the numbers which you cited just before
this last number I

Mr. CONWAY. We recommend one-fifth of 1 cent a pound higher
on the carded and one-fourth cent per number additional, because
it is combed and because it can stand it.

Senator LA Foiyrr. Will you state whether that duty will fully
cover the difference in the conversion cost between this country and
competing country I

Mr. CoNwAY. Yes, sir; that will cover the difference in cost. In
fact, I will give you some figures later to show you that the costs
abroad to-day on those coarse numbers are higher than they are in
America.

Under date of November 13 there were quoted in one of the English
trade papers 40/2 ply American-that is, yarn made of American
stock-at 2s. 9d., approximately 56 cents translated into American
money. The same number of yarn made of good staple southern
manufacture could be purchased and is quoted in the papers here
to-day at 52 cents a pound.

Senator LA FOLLrETE. Have you covered the entire subject thor-
oughly in your briefI

Mr. CONWAY. I have.
-Senator LA FoLwrm. Will you have your brief printed in full in

the record?
Mr. CONWAY. Yes; I will have it printed in full, and I will leave

each member of the committee a copy.
Under date of November 13 our ordinary carded Egyptian yarn

was quotedat 4s. 64d.
Senator SMoor. what ply?
Mr. CONWAY. 40/2 ply, and translated into American money means

90 cents a pound. That is higher than the combed yarn is quoted
to-day.

Senator LA FoILwrr. In your brief have you given the American
quotation and the foreign quotations so that they can be compared
right together?

"Mr. CONwAY. I do; yes. During the past six or eight months we
have had an emergency tariff. That emergency tariff did not cover
any of the coarse numbers, and I think the records of the .customs-
house will bear me out in stating that none of those numbers have
been brought in, or if any have been brought in there has been a very
inconsequential quantity.

Senator SMoo. But those coarse numbers had the Underwood
rate?

Mr. CONWAy. Yes; they had the Underwood rate. If they were
lower they could not be brought in.

2r0/2 p)y American stock under date of November 17 were quoted
in England at 2s. 24d.; that is equivalent to 44 centq. That same
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number in first-class southern yarn could be bought anywhere from
33 to M cents, depending upon the spinner..

I have picked out some figures on the domestic yarns and carded
under date of July 11, when this Fordney bill was first introduced.

Senator LA FoLwm. May I interrupt you a second? I want to
ask you whether the foreign quotations of prices there are on for-
eign production or export price on American export yarns?

Mr. CONWAY. That is .yarn made up in England to be exported
from there without any packing, etc.

Senator LA Fouurn. That is what we would call, then, the mill
price?

Mr. CONWAY. The mill price; yes, sir. 10/2 ply white stock 20
cents a pound; 20/2 ply white stock 23 cents a pound; 40/2. ply, 35
cents a pound.

Under the old tariff the rate of duty was 7 per cent; under the
new proposed rates it is 2 cents a pound.

T aking the market price at 20 cents a pound and deducting the
American commission, discount, and freight, which amounts to about
2 cents a pound on 20 cents would leave the ndt cost 18 cents to the
American manufacturer. 6n July 11 middling cotton, which will
probably be the grade. used in that manufacture, was quoted at 12
cents a pound. Taking an allowance for waste, which I have taken
at 15 percent-it may be a trifle too low or it may be a trifle too
high, but I think it is very fair and conservative--allowing 15 er
cent for waste, that brings the cost of cotton to 13.80 cents. That
leaves 4.20 cents the net remuneration to the spinner. Now, on a duty
of 21 cents a pound that means a rate of 57 per cent for duty.

I have given the figures in my brief for 20/2 ply and 40/2 ply
on the same basis, so Irwill not repeat them and take the time of the
committee.

Senator LA FouzrrE. May.I interrupt again, if you please?
Mr. CONWAY. Yes.
Senator LA Fouzr. How about the prices which you quote in

your brief, which I understand to be present prices, compare with
the prewar prices; that is, relative to the prewar prices in this coun-
try for the same numbers?

Mr. CONWAY. You mean the prewar prices for the foreign goods
we sell?.

Senator LA Fou=r& Yes.
Mr. CONWAY. In 1915 the market was very much depressed. We

sold No. 100 yarn-I want to show you what we manufacture-
Mr. LA FoLrrz (interposing). If you please, I wanted to direct

your attention to the prewar condition.
Mr. CONWAY. I was going to refer to these samples.

-Senator La FoLmuirr. 1911 and.19121
Mr. CONWAY. *That is the yarn we manufacture [exhibiting sample

to the committee].
6Senator LA FoLumrE. Do you understand met I do not mean

prewar" as to the time when we went into the war, but the begin-
ning of the European war, 1912 and 1913.

Mr. CoNwAY. In 1912-18 the prices for No. 100 were 90 cents for
$1, if my recollection is right. That is the class of goods we made,
and we sold that yarn in 1915 for 76 cents a poun-d. During the
war the price on this was about $1.75 to $2. Immediately after the
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war, and in 1919 and 1920, the price of that material rose to $5.75
per pound, wound in that shape [referring to samples]. We did
not sell it at that price, unfortunately, because our mills had been
sold ahead on the low-basis price. We did sell some at $5.25, but
not very large quantities. The bulk of our material was sold the
latter part of 1919 and early 1920 at about $2.75 cents a pound, No.
100, and that is some of the yarn on which we were penalized by the
customhouse and paid a duty on advanced value as high as $3.75

"'for that same material to bring it in, and which we ha sold to be
delivered on contracts for $2.40 a pound. So you see the bed of
the importers is not always a rosy one.

That is the class of goods we manufacture. This [referring to
sample] is used for .electrical yarns. It is different material from
what is made by most spinners in this country for the reason that
this material is a mule-spun yarn, while the bulk of the yarns spun
in this country is frame-spun yarn. That is what we call a cop. We
wind that yarn on these parallel tubes. and it must be put on without
any twist whatever, laying fla(. If there is any twist or any imper-
fections it is rejected.

That goes to people like the Westinghouse, the General Electric,
and other large electrical concerns.

In our winding plant at Jewett City and Pawtucket we wind as
fine as 200. The bulk of our business is in Nos. 80, 100, and 120-
that is, 120 put up in the same way [exhibiting another sample].

I think that will cover what I want to say on the yarns.
We pass on to the thread. I understood from the remark made by

Senator Smoot to Mr. Hall, who testified here yesterday, that this
paragraph 90-2 applies to yarn which might be used for thread pur-
poses and later processed into sewing cotton. That is the way I
understood the bill, and I have made my brief on that understanding.

I also have prepared a list here to show what those prices amount
to in plain English and also what they would be dutiable as yarns. _

We bring the yarn in the skein and it is in some instances simply
wound on tubes or cones and useA for thread purposes, and at other
times it is bleached and colored and sized and put on various-sized
spools that Mr. Hall showed.

No. 1 yarn, which is the basis of calculation of a single yarn,
contains 840 yards.

Senator Smoor. That does not have anything to do with the duty?
Mr. CONWAY. Yes; it does; and if you will liken just a minute

I will show that it does.
If you bring in a 50/3 yarn and it is dutiable on the basis of thread,

that No. 50/3 will contain 14,000 yards and at one-half cent per
hundred yards will give you a duty of b0 cents a pound. That is
more than the manufacturing cost of the entire article, including the
cotton itself.

Senator SMoor. You are wrong there, because that is not what it
says.

Mr. CONWAY. That is what I understood it yesterday, and that is
what the gentleman who testified understood it to be, as I gathered
from his conversation.

Senator SMoor. The question of length only applied to darning,
embroidery, and knitting cotton. So far as cotton in the thread is
concerned, it is one-half of 1 cent a hundred yards.
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Mr. CONWAY. That is exactly what it is, that sewing thread, one-
half cent on each 100 yard&

There is no pos ability of a half cent a hundred yards on any of
those threads going as low as 17 or to 38J per cent ad valorem, unless
there is a very great upheaval in prices, which none of us anticipate.

Senator SMooT. I am not going to dispute the rates, but I was just
savng what it meant.

Mr. CONWAY. We have been all through this thing at the custom-
house before. We brought this skein yarn under the Aldrich tariff
when we had to pay high duty, and.we found our yarn cost us three or
four times the value.

You take 10/8 ply; that will contain 28,000 yards. The duty on
the thread basis-one-half cent per 100 yards-will amount to $1.40.
Taking it on 40/8 skein yarn, under the proposed rates, the duty will
be 18 cents a pound if entered as cotton yarn; if as thread 56 cents a
pounce

On 50/8 ply, 15 cents as yarn; thread duty 70 cents a pound.
On 100/8 ply, 25 cents a pound yarn duty; thread duty $1.40

a pound.
If those are six card they will take just one-half of the yardage,

and the duties will be 40/6; 16 cents yarn duty, 28 cents thread duty.
On 0/6 ply, 15 cents yarn duty; thread duty 35 cents.
But there is an alternative that these must not be lower than 17

per cent nor higher than 83 per cent. But there is no present way
that those duties can be computed and get even as low as the highest
alternative 38 per cent in any instance, but there is no possible
chance of getting as low as 17 per cent.

Senator SmooT. It can not be lower than 331 per cent?
Mr. CONWAY. I can not figure it out.
Senator MoLsAN.-Because the law says so.
Senator SMoor. Do you not know the value of the thread?
Mr. CONWAY. I am glad you brought that matter up. If the price

go away down to where they were in 1915, you can possibly get it
dqwn to that basis. I do not imagine that you are going to get the
very low values for some time to come. There is a tendency for lower
basis of prices for everything, whether textiles, or anythiing else, labor
included.

Senator SMoorr. It can not be more than 33 per cent.
Mr. CONWAY. I appreciate that, Senator, but how are you going to

figure it?
enator Sxoor. On the value of the goods, no matter what they

are, whether low or high.
Mr. CONWAY. I have taken all the prices obtainable, and I can not

make it reconcile.
We come down to prices of darning and knitting cotton, I will

give you an example. One of the departments of health placed an
order a week ago in Washington for a thousand pounds, for which
the successful bidder paid $1.01 per pound.

Senator SMoor. For what?
Mr. CoNwAY. For darning cotton.
That is No. 6,4-ply. Under this rate we would get a protection on

it to import 6.8 per pound. That yarn in the grade at high figure
could be bought to-day at 35 cents, or possibly 80 cents. It will cost
to bleach and process that not over 20 to 25 cents a pound. So you
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take that maximum figure of 85 cents, and your 25 cents gives you 60
cents, and that leaves a profit to the manufacturer of 41 cents a
pound, which is very fair margin on almost an article.

Therefore, on the sewing threads, we ask that the same duty as
under the Underwood bill be continued.

I have gi-en'here for Schedule 9 figures giving the different num.
bers used for embroidery and also the rates under this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you not help the committee by having some
of these matters printed?

Mr. CoNwAY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to do that first rate, but I
wish you would indulge me. 1 am finishing on the thread.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee wants to extend to you every
courtes.

Mr. CoNwAY. I am practically the lone opposition here, and per-
haps after I get through some of these Senators may want to ask
questions to elucidate evidence on parts brought out.

The CHAIRMAN. There will not be any Senators here to ask ques-
tions unless the hearings are curtailed.

Mr. CONWAY. I am not asking for any more time than necessary.
The CHAIMAN. Proceed.
Mr. CONWAY. On the flax iuty, paragraph 1001, we ask that no

duty be placed on the raw materialz-flax.
The CHAIRMAN. You say, "we ask." Who does that include?
Mr. CoNwAY. The importers ; or I will say "I," because I have not

been authorized to speak officially for anyone else except myself,
my own company.

Senator SMOOT. You are speaking now of flax straw I
Mr. CoNwAY. The raw material; 1002, we ask for 5 per cent on

sliver.
On the ramie yarns, which come under the same classification as

jute and linen, I wish to say a word on that, because the duties on
these are raised to a point which we consider excessively high; We
spent u great deal of time in the way of sampling, getting manufac-
turers of different lines interested in this material. Ramie yarn in
the sizes 18s to 30/2 sold prior to the war, in 1912, at 60 cents for
18s and 72 cents for 30/2 ply. These yarns are used very largely in
the manufacture of incandescent mantles. There is only one manu-
facturer of raw ramie in this country, and that has been recently
absorbed by one of the largest mantle manufacturers and is now run
as a subsidiary company to that company. So that there can be but
one price for that class of goods over here. They n make any price
for their material if they get a duty high enough to shut out foreign
competition, and.they can not only make price for the manufacturing
trade but they an also make the price for their own competitors, and
I will point out to you briefly a few of the inconsistencies.

Senator SMoor. You have named in your brief the rate you want?
Mr. CONWAY. Yes.
Senator McCuMBER. What percentage of the amount used in the

United States is produced by this company which you say manu-
factures in the United States?

Mr. CONWAY.. The last account I had from them they were using
the bulk in their own factory and only selling their surplus to the
trade.

On single bleached yarns.-
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Senator LA FoL-r'rE (interposing). What: is the name of that
flrmI

Mr. CONWAY. I would rather not state any name.
Senator Smoor. A good many manufacturers use. ramie for mix-

ing with other material ?
Mr. CONWAY. That is ramie fiber.
Senator SMooT. You are speaking now of ramie yarns?
Mr. CONWAY. Ramie yarns. I am going to touch on ramie fiber

also.
Under the old rate from No. 1 to No. 8 lea at a rate of 12 per cent;

the new rate is 8 cents a pound. Under the old rate No. 8 to 80 lea
was 20 per cent, and then over 80 it dropped back again to 10 per
cent. But, as a matter of fact, nothing above 80 has ever been my le
in ramie.

Senator SMoor. I do not think you can'make it that high.
Mr. CoNw.Y. It has been made as high as 80/2 ply; in-fact, it has

been mercerized, too, but not as a regular product.
These prices are now assessed so that on No. 60 yarn you pay it

duty of 35 cents a pound, not per cent but 35 cents a pound. Then
if that yarn is bleached or boiled 5 cents a pound more.

Now, in ordinary times it cost us for bleaching 1* to 2 cents per
pound. At the present rate for job dyeing, which small dyers and
bleachers charge for bleaching 5 cents a pound to-day. That
represents their cost and profit. This duty fixes a charge of 5 cents a
pound extra, for the reason that this material is all bleached before it
is used. In its natural shade it is something the color of that [indi-
cat ing] a tan shade.

On the twisted yarn, No. 8, the rate is advanced from 8 cents a
pound to 16 cents a pound, and there is a sliding scale, so that when
you get up to No 30 which is one size used by the mantle manufac-
turers, the two sizes bing 18 single and 30/2 ply, the specific rate is
324 cents per pound. This material does not cost any more to twist
than it does cotton, and a fair conservative price for twisting that is
2 cents a pound.

We come now to the woolen paragraph. The old rates were 18 per
cent. Now, it specifies that yarns valued at 55 cents a pound shall
have a 20 cents per pouffd specific duty and, in addition to that an ad
valorem duty of 15 cents a pound. You take a Tarn valued at 5
cents a pound, and you take 20 cents a pound specific duty, and that
equals 36 per cent of the value. You add on your cost 18 per cent,
and that would cost you 54 per cent. Take, for instance, a carpet
yarn which in ordinary times brings anywhere from 40 to 50 cents a
pound, and that would be dutiable under that rate at more than
the entire manufacturing cost of the yarn. These duties are more
than the manufacturing cost, ndt includingthe material.

Senator SMoor. Of course, you know these duties here are com-
pensatory duties. What is your recommendation?

Mr. CONWAY. Our recommendation is that there be no duty on
wool, free wool and the old rates as under the Underwood bill.

Paragraph 161, that is silk and silk goods, the old rate was 20 per
cent. The new rate is 35 cents a pound.

On paragraph 1202 spun silk or schappe, the old rate was 85 per
cent, the new rate is 45 cents a pound.
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On 1204, the old rate was 15 per cent the new rate is $1 per pound.
We feel that those prices are unreasonably high, and that it will tend
to shut out competition entirely.

Under 1215, artificial silk, the old rate was 85 per cent- the new
rate is 45 cents a pound. Prior to the war the entire cost of this ma-
terial was 60, cents per pound. It sold then from $1.50 to $1.75, ac-
cording to the quality. Therefore, if you advance the price to 85
cents a pound, you put on a duty of 75 per cent of the entire cost
prior to the war.

That also covers artificial silk wastes, which is a very much lower
grade product. We took the imported artificial silk wastes which is
a very much lower grade product. We took this imported artificial
silk wastes in 1912, and hadit spun on commission by a manufacturer
in Philadelphia, and made on worsted macbinery which was not
exactly adapted for it, and it cost us about 18 cents a pound. Here
is a duty imposed of 45 cents a pound, and we do not think it is right.

We come now to the American-valuation lan. We are very much
opposed to that, because we do not know what it means. When you
come to value such articles as we import and use, here is a yarn tat
you can not match in this country or probably can not match in this
country. There is none of it offered for sale. What are we going to
do? Take the price some manufacturer will give you on some other
yarn, and make us up a duty on that? Take, for instance, our ramie.
Are we going to take this price, what it cost, or going to the domestic
manufacturer?

Senator MOCuMBeB. Does that article which you just now pre-
sented sell on the market in the United States?

Mr. CoNWAY. We are practically the only ones who sell it.
Senator McCUMBEB. But it sellsI
Mr. CONWAY. I doubt if you can go out and buy it outside of our-

selves to-day.
Senator McCuMBER. You have sold it?
Mr. CoNWAY. We sold lots of it to some of the manufacturers who

testified here this week.
Senator McCuMBE. So that it at least had a market value if it

sold?
Mr. CoNwAY. That is not American value.
Senator McCuMm. It had American value and sold, so you can

tell what the American value was.
Mr. CoNwAY. You mean what we sold it att
Senator McCumm. Yes.
Mr. CoNwAY. How would it be if we import this before we sell it?
Senator MoCumBm It would still have an American value.
Senator MoLAN. You never know what you are going to sell it

for?
Mr. CoNwAY. We never know what we are going to sell it for, and

we would be in the same position as we were in 1920.
Senator MOLPAN. Of course, take an article that has never been sold

in this country, and it would have no market value, because when you
first bring it in it has got to have a value before you can find a value.

Mr. CoNxwAY. We buy this in 50,000 to 100,000 pound lots, and we
sell anywhere from a case to 5,000 pounds, and we might come out
whole on the first shipment and might sink a lot of money on the last-
of it.
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Senator MvozAw. Where do you buy thatI
Mr. CoNwAY. We bought that in Manchester, England. We would

be in the same position that we were at the end of 1920, when we had a
lot of high-priced goods which cost us $3 to $4 a pound. We had to
mark it off and take our loss. That is what all the other manufac.
turers who are asking a very much higher duty should do; they should
come down and take their loss the same as we did, and start on a lower
basis.

We had a lot of this 78 single yarn which we brought in. It was
all very nice when the market was low, but when the price had
dropped we got our orders canceled from some of these same glove
manufacturers who are now asking for excessive duties.

Therefore we oppose that American-valuation plan as applied to
textiles. There may be some other line that it might apply on satis-
factorily.

To sum up briefly, we ask the old rates on these schedules to which
I have referred.

There is one other matter I would like to call your attention to,
which is the adverse effect this tariff legislation is going to have on
our foreign trade. You had some of the statistics read to you yester-
day of the amount of goods we exported in cotton goods. We are ex-
porting to New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and various other
parts of the world through our different offices all kinds of cotton
piece goods, coarse drills, denims, fine sheeting, and tickings, some
of thee fancy cloths you saw here yesterday. we have built up quite
a nice business. Our cornections have already notified us that if this
adverse tariff goes through it is going to interfere with this. It is go-
ing to interfere with the merchant marine, because if you do not send
goods out and bring them back you are going to suffer that way. It
is going to interfere with banking connections which have been estab-
lished 'in various parts of the world; and, gentlemen, you know that
banking connections are the mainstay of any foreign trade. Without
banking connections you can not exist.

We have been developing that business and are still developing
that business. It has been a nice business. What are we going to
do-cut thatoffI We have sent cotton piece goods out there for 40
or 60 years in competition with every market of the world. We had
the competition with Japan during the war, and, as one gentleman
stated here, thi merchandise of a certain class was so inferior that
there is nothing to it. They brought a lot of stuff in here and
dumped it on the market at any price, which will account for the low
prices which Japanese stuff has been bringing. We tried to bring
in some of their cotton yarns, but there is none of it manufactured
of a quality we could afford to.sell in this country, and those who
did take hold of it got stuck badly.

So far as the efflciency of the aor goes in Japan, it does not com-
pare with this country, because all the supervision-is done by English
hands. They figure they require 130 operatives to equal the work of
a hundred English operators. Their wages are based on not only
what they get in money, but also are furnished housing, and in some
cases food. They live adjacent to the factories in which they wvork-
in some instances in them-and for that reason I do not think we
need ever fear any Japanese competition., because in every market
where we lost orders for goods teipporarly, in Australia and New
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Zealand, they have come back and taken American goods on account,
of the superiority of the quality.

Gentlemen, I think I have covered everything else in my brief, and.
I thank you for your consideration.

3R3 O 0 oN r. COWAY. Dm151 '2110 X. F. DIUW & 00. (rIO.), 11W
TORR 0iTY.

We respectfully submit for your consideration the following recommendations
on th(s schedule relating to cotton yarns and cotton manufactures and in oppo-
sition to any increase in the duty In the proposed tariff ovei that existing under
the law of 1918:

Appended, marked "Exhibit A," Is n list of comparative rates of duty under
the Underwood tariff and those proposed for tariff bill No. 7450, dated July 11.

(Paragraph 901.1

There Is comparatively little change in the c6arser numbers, the rate of duty
proposed varying from number to number under the specific rate, although
there Is an alternative ad valorem duty under the provision of which no levy can
fall below a certain percentage, which gives a rate of advance on nearly all sizes
over the old rate. This applies to carded and to some sizes of combed below No.
40. The new rates are slightly lees on coarse combed, although these sizes have
seldom, if ever, been imported and the foreign prices have been nearly as high
as the domestic.

There has been in the past very little yarn Imported in sizes coarser than
No. 50, and in these sizes only at such times when there has been a wide
fluctuation in prices; ir fact, on most numbers below W0s, except when specially
treated, that Is gassed or prepared, it has been difficult to import these In
competition with the domestic manufacturers. For this reason a protectl'e
duty is not needed on the coarse numbers as we have been able In the past
to export large quantities of these coarse numbers in competition with foreign
spinners, so that a duty on these coarse numbers Is not necessary for the pro-
tection of the American manufacturers nor has it been productive of revenue.
It is only possible to import the numbers below 80s when conditions are favor-
able and when purchased at very low prices and sold later at a profit on a
higher market.

On numbers 120 and abote there s only a limited amount manufactured in
this country and domestic manufacturers have been able to sell all they could
produce, and It Is practically impossible to sell foreign goods until the domestic
product has been placed. This applies particularly to numbers 120 and under,
as above 120s there are very few domestic mills that make these sizes for sale.

DIFnERCE IN MODS OF eSLN" DOM TIC AND FORION YARN.

It would be well to call to the attention of your committee, the different man-
ner In which goods are sold in- this country and abroad. The American manu-
facturer usually sells through an agent or commission house or, perhaps, his
own sales agency -and his prices are quoted delivered at the mill of the con-
sumer or f. o. b. his own mil-llowing the difference In freight to the con-
suming manufacturer. The prices at which the goods are sold represents the
cost of packing, freight, discount, and selling charges.

If sold through a commisson house the compensation Is usually 5 per cent, with
a trade discount of 2 or 8 per cent when paid on the 10th of the month following
delivery or in 80 days time, also an allowance for freight. It is therefore safe
to assume that the selling charge and the dscount and freight averages 9 to 10
per cent.

On the other hand, the foreign spinner sells his yarn f. o. b. his own mill or
delivered to a nearby shipping point. The purchaser is charged for ccst of
packing, freight, drayage, and other inc:dental'expenses, so that In making a
comparison with foreign and domestic prices these facts should be borne In mind,
as a difference of 10 per cent should be deducted from the American quotatlonL.

It should be borne in n,;nd that the spinning and weaving methods abroad
and in this country are also radically different.

The domestic manufacturer, if he is a manufacturer of cotton yarns, will
spin the yarh In a range of numbers, twist it, warp It, reel it, wind It, In fact,
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engage In all the different finishing processes which may be required by various
consuming trades.

On the other hand, the foreign manufacturer, if he is a spinner, will only spin,
and confines his output to certain size. He will In turn sell his yarn to the
reeler, to the winder, to the warper, or to the finisher for other processes, and
the charges for the yarn will be paid by the person purchasing the merchandise
primarily., Therefore these manufacturers have only one process on which to
figure their profit whereas the domestic manufacturer, who carries on the va-
rious processes, secures his profits on all these processes . which returns him a
much larger margin of profit than is possible to the foreign manufacturers.

For this reason the foreign manufacturers have usually been content to op-
erate on a more modest return Und at a lower profit per unit, basing their re-
turns on production and efficiency In manufacture.

The same applies to the manufacturer of woven goods who does the spinning,
warping, slashing, beaming, weaving as one corporation, whereas the foreign
manufacturers are weavers only and buy their raw material in the shape of cot-
ton yarn

It is therefore dIfllcult to make comparisons on yarn when based only on the
size, as there are so many other matters to be taken Into consideration, such as
twist and quality of stock used by the different spinners, that on the same num-
her of domestic or foreign yarns there will be a variation of 5 to 10 cents
per pound on the same numbers, both carded and combed.

For this reason It has also been customary in the past for the 4ponsora of
high tariff to compare the domestic price of yarns of high grade used in weav-
Ing and knjtting with the prices quoted for the same number of a foreign make,
without taking Into consideration the nbove-mentloned considerations and also
the fact that there is a difference between the basis of middling cotton of the
American grades and those of the English classification. Also that the manipula-
tion of stock enters largely Into this, as the foreign spinners are able to spin finer
numbers from lower grades and shorter stocks than are attempted by the Amerl.
can manufacturers. For Instance, on yarn used by the manufacturers of print
cloth In the East (United States) the prices obtained by the mills on sales made
between themselves are lower than prices for the same yarn quoted In the
English market.

There are very few domestic mills which make a yarn finer than 40s In carded,
there being some who make We and 60s. There are very few, if any, domestic
mills who attempt to make carded yarn above 00, and there are none who make
carded yarn In 80s and above, whereas the English spinners make carded yarns
as fine as 120s.

CONsIDEUT1ONS AS BASIS FOn TAR".

Therefore, in Imposing any tariff the main consideration outside -of the
amoi nt of revenue to be raised Is what adequate protection shall be accorded
the lome manufacturers and the difference between the cost of American and
foreign manufacture, including labor.

There was a time when the claim was made that the foreign manufacturers
secured their labor at very much less than the domestic mills. There are some
Instances to-day where certain manufacturers In this country are paying higher
rates of wages than they are paying abroad. In fact, certain American manu.
facturers are now paying very much more wages in this country than their
competitors located In other parts of this country. But, as a rule labor, prior
to the war, in this country was only slightly higher than what It was abroad,
while the productive cost due to the efficiency and larger turnover in production
by the American operative more than made up this difference.

It is a well-known fact that foreign operatives from any country coming here
to engage In the textile manufacturing is at a disadvantage compared with
domestic labor and It takes several months before they can produce the same
amount of work as the operatives here. In other words, American operatives
operate more machinery and work faster than their foreign brethren.

Formerly the foreign manufacturer had a greater advantage on account of
the lower rate of interest, but this has now been changed on account of war
&conditions and this is not a factor to be reckoned now nor in the future.

There was also considerable difference In the cost of erecting aew spinning
mills as compared with the foreign manufacturer, because they could obtain
their textile machinery at a lower price than the American manufacturer, and
It might be well to consider whether or not this could be remedied by a lowering
of the duty on textile.machinery. It will even be found that textile machinery
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covered by the same patent here and abroad can be Imported at practically the
same price, duty paid as Is required for the domestic article.

This, however, has been more or less nullified by those mills which have been
erected for some time past, as during the war they have made very large and
excessive profits and should have been able to mark off to depreciation any
enhanced cost paid for domestic construction over the prices paid by foreign.
competitors, so that practically the Only thing to be considered now I the
difference in labor.

PERCENTAGE OF DUTY TO MANUFACTURIN COST.

At the time this bill was Introduced, on July 11, the following prices were
current: 10/2 white stock, 20 cents a pound; 20/2 white stock, 23 cents a pound;
40/2 white stock, 85 cents a pound.

These prices were the highest prices, and yarns of good grade In these stzqs
could be obtained at somewhat less.

102.
Tariff under old duty 5 per cent.
Tariff under new duty 2j cents per pound. Cents.

Taking a market price of ------------------------------- 20.00
Less freight, discount, and commission ---------------------- 2.00

Net price to mill -------------------------------------- 18.00
On July 10, price cotton ---------------------------------- - . 12.00
Allowance for waste 15 per cent ---------------------------- 1.80

Making the cost of cotton ------------- -------------------------------- 13.80

Leaving for cost of manufacture --------------------------- 4.20

The duty of 2j per cent per pound means 57 per cent of the cost of manu-
facture, which you can see Is ridiculously high.

R0ll.

Tariff under old duty t per cent.
Tariff under new duty 5 cents per pound. Cents.

Taking a market price of ------------------------------- 23.00
Less freight, discount, and commission ----------------------- 2.50

Net price to mill ---------------------------------------------- 20.50
On July 10, price cotton --------------------------------------- 12.00
Allowance for waste 15 per cent -------------------------------- 1.80

Making the cost of cotton ----------------------------- 13.80

Leaving for cost of manufacture --------------------------- 6.70

With a duty of 5 cents a pound on the new tariff, this would mean a duty of
75 per cent on the manufacturing cost.

40/B.

Tariff under old duty 10 per cent.
Tariff under new duty 10 cents a pound.

Cents.
raking a market price of -------------------------------------- 85.00
Less freight, discount, and commission--------------------- 8.80

Net price to miW -------------------------------------- 81,70
On July 10, price cotton --------------------------------------- 18.00
Allowance for waste 15 per cent -------------------------------- 1.95

Making the cost of cotton -------------------------------------------- 14.95

Leaving for cost of manufacture ------------------------------- 16.75
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A duty of 10 cents a poundwould equal about 60 per cent of the entire manu-
facturing cost.

This you will see is a larger protection than Is required. Basing the quota.
tlons on the same numbers to-day, It would give us the following results:

On the above we have estimated the duties on 10/2, 20/2, and 40/2. Nos. 9,
,19. and 89, however, could be brought In at 2j per cent less. We have used the
highest rates, which will emphasize the advance under the proposed rates.

10/2.

Tariff under old duty 5 per cent.
Tariff under now duty 21 cents per pound.

Cents.
Taking a market price bf ----------------------------------- 80.00
Less freight, discount, and commission --------- ---------------- 3.05

Net price to mill -------------.------------------------------- 26.95
On December 5, price cotton --------------------------------- _ 17.80
Allowance for waste 15 per cent ------------------------ 2.07

Making the cost of cotton -------------------------------- 20.47

Leaving for cost of manufacture ------------------------ 0.48

The proposed tariff of 21 cents per pound is nearly 33 per cent of 6.48.

20/2.
Tariff u",-' r old duty 71 per cent.
Tariff ujer new duty 5 cents per pe onJ. Cents.

Taking a market price of ------------------------- - 33.00
Less freight, discount, and coninil-lon . .. .....------------------- 8.31

Net price to mill --------------------------------- 29.69
On December 5, price cotton .................................... 17.80
Allowance for waste 15 per cent ------------------------ 2. 07

Making the cost of cotton -------------------------------------- 20.47.

Leave for cost of manufacture --------------------------------- 9.22
the proposed tariff of cents about 55 per cent of cost..

• 40/S.

Tariff under old duty 10 per cent
Tariff under new duty 10 cents per pound.

Taking a market price of ---------------------------- 52.00
Less freight, discount, and commission ------------------------- 4.08

Net price to mill ----------------------------------------------- 47.92
On December 5, price cotton ------- ..-------------------------- 19.80
Allowance for waste 15 per cent -------------------------------- 2.97

Making the cost of cotton..-., --------------------------------- 22.77

Leaving' for cost of manufacture ------------------------------- 25.15
The duty of 10 cents per pound equals about 40 per cent of cost.
At this time we particularly call jour attention to the fact that on a basis

of cotton, July 11 on *hlch date the price was 13 cents and on December 5 when
the basis of cotton was 19,0, nearly 7 cents a pound more, the difference to the
spinner on the finished yarn on 10/2, however, was a trifle more than 2 cents a
pound advance, although the cotton cost 6 cents a pound more.

On the 20/2 ply, the same basis,'the difference was 2.52 cents.
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On the 40/2 ply, basing th6 cost of the cotton which would be used in 40/2

ply at 13 cents July 10..
On December 5 It netted the spinner 25.15 cents on the 1980-cent cotton,

against manufacturing cost 16.75 cents on the lower basis (18 cents) for cotton.
You will therefore see that on the 40/2 ply a spinner Is securing a very much

better relative price than on the coarser sizes.
On the 40/2 ply, the spinner has 8.40 cents between the cost of'cotton and the

net selling price on 19.8-cent cotton 25.25 cents for manufacture in December;
• 13-cent cotton 16.75 cents for manufacture In July.

We have taken a fairly low basis for etton required, but a higher grade
which might have been required would show a larger percentage of protection,

coMPARISON BETWEEN DOMESTIC AND ENGLISH PRICES.

We would also call your attention to the fact that even on the very radical
advancing market 'which we have had during the past several months none of
these sizes have been Imported or attempted to be Imported simply because
these numbers abroad have been selling as high, if not higher, than the domestic
prices.

As example, on 20/2 ply: American stock, under date of November 17, was
quoted In one of the prominent trade Journals of England at 2 shillings 21 pence
equivalent to Americal money on that date to approximately 44 cents. On
July 11 the English prices were very much in excess of the prices obtained in
this country for nearly every size.

In an English trade Journal, under date of November 17, 40/2 American
stock ordinary grades was quoted at 2 shillings 9 pence, approximately 56 cents
in American money, or as much if not more than corresponding domestic yarn.
This Is a lower grade yarn than the domestic yarn referred to heretofore at 52
cents In preceding paragraph.

In making these quotations, we have taken the ordinary yarns against the
first-class southern yarns made of IA to 1j inch staple.

On the same date, November 17, the ordinary Egyptian carded In No. 40/2
was quoted at 4 shillings 6j pence, or over 90 cents a pound.

It is well to be noted at this time that none of these numbers were imported
under the old rates as they could have been done had the foreign price made it
possible, as they did not come under the emergency tariff which provides for an
extra rate of 7 cents a pound on a yarn made of a certain length staple.

On quotations which we had on July 19, 1921, quotations on 40/2 ply of 35
pence on a basis of exchange of 3.57, which would make the price 52 cents In
American money.

To this must be added charges for packing, freight, consular invoices, ocean
freights, as well as marine Insurance, financial, and other expenses Incidental
to importing yarn.

These prices are typical of the usual conditions and It is practically Impossible
to import these sizes and will show you conclusively that no tariff whatever
is necessary on these coarse numbers.

Comparison of domestic and foreign prices.

FOREIGN PRICES.

HOSIERY TARN--iNOL3.

Skeins. Cops. Cones.
No. of yun. -- - -

Penc. Of Cen [U. Pence. Cents. Pence. Cent:.1................................. ...... 2J3 39.10 20 34.0O0 2 39.10
20 ........................................ 40 is, 2 X 40.15
24 ............................. ....... 24 40.80 214 S5.701 241 40.50
28 ......................................... 25 42.50 22 37.40 25 42.50
37 ......................................... 38 .76 21 25 2.5 4& 75
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No. of yarn. 8keins. Cones. No. of yarn. Skeins. Cones.

1 8 . 1 321 3 24..... ......... 3" ......... 33 5............................ 36 .3
0 .............. . 3 238.............. 348 -38

Foreign weaving,
No. of yarn. single, skein. Domestic

weaving,
single,

Sterl". Cents cents.

1................................................................ I& 34.00 32
20 .......................................... ..... /2 35.70 34

24 ................................................................. 1110 37.40 35
26 ........................................ .. .... lit 3a. 10 38

30 ................................................................. 2 40.o 3

2-ply foreign,

No. of yarn, ordinary quality.

Staring. I Cents.

2 Americn .... 1......... 01
302 American .. . 440
4W/2 American . """............ 26 51.00
52 Amecr n............. 1 . gO

The foreign prices are lower grd than domestic.
being made from Egyptian stock.

Basis xzcange: Demand Dec. !, 1921, 14.0J.

No. of yarn. d2.ply.
domestic,

cents.

2W2 ....... . . .
24/2................
2612........:::..................36
3W(.......................34

.................................... 52

The quality comparing with better grade Amerkoit

ADVY Sz EJrICT OF EXCESSIVE IqCRZAS, IN IMPORT DUTIES.

Another phase of this situation which may not have been called to your
attention which would be well for you to consider at this time, Is the fact that
If we make the duties on our Imports so high-as to prohibitive and shut out our
Import trade from foreign couatriee, we may expect that they will retaliate on
our own goods, and the injury which might be caused by the unwise imposition
of duties can scarcely Ne estimated.

Already a great many of our foreign connections have notified us that the
proposed tariff legislation will seriously interfere with our trade.

The Interference with this foreign trade will also have a very serious effect
on our merchant marine and our foreign banking connections, which have
gradually been developed during the past decade, and as you appreciate, bank-
ing connections are of the greatest Importance to any country in the main-
tenance of Its foreign trade.

The imposition of tariffs on raw material will shut out our manufactures from
the selection of such material in the markets of the world and force this same
material Into foreign markets, enabling the competitors of the American manu-
factures of these markets to obtain their raw supplies on a much more favor-
able bals.

It is also fair to assume that the foreign manufacturers on account of their
excessive burden for taxes, rate of interest, cost due to advance In labor and
increased cost of living will not be In the same favorable position as compete.
tors as they have been In the past. This should be taken Into consideration
In Imposing duty.

6!omparion of domaie andforeign price--Continued.

AMERICAN PRICES.

HOCaT TAae.
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The specific duty is a proper one and protects the manufacturer. The basis

Is high, as on the coarse size a duty Is of no value to the domestic manufac-
turer, as no coarse yarns worth mentioning have ever been Imported. We,
on the contrary, export large quantities of coarse sizes, No. 12 and coarser being
sent to England and Europe.

By imposing an ad valorem duty on yarn you tax the American people on the
value of the cotton as well as the labor and manufacturing cost.

With the Imposition of a specific duty and ad valorem you grant very high
percentage on! a low market on a specific basis, and on a high market you
impose a heavy duty by the ad valorem provision.

The enormous dividend paid by a large number of cotton mills operated
under the present tariff, many paying from 25 to 50 per cent, a great many
over 50 per cent, and a considerable number 100 per cent, to sufficient proof that
these manufacturers have not suffered under the present rates.

DUTY BABFSD ON ADVANCE IN CG?! N,

There Is another reason why an ad valorem rate should not be applied to
yarns for textile purposes. When there Is a violent advance this Is usually due
to an advance in raw material--cotton, wool, and flax.

The fluctuations In the price of cotton yarn is caused by an advance in the
raw material, and where the duty Is Imposed on an ad valorem basis the
American public Is obliged to pay this additional tax. The foreign manu-
facturer, of course, is obliged to advance Als values whenever tare Is a
corresponding advance In the price of cotton.

It should also be borne in mind that If we shut out the manufactures of these
foreign countries it Is going to Interfere-

First, with the development of the merchant marine.
Second, with our foreign export trade, which we have been building up for

the last 10 or 15 years.
Third, If the import rates are made so high as to enable the domestic manu-

facturers to obtain high profits at home, they will not be keen to compete for
foreign trade In the foreign markets with our competitors on which a lucrative
business has already been built up on both cotton yarns and cotton manufac-
tures of nil kinds.

With advantages of cotton grown at the door, abundance of capital, and well-
organized manufacturing establishments the domestic manufacturer should be
able to compete even without protection on similar goods produced anywhere
in the world.

We therefore respectfully ask that the duties be assessed as follows: No. 40
yarn 3 cents a pound for carded, with an additional duty of one-fifth of 1 cent
per number on numbers above. On combed 4 cents a pound per number, with
an advance of one-quarter of a cent per number above.

On the numbers below 40s there does not seem to be any need of any duty.
but If in the Judgment of this committee-any duty should be added we would
suggest one-tenth of a cent per number less below 40s, one-eighth of a cent per
pound less on numbers down to 20, and a sixteenth of a cent less on 20a and
below.

While we do not believe that there is any need of protection on the coarse
numbers, In view of the fact that these numbers have not been Imported In the
past and are not likely to be iniported In the future the amount of duty
assessed Is not very material.
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SBnge, carded, not bleached.

1913 tariff.

8ng'e combed.

1921

81- IAd va Advs Advance advacm. I Ore.c1flc. torm. J~orm, cianesc' .Se

2 .....,

3 .. ,..

4.....

II ......
8 .......
9 .......10 ....

15 ......

19 ...
20 .....

22.
23..

24 ......

29 ......
24,.

28.....

31....

34.....

33 ......

3S.o....

35 ..
37 ......
as..
39......

40 ......

41 .....
42 ..

43 .....
46.....
47....

43.....

83 ......

54.

57.

69 ..

61..
82.
63.

66 ..
68.
69.

4......

.,...

....

7,.....

....

141....,

151....I

.,,o
2..

4.,,

ILo.

.I,,
8 .o~

1r.o

|oj.,

17....

6.

|,1

ro,
ii,.

17t ....

17! ....
17! ....

: !..

iI! ...

tariff.

I Ad vs-
lorem

Per d.

7| .....-.
-.

71.

10 .....

10.10 .....

I0 .....

10 .....

I0 .....
i0 .....

10 .....

I0 .....
]0 .....
1-0 .....
U0.....
10 .....
if .....
10 .....10.

70 .....
10 .....
17 .....

10.

10 .....

10.

2D .....
20 .....
20 .....

10.

10.

10 .
15 ..
151..

1_.

171..

17I....

17-,,

17o...

17oo
1?o...
17,.

1913 tarl 9.

Ad aDcnas ad vao0rem.

peent ........
per Oet ........
percent .............
percent .............
percent .............
per cent.....
I bt .....percent .
per cent ............

rent ............i e . .........
0 pe rc nt le s.....
0. p e n t a e .......
0 per cent advnce...

an& n dvanm...

per ceot advane...
1per cent advance...
per cent advance....'M vsum .....
r Oent 3m .........

Per cent les ........
I cent less.

percent less .......
cent les .......0 ,-, e ............
ent advance ....

per Cent advance....
per cent ad.an....
per cent advance

e cent advance...

mroet ialvane...per oent advance...
percent advance..
percent advance...
per cent advance..oe ~ntadvefom.:

wcent advane..
per oent adva c....

recent lesu .......
I ce less .......

ceant les ........
4er cent less ....

pe oo.t.le ........

per cnt lem .....
per cent less .......
Ipe cent few ........

cent less......
per ent I ......0.9 per cent..

0.7 prcentles
Ifper cent les.
13 Per conte
1.1 percent ls...

2. per center .
0.7 percent .....

3per cent les...
21 per centens...

1per cent less..

J ,

p.

7.....

4.,e

$117.

171::::

1921 tariff.Num-
berof
yarm.

Pu c*.

7.

7....

7 .....

71.....
to.....

7.....

10..

10..

10..

1....
12
1...

12
12
1....

10.....
10....
10.....

2....'

2....I

17 ..

12
17
17 ..

3 per cemt lew.
P ce t tee.
per cent tei.

1p ernt leew.
s per cet lem.
3.1 percentlesw..9 per cet less
0 percent le.~pe crat less

oent ls.
per cent les.
percent Ies.
pweent less.

Piper cent les.
1percentie.per ont tes.

per cent ts.
percent lm.
2 we t es.
3 cent les.

2. O t less.
L e cent less.
1 r cent leas.
1 cent less.
.er cent less.
. r cent less.

per cent less.
1.7 per oent less.

9 per cent less.
p cent less.

0. percent less.
M3 per cent lee.
0.3 per cent less.4'er cent less.&1 per eent less.
8.Ipercent tdv.

3 er cent Km
3 r cent less.

per cent tess.
percent tess.
per cent les.
per cent les,.
pr cent less.

1pr cent les.
4 per cent le.

percentile,
per cent less.

r cent less.
per cent les.

aper cent less.
Scent less.
mcent less:

Per cent les.
percent les.
Percent lea.

4 r cent less.
6 per cent leg.

4 e& cent 3m.49per "aot l
.per coat lem+

4. per cent Im.

3.9 per cent less.
3.7 per cent lesw.

TArFF HKAWWOs.

ExHBIT A.

Cotton yarns.
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Cotton sarn--Contnued.

Fin , (arded,

I91 tarff. I

8 Ad d. A v.

Num.
berofyarn.

70.....
71.

73.
74.
73.75C....76..
77 .
78.::
79.....
8D0 ....

81 ......

84 ......

86......
87..

90.
91.
9......

IO.....,

10.
97......

10.
101...
102 .....
10.10..
10 ..
10 ..
107 ..
108 ..
10 .
11...

119 .....

112....
113.
114.115.

117.
18.
119.
123.

12.

No of
yarn.

1.

211::

22.

22.

1
1 ....
22.....

p22....
:2El....
2i
121..

25.....
'25.....
25 ..

25 ..
25 ..

25 ..
25 ..
25.
Z2::.
25.

25 ..

25 ..

not Weacbed.

1913 tariff. 192 twalff.

Advanceadvalorem. ;

QW8I. Pact.
recent lo s ..........

cent les .........

cetless....

megIs~ . ......cent left .....
cent advance.... 19

pr ceatadvane.... 19
et advance ......

0. e c less.......
r cent less ....... 2W::
.percent le .. 21 21

0pcent le" ..... 2 1 22.

&04 cent 21 ... 2:::
1 per owt advance.. 23.... 22.

cent advance... 2 2
per cent advance ....

1.7 ernt advance...
0ii er Cent advante.,..

3. cent acivnce... 3 2

advance... 21 .... '24....

2.3 percent advance...I2.l.... 2; ..
No a .....

....do............2.51.. 25 . .
..... do ................ 25 . 23
..... d o ......... .
.....do ........ 26..: . 25.
..... do ................ 28 .... 2 .

S.do ................. 2
.do..............125.

......do ........ 27..... 23..

.....do.......... 2 5

..... do ........ ... .7 ... .
....do. 28... 23...... do ..... .

..... do .... ...

..... do .... 2 25

.. o . ....... 29 : * 2, .....

..... do....,. • • , . ::, ,.. .

..... do .... 291 ..

.....do ...23.
.. o ... ::::: ::: .2 .

Twsted, carded, bleacbed.

1921 tarili.

Ad va-

t lP t.

!i ii"..7 .....

7t .....

1913 tariff.

Adva. i Advance ad valorem.
lorear.J

pe...... r cent ............
...... cent............

5 : ...... percent ............
6 ...... . pr tn .............5 ..... 3 pe cet .........

per cent ............

Rnge comwed.

Jir.

2D3..

2D.

22.

22.
22....

22....
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22..
25.

25 ..
2$.
25.::
25 ..
23..
25.
25:.:

25....
25.
2S.

1$13 ariff.

Ad va-
;Orem.

Perd

25.
25.

21.

25.
25 ..
25.

25.
25.

25..
25.
21.:
25.
25.
25.

27 ....
27..
27 ....
27 ....
27 ....
27 ....
27 ....
27..
27..
27..
27..
27..

27..
27 ....
27 ....
27..
27..
27 ....

127 ....

TwLlted, conbed.

1921 tariff.

tie |orem.

ca ma. PcE d.Ii ii ..71 .....7 ..

1913 tariff.

lr - Advance ad valorem.
Ad.Pa et.

7..... .Ipcent less.
71..... 1 per cents .

.3 1 cent dvlae.
0.3 per cent advance.

71::::: 0.0 pat cent advwwc.

cc rftw ad valo. m.

3.5 per cent le.
33 per cent 1ee.
3per cent fe.
9 pe et leM.per cent tins.

per cent LM.
per ent ice-.
per cent less.

9per cent less.
percent ls.

4ercentleaw.
percent less.
peget km.

31pet cnt ius.
SIper crt less.
a per cerltess.14 cent less.
pern les.

mper et les.
percentile.

2lpr cen les.1er cent le.
1r cent les.
per cent 1eM.I per cent less.
Prt lesM.

per cent le.
per cent less.
per cent les.~ ecntlesM.0 cha~nge.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
DO.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
DO.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

I......

4.....
5....
6....

7....



Colton rarn--Contlnned.

TwISted, carded, blewhed. Twd ,ws 00a.

1921 tarff. 19 .192Itaal. , - 191f U"thMUM.No. of
yarn.

Advance ad vAcem.

10...,...

10.
I1.
12....113 .....
14.
15 ......18.17 ....
18....

19 ......
V2....
2.
23..I..
24.,

24 .o.....25....

27 ......
28...

20 ......

30....
31 .

33....
34 ....

4W .....

as, o...

37 .....

39.
40.
41.
42..
43..
44.
45..

49..

61..

54..
35.
6.

89 ......
0.

61.
82.
63..
64..
65..

6T ...
Go, ..

70..
71..
72..

74..
76 .

79.

Spe-
ew.

2.

1 .....
1.....

! .
2.. ..

11...,

1 .....

1M....

1 .6...
13....
14.2...
14.5 ...

1. ...

19.9...

1....
15J....

1.

1....

1.6...
12...
171...
1.....

18....
1.7...

1

1.8...

19....

1 .....

i....
21....

1.7...
1..

Ad vs I Ad vs. dac dvlrm
lrem. t otem. IAdac vlrm

Ad vs-
lorem.

Per d.

9 ..*....

12 .... ,

....

II

...

17r..

Ad vs.
ice=

Pffd.

7.
7.7
7.
7.

t.
70.

10 ..

10.....
10 ..
10..
10..
10.
10 ..

10.
10.
10.
10.
10.

10.

15.

15 ....

20 ..

90.
20.

I1 percent .......
per cent ............

11 percent .......
I percent ............
. per t ............

2 cent ............
2k.3%P t ............

pe t ............

3.1 per cent ............
.3 r cent ............'per cen .........

percent ..........
recent ...........

1 pe*nt ...........per cen ............
ir ent ............

cnt . :pecent'*.......peent .........
pe en ............
per cent ............

3 per cnt....acent ....
Pe cent........
per cent..
4 ent .............
per en ............

aed nt ............
er net advance..

peW t advance..
cent ..........

1per entadvance...
1 er cnt advance....

Ifpe cnt advane...
percentsdvance....
Per oet advance...
per cent advance...
Super cent advance...

t emt advance...
perent advane..."IM~ le .........

Sen~t law .......
1p er lea .......

I +ceet lsdsn.

r centdva ..
rcentadvance....
cent advance....
cent advance...
cent advance...
1 cent advance...
centl a .........
cent a c .........
centlea .........
cent m c .........
ecenttm .........beh-1. . .......
OMr cen va"x...

cnt advance....
cant advance ...r enut dvance ....

,r cent advance...
cent advance...cen s42= :::.+
on& atdvance...

cent advance ...
per cent advance...-

rcent advsacw....

3832

Spo.

[

1 .....

.0....

7

M2...

13....
1.....
12C. o.

14.1...
14.4...
14.7 ... '
1s....
1 36...
15.9...

16.5 ...
1.8..
17.1..
17.4 ...

17....
18 .3..

18. ...

1.....
1....
19....
19. ...
22....
2 .4...
2 ....

13...
1.2...

1.1...
1334...!
1.7...
245..,

P'er d.

oo..

14q ....

21 ...
21; ...

11 ..

121..

121....'
16 ,,

Iir0..
'pf. °
'Il.,.

&iI., o
91' .

1.....

7o.....
10.....

10.
10 ..
10.

10.
10.

10.

10.

20.....

2.....

1.....
10.....

12....

I tv

ap cent advance.
1.3 pe t advance.

lpecentlems.
pcet les.

prcentless.
cent low.
c entlaSs.ocehsne
cant advance.
advance.

advance.
avcent ae.

cent less.
1. pr ent less.

0. cent less.
0. recent leas.
Sr cent les.

3p cent less.
0 cent less.

0 cent advance.
0.3 per cent advance.

per cent advance.
aent advance.

.e cot advance.

.1r cent advance.
1.3 cent advance.
.pr eat advance.
.7er cet advance.
L9per ot advance.

2 per cent advance.
cent advance .

p ent lem.
percent lass.

1 per cent ess.
.7 per cent ess.
j Percent l.

per cut less.
per cent les.
I per Ont less

0.7 per cat less.
07pr cent ISM

3' om

r cantle.

ret hmlo.

Omt IM.s

recent les.1percentIss.
1 per cent les.

per centhas.I pecentlesm
recent Ir.
Scent les.

cent iesS.
I~ecent Iess

r cent lss.
2. pecat lss.

1.7r cen les.
Ipecent less
licntles

09 pemntless
07per cen less.

0.1 per cout MMss
0.1 per cent advance.
0.3 per cent Twonc.
2 percent 1468
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Costo" varne-ontinued.

Twisted, carded, bleached.

No.of

81m.

82....

83.o*...

H ... ,.

37 ......

101 ......

10 .....
1so ......
9Ll.....
112 ......

11 ......
go ......
117 ......
go ......
99 ......
11 .....
t0 .....

120.

104..
108 ...

9...
107..
938...

10..
Ito..

11.

104
1bov.
120.

192 tariff.

g . Ad v.
c.totem.

aW. Perd.

2L3...22. 1...
2.9... ...

23. ... ....

2L5... ...

23.8... 24....
24.1 ... 24....
24.7...

23...3
26.. 2M...

25...
M.2..
20....

25 ..... 27 ....

27.... ....
2.7.. p....
28..... 27 ....
28.3... 27 .....
28.... 27.....
2&.9... 27.....
2.2...I V .....
W.6 ... V-..
M .. 7 .....
W.l... I2
30.4... 27.
86. 7... 27.:,
31.27 .
31.3... 27.,
31.... 27.
31.... 27..
32.2... 27.
32.... 27.::
32..2.
33.1 ... 27.
33.7 .... r

Twisted, combed.

1913 tariff.

Ad 'a' Advance ad valorem.
Oem.

. 0.7 per cent advance...
0.9 Pee cent advanoe...
1.1 per cent advance...
1.3 9 cent advanee...

1 .22 1 percent advance...
1.7 per cent advsne...

S Percent advance...
2 2.1 pe cent advance...
2 .3 pe cent edvanee...
2 2. recent advance...

2.7 cent advance...
IS p cent advnce...
3p1 cent advance...
.8 per cent advance...

.... p cent advance.
.. 7 per cent advance.::
1.9 per cent advance..
4.1 pe cent advance...
4.3 per cent advance...

25.:. 2p. ontadva'....
.... do ................

2..........do...............
23 ..........do ................

25 .......... do ................
.. ... .do ................

,5:,., o ,,,,do .. ,.... .....

..... ... .. do ................

...... ..... do ............... .

23... o .. ..

2 ,o3 . o.. - do° ... o.o. o

23 .d o . ..

5 ..... do ..............25 ....d.. .
25 d,.. .
25. :do... .
2 5..: do.
25 . :*-d o .
2::. :d.. .

1921 tariff.

e. Ad va.
lorem.

Cat. Perd.
24.3. 23....
24.0 .31

24 231

25.8... 24 ....
20.1..

25A...

27.3...
27. ... 151...

17)... 5..283...
28.8 ...

28!... 91...29.4: ....
2Q.... M ....

,3.... 2 .....
31.3... 27....0A.... 27 ....
30.9... .....
312... 27 .....
31.... 27....
31.... .....
32.1... 27.....
32.. .. 27.

33... 27 ....
33.3... 2 ....
33.8 ... 27.
33... 27 .....
8.2... 7.34.... :1
3.... 27.
35.1... 27.
3M.... 27.
35.7... 127..
38 27

SEWINO THREAD--CROCHET, DAaNINO, EUMROIDERY, AND KNrIoN CorroN, IN

LENGTHS 0 NoT Lzes THAN 840 YARDS.

[Paragraph 90W2.]

The old rate was 15 per cent.
On the coarse sizes darning cotton, which is used by people of moderate

means, there abould be no advance which would add to the burdens of the wage
earner. On the contrary, every endeavor should be made to decrease his cost
of living, as wages must of necessity tend downward for some time to come.

The meaning of this paragraph Is not plain, but if It intended to increase the
rate of duty on all yarns Imported on cones, skeins, or tubes which may be
used or converted for thread purposes, the rate of one-half cent per hundred
yards Is excessive.

As an example, under proposed bill the rates proposed would make the price
per pound as follows:

50/3 contains 14,000, one-half cent per 100 yards, 70 cents duty; 50/6 contains
7,000. one-half cent per 100 yards, 35 cents duty; 100/8 contains 28,000, one-half
cent per 100 yards, $1.40 duty; 100/6 contains 14,..00, one-half cent per 100
yards, 70 cents duty; 40/3 contains 11,200, one-half cent per 100 yards, 56
cents duty; 40/6 contains 5,600, one-half cent per 100 yards. 28 cents duty.

This amount of duty would more than equal the entire manufacturing cost
of the yarn and In some Instances nearly the entire market value, Including
cotton.

1913 ta"if.

Ad vs- I Advance ad valorem.
lorei.

..... pf cent leW.
215... I pftr&nt leai.
2..... per cent less.

I5. per cent leow
25..... cent eu.

. cent leu.
25. er cent ss.
135. I p 90et lesa.
W5... cantiesa.

. ohalin e.
15 cent advance.15.I per cent adfanc.

23. r cent advance.
25. recent advance
5.. per cent a4vance.

15lae cent ad4v&=&e

5 14 pea ent advance.
27.... I eent lessDo.
27.... Do.
27 .... Do.
27 .... Do.
27 .... Do.
27.. Do.7. Do.
27 .... Do.

27 .... Do.
Do.
Do.27.. Do

27.. Do.
27 .... Do.
27 .... I Do.
27 .... Do.
27 .... Do.
27.. Do.
27.. Do.
27.. Do.
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The duty on these numbers If entered as cotton yarn under the present pro-
posed rates would be as follows:

on-yarn ?bnes ICotic-yani Thmfd
duty. duty. duty. duty.

4. l1 . ....................... . IS

go0..................is...25 70

This rate of duty would make Importations Impossible. The old rate, 15
per cent, seems ample, as in addition to this must be taken Into consideration
freight and Import expenses, about 5 to 6 cents per pound, which amount In
Itself is a heavy protection.

There is an alternative that these rates must not be lower than 17 per cent
and higher than 83 per cent. From the figures referred to, it s apparent that
there i no likelihood of these rates reaching the low figure, and unless there
is some unforeseen upheaval In prices there 1i very little chance of being as
low as the maximum percentage, 831 per cent.

One Important consideration to be borne In mind in these schedules Is that
rates should not be so high that Importation would be slut out, and enable
domestic manufacturers to fix exorbitant prices, as was the case prior to the
Underwood bill, when It was impossible to Import threads or yarn on which
might be levied the thread rate on the contention that the cotton yarn could
be ultimately converted for thread purposes.

On coarse cotton, used for darning cotton, as example, 4 ply in Nos. 6 to 8:
This yarn costs In the grey 85 cents before dyeing and winding Into balls, in
whieli ahape It is usually sold for household purposes for darning. It Is
bleached and colored and put In balls, sold a dozen to the box, weighing about
a pound. These processes should not cost over 20 to 25 cents.

This material has been quoted by the large manufacturers during the past
few weeks from $1.50 down to $1.15, one large lot, 1,000, being sold recently
to a Government department at $1.01.

We therefore ask that no Increase be granted, as there Is no line of cotton
manufactures which Is more profitable than sewing, darning, and crochet
cottons. This line is controlled by a few large interests.

Appended will be found a list of duties on sewing threads and darning
cottons, showing the duty on the old tariff and the proposed new law, and
also the Increased percentage. In a great many cases this Is more than the cost
of manufacture.

A great many of these sizes are used for darning cotton, crochet cotton, and
sewing thread, the only difference being In the twisting and processes through
which these yarns pass.

Exuonrr B.

Cotton sewing thread-Crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting.

size. Yardage. 191'it 1p21teadS, 1Igg1&', adf tem.

awei/ per
Yarde. Per cag. Pogon.I, O 15 e3 Mlnlmum rtlI per cent.

........................... .. 2 I & 3 imm Me, 1 pa cet
P1 .............................. 21,10 15 .

2, 00 15 10
................. , 15 &8 Do.

2; So 16 I6.... .............. ..: :0: is 1 2.0 D

.1 . ............. ............ . 440 15 o.
..................... 6 2

%,1a0 15 14 Do.
4 20 15 21
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From the above, and also table on preceding page, it will show that the pro-

posed rates will equal from 20 to over 50 per cent, and there is no possibilityof these coming within the range of ad valorem prices proposed, namely, 17 to
881 per cent.

CorroN MANuACTVuBFS.

(Paragraphs 903 to 920.]
The same general remarks regarding the yarns apply in a measure to cotton

goods and all classes of cotton manufacture.
We have for years been developing a large export business In textiles of

different kinds In all sorts of wovn goods, colored, plain hosiery and under.
wear, which would have been impossible if American prices were higher than
foreign.

It doesn't seem necessary to increase the prevailing rates of duty, especially in
view of the existing conditions abroad. A great many of the mills in central
Europe on account of the prevailing conditions of exchange are unable to buy
raw material, especially cotton, and consequently a number of these mills are
Idle or running part time; many have been destroyed by ravages of war;
organizations have been disrupted on account of deaths occasioned by the war.
It will therefore take considerable time before the most of the foreign markets
will be in a position to supply their own wants. On account of the prevailing
high prices, a'great many nations have been unable to purchase cotton goods
on account of the high prices at which cotton goods have been selling and the
corresponding low prices which they have been obtaining for their own products.

This applies to all classes of cost covered under paragraphs 903 to 920.

AMMICAi VALUATION PLAN.

We are strongly opposed to the American valuation clause, considering It the
most dangerous and pernicious piece of legislation ever attempted as applied'to
any article imported and especially to any article as related to the textile
Industry.
It will lead to endless friction with the customs authorities and cause a loss

.to the importer, who would never know what value might be placed on his
imports, as there Is no such thing as an unvarying price on any American
commodity.

For example, on a certain number of cotton yarn would the American valua-
tion be the cost price of the goods, or would it be the price for similar
or nearly similar goods which might be exacted by an Interested domestic manu.
facturer making a competing article?
As another instance. 80/2 ramie which is quoted by a domestic manufacturerat $1.45-would that be fair valuation as a basis for levying a duty and should

even domestic cost attain, as these might be the result of unscientific methods
and antiquated machinery, or both.

It might be possible to secure cost which would show any price desired when
required for selfish purposes.

There are oftentimes when similar goods of same quality can be bought on
this market at a difference from 5 to 10 per cent and at times with a larger
difference, as may be seen by reference to bids submitted on* cotton material
purchased by various Government departments.

This plan would not only stifle competition but on such material as nust be
Imported would tend to put the dealer of such goods in positicu, to gouge the
public. It would have the effect of shhtting out Import and decreasing revenue
and creating a monopoly for Interested domestic manufacturers.

FLAx, RAMIF, HEMP, JUTI AND MAN"PAcrUaze Tun oir.
(Paragraphs 1001-102L]

Paragraph 1001.-In view of the present world-wide scarcity of raw material
on account of conditions abroad and high prices obtaining it would seem un-
necessary td place any duty whatever on raw material.

Paragraph 1002.--Tbe rates proposed on silver and roving flax, ramie, hemp,
and other fibers are high, as-on account of the bulky nature of this material
and consequently high freight rates it is difficult to inlort, except for special-
ties. Five per cent would seem ample, with heavy freight and. Import charges,
which will amount to about 5 cents per'pcund additional. These charges Inthemselves are ample protection should no other duty be imposed.
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Paragraph 100G.-The rates for jute under the old 1918 tariff were 15 and
20 per cent, which seems ample. Very little jute yarn has been Imported except
the finer sizes or at times when the domestic prices become abnormally high.

Under tile present prevailing prices these rates will be high. On a lower or
normal basis of values, toward which this and all materials have been tending,
these specific rates will be xtremely high.

The old rates are ample, as the freight and other import expenses are a
protection In themselves. With the proposed rates, the duty would equal on
the present price at which this merchandise ts selling 25 to 40 per cent. The
price under normal conditions would amount to 83 to 50.

Paragraph 1004.--The rates under the 1913 tariff on single flax, hemp, and
ramie were: 2 to 8 lea, 12 per cent; 8 to 80 lea, 20 per cent; 80 and above, 10
per cent. There were no importations above 80.

Prior to the war we sold 10 linen at 30 c2nts. New rate specifies 8 cents per
pound duty. Should prices get back to this level, the proposed duty will
amount to 40 per cent.

If these are bleached or boiled, the price is 5 cents per pound higher.
The price for bleaching In ordinary times is I cents to 2 cents per pound.

At present It costs about 5 cents for Job work-that Is, the price job bleachers
charge. This represents a price which shows a profit on small lots. The large
manufacturers' cost would be much less.

With the return to normal prices for chemicals and caustic soda and labor,
there Is no reason why the price for bleaching should not also return to
former basis, so that this exta duty for bleaching is the total present Job
price and more than double the usual normal price.

The price for boiling Is not over one-half cent per pound, yet the extra duty
Is 5 cats per pound.

Ramle sold prior to the war, with duty, freight, and Import selling charged
added: 10/1 bleach 85, 18/1 bleach 65, 80/2 bleach 72. Under present rates
this would be over 40 per cent.

Raw material for ramie In normal times costs about 8 cents per pound.
Last quotation had some months ago "was about 16 cents. While the processes
are more expensive than cotton, with the present selling price $1.45 recently.
quoted, there Is an excessive margin between thp cost of raw material al.
finished article.

The proposed rates are ridiculously high, and higher than the entire cost of
manufacturing. The cost of twisting these fibers is no greater than cotton or
worsted, and the absurdity of these proposed rates is evident when the duty
of 8 cents per pound additional is asked for twisted above the original 8
cents per pound duty for single yarn, and on $80 the duty asked Is 19 cents for
80/1, 821 cents for 80/2, a difference of IN cents per pound for twisting and
about 50 per cent of the former selling price of. this size before the war and
more'than the entire manufacturing cost.

The cost in this country to-day for twisting on 80/2 on a very liberal basis
would not amount to over 2 cents, and can be done at less.

This material can be used largely by manufacturers In making specialties,
and our domestic manufacturer can share some of the business on iamle anti
linen if they can get material somewhat near the price which their foreign
competitor can buy.

There Is only one American manufacturer of ramle.. The domestic source of
supply of ramle is now a subsidiary corporation of a large Incandescet-mantle
manufacturing company, which uses this material In the manufacture of Its
own goods, and by shutting out Importation, could obtain a monopoly on this
market and fix any price on their awn output, at the same time compelling
their competitors to pay any price they may ask.

On linen thread the proposed rates would enable domestic manufacturers to
tax the consuming public any price desired, as It Is impossible to import any
article quickly where there Is a sudden and violent advance, and when threat-
ened with imports It Is possible to drop prices to lower levels than that on
which goods can be Imported. The freight dnd other Import charges with the
old duties are ample to protect, as the freight duties and import expense on
tbo" threads amount to 5 to 6 cents per pound, which, added to the old rates
of duty. ought to satisfy any reasonable manufacturer.

Paragraph 1006 to 101.-The old duties on lf woven goods In which tese,
fibers are consumed are sufficient; freight and other charges high enough.

We ask that these duties be not advanced.
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BIHIBIT C.

Mr, hSmp, a rm 8.w.

SINGLE YARNS.

Number of Yam(lee). rite
( lb.).

I t9 8 ............
9,........,. ... .

10 ....... .........
11 ................
12 ................
13 ................
14 ...............
is..........
16 ...............
17 .... .........
Is ............. ..
19 ................
2D3...........
21 .............
22.............
23.............
24.............
25 ............
23 ...........
27............
28 ...........
29 ...........
30 ...........
31 ...........
3...........
33o...........
34 ...........
35 ...........

Ska
8*
9

10
1%*
11
III
12
12,13
131
14

17j
1q5
181
19*

I20%

23
211

ad,
dyed-
rite.

13
14,
141
14*
151

16*

171
19j
18
1
19
23
23j
21
21*
242
231
24
241
24

1913
adva-
|rm.

Par Co.
12
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
2D
20
2D
20
20

202D

Differ.

Poad.
3
3
3
3
33
33
8
3
3
3
33
3
3
33
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

.8

BoIled,
Number of yarn ISp.j b3 ch.

(la). ate dy;e

S36.............
37...............

40......41..........

4............
43 .........
4..43.........

49 .............

51 .............

4............
53 ..........
549.........

5 .........

Abo....0......

567..........
68 .........
69 .........

60 ...........
61 toSO
Above 9SO...

a-so.
22
221
23,
24
241
25'
21
20
23
27
27j
28
2?
30

3"*
32
321

.331
33*
34
35
35

27

28'
29,
20

831
31*
3

334
34
841
35*
38

37*

39O
40
40

TWISTED YARNS.

c i 1913 taritf, ad valorem.rate.

Below 6 lee, 20 pe cent.
bo es, per cent.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-Do.
Do.

35 .........
31..........

39..............
40 ..........
41 ..............
42 ...........
43e.........
44 ..........
43 ..............
48 .......... o
47 ........
48 ........
49....
al...........
61 ..........
M6........ o...
53...........
54............as............
67 ..........
59 ..........

rate.

371

3

47
6t

I66

1913 tailS, ad valorem

Do.
Do.
DO.
Do.

DO.
DO.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
DO;
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1913
taiff
ad va.
lkm.

25
23
20
2

10

Dtiffi.

Tam)..

a 3'

3
a
3
8
8
33

8
3
3

3
8
8
3
8

3
3
3
3
1

S
S

a
"8

1to s ...........
9 ...............
10 ..............
it ..............
13 ..............
1 3 .............
1 4 .............
1 5 ..............
to ..............
17 ..............
19 ..............
O..........

2 1.... ......
22 ..............
23 ..........
24 ..........
23 .... ..... .
2? ...........
27...........

231.... .......
3082 ..........

1616
171

p
2223
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WOOLEN AND WOBOTIE YARN.

[Paragraph 1107.1

The old duties were 18 per cent on all jaumbers.
The new rates specifying that yarn valued at not more than 55 cents per

pound shall be dutiable at 20 cents per pound specific and 15 per cent per
pound ad valorem. To illustrate: Yarn valued at 55 cents, specific duty, 80
cents per pound; ad valorem duty, 18 cents pet pound. Yarn valued at $1.50,
specific duty, 80 cents per pound, ad valorem duty, 20 cents per pound.

This specific duty of 20 cents per pound on yarn costing 55 cents amounts to
36 per cent plus 18 per cent ad valorem, total 54 per cent, practically the entire
cost of goods to be imported and very much more than the entire manufactur-
Ing cost for similar goods made in this country.

This specific duty of 30 cents per pound on yarn costing $1.50 amounts to
20 per cent plus 20 per cent ad valorem; total, 40 per cent.

These duties on sizes costing $1.50 and downward range from 38 per cent
to 70 per cent. This rate is exorbitant.

On worsted yarns costing $1.50 and over, the duty would be about 40 per cent.
These dut,'es are more than the entire domestic manufacturing cost
We offer as a solution the retention of the free wool and no Increase in the

present rates of manufactures made from wool; that Is, yarn and all classes of
woolen, worsted or partly woolen or worsted goods.

On yarn used for manufacture of carpets which costs, imported, about
45 to 48 cents under the old tariff, would be dutiable under proposed rate at 51
cents per pound or very much In excess of the value.

We trust therefore that these rates will not be increased.
We do not off:'r any schedule of the various range of prices as our remarks

relating to the Increase above will cover all sizes.
Yarn made partly from wool would carry the same duty as all wool whi .- is

an unjust tax and altogether too high.
The levying of a duty on wool would restrict the import and consequently

give the foreign manufacturers an advantage of a large select i on which can
not be produced here, enabling them to produce their supply on a very much more
favorable basis than the American manufacturers.

This would put the domestic manufacturers at a disadvantage on export
business, as, while It might be possible to grant, a drawback, the annoyance
and expense of collecting these have been very great In the past. It would,
therefore, hamper the manufacture of high-grade woolen fabric and yarns.

Another contingent result would be that countries from whom we would shut
out Imports of wool would naturally send this raw material to other countries
to be exchanged for the manufactures from those countries who dealt with them.

ILK AND SILK Goons.

[Paragraphs 1201, 1202, 1204, and 1215.]

Paragraph 1201.-Silk noils. The old rate was 20 cents per pound. The new
rate is 8M cents per pound.

Paragraph 1202.--Spun slik and schappe. .The old rate was 85 per cent. The
new rate is 45 cents per pound with a specific duty. Witb ad valorem, aterna.
tive, and other rates based on the different style of manufacture.-

Paragraph 1204.-The old rate was 15 per'cent. The new rate $1 per pound.
These prices are entirely unreasoflable, and the advance asked should not be

granted.
These rates are In a great many instances nearly doubled the prevailing rates,

and there 19 no good reason why the old rates were not sumffclently high.
We would respectfully ask that these rates be restored to the original figure

of tariff of 1918. In any event, we ask that careful scrutiny be given to the
various rates, especially for the additional price per number and cumulative
rates and other conditions apked for.

-There is not the slightest indleation that the total cbst of manufacturing a
greet many of these yarns Is equal t. the duty asked for in this schedule, and
these Increases should not be granted.

Paragraph 1215.-This relates to yarn and thread of artificial silk and artifil-
cial silk waste.
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The cost of making artificial silk in 150 denier before the war was 60 cents
per pound. This also sold at $L50 to $1.75 per pound, duty and Import ex-
penses added In competition with the domestic makes. While the cost of chem-
icals have no doubt increased somewhat, there is no reason why this material
can not be manufactured In the future as low, if not lower, than the prewar
prevailing prices.

The foreign cost was from $1.10 to $1M., depending on the quality, so that a
duty of 45 cents per pound Is not only excessive but Is three-quarters of the
entire cost of this material prior to the war.

Regarding the artificial silk waste, spun yams, in 1914 and 1915, It was pos-
sible to manufacture artificial silk waste in No. 80 yarn two-ply, which work
was done by a manufacturer on commission work at 18 cents per pound. There
is no reason why this price could not be .obtained to-day or at a slightly
advanced rate.

Artificial silk waste does not seem to be covered In this tariff, nor was It
provided for in the tariff of 1918, but the custom authorities held it dutiable
under the classification of waste not otherwise provided for and levied a duty
of 10 per cent.

We therefore ask that the duties on all yams, rovings, and threads, covered
in paragraphs 1201 to 1215, inclusive, be not Increased; that on artificial' silk
the duty be not increased over the former rate of 85 per cent. In fact, there is
no reason for this high rate, but being in the nature of a luxury this rate can
be easily maintained and would not be burdensome.

On, artificial silk waste we ask that this be admitted free of duty as a waste
substitute,

In view of the fact that there Is no Import duty on silk, we would further ask
that the rates of the tariff In 1913 be not increased on all classes of goods
called for under paragraphs under 1201 to 1215.

COTTON GOODS IN GENERAL.

STATEMENT OF ARTHU H. LOWE, PITCCMU tG MASS EEPR -
BENTING CONSOLIDATED TABIff cOMMITTEE O AkBWiAi
COTTON MANUPAOTUBEBS.

Mr. Lown. My home is at Fitchburg, Mass., Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMMAN. And what is your occupation, Mr. Lowe I
Mr. LowE. I am a cotton manufacturer.
The CHAiR A. Your establishment is at Fitchburg, is it?
Mr. LowpE. Yes, sir.
The CHaI AN. You may proceed with your statement.
Mr. LowE. I have a very brief general statement, after which

I would like to be followed by gentlemen who have matters in detail
to present, with some samples to show the committee. We havo
tried to reduce this to the very smallest possible time.

The CHAIMAN. The committee is very anxious to expedite the
hearings.

Mr. Low. My name is Arthur H. Lowe, chairman of the-consoli-
dated tariff counittee of cotton manufacturers, representing the
National Council of American Cotton Manufacturers, the American
Association of Cotton Manufacturers, the National Association of
Cotton Manufacturers, Association of Cotton Textile Merchants, and
the Arkwright Club, including the mills both North and South.
What I say will be supplemented by two or three other gentlemen
who will speak. briefly about special lines of manufactured goods.

Cotton-goods manufacturers believe that there should bea prompt
revision of the tariff because "the present uncertainty is preventing
the active operation of old enterprises and the stiniulation of new
ones. Large importations of foreign goods mean that American

81527-22-scH 9-8
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workmen will remain in idleness. Cotton manufacturers are to-day
operating on a day-to-day basis and are unable to look ahead and
make plans for ftiture activity. Unlike the steel and some other
industries we meet the keenest competition in our markets from
Japan, England, Belgium, and other sections of Europe where long-
established industries are paying low wages.

When the hundreds of thousands of people in our thickly settled
industrial centers, where no foodstuffs and raw materials are raised,
are busy, cotton growers of the South and the farmers of the West
and South have better markets and better prices for their products.
A fair tariff on cotton products is advantageous to the Kansas farmer
as to the Massachusetts textile worker.

There are many different branches of the industry. During the
war new lines of goods were marotfantured, imports in those goods
entirely ceasing. -Thes lines now face extinction by reason of the
competition of-the old and firmly established industry of Europe.

Good wages, not too high to ha'nper an industry and not too low
to prevent a worker from maintaiig a good standard of living,
make for general prosperit. The wiges and the standard of living
in the textile industry in America are far above those in other tex-
tile centers in the world. We ask a reasonable tariff to maintain
these wages and standards, and to maintain and further develop the
industry itself.

The present Underwood tariff does not afford proper protection
for our industry. For the importer, who may look ofly to his own
immediate profit, free trade may be desirable. Congress must
look at the question in a broad way. Labor in our great industrial
centers must be kept busy or more serious trouble and distress will
be fomented.

As to American valuations, I personally favor it. If American
valuations or some other method that will bring the same results
are not adopted, the Fordney bill will have to be rewritten.

Senator gxMMoNs (interposing). Let me understand that last
statement. I did not get that about the Fordney bill.

Mr. Lowz. If American valuations or some other method that
will bring the same results are not adopted, the Fordney bill will
have to be rewritten; that is, the basis for rates.

Our industry is complicated. Mills make coarse and fine yamswith varyig degrees of i necessitate several processes.
There are literally thousands of different kinds of abrics, ranging from
the coarsest and cheapest cloth to the finest goods; some mills
within their four walls, making during the year several hundred
different styles and constructions. I do not attempt to. present
these in great detail.

The textilh industry is a fiasio one and I can not impress too
strongly upon this committee the importance of its prosperity aa
relating not onlyv to the immediate prosperity of all the Eastern
States-the textile industry exists in practi every Eastern and
South Atlantic State-but for the spreading of prosperity through-
out the whole country.

Manufacturers of quite a number of fabrics feel very strongly
that they are not properly protected by the Fordney bill. Further,
we feel that the phraseology adopted by the Fordney bill is not the
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proper one and in order to perfect it we make the following recom-
mendation:

Phraseology: In its present form the phraseology of the cotton
schedule of the Fordney bill differs materially from that used in

previous tariff laws, such changes having been made even where
it was the evident intention to give exactly the same meaning to
the act. It is unavoidable that the wording of the new bill should
differ in many respects from that of previous tariff laws, but so 'far
as possible, and in the absence of any good reason for making a
chap, the phraselogy that has been subjected to the test of ex-
perience and has teen interpreted by the courts should be retained,
particularly -when the defiition or classification of a product is
evolved, in order to avoid litigation over the meaning of the act

and the possibility, of constructions being placed on it by thb courts
which were not intended by Congress. Mis is especially important
in connection with the definition of cotton cloth. For this reason
we ask that you subject the phraseology of the cotton schedule to
careful scrutiny and adopt new phraselogy only when it is certain
that a change from that which tas sto .the test of experience is
necessary.

Average number of yarn: We recommend that the method of
determining the yarn number in cloth be chned from 840-yard
basis for No. 1 to a 750-yard basis, owing to the take-up in the manu-
facture of cloth. The rates in the Fordiney bill, both specific and ad
valorem, on cotton yarn and on countable cotton cloth are graduated
by a sliding scale on the yarn number. This method has long been
in use for tariff rates on cotton yarn but was first adopted for cot-
ton cloth in the Underwood tariff 011913. Owingto the impossi-
bility of determining by the analysis of a sample the number of the
spun yarn with the precision reqired in the collection of duties, it
was decided to determine the nuinber of yarn in cloth by arbitrarily
assumin that the length of the yarn is equal to the distance cov-
ered by it in the cloth, the number indicating the number of 840-
yard lengths in 1 pound. As this method takes no account of
the take-up of the yarn in weaving, dyeing, and finish, the num-.
ber so found is less than the number of the yarn when spun, the
difference varying with construction of cloth, but averaging not far
from 10 per cent for the bulk of countable cotton cloths.

The effect of this arrangement is to reduce the tariff rate on count-
able cloth below what it would be if the tariff number were equal to
the spun-yarn number.

Senator SMOOT. That has been the policy in operation I
Mr. Lows. Yes; that has been the usual custom.
Senator SMoor. To determine the size of the thread-now, you

want to reduce that 10 per cent, down to 750?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator Smoor. That is about 10 per cent. There is not any

more take-up to-day than there was when it was first established?
Mr. Lows. No; not at all. The lengths of the-
Mr. Lumr (interposing). I would- like to say to the Senator

from Utah that this method was never in force in any tariff bill
until it was adopted in the Underwood bill. The number of the
yam did not enter in the placement of the tariff duties until the
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Underwood bill was adopted. -The previous tariff bills were on a
different basis.

Senator SMooT. It is on the square yard.
Mr. Lowz. But without regard to the yarn number.
Senator SMOor. In all tariff bills we have always had to find out

the yarn number in'order to arrive at. the weight.
Mr. Lows. I think Mr. Lippitt will develop that a little further,

Senator.
Let us assume, for example, that the average yarn number of a

colored cotton fabric as determined by this method is found to be
72s, and that the average number of the yarn when spun was 80s.
By referring to the Fordney bill chart, it will be seen that the rate
of duty, if based on 80s, the aottial number of the spun yarn, is 48
cents per pound, with a minimum of 29 per cent ad valorem; if
based on 72s, the number used for tariff purposes, the rate of duty
is 42.8 cents per pound, with a minimum of 27.4 per cent ad valorem.

To remedy this effect we recommend that the standards for the
yarn number in cotton cloth shall be determined by usin 760 yards
as a basis instead of 840. yards. This change W form practical
purposes, provide the same standard. for the number of both yarn
and-cloth.

Sizing in cotton cloth: The Fordney bill, following the rule laid
down by the Underwood bill, provides that in determining the average
yarn number in cloth "the weight shall be taken after any excessive
sizing is removed." Neither bill defines the term "excessive," and
consequently it is left to the discretion of the customs appraiser to
determine from what cotton cloths the sizing shall be removed whendetermining the average yarn number. As the presence of sizing
by increasing the weight of the cloth decreases the average number
of the yarn, it follows that the present and proposed arrangement
gives the customs authorities power to fix the amount of the duty
assessed on cotton cloth containin sizing material. In order to
correct the defect, we recommend that the word "excessive," as
applied to "sizing," be omitted in paragraph 904.

Rates on yarn and cloth under-No. 10: The Fordney bill provides
that the specific rates on both yarn and cloth not exceeding No. 10
shall be equal to a specified fraction of a cent per number per pound,
beginng With No. 1. This results in very low specific rates on yarn
ara. cloth undor No. 10.

What is said of these yarns of coarse numbers is true also of cotton
cloths made of coarse yams. For these reasons it is recommended
that the specific rate on advanced cotton arns and cloths under eacb
classification for numbers under 10 shall be the same as for No. 10
yarn or cloth of the respective class.

Mr. Cramer will sp on the yam section for our committee, and
will; no doubt, refer to this situation as it affects yams.

Woven-fiured patterns: A paragraph should be added to the
Fordney bill to take care of fine, fancy, figured-woven goods. It
requires to make these goods a large increase in cost, requiring de-
signers, chemists, increased floor space, more expensive and addi-
tional machinery, better qualities of material, higher wages to
operators, expensive pattern cards and bands, and a larger invest-
ment all around.

Mr. Lippitt will develop that with samples.
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I suggest the following substitute for paragraph 905, which will be
explaini by Mr. Lippit-:

T addition to the duty or duties imposed upon cotton cloth by
Lhe various provisions of this section, there shall be paid the following
cumulative duties, the intent of this paragraph being to add such
duty or duties to those to which th' colton cloth.wou d be liable if
the provisions of this pragraph did not exist, namely: On all cotton
cloths woven with eight or more harnesses, or with Jacquard motions,
or containing more than one color or more than one number of yam
in the filling, or in which other than the ordinary warp and filling
threads are used to form a figure or fancy effect, whether known as
lappets or otherwise, 12 per centum ad va=orem for cloths contaiin
yarns the average number of which does not exceed No. 30; exceeding
No. 30, 15 per centum ad valorem.

Tire fabric .or fabric for use in pneumatic tires, including cord
fabric, 25 per cent ad valorem.

Mr. Owen, of the Beacon Manufacturing Co., will speak briefly on
blankets, and show some samples.

Blankets: We ask to have corrected an apparent omission from the
tariff bill as passed by the House. Jacquard figured blankets, as
well as terry-woven and pile fabrics, are definitely excluded from
paragraph 9 11 the evident intention being to provide for these goods
elsewhere. This has been done in the case of terry-woven and thepile
fabrics in paragraph 909, but Jacquard figured blankets and blanket
goods are not again mentioned in the bill.

As Jacquard figured blankets and blanket goods are nearest to
upholstery fabrics in construction and production cost, we suggest
that they be provided for under paragraph 908, making this para-
graph read as-follows:

Paragraph 908. Tapestries and other Jacquard woven unbolatery cloths, Jacquard
figured blankets and blanket goods, made with more than one colored filling thead,
in the piece or otherwise, composed wholly or in chief value of cotton orot er vege-
table fiber, 30 o~r centum ad valorem.

Senator SMooT. As I understand the reading of the House bill,
instead of 10 per cent an4 the definitions that you desire to put in
there you want 12 per cent on all goods up to 30, and 15 per cent
on all above 30.

Mr. LowE. On all these fancy goods.
Senator WALSH. .1 was gomg to suggest that Mr. Lowe submit

some amendments that may be inserted in the record.
Senator SMooT. He has just submiitted an amendment.
Senator WALsH. Have you prepared them in legal form, designated

as to sections to which they can be attachedI
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. The one he has just submitted is all right.
Mr. LOwE. Bedspreads: Paragraph.911 in its present form doesnot cover bedspreads in the piece, in which form they have been

imported in the past. In order to correct this defect it is recommend-
ed that the words "in the piece or otherwise" be inserted after the
words "quilts. or bedspreads" in the first line of paragraph 911.

Pile fabrics: Duri g and since the war the manufacture of the finer
grades of cotton pile fabrics has been developed on an important
scale in the Unifed States. This branch of manufacture. is now
threatened with the same competition from Europe that prevented
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its being established and carried on in the United States before the
war. In order to protect the American industry aginst this compe-
tition it is recommended that a duty of 10 per cent ad valorem, in
addition to the 33* per cent provided by paragraph 909, be placed on
cotton pile fabrics having more than 800 f threads per mch.

We request, therefore, the insertion of a bracket in paramraph 909
for the purpose of giving additional protection to these 'twill backs,"
and suggest that the said paragraph, so amended, shall read as
follows:
Paragph 9W9. Pile fabrics composed wholly or in chief value of cotton, including

plush/Md velvet ribbons, cut or uncut, whether or not the pile covers the whole
surface, and manufactures, in any form, made or cut from cotton ple fabrics, 33j per
contain ad valorem: ProvW, That any of the fore,oig contsinteg in excm of thr
hundred picks or fg thread to the Inch, incluinghe filling ple threads, when
advanced through the stage of cutting or beyond, shall pay In ad'dtion to the fore-

rate of duty 10 per centum ad *alorem; terry-woven fabrics, composed wholly
or in chief value of cotton, and manufactures, in any form, made or cut from terry-
woven fabrics, 25 per centum ad valorem.

Mr. Thoron will further cover this item and submit samples.
Dyestuffs: While we do notbelieve in the licensing of the importa-

tion of dyestuffs or an embargo, we do believe in a duty on dyestuffs
which will establish and maintain the dyestuffs industry in this
country. If such a duty is put on dyes there should be a compen-
satory duty on fabrics in which those dyes are used. The cost of
dyeing as it may be affected by the dyestuiff duty is ure to be a very
serious matter as regards some fabrics, particularly new fabrics
which are just being perfected and which are ordinary described as
sunfast. These are dyed With the more recently invented colors,
which have not been produced in the United States; at least not in
commercial quantities.

With a taiff containing such a small margin of safety from the
protective standpoint as the House bill does, a duty of 7 cents a
pound and 35 per cent ad valorem on dyestuffs imported as dyestuffs
with a protection. of only 15 per cent'or 20 per cent on dyestuffs
imported %s colored yarn, it would seem likely to result in large im-
portations of such yarn in cloth. And it really is not a very scientific
law which tries to assist an industry by a method which regulates
importations of an article in its original condition but encourages
importation of the same article in a combined condition, thereby not
merely not helping the American producer of the orig.al article, but
also injn the American producer of both the original and.com-
bined article.

Senator SnmoNs. What compensatory duty do you propose
thereI

Mr. Lowu. We have not proposed any rate, Senator. Mr. Lippitt
will, I think, refer to that more satisfactorily with his samples.

Senator SMooT. You have special reference to the vat dyes I
Mr. Lows. To the fast dyes; yes, sir.
We-m ake these siggestions, in conclusion, with a desire to be

helpful in rfectimg the Fordney bill. Even with these changes we
do not feel that it is sufficiently protective. The rates are very
much lower than under any previous Republican tariff bill. Forhalf a century prior to the Underwood bill and not excepting the
cotton schedule of the Democratic tariff under President Cleve and,
the cloth rates have averaged 40 per cent and above. It is not
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likely that the cloth rates of the Fordney bill will average over 22
per cent. There have always been importations of cloth amounting
to several million dollars per annum under those 40 per cent rates.
And we know of nothing that has occurred in the relations between
the American and foreign cotton manufacturing to justify the belief
that any lower rates will be protective. Wi emphatically urge,
therefore, that after making proper allowance for the change to
American valuations the duty shall be raised to a point that will
give a protection equal to that under which the industry was estab-
lihed and has been maintained.

Senator WALs. Mr. Lowe, you are personally interested in the
manufacture of fancy goodsI

Mr. Low. -Yes, sir.
Senator WAlsH. How many such establishments are there in the

countrtgoner ally speaking?
Mr. wz. There are several hundred.
Senator WALa. Where are they located ?
Mr. Lowz. Both North and South. The finest ones are in the

North.
Senator WALSH. Is there somebody else to speak for the cotton

goods other than what you have said in your statement?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH And they will take it up as a separate subject?
Mr. LOwE. Yes, sir.
Senator WALm. To what extent do you use imported dyes in the

makin of fancy cotton goods?
Mr. Lowz. I have been obliged in the past to use, as far as fast

colors were concerned, nearly all imported dyes.
Senator Wamis. Is the local manufacturer able to supply you with

all kinds of dyes?
Mr. Lowit. Not all kinds.
Senator WALsH. So you are still dependent upon the foreign market

for certain dyes?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator WALsu. What pezretage of foreign dyes do you have to

bringing wolIe l
Mr. LowE. The percentage would be small, because the quantityof foreign dye used is sman.Senator WALm. Are the kind that you do use indispensable?

Mr. Lowu. Quite.
Senator WAsH. And you must get them?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. I would like to ask you whether or not you

furnished figures to show the cost of production in competing
countries?

Mr. Low. Such figures have been so generally published, Senator,
that I do not offer any--

Senator WATSO N (interposing). Yes; but are they reliable and
authentic as to the present costs, in the manufacture of the kind of
cotton cloth that you make in your mill now in New England as com-
pared with those mad6 in England I

Mr. LowE. The trouble is to get anything that is reliable-
Senator WATSON.(interposing). Precisely that is why I was asking.

You were saying these rates were not sAfciently protective, and
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was wondering what the fignrm were upon which you based that
statement.

Mr. Lowz. Upon our experience.
Senator WATsoN. But your experiences before the war are not

applicable to the existing situation, are theyI
Ur. Lowu. No; andwe do not expect e tinon-

tinue, ard we d o noT e t the ranent situation to be very
much different fromwhat it was before the war.

Senator WATSON. So that it is reallyon the prewar basis that you
made your statement on the theory that whatever the cha ging
conditions may bring about it will finally come back practically to the
prewar basis I

Mr. Lowz. We do not know of any reason why that will not
result.

Senator WATSON. Wages abroad and wages here ?
Mr. Lowz. Yes, sir.
Senator McLw*. The spread between the coet-here and abroad

is certainly as great as it has ever been, is it not I
Mr. Lowu. I should think so. The transportation charges and

the labor charges and high priceSenator WAso (in-trposing). That is what he means, that the
spread is greater now than ever before; that it costs more than
ever before.

Senator MozAm. He did not understand mv'question.
Senator WATmON. That is, the difference between the coat of pro-

duction here and abroad is heater now than before the war?
Mr. Lowz. I would sa tt it is.
Senator WATsoN. Why?1
Mr. IOwA. On account of the very high wages that are being paid

here and cheaper wages on the other side.
Senator WArsON. How much have wages risen here and how much

have _asge risen over there, if at all ?
Mr. Lowu. I think probably the advances in wages here and over

there were, perhaps, approximately the same; but the reductions over
thete have been much more than they.have been here.

Senator WATSON. That is, since the war ?
Mr. LowZ. Yes, sr.Senator WATSON. Can you tell us what you paid, on the average,

before the war'and those paid on the average by the same people now?
Mr. Lowu. The wages that we are paying now are about 155 per

cent more than they were, los 221 per cent. That would be about
120 per cent more than before the war.

Senator MoLumiBz. In other words, two and a half times as much;
is that what you meant

Mr. Lowz. No, sir; about on; and one-fifth times.
SenatorW.WAn. There is a table that, has been handed to me by

Mr. Lowe that seems to answer that.
Mr. Lowz. It would be oe and one-fifth times.
Senator WuAsm. That paper might well go into the record, ampli-

are jut akngfyin thispoint you is as follows:)
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Wag rate paidfor weaving print dob in Fall Rita.'

(Compiled by tbe industrial service department of the Merchants National Bank of Boston. Thefigures'
are the prices paid for weaving 471 yards o12&4i-b, 64 by 6f. 7-ya print cloth.

Advanet

Period. Wae reduro Percenteorae6. (-) f .,,.,
PreU= ra tew
jrote.

per ,M.
December IM8 to March, ........................................... 1IM0 +1 is0
March, 1ob to November, 1903 .......................................... 2178 +1

low, to uly. 04 ........................................... .. I 0 - 100
juiy, g00, toNovem r I .............................................1 9 +A M - 10
NOv mb , 1906, to May, 0 ............................................. . ol8 +10 110
May, 1907, to Maye , 19 ............................................ . 2396 +10 121
May, 1908 , to Ma h, 1912 . ........... ................................ .198 -17 10
Mayo, 101, to a y1 9 ............................... 2M6 +10 12
.,nua 1918Oto Ms y 191 6 ............................................. .2271 -6 115
May, 1918 to D eeem 1916.............................. .2416 +10 120
December, 1916a, to e, 1917 ................................ .2748 +10 139
M ne, I117 , to ecember, 1917 ............. ....................... .023 +10 154
December, 1917, toJuno, 1918 ........................................... .3401 +10 i2
June, 191.8, t OnOme, 1 919 .......... .................................. .3911 +1 194

June, 1919, to December, 1919 ............................................ .4496 +15. 227 •
December 1919, t M .....une ................................ 00 +121 256
.une, 1920 to anu, 1 ..................................... . 819 +15 29
Jan y, 921 ..... ............................................ .4510 -221 228

Mr. Luer-r. That shows a complete record of the changes in
wages in New England for a great many years. The highest point
that the wages reached were 169 per cent higher than in 1914, and
they were reduced 221 per cent on the top wages, which left the
wages to-day 108 per cent higher than they were before the war.

Senator MCfC6 BDE. Then where you paid $1 before, you are pay-
ing now $2.30; is that right1

Mr. LPPITr. Yes, sir.
Senator WAaur. Since the war there has been a reduction of about

224 per centl -W. I.owla. Yes, sir.

Senator 1A Fou r. Senator Lippitt has just stated that was on
the top wages ?

Mr. Lipnrr. With the permission of the Senator, I will explain
exactly what I said. The wages were increased by degrees up to 169
per cent higher than they were before the war.

Senator 1A Foyerr. That is on the average.
Senator SmoooT. AU wagesI
Mr. Lippirr. Yes.
Senator LA Fo uLm, Did that affect employees in all degres

and departnients?
Mr. LI'rr. Yes; except the managers; they vere not increased

that much. There has been a reduction of 221' per cent. That
reduction of 221 per cent Was figured on the maximum of 169 per
cent advance, ana whicb resulted "in the wages bei 'left at a net
advance of 108 per cent as they stand to-day in New ngland.

Senator McCiUMBmR. kr. Lowe, do you expect to have a tariff that
will enable you to keep the wages two and a half times or two and
three-tenth times what they were above the prewar wages?

Mr. LowE. No, sir.
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Senator WATor. I started out to inquire about that. We could
follow it up. They have increased on the average now since the
reductionto 108 per cent over what they were before the war. What
has been the increase in England in the meantime; what has been
the decrease in the United States in the meantimeI

Mr. Lowz. I am unable to answer that.
Senator WATSoN. Do you know, Senator Lippittl
Mr. LuPrrr. No, Senator; I do not.
Senator SImoNs. Where can we get that informationI
Mr. Lows. The latest information we are able to obtain is from

the Government report.
Senator SimmoNs. Did you ask them for the information with

reference to the increase in Great Britain as well as in America?
Mr. Lown. We used in our calculations altogether their printed
renator SimmoNs. Do they speak in their reports of like increases

in any other foreign country ?
Mr. Lows. Yes, sir.
Senator SDMMONS. You have not got those yet ?
Mr. L)owz. We only get them as published.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Lowe, what is the condition of the industry in

New England and throughout the country at the present time ? Isit
largely closed u and stagnant, or is it moving along?

Lw. Wel it is moving along, but it is moving alonina
hesitation way. We are anxious to Mow what our competition is

e . At the present. time, what percentage of move-

ment is there in the industry ?
Mr. Lows. I should say, as an average, possibly 70 per cent.
The CHAmmAw. That is pretty good, is it not I
Mr. Lowz. That is not as good as we want.
The CHAmMAN. Nothing is as good as we want, Mr. Lowe.
Senator SUMONS. You do not attribute all that to foreign com-

petition?
Mr. Lowz. No, sir.
Senator SIMMONs. They are largely conditions that affect every-

od. Lows. Yes, sir.
Senator MoLsAN. From what country do you have your most

serious competition?
Mr. Lowz. Under normal conditions, I would say England. But,

of course, at the present time the German manufacturers are very
anxious to get their goods in here.

Senator MoLuai. Are they in fact introducing goods here that
compete with yours now ?Mr.IOwE. Yee) Mir

Senator MoL&AN. Then the difference in cost would be greater in
comparing this country with Germany than with England; that is,
you consider Germany your lowest cost competitor, do you not ?

Mr. lows. Except that certain coarse gods are being made in
Japan.

Senator WATSON. What is the relative cost of production in Japan
and Germany on these cotton products I
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Mr. LOwE. It is very difficult to come to any satisfactory conclu-
sion on account of conditions of exchange.

Senator MoLPAN. Do you know what they are o1.ering their goods
for hereI

Mr. LowE. No, sir.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Are they underselling youI
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir,
Senator WAuSH. Suppose they are in certain grades, but not all

grades?
Mr. Iowi. Yes.
Senator WALS. Mr. Lowe, I understand, represents the cotton

manufacturing interests as a whole. Why could you not, Mr. Lowe,
or somebody representing you, prepare in tabloid form all the amend!
ments that the cotton industry wants made to this bill, so that we
can have them on one sheet of paper rather than to have to go through
all these statements to find the various amendmentsV

Mr. L owE. We would be very glad to do that.
Senator WATSON. I would like to know what they want and why

the want it.
Senator WALsH. He has it made up, but I have requested him to

have it prepared in tabloid form.
Senator StaMONs. I want to ask you this: I think jou stated a.

little while ago, though I do not recall exactly the figures that you
gave, if you %d say, what is thep resent importation of cotton goodsI

Mr. Lowz. It is very varied, or the reason that-
Senator SiMMONs (interposing). Suppose we take it for the last six

months?
Mr. LowE. We would have to get that from the published records.
Senator SimMONS. I thought you were familiar with that.
Mr. LowE: I am not. I could not tell you in detail.
Senator SmmoNs. Can you tell me what proportion of the im-

portations of cotton goods represent cotton good that are produced
in this country ?

Mr. LowE. You mean what importations there are that correspond
with goods made in this country I

Senator SIMMoNs. No; I am ass umin i that question that there
are certain cotton goods which we buy from Great-Britain that are of
a character not produced in this country. Am I right in that
assumption?

Mr. LowE. There are some of the very finest goods; yes, sir.
Senator SramoNs. I was asking you then what percentage of the

entire importation of cotton goods into this country represent goods
of a character not produced in this county I

Mr. LowE. That would be a small amount.
Senator StMMOns. It would bo small, but there would be some ?
Mr. Lowz. There would be some.
Senator SIMMONS. I was under the impression that we bought from

Great Britain quite a lot of cotton goods that were very fine that are
not produced i4 this country.

Mr. LowE. Senator Lippitt will bring out that point, Senator,
fully.

Senator LA Fou Brm. Mr. Lowe, what mills are you interested in
and where are they located?

Mr. LowE. The Parkhill Manufacturing Co., at Fitchburg, Mass.
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Senator Lt FOLLzrr. That is a very large concern, is it not?
Mr. LowE. It is small compared with some, but we employ some

1,500 t6 1,600 hands.
Senator LA FOLET. Have you any schedules of the wages paid

in your establishment, the Parkhill I
Mr. LowE. No, sir; I have not here.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Will you file with the committee a complete

schedule of the wages paid' in your factory I
Mr. LoWE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETFE. And I think it would be helpful to the

committee if you would make a schedule for 1913, we .will say, and
then a comparative statement for each year since, say, that we might
see the changes that have been made. You were obliged to increase
your wages very materially, I take it, during the war period?

Mr. LOwE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FoL E. Do you employ any labor called "common

labor" in your plant?
Mr. Lowz. We employ some.
The CHAUMAN. Unskilled labor, do you mean, Senator?
Senator LA FOLLw'rr. "Common labor" is a term used by many

representatives of the steel industry and other industries who have
spoken here, and I used it because they used it.

What wages are you paying nuw per day for common labor ?
Mr. LoWE. That, of course, dee nds on the class of work that they

do. Common labor is not al[ paid the same rate.
Senator WALsuH. Some work about the grounds?
Mr. LowE. They work.about the grounds, but the number of such

is very small.
Senator LA FOutwrE. Of course, I understand that to be so.
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLxT. Then do you have any other class of labor

that you-employ inside of the mill tyhat is unskilled labor ?
Mr. LowE. I would not say so; they must be more or less familiar

with. machinery.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. What are the lowest wages that you are

paying at the mill?
Mr. LowE. To-day?
Senator I- FoLLTrE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LOwE. I do not think we are paying any labor in the mill under

38 to 40 cents an hour.
Senator LA Fou zTrE. How many hours constitute a day's work-eight? ,Mr. LowE. Eight hours.

Senator SmOOT. Those are girls, are they ?
Mr. LowE. Some are girls.
Senator LA FOLLETIE. .And some are men I
Mr. LowE. Some are men.
Senator SMoOT. What do they get for spinning?
Mr. LowE. I can not give you that, but I will file it all with the

committee.
Senator LA FoLL.Tr. Are you pretty clear as to your recollection

as to your present wage I
Mr. LowE. I would-like to confirm it.
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Senator LA FoLurm. How would that wage compare with thewage and for the same class of em n n 13 V
Mr. LowE. It is a little more than double what we paid in 1913,

Senator.
Senator LA FOLLrrE. You were then paying bout 19 cents an

hour in 19131
Mr. Low. For certain classes of work;
Senator LA FoLLzrr. For the same class of work that you are

now paying 40 cents I
Mr. LoWE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FoLLv.Err. Well, can you state what the class of labor

is that you are now paying 38 cents an hour ?
Mr. Low,. Semiskilled and transient.
Senator LA FOLLET1E. What percentage of your labor are you

paying 38 cents an hour at this time I
Mr. Lowz. Quite a percentage.
Senator LA FOLL'r. Can you say about what percentage?
Mr. LowE. Approximately 30per cent.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. What is your next highest wage that youarw aying in the mill?
Mr. L~w. It goes right along up by degrees.
Senator LA FOLLMTE. You wvrill file with the committee, will you,

the comparative wages?
Mr. LwO . Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. What is the highest rate you pay your skilled

laborI
Mr. LowE. I think we pay as high as 05 cents an hour.
Senator CALDER. What proportion of your entire labor is in that

group ?
Mr. LowE. It would be a considerable proportion.
Senator CALDER. Would you say that more than half of the men

employed in your factory receive 50 cents an hour?
Mr. Lowx. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. Would the majority receive 40 cents-
Senator WALSH (interposing). The largest number are the weavers,

are they not?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir; more.
Senator WALSH. What is the average wage of the weavers in your

industry, weekly?
Mr. LzWE. They would earn around 45 to 50 cents an hour.
Senator WALSH. And they constitute about 50 or more per cent

of our employpes Ir.Mr. Lowk. Yes, sir.
Senator SmooT. Mr. Lowe, are you running your mill on piece-

work?
Mr. Lowz. Yes, sir; a good part of it.
Senator SMoor. The weaving is on piecework?
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. Do you run spinning on piecework?
Mr. LowE. The spinning is on piecework.
Senator SmOOT. The wage depends on whether a person is handling

a loom skillfully or not? One weaver can make twice as much a
another, and, of course, you like to weed out those that are-not good
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producers just as fast as you can, but you have got to get somebody
who can do better before you make a changeI

Mr. Lows Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Are the dyers classed as unskilled laborers?

It is the hardest tnd most difficult labor, but does not require very
much skill, does it? U 0

Mr. Lowz. The present machinery has eliminated a great deal of
the hard labor.

Senator WALSH. What do you pay the dyers, whom I believe are
men from the ordinary occupations of life ?

Mr. Lowz. I think about 40 cents an hour now.
Senator SWM6Ns. Mr. Lowe, you said a little while ago that wages

increased during the war about 172 per cent?
Mr. Lowiz. ves, sir.
Senator SwoNS. How much did you increase the price of your

product?
Mr. Lowz. I think probably the price of the product increased

considerably les, because, together with the increased cost of wages,
everything else went up.

Senator SnMMoNs. Then you reduced wages 221 per c6ntI
Mr. Lows. Yes, air. t
Senator Smuows. You reduced the prices of your product the

same amount?
Mr. Lows. We reduced the price of our principal product from

39 cents to 181 cents.
Senator SnMoNs. What percentage was that?
Mr. Lows. Fifty per cent.
Senator StmMois. So you regard the present rate of wages that

you are paying since the reduction as permanent, or are you antici-
pating a very considerable further decrease?

Mr. Lowz. It depends entirely upon business conditions.
Senator SmooT. The price of cotton had a good deal to do with it,

did it votI
Mr. Lows. Yes, sir; cotton has advanced from around 10 or 12

cents up to 28 or 30 cents.
Senator StmooNs. Not from the war price. Cotton is very much

below the war price; it is not half the war price. Cotton has ad-
vanced from the low-

Mr. Lows (interposing). Prewar price?
Senator SmMoms. No; it has advanced from the price of last year.

But from the price during the war cotton has fallen very much. In
other words, the price of cotton, when you were selin your goods
at an advance of 172 per cent during the war, cotton is now selling
at nothing like so high a price. .

Mr. Lows. There is not such a wide difference in the price of cot-
ton now compared with the high price in war times.

Senator SOOT. What did you gay during the warI
Mr. Lows. As high asnearly 40 cents.
Senator SmOOT. Let us take this particular grade of cotton.
Mr. Low. Take our grade of cotton, the highest price we paid any

time was around 40 cents.
Senator SmOOT. And what is it to-day ?
Mr. Lows. It is 18 to 22 cents.
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Senator SMoOT. About the same rate that your goods have borne I
Mr. LowE. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONs. You say cotton is now 18 to 22 centsI
Mr. Lowz. Yes, sir.
Senator SmoNs. You say you have cut your wages 22j per cent,

while you cut the price of your goods 100 per cent. What I am inter-
ested to know now is, are you contemplating cutting your wages
further to correspondI

Mr. LowE. I do not think there is any contemplation to do it. It
depends entirely upon the demand for goods and the conditions.

Senator SumoNs. You are basing your claim here for protection
upon the present rate of wage that you are paying, and it appears
that you have cut your wages since the war only about.ono-fourth, we
will say, to the extent you have cut the price of your goods. That led
me to expect. that probably as soon as you possibly could you would
make a further rather drastic cut in wages to conform to the cut you
made in goods. I wanted to know if that is in consideration?

Mr. LO wE.. I do not think that is in consideration. I do not think
that follows naturally, because the amount that the market will pay
for your goods determines the price at which you have got to make
your gooey.

Senator 8MMONS. I understand that. But you generally regulate
your price in. large part by the cost of production, do you not?

Mr. Low. Excuse me.
Senator SIMMONS. I say the price of your goods is generally fixed

with some reference to the cost of production, is it not?
Mr. LowE. Yes; of course. If the goods do not sell we do not

make them.
Senator SIMNs. The cost of production of goods, so far as the

labor element is concerned, has not been reduced at all in proportion
to the cost price of your goods, and I rather suspected if you could-
I do not say that you can; I do not say that you ought to-but I
rather suspect that when you can, having made that big cut in the
price of your goods you would try to get the labor down.

Mr. LowE. That is one of the costs of producing goods, of course.

YARN.

[Paragph 901.1
STATEMENT OF STUART W. ORAMEIt, CHARLOTTE N. . REPRE-

SENTING THE AMERICAN COTTON MANUFACTUiRSB' ABSOOXA-
TION.

The CHAIRMAN. You are in the manufacturing business?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes, sir; I am.
The CHAIMANu. You come here as a manufacturer?
Mr. CRAMER. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you make your statement to the committee.I
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, my remarks are directed to paragraph

901, Schedule 9-Cotton manufactures, which relates to cotton yarns.
In the first place, we indorse the scale of ad valorem rates in the

Fordney bill based on American valuation with the expectation that
corresponding increases will be made in those rates if the American
valuation plan is modified and your rates are based on foreign values.
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Ad valorem rates were the only yarn rate discussed by me with the
subcommittee on cotton manufactures of the Ways andMeans Com-
mittee in the belief that with American valuation specific rates were
relatively unimportant. In fact, when asked by Chairman Green for
suggestions as to specific rates, I made the above explanation when
before his subcommittee.

Now, however, that some modification of the American valuation
plan seems likely to be under consideration by you, the matter of
specific rates becomes very important, and we respectfully ask for a
scale of specific rates on a parity with the ad valorem rates of the
Fordney bill. The specific rates that we advocate are embodied in
the following propose-d amendment to the second paragraph, para-
graph 901 [r4Ading]:

Cotton yarns including in any form, bleached, dyed, colored, combed or
plied, of numbers not exceeding No. 40 four-tenths of I cent per number per pound;exceeding No.40 and not exeedin~g~ No. 120, 16 cents per pound, and in addition
thereto, five one-hundredths of 1 cent per number lr pound for every number
inexcesof No. 40;exceeding No. 120, 60cents perpound iov , That none of the
foregoing, of numbers not exeeding No.1, shali-pay less duty than 7 per cent ad
valorem and in addition thereto foreach number one-fifth oI percent ad valorem; nor
of numbers exceeding No. 100, less than 27 per cent ad valorem.

In explanation of the ad valorem rates in the Fordney bill, I beg to
say that included with all the available data submitted to the sub-
committee at that time by us were American selling prices as given in
the trade papers and the comparative prices fixed on cotton yarnsand fabrics during the war by the price-flxin committee of the War
Industries Board. No comparison was obtainable of American and
foreign costs of conversion at the present time, nor would it have been
of value even if it were obtainable on account of the difference in the
extent of liquidation of the cotton industry at home and abroad.
, In ah endeavor to conserve the time of your committee as requested
in the circular letter of your chairman I beg to say that if you accept
the ad valorem rates in the Fordney bill, paragraph 901, and in view.of
the fact that we ask only for specific rates on a parity therewith, the
exact determination of those specific rates is merely a matter of com-
parison and computation for your experts; we are confident that the
figures in our proposed amendment correctly represent the parity of
which we speak.

It will be noted that we suggest no change in the plain gray single
yarn rates, as those yarns may be considered to be the raw materials
for the manufacture of advanced yaMs and fabrics, as the case may
be and are not in danger of serious foreign competition.

i desire to call your attention to the effect on tariff rates of the in-
creased cost of production both at home and abroad that exists
to-day as compared to the oost of conversion at the time of the
adoption of the Payno-Aldrich bill.

In illustration of this point, let us assume that the raw cotton in
any yarn is 30 cents at home and in England. I take the value of the
American cotton as being the same to the mills both here and abroad,
for practically such is the case. Assuming the cost of the material in
a giyn yarn as 30 cents, and assu=n that before the war the con-
version cost in America on an article made from this cotton was 30
cents, and the conversion co3t in England one-half of what it was
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here which I think is approximately what the difference was, we
will bave the following result (reading]:

S" Aoad.

cost of raw material ........................................... 20.80 20.80
Conver-ion cost ................. .. .1

Total ........................................................ .00 .45
which shows a difference of 15 cents, and 15 cents is 331 per cent

of 45 conls, the foreign cost; that is, an ad valorem ditty of 331 per
cent would cover the difference.

Now, advance wages in both countries 100 per cent, with the same
cost of material, and we get the following [reading]:

in Amer. ihroaA.

Cost ofraw materil ................................................................. S 30 0 30
Conversion cost .................................................................... ..60 .3D

Total ...................................................................... ... 9 .60

which shows a difference of 30 cents, and 30 cents is 50 per cent of 60
cents, the foreign cost; that is, we would have to get an ad valorem
duty of 60 per cent to cover the difference.

This is figured on the basis of the English cost being 50 per cent of
the American, but the same principle would hold .if the English cost
were 60 per cent, 70 per cent, or 80 per cent of the American; that is,
if the cost df cotton remains practically the same to the manufac-
turers in both countries and wages are mcreased proportionately in
the two countries, higher rates, both ad valorem and specific, are
necessary. Costs of conversion in the United States to-day are at
least 100 er cent higher than they were before the war, due to in-
creased la or costs, shorter hours of labor, and other labor conditions,
and there is no question but what they will remain higher than they
were before the war, regardless of whether they recede somewhat from
the Tr sent levels or not. It is fair to assume that foreign costs will
settle to a level of practically the same per cent above their prewar
prices.

Senator SinmoNs. Right there-I *know you are familiar with
this question and I ask for information-is it your impression that
the relative cost of labor in Great Britain and this country is about
the same now as it was before the war I

Mr. CBumzu. It is not my impression that it is'now in the textile
industry, but it is my impression that when liquidation is completed at
home and abroad, it will be on very much the same parity as it wasbefore the war.

Senator WATSON. What is it now, Mr. Cramer I
Mr. Cam.ia. That would require some discussion. For example,

the increase in England, according to my best information, is 150to
200 per cent, and the reduction at the present time is only about

81527-22-scH 9--4
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171 per cent from their war wage scale. We had our secretary,
M. Adams verify that on a trip He made over there recently.

Senator 1 ONOs. So there is not very much differenceI
Mr. CRamR. At the present time there is not very much difference

in the cost of conversion, anyway.
Senator WATSON. Not very much difference in the actual wage

paidI
Mr. CRAIZ. No; Lut it might happen there is, Senator, but

probably not very much difference. Their reduction as yet is not as
great as ours. What the exact difference is I do not know. That
would involve a knowledge of their costs of conversion, which we,
frankly, have not got.

Senator SMOOT. That is, the figures in wages are about the same
in England as they have been in this country I

Mr. CkaAx. The decrease in England is about only 171 per cent, in
New England it is about 221 per cent, and in the South it seems to
run from about 30 per cent to 40, or even, I have heard in some
cases, 50 per cent. But I do not know of any such case myself.

Senator SmMoms. The increases here have been a little greaterthan in England?
Mr. CRI.n. Considerably greater, I understand.
Senator SunboNs. But I understood you to say just now before

the decreases the rate in England was very nearly the rate here, or
substantially the same rate here.

Mr. CRAMER. I would rather answer that by indirection, if you
will permit me, by saying that a great many fabrics that are normally
competitive are sold at the present time cheaper in this country
than in England, probably for that reason.

Senator SnwoNs. I am not speaking about the p rice of the goods;
I am speaking about the labor cost in Great Britain and in the
United States at this time. I understood you to say a little while
ago that just at this particular time there was very little difference
in the labor cost here and in Great Britain."Mr. CRAxx. I do not know that there is much difference in the
labor cost; I would not-like to say there is or is not. I frankly do not
know.

Senator SnMoNS. But you believe that when the labor cost has
bebn ultimately adjust and brought down to a permanent basis
that there will)e the same difference in labor costs here and abroad
as there was in prewar times ?

Mr. Ow-. 71 thin so.
Senator SnmoNs. That is what I understood you to say.
Mr. QamA. That is exaCtly what I meant to say. (Reading:-
In conclusion, it is only with the greatest hesitation that we can bring ourselves

t4indozmthe Fordney ad valormn rates with the spcfic rates that we have suggested,
but we do so in the firm belief and conviction thMtreent-day conditions, as here-
tofre outlined, wi be taken fully into consider rtn ndetermining rates should
the American vuationpan be modified and provisions be made for aseempin dutieson forevaluatios Furthermore I am aked to state by some of the mills mal *
low-count advanced yarw tha under present conditions, especially, they feel that
the seciaic dutim e too low, as Germany and Frince are spec al
efforfe to eaotu dho trade on such that are ueed in bulk for embroidery and are
not covered tn t sc .amifcaton for embroldery Therefore, while
indoung the plain. sie g 'ry yarnrates of the Fordney bl, these mills concerned
request that omIdera nbe given to these low-count advanced y". and that a
minimum specific rate of 6 cents per pound be considered by you instead of the 4
cents per pound as proposed in our amendment.
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Senator SMoOTY. I understood you to say nothing about the bleached
cotton yarns, but understood you to confine yoIrself to unbleached
yarn. 0

Mr. Cima. Bleached, included in the advanced yarn class.
Senator SMooT. But you did not refer to any increase that you

wanted in the bleached yam. Do you want some increase propor-
tionate with that on the unbleached I

Mr. CRAuMz. We do.
Senator SMoOr. If you have the American valuation, for instance,

are you satisfied with the specific rates in paragraph 909 covering
unbleached pile and colored cotton yarn

Mr. CRAMER. I am only asking for specific rates corres ending to
the ad valorem rates in the Fordney bill, paragraph 901, which I indorse
on the American valuation basis,'and l have suggested leaving the
computation of those specific rates to your own experts.

Senator SMooT. The rates named in the Fordney bill I
Mr. CRAMER. Yes sir. If you take those ad valorem rates and

alSply American seli, prices, I think you will approximate the
specific rates proposed in our suggested amendment.

Senator Smoor. I want you to answer me yes or no. If we adopt
the American valuation plan are the specific rates mentioned in para-
graph 001 satisfactory to you ?

Mr. CAMm. I will answer that by saying no; but I would like theprivilege of again saying that the id valorem rates are satisfactory

tous-
Senator SMooT. If you do not have the American valuation, then

you want, instead of one-fifth of 1 cent per number per pound on
numbers exceeding 40, you say four-tenths----

Mr. CRAMER. We have not a ked for any change at all on that first
paragraph, relating to plain, gray, single yarns.

Senator SMocnr. What was the four-tenths of 1 per cent?
Mr. CRAMER. That was for the advanced yams.
Senator SmooT. Where is that?
Mr. CRAMzR. It is page 104, line 4. That is the only change

that we ask.
Senator Suoor. That is the be* nnin of line 4 down to and includ-

ing line 16, "Cotton yarn, incing arpe, in any form, bleached,
dy d, colored, or lied" I

Mr. CRAMER. Yes, sir.
Senator SMoo. All right. I understand it now, and I will change

it according.
Senator WATSON. To what extent has there been manufacture in

Germany. Did they ever manufacture cotton in Germany to amount
to anything?

Mr. CRAMER. They have a very large cotton textile industry in
Germany.

Senator WATSON. They have now.
Mr. COAMER. They have had ever since I have known anything

about the business-for over 30 years.
Senator WATSON. To what extent has it been resumed?
Mr. CWIER. I am told that it is now operating between three-fifths

and four-fifths full. I do not know, but I presume that is true.
Senator WATsoN. In your comparison of the wages of competing

countries you were speaking with reference, to England?
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Mr. CRAME. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. What is the situation in the German factory In

regard to.wages, if you know, and in connection with that will you
answer the other question as to how many German imports of cotton
manufactures are now coming into the Fnited States I

Mr. 'CRAER. I can not answer as to German 'imports. I can
simply say that Mr. Fix, of the customhouse, informs me that in 1920
about $24,000,000 of yarns were imported from everywhere, and
most of them, I understand, were from England.

Senator WATsoN. So that you do not know what manufactures
of cotton are now coming into this country from Germany, if any I

Mr. CRAMER. I do not.
* Senator WATSON. Do you know anything about the wages paid

over there in the same line of industry in wlch you are engaged
Mr. CRAMER. In Germany?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Only in a general way. Everything there is fluc-

tuating so rapidly that I do not believe anyone knows a week ahead
what to count on--certainly not a month ahead.

Senator WATSON. Are they very much below what they are in
this country ?

Mr. CRAMER. Very much.
Senator WATSON. Do you know about them in Japan ?
Mr. CRAMER. I am told that the average wage for an adult there

is 50 cents per day.
Senator WATSON., In cotton manufacturing establishments?
Mr. CRAMER. That is what I am told.
Senator WATSON. Are manufactures of cotton coming into this

country from Japan now in any considerable quantity?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes; in some limited lines, especially crepes-so

Mr. Fix advises me.
Senator WALse. China also, Shanghai, has a lot of cotton indus-

tries that compete ?
Mr. CRAMER. Quite a large cotton manufacturing industry over

there, supplying the trade formerly supplied by us and England.
Senator SimMoNs. Mr. Cramer, speaking about China and Japan,

has the effort to (stablish the cotton industry in those countries
been very succesdu

Mr. CRAMER. To which do you refer, Senator ?
Senator SIMMONS. China and Japan.
Mr. CRAMER. Yes; especially during and since the war. American

machine shops, during the pst two or three years, have been sending
quite a large proportion of their output to new mills in Japan and
China.

Senator SIMmoNs. While they pay over there very much less
wages per day, do they find that the labor costs in producing these
go(os is very much less than in this country ? .

Mr. CRAMER. I can best answer that bys that I used to be
president of a mill making standard sheetings that Went to "a,
and that we no longer make those for China; they are supplied by
Japanese and Chinese mills. ba

Senator SIMMoN. I am asking, because I have heard it suggestedand I do not know anything about it. I have heard it suggested
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that it has been developed in connection with the actual operation
of some of those mills locited in China that, by reason of the ineffi-
ciency of labor 'there, the final and actual labor cost was quite as
high there as here, and I wanted to know whether that is true or
not.

Mr. CRAME. I do not believe that is true,. but I do think 'the
question of efficiency has an appreciable effect on their costs of
conversion.

Senator SIMoNs. I know that.
Mr. CRAMzR. I am suro of that; but modern cotton-mill machinery

is largely semiautomatic. It is a matter of attendance rather than
anything else. For instance, in my mill there are seats at the end
of every frame, and if I go through the mill tnd do not see the peo-
ple there aparently takin things easy, I know things are not
runng well; tiviand bustle mean trouble.

Senator SImMONS. Tat is true, but it is true of machinery in both
countries. The question is as to the efficiency of such human labor
as you have to employ, and while the per diem wage is much less
there than it is here, in the end the labor cost, the part that repre-
sents human labor, is it not in the end substantially the same as
here?

Mr. CRA MR. I do not think so, for the reason that the operation
is largely one of attending machines. What does that attendance
mean? In spinning, a boy of 14 can learn to do that as well as
anybody in a few months.

Senator SIMMONS. You do not employ very much highly skilled
labor in this country, and you would not have to employ very much
in China.

Mr. CRAMER. It does not really work that way, Senator. Their
relative inefficiency forces them to employ more people than we do
to do the same work.

Senator Smoor. How many looms does one hand run in your
mill?

Mr. COAMzs. I only make yarn in my mills now.
Senator SMOOT. I mean in the southern mills ?
Mr. CRAMER. In a mill where they do not use automatic looms a

six-loom weaver is about the average; and with automatic looms,
16 to 24 looms to a weaver is the average on plain work.

Senator SimmoNs. Taking into consideration the inefficiency of
Chinese labor, the Chinese labor that you speak of, that is the labor
necessary t6run a cotton mill, whether there are more laborers there
than here, is not the difference in the labor cost in producing cotton
less in Great Britain than in China I

Mr. wmFxe. I would not like to answer that, for. I do not know;
but I presume that the Chinese p reduce cheaper because, Senator,
the Japanese and Chinese mills at the present time supply the Chinese
markets ai far as their capacity goes.

Senator StaMoNS. I do not want'to be understood as speaking
about the present time; because you have just said the labor cost ifi
Great Britain and in this country to-day are practically the same;

.but you also said that if things assume their normal aspect with
reference to labor the difference between the labor cost here and in
Great Britain would be about the same as it was before. But, assum-
ing the labor, both in China and Great Britain, have fallen to prewar
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labor conditiomis, on account of the greater efficiency of the English
labor over Chinese labor would you say the labor cost in China was
much less than it was in Great Britain. It was less than it was
hers, because our cost in prewar times was much higher than the
coit, in Great Britain.

Mr. CRAMER. I would say that the Chinese cost would be less than
either in America or Great Britain, and. that the Chinese will always
be able to do what their mills are largely able to do now, to supply
the Chinese market as far as their capacity goes. •

Senator SiMmoNs. The point I make is whether we could accept
tho labor costs in Great Britain as a basis for determining the differ-
ence in the labor cost here and abroad, and especially here and in
China I

Mr. CRAMzR. Well, we have accepted that in the past for the
simple reason that our competition here is largely from Great Britain;
but the bulk of our competition in China comes from the Japanese
and Chinese being buy sup lying the Chinese market.

Senator SiMMeNs. They vave not reached the point where they
export cotton goods to tiWs country

Mr. C1xtAR. No Chinese goods that I know of.
Senator SIMMONS. You spoke of Germany. You said the labor

costs there were vary low compared to ours to-day. Have you ever
considered the question of how much more of the necessaries of life
the wage that the American gets would buy as compared with the
wage which the German gets. I ask that question because one
gentleman before this committee when we had our other hearings-
Ido not recall who it was-said that he had been to Europe trave rr,
and that he had been in the factories there which were engaged in his
particular. industry, and that he had investigated the abor costs
there as compared to here, and that he had also investigated the
question of the cost of the necessaries and essentials of life there, and
while he said the price paid to labor there in marks converted into
American money would be very much less than the wages here, he
also said that the wages he received in marks in Germany would
enable him to buy as much meat, as many pounds of meat, as the
laborer in this country in his industry could buy with the wage that
was paid here.

Mi. COAmIa. I am informed that it does not do it, but that the
German workman simply gets along with less.

Senator SMoNs. I is not a question of whether he gets along with
lees, but a question, i my mind, whether what he gets will buy in
Germany as much of the necessaries and essentials oflife as the wage
our laborers get will buy in this country.

Mr. CERAiER. I do not understand that he can, but that is not
of my own personal knowledge.

Senator 9MMONs. That is a very important factor in connection
with this very question that is presented th the committee.

Mr. CRAMP.R. We have heard it said, and I have reason to believe
that it is true, that the variation in the exchange over there is so
raIpid

Senator SnmMoxs. It is not a matter of exchange; it is a matter of
the wage he actually gets.

Mr. CRAMEn. I tho0 ht you said "When the marl was converted
uoto American money, ' --

ml.
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Senator SIMMONS. No; if converted info American money it would
be much less.

Mr. CB.AMER. That is the way you would get the comparison.
Senator SIMMONS. I am comparing now what is the potential pur-

chasing power of the wage that the German receives in German marks
wherelhe buys thd necessaries of life, as compared to 'he potential
purchasing power of the wage which the American receives in the
American market where he buys his necessaries of life.

Mr. CRAMER. I do not believe the German can buy as much as we
can, or anything like that, on the wage he receives.

Senator SMoOT. In Germany, you know, the food is regulated by
law, and not only the food but rents are regulated by law, and the
Gerian people can not charge any more than the law says that they
can charge, and the wage that they do get goes a great deal further
in Germany than the same wage would go anywhere else.

Mr. CRAMER. There is no question about that.
Senator SIMMONS. That is undoubtedly so, and that is the reason

I gave credit to the statement of this witness that I spoke of, that the
amount of money which the German laborer in his industry got for
a day's work would buy as much of the necessaries of life as the wages
that were paid men in his industry in this country could buy of the
necessaries of life.

Mr. CRAMER. I do not know whether it would or not, Senator but
I do not see, if you will pardon me, how that would particularly
affect us, except-

Senator SMOOT. You would have to be protected a great deal
more on that score.

Mr. CRAMER. Exactly.
Senator SIMMONS. That is a matter of conjecture and argument.

I am trying to get at the facts.
Senator WATSON. Do you export any manufactured products?
Mr. CRAMER. None at l now.
Senator WATSON. You export none?
Mr. CRAMER. None at all. -
The CHAIRMAN. Just as a matter of personal information, what

proportion does colored labor bear in this industry in your section
of the country?

Mr. CRAMER. Really none, except common labor, unskilled labor
on the outside; none in the mill at all.

Senator SMooT. Do you use many girls in the weaving room ?
Mr. CRAMER. Well, not much in weaving; but a number in spinning

mills. In the South, we have villages in which we furnish all the
houses practically rent free. We charge 25 cents a room per week,
and that includes electric lights, waterworks, and sewerage. Part of
the wage is free rent and such things. We bave to take all the
workers in a whole family; as a rule there is no other occupation in
the town. The town is clustered around the mill and everybody
is employed there, as a rule.

Senator LA FOLLWTrE. You turn out just one product from your
own mill ?

Mr. CRAMER. Fine yarns.
Senator LA FOLL'ffrE. In the gray?
Mr. CRAMER. In the gray.
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Senator LA FOLLETrE. Will. you furnish to the committee a
statement of the different yarns which you manufacture, and the
labor cost in each unit of product?

Mr. CRAMEn. Would you make that just a little more specific;
do you want each different count? For instance, we make perhaps
30 counts of fine yarns; something like an average of that?

Senator LA FOLL-rE. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Yes, Senator, I will be glad to do that.
Senator LA FOLLEIME. Would you think that would be helpful to

the committee here?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes, sir; probably.
Senator LA FOLLETTE.-Then I want you to do the same thing

that Mr. Lowe agreed to do, furnish this committee the wage scale
paid in 1913'and- in each year thereafter down to the present time
m the different branches of your establishment.

Mr. CRAMER. I shall be very glad to do that also.
Senator McCmiDzE. Is that by the piece ?
Mr. CRA ER. We run piecework as much as possible almost

entirely, and we pay by the week; so, will give you the weekly wages.
Senator LA FoLmarrE. And that will show the pay they receive.

I think in your case that as a part of the wages you should at least
accompany your statement with some explanation with regard to
the rents furnished and other things furnished, because that is an
element.

fr. CRAMER. That is a very large element.
Senator LA FOLL rE. An element in the living wage that each of

your employees receives, and if one wanted to institute a comparison
of the amount received by an employee, or the head of a family, or a
family, with a standard of decent living as ascertained by the Gov-
ernment, it would be a material factor to have that, so I wish you
would make it as complete as you can.

Mr. CRAMER. I will be very glad to do that.
Senator SaMoNs. Do you export to any extent your own product?
Mr. CRAMER. None at all.
Senator SuMoNs. Is it not a product that is exported from this

country
Mr.RAMER. I do not know of anyone who exports it, because the

foreign costs are loss than the domestic costs.
Senator McCUMBFR. How do the selling prices now.compare with

the prices in 1914 before the wart
Mr. CRAMUER. Well, I should say they are up, probably 60 to 80 per

cent.
Senator McCCUMjBE. Are they lower than they were at any time

during the war ?
Mr. CRAMER. Oh, my yes.
Senator MCCumBER. 1 o what extent have you lowered them in the

last two years, say
Mr. CiAMER. We lowered them at one time to the prewar basis,

and operated at heavy loss and curtailed production bu now the rise
in the price of cotton has caused a rise m price and better demand,
but even now it is neither a profitable enough business nor a business
where there is a sufficient demand for us to run full. We are cur-
tailing our operations now.

The CHmaMAx. What percentage of your capacity is running?
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Mr. CRAMER. This week we are curtailing Friday and Saturday.
The CHAIRMAN. What percentageI
Mr. CRAMER. That is the percentage, Mr. Chairman. We try to

run full as long as we can, and when we curtail we stop a day or two
days, because running full is the most economical way of running
when you run at all.

Senator WATSON;. If you have reduced wages on the average from
40 to 50 per cent in the South, and in New England they have re-
duced them 221 per cent, you can compete with them in that same
ratio unless you are producing a different line I

Mr. CRAMER. Thirty to forty per cent. That is not exactly true,
Senator, because other conditions are different. -For instance, I have
a million dollars invested in a village and I have erected churches,
schools, and all such -things, and that is entirely different from
conditions in New England.

Senator WALsu. They have villages that do that in New England.
Mr. CRAMER. I think you will find that is only done in a few cases.
Senator WALSH. They have boarding houses and tenement houses.

I live in a town where there are at least 500 tenements.
Mr. CRAMER. Does a mill company own them?
Senator WALSHi. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. That is not the rule. I am referring to the average

mill, and I know that northern mills do not have villages as a rule;
and that practically all souihern mills do have villages.

Senator WATSON. It is pretty hard to make a comparison.
Mr. CRAmER. Ye4; but-I wi endeavor to do so.

BR-F OF STUART W. CRAMERI R39PRI8NTINo TH" AUMRICAN COTTON XANUFAC -
TUIERS' AMOOATION.

In accordance with the request of Senator La Follette and other members of your
committee I take pleasure in furnishing the information desired as to comparative
prewar and present day wages, costs of conversion, and living conditions maintained
by southern textile mills in so far as they affect wage scales.

First, however, I beg to my that I notice from one or two prew reports that some
people did not quite catch the entire drift of my statement. They seemed to be under
the Impresion that I asked a change in the secific rates only in case the American.
valuation plan embodied in the House bill was to be modified in your bill.

For fear I gave a similar Impression to some of the members of your committee, I
beg now to state that what I wihed to say was that while the bill was under consider.
atfon by the subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee I made no recommend.
nations whatever as to specific rates. When asked about speCific rate by Chairman
Green, I merely remarked that with American valuations ad valorem rates seemed
to be the controlling factor and that I, therefore, had no special suggestions to offer
as to specific rates at that time. Therefore, the committee went into the subject of
ad valorem rates with us very fully and finally adopted certain ad valorem rates,
which were not all that we had asked but which represented so much study, invest.
gation, and thought by the committee that I concluded tO indorse them despite the
mlsgivinp of some of our members. But the recent agitation in the newspapers for
modifications in the American-valuation plan, has directed our attention to the Impor-
tance of correct specific rates as well as correct ad valorem rates. Therefore, whether
the American.valuatlon plan is adopted or is modified by your committee, I beg to
ask that you make the specific rates in your bill correspond to the ad valorem rates of
the House bill or to whatever scale of ad Valorem rates you decide upon.

Representation was made to Chairman Green and Is subcommittee showing that
yarn had notusuallybeen trested logically in prior tariff discussions; thatplain graysin-
gle yams were the basis from which both advanced yarns and cloths were manufactured;
that many advanced yarns had much higher cos of conversion and correspondingly
higher sel ng prices than many cloths manufactured from the same average number of
plain gray single yams. Among other authorities considered by ChaIrman Green and
his committee were the comparative prices fixed on textile yarns and fabrics by the
Price Fixing Committee of the War Industries Board during the war. They were
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based, upon relative costs of conversion and were Wetended to allow an equal percent-
age of profit to the different mills making each kind of yarn or fabric. All oft t data
was, I believe, In possession of the Taiff Commission and available to the House
committee the result of which, I agitn beg to say, was that the.House bill recognized
the general principle that plain gray single yams constituted the raw material from
which both advanced yans for toe trade and cloths were made Lnd gave ad valorem
rates to each that seemed fair and equitable. So, I again repeat that what I meant
to ask of your committee was to make the specific rates in your bill on advanced yarns
correspond to whatever ad valorem rates on those yarms you fnaly decide upon.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FROM TH RECORDS OF TH MATS MILS (INo.), CRAUR-

TOW, N. 0.

Comparative weely wages of operaive.1

|Number othoar worked per week: From 2014 to 1919,60 bo rs; from 1919, 65 hours. Hilt holiday on
Saturdfyl

CARD ROOM.A

1en. Doll.
Year.

Highest. Lowest. Aveme. Highest. Loweat. Average.

1914 ....................................... $2282 $660 8 0 P.60 , 00 K660
1915 ....................................... 15.62 7.50 9.00 & .00 OD 675
1916 ...................................... 1.25 6.60 9g00 &00 6,00 6.75
1927 .......................................1M.6 6.74 9.75 .60 7.00 7.50
191, ....................................... 8 3 ., 4 .5 lace 14.060 1600
191, .................................. 2.65 1&44 2X00 12. 7.0 9.00

1 .................................. 2 15, 6 3.00 1&.O .020o 1500
1921 ............................ 2&.87 13.20 17.50 13.20 9.00 a. 0

SPINNING ROOM.

Usa. Women.
Year,

Highest. Lowesl. Average. HIghest. Lowest. Average.

1914 ...................................... $7.20 S.00 $7.00 S1090 1&00 V.60
1915 ...................................... & e50 62 &00 IL00 &.18 8.00
196 ................................ 9.01 6.50 &60 21.00 650 &00
1917 .................................. 100 7.00 9. OD 1.80 7.00 9. W
1919..t .................................... 2 o 7.0 10.00 24.0 .0 0 1800
1919 ...................................... 3 89.70 14.60 3.00 3700 1.00 2O0
ti ............................... 23.1 17.00 1.00 2.2 20.50 2100
192 ............................... 2.64 1.2 18.00 2538 1O 17.00

Boru. Girls.
Year.-. o .

Highest. Lwest. Average. EHtgst. Lowest. Averge.

1914 ....................................... 160 .51 60 * ,.0 .60 61.o50
1915 ....................................... 7.00 4L 875 9.00 6.00 7.00
1916 ....................................... 7.60 6.00 6.00 9.25 a 60 7.50
1917 ...................................... 9.00 6o 7.o50 .650 7.00 8.00
199 ....................................... 1a50 7.50 1.O0 1.00 90 1L .00
1910 .......................................200 0 11.00 1 6 .O 11O0 1.60
19 ............................... 10.5 700 9.00 1.00 I.0 1.0
1921 ............................... ,,1 ,13 M20 15. . ,&, 96.60 1.00

: All the operslives a*. white except the oomnm or unskilled labor amp'loed outside sad about the
..wgx..se whkhs eookredl, and vat.. from 8 to t/per week In 1911 to :12o us. per weak In 1 M, to*ay
1t Il Pai (rom ..3 to III per week with free house rent and oth advantages, such as electr .igts, water,
sewe , a hll for scho, social gatherings, and eurca, although only about 25 are empWod, with a
pera a of probably I0.M

Ln~eludp. he..room lbep. No women or giida employed in card rooms.
I alds twisting and fiishIg operates.
Ro.-To each of the above weekly wages should be added 64436 in leu of bouse rent and other village

exz~ns. (See ststoent of vilTle expense attahed.)
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As already stated, in a southern mill village the houses are clustered around the

mill and there is usually no other employment available, so the mills are compelled
to employ all the workers in a family-good, bad, and indifferent. Whereas in cities
like Fall River, New Bedford, and other northern cities the better operatives only
need be employed and the others can find other kinds of employment elsewhere.
Thus, in the South one finds the greatest difference in efficiency ol the workers and
COrsponding differences in wages. There can be no uniform wage scale under suchconditIons.

The machines in a ring-spinning mill are all semiautomatic and but few very skilled
workers are required, compared to a weave mill with its skilled weavers, loom fixers,
dyers, and finishers. Therefore, the avenge wage is not an arithmetical average
oft he highest and lowest, but is simply the average of all in the mill who work full
time. Many women and girls especially, work ony two, three or four days a week,
as suits them and as theirfaly eans permit. In some families the yearly income
runs up to $,000, with no rent and other expenses below normal. The average
income now of a family with two workers I. about $11700. In pinning many women
are more expert than men and boys, and make more accordingly. No discrimination
is made on account of sex, workers being paid by the piece when possible and other-
wise according to their actual performance entirely. -It is work eec ally suited to
women, because it is largely a matter of "tending," and there are seats on the ends
of the machines where the workers sit down and rest much of the time while over-
looking their machines. Well-running work means a minimum of attendance and
also means the best quality of product; so overseers and second hands watch it closely
and the management supplies good cotton, for a good product commands the prefer-
ence In the market.

In a modem mill, iuch as the Maya, all the air is washed every few minutes- mechan-
ical ventilation charges the air every 10 to 20 minutes, and both heat and humidity
are automatically regulated, conducting toward not only the health of the operatives
but toward better running work, for the fibers are thus In the best condition for manipu-
lation. This is one of the increased costs of conversion and vastly more attention
is paid to these things in modem American mills thin in Foreign milli.

In short, sanl tary and favorable health conditions have become very highly devel-
oped in industrial America; some people think too much so, although I can not agre
to that point of view, as is shown by the heavy expenditures that I allot in my mills
for that purpose. My belief is that labor troubles are beat solved by prevention--that
a man wIll be coltented when he has a happy home life with good surroundings, such
as schools, churches, amusements, and a fair share of the comforts and necessities of
life for his family.

So I protest against too much thought being given to prewar conditions, prices,
wages, tariff rates and the like, and leg for everybody concerned that we be given
rates that will enable us to maintain the new standard of living to the greatest possIble
extent.

I am aware that this program will not suit the importers who are pleading for prewar
rates or les and whose Iong-drawn-out briefs and specious arguments are directed
toward trying to make you believe that the abnormal conditions abroad render no
longer n ecerT much protection to American industry. It is our belief that the dire
nocssities of foreign countries will drive them to soon crowd us with a more ruthless
competition than haa heretofore been dreamed of. Of course, we can and will be
compelled to meet whatever they bring against us, but it Is only the strong hand of
the American Government through its tariff rates, that can keep up a decent standard
of living for American working people.

VILLAS ZXPRNSE I TH3 SOUTH AD AIFlcrING wAons AND COSTS O CONVERSION.

No comparison of prewar expenses can be made, for the size of plant has greatly
changed, and to-day's standard of living conditions were brought about from 1917 on
and are just now Wing completed. Next year (1922) will show an even higher ex.
pense for the reason that the full weight of upkeep, etc., did not fall on 1921, as the
work is only just being completed.
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Item '. -I Jan. I-

ov.30 Dec. 31,

Insurance nd local taxes.e....... 8,980.39
Depreciation ......................................... , 95 .79 42,491.76
Interest at 6 per cent .................. ...................... .. 55,63n. 83 K 691.44
Miscelunoous: School expnse minor rer.ra, garden and farm sew- ce, treet

cleaIng and upkeep (not ncludtng police, nurse, or welfare worker) .......... 29,337.98 32, 00& 0
130,321. 21 112, 168.61

Cost of village, approximately $1,000,000.
Village equipment: Real estate, improved streets and sidewalks dwellings hotel,

gardens, Schools, churches hall, welfare buildings of the Y. W. 0. A. and Y. R. 0. A.
type, athletic field, parks, electric lights, water works (13 deep wells), and sewer
system.

Average number of operatives worked during 1921 was 628.
Average number of population, 2,000.
Average size of family, 5.
Average village cost per operative 142,168.03-i-628=$226.58 per annum, or $4.36 the

week.
No rent is charged, only a nominal charge of 25 cents per room per week for electric

lights, water works, and sewerage.
No rent was received on the hotel, as it was leased with the understanding that

rates were to be made to the operatives accordingly.
A modem dairy and orchard is operated at cost, with several thousand chickens, so

that with cheap day-old fresh eggs, pure milk, pure water, and sanitary conditions
sickness iathe exception and health the rule.

The company runs an ice plant and cold storage for the operatives, but no stores.
The stores are modern and well supplied and the proprietors are under the mill super-
vision to insure low prices and good quality.

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF CONVERSION.

Our costs of conversion are only kept on a basis of the average number of yam spun
during the year.

cot o( Cost of
A verage yam No. , .aonvr Year. Average yarn No. !con m. Yeer.

siounS. bPon.
........................... , 145 1914 48......................... ft.3188 1918

61...................174 1915 63 ...................... ) .330 1919
4 ........................... .4,M 1920
47 ...............................2011I  191 1 . ............................. 9I .28 2 11

From 1914 to 1917 the costs were lower on account of longer hours of work, lower
wages and les expenditure for better working conditions; 1920 costs were especially
high, because of high wages and demoralized conditions generally after the war.

Note particularly that 1921 cost of conversion for practically the same average
number of yarn is approximately double (be cost of 194

Respectfully aubd htted.
STUART W. CRAMER.
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SEWING THREAD.
[Paragraph 902.1

STATEMENT OF W. H.E HALL, SOUTH WILLINGTON CONN REPRE-
SB!TING THE UNITED. STATES THREAD OMWMITTE.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, there is my case in a nutshell [handing
the chairman a paper].

Senator MCLEAN. In what paragraph are you interested?
Mr. HALL. Paragraph 902.
Senator McLEAN. Have you given your name to the reporter, and

have you told him the interests that you represent?
Mr. HALL. W. H. Hall, South Willington Conn. I am chairman

of the conmittee representing the thread manufacturers of the
United States.

Senator McLEAN. Do I understand that you speak for the American
Thread Co.?

Mr. HALL. I speak for the combined thread industry of the United
States. We had a meeting at which about 85 concerns were repre-
sented, and they appointed a committee of five and selected me as
their chairman, and I represent the thread industry of the United
States.

The CIRmnAN. Then there will be no other speakers for that
industryI

Mr. WALL. I think there will not be.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir.
Mr. HALL. Paragraph 902, of about seven lines, reads as follows:

Cotton sewing thread; crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting o.ntt)ns put up
for hand work, in lengths not exceeding 840 yards; one-half of 1 cent per hundred
yards.

All that we are asking for is a sclydule that will cover our industry.
We are not asking for any modification of the specific rate or ad
valorem duty.

In this paragraph you will notice that it says cotton sewing thread
put up for hand work. That would seem to limit the thread to thread
put up for that purpose. Probably 95 per cent of all the thread that
is manufactured is not put up for hand work, but is put up fdr
machine work; hence we ask that paragraph 902 be amended so
that it shall read: "Put up for hand work or machine work."

Senator SsiooT. And you want to cut out the length of 840 yards?
Mr. HALL. Cut out the 840 yards.
I do not know why that was put in here. We certainly never

advocated it, and it certainly does not cover our industry. Under
this paragaph 902, it would protect this little ball that I have in
my hand, but it would not protect this one at all, which is exactly
the same stuff. It would protect these two spools that I have here,
but it would not protect these three [indicating]. It would protect
this one here, but it would not protect these two [indicating]. It
would not protect any of these, and these are all goods that I manu-
facture, all are in excess of 840 yards, and all are put up for the manu-
facturing trade.

Senator SMOOT. Then it would fall under the basket clause. Lot
us see what protection you would get.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Do you recall what it would be under the
basket clause I

'Mr. HALL. Yes. If you will turn, Senator McCuniber, to page 180,
paragraph 1457, I think 'you will find what you are looking for.

Senator MoCuMBEpu. Twenty-eight per cent ad valorem?
Mr. HALL. Twenty per cent, is it not?
Senator MoCmUpm.. It says 28 per cent in paragraph 920.
Mr. HALL. Paragraph 920?
Senator SMOOT. Page 113, line 5.
Mr. HALL. Gentlemen I am wondering if we are not specifically

provided for. Doesn't this article cover thread?
Senator MoCCtuimB. I think it does. It says any cotton.
Mr. HALL. That article has been put in there and there always has

been an article in every tariff bill specifying thread. If the industry
is to receive any consideration at all, why not have that article so
plain and so short that it will take in just what we manufacture

Senator SmooT. I see exactly what you want. What I was
wondering was why you wanted to come in here with the items you
say are not protected at all when you really are protected here. Your
protection may even be higher, because it says here, " Not less than
17 nor more than 331 per centum ad valorem."

Mr. HALL. Why not put all that we manufacture under this article
so that we will not have to be basing a tariff on three or four different
articles.

Senator SMoor. I suppose the reason it was put in here was not for
thread. There is- a semicolon after the word "thread." Then it
takes in crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting cottons.

Mr. HALL. What is true of thread is also true of these things hero.
We find them in exactly the same ratio.

Senator SmooT. Your statement is absolutely correct; there is no
doubt about that. I wanted you to get in your mind, in view of the
fact you stated you were not protected, that in my opinion you are
protected to a greater degree than if you should fall under paragraph
902.

Mr. HALL. That article says these things not specifically provided
for. Cotton thread is specifically provided for.
' Senator SMoor. But it says here, "all articles made from cotton

cloth, whether finished or unfinished, and all manufactures of cot-
ton, or of which cotton is the component material of chief value,
not specifically provided for, 28 per cent ad valorem." They are
not specifically provided for because of the fact that they do not
fall within the definition here, as enumerated in paragraph 902.

Mr, HALL. Why stop with 840 yards I Why not put our industry
in six lines, which you can, and let that cover it ?

Senator SMoT. The object that the House had in mind was
that they did not want these darning yarns, which, perhaps, may
be used for other purposes, to fall into the same paragraph in which
other yarns such as skein yarns fall, because these are simply for
hand work, for home consumption, you might say direct from the
mill. These others are yarns that are sold for further manufacture.
That is the object in using that limitation on the yardage.

Mr. HALL. Why did they put in for hand work?
Senator SMOOT. As to that, I think you are perfectly right.
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Mr. HALL. That would cut out 95 per cent of all the stuff we manu.
facture.

Senator SMooT. I think you are correct. All of that falls within
paragraph 920.

As to these darning yarns they may be exactly the same yarns
as are put upon the-1arge skems, or, as far as that is concerned
balings made at the same time but only put up in a different way.
So there have to be limitations. For instance, these are in lengths
instead of warps, and they come under a lower rate of duty under
this bill. This provides here for these to be used by hand and not
to be used by machinery for further manufacture; and where they
are for machine work they are provided for in another part of the
schedule. In your particular case they are for hand use. Of
course, they would fall under paragraph 920. If I were going to
administer the law, that. is what I would do with them. That is
what I would assess importations on in dealing with that class of
goods.

Senator MCCUMBER. Would you be satisfied with 28 per cent on
the other class of goods which you say does not fall within the
scheduleI

Senator SMOOT. Are you safe with 28 per cent ?
Mr. HALL. I do not know what we are koing to be safe with in the

future. It is an experiment. I am willing to take a reasonable
chance.

Senator SMOOT. The only other way to do it would be to make
two separate classifications in this paragraph and leave out here
the limitation as to the length of the sen or the length of the bobbin
or spool or whatever it is put upon, and then have another'one to
put the length in..

Mr. "HALL. I am primarily interested in the thread; that is what
I want to see protected.

Senator SMooT. I think you are protected, if the 28 per cent will
protect you; if 28 per cent will not protect you, of course it will not
do. Not only are you protected here, but in another way, too, because
it says not less than 17 per cent here nor more than 28 per cent, in the .
other par a h.

SenatorfM&E.. What is the occasion for the difference in the
allowance here?.

Senator SMOOT. I do not know just what the House had in mind,
but, as an example taking darning yarns and crochet yarns, one can
be made of much lower stock than the other. One may be carded
and the other may be-

Senator McLEAN. Isn't the manufacturer subjected to the discre-
tion of some one ?

Senator SMooT. No; not at all. I do not think there is any discre-
tion hfre at all. I am perfectly willing to give you the protection
you ask. What you say is true, that that thread will not fall withirt
paragraph 902. You are right about that. There is no'doubt about
that, considering the limitation on the length of the skein or the spool,
but it is not provided in any other way except in the basket clause,
and that is section 920.

Mr. HALL. Then, we will have two different rates upon thread,
depending upon the length, when it gets on the market.

I I
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Senator StIMoNS. I would like to hear Mr. McCoy give his views on
this.

Mr. McCoy. The bill says that all material, no matter how it comes
up, pays this rate. It does not make'any distinction as to how it
comes. All sewing thread pays the same rate of duty.

Senator SMOOT. You do not have a comma there; you have a
semicolon.

Mr. McCoy. Yes; a semicolon.
Senator SMOOT. After the semicolon it refers to the length. Now,

if any of the crocheting or darning or embroidery or knitting cotton is
more than 840 yards in length, then, of course, they fall within the
basket clause.

Mr. HALL. Your interpretation of the clause is that 840yards would
refer only to crocheting, darning, embroidery, and knitting cottons?

Senator SMooT. It can not go back of the semicolon.
Senator McCuMnER. There can not be any question about that.
Senator SMoOT. It can not go back of that. If that were a comma,

it would be a different thing.
Senator McCumnER. In other words, the cotton sewing thread

bears one-half of I per cent per hundred yards. That also applies to
the other.

Senator SMooT. Following the word yards" is a semicolon. That
is the end. We might have put another class of goods in there.
Then it would go on the same; then there would be another semi-
colon.

Mr. HALL. If that is the interpretation and that would be the appli-
cation, I think I could subscribe to it.

Senator SMoor. Well, take any other part of the bill and you will
find that to be the case. As an illustration take paragraph 903.
There we commence with "cotton cloth, not bleached, printed, dyed,
etc." It goes down to the semicolon. That is all that is applied to
that semicolon. After the semicolon there is another rate entirely.
It is a new proposition, a new kind of goods, and the rate applies to
that particular-kind of goods within that sentence.

Senator MoLzAx. You might consider this matter and communicate
with the committee with regard to it, as there is no dispute about the
rate. You do not ask for an increase in the rate?

Mr. HALL. I do not ask any change in any shape, form, or manner.
Senator SMOOT. We want you to feel perfectly safe.. We want your

industry protected the way you want it protected. If there is any
question at all about it, it will fall within the basket clause.

Mr. HALL. That handwork-
Senator SMooT. That applied only to darning. crochet, embroidery,

knitting cottons, and it applies to those only vhen in length not ti
exceed 840 yards.

Mr. HALL. As I say, if that is the interpretation and that would 1w
the application I can rest my case.

Senator SMoOT. We will ask Mr. Fix, who is here, and who ad.
ministers it.

Mr. Fix. I bear that out.
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VOTEON MANUFAMTUItES.

CLOTH.

[Pargraphs 003-908.]

WrATEMENT OF HBNRY F. LIPPITT PROVIDENCE R I., REPIRE-
SENTING THE COTTON MANUFAOTURiEaS.

Senator S3ooT. Are you going to refer to yarns, Mr. Lippitt?
Mr. LnPPirr. The cloth schedule only.
Senator McCumBEn. What paragraph is that?
Senator SM0ooT. It begins with 903.
Mr. Lrpirr. I did not expect to take any part in the preparation

or discussion of this cotton schedule at this time. I had Hoped to
leave that work to younger hands, but, sirs, this cotton schedule,
I believe, is the most revolutionary piece of tariff legislation that the
Republican Party has proposed since Abraham Lucoln signed the
first Republican tariff bill in 18(4. It applies to an industry repre-
senting over a billion and a half of dollars and employing several
hundred thousand people. There depends, I believe, upon your
action on this schedule whether the traditional prosperity of my
native State shall stand or fall, and I think I can say the same about
my neighbor, the great Commonwealth of Massachusetts..I want to call your attention, in the first place, to the great variety
of products that are produced under the general name of cotton and
cotton manufactures. I think the idea in the minds of the people
generally is that cotton is a homogeneous product. It is far from it.
I am speaking of the raw cotton. It is of great variety, depending
upon its condition, as to whether it is clean or otherwise upon the
color, length, diameter, character, and strength of the staple of which
it. is composed; and these variations are measured in the market
price of the article, which varies to-day from a minimum price of
perhaps 10 or 12 cents a pound to a maximum of 40 cents or more.

What applies to the raw material cotton applies in greater degreeto the finished product. There is no textile fabric that is used for -

such a large variety of purposes as the manufactures of cotton.
Neither wool nor silk nor flax has such a variety of uses. It goes into
products that are as different in their methods of manufacture, in
the uses to which they are put, in their competitive relations to each
other, as though one were made out of cotton and one wore made out
of steel.

For instance, an automobile tire has no commercial relation to a
corset lining. They car, not be woven on the same loom. A piece of
sail cloth has no competitive relation to the product of our fine spun
yarns, which produce a fabric that is almost like silk.

There may be at the same time it great scarcity of one in'the
market and a high price; there may be a great quantity 6f the other
in the market and a low price. The two prices are not affected at all
by the fact that both cloths are made out of cotton.

The result of this condition is that it is a very difficult matter to
have a tariff written in a simple formula and have it equitably apply
to the great variety of product it is supposed to cover. It hs
resulted in this bill in great inequalities of rates, which I propose to
try to explain to you.

81527-22-sen 9-5
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Now, coming to this schedule the cloth division of the schedule is
based on the, assumption that there is only one cause for variations
in the cost of textile fabrics that justifies a discrimination in duty.
It is based upon the idea that as the yarn grows finer there should
be an increased duty on account of the increased labor cost that results
from that change. That there should be an increase for this reason
is, of course, correct. It has been recognized in every tariff schedule
that has been written that is connected with cotton goods.

The duty that is assessed for that cause in the bill varies from a low
duty of 10 per cent-and I am speaking now of the nd valorem
minimum-to a maximum of 33 per cent.

I have brought here, because I thought it might interest you
gentlemen, one of these very fine cotton cloths. It is much like silk.
[will say to ou, gentlemen, that it is a product of the native State
of Senator McLean, the State of steady habits and it takes very
steady machinery and very steady fingers to produce such a fabric as
that.

Let me explain to you the operation of the cloth schedule. It is
based upon a gradually varying duty, as I have said, as the yarns
grow finer. It is made up of two factors, a specific duty, and ark ad
valorem duty. The specific duty consists of a formula that results
in placing a duty of so many cents a pound on the cloth made from
the different yarns. The ad valorem duty prevents the ad valorem
equivalent of that specific duty becoming too low.

For instance, if you take a piece of cloth made with No. 30 yarn,
the duty is 12 cents a pound. If the cloth costs 48 cents a pound,
that 12 cents a pound is equivalent to a duty of 25 per cent.

If the cloth costs 60 cents a pound, that specific duty would be
equivalent to an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent. If the goods cost
84 cents, that specific duty would be equivalent to an ad valorem
duty of about 14per cent and a little over.

Senator WATSON. You are speaking of the proposed law?
Mr. LnPrrr. I am speaking of the law as it came to you from the

House.
I say that at a cost of 84 cents a pound the duty would be 14 per

cent and a little over, but at that point the ad valorem basket clause
comes into effect and the duty is so fixed that on all cloth in the gray
that costs 84 cents a pound and above, made from No. 30 yarn, the
duty is 15 per cent. On cloth less than 84 cents there is a specific
duty, which gives varying protection running from 15 to 25 per cent
on prices that have recently prevailed.

Gentlomen, there is a large number of the finer, artistic manufac-
tures of cotton made from No. 30 yarn whose value is not only 84
cents a pound but it is far above 84 cents a pound.

These cloths are very difficult to make of great artistic merit, and
the conversion cost of them as compared with the ordinary fabric I
have just been discussing is very great. They are cloths that here-
tofore have been in the higher range of duties of the cotton-cloth
schedule whereas in this bill they are assessed at the very lowest
rates. They are the goods that are most likely to be imported. The
best way I could think of having you realize just what is meant is not
by describing them but by showing them to you.

I am 4oing to take the liberty of showing you some samples
because the only way that I can impress upon you the variety and
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extent of this industry is to let you see the actual things. I am
oing to apply the duty to two or three of these as characteristic of

the whole. I am sure you will excuse me for taking up a few minutes
in showing you these products, because they are things of great
beauty, possessing very artistic qualities. Some of them are made
on Jacquard looms wZth drop boxes; some are made on dobby looms;
some are made wih lenos and other figure-weaving devices. As i go
along, you will see that these are not the products of any one mill;
they are products collected at random from several of the New
En land mills.

Senator WATSON. Mr. Lippitt, please illustrate your argument
with your exhibit@.

Mr. L nPPI'r. I will Senator, in just a moment.
Senator WATSON. *ith the cloths.
Mr. Lrpprrr. Yes, if the Senator will indulge me just a moment.
Senator WATSON. Certainly.
Mr. LiPPzr. I want to say that these do not represent one one-

hundredth of the varieties of cotton fabrics that are being made in
New England mills. The mill that I run is producing over 2 500
different styles of cloth for our customers to select from. They
are doing that from 10,000 looms.. We do not run on an average,
over four looms to one fabric. I assure you, gentlemen, that is a
very large undertaking.

Senator WALsu. These are from your factory, are they?
Mr. LipPirr. No, sir; they come from a number of the New England

factories and are simply taken at random to show the variety of
things produced there.

Senator WATSON. Are these all for dress goods ?
Mr. IaPrrr. Some of them are. They are for a variety of uses.

Some of them are decorated with silk, because in the attempt to meet
the competition that New England is subject to we have to resort to
every expedient.

Let me say at this time that there is no industry in the United
States that is so competitive as the cotton-manufacturing industry.
We have not merely the competition of our own domestic mills
operating under similar conditions of climate, labor, fuel supply, and
all that, but we have the very intense competition of a separate
section of the country in which there has grown up a very able set of
mill operators, and they are enabled to run mills there, owing to
local conditions, longer hours than we are, and to pay their operatives
lower wages.

It has been a very difficult task for New England to compete with
them. We have never objected to this competition. We do not
object to it now. We have at rio time' objected to any American
citizen running his factory at the utmost efficiency of which lie is
capable, but we had to meet that competition in some way. I can
remember 20 years ago, when all my friends in the cotton industry
told me that New England was doomed as a cotton-manufacturing
place; that it would never be able again to expand its mills. We
met that situation, but not without great effort. We met it, not
by trying to reduce the wages of operatives, but we met the compe-
tition by making a better article. It has been New England's
effort and New England's pride that the things that New England
turns out should be of a quality equal to that of any Otber part of the
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world. I want to tell you, sirs, that this pieca of goods [exhibiting
fabric] can be made by very few mills in the world.

Senator WALsH. I can confirm what you have said.
Senator SMoOT. This industry has not only boon put to a great

deal of expense, but it has practically been forced to build new plants.
Mr. LW . Yes; it has involved all those things. It has involved

practically the creation of a new industrv.
When Ifirst went into the cotton industry more than 40 years ago,

and was superintendent of a mill, it was considered to he a compli.
cated mill. It made 10 different styles of goods on a thousand looms.
Compare that with the present.

This [indicating) is a very expensive pi ce of goods. It is made for
embroidered skirting*

hIere is another fabric along the same lines. You see that there is
an infinite variety of them.

Here is a thing that is very popular at this time, just temporarily.
Hero are two different patterns of it.

These are all dress goods that I am now showing you.
This is a drapery pattern. This is one of the simplest forms of

drapery. Those things get a little more elaborate as I go along." I
think that you will find that this is not a disgrace to any cotton mill.
It is something, Senator Simmons, that the South has not yet equaled.

Senator StimONs. It is very protty; but what is it used for?
Mr. Lpprrr. It is % window curtain. There is one that has a bor-

der at one side and the bottom.
Senator WATSON. Is that drapery too?
Mr. LInrr. Yes; these are all draperies. There is a rather nice

thig for children, for the nursery curtain.
Senator WATSON. What is the price of that I
Mr. LIPPrrr. I can not answer that, because some of these

are not being made now. I asked some of my neighboring mills to
send me samples. I said "I do not care what you send me. I do
not ask you to send me things you are now main; I want simply
to. show the range of the products of these mills.' They may not
be made to-day, and they may be made to-morrow.

This is an imitation of a lace curtain. That is a complicated thing
there. It comes very close to a lace fabric.

Perhaps I have shown enough of these, but I do think that they
are instructive.

Here is another type of goods that is being made. It is full of
color. I am going to talk about tie dyestuffs question a little later
on. Perhaps you will bear the e things in mind.

This is a rather nieo design. They are all original dcucgns of the
mills that make them. They. are not copies of anybody. In fact
the fundamental doctrine of the fancy:goods mills that are successful
is to find out what your neighbor is making and then to make some-
thing different. You can not be successful by being an imitator.
You mave to originate.

Here is a pretty thing, I think. That is a nice fabric.
Here is another pattern of the same general type of goods. I know

that you want to save time. I hope that you .will not think that I
am taking too mu(h of your time but I believe that for the committee
to understand the things that I am going to talk about you must
actually see these things.

I ;
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Gentlemen, compare that [indicating) with print cloth. That is
never competitive with print cloth. Print cloth is a necessity; this
is a luxury.

We have had to go into other things. We can not always depend
upon cotton to give us a variety.

Here is a piece of goods ornamented with silk and made in cotton
mills. This piece of goods comes under the cotton tariff, cotton being
the material of chief value. It is a very pretty fabric.

Here is one that, although it is made in a cotton mill-and I thought
I would bring this along to show you-does not come under the cot-
ton schedule, but does come under the silk schedule. Nevertheless,
it is a part of New England's plan to maintain her industry there.

Gentlemen, I said to you a few moments ago something about th
provisions under this schedule. The Senator from Wisconsin was
not here at that time. If you will permit me, I shall repeat what I
said before he came in. I said that this schedule consisted of a
varying specific and ad valorem duty on cloths, and that if a cloth
made from No. 30 yarn sold at 48 cents, the duty would be 12 cents
per pound, equal to 25 per cent; if it sold at 60 cents a pound this
duty would be equal to 20 per cent; if sold at 84 cents a pound. the
duty would be a little over 14 per cent; and that at that time there
was an ad valorem provision to prevent any cloth going below 15
per cent.

A standard cloth that comes under these specific clauses and is
made in large quantities is a 39-inch cloth having 80 threads to the
inch in the warp and 80 threads to the inch in the filling, 4 yards of
which weigh a pound. I have here a sample to represent that cloth.
It is not exactly the same thing, as I mislaid my sample, but it is very
close to it in appearance. The price of that 80-square cloth has jeen
as low as 48 cents a pound, and it is selling at about that price now.
The duty, therefore, on this piece of quite easily made plain cloth is
equivalent to 25 per cent.

Senator McCUMBER. Ad valoremI
Mr. LIxPrrT. Equivalent to 25 per cent ad valorem. Let me say,

incidentally, that that price is below cost, and was at the time the
goods were sold at that.

Senators, the conversion cost of that piece of cloth is about 45 per
cent. By "conversion cost" I mean all the costs of manufacturing the
cloth other than the co.4t of cotton. The cotton in that piece of
cloth costs about 55 per cent; the other costs are about 45 per cent.
On it there is a duty varying with the conditions of the trade. it is a
proper variation and I am not criticizing it.

Here is another piece of goods made out of the same numbers of
yarn as this pieee of plain cloth. It is woven on a Jacquard loom
with a drop box. The cotton in it cost about 25 per cent of the
total cost, and the conversion cost was 75 per cent. It is a highly
expensive fancy weave, and the tWtal cost of it was about 125 cents
per pound. But the duty on it is only 17 per cent. It represents the
situation which applies to a very large proportion of the tangy goods
that are made in the country, and it shows that cn the goods of tho
highest conversion cost there is a very much less duty than on the
goods of ordinary cost.

It is a piece of dress goods. Here is another sample of dress goods
to which what I liavo just said applies in the sanme way. It is mude
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out of about the same number of yarns and is of equally expensive
construction, and the duty on it also would be about 17 per cent.
Here is a third qam e to which the same conditions apply. All of
these are dress goo(& , and a large variety of other samples could be
p roduced to show the same condition that I have already illustrated.

e duties under this bill on ordinary, plain, standard clotlLs of the
simplest construction are materially higher than on many of the
highly expensive decorated fabrics, where the competition is keenest
and the necessity of protection the greatest.

Senator SIMimONS. What is the effectI One has a specific duty and
anbther has an ad valorem duty. How does it affect you, consid-
ering the American valuation plan? I

Mr. Lpi-rr. There has been a great deal of discussion of the
American valuation, Senator Simmons. I will tell you how I figure
the American valuation. I think that on this cotton schedule the
American valuation plan is equivalent to an increase in duty of 5 or
6 per cent.

Senator Smoor. Not per cent of duty I
Mr. LipprrTr. On the cloth; that is, if the duty were 25 per cent, I

think it would be increased to 30 or 31 per cent. I will tell you how
I figure it. Let us suppose that we have a cloth that is worth 20
cents a yard in the United States and that is worth 16 cents a yard in
foreign countries and that there is a 25 per cent duty on it.

TWenty-five per cent of the American value of 20 cents a yard would
be 5 cents; 25 per cent of the foreign value of 16 cents would be 4
cents. The difference between the two is 1 cent a yard. One cent is
5 per cent of the American value. Or if you figured it on the foreign
value, it would be about 6j per cent. In other words, as applied to
cloth-I do not know about the other industries-I figure that a 25
per cent duty where there is 25 per cent variation between the Ameri-
can and the foreign value the effect of the American valuation can
not amount to over 6j per cent; and by that I mean that the 25 per
cent duty would be increased to a 31 per cent duty.

Senator W^ALs. In other words, the industry has the benefit of 6
per cent by reason of the American valuation?

Mr. Liprr'. With the average duty in this cotton-cloth schedule;
yes.

Senator SMooT. That is on low-priced goods.
Mr. Lrrrr. On any goods of 25 per cent variation in value. If

you take a higher variation, you will find other variations in the duty.
Senator Smioor. Provided, of course, there is a 25 per cent differ-

ence between the foreign valuation and the American valuation?
Mr. LIpprrr. Yes. The duty under this bill is 25 per cent. It is

really not that. It will average about 22 per cent, I think, the same
as the Underwood bill.

Senator Siito,.s. Did I understand you to express the opinion
that the difference between the American valuation and the foreign
valuation is about 25 per cent?

Mr. Lpprrr. It is represented by about 6 per cent, figured upon
the value of the cloth.

Senator SIMMoNs. What I asked you was, Do you think that on the
average the difference between the American price and the foreign
price is 0 per cent or 25 per cent?
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Mr. Lippirr. I would pwfer not to discuss that question just now,
because it would take a good deal of time and present conditions are
so complicated that whatever they are at the moment would be no
guide to where they will finally be standardized.

Senator SIMmoNs. I thought you were trying to find another way
to apply your calculation to this average basis of differential as be-
tween the American valuation and foreign valuation, and I under-
stand you to say, probably incorrectly, that 25 per cent would about
measure that diderence.

Mr. LaPrrr. I think that is perhaps a correct expression of it, but
I will stand upon the analysis that I have given in my own words.

When the Senator from North Carolina asked that question I was
discussing the cloths that come under these low duties as compared
to the duty on this particular cloth that I have here. This is a
highly figured, decorated, dyed, J.acguard woven, drop-box pattern.
It carries only a 17 per cent duty in its present colored state, or a 15
per cent duty in its gray state, whereas this piece of common cloth
[exhibiting] has at least that duty under any circumstances and some-
times up to 25 per cent.

Senator S3iooI'. That comes about by the difference in size?
'fr. LipPrrr. Yes. I am not.saying these things are exact..
Senator Smoor. It could not happen in any other way.
Mr. Ln, errr. No sir; it could not happen in any other way.
This is another fabric as to which the same situation exists.
Senator DmLLuOHloM. How does it compare with the other in

priceI
Mr. IaPin . That piece of cloth costs $1.23 per pound, and the

other piece costs-well, it is sold in the market for 48 cents per pound.It costs about that.
Here [indicating] is another very highly decorated Jacquard

drop-box sample where exactly the same condition exists.
These (indicating] are dress goods. I want to go back for a moment

to the dress goods. Let me say, in paying, that I have been taking
samples of gods made out of No. 30 yarn. The same condition
exists with respect to yarns up to 100-with these fancy woven,
artistically designed luxuries of the trade, these beautiful fabrics
which are on the firing lino of importation. That is where the
competition really comes.

Senator SMoOm. It can not be in any other way under the pro-
visions of the bill.

Mr. LirprT. It can if you put a proper ad valorem on it. The
ad valorem is out of the way.

Senator SMOOT. The ad valorem would affect the price-
Mr. I Pirr. The fact is the bill is lopsided. It is a very unscien-

tific bill. I do not want to hurt anyone's feelings. Of course, I
know that you do not want to destroy the cotton industry, for it is
one of the Preatest industries in the United States. Its fabrics are
made out o American raw material. How absurd it would be for
the United States to put herself in the position of sending her cotton
to England to be returned manufactured into goods.

What do you suppose England would do in our position? How do
you suppose England woWd protect her cotton industry if she
thought it was imperiled I Let me read to you a clipping that I cut
out of the New York Herald this morning, in order to show you the
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way England acts. It is a description of a bill passed by Jamaica
putting a preferentif.l duty on cotton goods to help England control
her market for them.

Now, what do you suppose that duty is? Do you think it is 20
or 25 per cent? Not at all. That preferential duty amounts to 50
per cent that Jamaica ha3 given to Egland. And they call England
free trade. There is no more free trade in this world to-day than there
is left of last year's snow storms. Every one of England's imperial
colonies gives her a preferential duty. Canada gives Her a preferential
duty; New Zealand gives her a preferential duty; Australia gives her a
preferential duty end now- comes Jamaica. And who is it that
England fears? hy does she want a duty of 50 per cent on these
cotton goods in her colonies?

Senator SaMboNS. I have been frightened all my life by the prociti.
mation that you were thrown in competition with free-trade England.

Mr. Lrpnr. I do not know whether the Senator from North
Carolina is being sarcastic or not.

Senator SumoNs. I understood you to say that Great Britain was
a highly protective country.

Senator SMour. Her trado is.
Mr. LwImrr. Well, Senator, I have not the time to go into that.
Senator SrmoNs. Go ahead; I was simply jesting.
Mr. Lwprr. England has advocated for years free trade. Richard

Cobden established-free trade in England. It cost millions of dollars
to do it. You talk about propaganda in this country. There was
never any such propaganda in any country as was care on at that
time in England. As Cobden said, he was making for England and
Englishmen, and he believed that if he coUldget fiee trade for every
country in the world England would be the industrial master of the
world. But he failed in that. So what is England doing now to
remedy the situation. They allow their colonies in every part of the
world to establish preferential duties in their favor. If free trade is,
as they say, the right economic principle, and the only economic
principle9 then their preferential duties are at least inconsistent.

Andwho do they fear? Whom did they fear when they put that
50 per cent duty on in Jamaica? Was it the United States? Was it
Japan who is thousands of miles away? I do not think that it was
either. I think it was Germany.

A question was brought up here to-day about the cost of labor in
Germany, or the cost of weavers in Germany. The cost of weavers
in Germany to-day is $3 per week.

There is no question that Germany is going to make a great bid
for the industrial markets of the world. She is going to make a bid
for our markets. Of all times in the history of the world, I say to
you gentlemen that this is the time to be very careful about the
tanif-schedules on American-made goods. Excuse my divergence.

Senator WALsy. Will you put that clipping in your remarks I
Mr. Lvmr. Yes.

JAMAICAS TARIFF BILL AFFECTS UNITED STATES TRADE.

Kingston, Jamaica, Dec. 7.-Government to-day introduced a tariff bill in the
legislative council under which Ijreference of 5 per cent is given all British manu-
factured goods. British cotton piece goods will obtain a preference of 50 per cent,
and CanQian flour a preference of 25 cents a bag. These changes in the tariff, it is
believed, will materially affect importations from the United States.
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Now, I wish to again illustrate how inequitably duties are applied
in certain cases of fancy woven goods under this bill. I have hero
three samples of cloth that are made out of practically the same
yarns, that are all Jacquard woven but are used for different pur-
poses. There are in the bill a few provisions for special duties on
particular cloths. In a sort of haphazard way, the bill has picked
out some fancy woven goods and given them special protection when
they are designed for certain purposes, but cloths woven in exactly
the same way, and in fact the very same cloths when designed for
a different purpose do not get the benefit of these special provisions.
The result is that we have widely varying duties on exactly the same
piece of cloth.

The principle involved where this special protection is given is a
correct principle. The cloths to which it is applied should have a
higher duty because their manufacture involves a W6i,, conversion
cost. But all of this is equally true of the same and similar goods
when they are used for other purposes, and the principle involved
in these special duties should be broadened so as to include all cloths
of similar construction.

For instance, there is a provision in the bill (par. 910) that puts a
28 per cent duty on cotton damask. There is another provision
(par. 908) that puts a 30 ver cent duty on upholstery anddrapery
fabrics. Now, here is a piece of damask, a cotton napkin: It may
interest you gentlemen to note how near we have come in cottons
to imitating the linen napkin. This is, I think, a rather nice product.
It is, as you see, a Jacquard woven fabric, and the duty on itis 28
per cent. Here is substantially the same cloth made out of almost
the same number of yarns, also Jacquard woven, mercerized and
dyed with expensive colors, and made for drapery purposes. As a
drapery fabric the duty is 30 per cent.

Here is a sample of exactly the same cloth as the drapery fabric
woven in the same mill on the same looms by the same weavers, but
finished in a different color and used for lining corsets. There is no
special provision in the Fordney bill for goods used for this purpose,
therefore the duty on it comes under the regular cotton schedule and
would be 15 per cent. This illustrates the great ine qualities of rates
in the bill-three different duties on cloth of practically the same
construction and cost. It is manifest that if 28 and 30 per cent are
the right duties for such cloth in one case then 17 per cent is not the
right duty for them in the other and would not be protective.

Senator McLEN. What would be the difference in the cost?
Mr. LIAPrrr. There would be no difference except in the cost of

dyeing. As these goods come from the mill they are exactly the
same piece goods, taken off the same warp exactly. But the bil is so
unscientifically constructed that it ptits upon the same class of goods
different rates merely because they may be used for different purposes.

Incidentally, there was some talk this morning about importations.
Here is a piece of Japanese goods that was selling in Providence when
I left. Here are some samples that one of our customers sent us.
They represent an order which he placed abroad for goods which
are to be delivered this spring. There is, as you see, a large variety,
and they will be in competition with goods in the United-States on
the lst day of April.
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Senator McLAz;. How do the prices compare I
Mr. LpPrr. I have not the slightest idea. They are prices at

which he was willing to buy the goods. They are beautiful goods.
Senator McLzAN. -Do you make shirtings I
Mr. LxiPmr. Yes. We made shirtings in a Marge way at one time..

We do it spasmodically, at times. I am not talking about my own
plant particularly. I may say, if you will excuse my being some-
what egotistic, that I think no plant makes them any hotter.

There is another thing to which I want to call your attention. It
is something that I wish to emphasize and got into the record, and
I might as well do it i ow as later. I want to say that there is no
industry in the United States that is so competitive as the cotton
textile fabric industry. It is corne±ition that as I have said before,
is not confined to neighborig mills, but is affected by the different
sections of the country. There is no monopoly in the trade. No
unit makes over 2 per cent of the product.

Senator WAlsH. much more than the woolen cloth ?
Mir. Lenrr. Yes; much more competition.
Senator SMeer. How do you figure that there is only a 15 per cent

duty on that corset cloth ?
Mr. Lpprr. Seventeen per cent, I should have said. It would be

15 per cent if it were gray. It comes under the regular cloths. It
is jacquard It is made of 30 yam. It is 17 per cent, I think you
will finid.

Senator SuMOOT. They have an extra duty wherever it is made on
the Jacquard loomI

Mr. Lipprrr. Oh, no.
Senator SMooT. It is only when extra threads are introduced?
Mr. Lpprr. No- it is only for damasks and upholsteries.
Senator SMOOT. i thought that applied also to the other.
Mr. LwPvmr. No, sir; ofily in the cases to which I have called your

attention.
I think it would be interesting at this point for me to refer to the

Underwood bill. I want to refer to it for the purpose of showing the
effect of certain Treasury decisions. In the Underwood bill there is
a provision similar to this tapestry and upholstery provision assessing
35 per cent on goods of that character. That is followed by a pro-
vision that says other Jacquard manufactures 30 per cent.

Senator SmooT. These other Jacquards and other woven upholstery
cloths are what I had in mind.

Mr. LiPPrrr. Yes; but that is in the Underwood bill, not the
Fordney bill.

I want to say this one thing that I started to say about the Treasury
decisions. I say that in the Vnderwood bill there is a duty of 35
per cent upon upholstery cloths--Jacquards. That is followed by a
paragraph which says "All other Jacquard manufactures, 30 per
cent.' What does that mean-all other "Jacquard manufactures"?
I think you and I would say that it means all other cloths that were
Jacquard woven. The court decision was that that paragraph
applied only to articles made out of Jacquard cloth and did not
apply to Jacquard woven cloth at all, and so Jacquard cloths other
than draperies and damask were taken out of that classification and
put in the same classification as ordinary, plain cloth, and paying
that plain-cloth duty to-day.
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Senator SatooT. In paragraph 908 you made an amendment by
inserting the words "woven cloth," so that it reads "tapestries and
other Jacquard woven cloth."

Mr. Lipirrr. Oh, no; not exactly. Here is the provision that I
want. Here is what I have been arguing about. We want a pro-
vision that will cover these highly ornamented, difficult artistic prod-
ucts of the trade.

Senator SMOOT. Will 30 per cent do it?
Mr. LriPTPr. Here is te provision. Mr. Lowe, in his testimony,

put it in the record. Without reading it, I will ask that this pro-
vision be also put in the record here. This provision covers the sub-
ject as a whole. It does not say that Jacquaid woven goods or swivel-
woven goods or drop-box woven goods or some other kind, under
certain circumstances, shall pay the duty. It says that all cotton
cloths woven with eight or more harnesses, or with Jacquard notions,
or containing more than one color or more than one number of yarn
in the filling, or in which other than the ordinary warp and filling
threads are used to form a figure or fancy effect, whether known as
lappets or otherwise, 12 per cent ad valorem for cloths containing
yarns the average number of which does not exceed number 30:
exceeding number 30, 15 per cent ad valorem.

I would like to say in passing that if that amendment is adopted
it does not mean that in other cases where special provisions have
been made this should be in addition to those provisions, but that
this should apply to the cloth that comes in under the regular
schedule; and Ithink the other parts of the bill would have to be
adjusted a little bit to produce that effect.

SUGGJiERTED RUBTITUTF FOR PARAGRAMII 90.

PAR. O5. In addition to thedut or dutiesimposed upon cotton cloth by the various
provisions of this section, there sall be paid the following cumulative duties, the
intent of this prrph being to add such duty or duties to those to which the cotton

cloth would be liable if the provisions of this paragraph did not exist, namely, on all
cotton cloths woven with eight or more harnesses, or with Jacquard motions, or con-
taining more than one color or more than one number of yarn in the filling, or in which
other than the ordinary warp and filling threads are used to form a figure or fancy
effect, whether known as lappots or otherwise, 12 per centum ad valorem for cloths
Containing yarns the average number of which does not exceed number thirty; ex-
ceding number thirty 15 per centum ad valorem.

Tire fabric or fabric for use in penumatic tires, including cord fabric, 2.5 per centum
ad valorem.

Senator SHrOOT. Don't you thiik that if this amendment were
adopted as you have it written it would be possible to take the
ordinary cotton cloth woven with 4 harnesses and multiply it and
make it 12 harnesses?

Mr. Lipprrr. No.
Senator SSOOT. Ile can do it.
Mr. LIppirr. But lie would have no proof that he had done it in

the appearance of the cloth.
Senator SstOoT. Not in the appearance of the cloth.
Mr. Lapprrr. And he would not do it because the cost would be

so much greater.
Senator SmooT. Not in the eight harnesses.
Mr. LPPiTr. Well, I beg to differ from you, Senator.
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Senator SMOOT. It is a question of automatic operation of the
loom. It is for eight harnesses instead of for four.

Mr. Lippir. Now, what would be the duty that we are asking for
on thiscloth? Take, as I said, that 30yarn. The ordinary clot ihas
a duty of 25 per cent and the figured cloth a duty of 17 per cent. That
would add 12 per cent to high-cost fancy cloths. The duty would he
29 per cent on this cloth.

Senator SMoor. I was going to suggest, in order to make it abso-
lutely sure, and so that no advantage could be taken, that you could
make it read, "On all cotton cloths, woven, requiring eight or more
harnesses."

Mr. LxrPIrr. I would like to have the experts pass upon that.
Senator SooT. Then we would know about that piece of cloth or

about any of them on the table. We would know that it would take
more than four harnesses. We would know that some of them will
not take eight harnesses. Therefore, they could require eight.

Mr. LUppirr. Possibly that language might meet the criticism of the
courts, but, Senator, there have been so many of these Treasury
decisions that have absolutely destroyed the intent of Congrecs that

I think it is necessary to follow the precedent set down. The lan-
guage of the amendment follows the precedent that has been used in
several different tariff bills dating way back to Dingley's time. It
has been passed on by the courts on a great number of occasions. I
assure you titat these clever tariff lawyers are very. ingenious people.
They study a word and its connection in a way that others do not
seem to be able to do. They often are able to convince the courts
and convert them to their views.

Now what are high duties in this bill-I do not seek to make
invidious comparisons between the rates of duty that we are asking
for and others that appear in the bill. But; I do want to call your
attention to some of the duties. I am notgoing to name the articles.
Here are some of the rates. Here is one of42 per cent, one of 55 per
cent, one of --

Senator WALsh (interposing). Th-me are the duties on different
articles?

Mr. LUtPrrr. Yes; but not in the cotton schedule, not in the textile
schedule, but in a variety of schedules. They run 40, 38, 42, 55.
Those are some of them. I am only going to name one. There is a
duty of 40 per cent on poker chips. I think the cotton textile in-
dustry as well worthy of a 40 per cent duty as poker chips are and as
these other things are.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. You are not partial to the game 1
Senator McLEAN. Perhaps the motive was to make it prohibitive.
Senator MCCUMBER. Not quite so many people buy poker chips as

buy cotton goods.
Mr. Ivprr. They are not so necessary anyway. I want to say one

thing more about this general schedule. In all tariff bills previous to
the Underwood bill the duty on the great textiles, cotton, wool, and
silk, has been substantially the same. There has been a duty of from
40 to 50 per cent on the average in these industries. It was about
50 per cent on woolens after tho duty on wool, the compensatory
duty, had been subtracted. It was about 50 per cent on silks. It
averaged about 40 toS0 percenton cottons. Forsome reason thatI do
not know the Underwood bill made a great discrimination between
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these three textiles. The Underwood bill gives 45 per cent on silk,
35 per cent on woolens, and an average duty of 22 per cent on cotton.
I inow of no good reason why Republicans in favor of protective
tariff policies should discriminate as between these three great
industries carried on side by side with similar machinery, the same
kind of labor, in the same mill towns, and whose percentage of con-
version cost is not materially different.

I say that this tariff, as written in the Underwood bill and hero, is
a great discrimination against the cotton industry, a discrimination
that the United States is not justified in maintaining. The United
States is, however, justified in maintaining this great industry that
England goes to great lengths to maintain..

What has been the effect of this low Underwood duty ? The effect
is that for years and years the average importations of cotton cloths
and yarns were about $10,000, 00, not enough to materially injure
the business, but enough to regulate it. Now, what happened under
the Underwood bill t In the year 1920, instead of $10,000,000 of im-
portations, there were $67,000,000 worth of yarns and cloths brought
into this country nt an average duty of 22 per cent. They were
brought in at a time when nearly every unusual circumstance of
trade was in our favor; when there were high freights; when Europe
was disorganized; when a great number of operatives had been
killed in the war and many of her best men had been lost. Yet they
sct over to this country $67,000,000 worth of goods.

I tell you that this cotton schedule, as it is written, will not give
over 22 per cent on the better class of cotton oods. You have a
minimum of 10; you have a maximum of 33. Very few goods will
be imported at either of those extremes. The average of these is
211. It is under these ad valorems that the competition has come
from abroad.

I want to say ono thing more--$67,000,000-all of that was
taken away from New England. It was not taken away from the
South. They do not make these goods where the competition comes
in. It all came out of New England. It would have been useful
in New England if we could have had those $67,000,000 to pay our
wage bill with at that time.

Senator WALSH. When was thatI
Mr. LipprTr. The fiscal year 1920. I understand tVit there is a

political question involved. It is not my business nor my purpose
to discuss politics, but the papers are full of it. They say that
there is an agricultural bloc the members of which are disposed to
criticize some of the manufacturing regions in this country.

I wonder if it ever occurred to you gentlemen to won er what
happens to $67000,000 that goes to Englsndf I st'pposo that.
some of it may have gone to Canada, to Saskatchewan, for wheat.
I suppose some of it msy have gone to the Argentine for wheat tuid
corn and beef. I suppose some of it may have stopped at Indihx
or Egypt for cotton, and perhaps on the way some of it stopped at
Mesopotamia, which an English commission has reported to b the
best place to start competition with American cotton and strongly
advLs the development of cotton growing there. I suppose
some of it may have stopped at Spain for oranges, or in sunny
Italy for citrus fruit or olives, or in Holland for cheese, or in Den-
mark for butter, or it may have gone into Sweden for her fisheries.
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Or it may have stopped in England and built houses at a time when
the housing problem was so difficult of solution, thus giving employ-ment to English labor and the purchase of English materials. And
in all this Journey around the world it was helping the English ship-
ping industry, and the articles it purchased were transported on the
En~sh maritime transportation system.

What would have become of that $67,000,000 if it had gone to
New England I It would have gone across die coast to Oregon for
lumber; it would have gone to Texas for her wool; it would have gone
to the State of the Senator from Wisconsin for lumber and dairy
products; it would have gone to the great West for all her wheat.
Not one dollar would have been spent for Canadian, Australian, or
Argentine products. It would have gone to the great building trade
of oNew England; it would have gone to the farms of the United
States for butter, for milk, for garden products. And in all its travels
through the United States it would be helping the American rail-
roads, and the articles it purchased would be transported on the
great American inland transportation system.

Senator WALSU. And to the South for more cotton.
Mr. LiPnrr. And practically every dollar of American invest-

ment in cotton goes to South Carolina and to Georgia and to the
banks of the Mississippi. England. uses nearly all the cotton of
India and of Egypt. 'We use a more fraction of them. Where
would be the logic of the gentlemen interested in the agricultural
section of the country in sending this money abroad.

Senator MCCUMBER. It is a consolation to note such accord be-
tween the Senator from Rhode Island and the Senator from Massa.
chusetts on the protective-tariff policy.

Mr. Iawnr. Senator, let me say another thing to you. The
gentlemen who in tha past have represented that great section of
America from which you come have been in accord with me on this
subject. If you will look back a few years, you will find that there
was never a more eloquent and more successful advocate of this

policy, for the same reasons that I am advocating it, than William
cKinley, who won the Presidency for the reason that when protec-

tion was in disrepute at the time of the election of Air. Cleveland he
stuck by the principle that was involved until it triumphed.

Senator M?-CmMBR. That is the reason I am so glad to see these
gentlemen standing side by side.

Senator WAral. While protection is going on, we want a little bit
of it.

Senator WATSON. Yciu don't want a little bit; you want a great
deal of it.

Senator SismoNs. Without meaning to interfere with your argu-
ment, I would suggest that that $07 000,000 was probably' spent by
Great Britain inAinerica in the purchase of the things that she buys
from us. Great Britain buys from us about as much as we buy from
her, and the probabilities are that she did not spend that all over the
globe, is you said, but that she spent it right hern in America.

Mr. Lieprrr. You did not notice any increase in American revenues
because of that sixty-seven million, did youI These things she
always bought from America because she had to. This is a gift of
$67,000,000 to merry England, who was more merry by reason of
receiving it.
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Senator SiMMoxs. She spends in America all the money that she
receives for goods that she sells to America, and then she spends a
great deal more.

Mr. Lnpirrr. I know well the dialectic skill of the gentleman with
whom I am discussing this question. I thought, however, that I
would put that view in the record.

Senator SimMONS. I want to suggest that probably none of that
$67 000,000 ever got out.

Mr. LrPrrr. Well, we will let it go at that.
Senator LA FoLLzrr. Mr. Lipptt, the importations-of 1920 were

very exceptional f
Mr. Lnipnrr. Yes. It was exceptions for this reason, thit the

Underwood bill was in force. In the spring of 1914 the war came
on and there were no importations of any kind. Then caihe the good
business that followed te armistice, and then came the disorganizing
of business everywhere all over the world. Therefore, the year of
1921 did not have as large imports, but it did have three times the
imports of any year when the ordinary American tariff policy was in
force.

Senator LA FoLLr m. Mr. McCoy has directed my attention to
these imports. Of course, the imports for the one year which you
cited are the dutiable and free imports all taken together. I am
speaking of the total imports.

Mr. Uim . The imports I referred to were all dutiable.
Senator IA FoLLvrrE. Yes. Mr. McCoy tells me a great quantity

of that was material which our Government returned to this country
after the war. lie tells me, moreover, that those countries that
were in the war had accumulated for war purposes very large stocks
of cotton, which they found-

Mr. LwPirr (interposing). My figures refer to cotton goods. Not
cotton.

Senator L% FOLLETrE. Well, cotton goods. I should have said
cotton gools for war purposes They were overloaded with them.
They nee.le money sorely and they sent the material into thiscountry.Mr. Lc errr. Dumped that in.

Senator IA FoL.prrE. Well, they exported the material, to this
country and it was received.

Mr. Lni apr. Different words but the same thing.
Senator A FOLL BT . I am going to read right down to the time

of the war; the imports from 1900 down vary very greatly.
Senator SimmoNs. My impression is that in 1907 the imports on

cotton were the highest except in 1920.
Senator LA FOLLETTr. They were. I am giving them to you by

years, starting with 1900.
Senator Sim.oxs. That was under the Dingley law.
Mr. LiPPrrr. Was not that under the'Aldrich tariffI
Senator Lk FOLLET7E. No; I will give them to you by years,

starting with 1900, and I will read just the millions:
1906 ........................ $63,000,000 1911 ...................... 8$5, 000, 000
1907 ........................ 73.000,000 1012 ...................... 65, 000, 000
1908 ........................ 68,000,000 1913 ....................... 66,000,000
1909 ......................... 63.000.000 1914 ...................... 70,000.000
1910 .68,000.000
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That is for only one-lralf of that year, and if that is the fiscal
year-

Mr. Mcoy. It is practically 11 months under the Underwood bill.
Senator IA FOLLETrE (continuing):

1915 ................................................................. s o , O , 000
We now begin to get the effects of the war

1916 ........................ $17, 000, 000 1919 ........................ $52,000,000
1917 ....................... 5, 000. 000 1920 ....... 137,000,000
1918..................... 44,000,000

The very large importation for 1020 over the preceding years
includes, of course, if it is measured in dollars, the excessively high
war prices for manufactured goods at that time, and the Treasur-
experts say that in many cases the prices were two and three times,
and even seven times, the ordinary value. That would he 67,000,000
more than you stated.

ir. Lippirr. But that enormous importation of $137 000,000 in
1920 is the total importation of cotton manufactures of all kinds,
including lace, and every figure that the Senator has read includes
those items. We have imported lace every year. The Senator will
notice that the figures I gave referred entiiey to the importation of
cotton yarn and cotton cloth; and if he had the detailed figures at
hand he would see that for the year 1920 they amounted to
$67,000,000, as I have stated. They do not include lace, nor a variety
of other special manufactures of cotton, such as handkerchiefs,
braids, etc.

Senator IA FOLLETT-E. The variations are not very considerable
until you come down to 1920.

Mr.'LwPprrr. When you put the lace into my figures you get
$137,000,000 in 1020 under this bill.

Senator LA FOLLErrE. I do not have it separated, and it was the
total that Mr. McCoy called my attention to.

11r. LrPrr. That is a very intricate thing, those figures.
Senator I. FOLLFrTE. But I just wanted to have it appear in the

record that there were very large importations in 1907.
Senator McLiA.x. That is apparently more than 50 per cent.
Mir. I4mqr. The laces have averaged some 40 and odd million

dollars.
Senator McLEAN. Does that percentage of lace carry alon to 1007?
Mr. LiPPwrr. Yes. There was only one manufacturer in the United

States at that time who made lace. In the Payne-Aldrich bill there
was a provision that for two years lace machines could be imported
free, and during that two years the lace industry in the United States
received an enormous development; but prior to that time there had
only been one, I think, not includingg Nottingham lace.

Senator WATSON. How many factories now are manufacturing
that?

Mr. Luvrrr. There are four at Providence, It. I., and several in
Philadelphia. I could not tell exactly how many. That piece of
legislation of Mr. Aldrich was the means of founding a useful industry.

Senator Siapo.s. With regard to those figures Senator La Follotte
gave, I would suggest that the figures given werprdue very largely
to the fact that in 1911 and 1920 the winter and fall of 1910 and 1920
cotton went to such enormous prices, 40 per cent in this country of
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the price of the goods, both foreign and domestic by reason of the
enormous jump in the price of cotton, doubling almost the prioe of.
raw cotton, and the goods were much higher, and that had something
to do, probably, with the narge variation.

Mr. =. And I think it can also fairly be said it was due to
what the Senator from Wisconsin has said, that there were a great
many that England had to get rid of. Shedid notwant to get
rid of them in her own markets, so she sent them over to this country
where she could sell them at any price without injuring anybody
except the American trade. Every nation does that when they have
an opportunity. She had that opportunity because of the low duty
of 22 per cent on those goods.

Senator MCLEAN. You may have that in the class of goods you are
speaking about, and you may have it in a thousand and one kinds of
metal products, whore you come up against that same proposition,
and it means three times $67,000,000.

Mr. LaP rr. Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to go on, because I Would
like to stop pretty soon, and I expect you want me to. What I think
should be done with this cotton schedule is to scrap this bill. All the
statements that I have been mak hero were for the purpose of
pointing to the inconsistencies in the bill, which does not protect
fabrics proportionately, and to show you that by putting an equiva-
lent protection on the higher branch of the manufacture that the
simple branch had in the cotton schedule makes the protection too
low. It is lower than it has been at any time for 40 years. I think
this committee should raise that rate and under this form of bill if
they want to. Personally, I prefer the form that has been in use way
back into the eigbties and wee adopted by the Democrats in the
Cleveland administration. That is a tried form. This new form
seems involved to me, but perhaps it might work. The rates, how-
ever, are entirely out of proportion to any Republican rates that we
ever had. They are out of proportion with the other textile prod-
ucts, and this bill ought to be rewritten so that, making proper
allowances for the Ameiican valuation, whatever your experts say is a
proper allowance on those things,. there will be an average duty of 40
per cent.

SenatorWALsH. Do I understand you to say that the fancy cotton-
goods manufacturing costs ere better protected under the Underwood
bill than under the Forney bill as reported from the House I

Mr. Lprrr. I did not say that, Senator. I said they were about
the same. I think in many cases there might be 2 or 3 per cent dif-
ference. I call it substantially the same. I think if the duties under
this bill should be applied to the importations under the Underwood
bill of 1920 that there would not be a great difference in the average
rates.

Senator WALSH. You make the point that this bill seeks to increase
the duties on articles over the duties provided in the Underwood
bill, except in this particular instance?

Mr. Wpnrr. I would not put it quite that way. I claim that the
Underwood bill cuts cotton manufactures down out of proportion to
other textiles, and that they should now be returned to the same
rate of protection with other textiles.

Senator WALSH. This bill does increase the rate?
• Mr. Lipprrr. Very little, if any.

S '-22-ou 9---8
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Senator.WA&Ls. Other than on fancy cotton goods I
Mr. LPPrrr. I have not studied the bill as regards other schedules,

and I do not know about that.
Senator SimMoNs. Mr. Lippitt, I want to call your attention to the

facts with reference to exports during the years we have designated,
starting with 1908. That was under the Dingley tariff, when it
amounted to $68,000,000.

Mr. LiPPrrr. What year was that?
Senator StamoNs. 1908, covered by the Dingley bill. The imports

were $68,000,000 and the exports were only $25,000,000.
Mr. LpPrrr. The imports were $OS,000,000?
Senator SimmoNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lipprrr. Including lace?
Senator SimMos. That is the total.
Mr. LxpPrrr. That includes lace, amounting to about forty-five

millions.
Senator SimmoNs. Exports wore only $25,000,000. In 1908 the

imports were $68,000,000 and the exports $25,000,000. In 1909 the
imports were $03,000,000 and the exports $31,000,000. In 1910-
that was after the Payne-Aldrich bill-the imports were 368,000,000
and the exports $33,000,000. In 1911 the imports were $60,000,000
and the exports were $40,000,000. In 1912 imports were $65,000,000
and the exports were $50,000,000.

In 1913-that was the same year that the Underwood bill was
adopted-the imports were $66,000,000 and the exports were
$53,000,000.

Senator MCCUMB ER. That was under the old bill.
Senator SIMMONS. In 1914 the imports were $70,000,000 and the

exports were $51,000,000. In 1915 the imports were $46,000,000 and
the exports were $71,000,000. In 1916 the imports were $47,000,000
and the exports were $112,000,000. In 1917 the imports were
$56,000,000 and the exports were $136,000,000. In 1918 the imports
were $44,000,000 and the exports were $169,000,000. In 1919 the
imports were $52,000,000 and the exports were $273,000,000. And
in'the year you selected just now, 1920, the imports were 3 137,000.000
and the exports were $402,000,000.

Mr. LiPPITr . Exports on wha ?
Senator StjiMoxs. On cotton goods.
Mr. Lipprr. On cotton goods they were what I
Senator SM3to.Ns. Manufactures, I mean, of cotton.
Mr. Lippiir. What year was that?
Senator SIMioNs. 1920.
Mr. LyPPrrr. That, must have been Government work.
Senator SIMmONS. What is that?
Mr. LiPPrrr. Oh, yes; we dii! export.
Senator SimMONS. We exported $402,000,000.
Mr. LippiTT. That is right.
Senator SiMMO.ios. We exported that amount as against $i37,-

000,000 of imports.
Senator LA FIOLLETTE. In 1920, when the imports reached

$137,000,000, only $24,000,000 of that was for lace. I have those
figures now.
1919 ....................... $13,000,000 1 1916 ........................ $20,000,000
1918 ........................ .9, 000. 000 1915 ....................... 19, 000, 0
1917 ........................ 12,000,000 1914 ........................ 26,000,000

I I
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'Thase are imports of lace, under the Underwood bill, hnd in 1913
it was $34,000,000.

Senator MM .% ioxs. That wits under tile Payne-Aldrich bill
,,nator IA FOl.Fo.rrr. In 1012 it was $38,000,000.
Senator SIMMONS. In 101:3 it WAS $10,000,000 more tlha under the

Undenvood bill.
Senator L.A Fomat.TTr. In 'i1912 it was $38,000,000.
Sunator McC3'nEiu. Now, Mr. Li ppitt, will you proceed .
Mr. LPrr. Let me say in regard to these exports that I began

my testimony by calling attention to the great variety of products
that were described under the general name of cottonn manufac-

.tures," and that in many cases their only relation to each other was
the fact that they were produced from a raw material that is called
cotton. Because, under the cotton schedule, there have been both
exports and imports of cotton manufactures, it does not follow that
they were the same or competing articles; and it was for this very
reason, among others,'that I tried to make this clear at the start to
the members of the committee.

I think, Mr. Seuator, that I have covered the subjects that I had
in mind to speak of, except one. I just want to say a single word
in regard to dyes, and in saying it i want to preface everything [
say with the statement that I am thoroughly in favor of establish-
ing an American dye industry. I have great confidence that in the
end it will be worth all it cost. I am not in any way criticising tine
duty that has been put upon it. I do not now want to do it, and I
would not do it anyway, because it is a matter between the com-
mittee and the representatives of that industry. I want to point out
this, that Mr. Lowe suggested that there be a compensatory duty.
There came into existence just shortly prior to the war a large volume
of new dyes that the Senator from Utah has referred to as vat colors,
which give an extraordinary fastness to colors.

Here is a piece of goods that was made out of one of them (indicat-
ing]. It is sun fat and it will stand bleaching. That was made in
tile gray, and was bleached without starting the color in any way,
and it is substantially sun fast. It is dyed with imported dye:.

Senator SMOOT. Sulphur bleached?
Mr. Li imlT'. No, a regular bleach, chlorine bleach. Tliat is a very

fine fabric. I believe, Mr. Senator, that in the future the use of those
colors is going to be very largely extended. I think that anyiidustry,
like the cotton industry, that serves its customers as it ought to serve
them, has got to be in a position to furnish the community with the
best article that can be made. I think that if we could use these sun-
fast colors in every gingham dress, and every drapery to be hung up
in a window and exposed to the sun, that it would be worth all it
would cost and more to the consumer under normal conditions. The
price of these dyes now is very high. They are about five times what
they were before the war.

Senator Si Mio.s. Does that apply to the dyes made in this
country?

Mr. it,iTr. Either imported or made in this country. Of course,
you can only import these dyes now under very extreme conditions.
there is practically an embargo tinder the emergency bill. You have
got to get a license and go through all sorts of red tape mid tell them
what uses are going to be made of-them six months ahead.
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Senator McCuMBER. Is there any dye made in the United States
that will equal that?

Mr. Lip-'r. Not in that color. They are developing these dyes,
but they have not vet reached the point where they are thoroughly
developed. The purpose of this duty -it is a high duty-is so that
they may reach a high degree of deveIopnment. I am loo ing forward
to the perfection of the cotton industry, and I believe it is quite
likely England before long will be sending us sun-fast colors in
quantities. Here are some advertisements I got out of several
English papers, advertising these sun-fast colors, and giving tile
various colors. It shows how they are advertising (indicatingT.

Senator WALSH. Could sun-proof dye coloring be so defined tIiat it
could be segregated from other dyes?

Mr. LiPPzrr. I think it would be difficult.
Senator SstooT. I think it could be done.
Senator LA FOLLE.TrE. Are there dyes which are now produced in

this country which are fully sheltered behind the embargo, selling at
about five times what they sold for in this country before the war?

Mr. Lippir'r. All thege vat colors are.
Senator SsiooT. And so are the German ones.
Mr. LPPnTr. But that is'a temporary condition, Mr. Senator.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. That is a matter for argument. It may

be and it may not be a temporary condition.
Mr. Lipnrcr. I do not know that I want to prophesy, but I thik

it is a temporary condition.
Senator McLEAN. I think in the hearing we had on the dye matter

it was testified that prices had been reduced materially this last year.
Mr. LiPrrr. They have been reduced very much.
Senator SsiooT. Some of the dyes were sold for twenty times the

amount they were sold for previous to the war.
Mr. LiPrPiTT. Oh, yes. Some dyes that we bought for 7 cents a

pound went up to $10 a pound. There was a famine during the war.
But those were war conditions. What I am trying to bring out is
this, that if you put these duties on these dyes and there is no com-
pensation on the cloth made with those dyes I am afraid that the
United States industry is going to be put in a position where it can
not serve its customers as it ought to, where if we have to pay a duty
of 7 cents a pound and 33 per cent ad valorer, or 30 per cent, or
whatever it is, on the prewar prices of dyestuffs, it would amount to
60 per cent or more, possibly 65 per cent. If we have to pay 65 per
cent on these dyes and the dyes can be imported in the cloth, how
is the United States going to be in a position to compete unless there
is some provision to cover the cloth?

Senator McCu3MBER. Can you give us some idea of what per cent
this would constitute of the entire co3t of the article, or the selling
price?

Mr. LiPPirr. It varies so-
Senator MCCMIBER. I know it varies a great deal, but we could

understand it if you could give the variations and give some idea
along that line.

Mr. LaPPiTr. It varies, Mr. Senator, from almost nothing---
Senator McCu.1nmmi. I am speaking only of these higher-priced

dyes.

I - I I -W-
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Mr. LiPprrr. Let me find a piece of goods here and I will show you.
Take that piece of goods [indicating]. Those are sun-fast, bleached-
fast colors, but there is very little in that. It is very expensive to
put in, but there is very little. This piece, however, is S0 per cent
colored. When it comes to a piece of fabric like that [indicating)
the cost of the dye is such a small proportion that I do not think it
makes any difference; but when it comes to a fabric like this one
and like all the ginghams it is very different. I am looking forward
to the day when every gingham will be sun fast. That is the kind
of goods we ought to give our people.

Senator IA FOLL~ETT. And not take the color off when a lady
takes the garment off ?

Mr. Lipprrr. We are not making that kind of goods, Mr. Senator.
The ginghams made to-day are not fugitive colors. We are able to
get colors that will stand a great deal of sunshine, but they are not
absolutely fast. I do not wish to be put in the light of saying that
the American industry is not efficient. We are here to say that this
industry is as efficient as any other industry in the country. In
some way you gentlemen have got to find a means of putting some
kind of compensation upon cloths that come in with sun-fast, bleached-
fast colors.

Senator SiMMONS. Is it true, as of the other dyes, that the German
dyes are now selling at about five times what they were before the
war?

Mr. lrPPirr. Yes. Of course, it is very difficult to import German
dlyes.

Senator SMOOT. There is no danger of England making the same
arrangement that we have about these dyes?

Mr. Lipprr. I think there is great danger about England.
Senator SMooT. I say, at the present time.
Mr. Lipprrr. At this moment.
Senator SMOOT. That is what I say.
Senator WALs8. There is evidence that the embargo was lifted

and they put the embargo on Great Britain.
Mr. Lippirr. I did not know that.
Senator SimmoNs. I was trying to find out whether the English

dyes were any higher than the American dyes, or as high.
Mr. LiPxpr. Edo not know. You know, Mr. Senator, what oc-

curred in England in connection with this. Of course, the total con-
sumption in the United States has been very small of all these dyes.
The total use of dyestuffs in the United States before the war would
not exceed about fifteen million. I have always understood that the
output of Germany at that time was about ninety millions on these
high-priced dyes. She had the whole world for a market; she had
England and the U;nited States and Japan. When the war came on
England, on account of explosives, had to establish that industry.
-She subsidized it and paid bounties to the industry.

Senator SIMMONS. It is a new industry. there just as it is here?
Mr. IJpiTrr. Exactly..
Senator S IMMON~S. And the assumption is that if this garment here

was made in England from dyestuffi made in England, it would cost
about as much as the dyestuff in this garment made in this country

Mr. LimiTrr. I could not answer that.
Senator Si.JMMoNs. I say, that is the assumption?
Mr. Lirm r. I do not know.

I~ =
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Senator Si.isoss. When that article comes over here in competi-
tion with your article, because of the valuation, the appraisement at
which they pay duty on it, it will have an added value for-that dye,
will it not?

Mr. Lii'rr-r. It will have the added value of those dyes, and if the
duty is ad valorem there will be a larger cents per yard attached to
that fabric on account of the dye.

Senator SIMmoNs. How'much additional duty because of the dye
in the English article?

Mr. LiPPi-r. Why put the duty as 60 por cent on dye stuffs; why
do the Republican Senators put it on? Because they do not believe
America is going to be able to produce it at a price that is the same
as the other countries, nothing else would justify a duty of 50 to 60
per cent. Therefore, if they are correct, manifestly England is going
to produce these dyes at a very much less price than we do. I want
to tell you that if England can get these things in without much
profit she is going to do it. It is a very valuable market.

Senator AfMCLErAN. Is the dye in this cloth made in England, or
did they get it from Germany?
Mr. LH'iuT. It is imported dye, and I presume it comes front

either Switzerland or Germany.
Senator SIMMoNS. You have said that the dyestuff people are

asking for this high rate of protection in order that they might es-
tablish their industry, claiming that once their industry was firmly
established they would be able to compete with any country in th'e;
manufacture of dyestuffs; but I am assuming right now, at tihe pres-
ent time, that the dyestuff industry is in about the same condition
in Great Britain as it is here, and you have already said that the
German dyes that are coming in here are sold about'as high now, in
comparison with the prices before the war, as our own dyestuffs are
sold in comparison with the prices we had to pay for dyestuffs.

Mr. Lippirr. I know they do not allow them to come in.unless they
do so. This is not just a inriff, it is an emergency bill, it is an ea-
hiargo. If I want to import that dye I have got to get a license.

Senator Si.itooss. We all understand that. There is no need to
explain that. But when they do get the license and it comes in, it
has got to pay whatever duty the law imposes?

Mr. Lippi'r. They will not let me import unless I am ible to swear
that I can not buy in this country a dyestuff at the same price that I
can import it from Germany, of the same quality.

Senator SMOOT. Not onl.- that, they officially decide that them-
stl v es.

Senator SiMMiON. If dyestuffs are anything like as high in Great
Britain this country could compete with her in these cotton goods.

Mr. Lixprrr. Anid Germany andi Switzerland anti France?
Senator SIsM.toNs. It has already been testified to that we are

getting very little cotton yet from Germany but that we are getting
it large amount of it from Great Britain now. Great Britain is your
competitor, and she sends this article oyer here dyed. That dye
increases the worth of that product, the value of it, and the ad
valorem duty would apply to it. Therefore you are going to get
greater protection by reason of the fact that it is colored, by reason of
the fact that there is (lye in the material.

Senator SM'or. There is more danger from Germany than froml,;nghand.
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Senator SimmoNs. And therefore I can not see the point in asking
for a compensatory duty on account of the cost of the dyestuffs that
you have to put into the fabric.

Mr. LUPPnr. You do not believe, Mr. Senator, that putting 60 per
cent duty on does not increase the price of the domestic articleI

Senator SIM.oS. I believe you would increase your price as the
result of the duty; yes. I have no doubt in the world about that.
.r. Lievirr. How can you say you think the price to me of the

,\nierican dye without duty will be the same?
Senator Si%,Mo.Ns. You misunderstood me altogether. What I

am saying is that the article which competes with yours will cost
more; will have a larger price value by reason of the cost of the dye-
stuff that is in it.

Mr. Lirirr. Yes, it will.
Senator SIMMONS. And that will increase the protective rate which

you get upon the like dye product.
Mr. Lnrrr. I think if the Senator will analyze that out he will

lind that it will not increase it in any propottion to the cost.
Senator SisMONS. Possibly that may be so.
Senator SmOOT. There is another question: As long as we are

going to give 60 per cent on dyes imported, if we only give 22 per
cent on cloth, the cloth is liable to come instead of the dye?

Mr. LipPirr. That is it exactly, and the great injury will be that
the cloth will not come in merely because of a lower price, but -
better cloth will come.

Senator McCUMBEB. I asked you a short time ago to give us figures
to show how much it would add to the cost per yard, or any way that
you can figure it out, because if we are to allow a higher duty because
of i higher priced dye, we ought to know what the percentage is or
we oug it to have something we can go on to determine what effect
the dye has in the raising of the price. You have some fabrics there
which are completely dyed with different colors. Could you not give
us some idea of the proportion of the dye cost as to the entire cost
(if the production of that material, to the cotton goods?

Mr. Ir PPiTT. I understand what you mean, Senat6r. I do not
know at the moment, but I think it is my duty to find something on
that and submit it to you.

Senator S~i:smONS. That is the very point I was trying to draw your
attention to awhile ago.

Senator MCCUM3IB. I do not know whether the dye in the piece
amounts to only 1 mill or 10 cents, or what it is, and I would like to
know, if I am going to pass judgment on it.

Mr. LPrrT. I agree with what the Senator has said. I will only
say that this is a new thought. You know, when you come to study"
(one of these bills and consider it from various lines you do not do it
until it is passed, and it is a very complicated thing. We will try to
work out something that I think wil be protective. I would like
to consult with the dye people.

If you put a duty on sun-fast goods, has the customhouse got to
test every piece that is dyed and pass upon it, or is there some chemical
way of testing 1 Perhaps there is, but I do not know. I will under-
take to submit something for you after I consult with the dye people.

Senator MCCI.MiInF.R. On the dyes I have assumed that th cost wis
such a mere bagatelle to the producing cost of the prodluet that it
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could hardly be taken into consideration at all in the fixing of tariff
rates, and ifI am mistaken I would liko to be shown that.

Mr. LaPprr. It is in that piece of goods [indicating) and also in
that piece of goods. It is almost controlling i this piece of goods
that the Englishman is advertising for sale [indicating].

Senator SwOOT. Not as to the price?
Mr. Lip3rr. I say in the case of the sun-fast dye, with such an

enormous amount of coloring matter as there is in this, that it is the
controlling feature.

Now, the problem is how to get a duty that will cover that. We do
not need it on a piece like that [indicating) or like that; but we do need
it on every piece of gingham I think. All the gingham mills of the
country will need it inside of five or six years. I tdnk that is all I
have to say.

Senator IVALsit. Are there any sun-fast dyes made by the American
dye industry?

Mr. LiPATr. Oh, yes; here is one [indicating].
Senator WALsu. To what extent has the American dye industry

made progress in the manufacture of satisfactory dyes ?
Mlr.-IPPnr. I think they have made great progress, Senator.
Senator WALSH. But there are certain dyes that it is absolutely

necessary to go to foreign markets to get?
Mr. Lipm'fr. That is true.
Senator McCUMBEi. You would still be in favor of encouraging

them until they could perfect the sun-fast dyes, would you no.t?
Mr. LiPpirr. If they do it within a reasonable time, yes.
Senator WAsh. With compensatory duties ?
Mr. LpPrrr. Yes. Mr. Lowe asked me to say just one thing

about the amount of thread put in goods. You know, the way the
tariff is levied is by assuming that the length of thread in a piece
of goods is the same as the width or length of the cloth. And in all
goods there is a certain'take-up, but it varies greatly, and the result of
that is that when the customhouse figures the yarn in a piece of goods
and says it is No. 30 yarn, it was probably No. 33, when woven,
so 'there is 10 per cent less duty than there should be. It has been
suggested that instead of using 840 yards, which is the basis of every
number, that 750 yards be used. This would just about compen-
sate, so that the tariff would be levied on the actual number that,
went to make up the goods instead of the figured number that is
used in the customhouse now.

Senator SMooT. The average is 10 per cent on the filling as well
its the warp?

Mr. L'PirrT. Yes.
Senator SMcyr. Is that tho.averago? There would be more in

the filling than in the warp.
Mr. LaPPwrr. In some it would be a little less and in some it would

be a little more. Here are two or three samples of fancy weave
goods that show great extremes. Here is a seersucker, where some
yarn is two-ply forties, but would be assessed as two-ply twenty-
sevens.

Hero is a very beautiful piece of goods, where everything is put
in zigzag. The zigzag thread is taken only as if it were the length
of the goods. The result is that whereas it is two-ply forties it
is taken as two-ply twenty-sevens.
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Here is a very interesting piece of goods, whore some threads are
seven times the actual length of the distance they take up in the
goods. You can not cover all of those things in your tariff, but I
only want you to see to what an extent it goes, and I think it shows
that there should be a scientific way of assessing that duty.

Let me show you that litft!¢ thread that goes zigzag across that
piece of goods, so that there are seven times as many yards of that
thread as there are yards of the cloth on which it is imposed. That
is a very interesting weave, a Russian cord, the only way known
of producing a full-colored cord on a piece of white goods. That is
a very expensive thing, putting that little cord in there, and it adds
a great many cents to the value of those goods.

Senator McCUMBER. We are very much obliged to you.
Mr. Lirprrr. Thank you very much, Senator.

JACQUARD BLANKETS AND BLANKET CLOTH.

[Paragraph 908.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. OWEN, JR. PROVIDENCE, R. I., REP-
RESENTING THE BEACON MAhUFACY UING Co.

Senator McCINmE. Please state your name and whom you repre-
sent..

Mr. OwEs. My name is Charles D. Owen, jr., and I represent the
Beacon Manufacturing Co., of New Bedford, Mass., as well as other
manufacturers of Jacquard blanket cloths.

Senator WALSH. here are they located ?
Mr. OwF.'. There is one in Rhode Island one in Spray, N. C., one

in Taunton, Mass., and one in Lewiston, Afe. I want to call atten-
tion to what. seeins to be an omission from the present bill as passed
by the Ihouse. In paragraph 911 Jacquard blanket goods are ex-
cepted, as well as terry-woven and pile fabrics, the evident intention
being to provide for these goods elsewhere. For instance, in 909
terry-woven and pile fabrics are provided for, but our goods are not
again mentioned in the bill, the result being that while our blankets
would come under.920----

Senator S.tooT. Yes; that is right. That gives 28 per cent.
Mr. OwEN. That I am not objecting to, but when we come to piece

foods we make the request. I show you here a blanket that is used
or a garment; it is woven similar to upholstery fabric. This blan-

ket is used for bath robes; and here is a piece of goods in the gray,
and here is the same goods finished, that are woven for that same
purpose. They come in on the basis of 14 per cent under sectionn
903, as we see it.. That covers piece goods.

Senator SMOyr. Yes; that is so.
Mr. OwEN. What we want to ask you to do is to put them in with

upholstery fabrics, or provide for them in some other way.
Senator SMooT. You could not put them in with upholstery fab-

rics, because if you did they would not come under that description.
I do not know lhow you would put that.

Mr. OwEN. Could you not specify them as Jacquard blanket
goods woven with more than one colored filling? Our reason for
asking this is that in the last five or six years, since the war started,
the cutting trade has almost entirely made these garments to be used
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for bath robes and negligee purposes with piece goods, and wlle
you gave our plain blankets 20 per cent, woven on four looms to a
weaver, these are two looms to a weaver, four by four box, all Jacquard
motions, and they are reduced to 14 per cent."

Senator Suoor. In other words, you want that to be 30 per cent I
Mr. OWEN. We would like to have it equalized with the blankets

in any manner you think best to arrange that.
Senator WALqi. Have you prepared a memorandum a, to thatI
Mr. OwE.. Yes, sir; we have prepared a memorandum.
Senator SMoOr. If you want 30 per cent, that can be easily ar-

rangel by putting after the word "cloths." in line 14 of paraluph
90, on page 108, the words 'upholstery cloth, Jacquard fi ured
blankets, and blanket cloth made with more than one colored filling
thread.'

Senator WALSH. Will you please hand your memorandum it) the
reporter to be inserted in'the recond

Mr. OwEN. Y(-,. sir.
(The iaemoranItun is as follows:)

We -Ak to have c:reeted an opluwtre omu,'ion from the lariff hill &4 ja~ki Iby th,.
llo1Ame. JaIq iIA figuretl hlankelat as well a. terry-woven and pile (al,ri' an. ,leli-
,ith'l ex,'lridel win ( jir.graph1l 1. theevidlent intEon liii.. to iPvile 6'r the"
good elsewhere. 'rhi. h k/en done in the , Le Of ,errv-wiwVr 3n pil. II.irigs iu
p aravrjph 909. lut Jacqiiard figures Ilankets and hlblnkel gAi ar- noti ain mers-
tion1el in the hill.

As Javitanl ligumlred blankel and Ilanket goouis are nearest to tiphoLer" Iatri,.
in conntrucion and protection cot. we suggmt that they te provided] for unter
]'argraph (W. making this paragraph read as follows:

"l'AR. 908. Tapestries and other JAiqNuard woven uph"olart- ,loth.. Jaryial
figiretl blankets, and lplanket goott made with more than one rolorl tilling ihr,,l.
in the piece or otherwise. conipoeI wholly or in, chief vahue of rotto Wr h-r vc-_-.
table filer. 30 per cent ad! valorem."

Senator SuooTr. As I said, on page 108 of line 14, after the word
"cloths" put "Jacquard figured blankets, and blanket cloth."

Mr. OwE.N. Yes, sir; "in the piece or otherwise." That would
cover it.

Senutor SmOT. So that paragraph 908 as you stated would read:
Tar4-tries and other Jacquanl-woven uphotoery clohs. Jacquaril nt turel I.lankt.

ad blanket clolhs, in the piece or otherwise. etc.'

JMr. OwEs. Yes, sir. That will come in after the wrl- "uphol-
stery cloths" t

Senator SMiooT. Yes, sir.
Mr. OwEN. That is what we sugest, but one of your experts sug-

gested that we ought to specify "With more than one color of filling"
in order to prevent other goods being included.

Senator SitOoT. That would bie safer.
Mr. OwE.N. lie has added after the words "blanket guods,'" stated

in our memorandum, the words "made with more than one colored
filling thread." lie has added those words to make them specify
these goods more particularly. That would cover drop-box worK.
The warp thread is in all cases one color, and the filling is usually
three and sometimes four.

Senator Soor. Was that all you wanted to say .
Mr. OWEN. Yes, sir.
senatorr McUOtMBvR.. We are very much obliged to you.
Mr. OwEN. I am very much obliged to you. sir.
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PILE FABRICS.

[Parsgramph ,A.]

STATEMENT OF WARD THORON, TREASUREIR OF THE MERRIMAOK
MANU ACTURING CO., LOWELL, MASS., AN) HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

Mr. Thono.v. My name is Ward Thoron. My address is 53 State
Street, Boston, Mass.

Senator McCUIMBER. What par*raph do you wish to speak about ?
Mr. Tuoao.. Paragraph 009, pile fabrics.
Senator WALwSn. Your company owns industries in both Massa-

chusetts and Alabama ?
Mr. Trioao.-. Yes, sir.
Senator WAlIh. Do you make the same kind of goods in both

places t
M1r. TntoRo.v. No; they are entirely different. Mr. Chairman

under the Dinglev and Payne-Aldrich*bills thelie was a compound
duty on pile fabiics with a minimum duty of 471 per cent. Tie
paragraph was exactly the same from 1898 to 1913. There was no
change in its worliig in these two bills. The Underwood bill
redu&d the duty to 40 per cent ad valorem. Under the earlier bills
the duties actually collected varied from 72 per cent to about 52
1wr cent. The new tariff, or the Fordney bill, proposes to' give pile
fabrics a protection of 33J ad valorem on American valuations,
which is assumed to be the equivalent of 50 per cent on the foreign
valuation. While this will be a substantial increase over the Under-
wood provision, it actually is quite a little less than the average
.ollected under the two earlier Republican bills.
We all know that a tariff is always largely an experimental i matter.

Figures are often very misleading. The general impression in our
industry is that the provision made for us is sufficient, except in tile
instance of the finer velveteens which we have recently undertaken
to make (that is, since the war began), and which may be dignated
as twill-back velveteens, in order to distinguish them from plain-back
velveteens. They have in excess of 300 picks to an inch, while the
plain backs have from 200 to 300 picks; the twill backs will run from
300 to 500 and more.

Senator Smoor. You want 10 per cent extra?
Mr. THORON. Yes; we want 10 per cent extra for the twill backs.

I do not know whether the committee will care to examine samples of
the different kinds of pile fabrics. Included in this general designa-
tion of "pile fabrics" are, first of all, plushes. This is a piece of
finished plush; and here I have samples taken at various stages of
manufacture of the same piece of plush; it will interest the committee
to know that plush goes through 61 operations in the course of finish-
ing it after it is woven; 4 in the cutting stage, 18 in the dressing stage,
I in the dyeing stage, 26 in the finishing stage, and 6 in the packing.

Here is a sample of the cloth before it is cut. It is woven double;
afterwards a knife cuts it apart, which gives it the pile which shows
in this second sample. This shows the cloth after it is cut; and this
shows it after it is bleached. The fourth sample shows it after it is
dyed. and in the fifth it is finished. Plush is one kind of pile fabric.
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Senator SMOOT. Have you a sample of a piece having more than
300 filling threadsI

Mr. TIORON. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. I just want to look at it; that is all,
(The witness thereupon handed to Senator Smoot the desired

sample.)
Mr. Tioew. The next pile fabric is what is called corduroy. This

is a piece of corduroy finished (exhibiting sample to the comnitteeo.
Corduroy requires 102 processes, excluding the weaving; 6 in the cloth
room after it is woven, 10 in the napping stage, 2 in the cutting stage.
It is cut by machinery, so that this stage is rather simple. After cut-
ting there are 23 operations in the dressing stage, 33 in the dyeing
stage, 23 in the finishing stage, and 5 in the packing room, making
a total of 103.

These samples show it in various stages of manufacture. This [re-
ferring to sample] shows the cloth as woven, and this after napping;
both before cutting.

Senator LA FOLLrTFE. How is that cutting (lone I
Mr. TJoRoN. The cloth is placed in a machine which pays it out

to fine iron needles which pick up the races and hold them in place for
disk knives to cut them as the cloth is fed to the knives. In corduroy
the races are sufficiently far apart to permit doing this on a machine.

Theso other samples show the corduroy in different stages-when it
is brushed, singed, dyed, brushed after dyeing, and, final y, when it is
finished. About those two kinds of pile fabrics there is no particular
question. We mention them to show what is included in this para-graph.Tie next thing I have here is a plain-back velveteen. This is a

piece of plain-back velveteen finished. It goes through 456 opera-
tions, including weaving as one. The cloth-room operations are 5,
cutting operations 376, of which 370 are in cutting.

It will interest the committee, if they are not already familiar with
the process, to see what happens. Here [exhibiting sample] is a piece
of velveteen cloth uncut. There [indicating] are the races cut, and
they are cut by inserting this knife in here and cutting each race in
turn. The knife is held in the hand by an operator, and the cloth is
put in a machine which rolls it toward the operator, and when the
race has been cut the whole length of the piece the operator with-
draws the knife and inserts it in the next race, and so it goes on until
all the races are cut.

In this particular velveteen, which is only a 22-inch cloth, there are
370 different insertions of that knife required to do it.

The dressing operations amount to about 20, the dyeing operations
to 21, the finishing operations to-17, and the packing operations to 6,
making in all 455 after weaving.

Senator SiooT. Referring to this one little piece of goods, there
are no importations of this kind of material into the Unitel States,are t here?

Mr. Tnoeov. Oh, yes. Fine velveteens have been heretf cre
largely imported.

Senator SMbOOT. Mighty few of them have ever come here. Where
do you get the stock for this?

Mr. TniORON. It is made out of 1-kinch, li-inch, anti I 4-invl
cotton. We make it ourselves; we do the whole thing.
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Senator SuooT. Is it made of Egyptian cotton I
Mr. THoxoN. No; Egyptian cotton is too slippery; it will not (to.
Senator SmooT. It is a wonderful thread, and it is likewise "a

wonderful piece of goods,
Mr. THoRoN. We have made velveteens oven finer than that.
Senator CALDER. Is it made exclusively of American cotton ?
Mr. TitowN. It is entirely of American cotton.
Senator SuooT. You say there are pieces like this imported?
Mr. TioRe. Oh, yes.
Senator SMOoT. Where (1o they come fromI
Mr. TUoRoN. England. I have some English samples here, if the

committee cares to look at them. I did not want to bother the com-
mittee.

Senator SmooT. I wish you would cut me off a piece of that.. I
would like the sample; I would like to count it.

Air. THoRoN.. I will leave the whole piece with you. There is very
little of it.

Senator WALSH. Will you please describe this piece of cloth [indi-
eating].

Mr. TnORON. That particular cloth is a 30-inch twill-back velvet-
eci-. It requires 1,577 operations to finish it after it is woven, of
which 1,438 consist in cut in the races.

As the Merrimack Manufacturing Co. has only made this cloth
(we have never imported any), we know very little about the
foreign market. One of our competitors, who makes plain-back
velveteens in large quantities is also an importer of twill-back vel-
veteens; lie has imported these better velveteens in the picker stage-
that, is, after it has been cut and singed and finished-converting
them at lia factory in this country.

There is another manufacturer in Now York who has undertaken
to make these high-grade velveteens since the outbreak of the war.

Senator Sioo'. What do you get a yard wholesale for that cloth?
Mr. TiORON. I think the present price of that to us is about

$1.65.
Senator WVALSI. That is the manufacturer's price?
Mr. TnoRoN11. That is the manufacturer's price to the jobber.
Senator S3toor. The retail price would be about $7.
Mr. TnonoN. What the retailer does, I (to not know.
Senator SMoOr. You go down and see. It would be not a cent

less than that.
Mr. THORON. My competitor, who is also an importer, and, as I said,

has finished twill backs from imported cloth, tells me, from the figures
he gets from Europe-which he does not give me-it is a very
peculiar thing about New England manufacturers, they (1o not
confide in each other at all-that he thinks there is danger in regard
to these high-rade velveteens, and that he fears the protection sug-
gested in the Fordney bill will be insufficient to make it possible for
us to continue their manufacture.

Senator SMOOT. So far as I am concerned, if you think the Ameri-
can manufacturer can make that cloth I am willing to give him pro-
tect im).

Mr. Tnoo.. If the committee does not care to have any further
argument-
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Senator SHIooT (interposing). The committee may; I am speaking
only for myself.

Mr. TIORON. The facts are that it was not made in this country
before the war, and this is the way we came to make it: A large
jobbing house, that had been an importer of foreign velveteens in
these high grades, finding it very difcult to get any from Europe,
asked us if we would not experiment and make some; and we started
making these velveteens. Last year while the total volume in yards
of velveteens'which we sold was no greater than it was in 1914*, half
of it was of this finer grade, and obviously we had dropped in ou"
sales of the more common grades 50 per cent.

This year, of course, there has been no business in velveteens.
I do not think any velveteens have been imported to speak of. The
customhouse would know better than I (1o. But I can not imagine
how any importer would venture to buy foreign velveteens this year
when the country is oversupplied with them, and none of the local
mills were able to sell any to speak of.

There was a great demand for velveteens in 1920. Then yo
could not satisfy the jobbers. Everybody wanted all you could
make. The public ceased buying, however, and when 1921 came
the jobbers were stocked with probably a year's supply. We infer
this from the quantities of velveteens paidfor and stored with us.
This year we have not sold any to speak of.

Senator WATSOn. How much does that sell for it y ard ?
Mr. THORON. I have an idea that the present price is something

like $1.65 from us to the jobber. What the jobier is selling it for
is another matter. I am inclined to think he is probably asking
$1.60 in an effort to clean up his stock; lie is not huyin any. however.
We have not sold any. We simply have a price. Until'tljobbers
get rid of their stock it is useless either to take nwy his market or to*
get him ti, take any more.

On the other hand, it has been a very expensive thing training the
people to make these cloths. It is a very hazardous business, be-
cause of the number of mistakes that are made. The ease with which
mistakes are made makes for a larger proportion of the cloth not
salable at a price which returns the cost,.

Senator WATSON. Do you use American or foreign dyes in these
goods?

Mr. Tuono. I think in those blacks the dyes would be American.
Senator WATSOx. The velveteens?
Mr. Tnoo.N. Yes. When you get to certain shades of other colon

to got the proper combination, you sometimes have to have a foreign
dye, because we (o not use the color that we buy from the dye people
as it comes to us. We mix it in with other colors, and while two dye
men may offer you two colors that look exactly alike, they will not
behave exactly alike in combination with other colors, and conse-
uently they are not, an eqjuivalent for each other. But we have
und the American dyes we use---and I should think 90 per cent (if

the dyes we use are of Amierican origin--do pretty well atier you
learn the trick of using them. It mty b e at little expensive sonetilie
to find out what they will do.

Senator WATSOX. And you regard them its fast now, do you?
Mr. 'rnito.OX. That is another question. It depends on 'the use to

which you are going to put them.
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Senator WATSON. You testified on the dye question I
Mr. 'Thono.;. Yea, sir; I did.
Senator WATSO.. As I recall it, you did, and I was asking that

question to find that out.
Mr. Tuonox. Now, gentlemen, that is what we ask for. I do not

know whether you care Eo listen to any lengthy statement as to how
we get at the 10 per cent. I will tell you perfectly frankly we do not
know ourselves. We hope 10 per cent will be effective. We have
no basis for saying 10 or 12 or 5 will do it, but wo are willing to try.
Of course, being piece dyers, we may suffer from the increased cost
of dyes, but we (to not agree with the general tendency of opinion
that the cost which has to be equalized by a tariff is simply the cost
of wages or cost of labor. There are at least six other factors, that
are quite as prominent, including the higher cost of machinery, the
higher cost of capital, the different labor hours, the restlessness of
labor. The restlessness of labor is a very expensive thing; each new
gang you get in has to be trained; American labor is much more rest-
less than ,uropean labor. There are a half dozen thing at least
that go to make that up -the differences in cost. Exactly-how much
each contributes nobody can tell. You can not sit down and figure
that. Usually it is said that relative wholesale prices represented a
pretty good basis to go by. Probably in normal times they do. But
present times are not normal, and I would not give two cents for a
comparison between the European wholesale prices and the American
wholesale prices at the present time as a basis for such a purpose.

Our general feeling is that we have managed to survive under the
two earlier tariffs of 1898 and 1910, whatever the dates were, anti
even though the cost of a goa many things is higher, like in the case
of dyes, etc., we consider the protection we wilFget will cover this,
and we are willing to take our chances. We know that the country
is apt to howl if duties get too higi, though they do not seem to

apreciate the fact that during those two earlier tariffs the industries
of the country were never more prosperous and the labor of the
country never lived on a higher plane of well-being than they did then,
and that on the whole the country really benefited by it. -If a few
people did make some money, it was a very small amount when
distributed among the whole number of people who bought things;
the country has actually profited to a larger degree.

I have a printed brief here. I can not say very much for it from a
statistical standpoint, but it is the best we could do; it represents our
views on the subject. I beg permission to file it as a part of my
remarks.

Senator McCusmnR. It will be printed as a part of your remarks.

BRIEF OF WARD THORON, REPRESENTING THE MERRIMACK UANUFAOTURINO CO.,
LOWELL, MASS.

The .lerrimack'.antfaetturing Co.. a manufacturer. converter, and finisher of
cotton pile fabrics. respectfullv submit th. following suggestions relating to the pro-
tection proposed to be given to this class of textiles in parr ph f)OJ of 11. It. 745%:

1. Under the Dingley and Payne-Aldrich bills-that is, from 1897 to 1913-the
duty wascompound with a minimum ad valorem of 47J per cent. The dutyactually
edllected ranged from a maximum of 71.18 per cent to a rinnimum of 50.38 per cent.
Under the Underwood tariff, from 1914 to date, the dut, was 40 per cent ad valorem.
Under the Fordney bill it is proposed that the duty shall he 33J per cent on American
values, on the theory that this fa the equivalent of 50 per cent ad valorem under the
old system of foreign values.
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2. Although this will be an incree over the protection in the Underwood tariff,
it is distinctly lees than afforded the cheaper grades of pilo fabrics from 1897 to 1913.
We believe It will be sufficient in the cases of pluses corduroys, and the coasrer
grades of cotton velvets and velveteens; but we do not think it will effectively protect
the finer velvets and velveteens, particularly when advanced through or beyond
the stage of manufacture known as "cutting." These finer velveteens are generally
known as "twill backs," and are composed of in excess of 300 picks, or filling threads,
to an inch.

3. We request, therefore, the insertion of a bracket in paragraph 909 for the purpose
of giving additional protection to these "twill backs,' and suggest that tb said
p v , so amended, shall read as follows:
- "Par. 99. Pile fabrics, composed wholly or in chief value of cotton, including
plush and velvet ribbons cut or uncut, whether or not the pile covers the whole sur-
face, and manufactures, in any form, made or cut from cotton pile fabrics, 83J per
cent ad valorem: Provwd, That any o the foregoing containing in excess o 300
picks or filling threads to the inch, including the 11 pile threads, when advanced
through the stage of cutting or beyond, shall pay in adtion to the foregoing rate of
duty 10 per cent ad valorem; terry-woven fabrics, composed wholly or in chief value
of cotton, and manufactures, In any form, made or cut from terry-woven fabrics, 25
per cent ad valorem."

ARGUMENT.

4. The cotton textiles covered by the designation "pile fabrics" in this paragraph
of the bill are plushes, velvets and velveteens, and corduroys.

The United States Tariff Commission has prepared a general statement of the highly
technical processes of this portion of the cotton industry, which is sufficiently accurate
for all practical purposes. The statistical data which the commission's report contains
is imufficient but unfortunately Is all that is available. It relates to the group as
a whole and furnishes no data from which to judge of the relative needs of the several
kinds of cloth in the group. Consequently, it is impossible to draw from it any con-
clusion In regard to cotton velvet and velveteens as distinguished from plushes and
cordoys; or in reard to "twill back" velvets and velveteens of highpick content
as dis~ ned rinm "plain back" velveteens of lower pick contents. The iame
criticism applicable to the statistics of the census; although in the 1919 figures cor-
duroys are sparated from plushes, velvets, and velveteens, which are still grouped
together. e do not see how any useful inferenceacan be drawn from these statistics.

5. The group as a whole shows a steady ln ree in domestic consumption of these
fabrics during the last 20 years; this increase has been entirely taken care of by
increased domestic production. The yardage of imports tended to increase from
1898 to 1902; then to decrease from 1903 to 1910; it trippled in 1911 and remained
stationary from that year through 1917; in 1918 and 1919 Imports were at their lowest
pont, and In 1920 they started up agoin. The figures furnished for the calendar
years 1918, 1019, and 1020 show this revival quite clearly, and are as follows:
1918 ( 357,693 square yards) ............................................ $354, 356
1919 (433,35 square yards) ........... ................................. 593,147
1920 (1,038,664 square yards) ........................................... 1,115,295

The check or stoppage o1 imports, due to war and postwar conditions, appeared to
be rapidly passing, when, with the utter stagnation of business of the present year,
all demand for cotton velvets, domestic or foreign, disappeared, and imports again
diminished.

6. How these tendencies apply to the several clam" included in the group "pile
fabrics" we can only eurnml. Our own experience with corduroys extends over
20 years 10 years with velveteens, 3 years with plush. We sold in 1920 twice the
amount in liear yards of corduroys Which we did In 1913 and only the same quan-
tity of velveteens; the plush venture is too recent to figure in the comparison. Our
own theory is that the chief growth in the production ol pile fabric has been in cor-
duroys and plushes, and that in the last eight years, the production of cotton velvets
and velveteens shows very slight, if any, increase. These latter are essentially a
louur for persons 6f moderate means, and the demand for them is largely controlled
by fashion. We think velveteen represent the larger portion of the imports of pile
fabrics, and that a certain quLntity will always be impofted no matter what the duty
is owing to the fact that quality, rather than price, controls in the case of the finer
fabrics and also owing to the prestige of forein origin, particularly if it be Englih.
7. Te proce to be followed n weaving, convrting, and fishing these three

kinds of coth, differ greatly. Velvet. and velveteens are much the most difficult
to make and finish, and In their manufacture the diffictlty increases with the fineneen
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and width of the fabric. The finest "vil backst' have as many as 500 picks or
filing threads to an inch; we have not ,nade any with more than 465 or lees than 34

theI plln , ' or more grde of velveteens will have between 200 and
300.~ ~ -Nels om, the 4i utyf the wbrk there hazard of accidents and the costincea ea tly wtth = number of tGrad. We first made "tWill backs 1

in 1914. The demand for our product Increased in 1915 and 1916; almost disappeared
in 1917; revived in 1918 1919, 1920, in which last year it eq led that for our com.
moner "Plain backs." In 1921 owing to the large uhliqr.idAted stocks in the hands of
jobbers and cutters up, demand on manufaturers for all LI ' of velveteens has practi-
cally ceasd. It I for these finer velveteen., which we generally dmignate as "twill
backs that we ask additional protection in the bracket suggestd above.

8. *hen we come to the consideration of how much protection is needed to be
effective, the question becomes very difficult. We frankly admit the additional per-
centage we have naned is purely empirical, and we hope it will be sufficient. For
lack of better data we have pursued the following method in our endeavor to reach a
conclusion.

9. The fundamental facts which made protection necaary In the past we con-
ceive to be the followingRelative cost of bu g and machinery: The smaller the cost Is, the smaller
will be the capital required to be invested in plant for equal productive capcity.

Relative number of hours a plant may be operated, by custom or law: The greater
the number is pet 24 hours, the greater will be the output from equal productive
c adty.

e reative wage sale: The lower the wage scale is, the lower will be the cost
of production of equal output from equal productive capacity.

The si of labor: The skiu of the lhoer who Inherts his craft is usually neater
than that of an operative who must be taught his trade without any Inherlted apfi.
tude for th. same. This shows in the quality of the product and in the elimination
of lose from defective or bad work.

The relative restlesness of labor: Which Is reflected in the labor turnover and the
consequent expense of training new men.

The relative cost of capital and of credit: Temporarily or permanently employed
in the conduct ofa en .terprise.

10. While ther are other factors such as taxation, propinquity to market for raw
material or for manufactured products, etc., the six just mentioned are the more
obvious ones. If we aw-e not mistaken It will be admitted that heretofore, under
normal conditions, the advantage in each of these respects has rested with the foreign
manufacturet. Such adIvantage has been, in no way, measurably compensated by
any advantage in cost of tmaniortation due to proximity of raw material or of ultimate
market for the manufactured product.

11. The domestic manufacturer operated under these permanent disadvantages,
and to make industry poeible under such circumstances protective tariffs were early
devised-tariffs which would not only compensate for these disadvantages but at
the same time be a source of revenue to the Federal Oovernment. A protective tariff
will not only balance them irregularities and so make industry possible but will do
so with suffcient liberality to encourage industries. Other factor may temporarily
intervene, such as over or under production, fluctuati6ne in the value of international
exchange, which will nullify the effectiveness of a tariff, unless it be framed with suffi.
client liberality to be fully adequate at all times.

12. Owing to the difficulty of valuing these several disadvantages in percent
of increased or decreased cost, It is no easy matter to framv in adequate tariff, even in
normal times. In normal times, when production and consumpon are fairly well
balanced, comparative wholesale prices, at home and abroad, ve been generally
thought to gauge the effect of thoe various factors as well as anything.. 8uch a corn-
pirison gave some sort of a tentative basis for determining a proper rate of protec-
tion; and subsequent tariffs could modify the same, as experience, rather than logic,
showed the ne6e6sty.

13. At the present time, as an outcome of war conditions and of an Incomplete
readjustment from them, comparsons between wholesale prices foreign and domestic,
in many instances offers a vey dangerous guide-or rather, nois"- at all-for deter-
minin a rate properly protective under normal conditions. This is particularly so in
the case of cotton velvets and velveteens, and on this we desire to lay particular etres.The domestic market Is in the following condition: (a) Large stoc 9 with the m nu-
facturers, for which thure is absolutely no demand; (b) lage stocs with jobberswho
am offering them below cot of replacement and without success in moving them in
any volume; (c) no disposition on the pat of garment makers o.T retailers to buy, for
reasons of caution, or of credit, or for lk of demand from the ultimate public.
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Meanwhile the manufacturers have taken large losses, due to the decline in the
value of cotton, and the readjustment of the scale of wa. This we believe is true
of the jobbers as well.. These factors make for normal values at home-rather sub-
normal--owing to the present condition of overproduction.

Abroad the situation is different. There his been great reluctance on the part of
textile manudacturere in England to tale their loes on high.priced cotton, and their
wage scales held to certain dite, which have only recently expied. Their wholesale
prices still remain unduly high.

Under these circumstances, we irdst it s impossible to make any reliable com-
parison for the purpose of determine a permanent rate of protection.

14. We are convinced that the Underwood tariff will be insufficient to protect our
industry, and In the absence of any other reliable data the obvious thing to do
would seem to be to go back to the last protective tariffs framed in normal times--
those of 1897 and 1909. With these as a starting point we should consider what, if
any, modifications they require, in view of chan conditions. Applying this method
to our own industry, our first conclusion is that there is nothing in e outlook to
indicate that it needs less protection than it received from 189? to 1913. If the period
between these dates is considered a time of normal conditions, we must confess that
during those years our business as a whole was not strikingly profitable; a slight vari.
ation in the whim of fashion or in the general prosperity of the country tended to
make any profit rapidly disappear. Puna& the war period, for various reasons-such
as high earn"gs of wage earners, the extension of such classes to include quantities of
women never so employed before, the gradual closing of European sources of supply,
and othem lees clearly discernable-a great wave of prosperity came to the domestic
pile fabric industry, resulting in unusual and lage profits. This has been followed by
a period of stagnation, which sooner or later will end and be followed by the old pre.
war s"t le.

In this post-war trWle there will be some readjustments in the relations of the
six groups of fact.:e which we have previously referred to. If we are not mistaken
the balance will, more than ever, incline in favor of the foreign manufacturer, and
we shall need more rather than les protection than we needed between 1897 and 1913.

STATEMENT OF NELSON KERSHAW, REPRESENTING TERRY
M&NUPAOTURBRB' ASSOCIATION, CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA.

Senator McCCuBER. What paragraph are you speaking onI
Mr. KEwnAw. On 909. We respectfully represent that we are

engaged in the manufacture of terry pile fabrics and that our mills
are located at various points throughout the United States; that our
products are in competition with pile fabrics produced m foreign
countries imported into the United States, and that, therefore, the
proposed tariff bill is a matter of vital concern to our interests; in
view of which it is respectfully urged that your honorable com-
mittee gives serious consideration to the following facts in aMving
at a proper tariff rate on so-called terry pile fabrics imported into
the United States:

First. Fabrics and articles made of terry pile weave--not woven
over wires--differ in weaving, handling, and treatment from any
and every other class of textiles. The making of terry pile fabrics
other than over wires is not strictly a mechanical process; in the
sense that in order to produce a pile of uniform depth without the
aid of wires much skill and attention is required from the weaver,
with frequent adjustment to the machinery. This labor is entirely
trained, in very limited supply, and commands high wages.

Second. The Governments of Central Europe, with the purpose of
reestablishing their interrupted industries, are appealing to their
labor for an extreme minimum wage and a 12-hour day, and we are
reliably informed that when in a position to procure raw material,
their factories and miles will begin operations on the above basis.

It must be clear therefore, to your honorable committee that' the
terry pile fabric industry of this country could not continue to pay the
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high rate of wages commanded by the terry weavers of America on
a 48-hour week basis sufficient to maintain the workman's standard
of living and continue to operate against the competition of foreign
goods manufactured. under a low wage and long working day;
therefore, we respectfully petition your honorable committee, first,
to establish for the terry pile fabric manufacturers a special classifica-
tion, to wit uncut pile fabrics, including Turkish towels Turkish
bath mate, Turkish wash cloths, Turkish towehng, Turkish robing,
Turkish bath sheets, fabrics, and all other articles made of terry
weave, not woven over wires; second, to establish a minimum tariff
of 45 per cent on terry pile fabrics and articles made of terry weave
this being the rate of duty prior to 1913, before the Underwood tariff
bill was passed.

The rate of duty under the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill was 45 per
cent. The Underwood tariff bill put the rate of duty on our goods
to 25 per cent.

We appeared before the Ways and Means Committee when they
were preparing the bill (H. R. 7456) and petitioned them to give
us a special classification, separating our goods from the goods they
were formerly classed with m the Underwood bill and to put them
into the pile-fabric class, which they have done. But they have only
given us in that bill a rate of duty of 25 per cent. We consider that
too low and we petition your body to give us at least 331 per cent
under tile American-valuation plan. If the American-valuation plan
is not carried out, we should ask you to give us a rate of duty of 45.5
per cent to cover our class of goods, so that we can maintain our
business without any backward step. .

This business is not a large industry. There are but 6,000 looms
altogether in the United States.

Senator LA FouLrr. How many men are employed to operate
them?

Mr. KzRsHAw. One individual is required to operate four looms.
Mr. LA FOLLwrrE. Is the weaver a man, boy, woman, or girl I
'Ar. KERSHAW. Some are men and some are women.
Senator LA FouvrrE. Are there some girls and some boys ?
Mr. KERSHAW. There are no girls and boys; they are grown-up

people.
Senator SMooT. What kind of looms are you using?1
Mr. KERsHAw. We use a loom made in Philadelphia. In our par-

ticular establishment we use looms, made in the East. There are
various kinds of looms used. Our looms are all Jacquard work, and
we make what is known as high-grade Turkish towels, bath mats, etc.

The reason for asking that is this: The rate of wages that I pro-
cured from the statistics furnished by the experts of the Ways and
Means Committee are as follows: Wages in Begum, weavers, is
$7.76 per week; in England it averages $12.39; in France it averages
$10.20; in'Italy it averages $6.13; and in Japan it averages $3.
aThe average rate of pay that weavers make in our industry runs

about $36. So you can see the leeway they have in putting a foreign
valuation gn the goods that they bring here from those countries and
the extreme low cost of operation which they have to pay in manu-
facturing their goods as compared with us. That is the reason we
are asking you to put our ra of duty at 45 cents if the American-
valuation clause is eliminated. We are satisfied with 331 per cent
if the American.aluation clause is incorporated in the bill.
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LACINGSj LACES, AND BRAIDS.

Paragraphs 912 and 1430.)

OTATMNT OV TIM WASROW FPAIM, 00., RRAI)IXG, PA.

In the national platform of the Republican Party, adopted in 1920, it is stated:"Bd the Republican Party reaffirms its belief inthe pitective ltmniple and
pedee itself to a revision of the tariff soon as conditions shall make it necemsafor th9*aer tion ohii home market for American labor, agricul.ture, and IndutryT."

The measure of protection to which American industries are entitled was enunciated
by the R lican Party in 1908, as follows:

"In all tiN legislation the true principle of protection Is best maintained by the
imposition of uch duties a will equa the diffeience between the cost of production
at home and abroad, together with a reasonable profit to American industries."

Applying this just and logical rule to products of our own factory we find that the
rates on these as fxed in the pending tariff bill as It passed the House of Rtepresenta-
tives falls far short of making up te difference between the cost of production In
foreign countries and in America, o ay nothing of allowing for a profit for the American
manufactures. For this reason we venture to direct your attention to certain schedules
and request that the tariff rates in them be raised to more nearly conform to the rule
adepted by the political party which has been Intrusted by the American electorate
with the rawnbolity for revising the tariff.

Paragraph 912 of the Fordney bill imposed a duty of 15 cents per pound and 121
r cent aid valorem on boot, shoe or coret lacings made of cotton or other vegetable

fiber. Under the tariff act of 1911 thee were dutiable at 25 per cent ad valorem.
plastic braids, cords, garters and webbing, in the same paragraph of the Fordney

bill, carry a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem. Under the tariff act of 1913 these goods
were dutiable at from 25 per cent to 60 per cent ad valorem according to clasf ction.
In both instances the new rates proposed are distinct reduction below the present
rates and if enacted into law will work a serious hardship to American manufaurers.
I, the production of boot, corset, and shoe laMOn, 66 Me cent of the total cost is

repiesented by labor. In the manufacture of elasic bridsd labor represents 54 per
cent of the cost of production.

Aourate information, obtained fist hand by our own officials, shows that German
bralders earn 280 marks per week. Foremen receive 50 per cent more and assstant
foremen 25 per cent more than journeymen. At the rate of exchange prevailng in
August, but which has since come down materially, this gave the brider eamings of
a(ut $3.60 per week.

Workers i our facty engaged at the same kind of labor earn $25 to $40 per week.
Her is a discrepancy whVch the proposed rates in paragraph 912 does not begin to

cover. Unless these rates ara very much increased we can not hope to successfully
meet German competition In these goods. Harmful competition als may be expected
from Japan, Belgium. and Italy.

In 1914 German workers in this Industry earned about 12.09 per day, or about $12.54
per week. Thus it will be seen that even should German wage advance to the pre.
war rates, which Ia highly im probable for many years to come, Americen wages would
be more than 100 e cent higher, a condition wbich the proposed tariff rates of the
Fordney bill would not compensate for. We respectfully ask that your committee
fix these rates at a level whikh will conform to the measure of protection cited at the
opening of this communication. a

DRAWS AHD LAC S.

Rickrack braids constitute one of our principal products. The duty on this article
under the tariff act of 1913 Is 60 per cent ad valorem. In the Fordney bill (par.
1430) it is proo to reduce this rate to 45 per cent ad valorem. If this is enacted
into law it will be impossible for us to meet German competition. We recently re-
ceived quotations from Otto Schuller, of Barmen, Germany, on rickrack braids, and
from these quotations we have prepared a compartive statement showing the landed
cost of such braids at the port of 'Nw York and the cost of production in our own
f actory.
It . be noted that the German quotation includes the 60 per cent duty now in

effect, together with 10 per cent to cover insurance, transportation, and other inci-
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dental expense., while our quotation covers merely the expense of production without
any allowance for profit. The statement, to which we invite your careful attention,
is as follows:

Companion of ot on rkr ad brain.

Narrow German Narrow Oerman
Fbria Co. eostUlnded 1  Fabuo Co. et slan4edSi e. Ios opr.In Now mie ¢t of mro in Now

duclo. York City. duto York Cty.

13 ...................... 0.43 1.38 33 .......... ........... . @.06 ILIO
17.. .50 37.................... 1.14 1.3421 ..................:.::::I. .a7 M6 a ........................ L.N 11.t
25 ...................... . 0 T ........................ 1.4 , .90
W ........................ .1 Mt .t ........................ L.N 2 4

From this it will be aeon at a glance how seriously our company would be affected
by the reduction from 60 per cent to 45 per cent of the tariff on these braids, as pto-
poed, We submit that this reduction should not be made, and that the existing
rate of duty should stand.

Lcee alio constitute an important part of our output. It is proposed in a ph
1430 to make them dutiable at 45 per cent ad valorem, which, we submit is -e-
quate. Recently we secured quotations from FrIedrich tchroeter, of thomnitz,
Germany, on cluny laces and from them we have prepared a statement comparing
the cost of German l laid down in New York with the cost of production of the
same product in our factory. This comparison shows plaint the dinadvantage under
which we labor in cor peting with foreign manuficturem. It Is as follows:

8c1.dule.

our atpern. Corespond erman pe tern.

Our eM1 Now cost

No. tomano. W.&L. No' Coetin York 3faetare. (At m ( o cotI .
permark).

U."t $3 40MB5 1$1 *2.50 06744
H-M 6&05 * 260 4.61 .341
H-303 481 306422 171 2.0776 .1F-210Z2 442 119422 112 29 .84
D-1122 L0 84 2 143 237 .700
D-1_ 4.01 3=1 143 2.87 .&n2

4.01 iSO 2.05 .620
D-2M 7.07 9844 7 4.82 .4D-20441 6,34 W 249 4.17 .

B-24012 OL37 322732 431 7.27 .283
B-212 I-32Z2 4 6.1 a431

B-220441 7.6 2 1 335 & .4
C-1I132 ILJl 482 7.78 .J8

313344 &0 SM 43..r 248
C-2044 7.09 31824 2.2876
(Ami4 7.05. 31@244) 208 3.4 1.062

The following letter from our southern saleema, Mr. A. L. Lightner, recall the
true situation with respect to foreign competition. It says:

T B GRUNEWALD HoTiL,
New Orleans, La., Otober 28, 1921.Ter NARROW F alRO Co.,

Re'ng, Pa.
DBAR 31R. Kisaitmocu: Eugene Ellis has just returned from Germany. While

there he purchased quantities of cluny and filet lace. He sald he had to do it in
self-defense. le showed me the laces, and the prices in German marks, figured the
duty and everything, and showed me how they would cost one.half and In some coses
about one-third the price we have to ask.
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lHe says it is almost unbelievable-the costa are almost nothing, 18 cents, 15 cents,
22 cents, up to 35 cents per dozer yards, where we range 34 cents, 48 cents, 57 cents,
87 cents. He says it almost frightened him, to be spending million- of marks only to
find he was spending $10,000 or $29,000.

He says the German mind can't grasp it. le says they can't change prices to com.
pare with ours, as they can not think in such staggering figures as told in marks.

He says cluny and filet laces pay 35 per cent duty, while other laces pay 60 per cent,
because cluny and filet are classified according to the machines on which they are
made.

By the way,,Ihe comparative prices he showed me on clinies were figured on the
mark at 0.90 cent instead of 0.55 cent, just fnr illustration. The present rate of ex-
change, of course, makes the difference all the greater. A. . LiGHNER.

Our argument is based solely upon the proposition that the measure of protection
should b6 to equalize the cost of production at home and abroad. We respectfully
ask that you apply this rule in the tariff rates to which we have referred.

WOVEN LABELS.

[Paragraph 912.J

BRIEF OF JULIUS M. X ERIS,, REPRESENTING THE CONSOLIDATED
TAEIFF COMMITTEE OF WOVEN LABEL MANUFAOTURERS OF
THE UNITED STATES, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The total investment as represented In this industry is about $8 000,000. We
have in operation between 1,200 and 1,500 looms, approximately 1,0W0 employees,
and an annual pay. roll of $1,500,000.

For the purposes of this brief we are confining ourselves to that portion of our pro.
duction manufactured in whole or for the greater part of cotton yams, although a
considerable portion of our product is made up of silk yams.

We manufictum woven labels or woven-libel designs in the form of ribbons of
various widths in which are woven trade-marks, trade names, and designs by means
of Jacquard ribbon looms. These label ribbons are later cut into units and sewn on
or atta hed to all classes of wearing apparel, such as underwear, shirts, collars, 0!*; .
ig, hate, neckties, shoes; also jewelry- bas, mattresses, towel, table linen etc.

Our industry is very technical. The flrst step is an artistic desgn made by our
sketch artist. This deign, when approved by the customer, is next made into a
Jacquard deg. From this, as a pattern, eacquard cards are cut or punched. 'Thee
Jacquard cards am then laced together and are inserted in the Jacquard machine,
which is placed in position above the loom. These Jacquard cards control the design
or lttem of the woven label.

We wish to call your attention to the fact that at the time the Payne-Aldrich law
was framed we were an infant industry, and are practically so at the present time.
Although small in numbers and in the amount of capital invested, we are a very
important part in the business of manufacturers of all kinds of garments who use a
woven label, trade-mark or design. Cotton label weye originally all made in Eng-
land, being woven of very fine and delicate yarns. The number of the cotton yarns
went as high as 20/2 for warp and filling. In the beginning, naturally, only small
quantities of labels were used but as American factories were established and an
active selling campaign started our product became more popular and a greater de-
mand was created for woven labels. During the years intervening from the time of
the Payne-Aldrich law we have considerab-y ineieased the demand for our product
until to-day woven labels are being used on almost all classes of garments,including
collars, shoes, shirts, neckties, underwear, and onjewelry bags, mattressee, towel,
table linen, and hundreds of other articles. The field was not so attractive to the
foreign manufacturers in 1909, but to-day, with the increased demand for our product,
theforeign manufacturers are keenly qeeking to enter our market and obtain this
business and during the last year we have felt this competition very keenly. In
practicaly allinstances they are putting their good, on the roaket herein this country
much cheaper than our cost of manufacture,

Our competition comes particularly from England and Germany but also from
Austria, France, and Japan, n all of which countries labor Is Fd prices ranging
anywhere from 50 per cent to as low as 20 per cent of what our employees are receiving.

%
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It is an actual fact that the different manufacturers represented by the committee
submitting this brief could to-day close their factories and Import all their labels
and make a much more substantial profit than what they are making by running
their factories and employing American help.

Fine cotton yarns ranging from one-hundreds upward and which are only ottain-
able from England constitute over 75 per cent of the construction or composition of
our labels. It is impossible to obtain these yarns from American manufacturers,
as they do not manufacture them. In fact American yarns only constitute about
25 per cent of the material of our product. These English yarns are dutiable at from
22* per cent to 27J per cent ad valorem plus 7 cents per pound specific duty'under the
present tariff law, whereas the finished labels woven of these identical yarns are duti-
able at only 25 per cent ad valorem plus 7 cents per pound specific duty. It is not
very difficult to see how great an advantage this lives to the foreign manufacturers
esp ecially English and German. There is no doubt that the proposed Fordney bill
will Increase the dut es on these cotton yarns, which will, of course, further increase
our eosts and give a still greater advantage to the foreign manufacturers.

We are now seeking for a tariff that will give us a fair chance to compete with foreign
manufacturers, permitting us to continue pai adequate wages to our operatives,
make a fair profit, and put our goods on the market at a price which is fair and just
to the consumer.

We are submitting a series of eight sets of original calculation sheets made by eight
different manufacturers atselutely independent of each other. These calculations
are on four specific labels, on which we have also Iona fide quotations from a German
woven-label manufacturer and from an English woven-label manufacturer. These
calculation sheets, together with a tabulation thereof, are marked or designated
"Exhibit l." The quotation from the German manufacturer is marked "Exhibit 3."
The quotation from the English manufacture is marked "Exhibit 4." We have
also, attached as "Exhibit 2," quotations from an English importer on the prices of
)yarn, which prices are used as a tlais in our calculation sheets.

From a comparison of the foreign quotations on sell prices, both of German and
English manufacturers, and the cost to produce these identical labels in this country,
we present this picture, that there is a difference between the foreign selling price
and the American cost to produce ranging from 83J percent to 220 per cent. In other
words you would have toadd from 831 per cent in the one instance to 220 per cent In
the otier to the foreign selling price to make up the American cost price. We might
add that in the one instance where the difference was only 831 per cent this was on the
English selling p rice on the "Slipova" label, where the price was quoted on only a
very stall retail quantity. The prices, of course, decrease materially where large
quantities are ordered.

You will also notice that where there is the greatest difference between the for-
eign sellngprie and the American cost price this is due to the fact that in these
particular gbels the element of labor enters into the increased cot, because, owing
to the construction of the label, much additional labor is required over the amount
required in the other labels.

If reference is had to the Government reports showing the amount of labels ira.
ported during the past year represented in American dollars, you will find that for
the first nine months labels to the amount of $28,000 were imported. This $28,000,
however, simply represents the equivalent of the amount of marks at which these
labels were ihvoiced. The cost of these same labels produced in our American
plants would amount to over $100000, which during the past year of very small
business would amount to almost i0 per cent of the total cotton production of our
plants.

You will realize that this foreign competition has only ust begun. Not only ourindustry. but prectically every industry has begun to fcol the sting of this foreign
competition, which wil, no doubt, increase by leaps and bounds during the next
few years,

We would respectfully suggest that some clause be added to the Fordney bill re-
quiring that the customs offie keep records not only of the amount in dollars and
ents of the importations of foren Lbels. but also the amount of actual yarde or

the number of lel that are imported, which will give a much more Intelligent
picture of the import situation.

We are inserting herein a sheet showing in detail the German and English selling
price on the four labels in question, also the American cost price and the percentage
of difference between these prices.

At first glance it would appear that the consumer was deriving a great benefit from
these low German and English prices but, as a matter of fact, the concerns who are
handling this import business are adding anywhere from,75 per cent to 150 per cent
on these foreign prices, thereby profiteezing in a most flagrant manner. in fact,

q I
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the only limit to their profiteering has been to establish a price which is just below
our selling price, which naturally attracts the consumer.

In further reference to the ealculaton sheets and the tabulation of prices therein
set forth, we would say that we have taken the prices of the largest manu turner and
the prices of the smidlest manufacturer giving calculations, and have struck the
average between these two aM the prices to be used for com arson with the foreign
rices. This average sheet just referred to is attached to the calculation sheets in

Eihbit 1.

Differencebetwee

and0

Sulpeva: pe O.
S ng prefro moe ..... .. .................................... 1.59 220

Sern p from E gl d. ... ......... ............................... 1 94 831
Cost toproduce n United States..: .......................................... &39 ...........

prie froe O mA ................................................... .84 IS& 7
Lln3" .22 100

t rduet L a United 8 tates ............................................. 142 ...........
Nem-kkkdekeat:

deftrom O w n y ................................................... 2 7 197
e t pr o w t u s ................................................... 2. ... 2t , fa Uilud Stts .............................................. 7.92 ............
se n pr e er m s ... ..... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . 8 4 207

=Sc Pingce toVm Eiiglan. ................................... 2.83 142
Co produce n United S8tat ......................... ................... 64........

Tumnng now for a moment to review the tariff legislation on cotton labels, we find
the situation to be as follows:

The duty on cotton labels imposed under the Pingley bill, Schedule 1, paragraph
320, and under the Payne-Aldrich bill, Schedule , pararph 30, wasa follows:
"Labels for garments or other articles composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber,
0 cents per pound and 30 per cent ad valorem (foreign valuation)."
The duty on cotton labels imposed by the Underwood bill, Shedule I, paragraph

262, was as follow.: ' Labels for garments or other articles composed of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, 26 per cent ad valorem (foreign valuation)."

The Underwood bill provided no specific duty.
The emergency tM bill now in force provides 25 per cent ad valorem (foreign

valuation) and 7 cents per pound.
The proposed Fordney bill now be..ore your committee presents the suggested tariff

as follows: 20 per cent ad valorem (American valuation) and 50 cents per p6und spe-
cific duty.

We most respectfully maintain that th duty is absolutely inadequate, and offer
in behalf of our contention the tabulations above referred to showing that to arrive
even at our cost price from 83J per cent to 220 per cent must be added to the foreign
selling price. This, of course, is before we have added or attempted to add to our cost

ce any profit whatsoever. We feel that the spcific duty of 50 cents per pound
sOf very little benefit to our industry. The w t of 1,000 labels, of aerage width
and texture, amounts to less than on-hall pound. This would mean pnder the pro-
posed Fordney tariff an addition of less than 25 cents p thousand to the price per
thousand of the German or English manufacturer. We m-uld prefer to eli'nateh
spcific duty per pound and would suggest a duty of from 160 pr cent to 200 per cent
ad valorem i the foreign valuation is ised or 65 per cent to 75 per cent ad valorem if
the American valuation is used. This may eem at first glance an extravagant demand,
but If your honorable committee will carefully examine the comparative prices wbic
we have submitted and which are bona fide and substantiated by actual quotations
you will dee that a duty approximating our suggested figure is absolutely neoCesssy
and essential if our indutry is to be continued. When you take into consideration
that to-day the German workman s receiving not more than one-fifth of the weekly
wage paid to American workmen, and labor constitute over 40 cent of the cost ofour product, and so9 the advantage both the German and .Engttah mani.. uor have
over us in the cost of raw material, our request Is conservative and well warranted.
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OHAXOISETTE GLOVE OLOTH.

[Paragraphs 038 and 914.1

STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. ORMSBY, WATERFORD, N. Y., REPRE-,
SENTING THE FABRIC-GLOVE INDUSTRY.

Senator LA FoLLm' & Mr. Ormsby, whom do you represent? Are
you a manufacturer yourself ?

Mr. Oiwsay. Yes, sir. •
Senator LA FoL rr. Will you state where your plants are located

and what you manufacture?
Mr. OnisBY. Yes,*sir.
Senator McCuMBER. And what paragraph you speak to?
-Mr. OnMsBY. Paragraph 913.
Senator LA FoLuE'rE. What is your address?
Mr. OatMsBY. Waterford, N. Y.
My company is the OrmsbyMorris Co., and the 0. M. Glove

Corporation. One is a manufacturer of the finished cloth in ques.
tion and the other is a manufacturer of the glove. I also represent
here the New Fabric Cloth Mills, Oswego, N. Y.; Merrill Silk Co.,
Hornell N. Y.; Fulton County Silk Mills, Gloversville, N. Y.;
Fonda Ailk Fabric Co., Fonda N. Y.; Grewen Bros. Co. Johns-
town, N. Y.; Kingsley & Manseld, Northville, N. Y.; William G.
Weeper Co., Fonda, N. Y.; Weeper Manufacturing Co., Fultonville,
N. Y.; Erie Fabric Co., Fultonville, N. Y.; Grand & Ellis Manu-
facturing Co., Fultonville, N. Y.; Will R. Geary, Hornell, N. Y.;
and Fabric Glove Association, New York, N. Y.

Senator SMoor. Have you a briefI
Mr. ORMSBY Yes- I have.
Senator SMoor. Would you care to have it made a part of the

record?
M r. ORMsBY. Yes.
Senator SMooT. Very well.
Mr. ODMbsY. I represent the trade. That is about the size of it.
I have brought along a piece of cloth that has been lying around on

my desk. I brought it simply to show you what is in question.
This is cloth which is made up into fabric gloves. This cloth is
called chamoisette, on account of its resemblance to chamois leather
or su~ded Atlas cloth, descriptive of the surface of the material.
i Here [indicating] is a real chamois leather glove which has been
in use.

Here is a glove where the suMding is on both surfa"., front and
back and it %as not been manufactured in this country, but is one
which we would like the opportunity to develop and manufacture if
we can.

Senator McLAw. Where is that made?
Mr. ORMsBY. It is made in Germany.
Senator McCuiBEnR. It is made of chamois skin?
Mr. OrtMsBY. No, sir; that is the same cloth, made of cotton, but

made on another kind of machine. I do not want to go into the
details in regard to gloves, because Mr. Littauer will cover that point
of the subject. The two subjects are related.
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. What we want is an opportunity to make that fabric, as well as the
other kind of chamoisette cloth, the manufacture of which we have
already established in this country.

This is an industry which was started during the war period. It
did not and could not exist or get started under the Underwood
tariff. For several years prior to that time we and other manu-
facturers had been endeavoring to introduce the manufacture of
these gloves into this country, but we had no chance at all until
the condition came when the imports into the United States were
shut off by the war.

Senator LA FoLLErrE. Are you speaking now of the cloth that is
similar to the sample which is shown here? And do I understand
that that cloth was not manufactured in this country?

Mr. Onnisny. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLra-rE;. How recently?
Mr. ORinsnY. None of that was manufactured in this country in

a commercial way until attempts were made along about 1914.
Senator jA FoaL TrE. None of it had been put upon the market

before that?
Mr. Ointsny. Not American-made goods; no, sir. It had not been

made in this country.
Senator LA FOLLTiWE. How long has it been on the market abroad ?
Mr. ORMSBY. I think the fabric which preceded it in invention

was in use in this country in about 1909, but this development of it,
so far as I am aware, came along about 1910 or 1911; at least, it was
about that time that it first attracted my attention.

Senator LA FOLLTI'rE.* Abroad, do you mean?
Mr. ORisIsY. I mean the foreign samples came into this country.
Senator LA FoLLrLm. Came into this country along about 1909?
Mr. OnMsBY. No, sir; 1912 or 1913.
Senator LA FOLLMIrE. I understand now.
M5r. O3sfsny. But when the war period came it created-
Senator LA FOLLEfffE (interposing). Then, really, it is a manufac-

tuie of quite recent invention?
Mr. OnsRsBY. Very decidedly so; yes, sir. The machine on which

this cloth was made is an English invention but the getting of the
cloth on the American market came to us through Germany. The
later machine, on which that ether glove that was spoken of was
made. is also an English development, so far as the machine goes,
but the cloth comes from German sources and not from English
sources.

In the first place, this is cotton. We want it distinctly under-
stood that because it is cotton it is not cheap. The yarn that is used
is No. 78 or 80 yarn, and that yarn has averaged in price during the
war period from $1.25 up to $4or more.

Senator McGNimiER. What is it now?
Mr. 01 sy. The cotton I
Senator McCuMB. Yes.
Mr. Oimsay. The English cotton?
Senator MCCUMBER. The cotton, you said, varied from $1.25 to

more than $4.
Mr. ORsaBy. The cotton yarn?
Senator McCumnE. Yes.
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Mr. ORmsBY. That was American cotton yarn.
Senator McCuMnRa. What is it worth nowI
Mr. Onmsny. It is worth, I think, about $1.50 per pound.
This yarn was originally made from a specific kind of cotton. It

-was a special variety developed in Egypt. Later, (s I understand it,
they had to bring in the sea-island seed to Egypt from America and
renew that every year. That was very fine yarn, especially adapted
to this purpose, and it was not supposed, when this American indus-
try started, that we could use any American cotton in it, or cotton
yarn. The yarn used abroad is and always has been manufactured
so far as we know, in England, except what has since been developed
here.

But, after getting some quantity of goods manufactured, as we
proceeded, and particularly when it become apparent that America
was going into the war we sought out American cotton and the very
day that President Wilson went before Congres for dhe declaration
of war in April, 1917, we were on the way to Albemarle, N. C., where
we found yarn that we considered suitable, and which we tried, and
which has been in use ever since.

Senator SmooT. Do you want specific mention made of this class
of goods which you speak of with a different rate than we have pro-
vided in paragraph 913?

Mr. ORmsBy. We feel that it is insufficient for our protection.
Senator SMoo-r. What do you want?
Mr. OBMSBY. We would like what we originally asked for, and it

is this: We asked the revision of this section so as to make this para-
graph 918 read:

Knit fabric In the piece composed wholly or in chief value of cotton or other
vegetable fiber made on a warp-knittlng machine, 00 per centum ad valoren,, but
not less than 50 cents for each square yard thereof and, If multifold, for each
square yard of each fold thereof.

Senator WATsoN. Why is that necessary?
Mr. ORMSBY. That is what we call a minimum specific duty. We

want an amount of duty that we know will protect us, if possible.
We know pretty well what a specific duty means.

Senator WATSON. Are you familial with the conversion cost in
other countries so that you know that this is necessary?

M r. ORMSBY. We know this. I can not say. that I am, but we know
that we have started an industry that has employed up to about
10,000 people; that when we came before'the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House in January we were all busy, and today our
doors are shut and our help are seeking other employment when and
where they can.

Senator WATsoN. Do you attribute that altogether to imports of
your products from abroad?

Mr. ORMSBY. I attribute it entirely to imports from Germany.
Senator WATSON. You do?
Mr. Omi Sn. Yes; I do.
Senator WATsON. How much have those imports increased in the

last year?
Mr. OnmsBy. They have increased considerably, but that is a point

that will be developed by Congressman Littauer.
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Senator WATsoN. Very well. You know that what we are trying
to get at is the difference in the cost of production here and abroad,
in order to find out if we can, a basis for waking the tariff.

Mr. O a y. When we go into the market competing with the
other fellow and be produces goods that he offers for a price for
*which we can not offer them, we may not know the details of hi3
businow, but we have a concrete example of the fact that we are going
to be put out of business.

Senator WATsoN. Are they offering the same kind of product
made in Germany that you make for one-half what you can produce
it for| I

Mr. OMsBY. It is offered-
Senator MoTMW. Does your brief contain the reasons and the com-

parative 0oit44
Mr. ORMSBY. I have little in it about comparative costs, except that

there are some rates of wages which were published recently and
which, compared with ours, show a very great difference.

Senator McLto. You say that this glove is made on an English
machine?

Mr. OumsaY. That one [indicating],-that is, the fabric.
Senator Melasw. The fabric is made on an English machine?
Mr. ORMSBY. Yes.
Senator MoIuN. That machine is operated in England or Ger-

many? You say the glove came from Germany?
Mr. Oi u y. Yes.
Senator mo N. Was the machine located in Germany ?
Mr. ORMSBY. Oh, I presume it was. I said the origin of the ma-

chine was English.
Senator Wimow. Then the Germans duplicated the English ma-

chine, reproduced it, and are now making the cloth and the gloves
there?

Mr. ORMSBY. Yes. We have letters offering to sell us the machine.
The letters are from Germany. J3ut somehow or other when the
machines get here they will not work.

Senator MCLFAN. You have made a similar article?
Mr. Opxsay. We have made this article here [indicating]. This

will be developed by Mr. Littguer.
Senator M'oLAN. Your brief contains the data indicating com-

parative costs of the two articles
Mr. OWa s. We give some figures about what they pay and what

we pay for wages. That is about all. We have not given the whole
of it by any means. We know the prices that we are met with.

Senator McLEAN. Is that cloth imported, or simply the glove?
Mr. Oumimy. There is no cloth being unportei for the simple

reason that our customers, if the cloth were given to them, could not
make it up under the situation as it now exists.

Senator SMoor. Then no duty will protect you. If they give you
the cloth and you can not make them cheap enough to compete, no
duty will help. You would not get the trade. You might as well
close up.

Mr. to~sar. We are closed up.
Senator Swoun. Then you had better remain closed. If they ive

you the cloth and you can not make a glove and sell it in competition,
then there is no earthly way for us to help you.
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Senator MCCUMBEU. I think there must be some misunderstanding
between the witness and Senator Smoot.

Senator SMoTr. I think so, too. I think he must have misunder.
stood. '

Senator McLEAN. What do they sell these gloves fort
Mr. ORMsar. I do not know. This is a new product.
Senator SmooT. I understood you to say a moment ago that if Ger-

many would give you the cloth--thvt is, make you a present of it-
that you could not make the gloves and sell them in competition with
them. Is that what you stated I

Mr. ORMsBY. I mean the price of the gloves in thb market t y
is so much less than what we can make them for, our manufacturers,
that if we furnish that cloth now we doubt whether they could.then
go into the market against them.

Senator MCCuMBB1. In other words, the cost of manufacturing the
glove exclusive of the cloth, is greater than what the glove is ing
sold ior as manufactured in Germany ?

Mr. Oimsny. Yes.
Senator SmooT. Then no protection would help youI
Senator LA Fouxnrr What he nmeds is an embargo.
Mr. OaMsBBY The figures showing fie cost of American manufac-

ture of these gloves will appear in the statement of Mr. Littauer,
who is to follow. If the industry can have a suitable specific-duty
protection, we think the fabric-glove industry will under anything
approaching normal business conditions show a growing develop-
ment and prosperity. To that end we have asked for a specific duty
of 50 cents per square yard on cloth and not less than $3 per dozen on
gloves, as appears more fully in the printed brief herewith submitted.
Mr. Littauer will now present the subject of the manufacture of the
finished product-the chamoisette glove.

Senator McCuMFiER. Very well.

22.27 OF OHANL 8 0. OIXlT, ZZIPAIX83TING TH IPAIRIO OKOVZ INDUSTRY.

Schedule 9--Cotton manufactures-H. H. 7456:
"PA. 918. Knit fabric, in the piece, composed wholly or in chief value of cot.

ton or other vegetable fiber, made orn at warp-knitting machine, 85 per centuin ad
valorem; made on other than a warp-knitting machine,- 23 per centum ail
valorem."

Above-described warp-knit cotton fabric is used In the manufacture of su~ded
or chamolsette gloves and has promising utes in other wearing apparel. It is a
new industry established in the country after the World War shut off German
exports to America. Its development to large proportions Is shown in reports
of the United States Tariff Commission for 1918 and later.

Under the Underwood bill (tariff act of 1913) these products are subject to
at duty of 35 per cent ad valorem,

With the resumption of trading with Germany the last few months and thn
consequent large importations of these goods, the American Industry has been
arrested, Its factories closed, and its employees thrown into idleness and
obliged to seek other employment, notwithstanding the duty of 35 per cent.

From the fact that our industry has been, for the present at least, wiped off
the business map of the country, coming up In the midst of a splendid industrial
development and the concrete fact that our customers show us the German
goods they are buying and tell us that we must meet the prices they are paying,
generally at much less than half we are obliged to ask, we know that we must
have a much better tariff protection than paragraph 913 gives, wven though it
be on American valuation.

The industry in this country is thoroughly competitive and is not a trust
or combine. The Fulton County Silk Mils, of Gloversville, N. Y., sell their

I I
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product, which is the cloth only, to any purchaser and for any purpose. Tliv
Ornsy-Morris Co., of Waterford, N. Y., are finishers of the fabric In conjunc-
tion with the Fulton County Silk Mills. The New Fabric Cloth Mills, of
Oswego, N. Y., are public finishers of the fabric.. The O-M Glove Corporation
are makers of the gloves only, while other mills make the cloth and finished
gloves complete

The only means for the manufacturers to ascertain foreign costs are such a
are worked out by our Government agencies. The home market is thoroughly
competitive, and the prices quoted to the trade in connection with a comparison
of rates paid labor here and abroad give tho best Idea of the duty required to
equalize or overcome differences between domestic and foreign conditions.

Marked and revolutionary changes have occurred in the exchanges of the
world since paragraphs 913 and 914 were written. Then this Industry was
flourishing; to-day It is a case of suspended animation. In order to revive the
American industry It is essential that radical measures be adopted that will
adequately meet the situation.

If (he American manufacturer makes undue profits, Uncle garm corrects the
situation through the excess-profits tax.

We therefore ask the revision of these sections to read as follows:
"[PAs. 913. Knit fabric In the piece, composed wholly or In chief value

of cotton or other vegetable fiber% made on a warp knitting machine, 60 per
cent ad valorem, but not less than 50 cents for each square yard thereof, antl,
If multifold, for each square yard of each fold thereof.

"PAP. 914. Gloves, composed wholly or In chief value of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, made of fabric knit on a warp-knitting machine, 00 per cent
ad valorem, but not less than a minimum of $3 per dozen pairs, not over 12
inches In length; for each Inch in excess over 12 Inches, In addition, 25 cent%
per dozen pairs.

"On such gloves of two folds of such fabric 0 per cent ad valorern, but
not les than a minimum of $4 per dozen pairs, not over 12 inches In length
over 12 Inches In length, for each Inch in excess, 35 cents per dozen pairs."

All based on American valuation.
We believe that any tariff protection short of the above request will under

present conditions be wholly inadequate to revive or sustain the Industry as an
American Institution.

Supplementary hereto we append the greater part of a letter published In the
1eader-Ilepublican, November 26, of Gloversville, N. Y.

Also an article published in the Textile World (New York), December 3.
1921, page 61, entitled, "German plans disclosed."

If your committee had the tine for investigation of the subject, there would.
be no hesitation In providing an adequate tariff protection.

(Submitted by: Ormsby-Morria Co., Waterford. N. Y.; O-M Glove Corporation,.
Waterford, N. Y.; New Fabric Cloth Mills (Inc.), Oswego, N. Y.; Merrill Silk
Co., Hornell, N. Y.; Fulton County Silk Mills, Gloversville, N. Y;; Fonda Silk
Fabric Co., Fonda, N. Y.; Grewen Bros. Co., Johnstown, N. Y.; Kipgsley &
Mansfield, Northville, N. Y.; William G. Weeper 06., Fonda, N. Y.; Weeper-
Mfg. Co., Fultonville, N. Y.; Erie Fabric Co., Fultonville, N. Y.; Brand & Elihi
Mfg. Co., Fultonviile, N. Y.; Will R. Geary, Hornell, N. Y.; Fabric Glove Aso.
clatlot, Robert E. Bolles, president, 119 West Fortieth Streei, New York.)

TRAGEDY OF ONE UNITED STATLA INDUsTRY.

JIAMFI ROGER, IOCAL SILK MAN, WBITE8 AN ENLIGHTENING LXTTEs TO ANSWEML
IN(O OW' STATEMENTS.

.ames Roger, connected with the Oioveraville Silk Mills here, has written a
most enlightening article for the New York Times concerning propaganda which
the Importers are spreading around to thwart American manufacturers in
securing a high protective tariff in Washington. The article follows:

"Under the caption of ' The merchant's point of view,' In the New York Times
of November 18, an article concerning the closing of a silk glove factory was
printed with an offensive title featuring that special paragraph. Called rightly
to account by the owners of the factory referred to, In the Issue of November 20
a half-way explanation (for It can not be called apologetic) article appeared,
and with that characteristic, biased, free.trade, Amerlcan-Industry-be-damned
attitude so often apparent In that column, the facts are twisted and turned to.
save the writer's face.
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"I hold no brief to defend the high tariff waHl as a barrier to save American
Industry. There are arguments on both sides that abler writers can offer, but
I do feel that a short history of a little-known industry would show the In.
Justice of the publicity given the Merrill Silk Co.

"Before the World War'the finer fabric gloves, known as sutded atlas or
chamolsette, were all imported mainly from Germany. Originally the Industry
developed In England; stolen by Germany, it became one of the leading indus.
tries of Saxony.

"A word of explanation here: 'Cheap cotton gloves,' to quote the Times,
'are made from cloth woven on fine knitting frames that are wonderful exam.
pies of machine work. The yarns employed are among the finest used commer-
cially. The cloth after being knitted Is shrunk and napped by secret processes,
and the gloves made from the finished cloth are of beautiful texture resembling
closely the chamois leather, hence the trade name of chamoisette. The gloves
are practical as well as beautiful, and find ready markets, espcially in this
country.'

"The war brought to an end the importation of these gloves. Not n pair
was made here prior to 1915. Immediately American industry took up the
challenge to Its ability to make the cloth and fashion the gloves. Several manu.
facturers spent much time and money studying and inventing machines and
processes to equal the foreign production. Machines used to make silk cloth
for gloves were ingeniously changed to make the new fabric. Progress at first
was slow, but in 1917 gloves had been fashioned here from American-made
cloth and from then on it was a success, and by 1919 over 10,000 people were
employed In this country In the making of cloth and gloves. In addition, there
were many others employed In the yarn mills, machine works, and various in.
dustries that contributed to the fabric glove trade.

"Fear of the return of imported goods began to force manufacturers In the
fall of 1919 to retrench on their commitments and somewhat in their operations.
The much-dreaded German gloves began to appear in commercial quantities In
1920, and by the early part of 1921. not alone by the quantities imported but by
the prices made, had driven the American manufacturers out of thie field, and
late this fall the last withdrew, and there are probably less than 100 people
employed in the Industry to-day throughout the whole United States.

"A tragedy enacted in a year when the unemployment question looms largely
in the public eye, we see 10,000 Americans thrown out of work to benefit our
late enemy. A new industry gained for America and improved In its hands is
butchered to make a German holiday and complete the tragedy of the Ameri.
can-made fabric gloves.

"There is yet time. A bill entitled to relieve the fabric glove industry should
receive immediate consideration by Congress. An adequate protection by In-
creased duty, American valuation, or by a system of licenses to be Issued to
restrict imports-any of thme measures, even at this late date, could renew
and retain a business that belongs here and gives employment to its people."

[Extract from Teztile World, Dee. 3, 1921.1

GERMAN THnDE PLANs DIscwsED.

MEHODS IN ITALY SHOWN BY CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF A COMI$mECIAL ATrAC1lf*-
SPYING SYSTEM IN USE.

An Illuminating picture of methods by which Germany is attempting to
throttle Important industries in other countries is furnished by a confidential
report from a German commercial atach6 in Rome, Italy, to his chief in Ber-
lin, which was read by Dr. Chas. H. Herty, president of the Synthetic Organic
Chemical Manufacturers' Association of the United States, In the course of an
address before the Chamber of Commerce of Jersey City, N. J., on Tuesday of
this week. This report was submitted by the attach in May of this year and
was published in the Idea Nazionale, a daily newspaper Issued in Rome, in its
Sunday Issue of August 28, 1921.

Important sections of this report are as follows:
"In order that we. may create for ourselves A favorable political situation,

taking advantage of the malcontent of the Italian peop!e, and especially of the
Nationalist and Nittlan Parties against the powers of the Entente, a political
situation which might In due course be favorable to us when Germany should
he faced by fresh complications, it Is necessary to strengthen this discontent
in order to consolidate our situation through economic action.
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"To this end, the point at which we have arrived is only a quarter of the
way. We must create such economic Interests and bonds with Italy that, what-
ever happens, Italy will have to follow our political lead.

"First of all, It Is necessary that a systematic supply of Germab goods be
sent here, even below cost price, to a considerable ektet. Inundating the Italian
market with German goods, we will not only have a place sympathetic to Ger-
many, because, an many of our agents and commercial represeatattes have
verified, Italian consumers gladly accept cheap articles, but we will also create
a situation for Italian Industry which will render any continuation of activity
Impossible. This without doubt will cauce s-bch a crisis that, besides keeping
Italy in constant agitation, will enable us to become the sole masters of the
peninsular trade, the more so as, from our information as to French activity in
Italy, it appears that the French fear the outbreak of a revolutiors here which
might cause them similar losses to those suffered in Russia.

"Further, such situation would enable us to purchase the Italian Industrier
sit a very low rate, which would he the key of the situation, since it would also
allow us to control trade between Italy and theBalkans in such a way that Italy
would not compete with us for those markets. (See circular Oct. 80, 1920,
regarding Italo-Jugo-Slav treaty.) This, of course, will happen as soon as Italy
is forced to close down.

"We have before us a varied field of development in Italian industry, vix,
trade In rubber, Fiat, Spa, besides all the tire factories ind motor-car engine
factories, which are already in a state of acute crisis on account of the huge
Germnn stocks of these lines sent to Italy.

PEACEFUL DESTRUCTION OF DYE R'AD

* "Then we have the dyeing trade in Italy, which, though in a precarious state
of development, holds the promise of an assured future. It is, however, neces-
sary that. In order to follow out In this branch, too, the method of peaceful de-
struction advised by me the Italian Government should not take precautions
to prevent the Import of coloring matters from abroad, as otherwise it ts certain
that the Italian Industry which, it appears to me, are seeking American capital
to support them, might assume a more solid position in the peninsula, a posi-
tion which it woul(I be more difficult to destroy.

"I have had a promise from the Italian cotton spinners of the possibility
of action on their part against possible" provisions of the Italian Government.
As authorized by you, for my part I have promised that any such action will be
compensated by the dispatch of textile machines from Germany at very low
prices.

TH1E TEXTILE INDUSTRY.

"It must not be forgotten, however, that the Italian textile industry,. too,
offers a field for economic development for Germany In Italy, whether because
they are at present going through a period of crisis, or because they obstruct
our path toward the East. I understand that in the economic treaties which
Italy Is on the point of concluding with Jugoslavia she demands that the Jugo-
Slavs shall acquire 200,000 quintals (2,000 tons) of. textiles, per annum In
Italy; and it seems that this proposal has been received with pleasure by the
Jugo-Slavs, since as a matter of fact the Italian cotton spinners have known
how to. penetrate that market. Therefore if we succeed In absorbing part of
the Italian cotton industry (I have already made tentative proposals for the
Rossi Cotton Mill and for the Prato factory, but up to the present I have had
no result, and the negotiations have been passed on to the Schimmelpfeng
agency and to the office of ConsulOster) we could reduce Italian competition
in the Balkans, where we could present our product as being Italian. .

"The Consortium of Chemical Products of Berlin, the Deutsche Bank, and
the Discount Gesellsechaft are already with various Italian groups.

GUIDES FOR FUTURE ACTION.

"As will be seen from this explanation, there is much to do in Italy, but action
must be guided by the following rules In order to avoid clashing with Italian
susceptibility:

"(1) The Deutsche Italienische Vereinig should be able to continue to bring
Its influence to bear.

"Instructions must be given to the Deutsche Itallenlsche Vereinig so that Iti
bulletin shall be inspired to draw attention to the lack of Italian products In
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Italy, the damage resulting from such lack, and the attempts at economic
penetration on the part of foreign countries. Such criterion must also inspire
the newspaper campaign of said organization.

"(2) The setting up in Milan, too, of an information office at the consulate
general for Germany, with the aim of following the labor movement In north
Italy, and to report to Germany In relation to these movements the necessity
to send German material and products to increase the crisis.

"(3) As to fuel, it Is necessary that after the refusal of the Italians of our
offer to collaborate In development of the lignite mines, and for the supply of
the market with fuel against facilities of German property, which has been so
sequestrated, our action shall be turned toward private Individuals."

GERAN' SPYING SYSTM.

Another interesting point brought out by Dr. Herty in his address was the
fact that just *as Germany had perfected a remarkable system of sabotage dur-
ing the war, so has she built up a spying system In the Industrial -war she is
now waging. To illustrate this point, Dr. Herty quoted from correspondence.
which be received on the date of November 23, this year, regarding the expert-
ences of an American "hemist in Germany. This correspondence follows:

"Dr. - , who ti with the . Co., has just returned from a trip to
Europe, where he went at the request of his employers, as I understand it.

"He saw quite a few people and among them Dr. v. Weinberg, whom you
know, and Dr. Seebohm, formerly of the Bayer Co., and now with Griesheim
Electron.

"In conversation with Dr. Weinberg, this gentleman remarked that be knew
exactly what the National Aniline & Chemical Co. plants had cost, and, if an
embargo were put on dyes, they would Immediately begin to build and .they
could build a plant for Just one-tenth of what It had cost the manufacturers to
build their plants here, and also spoke of their experience;, which would natu-
rally be of great use to them.

"Dr. Seebohm, who you know is a brother-in.law of Duisberg, very much
astohshed Dr. - by telling him how their (the - Co.'s) yield in
August was only so much on certain dyes, where It was higher the month pre-
vious, and admitted he had data of the yields and productions of all the dye-
stuff manufacturers of this country."'

Comparison of vage of te tRle workers.

[FroM the Trade Record (Now York), Wednesday, Nov. 30, 19.1

Germany.

United
Marks Vaited States.Mcsequiva-

hou r. lent

Weaving hands ............................ 7.60 8.75 00 cents per.hour.
Re am ............................... 7.60 .1 65 to 70 ts per bour.
U sUied repair men ....................... 7.20 8.0
Auxiliary replr men ....................... &90 .6
Dyers and c......................6.90 &45 pW pk
stokers..............................7.20 3.60 06 U ontPerhorMen up to yets ........................ 380 L65
Men 16to IS yaw .......................... 4.80 .15 Boys and Irls under 18 yeas not

MenlSto20yes .. ................... &40 2.70
Woa was", ads r ................ ; &16 2.676
Women up to 16 year ..................... 2.68 1.35
Women 1 to IS years ...................... 3.5 1.25
Women I to 20 years.................4.10 2.05 Winders, 40 Cnt per hour.
Drivers anW :::::o::.:.. ::.::.......294 '.47
Wa ien............................860 '1.80 36per week.

P. 8,-Vlue o Mark estimaat ontba foren this euulatiou.. On.Deoeabe 3, 1921, its valo was
thrty-four oa-hundredths of a oent.

SMarks per week.
I DOVi per week.

81527-22--scn 9- 8
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STATEMENT OF ENEST JONE, OLOVERVIhLR, ]f. Y., REPRE-
SENTING GLOVE CLOTH INDUSTRY.

The CmHmAz I. Mr. Jones, you speak also on the glove matter?
Mr. Jows. The cloth that they make these gloves from.
The CHAIMAN. You reside in Uloversvillet
Mr. Jomrs. I reside in Gloversville, N. Y.; yes, sir.
The CnAmmA . You are a manufacturer?
Mr. JoNS. Yes, sir.
The CHAmRMAN. Will you proceed?
Mr. Jo Ns. I make the subded cotton cloth from which the suede

fabric gloves are made. We use nothing but American-made yarns,
machinery, and help. We were. not able to make it before the war
under any previous tariff bill because we could not compete with the.
low-price foreign and particularly German goods.

During the war, when enemy countries were shut out from our
market, we succeeded in makings very satisfactory article, pro-
nounced by many as good, if not better, than the foreign-made cloth.
Among our customers were many of the importers who formerly
used foreign cloth and gloves, and they encouraged us to go ahead
adding to our buildings and machinery to increase our production.
There never was any question about the quality and price, and the
demand was for more than we could supply. We sold the cloth to
fabric-glove manufacturers in many States as well as New York City,
our customers being in competition with fabric-glove manufacturers
who made their own cloth.

Owing entirely to importations of German-made cloth in fabric
gloves our business is now entirely at a standstill, and we have not
sold any cloth for many weeks, and two plants we operated are
entirely shut down and all the help are out of work and will be
until we can get an adequate tariff to protect this industry from such
foreign competition as we now face.

Perhaps a comparison of German labor costs with our American
standards would be enlightening. Our winders-girls--get 40 cents
per hour, against the German equivalent of 2 cents per hour. We use
men for weaving the cloth, and the last price we paid before closing
down was 60 cents per hour* in Germany they use some girls under
16 years of age at the equivalent of 1j cents per hour, and their high-
est-paid men weavers and repair men get the equivalent of 3 cents
per hour. Our warpers were paid (the lowest price before shutting
down) 60 cents per hour, against the equivalent in Germany of 31
cents per hour, and so on. For comparison I am taking the mark at
to-day's value of one-half cent.

Is there any wonder we cannot compete? How do you expect our
people to live? Some get jobs shoveling snow for the city now. If
you will give us the protection we ask for we will be able to start up
and put our people to work again, but don't you see we can not unless
you give us adequate tariff protection ?

Based on the present scale of wages paid in Germany, as reported-
in the News Record of New York City of November 80, 1921, I have
prepared a comparative estimate on standard glove cloth as follows:
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Amerkan cost. 0erman cost.

KaterUa lAbor. Material. TAbor.
i

Y amsp I pound ................................................. $1.3 .......... $LO ..........
ya ......................................... ... .I 0. 06 .......... 1& 0025

W n ig1 .0................................................ .00W ea ln ............................ . ..... .1 . ...... :021

Dy elng an4 nmsbng .................................... . .1 .4 .12 .0225

Totalot ................................................ 1.0 1 . 1.17 .0675

This cloth yields 2.6 square yards to the pound. A square yard
costs American $1, German $0.47.

On these costs, with American valuation, 60 per cent ad valorem
but not less than 50 per cent a square yard still leaves the German
product 3 per cent below the domestic.

Therefore, in asking for 60 per cent ad valorem duty based on
American valuation but not less th'an 50 cents a square yard1 we are
not asking a prohibitive protection but only sufficient to equalize costs
and enable us to compete with the German product and pay wages to
conform to the American standard.

I have here a letter dated October 18, 1921, from Gerbruder Her-
furth, of Chemnitz, Germany, from which I quote:

Before the war we did a large business for export In colored and duplexed
cloth for gloves. In finished cloth gloves we are sold up for a year ahead; how-
ever, we could sell cloth for gloves.

Gentlemen, there is a consumptive demand in this country for this
product that a few months ago gave active employment to more than
10,000 Americans. With the recent influx of competitive German
goods these Americans became, and are to-day, idle and out of em-
ployment. It is for you to determine whether the German or the
American worker will have this work to do.

Senator MoCuBi nl. Where did you get your figures for the
amount aid the German worker?

Mr. J oNs. I quoted here from the Daily News Record of New
York City, under date of November 30, a copy of which I have here.

Senator McCuMBmS. He works 8 hours and gets 16 to 18 cents a
day? Do you think it is possible for any human being in Germany
to live on 18 to 20 cents a day or 16 to 20 cents a day, let alone taking
care of anybody elseI

Mr. JoxEs. Owing to the depreciation of the mark, the mark in
Germany will buy more in proportion there than it will when con-
verted here.

Senator McCumBER. I know, but will it buy such an amount that
16 cents or 18 cents of American money in Germany would take care
of a man his board and his clothingl Is it possible for any human
being in Germany to live on 18 cents of American money?

M3r. JoiNs. All I can say, sir, that this is dated Berlin,November 8,
and apparently written by a staff correspondent of the Daily News
Record, who seems to have gotten his information in Germany. I
have not been there; I do not know. It is a public statement.

Senator McCuMBs. What could he buy? Even a green that he
eats has a price in Germany, and it could not be such a different price
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from what it is in Great Britain or in the United States, and if he
has any meat at all he certainly could not get any kind of a steak
for less than 15 cents a pound at the present price of cattle. I can
not imagine how it is possible.

Mr. Joie. Neither can I, sir; but that is what we are up against.
Senator McCuMnEU. Therefore, it seems to me there must be some

mistake about that.
Mr. Jozsa. We have a consul in Berlin, have we not? He could

verify those figures at Chemnitz, Germany.
Senator MCCUMBER. He ought to have it correct; that is true.
Mr. Jows. And that shows we are paying twenty times as much

wages.The CHAIRMAN. Is this German material now being imported?

Mr. Jomsm. Yes, sir; the gloves are being imported. Of course,
they have not sent the cloth,because they have ben so busy making
the gloves, but this letter from the German manufacturer, dated
Chemnitz, October 18, says he has sold all the gloves he could make for
a year similar gloves to those Mr. Littauer showed, and that he has
a surplus of cloth now to sell. a

GLOVES.

[Paragraph 914.1

STATEMENT OF LUOIUS N. LITTAUER, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRE-
SENTING MANUFACTURERS OF COTTON GLOVES.

Mr. LrTPA x. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
I desire to address you in behalf of the manufacturers of cotton
gloves made on warp-knitting machines. This industry is referred
to in our tariff bill as it passed the House in paragraph 914 and in
the Underwood bill inparagraph 260.

This industry flourished in the United States between the years
1915 and 1919, since when it has been running down, until during
the year 1921 it has been entirely eliminated.

It will take but a few words to describe the-situation that brought
this condition about. I happen to be a leather-glove manufacturer
as well.

The tariff on cotton gloves in all Republican tariffs-the McKinley
tariff, the Dingley tariff, and the Aldrich tariff-was 50 per cent
ad valorem on cotton gloves, and under the Democratic tariff-the
Gorman bill and the Underwood bill-it was 40 per cent and 35
per cent respectively.

We glove manufacturers eaw this tide of cotton gloves coming
into America during all these years when the duty was 50 per.centum
ad valorem, and we figured, figured, and figured to see how we could
get a part of this rowing industry. There was not a single manu-
facturer in the United States a single manufacturer of the cloth
or a single manufacturer of tAe gloves, before the war. We could
not get along with a 50 per cent ad valorem duty and compete with
Germany.

The industry originally started in England. The Germans then
took it over.

Senator LA FoLuwr& When did it start in England

3414
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Mr. Lrrrum. About 1906, 1907, and 1908. I mean by that the
method of manufacturing this cloth, this chamoisette cloth, which is
cottcu cloth. Just let me describe the process of its making.

Senator IA Fo[.wrrB. If the industry originated as lately as that
in England, there was not very much opportunity for it to get started
in this country up to the time we went into the war.

Mr. LrrrAuzR. Oh, yes. We showed after 1914 what we could do
in two years. If you will permit me-

Senator LA Foivzwr (interposing). You had practically an em-
barlgo then.

Mr. LirrAUER. We had an embargo, and with that embargo-
Senator LA FoLLv-rr (interposing). Were any of the machines

upon which this cloth is woven produced in this country?
Mr. LnrTAUEB. Certainly.
Senator LA FouL&Vr When Were they patented?
Mr. LrrAuzE Patented?
Senator LA Foumr. Yes.
Mr. LiTrAuB. I do not believe they were patented. They were

originally English machines adopted by the Germans. Some of them
were used to manufacture what we call tricot silk.

Senator LA Fou-rrE. Do you know when they were brought to
this country?

Mr. LirrAum. I should say about .1910.
Senator LA FoUrrrr. When was the machine invented upon which'

this peculiar weave of cloth was produced?
Mr. LrWIAuDE. I should say somewhere between 1900 and 1905.
Senator LA FoLu.rr. In Great Britain?
Mr. LITrAuER. In Great Britain. Then Germany took over the

business. The Germans exported to the United states before the war
about 18,000,000 pairs of gloves yearly.

Senator LA Foux rrx. Did the English export to this country?
Mr. LiTrAuEB. Nothing whatever. The business started in Eng-

land and went to Germany. The English were driven out of the
business by German competition. The Germans expo,43d to England
about 30,000,000 pairs of gloves a year. The lower labor cost in
Germany permitted the Germans centered around about Chemnitz,
in Saxony, to control this industry. The Englishmen created the
art, exported the knitting machines to Germany, and then the Ger-
mans made up the cloth and exported the gloves all over the wor!d.
England uses nearly 50 per cent more than we use of their product.

Now let me say a word about the piice of these goods before the
war. the price of the average importation into the United States
in 1913 was $1.79 per dozen; in 1914, $1.43; and in 1915, $1.58. That
was fot a dozen pairs. These statistics are according to our custom-
house records. There were 18,000,000 pairs, on the average, or
1,500,000 dozens exported from Germany to the United States dur-
ing each one of these years.

Senator VATs Ox. Each one of which years?
Mr. LrrrAEB. During 1913 and 1914. It was entirely a German

industry.
Let me go back a step. The glove people of America were con-

stantly endeavoring to get into t manufacture. The cotton glove
was gradually becoming more and more desirable to the wearer.

3415
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It has a good finish. 'i'he particular art in this work is not only to
knit but to finish the fabric to get this leather face this subde face,
on the original knit cotton fabric. To do that is quite a secret, not a
standard trade performance, and some succeed better than others.

When the war came on we first depended upon England for yarns,
then we induced United States manufacturers to make them. We
got an opportunity to fill in this way to make the gloves. The Eng-
lishmen came to America to try to get these gloves. Cur own import-
era of cotton gloves, and the largest of these importers, became nianu-
facturers of gloves in the United States, as they were already manu-
facturers of il gloves. Cotton gloves came in at a cheaper price
than silk gloves. -The distributors and manufacturers of silk gloves
in the United States were before the war importers of German cotton
gloves and tobk up the distribution of the cotton gloves. When the
war came on they came to all of us who could manufacture these
cotton gloves and begged us to go into the work. We started. You
will remember that at the beginning of 1915-

Senator LA FOIMurrE. When you say "they" you mean the manu-
facturers of the yarn in Great britaint

Mr. LITrAuzR. No; I mean the dealers -in these gloves in the
United States, the men who had distributed 1,500,000 dozen of these
gloves from Germany every year. They themselves began to try
to manufacture, and they attempted to get us and other manufac-
turers like Mr. Ormsby here to do this manufacturing. Within two
years, or from 1915 to the summer of 1916 American energy got to
work. We first imported the yarn from England. We then found
that that source was intermittent and not regular at all, and we in-
duced our friends in North Carolina and our friends in New Bed-
ford to make these yarns. We found out then that the American
yarn was superior to the English yarn for this purpose. We adapted
English machines. We set every manufacturer of these knitting ma-
chines, which are warp-knitting machines, at work to manufacture
them. Then we attempted to get this finish-this subde or leather
finish-on the fabric, and then we went into the manufacture of the
Cloves. Within two years there was expended in the United States
between five and seven million dollars in doing this work, and during
the year 1916 we had already begun to manufacture and had made
6,000,000 pairs of these gloves. In 1917 we made 12,000,000 pairs,
in 1918 we made 15,600,000 pairs. In trade circles, even in the ordi-
nary newspapers, the progress of this industry enlisted a great deal
of comment. Many articles were written about the beauty and per-
fect result of the work of United States manufacture.

Senator SuoOr. How many did you make in 1920?
Mr. LrIrAuE.m In 1920, 40,000.
Senator CAWER. 1918.
Mr. LIrrAuE% In 1918 there were 15,600,000 pairs made in the

United States.
These statistics were obtained altogether from the report of the

Tariff Commission, that commission having made an elaborate and
exhaustive report in 1918 on this subject.

In 1919, when our business began to ebb and the flood of German
goods began to come back, we dropped from 15,000,000 to 800,000.
During last year, 1920, we produced only 400,000, and this year our
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business since the middle of the summer has been absolutely elimi-
nated. There is not a single wheel, so to speak, turning in the United
States. None of this fabric can be made, simply because we can not
make the fabric into gloves to compete with the German article; that
I shall refer to more in detail in a moment.

Now let we give you the other side, the importations. Germany,
of course, was out of the export business to the United States during
the war. When the war was over, in 1918, they had no cotton. These
very men who had encouraged our glove manufacturers to go into the
business started to jump over to Germany; they bought yarns in
England and they sent them to Germany and had them made up
into gloves in Germany, and the men who commended us most highly
for our success to-day are the men who now receive their supplies
from Germany.

The Gerian importation into the United States during the year
1919 was about 15,000 dozen. That was during that one year. When
they reached the month of January, 1920, they exported to us 7,1500
dozens. I am giving these figures from the foreign department
statistics. They show that they exported to us 7,500 dozen during
January, 1920. They were making progress every month. When
July came they exported to the United States 43,000 dozens, or
approximately six times what they imported during the month of
January.

Senator SmooT. Where do you get those figures?
Mr. LirrAuxn They are published every month in the United

States Foreign Commerce Reports.
Senator Sroor. I have the table here from the Tariff Commission,

and the quantity imported from Germany, according to that table,
for the calendar year 1920 was only 39,101 dozen.

Mr. LirAuzE. Thirty-nine thousand?
Senator Sstoor. Thirty-nine thousand one hundred and one.
Mr. LrrurAuE. For the whole year 1920?
Senator Swoor. For the fiscal year 1920.
Mr. LirrAUER. There must be something wrong there, Senator.

If you will let me look at it, perhaps I can straighten it out.
Senator S~toor. You may look at it if you choose, but I think that

it is right
Mr. "LvrAumB. This is a supplemental report that was made in

connection with the 1918 report. They have here, in 1919, the total
number of dozens shown as 149,000.

Senator Sifoor. 1919?
Mr. LrrrAUEB. Yes; 1919.
Senator SMoor. It is 812,000 in 1919. The great bulk came from

Japan.
Mr. LirrAuVEe. But the Japanese glove is an entirely different

article.
Senator Smor. It says cotton gloves of all kinds.
Mr. LirrAura. That is true; but we characterize these gloves as

cotton gloves made on warp-knitting machines. If you want me
to go into the Japanese question, I can take that up later and show
you hoiv they compete with us. These figures that I have here are
monthly figures taken from trade statements published in the com.

mercial papers, and they usually give them by the month, and then
for the fiscal year.
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Senator McLAw. From what source do they derive their infor.
mationt

Mr. * LrrrAuza. I have a letter here from the Department of Com-
merce. It is a letter addressed to me, stating the imports only for
the months of August and September of this year.

Senator DxLUNOHAx. Read those figures to us.
Mr. LrrrAuER. I am confident that the statement I am making is

based upon statistics of the United States Government, and they
show that in January, 1920, 7,680 dozen of pairs were imported into
the United States. The imports had increased by July, 1920, when
they were six times as large. In July, 1920, Germany exported to
us 43,885 dozen. Forty-three thousand dozen in July, 19.1a!I

In July, 1921, importations had increased to 142,000 dozen. Think
of it, 7,000 dozen in January, 1920; 43,000 dozen in July, 1920; and
142,000 dozen in July, 1921. I think, Senator Smoot, you will find
this information in that letter.

Senator Smoor. I can not say whether these figures are right be-
cause I have not checked them up, but in their report this is what
they say: Table No. 15, referring to cotton gloves, shows the imports
for coDsumption and the amount of revenue. It shows also, among
other things, the value per unit of quantity and the actual and com-
puted ad valorem rate. It goes on to say that in 1910 the imports
amounted to 176,253 dozen, the value being $312,947 and the duty
collected $218,P83. The value of the unit of quantity was $1.78, and
the per cent of duty 69.87.

I shall not read the values for the other years, but I shall give you
the quantities, which are as follows: 1911, 153,436 dozen; 1912,
86,886; 1913, 79,626 dozen; 1914, 11,996 dozen.

Then again in 1914 under the 35 per cent rate, 1,611,732 dozen.
Mr. LrrrAura. That comes about by reason of the difference in

classification made by the customhouse. They did not jump in 1914
to one million and a half from almost nothing. It came about by
reason of the fact that those fabric gloves made on these warp-knit-
ting machines were put into a different classification. Here is the
glove that was imported before that time, made on what is known as
the circular-knitting machine.

Senator S iooT. In 1914 the 35 per cent was in the Underwood
tariff law.

Mr. LrTAUER. Yes.
Senator S~toar. It says here: "Cotton gloves of all kinds."
Mr. LITrAuFR. Yes.
Senator SMoor. Now, reading further, 1915, 1,513,338; 1916, 664,-

471; 1917, 112,027;.1918, 420,667; 1919, 149, 833; 1920, 203,370.
Then the report goes into the countries and show what they were

in 1920 and where the gloves came front, as well as the value of them.
For instance, take Denmark. In 1919 there was none; in 1920,

205 dozen pairs.
France: In 1919 there were 1,567 dozen pairs; 1920, 315 dozens

pairs.
Germany: 1920, 39,101 dozen pairs.
.Netherland3: 1920, 1,231 pairs.
United Kingdom: 1920, 1,917 dozen pairs.
Canada: 1920, 12,683 dozen pairs.
Japan: 1920, 186,000 pairs.
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Mr. Lrrraun. This table shows for Germany in 1919, 812 dozen
pairs, but we have a report for 1919 showing that German imported.
tions of these gloves here amounted to* 15,000 dozen a month. This
table in some way is incorrect. It shows particularly, above here,
that in 1919 cotton-glove imports of all the countries amounted to
123,000 dozen, while in the table from which you quoted first it
amounts to 149,000 dozen.

Senator SMoor. The totals are correct.
Mr. LrrrAums. One is against the other. Here. [indicating] is

the total for 1919 and here [indicating] is the total for 1920. There
is a discrepancy in both of them.

This is the article-suede cotton gloves-which competes with kid
gloves and silk gloves; while these dozens brought in during the war,
particularly those mentioned from Japan in 1919, amounting to
120,000 out of the total of 123,000 were very much inferior and very
low-grade, circular-knit, cotton gloves.

Senator Smoor. It specifically states here the kind of gloves they
are. It goes on and gives these figures. This is the table following
thpt statement.

Mr. LrAUER. This is an extract taken from the Tariff Commis-
sion's report of 1918 with some later additions made thereto. It
will not conflict with the investigation made by me nor with the
careful studies I have made of these matters in connection with the
imports into the United States of su~ded, warp-knit, machine-made
fabric gloves; and I simply want to show you how our business,
which was started in 1915, was growing and had reached, according
to this report from the Tariff Commission, an output of 15,600,000
pairs in 1918, while to-day it is moribund, not a single pair being
made, and the industry being closed and wiped'out because Germany,
which began exports at a low rate in 1919, to-day exceeds in its
monthly imports into the United States the average consumption of
the United States. The average consumption of the United States
is 1,500,000 dozen a year or about 125,000 dozen per month, while
Germany has already, in July, reached 142,000 dozen in exports to
the United States. As for August and September you have statistics
in that letter I have received from the Tariff Commission.

Senator WATSON. What about the imports from Japan in the
meantime?

Mr. LrrrauE. Japan's exports before the war of all cotton gloves
amounted to about 500,000 dozen, and by 1918 had reached 3,750,000
dozen.

Senator WATSON. How many to this country?
Mr. LrTrAuB. As to thiscountry, all I can say is that the statistics

that Senator Smoot has called attention to show 120,000 dozen during
the year 1919. But I may add that 1919 was the year Japan killed
herself in this industry. The year before she must have imported
into the United States five, six, or ten times as many gloves, but the
gloves were so inferior and gave so little satisfaction and were of
such common nature that they hurt her trade. I have brought some
of them here for the purpose of exhibiting Japan's work.

Senator SMooT. What year are you now speaking of t
Mr. LrrTAUiM. I am speaking of Japanese goods for the years 1916.

1917, 1918, and 1919. Their exports to the United States now are
practically nil. They are, so to speak, entirely out of it.
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Here is a pair of gloves very similar to the gloves that I made dur-
ing the war, knitted on the same kind of a knitting machine with the
same kind of yarn. These goods cost me $2.28 to fabricate. Wool-
worth, in New York City, bought 40,000 dozen last week, for 75
cents, made in Japan.

Senator CALvzR. Seventy-five cents the dozen pairI
Mr. LrrmAuE. Seventy-five cents the dozen pair-less than the

cost of that fabric to me. Here is the glove already made, exported
to the United States, 85 per cent duty paid, landed here and sold for
75 cents.

Senator WATSON. What is the difference in the cost; where does the
difference lie?

Mr. LiTrAuEn. If these gloves were made in America I could not
sell them for less than $2.50.

The CHFAIAN. How much is the glove sold for now ?
Mr. LrrrAuER. Japan sells them for 75 cents.
Senator SMoor. In America?
Mr. LrrrAuzB. In America.
Senator Sm ooT. With duty paid and profit made?
Mr. LrrrAuxE. Whatever the profit or loss they made. They sell

it in the city of New York for 75 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you say 10 cents a pair?
Mr. Li rAuII. Ten cents per pair is the price they are retailed at,

while 75 cents per dozen is the price they were purchased at.
Senator WATSON. You said 75 cents a dozen, did you not?
Mr. LrTTAUER. Seventy-five cents a dozen for Japanese gloves.

Here is a sample made in America.
The CHA IRMAN. How much are they sold for?
Mr. LrrrAuRm. $2.50; but we can not sell them.
The CHARMAN. How much do they retail for por pair?
Mr. LrrrAuER. About 85 cents per pair.
The CHmMAN. And they get 10 cents for the others?
Mr. LrrrAuER. Ten cents.
The CHUMMAN. And the material is identical?
Mr. LrrrAuEm Both of them are cotton. I should say that the

Japanese glove [indicating] is a little bit heavier and coarser.
Senator DmLNoHAm. That is the German production?
Mr. LrrrAuER. Japanese.
Senator MCLEAN. Where do you get your yarn?
Mr. LrrrAuER. We buy this yarn of the southern manufacturers.

The American glove is made out of 40 and 50 single carded south-
ern yarns but is not made of as good yarn as some of the yarn made
in New Bedford.

Senator McLAN. Did I understand you to say that you get better
yarn in the South?

Mr. LrrrAUrER. I claim that the American yarn, the fine yarn, is
better than the yarn of England. We find that it is more uniform.
Ours is made out of long staple. It is better for this particular work.

Senator MCLEAN. Did I understand you to say the Japanese im-
portations were of poor quality?

Mr. LrrrAVU. Oh altogether.
Senator MoLE&N. boes that refer to the glove you have shown us?
Mr. LrrrAURE. It is a cheaper glove, circular knit, it has nothing

to do with this warp-knit suded glove.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is this Japanese glove that you have produced
before the committee an inferior article from the standpoint of wear
and use?

Mr. LrrrAuE Not at all, sir. It is not sn inferior article to the
same American glove.

The CHAmmAN. I understood you to say it was.
Mr. LrrrAUVER. These gloves (indicating] are made on warp.knit-

ting machines and are entirely different in character of manufacture
from these gloves made on circular machines, which we call fleece
jersey-underwear cloth adapted to the making of gloves. We have
to pay more for these two fasteners than they get for the gloves.

Senator SMOOT. I do not believe they can be made in Japan for 6
cents.

Mr. LrrrAuER. I do not know, but that is the price for which they
h',oe been sold. England has a stock of hundreds of thousands of
Ja anese-made gloves.

senator SmooT. Do you know the reason why they were sold at that
price?

Mr. LiTrAuR. I do not.
Senator SmooT. Can anybody buy them in any quantity I
Mr. LATAuzJR. I believe that I could buy another 40,000 dozen at

that.
Senator SMooT. If you take the fasteners, the cotton, and the

thread, I think it will coot more than 5 cents. They are not indbusi-
ness for the fun of it.

Mr. LrrrAuzR. My own manufactured gloves like the Japanese
gloves, can not be sold in the United States to-day. We sold those
gloves during the war at a uniform price and sold thousands of
dozens in Chicago at $3.50. We have offered those goods to-day at
$1.75 and we can find no buyer, because the Japanese gloves are sell.
ing at 75 cents.

1 beg of you that I be permitted to continue with this much more
important subject of the development of the su~ded warp-knit cotton-
glove industry here, this industry which had its birth in 1914. This
industry, let me repeat has to-day invested, in capital, at least $7,.
000,000-I, personally, believe $10,000 000-and gave employment to
20,000 people in 1917 and 1918. To-day every one of our people is
walking the streets waiting for a tariff to be enacted, waiting to know
whether or not he can follow his customary employment and find
work or whether he has to go to some other town ard find a job doing
something else.

I have attempted to show you how the German flood came in and
drove ufi out of business. My next point will be to endeavor to
demonst rate why it drove us out of business. Of course, it drove
us out for the simple reason that they brought in gloves so much
cheaper than we could manufacture'them, at such radically different
prices, that even the manufacturers of these gloves in the United
States during the war--some of the largest of them-went right over
to Germany, bought quantities over there, and brought them in here.

We have made an investigation. I, personally, made an investiga-
tion on the basis of the American valuation, in order to get some idea
how it would affect the industry. I made this investigation in July.
Recently, under your $100,000 appropriation, Mr. Reynolds and his-
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people havo made a subsequent one, their investigation having been
conducted in November on the basis of imports during Septem r.

Gentlemen, these gloves were sold in the United States at 50 cents
Spair before the war. That was the standard price.
Senator WATSoN. Made in the United States?
Mr. LrrrAuER. None made in the United States. There were no

loves of that character made in the United States before the war.
here were no machines running on that kind of cloth in the Uniited

States. The same is true of England. According to a statement
that I received from a trade paper, cloth of that kind was imported
into England before the war to the extent of 5,600,000 yards in the
shape of gloves, from Germany. During the war they, lie our-
selves, started in to make these gloves without German competition,
and at the end of the war they made 5,250,000 square yards of cloth
in England. Then came the flood of German gloves. Thirty out
of fifty English factories were closed; the Government of Great
Britain recogmising that this was one of the key industries. laid
promptly a high tariff on it, and the industry began to thrive again
in England.

We, here in the United States, have not had any Executive pro-
vision to take care of us, and we are simply waiting on your action,
so that we shall know whether this business is to continue or is not to
continue.

Gentlemen, I am here, frankly, to speak of the position I occupy
in thth business, and it is tip to me, if we can not be protected, to
buy in Germany so as to be able to compete with the importers and
thereby make e, profit. I stand here, frankly, as the representative
of 20,000 operatives who were at work on the manufacture of these
gloves and ii producing this fabric, admitted by all importers and
by all consumers to be of the highest grade. If you will look at these
gloves here, the product of one of my competitors of whom Mr. Bolles
is the representatie-and it is a well.known company-I think you
can readily see why we were complimented right and left and were
told that our gloves were the equal of German gloves, and that in some
respects they were superior. We produce splendid gloves. Now we
are up against the question: Can we get tariff protection which will
ronable this industry to continue, or shall we close up and consider
the industry nothing but a past investment ?

Senator SMoor. Do you agree with the report filed with respect
to the fabric industry, paragraphs 913 and 914, and are these the
rates that you are asking for?

Mr. LrrrAUEB. Will you permit me to explain?
Senator Smoor. Yes.
Mr. LrrrAUER. These gentlemen'manufacture only the cloth.
Senator SmoOT. I am aware of that.
Mr. LrrrAUun. I manufacture the cloth. I do not sell the cloth. I

do riot know about the cloth by itself. I believe that they need the
protection that they are asking for on their cloth.

Senator Smoor. You want, with respect to 914, the protection that
Is asked for here?

Mr. LrrrAuER. No. I am going to give you another scheme in con-
nection with that. I want to tell you that in July I procured from
the customshouse eight samples of gloves of this nature, as they were
being imported from Germany, and the prices at which they were
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invoiced. The duty was 85 per cent. They have a favorite basis for
taking the mark to-day. They all claim that the marks cost 1.0
cents, while we know hat to-day the mark is worth but one-half a
cent. But, taken on that basis, which is three times what it is worth
to-day, these eight so aples cost in Germany, translated, into dollars
and cents on the basis of 1.6 cents, $3.17 per dozen, oSn which im-
porters pay a 35 per cent duty. Again, the duty is figured on 1.6
cents for the mark, and not as it should be figured to-day on one-half
a cent per mark, if landed to-day. Adding the duty and the cost of
transportation of 15 cents together, we arrive at a cost landed in the
United States of $4.43. That is the average on eight samples of
gloves that could not be manufactured and sold on the basis of the
American valuation or the wholesale net selling price in the United
States for less than $6.75, making a difference, m figures, of $2.82.
In other words, on the basis of 1.6 cents to the mark, they could be
landed here for $2.82 less 4han we can make them here.

Then, again, we come to the caledlation of American-valuation
tariff basis on these goods. If we take the American-valuation aver-
age of $6.75 and ad duty of 40 par cent thereof to the German cost
the landed cost would be $6.85, always figuring on the same basis.
If we should add 60 per cent oi the American valuation to the Get-
man cost, the result would be $6.70.

The examination of the customhouse officials and others in connec-
tion with Mr. Reyold's American-value investigation followed, aid
the importers submitted three samples. I am giving you now the
average. I have the German cost figures for each sample, but I am
going to give the average. The three samples on the basis a gain of
1.0 cents, cost $2.80, as against my previous cost of $3.17. With a 35
per cent duty, with the customhouse basis of marks at 1.6 cents, the
total landed cost would be $3.93, or practically 60 cents a dozen
cheaper than they would have cost according to my investigation
in July; and that corresponds witb the monthly statement of the
Department of Commerce, which gave the import value of these
goods in July, 1920, as $4.20 and in Jidy, 1921, as 3, while in Sejptem-
ber 1921, the value was given as $2.40 per dozen.df course, it is almost impossible for us to reach a conclusion as to
how Germany can make these gloves so cheaply, and how she can sell
them to our importers so cheaply. I personally, for a dozen years ormore have been interested in this subject. I have been in Chemnitz
at least six or eight times. I went practically every summer to see
how we could get America into this business. I never could fully
appreciate the matter. I did know that with the 50 per cent duty that
we had under the Aldrich bill it was practically im-posible to manu-
facture. The 35 per cent duty under the Underwood bill made any
attempt the more impossible to manufacture. Even under the pre-
vious 50 per cent duty we could not manufacture anything here that
would enable us to compete with Germany..

As to German wages, remember that to give you anything authori-
tative regarding them is extremely difficult.

I have the superintendent of my cotton-glove factory in Chemnitz'
to-day. I sent him over there to gather facts in this matter. We
know--or I know-that in my previous experience that what we paid
a dollar for over here Germans paid a mark for over there; in other
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words, our labor cost in the manufacture of gloves was in the ratio
of about four to one. That applied also to thelabor cost in the manu-
facture of the fabric. If I should take the statements that have been
given to us and translate them into dollars and cents I think I could
clearly show you today that a dollar paid for work in the Uniter1
States would produce no more work than 5 cents exchanged into Ger-
man marks and sent to an individual, over in Chemnitz, Germany,
would produce. In other words, anywhere from 16 to 20 to I of our
currency translated into marks is the difference between the price
that labor is paid here and there.

-With respect to labor in this industry I may say that wages went
up in our factory during the period of 1916 to 1919 128 per cent.
When we had almost reached the finish we made a reduction of 12.5
per cent in our wages, but we came to the conclusion later on that we
could not give our employees the work; that we could not compete;
that we could not sell our products; that we could not dispose of the
large stock on hand; so we closed our plants and we are not using
a pound of yarn, or warping or weaving a pound of yarn, or making.
a pair of these gloves to-day.

The question now is What must we have in the way of a duty to
compete? I have looked at that question from two standpoints.
What rate must we have in order to meet foreign competition? We
may ns well confine ourselves to Germany because it is the German
competition that we hayc to deal with. The 50 per cent ad valorem
duty that we had before the war is of no consequence at all based
upon the foreign invoice value. No industry can be restored on that
basis. We asked of the House 60 per cent, but in connection with
that we asked that the least amount of duty on two-button gloves, or
the 11-inch length glove, should be not less than $3 a dozen. I cangive my figures to you if you desire them. I have them translated.
T hey require considerable study. So, unless we can get $3 a dozen
duty, we can uot manufacture these gloves in the United States. The
industry will be ended and our force will be dispersed.

Senator DILL!INIOAM. You stated that before the war certain classes
of these gl6ves were selling for 50 cents?

Mr. LirrAuzn. Yes.
Senator DwuzoHAx. What are they selling for nowl
Mr. Lr-rAuER. Let me give you an illustration. The gloves sold

before the war at 50 cents, and they are now paying and always have
paid the importer and the retailer a large profit, The average cus-
tomhouse entry on loves during 1914, 191, and 1916, according to
that table of he Tariff Commission-when the million and a ailf
dozens were imported-was around $1.50 or $1.75 per dozen, to which
add 85 per cent for duty and 15 cents per dozen for the cost of bring-
ing them over. They sold for 50 cents a pair. During the war we
first began to sell them so that they would sell at 76 cents a pair.
Then came the increased cost of yarns and labor. I paid 80 cents a
pound at first, and finally the price went up as high as $4.20 per
pound and then the gloves went up to the $1 basis per pair.

Gentlemen, here is the advertisement of one of our largest former
United States manufacturers, now an importer. The advertisement
reads for the fall of 1921-an advertisement of chamoisette gloves-
to the effect that the prices will be reduced to 75 cents. These gloves
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that now ought to be selling for 50 cents or less are going at 75 cents.
Among these advertisements is one of a Washington house. Remem.
ber, gentlemen, that these are the same gloves that have been consid-
eredby the American-valuation forces that have been at work lately.
"rhe profits importers are making on these goods are enormous.

Senator MoLEAN. These are the prices of the imported articleI
Mr. LirrAuEB. The prices of the imported article as sold in our

retail stores Night before last I saw an advertisement in the Eve-
ning Star, again, giving these same prices.

Senator DILLINOHAM. These gloves were selling for 50 cents before
the wart

Mr. LTirrAu:R. Yes; and are now 59 cents, 89 cents, and on up to
$2, according to styles. "

The dear wearer, the working woman or the lady, has not been
considered. The importer has gotten all of the good out of the busi-
ness, having driven the American manufacturer out because he had
a big leeway.and was selling goods at a big profit.-

I do not know whether you have this American-valuation report
here or not but I happen to know something of the figures in con-
nection with that.Senator SiMMoNs. How does it happen, Mr. Littauer, that you
know about these figures before the committee is informed about them
or furnished with them?

Mr. LrrrAuEjt. I think they were sent to you the last week or so.*
At any rate an inspector of the customhouse came to me and said,
"Here are three standard styles of gloves. What can you manufac-
ture them for? What are you selling them for?" I gave him the
price at which I could sell them.

Senator SUTHRmLAND. This committee called a meeting, did it
not, of all the different manufacturers and has been in touch with
you?

Mr. LrrruAR .Yes. Mr. Bolles, my competitor, and I were there
at the same time. They asked us, "Do you make a similar article?"
Of course we had to hunt up an article that was as nearly similar
as we could get it.

Senator WATsoN. Did they give you the figures on this kind of
glove?

Mr. LIrAuER. No; but I knew what they bought them at. I knew
they had contracts still coming. Remember that these figures are
on the basis of 1.6 cents per mark.

Here, for instance, is a two-fastener glove. It cost, with duty to
land, $2.85. If it were figured on one-half cent for the mark, it would
cost to land in the United States $1.

Senator MCLpAN. This glove is selling for $1?
Mr. LrrrAuxR. That glove is advertised to sell for 89 cents.
When you come to the 16-button glove, which they claim should be

valued at 1.6 cents to the mark, its cost landed is $5.55 per dozen; at
one-half cent to the mark, it would cost only $1.85.

Senator McLEAN. Is there no English competition I
Mr. LrrrAumI. Oh, no. England can not compete with Germany.

She produces for herself and her colonies.
Senator MOLEAR. They have a monopolyI
Mr. LrrrAuER. Germany controls this trade in the world.
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Let me be quite frank with you. The machines that knit this fabrio
also knit silk fabric. The silk industry was practically in the same
position at its start. When we began to manufacture silk gloves
it was only because we got an adequate tariff. It was a 60 per cent
tariff. Then silk gloves were sold at $1 per pair. To-day they are
sold at 50 cents a pair, or they were before we had the skyrocketing
in silk. The silk went up, as you will remember, from about $4 a
pound to $15 and $18 a pound. But by concentrated and large pro-
duction we have been able to make the best silk glove in the world.
Germany can not compete with us at all. She does not begin to make
as good silk as we do, nor as good silic gloves as we do. We have the
silk-glove trade of America wherever good silk gloves are wanted.
We have it even in Germdny and in England. we can do the same
thing with these cottongloves if an adequate tariff be now given to us.
The cotton glove is driving out the leather glove. The consumption
of leather gloves is no more than one-half to three-quarters of what
it used to be. Why? Because the women find these gloves very
satisfactory. It has even affected our silk gloves because these gloves
are cheaper and look so well and are so popular. If we can once get
back to our 15,000,000 pairs and develop from there on upward, we
feel that we can make this a business in the United States that would
take about $15,000,000 capital and that will keep from 15,000 to
30,000 people in the United States at work.

Senator DIWuuIoHAm. During the time that you were supplying
the American market how did your retail prices compare with the
retail prices to-day, when Germany is supplywtg the market?

Mr. -LTrAuER. I should say our retail prices were one-third more
than to-day.

Senator D NGOHAm. That was during the war?
Mr. LrIrAv R. During the war. Everybody was satisfied. While

these people to-day advertise that they are saving the public 40 per
cent, their figures do not really show it when they come down to the
retail price per pair, even though they advertise cotton gloves at $8
per pair. They may have gotten it for a few pairs. Such figures
are a great deal like the statistics that you are so often burdened with
by expert witnesses.

I was simply abounded to see the character of the samples that
were brought forth during the testimony of Mr. Fix and, again, by
Mr. Doherty in connection with the fabric gloves. They took ex-
treme cases--fancy, elaborate things-and not the average common
glove that is used by the average person.

Mr. Fix claims that the price of these gloves before the war,
according to the example that je gave, was-well, I do not like to
go into these things too much, but the example that he gave rested
on a comparison of prewar prices with present export prices.
Gloves, cotton, 15.50. Your statistics during that prewar period
would show that the gloves averaged 6 marks. Now, here you have
an example of 15.50 marks, and they claim that these gloves to-day
cost 375 marks-15.0 before the war and 375 now. In another
letter that I believe you, Senator introduced Mr. Doherty comes
along and instead of basing his figures on 151 marks prewar he
bases them on 10 marks before the war, but he says that such a cotton
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love has now gone up to 700 marks, or seventy times. Mr. Fix, on
the other hand, gives it as from 15.50 to 875, or approximately
twenty times.

Now, those are very misleading. I could not prove that they are
not correct. But I do know that the basis of the average value in
January, 1920, and the basis of the average value in January, 1921,
shortly before the time when they made their statements, was $3.25,
which is equal to 200 marks on the lo-cent basis, while they give
you examples at 375 and 700 marks.

And again, the average value in 1914 was $1.48, equal to 6 marks,
and in 1915 it was $1.50, equal to 6 marks. But I do not want to
get into the controversial end of the thing.

I believe that the proposition we made originally to the House
committee must be granted this trade if it is to continue, and that is
paragraph 914 which allows us 40 per cent ad valorem under para-
graph 402. I believe that we should have 50 per cent; I believe 50
per cent will enable the importation to continue in a large way, but
will enable us to get going and revive. But I do feel that we should
have a provision which we offered to the House, but which the com-
mittee would not entertain, or at least did not grant, that the ad
valorem rate shall amount to not less than $3 per dozen pair, 11
inches or less in length-this glove here [indicating sample]; and
in addition thereto 15 cents per dozen for each inch in length in
excess of 11 inches to take care of these long gloves that go way.
up here at times [illustrating].

Senator SmooT. Irtead of 25 as recommended by the different
organizations?

Mr. Lr-rAuim. Yes, sir; I want to get it down to the closest pos.
sible basis we could get it.

Gentlemen, every accessory that goes into this glove is an Ameri.
can-made accessory. Our fasteners are made in America; our sew-
ing silks and embroidery silks are made here; our tapes are made
here. This is entirely an American product.

Senator CURns. And you get your cotton here?
Mr. LrrrAuER. We get all our cotton here. I would like to have

the letter from Efird Mills, North Carolina, in the record, because
this is one of the most successful manufacturers of cotton yarns, and
I will just give you the last part of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Littauer, where else would you get the cotton
except in this country?

Mr. LTrAUER. W6 would get it* in England or Egypt. These
gloves were always made of Rgyptian yarn before the war.

Permit me to just read you a part of a letter. The cotton came
from the Efird Manufacturing Co., Albemarle, N. C., and they write
us under date of December 5, or to Mr. Jones, the president of the
Fulton County Mills, that manufacture this cloth [reading]:

We have done a fine business of our Efird 78/1 with you and with others,
but the fact Is that there has been nothing in the way of new business for a
long while. I have one customer, a big user of this yarn, who Is quite discour-
aged over the delay in Washington as regards any relief. As I understand
him, there Is German competition, which his firm could not meet, even if we
made them a present of the yarn.

8152T-22-scu 9-9
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Senator SimmoNs. What is the date of that letter? '
Mr. LITrAuzR. December 5, 1921. In other words, gentlemen the

fact is that none of us have bought any yarn since last May or une.
We have used up the yarns that we had, and we are all closed down,
and it is pitiful. I do not want to go into any harrowing tales, but
really to-day they are shoveling snow, working in wood yards; men
who received from us from $45 to $5 a week in pay, expert weavers
and warpers of the finest knitting machines the world knows. These
are all skilled workers; and take the girls who work at making
gloves-and I see the pay rolls; I see the amount that they earn-
from 18 to 25 years of age earn anywhere from $24 to $42 a week.

We had to induce labor to take up this new industry during the
war. We paid full price, and, as I told you, there has been no cut
worth speaking about since then not more than $1 or $2 a week, and
it was all foolishness, because unless we can get a tariff that will com-
pensate we can not continue this industry.

Another thing is, we are moribund-we will be dead pretty soon,
unless the Congress acts.

Senator SM0ar. Do you request any different rate on the two-fold
fabric over the one-fold?

Mr. Lrrrauu. Well, the two-fold fabric is a very interesting
matter in connection with this work.

Senator SMoor. I know that. But I wanted to know whether you
are asking distinction to be made there.

Mr. LiTrAuzP. No; it will all go in under the same rate. Of
course, per fold all the rates on them are the same. But the
cotton-

Senator Smoor (interposing). I am not talking about the fabric at
all* I am talking about the gloves.

senator Simmoxs. I desire to ask for some information.
Mr. LrIrAuE.. We require that foreign goods be stamped with

the country of origin, and it is carried out anA passed by our customs
authorities in such a way as to give us American manufacturers no
protection. Here is a pair of gloves [exhibiting samples to the com-
mittee] imported from Germany. The only statement of the country
of origin on that is on the base of that fastener there [indicating],
"Made in Saxony." And, then, Senator, look at the stamping that is
permitted to pass.

Senator MbLrA. Read it. -
Senator SMoor. I can not; I would have to get a better 11 ht.
Mr. LrrrAuz It is the word "Saxony," there. But Fdo not

claim that that is any fair way of meeting the provision of the law.
Canada is very much more exact than we are.

The CHAMAN. That is a matter that ought to be taken up with
the Treasury Department.

Senator SrumoN.& I was not in the room when Mr. Littauer began
his statement. I did not hear the first part of it. I wanted to in-
quire if the Government statistics contained in the Monthly Summary
of Foreign Commerce showing the number of knit gloves imported
into the Tnited States in thelast 10 months, ending with October,
have been put into the record.

Mr. LirrAur. Yes; I put them into the record as far as I could.
If you have them there I would like to corroborate them, because
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Senator Smoot brought up some other figures that were in a digest.
This is the publication I base all my figures on.

Senator SitMONs. I simply wanted to inquire if you had offered
the committee, before I came in, any evidence that the importations
during the last 10 months, ending in October, exceeded the number
given here?

Mr. LrrAumn. I based everything on those figures. I have no
other way of know ing.uadiSenator SIMMONS. You admit, then, that the importations from all
sources of cotton gloves into this country during 10 months ending
October 30, 1921, was less than 1,000,000 dozen?

Mr. LrrrAuEB. Yes; and if you take the July, August, and Sep.
tember-I happen to have a letter from the Department of CoM.
merce; here is the Au ust imports-

Senator SiMMOzs. I am taking the totals.
Mr. LrrrAuFE. Remember, they are growing by leaps and bounds,

and there were ten times as many in July as January.
Senator Cuiris. Will you have that letter put into the record? It

was not put into the record.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF CO ,E cE,
Waliington, October 27, 1921.

LITTAuzi GLOVE CORPORATION,

285 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
GENiTLEuEN: In compliance, with your request of October 25, I take pleasure

in quoting below the Imports of cotton gloves into the United States during the
months of July, August, and September, 1921:

July, 142,152 dozen pairs ------------------------------- $424,620
August, 137,720 dozen pairs ----------------------------- 402,792
September, 129,917 dozen pairs ------------------------------------ 830,438

Very truly, yours, - . HOH N,
(hfief, DlvisOn of Statiatfic.

Senator SItMoNs. I would like to know if it is established in that
letter that during the 10 months ending June 80 less than 1,000,000
dozen gloves were imported into this country.

Mr. LrrrAueR. I will admit anything that those figures tell, because
I believe they are correct.

Senator SIMMoNs. And that, I understand the witness to contend,
has destroyed the cotton-glove industry of the United States.

Mr. LrrirTAU . Complete destruction of the cotton-glove industry.
Senator SImmoNs. I am talking about cotton gloves, because the

figures apply to cotton gloves and to no other kinds.
Mr. IrwAiuEB. I suggest that paragraph 914 be amended to read

as follows:
Gloves, composed wholly or in chief value of cotton or other vegetable fiber, made

of fabric knit on , warp-knitting machine, 50 per centum ad valorem, but not les
than a minimum of $3 per dozen pairs, not over 11 inches in length; for each inch in
excess over 11 Inches, in addition, 15 cents per dozen pairs.

On such $loves of two folds of such fabric, 50 per centum ad valorem, but not lees
than a minimum of $4 per dozen pairs, not over 11 Inches in length; over 11 Inches in
length, for each inch i excess, 25 cent per dozen pairs.
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COTTON AND LINEM HANDKERCHIEFS.
[Paragraphs 917, 1015, and 1400.]

BRIEF OF JOSEPH W. BTEIN, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
MANUFACTURERS OF COTTON AND LINEN HANDKEROmHI19S.

The undersigned American manufacturers of cotton and linen handkerchiefs re-
pectfull request that certain amendments be made in the new tariff act as it

paedthe House (Fordney bill, H. R. 7456). We are interested in dp h 917
covering cotton handkerchiefs, pari~graph 1015, covering linen handIerchiefs and

14 ich covers embr( dered, initialed, tamboured, hemstitched, ap-
plquu or ope handkerchiefs.
With respect to the last paragraph (1430), we request that hemstitched, drawnwork,

embroidered or otherwise ornamented handerkchefs, otherwise provided for in that
paragraph, be provided for, if made of cotton, In paragraph 917, covering cotton hand-
kerchief, andif mad e of linen, in paragraph 10T, covering linen handkerchiefs and
that these ornamented handkerchiefs be omitted from paragraph 1430, which wilf still
cover a great variety of articles.

I. COMMON HANDEERCH[E7S.

Paragraph 917 of the Fordney bill (H. R. 7456) is as follows:
"PA,. 917. Handkerchiefs and mufflers, composed wholly or in chief value of

cotton, finished or unfinished, not hemmed, shall pay duty as cloth; hemmed or hem-
stitched shall pay, in addition thereto, 10 per centum ad valorem: Provided, That
none of the foregoing, when containing yarns the average number of which does not
exceed number 40, shall pay lea than 25 per centum ad valorem; nor when exceed-
in number 40, less than 30 per centum ad valorem.'
We ask that the above parader ph be sticken out and that in place thereof there

be incorporated in the new tariff bill a new pp h s
gained in the Payne-Aldrich Act of 1909 (par. 322), With appropriate changes in rates
to meet present conditions. We request that you adopt as the paragraph covering
cotton handkerchiefs, the following:

"Handkerchiefs or mufflers composed of cotton cloth, in the piece or otherwise,
finished or unfinished not hemmed, shall pay the same rate and amount of duty on
the cotton cloth of which they are composed as is imposed by this act on cotton cloth
of the same kind and description. If such handkerchiefs are hemmed only, they
shall pay 9 per centum ad valorem in addition thereto: Provded, That such hand-
kerchiefs and mufflers shall not pay a less rate of duty than 30 per centum ad valorem.
Handkerchiefs and mufflers composed of cotton cloth in the piece or otherwise, fin.
Wished, or unfinished, hemstitched or imitation hematitched, or revered, or having
drawn threads, shall pays duty of 371 per century ad valorem. Cotton handkerchiefs
and mufflers compos6d of cotton cloth in the piece or otherwise, finished or unfinished,
if embroidered In any manner with an initial, letter, monogram, or otherwise, by
hand or machinery, or if tamboured or appliqued or scalloped-, or If trimmed wholly
or partly with lace or with tucking or insertion, shall pay a duty of 421 per centum
ad valorem."I

U. LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.

Paragraph 1015 of the Fordney bill (H. R. 7456) is as follows:
"PAR. 1015. Handkerchiefs composed wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber

other than cotton, finished or unfiidshed, not hemmed, 33j per centum ad valorem;
hemmed or hemsatitched, 36 per centum ad valorem."

We ask that this be stricken out and that there be substituted in place thereof the
follow:

"Han-ikerhefs composed wholly or in chief value of flaix hemp, or ramie, or vege-
table fiber other than cotton, whether in the piece of otherwise, finished or unfinish6d
not hemmed, shall pay the same rate and amount of duty on the cloth contained
therein, as i impo by this act on cloth of the same kind and description. If such
handkerchiefs are hemmed they shall pay 9 per century ad valorem in addition
thereto: Prov , That such handkerhefs shall not pay a les rate of duty than 30
per centum ad valorem. Handkerchiefs composed wholy or in chief value of vege-
table fiber other than cotton, In the piece or otherwise, Efnished or unfinished, hem-
stitched or imitation hemstitched, or revered, or having drawn threads, shall pay a
duty of 371 per centumn ad valorem. Handkerchiefs compoeed wholly or in chief
value of vegetable fiber other than cotton in the piece or otherwise, finished or unfin-
ished, if embroidered in any manner with an Initial, letter, monogram, or otherwise,
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by hand or machiery, or if tambourdi or appliqued or scalloped, or if trimmed
wholly or partly with lace or with tucking or insertion, shall pay a duty of 421 per
centum ad valorem." I

11. COMPAIUSON 01 PORRION AND DOeMI0 COST OF MANUIPAOT[ITR1.

At this time it is hudly neceiary for us to Ro into the intricate details of the method
of manufacurn handkerchiefs, as it was fully discussed, explained, and covered by
statistical data in support of the American manufacturers' contention for protective
duty at a hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means of the Sixty-second
Congress, third seion, 1913.

Handkerchiefs are made of various fabrics, but those to which we wish to direct
your attention are of cotton and of flax or other vegetable fiber, and we shall endeavor
to show thatthe rates in our proposed p h are essential to enable the American
manufacturer to successfully compete-with the foreign manufacturer and pay such
wages as will enable the American workman to continue in this industry and main.
tain a decent standard of living. In the American handkerchief trade there is actual,
open competition and monopoly is impossible. Cloth is easily obtained as are als
the sewing machines, and anyone ownin- a single machine can = me a handkerchief
manufacturer. We are c .lased as a hly competitive industry. The American
handkerchief industry employs many thousands of people at good wages. It also
uses cotton cloth made out of Ameirican-grown cottn. Our cotton handkerchief
industry therefore contributes directly to the benefit of the textile and yam industry
as well as other allied industries. The industry here represented employs approxi.
mately 10,000 laborers, involving a yearly wage expense of from $7,500,000 to$10,00D,000.

Our petition for an increase of rates over those provided by the act of 1913, and in
some instances slightly above those contained in the act of 1909, is based upon the
difference in the cost of producing the same articles in American factories. W annex
hereto several examples showing the rate paid for hemstitching, finishing, thread
ribbon, and boxing, and it becomes very apparent that without any factory overhead
whatever the American manufacturer pays his workers fully 25 per cent more than is
paid to the British workman, who is our greatest competitor. If we add our factory
overhead you will readily see that our production cost is double the production cost of
goods manufactured in Great Britain. In them cost-of-production statements the
British price is computed at an exchange rate of $4 to the pound, for the reason that
this exemplifies existing conditions. At the same time we have also extended the
figures on the basis of ekhage at the rate of $4.8665 to the pound sterling. British
contractors will do work at the figures we have set forth in our table for anyone furnish-
ing the cloth for the purpose. Of course the price which the contractor charges
includes his entire factory cost, his overhead, and also a profit.

You can therefore readily see what a great advantage the British manufacturer has
over the American manufacturer, and we can confidently assert that if it had not been
for the European war which took so many workers away from their usual vocations
and naturally made labor in this line very scarce, this country would have been
flooded with European handkerchiefs, and the majority of our factories would have been
compelled to close, thus destroying an industry giving thousands employment.

We desire to call your special attention to a few exhibits which we am submitting to
substantiate our claim for additional duties. Exhibit A-is a woman's colored woven
border handkerchief which can be bought in the Belfast market at 2a. 2d. At the
present rate of duty and figuring the pound at $4, the importer can land this article at
8.cnts per dozen net. We are als submitting our cost sheet, which wll show you

thia a similar article made of the same material and in the same way by an American
manufacturer cost $0.8128 per dozen net. In order to give us such protection as
will enable us to om t with this British made handkerchief, we are certainly
entitled to a duty of 37j per cent, which is what we ask as per annexed schedule.

Exhibit B is a man's handkerchief made of cotton and can be bought in Belfast
at 4e. 4d. This the importer can land at $1.17 per dozen under the same condition a
above. Our cost of a similar article made of cloth of American manufacture is 1.5193
cents.

Just as an example of the great disadvantage under which we are laboring can be
clearly shown in the item of hemstitching. In Belfast the worker is paid for stitching
a 12-inch handkerchief with 15 stitches, 30 pence for 12 dozen, or 21 pence per dozen.
Granting that this factory overhead is the same as ours (but we are s'ire it is not), his
cost per dozen for hematitching is 5 pence, or 0.0840 cent, whereas our cost, plus
overhead, is 0.1496 cent.

SRate In abo proposed pera phs are American valuatlos.
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Another example is shown in hemstitched handkerchiefs of 18 inches and 16 stitches
for which they pay 45d. for 12 dozen, or 33 pence per dozen. With factory overhead
this is 7j pence, or 0.1232 cent. Our cost plus factory overhead is 0.2186 cent.
And so It goes through every operation of labbr, until, in the final analysis, we find
that we are paying nearly 100 per cent more for our labor than do our British com-
petitors. They aso have a great advantage in the purchase of cloth. The cloth
shown in Exhibit B cost in Minchester 3 shillings per dozen, or 60 cents, whereas our
cloth cost us $1.55 per dozen. The same labor costs apply to linen handkerchiefs
and we therefore .ieopectfully ask that the same duty be asessed on hemstitched
handkerchiefs made of flax, etc-that is, 371 per cent id valorem.

An industry which has great posibilities if properlyprotected, is the manufacture
of embroidered handkerchiefs. Our greatest competitors are in Switzerland. Again,
a similar condition exists as to labor. The prevailing stitch rate per 1,000 stitches
made on the hand machine averages about 80 centimes, or about 16 cents. We must
pay for similar work 30 cents. Their cost of finishing, stitching, and boxing is also
below our rates and this puts us at a great disadvantage in trying to successully
compete with their products. The Treasury Department issues weekly a schedule
of landing cost for Swis-made goods and for that reason we are not bothering you with
as many details, as we are sure your experts are thoroughly in touch with this situation.

In 1913 when the revision of our tariff was downward, the question of embroidered
handkerchiefs was thoroughly and most diligently examined and the conclusion was
definitely arrived at that the then existing rate of 60 per cent should be retained.
We felt at that time that the rate should be 75 per cent and we again respectfully
petition that the rate be affixed at 75 per cent on the foreign. vAluation or 42j per cent
American valuation, in order that this industry be given a fair chance to compete with
the Swiss manufacturers. Moreover embroidered handkerchief are a luxury and we
are firmly of the opinion that tny article of luxury should be sufficiently taxed to
make it a revenue producer.

Under the heading of "Linen handkerchiefs" we would respectfully call 'your
attention to the fact that linen cloth out of which handkerchiefs are made is not made
in this country. We buy this cloth in Ireland, ship it In the bleached state to the
United States, where we cut it up, hemstitch or otherwise treat it to make it into
handkerchiefs, and box it. We ask you toive due consideration tothe duty on hand-
kerchief cloth of linen. The ratesin the tariff acts of 1909and 1913 are nearly identical,
and we ask you to continue same, as it will enable us to produce linen handkerchiefs ini
this country and give the consumer the best possible value at reasonable prices but,
this can onlybe done if we receive the proper protection on the finished linen iand-
kerchiefs.

(Submitted by: Herrman, Aukam & Co., Joseph W. Stein, vice president; the
Acheson Harden Co James Harden, president; Alexander & Stein (Inc.), Charles E.
Stein president; 1. 0. Herman & Co.,Long Handkerchief Co. (Inc.), Bernhard Long,
preiNut. H. Roenthal & Co. (Inc.); Newark Embroidery Wors H. Borneman,

ice president; Phillips, Well & Norton, A. M. Phillips; Schmidt itz-Gibbon Co,
J. Schmidt; E. Heller I Bro. (Inc.), Maurice Sagui, president; The Internationi
Handkerchief Manufacturing Co., Charles Tyroler, treasurer; Duke Macmahon & Co.,
Passaic, N. I.; Joseph W. Stein, chairman tariff committee, New York, N. Y.)

Compara ei costs of manu/acture of cotton and linen handkercefs.

Paid to Aerican American APer cent ofAmecan nufac- material,
t excluding cst overoperators. overhead, cloth. Beofst.

10 dogen ladies' iongd, 14 sttes: Cewe Cris. 00U.
emsstttob operator ................................ 0.0600 0.0 .00........

Piisbing opeator ................................. .0130 .0130 ...........
Thread.. ............................................. 0.000Oonm on ribbon .................................................. .0008
No. 15 box ..................................................... .050

To l ........................................... .. 0820 .0820 :O F

Total Americanoperatingoot .......................................... .17
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Comparative costs of manfacture of cotton ax- A-'e andkrehif&-40ontinued.

Belfst, £5Ss. 8d., at $4 per pound steing.......
Beltfast, £5 .8., at 84.865per pound sterlng.

5 dozenladles' 8 by 8, 14 stitches:
ln u elhopst r ................................
The opead. t. ............................
Silk ribbon .........................
No. 15 box ........................................
Total..... ......................

Total American opera cot ..........
B ut, atf14a Wdnwsterlng .......
Bdut, 79,at $4 pound stlL ......

5 dozen ldles'cords, $by$, 16 stItcbs:
Hem.utch op e ra.. . .Flxapshi op ertat............. ......

Sik 1ibbox .........................................
No W ..........................................

Total American operaUng cost ............
Belfs, id.a 84 perfo ser l g ..........
Belfast, Sjd., at 4AM 5W pound sterli .......

10 dozen men's longfold, 14 stitches:
H ttCh opetor ..........................

Common r .. .........................

No. 15 box .........................................

Total............ .o................

Total American operating cost ...................
Belfast, £7 as. d., St $4 p pound to. ........)Belfast, £7 S. Sd., at t868 per p>ond sterling...

Sdo en men's 10 by 10, I stitebs:Hem.stltch operator .........................
g operator.............................

No tal . .........................................

T. o ae...........~..................

Total American operating cost.........
Belfast, £8 Is. 2d, at 4 p pound sterling ........Belfst, £8 Is. 26, at #4.866 per pound ster lng...

5 dozen men's ,ords, 10 by 10,16 stitch:
Hemstitch opertr .............................
]shnL~hlg operatr ....... .............

.bbo............................
Nco5 b.........................

Total........ .........................

Total Aman la o ..............
£7. M", at$4pe5 pound stng ......

Paid to muc Ameican
peran tnrer's exldnopm ors vehead. Ico

Per cent of
Amerian
ot over
Belfast
cot.

alflu. aw. 0a..l
'109 73

.......... .0107

.0961

.1017

.1003
*01SD

.. ........3

i .0061

.0748

.1017

.1093

.010

.1243

.0051 I.0610-51

.12001

.1470

.009
:0007
.0107
.crm
.1017

017

-1375

.090M

.00H4

.1243

.2M2

.028 .020 .........

.1382

.1382

. 1417

.03 .103 ........

.0140

:1813
. ........ .220w

SLO

U92

1147
76.5

11. 6
7M.I
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8dllng wet of cotorl words De. 5, 19*1.

Items.

30+1|:
Cloth ....................
Thread ..................
Ribbon and tickets .......
Box,6 by 11 (1) ...........

o op ................

J2brCe t cn e ..........

2 pierce c...........

Thread ................
Ribbon nd tickets .......
Box ( ) ..................
Case ......................
Labor coat .............

2 percent See .............

Cost.

$L0065
.0120

.0217

.0165

.0273

300

.016

. 128

Department.

cutting ...................
Hemtitchlng, 80.9+1 per

cent.
ding .................

Fol in. ............Pesng.o...........

lbbo nig........:::....
Boxing .......................

Selling overhead ........

CutM ng... .........
Hlerstltcbng, 0.05;5+1. pet

cent.
Dampening.............
Machine Ironing ...........
Foldin . ..................

Boxing .......................

Selling overbead ........

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
[ Paragraph 918.1

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES S. PARKER, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CO, :BESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Mr. PARKER. I a pp ear here in the interest of the collar manufac-
turers of the city o~fTroy, which is in my congressional district.

As far as the Fordney bill is concerned, the interests which I
represent will accept without protest the rates on shirts, linen col-
lars, and silk collars, but they do believe that the rate that is carried
on cotton collars is not sufficient to enable the industry to exist.

As you know, their business is largely a matter of cotton collars.
The labor represents probably 60 per cent of the cost of the collars.
They do not believe, with the 25 per cent specific duty and a 12.5
per cent ad valorem duty, they can meet foreign competition.

In their original request made to the committee they asked for
45 cents and 15 per cent--45 cents per dozen as the specific duty
and 15 per cent ad valorem duty. After a conference with the sub-
committee of the House, they agreed to 35 cents specific duty and
15 per cent ad valorem. Now, the House bill, when it was reported,
much to their surprise, carried 25 cents and 12.5 per cent. They now
request that the agreement be carried out which they tentatively had
with the House subcommittee.

I would like permission to file a brief which I will sub jt.
Senator McCuumtx. That will be printed in the record.

Fctowy
am-
bead,
cent.

Codt.Piece
price.

80.007o I
.1093.M I~

.0103

.010.0027,

.0054

.0347

.074

IAm°°'''

140 .424

20 .01
0 .1 6

.0548

.2144

.3002

3484
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In re paragraph 918 of the Fordney tariff bill- the collar manufacturers of
Troy, N. Y., wish to call your attention to the rates of duty prescribed In the
tariff bill (H. B. 7456) Introduced in the House of Representatives on June 29,
to point out certain Inconsistencies therein, and to urge the rectification of
the rate of duty relating to cotton collars and cuffs (par. 918).

In our brief filed before the Committee on Ways and Means, copy of which we
also file with you, we asked for a return to the rates of duty named In the
tariff acts of 1897 and 1909. Subsequently, at a conference with the sub-
committee delegated to write the cotton schedule, we were requested to modify
these recommendations. This was urged on the ground that It was the sentiment
of the Republican membership of the Ways and Means Committee that rates
should not be as those carried in the Dingley and Payne laws, but should be
fixed at the minimum figures which would afford American industry the pro-
tection which economic conditions warranted, giving due consideration to the
American valuation Idea as the basis of assessment.

To meet what we understood was the wish of the committee, and contrary
to our own judgment, we revised our original recommendations and submitted
these figures to the subcommittee, with the understanding that such modified
recommendations were acceptable and would form the basis of their work.

However, upon making an examination of the completed bill as Introduced
In the House of Representatives, we are greatly disturbed to find these modified
rates have been still further reduced, and, In fact, the rate for cotton collars and
cuffs as carried by this bill is practically equal to the rate of duty now carried
by the Underwood law. A comparison of our original recommendations, our
modified recommendations, the rates In this bill, and the Underwood law are set
forth below:

Cotton collars: Our original recommendations, 45 cents per dozen and 15 per
cent nd valorem; our modified recommendations, 85 cents per dozen and 15 per
cent ad valorem; rates carried in this bill, 25 cents per dozen and 121 per cent
ad valorem; Underwood law, 30 per cent ad valorem.

Linen collars: Our original recommendations, 40 cents per dozen and 20 per
cent ad valorem; our modified recommendations, 80 cents per dozen and 20 per
cent ad valorem; rates carried In this bill, 28 cents per dozen and 17 per cent
ad valorem; Underwood law, 30 per cent ad valorem.

This situation is a most unusual one in a bill which Is frankly designed to
furnish protection to American industries and, to quote the words of the majority
report, "to cure the industrial depression which is the Inevitable result of
offering of foreign goods upon the American market at less than the American
cost of production," and is one which we must believe arose through a mis-
conception of the actual result of this provision or through a palpable mistake.
After reading the statement of Chairman Fordney that this bill Is to be "the
Magna Charta for the perpetuation of American standards of living," we are
unable to reconcile this action of the committee in lowering the rate of duty
upon our product to a rate practically equivalent to that carried In a Democratic
tariff law, which rate would have proven to be absolutely ruinous had not the
European war shut off Imports.

It Is therefore earnestly and respectfully urged that your committee amend
the bill through the Insertion of the following clauses: In lieu of lines 7, 8, and
9 on page 1=2 insert "Shirt collars and cuffs of cotton, 85 cents per dozen
pieces and 15 per cent ad valorem."

TRz Comunrz oN FmANCx,
United States Senate, Waehingtom, D. 07:

The undersigned committee, representing the collar and cuff manufacturers
of Troy, N. Y., and vicinity, respectfully present this brief In support of their
request that the rates of duty on the above-mentioned articles be fixed sub-
stantially at the rates prevailing for 16 years under the tariff acts of 1879
and 190W, which were as follows:

Shirt collars and cuf of cotton, 45 cents per dozen specific duty and 15 pef
cent ad valorem.

1. The present duty Is an ad valorem tariff of 80 per cent for cotton collars
and cuffs. The imposition of a fiat ad valorem duty by the Underwood tariff
law was a change in form and a radical reduction of approximately 53 per cent
below the preexs rate on the cotton collars. The rates of duty under the
various tariff laws during the last 80 years have been as follows:
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Cotton collars: McKinley tariff, 1890, 15 cents per dozen and 35 per cent;
Wilson tariff, 1804, 40 per cent; Dingley tariff, 1897, and Payne tariff, 1900,
45 cents per dozen and 15 per cent; Underwood tariff, 1918, 80 per cent.

When the Underwood bill was on hearing we protested against the Imposition
of a low rate of duty, for the reason that our investigations bad disclosed a
much lower cost of manufacturing these articles In several foreign competing
countries than was possible in the United States.

The outbreak of the World War, following closely upon the enactment of the
tariff law, so seriously disturbed economic conditions in foreign countries that
It prevented disastrous foreign competition in our industry and thup afforded an
Inadvertent but effectual protection. TbI condition is rapidly disappearing.
We fully expect that under a continuance of the present low rate of purely
ad valorem duty laree Importations of cheaply made European and Asiatic
collars will result.

2. Wages in all competing foreign countries, despite the advances caused by
war conditions, are still much lower than wages for sin-ilar work in the United
States.

8. The rates of duty prevailing under the McKinley, Dingley, and Payne tariff
laws did not prohibit Importations into the United States, but did serve to keep
foreign competition from being disastrous to the home industry. The same neces-
sity exists now to prevent radical reduction in wages unemployment, and distress
among the thousands of persons who have spent years In the industry and are
dependent upon its prosperity and growth for a livelihood.

4. In spite of the fact that wages, and consequently manufacturing costs In
this industry, have been greatly In excess of those prevailing in the principal
competing countries, the domestic retail price of collars has been and is now as
low as in foreign countries where similar articles are worn.

5. The lack of an active domestic market in many foreign countries caused by
the lessened buying 1vwer of the people will exert an extraordinary stimulus to
the effort of the foreign manufacturer to seek an export outlet for his products.
This applies particularly to articles of daily use and universal demand which are
greatly enhanced in value by the expenditure of labor. The United States, by
reason of its sound financial condition, Is the most desirable market In the
world.

0. Maintenance of industry, protection of the domestic market, and the safe-
guerding and Increase of the national income are measures of vital Importance
In forming the basis of a sound fiscal policy, which will enable the Government
to discharge its heavy financial burdens.

7. The tariff rates suggested are not excessive nor out of proportion to the
tariffs now Imposed by the several foreign countries against the Importations
of collars, as disclosed by the following table of rates: Australia, 55 per cent;
Brazil, 1.80 per dozen; Czechoslovakia, duty on component nmterial plus 40 per
cent; France, duty on component material plus 40 per cent; Germany, 40 cents
per pound; Italy, double duty on fabric plus 50 per cent; Japan, 50 cents per
pound.

8. Furthermore, It would be to the advantage of American capital, unless an
adequate rate of duty prevented, to finance the purchase of machinery, the ex-
portation of cotton, the manufacture of textiles, and the cutting up the manu-
facture of garments, including collars, in foreign countries, taking advantage
not only of the low rates of wages there prevailing, but also of the depreciated
exchange. The products thus manufactured could very profitably be reexported
to the United States In competition with products of domestic Industry.

1H1E IMPORTANCEC OF THE INDUSTRY.

Collar and cuff making Is a highly specialized industry and since its Inception
has been located in and centralized at Troy, N. Y.

The success of this industry and the material welfare and growth of Troy
are inseparably bound together. According to the figures of the current census,
Troy and adjacent territory comprising the collar manufacturing community
have a populaton of about 115,00 people, more than half of whom are directly
or indirectly supported by the pay rolls of the collar and shirt factories.

By reason of the centralization of this industry and the fact that such a
large proportion of our people is connected with It, the community Is peculiarly
dependent upon the maintenance and growth of the collar and shirt manufactur-
Ing enterprise. It produces more than 90 per cent of the total output of the
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collars and cuffs of the United States, valued In 19M) at $3,000,000. Ninety.
nine per cent of the cotton cloth used Is made in the United States.

In addition there are other enterprises, such as printing, lithographing, paper-
box making, and laundries, employing many additional hundreds of people,
which are entlzely dependent upon the operation of the collar and shirt fac-
tories. The following table gives a concise Idea of the Importance of the In-
dustry and its peculiar value to Troy:

. Capital Invested, $39,000o0.
2. Total pay rolls, $16,§0,000 yearly.
& Average wages per week, all workers, $21.72.
4. Population affected, about 1A,000.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY.

The collar and shirt manufacturing Industry In Troy has grown from a very
hurible beginning, before the time of the invention of the sewing machine, to
an industry of great Importance.

In many families of our community three generations have been successively
employed In the same nmnufacturing establishment. Practically all of the
employees are American citizens and over .3 per cent of them are women.. In-
dustrial conditions in Troy factories are equal to the best prevailing in any
section of the country.

The Industry Is capable of supplying the entire needs of the United States,
and possibly more. Its history Is one of steady achievement In the improve-
ment of design and method, securing better workmanship, the use of finer
materials, evolving and building of specially adapted machinery, the care, safe-
guarding, and advancement of Its employees, and the continuance and consistent
Increase of compensation of workers.

THE DLTOPMENT OF TilE INDUSTRY ABROAD.

As an indicatiom of the activity of the foreign manufacturer of collars and
cuffs to modernize his factory equipment by the Installation of up-to-date ma-
chinery, we have learned from American manufacturers of "collar -turni ng ma-
chines" (these machines are among the most Important used In collar factories
and are not adapted for other purposes) ; that recently they have exported to
Canada, France, England, Switzerland, Japan, and other countries turning ma-
chines of capacity sufficient to manufacture not less than 3,000,000 dozen collars
per year.

In addition to the above there have been large exportations of American but-
tonhole-making machines and button-sewing machines, and in 1918 there were
exported $8,138,596 worth of sewing machines, which increased in 1019 to
$2174,124. In 1918 there were exported $7,296,607 worth of other textile ma.
chines, which Increased In 1919 to $14,9SG,309.

These figures are extremely significant when it Is considered that they place
the foreign manufacturer upon the same basis as the American manufacturer
In so far as factory equipment is concerned.

The Pwelgner will be able to easily train his cheaper labor to operate these.
mactir,,u and thus produce standardized articles upon a quantity basis, with a
labor cost the American manufacturer can not meet.

TIm TOLUME AND lMiCES AT WnCH lrPO3R AR OFas RZD.

The bare quotation of statistics Is often misleading and does not disclose the
status of production in a foreign country, nor does It Indicate latent'possibili-
ties for competition. Consideration must be given to the fact that the European
war fixed the volume of these Imports since 191-. Importations since that date
have had no relation to tariff duties.

The collars now being imported Into this country are not the collars which
are expected to be Imported under a continuance of a low rate of duty. The
collars being Imported at this time, both cotton and linen, are very largely high.
priced collas designed for sale In exclusive men's furnishing goods stores and
to the class of trade who pay a high retail price for an Imported article. The
imports to be expected, provided there were a continuance of the present rate
of duty, would doubtless be at a much lower value and of inferior quality.
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We recommend that the tariff law now being framed Include an effective anti-
dumping claup",

Imports of cotton ooflara qn cuffs, 1908 to 1920.

Par. Value
Dozen. Value. Duty. centage pa

of duty. doz.

,45 cents ad 15 per cent d valorem ....................... 1,420 11,385 8L81 10961
to*,43cents .................................................. 6,13 6 ,404 , 2w 6609 .881
1910, 45 cents .................................................. ,1508 2,454 41405 61.44 .969
toll,45cets ............ . ; ..................... ,804 ,434 14 63.90 .ON
191, 45 cents .................................................. 7564 0,943 4,445 84.03 .918
1911, 45 ents .................................................. 7 728 7,76 4,748 56 59 1.01
1914,45ce te ................................................... 1,241 1,338 761 B 87 1.07
1914, SOpe t e tad valorem ................................... 4,123 4,81 ,284 30.00 04
1915,30 por cent 4 valorem ............................. 506 2,814 844 300 1.12
191, 0 percent valorem ......................... 5W 7,276 2,182 30.00 1.11
1917,percentsdvalorem ................................. 23,857 30,678 9,172 30.00 1.8
191 30 per cent ad valore ................... 28 36,252 10,875 30.00 1.52
1919,30per centd vlorem ............................ 8718 1M,2 4,957 30.00 1.90
12, 30 percentadvalorem ............................ 2 2607 42,37 12,7 1 80.00 1.88

NOTTINGHAM LACE CURTAINS.

[Paragraph 919.1

PRiEM OF GEORGE R. LACKEY NEW YORK N. Y., RPBREBNTING
LACM CURTAIN X&NUFACTUIAEB' ASSO0kATTON OF AMERIOA.

The undersined, members of the tariff committee, representing the Lace Curtain
Manufacturers Association of the United States, respectfully call the attention of
the Committee on Finance to the tariff provision contained in paragraph 919, H. B.
7456, which is as follows:

'jPAn. 919. Lace window curtains, nets, nettings, pillow shams, and bed sets
finished or unfinished, made on the Nottingham lace curtidn machine, and composed of
cotton or other vegetable fiber, when counting five points or spaces between the warp
threads to the inch, Ii cents per square yard; when counting more than five such
points or spaces to the inch, throe-fourths of I cent per square yard in addition for
each point in excess of five; and in addition thereto, on all the foregoing articles in
this paragraph, 17 per centuin ad valorem: Providd, That none of the foregoing shall
paR les rate of duty than 40 per centum ad valorem."

e lace curtain manufacturers request that this paragraph be amended to read
as follows:

"ILace window curtains, nete, netting, pillow shams, bed sets, and all other art ide
an~dfabric, by wvhatever nanze know, p&in or JAaoquard figured, z3nished or unfinished,

(oily or pargy_ manufactured, fo every use e whatever , made on the Nottingham lace
curan machine ad composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, when counting five
points o tbetwe the warp threads to the inch, I cents per square yard- when
counting more than five points or spaces to the inch, I ent per suare yard in action
for each point in excess of five; and in addition thereto, on all the foreg ing articles
in this paragraph, tO per centum ad valorem: Providod, That none of the foregoing
shaul pay a lea rate of duty than 40 per centum ad velorem, wr a greater rate of duti
M~an 45per centuvn ad taoem."

Nomg.-Itatlicied words indicate language amendi!:g House bill. Ad valorem
rates in the above proposed paragraph ar American valuation.

To CHANGE IN 1'BnA IOLOOT,

It will be noted that the above proposed par aph amends the para h appeaIn
in the House bill by changing the hiases w describe the phapeand bg
incasing the rates. The proposed addition of the words "and all other articles and
fabrics by whatever name known, plain or Iacquard iigueds"i necessary In our
opinion in order that all articles and fabrics made wholly on the Nottingham lacec-urtin machine may be brought into this paragraph, even though they do nt_ fall
within the designation of "nete, netting., pillow shams, and bed sets," as set forth in
the Hou.39 bill. It is also deirable that both plain and jacquard figured articles
made on the Not tingam lace curtain machine should be covered by tis provision.
Following the wor(s finished or unf wished in the House bill, we have suggested the
addition of the words "wholly or partly manufactured." In the lace trade a finished
article is one which has been bleached, Atarched, sized or stretched, while an unfinished
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article is one which has not been bleached starched, sized or stretched. It has seemed
necessary, therefore, to add the words "wholly or partly manufactured" in order that
partly nade up articles may be included within the tariff provision without reference
to whether the material they are made of be finished or unfinished material in the
sense in which these words are used In the lace trade. We also request that the
words "for everyuse whatsoever" be incorporated in this paragraph.

We consider this proposed amendment to be of the utmost importance in order that
It may prevent articles made on the Nottingham lace machines from being assessed
under other provisions of the tariff where articles made on the Nottingham laIe curtain
machine may be referred to by a description of their use. The United States Supreme
Court has held that a tariff provision which describes an articls by reference to its
use prevails over every other description of thearticlein the tariff act, and this principle
of statutory construction was applied to the provision for nets and nettings in the act
of 1913 with the result that the court decision removed from the eo nomine provision
for nets and netting in paragraph 358, all Jacquard figured nets and netting and laces
used for hangings, curtins, elk, in the interior decoration of a room and classified
such nets, netting, and laces under paragraph 258 of the act of 1913, which provided
for "Jacquard figured upholstery goods." The term "upholstery goods" is descriptive
of use and therefore paragraph 258 was held to be more specific than raragraph 358
and all Jacquard nets and nettinge provided for by namein paragraph S58were removed
from that paragraph under which thoy were dutiable at 60 per cent, and placed under
paragraph-358 where they were dutiable at 35 per cent, with great loss to the revenue,
and to the great damage of-the American laceindustry. To avoid having any article
made on the Nottingham lace curtain machine so removed from paragraph 919 of the
new law, we respectfully 'urge that this provision "for every use whatsoever" be
incorporated in the new act, and this request is supported by the recommendation of
the Government experts contained in the "Summary of Tariff Information" (green
volume, pp. 411 and 412, second column, under the heading "Interpretation and
comments"). The recommendations of the experts are set forth in Appendix I.

The Secretary of the Treasury in a letter addressed to the Ways and Means Commit.
tee has also recommended the adoption of language such as we have incorporated* in ourprojoced paragraph (letter of the Secretary of the Treasury of Aug. 0, 1921,
Appendix ]I)..

It wilt be noted that in drafting paragraph 1430, page 162, lines 23 and 23 of the
House bill, the House made prevfsion for the lace articles named in that paragraph
by adding the words "to whatever use applied." The same provision should appear
in paragraph 919, and we are informed that paragraph 919 would have been so amended
by the Ways and Means Committee had the omission been discovered in time to permit
oin amendment. We are also informed that the Committee on Ways and Means
wilt recommend to the C9mmittee on Finance that an amendment referring to the
use of the articles enumerated in paragraph 919 be adopted by the Senate.

n. PROPOSED AMENDMENT AS TO RATES.
Paragraph 919 of the House bill increases the specific rates of the compound duty

provision of the Payne-Aldric'- Act. After the Payne-Aldrich Act had been enacted
a new Nottingham lace curtain machine fabric known as "filet net" supplanted the
classes of goods previously manufactured on both foreign and domestic machines.
The filet net is much more valuable than the ordinary Kottingham net to which the
Payne-Aldrich bill had application at the time of its enactment. The specific duty
rates which wepropose for the presentproductof the Nottingham lace curtain machine
are the equivalent of the specific duty rates provided for in the Payne-Aldrich Act
for the kinds of laces and nets made on the Nottingham lace curtain machine prior
to 1913.

The rate of 17 per cent ad valorem in that compound duty provision of the House
bill should be inceased to 20 per cent ad valorem. If the compound duties are in-
creased as we propose, they wil be in accord with the 40 per cent ad valorem min-
imum rate provided in ra ph 919 of the House bill. The compund duties which
we propose will not result In the collection of duties in excess of the minimum of 40
per cent ad valorem. Moreover, itwill be noted that our proposed paragraph carries
a maximum ad valorem duty provision under which duties can not, under any cir-
cumstances, exceed 45 per cent ad valorem. This maximum duty provision is a
guaranty aainst the collection of unreasonable amounts of duty under the compoundtut ty proisionsa.

At present time a large portion o' the product of the Nottingham lace-curtain
~' machine consists of lace as fine in quality as that made on the lever or o-through

ie, and no distinction in the matter of duty should be made between Nottnh
n nets and settings and other articles and 1ace0 produced on othr Iwoand provided for in paraph 1430.
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The Government experts who prepared the Summary of Tariff Information made a
suggestion based on facts well known to them and to the lace trade. Speaking of
Nottingam nets and lam, the said:

"These articles might be cludfled like other lace articles (par. 358) with which they
are comparable I material, construction, and value." (Summary Tariff Information,
p. 801, col. 2.)

Paragraph 1430, which covers lace. and nets not made on the Nottingham lace-curtain
machine, provides a rate of 45 per cent ad valorem for the "other bce articles" men-
tioned in the above-quoted statement. Our proposed compound. duty rates which
must be not les than 40 per cent sd valorem and can not exceed 45 per cent ad valorem,
am not only reasonble but in line with the recommendation of the administrative
officers who have a broad knowledge of these articles, both imported and domestic.

MU. DOMESTIC LANTS", INVESTMENT, AND EMPLOYEES.

The Invested capital in American plants is approximately $17,000,000. In 1912 the
value of" the domestic production was about $15,128,000. The exports are lees than
one-half of 1 per cent of the production. Exports are principally to Canada. In 1919
the machines were 65 pet cent employed. The following Is a list of the cities where
plants are located, with the number of machines in each city:

Mchnes. Machines.
Philadelphia, Pa ................. 220 Patehogue N. Y ..... 45
Wilkes-Barre, Pa ................... 92 Kings:n, :. Y. ...... 11
Scranton Pa. .. ........ 30 Zion City, Ill ....................... 22
Chester, a ......................... 17
Columbia, Pa ...................... 16 1 Total ........................ 470
Gouverneur, N. Y ................. 18

IV. FOREIGN CENTERS OF MANUFACTURE AND NUMBER OP FOREION MACmNES.

There are 110 plants abroad with a total of 1,711 machines as aganst 470 In the
United States. England has 36 per cent of all machinery; Central Powers, 24 per
cent; and the United States, 21 per cent.

V. THE MEANING OF THE TERM "POINT."

"Point" is the trade term for the number of warp threads to the Inch. These
threads are mechanically provided for. Machines or a point that are idle can not
therefore help out machine of another point that are oversold. Within every plant,
therefore, there are as many plants as there are points of machine. Each point must
b separately provided for Ih pattern, yarns, labor, and sales. Domestic machinesclasify as foflows:

5 and 6 point, 101 machines ................................ per cent.. 21.49
7 and 8 point, 153 machines ................................. do... 32.55

- 4.04
9 and 10 point, 115 machines ....... ............... do .... 24.47
11 and 12 point, 81 machines. ...................... do.... 12.98
13 and 14 point, 29 machines ................................. do.... 6.17

15 and 16 point, 11 machines .................................. do .... 2134

100.00
(Submitted by: John E. Bromley, Bromley Manufacturing Co. Philadelphia Pa.Charles A. Turner, Chester Lace Mill, Cheater, Pa. George B. Lackey, Internatonaf

Lace Co., Gouverneur, N. Y.; Henry S. Bromley, orth American Lace Co., Phila-
delphia Pa.; I. Soloman, Patchogue-Plymouth Wills, Patchogue N. Y.; Joseph H.
Bromley, Quaker Lace C., Philgelphila, Pa.; Paul B. Belin Scranton Lace Co.,
Scranton, Pa. E. F. Stiner, United States Lace Curtain Mills Kingston, N. Y.;
F. Gilbert Hlnsdale, Wilkes-Barre LAce Manufacturin Co., Wdkes.lBarre, Pa.; A.
A. Stocks, Wyoming Valley Lace Mills, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., tariff committee.)

APPENDIX I.
Jacquard figure upholstery goods: Paragraph 258 has been construed to include all

the Interior textile decorations and fitting of apartments (8 Ct. Oust. Apple., 115, of
1912' 6 Ot. Cust. Apple., 477, of 1916; 8 Ct. Cust. Apple. 422, of 1918). The rule of
chlef use has been given precedence of eo nominee dedgation, and netting and laces

I I
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used in the manufar of curtains havebeen classified as cquard g uphoJaecy
gn prove for by name m h 358 (6 Ct. Oust. Appli. 263, of

1d915a-7 . th-Apple. 312,f Ct. Gust. Apple., 422, 1 1918). So
also nave scalopea madras muslin curtains In the piece and otherwise and materials
therefor (8 Ct. Oust. A 8p 51, of 191q). As a iesult a much lower rate of duty
(5 per cent) isa on ured gos k on plainoods (6 0pr cent).

The words "by whatever name cown, in the t clause o! this pagaph
not modify the word lakes " in the first (7 Ct. Cust. Apple., 312, of 1916).- *

This parahmight be changed to read: rL cs articles and all articles or
fabrics ..ade woly or in pw.a of lae or of Imitation lam of any kind; embroidere,
ad all articles or fabric, embroidered tamboured appliqud, or alloped, in any
prt however small; articles or fabric. &om which t;ed ve been omitted" dawn,
punched or cut, andwith threads introducedafter weaving to finish or onment the
openwork not including Straight hem.titching; ,lnrton, alloons, nets net-
tnw, veil,.v , neck ru ruchi , tun, flounci. fluting, qui S,
ornaenm, j; coach ca rW, ani automob e laces; bMd. loom woven and
ornameue in the process oF weavif, or made by hand, or on any braid mhine,
knitting mhne, or lae machine, except braids enumerated in paragraph (33) of
this act; alMle foregoing by whatever name known and to whatever use appUd iad
whether or not named or desibed elsewhere in this section when comp6ed wholly
or in chief value of yarns, threads, or filaments, or of tinsel wire, lame, lahn, bulllonu,
metal thread, Ages oW beads; and articles made in whole or in panrt of any of the
foregoing fUbrio or arlcles.

APPRNDLX II.

Tanuay DPA~rutimi',
Woshinon, Augus 6, MOf .

CRAtRvAN or TNic Ooiwrrraz ON WAYS AND MBANS.
Hose of Req 'aiw,

Sin: The department refers to your letters of May 3 and 6 1920, requesting sg-
gestione and recommendations relative to H. R. 13294, a bill proposng to amend
paarph 358 of the tari c at of 1918, so as to include therein nets and netting, by
whatever name known and for every use whatsoever. You also request information
relative to the amount of refunds inade under certain court decisions on nets and
netting involving the question of Jacquard figured upholsery goods.

The bill in question is doubtless occadonbd by decisions bf the Unite states
Court of Customs Appeals, T. D. 35475 and $7667, holding that J aquard figured net
and netting. for cua a other upholstery p ose are dutiable at 35 per cent ad
valoren as "Jcquard fig upholstry gooi nder m ph 258 rather than at
60 per cent0no fand nettings, under pararaph 368. The term "upholster good"
was held in the last-mentioned dc to cude all the interior textile decorations
and fittings of apartments.

The amendment consists In omitt: T from the body of the lnm~ ph the words
"note and netting." and adding the lAt sentence as follows: "Netsa i nett in
the piece or otherwise wholly or partly manufactured and of whatever materials
composed, and whether plain or figuted in any manner and by whatever name known
and for every use whatsoever, a of theforgoin, 6 per cent ad valorem." It is
apparently itended to cover nets and nettlp of the carter above mentioned.

No reason Is seen for a -i t class of ods with duty at only 35 per cent ad
valorem, while other nets and netting. not Jacquard figured or not suitable for use
for decorations or fitties of apartments am provided for at 60 per cent under pra..
graph 358. It Is therefore recommended that the bill be enacted into law.

Your attention is, however, called to the fact that the language of the bill Is so
broad that, unless specific exception is made, it would probably include nets and
netting of human hir (par. 351fand leno woven cotton nets and nettinp (pr. 252).

With res'pet to the rifunds made by reason of the decisions cited in your letter,
you are advised that refunds to the amount of about $100 were made under 6 Ct. Oust.
Apple., 263 T. D. 35475, and 8 Ct. Oust. Apple., 432, T. D. $7 67 the two cases among
those mentioned by you which involved refunds. Following the ruling cited,'how.
ever, there were cses of sustained protests on upholstery goods covering approxi.
matelyl 880 entes, on which the refunds amount to I0,0. This amount bow.
ever, 1naudes laces as well as nets and netting, it being found impracticble to
separate them.

Respectfully, --

OI's A'. OUNTOX, 4rwfWV.KW-A .

8"41





SCHEDULE 10.

FLAX, HEMP, AND JUTE, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

FLAX FIBER.
(Paragraph 1001.]

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN F. LADD UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM NORTH DAKOTA.

Senator McCumnn. Before you proceed, for the purpose of the
record, I want to ask you how many years you were connected with
the North Dakota Agricultural College?

Senator LADJ. For nearly 32 yea .
Senator MCCUM DER. And prior to your coming to the Senate you

were for some years president of that collegeI
Senator LADD. For five years I was president of that college.
Senator MCCUMBER. And you have made a considerable investiga-

tion, as e. member of the college, of the flax subject, and fiber and
flaxseed, etc.?

Senater LADD. Yes, sir. There was a statement I heard this morn-
ing by f, gentleman whose name I do not now recall with regard to
the failure of the flax-fiber industry in this country, and I just want
to touch on that for a moment. I think the real reason for the failure
of the flax-fiber industry in this country is because it has never had
any real protection, or any very great encouragement in the region
where flax is grown.

In the Eastern States, where flax has been grown in times past, the
flax wilt largely destroyed the growth; but in the West they have
now developed a wilt-resistant flax that can be grown on land that
had previously been grown in flax.

Flax grown for fiber is not the same as flax grown for seed. When
it is grown for fiber they try to grow it with a long stock with a few
seed at the top, while the seed flax is grown with short fiber, short
stock, with as many branches and bolls as possible, in order to get
the seed. And when the farmers receive not enough in price for their
flax fiber there is no desire to cultivate a crop of flax, and it has not
been raised in the West to any great extent. The fiber that has been
raised in the West has been used for other purposes-for packing and
furniture and upholstery and in rug making. They have used somefor weaving.I simply wanted to say that, in my judgment, if we want to en-

courage the flax industry in this country we can do so by putting
on a reasonable protection, and thus encouraged the farmer will grow
it; otherwise he will not. If we continue the policy that has been
continued since 1912 there will be no flax industry in this country
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in five years more. In 1912 we were growing very much more flax
than we are growing to-day, and the emergency tariff unfortunately
worked disastrously so far as the flax industry was concerned, and
there has been no protection, no realprotection, for the fiber industry,
and no encouragement for it in the West.

Senator DILLINOAM. To what extent have you grown seed flax?
Senator LADD. Seventy-five per cent is grown in the Northwestern

States; 50 per cent of this is grown in North Dakota. I can give you
that more in detail later.

Senator McCusBEn. I would like to ask you a question, Senator:
Is there any handicap in the raising of flax fib3r in the Northwest due
to the drier seasons, and possibly less dew for maturing it and eimi.
nating the fiber?

Senator LADD. I am not aware that there is any in North Dakota.
If the flax was to be grown for fiber it would be sown earlier in the
season than flax for seed, so as to get a longer growth. The great
difficulty is that there has been no encouragement for developing the
flax industry.

Senator MCCUMBER. Has there been any substitute for hand ret-
ting by means of machines that will do the work that is done in other
countries by hand ?

Senator LADD. There has been work carried along those lines, but
how successful it has been I could not say.

Senator McCumEER. One of the witnesses who appeared before us
this morning stated that they had failed in the matter of securing a
machine that would do that properly.

Senator LADD. I think it is not impossible to secure a machine
that will do the pulling of flax, and do it in a satisfactory manner;
nor is it impossible to develop a process of retting, the same as they
are getting other fibers in North Dakota at the present time. If there
is any encouragement to the industry, it would be developed in this
country.

Senator MCCUMDER. Thank you.

JUTE YARN AND TWINE.
[Paragraph 1003.]

STATEMENT OF J. E. BARBOUR, REPRESENTING THE ALLENTOWIh
SPINNING CO. AND JUTE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHARMAN. Mr. Barbour, are you an official of the Allentown
Spinning Co I

Mr. BARBOUR. I am president.
The CHAIRMAN. And are you an official of the Jute Manufacturers'

Association ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How many members are there of that associationI
Mr. BARBOUR. I am representing 11 manufacturers of jute yarn

and twine-practically all in this country.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have a printed statement, it would be well

for you to leave that with the committee so that it maiy be printed,
and simply call attention to the high points that you wish to bring
out. That will save our time.

Mr. BARBOUR. Ver well.
Last January the 1 manufacturers concerned mot and presented

a brief to the Ways and Means Committee. All that was stated in
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the brief at that time the conditions of to-day do not alter. They
adopted in the House bill practically a great many of these sugges-
tions. However, they altered the grouping there. By the "group-
ing " I mean they classified a certain number of yarns together. Our
manufacturing committee had five of these groups, which was the
minimum that they could get along with. Thne House bill brings in
four, and that upsets the wvhole scheme. They have also reduced
the individual rates.

Senator WATSON. Tell us about your difficulties.
Mr. BARBOUR. It is all in the biief. All we ask for is what was

the consensus of opinion of the manufacturers at that time.
Senator LA FOLLErE. How many are thereI
Mr. BARBOUR. Eleven.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. There are 11 jute manufacturers?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes; there are really 12 or 13.
The CHAIRMAN. They are located where principally?
Mr. BARBOUR. The Allentown Spinning Co. is in Allentown, Pa.;

there are two in Brooklyn, N. Y.; one in Auburn, N. Y.; two in
Paterson, N. J.; one in Hanover, Pa.; one in Xenia, Ohio; one in
Philadelphia, Pa.; and another in Wilmington, Del.

Senator SMOOT. What you want is an enlarged classification, and
you want a change in' the rates as covered b thIe brief?

Mr. BARBOUR. The brief covers that. We want what we asked
for in the original brief before the Ways and Means Committee'of
the House.

Senator LA FOLLRTTE. How does the rate that 'you asked before
the Ways and Means Committee compare with the rate in the Payne-
Aldrich bill? Doyou know ?

Mr. BARBOUR. I am sorry to have to admit that I can not answer
that question. I am sorry, but I have not those figures before me.

Senator MoLEAN. How does the grouping compare with the
groupings adopted by Congress heretofore ?

Mr. BARBOUR. They were never in a group before. In that way
the House bill has adopted our suggestion for grouping, but they
have reduced the number to below the practical limit.

Senator McLEAN. What reasons were assigned for this reduction?
Mr. BARBOUR. We have not the slightest idea why it should have

been done.
Senator McLzAN. There were no reasons presented to the com-

mittee in opposition to your position?
Mr. BARBOUR. None whatever. They have only done it in one case.
Senator LA FOLLETFE. What is the total value of jute manufac-

tures?
Mr. BARBOUR. The total value of the product manufactured?
Senator LA FOLLErrE. Yes; in this country.
Mr. BABoUR. 1 can give you the pounds. Normally there are

about 220,000,000 pounds of raw jute produced in this country to
be manufactured.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Raw jute?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes. Seventy million pounds go in for cotton

baking, which we do not cover. Some mills make some of it. The
balance of 150,000,000 is used in thread, twine, and string and for
the manufacture of carpets..

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do these 11 plants you represent here who
have agreed to the proposed schedule manufacture cotton bagging?
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Mr. BARBOUR. There is one of them-the American Manufacturing
Co., in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Senator LA lFOLLETTE. What is the total amount of the importa-
tions of the manufactures of jute twine, yarn, and bagging?

Mr. BARBOUR. Well, the bagging I do not know about. I can
not give you the figures on that other than I have stated. There is
not so much bagging brought in here, except what comes from India.
That has increased. I can not give you the figures. To-day there
is over 50,000,000 pounds being used in this country instead of
150,000,000. The importations are at the rate of over 1,000,000 a
month.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Where do the yarns come from ?
Mr. BARBOUR. From Calcutta, India, and Dundee, Scotland.
If business were normal there would be three or four times that

amount coming into this country, but the carpet manufacturers
to-day are afraid to go abroad and place big contracts..

Senator LA FOLLErrE. Is there any American capital invested in
these foreign manufactures?

Mr. BARBOUR. There is in India. There is one that I am not
representing that isputting up a large mill in India.

T'he1 CIARMAN. What is the name of that concern I
Mr. BARBOUR. The Ludlow Manufacturing Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Where are they located ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Ludlow, Mass.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Are they one of the 11 companies?
Mr. BARBOUR. 'No.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Are they connected in any way I Are they

among the stockholders or capitalists?
Mr. BARBOUR. That areputting up this outfit in India, you mean?
Senator LA FOLLErIE. Yes.

Mr. BARBOUR. I presume so. I have no means of knowing that,
and I am not representing the Ludlow Manufacturing Association.

Senator LA F-OLLErrE. How much labor do you employ in your
establishment?

Mr. BARBOUR. Personally, I have between six and seven hundred
hands. The total labor employed here in all these mills runs to
about 10,000.

Senator ILA FOLLETTE. Your labor is classified, I suppose?
Mr. BARBOUR. It is classified according to our industry.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes; according to your industry. You pay

certain wages to each class of employees ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Will you file with the committee a state-

ment of the wages that you pay to the various classes in your factory?
Mr. BARBOUR. I shall be very glad to do so.
Senator LA FOLLErE. And the wages which you paid in 1013
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. Taken from your books ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLL-rTrE. For each year from 1913 to the present year I
Mr. BARBOUR. I shall be glad to do so; yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. And also include in that the salaries paid

to the officials of your establishment?
Mr. BARBOUR. All right, sir. Of course, into that must be taken

the working hours.
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Senator LA FOLLErrE. Yes. Please state all that will. be helpful
to the committee.

Mr. BARBOUR. You want my individual concern only, or do you
want the average of all concerns in this country?

Senator LA FOLLwrTE. I would like the statement to represent
the wages in each of these plants that you represent.

Mr. BABBOUR. In each of these plants that I represent?
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Yes; covering the period that I have men-

tioned.
Mr. BARBOUR. That is, from 1913 on?
Senator LA FOLLzTrT. Yes.
Mr. BARBOUR. I shall be very glad to furnish thit information.
Senator LA FOLLETIE. Will you kindly state how much increase

there was in the wages paid, on the average, mi your plant after th,3
war began; that is after we entered the war?

Mr. BARBOUR. After the war began?
Senator LA FOLLTrE. You increased wages a great deal i
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. To a considerable extent?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLTFE. Could you approximate it? Of course,

your tables would show. I do not want to take up the time of the
committee unduly with that now.

Mr. BAnBOUR. The wages went up to almost three times what
they were, and in addition there was a reduction in working hours.

Senator LA FOLLF.TrE. Yes.
Mr. BARBOUR. That reduction of 10 per cent in the working hours

was worse for the manufacturers than the 10 per cent advance in
wages, because we have interest, overhead, taxes, and all that to
consider.

Senator LA FOLLEITE. How much did prices increase, on the
average, (luring that same period?

Mr. BARBOUR. The prices went up, I suppose, three or four times
what they were, due, of course, to the increase in the value of the
raw material. That went up, as you know.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. And the increased cost in labor?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator SfooT. You had a pretty hard time, to get stocks for a

while, didn't you?
Mr. BARBOUR. No. The jute manufacturers did not have so

much difficulty in getting material. It comes from Calcutta, India.
The only trouble was that when the submarines were around they
would torpedo a ship loaded with it, and we would have to wait for
another one.

Senator MCLEAN. Have there been any reductions in price from
the high point?

Mr.BARBOUR. Oh, yes; prices to-day are less than half what they
were.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. What is the lowest rate paid to any class
of labor which you employ in your plant at the present time?

Mr. BARBOUR. I presume it would be the truck boys.
Senator LA FOLLFTTE. What is called common labor?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes, sir; common labor.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. What are you paying common labor by

the hour?
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Mr. BAmBouB. I think they are r4ning all the way from $12 to
$14 a week, working anywhere from 44 hours on.

The CmiwRmA. How many men are employed in the industry in
the United States?

Mr. BABBOUR. About 10,000.
The CHAIRMAN. What percentage of the industry is now employed t
Mr. BARBOUR. I should judge somewhere near 50 per cent. It

might be a shade more than that.
The C AIRMAN. I expect only an approximation, you know.
Senator SMOOT. Will you file your brief?
Mr. BARBOUR. I should be very glad to file this brief and hav3 it

made a part of the record.
Senator LA FoLL.Trr.. What is the total amount of the capital stock

of your plant I
Mr. BAnBoun. The capital employed is somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of two million.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. In your own plant ?
Mr. BARBOUR. In my own plant.
Senator LA FOLLP.Tr. How is that divided as between preferred

and common?
Mr. BARBOUR. It is common stock. It is closely hold by my own

family.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. What dividends did you pay on that stock

in the year 1918?
Mr. BARBOUR. I do not know whether we paid a dividend in 1918

or not.
Senator LA FOLLET'rE. I just selected 1918 as an example.
Mr. BARBOUR. I presume we have paid somewhere between 9 and

lOpr cent on an average through the last three or four years.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Running from the period affected by the

war?
Mr. BARBOUR. During the period of the war we did not pay much

of anything in dividends. We did not know what was going to
happen.

Senator LA FOLLE'TE. What did you pay last year-1920?
Mr. BARBOUR. In 1920 we paid, I think, a diviend that was about

equal to 124 per cent; that is, 10 per cent and an extra dividend of
21 per cent.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. So that it was about 121 per centI
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLE rE. Do you know what you are going to pay

this year ?
Mr. BARBOUR. No, sir; we.have always worked on a conservative

basis.
Senator CALDER. Will you make any money this year, Mr. Barbour ?
Mr. BARBOUR. I question whether we will. Of course, we are doing

everything we can .to work economically and break even, if possible.

BRIOF OX . Z. BARBOUR, R&PRJZSENTING THU JUTE MANUFACTURERS'
AS8OOIATIOX.

We herewith beg to submit the identical brief which was submitted to the Way.
and Means Committee in January of this year. What was stated then in this brief
was the combined consensus of opinion of practically all the jute manufactures of
this country. The conditions to-day do not materially affect anything therein stated.

Paragraph 1003 now reads as follows:
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"Jute yarns or roving, single, coarser than twenty-pound, 2j cents per pound;
twenty-pound up to but not including ton-pound, 4 cents per pound; ten-pound up to
but not including five-pound, 51 cents per pound; five-pound and finer, 0 eents per
pound; jute sliver, 1j cents per pound; twist, twine, and cordage, composed of two
or more jute yarns or rovings twisted together, the size of the single yam or roving of
which Is coarser than twenty-pound, 3j cents per pound; twenty-pound up to but
not including ten-pound, 5 cents per pound; ten pound up to but not including five.
pound, 6j cents per pound; five-pound and finer, 11 cents per pound."

In conformity with our brief we earnestly request that this paragraph be changed
to read as follows:

"Jute yarns or roving, single, toarfer than twenty-pound, 3 cents per pound;
twenty-pound up to but not including ten-pound, 5 cents per pound; ten-pound up
to but not including six-pound, 7 cents per pound; six-pound up to but not including
four-pound, 9 cents per pound; four-pound and finer, 11 cents per pound; jute sliver,
2 cents per pound; twist, twine, and cordage, compoEed of two or more jute yarns
or rovings twisted together, the size'of the single yarn or roving of which is coarser
than twenty-pound, 5 cents per pound; twenty-pound up to but not including ten-
pound, 7 cents. per pound; ten-pound up to but not including six-pound, 9 cents
per pound; six-pound up to but not including four-pound, 11 cents per pound; four-
pound and finer, 14 cents per pound."

You will see that the proposed bill reduces the number of our grouping from five
to four, as well as the specific rates of duty in ea.h group. In our brefthe group-
ings were reduced to the minimum with a view to simplification and any further
reduction would tend to great inequalities and make the rates not only inadequate
but out of all proportion.

For example, take the third group in paragraph 1003 which now goes from "ten-
pound up to but not including five-pound," a range of five full numbers. This is
too great a range, as the cost of production in the finer sizes goes up in far greater
proportion than the difference of cost in the coarser izes, and the finer the number
the greater the difference in the cost, one number with another.

e therefore strongly urge that you consider no less than five groupings as pro-
posed in our original brief.

We regard the rates in the proposed bill as inadequate and request that you give
us the protection which would be afforded by the original rates recommended by
us and that the groupings be reinstated in conformity with our original brief.

(Submitted by: Allentown Spinning Co., Allentown, Pa.: American Manufacturing
Co Brooklyn, -N. Y.; Chelsea Fibre Mills, Brooklyn N. Y.; Columbian Rope Co.,
Auburn, N. Y. ; Dolphin Juto Mills, Paterson, N. .; Hanover Cordage Co., Hanover,
Pa.: The Hooven & Allison Co., Xenia, Ohio; The Lamond & Robertson Co., Paterson,
N. .; The Schlichter Jute Cordage Co., Philadelphia Pa.; The Sutherland & Edwards
Co., Paterson, N. J.; Wilmington Mills, Wilmington, Del.)

BRIEF PRESENTED TO THE WAYS AND MEANS COMVurmE O1 THE HOUSE.

We, the undersigned Jute yarn and twine manufacturers of the United States, herein
present for your favorable consideration our unanimous suggestions for a protective
alriff on the manufactures of jute.

Our idea of a protective tariff is one that merely equalizes the difference in w.ges
and costs of production between the United States and foreign countries irrespective
of the cost oIraw material. Experience has taught us that within reasonable limits
the variation of wages in this country and abroad is in substantially the same ratio.
The difference in cost of manufacture varies with the time and amount of labor
necessary for manufacture. It requires more time and labor to produce a pound of
fine yarn or twine than a coarse one, directly in proportion to its size. We, therefore
require a straight specific rate of tariff to cover this difference in wages and cost of
production as an ad valorem tariff would be based, not only upon wages, etc., but
also upon the cost of raw material, which should not be considered In the question
of equalizing the difference in wages and cost of production. We believe the changes
suggested hereafter afford only the proper and necessary protection for our industry.

The proposed change in paragraph 267 is from an ad valorem rate of duty to a
specific basis.

1. Rawjute is grown only in India, with the exception of a yery small percentage in
China. It is the cheapest fiber known. The manufactured pr ducts are necessary,
innumerable, and indispensable for the commerce of the United States.

Every package of medium bulk is tied up with Jute twine. The post office alone
uses approximately 2,500,000 pounds annually. Every bale Is covered with jute
burlap. We estimate jute yqrn Is the foundation of 80 per cent of the carpets, rugs,
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oilcloths, and linoleums manufactured in this country. It.is used by the electrical
companies as insulation for all their cables and by fuse manufcturere to potect fuse.
Normally 300,000 pounds of jute twines are used daily in the distribution of merchan.
disc in this country.

2. Calcutta. India, and Dunde, Scotland, are the sources of competition for the
manufacturers in this country. The wages to-day in Calcutta average $1.70 per week,
and in one mill employing 4,306 hands the pay of the white superintendent and his
assistants is greater than the total pay roll of the native operatives. The mills run 134
hours per day and, allowing for the greater efficiency of American labor, it only
requites one and one-half hand in India to equal the production of one operative in
the United States. We have already experienced new competition in yarns from
Calcutta, whoee principal jute manufacture hitherto has been burlap.

During the last four years, due to war conditions, the jute mills in India have in-
creased 30 per -ent, so that to-day they have a capacity for the manufacture of burlap
that would mr " than supply the world and are now running short time.

As yarn . -- e foundation of burlapp, under normal conditions they will naturally
turn to increasing very materially their exports of yarn and twine.

3. Dundee has up to the present time been the principal source of competition.
Their wages and cost of production are about one.haff those of the United States, but
if a duty-i made to equalize the Indian cost of production it will automatically take
care of competition from Dundee.

4. Th:? term "pound" and not "1 lea" is the correct one to use for describing the size
of tite yarn. The term "lea" is only used in the flax and hemp pinning trade, and,
although it is perfectly practical to convert the jute term describing the size of yarn
into the flax term, it is unusual. We therefore suggest that the tariff, in so far as it
embraces jute yarns and twines in Fchedule J, should be worded in the accepted
terms and trade language.

5. Paragraph 267 now reads:
"Single yarns made of jute, not finer than five lea or number, 15 per centum ad

valorem' if finer than five lea or number and yarns made of jute not otherwise sp-
cally provided for in this secton, 20 per centun ad valorem.

!n place of paragraph 267 we propose as teaightspecific tariff s follows: Jute sliver,
2centsper pound ne weight; single yar or rovingmade of Jute. the size of which is
4 pounds and finer, 14 cents per pound net weight; over 4 pounded to and including 6
pounds. 9 cents per pound net weight; over 6 pounds to and including 10 pounds,
7 cents per pound net weight; ever 10 pounds to and including 20 pounds, 5 cents per
pound net weight; coarser than 20 pounds, 3 cents per pound net weight; twine
cord ag, or twist. of two or more plies mae of jute yarn or roving, the Fize of the in~di-
vidualplies of which is 4 pounds and finer, 14 cents per pound net weight; over 4
pounds to and Including 6rpunds, 11 cents per pound net weight; over 6 pounds to
and including 10 pounds, cents per pound net weight; over 10 pounds to and in-
cluding 20 pounds, 7 cents per pound net weight; coarser than 20 pounds. 5 cents per
pound net weight.

Paragraph 273 now reads:
"Carpets, carpeting. mats, and rugs made of flax, hemp, jute, or other vegetable

fiber (except cotton), 30 per centurn ad valorem."
In place of this we propose a straight specific tariff, as follows:
Carpets, carpeting, mats, and rugs made of flax, hemp, jute, or other vegetable

fiber (except cotton), 121 cents per pound.
Paragraph 279 now reads:
"1Plain woven fabrics of single jute yarns., by whatever name known, bleached,

dyed, colored, stained, painted, printed, or rendered noninflammable by any process,
I0 per centum ad valorem."

In place of this wording, we propose the following:
"P ain woven fabric of single jflte yarn, by whatever name known (except all

fabrics known or used as carpets, carpeting, mats, and rugs), bleached, dyed, colored,
stained, painted, printed, or rendered noninflammable by any procem, 10 per centum
ad valorem."

Paragraph 284 now reading "All woven articles, finished or unfinished, and all
manufactures of flax, hemp ramle, or other vegetable fiber, or of which these sub.
stances or any of them, is the component material of chief value, not specially pro-
vided (or in this section, 35 per centum ad valorem," should be retained as it is.

Paragraph 497 (free list) reading "Graosesand fibers: lstle or Tam pico fiber, jute,
jute butts, manila, sL-al gra&s, sunn, and all other textile grasses or fibrous vegetable
substances, not dressed or manufactured in any manner and not specially provided
for in this section," should be retained as it is.
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0. The consumption of jute by the manufacturers in tbi country amounts .to
220,000,000 pounds annually.

A comparison between the above specific rates and the ad valorem rates ruling in
the past isnot possible unless in each instance the value of the product is known or
taken at one fixed time. The price of the basic size (14-pound yarn) has varied all
the way from 10 to 3.5 cents per pound, and if the comparison is based on an average
of these prices it would not quite equal 25 per cent ad valorem duty.

7. 'he decline in foreign exchange has worked to our dimadvantage, hut we believe
that in due time this wriight itself, and therefore need not becondidered by your
committee.
capitall inve tcd in the United State3 ................................. $GO, CM, COO
Hands employed in our industry, nbut ............................... 10,000

States of wages, common labor, per day: India, 20 cents: Dundee, $J1.0; United
States. $3. Skilled trades in same proportion..

The manufactures of jute produced in thiscountry were found to be emential during
the war. Without the machine-y and organizations existing when war commenced
it would have been much more diflicult, if not impossible, to move supplies in and
from this country.
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Statemmt of uages paid twiou cl es infouf mmpanW-Continued.

DOLPHIN JUTE MILLS.

Weekly working
ow...... ...

AVZILO WIKM Y
WAOE.

Common labor....
Batching ...........
Pmpartng ..........Spinnlng ...........

Winding and rfj.
Ing ...........
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Balins ..........
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HANOVER CORDAOE CO.
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LINEN THREADSt TWINES, AND CORDS.
[Paragraphs 1004, 1006, and 1007.]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BARBOUR PATERSON N. :., REPRESENT-
ING TKE BARBOUJR Fit 1 SPINNING 00.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Barbour, do you represent the Linen Thread
Co.?

Mr. BARBOUR. I represent the Linen Thread Co. New York City;
the Barbour Flax Spinning Co., Paterson N. J. the Smith & Dove
Manufacturing Co. Andover, Mass.; J. h. Barbour Co. Paterson,
N. J.- West End Thread Co., Millbury, Mass.- R. J. Aderer Co.,
PhilaAel hia, Pa.; Superior Throad & Yarn Co., Gloucester City, N. J.;
Chelsea Fibre Mills Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Cmamni. Where do you live?
Mr. BARBOUR. Paterson, N. J.
The ChAiRMAN. What is your official position ?
Mr. BARBOUR. I am president of the Barbour Flax Spinning Co.

We have put our recommendations in print.
The Caiimm. They may be printed, Mr. Barbour. If you will

briefly call attention to the Ldgh spots, we shall appreciate it.
Mr. BARBOUR. Very well, sir. There has been a gnat deal of

comment made by Mr. Foster and Mr. McKeon in reference to the
yarn being their raw material. I want to ay that we are manu-
facturers and producers of yams in America. At the present time,
according to their own statement, they are getting foreign yarn
cheaper than we can produce it. I believe that neither Mr. Foster
nor the other gentleman is a spinner. Are you ? You have spoken
of raw flax and the difficulty of producing yarn. Do you produce
yarns These gentlemen are not spinners, Mr. ChrAirman.

There has been a great deal of information given to you with
reference to the raw material but they do not buy the raw material
and do not use it as such. We buy the raw material and spin it and
produce the yarn and the thread.

Senator IA FoLu.wr. Where do you get your raw material?
Mr. BARBOUR. From Ireland, Russia, Wel um, and Holland.
Senator WATSON. None from the United States ?
Mr. BARBOUR. During the war, and during the time the acreage

increased in America, we were responsible for that. We tried to
promote that at Port Huron. That is where you will find the bulk
of the increase was. It was in the State of Michigan. I agree with
Mr. Foster and the other gentleman that in normal times America
will not be able to compete in the production of the proper fiber.

Senator SumoNs. Why?
Mr. BARBOUR. Primarily, because of the lack of experience, you

might say, in the farming class. Flax, to be properly produced,
should be produced by smdl units. Flax culture meets with more
success in foreign countries, where men, women, and children produce
the flax and turn it over to the scutch mills. It is an industry, I
think that will be difficult to build up in America due to the condi-
tions here. I think that it is not a type of wrk that will be done here.

Senator SxuxoNs. Your idea is that tbre is no necessity for Iro-
tecting this industry because it can not live in competition with a
like foreign industry I
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Mr. BARBOUR. That is my honest opinion. I do not like to seem
inconsistent in wanting a duty on the finished product and not on
the raw material, but if you will follow the a creage in America you
will find that it will take a tremendous shtmp.

Senator McCumBER. Mr. Barbour, can you produce in this country
as good an article of flax thread as is produced in foreign countries ?

Mr. BARBOUR. We can, and we would be glad to supply these
gentlemen with their yarns if we were able to prpduce it at a satis-
factory price.

Senator MCCUMBER. I mean from American flax.
Mr. BARBOUR. Not from American flax. We would have to use

foreign flax.
Senator M%,UMBER. What is the trouble with the American flax?
Mr. BARBOUR. I would say it is primarily due to the poor handling

of the fiber, the 'ack of skilled handling. I think the soil is as good
and the climatic conditions are as good, but they have not the skilled
operatives.

Senator MCCUMBER. If the fiber were handled as well or in the
same way, would the product be as goodI

Mr. BARBOUR. The fiber itself, the flax straw, is as good in America
as anywhere else, but it is the conversion of the straw into the raw
material that causes the trouble.

Senator Suon. You mean the rotting of it ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBFR. I want to ask you one other question. Is the

trouble the higher cost of labor ?
Mr. BARBOUR. It is; yes, sir.
Senator IA FouzrTTr (reading):
In 1914 in the United States 1,000 acres were devoted to flax-fiber production and

1,645,000 acres to flaxseed; in 1917, 3,800 acres to flax fiber and 1,809,000 acres to
flaxseed. The necessity for weeding and pulling the flax by hand and the exceed-
ingly disagreeable hand labor involved in retting have proven great obstacles to
domestic production of fiber in competition to crops better adapted to the use of
machinery. Attempts have recently been made here and in Canada to introduce
Lbor.saving devices eliminating weeding and pulling by hand, and providing for
artificial retting in central plants. In Canada tle acreage increased from 2,000 acres
in 1914 to 18,00 acres in 118.

Mr. BARBOUR. Canada has a better opportunity than we have.
They have Indian labor for pulling, and that is a great help to them.
Pulling is one of the mean jobs in producing flax, and in Canadathe are fortunate in having indian labor which is a very great help.

Senator IA FoLLzn . Do you know, &r. Barbour, about the de-
velopment of this labor-saving machinery ?

Mr. BARBOUB. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLrrrE. Have you'made a study of that ?
Mr. BARBOUR. We financed the development of some of those

pulling machines. They were an absolute flzle. There is not a
single successful pulling machine in Amerik, .t the present time.

Senator LA Foum'rm. The rotting is tho mt disareeable process
Mr. BARBouR. The dew rotting as done iu Canaa is quite practi-

cable where you can get the help, where you lay the straw on the
ground and ilow the dQw to rot. The central plant-there is only
one in the United States-is a failure. We attempted a central plant
for rotting and scutching by machinery.

Senator LA FOLLmTrE. How long did you operate it?

8454
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Mr. BARBoUR. We operated it starting at about 1017 and con-
tinued into 1919.

Senator LA FOLymrE. Hw long did it take to ascertain its prae-
ticabilityI

Mr. BARBOUR. About three years. We could not get the results,
and at the present time that company is being liquidated.

Senator SuTmERLAND. Do you think three years exhausted its pos-
sibility?

Mr. BARBOUR. Mr. Sommers had 20 years' experience in flax, or
probably more than that.

Senator SMor. Is that the same company that made the investi-
gations out in Utah as to the raising of flax and the rotting of it?

Mr. BARBOUR. I do not know.
Senator IA FoLLrrF. Who is Mr. Sommers?
Mr. BARBOUR. Mr. Sommers was the president of the Sommers

Fiber Co., which is the concern we became associated with, you might
Kay, in that development.

"Senator SuOOr. Was there any other company who undertook to
develop this industry besides yourselves I

Mr. IAniou. There was another company that had a good deal
of experience, but they have-

Senator SMooT (interposing). Did they have a new process I
Mr. BARBOUR. No; they were going 0 produce dew-retted fiber.
Senator MoLz.&w. Are they extending the use of the Canadian

product in Canada?
Mr. BARnoun. No.
Senator MoLEA N. What did they do?
Mr. BARBotm. We have bought a good deal of that Canadian flax.
Senator MoLn~N. Produced in Canada?
Mr. BARBOUR. Produced in Canada.
Senator McLzAN. You say that is grown by Indian laborI
Mr. BARBOUM. No, pulled by Indian labor.
Senator MoLAN. By Indian labor--East Indian labor?
Mr. BARBOUR. No, I mean American Indian labor. They employ

for that purpose Canadian Indians.
Senator McLzAN. What wages do they get compared with the

wages paid white people?
Mr. BARBoUR.eId not know. I do not think they use white peo-

ple for that purpose. Indians go out and set up their tents and camp
on the fields-ten, their wives, and children. A man will have his
wife and children engaged in pu ling, and he gets so much an acre.
lie may have his wife and four child-ien, and in that way it is pretty
practicable.

Senator SIMMoNs. During the war when you were unable to get,
your raw material from abroad, did the pioduction in the United
States and Canada suffice for your operations?

Mr. BARBOUR. No. The entire production in Canada would not
run our plants for more than a few months. Our own company has
to run almost entirely on stocks we had on hand, and, of course, our
biusincss was tremendously. restricted and devoted to Government
work. We had to give up civilian business.

Senator Sioxs. Is the quality of the American product compar-
able with that from abroad ?

81527-22-cH 10--2
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Mr. BARBOU R. It is not comparable at all. The American flax is
not comparable with that from Belgium or Irish flax or Dutch flax.

Senator SimoNs. How does the price compare I
Mr. BARBuOR. Ri ht now? They are not selling much, if any,

yott mi ht say; at the present time the industry in America is at a
standstill.

Senator Smuos. You regard it as a moribund industry ?
Mr. Ba motu. I can not see anything else to it. I think in Canada

there will always be some flax producid. Theycan do it there. I
think the labor conditions are different there. The scutching in Can-
ada has spread out over a considerable area.

Senator Sim.ioNs. You see no reason for protecting the raw
product?

Mr. BAaRBou. I certainly do not. I would like to say a word on
something that has been little bit distorted, and that is with refer-
ence to the percentage of duty we are asking for. The duties we
are asking for and the reason we are asking a specific duty is in order
to differentiate between the cost of manufacture of our product per
pound here and abroad, and it is the only fair way to do it. It is not
a matter of value. When prices fluctuate, our costs compared to
those of abroad carry just the same differential between the two, and
to make it a really practical duty it must be a specific duty, not an
ad valorem duty. I rthas nothing to do with the value of the product,
a question of 6ompensation between American and foreign cost of
manufacture in terms of so much per pound, and that is why we are
asking for it in that form.

You may be interested to know that at the present time Italian
hemp yarn is being sold freely in the United States to the carpet
manufacturers at 25 cents a pound. Our Spruce Street plant has
been shut down practically a year. We can not produce carpet yarn
at that cost. Our cost is slightly in excess of 30 cents a pound for
5-lea yarn and around 32 cents for 6-lea yarn. The Spruce Street
plant of the Barbour Flax Spinning Co. has been standing practically
idle since January 1.

Senator WATSOx. What do you say it cost you to make that?
Mr. BARBOUR. It cost us about 30 cents for 5 lea and for the 6 lea

around 32 cents: that is cost production, with no profit. That mill
has been shut down since the 1st of January.

Senator SmooT. What is the size of that plant?
Mr. BARBOUR. The Barbour Flax Spinning Co. &mploys about

2,500 hands.
Senator SMooT. I mean that particular plant you spoke of.
Mr. BAnBOuR. That one plant employs about 150 hands.
Senator SuOOT. What is the size of the yarn that you spoke of?
Mr. BABBOUR. Six-lea yarn. We are asking about 8 cents per

pound protection on that size. That will bring this yarn to about
33 cents now. That would be a pretty slim profit at that.

Senator SIMMONs. You say it cost how much ?
Mr. BArnBoum. It costs around 32 cents to produce; the cost of pro-

duction-with no profit at all. We could not sell it at that.
Senator SiMo.xs. low much did you say it cost you a pound to

produce?
Mr. BARBOUR. About 32 cents per pound. This Italian product is

now being sold here at 25 cents a pound.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Where do you get the most of your fiber at
the present time I

Mr. BARBoUR. We get most of our filter at the present time from
Ireland and Belgium.

Senator MoCMxBzL. And Russia is furnishing noneI
Mr. BAmwui. Not yet.
The CHAuwAw. Did you ever get a large amount from Russia I
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes. sir; we did.
The CHanuuN. What percentage of the total importation comes

from Russia I
Mr. BARBOUR. Well, I think you can say that Mr. Foster's figures

are about right. Russia produces about 75 per cent of the flax of
the world.

Senator McCumBER. That does not answer the question as to how
much is imported into this country.

Mr. BAanOUR. I could not tell you how much in tons the industry
brought in.

Senator Smoor. In paragraph 1003 it says, "Jute yarns or roving,
single, coarser in size than 20-pound, 2J cents per pound." On what
basis did you figure those ?

Mr. BARBOUR. Senator, I am referring to paragraph 1004.
Senator SmoOT. I thought, maybe, you could tell me.
Mr. BARlOn. No, I am not a jute manufacturer.
Senator SmOOT. I have never manufactured jute yarn, and I

wanted to know, because in wool and cotton and all that we know
just exactly what that means.

Mr. BARBOUR. I am just as ignorant on jute as you are. I am not
connected with the jute industry at all, and we have not a jute system
in any of our mills.

Senator MCCUMBER. There is no competition between the jute
and the flax thread, is theeI

Mr. BARBOUR. Unfortuiately, there is quite a good deal.
Senator MCCUMBDR. Is tnereI
Mr. B~AouR. Yes, on twines.
Senator MOCUMBER. Jute is only used for coarser thre4dsI
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes. We make some twines, and only in the

twines do they compete.
Senator WATSON. Of all the flax consumed in the United States

for manufacturing purposes, what proportion of it is raised in the
United States nowI

Mr. BARBOUR. I do not think above 2 per cent.
Senator WATSON. And your theory is you ought to have free trade

in that because it is not an industry that can be built up by protection.
Mr. BARBOUR. That is my honest opinion.
Senator SMOOT. On what basis do you figure the lea?
Mr. BARBOUR. The lea is 300 yards to the pound.
Senator SIMMo.s. I want to ask a question on behalf of a Senator

who is absent. I want to askyou if you are willing to state to the
committee the dividends declared by your company for tile years
1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, and 1918 and the wages paid I
* Mr. BARBoUR. Yes. We will be glad to give you the wages. I
have them right here. I think the hourly rate would be interesting,
adrd I would hle to read the wages paid abroad, if you would allow me.

The CflAIRMAN. Proceed,
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Mr. BARBOUR. These are comparative wages between Great Britain
and the United States. In Great Britain the operation performed
by spreaders, the workers for that receive in equivalent American
currency, taking the exchange of $4, 15.63 cents an hour; the rates
in America are 36.8 for that operation, or considerably more than
twice as much.

For spinners, the rate in Great Britain is the same, 15.63 cents,
while we pay 40.7 cents an hour here.

I think those two operations are very typical. I have others here.
They run about the same, or considerably more than double.

Senator SIMMONS. Does that comprise all the different classes of
laborI

Mr. BARBOUR. Yes. I have here what we pay to spreaders, rovers,
spinners, twisters, and ballers.

Senator SimMONs. That includes all kinds of labor employed by
you inyour operation I

Mr. BARBOUR. Yes; not male help. We have not putt male help
down here, because male help is more or less a fixed thing.

Senator SImMoNS. That would be very inadequate, I should say,
without the male rates. You just put down the female wages ?

Mr. BARBOUR. Yes- that is about 65 or 70 per cent of our help.
Senator Simmonss. Why not put down the male help?
Mr. BARBOUR. Male he p is very fixed in the United States. There

is not much male he]p used in spinning in our industry.
Senator SIMMoNs. There is some?
Mr. BARBOUR. There are engineers and mechanics. We pay our

mechanics 65 cents an hour, the regular rates.
Senator SImMoNs. Then give the rates you pay your mechanics

and all skilled labor.
Mr. BARBOUR. I have not got them with me.
Senator SmMoNs. Can you supply that to the committee?
Mr. BARBOUR. Oh, yes'I will e glad to.
Senator SIMMONS. in that table you simply compare your wages

with the wages of Great Britain?
Mr. BARBOUR. For the same operations; yes.
Senator SIMMoNs. But that hardly gives what the absent Senator

desires. It gives the wages you pay the female help oni.
Mr. BARBOUR. We will be glad to furnish it as desired. •
Senator SImMONS. Will you also, if you haven't it with you, send it

to the stenographer hereafter and let him incorporate it, the dividends
that your company has paid during the years since 1913?

Mr. BARBOUR. Yes sir.
Senator WATSON. ifou have said that only 2 per cent of all the

flax coL.Limed in this country was produced in this country, of the
raw material. What is the total consumption of flax in the United
States?

Mr. BARBOUR. I can say only for our company.
Senator WATSON. You do not know the total.
Mr. BARBOUR. No; I could not tell you offhand.
Senator WATSON. Let me ask you this further question: How

many acres of flax are grown in this country?
Mr. BARBOtm. Normally it is 2,000 000 acres of flax, almost

entirely for seed production and unsuitable for fiber.

3468
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Senator WATSON. Is there anything inferior in the texture or
fiber of the flax raised in North DakotaI

Mr. BARBOUR. We never used a pound of it.
Senator WATSON. Is there any reason you could not use it, so far

as the texture or fiber of it is concerned?
Mr. BARBOtR. It is absolutely unsuitable for our purposes-North

Dakota flax. We have used some Michigan flax.
Senator WATSON. If you have never used it, how do you know?
Mr. BARBOUR. We have had sapnples of it repeatedly. We never

bought it.
Senator WATSON. You can tell by simply looking at the samples I
Mr. BARBOUH. We certainly can.
Senator WATSON. Wherein do the Russian and Irish flax, as it

grows out of the ground, differ from the North Dakota flax?
Mr. BARBOUR. I am not really interested in the flax as it grows

out of fhe ground; we could not use it that way.
Senator WATSON. I am talking about the fiber itself. Is it in the

handling or in the texture of the fiber itselfI
Mr. BARBOUR. I would say the rotting was an important thing.
Senator WATSON. Then that is a part of the handling after it is

grownI
Mr. BARBOUR. I understand what your thought is, and I would

say that probably the ultimate fiber in the stock might be very
similar to that in foreign flax, but flax grown for seed produces -a
short scrubby straw, the ultimate fiber of which would be unsuitable
for spinning.

Senator WATSOn. That is what I want to get at, if there was a real
difference.

Mr. BARBOUR. The fact is this, that the entire question as to the
value of the fiber exists in the time it is pulled, how it is retted, and
how it is handled. The straw is absolutely unsuitable for our pur-
pose; we could not take in flax straw; we could not use a pound of it.
The straw has got to be properly pulled, retted, and scutched; that
is where the American producer falls down.

Senator Smisito.vs. Mr. Barbour, I am afraid that I. omitted one
element that the Senator I referred to would probably like to have
that data upon, and that is, in addition to your dividends, will you
give any surplus that you may have not distributed?

Mr. BARBOUR. We will give you our sales.
Senator Simmiios. And show your profits I
Mr. BARBOUR. We will give you our sales, and give you the full

information you desire on that.
Senator CALDER. What years did you ask the information for I
Senator SmiIros. Beginning with 1913 and running up to 1918.
Mr. BARBOUR. Who shall I forward that information to?
Senator McLEAN. Forward it to thd committee.
Senator CALDERt. Can you include this year?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes. 'i us year will be nothing, I can guarantee

you that, so far asprofit goes.
The°CQuRAuAN. On that point, what percentage of activity is

there in this industry ?
Mr. BARBOUR. Right now, 40 or 50 per cent.
(Mr. Barbour submitted the following petitions:)
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THREADS, TWINES, AND CORDS.

[Paragraph 1004.j

We, the underuigned, manufacturers of linen, hemp, and ramie threads, twine.,
and cords. herein present for your favorable consideration certain amendments in the
above parph.

The duties proposed, as affecting threads or cords, are inconsistent with those as
proposed for ingle. yams. The labor item in the manufacture and finishing of our
tehrads and co s U just double as compared with that item in the manufacture of
the yarn from which the threads and cor are made. Therefore, the amount added
per lea or numb r should be just double that added to the single yarn.

It is also absolutely necessaryto add, and would beinconsistentnot to add, the item
of 6 cents per pound for the dyeing, bleaching, or otherwise finishing the thread or cord,
the same as already incorporated in the bill for yarns that are dyed, bleached, or
otherwise finished. We feel that this item must have been unintentionally omitted,or it is a typgahclerrPol_, i now res as follows:

"Single yarns in the gray, made of flax, hemp or ramle, or a mixture of any of them
not finer than 8 lea, 8 centsper pound; finer than 8 lea and not finer than 60 lea, A
cents per pound and one.hal cent per pound additional for each lea or part of a lea
in excess of 8; finer than 60 lea, 3 cent per pound, and In addition thereto, on any
of the foregoin when boiled, bleached, dyed, or otherwise treated, 5 cents per
pound: Provf That the duty on any of the foregoing yarns not finer than 8 lea
shall be not less than 20 per cent ad valorem; on any of tho forreoing yarne, finer
than 8 lea, not less than 23 per cent ad valorem.

"Threads, twines, or cords, composed of two or more yarns of flax, hemp, or ranife,
or a mixture of any of them, twisted together, the size of the single yarn of which
is not finer than 8 lea, 16 cents pound; finer than 8 lea and not finer than 60 lea,
16 cents per pound and three-fourth cent per pound additional for each lea or part
of a lea in excess of 8; finer than 60 lea, 56 cents per pound: Providtd, That the duty
on the foregoing threads, twines or cords, shall not be lees than 23 per cent ad valorem.'

We earnestly request that the latter portion of this paragraph be changed to read
as follows:

41* * * Threads, twines and cords, compoged of twq or more yarnm of flax,
hemp or ramie, or a mixture of any of them twed or braided together, the size of
the single yarn of which is not finer than 8 lea, 16 cents per pound; finer than 8 lea
and not finer than 40 lea, 16 cents per pound and I cent per pound additional for
each lea or part of a lea In excess of 8; finer than 40 lea, 53 cents per pound, and in
addition thereto on any of the foregoing threads, twines, or coid, when boiled,
bleached, dyed, or otherwise treated 6 cents per pound: Protided, That the duty
on the foregoing threads, twines, and cords shall be not leas than 23 per cent ad
valortm.1 I

We will gladly furnish any and &U information desired in support of our contentions.
Re Linen Thread Co., New York City; Barbour Flax Spinning Co.,

Paterson, N. J. Smith & Dove Manufacturin Co., Andover M .
J. E. Bsrbour bo., Paterson, N.J. West End Thred Co., MWlIbury,
Mas . Ederer Co., Ph Wdelpta4 Pa.; Superior T & Yarn
Co., 'louceistr City, N. L; Chelsea Fiber Mills, Brooklyn, N. Y.

GILL NETiZNO.

[Paragraph 1006.)

We, the undersigned, manufacturers of gill netting, most urgently beg that para.
graph 1006 be amended.

Pagrph 1006 as proposed by the Ways and Means Committee now reads as follows:Gill netting, nets, webs, and seines, and other riots for fishing, composed wholly
or in chief value of flax, hemp, or ramie, shaU pay the same duty per pound as the
highest rate imposed in this act upon any of the thread, twine, or cord-of which the
mish is made, and in addition thereto 10 per cent ad valorem"

The duties that would apply to the thrtai, twine, or cord from which the qretting is
knit, while necessary, wou d urnish no protection to a manufacturer of glU netting.

A net manufacturer is merely a converter in that he manufactures nets from gilling
threads twines, or cords, which he may or may not manufacture himself.

The tir e , twines, or cords he uses are to him his raw material, and consequently
any rates or duties which apply on such threads, twines, or cords do not protect him
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in the manufacture of the netting. As this paragraph reedo, the only protection a
netting manufacturer would receive would be the 6d valorem rate of 10 per cent,which protection is wholly inadequate.

In view of the foregoing, we respectfully request that paragraph 1006 be amended
to read as follows:

"Gill netting, nets, webs, and seines and other nets for fishing, composed whollyor in chief value of flax, hemp, or ramie, shall pay the same duty per pound as the
highest rate imposed in this act upon any of the thread, twine, or cord of which themesh is made, ana in addition thereto 40 per cent ad valorem."

Recent quotations by foreign manufacturers both on the Continent and in Japanhave convinced us that the ad valorem duty of 10 per ceat recommended by theWays and Means Committee must be increased to at least 40 per cent if this clan of
netting is to continue as a manufactured article In this country.

We will gladly furnish any and all information desired in support of our contentions.
Tm AERcICAN NET & TwiNf Co.
It. J. EDERER Co.
FraH N"' & Tw'in Co.
NATIONAL NET & T3't, Co.

DRIUBF OF THE LINEN THREAD 00., NEW YORK CITY,
A review of the proceedings at the hearing before the Committee on Finance onU. R. 7456, December 12, 1921-, Schedule 10--Flax, hemp, and jute, and manufactures

of shows certain statements made by Mr. Linus C. Coggan, representing Charles
Nledner's Sons Co., to which, in part, we take exception.

Mr. Coggan states that it is impssble to secure In this country the necessary mate.rials req red in the manufacture of linen hose. Mr. Coggan is on record as follows:"There is not grown (in the United States) a flax from which can be made a flax line
yar such as is used in the manufacture of linen fire hose." Mr. Coan is correct in
maing this statement. •

Further down on the mine pagehe hays: "Nothing is made in this country which
competes with the yarn which we use in the manufacture of fire hose. That comesfrom Scotland." If, in this statement, Mr. Coggan refers to the quality of the yarn,
his statement is contrary to fact; but if he refers to tho difference in price between
domestic end fo yams, we take no Issue with his statement.

In a brief submit ttd by Charles Niedner's Sons Co. we find the following sentence:
"There is not grown in this count*- a suitable flax nor is there manufactured in this
country a flax-line yarn suitable for making high-grade linen fire hose." The first
pert of this statement, vit, "There is not grown in this country a suitable flax," iscorrect. To the second part, viz, "nor is there manufactured in this country a flaxline yarn suitable for in high.grade linen fire hose," we take decided exception.

We would like to go on record that them are at least three spinners In the United
States to-day, all of whom have been doing business for years, who can make a yarn
as god as and considerably better than the hose manufacturers are importing from
Scotland.

Mr. George F. Smith, of Smith & Dove Manufacturing Co., Andover Mass a mem-
ber of the committee representing our industry as a whole, has stated on the stand
that his comp"y was prepared to furnish satisfactory hose yarna and satWator,
weaving yatp. If we can get the price, and the reason we are not furnishing these
yarns to-day is that the yarns are being imported at prices with which we can not
compete."

Speaking for our own company, the Linen Thread Co.. we might say that Mr. Smith
ha stated the case correctly.

Mr. Coggan, we believe, is not sufficiently familiar with the business to realize the
incorrectness of his statement. On the other hand, Mr. Niedner, having been a long
time in business, must be aware of the fact that his brief Is faulty. in view of the factthat the firm of Charles Niedner's Sons Co. ha bought from the Linen Thread Co.thousands and thousands of pounds of yarn spun in this country for the purpose of
mthn soe, previous to the time (hey found it expedient to import yarn from theother :de.

Should you desire that we compile a statement in the form of an afidavit showing
deliveriesof yarn made to Charles i ed net's Sons Co. during pest years, we will be mostwilling to do so. Such a statement would very clearly show the falling off in poundsgedelivered during such time as foreign manufacturers were in a position to supply those
yarn, when the tariff was not bufli.iently high to protect us against British labor.

Their brief, far from being an argument in favor of a reduction in the tariff on single
yarn, is a concrete reminder of the fa.t that the present tariff of 20 per cent ad valorem
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does unot furnish the necessary protection. In view of the fart that Charles Niedner's
gons Co. had for years purchased yarn that was spun on this side, we think you will
agree with us that the statement they have made in their brief is open to question.
Mr. Niedner says: "Evidence and proof are available that there is no adequate supply
to satisfy the requirements of the hoee manufacturers." In answer to this we beg to
sy that we stand ready to-day to supply the hose manufacturers in the United States

ith aIte yarn they require, in quality as good as or better than they are now in-
porting front Scotland, if they will pay us a price which will show us a reasonable
return.

Our purpose in writing Is that we want the record cleared up in which it would
appear that our ability to manufacture the yarn is denied, whereas the 6ut Is that it is
entirely a question of adequate protection.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE F. SMITH, ANDOVER MASS., REPRE-
SENTING SMITH & DOVE MANUFAOTUiING 00O.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you state your full name?
Mr. Sumi. My full name is George F. Smith.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside i
Mr. SMITH. Andover, Mass.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupationI
Mr. SM&IT. President of the Smith & Dove Manufacturing Co.
The ChAIRMAN. You will please proceed without repeating.
Mr. SITh1. I think Mr. Barbour meant to call attention to one or

two high spots, in the brief, which is a joint brief, and one of them is
that hi the case of the yarns there is a differential duty of 5 cents a
pound additional to the gray yarn when boiled, bleached, dyed, or
otherwise treated. In the case of threads there is no differential, and
we can see no reason for it unless it was an omission and inadvertency
on the part of the framer of this schedule, and we would ask that 6
cents a pound additional be provided on threads that are boiled.
bleached, dyed, or otherwise treated.

We also ask that the amount added per lea should be double for
threads what it is for yarns. There is half a cent additional per lea
on yarns, and there should be double that on threads, as the labor of
converting the yarn into thread, winding it, and preparing it for the
market is at least double the labor on yarn, and there should be the
same differential.

The CHAIR.sA. Your joint communication'sets that forth, does
it not ?

Mr. SMlTl. Yes. I am simply emphasizing that. In the lording
"threads, twines, etc.," we have inserted the word "braided," which is
new. In the last three or four years there has been a new thread on
the market. Up to the present time it has been mostly cotton;
instead of twisting the strands together, they are braided. There is
one concern that has done a very large business in cotton thread
braided, and there is a possibility of the braiding of linen threads, and
we thought this should-be included in the schedule to prevent braided
threads being brought in under some basket clause.

I would also like to state that in connection with the remarks made
by the first speaker and by the speaker representing the union towel
industry that my own company, at least, and, I think, the others are
prepared to furnish satisfactory hose yarns and satisfactory weaving
yarns if we can got the price, and the reason we are not furnishing
tose yarns to-day is that the yarns are being imported at prices at
which we can not compete.

3462
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Senator WATSON. From where?
Mr. SMITH. From Ireland and Italy-I do not know whether

there is any coming from Germany or not. We are running our plant
with about one-third the number of hands an average or three or
four days a week, and have got suitable spinning idle, and we have
raw material.

Senator WATSON. Do you charge that condition wholly to impor-
tationsI

Mir. SmiTH. Not wholly to imports; no. The reason we are not
selling what they are using in those yarns to-day is on account of the
import price wnder the low duty at the present time.

Senator WATSON. How do those prices compare with prewar
prices back as far as 1914?

Mr. SmiTH. You mean the import prices?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. SmT. I should say that they were nearly double.
Senator WATSON. They are nearly double what they were then?
Mr. SMTH. Nearly double; yes. They were three or four times as

much during the war.
Another point that I would like to bring out in connection with the

flax industry is this: About the growing of flax in this country,
mention was made of the large increase in the acreage of flax in
Canada. The soil in Canada is probably the same as in Michigan.
The first time I went up there and investigated the flax industry
and bought flax in Canada was in 1893, and I went up for a number
of years after that, and at that time there was a very flourishing
industry. There were about 30 scutching mills, and about two or
three thousand tons of flax fiber raised and sold each year. Most
of it came to the United States. The industry began to decline, until
the artificial stimulus of the war occurred, and it is perfectly true
that from 1914 to 1918 the acreage there increased from about
2,000 to 18,000, and the price of the flax increased front about 9
cents a pound to $1.10 a pound.

The 1920 flax crop in Canada is still in the hands of the banks.
The banks have advanced about 60 cents a pound on it, and I was
offered 50 tons the other day at 22 cents per pound and I refused it.

HYDRAULIC HOSE YARNS.
[Paragraphs 1004 and 1007.]

STATEMENT OF LINUS 0. OOGGAN, LAWBENQE, MA.SS RBPE-
SENTING CHAS. NIEDNEI'S SONS 00. AND WILiLIAM & HAELz8
BECK (MO.).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coggan, will you kindly state your residence I
Mr. COOGAN. Boston, Mass.
The CArmMAx. What is your occupation?
Mr. CoOGAN. Attorney at law.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not here as a principal or as a manu-

facturer?
Mr. COOGAN. No, sir; I am representing all the linen fire-hose

manufacturers of this country, and in addition to those which appear
opposite my name I represent the Eureka Fire Hose Manufacturing
Co whom Mr. McKeon appears on that list as representing.

The CHAIRMAN. How many do you represent?
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Mr. COOGAN. Three. That is all there are in this country.
The OLmimAN. With all due deference to you as an attorney, the

committee would like to hear from the principals.
Mr. COGOAN. Mr. Chairman, I am also an officer of the Beck Co.

Mr. Niedner ij here, as is Mr. McKeon. Adopting your suggestion,
we have unified our interests and I am to speak for them.

The OIAmMAN. You are to be the only speaker, are you?
Mr. COOGAN. Yes, sir; I am to be the only speaker. 'I am going

to take but a few moments of your time.
The OHAMAN. Very well; you may proceed.
Senator WATSON. To what'paragraph do you intend to address

yourself ?
Mr. COOGAN. To paragraphs 1004 and 1007.
Senator WATSON. You have a brief prepared in addition to the

remarks you are about to make, have you ?
Mr. COOGAN. I have; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have something that you wish to print, I

suggest that you call the attention of the committee only to the high
points.

Mr. COGAN. I shall be glad to do so. There are three points to
which I wish to call your particuir' attention. The first one is that
we can not get in this country the material that we need. It is
impossible to get it. There is not grown the flax from which can be
made the flax-linc yarn such as is used in the manufacture of linen
fire hose, so that we are asking to have the flax-line yarn for the
manufacture of fire hose admitted free of duty. The only result of
imposing a duty on flax-line yarns for this purpose is to make the
Amaerican consumer of fire hose pay more f6r his product, and that
being an element entering into building construction we feel that
those costs should be kept down and that the yarn should be admitted
without duty.

Senator McumTBER. Is there not something produced here in
competition with that?

Mr. COOGOAN. No, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. Something in the nature of a substitute, or

anything of that character?
Mr. COGOAN. Notbing is made in this country which competes with

the yarn which we use n the manufacture of fire hose. That comes
from Scotland.

Senator McCumBER. Can't you use a substitute ?
Mr. COOGAN. No, sir; not a substitute that is suitable. It is not

made in this country.
Senator SSIooT. Do you want to mention that class of yarn by

number?
Mr. COOGAN. Yes. I have done that in my brief. I do not intend

to take up the details. We have set out all these reasons and have
analyzed the situation, if a duty is imposed.

As a second point, if a duty is to be imposed, it should be upon an
ad valorem and not upon a specific basis; and the reason for that is
also set out in our brief.

Senator WATSON. You say none is manufactured in this country?
Mr. COGOAN. No, sir; there is none manufactured.
Senator WAT802N. Is there any attempt to make it.

me
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Mr. CooGAN. No, sir. There is a product made which can be
used in a cheaper character of hose, but it would be impossible to get
it in quantity.

Senator SMooT. Are you objecting to flax straw at $2 a ton?
Mr. COQOAN. No, sir.
Senator SmooT. All you want is flax yarn for fire hose to come in

freeI
Mr. COUOAN. Yes; and if not free, upon an ad valorem rather than

upon a specific basis.
Senator SmooT. Do you mention the ad valorem you desire in

your brief?
Mr. COOAN. Yes; whatever the ad valorem is, we desire a differen-

tial of 30 per cent as between the yarn and the fnished goods.
The CdA MAN. Is there anything else, Mr. CogganI
Mr. CoGOAN. I think not.
BRISF OF LINUS 0. COOGAN, RZPRZIBNTINO FIRZ HOSE NANUFAOTURZRS.

This brief is submitted by and in behalf of every linen fire-hose manufacturer in
the United States.

There are three contentions-
1. That flax-line yarns imported solely for the manufacture of ii4en fire boee should

be admitted free from duty.
2. That if It seems wie to impose a duty upon flax-line yarns admitted for this or

any other purpose the duty should be upon an ad valorem and not upon a specific
bais.

3. The duty imposed on finished hose under paragraph 1007 in the proposed bill is
insufficient.

1. LInen fire hose such as you see hanging in the corridors of all large bulldipgs
and about industrial plants, is a high-grade product manufactured to comply with
specifications, as determined by the boards o fire underwriters. It Is made eclu.
lively from imported flax-line yarns of grades between 8 and 20 lea, inclusive.

There is not grown in this country a suitable flax, nor is there manufactured in this
country a flax-line yarn suitable for making high.grade linen fire hose.

Necessarily any duty whatever which is paid by the manufacturers of linen fire
hose upon the yarns entering into their product only forces the consumer of fire
hose in this country to pay just so much more for the finished product. Inasmuch
as this is an item entering into building costs, everything shouldbe done todecrease
these costs and encourage new construction rather than to increase them. Further,
as no one needs protection for this clam of raw material, it seems to us highly advisable
that flax-line yarns imported solely for the manufacture of linen fire hose should be
admitted free from duty.

If it should be admitted that it is possible to procure a character of yarn in this
country to make a cheap ar i inferior grade of fire hose, evidence and proof isavailable
that there is no ad equate supply to satisfy the requirements of the hose manufacturers.

2. It is submit that the specific duty on yams as proposed in paragraph 1004.is
wholly impractical and unscientific and may, under conditions which it is quite
probable will arise in the near future, drive out of existence manufacturers using this
clam of material.

Under the proposed bill the completely manufactured foreign goods with which we
have to compete are assessed only at an ad valorem duty of 26 per cent, while the raw
material or yarns is advanced front an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent to a specific
duty amounting to from 35 to 40 per cent of present-day values and which would
amount to from 70 to 80 per cent ad valorem should these goods reach the prewar
values, which is entirely probable.

It may be argued that under the proposed "American valuation clause" the foreign
article with which we must compete will pay a higher duty than if assessed upon the
foreign values, which we admit, but, even so, the foreign goods may well be landed
here at less cost than we are able to manufacture them fot.

To illustrate specifically this conclusion, let us take an actual example. In May,
1921, our Underwriter's hose, 21-inch, was selling at approximately $2 per pound.
The duty on such hose under the proposed Fordney bill, 26 per cent a valorem,
would be 52 cents per pound. Now, bear in mind that slightly more than 1 pound of
boiled yarn, 20 lea, would be required to make I pound of hose, so that the duty as
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scheduled in the proposed bifl upon that 1 pound of hose would be 20 cents. There-
fore, the net protection would amount to 52 centh per pound of hose, minus 20 cents,
leaving 32 cents, which is a protection of 16 por cent upon the domestic price. It
will be obvious, of course, that as prices gradualy recede to normal the percentage at
a rpeci fic rate of duty will constantly increase, while the imported finished hose which
competes with our goods will pay less and less duty until finally we will have to pay
as much duty in actual dollar and cents upon yarn or raw mateal per pound as our
foreign competitor pays upon his finished article, as we will show.

Assume that the hose mentioned above selling at $2 a pound was selling at 75 cents
a poind in 1914 and the yarn now costing us 75 cents a pound without duty would
have cost us 26 cents a pound in 1914, and consider this with regard to our ratio of
protection. If our selling price recedes to prewar or 75 cents a pound for the hose we
are now sellin at approximately $2 a pound, the duty that the foreign manufacturer
will pay will be per cent of 75 cents, or 191 cents per pound. Now, under the
present schedule if we are required to pay ific duty of 20 cents per pound (which
ts 19 cents, plus I cent for waste) on 25-cent yarn, this is equal to an ad valorem duty
of 80 per cent, while our foreign competitor is paying 26 per cent upon the finished
article. The only answer to this appears to be that the price will not recede. Our
contention is just as sound that it will recede, and in any event the contingency
should be provided against and the American manufacturer protected.

Let us look for the moment at the foreign manufacturer's price and assu me, which
is substantially correct, that he can manufacture hose for $1.25 per pound, which is
comparable to our hose at $2 a pound. This is, of course, accounted for by his cheaper
labor and material. Importing this hose at $1.25 he would under the proposed bill
ay a duty of 52 cents (26 per cent of $2, the American valuation), which would land
U hose in this copmntry at $1.77 per pound, which is 23 cents less than we could sell

the same hose for, and this he is able to do notwithstanding the present high prices in
Europe, so that if hose in this country reaches the 1914 price o 75 cents per pound
the foreign manufacturers' selling price would be about .50 cents a pound. Add to
this his duty at 26 per cent, or 19 cents (which is 26 per cent of 75 cents, American
valuation), he will be able to sell his product at 69 cents a pound in this market,
while if our raw material costs us 25 cents a pound, we pay specific duty on yams of
20 cents per pound, making theprice of our material 45 cents a pound, and we could
not sell our hose for less than 76 cents a pound, or 6 cents above the price of our
foreign competitor.

All of this justifies us. we think, in asking that even if any duty be imposed on
flax.line yarns used in the manufacture of linen fire hoes it should, like the finished
article, be upon an ad valorem basis, for on a falling market the foreign manufacture)
gets the advantage and the domestic merchant Is penalized.

It will be observed that the proponents of the specific duty on flax-line yams as
reported in the bill are yam manufacturers. They are unable to supply the demomd
fgr suitable flax-line yarn from this country. To place a specific duty upon linen
yars under so broad a vlavifiction as they request is to practically put a noncom-
petitive price upon flax-line )rarn, suitable for the manufacture of linen fire hoee,
upon which they need no protection, for they can not supply it.

The differential between American and foreign labor and raw material is, in our
opinion. in the future to be so high as to warrant the duty on linen fire hose being
placed as high as 50 per cent ad valorem. This is especially true should your com-
mittee deem it advisable to place a specific duty upon the yam, for the arguments
used in the preceding paragraphs should convince one that the differential resulting
between the foreign conditions and specific duty and 26 per cent ad valorem on the
finished goods is by no means wide enough, and we beg to state that in our opinion
the duty upon manufactured linen fire hose should be 50 per cent ad valorem.

And, in general in our opinion the so-called "American valuation" is unscientific
and will be a poorly operating system.

We beg to recommend to you the following:
First. The addition to paragraph 1004 of the proposed bill the words: "Provied,

That flax-line yarms of 8 lea and not finer than 20 lea, imported solely for the manu-
facture of linen fire hoe, shall be admitted free of duty."

Second. Should it be deemed wise not to adopt the preceding mmendation,
then instead of a spc duty on flax-line yarns of 8 lea and not iner than 20 lea an
ad valorem duty of 20 per cent.

- Third. A change In paragr ph 1007 from 26 to 50 per cent ad valorem.
Fourth. In any event, a diifferential between the ad valorem value of flax-line yarn

of 8 lea and not finer than 20 lea and finished linen fire hose of 30 per cent.
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LINEN TOWELS, NAPKINS, AND CRASHES.

(Paragraphs 1004, 1009, and 1013.1

STATEMENT OF N. R. FOSTER LOOKPORT N. Y., REPRESENTING
THE NIAGARA TBXTIL CO.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupation Mr. Foster ?
Mr. FOSTER. I am secretary-treasurer of tile Niagara Textile Co.
The CHAIMAN. You are located where?
Mr. FOSTER. Lock port, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. What product do you chiefly turn out?
Mr. FOSTER. We manufacture towels, napkins, etc.,* for home use,

hotel use, railroad use, and for institutions, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. How many men do you employ?
Mr. FOSTER. We employ at the present time about 225, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the maximum number?
Mr. FOSTER. No; it is under.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed to state your views to the com-

mitteeI
Mr. FOSTER. I have a very short statement.
Senator LA FOLLFTTE. How much is that below normal?
Mr. FOSTER. It is pretty hard to say how much normal would be.

We speeded up during the war on account of special conditions.
Senator IA FOLLETTrr. How old an institution are you?
Mr. FOSTER. Twenty years.
Senator LA FOLLETIE. About how many men did you employ in

1913? 1
Mr. FOSTER. Probably 150 or 175.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you running on full time now?
Mr. FOSTER. We are running on a 50-hour schedule.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a brief?
Mr. FOSTER. I have a very short brief that I would like to file.

I would like to bring some points to your attention.
The CHAIRIAN. If you will file the brief and bring the attention

of the committee to any matter particularly, it will receive careful
consideration.

Mr. FOSTER. I shall be pleased to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. You may o on. w
Mr. FOSTER. This regards schedule 10 particularly, although we

are interested in 9 as well. It covers paragraphs 1004, 1009, and1013.
To give a concrete example of how the new rates on linen yarns

would affect us, we cite 14s bleached weft yarn, assuming that the
American valuation at the port of entry has been determined at 48
cents per pound, which is about to-day's price. The Fordney bill
calls for the following in the way of duties: 8 cents plus 3 cents plus
5 cents, a total of 16 cents per pound, which is a 33J per cent duty.
However, if the price of this yarn receded to the prewar price of 20
cents per pound, the rate of duty under the Fordney bill would be 80
per cent.

What we believe would be for the best interests of the country is
to give merchandise at a reasonable price, so that it will be used in
large quantities and also produce as much revenue as possible. We
believe that both the raw material, as we call it- that is,linen yarns-
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and the woven fabric made from thee yas should be on the same
basi ; that is, ad valorem, not specific on one and ad valorem on
the other.

Senator WATON. What basis ? What do you recommend?
Mr. FosTER. We prefer to have an ad valorem. duty, and not to

have the yarns on one basis as a specific, as put in, and the finished
product on th3 ad valorem basis.

Senator WATSON. An ad valorem duty of how much ?
Mr. FOSTER. We want a differential of 25 per cent as between the

FOaY yarn, the raw product as ws call it, and the finished product.
-enator LA FOLLE'TE. Vou do not manufacture the yarns?
Mr. FoSTER. No, sir; we import the gray yarn. 'Mat we want

is a reasonable protection, so that our mrlls can compete with foreign
lator. We should have a differential of not less than 25 per cent.
At the present time all linen towels and napkins are being brought
into this country at very near the prices that we can make smile ar
goods of part linen and part cotton for, and when Central Europe
beg to ave the benefit of cheaper cotton and cheaper flax many
of the lines which W3 make will not be able to compete with
these foreign articles and lines, and they will have to be discontinued
as made in this country..

At present we are paying 20 per cent on linen yarn our raw mate-
rial-and I want to emphasize that-and under the Fordney bill we
will pay a specific duty which on to-day's cost of yarns wil mean a
rate more than double the amount we paid before the war, and if
costs go down to prewar prices, which no doubt they will, we will pay
a specific duty of from 70 to 80 per cent or more, but at anywhere
near these excessive rates linen yarn importations for manufacturing
into household linen will have long since ceased to be imported.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How does the rate fixed in the Fordney
bill on your finished product coinpare with the rate which you had
before the war?

Mr. FOSTET. The present rate under which we are acting now. is
35per cent for the finished article.

Under the proposed Fordney bill it reduces it to 28 per cent Amer-
can valuation. Under the present rates we are getting on the raw
material--

Senator LA FouR E (interposing). What would it be in foreign
valuation, in order to get a comparison?

Mr. FOSTER. I can not tell. That is impossible. Nobody knows
what the American valuation will be.

Senator CALDER. Twenty-eight per cent American valuation would
be over 50 per cent of the foreign valuation, would it not?

Mr. FOSTER. That is the talk generally; yes, sir. On the other
hand, the gray yarn, the raw material, as we call it, commands a
price of 20 per cent on foreign valuation. If we take it on the
specific duty, as suggested in the Fordney bill, it will bring it to about
80 per cent. .

Senator LA Fou'rm. On the American valuation I
Mr. FOSTER. On any other valuation you want to put it on.
Senator CALDER. Uider the present law it is an ad valorem?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; on both yarn and the finished product.
Senator CALDER. Which way do you prefer to have itI
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Mr. FOSTER. They should both be on the same basis. I am
willing to have it .either way for the Government to get the largest
revenue.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. If I followed you, the Fordney bill raised
the duty upon raw material four or five hundred per centI

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Senator LA FOLL.rE. And only slightly more than doubled the

duty on the finished product?
Mr. FOSTER. That is right, provided the American valuation is

what Senator Calder said. We do not know. We approximate it.
From what we can find out from importers, that 28 per cent, American
valuation, will be approximately 50 per cent. That seems to be the
case.

Senator IA FOLLETTE.. Regarding your supply of raw material,
how much of it did you import and how mueh of it did you obtain
from domestic manufacturers I

Mr. FOSTER. Very little, sir, from domestic manufacturers. We
have tried it, but, as a rule, it did not work.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Is that because it is not comparable with
the other?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes; the foreign article is very much superior.
Some sizes of yarn are impossible to get at any price.

Senator MCLEAN. Where do you import from?
Mr. FOSTER. Great Britain-Belfast.
Senator McLFAN. Where is the raw material grown?
Mr. FOSTER. Previous to the war 75 per cent came from Russia.
Senator SMooy. -s our hemp as good as the Belfast hemp I
Mr. FOSTER. flnmp is a lower grade of flax away down the list.
Senator SMoor. Is the flax as good in this country as that raised in

IrelandI
Mr. FOSTER. We do not think so, sir. We have tried it without

success. Sometimes we can use a little, but not as r, rule.
Senator Simto.s. Where is it raised i
Mr. FOSTER. Up through the Northwest-in Minnesota.
Senator S.iOOT. And in the Dakotas?
Mr. FOSTER. And in the Dakotas.
Senator Simio.N-s. Is the output increasing or diminishing?
Mr. FOSTER. I can not tell you, sir. If it is, it is of grades that

would rot be interesting to us. When you have linen on the table, you
will find that the housewife wants pretty fine goods.

Senator SpmMoNs. Do you say that the fine material is iiot pro-
duced in this country at all?

Mr. FOSTER. No, sir; we have to import it. If you take the fine
towels found in the hotels-and there is a large quantity of them in
this country-you will find them made of very fine linen.

Senator WATSON. In the Northwest they raise a good grade, do they
not?

Mr. FOSTER. I would not want to answer that.
Senator SIm ONs. As I understand you, you do not think there is

any industry in this country that should be protected. I mean'by
that an industry producing this flax.

Mr. FOSTER. Well, there are some growers of flax and some
spinners in this country-



Senator Sim.ioN.s. If you do not use their product somebody else
does use their product.

.Mr. FOSTER. It is used for some other purpose, but not for fabric.
It is used for twine, fishing tackle, and articles of that kind.

Senator MCLEAN. Isn't the superiority of the finished product due
to the superior process of manufactureI

Mr. FOSTzR. Partially, and partially on account of the raw material
which goes into it.

May-I just repeat what' paid a moment aoI
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Did you appear 1 .efore the Ways and

Means Committee of the House ?
Mr. FOSTER. No, sir. I wrote and asked for a hearing, but we did

not have a chance to appear. That was last February or March.
Is that what you have reference tol

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I was speculating in my own mind for the
reason for there being such a very large increase in the Fordney bill on
these yarns. I will ask you if you know whether that large increase
was granted to these large manufacturers because they contended that
the duty was not sufficient to enable them to build up an industry in
this country?

Mr. FosTER. I was not there. We asked for a hearing. We did
not get any response at the time it was put on. In fact, we knew
nothing about it until it was all over.

The CHAIRMAN. Did any of the other industries have a hearing?
Mr. FOSTER. I do not know, sir.
Senator CALDER. Did any of the yarn interests have a hearingI
Air. FOSTER. I imagine they did.
Senator CALDER. Where are these yams manufactured?
Mr. FOSTER. That we import?
Senator CALDER. The yarns that are made here.
Mr. FOSTER. Up East is a factory, and there is one out West.
Senator SUTHERLAND. What is the defect in the yarn
Mr. FOSTER. When American flax is spun it has not the quality of

imported yarns. American flax is such that it does not permit of
spinning a uniform quality of yarn.

Senator SUTH1ERLAND. You think that is inherent in the flax itself
and not in the way it is prepared?

Mr. FoSTER. I think it is in part both. The proposition is that
whatever you gentlemen think is wise to put on in the way of a tariff
on one article, we should have a differential between the raw material,
as we call it, or the linen yarn, and the finished product. If we can
have a differential there we can increase the business, and instead of
having mills closed down, as they are at present, we can build up an
industry on a suitable artiohb,,a necessity in every man's home, as
well as in hotels, institutions, and so on.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How long have you been engaged in this
business Mr. Foster?

Mr. FCOSTER. This particular business was reorganized about a
year and a half ago. 1 have been in the business some seven years.
I was in the silk business before that and saw the tariff put on silk
that put the silk business on its feet.

Senator LA FOLLEWE. I have been trying to recall'since you have
been speaking the effort made to establish the industry in this
country. I know that some effort was made to establish the industry,
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the manufacture of these yams in this country, at the time the
McKinley tariff bill was made.

Mr. F6M. That was in 18971
Senator LA Fourrz. In 1890.
Mr. FosTze. I am sorry sir; but I can not help you.Senator LA Fo rr. happened to be a member of the com-

mittee at that time. I recall distinctly that quite a study was made
by the McKinley committee of the flax industry in this country with
a view to building up the manufacture of these yarns all over the
country. Of course, whatever duty was fixed in the McKinley bill
at that time went by the boards when the bill was repealed.

Senator SiMMoNs. Senator La Follette, here are some data about
that from the summary of the tariff for the year 1920. In 1914 in
the United States 1,000 acres were devoted to flax-fiber production
and 1,645,000 to flaxseed; in 1917, 3,800 acres to flax fiber, and
1,809,000 to flaxseed. So that from 1914 to 1917 the number of
acres devoted to flax-fiber production increased from 1,000 to 3,800
acres.

Senator LA FOLLCME. In what period of time I
Senator SmMoms. Between 1914 and 1917. So that it would look

like the industry, though small, was being gradually or rather rapidly
developed in those three years.

Senator LA FOLLmrE. If my memory is not at fault, there was a
manufacturer of linen fabric, a Mr. Turner, of Massachusetts, who
appeared before the Ways and Means Committee. Indeed, he was
here some weeks, and he was very much interested in the establish-
ment of the entire and complete industry in this coutitry. It was
his contention that we could produce a flax; that the climatic con-
ditions and all other conditions in the northern States in the neighbor-
hood of the Great Lakes were suitable for that industry.

Senator SMMONs. If you will permit me, it ma helpful in this
connection to read the importations for 1914 and 1918.

The quotations show that during 1914 the importation of flax
straw amounted to 220 tons, valued at $9,659; in 1918, 85 tons,
valued at $9,577.

Tow of flax, 1914, 1,322 tons, valued at $264,303; 1918, 1,181 tons,
valued at $683,889.

Flax noils, 1914, 96 tons, valued at $8,388, as against 162 tons in
1919, valued at $23,544.

Unhackled flax, 1914, 6,056 tons, valued at $1,497,660; iii 1918,
3,131 tons, valued at $3,180,368.

Hackled flax, 1914, 2,590 tons, valued at $1,242,129; 1918, 1,082
tons, valued at $1,924,096.

Those figures show that in that period the importations of these
flax fibers do not seem to have been very great.

Mr. FOSTER. During the war we could not get anything, sir.
Senator SiuMeNs. That was 1914 to 1918.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; during the war we could not get anything.
Senator McLEAN. how do the prices of the finished product to-day

compare ith the prices of the product previous to the war ?
Mr. FOSTER. I would'say not quite double.
Senator MCLEAN. They have been reduced, have they
Mr. FOSTER. Oh, my, yes; they have "een cut in half.
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There are about 12 factories, offhand-it may be 12 or 14-that
manufacture goods similar to ours. Some are closed down entirely,
some are running part time, and some are in the hands of banking
institutions.

Senator SimmoNs. You said you could not get this during the war.Wh~y not?
. FosT R. I said a few minutes ago that 75 per cent of the flax

came out of Russia. That closes the doors there. Great quantities
of flax were used in airplane cloth on the other side.

Senator SIMMONS. Austria, the United Kingdom, Belgium, and
France were the chief producers of flax fiber. The best qualities
came from Belgium and northern Ireland.

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Senator SImMoNs. You use the best qualities, do you I
Mr. FoSTER. We endeavor to.
Senator SIMMONS. There was little trouble about importations from

our allies during the war, was there not?
Mr. FOSTER. -I did not catch your question.
Senator SIMMONS. I say there was very little difficulty about

obtaining imports from our allies during the war?
Mr. F6STER. Whenever they had the goods we could get them.

At the present time we pay 20 per cent on linen yarns, our raw
material, and under the 7F6rdney bill we will pay a specific duty
which on to-day's cost of yarns vll mean a rate more than double
the amount we paid before the war, and if costs go down to prewar
prices, which no doubt they will, we will pay a specific duty of 70
per cent to 80 per cent or more; but anywhere near these excessive
rates, linen yarn importations for manufacturing into household
linen will have long ceased to be imported.

If the Fordney bil is to become a law, we would suggest, inasmuch
as this bill gives linen cloth a reduction from 3 5 per cent ad valorem
to 28 per cent ad valorem, that linen yarns should be taken care of in
a like manner and be protected from taking an excessive rate of duty
when linen yarns are at a low price. You see, the lower the price
the raw material gets on account of the specific duty the higher the
rates of duty

We would respectfully request that the following clause be added to
the linen schedule:

"That all flax or tow yarns imported to be woven into fabrics take
not over 15 per cent ad valorem, and on any of the foregoing yarns
when boiled bleached, or otherwise treated an additional 5 cents per
pound be added."

Just one further point, Mr. Chairman, and I shall not take up your
time any further. .I wish to tefer now to Schedule 9, paragraph 911.
Towels containing linen up to 49 per cent vale with cotton 51 per
cent chief value come in at 20 per cent ad valorem. This clause
permits of shipment giving us competition from Europe which can
not bo met. We respectfully suggest that towels containing linen
come in under Schedule 10, or containing less than 331 per cent come
in under Schedule 9.

Again, what we ask is a differential of 25 per cent as between the
raw material and the finished product. If you give a duty to protect
domestic yarn, give us 25 per cent-a differential-and put the
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finished product 25 per cent higher than the duty which you charge
or, the gray yarn.

The CnHAiMAN. Is there anything else, Mr. Footer I
Mr. FOSTR. No. I thank you.

DAIlry OF A. ; FOST, RZMMATM T= =GA" TMUT CO.

We are manufacturers of union towels, crashes, and napkins as used in our homes.,
hotels, railroads, steamships, and institutions. Union meaning made of part linen
and part cotton. We also make all linen towels, crashes. and napkins.

Under the proposed Fordney bill the fa grower and the linen-ya m spinner willhave liberal and increased protection, while the fabric manufcue who ha to use as
his raw material " flax and yam is given not in increase in proection but a decrease.
What would be gained by building up this flax and ya business if when put into
cloth there s no market for the American-made fabric? This is exactly the situation
confronting us. The rate on the finished fabric is being reduced from 35 to 28 per
cent ad valorem, and linen yarns are being raised from 20 per cent, the present rate,
to 40 per cent up to 80 per cent or more. Our raw material islinea yarn, and we must
have this at a lower rate, or else an increased protection on the finished linen fabrics.
The differential should be at least 25 per cent.

To give a concrete example of how the new rate on linen )arns would affect us we
cite 14s bleached weft yarn, amuming that the American valuation at the port of
entry has been determined at 48 cents per pound, which is about to-day's price. The
Fordney bill calls for the following in the way of duties: 8 cents plus 3 cents, plus
5 cents a total of 16 cents per pound, which is a 331 per cent duty. However, If the
price of this yam receded to he prewar price of 20 cents per pound the rate of duty
under the Fordney bill would be 80 per cent.

During the war all of the American mills weaving linen cloth made at least 90 pq
cent of their product for the Government and in addition to this the War Department
wa dependent upon foreign countries for large quantities of linen fabrics. Under the
present tariff the American manufacturer of household linens is losing out as can beshown by the number of mills that have gone into bankruptcyorouto business d urng
the past'five years. Linen manufacturing is probably Ameica's most Ldfant indusy.
Given a helpful tariff it can he made one of our greatest. Them are imported about
$W 000 000 worth of household linen annually of which the majority can even-
ttaiy io made here as well as consumed he and it does not take any stretcb of
the imnagination to see what a great increase could be made in the number of men and
women employed at a favorable occupation and at good wages if America would pro-
tect and buildup her linen industry as she has her iron, se, silk, and other strong
and thriving industries.

What we believe would be for the best interests of the country is to ive merchadise
at a reasonable price so that it will be used n large quantities and also produce as
much revenue as possible. We believe that both the raw material, as we call it, that
is linen yarns and the woven fabric made from these yarm should both be 'n the same
basis, that is duties ad valorem, not specific on one and ad valoMm or the other.
What we want is a reasonable protection so that our mills can compete with foreign
labor. We should have a differential of not less than 25 per cent. At the present
time all linen towels and napkins ar being brought into this country at very near the

prices that we can make simar goods of part linen and part cottan, and when Central
urope b to have the benefit of cheaper cotton and cheaper flax many of the lines

which we make we shall not be able to compote with these foreign articles and lines
will have to be discontinued as made in this country.

At present we arepaying 20 per cent on linen yarn, our raw material, and under the
Fordney bill we will ay a s ecific duty which on to-day's cost of yarns will mean
a rate more than double the amount we paid before the war, and if coets go down to
prewar prices, which no doubt they will, we will pay a specific duty of 70 per cent to
80 per cent or more, but at anywhere noar these excessive rates linen yarn imports.tions for manufact.un into household linen will have long since ceaed tobeimported.

If the Fordney bill as to become a law, we would suggest, inasmuch as this bi gives
linen cloth a reduction from 35 per cent ad valbrem to 28 per cent L-1 valorem, that
linen yarns should be taken care of in a like manwr and protect them from taking an
exceesivo rate of duty when linen yms are at a low price.

We would respectfully request that the following clause be added to the linen ached-
ulo, "that all flax or tow yarns imported to be woven into fabrics take not over 15
per cent ad valorem, and on any of the foregoing yarns when boiled, bleached, or
otherwise treated an additional 5 cents per pound e added."
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Lnen yam spinning In Amwlca in very rstrictedo ad god yan of the right
character am nt yet produced in sufficent quantity to supply the American Iooms
equpedto weave linen fabric; co nseqnt1y It is of paamount importance to protect

e faric manufacturer so he can keep his oo s nil, otherwise there will be no
posible demand for such linen yarn as can be produ here.

S f yamrn blawod

s 1s is IS U 12 U

Pimsofyamn..... ............ 00 0.0 Wo .40 ft 00&14 as.4 KOSO Sa4
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Prleut duty...................... .1. 40 .74 54 .44 .3
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The last line shows what percentage of the purchase price the duty as proposed by
the Fordnoy bill, would be. You will notice as yarn prices approai the lower and
formal piewar values, which we will no doubt have i another 12 or 18 months, that
the rate of duty increases to a prohibitive point.

Schedule 9, pargraph 911: Towels containing linen up to 49 per cent value, with
cotton 61 percent ch-ef value, come in at 20 per cent ad valorem. This clause per.
mits of shipment giving us competition from Europe which can not be met. We
respectfully suggest that towels containing linen come in under Schedule 10, or con.
taiing less than 93 per cent cc~,n in under Schedule 9.

STATEMENT 0F H. L. RANSOM, LO(KPOBT N. ., RBPBESENTING
TE NlAGAiA TEXTiUl CO.

The CnARaNmm. Do you speak on the same matters that Mr.
Foster has addressed himself tot

Mr. RANsoM. I am Mr. Foster's partner.
The CAxMAN. Then you will not want to be heard, will you ?
Mr. RANSOM. I simply want to clear up one point to which Senator

La Folletto referred, if I am permitted to do so. We are particularly
interested in seeing flax, American flax, grown and the industry meet
with success. We should like to see the yarns produced here, but
our experience in growimg flax heretofore-I have been in business
21 years and I have followed the matter very closely-is that while
there has been some progress made we have not gone far enough into
it to get theig rht quality for our needs.

Unless we can keep our heads up and keep the American manu-
facturer protected so he can keep the looms going and consume a
good quantity of linen yarn, there will be no need to grow the flax
or spini the yarn, as thera will be no market in America for these
yarns.

I I
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CORDAGE AND ROPE.

(Paragraph 1005.)

STATEMENT OF FRANOIS 0. HOLMES NORTH PLYMOUTIH MASS.,
REPRESENTDMG THE PLYMOUTH CORDAGE 00.

Senator MoCuxmnia. Will ou proceed with your statement I
Mr. HoLune. Mr. Heidrich is unavoidably absent, and I have

been requested by some of my associates in the cordage industry to
present this brief with the request that it be printed in the record
and the manufacturers are quite content to let their cause stand
before your comnr *tteo in that way.

Senator MoCumt;rR. Very well.
Senator Duii-.wioa&m. What phs are you interested ial
Mr. HoLusm. Paragraph ary nt
Senator MOCumBEm Your brief will be insered in the record as

ousted.
The brief referred to is as follows:)

We herewith beg to submit copy of the identical brief which was submitted to
the Waysand MeansCommitteeiiJanuaryof thisyear. What was stated in that brief
wan the combined opinion of prnctically all the cordsge manufacturers In this coun.
try, and the same conditions exist to-day.
-To parap 100 5, H. R. 7456, now reads as follows:
PMA . Oordge, including cables, tarred or untaned, wholly or in chief value

of manila, sisal; or other hard fibers three4fourths of I cent per pound; cordage include.
ing cables, tarred or untarred wholly or in chief value of hemp, sunn, or other bast
fiber, but not Including cordage made of lute, 2 cents per poundd'

'Ile proposed three-fourt cent per pound pretectioni in -11. R. 74581is inadequate.
Additional proof Is herein offered that our request for a protection of 21 cents per

pound is not oxeaelvo.
Figures obtained from the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

for the first nine months of 1921 show the following imports of cordage into the United
states:

Imports, January to 8pktaite (Mundwf), 1911.

Qpantity. Va. P"

F r ane ll fo re i .. . u.. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,0 30 ,0 62 I 1 ,4&1 .W01

Cot o/ manufacur in Unied Stag, Joanum to September (indusve), 1991.

Fiber ' .................................................. cents per pound.. 8. 71
Manufacture and selling ........................................... do.... 8.50

Total cost .................................................. ...do .... 15.21

COMPAMISOm.

United States cot...........15. 21 ! United States coats .............. 15.21
Philippine declared value ........ 11.01 Foreign declared value ........... 12.09

Difference ............ 4.20 Difference ................. S.12
Iobined from Colo Trade Journal quotatIons on gMpe of Abe required by United States Duran

of Standard's ~~as. These Oiberoa re rie that fiber could be Uurch t Mdufring
January to Sepb=, 1921, but wre at termany cent une o of fi bee converted Int oag durang

Araeobtained fromi a number of anuhuturerein the United States.

! I
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H. R. 7456 does not provide for& protective taMff on Philippine-made cordage as
requested in the brief hereinbefore mentioned. Durbe the flirt nine months of 121,
20.8 per cent more hard-fiber cordage was imported into the United States from the Phil.
ippine Islands than was imported during the entire 12 months of 1920. During this
same period the cordage es of United States manufacturers were at Iest 3 per
cent les than normal. Imports of hard.fiber cordage from the Philippines have
grown from 280 pounds in 1909 to 1,030 062 pounds (January'to September, inclusive)
in 1921. Figures taken from Bureau of Foregn and Domestic Commerce reports.

BRIEF OF THE CORDAOGE MANUFACTURERS PRESENTED TO THE WAYS AND MEANS

(:o-1rrrsE - Or Tax HOUSs.

1. INTRODUCON.

The manufacturers of cord4e In the United States, whose names appear at the end
of this brief, herein respectfully present their views and submit Suggestions for your
consideration relative to a tariff on cordage and the fibers entering into the manufacture
thereof.

We are Interested In the following pragraphs of the tariff act of 1913: 268, covering
our manufactured products; 485 and 4 , covering our raw materials.

The term "cordage," as used in this brief, is confined to hard fiber cordage, made
principal ly of manila (abaca), sisal, istlo, New Zealand, Java, and African, etc not
including binder twine, also hemp rope and cordage made of bst fibers, bui not
including products of Jlx and jute.

All of the raw materials ar now on the free list and should remain ther.
The mangucture oi corage Is one of the essential industries of the United States.

The product is Indispensable in the equipment of dipping, which In turn Is vital to
the Nation in time 61 war and of recognize importance fIt time of peace. It Is in
universal use throughout the agriculturil, Industrial, and every day life of the United
States. It is highly desirable that the cordage requirements of our country should
be supplied by American manufacturers, ena rely independent of foreign producers,
but proper tariff protection is required for this purpose.

There are about 15 manufacturers of cordage in the United States, all Independent,
with no combination. They produce approximately 250,000,000 pounds of rope per
annum. Total employees, about 8,200.

17. NEED FOR PROTECTION.

1. American labor costs are higher than foreign and should continue so.
For example, the averge hourly wage of common labor in the cordage industry in

the United States is fully ouble that in England. (See Table I.) The rates paid in
other countries would show a still greater difference in favor of the American wage.
This higher wage of the American worker unquestionably defrays the cost of hg ier
lHving stndards. The only alternative to a reduction of this living standard if the
competition of cheaper foreign labor is to be successfully met, is an adequate duty on
cor(dae.

2. Sever foreign competition, using cheap labor, threatens the business of Amer.
ican cordage manufacturers.

It is recogmred that Europe's production generally will greatly Increase in the nextfew years, with constantly swelling exports. The struggle for the world's markets
Including the American, will be keen. This can reasonably be expected in the cord-
age industry. Significant developments have already trnspired. Before the war
not one foreign cordage manufacturer had an American branch. Two (one British
and one Dutch) have opened branches in New York City since the armistice. Quo-
tations from them manufacturers have been 2 to 4 cents below the American market.
In past years the American industry has not suffered seriously from foreign compe-
tition. Present Indications are of severe competition.

M. INADEQUACY OF TUN PRESENT TARIFF.

1. At present the tariff protection afforded cordae Is one-half cent per pound on
cordage of mania and other hard fibers and I cent per pound or cordare of hemp.

These are the lowest duties ever levied on cordage throughout the entire tariff
history of the United States. The unusually severe potent foreign competitioii,
absent k: ik*V (when American manufacturers received protection of three-fourths
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cent per pound on cordage of manila and other hard fibers and 2 cents per pound
on hemp cordago), but existing now, are persuasive for a substantial duty.

2. In 1909 cordage of manila fiber received protection equivalent to 13.6 per cent
ad valorem. The tariff of 1909 imposed a duty of three-fourths tent per pound upon
cordage of manila fiber. Further, American manufacturers received a rebate from the
Philippine Government of the export duty on raw manila fiber amounting to three.
eighths cent per pound. The aggregate protection therefore was 1 cents per pound
the Philippines ieing the sole source of supply of manila fiber (abaca), the principal
component of cordage. This protection of i cents per pound was on the then price
of 81 cents per pound, or approximately 13.6 per cent ad valorem.

3. Upon representations that the refund of the threo-eights cent export duty was
working injury to the Philippines, the American cordage manufacturers voluntarily
relinquished it, and it was accordingly canceled. The tariff of 1913 reduced the duty
on cordage of manila fiber to one-half cent per pound. The American manufacturers'
protection was thus out five-eighths cent per pound. Furthermore, the price of cordage
of manila fiber in 1913 was 14 cents per pound, so that the one-half cent duty was
equivalent to only 3.64 percent ad valorem. Te immediate result of this action was
the alepearance of English cordage in New York Harbor at prices materially below the
Amencan market. The war in 1914 temporarily eliminated foreign competition.

4. French, Canadian, German, and Austraian tariffs on cordage are all substan-
tialy higher than our own.' France levies a duty of 1 cents to 2.29 cents per pound
on cordage. The Canadian duty is 25 per cent ad valorem. Germany's tariff is more
than double ours. Australia has a tariff of 40 per cent ad valorem on cordage. Eng.
land and Holland admit cordage free of duty.

IV. PROVISIONS RBcOMMSNDID.

1. Cordage should carry a duty of 21 cents per pound if the American industry is to
be adequately protected. Prior to 1913 a protection equivalent to 13.6 per cent id
valorem on cordage of manila and other hard fibers was sufficient under the circum-
stances then existing. Conditions have changed materially. As wages throughout
the world per unit of production are more than double what they were prior to 1913, it
is obvious that the amount of specific protection required to-day is more than double
the amount necessary prior to 1913. The production of cordage a national asset
to be conserved, is threatened with foreign competition which, unies all signs fail,
will be more severe than has ever before ben experienced in the history of the Ameri-
can industry. The tariffs on cordage in Canida, Germany, France, and Australia
are all substantially higher than our own. A protection of 21 cents per pound which
is requested is equivalent to only 13.15 per cent ad valorem on to-day's market of
cordage of manila fiber.

V. BENEFICIAL REULTR OF PROPOSED TARIM.

1. An ample supply of cordage, a product Indispensable to industry, shipping, WKi

agriculture.
2. The continuance of the present standard of American labor.
3. The safe-guarding of the largo investments of American capital in eordigo

manufacture.
4. Protection afforded American-grown hemp and American tar industry.
It is respectfully urged that the proposed new tariff levy a duty of 2J ce'ts p,

pound on cordage.
PHILIFPINE COMPETrlON.

1. NEED FOR PROTECTON.

The reasons advanced in the foregoing pages apply with equal force to the rowing
imports of Philippine-made cordage, which at present is admitted duty free.' Prior
to 1917 practically none of this prod'ict was Imported into the United States. 1 1919
1,119,861 pounds of hard-fiber cordage and .33.183 pounds of hemp cordage came
In at prices 3 to 5 cents beclow the American market.

I Figures from Department of Commerce; exchange calculated at normal.
I See. 5294 U. 0. Cbmp. St.S Dolment of Commerce Rspo s on impors entero, for comumptlon, 1919, p. 477.
4ltter of Nov. 18, 190, from Bureau of Insular Affairi to Insttute.
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In addition to private manutaclurers now operating and about to operate, the
insular government has under way plans for the manufacture of cordage by convict
labor, the importation of which into the United States Is not prohibited.

Common c6rdage laborers, male, receive 75 cents per day In the Philippines and an
average of 46 to 55 cents per hour In the United States. Female workers receive 40
cents per day In the PhiUppines and an average of 28 to 45 cents per hour in the
United Stated. Much of the Philippine labor I Chinese. Philippine manufacturers

but nominal taxes as compared with the heavy taxes paid by American manu.aeturers.
The purl.ose to develop and further Philippine commerce is commendable; but Itis

subordinate to the welfare of American commerce, employing American labor and
capital, and paying American taxes.

ii. PROVISIONS RECOMMENDED.

1. Duty of 21 cents per pound on all Philippine-made cordage. The conditions
described under 1 clearly indicate the need for protection fully equal to that from
foreign competition. Such protection will tend to equalize the wide difference in
costs and in taxes of American and Philippine manufaturers.

2. All imports of convict-made goods into the United States should be prohibited.
The competition of the product of prison labor with that of free American labor is
repugnant to fundamental American principles. Philippine prison labor is no
exception to this rule. Section 5304 United States Compiled Statutes should be
amended accordingly.

(Submitted b American Manufacturing Co.; Columbian Rope Co.; Cupples Cord-
age Co. (Inc.); ZEdwin 1 Fitler Co.; The Hooven & Allison Co.; R. A. kelly Co.; New
Bedford Cordage Co.; Peoria Cordage Co.; Plymcuth Cordage Co.; Rinek Cordage Co.;
E. T. Rufg& Co.; Tubbs Cordage Co.; Will Rope Works (Inc.); Waterbury Co.;
Whitlock Cordage Co.)

Comparison of rates per hour pidfor common labor (men) employed in te cordage
Wundti , Uniued States and England.

United gad.

Classfication. states. a

Opened ..................................................................... 3..572 . i
Preparing ............................................................. ..4834 .2m8

I-q er .......................... ... 4336 .1457.4981 .?620

Maehinp operators ............................................... .6109 .280l
Usul number ofemployees for each kind of work, average wage per hour ........ .49744 .25W33

I Averages obtaied from reports of 6 manufacturers In the United States.
2 From tbor Gazette, Augu-t, 1990, pp. 462-3. Exchange figures at the premnt rate of SIM poundi

Sterling.
United States wages are practically double British wages. Cott for United States

manufacturers exclusive of cost for fiber, profit and excess profits taxes, 6 cents per
pound. All costs of business in United States are practically double the costs in
England, depending directly on difference in labor.

United States total cost ............................... cents per pound.. 6
British total cost ..................................................... do.... 3

Difference ...................................................do.... 3
We ask protection for United States manufacturers of 21 cents per pound.

BURLAP AND BURLAP BAGS.

[Paragraphs 1008, 109, 1017, and 1019.1

STATEMENT OF J. F. SIMPSON NEW ORLEANS, LA., BEPRESENTING
MAGINNIf COTTON MILLS.

Mr. SImPsoN. Gentlemen, I am only going to take a minute to
submit a brief and to say that I am up hero in the interest of a matter
of a duty on burlap. We are manufacturers of cotton baggig.
There are a great many uses to which cotton bagging can be put with
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some protection in the way of a duty on burlap. Cotton bags are
used extensively and have been for the last two years in the cement
industry. Recently we have had the consolidated railroad classific -
tion permission to adopt a single cotton bag to be used per hundred'
pounds capacity for sugar; which has been tried and proven to be ot
value, equil in strength, in competition with the bag now in use-
outside burlap and inside cotton lining. We can produce that
bag to-day for a little less money than the double bag will cost the
consumer, and with the duty on burlap, which will afford some
protection.

Senator SmooT. What do you wantI
Mr. SimPSON. I would ask for a cent a pound and 25 per cent ad

valorem.
Senator Sroo'T. Instead of 171
Mr. SIMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator McCwwavFR. A cent a pound specific and 25 per cent ad

valorem?
Mr. SIMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. A cent a pound would be how much ad

valoremI
Mr. SmPsoN.. I have not figured that out. There is only one thing

I want to add, if you will give me a minute, and that is the fact that
the cotton business, and particularly the cotton farmer, has been
burdened for the past years by hundreds of thousands-in fact,'I
think it will amount to 2,000,000 or 3,000,000-of bales of consider-
ably lower grade cotton than this country has been accustomed to
spinning. It. has been only in recent years that machinery has been
adsptca and perfected at a good deal of cost that will permit the
utilization of this cotton for the particular purpose I am so much in
favor of advocating for packing use.

Senator SMOOT. These lower grade cottons I
Mr. SJPsoN. These lower grade cottons, which have been a drug

o.a the market, and a weight, you might say, on the better grades.
Senator SDmIONS. Have you used them at all in the making of

your bags?
Mr. SIMPsoN. We are making some cotton bags for cement and

also sugar at the moment.
Senator SI4MoNs. Have you used this low-grade cotton to any

extent in the manufacture of those bags?
Mr. SImPsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. Sufficient to justify you in your belief that they

can be uied for that purpose?
Mr. SiMPSON. It is a proven fact. The cement industry have been

using cotton bags for several years, and it is a much more satisfactory
package.

Senator SIMMoNs. What I had directed your attention to was
whether you were satisfied that this low-grade otton would be
suitable as the material out of which those bags were made?

Mr. SImPsON. Thoroughly satisfied.
Senator SmMoNs. Are you using that low-grade cotton satis-

factorilh ?
Ar. SfIMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMoNs. You are not using the high grade at all?
Air. SimpsoN. No, sir; we could not afford it.
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Senator SIMmoNs. As a matter of curiosity, I would like to ask
the witness: Could you tell us how many bales of cotton have been
used in this way?

Mr. SIMPSON. I can only speak for ourselves. We have a con-
sumption of between 20,000 and 24,000 bales a year in a 40,000-
spindle mill.

BRIEF OF . I. BLMPSOI, REPREBNTING THE MAOINNIS COTTON MILLS. NEW
ORLEANS, LA.

I am appearing before you in the matter of duty on burlap, which is a textile made
from jute, and Jute is an almost exclusive East India product. The annual imports
of burlap are about 900,000,000 yards.

There is at present no duty on burlap. The consumption of burlap is mainly for
wrap]pingof bales and for the manufacture of bape.

In both cases the cost of individual package falls upon the consumer, but it is so
very widespread that any duty would not be any great hardship to anyone. There-
fore as a Qource of revenue a duty on burlap is one that is ideal in its purpose andequity.however, as a matter of protection to American industry, the actual indisputable

facts are these. In every normal cotton crop there is invariably a large proportion
of low-grade cotton. This cotton is made low grade by rain, sov, or winds, particu.
larly during the late fall months and during the picking season. Prior to the war
Europe, particularly Germany and Austria, were largo consumers of these low-grade
cottons and at discounts in price that were indeed very severe to the grower. Within
the past two or three years American cotton mills have solved the usag 4f this cotton
by installation of very expensive machinery, and it has now been absolutely demon-
strated that ba, twine, and rope can be made therefrom in strength and service
satisfactory to the consumer.

However, such bags are competitive with burlap bags. Such twine and rope are
competitive with raw jute and sisal. To-day a heavy cotton bag can be made for 100
pounds of sugar in competition with a burlap bag with a cotton liner. This is, however,
because the accumulation of low-grade cottons has depressed the price to some 500
points, or 5 cents, a pound below the current price of middling cotton. Heavy cotton
osnaburg bags are used by the millions for cement; however, heavy inroads have been
made on this trade by jite bap.

At the present time burlap is at a normal price. Low-grade cottons are below the
cost of production. With every fair and reasonable comparison of values in past
records of burlap and cotton, it is beyond question that, with a duty of 1 cent per pound
and 25 per cent ad valorem on burlap and-a duty of 40 per cent on raw jute, hundreds
of thousands of bales of low-grade cottons can be profitably converted into bags, rope,
and twines by the cotton mills of this country and satisfactory to the consumer. It
is the weight of number of bales of low-grade cottons in the annual carry over that
depresses all grades of cotton. To stabilize to a reasonable value low-grade cottons
would be the greatest possible benefit to the cotton grower. Ilia prosperity or his
adversities are koenly fot by all manufacturers of this country. His purchasing power
depends on his money crop, which he can market but one time in the year, and that
is cotton. Once the cotton bag made from low-grade cotton is established, its uses
will rapidly spread for shipment of sugar, rice, beans, salt cement, flour, and many
other commodities. Nothing will be more helpful toward this end than a duty on
burlap and jute.

There should be a duty on foreign-made bags of at least 20 per cent more ,than on
burlap.

A duty on raw jute has not heretofore been advocated, because 50 per cent of the im-
ports of raw jute went into the manufacture of bagging for covering cotton. It has
also followed that no duty should be put on imported bagging for covering cotton.
The American manufacturers of bagging for covering of cotton have recently estab-
lished large mills in India for the manufacture of this bagging, simply because, not-
withstanding free jute, American mills could not compete with the India mills in
the cost of production. This same condition also applies to the comparison of wages
paid by the American cotton mills and that paid by the jute mills in India. This
comparison is laid before you to emphasize the fact that if American cotton mills in
the consumption of low-grade dotton are to compete with burlap a reasonable consid-
eration must also be given to the standard of living that we hope for for the American
wage earner.
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STATEMENT OF GRAY SILVER, WASHINGTON, D. 0., REPRESENT-
ING AMERIOAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION.

Burlap is almost impossible of manufacture in this country. Manufacturers them-
selves state that duty on burlap would be for revenue only and that it would require
a very high tariff to build up a burlap manufacturing industry in this country.

"Burlap, now free, can not be produced in this country in competition with cheap
East Indian labor, except under a prohibitive tariff, which would affect the farming
interests adversely." (Tariff Summary, p. 439.)

"The domestic production of burlap is small. There are two State prisons on the
Pacific coast which import raw jute, manufacture burlap, and make bagi, and a
large concern in the East which makes the burlap used in packing its own product."
(Tariff Information Surveys, p. 15.)

Imports of burlap.

Pons Value.

............................................................ 317,13,702 $1, 399,161191041914................................................ 421, -l8i 2',0,9771915-1919 ..................................... 41. A4380 4%331,193
s2 . .................................................... .. 541, 13,614 S4,020057

More than 80 per cent is used in manufacture of hags.
Jute and jute butts are on the free list as a raw material vot produced in this country

and not competing with any product grown in this country. Burlap should be free
because of the extremely high duties that would be necessary to foster American
weaving. At present there is commercially no domestic production of burlap. The
imposition of a duty would put a heavy burden upon agriculture and upon other
industries using this material and would not build up an American industry unless
the duty was so high as to be exorbitant. Natural advantage plus cheap labor is too
great an obstacle to allow of American manufacture.

With the exception ofgrain bags imported to the Pacific coast at therate of 33,000,000
per year, foreign competition in jute bage is negligible. Thve grain bags are made to
hold 100 pounds of wheat and are called centais. The annual consumption is about
48,000,000, of which 15,000,000 are of domestic manufacture and balance imported
from India.

Outside of the importation of rentals the domestic manufacture of jute bags has
entire control of the market. The annual consumption of new jute bags is from
300,000.000 to 30,000.000. India with cheap raw material at hand and abundant
cheap labor can lay down centals, even with a duty of 10 per cent, on the Pacific coast
chapter than we can produce them. This is largely because centals are unprinted,
standard, and used in largo quantities.

Since cntals for the western cereal-producirig section will continue to be imported,
as they have in the past, regardless of duty, we believe that any increase in the duty
on burlap bags is an unnecessary burden upon these western producers. It would be
better to place these bags on the free list.

STATEMENT OF FRANK EWER, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING
THE BEMIS BRO. BAG CO.

Mr. EWER. My name is Frank Ewer; I am from Boston, Mass.,
and am representing the Bemis Bro. Bag Co.

The C IRMAN. What. is your occupation?
Mr. EWER. I am treasurer of the Bemis Bro. Bag Co.
The CnAiRmAN. There is on the list the name of Mr. Duane Hall,

representing the same company.
ir. EWER. That is a mistake. Mr. Hall is secretary of the Chase

Bag Co. and Burlap Bag Manufacturers' Tariff Committee.
The CHAIRMiAN. Do you and he speak on the same subject?
Mr. EWER. I think that he allows me to speak for him.
The CHAIRMAN. You speak for him also?
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Mr. EwER. Yes, sir.
The CHAMAN. Then it will not be necessary to call on Mr. Duano

HallI
Mr. EwER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other members of the industry that

you are particularly to speak for who are here this afternoon and
want to be heard?

Mr. EWER. No, sir.
The CHAMMAN. All right. Will you go ahead, Mr. EwerI
Mr. EwE. We are chiefly interested in paragraphs 1008, 1009,

1017, and 1019 of the Fordn~y bill. In that connection, supplement-
ing our previous communication on this subject, we beg leave to
respectfully recommend the following:

Paragraph 1008-we suggest that this read as follows:
Fabrics, composed wholly of jute, plain woven, twilled and all other, not spe-

cially provided for, not bleached, pointed, stenciled, painted, dyed, colored, or
rendered noninflammable, I cent per pound; bleached, printed, stenciled, painted,
dyed, colored, or rendered noninflammable, 1 cent per pound, and in addition thereto
20per centum ad valorem.

Tk only difference is at the end, where there is an additional 7
perSnt over the rate provided in the Fordney bill.

Paragraph 1017-we suggest that this read as follows:
Bags or sacics made from plain woven fabrics of single jute yarns or from twilled or

other fabric composed wholly of jute, not bleached, printed, stenciled, painted,
dyed, colored, nor rendered nonififlammable, I cent per pound. and in addition
thereto, 20 per centum ad valorem; it bleached, printed, stenciled, painted, dyed,
colored, or rendered noninflammable, I cent per pound, and in addition thereto, 33
per centum ad valorem.

Paragraphs 1009 and 1019-we recommend that a 10 per cent
ad valorem differential in duty be maintained for the so-called
"basket clause," woven fabrics and articles made wholly of jute or
of which jute is a component material of chief value.

We particularly call attention to the wording of paragraph 1017,
which will bring this paragraph into harmony with the similar para-
graphs in the tariffs of 1909, 1913, and older tariffs.

If you desire our reasons for the above recommendations more in
detail we will be very pleased to submit the same.

Under the previous tariffs of 1909 and earlier there was a dis-
tiretion made between fabric bleached, printed, stenciled, painted,
d)d, colored, or rendered noninflammable, and fabric not so treated;
and likewise on manufactures consisting of bags there had also been
a difference. In the now Fordney bill, while thore is a difference on
the fabrics, there is none on the bags.

Paragraph 1008 provides for a duty of 1 cent per pound on fabric
plain woven, twilled, etc., and in paragraph 1017 we are asking for 20
per cent ad valorem additional, whereas the Fordney bill gives us 17,
not much difference. In review, the duty on fabric composed wholly
of jute would be almost entirely for revenue purposes only, because
there is a very small percentage of those materials that are manufac-
tured in this country. They are all chiefly imported from India, and
in some cases from Scotland. That is about all I have to say. Our
brief was filed with the Ways and Means Committee and is a matter
of record now.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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STATEMENT OF T. 0. ATRESON, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENT-
ING THE NATIONAL GRANGE.

The material of which bags are manufactured in which fertilizers are sold
should be admitted free. ,

I would call to your attention the fact that paragraph 1008, covering
"fabrics composed wholly of jute," etc., If permitted to stand, means that there
is to be a tariff of 1 cent a pound on unprinted or unstenclied burlap, and 1 cent
a pound plus 13 per cent ad valorem on the same burlap if printed or stenciled,
and that the cost of these burlap bags is very largely paid by farmer consumers
of fertilizers, feeds, grains, etc., for wl'tch burlap is chiefly used. The amount
consumed in the fertilizer industry alone amounts to an aggregate of 80.000.000
yards a year, while feed bags will take nearly as much more, making a burden
of nearly a million dollars per year for farmers to pay. The burlap industry
in this country is small compared with this interest of agriculture, as no Jute
is raised here, and the raw jute Imported for manufacture here amounted In the
first nine months of this year to approximately four and a half millions of dol-
lars, as compared with Imports of burlap for fertilizer and grain bags of thirty-
one and a quarter million dollars. Certainly burlap not bleached, even If
printed, stenciled, or painted, should come in duty free; othervlse the farmer
consumer will be forced to pay a duty in excess of a million dollars to protect on
Industry of very small proportions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN I. TIERNEY, REPRESENTING THE
. NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION.

Mr. TIERNEY. The fertilizer industry consumes annually about
80,000,000 yards of burlap, basis 10_ ounces to the yard. A duty of
I cent per pound would mean a tariff upon the item of burlap alone of
$500,000 a year to the industry. We respectfully submit that fer-
tilizer manufacturers should be relieved of this tax, which would
naturally have to be reflected in the price of fertilizers to the farmers.

LINEN FABRICS.

[Paragraphs 1009, 1010, 1012, 1313, and 1015.1

STATEMENT OF W. A. MeOLEARY, BROOKLYN, N. Y., REPRESENT-
ING LINEN IMPORTERS AND TRADERS.

Senator AMcCUMBER. What paragraph are you interested inI
Air. MCCLEARY. I am interested in paragraphs 1009, 1010, 1012,

1013, and 1015 of Schedule 10 covering manufactures of flax.
We have had a meeting of those interests, and I represent 46 im-

porters and traders. I have their suggestions embodied in a brief
here, but the main contention is that you allow the present rates of
30 per cent on plain woven manufactures of flax, 60 per cent on em-
broidered linens, 40 per cent on plain hemstitche4d handkerchiefs,
and 35 per cent on all other linen goods to stand under the present
method of classification.

Senator SmooT. You mean under the American valuation?
Air. MCCLEARY. No, si r; the present method.
Senator CALDIER. IS that the language?
Air. MCCLEARY. Well, I am going to make a suggestion that in the

place of your schedules that you allow Schedule J, with its rates and
classifications, to stand, and to be embodied in Schedule 10 of the
now tariff.
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You have asked for our suggestions, and it is our opinion in connec-
tion with it that if you do the above you will secure the maximum of
revenue. You will also give ample protection to the very small num-
ber of American manufacturers of flax goods. It is a strange thing
in our business that whenever prices are advanced, whether caused
by duty or by the abnormal stress of the war, proportionately the
business goes down. The linen business is not of the expandin
kind. I have been in it 34 years, and in that time it has not advanced
anything to speak of. As hearing out my krument, I would say that
if we have to pay $8 a dozen to land a towel instead of $7 a dozen, the
business in that towel will fall off in proportion to the advance.

Senator SHOOT. Are you an importer?
Mr. MCCLEARY. Yes, sir. I have had a good deal of experience in

customs work and in other capacities, and I am now a partner in the
house I represent.

In the linen importing business we are very much afraid of the
American valuation plan. I do not know whether the fear is justified,
but we have to sell a great many goods in advance, and until we can
see just exactly how the plan will work we shall not know how to go
about our quotations.

Senator MCLEAN. The old classifications?
Mr. MCLEARY. The old rates. That is our suggestion.
Senator McCumBEn. You will file your brief, Mr. MClearyI
Mr. MCCLEARY. Yes, sir.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

The importers and dealers in flax manufactures, whose names are attached, und r-
standing that it is your desire that wherever possible merchants dealing in ihe
same general class of goods should preeent a joint brief, desire to present foi your
consideration the following suggestionslegarding Schedule 10:

1. Inasmuch as plain linen cloth, whether unbleached or bleached, is not manu-
factured in the United States, with the exception of a very few coarse fabrics usually
mingled with cotton, it may be said that practically the entire consumption is im.
ported from abroad, and to a very large extent such materials may justly be con.
sidered as raw materials, a very considerable yardage being processed in some .way
or another before sale for retail consumption.

For your information, the imported linen fabrics are made into such articles as
suits, dresses, waists, shirts, collars, cuffs, handkerchiefs, embroiderie, window
shades, furniture covering, linings for men's clothing, men's summer wash suits, and
a great many other purposes..

2. The recent experience of dealers in linen goods during the era of high prices has
conclusively proved that the turnuver in dollars and cents did not differ materially
from years of lower prices, owing to the tremendously decreased quantity imported.
Any change that would tend to increase the price to the consumer would obviously
therefore, not increase the revenue from duties. The linen manufacturers abroad
would be restricted in their exports of linen to this country, the importers and the
United States Government would be no better off tha- under the lower duty rates,
and the lessened number of consumers would just be paying more for the fewer linens
they must have. d

3. Traditionally, owing to keen competition, the profits in the linen trade are small
and any increase, whether of market price or of duty, must immediately be pased
on to the consumer. A change of schedule therefore, would be quickly noticed
throughout the land by all users of handkerchiefs, tablecloths, wearing apparel, etc.

4. With, few exceptions, lhe claifirations of the present schedule haven main
tainted through many tariff acts, and The methods of arriving at the just values on
which to pay duty are thoroughly underslood through long experience and ai.,praical
decision extendiiig over a numer of vearq. The American valualion plan is ront.
sidered unworkable as found by te.t. applied to inilporlations of flax goods, and if
adopted would do real ,aniage to the linen inmpoTting ihdustry before it would he
posAile for CongresQ to remedy the mnany" defe1-t , or even again return to present
nethods.
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The undernoted members of the linen trade, therefore, suggest that Schedule lie
reenacted into Schedule 10 exactly as it stands at the pre.entti me, both as to wording
and classification, in order to avoid dislocation of trade, maintain the revenue, amply
protect American manufacturers of linen ar.d part linen merchandireo, avoid unneces-
..arv litigation and prevent protests from consumers generally over the advance in
lri'es that would be necessitated if there were an) increases in the duty exacted.

Rates we desire to see maintained: Thirty per cent on plain woven manufactures
of flax. 130 per cent on embroidered linens. 40 per cent on plain hemstitched handker-
chiefs, 35 per cent on all other linen goods.

Bailin & Taylor, New York, N. Y.; The Belfast Linen Handkerchief Co., Now
York N. Y Brookfield Linen Co. (Ltd.) New York, N. Y.; Derryvale Linen Cor-
poration (Lt.), New York, N. Y Brown Durrell Co., Boston, Mass.; Brown's Sham-
rock Linen's (Ltd.), New York, . Y . Carleton D. G. Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Dezell &
Cunningham, New York, N. Y.; M, boob Sons & Co., New York, N Y. Elms &
Sellon, Now York, N. Y.; William Ewart & Son (Ltd.), New York, N. Y.; Fenton &
Dotter, Now York, N. Y.; Freund, Freund & Co New York N Y.- F. Friach, New
York, N. Y.; Glendinning, MeLoish & Co. (Inc., New Yort, N. Y.; John Graham
& Co., Now York, N. Y.; Eugene A. Hellman & Co. (Inc.), New York, N. Y.; Ilelwig
& Moore, New York, N Y A. S. Ilerrmann, New York, N. Y.; Ireland Bros. (Inc.),
Now York, N. Y.; Koan, Watson & Meder (Ltd.), New York, N. Y.; Laird Lnen
Corporation, New York, N. Y.; Lamb, Finlay & Co., Now York, N. Y.; William Lid.
dell & Co., New York, N. Y.; Liren Fabrics Importing Corporation New York, N. Y.;
Locke & Clarke Co., New York, N. Y.;J. B. Locke & Potts, Now York, N. Y.; Robert
.fcBratney Co. (Inc.), Now York, N. Y.; John McCann & Co., Now York, N. Y.;
W. C. McClure, New York, N. Y.; MJcCrum, Watson & Mercer, New York, N. Y.;
James McCutcheon & Co., New York, N. Y.; Robert McDado (Inc.), Now York,
N. Y.; W . A. McLaughlin, Now York, N. Y.; Donald W. MacLeod. & Co., New York,
N. Y.; Henry Matier & Co. (Ltd.), New York, N. Y.; T. K. Milliken & Son, New
York, rN. Y.; MSontague & Co. (Inc.) New York, N. Y.;John Ritzenthaler New York,
N. Y.; The Old Bleach Linen Co. (Ltd.), New York, N. Y.; Perlman, Schal & Stern,
Now York, N. Y.; Turtle Bros. Now York, N. Y.; James F. White & Co. (Inc.) , New
York, N. Y.: York Street FlaxSpinningCo New York, N. Y.; Wilmerding & Bissett,
New York, N. Y.; Thomas Young (Inc.), New York, N. Y.

FLAX, HEMP, AND JUTE PADDING.

[Paragraph 1010.1

STATEMENT OF JAMES GILMORE, NUTLEY N. 3., REPRESENTING
IMPORTERS OF JUTE PADDINGS.

Senator S.MooT. What paragraph are you interested in?
Mr. GILMORE. I am interested in 1008 and 1010.
Senator McCuMBEm. You may proceed.
Mr. GILMORE. I am not interested in manufacturing, either here

or abroad. I am representing the importers of jute paddings, which
come in under 1010.

Senator McCuMBER. What are you interested in importing?
Mr. GILMORE. Jute canvas or jute padding. They are at present

on the free list, and they have been taxed under the McKiney bill
at 15 per cent and seven-eighths cent per pound, but hero they are
under this paragraph 1010 at 331 per cent ad valorem, under American
valuation. This, gentlemen, is a very extraordinary rate of duty,
because there is no domestic industry in existence to protect, and the
cloths are of very low order.

I have got here a couple of samples to show you how they are uqed.
They go into the cheapest clothing that we make in the United States,
workingmen's clothing mostly.

Senator S3o0To. You mean there are no woven fabrics composed
wholly or in chief value of jute?

tk - U
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Mr. GmMORB. This is pure jute. The word "jute" should be
eliminated. It is in paragraph 1010 but also specified under 1008,
and it should be eliminated from 1010-that is to say, flax, hemp or
jute- the word "jute" should be eliminated. They are made up like
this exhibiting sample to the committee], in a very cheap way.

Senator SaooT. There are a good many goods made the chief
value of which would be of jute, and then another substance like
wool, and maybe even silk

Mr. GLMoRE. Oh, yes; but not "jute chief value" if wool or silk
combined.

Senator SMOOT. That is what paragraph 1010 is.
Mr. GILMORE. Paragraph 1010, plain fabrics, composed wholly of

jute. Now, in 1008 it is wholly jute.
Senator SuoOT. Oh, no-" or in chief value."
Senator McCtmin~. It could be.
Senator SMoor. Yes; it could be, but one is finer thread than the

other.
Mr. GILmOre. These pure-jute fabrics should not come in at a

higher rate of duty than jute clcths.
Senator SMOOT. The reason is they are a very much higher grade of

goods and finer thread.
Mr. GLMOIRE. You will observe that the linen fabrics-and here

is a sample of linen cloth now [exhibiting sample to the committee]
which takes 30 per cent, and this is now coming in free (indicating],
and you ask 331 per cent American valuation on this. What I am
pleading for is that you give the clothing manufacturers a chance to
ring in a cheap fabric to make the very cheapest workmen's clothing

that is made in the country. If you tax it, I presume, a pair of
fronts made up like these would not exceed 25 cents; if you increase
it, the American valuation to 331 per cent, it will simply add 50 per
cent -or more.

The clothing people have been trying to get the cost of clothing,
.and especially the cost of cheaper clothing, down, and it seems
hardly fair to put that rate of duty so high.

STATEMENT OF MAURIOE A. GOLDMAN, MILFORD, N H REPRE-
SENTING MILFORD SPINNING AND WEAVING CORPORATION"
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Senator MCCUM F.R. Where is your residence?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Milford, N. 1l.
Senator MCCUMBER. You may proceed.
Mr. GOLDMAN. We manufacture plain woven fabrics made of flax,

hemp, or jute yarns, used fqr padding or interlining.in clothing, and
we are directly affected by paragraph 1010. The rate now in 1010
is straight 33J per cent ad valorem. The yarn which we have to
buy-we do not spin our yarns of either flax or jute, and not much of
hemp-under the paragraphs of Schedule 10 have a specific rate of
duty. The 33J per cent ad valorem (toes not overcome the specific
rates which we will have to pay in buying our yarns. Therefore we
can only ask that you make paragraph 1010 read so that it will com-
pensate and protect us for the manu iicturing of our cloths.

Senator S.NooT. What rate (1o you want?

8486
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Mr. GOLD.AN. I suggest that paragraph 1010 bo made to read
[reading):

Woven fahri(, composed wholly or in chief value of flax, hemp, or Jute, exceeding
thirty and not eyreedlng onehundred and twenty threads to the square inch, counting
the warp anl filling, and welInhng not less than four and one-hal and not more than
twelve ounces per square yard, used as padding or interlinings in clothing, shall pay
the same duty per pound as the highest rate imposed in this act upon any of the yarn
of which the fabric is made, and in addition thereto 25 per centum ad valorem.

In other words, I am asking for only 25 per cent protection as a
duty for manufacturing cloth and to be compensated with the other
part of the paragraph for tho amount of duty which we have to pay
for the yarn which we buy.

(Mr. Goldnan submitted the following brief:)
We respectfully submit our request that paragraph 1010, which now reads---
"\\'oven fabrics, composed wholly or in chief value of flax, hemp, or jute, exceeding

:30 and not exceeding 100 threads to the square inch, counting the warp and filling,
and weighing not less than 4J and not more than 12 ounces per square yard, such as
are commonly uied as paddings or interlinings in clothing, 331 per cent ad valorem "-

Fhould be made to read--
" Woven fabrics, composed wholly or in chief value of flax, hemp, or jute, exceeding

:30 and not exceeding 120 thread to the square inch, counting the warp and filling,
and weighing not le.% than 41 and not more than 12 ounces per square yard, used as
paddings or interlinings in clothing, shall pay the same duty per pound as the highest
rate imposed in this act upon any of the yarn of which the fabric is made, and in
addition thereto, 25 per cent ad valoremn."

Our reason for asking this change is that the yarns which enter into the making of
these cloths are covered by paragraphs 1003 and 1004, which impose specific rates,
whereas paragrph 1010. covering the cloths, impose an ad valorem rate of duty.

In such cases whewo the raw material pays specific rate and the finished product
of it pays an advaoren rate the flutuatons of price brings about a onition, at
teiwsere the amount of the specific duty on the raw material i greater thian the

amount of the al valorem dty on the finished product.
The duty on the cloth; unde paragiht 1010, at normal prices, would be only two-

thirds an uch as the duty on the ya of which they are made.
The change to paragraphi 1010, ohi we ask, nake it compensator at all times for

the duty which is imposed in this act upon th e rn of which the "loths are made and
protect the ot of inanufa turhirg of the 0o t ith only 25 per cent ad valorem.
Co pensatory (duties have been given to paragraphs 1006 and 1017 of this schedule.

We needl and iisk for lihe.-ame protect ion.
Our eapat ity is 5di000,000) yards a yecar,m as9 ganst about 0A)0O.0O0 yards used an-

erally in this faoutrv* (JUr lro(lt is ac(ep by the trade on par ith any of the
loreigil wianufacturcd.

Canvas paddliigisan absolute necessity 'in mak ing of clothing. 'The cost of the small
amnounlt used in a ceat is Fo small in relation to the entire cost of the suit that the
variation in the price of the canvas does not affect the retail selling price of the suit.
Tariff on canvas padding does not affect the cost of living.

Necessary protection would assure the manufacture of the entire CO 000,000 yards
by the mills of this country. Further, the manufacturing of this plain linen and ju te
fabric would instill confidence and lead American mills to producing all other linen
fabrics--such as dress linen, shirting , isheetings, damasks-amounting to several
mil lions of dollars annually 1)all of which is at present i mported. This would help to
keep busy many overdeveloped textile mills on "home consumption" necessities,
instead of fighting for export business.

The wages paid in the countries with which we are competing in the manufacture
of these cloths are about one-third of ours.

The necessaity df this industry within the borders of the United States is emphasized
very forcibly by the fact that the making of meni's and women's suits and overcoats
depends upon canvas padding. All other articles entering into the making of suits
and overcoats, such as the woolen, linings, sewing threads, or buttoiis, are all manu-
factured in this country, whereas the canvas pad ding, which is the foundation of the

S1527-22-scit 10-4-
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coat, and upon which all the rest depends, is manufactured in foreign countries. If
our supply of this cloth from Great Britain or any of the other foreign countries should
be cut off, the entire clothing industry and the making of clothing in this country
would be very much disturbed, if not Impaired.

To demonstrate this: During the war the United States needed canvas padding in
the manufacture of clothing for the Army. We were the only mill in this country
that was able to, and did, furnish canvas padding to the United States Army. Our
capacity was not sufficient. The Britist Government was unable to furnish the
balance needed. The United States Quartermaster Department was forced to order
the uniforms made with either plain burlap for substitute or without any canvas
interlinin.

The sllk and worsted industries of this country were made possible only by tariff
protection during their infancy.

The linen, jute, and hemp industry is just as important a textile to the United
States and can be established here only by the necessary tariff protection.

LINOLEUM, OILCLOTH, AND PAPER-FELT FLOOR COVERINGS.

[Paragraph 1018.J

STATEMENT OF JOHN .EVANS LANOASTER PA., REPRESENTING
THE A2RMSTiONG CORK dO.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. I am from Lancaster, Pa., and am general manager of

the Armstrong Cork Co., and I represent the manufacturers of
linoleum, oilcloth, and pal.er-felt floor coverings. We have prepared
a short brief which covers all the questions in connection with the
industry that have come to our minds. We do not ask to make any
further statement, but just ask to have the brief filed with the com-
mittee.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. The statement will be received and
printed.

(The brief referred to is as follows:)
I. The paragraph in which this industry is interested is paragraph 276, Schedule J,

of the preeentlaw, which reads as follows:
"ILinoleum, plain, stamped, painted, or printed, including corticine and cork car.

pet, figured or plain, also linoleum known as granite and oak plank, thirty per centurn
ad valorem; inlaid linoleum, thirty-five per centum ad valorem; oilcloth for Tloors
plain, stamped, painted, or printed, twenty per centum ad valorem; mats or rugs
made of oilcloth, linoleum, corticine, or cork carpet shall be subject to the same rate
of duty as herein provided for oilcloth, linoleum, corticine, or cork carpet."

II. 'rhis industry wishes changes made in the present law so that the paragraph
will read as follows:

"Linoleum, inlaid, plain, stamped, painted, or printed, including corticine and
cork carpet, figured or plain; alsolinoleum known asgranito or oak plank, forty per
('entum ad valorem; oilcloth for floor, plain, stan pcd ainted, or printed, twenty-
five per centum ad valorem; mats or rugs made of oicfloth, linoleum, corticine, or
cork carpet, shall be subject to the same rate of duty as herein provided for oilcloth,
linoleum, corticine, and cork carpet."

We ask that specific mention b6 made of paper felt floor coverings in the tariff law-
a now article of manufacture since former tariff laws were framed--and that upon this
article there be put a duty of 25 per contum ad valorem, and that mats or rugs made of
this be assessed at the same rate of duty.

III. In the Payne-Aldrich law our product had combined specific and ad valorem
duty. Thew duties varied according to the width of the given article and the specific
duties were allowed per square yard. This system made a complicated tariff paragraph
and added complications to its adrninisbation. The industry is now willing to forego
these different width clasifications. All of the forms of our product can now be
classified together as a single product and duties assessed accordingly. This applies
also to the Inlaid linoleum, which in this law received an additional duty. We
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believe that both from a customs administrative standpoint and from the standpoint
of the American industry it will be wiso to do away with the former classifications of
the product.
The one change outside of rates of duty, that we are asking in the phraseology of

the present act is t'hat inlaid linoleum be claxed with the other grades of this product.
We are willing to forego the special consideration given to inlaid linoleum and to have
it boar the same rate of duty as the other linoleum products for floor coverings.

IV. Linoloum is a floor covering made essentially in accordance with expired patents
of Frederick Walton in England on December 19, 1863, No. 3210 and in the United
States on Februnry 23, 1869, No. 872,27, and is composed of oxidized oil and gums
intimately mixed with ground cork or wood flour, usually on a back of burlap canvass
or other suitable fabric, the surface thereof being frequently finished in diecorative
designs, which are either p rinted thereon or result from different portions of the
material being dyed in various colors and placed In suitable arrangement upon the
fabric back.

ItLaid linoleum is made in several ways, but generally the process consists of cut-
ting rolled sheets of linoleum mixture of various colors into separate pieces, fitting
them into a design on a jute burlap foundation, and incorporating them into a fabric
by means of hot rollers. Automatic machinery is used for cutting and assembling
the varicolored pieces.

Granite linoleum is made from mixtures of different colored materials. The colors
remain separate in the completed fabric, but the assemblage and relation of these
variously colored spots and masses are casual.

Plank linoleums, oak-plank linoleum, or plank inlaid linoleum are made by run-
ning two separate composition mixtures side by side upon the burlap foundation,
but the two are not allowed to "mix." The effect resembles an inlaid flooring.

Floor oilcloth is composed of a foundation of jute burlap coated with a mixture of
linseed oil, ochre, and benzine. Several coats are applied to attain the desired thick-
ness, each coat in turn being dried and rubbed smooth. Floor oilcloth may be plain
or have desins stamped, painted, or printed on the smooth finished coating.

Ccrticine is prepared like linoleum, but the linseed oil is oxidized differently anl
rubber mixture may also be employed in the composition.

Cork carpet resembles plain finoleum and is made in the same way, except that
the cork is not ground so finely and a larger proportion of cork is used in the mixture;
the result is a more resilient product.

V. We present to the committee the comparative coats to-day of manufacturing
linoleum, cork carpet, and corticine in Great Britain and tlo United States. These
costs include labor, materials, overhead expense and all the items that enter into
the production of the goods. These figures may be taken as showing the difference
in costs of production of the same articles here and abroad, and as showing what con-
ditions the American manufacturer is called upon to meet. These costs are as follows:

Manufao-
tu_ cost Cost in Cost in
in United United England
States on States on on unit

aer nt unit basis. bas.unitsasi.

Ps' Cent.
Materials .......................................................... 67.56 $ 6 60.44
labor ............................................ ............... 27.10 .27 .17
O¢rchea ......................................... 1531 .15 .1

100 1.00 .71

VI. Production costs given above show that for each dollar the American manu.
facturer is compelled to expend to produce a given unit of linoleum, cork carpet or
corticine, the foreign manufacturer is compelled to expend 71 cents. To compensate
for this difference in the cost of manufacture we ask an ad valorem duty of 40 p)er cent
be placed on thee articles. This we consider the lowest possible duty that will cover
the difference in the cost of production. The 40 per cent duty on production costs
of 71 cents gives a duty amounting to $0.284, which practically equals the difference
in the cost of production.

VII. We also submit to the committee comparative costs of manufacture of oilcloth
for floor covering in the United States and Great Britain. These coots also include
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materials, labor and overhead expenses and all the items that enter into the produc-
tion of the goods. These costs are as follows:

Manufae-
tIttcnos¢t Cost In Cost In
In United United England
States on States on on unit

per ent unit bass. basis.

Per eeWi.
Materials ........................................................... 60 0.X60 se 44
Labor. ; .... ........... . . ............................ 30 .30 .16
Overhead .................... . ........................ 20 .20 .16

I_ _ 1._0J .7%

VIII. We have shown in above production costs that for every dollar the American
manufacturer is compelled to expend to produce a given unit of oilcloth, the foreign
manufacturer would-be compelled to expend approximately 80 cents. We ask that a
duty be placed on oilcloth floor coverings of 25 per cent. This would equalize,
and no more, the $0.20 difference between the costs of production of the American
manufacturer and his English competitor.

IX. It is necessary now to add to floor coverings the specific mention of paper felt
floor cove-inga. This is a new product and was not one that heretofore needed men-
tion in the tariff law. It is a floor covering which consists of a base of felt paper sat-
urated with asphaltwmi and painted on both stOes with one or more coits of paint and
printed on the top surface with decorative designs. This prodlpct was in experimental
stages of manufacture in the United States at t'.c time that the present tariff law was
ado pted, hence does not appear in the existing schedules.

Wherever and however it is classified, it should ber the same duty as oilcloth for
floor covering. Its cost of manufacture is entirely analogous to that of oilcloth and
the conpirative costs of production in Great Britain and the United States are the
sam.o. The same comparative costs of production, therefore, may be taken as shown
in the table of oilcloth production costs. We ask that on this product the duty be 2,5
per cent, so as to equalize the $0.20 difference per unit in the costs of production
between t'a,%e two countries.

X. We '.e the comparative costs of production between the United States and
Great Britan. Competition of the American manufacturer is by no means confined
to Great Jtrittin. Floor coverings of the character of linoleum, oilcloth, and parer felt
are also the products of such countries as Germany, France, and Belgium. The wage
scale in these countries is lower than that of Great Britain, so that the rates of duty
that we ask and that we show are needed by these comparative cost figures, really
do not afford sufficient protection against the products of such countries.

XI. A comparison of the selling price in the United States of American and foreign
made linoleum would be unjust to the American manufacturer due to the fact that
American manufacturers hive liquidated and charged off losses on stocks of raw mate-
rials and their existing selling prices are therefore based on market or replacement
values. The foreign manufacturers, on the other hand, have not liquidated or absorbed
their heavy inventory losses, and through their trade association are still maintaining
prices that were In effect April 28, 1920, the highest ever charged in the past decade.

Later on, after the foreign manufacturers have consumed their stock of high priced
raw materials they will naturally make heavy reductions in their present prices.
We ask you, therefore, when considering this subject, that you do not give conidera-
tion to t4e comparative current selling prices iii the Uulted States of American and
foreign made linoleum but only to the comparative manufacturing costs under like
conditions, as indicitA in this brief.

Xl!. The linoleum and oilcloth floor covering industry in the United States has
grown and developed with the protective tariff Volcy of the country. In 1904 the
industry had a production of $9 700 000; in 1909 the production was $15,600,000; in
1919, the last Government censuA figures available, the production wqs $17,60,000.
In 1914 the capital invested was over $20,000,000 and the persons engaged in the
industry about 5,0)0, who received in salaries and wages over $3,000,000 a year.
The percentage of -male employees in the industry in 1914 was over 96 per cent of
the total number employed, and the labor employed tinder 10 years of ago was less
than I per cent of the total.
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XIII. Although this industry prospered under A protective tariff, it was not be-
cause the tariff rates wereprohib lve. Imports caine to this country amounting to
nearly $2000000 a year. During the war, ofcourse the imports constantly decreased
until In 1918 they practically disappeared. Sinco iat time therohas been aresump-
tion of imports anda steady increase in volume. In the fiscal year 1920 this increase
was 30 per cent over that of the -)receding year, and in the present fiscal year this
Increase will be much greater. The coml tive countries are steadily getting into
better condition for the manufacture of this product and for the shipping of it to the
United States.

XIV. The duty we ask is based upon the continuance of the present rates of duty
on the materials that we use In the manufacture of our product, and which we get
from abroad. Any change in these rates wordd obviously necessitate a correeponding
change in our calculations and in the rate of duty which would be needed to protect
our finished product. We ask that in the case of change in any of these rates that we
be notified so that we may show to the committee just how this change would affect
us, and what would be necessary in the rate of duty we are to receive to compensate,
and no more for the change of duty in our raw materials.

The principal raw materals that we use are as follows: Burlap, cork, linseed oil,
wooV.our, pgmentslithopeno, gums.

XV. We consider the linoleum and oilcloth floor covering industry Is so well known
to this committee that it is unnecessary to fill this brief with details and facts that have
been presented before. At the hearing before the Ways and Means Committee in
1913 there was a very comprehensive statement filed in regard to this industry and
detailed figures in conneton with different phases of our manufacture. This infor-
mation is, of course available to this committee. What we are trying to do is to place
in concise fashion the need of the industry to-day In the way of tariff protection. We
are asking for only whitt we absolutely need, and we are presenting figures that we
think justify the request and prove the case that we submit. The 40 per cent ad va-
lorem that we ask on linoleum, cork carpet, and corticino and the 25 per cent a4
valorem duty that we ask on oilcloth and paper felt floor coverings merely cover the
di fference in cost of production here and abroad and will enable us to meet the foreign
manufacture in the American market on oven terms. 'lhat is all tbat we ask.

Submitted for Armstrong Cork Co., The George W. Blabon Co., Cook's Linoleum
Co., The Nahn Linoleum Co., Thee. Potter, Sons & Co. (Inc.), Joseph Wild & Co.
Bird & Son (Inc.), Cott-A.Lap Co., Ringwalt Works, Salem Manufacturing Co., and
Petrolene Cb.

GRASS RUGS AND TiATTINGS.

[Paragraph 1020.J

STATEMENT OF HENRY A. DA YER, NEW YORK OITY, REPRE-
SENTING THE WILLOW RUG CO.

Me'. DAMMEYER. Mr. Chairman, representing the Willow Rug Co.,
and as a member of the Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, and connected with W. & J. Sloane, who are interested in both
the importations of grass rugs and sell the products of the Willow
Rug Co., I desire, first, to submit the tariff that we would like to
apply on Japanese grass rugs, and I have copies here for you and I
would like to insert a copy in the record. It covers the duty on two
specific articles that we are interested in, what is known as common
China, Japan, and India straw matting and rugs made of rice straw
or similar materials, commonly known as grass rugs. The provision
is as follows:

The Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association would like, in lieu of paragraph
1020. the following:

"Common China, Japan, and India straw matting and floor coverings made there-
from, 3 cents per square yard; rugs inade of rice straw or any similar material, commonly
known as gras ntgs. and all other floor coverings of like character and description, not
specially provided for. 4 cents per square foot.'

,Senator MVLE A N. That is in lieu of paragraph 1020?
Mr. DAMMHE.YER. Yes, sir. I would like to state briefly why we

are asking for that duty. I have here a table, which I will leave with
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you, which shows clearly how the cost of the Japanese article is
arrived at and also shows the minimum wholesale selling cost of the
American grass rug, a comparative and competitive material, which
comes directly in competition with the foreign-made article. I will
state briefly the differential in cost as shown on this paper as re-
flected by the present duty, the duty recommended by the Ways and
Means Committee, and the proposed duty of 4 cents per square foot
recommended by the Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturers Associa-
tion. These are as follows:

The cost to wholesalers, department stores, and large retailers,
based on the present duty, is $3.42 for the Japanese rug, and for the
domestic rug it is $8.62, making the differential $5.20.

The cost based on the duty recommended by the Ways and Means
Committee would be as follows for the Japanese rug: It would arrive
in this country at any common overland point at a cost of $5.36j
cents, and the domestic rug would cost $8.52, making a differential
of $3.16i.

The cost based on the duty we propose to-day would be for the
Japanese rug $7.44, while the domestic rug would cost $8.62, making
a differential of $1.18.

At the differential of $1.18 per rug in favor of the Japanese article
the latter will sell at retail $1.75 less than the domestic grass rug,
and, though this will mean the continuing importation and sale of
the Japanese grass rug in much larger volume than the domestic grass
rug, it will at the same time afford an opportunity for probable exist-
ence to the American grass-rug industry. I say this advisedly, be-
cause the firm I represent is the largest importer of Japanese rice-
straw rugs in this country, and we know we will be able to continue
to sell the Japanese rice-straw rug at the difference in the figures
shown.

I want to submit in behalf of our association that if we are allowed
only the rate of duty recommended by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee the American grass-rug industry can not resume operation
-and must go out of existence, thereby causing a great loss to American
capital and labor.

Senator DiwxogAM. Where are your works located?
Mr. DAMMXYiE. The Willow Rug Co. is located at Green Bay,

Wis. The Crex Carpet Co., which is the largest domestic concern
making these grass rugs is located at St. Paul; the Deltox Grass
Rug Co. and the Waite (rass Rug Co. are located at Oshkosh, Wis.

Senator DnLuw Ao. How do your wages compare at the present
time with those before the war?

Mr. DAMM.YBB. That is a question which I would like to leave to
our counsel to answer because he has some figures supplied to him by
the manufacturers of domestic grass rugs. The domestic produc-
tion from lt)10 on showed a steady increase up to 1913, that year
reaching over 6,000 000 square yards. From 1913 to 1919 pro-
duction gradually fell off to 3,779,000 square yards for the latter
year. This decrease was due to the influx of Japanese rice-straw
rugs, which began in 1913 and rapidly increased to 1920, inclu-
sive, and this continual and rapid increase in the importation of

apanese rice-straw rugs was due to r.o other reason than the ex-
tremely low duty of 21 cents per square yard, which was never
ntended to apply to those rugs, as our counsel will explain.
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In 1920 domestic production, showed a slight increase over 1919,
about 700,000 square yards, but the total production of that year
was over 1,500,000 square yards less than the production of 1913.
On the other hand, in 1920 the importation of Japanese rice-etraw
rugs was several tunes greater than 1913; in fact, was the largest
since Japanese rice-straw rugs began coming in to this country.

The low rate of duty applied created such an enormous increase
in the demand for Japanese rice-straw rugs in the United States that
small farmers and private families in Japan took up the industry as
a spare-time occupation, one or two hand looms being installed in
eac household. There is and has been an increasing tendency
toward abandonment af production by the larger Japanese manu-
facturers, so that the number of looms operated in the households
now far exceeds the number owned by the larger manufacturers,
and this condition means practically no investment or overhead ex-
pense.

I would like to submit further that while the duty of. 4 cents per
square foot asked for may possibly curtail the importation of Japanese
rice-straw rugs, nevertheless, it certainly will not prohibit the impor-
tation, while on the other hand the granting of 4 cents per square
foot on straw rugs will result in a larger importation of rugs. made of
common China and Japan matting, commonly known as China and
Japanese straw-matting rugs, the proposed duty on such rugs being
only 3 cents per square yad.

Gentlemen, if I may b permitted just a moment longer, I would
like to show you the appearance of a Japanese grass rug that I
referred to producing samples]. As a comparison with a Japanese
rug I would like to show you the domestic grass rug. This is a Japa-
neso rice-straw rug, and this is the domestic grass rug as made by the
Willow Rug. Co.; and here in a little different color is a Crex rug,
made by tle Crex 'Carpet Co., the largest manufacturer of domestic
grass rugs in this country. My object in showing you these rugs is
to show the close appearance of the two rugs, although there is quite
a difference in the cost of both rugs in this country to the consumer.
The question might arise in your minds that in asking a duty of
4 cents a square foot it would mean a considerable more cost to the
consumer than the Japanese rug. It does not follow that the con-
sumer would not get the benefit. The consumer does not lose,
because the actual wearing qualities of domestic rugs are twice as
great as the wearing qualities of the Japanese rugs. If the rugs
shown are analyzed, that statement can be verified. This Japanese
rug is made of rice straw and is very dry and brittle while this
domestic rug is made of thin wire grass. A number of these thin
wire-grass strands are woven together and bound with a binding
warp, then woven with a strong cotton warp, which makes this
domestic rug very much more durable than the other.

Senator MoLEAN. Does your brief contain a statement of the
comparative pricesI

M. DAMMEYER. Yes sir; under the present duty, also the pro-
posed duty under the iordney bill, and the proposed duty as sub-
mitted by us to-day.

Senator McCuMBER. You are asking for the equivalent of 36 cents
per square yardI

Mr. DAmMEYER. Yes, sir.
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Senator MOCUMBER. Will you tell us what the wholesale prices of
these articles are on which you are asking duty?

Mr. DAMMiYRR. On the domestic rugs?
Senator MOCUSBER. Yes.
Mr. DAMMEYER. $8.62 is the cost, but that is not the selling price.
Senator McCUMBER. What is the usual cost, after allowing a

reasonable profit; what does the rug sell fort
Mr. DAMME.YRR. I beg your pardon; I made a mistake there.

$8.62 is the lowest who esale selling cost of the four domestic grass
rugs of standard weave that is mentioned in this brief.

Senator McCUMBER. $8.62 for a rug 9 by 12 feet?
Mr. DAMIEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator McCuMBER. Reduce it down to the price per yard. You

are asking for a duty of 36 cents a yard?
Mr. DAMMEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator McCuMBER. A square yard?
Mr. DAMMEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator MOCuMnBE. Now, on a certain line of rugs what does that

wholesale for per square yard?
Mr. CARSTARPIIEN. Senator, we are asking for 4 cnts a square foot.
Senator McCUMBER. There are 9 square feet in a square yard,

and therefore I assume it would be four times 9, or 36 cents a square
yard.

Mr. DAMMEYER. It is practically 72 cents a square yard, Senator.
Senator McCtfiBER. In other words, you are asking for an ad

valorem duty of about 50 per cent.
Mr. DAMMEYER. That is what it would reflect, yes, sir; $8.62 is

the minimum wholesale selling price. There are 12 square yards
in a 9 by 12 standard rug, and t at is what the calculation is based on.

Senator McLEAN. What is the competitive rug put on the market
for?

Mr. DAMMEYER. At this rate of duty it is landed here at $3.42.
TheCIIAIRMAN. A rug 9 by 12?
Mr. DAMMEYER. Yes, sir.
The CIiwMAN. What is it per square yard?
Senator McCumDER. Reduce it to the price per square yard.
Mr. DAMMyzB. Approximately 29 cents.
Senator McCvMBER. And yours can be put on the market at a

reasonable profit for about 62 cents?
Mr. DAmMEYR. For $8.62 for a 9 by 12 rug, or about 72 cents persquare yard.Senator MvCtrE. Do I understand that thb wholesale price of

a Japanese rug, per square yard, after the duty is paid, is about
29 cents ?

Mr. DAmmEyEn. On the payment of a duty of 2* cents per square
yard; yes, sir.

Senator MCCUM;ER. Does that make an allowance for a reasonable
profit to the importer; or is that simply what it costs in Japan, plus
the tariff?

Mr. DAumfEYR. I show you how I arrive at those figures in the
memorandum I shall file. In calculating the cost of a rug or of a
square yard, it is necessary to take into calculation six 9 by 12 rugs,
because there is one piece of burlap used for packing six rugs, and the
labor connected with it is figured on that basis. For instance, the
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first cost of six Japanese rugs 9 by 12 is 26.40 yen; packing charges,
2.75 yen; inspection, one-fourth of 1 per cent, 0.06 yen; which makes
a total of 29.21 yen.

There is a commission of 6 per cent. That is 1.75 yen. The
exchange to-day is on a basis of 481 cents, and that will total $l6.01t.

The-duty at the present time is $1.80; the ocean freight is 50 cents
per hundredweight, which equals 70 cents; the rail freight is $2,
which equals $2.80.

The war tax is 3 per cent, which makes 8* cents; insurance, four-
fifths of 1 per cent, 12 cents. Cost of six rugs, $20.52; cost of one
rug, $3.42. The cost per s uare yard is approximately 29 cents.

I want to submit one thing in connection with the domestic
grass rug as compared with the foreign grass rug and desire to demon-
strate thereby the fact that Japanese grass rugs are selling in tre-
mendously increased quantities while domestic grass rugs are not
selling. I happened to be in hcago on Saturday, and while there
I visited the office of Sears, Roebuck & Co., which does the largest
mail-order business in this line in the country, and I saw there a
catalogue which they are now operating with, and from which they
are receiving their business, ana this catalogue showed 12 domestic
grass rugs and 4 fiber rugs.

They Tave just decided on a rearrangement of their catalogue
which will be reissued for 1922; in other words, their new catalogue.
There are 12 domestic grass rugs shown in the 1921 catalogue and
4 fiber rugs. In the 1922 catalogue which they are about to issue
they have thrown out all of those domestic rugs with the exception of
two, while, on the other hand, they show in the present 1921 cata-
logue four Japanese grass rugs, and while these are technically known
as rice-straw rugs, they are generally designated "grass rugs," and
even in this catalogue the designation is given as Japanese grass rugs
and not as Japanese rice-straw rugs.

They have done a tremendous business as the result of featuring
those tour Japanese rugs in that particular catalogue, and as a result
they are go'ig to retain all of the four in the 1922 catalogue, thereby
indicating the fact that the business is coming in large quantities on
Japanese rugs, and by throwing out all of the domestic rugs but two
they indicate clearly that they are doing no business on them. Ao a
matter of fact the manager of that particular department of the
business said that the business in domestic grass rugs and domestic
fiber rugs is practically nil. The American fiber-rug business is,
therefore, also seriously affected by the importation of Japanese grass
rnator MCCLtUBER. I see that the price list says, for a 9 by 12,

one is $18.25, another is $21.95, and another $18.85. Is that the
kid of rugs you mean I

Mr. DAMMP.Y.R. These rugs here [indicating the rugs priced at
$18.75] all come in direct competition with Japanese rugs.

These four rugs [indicating the rugs priced at $18.25, $18.85, and
$21.96] are higher grade rugs. Those are higher grade rugs bought
by people who really want the best in everything.

Senator MCCUMPER. There are two prices for that rug [indicating].
Mr. DArimYER. This is similar here, in 9 by 12 sizes. Those are

Crex rugs [indicating].
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Senator MCCUMBER. They want $16.75 for a 9 by 12?
Mr. DAMMEYER. Yes, sir; and that is the retail selling price. That

is the outside price, not the low wholesale selling price to the jobber
or to the department store. On the other hand, thq Japanese retail
preis $6.50, which is nearly twice the present import prie, hence
the relative difference is hown in both cases.

Senator MoCuWBEB. In both cases the retail price is practically
double the wholesale selling prices

Mr. DAxMMYER. In both cases; yes, sir.
Senator SimmoNs. Will you permit me to ask a question-I do not

exactly understand the situation-just what is meant by common
China and India straw, rice strawI

Mr. D,&mEzYz. If you will permit me, I will explain what we
mean by common straw matting.

Senator SmuoNs. Are these mattings referred to in this sentence
of thisparagraph in the bill mattings made out of rice atraw I •

Mr. DAMMPYzR. No, sir.
Senator SImoss. What sort of straw is thatI
Mr. DAMMEYER. It is a different kind of straw, known as rush

straw.
Senator SmMoNs. Would that be covered by Chinese, Japanese,

and Indian grass?
Mr. DAMMEYER. No, sir; that would be covered by common straw

matting; by common matting or common mats.
Senator SimMoNS. The next question I want to ask you is "rugs

made of rice straw or any milar- material." Does that mean they
are made from rice straw and grass from China, Japan, and India, or
does it mean rugs made from rice straw or grass from China and
India-is that rie straw that is referred to in the amendment you
wish to make or does that grass differ in any material way from the
straw referred to in the first part of the section?

Mr. DAMMzYER. Very much so.
Senator StmoNs. Can you not tell the committee exactly what the

difference is?
Mr. DAMMEYER. I will try to explain that, Senator. The ordinary

common matting straw is just plain rush or split straw. It is referred
to both as a rush and a split straw, and is of very small thinness.
That is an extremely thin material, while the Japanese rice straw
referred to is more ofa blade straw. That blade is twisted to resem-
ble twine, like the twine in the American gass rug.

Senator SimmoNs. Do we import any of that straw and manufac-
ture mattings out of any of that?

Mr. DAMMEYER. We do not.
Senator SimmoNs. But thbs6 Chinese articles that you compote

with are made out of that straw that we do not import or manufac-
ture from?

Mr. DAMMEYER. Exactly.
Senator SxmoNs. Is that the reason the Jpanese article is so much

inferior to the American product?
Mr. DAmMEyE. It is a different kind of material, vastly inferior.
Senator Smwoxs. It is so inferior that you do not even import it.
Mr. DAMMEYER. That is one reason, but the principal reason is---
Senator SIMmoNS. What I want to get is this: In making a com-

parison of the Japanese article with which you compete, are you not
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always having reference to the inferior article made of this grass that
is not brought to this country at all I

Mr. DAMMEYER. We have reference to all competing products.
Senator SiMsioNs. Is there any article imported into this country

from Japan and China made out of identically the same material that
you refer to in your proposed amendment?

Mr. DAMMEYER. You mean is any material itself imported I
Senator SImMONS. No. I ask you if any matting or rug made out

of identically the same material that you refer to in your proposed
amendment is imported into this country and sold in competition
with your product?

Mr. DAMMEYER. Exactly; in extremely large quantities.
Senator SimMONS. Now, is that of inferior or equal quality?
Mr. DAMMEYER. It has practically the same appearance, but it is

considerably inferior in quality to the domestic article. To quote the
expression of the manager ofa large retail store in Chicago, which
was given to me only Saturday, the wear of a Japanese rug is only 50
per cent of the wear of an American grass rug. In fact, the common
Japanese matting rug will give pretty nearly the same service as a
Japanese rice-straw rug, and cost the consumer considerably less.
This latter rug, the common Japanese matting rug, will supply cus-
tomers who can not afford any but the very low-priced article.

Senator SimMoNs. And the difference in the result is the difference
in the cost of the two articles-

Mr. DAMMEYER. It is the difference in the duty and the cost.
Senator SimmoNs. And the quality has nothing to do with it?
Mr. DAmEYEm. Thd wearing quality of the American rug is twice

as good; but that Is not recognized by the consumer.
Senator SimmoNs. But your competition with a Japanese and

Chinese rug is competition with notably inferior articles
Mr. DI)A.mgyER. Yes, sir.
Senator Smmoxs. Is there any duty upon this rice straw and grass

which you specify in your amendment? We are putting a duty here
on straw matting from India, China, or Japan, but what I wish to
ask you is whether there is any duty upon rice straw or grass from
China, Japan, and India?

Mr. DA mEYER. So far as I know, there is none imported.
Senator SimMONs. That comes in free ?
Mr. DAMMETER. I do not know that there is a duty on it. I do

not know that it is even covered. I do know that we do not use
any of that in this country to manufacture rugs out of. The thing
that we are concerned with is the cost of producing the rug.

Senator StmmoNs. What do you make the rug out ofI
Mr. DIAmMEYyE. We make it out of wire grass. Wire grass is

gown in the northern- part of this country Minnesota, and some
i that particular section of the country just ielow Canada.

Senator MoLEAN. Is it cultivated?
Mr. DAmMzYER. It is cultivated, and the fields are owned by some

of the grass-rug manufacturers, to some extent, while others are
leased, from the farming people who live in the section where this
grass is grown. It is necessary to cultivate it, and it is necessary
to send men up there to harvest, cut, and pick it and get it to the
factories.
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Senator SMONs. That makes a decidedly superior article?
Mr. DAMMBYER. It makes a superior article to the Japanese grass

rug, and, as I have said before, a rug that will wear twice as long as
the Japanese rug.

Senator SIMMONS. You do not manufacture in this country rugs
made either of Japanese grass or of Japanese rice strawI

Mr. DAMMEYER. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Senator WATSON. Do you know how much it costs to make it in

competing countries I
Mr. DAMM.YER. I have given the figures in the brief.
Senator MOC mNBER. The witness has alreadygone into the question

of what it costs in Japan.
Senator WATSON. All right. I will read the testimony.
Mr. DAMMP.YER. I just want to say briefly that when the last

tariff law was written there was nothing inserted which could be con-
strued to apply to Japanese grass rugs or rice-straw rugs, but when
the first importation came in the importer applied it to that particular
clause known as paragraph 273, wherein the duty was 30 per cent,
and entered it before the appraiser in the port of 'New York, and his
article was assessed at 30 per cent ad valorem duty, but when it went
to the board the final decision was that the 21 cents a yard duty
should apply, the same as applied to the common straw matting of
which this is a sample [indicating. This common China and Japan
matting is not in competition with our grass rugs, except in an ex-
tremely remote way. We are not concerned about that at all, but
we are concerned About this other Japanese rug known as the rice-
straw rug, which comes in under the same duty of 21 cents a square
yard as this common matting. It really never was intended, when
paragraph 272 was written, that this Japanese rice-straw rug should
come in for 21 cents, but there was a joker in the bill, and as a conse-
quence the Japanese industry in these rico-straw rugs has become so
tremendous that the domestic manufacturer is out of business to-day.
The Willow Rug Co. has been out of business for over eight months.

'Senator MCCuMBER. Do you have different grades of these grass
rugs and different values?

Mr. DAMM EYER. We have two grades, one known as the Willow
rug, which I showed you here a while ago, which is known as the
standard weave, against which the Japanese rug is in direct compe-
tition. We also have a higher grade rug known as the Art rug, of
which some small quantity is made. It is a high-grade rug which
is bought b discriminating buyers who want quahbty and art.

Senator Sf1umoN8. Do you make a floor matting out of the same
material that you do a rug

Mr. DAMMEYER. Not this particular rug but we do that with the
Willow rug, the standard weave. We make a matting in 36-inch
width, 24-inch width, 27-inch width, also four-quarter and six-quarter
widths. Some manufacturers make it 72 inches wide. Of course, it
can be made up to the width of the loom. The rug itself is simply
the grass carpet cut off to the length of the rug. Originally it is all
made in continuous lng ths.

Senator MCCUMBR. "Does the Japanese rug, the wearing quality of
which is only 50 per cent of that of the American rug, constitute
a serious competitor with the more valuable American rug ?
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Mr. DAuMMYER. It does, in the sense that there are so many of them
sold at a low price that it has shut off the entire American industry.
We can go beyond the grass-rug industry and say the importation of
the Japanese rice-straw rug, because of its low price, is hurting the
business of fabric rugs generally.

Senator McCuthER. It is used as a substitute, and would there-
fore take the place of something of a higher class, whatever its make
was. Do you have a market for the higher grade rugsI

Mr. DA.l EYER. There is net a large market for the domestic high-
grade grass rugs.

Senator Smoor. That means that the American people have not
,et learned that the American rug is 100 per cent better than the
Japanese rug.

M!r. DAMIBYER. And it is very hard for the consumer, who does
not know the difference from the appearance, when he looks at the
two rugs, to realize the difference. When he is asked topay $8.62 for
this rug and $3.42 for this rug [indicating), a difference of about $5.30,
he is going to buy this cheaper Pbg. A man who understands the
construction of these rugs andknows what they are made of and how
they are made knows that the consumer will get twice as much wear
out of a domestic rug as out of a Japanese rug, but the ordinary con-
sumer will not realize that. The great serious competition is in the
like appearance of the two rugs, and that is why, as I said, we must
have a sufficient duty that will cover the difference in the prite
of a Japanese rug, so that we can continue to exist.

I would like to say, in conclusion, that on December 6, 1921 a
transaction was made with a dealer (who never before had handled
any grass rugs except of domestic make) at a price of $3.30 net
for a 9 by 12 Japanese grass rug f. o. b. said dealer's town (to which
town freight of $2.55j per hundredweight would apply) for a ship-
ment of domestic grass rugs from the factory. Two carloads amount-
ing to about 26,000 square yards were involved. The freight alone
equals 70 cents on each 9 by 12 domestic rug in carload shipments,
or 91 cents in less than carload lots.

On December 10, 1921, 1 learned in Chicago that seven carloads
were sold at approximately the same price f. o. b. Chicago, five
cars to Sears, B oebuck & Co., and two cars to the Boston store.

In Chicago alone it is alleged that one import representative has
sold approximately 25 carloads of Japanese grass (rice-straw) rugs
for delivery early in 1922 for the spring of 1922 business. The
finn who bought the two cars stated that it was doubtful if they
would purchase any domestic grass rugs this coming y-ear. This
shows clearly that the Japanese rice-straw rug is crowding out the
domestic grass rug.

I would-like to submit the brief I referred to at the beginning.
Senator MCCUMBER. All right.

BRIEF OF HENRY A. DAMMEYER, EZPRETINGTZ THE ORABS AWI FIRER HVG
MAUFAOTURBS' ASSOCIATION.

Cost of Lenox rug, imported by the wholesale import department of W. & J. Sloane,
New York. the beet and most costly of the various "standard" Ja nese figured rice-
straw rugs (commonly known as gra rugs) imported size, 9 feet by 12 feet.

Calculation on a basis of iix rugs toa bate. First column of figures shows cost on
present rate of duty, 21 cents per square yard. Second column ol figures shows cost
on proposed rate 6f duty, as recommended by the Congressional Ways and Mfeans
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Committee, namely, 26 per cent of American value of comparative and competitive
rugs size 9 feet by 12 feet, i. e., "Willow," "Waite." "Deltox," and "Crex," based
on the lowest present net wholesale selling price of the four makes named, which is
$8.62.

Ysi. YM.
First cost ........................................................................... 2-40 40Packing ¢h~rg ..... ................................................................ 2. 75 2. 75
Tapectionone-fourth of I percent .................................................. .06 .06

29.21 29-21
Oomtnbl on,6 per cent .............................................................. 1.75 !.75

U0961 309
change, at 4J eefts ........................................................... . l s

Doty, preeent te. ............................................................. 1. 8 .....
Duty, roposd rate ..................................................................
Ooean relght, at 60 center per hund.eweight ....................................70
R5J freight, st - 8 ........................................................... . 0 2 280Wa a,3pnw t................................................................. 0 0
Insurance, four-fits of I per cent ................................................... 12

ost of 6 rug ............................................................ 20.2 3.17
Cost of I rug ........................................- 3.42j 5.364

Differential in costs are shown below-- reflected by the present duty, the duty
recommended by Congress, and the now proposed duty of 4 cents per square foot
recommended by the gras and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Assoiation-all in favor
of the Japaneso rug.

Japne Domes Differ Per cent
rug. tic rug. ene. (ante).

.Zot, basedon pramet duty............................3.&42 18.62 15 20 601
Cost bid onuty recmended by Cogress...... .. &36J 8.621 & 32,4 37.Costbsed on adoty now propose.................... 7.44 8.62 .18 13

At the differential of $1.18 per rug, in favor of the Japanese article, the latter will
-- - sell at retail $1.75 less than the domestic grass rug and this will mean the sale of the

Japaneose rug in much lprger volume than the domestic gra.s rug with consequent unin-
terrupted importation of the Japanese rug, hut will at the fame time afford an oppor-
tunity for probable existence of the American gram-rug industry.

'Allowed only the rate of duty recommend ed by Congre.s-he Amercian grass-rug
Industry can positively not resume operation and must needs o out of existence-
thereby causing seriou; attendant loss to ,.merican capital and labor.

STATEMENT OF P.. OARSTAtPHEN NUW YORK CITY, RBPIERBNT-
ING GRASS AND FIBBEr tUG MAUPAOTUBEtR'P ASSOCIATION.

Mr. CARSTAR FEN. Mr. Chairman, in order that you may appre-
ciate why we want this change, I wish to call your attention to just
how the law stood before the Fordney bill made this contemplated
change. In the bill of October 3, 1913, paragraphs 272 and 273 pro-
vided as follows [reading]: °

272. Floor mattings, plain fancy or figured, including mate and rugs, manufac-
tured from straw, round or spit, or other vegetable substances, not otherwise provided
for in this section, and having a warp of cotton, hemp, or other vegetable substances
including what are commonly known as China, apan, aid India straw matting, 21
cents per square yard.

273. Carlets, carpeting, mats, and ngs made of flax, hemp, jute, or other vegetable
fiber (except cotton), SO per contum ad valorem.

At that time, we believe, the tariff makers intended that the ordi-
nary mat made from a quality of straw matting such as you might
term common straw was meant to come in at 21 cents per square yard.
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The 30 per cent ad valorem clause was intended to apply to rugs that
since have been coming in in such great quantities in competition with
our rugs. Statistics will show that paragraph 273, which provides
30 per cent ad valorem, has become practically a dead letter upon
the statute books, and that from the start the importer brought in
from Japan these rugs which are now in competition, this kind of
rug that we showed you. The straw matting comes in practically
free and is not the kind that is competing with us.

These rugs of this different kind which are competing with our
rugs have been able to compete because of the enormous advertising
that the American industry has done, which created a desire for this
class of rugs, and these Japanese rugs are coming into this country
at an enormous loss of revenue to the United States Government
and in absolute competition with the rug that we make, and, as Mr.
Dammeyer has said, that rug they can lay down in the United States
at any common overland point at $3.42 for a 9 by 12 rug, whereas
the average cost of a 9 by 12 rug of American manufacture is $8.35.
Our local "dtistry here has grown and the Grass and Fiber Rug Man-
ufacturers' Association confains Four of the largest grass-rug manu-
facturers in the country, the Crex Carpet Co., the Deltox Grass Rug
Co., the Willow Rug C. and the Waite Grass Carpet Co., and five
fiber-rug manufacturers, the Hodges Fiber Carpet CO., Bozart Rug
Co., Patchogue-Plymouth Mills Corporation, Harvey Fiber Carpet
Co., and Bradley Rug Co. The grass-rug and fiber-rug manufacturers
are joining hands against the common enemy, although they are in
aLolute competition with each other daily; but they have realized
that the thing which is annihilating their business is this Japanese
competition, under which rugs are permitted to be brought into this
country with their low costs, and this misapprehension about the
tariff duties, and they realize that they can not compete with them.

I want to say to you that if this rug that they can lay down at
less than half it costs us to manufacture a rug, and looking like our
rug, was sold to the public as fairly competing with our rug we would
feel differently, but they come in through the ports of this country
with flimsy little labels that only stay on long enough for them to
pass the customs authorities. They get pulled off the rugs, and these
Japanese rugs are then mixed among domestic rugs, and I have oneexhibit which I wish to show you where a man advertised in the New
York Evening Telegram that he had $05,000 worth of rugs for sale
among them Crex rugs, 9 by 12, to sell at a sacrifice at $5.25. He had
one rug only which was made in the United States, and the rest of
them which he was selling were rice-straw rugs made in Japan. I
have brought down one of them to show you. It is a Japi..se rice-
straw rug and is an exhibit in a suit, so I will have to take it back.
He sold that as a Crex rug.
a You might ask why somebody would come in and buy that as a
Crex rug. The public have rea this enormous amount of adver-
tisi W, for years which the Crex people have been putting out. The
public know it is a good thing, and naturally they thiik they are
getting a Crex rug.. That is one of the instances where it is directly
competitive. There was imported at Boston a year and a half ago
from Japan rgs labeled "apanese crex." Crex is a trade-mark
registered in America and Japan, and there can be no such thing as
"Japanese crex."
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Mr. Waite found that there was a consul in Kobe, Japan, who was
permitting consular invoices to be filed wherein Japanese rice-straw
rugs were permitted to be sent over as grass rugs, because some of
the clerks did not know the difference. These Japanese rugs are not
grass rugs; they are made of straw. See what happens to them
[illustrating by breaking the strands]. The rugs that we make are of
wire grass and have a strand of considerable tensile strength properly
woven giving a great deal more durabilityto the rug.

Whife ours is an infant industry, and while the capitalization of all
our companies perhaps is not over $10,000,000, still that gives employ-
ment to several thousands of men and women. It is a hundred
per cent American industry. It created something out of nothing.
it went into Wisconsin and Minnesota and used wire grass and
employed farmers to gather it and sbnd it to be manufactured into a
first-class floor covering that supplied a popular need. It was adver-
tised enormously by this industry, and what has happened I The
Japanese take our designs and imitate us as closely as they can and
get the benefit of a misclassification under, or misapprehension of,
the tariff law and bring their rice-straw rugs in to compete with our
industry. During the war the Pacific ports were filled with rugs
from Japan which came in competition with our rugs.

As far as labor is concerned, we out in Minnesota and Wisconsinare under legislative minimum-wage law schedules. We a the
women 25 cents an hour wages, and 28 cents on piecework. We pay
the men 311 cents an hour, on the average, and we paid weavers,
spinners, etc., from $3 to $4, and some other employees from $4 to
$4.50 a day. Our factories have to be sanitary, under legislative
enactment. We have to have the investment of overhead to carry
on this work, and we have to maintain New York offices for selling,
etc. As against that contrast the Japanese situation.
* Senator DILUINGUAM. What are your wages at the present time
compared with wages during the war ?

Mir. CARSTARPHIN. Our wages are somewhat less now than during
the war.

I have quoted from statistics given by the president of one of our
concerns within the last few weeks, as of December 1. They are the
wages we paid. We have tried very hard to get exact figures on
Japanese labor costs; we have examined consular reports and reports
of the Bureau of Commerce, and reports of the Navy Department,
etc., and we have found that before the war there were tiines when
weavers were paid as low as 13J cents a day in Japan, and we found
that a woman working two hours in a grass-rug factory in the United
States earns as much as an artisan working the entire day in Japan,
and a man working one and.one-half hours is paid as much as a
Japanese artisan is paid for one day's work.

Senator SMOOT. Has this business increased in the United States
since 1909?

Mr. CABSTARPHEN. Oh, yes; very much under the 1913 law. As
I said before, there was a joker in the bilf and they took advantage
of that and we could not get any relief through administrative en-actment. It went along through the different administrative de-
partments and the Board of General Appraisers, and the Japanesechanged their methods of manufacture to meet each decision, and we
got no relief.
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Senator SMoOT. Mr. Carstarphen, is the proposed amendment
offered by the former witness satisfactory to you?

Mr. OARSTARPHEN. Yes, sir; the proposed amendment is one that
ins been arrived at as the result of a conference between eight or nine
members of our association.

I want to show you a catalogue of grass rugs gotten out by a Japa-
nese importing concern of New York which does not put its name on
the outside, but stamps it with a rubber stamp inside. There are some
of the designs [indicating]. One of the largest department stores in
New York wrote the Crex Carpet Co. quoting fo them a letter from a
company in Japan offering to sell thatdepartment store Crex rugs at a
price cheaper than we could produce them and the de artment store
asked why we could not take care of a situation of that kind. We
investigated 65 stores in Philadelphia, and 30 of them were selling
Japanese rice-straw rugs to the public as a rug of our kind.

We can not get relief because we have no adequate remedy at law.
There was a survey made by the Tariff Commission, in which we

offered our cooperation in every way, and it was a most extensive
and comprehensive report. You will find that a most interesting
and succinct account of the entire subject, a public document, the
report of the tariff survey, which will be in your files.

By reason of the present law the Government has lost millions
of dollars in revenue and the American grass-rug industry has been
almost put out of business.

Senator SIMMONS. What were the importations in 1920?
Mr. CARSTAnPBEN. Twentv-three million yardage. The importa-

tions for the last half of 1918 of matting, mats, and rugs, amounted to
12,352,422 square yards, a larger amount than was imported during
the entire preceding 12 months. The number of square yards im-
ported in 1919 amounted to 14,671,075, and in 1920 they amounted
to 23,190,717. The value of importations for the last half of 1918
was $2,077,242; in 1919, $3,598,058; in 1920, $6,880,237. The
values per square yard were as follows: Last half of 1918, $0.1681
per square yard; 1919, $0.2452 per square yard; 1920, $0.2966 per
square yard.

The amount of duty collected for the year 1918 at 21 cents per
square yard amounted to $286,55; for 1919, at 21 cents per square
yard, $342,431; in 1920, at 2* cents per square yard, $550,870. The
duty collected in 1918 represented 16.6 per cent on the ad valorem
duty on the importations; in 1919, 10.4 per cent; in 1920, 7.9 per
cent.

Assuming that the importation of Japanese grass rugs, so called
shall be reduced by 50 per cent of the imports for the year 1020, and
assuming that this association's reuemt for a duty of 4 cents per
square foot be granted, the United States Government would benefit
enormously by increased revenues.

Senator SIMMONS. Your figures do not agree with the figures given
by the Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce.

Mr. CARSTARPHEN. Senator, we have taken our figures from Gov-
ernment publications and other reports that we could get hold of.

Senator SImMONS. In 1919 the amount is given as 11,083,334; in
1920, 20,885,951, for 10 months.
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In 1921 there were only 8,023,565. That is less during the first 10
months of 1921 by nearly 3,000,000 than in 1919, and less by 12,-
000,000 than 1920.

Mr. CARsTABP-.,ir. Senator, as you say, 1920 was for 10 months, and
I have given 12 months as 23,000,000.

Senator SHiMoNs. I have glen the figures for the three years for
the first 10 months of the last three years, 1919, 1920, and 1921.

Mr. CARSTARPHEN. We have taken the figures from Government
publications.

Senator Sixi.oxs. The official figures show that in 1921 the im-
portations were about 8,000,000, 12,000,000 less than in 1920 and
3,000,000 less than in 1919. They are decreasing instead of. in-
creasing.

Mr. CARSTARPHEN. I am very glad you brought up that point.
They went back in 1921 from the twenty-odd million of 1920 to
something like eight or nine million. During the same period, and in
order to contrast these things--and I will say that I did not receive
the 1921 figures until I got to Washington this morning-in the same
period the domestic production of grass rugs went from 4,000,000
square yards to 1,000,000 square yards. So if you will just follow
those proportions you will see what the situation is.

Senator McCuM.BER. How do you account for the decrease in
consumption t

Mr. CARSTARPIE.. We account for that in several ways. In the
first place it is possible that the public has been fooled quite a lot by
the Japanese rugs and have taken them for real Crex rugs because of
the design; and, in the second place, the foreign rugs are sold mixed
with other stuff and are competing with us in a way that we can not
meet; but principally because of a flood of rice-straw rugs at such
low prices.

Senator SiimoNs. I want to call your attention to the fact that
these have been falling off ever since 1910. I want to read you the
importations, and maybe you can explain them.
. In 1910 there were 28,000,000 square yards. I will not read the
other figures, but just the millions.

In 1911 there were 26,000,000 square yards; in 1912 there were
25,000,000 square yards; in 1913 -there were 21,000,000 square yards;
in 1914 there were one million and odd, set forth in one place-

Mr. CABSTARPHEN. We have 26,000,000 in our figures.
Senator Suto.xs. That was a change in the tariff. Under one

tariff it was 1,000,000 and under the other, 24,000,000; in 1915 there
were 19,000,000; in 1916 there were 14,000,000; in 1917 there were
15,000,000; in 1918 there were 11,000,000; and I just gave you the
1919 and 1920 and 1921. So there seems to have been a falling off
in these importations.

Mr. CARSTARPHEN. We had a falling off during war times.
Senator SIMmoxs. That was before that.
Mr. CARSTARPHEN. In 1914 it reached the peak.
The law changed, and they commenced to import a class of rugs

that they had not brought in previously; this higher value stuff got
in at 21 cents a yard, and from that time it commenced to go down,
and then we find that in 1920 it goes up to over 23,000,000 square
yards. All of these figures you gentlemen can obtain from sources
that we can not reach. Of course, we are bound by your figures.
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Senator SimMoNs. War did not interfere very much with importa-
tions between Japan and the United States I

Mr. CABSTAPmHN. No. As a matter of fact, as I said before, the
Pacific ports were congested with stuff coming in from Japan at 2*
cents a yard and we are trying to show you the condition of our
industry. We are not sufficiently protected by 26 per cent ad
valorem on the basis of American valuation. I do not know whether
the American valuation plan will prevail or not. We require a higher
duty than in 1909 because of conditions that have arisen in the
industry since the passage of the law of 1918. In 1909 they were
only sending to this country these clippings from matting. This new
development was an outgrowth of the 1913 tariff law. Ve have the
labor cost against us. We believe in our industry that it is very
difficult to get the protection by any ad valorem duty. That is why
we have come to the conclusion and a!ked you to give us a specific
duty.

I was talking to Mr. Waite, who intended to be here, and was here
last Thursday, but could not be heard at that time, and he used the
term that it meant the annihilation of the industry if present condi-
tions continue. All of the grass-rug men feel that way, and the fiber
men feel that way, too. They have tried their hardest to build up i
new industry, and on every theory of a protective tariff certainly this
kind of an industry should receive adequate protection. We do not
fear the common China and Japan straw mattings which come in*.
Let them come in, but we can not compete with these Japanese rugs
which arb imitating our grass rugs.

Senator SnhoNs. You want us to protect the people against
importation by imposing a tariff I

Mr. CAISThRPiN. Yes. Our rugs cost us $8.35, and theirs cost
.3.42, and they can lay this rug down here at that price because they
have the advantage of an enormously cheap labor. Thay have to
pay only 2* cents a square yard duty. They have designs which
Copyours, and it is hard for the layman to tell them apart.

Tenator SMor. Do you mean to say no one can tell the differencein quality ?rC "sTAwmuN. It is not a question of quality.

Senator SMom. I can tell the dilerence in quality across the room.
Mr. CARSTARPHEN. These samples that we brifig, of course, are

not the regular size. The regular size is 9 by 12.
Senator SMoo. There certainly is a difference.
Mr. CA STARPHEN. Of course, if you will look at the rugs here you

will very quickly see the difference in quality. Look at the straw
here [indicating]. This one is wire grass with a certain tensile
strength.

We have here the president of our association, if you wish to
ask him any questions.

Senator MCUMBEB. He would only cover the same ground that
you have covered.

Mr. CARSTamMBN. Practically. We have all talked these things
over, and Mr. Dammeyer and myself have pointed out our position.

Senator StMmoNs. our idea is that we ought to put a duty on
this inferior Japanese product so as to make it impossible to sell the
inferior product at less than you sell the superior product ?

Mr. CAuSTARPHEN. On these rugs that compete with ours we.want
proper protection.
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Senator SMMONs. You want to mnak the people pay more for this
cheap stuff ?

Mi. CASwAsRPHm. Oh, no; quite the contrary on this matting.
On these ru s made of olippingi from matting we do not want pro-

tection. It is on these rice-straw rugs which compete with our rugs
that we are asking the imposition of an adequate duty.

Senator SIMMONs.. You can see that the people have not sufficient
discrimination to distinguish one from the other, but you say to let

it come in and take the money and let the people be victimized,
but that you must bring the price of the inferior article up to prac-
tically the same as the price of the superior article that is your
product?

Mr. CARSrABP. N. May I answer you now, Senator?
Senator SimmOms. CertAnly.
Mr. CARsTARPIZN. YOU say that what we are asking you to do is

to let this come in and allow the people to be victimized. I answer
no to that.

Senator SiMMONs. Then if the American people desire an inferior
article for one which you produce, and you do not furnish it to them,
you are willing that they should have the opportunity to purchase
it from the foreigner?

Mr.* .CARTARPHEN. Yes. Let them buy the cheap mats at the
cheap price, but do not let them be bambobzled into believing that
they are getting a Crex rug. Do not allow them to fool the people
with rugs that Wll not last half as long as our rug. Do not let the
people pay for an inferior article which they think is equal to our
product and also let the Japanese victimize us.

Senator SmooT. Do you mean to tell the committee here that the
wholesaler in this country can sell rugs imported from Japan as
Crex rugs without violating the laws now on the statute books ?

Mr. cAiSTARPHEN. Oh, no.
Senator SMoOT. Then what more law do you want I
Mr. CARSTARPHEn. I will go, not before this committee, but ulti-

mately before the Judiciary Vommittee, or whatever committee has
charge of the matter, and ask for a law that will adequately protect
us in the matter of marking and labeling.

Senator SMooT. That comes before this committee; not before
the Judiciary Committee. I

Mr, CARSTARPHEN. If it comes before this committee, I will say to
you, as I said before the Ways and Means Committee, that the
trouble with the law is that there is a hole in it so wide that you
could jump a horse through it.

Senator SmooT. The law was enacted to meet exactly this
situation.

Mr. CAw&snmsz. But the law does not meet the situation.
I have 50 cases reported to me in the United States involving the
violation of the law. We can not go into every little country town
and get an injunction. We must pay the penalty for this unfair
competition, and what we are asking for is that degree of protection
that will enable the industry to live, and under the present law we
can not compete with the Japanese.

Senator SooT. You say that if the committee will do what you
want them to do the people will not buy any Japanese rugs. The
only thing would be an embargo.
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Mr. CARsTARPHEN. I beg to differ with you, Senator. I would be
very glad to have them buy, the ra'.ng stuff as mattings and pay a
low price for them, but let these rugs that are imitating our rugs and
competing with our rugs pay a rate that will permit our industry to
live.

Senator MCCUMBER. I think we understand what you mean.
Senator SMeNs. In connection with the statement of this wit-

ness, I want to read something into the record here. I have not
quiW understood the witness with reference to percentages and
jokers and thing of that sort, but in order that it may appear that
there is no joker about this business, I want to read from the sta-
tistics on imports and duties, and official documents:

In 1910 the rate was 31 cents per square yard; the ad valorent
equivalent was 50 per cent, and the highest, importations since 1919
were in that year. The next highest rate was ifi the next year, when
the specific rate was the same, and the ad valorem was 49.17 per cent.

In the next year, 1912, the specific rate was the same, and the nd
valorem 51.56.

Senator McCumiiza. You mean it is a specific duty of 3J cents.
Senator SimMoNs. Yes; upon the importations of that year, and I

gave the ad valorem equivalent.
Senator MoCuMBmR. The ad valorem equivalent would make the

value It cents per square yard?
Senator SIMMON1s. No. The ad valorem equivalent of th6 duty;

50 per cent.
Senator MCuMBER. The specific duty was-3ji
Senator SiMMoNs. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBER. And that is equivalent to an ad valorem

duty of 50 per cent?
Senator SitMONs. No; 50.9
.Senator McCumtr m. If 60 per cent was added to the specific

duty-
Senator SImMONs. It did not add it but the specific duty resolved

into this ad valorem equivalent would have been 50 per cent.
The highest importations came in under that rate. In 1912, with

the same specific rate and the 51.56 equivalent the importations
were 25,000,000. 1 will not read the table, but i will give it to the
reporter to be inserted in the record.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

I VleActual

-Duties wui aDdcmtf
fiscal years. Rates of duty. Q1anfttfls. Values. DM. Vau pue an d

W red. t putedad

10 .......... 1~. cent4 per square yard..... 5 . tA2 $1,9,979 $ o2, 6 0 t 0 a.19

1911 ............... .....do ............... .. 8 ,92 .0711 49.17
1912 .............. ..do............... 25, R 707 1, 7g. 418 M671 $1.5
191 ............... .....do ............... 21,600,148 !,61 3 ?38 4ri 821914....... ...... .. ............. .. D(U0 1 i- 48405 .074 47.1283r,24 6 Oo 1,9 61873 .078 32.01
1915 ............... ... do ................... 19.574. o ,82. 290 341.915 .0 .94
1910 ............. do ...................... .14,S 75 1. 1 M W_ 1 14,9 K.4
1917 ......... ......do .............. 14,271%705 1 5 04 M,%G2 .10 20.At
1918 .......... . ..... dn .....................I 482i1 L 7546 19, 4 .!6 16.61
1919 .................................... I1,os3.34 70. 2 .....
190 ............................................. 2.88 931 -- 1- 347
1921 .................................... M.9.448 .......... ................
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_ Mr. DAMN BET. There was a statement just made by Mr. Carstar-
phen that the wages in Japan rose as high as $3 a day.

Mr. CARsTAwIIN. I didnot say 83. 1 said $1 50; 3 yen.
Mr. DAmMBYzB. Ther6 is another question I would like to speak

about. Prior to 1913, when the Underwood tariff law was written,
applying 21 cents a yard on all matting, which later was applied to
rice-straw rugs, there came into this country only the cheaper mat-
tings, such as the ones that were displayed here. That business in
times gone by was a tremendous industry. I was selling matting
myself in the Southern States and in Texas and we'thought nothing
then of taking orders for 3 000 to 10,000 rolls of matting. The straw-
matting industry has died down, and that is the reason the figures
are reflected as shown in the report read by Senator Simmons.
While common Japanese matting importations decreased from 1910
until 1920, it does not reflect the fact that importations of rice-straw
rugs decreased. On the other hand, while the Japanese straw mat-
ting decreased in importations from 1910 to 1920, Japanese rice-straw
rugs increased in importations from 1913 to 1920. Even before 1913,
the year when Japanese rice-straw rugs first came in, importations
of common straw mattingdecreased each year from 1910 on.

Senator SMOOT. It is shown in the figures here that in 1910 the
actual ad valorem rate of duty was 50.19, whereas in 1918 the duty
was 16 per cent.

Mr. DAJMMigER. From 1910 on the importations of cheap Japanese
straw mats decreased tremendously, due to various con(litions in this
country.
BRINF OF r.X. cARSTARP .E BZPRE5RNTIG THE ORAS" AND FIBRE RUG MANU-

IAOTUR.URB ' ABOOZkATION.

We respectfully submit this memorandum with reference to certain paragraphs
of tariff bill H. R. 7468 now before you for consideration and in which members of
the Gram and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association are vitally interested.

The law as It stood in he bill of October 3, 1913:
"PxA. 272. Floor mattings, plain, fancy, or figured including mats and iups,

manufactured from straw rounder split, or other vegetable substances, not otherwise
provided for in this section, and having a warp of cotton, hemp, or other vegetable
substances including what are commonly known as China, Japan, and Indi" straw
matting, 21 cents per square .

a m.a.p ts, ' and rugs made of flax, hemp, jute, or othervek.etable fiber (except torten),i 3per centum iid valorem."
"P. 300. CApets of every deecription, woven whole for rooms * * * 50 percntum ad valorm.'"
IPAR. 8. Manufacturers of gram straw, or of which

any of them is the component material of chief value not otherwise specially pro-
vided for in this section, shall be subject to the following rates: Manidacturers of
* grass, straw and weeds, 25 per centum ad valorem; * The terms

gro and tw' shall be understood to mean these substances in their natural
state, and not the separated fibers thereof."

That this amounts to no protection w]Stever is demonstrated by the faWt that under
above rate of duty a 9 by 12 foot lapsnese rice straw rug, imported into this country
at a landed coat of $3.12 pays a duty of 30 cents only, aki total cost to importer
$3.42, is offered fet sale competition with a domestic rug which domestic rug's
average actual cost to the manufacturer is $8.35 to make. This situation leaves the
United States manufacturer helpless. Even the relief pmised by the proposed
Fordney Act does not increase the protection subetantially. '

The recommendation of the Tariff Commission with reference to a change in the
law of 1913, after a survey that had been made by said commission on the initiative
and at the request of the Gram & Fiber Rug Manufacturers Assobistion was:

"The following provision is suggested by the Tariff Commission as a means of
covering the two main clam of -*ported straw floor coverings: 'Common China,
Japan, and India straw matting, and floor coverings made therefrom (duty); all other
floor coverings not specially provided for In this section (duty)."'

I
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(Page 11 of Floor Coverings Other Than Wool of Tariff Information Surveys, prepared
by the United States Tariff Commission, and printed for use of the Commfittee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives.)

The Fordney tariff bill of 1921, which was passed by the House of Representatives
ahd sent to the Finance Committee of the Senate, deals with the above subject as
follows:

"PAR. 1020. Common China, Japan, and India straw matting, and floor coverings
made therefrom, 3 cents per square yard; all other floor coverings not specially pro-
vided for, 26 per centum ad valorem.' "

"PAR. 1118. All other floor coverings, including mats and druggets, not specially
provided for, composed wholly or in part of wool, whether or not constituting chief
value, 2 cefits per square foot and in addition thereto, 25 per centum ad valorem."Parts of any of the foregoing shall be dutiable at the rate provided for the complete
article."

The Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association would like, in lieu of above
paragph 1020, the following:

Common China, Japan, and India straw matting, and floor coverings made, there-
from, 3 cents per square yard; rugs made of rice straw or any similar material, com.
monly known as grass rugs, and all other floor coverings of like character and descrip-
tion, not specially proved for, 4 cents per square foot."

Our reason for asking a specific instead of ad valorem duty is that it prevents foreign
price manipulation and avoids questions arising as to foreign values, and also if an
importer and manufacturer knows that a specific duty prevails it enables continued
certainty of operation of his plant. If, however, a specific duty be imposed, we
suggest that if the American valuation plan is the basis, then there should be an ad
valrem duty of 50 per cent. If not, and we go back to the foreign valuation plan,
we ask for a duty that would be equivalent to 50 per cent under the American values
tion plan.

The Gras and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association comprises: Bozart Rug Co.,
Springfield, Mass.; Bradley Rug Co.. Plymouth, .Mass.- Crex Carpet Co., St. Paul,
Minn.; Deltox Grass Rug Co., Oshkosh. Wi. Have Fiber Carpet Co.. Philadelphia,
Pa.; Hodges Fiber Carpet Co., Indian Orchard, M ass.: Patcliogue-Plymouth 1111.
Corporation, Lawrence, Mass.; Waite Grass Ca-net Co., Osbkosh, Wig.; Willow Rug
Co.. Green Bay, Wis.; and the National Fiber Co.. Neenab, Wi.

Of the foregoing companies:
capltallztioa.

Crex Carpet Co ................................................. $3,000,000
Deltox Grass Rug Co .......................................... 1,000, 000
Willow Rug Co . ............................................... 300, 000
Waite Grass Matting Co .............................................. 2,50,000

Total .......................................................... 4,550,000
make practically all of the grass rugs manufactured in this country.
Hodges Fiber Carpet Co, ....................................... $1,000,000
Bozart Rug Co ............................................... 2, 000, 000
Patchogue-Plymouth Mills Corporation .............................. 1,700,000
Harvey Fiber Carpet Co, ............................................... 00,000
Bradley Rug Co ..................................................... 60,000

Total .......................................................... 6.260,000
make 90 per cent of our entire output of carpets and rugs of fiber and of wool and fiber.

The grass rugs are made from a wire gross that grows in swamps or marsh lands.
which lands prior to the inception of the grass-rug industry were of little or no value;
they were unsuitable for pazing and could not be cultivated, because of the practical
impossibility of draining the land and clearing off the wire grass. By their use of
this wire grass the domestic g irrug manufacturers have absolutely created values
which did not exist before. Since the four companies above mentioned began opera-
tions the lands above described have increased in value from $2 or $3 per-acre to from
$25 to $30 per acre.

The United States gr ug companies, when in full operation, employ about 1,500
men and women in the gras fields and 1,000 men and women in the factories, and
paid annually about $1,000,000 in wages. They use in the manufacture of their prod-
ucts goods produced in this country of the value of over $1.000,000. being the largest
users of paint and cotton warp yarn in the Northwest.

The companies ar also heavy users of magazines and newspapers for advertising
and pay thousands of dollars as freight.
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On. of the most important facts in connection with the domestic industry is the
employment it gives to labor. Just as the rugs are made principally from material
which was of no value prior to the beginning of the industry, so a considerable por.
tion of the labor used In the production of grass rus is new labor in the sense that
prior to the grass-rug industry there was no opportunity for its employment. Thisis
true because the farmers who cut the gras for the gra-_rug manufacturers do the work
at a time between their seeding and harvesting, when otherwise they would have
nothing to do, so that their earnings from this source are absolutely a net gain to them.

The domestic gras rugs possess many excellent qualities. 'They are of smooth
finish and reversible and can be made In many width and any length up to 150 feet.
These rugs are made up in. great variety of design, one manufacturer alone having
put out over 7,000 combinations of weaves, sizes, designs, and colors. The domestic
manufacturers have beeti untiring in their efforts to improve their product and adapt
it to its purpose.

A most noteworthy and unusual fact in connection with gram rugs Is that the term
"imported" in respect to such rugs means and Is recognized to mean an inferior grade
of rug, the domestic rug being distinctly the superior product. Ordinarily when a
dealer offers or advertises any article as imported he does it for the purpose of indi.
cating merit superior to the domestic article, but this condition is abslutely reversed
so far as grass rugs are concerned, and one of the consequences is that the dealers try
to sell the imported rugs asdomestic rugs. It is no small triumph for the domestic
manufacturer to have completely reversed the usual conditions.

The grass rus manufactured in this country are in no sense a luxury, but are in-
tended for andused by families of small or moderate means as a substitute for more
expensive woolen rugs and carpets. These gras rugs are clean and durable and have
added no little to the comfort and attractiveness of American homes. As they have
been improved in design and in quality they have become very popular for bunga-
lows and indeed to a considerable extent for country homes everywhere. .

All of the above companies are on a strictly competitive basis and have no inter-
locking directorates.

In the brief submitted by the Gram and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association to the
Committee on Ways and Means in January last, at pages 116, 117, and 121, are found
tables giving the statistics on importations of matting, mats, and rugs from 1904 to
June 30, 1918. The figures there kiven which ae referred to in connection with this
brief are brought down to date by Exhibits 1, 2, and 3, annexed to this brief.

The importations for the last half of 1918 of matting, mats, and rugs amounted to
12,352,422 square yards (a larger amount than was imported during the entire preced-
ing 12 months). The number of square yards imported il 1919 amounted to 14,671,075;
in 1920,23,190,717. The value of importations for the last half of 1918 was $2,077,242;
in 1919, $3,598,058; in 1920, $6,880,237. The values per square yard were as follows:
. t half of 1918, 10.1681 per square yard; 1919,$0.24.2 per square yard; 1920, $0,296
per equate yar.

Amount of duty collected for the year 1918 at 2j cents per square yard amounted to
$286,555; for 1919 at 21 cents per square yard, $342,431: in 1920, at 21 cents per square
yard, $550,870. he duty collected in 1918 represented 16 per cent on the ad
valorem duty on the importation; in 1919, 10 rq per cent; in 1920, 7 1 per cent.

Assuming that the importation of Japanese gras rugs (so-called) shal be reduced
by 50 per cent of the imports for the year 1920, and assuming that this association's
request for a duty of 4 cents per square foot be granted, theUnited States Govern-
ment would benefit enormously by increased revenue. Even if importations were
only 20 per cent of the imports for the year 1920, a dutyof 4 cents per square footwould
produce as much or more revenue as during 1920, when the duty on foreign grass rugs
yielded approximately 00,000, or less than 10 percent of the value of the importations.

If this association's suggested duty of 4 cents per square foot were enacted, and
assuming that the importations of lap&Aese grass rugs might fall off by 50 per cent,
the United States Government would then imeasurably benefit in internal revenue
by such a chaWg. For instance, the importations of Japanese rugs in 1920 were
24,000,000 square yards; reducing those importations to 12,000,000 square yards at
a duty of 4 cents a square foot, the revenue to the United States would be $4,320 000

In connection with its effort to obtain relief by the imposition of arojper duty;
the Gras and Fiber Ru$ Manufacturers' Association requested the Tai Commisson
to make a survey covering the subject, and such suney was made in a wonderfull)
comprehensive and instructive manner and the result embodied in a publication by
the Tariff Commission entitled "Floor coverings other than wool "which issued from
the Government Prlntini Office in January last, and we refer to t asgiving in detail
the figures bearing on this matter and sustaining all of our contentions.

In order to roperly determine the duty that should be imposed upon the foreign
product in thi connection, primarily and necessarily there must be considered the
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wide difference in wage schedules paid in the United States and Japan for the class
of labor utilized in the manufacture of the domestic product and the foreign product
which is brought into competition with it.

We have endeavored to secure from Consular Reports present wage schedules in
Japan, but this has been practically impossible. The Senate Finance Committee
will, however, have access to reports of consuls and others, and their experts can
make a schedule in this connection. From the best information obtainable by us
ii is evident that in prewar times weavers were paid as little as 20 cents a day in Japan,
and that at the height of the war prosperity in that country the wage increased to
521 cents a day; that In a Consular Report for December, 1919, It appeared that the
average daily wage paid to weavers in Tokyo was 60 cents per day. In a report dated
November 15, 1920, headed "Wake decline in Japan," it appears that the reduction
of wages in Kobe, as ascertained by the chamber of commerce, averages 15 per cent
less for July last than was paid in June, and that this may be taken as a fair estimate
for the whole country. If, therefore, a weaver was making 60 cents a day in Decem-
ber, 1919, and there was an average reduction of 15 per cent, it would appear that
this artisan receives 51 cents per day.

Contrast this munificent wage paid to the Japanete workmen with the amount paid
by the grasg-carpet companies under the minimum wage law to women and men
working in their factories in Wisconsin and Minnerota. IN, Wirconsin the minimum
number of hours per week is 55 and in Minnesota 49j. The minimum wage to women
under this law is 25 cents pet hour, running from that up to 28 cents per hour for piece.
work. The minimum average wage for men is .1 cents per hour. Ispinners earn from
$3.50 to $4.50 per day. weavers from $3 to $4 per day, and painters from $3.50 to $4.60
per day. J a nutshell, a woman working two hours n agrass-rug factory in the United
States earns as much as an artisan working the entire day in Japan; and a man working
l hours is paid as much as the Japanere artian for one day's work.

In the manufacturing plants of the p as-rug companies in this association, in one of
the largest wb find that about two-thirds of the mill operatives are women and one-
third men. and in another of the companies one-third of the mill operatives are women
and two-thirds are men. While practically all operatives work upon piecework, their
time is fully occupied and they are able to earn the maximum wage. Foremen,
skilled mechanics assisting in repairing machinery, etc., are paid a fixed weekly or
monthly wage. Membersofour association do not think that wages in domestie plants
will go materially lower, and, therefore, any tariff bared upon wages as they prevail
at the present time will be an effective tarifffor the vear 1922.

Even assuming, however, that the cost of labor will drop somewhat, certainly the
proportion of this drop will be no greater than the proportionate dropeof thb already
low labor in Japan.

An important point to be considered by this committee in this connection is that
only the heavy work of.actual loom weaving is done by men in Japan, and the big
bulk of labor is done 1y women and children, even to the harvesting of tice straw.

An importmat thing t& be remembered is that in the grass-rug industry a vast amount
of hand labor is required both in the securing and preparation of the material to be
manufactured and in the Precess of manufacture. While Jacquard and other looms
are used largely in the making of carpets, the nature of spinning and weaving wire
grass necesstatee hand labor to a large extent. The machinery used In the United
States in connection with this work is not automatic, and in weaving the shuttles run
only two or three minutes and then have to be changed, thereby necessitating hand
labor in the manipulation of these shuttles. .

The domestic industry is I00 per nent American. It takes the material right from
the ground, having even culUlvated in swamps the wire grass--afterwards to be
harvested, dried, and taken to the mills'for manufactue-and from that point on
American labor, enterprise, and capital are employed throughout in making a product
suitable for the American market. Necessarily, therefore, a large amount of overhead
is indispensable in the American manufacture and the marketing of the product.
Investments in lands, manufacturing plants, etc., the highet paid labor in the world,
huge freight rates, enormous expenses in advertising, making of catalogutes, and other-
wise attractively creating a field for the product all add to the American cost of manu-
facture. Furthermore, factories in this country are by law compelled to be con-
ducted in a sanitary mnner; the hours of labor are regulated by legislative enactment.

Contrast the domestic with the peasant industry of Japan, where women and child.
dren gather the rice straw and in thousands of huts the entire family from the baby.to
the grandmother assist in preparing the product tha7t is allowed through misclassii-
cation and errors in existing tariff laws to come into this country and compete with a
high-class American product at a price laid down which Is less than half of the actual
cost to the American manufacturer to produce his rug. with no profit whatsoever or
interest to him on his investment. This deplorable condition, which, if allowed to
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continue, will result in the annihilation of these industries which have created some-
thing out of nothing and given employment to labor in new fields, makes out a case
where under every theory of protection there should be accorded to these infantin-
dustrles an amount of duty upon the foreign product that will stamp out the parent
unfair and unjustifiable competition of the cheap Japanese product with the high.clas
American product for which the Japanese rugs are not offered as being "just as iood"
but flagrantly and under false pretense are sold to the unsuspecting consumer as a
substitute for the American product or, in fact. as the American product Itself. The
tariff laws as they are now written do not offer relief because psagraph 273. which
provided for 30 per cent ad valorem duty, has become a dead letter upon the statute
books owing to the Japanese bringing In their product under paragraph 272 at a yardage
rate which was meant only to apply to common Japanese and Chinese matings or
clippings of mattings. The administration of the customs under the rules arid regu-
lations of the Treasury Department can not offer relief.

An appeal was made to the Tariff Commission for a survey and to the Ways and
Means Committee for the enactment of new law because of the futility of endeavoring
to obtain relief under the administrative officers of the United States 'Treasury Depart.
rent who themselves, we feel, would be glad to have the law clarified to prevent the
present miscarriage of justice in the imposition of duties. The United States Govern.
merit is being deprived of hundreds of thousands cf dollars annually that o.ight to be
collected if these foreign ng were properly classified and a new duty put into effect
and enforced that will bring them into proper competition with the Americ.n product,
all things considered. We are like the person who goes into equity because he has
no adequate remedy at law. It is no answer to our plea for a new tariff lu,w that will
cover existing conditions to say that one may go into the courts in caes of unfair
competition or may bring injunction actions if goods are falsely labeled. The only
remedy that will offer adequate relief is the writing into the new tariff lfw of a provi.
sion that will take cognizance of existing conditions.

I will give some concrete illustrations of unfair competition dui to methods employed
by manufacturers of the Japanese product' importers thereof and certain dealers
therein, tending to show the necessity of a high protective tariffand poper classifica-
tion of these rugs to remedy the situation. It is to be noted that the laws at present
against unfair competition, violation of trade-marks, etc., do not adequately cover
the situation which is on falling more within the purview of tariff legislation than
mere remedies at law or in equity inasmuch as the grass and fiber rug industry in the
United States is that sort of an industry which in itself is entitled to protection through
every theory of a highly protective tariff.

1. In the Federal courts of the United States for the southern district of New York
there is at present pending a suit based upon the fact that a certain dealer using the
even unregistered trade name of "Jobbers' Warehouse" had advertised, among other
things, Crex rugs and at a price which was less than half of what it would cost the Crex
Carpet Co. to manufacture such a rug. Although his books showed that he had sold
a number of rugs as the result of said advertisement and had billed same as Crex and
carried same on his books as such, he neyer during the whole time bie was.advertising
had more than one Crex rug in his establishment, and that a second -hand one, but
the article he sold was a product known as a rice-straw rug made in Japan.

2. A year or so ago there came into this country at the port of Boston, from Japan,
an importation of rugs labeled "Crex." Counsel for this association was able by
bringing the matter promptly to the attention of the authorities to have some action
taken with reference to this importation. t4is to be noted tht the term "Crex"
is a trade-mark which has been enjoyed by one member of this association for a great
number of years and that hundreds 0 thousands of dollars have been spent id advertis.
iog literature to make that name almost household word. Itisobvious that when an
inferior product is palmed off on the public-not as being something which is just as

as Crex but as Crex itself-that an imposition is being praticed upon the buying
pubc, andas well is a great hardship on the manufacturer of the Crex rug. It is
furthermore to be noted that this imposition is made exceedingly easy due to the fact
primarily that while under paragraph 273 of the old law, theoretically at least and we
p resume actually, it was inWnded that rugs such as the ones that are being imported
from Japan and are in direct competition with Crex rugs and other rugs of local manu-
facturers should bear a duty of 30 per cent ad valorem. The situation really is that
due to the wording of paragraph 272 which provides for a yards" rate for mats an
matting, these rugs can be brought Into the United States at the rate of 2J cents a
square yard. In other words a rug 9 by 12, which improperlyisadmitted to this
country under the present law at a yardage rate amounting to 3 cents for the whole
rug to wit, 12 .square yards at 2J cents a square yard should, in our opinion even
under that law, have been classified and borne a duly of 30 per cent ad vaforem,

I I
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which upon the cost of the rug from Japan lod down in the United States would have
produced a duty of about $1.

In other words, as the law stands it is our belief that the Government on that rug i.
losing 70 cents duty to which it is entitled, entirely irrespective of the fact that evwn it
the f duty of $1 were paid they would etill e bringing into this country a rug which
due to lack of overhead, no invetd capital, svall cost of labor, and various other con-
ditions in Japan, can and will continue to be produced at a cost of one-third of wha
the American manufacturer must pay to produce that article.

Counsel has had it brought to his attention that at various points, oftentimes small
towns around the United States, products were being advertised as Crex and gram
rugs. Upon investigation these were absolutely proven to be Japanese products. In
many instances apologies were made and promises made not to err again: in others
litigation wai threatened as a result of which the practices were stopped; and in some
others litigation was actually instituted. It is our contention that none of these con-
ditions would have become possible had there been a properly worded tariff act giving
the protection that is due to the American manufacturers of this grass rug product.

Exhibit No. 1, eupptementing Exhibit I oJ Ways and Means Committee brirJ.

Number of Value of 4 Increase or Valu"per, , .1o
Year. sqAro yard .'W ,a ds deceas orer, square c

.mpr, tod. [ .previousyea. yard. voui
year.

191W Iy [-Dec.3 )................ i, 3 ,077,24.1 (01 P5',7M., I 0.0176
199.. .............................. .17),07.5 '3,5%058.00 1,52% 16.00 .2402 .07m
1920 ..................................... 3, 190,717 I 6, , 237.00 3,2 M I19.0 .2D" .Q511

ExAibit No. 2, supplementing Exhibit I oj WjIqs and Means Committee brief.

Amot oo DecreAsein Increase or
duty per, Amount of Equiva- a Decrease In decrease in
sqare d lentto a of pYear. yIz du from 14=

paid. duty of- maximum, precedingSValorem. i year.

191. (July 1-De.. 31) a-mt 06M810.661 S0.14 1 297.4"623 0.61 ..........
1919 .......... ....... ' 10 1 22 70 .41 ........
10 0................. 6, 1. 2 .079 1,0 6 .43

Exhibit No.8. supplementing Exhibi II of Ways and Means Committee brfej.
TABLE 1.

Amount of
Number of ol at I 0ent

1918 (July l.Dec. 31).......................................... I8.a,4M $123,54.J
1919 ................................................ 1 1147M7
1920 ............................................................... 23,190717 231, 07.17

Total ................................................................. ,214,2141 ,414 H

TABLE 2.

Former A. Ad Value of , i
Year. j avera ad, -=S-ad Jl4 squ, y'rds de..

vilorem. pal. rate loss. ed.

1418 astbW yea,)...... ......... .....
919 ....................... . .4210.104 60.316 8k .06 113® 6
1020.......... ................... 42~ M09 .4 6j C0,27. 00 2,340 160. 81
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zWibU No. 3, auppleening EZAbiI I of Ways and MeAn. Committee brif-Contd.
TABLE 3.

Period. * ueds Valueo81:1V .2 import ins,

e 1918, to Dee ............................................... . 214,211 5ll 5. 5 W537

STATUXENT OF J•. X,DONALD REPRBESBNTING TIM ASSO-
CIATION OF IMPOrlTERS AND DISTIUDUTORS OF SAPANESB
AND OH RSE FLOOR COVERINGS.

Mr. MAcDONALD. I represent the Association of Importers and
Distributors of Japanese and Chinese Floor Coverings, which these
gentlemen have just been telling you about.

Senator SMOOT. You are an importer?
Mr. MAoDONALD. Yes, sir.
Senator McCuMBER. Proceed.
Mr. MAoDONALD. I have a brief, and I do not want to take too

much of your time, but there are a few points brought out by these
gentlemen who have just been speaking that I would like to refer to.
One was they referred to the question of Japanese labor cost. I
would like to point out that, according to the Tariff Commission
investigation of 1919, the domestic total tabor cost, per rug, was $1.07.
The duty they are asking is equivalent to $4.32 for the same rug.

In 1919 their total manufacturing cost was $6.50, including their
overhead.

Senator SUTHERLAND. Is that JapaneseI
Mr. MACDONALD. No, sir; that is the domestic rug. They have

just been telling you how hard hit they are. Their total cost was
$6.50. Their cost for material and labor was $4.76; they ask you for
a duty of $4.32, which is 4 cents per square foot.

There were a number of the points that they brought up which I
understand should be taken up with the Federal Trade Commission
as unfair competition, and which has nothing to do with the importa-
tion of Japanese merchandise whatsoever, and is something that
minht occur in any line.

Senator SmOOT. You are an importer?
Mir. MACDONALD. Yes, sir.
Senator SmOOT. Do you ask the Japanese manufacturer to put

the label on their "Lenox"?
Mr. MACDONALD. No, sir; but W. & J. Sloane run that.
Senator SMOOT. When the Japanese rugs come over here do you

ask the Japanese manufacturer to put the name "Lenox" on them?
Mr. MAcDONALD. W. & J. 86ane run that. Each firm that brings

in goods have their own brand put on.
Senator SHooT. I am perfectly aware of that; that is Sloane's

name?
Mr. MAcDoNALD. Yes.
Senator SmOOT. Yet anybody buying it in the United States takes

it for granted it is Sloane's gobds. Did Mr. Sloane request, when the
Japanese made those rugs, for the importer here to put the name
"Lenox" on them?

Mr. MAODONALD. Yes, sir; as I understand it.

0514
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Senator SmOOT. And if other people, then, ordering from Japan had
asked them to put the name 'Lenox" on those goods, would" the
Japanese likely have done it I

Mr. MlACDoNALD. We would not have such a case, Senator Smoot.
Each one tries to arrive at a name apart from everybody else. If the
name- was copyrighted in Japan, they would not use it for others.

Senator SMOOT. If it was copyrighted in this country, would they
send it in 1

Mr. MAcDONALD. In Japan they do not have any record of trade-
marks registered over here.

Senator SMooT. They put on whatever mark the importer wants
put on there?

Mr. M AcDoNALD. Whatever they are directed to put on them.
Senator SmoOT. As an importer, have you ever ordered those rugs

to be imported here and the name of "Lenox" put on them?
Mr. MACDONALD. Lenox I No, sir. In- fact they made reference

to these rugs being marked as "Crex." I myself have lived in Japan,
in addition to living on this side, and I have never seen any rugs so
marked. Every rug so coming into this country is stopped at the cus-
tomrhouse if it does not have the wcrd "Japanese" on them, and I
understand they would also stop it if it was marked with the word
"Crex."

There were one or two other points I would like to refer to, and
that is the statistics which they have just quoted to you. The
Government statistics give for the years 1900 to 1909 the average
yearly import of floor coverings from Japan and China as 46,000,000
square yards; from 1910 to 1914 the average figure is 26,500,000
square yards; from 1915 to 1920, inclusive, the average ip somewhat
under 16,000,000.

It is a steadily decreasing business, and these people come before
you and ask you now to put a prohibitive duty on the merchandise.
At one-half of the duty they have asked no merchandise will come
in here at all. Gentlemen, this duty they have asked for is the equiv-
alent of 50 per cent on the American wholesale selling price. -t is
about 175 per cent, I estimate, on the foreign cost. We have never
paid as much as 35 per cent on the foreign cost before, except when
it was in the basket clause.

Senator MCLeAn. You claim this decrease in importation is due
to the fact that the mattings, as they call them, have gone out of use;
that they have proved unsatisfactory as compared with our manu-
facture, I assume; that is, they have not worn as they were expected
to wear?

Mr. MACDoNALD. To some extent, that is true. It is a gradually
decreasing business.

Senator MCLEAN. And that large decrease is due to that fact
whereas on the other hand, the fiber-rug importations have increased

Mr. MdcDoNALD. We have no separate figures for the two. Taking
it as a whole we arrive at those figures; and those are the only figures
we can get of the total importations of floor coverings from the Far
East.

Senator McLEAN. You are not in a position to controvert this statv.
mentI

Mr. MAoDoNALD. I do not see how he can substantiate his state-
ment, because there are no such statistics in existence.
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Senator MeLEA. Is it true that these cheap Chinese mattings have
largely gone out of favor I

Mr.MAoDONALD. I find here that for the year 1920 China matting-
they do not make these so-called Japanese rice-straw mattings at
all--they had an importation that represented 25 per cent of all that
came in during that year; of the 22,000 000 square yards fromh the
Far East at least 25 per cent came from 5hina,

Senator McLE:AN. Are the Japaness rugs inferior in quality to the
domestic rugs I

Mr. MACDONALD. I think that what Mr. Dammeyer told you is
substantially correct. They have about half the wearing quality of
the domestic goods, and consequently are not worth much more .han
half the domestic article. They are asking you to give a duty pro-
tection which will make our merchandise, at half of the wearing
quality, of necessity, sell for the same price- or, in other words, 0
out of business. They talk protection and asl prohibition, if I migft

With your permission I will just leave this brief and a copy of some

earlier briefs which we filed before the Ways and Means Committee.
Senator SmooT. We have thobe.
Mr. MACDONALD. They are referred to in this is the only reason I

leave them.
Senator SMoOT. We have them all.

B3312 OF 7. . XaDONALD. II~RBZNTEflG TER AMSOITION OF IMPORTIRS AND
DZSTRZDUTO8 07 CR173 AND 1APANSE FLOOR 0COVEREINOS.

We are interested in ph 1020 (Schedule 10), page 118, of H. R. 7458, and
wish to have 1p-1 amended by striking out-te words at the end Of the
paragraph-" 6 per centum ad valorem"-and substituting therefor the words "6 centsper square yard. ,P sagraph 1020 will then read: "Common China, Japan, and India straw matting

and floor coverings made therefrbm, 3 cents per square yard; all other floor coverings
not specilly provided for, 6 cents per square yard."

In the tariff act of 1913 all importations came in under the one classification at
21 cents a square yard.

In the tariff act of 1909 the classification was different, and what were known as
matting in the roll paid 31 cents a square yard, and anything that was made up in
the forn of a mat or a rug paid a duty under paragraph 483 of-that act at 35 per cent
ad valorem as a manufacture of straw not otherwise provided for.

Under this classification if we brought a certain piece of matting over here in a
40-yard roll, it paid duty at 3J cents a square yard. If this roll were cut into short
lengths and made up into mats or rugs, 35per cent ad valorem was &meed.

We might mention that at the time the 1909 act was brought into force, practically
all importation was in rolls of 40 yards, and it was during the period that this act was
in force that the buying public began to demand more mats and rugs and less goods
in the roll, until to-day there is practically no business in goods in the roll, and the
demand is almost exclusively for mats and rugs.

It was on account of this change in d&nand that our committee sought and secued
a change in claification that came into force in 1918.

There are two general groups that we import that may be described as rugs which
are made up.by cutting and sewing together the identical merchandise in ihe form
of rugs which we formerly brought over in the 40-yard rolls and known as common
China- and Japan matting and a rug which has been developed in Japan along the
same lines and similar in appearance only to the domestic gras rug.

This latter development was created thWrouah the demand of the poorer classes in
the United States, who wanted something a little better than the ordinary Japanese
matting rug and who could not and can not afford to buy the higher grade, better
quality, domestic gram rug at the higher price which they sell for.

It i this latter group of rugs which the Tariff Commision has recommended be
given a separate classification in paragraph 1020 and which has been carried out
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in I1. R. 74.5 by the designation "all other floor coverings not specially provided
for 26 per contum ad valorem."

~uriig the 10-year period of 1900-1909 the average yearly import was 46 000,000
and odd-square yards. For the period 1910-1914 the average figure is 26500,000
and for 1915-1920, inclusive, the average is somewhat under 16,000,000 or only about
one-third of the 1900-1909 pod. The value fluctuates with market conditions
from year to year as in any other industry.

From the figures just quoted, it will be noted that the importation of.Chinese and
Japanese floor coveiings have fallen from 46,000,000 and odd square yards to about
one-third of that figure in average and to 22,000,000 yards in the year of 1920 alone.
We find that while domestic manufacturers in 1913 sought to secure a duty rate of 12
cents per square yard or $1.44 for a 9 by 12 foot rug, which is the standard size, we now
find them coming before the Ways and feans Committee in the early part of the present
year and asking for duties, which it was estimated would amount to $5.70 for the same
rug, or 471 cents per square yard, and this in the face of declining importations.

Why put a prohibitive duty on a commodity that the importations are decrfesing
year by year?

Their idea no doubt was that if they made very extravagant demands they might
succeed in getting more than they were otherwise entitled to, and this seems to be
the direct result, for a rate of 26 per cent under the American valuation plan is esti.
mated to be about 67 per cent baWed on the present forelkn cost basis of assessment.

Figures supporting this statement are attached.
We have just stated that the domestic interests sought what they call a protection

which was estimated to amount to $5.70 per rug or 471 cents per square yard. If you
will refer to page 31 of the Tariff Information Survey, Iyou will find that the average
cost for all domestic manufacturers of their material an labor for one rug of the same
size amounts to $4.76 or 39| cents per yard. You will also note that through very
heavy expenses for overhead of one company the average overhead increased 30 per
cent more than any other part of their expenses.

With this exorbitant overhead their total cost is $6.50 per rug and they asked $5.70
ditty on our importations of admittedly much poorer quality and shorter durability.

They are not seeking protection at all, they want monopoly.
These points are welldisplayed in briefs which we submitted to the Ways and

Moans Committee.
The Ways and Means Committee in ff. R. 7456, paragraph 1020, advanced the rate

on common Japanese and Chinese matting 20 per cent; i. e., from 21 to 3 cents per
square yard. We, in asking for a change to 6 cents per square yard on all other floor
coverings not specially proWided for, have raised the present rate from 2J cents per
yard to 6 cents per yard. an advance of 140 per cent over present duty.

We do not feel that the domestic manufacturers have any greater need for protec-
tion now than they had in 1913, and further are of the belief that an examination of
their financial condition at the end of 1920, as compared with the end of 19J3, will
prove this to he so. We further believe that whatever, if any, unfavorable tendencies
may have happened to them in the present year is reflected in the same manner in
imported floor coverings. Our business has been seriously curtailed.

The idea that seems to prompt domestic manufacturers is that if they can get our
merchandise entirely shut off they will be able to force those who now depend upon
our cheaper merchandise to buy their more expensive goods, which they can not
afford to do, or go without.

AMERICAN VALUATIONS.

We have made very little reference to the matter of American valuation, as the
*specific basis of duty we are requesting will free us from it.

Domestic manufacturers publish freely in trade papers what are known as lia
prices. They do not publish their discounts, and these discounts are not the same
to the entire'trade by the same manufacturer, even in wholesale quantities.

American valuation likewise makes no provision for clearance sales and other price-
cutting subterfuges.

Under American valuation as now defined, we understand that in order to be
comparable the merchandise must be similar in all of four respects, material, quality,
construction, kind.

Any imports which are now dissimilar in any of these respects can be entirely shut
out by manufacturers making up some Identical merchandise that will be comparable
in all respects, but not necessarily salable at their asking price, and the more un-
economic and expensive it is for them to make such goods, the better able they will lx
to sell their regular goods, which do not compare with the imported goods.
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Domestic manufacturers in our line have shown treat ability to get together on
almost anything that they think will hurt or prohibit imports. Their Joint request
before the Ways and Means Committee for duties that we estimate would amount to
$5.70 per rug or 47j cents per yard, against a domeatid total average cost for material
and laoro 4.76 per rug or 391 cent per yard average for the same size rug may he
cited. The' stated that such duties were necessary.

This association represents the following firms: Joseph Wild & Co., New York 'ity:
Pattison, Wheeler & Co., New York City; Nathan Rogers Co., New York City; Tur.
ley& R (Inc.), New York City; Arnhold Bros. & Co. (Ltd.), New York City;
Orient Sales Co., New York City; J. M. MacDonald & Co., New York City; Akawo
Morimura & Co., New York City; Shewan, Tomes & Co., New York Cit C. Itoh &
Co., New York City; F. 8. Alenby & Co., New York City; Geo. E. Mailinson Im-
porting Oo., Now York City; Lamborn & Co., New York City; Z. Horikoshi & Co.,
New York City; Yendo Bros., Nw York City; J. W. Law & Co., New York City;
Fer n Bros. Manufacturing Co., Hoboken, N. J.; B. & M. Price Shade Co., St.
Lous, Mo.: Monarch Linoleum & Rug Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Scrymser Trading Cor-
pration, New York City; Armon, Wolf & Co Philadelphia, Pa.; Manuel Feldman
N., New York City. Fakee & Co., Fort Wortb, Tex.; W L Hurley Co., Camden.
N. I.; Wade, Lutz 4 Grometer, Aurora, Ill.; Hochacliid, Kohn & Co., Baltimore,
Md.; las. A. Brouwer & Co., Holland, Mich.; H. B. Graves & Co., Rochester, N. Y.:
Reap & Crawford P. Co., Pine Bluff, Ark.; The Ries Co., South Bend, Ind.: Walter
M. Hatch & Co., Boston, Mas.; American Trading Co., New York City; Hub Furni-
ture Co., Washington, D. C.; C. J. Murts, Fort Smith, Ark.; Rodgers Wade Furniture
Co., Paris, Tex.; R. H. Macy & Co. (Inc.), New York City; Goldberg Bros. Co., New
York City; American Dry Goods Co., New York City; Empire Carpet Co., New York
City; Noyes, Thomas & Co., Charleston, W. Va.; Gilmore Bros. (Inc.), Kalamazoo.
Mich.; Dix Bros., New York City; James M. Shoemaker Co., New York-City; Peters.
burg Furniture Co., Petersburg, Va.; James Hisop Co., New London,- Conn.; P. J.
Kelly Furniture Co., New Haven, Conn.; Stephen Ballard Vo., New York City: F. (.

grs & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Holden & Stone Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; A. Dirksen
& Sons, Springfield, Ill.; Ezekiel & Co., Richmond, Va.; M. Goldenberg, Washing-
ton, D. 0.; Leun Dry Goods Co., Lexington, Ky.; L. L. Roberts Furniture Co.,
Lexington, Ky.; .rwford & Crawford, Newburgh, N. Y.; Oxford Sales Co., New
York City; Flesheim Kaufman Co., Cleveland, Ohio; W. A. Bell & Bros., Fredericks-
burg, Va.; John H. Pray & Sons Co., Boston, Mas.; Hulse, Bradford Co., San Fran-
cisco, Calif.; P. S. Harmon & Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Sander & Recker Furniture Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.; John E. Hurst & Co., Baltimore, Md.; William Campbell (Inc.u.
Philadelphia, Pa.; Spiegel, May Stem Co., Chicago, Ill.; 3. M. Harris, New York
City.

Figures demomntrating duly anesament under Americon-raluation pbln.

740-WARP STENCILED RICE-STRAW RUOS.

Cost figures submitted in association supplementary brief to the Committee
on Ways and Means, Feb. 8,1921 .............................. .. 7. 169. 51

Packing ........................................................ do... 431.05
Commission and incidentals ...................................... do... 458. 23

Total ...................................................... (1 ... 8,058.82

Exchange, $0.511 .................................................... $4,130. 14
Insurance ............................................................ 82.60.
Freight ............................................................... 746.08

C. i. f. cost ............ ......... : .................... 4,958.82

Wholesale selling price ....................................... per cent.. 100
Gros profit and selling expenses ............ : ............ per cent.. 25
Duty or American valuation ................................. do.... 26

C. i. f. co t ........................................... per cent.. 49

49 per cent ............................................................ $4. 958. 8
100 per cent .......................................................... 10, 120. 4

3! I
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49 per cent c. i f. cost ................................................. $4,958.82
26 per ent duty... 2,63L 21
25 per cent gross profit and selling expenses . 2,530.01

Total ............ ............. : ................................ 10,120.04

Foreign cost basis of asesment:
Forelp cost ................................................. yen.. 7,169.54
Packing ................................. ................. do .... 431.06

Total .................................................... do .... 7,600.59

At Tresury exchange, $0.4985, present dutiable value .............. $3, 788. 89
Duty amount under American valuation I ..................... 2,631.21
Present actual duty, 11,516 square yards, at 2j cents ........... 287.90

COCOA XATS AND MATTINGS.
[Paragraph 1021.1

STATeX8NT OF F&UD M. OLEVBLAND WA FIELD, MASS., MAN-
AGER OF HEYWOOD-WAkiFJZLD CO.

.Mr. (h,zLAND. My name *a Fred M. Cleve] and; Wakefield, Mass.
I. am manager of the Heywood-Wakefield Co., and desire to address
the committee on cocoa mats and mattings. The address on the
calendar is wrong.

Senator MCUmBE. You say you are "manager.' Is the corn-.
pany you represent a manufacturing companyI

Mr. CLVELAND. It is a manufacturing company.
Senator MCCUMDER. Manufacturing what I
Mr. CLEVELAND. Cocoa mats and mattings, paragraph 1021 and

not 1020. I am speaking for the American manufacturers of cocoa
mats and matting: Joseph Wild & Co., of New York City; Geoge
Wehn Son & Co., of Pittsburgh- George Kempf & Bro., of Ohilade-
phia; the Wisconsin Mat Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.; Darragh-Smail &
Co., of New York City.

We have prepared a brief that has been on file with your com-
mittee for some time, and if you like we are willing to let our case
rest with that brief.

Senator MCumFB.R. Very well.
Mr. CLEvzLAND. The situation in our industry is worse to-day

than it was when that brief was filed some months ago. We have
been going from bad to worse with no prospect of a change in condi-
tions.

Senator SMOOT. Tell us briefly what you want. You have matting
made of cocoa fiber or rattan fiber at 9 cents per square yard as the
House gave you.

Mr. CLEWELAND. We have asked, Senator Smoot, for the alteration
of that schedule so that it will read 9 cents per square yard on matting
and 7 cents per square foot on cocoa mate, plus an ad valorem duty
of 25 per cent on both items.

Senator SmocT. You want a greatly heavier protection than was
given you in 1909?
Mr. CLEVELAND. We do and we need it, sir. Our original requests

to the Ways and Means Committee was 30 cents per square yard on

I Duty amount 0*6vAmedna ylatuson, L $2L, - *A per eot of .78*,

81527-22--soH 10----6



cocoa matting and 15 cents per square yard on cocoa mats. I can
give you an example of how thi duty will work out. To-day the so-
called light brush cocoa mat, which is the largest sslling mat in the
trade, can be bought at $3.60 per dozen f. o. b. shipping pornt in
India for No. 3 size. The rate of duty In the Fordney bill would make
the duty $3.15 on that mat. The freight i3 $1 per dozen, making the
landed cost in New York $7.75. The lowest American whale
selling price on that mat is $12 per dozen. Twenty-five per cent on
the American valuation would be $3 making the landed cost, with
the specific and ad valorem duties anA freight paid $10.75. The mat
Would then be about 20 per cent under our price.

The figures look large, but we are paying 35 to 56 centaa hour
for labor in competition with the lowest class of labor that there is
in India coolie labor .

Senator SMOOT. What is the value of your mats now per square
yardI
.'Mr. (WvELAMD. The, value of our mats is figured per squte foot.

I am talking of mts now.
Senator SMoOT. In the Payne-Aldrich bill we imposed a duty on

mats by the square yard not exceeding 15 cents per yard in. value of
4 centsper square yard and 30"cents ad, valorem.

Mr. CLEvELAND. I beg pardon, sir, but the Payne-Aldrich bill pro-
vided for cocoa mats and matting under the sundry schedule, it
was then 4 cents per square foot and 6 cents per square yard, rcspec-
tively.

Senator SMoOT. Without any ad valoremI
Mr. CLEvEXAND. With no ad valorem.
Senator SMoOT. Then you want 50 per cent increase on the specific

and 25 per cent ad valorem, and the American valuation instead of
foreign valuation I

Mr. CLEVELAND. I do, because we need it.
Senator SMOOT. That would be about 200 or 300 per cent increaseI
Mr. CLzV-AND. The McKinley tariff had a. duty of 12 center per

square yard on matting and 8 cents per s(iuare foot on mats. Under
the Uiderwood tariff, since the armistice, this country has been
flooded with Indian mats and mattings. There is not an American
manufacturer Who is running over 25 per cent capacity. Our mills
arg practically shut down, and there are more mat coming into the
country than we sell m ordinary times.

Senator MoLZAN. Eow many men are employed in the industry-
thugh perhaps that is all included in your brief.

M. CLEVELAmD. It is a little industry. I should say also there
vould not be over 650 in normal times.

Senator MoLEAN. WI'3rq is it locatedI
Mr. CLEV AND. The names of these different plants are on the

brief. Our own particular mat factory is in Wakefield, which in good
times employs about 150 people. We have 30 employed there to-day.

Senator CAwzuR. Whot proportion of the number of mats in use i
this country are imported of the kind you are discussing

Mr. CLEVWAND. 1For thisyear there will be, I should say, nearly
twice as many brought into the country as a:re mad here in ordinary
times, and we are makingonly about 25per cent of our capacity now.

Senator Mcl&&,. Is the imported mat as good as yours?
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Mr. CXVwELAND. The imported matting is just as good as ours.
The imported mat is made with more material in it than we can
afford to put in ours. The labor amounts to nothing. The amount
of materia that goes into tbo cocoa mat depends on how hard the man
making it is willing to beat it up, and when a man's time is worth
nothing h puts i more labor.

Senator StMMoNs. What did you say a little While ego about the
amount of importations coming into this country at this time I

Mr. CLEVELAND. I said they were coming here in tremendous
volume.

Senator SmoNs. Now?
Mr. Czvzwvw. Yes, now; by every steamer.
Senator Suoo'r. You mean made from cocoa fiber ?
Mr. CLzVELAND. Made from cocoa fiber.
Senator SMOoT. Or rattanI
Mr. vLzvznAnD. Or rattan. They are practically all cocoa fiber;

there are no rattan mate made abroad and very few are made in thiscountry now.
Senator Slook. Do you know what the importations were in 1914?
Mr. CL v-.LAND. I can tell you in just a moment. In 1918 the

importations of matting were 22,781 yards, and the importations of
mats were 38,667 square feet.

Senator Suoor. That is, of all kindsI
Mr. CLEVELAND. That is, cocoa mats and matting, or rat-tan wets-

but it is all cocoa mats.
Senator SinMos. I can not understand that.
Mr. CzvzLA). My figures Senator, are taken from the Tariff

Information Surveys, paragraps 272 and 273, tariff act, 1918.Senator Snfows. Have you these statistics on imports?
Mr. CLEVELAND. I have. But I can not get any such gure.
Senator SnMMONS. It gives the imports in 1918 at 38,667 square

feet?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes, sir; that is the figure I just read, 38,667

square feet cocoa mats, and cocoa matting 22,731 square yards.
Senator SiMMOns. But that does not seem to be any flood as com-

pared with 1908, when it was 360,000?
Mr. CLEVELAND. Yes; but-
Senator SiMmoNS (interposing). In 1909 it was 477,000 square feet

and in 1910, 479,000 and only 88,000 in 1918.
.Mr. CLvEL&wD. gut in 1918 they had not started to come. They

started to come in full in 1919 and 1920, and all through this year.

]DRIE OF FRXD V. CL VELAND, REPRSZNTING MANUFACTU"M O COCOA NATs
AND MATTING.

We begto caU your attention to araph 1021, Schedule 10, of the tariff bill (H. R.
7456), which is now befoe your cohuni tee:"Mattings made of cccoa fiber or rattan 9 cents per square yard; mats made of cocoa
fiber oir rattan 7 cents per square foot."

In our arguments beoe the Ways and Means Committee we showed the necessity
of rates much higher than those named in this bill and a"e much disturbed at the
figures decided upon by this committee. We refer you to attached "1eporta of
flAr~ on General Tariff Rovision," Part V, pges 3432-3434, before W ys and
Mems Committee. Th'e facts regarding Irts of Bits and matting have not altered
iathesneanthne,and the flood omimports of thesegoodsstill continue. The New York
.sgent-of one of the largest Indian manufacturers wrote under d e'of July 21, 1902,
some three weeks after the House tariff bill had beenreported, and the-pposed rates
made known, urging one of the subscribers to this brief to consider purchasing mats
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zowi India for import here, as they, the agente, were covinced that they could con-
ue to supply indian mate at lees than manufacturer a cost here (Agent'a letter

httahed.)
- he Indlar Government imposes a export tax on ccir y~rns. from which matting.

and mats are made, but has no export tax on the man ufctured mats andrmatting.
The prnl pal i of the American manufacturer is the low cost of Indian labor,
the poorest coolees in l-ndla working at this industry, many of these matsbeu8 woven
in the huts of the coolies.

Unlesebsonle protection further than that given in this bill is afforded us, we see no
prospect of teduning the makin of mats ind matting, the Industry having been
practically ata standstill for many months There are now more than a year's supply
of Imported mats and matting In the country.
We respectfully suggest to your committee the amendment of th is areraph bthe addition of an ad valorem duty of 25 pe cent, so that the 1=rapi wouljc..=
"Matting. made of cocoa fiber or rattan, 9 cents per square 3 and in addition

thereto 26 per cent ad valorem; mats made of cocoa fiber or rattan, 7 cents per square
foot. and in addition thereto 26 per cent ad valorem.,.

This coround duty would be similar to the duties fixed in this bill on oriental
rugs, etc. (See par. 1117, Schedule 11.)

We are sugeti the addition of an ad valorem duty because with cheap labor
available th-lndi manufacturers are able to send to this country mats and matting
which are designated by the standard grade names used in America, but which are
In reality one grade higher than the American stapdards, the difference in grades
amounts to an increased value of 25 p cent. The ad valorem duty, if assessed, on
American valuation will counteract this to a large extent.

We apprecatethe general sentiment aginst too highratee of duty, but our em-
barrasment in urgig action on our behai by your committee is overcome by our
knowledge of the pecitar attacks that have been made on our industry by the em-
ployers of Indian coolie labor, and the knowledge that the protection asked is needed
to restore our business.

Until 1914 the Indian-made mats were marketed principally in Europe and Aus-
tralia. but as these markets are curtailed for these goods, the United States is now
the chief market. We obtain from "Tariff Information Surveys" on articles In pwra-
graphs 272 and 273 page 12, the following: Imports of mat 1913, 798,794 square
feet. In. 1920 the import Were 2 103 ,837 square feet, and the fiQ six months of
1921 show still larger imortations from India.

The "McKinley tari of 1890 gave duty on matting 12 cents per square yard,
and on mats 8 cents per square foot, although at that time mats were only coming
into the United States froni India in small quantities.

NEW Yonxc, July *1, 19Th.
Messrs. Ozo. WzmN, Sox & Co., Gknfied, Pa. w

ORNUEMDN: We have your letter of the 19th and regret that you do not see your
way clear to place an order for shipment from Cochin by the August steamer, which
is scheduled to sail early n the month it being the regular steamer postponed.

Mr. Goodacre sugest6d tHM we might come to some special understanding with
you for the sale of mats and mattingsin the Pittsburgh district, he being confident
that we Can supply your requirements in certain grades cheaper than you can manu-
facture them. en Mr. Wehn is next in New York could he either call or make an
appointment for an evening at the writer's club to talk this over?S Yours, truly, EASIMOND & Co.

BRIEF" OF RANK MoKOSKY PHLADBLPHIA, PA. REPRESENT-
ING THE UNITED T=+5TILE WORKERS OF AZ"RIOA.

I beg to lay before you for your consideration the ioeition of labor in reference to
1 Vgrfh 1021, Schedule 10, M the tariff bill (H. R.-145), covering imports of mats

and matn made of cocoa fiber or rattan.
To the workers in this induatty this is a matter of grave concern, as It is imposible

to earn an American wage or'live according to the American standard if they are
forced to continue .to meet the competition of the labor In the Industr in rndia,
from where these mats and matting. are being shipped to this country at such a rate
that it has stifled the industry here to a poit where the workers in the industry In
this country have been sufferIg much from unemployment. In the last 18 months
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these workers have worked les than one.quarter of the time, and the situation isbecoming worse.
In 1918 the Imports of these mats and matting. was 798,794 suare feet. In 1920

they were 2,103 337 square feet and for the first nine months of 192, 2,00,640 square
feet, which ratfo, if mintalneA, will amount to 3,000,000 square feet or more for this
year. Already sUfficlent mats and matting have been imported to supply the de-
mands of this country for nearly two years. It can roadilyobe seen tha tuider these
conditions the industry and the workers employed therein can not exist, let alone
the question of the extension of the industry and the employment of more working-
men.

It seems that when the matter is considered it Is evident that an Increased duty
or tariff is most needed, as In India this work Is done by the cheapest kind of labor;
in fact the labor cost is almost nil, as much of this work s done in huts where the man,
wife, and all the children assist and make only a few pennies a day. The raw ma-
terial is at their door, and there are practically no overhead charges, and many other
conditions exist which I am sure you and your committee realize are so far different
from the American Idea of living.

The present bill advocates a duty of 0 cents per square yard on matting and 7 cents
per square foot on mats. At the present time this hardly cover the coet of weardug
same n this country, and on many grades the weaver Is paid from 11 to 12 cents a
square foot, and I might add the wqw earned at these rates for weaving only rage
from $20 to $24 a week. Then there are many other labor costs in the various neces-
sary departments, to say nothing of the overhead expenses necemary to operate a
factory In this country.

Therefore, in the Interests of American industry. and the American workers em.
ployed in this industry we would urge that an additional 26 per cent ad valorem duty
be added to that already contained in the present bill, and trust that you and your
committee will understand the advisability and neceesty for same.





SCHEDULE 11.

WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF.

GENERAL REVIEW.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. WOOD, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOOL MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. WOOD. I represent the National Association of Wool MAnnu-
facturers, the office of which is at 50 State Street, Boston, Mass., and
of'which I am president.

In conformity with your request that those listed to speak upon
this schedule whose views are substantially in accord should desig-
nate one person to be heard by the committee, the following-named
witnesses have requested me to speak for them also ; Mr. Stevens,
Mr. Peabody, and Mr. Nevins, representing the American Associa-
tion of Woolen and Worsted Manufacturers; Mr. Stager, represent-
ing the National Association of Woolen and Worsted Spinners;
Mr. Fisler representing the Worsted Spinners' Association of Phila.
delphia; Mr. Quittner, representing the Roosevelt Worsted Mills.

I am aware of your desire to expedite these hearings, and thit you
do not wish cumulative testimony upon matters that have already
been covered, and it is my intention to conform to your wishes. Pre.
vious witnesses have given so much and such convincing information
concerning the present industrial and monetary conditions in com-
petitive countries, that no useful purpose would be served by a mere
multiplication of examples.

It has been very conclusively shown that the difference in labor
cost between the United States and European countries is greater
now than before the war. The reasons for the increased difference
have been discussed at length; as has also the influence of depreciated
currencies, and exchange rates.

The various features of the wool schedule which have been subjects
of controversy have been quite fully explained by me at previous
hearings; to go over the ground again would merely waste your
time and needlessly encumber the present record. I have on former
occasions been examined and cross-examined upon every phase of the
subject. Therefore, to save time and avoid duplication of testimony,
I refer to some of the former hearings at which I have appeared and
submitted myself to examination, particularly to Senate Finance
Committee hearing on emergency. tariff, H. Rt. 15275, January 7,
1921, pages 62 to 79 of committee p rint, unrevised; Ways and Means
Commit hearings J"anuary 81, 1921, pages 2551 to 2683; Ways and
Means Committee hearings, Schedule K, January 27-28, 1913, pages
4151 to 4191.
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If the committee desires to go into any of these previously covered
details I shall willingly give all the time that may be required, sup-
ply what information t can personally, and try to procure any addi-
tional particulars that I may not have here at hand.

What I have now to say will be by way of comment upon and sug-
gestions.of changes in the pending'House bill.

We advocate wool duties adequate to protect the domestic industry
of sheep husbandry. We express no opinion as to the amount of
duty necessary for that purpose, but our industry is very greatly
concerned in the manner in which the duty is applieil, both to imports
of raw wool and to the wool in imported goods.

As it is still necessary to import more than one-half of the quan-
tity of wool required for domestic manufacture, it is of great im-
portance that the method of levying the wool duty shall be one that
recognizes the conditions under which foreign wools are marketed
and that the incidence of the duty on wools of different grades, quali-
ties, and values should be as equitable as possible under the conditions
which it must fulfill. I

The three alternative methods of applying duties upon raw wool,
viz, ad valorem, specific on unwashed weight, and specific on clean
content, each has certain marked advantages and each possesses ob-
jectionable features.

The ad valorem method would be the most equitable to the im-
porter and user, but the faults attributed to the ad valorem principle
generally apply in an extreme degree in the case of wool because of
the wide range of price fluctuations. And there is a further and
insuperable difficulty in determining the corresponding rates to be
applied to the wool contained in imported goods-the misnamed com-
pensatory duties.

Duties based upon the clean content of wool would be decidedly the
best if all wools had even approximately the same nature and value.
But there are hundreds of different varieties embracing extreme dif-
ferences in characteristics in the manner of their utilization an'd in
their intrinsic and market values. A single flat rate would therefore
bear with great inequality upon the different kinds. If high enough
to protect the fine, it would be excessive for the coarse; if low enough
for the coarse grades, it would not afford adequate protection for the
finer grades. Were it feasible to use a graded scale of clean-content
rates that objection might be obviated. That, however, is impracti-
cable, because the large number of distinct classes grade from one to
another by such infinite shades of variation that it is impossible to
construct a workable graduated series of rates.

The objections to. a specific rate based upon unwashed wool are
well known; they have been the source of most of the criticism of the
wool tariffs.

Although all of the criticisms and objections which can now be
offered to that method of applying the wool duties have been dis-
cussed in every Congress for upward of half a century, every pro-
tective tariff law enacted in this long period has adhered to that
method, because, after the most complete and exhaustive considera-
tion of the subject, successive Congresses have been convinced that no
other method would afford equal protection With less ground for
criticism.
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A uniform basic rate of duty on unwashed wool does not fall with
equal incidence on the clean content of all grades, but it results in less
inequality than a uniform specific rate on the clean content, because
variations in shrinkage do have some correspondence with variations
in the fineness of the wool and of its market value. In a general way
it may be said that with increase of coarseness the percentage of
shrinkage and the price decrease, so that a uniform rate on unwashed
wool of different grades results in a decreased clean-content equiva-
lent on the coarser qualities of lower value, and therefore gives a
fairer relation of duty to value in the case of the wool from the larger
breeds of sheep, which have gtater mutton value than those which
produce the finer and higher priced wool.

The 25-cent clean-content rate in the pending bill would result in
excessive ad valorem equivalents on the coarser and cheaper wools
which enter into the lower price manufactured goods. Recognizing
this fact, the House added a proviso limiting the amount of duty to
not exceeding 85 per cent, but this limitation goes to the other extreme,
an d would prove insufficient for the protection of the wool-growing
industry. For some varieties the protection would-be negligible.

Appendixes Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 show various comparisons of wool
duties, prices, and ad valorem equivalents of different rates of duty.'

The raw-wool paragraphs require minor amendment in one respect,
which is of considerable importance, but which is not at all contro-
versial. To facilitate future comparisons of statistics of wool imports
the old classification numbers should be preserved, the wools covered
by paragraph 1101 should be designated as class 3, and those of para-
graph 1102 as classes 1 and 2. This may also make possible a simpler
phraseology in some of the other paragraphs. If the old classifica-
tion and disignating numbers are changed it will greatly complicate
future comparisons of statistical reports of production, importation,
and utilization of the different grades. No other reason for this
change is apparent except that of changing the phraseology of the
schedule as much as possible from that to which the industry has
been long accustomed and which has been judicially interpreted by
many decisions.

The duties on top waste, slubbing waste, ring waste, garnetted
waste noils, carbonized and uncarbonized, thread and yarn waste
should bear the same ratio to the duty on scoured wool that the re-
spective prices of these materials bear to clean new wools. The rates
in the bill we think approximately correct for a 26-cent scoured-wool
duty.

An change in the rate on scoured wool woul require a corre-
sponding change in the rates on the wastes and by-products which
I have named.

The rates on shoddy, wool extract, mungo, rags, and flocks are not
designed for either protection or revenue, but to prevent importation
of these materials. We approve a continuance o this oicy.

The compensatory rates in Schedule 11 were evidently intended to
conform to the findings of the Tariff Board report of 1911, but in
the application of the board's conclusions two fundamental errors
have -ben made. First, the basic rate employed was that for the
scoured contents, 25 cents, instead of the rate or scoured wool. All

'Appendizee mentioned In this statement omitted In printing.
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of the Tariff Board's computations of the loss on waste and by-
products were derived from the conversion of scoured wool--not
scoured content-to tops, yarns, and fabrics; A reference to the
board's report will show that the starting point in the determination
of the ratio of loss was with the wool in a scoured state. Obviously
therefore, the compensatory rates should be computed on the rate of
dut on scoured wool.

The other error is purely arithmetical and consists in applying the
Tariff Board's ratios to the quantity of remaining product instead
of to the original quantity. If from a given quantity of material,
say 100 pounds there is a waste of 10 per cent, the remaining product
is 90 pounds. Obviously the addition of 10 per cent of 90 to 90 pounds
will be 99, not 100. That illustrates the other mistake that has &en
made in computing the specific rates in Schedule 2. The proper
arit metical formula, as the Tariff Commission must upon reflection
confirm, is to divide the resultant net quantity, 90, into the original
quantity, 100. The quotient thus obtained, 111 is, of course, the
correct quantity of the original material required to yield 100 units
of product, and is, therefore, the proper multiplier of the scoured-
wool duty to determine the compensatory duty on products having a
loss of 10 per cent.

Applying this, the correct arithmetical method of finding the
proper ratios for the compensatory duties, the rates should be: for
tops, 1.111 times the duty on scoured wool; for yarns 1.207 times the
duty on scoured wool; for fabrics, 1.500 times the duty on scoured
wool. t

We suggested to the Ways and Means Committee a method of ap.
plying the compensatory rates that would more accurately relate the
wool duty to the wool in the manufactured article. Although the
method is exceedingly simple, its statement in the phraseology nec.
essary for a tariff act gives an impression of complication which does
not exist. The plan was devised to obviate the objection, often made,
that the former compensatory rates were excessive on the manufac-
tures of the lower price values. The method we suggested would
have more equitably accomplished that purpose than the stepped
specific rates adopted by the House. If, however, the two errors in
the method of computing the compensatory rates are corrected, the
form will be satisfactory, although the method suggested to the Ways
and Means Committee would graduate the compensatory duties in a
somewhat better conformity with values.

In the consideration of the tariff rates it would be desirable and
advantageous to have accurate "cost of production" data for the
United States and for competing countries. But even under the nor-
mal conditions preceding the *ar this was only possible in a very
limited degree, as was ascertained by the old tariff board after hav-
ing many tariff experts engaged in the effort for a long period of
time.

Now, in consequence of the derangement of standards of value and
dislocation of international monetary exchanges it has become very
much more difficult than ever before.

Various Government officials have testified to this, including the
chairman and members of the present Tariff Commission and experts
from the Customs Service.
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When those having the best facilities for making such compari-
sons have been obliged after much investigation to recognize the im-
practicability of determining proper rates by that method, it is ob.
viously futile to pursue that line of inquiry with fragmentary data.
There are, however, other means available by which the adequacy of
the rates may be judged.

First there are authentic schedules of wages in the woolen indus-
try in the United States and in European countries which are acces.
sible in the report of the recent hearings by the Ways and Means
Committee and in a separate compilation of comparative wages
which has been printed by authority of that committee.

Second, we know the conditions of copetition that existed under
certain former tariff rates, when the differences between American
and European wages were much less than they now are.

Comparisons can also be made with the protective rates in other
sections of the pending bill to show that the rates in this schedule
are very substantially less than many of those provided for manu-
factures requiring much less labor in fabrication and consequently
less conversion cost.

Tested by all of these methods the protective or ad valorem rates
in the paragraphs of the House bill to which I shall refer are gen-
erally inadequate.

I shall offer for the. record comparative tables which exhibit in
arallel columns the ad valorem rates contained in these paragraphs,
ut converted, for the purpose of comparison, to their equivalents for

foreign valuation, and the corresponding rates in the acts of 1913,
1909, and 1897. .(Appendix No. 7.) From these tables it will be
seen that there is much irregularity in the rates of the pending bill,
that they are all much below those in the Wilson-Gorman Act of
1897, and that some of them are below and many others of them prac-
tically about the same as the Underwood Act of 1913, which the
author of that law frequently said had been framed with the purpose
of eliminating the element of protection as completely as possible.

For comparisons of foreign and domestic wages I refer to the
figures in the schedules previously mentioned, and in particular
to those submitted with my statement to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, which will appear on pages 2579 to 2583 of the report of the
hearings in January last. I also present a later comparison with
German wages now in effect, as reported in the press within the past
few days IAppendix No. 5), and United States wages in detail
(A endix No. 6).

ith regard to the rates in other schedules of the House bill: As-
suming themto be only what are necessary, your attention is invited
to the fact that these woolen rates generally are considerably less
than those adopted for other kinds of manufacture, although the
products of our industry require as much skill and a larger propor-
tion of labor cost to manufacture than many of the other kinds of
manufactures for which higher rates have been provided.

That many of the ad valorem rates in Schedule 11 are too low is
due, we are informed, to a misapprehension upon the part of the
members of the committee who prepared the schedule. When the in-
consistencies were brought to the attention of these members officially
it was decided that as the bill was already in print, and was to be
presented to the House that day, no correction could be made; and
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because of a restrictive rule that had been adopted to enable the bill
to be passed at a specific time it was not possible to have correction
made by amendment. We were therefore'advised that corrections,
admittedly necessary could only be made after the bill reached the
Senate. We now submit these facts and request you to make the
needed alterations, which we sincerely and confidently believe are
necessary to permit our domestic woolen industries to successfully
operate and pay wages that will continue to have at least as high i
ratio to the earnings in similar occupations abroad as existed prior
to the war.

Paragraph 1106 covers "wool which has been advanced in any
manner or by any process of manufacture beyond the washed or
scoured condition and not specially provided for, including tops, and
roving, etc."

In so far as it relates to articles other than "tops and rovings,"
it is a "basket provision, and. as such is in conflict with another
"basket" or catch-all paragraph in the same schedule-see para-

The purpose of the so-called "basket" provisions in protective
tariff laws obviously is to include any and all articles which, by de-
fect of phraseology might otherwise have to be classed at less than
the proper rate of duty. To effect this purpose it is necessary to in-
clude this provision in a paragraph which carries one of the higher
rates of the schedule to which it relates.

As this paragraph 1106 has the lowest rate of the schedule it
manifestly is not the proper place for the "basket" provision. The
paragraph ought, therefore, to be restricted to tops.

Another defect of this paragraph 1106 is that it makes the same
rate apply to rovings as to tops, rovings being a more advanced stage
of manufacture requiring additional labor and conversion expense.
They are but seldom an article of commerce, but being in some sizes
indistinguishable from the coarser sizes of yarn they should be in-
eluded with yarns in paragraph 1107.

There is same difference of opinion among those whom I represent
as to the form in which the top and yarn duties should be applied.
As the Tariff Board and members of the present Tariff Commission
have recommended the use of specific duties whenever practicable,
and as it is possible to employ specific rates for tops and yarns, some
of our members are of the opinion that specific rates should be
adopted; others, while concurring g in the desirability and practicabil-
ity of specific rates for tops and yarns, think it inadvisable to employ
that form, because the pending bill contains the top and yarn rates in
ad valorem form and because of the difficulty of using the specific
form for the finished manufactures in the construction of which the
yarns are used. There is no hostility between these opposite views,
the difference is merely one of judgment as to expediency. I am
therefore directed to suggest to you alternative rates in a valorem
and specific form.

Paragraph 1106: For tops the compensatory duty should be, in ac-
cordance with the findings of the Tariff Board, one and one-tenth
times the rate of duty adopted for scoured wool.

The protective rates in ad valorem form, if based on American
valuations, should be: If valued at not more than 60 cents per pound,
15 per cent. If valued at more than 60 cents per pound, 20 per cent.
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If the specific form is adopted the recommendations are: Compensa-
tory duty per pound, one and one-tenth times the rate per pound on
scoured n"ool, the protective duty to be 15 cents per pound, subject
to a provision that in no case shall the rate exceed 20 per cent ad
valorem of the American value.

In explanation of these rates I will submit as an appendix a state-
ment explaining in detail the difference between foreign and domestic
cost of tops. (Appendix No. 8.)

Paragraph 1107, yarns: If the ad valorem form is adopted for the
protective duties the following schedule of rates is recommended:
The compensatory or wool duty, if the yarn or roving is valued at
not more than 60 cents per pound, American value, to be per pound
five-sixths of the duty on 1 pound of scoured wool; if valued at more
than 60 cents per pound, one and two-tenths times the duty on 1 pound
of scoured wool. And the protective rates to be for all numbers up
to number forties, 25 per cent ad valorem, and for all numbers over
forties, 30 per cent ad valorem.

If the protective duties are in -specific form, the following rates
are proposed in lieu of the ad valorem rates just read:

The word "number " as used In this connection and applied to worsted
yarns shall be the number of hanks per pound, a hank being a measure of 60
yards of single yarn of roving; and when applied to woolen yarns shall be the
number of hanks per pound, a hank being a measure of 800 yards of single
yarn or roving.

On wool or tops advanced by process of manufacture to any number of sliver
or roving or sigle yarn up to single wtelves,, the duty shall be 17 cents per
pound.

On ill numbers exceeding single twelves and up to and Including single
thirties the duty shall be 17 cents per pound plus one-half of a cent per num-
ber per pound on all numbers In excess of single twelves.

On all numbers exceeding single thirties and up to and Including single
8ixties the duty shall be 26 cents per pound plus 1 cent per number per pound
on all numbers in excess of single thirties.

On nll numbers exceeding single sixties the duty shall be 586 cents per pound
plus 11 cents per number per pound on all numbers In excess of single sixties.

On all rovings and yarns advanced beyond the condition of singles by group-
ling or twisting two or more rovings or yarns together up to and Including
number twelves the duty shall be 3 cents per pound In addition to the fore-
going duties on single yarns.

Osi all numbers exceeding twelves and up to nnd Including thirties the duty
shall be 8 cents per pound plus one-eighth of a cent per number per pound on
nil numbers In excess of number twelves, in addition to the duties on single
yarns of corresponding numbers.

On nil numbers exceeding thirties up to and Including sixties the duty shall
he 51) cents per pound plus one-quarter of a cent per number per pound on al
numbers In excess of number thirties, In addition to the duties on single yarns
of corresponding numbers.

On all numbers exceeding sixties the duty shall be 121 cents per pound plus
three-eighths of a cent per number per pound on all numbers In excess of num.
ber sixties, in addition to the duties on single yarns of corresponding numbers.

On all of the above when bleached, dyed, colored, stained or printed, the
duty shall be 10 cents per ponim, In addition to the other duties prescribed in
this paragraph; and if signed or gassed there shall be a further addition Qf
5 cents per pound.

A statement of differences" between domestic and foreign costs will
be found in Appendix No. 9.

The following is proposed as a substitute paragraph for 1108:
Woven fabrics, weighing not more than four ounces per square yard, wholly

or in part of wool, valued mit not more than $1.25 per poumid, one and two-tenths
times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and in
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addition th ?reto 25 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.25 and not
more than $2.50 per pound, one and foui-tenth times the rate of duty on one
pound of scoured wool of the first class and in addition thereto 80 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than $2.50 per pound one and five-tenth times the
rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and In addition
thereto 33 per centum ad valorem. Provided that If the warp of any of the
foregoing Is wholly of cotton or other vegetable fiber the specific duty shall
be one time the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and
the ad valorem duties shall be as provided In this paragraph.

The following is a condensed statement of the rates proposed in
this substitute paragraph:

Ad valoremProtective

American valuation, per pound. Specific wool or m story duty, per duty to beeppled to

valuation.

Per Eet.
Not over $1.2 ............................... 1.2 thnes score, wool rate ................... 25
Over $1.2-5, not over 62.50 .............:. times scoured wool rate............... 30
Over 2.50 ...................... 1.6 tlme3 sccurei wool rate ................. 33
If warp I wholly cotton or other vegta*ble

Not over $1.23 ............ ...... lItime scoured wool rate ................ 2
Over 81.23, not over 2.2 .............. do ................................ 30
Over 2.50 ............................... do ........................... 33

The following is proposed as a substitute paragraph for 1109 and
1120:

Woven fabrics weighing more than four ounces per square yard and all
manufactures of every description not specially provided for, composed wholly
of wool or of which wool is a component part, whether or not constituting chief
value, valued at not more than 75 cents per pound, one and one-tenth times
the rate or duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class. and In addi-
tion thereto 22 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than.75 cents but
not more than $1.25 per pound, one and two-tenths times the rate of duty on
one pound of scoured wool of the first cla-ss and In addition thereto 2.5 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.25 but not more than $2.50 per
pound, one and i -ee-tenths times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool
6f the first class and 30 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $2.50
per pound, one and one-half times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured
wool of the first class and 33 per centuin ad valorem.

The following is a condensed statement of the rates proposed in
this substitute paragraph:

Ad valorem
Ameran valuation, per poud, Specific wool or compensatory duty, per dut tobe

poind. American
valuation.

ii Per centS.
Not over 11 cents .............. 1.1 limes scoured wool rat.................. .22
Over 76 cents, not over 11... 12times soured wool rate.................. 2
Over 8$.I2, not over 82.50 ................... 13 imes scoured wool rate .................. 30
Over 82.60 ................................. 1. times scoured wool rate .................. 33

Paragraph 1120 in the House bill is intended as the basket or catch-
all paragraph of this schedule, but provides no compensatory or
wool duty, and the ad valorem rate is but 25 per cent, whereas the
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purpose of the basket provision in every schedule requires that it
should provide the maximum rates of that schedule.

Paragraph 1111, pile fabrics: Substitute proposed:
Pile fabrics, cut or uncut, whether or not the pile covers the whole surface,

made of wool or of which wool is a component material, whether or not con-
stituting chief value, and manufactures in any form, made or cut from such
,plle fabrics, if valued at not more than $2.50 per pound, one and three-tenths
times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and 30
per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $2.50 per pound, one and five-
tenths times the rate of duty on one pomd of scoured wool of the first class
and 33 per centum ad valorem.

Condensed statement of above:

Ad valoremprotective

American valuation, per pound. Spoclo wool or conntory duty, per dtptobeAmerican
valuation.

Per ciat.
Not over$20 ........................ 1.3 times scoured wool rate .................. 30
Over $2,50 ........................... 1.5 times scoured wool rate .................. 33

Paragraph 1112, blankets: The phraseology of this paragraph is.
defective and ambiguous. It provides for a very limited class of
blankets not exceeding 3 yards in length, but leaves entirely in doubt
the classification of blanketing exceeding 3 yards in length. It is so
restrictive as to weaves, color, and finish that very few of the
blankets of commerce would fall within the provisions of this para-
graph.

These restrictive provisions were probably designed to indirectly
exclude from the blanket paragraph such articles as traveling rugs
and automobile robes, concerning the classification of which under the
present law there has been considerable litigation. It is true, as the
customs authorities have contended, that traveling and automobile
rugs should be classed as cloths. But that can be more simply ac-
complished by their specific enumeration in the cloth paragraph.
This blanket paragraph can then be so written that it will really be
applicable to blankets instead of as it now stands, excluding and
thereby subjecting to higher rates, the very articles to which it is
intended to apply:

Substitute proposed:
On blankets composed wholly or In part of wool, not exceeding three yards in

length, valued at not more than 75 cents per pound, one time the rate of duty
on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and 20 per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than 75 cents and not more than $1.50 per pound, one and two-
tenths times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class and
23 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.50 per pound, one and three-
tenths times the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first class
and 27 per centum ad valorem: Provided, That traveling and automobile rugs
and robes shall be subject to the same rate of duty as cloths weighing more than
four ounces to the square yard under paragraph 1109.
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Condensed statement of the rates contained in the foregoing pro-
posed substitute paragraph:

Ad valorem
protective

Americsn vuatblon, per pound. fSpecific wool or compensatory duty, per duly to be
A medm vidul [onper pusid.pound.a uQt

valuation.
I P1 Cr1n1.

Not more than 75 cents ................... I time scoured wool duty................... 20
More than 75 cents and not more than 81. 1.2 times scoured wool duty..................More than t5 ............................. 1,3 times scoured wool duty ................. 27

Paragraph 1113, felts, not woven: Substitute propose(]:
Felts, not woven, wholly or In pmrt of wool, valued tit not more tMn 75 cents

per pound, one time the rate of duty on one pound of scoured wool of the first
class and 20 per centtum aid valorem; valued at more tMan 75 cents and not more
than $1.X0 per pound, onIe and two-trnth timnes the rate of duty on one potd
of scoured wool of the first clnss and 23 per centuni ad valorein; valued at
more than $1.50 per pound, one and three-tenth times the rate of duty on one
pounl of scoured wool of the first class and 27 per centuin ad volorem.

Condensed statement of rates in above:

Ad valoremprotectiveIJuty to be
American valuation, per pound., Speciflc wool or compensatory duty, per pound. s pp lo to

valuation.

Per cenl.
Not over 75 centq ........................ I time scoured wool rate ...................... 20
Over 75 cents and not over 11.50 .......... 12 times scoured wool rate ..................... . 23
Over $1.6 ............................... 1.3 times scoured wool rate ...................... 27

Paragraph 1120, all manufactures n. s. p. f.: As explained in con-
nection with the substitute submitted for paragraph 1109, this para-
graph 1120 was designed as the basket provision for the wool sched-
ule, but it includes no wool compensatory duty, and its ad valorem
rate is not in accord with the requirements for a n. s. p. f. paragraph.
For these reasons we have incorporated the basket provision in the
cloth paragraph (1109), where it has heretofore habitually been-in
the acts of 1913 and 1894, as well as those of 1909, 1897, and 1890.

Paragraph 1430: Braids, laces, galloons, and other miscellaneous
articles are taken out of the woolschedule and included in para-
graph 1430 of the sundries schedule, at the same rates of duty as
similar articles of cotton or other manufactures upon which there is
no duty on the raw materials. This change in classification entirely
deprives these articles made of wool of compensation for the wool
duty. They should be restored to Schedule 11 with a compensatory
duty equal to that allowed upon woven fabrics.

Wearing apparel, if embroidered in any manner is covered by
paragraph 1430 of the sundries schedule which is alike applicable to
cotton and woolen wearing apparel, but does not include any compen-
satory rate for the wool duty. Any embroidery on an article of wear-
ing apparel made of wool, as for example an embroidered initial on a
flannel outing shirt, would, therefore, bring it tinder this schedule,
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subject to the same rate as embroidered cotton apparel, and without
any compensatory allowance for the wool duty.

At the present time the difference between the conversion cost in
the United States and in competing European countries is so much
greater than it was prior to 1914 that the rates on woolen manufac-
tures in the act of 1909 would not now be sufficient in most cases to
offset that difference.

Many manufacturers have been insistent that higher rates should
be asked for. Realizing, however, that the sentiment in Congress is
adverse to-the enactment of rates higher than in that law we defer to
that. policy; but with a full realization that for some time to come
those rates will not be sufficient, under the existing conditions of for-
eign currencies and exchange, to prevent such an increase in importa-
tions as will necessarily cause a decrease in domestic production and a
corresponding amount of unemployment. After a considerable
period of uneconomic competition with attendant losses, in which the
public necessarily shares, there will, of course be an adjustment to
the rates which you finally enact. Increased orders to Europan mills
will naturally tend to correct the present maladjustment of wages to
the currency depreciation there; and decreased business here, with
accompanying unemployment, will just as inevitably tend to lower
the labor cost here; over which the manufacturers here can exercise
no control. It is you who make the rates in the new law who will
determine what shall be the eventual difference between the wages
in the woolen mills of the United States and in those of Europe.

It is my personal belief that the principal industries of the coun-
try are now too deeply rooted in our economic system to disappear.

costly and efficient plant installations of a whole industry can not
be transferred elsewhere, nor will they be destroyed. Properties
may be foreclosed and acquired by new owners, but the plants will re-
main. Work people may be idle for a time, but if higher wages can
not be paid, like everyone who encounters competition, they must
eventually meet the market, which will be the foreign rates plus
whatever measure of tariff protection you decide is sufficent.

Try as its opponents will to argue down the irresistible fact, tariff
protection is primarily and fundamentally a matter of wages, and
neither sophistry nor demogogy can make it something else.

If the present level of wages "in competing countries continues, and
it is desired to maintain the existing scale in the United States, it
will require tariff rates substantially higher than those of the acts
of 1897 and 1909. Lower rates of (luty must result in lower wage
rates here or higher wage rates in Europe. This is not argument;
it is a mere statement of immutable economic law, which is alto-
gether independent of the merits or de~nerits of a protective tariff
policy.

Opponents of the protective policy may question the advantages
of higher wages, but they can not doubt that the practical effect of
a protective tariff is to sustain a higher scale of wages than obtains
in competing countries.

Dr. Taussig, who would hardly qualify as an advocate of protec-
tion, has given it as his matured opinion:

Wages In the United States--if not caused by the tariff system alone, they
are at least dependent upon It. They are the result of the tariff system In this
sense: As they are and what they are, they could not be paid but for that system.

I 1I
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In estimating the sufficiency for the protective purpose of any of
the rates named in the act, consideration must be given to the pos-
sible application to such rate of the provisions of section 303 (Title
III), which authorizes the President under certain conditions to
reduce the rate by 20 per cent.

The bill under consideration was not designed to provide rates
25 per cent in excess of the amounts of duty required for protective
purposes. But unless a rate is as much as 25 per cent more than
necessary, a reduction of the rate by 20 per cent will lower it below
the amount required for protection. If the rate enacted is just suf-
ficient to equalize the difference between foreign and domestic costs,
then a reduction of that rate by 20 per cent provided in section 303
would eliminate the element of protection entirely, making the re-
duced figure merely a revenue duty. For, as has been previously
pointed out anything less than the amount of duty required for
protection does not afford any protection whatever. If the needed
rate is 30 per cent, 20 per cent less than 30 per cent will not provide
a four-fifths protection; it will be a duty for revenue only.

The same thing is true of any allowance which may be made upon
the duties upon merchandise imported in American ships. How.
ever worthy the purpose of encouraging an American merchant
marine, a discount for that purpose which is granted upon rates
that are barely protective could not but be prejudicial to domestic
industries. If, therefore, it is desired to give such a preference to
American ships, the nominal rate should be increased by the amount
of the authorized reduction. In that way the freight would be as-
sured to American vessels without prejudice to home industries and
at the actual protection rate.

You have had extended hearings with regard to the change from
foreign to domestic valuations as a basis for duty. I shall, therefore,
not discuss that subject, but will merely state for the record that while
not among the original advocates of the American valuation plan we
are, after much study of the subject, convinced of its practicability,
and that it is the only feasible method yet suggested that will even
partially offset the effects of depreciating foreign currencies. When
the objections to the plan are carefully examined they are found to
be invariably in reality objections to the rates and not to the method,
as some importers have themselves pointed out. We apprehend n'o
practical difficulties in the administration of the law with this feature,
the retention of which, in the existing state of foreign currencies, is
very important.

An extensive review of economic conditions here and abroad indi-
cates that there are three distinct factors to be considered in estimating
the amount of tariff protection which can be provided for American
industries.

There is what may be regarded as a fundamental difference in pro-
duction cost due to different standards of living as reflected in labor
cost. This difference between the United States and the central coun-
tries of Europe will for a long time be somewhat greater than it was
before the war, because in the United States these living standards
are permanently higher, while in many of the European countries
war poverty has depressed the general standard of living. The in-
crease in the gap between labor costs there and here has been partly,
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but not wholly, offset by an increase in other charges upon production,
such as taxes and fuel. Another important, but temporary, factor
in the increase of difference in production costs results from the great
depreciation in the value of local current d a e

his is commonly and incorrectly referred to as depreciation of
exchange. It is an axiom that as the value of currency declines, prices
of labor and commodities must rise, but the two movements do not
proceed with equal rapidity. Wages and many kinds of fixed charges
have been unable to keep pace with the speed of currency inflation,
with the result that, measured in terms of the purchasing power of
a more stable currency like the American dollar, actual production
costs and the selling prices of manufactures have been steadily declin.
ing. This however, is a phenomena that can not persist. Sooner or
later the decline in curency must be arrested, 6r else it will become
valueless and be replaced y a new circulating medium. In either
case prices and wages will then come to normal revels according to the
living standards of those countries.

Except to the limited extent the American valuation plan will
afford, it does not seem practicable in a permanent tariff act, to pro.
vide against the extraordinary conditions created by currencies which
are steadily becoming more nearly worthless and, unless some tem.
porary means of relief can be 'devised, it will probably be necessary
or a time, which we hope will not be long, to contend with this hand.

cap as one of the consequences of the war. But that difference which'
must be regarded as normal and lasting, and which we believe to be
greater now than in former years, is the proper measure of perma-
nently necessary protection.

The special or emergency tariff enacted during the last session of
Congress not only made no provision for protective duties on manu-
factures of wool, but actually reduced the net duties on most woolen
goods by neglecting to make the proper compensatory duty. The duty
on wool in the grease at 15 cents per pound is nearly 40 per cent
higher than it was under the Payne-Aldrich law; ana by elimina-
tion of the skirting clause this nominal rate is actually made 30 cents
on a large proportion of the wools required to augrnent the insufficient
domestic supply. Assuming for such wools an average shrinkage of
50 per cent, this present duty is equivalent to 60 cents the clean pound.
Of course, they will not be imported in that form, beciuse of improper
adjustment of the comp ensatory duties. The wool must come in in-
sfead in manufactured or partly manufactured form at 45 cents,
which will defeat the purpose of protection to the woolgrowers.

This result has not yet been manifest because of the 1nrge surplus
stocks of wool that were on hand when the emergency act went into
effect, As there have since been practically no importations of cloth-
ing wools, the surplus stocks then on hand 'lave been steadily reduced,
until it would now be necessary to import supplies of the finer grades.
But owing to the disparity between the effective wool duties and the
compensatory rates, the importations will take the form of goods in-
stead of raw wool, to the detriment of domestic industry and employ-
ment and without benefit to the domestic woolgrower.

In concluding my statement I would like to direct the attention of the
committee to thO, plan for levying the duties on cloth in specific form

81527-22-scit 11-2
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which was proposed to the Ways and Means Committee by Mr. Julius
Forstmann, of Passaic, N. J. While it would not be possible to work
out the details of this plan in time for incorporation in the pending
bill, the principle which it embodies seems so sound that it might well
be made the subject of study by the Tariff Commission, to determine
whether it could not later be substituted for the method which may
be adopted now. Briefly stated, Mr. Forstmann's proposal is that the
rate of duty shall be bitsed upon the American conversion cost, the
Congress shall legislate that rate in the tariff act, antl provide that the
Tariff Commission shall determine what the conversion costs are,
classify the goods into groups having approximately the same con-
version cost, and prepare tables showing in specific form the amount
of duty for each group computed on the ascertained conversion cost,
at the rate prescribed in the act. This method would provide for
each class of goods the amount of protection needed therefor, would
afford all the advantages of the specific form of duty, without having
to make the rates higher than necessary for some articles in order to
have them sufficiently high to be protective for others. Congress
would retain its legislative control over the basic ad valorem rate,
without having to encumber the law with elaborate tables of specific
rates, the preparation of which, and their amendment from tIme to
time, would be entrusted to the Tariff Commission.

An extensive study of the subject will be necessary to determine the
practicability of the plan, and if adopted an interval of a year or
more would be required before it could be put in effect to enable the
commission to compile the information necessary for the preparation
of the tables of rates. Theoretically, the proposal is sound in prin-
ciple, and I offer the suggestion that the Tariff Commission be re-
quested to investigate its practicability.

Mr. Chairman, there were two or three points that were referred to
by Mr. Dale upon which I would like to comment very briefly.

The statements that were made, of course, are not new. They have
been the subject of controversy in every revision of the tariff within
my recollection, and are as fully stated and are more or less, accord-
ing to the point of view of the reader, successfully answered in pre-
vious hearings of the Senate Committee on Finance and the House
Committee on Ways and Means.

I want to say for the record that there is no distinction between the
carded and worsted branches of the industry in respect to the present
form of duty. A very large proportion of the carded-wool industry
has no s empathy wilh that contention. Of probably 25,000 looms
engaged in that branch ol the business, I think Mr. Dale said lie spoke
for some 1,600.

The old tariff provided rates of duty equally applicable to. both
branches of the industry and as much needed by the one as by the
other. Practically all the heavy-shrinking wools, except limited
quantities of defective sorts, are as usefu and necessary for the
French system of worsted manufacture as for the carding branch
.of the industry, and a large part of the heavy-shrinking wools are as
useful in the Bradford system as in the carding mills.

Apart from that, the compensatory duty under the old law, as has
been pointed out, was based upon a shrinkage of 661 per cent. If
the wool did not exceed that shrinkage it could be imported with
full compensation against foreign carded wool goods made of
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similar wools. That was equally true whether the wools were" manu-
factured by the carding or the worsted process. I think Senator
Gooding will confirm that statement. The carded-wool manufac-
turers had no grievance under the old form of tariff so long as the
wool they wish to import did not shrink more than 6O1 per cent.
And in the case of exceptional wools having a greater shrinkage
the disadvantage for the carding system was no greater than for the
combing or worsted system.

The difficulty about an ad valorem duty on wool-and I have tried
to avoid indicating any personal objection to that form, except indi-
eating the difficulties involved-is the difficulty, first of all, of giving
adequate protection to the woolgrowor on account of the fault com-
mon to all ad valorem duties, and particularly to articles or commodi-
ties like wool which have a very great fluctuation in price. From the
manufacturer's point of view tihe difficulty is that you can not devise
an equitable compensatory duty on an ad valorem wool duty. The
plan which has been suggested by Mr. Dale would be perfectly sound
if the market value of wool (lid not change and if the ratio of raw
material and conversion costs for different fabrics was always
identical.

But, in the first place, the valuation for different goods has been as
variant as 80 per cent of raw materials to 70 per cent of conversion
costs on one hand and on the other hand 70 per cent of raw material
to 30 per cent of conversion costs. No rate that is predicated upon a
percentage of 41) or 50 or 60 per cent of wool can be applicable with
equal exactness and justice to all goods. It will either be too high for
some, or. if not too high for any, it will be too low for some.

There is the further dificultv that ihe price of wool is constantly
fluctuating. If the ratio for any given fabric to-day is 60 per cent
of raw material to 40 per cent of conversion cost, and the price of
wool falls very much, the ratio of wool to conversion cost immediately
changes. and if there is a compensatory duty which is based on the
previously% assumed ratio of 60 to 40 becomes wrong.

Nor is It possible to apportion the total duty in exact equalization
between cloth, yarns, and tops, as advanced by Mr. Dale, for there is
not-a constant ratio between the conversion costs of cloth, yarn, and
tops for the many different kinds of fabrics. If in every kind of
goods the ratio of these respective conversion costs was the same, and
if the price of raw wool was a constant unflucttating factor, it would
be pos-sible to apportion the duties upon the equalized basis suggested
byI Mr. Dale. But for the thousands of products varying in all de-
grees of fineness of texture, with greatly varying weiglits from 3
ounces to 30 ouncs per square yard, the variations in the relative
conversion costs of cloth, yarn, and tops are very great, and no
single ratio will exactly apply to all, nor will a ratio that is correct
for any one remain correct lor that one when the cost of the raw
material changes appreciably.

The truth is there can be no absolutely ideal form of levying, these
duties. In matters of taxation we have to do the best we can. Every-
one admits that tax bills apply very unequally, and so it is with the
tariff bills. The same income tax is imposed upon an income en-
tirelv earned by hard work as upon another income of identical
amount which is derived entirely from investments, without any per-
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sonal work or service. You apply a tax upon an estate. say, of a
million dollars, divided among 10 heirs, so that a great deal heavier
burden falls upon the one-tentt each heir inherits than upon $100,000
inherited by one heir from an estate of $100,000. There is no perfect
form for a tax law or for a tariff law.

Mr. Chairman, that is all of my statement.
Senator Smroorr. I noticed when you referred to paragraphs 110)9,

1110, and 1111 covering woolen fabrics more than 4 ounces er
square yard anS woolen fabrics which have been cut to grent or
suiting length, and pile fabric, you used the words in your suggested
changes in thle designation of the cloth or fabrics, "Mhether or not
constituting chief valueo." That brings up that old question of allow.
ing you here for wool values.

Mr. WooD. Senator, with respect to that I think we simply followed
the language of the existing bill. Our purpose has beer to avoid sug-
gesting changes in jhraseolgy, unless we were especially pressed
with their necessity.

Senator Sdor. This phraseology is "woven fabrics weihai no
more than 4 ounces per square yard: wholly or in part of wool. a ute r
at not more than 75 cents per oin , 2 0 cents per pound, andr, in
addition thereto, 18 pr cent ad valorem."

You used the words in your suggested definition "Whether or int
constituting chief value."

Air. Woow We simply copied that from the Fordney bill. We dlid
not suggest that.

Senator S1roo. Where is it in the Fordnev bill?
Mr. WOOD. Paragraph 1111, third line.
Senator Szsroor. That applies to fabrics only.
Mr. WOOD. I thinkyou will find it applies generally.
Senator Sroor. It is not in 1109 or 1110. They did. however, put

it in 1111 to cover pile fabrics.
Mr. WooD. In that phraseology our purpose was simply to follow

the language of the bill. We dd not intend to introduce rjny new
featu re.

I might also call attention to the fact that we have endeavored, by
thle granduated series of compensatory, duties, to provide for thle v'aria-
tions in components. starting with a low compensatory rate for low
values and increasing as the increase of value indlcates larger p topor-
tions of wool.

Senator 83iooTr. You dlid not use those words in regard to para-
gra h 112, referring to blankets?

Senator S~noo'r. Afr. Wood, in your statement I undlerstoodl you to
sav thant 15 cents per pound oil scoured wool represents 60 cents per
pouind in the cloth~. Did I mistlndlerstand your statement?~

Mr. WooD. No, sir. I was not referring to thle cloth. but the actt irl
cost of importation. In thle present emergency tariff bill the rate
is 15 cents for unwashed wool.

Senator S.Noo'r. You were referring to the emergency tariff bill?
Mr. WooD. Entirely.
Senator S.%ioo'r. I thought you had reference to this bill.
Mr. WOOD. No, sir. I onl referred to the fact that the emergency

tariff bill created a situation which would necessarily result in the
imp~ortationl of tops and yarns rather than wool, because, the dity
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being 15 cents on the grease pound and on all those wools that are
skirted, the duty would be doubled, which would make it 30 cents.
If that wool shrinks an average of 50 per cent, that would be 60 cents
per clean pound, but if the tops can be brought in for 45 cents per
pound raw wool would not come in.

Senator Sroar. I did not understand you to refer to the emergency
tariff bill. I agree with you. If we are to have any kind of protec-
tion for wool we will have to have the same degree*of protection for
tops or else tops will come in instead of wool.

Mr. WOOD. q he reason it has not been done up to this time is, first
of till, Congress passed that bill for the special protection of the wool.
growers. Owing to the very great stocks of wool accumulated in
this country, wool having been free up to the moment of the passage
of that act, the price of the domestic wool was not immediately en-
hanced. But as that surplus stock became reduced the variation
between domestic and foreign prices began to be apparent, so that
at the present time the clean-content prices here are bout 15 cents
pel pound( ahove the corresponding clean-content foreign prices of
corresponding wools.
Up to this time it has not been advantageous or it has not been

necessary to make these imports, but as the wool becomes scarce here,
any importations of wool that comes in-that is, if the goods can still
be manufactured in the United States-will come in the form of tops
and yarns.

Senator S.1oo. Certainly.
Mr. WooD. Later on, when the agencies of distribution have been

created, which takes a good deal longer time for fabrics than for tops
and yarns, then as long as the duty is only 45 cents a pound for cloth,
naturally cloth will come rather than wool at 60 cents or tops and
yarn at 45 cents a pound.

Senator S3booTr. And the woolgrower realizes that just as much as
the manufacturer does?

Mr. Woo. I think so.
Senator WATSON. Mr. Wood, you made a number of suggestions in

regard to changes in these schedules. How did you arrive at all those
specific rates?

Mr. WVooD. Do you refer to the specific or the ad valorem rates?
Senator WASoN. All the recommendations you made.
Mr. Woon. The specific rates, compensatory for the wool duty,

were arrived at, as nearly as we could judge, on the basis of eliminat-
ing compensation for the components, which, according to the value,
could not have been enhanced in value by the wool duty-that is, the
lower the price, the less new wool, and consequently the less com-
pensatory duty. We tried to relate the compensatory duty to the
proportion of wool duty. The relation is necessarily approximate,
and the method of determining the ratios empirical.

With regard to protective rates or ad valorem rates, they were
approximately rates of the 1909 act, slightly reduced in case of
cloth and converted to equivalents for American valuation.

Senator WATSON. Do you have the conversion cost of that rate in
competing countries?

Wr. WoD. No, sir. We could not get them.
Senator WATSON. You could not get those costs?
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Mr. WooD. No, sir. We have for tops and yarns, but not for cloth.
I shall put a statement of comparative conversion costs of tops ani
yarns in the record as an appendix.

Senator WATSON. As compared with what countries?
Mr. WooD. Germany, France, and Great Britain.
Senator WATSON. Are the conversion costs very much the stane il

all those countries?
Mr. WOOD. They are very much lower in Germany.
As I have tried to explain, we have not undertaken to cover the full

difference between present costs here and abroad. If we (lid it
would be necessary to make the rates a good deal higher. We are
assuming that certain conditions are temporary, and that the tariff
can not provide for the temporary conditions.

Senator WATSON. Did you read the President's message with re-
gard to enlarging the duties and powers of the Tariff Commission?

Mr. WooD. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. It is more or less a generalization-did not go

into details.
Mr. WooD. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. What do you think of that plan?
1Mr. Wool. I think it is altogether impracticable and undesirable.

It would keep business in a state of very great suspense. The Tariff
Commission will have to do all these things the Ways and Means
Coinmittee of the House and the Finance Committee of the Senate
have (lone in the way of hearings, and there would be constant de-
mand for rehearings, and the whole subject of tariff rates would be
in a constant state of unrest and unsettlement, causing corresponding
uncertainty in business.

SenatorW' sOX. You base that statement on what powers may be
given the Tariff Commission, I presume. Very much depends upon
the authority given to them. If you could have a maximum and
minimum, for instance, if Congress could arbitrarily fix a maximum
and minimum on each imported article, and then, as occasion might
jistify, grant the President authority, upon the advice of the
Tariff Commission, to either raise or lower the tariff within those
limits of maximum and minimum, do you think that would be a
dangerous proposition?

Mr. WOOD. Think it would be very dangerous, because it brings
pressure upon the President and the TarifUCommission constantly,
first upon one schedule and then another.

Senator WATSON. Have you read any of Senator Smoot's amend-
ments?

Mr. WooD. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. What do you think of them?
Mr. WOOD. I feel that anything which takes out of the control of

Congress for some considerable period of time the determination of
rates of duty would be unsettling to business, because of the liability
to sudden and frequent changes.

Senator SimooT. Of course, the rule is laid down there for action,
and there would be no action taken unless the rule applies to #he
case brought to the attention of the President. I think that under
conditions existing'in the world to-day-and no one living can tell
what they will be three months hence-we have got to delegate that
power under the rules laid down in some form. Further, any rate
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that may apply to goods shipped from France or England that does
not apply to Germany, or any rate that may apply to conditions ex-
isting in Germany on goods made in Germany, if rates are put up
sufficiently to take care of those, it will be an absolute embargo to
England and France.

Senator WATSON. Precisely.
Senator SMooT. How are you going to get around it?
Senator WATSON. That is the question I wanted to ask you. How

do ou get away from that situation?
Mr. WOOD. I undertook to give my personal view of that in the

statement I made. My belief is we will have to suffer some measure
of demoralization by reason of the liquidation in Europe and the
depreciation of their currencies. I don't think there is any escape
from it. I think the period during which that will continue is
probably somewhat less than is generally anticipated. The moment
we begin to buy largely in the countries where the currency has the
greatest depreciation the inevitable effect will be to correct the
existing evil in part. For a very long time, I presume it will be
years, currencies and exchange will not be as stable as they were
before the war, but I don't think the present extreme conditions can
last long, and I don't think any legislative action will be able to
entirely overcome the full measure of the extreme depreciation now
prevailing.

Senator WATSON. If Germany has over one hundred billion of
printed marks in circulation now, how do you suppose she will ever

e able to overcome that situation?
Mr. WOOD. I rather suspect the same thing will happen that hap-

pened to our continental currency. When it fell to a ratio of 500 to
1 it ceased to circulate. Nobody paid any attention to it.

Senator WATSON. We will wade through rather deep water between
now and then.

Mir. WOOD. I expect so.
Senator WATSON. Would not the hardship incident to a situation

of that kind be greater to the American manufacturer than the sys.
tem proposed by the President or by the amendment of Senator
Smoot I

Mr. WOOD. I do not feel sure of that. The proposed elasticity of
tariff rates would add one more uncertain factor to the other compli-
cating uncertainties.

Senator WATSON. Or some other proposition which will in a Ineas-
ure alleviate the hardship incident to American valuation?

Mr. WOOD. I do not want to be put in the position of arguing
against the suggestions of Senator Smoot or the President. We have
already been waiting year for needed tariff revision.

Senator SmooT. That would not delay the bill any more than it will
be delayed under the American valuation plan. *

Mr. WooD. We think the Tariff Commission would not make any
faster progress than the Interstate Commerce Commission, and every-
body knows how rapid that is.

Senator SmrooT. I hardly know how to proceed with this woolen
schedule. You remember that when we undertook to substitute a
bill for the woolen schedule in the Underwood bill I took it for

ranted that everythiftg had been told me, and with the knowledge I
had of the woolen business, while the rates in some respects were ex-
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ceedingly high, and as long as we had to take into consideration the
tariff upon wool and twice the amount for rushed, and three times
for scoured, and four times for wool I thought perhaps the duty
was justified; but Mr. William'M. Wood, of the American Woolen
Co , the very morning after the Underwood bill was signed came out
and told the American people that we who were standing for the old
rates were doing a thing that was not justifiable, and that the Under-
wood bill was perfectly satisfactory to him. Of course, I felt like I
had done something that perhaps was not altogether right as a legis-
later. I do not want any more suggestions of that kind, either to the
committee or to any one else.

Senator McL _w. Would it help this matter any if Congre fixed
rates now and then gave the Tarif Commission the power to change
those rates upon presentation of facts which demanded change?

Senator SMoor. Based upon the rule we laid down.
Senator McLEN. No; by fixing the rates now starting the rate as

near as we can assess them at the present time. Then you must have
a change before your business is disturbed.

Mr. WooD. No; the anticipation of a change is sufficient to stop the
making of contracts. People don't await actual change of rates; the
mere knowledge that changes are to be made or are likely to be made
causes the effect to be anticipated.

Senator McLEAN. You do not think that would improve the situa-
tion?

Mr. WooD. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. Would we have authority under the Constitution

to confer power upon the Tariff Commission to make rates?
Senator SxooT. We can lay down the rule by which the rates can

be changed upon the presentation of facts. I hope to make a speech
on it, and I will cite all the decisions on the question.

Mr. WooD. What we are more immediately concerned with is to
have an adequate and well-balanced tariff as speedily as possible,
and we feel that anything which is going to introduce a new element
of determination, even with any citations, will keep the entire
fabric of our industry in an unsettled state.

Senator McLEAN. What is the condition of the industry which
you represent to-day?

Mr. WooD. As respects employment?
Senator McLeAN. Yes; as respects employment and percentage of

production.
Mr. WooD. I should judge from the best information I have at the

present time it is about 60 per cent employed, with the probability
that by the 1st of January it will be nearer 50. It is a seasonal busi-
ness. The placing of orders is very largely seasonal, and employment
has been declining steadily for some weeks past, because in the gelling
period a full season's orders were not obtained.

Senator McLEAN. Is this anticipated competition indicating itself
now?

Mr. WooD. Yes, sir; in part. I would not want to be understood
as saying that the entire present condition of depression is due to
foreign competition. It is due in part to our own domestic liquida-
tion. That is one reason why our imports have not been larger than
they are. They have been constantly growing, but if we had any-
thing like an adequate domestic consumption there would have been
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a very much greater importation of foreign goods. The same causes
which have operated to depress business generally here have de-
pressed business for the foreign manufacturers who have been en-
deavoring to do business here.

Senator McLEAN. How do prices now compare with the top prices?
Mr. Woo. It is rather difficult to make a general answer, because

the variety of products is so great. I should say in a very general
way that the prices to-day are P.bout 50 per cent. of the peak prices.
In a great many cases they are less than 50. That is chiefly due to the
great decline in prices of raw materials. There has been a decline
in wages, too, but the decline has chiefly been in raw materials.

It may be of interest, because the question was asked a few moments
ago, to make a comparison with the British wages. The best esti-
mate that I have been able to obtain upon that subject I should be
glad to give you. The old Tariff Board gave the average ratio of
British wages to those of the United States of 45 or 50 to 100. That
was the average. There were a great many cases where it was lower
and some where it was higher. but the Tariff Board said in a general
way it was from 45 or 50 to 100.

To-day, according to the latest information which we have, from
an authentic and authoritative source, after the reductions which
have been made in Great Britain during the past year, the present
rates are 125 per cent over the prewar rates of 1914 and our rates are
as a minimum 120 per cent over those of 1910, so that in percentage
they are about the same, not allowing for any enhancement here be-
tween 1914 and 19113. That makes a rate of 112.5 to 226 but the
present British rate is in a depreciated currency, so, after deducting
the depreciation from the 112.5 it makes the actual 1921 ratio of
92* to 220; or, to put it in the same way the Tariff Board did, instead
of from 50 to 100, it is now 40.9 to 100. That is to say, where the
tariff board estimated the average British woolen wages to be 50
per cent of the average American woolen wages, it to-day figures out
41 per cent. This computation is based upon a comparison with the
advance in the United States from 1916. If the comparison was made
with the increase in the United States from 1914, as it should have
been, the discrepancy would be still further increased.

Senator McLEAN. From what country do you anticipate the most
severe competition?

Mr. WooD. It varies a great deal, according to the kind of goods
made. There are certain kinds of goods for which Germany, Poland
and Czechoslovakia are better prepared to compete than others, and
on other goods Great Britain is better able to compete than others,
but probably the most severe competition in many kinds of goods
would come from Germany by way of Great Britain. That has
already happened. A good deal of wbrk is being done, either com-
pletely or partly, in Germany for Great Britain. There is a good
deal of that kind of work being done.

Here is another wage comparison with Germany that may be of
interest; it is the last statement we have of German wages. It gives
German rates of as recent a date as November 28 in marks and shows
the equivalents in United States currency and wage rates in the
United States for corresponding work. The first item shows, for 48
hours' work, 1.26 in Germany against 27.97 here.

Senator McLEAN. Are there any American manufacturers estab-
lishing mills in Germany?
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Mr. WOOD. I know of none. I understand there have been some
existing cotton mills in Czechoslovakia that bave been taken over by
a group of English and American investors. I do not think any
American organizations, as such, have obtained foreign plants, but
there are American individuals in combination with some British
individuals who have interested themselves with Czechoslovakian
manufacturers.

Senator S.%oor. Have you heard of any woolen manufacturers or
any merchants in the United States getting foreign wool and having
it sent to Germany and Germany make it up for this market?

Mr. WooD. No, Senator. I have heard of cases where wools were
sent from here to Germany with the expectation of bringing them
back, but as the wool duty would have to be paid on the product
when brought back, that with the double transportation costs would
make such transactions impracticable. Before the emergency tariff
law was enacted it was possible to send wool from the United States
to Germany, have it made into tops, brought back to the United
States and the duty on tops paid, the whole cost being less than the
cost o having the work done within 20 miles of Boston.

Senator MCLEAN. When was that?
Mr. WooD. That was before the emergency tariff went into effect.

The wool was sent from here and made into tops, but they were
not actually brought back, because the merchants who undertook the
transaction had an opportunity to sell the tops on the other side,
where at that time wool was very badly needed, because Germany was
not then able to import wool in sufficient quantity for domestic needs.

Senator McLEAN. Is that coming in now I
Mr. WooD. No.
Senator McL.N. When did you say it took place?
Mr. WooD. Before the emergency tariff went into effect. Since

then Germany has obtained such an abundant supply of wool there
is no need to obtain it by so unusual a route. Besides which, Ameri.
can wool prices are, of course, higher now than in the markets where
Germany buys wool.

Senator SArooT. Is England sending wool to Germany now?
Mr. WooD. Yes.
Senator Sroor. To be made up there?
Mr. WOOD. Yes. I think probably some of the witnesses to be

heard will tell you of instances of knitted goods being made in Ger-
many and brought into Great Britain and exported from Great Brit-
ain here. That is something I am not directly familiar with, but I
have heard it discussed.

Senator Stoor. I have heard, of it, but I did not know to what ex-
tent it lhad developed.

Mr. WooD. Now, Mr. Chairman, I have here quite a number of
exhibits. I do not want to ask that they all be incorporated in the
record, because it would be quite expensive to print the charts and
tables. I will leave them, so they.can be accessible to the members
of the committee, and you can exercise your own judgment as to which
of them should be printed. One is the comparison I just made of
wages, another is a comparison of the effect of the 25-cent wool
duty on different wools, a diagram showing the difference between
clean-content and grease-wool duties, a comparison of German and
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American wages, and a very complete and detailed statement of
American wages, if you care for it.

Senator Shioor. Let us have it put in the record. Then we will not
have to be running around after it.

Senator McLEAN. Very well. They may be incorporated in the
record at the close of Mr. Wood's testimony.

Have you reduced wages some?
Mr. WooD. Wages in the United States have been reduced 22. per

cent from the peatk. rhey are now 1'26 per cent above the 1916 level
and somewhat more above the 1914 level, as appears from a state-
ment published by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Senator CAMER. Does that apply to your industry?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
I wish to make one statement in connections with the comparisons

here. I have left as part of the appendixes referred to in 1y state-
ment a comparison between the English, German, and French cost
of making tops and yarns with the American. In comparing those
differences it is necessary to take into account that the American price
of wools has not yet felt the full effect of the emergency tariff.

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to say.
Senator McCu..lnr.n. We are very much obliged to you. The ex-

hibits you referred to may be incorporated in the record at this point.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)

Worsted yarns-Shoicing protective duty necessary to equalize costs of produc.
tion, using commfsifon spinning charges in England, France, and Germany
and same charges in United States.

ENGLISH STERLING AT $3.60.

2t0S. V303. 2/40S.

United E United United
England. States. England. t England. States.

Costoftops ............................... 0 0 1.18 J 0.80 .18 0.80 1.18

Tops produce 92 per cent ya-Cost ......
Commission spinning ......................

Cost of yarn .........................
Freigbt and insurance............
Compensatory (wool) duty ................
Neesary protected duty .... ......

Cost of tops ...............................

Tops produce 93 per cent yarn-Cost....
Co0niiaIonspining ....................

Costoryarn. ..............
Freight and Insurance ............
Compensatory (wool) duty ...............
Necessary protective duty ................

.8"/ 1.28 .87

.184 :265 .221

1.05s 1.545 1.0 1
.04 .04

1. M 1 .501j 1.64
1(

United
states.

1.18

1.28
.72

England.

0.80

W2

England.

0.10
.87

* M32

1:281 .17 1.28
.30 .271 .55

.... ..: . .0 ..:......
1.30

3.641I 1.83 1.83

)s. ?f0os.

United Engan. United
States. England. States.

.18i 0.80 1.18

1. 8 .87 1.28
.1 .7351 1.12

122 2.00 1.372 2.15 C.M0 2.40
.04 1 ........ .01.......

. oo 3030 ........o, .30 ,o.~°

......................... .455

2.OD 2.001 2.15 2.15 2.40 2.40

P 
I
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Worsted yarn--Shouting protective duly lecesa y to equalize costs of produc.
tion, etc.-Continued.

FRENCH FRANO AT 8 CENTS.

2/20s. 2/30s. 2/l03.

France. States. I France. Frane.. United

Cost of tops ...... i 0.832 1.18 0.832 1.18 0.832 f 1.1

Tops produce 92 per cent yarn-Cost ...... 90 .28 .90 1.28 .90 I .2
Com mssonnspnt ...................... ! . M .3 247

Cost of yarn .......................... 1.02 . 1.03 1.64 1,147 1.83
Vrelght and insurance .... .............. . 011 ........ 01 .......... .. ..........
Corpenstory (wool)di.ty ................. 30 ..
Necessary protective duty ................. i .16y .......... 1 .213 .. .. .3

1.u4.5 ,M54 1.84 1.61 ,.s3I 1.S3

2/309. 2/60s. /?

France. United France. United I rance. United
nce. i St States.

Cost of tops ............................... 0 0. &32 1.18 8 2, 1.18

Tops produce 92 per cent ytrn-Caost ...... .. 00 1.28 90 1.28
ComuniLslon spinnLir,g ...................... . 72 .367 .8 : .432 , 1.12

Freight and insurane. ................. 01 A '. ........ . M4 .........

NCopensary ro ol)v duy.........:::.. . 30....... .0.......ece... protective duty ................. ...... . . ......... . M ...........

2.00 2.001 2.15 2.15 2.40 2.40

OERMAN MARK AT 1.3 CENTS.

S 2120N. Z304. 211404.

ihtr. United |Ger- United (Jer. United
m ny. slate.'. many. )slntel. M3 s1)'. ftac.

Cod oftopi ............................... 0 7.4 1.18 . 7 . 1. 0.73 1.1 '

Toptproure 92 percent yarn-Cot ...... .793 1.28 _.701 1.2 .193 1.28
Citanmiiqrnspinning .................. . .165 .25 .21 .3 .245 .51

Coi1 oIyarn ......................... -,M8 1.541 I .1011 1.64 1.031.8 1.8.
Freight anul insurance ..................... .04 ,......... .AM .......... I
Com . n 4atry (wolv) duty . 1 .30 ....... . 7 , :::::::i :27........... ..........
NC ,ku y protective duty ................ .247 .......... . ........ .432 ..........

1.5.5 1. M I 1.,1 M.4 1.83 1.,3

2!50 . 2, co.. 2,705.

.I r- United Gr. United Otr- , Unitedmny. Stle.,. many. Stwte . rnany. -fatr4.

Co6s of tops ............................... 0 73 i 18 0.73 1.18 0. 73 1.1

Top3 product 02 r cent yarn-Cost ........ 713 1.28 .I .7M0 1.23
Comruksionspinning .................... -W. .72 .34 .7 .41 1.1"2

Cot ovarn .......................... 7 2.-0 1.1.3 2.15 1. 2M 2.4 )
Freight and insurance .................... .......... ..I ..........
Compen'stoy(wool)duty ............ . 30 .......... .. ..........
Necessary protective duty ................ ' .......... .. 7 ......... ..........

20) 00 225 2.15 2.40 2.40
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mCoats of various foreign ivools, Vicld, clean cost, and cost clean plus dutl, tfgured
on both the basis of 11 cents per grease pound and a duty of 25 cents per
pound of scoured content.

Patagons Patagonia jWest Auira- AutraUan Australian
merno, merino. lsn i 64s. 70s.

r C3

-Coet~in grease (vents petpound)_... .. ....... 10 t.5 s 1 .5 1 .' 17.o 27.0 2o.5 23.5 U30 XO
.2.o 2%0 o o o 3o so 2 0. .o0 AoCostclean(centsperpound).. 4.0 42.01 42.2 4.2 42.5 42.5 57.01 67.0 6,..6 61.6

Duty (cents per pound)....... 41.0 25.0 31.4 25.01 27.5 5.0 22.0 25.0 20.0 25.0Cost lecan plus duty (cents I
...................fdut &3.O 0 7.0 76.6 67. 2 70.0 67.5 79.0 ts2.0 83.6 83.6

on clean foreign cost (per Icent) .................. 10. 8 59..5 $1.5 59.4 61.7 5,8 3G 43.9 31.5 39.3

South South South New Zealand INew Zealand
Australlas Australan Autralian d

crossbrees, crossbeeds, crossboeeds, s s, 46s.
4/.06. 06. 46s.W s .. .. .. . . ...

Description.

4.4'~ In grea.~e (cents i'er
Vast In grmv (centi Jvr

pound) ...............
Yield (per cent)..........
Cost clean (cents per 1r..lfnd)..
Duty (cents per pound) ........
Vost cIean plus duty (cenl per

Ipound) ......................
Ad v'alorcin equivalent nf!

duty on clean foreign cret
(l rer nst) ..................

i25.0 l.0~
23".1 I 23.1
16 .9 .0

Idl.) 0 1.I

11.5 ; 11. 5
69 69
i1.7 1 IG. 7
I.19 2.0

3.6 41.7

7..2 1). 2 9.2 119.5

'9~

93 9.5~ 22.0 220; 280 13.0.1 .2. .; Po .
7 4 70 70 72 72

2.R 12. I, 31.4 31.4 2.3. n 5.0
11.9 2..0 15.7 25.0 1M.3 25.10

27.7 37.8 17.1 W.1 40.3 -7. O

116.1 1 ..5 M.0 79.7 61.2 100.0

New Z-Alind
, roes1 rted ,

Co.t in grea-eo frnt% per pound) ....... 10.0 10.0
YIeld (per'nt) ...................... 73.0 7..0
Co~t ch3n (c,,nts per p)und) ......... 1 .3 11.3
Diut -(.n per p)un ....... 1.7 2.0
('o~tfr'Cn plu44duty( Vill per poundi 28.0 33.3
Ad vasbrem equiva+mt of duty on

('le, f)relgneoit(percent) ........ 110.5 13.0

lri~h, low ill.

S. 5

11.0 1q.0
K).0 %0.0
21.8 21.8
1.1.8 21.0
37.6 4,4.8

.5.0 141.0

Eniih,lu,ter. S,'oth, I lItk.

I+. ++ +-

11.0 1.0 8.5 415
75.0 73.0 (.7.0 17.0
17:1 17.3 12.7i 12.7
It.7 21.0 11I.I 2.0
.120 42.3 W.I 37.1

P-1 0 +i 12 . 197.0
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Comparison of German and American cages, October, 1921.
i(erman figures, si per cable date Nov. 29, 1921, published in Daily News Record of Nov 30 1921. Amer.

cran fIgures, straight mathematical averages 01 returns received by the National Assxotiln of Wool
Manufacturers as of Oct 1, 1921.1

Occupation.

Weaving hands ....................................
Repair men ........................................
Unskilled repair men ...............................
Auxiliary repair men ................................
Dyers and such ......................................
Stokers ..............................................
Men up to 16 years ..................................
Man 16 to IS years ..................................
Men IS to O years ..................................
Women weaving hands, etc ..................
Womenupto 1 year........ ..............

omen 16 to 14 years ............................
Women iS to 20 years ............................
Drivers and Janitors ................................ i
W atchm en ......................................... :

ited States
crrenc with
mark a *1003.

German -

matks

Per Per eek
hour. IS hours.

7.501 ja0203 11.2624
7.50 .02!3 1.2624
7.20 o2 1.29
&.90 .0207 .9
6.90 .(r42 1618
7.20 .32 1. 296
,3.30 •0116 ..&%s
430 .0151 .7243

040 891 g
&lS5 :oo .80
I.S .0093 .4464

I.65 .0124 .6141
4.101 .0144 M602
1294. 1. Q27 2
1 30............2621

Wages in United
States, Octbber,
1921.

Average rol a si Average! of all
weekly weekly

divided rweeln
4y 4 hours.pe r hour.

:4323 . 20.78
.3991 19.16
.472 2051
'• &S i4 '32.71

3239 815.55}.35M. 4181
.=82 27.97

.3413 1 .5

.461 '22.37
I.572 I 4 .1 !

SBlacksmiths, machinists etc.
I in occupations marked thus the week In certain mills was longer than 48 hours. Actual hourly wage

average Is as follows: Stokers, $0.S397; drivers and janitors, 10.410, watchmen, 10.3M4.
o Bandboys.
,Doffr..* Spinning, general help.

Varks per seek.

NATIONAl, ASSOCIATION OF WVOOL ,MANUFACTURERS.

Worated.mill echedui-Average report of wages In effccl Oct. 1, 1921.
DAY HANDS.

Wool sortl.'l
Os erloolr or

inspector ......
Sorter .........
Weigher .......
General help ....

Preparing:
S clion hand ....
Fecoer ..........
lAp man ........
Can man ........
General help....

Carding:
Section hand....
Card lother.....
Card fixer .......
Card grtndcr....
Card st rippr ....C rd (eer ......
Bailer ..........
Duster ........
General help....

Eastern tassa. Central and '
chusett.. western, Sssa- Rhode lland."u"et~t~" ch,msetts.

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal
per per per per per per

hour week iour week hour week
aver. aver, aver, aver. aver. aver.
age. i age. age. age. age. age.

*3.9083 8184701 814PA 6 'aMs M0
.7168 34.1 1 .731.5 3.08 .7191 3.5.46
.29 313A .46213 2220 .4747. V1.1CI
.4473 21.47 .4139 19. 88 .4107 IP. M

.3950 1 .96 .3480 18.3 . . .........
.39, lS. .342 , I .3 1c ...,3750 JK 00 ! ........ '........ ........ ... .....

................. ................ . VU21 I 1I& 3D

.049S~ 31.19 .6436' 30.90 .6099 29?. NJ
.517, 24.M .5M 23.70 ................
.4590i 22.03 .49S2 23.9 .......
.4751 2210 .4202 20.14 .47MA ' 22.94
.4075 19.58 ,4127119.81 :40 2371 1%.10 .3620 1742 .3461 21.31.8
,3916i 1& W .3433 1& 4. 4 0 3W .17l1

31%0 I .53 .3583 17.10 .422 20. 60
.W'C31 1.39 ........ . ....... 17.73

Maineand New n
Hampshire. Pennsyvania.

Neormall Normnal~ Normal Normal
per per pr per

hour week hour week
aver. aver. aver. aver.

ae. age., age. ae

$). 7%70

.3760

.40D5o.

SIA.M $1747 $7.w
S7') 31.6t

.. .. .. !, ~ ~ o % .. ...... ....

.39' .4720 24..

19.50 .3n07 1 20.002 0.. . 2I  93 . 2
....... .441 23.1

S.4M9. 2&se
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Worsted.mill schedulo-Average report of wages in effect Oct. 1, 1921-ontd.

DAY HANDS--Continued.

Easts " stern Massn& - Rhade Island. MalneandNe Pennsylvania.
chusetts, chusetts . Rho

Normal Norma) Normal Normal, Normal Normal Normal Normal, Normal Normal

hourr I week ourr witk i hour week Ihour week hour week
aveI aver. aver- aver. aver- aver, aver, aver. aver, aver.
age. i age. age. age. age. age. age. age. age. age.

Combing-French: :
Section hand.... 80.714513S431 I " 163.
Frst lling.... * 19.1I : 1&9 .373 816.19........
Shod glUng........18.70 .29M 13.921 .3160 IT.17
Comber ........ 4170 21102 .3000 it 39

Back washer .... 19.40 .4,40 A 19.4,4..'." ....' . . ........ I
Ass-embly. .3 1775 .............. 2 34 ........ .. .... .... ....
Oiler and fin-i
Fisher .........: .3995 19.IS ; .3755 19.03 .3452 1&57 ........ 57.......

Combin-Ilradford: I I
Section h3nd....' .7112, 35.101 .625 .05 . 41 , 31.f $0.4M5 Mh64 10.6700 s4.S
Combflxer ...... .4644 2"2.31 4M6 23.94 .5179 24. ............... 5%6 32.41
B ack w ash. ." .... 4 1 2

tender........ 194"0 iA!2
First pg..n .34M 16.58 .. 05 1.7 .3393 I 1640 .I960 X59 .2,00 1.19
Secondgiling... M, 15.6 .3499 16.SO 329 15.94 I.M .3000 15.t
Ball winder 1

(punch box).. .3fM5 17.521 .3163 L. 1 .3339 1. 22 I....... .351 1.1 S
Comb mlnder.... .0582 1 2.P9 .42M A.9 .3749 I1 q41 ...... I .........31M5 i.0i
Gill box tender.. .3.165 17.11 .3102 16.33 .T257 15.71 1 .4300 22.11 . 1W 19.99FinLbhing box,tender ........ .3A13 I930 .3102 16.33 .311 15.41 ........ ........ .277 11.12

is ......... .619q 29.73 .,M45 20.15 V6793 32.58 ........ ...... 5217 2k 50P, nc.tet for ,
omle... .67M5 32.30 .7313 3A.05 .A621 31.30 2 .7 I ..........

Top welhet. ..... MS6 . 23 WW 2.51 .4%1V0 19.53p .410 20.11 4779 i3
Toppahter..... .4&17 22.31 .392. 18.ss .0 lJO 11I .4005 20.3 I .4100 21.37
Generalhelp.... .3910 I.96 .323D 15.47 .3493 1. .4100 21.U .3146 17.52

Top slub. an yarn I I
Drugman.... .40 23.1...............5223 .07.......rd Wy ~ ...... 5M 2S0 ........ ........ . 7l 3

Cnietendr..: .:4M 20... 3W 1.71188
(eneralhelp ... .3942 19237... ....... .37. I 1 ....... ..................

Draaing-Freneh: 1 1 1 I ,,
e(ti|n hand .... .7003 X3. 61 .................................................Drawing I1111
tender ....... .3 133. .... 1... 15.3...............3115 16.99

Bailer ........... , 3 ..... .2 15.71 ...................
DraAlng frame

Gender. .377 17.17 ........ ........ 3197 1 .31 .........................Reducer. .3770 16.10............ 3237 1 51................. 2 11.53
Slubber ..........4. 3:m 17.25 ......... 3073 17 . .......... ....
Intermediate ... .3.152 17.(5 .. 32..s ......... M2704 17.7

o% er ........... 52 17 ......... . ) 1. ................ 2, 14.6
wiwisher.. 352 17.05 .2 11,41 ................ 375 19.40

Geralhelp ....' .3611 17.49 '(3M9 11.59............... 2301 12.53
Drawlng-B radford: I

election handI .79 2 3.24 .6241 30L.15 .b 32.96 4 . 25 3..m2liler (ss t- I
ant section ,
hand) ....... 4709 22.60 ,43 21.04 .44 21.S2 .442D 22.2X .4299 22.19

Weghboy....... 3726 17.*9 .1500 17.23 .2 16.24 .3440 17.2 .7214 14. K
Cangillbox ..... .343, 16.57 .3250 1.65! 3230 1.64 .3540 1.331 .2976 1&77
2-splndle box.... ! 4' 17.13 .379 I1.75 .3349 16.23 .3540 1.33 .3087 16.16
First and second 3417 1 . 13

drawing ..... 3,W 17.21 .34 1&59 .3M 1 .17 1.70 1 21
Weigh box ....... M$ 17.06 .36%5 17.69 .3.4 16.62 3360 1& 14 2571 1320
Finiherbox.. .34 . 1673 .3619 17.3 .33 1662 :3613i I&31 :2994 1F.
Cone flnisher. .3462 1&.62 .3299 1584 .3134 I1.0 ............. .3310 17. W
Cone reder .....36 163........ ....... 44 1603 ................ .3310 1.
Dandyrover .... .3463: 162 .3397 1& 26 .370 I4.8 .3M 17.00 204 14.57
Speer .33521 1609...............2847 1&6 ........ . 2 0 15.63
oler ........ I.:3M 1.98 .3211 1&.41 .3M 4.58 . .2844 15.08
DofTer .......... .279M 43 .30M It 144 .2030 11.6! I ... .. 3
RoAinghand. 35511 17.05 .3270 15.70 4400 21.21 . .2890 163
General help...., .3600 17.24 .3225 1&4% .34 " 1&15 .71 .... 2733 13.96

Rinfsinning: 2W 1&.83ofier ................... . . ......... .................. 4Band flxer ... ' ....... :........ ':::0 1: 1:::::I.6
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Woratcd.m ll achcdae--AvcraVe report of c'agea in effect Oct. 1, 19B1--contid.

DAY 11ANDS--Continued.

Eastern Ms.esd. Malneand Noew
husets. western Hasse, Rhodeasland, ,,mp e. Pennsylvania.

SII

Normal Norma) Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Nocmal Norms) Normalpe per per peIr .r P ..!i)C ho week
hour weerk hour week hou rweek hMu r k week r Mr
ever- aVer. aver, aver. aver. aver- aver. aver- aver. aver.
age, age. age. [ age. age. age. age. age. age. age.

ation Jnd... 'WR71 /[$11.50 $t0 Wl2 I I76 13% ?M $171flm I& $&
8345psp8.24832.8:10724 636.74 $.&O $133.&S 80.8749 g35.19

Sectlon helper... .4L.01 23.04 .5140 24.67 .4M54 22.01 .4223 21.N9 .3546 18.83
Spinner- I "

By number I i
of spin. I
dle-

dles. ...... .................... .3716 .11 ....... .......... ......
dies...305

300spin. idies ... ........ .1.42....... .... . 3053 15.28

dIes.......................... .3015 14.72 ......... . 2932 ..7
By ldes_

2sides.. .33 14.43 .290 If. XS .20,7 11.0. ............ .2 6.03
Sides.. .. 5 17.01 .3 U 0 MOI 11.07 ........ .. 143 1&85
4sldes.. .401.1 19.27 .3987 1 & 661 .3133 1-01 ................ .425' 2323

Rewlnder ....... .3250 1 .60 ........ sm....... .3 15-91 . .........
Yarn sorter ex.

amine,) ....... MI. 1.52 .3190 M30 .=5 1.19................ I .&5 17.94
Doffer .......... 1.2. M81 .2870 IZ8 .21731 11.97 .27.) 11.191 .25151 13.14
Bobbin.,eler... .27 " 13.10 .2108 [I.87 .A2 04 12.10 .M80 13.70 . x9 13.76
Generalhelp....l .3295 15.82 .2911 13.97 1 . ,M71.03 . . 1 ."French spni:

see em had .... ; .7 '4 U 79 ........2 ...... .. ....... ........ 41.
Spinner .................................. 3 3.43........ ................

...... , . . .52 ' 3. . ..
Doffer ......... 3w -3 i .............. 3117 1 19 ........
creeler ........ .. .31706 ........ ,...,, .. .331 j IR. 15
- enerml help .... ' .. . ....... ........ ..............

Dou ngandt t.............
InI

InX nhand.... 7 .M 31.51 .6111 29. 32 .1 3 ,62 .5254 27.0) .6135 31.71
Dribler ................ ........................ 4173 2120 28 1.61
Twtter. . '36 17.52 3345 M6.' ' .33a 1 M I V.i 3:291' , 1.FTapem fistener
( yb) ..... . W 11.40 I 1 1.47 .3I4. 1&72 A .31'. Ilk Ir... .7% 161

General hep .... .3600 17.2' .335'0 1 113: .3a32 11.71 .3050 1. M .3211 16.78Reeling, .wh~ng,

and '-s wain:
Seeon had.. .602 29.00 3I 3 1.32 .8611 31.24 .504! 2& 72 . 63 29.0
Winder ....... .. -- .................. 20)) 11.-1 .3003 15.17 .2911 15.16
Skein winder.... ".37 15.63 ............... .3133 10.71 ................. 2912 143Skein spool, - J

winder.... ........ .......................... .28N 13.90
Jack spyler... .313 I6-k01 3.8) 16.00 .2914 13...............29.28 15.60
Reeler .......... M30 & 87 .X17 17.30 .3091 11.93 .............. •2 11.75
General help.... .3537 17.07 31.75 1n7 . 33 15.39 .3MS 20L53 .2181 12,.0

DreSnhand.... 60 36.36 .7613 31k.70 .M7 3-2.03 ... 84 42.50

Dress.tr terider.. .6663 31.94' .,22. 2. .6,7 31.39 ' 7 33.D)
Warpsllitter ... .3,73 1.6O .3%33 I.33 .49 7 393 ........................ .....1Loneg c hai 31m.... .... ..... ..... ....... 21.& ..... ..... ...

. ..her4wa9r2, , 3. ............ ...........
llsher en lor .. 0 1 8.23 0V 8 .8 .1. *. ** (

Slasher helper .01 19.25 .s0 l 27 .3 7 3 610........ .................
Beam fixer .......4081 19.39 ...................... ...........................
8iez iler . . 4312 20.70 .4413 21.17 ......... ... ......... ......
(eneralhelp .3932 M87 .4179 20.05 .3910 W. ........ ........ ........ ....

Weaving: i
llarnesstildler. .4511 I0.65 .4507 21.40 .4919 23.62 ............... 3788 19.22WVarp tying .3, 3

macIno ...... .5494 A 837 .5038 1 21.29 .6294 30.13 ................ ........
Twister-in ....... 5176 24.4 M I . . 29.121 ................. ........ ........
Jrawe-in ........... 1.54....... .. ....................................
Ifander-in . .... 600 1.22 ........ ........ 25 j It.Li ...............
Mian buider. .4015 19.2? ........ ........ .... 119.16 ........ ....... 30 97
Prop wire

adjuster ........2696 12.38 ............... 24 11.34 ............... 2362 11.62
Loomflxer ...... .7464 .5.83 .M1g 35.14 .7305 35.07 6 ............... SL08 3h
llatnessaralser.... 725 27.48 .8 48 27.,0 .584 I 2&18 .11..............67 0.$0
Cloth and

bobbinerror. .3281 I5M ................. . ........ . ........
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Worated.mill chedule-Avcrage report of wages in effect 0(t. 1, 1921-Contd,

DAY HANDS-Continued.

Eastern Mass. Central and
chusetts. western Massa Rhode

chusetts,

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal
peri per pe p-i. per.h11r wee hour wee hour

aver. aver, aver, a.ver. aver.
age. age. age. age. age.

Weaving-Con.

Filllngc.rrier... !0.3931 1 119.01 $1.624 617.81 10.4120
Weaver .. . .4941 23.74..................
(lothperder ... .5.0 25.681 .5116 25.19 .5
WIaste soter.... 37 10-39 .333 19.29 .34M
Generllhelp ..... 3451 16.74 ................ .3975

Buirling, mending,
and grey room:

'eIlonhand.. 621) 29.79 ........ 42.50 .618
Marker ......... 4117 I 19.t7 .4091 19.63 .4331
Burlet .......... .3504 1 6.82 I .39 15 .83 .3341
Mender (sewer). 4199 20.15 .4103 19.69 .4370
Fxarminer ....... :4415 21.19 .42.3 0. 32 .4972
Stockman ....... . 017 27.3 ................ 4195
sewIl machine e

tender ........ .3342 16.01 .3m45 16.4 .. M I1
Beaming ma-

chlne te der ... .3A M, 28 .........
D emn ral ilp ..... r Is, 8 .M707 10.85 .404"Dye-ingalnd fin La.Ij
Crabbiq ands inng--.st o'hand . 6 2M.50. ......... .

Crabber ...... 39M i 19.64 .4ir5 21.65 .4393
Steamer ...... 4044 19.41 .I8 21.00 .4324
Fewer ....... 02 19.32 .440 2..70 .1052

'ouing, full-
Jog, and tack.
Inl-

lct Ion hand .50A I 7.07 .4507 22.71 . 64
Talking ma-chlin e tell.

der ......... 3%60 17. 12. .......... 4515
co,rer... . I 1,.88 ":4 19.54 :46
4utcher... .4..7 A . 7................ .1m
ewer ....... .3 1 19.0M I ................ . 1

Soe maker. .. 18, 20.29 ............... 4110
chine ten.

der ... . 4114 20. 17 ........ ....... 4136:
Napper ten-

de.r 7913 19.46 ............... 42
Drying-

teclon band ..,4l 27.09............... 966
Can dryer... .42214 21X27 .4 5 19.62 40
Pindryer... .3M 19.10 .&MV5O 21.4 :4U
Dewingn a-

chine ten- t
der ........ 3900 1M721 .3O 1 .4 .4008Sinlgingl-

Section hand .4,M0 23.2 ............... 61
Sinping ma-

chine ten-
der .........4215 2.2 .292 m 23. 14 MBe sn I n i

Dy ender ..... . 4'M 23.,03 ........ ........ .......
Diyeing-

Voremsn... .,5I1 2.62 .WO14 33.4 .6106
Keiliehand. i0'21I 1955 .42M33 22.W ) ' .411
Color mixer

or drug t
man ........ 21.30 M .47 u 6.5 .1741

Jigs and pads-
Foreman 490O 23M.1............ ........
Paddcr ..... . 02 19, 2 ........ ........ ........
Vacuum cx.

Iralo .... .072 19.06$1 .........
Scutcher... .4131 19. In ........ ..
Dsqket ex. i

tractor.... UM84 Is.4 # .... I.......
Sewer ..... .4117 19. 706 :::::::: .::.::::i .i ,

81527-22-sii 11-- 3

IIsland. MlenNow Pennsy
IHampshire.

Normal Normal Normal Normal

wee hour wee hour
ever- i aver. 4 aver. ever.
age. age. age1. age.

119 ........ . .: 4357

1 .09................. .33

-2 ' ........ . .. 6230

2M 83....... 361617'02 ........ '........ ........
23.88 ............ 4016
21.13 ................ .

134.10 o........ ...... .u . .

....... ........ ........ ......

27.84 ........ ......

lA i .. ...... .........
27.30 ........ ........ .4.

1% 761t ........ l ....... * ........ ,

J% 0.77 $2L5

9. S ........ ........ ......
19 ........I ........ ......

I 30 .......................A to ........ ....... . 46.

19.24 ......... .......2a ,-o ....!. ...........
A0 33 ........ ........ ......

29....................

21. 16 . . 4313I I
27.78..............

21.63 ......... ......"1" " 9" " ..

24.53

22. Is

5347

21.20

u438

lvIanl.

Normal

aver-
age.

1.31

30.6.3
1.0)

16.05



8554 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Worsted.mfli 8chedulo--Avcrage report of wages In effect Oct. 1, 1921-Contd.

DAY HAND--ConUnued.

Dfelog and flxish.Dp-Cotinued.
C0 boniting-Foreman ....

Carbon I z Inj
machine
tender ....

Sewer ......
Dye-house ex-saining-

Section hand
Perea.....
Sewer .......
811 

k e r .....

mender...
Shear depart-

went-
Section hand
Sheer tenderNYpI~t te-.ser ...

Brusher.....
Pressing a n ddrysteaming-

Section hand
Rot&r presstender ..
Hydraulicpress ten ei
Defats In g

mach in e
tender .....

Steamer
helper.....

General

Ing ......
Dry finish.

Flnlexa l nand
supjng depart.

Cloth examiner.
Measurer ......
Winder .......

Maker-up .....
Packer .........
Baler ...........
Caser and

ncker ........
Pattern maker..
Machine sewer..
Stamper ........
General help....

Gecers3J,Oneer.Man-elw ene.
neer ...........

Second.class en-
zie r ....,..,Th .dlsisengi.

neet ...........
Oiler ............
Electrk4an ......
First-class fre-

Second-class
i reman .......

Eastern Ms.
chusetta.

Norma]Normal
pe1Z per

horIweek
aver .age. j ge

Central andwestern Mtaa-
chusetts

Normal! Normal

aver- l aver-
age. oe.

K 0474012M751 ...........

.4081 1 2D.00

.4151 I19.93

.76W

.4776

.4003

.3178
.4636

.5338
.4350

.4000

.3911

.5M3

.396.3

.4017

.453U2

.3W0

.3811

.3m89

.385

.4722

.40M5

.4156

.4167

.43

.4075

.4944

.3995

.4001

.300

.3275

.3137

.3%5

.77#8

.6375

.540

.4198

.652

.55W2

.am6

22.99
19.22
15&26

2Z 26

27.24
21.21

19.87
19.13

2X.19

19.25

19.28

21.78

I&.5S3

Is.30
I5.09
1& 50

22.67
19.66
19.95
21 O0
24.21
1.6
24.081
19.17
19.6
1L44
15&72
U15
1&.72

4& .51

35.24

3095
222
U 3D
33.11
3.3.23

... ~o.... ......

.50 17.04

.51W 24.47

.3813

.49M7

.4%57

I

"ii

.4749

.6748

.5210

.5U75

18.30
I.

iRhode Island. UEaneand Newhftade.

N Normal Normal Normal.per per pet per
bot week houir Iweek
ave- aver. aver. iaver.
ore. age. age. age.

,....... .......... , ---,---

.405

.2832

.4M7

.4491

.398S

.4173

.4375

.4310

4042

.3m2

.3m2

24.53 .529
21.62 .4W

........ .4012

.. ) .454

2D. 0 .431

.4963
.5M6

2.8 .4379

....... !. M7 ,

... .M

.402

41.0 .4232

U .49 16
3 54 .6401

3,5,4L 4 A

. . ...

84 ........
24.14 1 ........ZL. 33 I ........

23.42 , ........
23.41 ........

21.,6 ................ ........

19.,U ........

2&03 ........

2D. 03 ........
2100 ........

Pennsylvania.

Normal! Norms)
per per

aver, Aver.
age. age.

5t

.5625

..... 4070

.:::: 3775

.4402

19.40 ........ ........

15.821

2S.381 ........ ........
21.15 ........ ........
19.25 . ......2D.87 M
23.931t 0 3 ~~811
25231. .. ......
21.141 .4083 21.25
1 .90 ................

19.36 ................
*' o !.is .. .. ........

19.44 ........

41.57 .658) 35.23
U 50 ........ ........

2.ii ........ ......
33.21 ...............

2 64 ........ I.......

824.67

27.00
19.96

19.61
IS. S)

21. 11

19.75

It 75
21.30

20.12

4&- 04

32.69

31.00
3&.45

31.96

a9.o

.40251

.4025

.443M

.4617
.3775

.4794
4067I

.7496

.6m9

.5740
.6m

.5m,

.-091



WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF. 3555

lr"orsted-mill schedufe-Arcrage report of w (ge effect Oct. 1, 1921--Ciitd.

DAY HANDS--Continued.

I .. -.

Ia, sat.,au.an
t Centra anieandNewEastern ..s woteuan .m- Rhode Island. Haa e nnshir

chusetts. C . Hapae. P l a

Normal Normal Not Normal Normal
1 

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

No pr e per pe per pe, ororwweekour eek hour I week hour wee
aver- aver- Ave- aver- aver- aver- T. I aver- AveT aver.
age. age. age. age. AgV. age. age. age. age. age.

General-('ontinued.
Thirdcls fire-man ......... ft WW $X b3 ........ ....... ........ . .. ........ ...... ..... ....

U l ..........e. Ws e d9 ........ .... $A.13. 41.0 M8.141 3 "M 4V2I.05

W.thma .......... 27.23 "04M0 2ii.' os 31.2 .3 2 93 .9W2 27.23
Yardtaborer.. 43W2 20.74 .4054 20,30 .4247 21.79 .40653 21.16 .4220 22.20
Teamster . .. .4268 20.49 .4455 23.24 .57 2&.24 .4065 21.16.........23.75
tbauffeur (for

trucks) ........ .5104 24. 5 0.M 2&. O .24 26.73 .4165 23. 55 .00 O 31.77
Carpenter ....... 1 .6195 2 974 .5M 28.45 .6501 31.37 .6674 33.68 .5862 80.25
Painter...... I 5.243' 282 .5W3 2560 .n 27.02.............91 29.06
Bl&cksmith.....' .63%30.8 .5763 27.66 .6532 30.67. .6= 3X.
Tinsmith ....... .658 1.3 ............... .5178 2630 ........ ........
Machinist .........331 30.39 . . 31.SS .7M4 33.95 .5101 29.60 -.6 I 32.95
Piper. .6.. 01 . 48 .6418 30.81 .573 292 .50 29.0 .53 00 3039
Mason ...... ......6350 ..52 .. , . .97............... ....1m ....
Helper..... . .44301 21.36 .4285 20.583 .4306 21.04 .4065 1.16W .3642 19.38
Elevator man...' .3674' 17.92 .3810 18.97 .3756 1& 02, .3310' 17.17 .3346 17.80
Box maker. .5113 24.54 ........ ....................
NUrs ........... ........ ....... 32.50 ........ 26. 0.......

PI ECEWORK ERB.

I Average normal earnings per week.

Eastern
aim-(chusettm,

Wool .rlir, sorter .............................. 36.x67
Dram lug-edford:

Cone reducr ................................. . ..........
F r en dp ....................................... . ..........French spinning: "

plinner ......................................... 39.73
Jeiner ........................................... 31.75
Piecer ...........................................

Doubling.and twisting:
Douler ....... I ......................... .. 21.50
Twister .......................................... 19.73

Rflono, winding, 1nd .1ng:
Winder ........................... 21.27Skein winder ....................................1 232
ikein spool winder ..................... ""... ;....
Jack spobole................................ .3
Reeler ............................................ 20.a

DreIng. long rlhain beamer ......................... 31.97
Wttv in/,

Drawer-In ....................................... 23. 45
Drop-wire adjuIter .......................... .17. 18
everr ......................................... . 2K01

('loth percher .................................... a 46
81ilinl mending, and gray room:

M A er ......................................... . 23. 57
Bu ler .......................................... . 2& 00
Bender (ewe) ................................. 27.33
Examiner ...................................... 31.75

Dye house exm lrtspker ....................... 21. M
S hem deparrmeni, , tender ...................... 31.72
F Final examining ad shipping de p ernnt:

('loth exal ner .................................. 31.76
measurer ...................................... 3. 14
W inder ........................................ ,

Central Maine
and Rhode and New

wesr Island. liamp-
chusetts. i shire.

19.. ..........

.... 4t 1 .... ..........
. . .. .. .... ..........
19.50 ...................

. . I 47 1..........
1 9 . 00 ..........

1Y.5)
19.75

,.........
,.......

620.00)
oooom oo

...o.,...

o........

Per..yl-
van[&,

835.13

..,......

33.00

..... IM6
.I& to

1..19
27.50

2' 11 2 .. ........ 22.06S
13 . ...... . ............. '..,
29.24 2833 .......... 1 2".93

.. ... . . .. .. i...o o.

...17.50 M 2 . 47 ... ...... i
....... U .. .. ...... : 17.

I
. ....... , ..... . .. o.... ..

,o,.. . I. . ...oo Io, .., . ..... .. , ..



8556 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Woolen.,inll schedide-Arerage report of trages in effccl Oct. 1, 1921.

DAY HANDS.

E.trMaa. Central and Hatfne sd New
t rusetla. I e~~~xa. Hmsie

Nor. Nor.
malper Ml prhour wet

aiver. aver-
age. age.

Wool sorting:
Overlooker or In, pocr .......... $ 72M$ S.0
.orter ............................ 7020 33.27
Weigher .................................
generall help ..................... .4M7 21.10

Wool scouring, drying, and carbon.
Iting:

Fivder ............................ 4120 2X.01
Fcouring-machine tender .......... 40 19.21
Acid-tak tender................ 4155 20.14
Extractor man .................... 30 14.94
Dryer man ...................... 002 21.29
Centralhelp ..................... .3944 19.10

Stock dyeing:
Drug man ......................... 4157 23.13
Open tubm an .... ......... : 20,S5
Stock dye machine tender . 0 19.58
Yam dye machine tender ........ 19. .0 58
Extractor man................. .4223 at 27
General help .................... .4087 19.82

Picking and carding:
Burr pkker tender ............... .4073 2138
Iixing picker tender ............. 4153 2133
Rag picker tender ................ .4097 19.93
Dster man ...................... 4100 19.89
tarnett machlnetender .......... .3W0 1&53

Waste 5" ................ .3 1&.70
Card stripper .................... 4233 2D.42
Card grader .................... .46o 22.71
Roving weigher .............. . .. "
fireaker tender ....... . 1892
Finlsher tender ................... 4103 19.27
Card feeder ....................... .3824 1& IA
General help ..................... 1 .3957 19.16

Spinning and twisting:
Mulefaxer ........................ I .87 4 32.39

leL er .............................
Roi carrier .................. .
Yarn wei' er ................. .40W 19.60
Yarn carrier ................... : ..39M4 19,14
Waste sorter ..................... .3740 17.93
Tw,.ter tender .................... 3130 1& 47
8 )ool strippers (cleaners) ......... . .......
generall he p ................... .4013 "i9.'7

Spooling, winding, and dresi.ing:
Yarn spooler ...................................
Bobbin winder ...............
Yamn weigher .................... AM 2".70
Dresser tender-

Wet freme.... ............. 637 30660
Dry frame................5 2K 19

B eam fler ....... ...... 415 19.97
Site Mixer ............................
Ventral help ..................... . "' 17,56

Drawing-lin and weaving:
Drawerin ........................ .3M 19.19
Hsander-In ........................ 2713 103
Twister-in ........................ .47U 2.69
Harness builder ..................4263 0. 45
Loom fixer ....................... .730 3. 06
Chain builder .................... 30 2.344
Harness raiser (overlooker) ...... &5 X. 87
Cloth and bobbin carrier ......... . 19.45
FMling carrier .................... 4169 20.05
Yarn steamer ................. 421 20.19
Waste sorter ................... 3720 17.85
Percer ........................... s372 2379
Marker and nmunberer ....................
General help ...................... 4270 20.50

cnuseIis. .

Nor- I Nor.
mal per ma I ehour, Mawee
aver. aver.
age. age.

..............
1r KI821.37

..,... ........

.4051 19.45

.37M 1.17

.5430 21.?

.3916 1, 79

.4293 20.61

.4140 21.31
*40V8 19.33
.4047 19.42

.3843 18.46

.3nil 19.97

.3W02 1K25

.=.33 19.40
4081 19.60

.3128 15.01

.4122 21.22

.5104 24.50

.4762 21 EG

.3916 18.W

.3622 17.39

.378. 1& 18

.3" 813.8

.5M07 27.87
...... , .. . .

.3M9 17.79

.4,20 20.74

.4112 19.74

.3117 16.11

.3734 17.91

Nor-M.al e
hour
aver.
age.

.3960

.4700

.4141

.4100

.4709

.61,9

.44903M7

.4m1i

.3942

.4110
.41,95

.4015

.3232

.4577
&5201

.3&%8
.3M2

.6108
.4875
3512

.37

:3371

Nor-
ma pr
week
aver.
age.

$31.47

20.91

21,,91

23%.42
21.50

21.40

21.0

X ,411
2D. 69

21.2921127

21.01
21.8921.05
21.69t
20672
1&.42
21.91

22.96
17.97
18.21

19.12

31.48

24.6422.48

20138

1&.39

New York and
New Jerey,

Nor- INor-
hal per, mal Ier
hour wee
ever. aver.
age. age.

11.a'rim ' 21.6
.. : 1:.. :"..::

WW

-SI5

.4W4

27.8S

23. W

20D07

":ii7 . i.. 4
.3900 20.05.3960 A006
.4500 21.56
.2%5 13.62
.421.5 20.98
.5490 28.00
.5200 26.50
.33 19.29
. 553 17.43
.38m 19.29
.3948 19.63

. M23 32.53

.3422 172

.4250 21.07
..............

...... .... ii
.3000 17.O
.3510 17.9)

19. " 2 3 .. ...............,9 oo 900I...s-

.4233
.4.560

.4100

.2m5

.392

.4503
.4490

.4417

.4271
*.3847
9.5254
.2607
'43

29.18
2032
21.89
19.68

31.53
21.64
27.14
21.20
21.81

1&47
21.21

21.28

.37J2

.2449

.6113

.4878

.&53

.3784

.46!s3

.5100

.3076

. 3

.4002

.4%38

".. .. ........ ........f
........ I" .... .... .'

1991.3623 181

19.21 .3210 16.00
12.76 .........

30.50 ;.,6317 31.3
2.10 .......
28.03 M 02 .3370
18.64 .5490 1.76
22.73 .5240 .23
2341 .4300 20.60
15. 4 .3750 1K.00
27.49 1 .5757 28.
21.12 .4495 18.00
20.89 .SM 1. 26



WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF. 8557

Woolen-m~l schedule-Average report of wages in effect Oct. 1, lfl--Contnued.

DAY IIANDS-Contlnued.

1 Eastern Mass.-
- chusetts.

Nor- Nor.
mal per Mal perShmr week +

as er, aver-
age. age.

Burling and mending:
Examiner ..................... ........
Butler ....................... .. 0353 116.09
Render .......................... 72 17.25
Mender examiner ........................
General help.................... 3329 1 1&.go

Dyeing and finihing: 159
Tac king machine ................ ........
Flfler ............................ .443 21.21
Scourer .......................... .4171 20.02
Snap maker ....................... 497 21.60
Irugmn ........................ 4635 22.25
l)ye'kettle mArt.................4 rA 19.50
TcmAe2 ttter ........ ........ ........
Gig tender ....................... ........ ........
Nartetdcr ................... .4015 19.28
Aetank man ................ 3M4 17.75
Cahnl er dryer .............. 3625 17.40
Erar ..................... 4158 29.98
Dryer tender............... 4009 19.25
Rough examiner..........:::::::: 362 17.40
Shear tender ................. 4239 2D. 3.5
Brish tender ................. 320 .85
steamer tender ................ 4213' 20 40
I{t try press tender ............. 42 41 !9. WDoosting ......................... ........ .........
Hyvdraulic press tender ..... .4100 21.07
F~hish examiner ................. .4W29 Z3. 19
q k . . .......... .29055 14.23
j; Ts r ii.......: : :.......... .4249 I 21,40
Mesrer ...................... 4021 19.32
Folder, roller or putter-up...... " 9.
Caseran tIrucker .............. 3917 1 .62
General hlp ............. 4009 19.49

General:
First.lass engineer ............ 00 54. V)
Second-class engineer ............ 68 3. 29
Oiler .................... MOM 22.76
Electrician .............. 6 31.79
First-class fireman 9 ......... 541 33.84
Second-class foreman ............ 1OW 3
Third.clas fireman ......................
Unlicensed fireman ...............................
Watehman ........... 44 ........ &% 31,01
Yard laborer .................. 4115 20.41
Teamster ......................... ......... 22.39
Chauffeur(fortrucks) ............. 4969 25.92
Carpenter ......................... 6314 30.31
Painter........................... .5700 27.37
Blacksmith................... 5.60 28.13
Tinsmith ... ................. ....
Machinist ................. 6"4i "1'i4
Piper ....................... 5243. 25.17
Mon................ ...............

Elevator man+...................41"2i ',"i.t '
Box maker .............................. .....
Nurse ...........................................

Central and
western Masse- Mslnesnd New

chust. Hampsire.

Nor- Nor- Nor- Nor.
mal per aal per mIper anal
hour %tee hour wee
as cr- aver- aver, aver-
age. age. age. age.

a04450 21.38 ..............
.3284 1.7 $0.2986 $24.33
.3903 18.97 .35M1 17.24
.4,3 21.77 ............
.4005 19.23 ........ I ........

.3=2 18.38 .4M9 A 25

.4491 21.73 .446M 23.71
,4250 20.40 .4557 23.14
,27 18.42 .331 19.52

.4147 19.91 ............

.3915 8.79 .40 21.31

.3977 19.09 .4130 22.3T

.4046 19.42 .3760 19.78

.3,63 18.55 '3679 19.42

.4433 21.281 .43 21.8

.4138 19.86 . 366 19.601

.&W2 1.63 .4032 20.14

.3771 1 .14 .3950 20.09

.451 2137 .. ........

.4143 219.1 .4191 21.486

.37.51 1& 01 .3682 19.29
40YJ 1933 .4U5 2287

.3'2 I35 393 21,30
W 18.711........ ..
.. , .4447 24.02

.5276,2 . .W 39 2794
.2798 1&M 2.43 " 1.311
.45O , 21.63 3962 19.92
.4200 I 19.68 .411f 21.67
.3.2 18. 63 .4107 22.43

19.47 4272 22.02
.39,% 19.11 .3813 19.40

.7470 44.21 ......... 34.73

.SW 39.. 32.32

.4,149 23.28 .4651 25.12

.6219 31.21 6049 32.77

.5370 37.48 5674 29.46

.4758 34.23 .601 30.50

.4365 29.23 ................

.4960 23.6 .460' 25.00

.3730 2 41 .4029 29.64

.4195 20.13 4M 22.64

.4M92 20. 98 .4219 23.31
.5510' 264 .4w 23.99

:.&M2 30.68' .577 2115
.5498 2138 1 .55 27.tC3

.6181j 29.66 ; .56 5 30.87
604 29. O 6133 32.3

.:6330j 31.15 .54181 27.62
.84 33.05 .57C4 31.13

.4217 2D.24 .4118 21.57

.330 16.12 .31M 16.10

.39 00 1&72 .5156 27.8
........ 42.15 ............

New York ad
New Jersey.

Nor. Nor-
mal per Mal per
hour week
as er. aser-
age. age.

10.5185 32&650

.3945 210.Iu

.4930 29.49

.4753 23.69

.450 22.51

.4037 20.27

.3"0 19.70

.41%0 20.8M
;4132 20,.51
"" i:i .... i'i
.3190 17.76
.,"8 2150
1118; AX67

.392 I 1.5.389o 19.27

.4737 23. 73
' 40*7j 20,17

........ 3.00

.W6505. 3.18
.. .... .o. .

3753 726.7
am9 19.84
.47,25 22.76
.45 23. 30
.84 31.71

.5M 28,50

.6M 29.75
... . ....... ....

.4,3oo20.,



8558 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Woolen-mlU schedule-Average report of cages in effect Oct. 1, 1921-Continued.

PIECEWORKERS.

Average normal earnlnp per week.

Wool sorting sorter ...........................
Spl .ning and t weerin ulespinner ................
Spoo ng, wlnding, and dreWSig:Yam sl oo'. ...............................................

Dreser tender-
W et frame .............................................
Dry frame.............................................

Drawing I and weaving.
Drawer In ...............................
Twister in ......................................
Weaver ................................

Burl.ng and mending:
Butler ...........................................
Xend ........................... ...........

Dyelig acid finishing, spocker........... ...........

Central Maine
Easnan erS. and New

ehtlw& Boha- shire."

814.47 .

7 31.21 M.0
21.21 15.96 22.45
34.3 &14 ..........

.9........... .........
2&.50 1 244 27.13
31.59 .RW...w ;

.......... 22.37 22.92
2. .......... .......... - .... 1& 13

New
York and

New
Jersey.

... 2195

21.23

Woolen and teorsted 8chedul-Pamaaic, N. J.-Oct. 1, 1921.

IThe schedule for the Passaie district is prepared on special forms devled by the Industrial Council ol
Passaic Wool Manufacturers, in which the clslflcation of occupatIonot differs from ours sufficiently to
make transfer to our forms impracticable. rhe following schedule covers the was In effect in Passaic
since Jan. 31, 1921.3

odof Lowest Highest hoursOccupation. per hour p.. hour perOccupation. payment. (cents). (cents). week.

Sorting department: I
Sorter ........................................ Mwe ...... Piece ......
Weigher .......................... MAIe ...... Hour ...... 44
General help .. ....... do ... do ...... 445 4

Comblng deparment wash house:rf eor ......................................... ... do ....... L...do ....... 54 €Sap and sods mixer ........................... .. do do ....... 42-4 4 41

So r......................... .do...... ..o ....... 6 60 44
General help ................................. ......do ....do ....... 42-45 64 41
Cad ender ................................... do. do.
Cadlod .................asai .................. .do ....... ...do ...... 46 60 44Ceardc€lother..............do... .. do. 46....4.
Card grinder ................. .... .... do ..... .. do ..o...... 46 60 44
Cud stripper ....................... do-.......:..do ....... I 1 8 44
Baler ........................................ do. do ....... 42-45 4 4

Do ........................................ Female... do ....... 30-3 40 4
General help ................... ... Male .do.....I 42-45 4 43

CombIn
(1llfox tender ........................ ....... ............ 30-32 40 44
Comb tender.........................Fema'e. do. 30-32 40 4
Assemblbo tender ................. Minor. ',..do ....... M 33 45
Finish gll tender .................................... .......... 3 32 40 44
Comb fer ...................................f Male. do ...... 4-4 4 4%
Backwash tender ............................ . ....do ....... 42-45 4 4q
General help ...................... ... do ....... ...do ....... 4245 6 44

Needle room:
Pinietters for gill ...............................do ....do ...... 42-45 54 44

Do ........................................ Minor. ..do ... _ 28 35 45
Pinsetlers for comb ........................... Male. do ...... 424 54 4

Do ........................................M Iinor ..... ...do ....... 2 40 4
PFreparngdepartment: I

TlyUnder clothes ..................... Female .... i...do ...... -32 40 41
Cylinder paperer .................. ...... _1 minor ........do ...... 3 3 45
General help ....................... Maile ...... '...do ...... 42-45 54 44

Drawin I
Miclne tenders ................ ........ Femqe ... do .... 303 40 4q
(eneral help ..................... .......... Mtale ...... J...do..... 42-4.5 54 44

1 Average earnings, W32 to $38 per week.



WOOL AND MANUFACTURERS OF.

Woolen and toorated 8cheduie-Paesao, N. J.--Ocl. 1, 1921--ContInued.

Occupation. sex. Modee ), week.
pa ents (cents),

I. I . . I pM .

Worsted spinngn; mule splnniag:S pine i........e r...... ......
Assist ant sper............ ......
Side tender ....................................
Rovlng tender .................................

Do............. .............
Geleral help ..................................

Ring spinnng-
p er ........................................
dof e ....................................

Twi w i t e rtmen.t"

Winder .....Do.
Reeler ....................

Do...... .. .... ... .. .. .... .
Jack and respooler .............................

Do..............................
Yarn packing and shipping.

Yan exarmnet and packer ............

Do .........................
General help ..................................

WOOL SM( 0.
Csrdil:W lower....................

Card grinder ...................................
Carder .........................................

Do°... .........................
G general help ...............................Spinnng:~
"Sint 8 oganer .......................

Packer ......................................

General help ...................................

WZA IXo.

Male .........do0 .......

Female....... do .......

Minor.K ale..

Piece..
Hour ......
Piece ......SHour ......
Hour.

Female .... I Piece ......
Minor ..... I Hour ......

Female ....
Minor .....
Female....
Minor.....
Female....
Minor .....
Female...
Minor .....
Female...
Minor.....

...o .......

...do...
.. do ...... do .......
... o .......
..do ....
• do .:::::::...do .......

Female .... IHour and
male .... .I..S ..

...............d......Hour..

male ... flour..
..do.......do ...
Female "'do ...
Mae....do ...
..do.... .do ...

Male.Piece..
........... .,,do.....Hour..
Fmale. Piece.
..do .... Rota,.
Male ... I..do ...

wM 616r, including mlom .................... Week. ()
m fixer blelp>r, tdainSl premium ........... ..weersimqlc( )eale8onton ........... .. . ....

Cutarrier ....................................... ... d .. .
Oier. .................. .................. ...

sweepr a.d scrubber .......................... Feal .do.. 32
Filling iW ........................... MAl. do.4
FUlnS webet's beo ............................ do o.42-4
Fiinr ca rer .................. o ... -do . do.
Bobbln and wast sorter ................. Female.... do.. 3041
Bobbin counter.............o.....................do.. . do. 30-32

Do ...................................... Mino .do 23
Filling spooler .................................... FMale... . de . ..

Warpng machine ...................... Female.... Piece ...... ()

Wareron bnd ...................... do ...... :..do..:::::
o ....... .................... .... n ..... i o Hour ...... 23

' Average earnings bLd on white yn, 63.-38 per week.
I afiximum average eanings bued on white yarn, 021.50 per week.
I Average maximum earnings $20, for white yarn; 15 per cent extra for scored yarn.
' Average weekly e.nLns, $ &9.0O5-10 pec cent extra for oored work.
Average earalp = on white yarn, 3-336 per week.
SAv.ea.'s earn~nb"d on white yarn 20.50 per week.
SMaimum for loom fixers t0 per w 6; average weekly earnings, $f2 per week.

S Average earnings, 12-3t per week on 54-inch heavy fancy gods; ou light fancy
week.

* Average earning, 41-44 cents.
U Average earning per week, $24-27.
IAverage eamings per week, 935-M.

8559

43)

23
4"4

(6)

23
*042

23
30-32

23
3042n

23
23

3042
42-45
42-45

42-5
46

304n
42-46
42-45
(1) 4

38

(134

40

45
64
64

64
0
45
54
6

(4)

64

70

0454

U)

'341

work, $27-M2 per

+



8560 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Woolett and worsted 8chedule-Paealo, N. J.--Oct. 1, 1921--Continued.

Occupation.

WAR? PR I.VA RING AND DRSSING--continlUed.

War " helper ..........................
To,....... I.....,........................

B em fer .........................................
Slasher tende ....
Slahe's.he- ,pem and als cTer. . .
Bean er (hadd beamii) .........................
Drawer In .........................................
Hander In ..........................................
TWi wis............................................
Harness builder ..................e................
Hlarneseleam ....................................
Warp ca rei e..............................
stop-mnotion gir i r....... l.......
Harnea Itr ...................................
R e e xer .......................................
Fixing amahes and heler ....................

DVEINO.

Dye-machlne tender ..............................
Yarn-dyelng machine .................o............
Ilelpp e ............................................
Rlnstng.machlne tender ...........................
Tr port ...........

FIXNISTINO DZPARTMEN?.

Gray goods: Marker ...... ............
Buuteg:
Burler' ........................ .,.. ............. ...

n render ........................................

Meedee .... r.......................................
Burler and mender for dyed pieces .................
Examiner gray after mending ......................
Examiner gray ....................................
Foreldles .........................................
Singeing hands ....................................

Wa&hier .....................................

Flat washer ..................................
Cleaning ......................................
Stretching machine ...........................
Squeeze tender .................Carboifn"Extr : .....................................

Carbonlzlng.machlit Iender ..............
Sewers ...........................................
Fullers. ...........................
Crabbilig:

steam tender ..................................
Beamer .......................................

Teealing:
Setter .........................................
Tea ler ........................................
Wet tearier ....................................

D ~ r .............................. .... ...

Calendar drler .................................
Drier helper ..................................

Shearing:
Shearer, American machine ............
Shearer, German machIne .............
Bruher ..................................

Female....
Minor, II-16.
Male..

Female ....
.do.

Minor ..
Female,

minor.
Male..
MIn~or ..
Male..

.do.
Female ....

Male..
Male..
.do

Male ..
Female ....

.do.
.do.

sr'e.

..do ...

Male

fdt.

.do.

.. do ...

..do ...
... .do ...
...do..
...do ...
L.do..
...do..
.do..
...do..

...do..
.do..

.do.

do .
Female...
Male. I
.do.
.do.

MdofLowest Hgetfo'
pamn.Per hour prhour per(cents). f(cents), week.

Hour .......
...do .......
... do.
..do:.:::

... do ......
.do ..........Place ......
..do ......
... do .......

Hour.....
... do .......I
...do .......

... do.

.. do.

.. do .::::

.. .do ....... ...

Hour .......
flour ......
... d ...... ,

...do .......

flour .........odo .......

Plece ......
Hfour .......

1

42 34
42-45, 64'

42-45 ,,:53 31
42-46 64

451 3i

42-45 5.4
42-45 MI

4201 562,

(I) Zl (a) "

(4) ' (4)

'43 1')

48 Sr
60 f,

. .do ..........
.. do ..... ...do::::::: 44

.do.4 2-45lour ......

,..do ...... 42-46... do ..... -
Piece ...... 42-45H lour ....... ' 42-4.1

... do ...... 4 2-0S

.do. 42-43
... do ....... ' V-45

...do .. 42-45:...do ...... i 42-45

..do ...... 30-3

...do ...... 48-,0
do ...... 42-4

Ilour ...... 1 42-45

48
45

48
48
48
43
45
48
4S
45

45
48
46
48
48
48

48
48
48
4A
48

48

48
48
48
48
48
4S

48

48
48
48
48

48
48

48

48
48

48
48
48

48
48
48

I Average weekly earnilngs, V25-W earnings of hands in can be brought up to 76 per cent of esrnin
of draweras in.

Average weekly earning 12$-ro..
I4ver earnin, 4 Cents per hour.
,Average ern3in, ,2-,0 cents per hour.
6 Average hearings 4-8 cents per hour.



WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF. 8561

Woolen and icort ed 8chedulc-Passalo, N. J. -Oc. 1, 1921-Continued.

Occupation. Sex.

IMJi!INO DEPAaURT -L4-COntinued.

Cylinder pressing:Cyl~nder presser ............................... IMale ......
iydrau t r presser ................ i ............ ...do ......
Helper ........................................ do ......

Dccators for wet and dry .......................... ." .do ......
Examination:

Examfuer for gfrsy and dyed pieces ............ ...do ......
Examiner (final) .............................. ..do ......
Transporter.. . do ......

Making.up and pacing:
etAsurer .......... .do .......

W inder ............ .......... do .......
Packer ....................................... do .......
Stock h and ......................... d do .......

General help for all kinds of work ................. (Female ....

GENERAL OCCUPATION.

o1west I Highest Hours
Fyme nt rper hour per hour l(C~est (ents), I ek.

Piece ....... .do ......
Hour .....
Piece .....
fHour .....
..do ..

.. ,do ......

...........iece ......

.do.
.do .:::
]four ...do....
. do.

Coal wheeler ...................................... Hour .....
Water tender ....................................... do ......
Fireman ........................................ ........... .. do ......
Watchman ............................................ do ......
Flevator.ian, ......................................do.
Box maker ....................................... do .......
M achinist .......................................... .. ...........do.
Machinist helper ................................... ..............do.
Pipe filter ...........................................do.
Carpenter .........................................o.
Carpriter helper ..................................... ... do .......
Ison ....................................................do.

Mason helper ...................................... ......... .
Oiler .............................................do.
Belt fixer ................................... ......do.
Electrician ........................................ do .......
Electrician helper ...................................do.
Yard laborer (general help) ........................ ... .do.

I Average earnIngs, 635437 per week.
I Average earnlngq, VS-830 per week.

42-4
(I)4245

42-15

4?,-45
42-45
42-45
42-45
4 32

56 44

51 48

(5) 48
£% 48

( 6 48

M81 48
54 44
40 48

42-0j S1

'39 50
42 5
42: 1

42 N

.50 b,

42 '
so 70

42. 601
4-15 3

Coin parison of aft ralorec (tittles in pcr ccit of forciin values.

TOI'S.

Equiva-
lent ad

FoIg valoremFore io rates on
valueper. foreign
pi n d. valise,

If. I.

Per ciaI.
$a.1 I 23.3

.193( 2r

.20 26.53

.25 2&1.2

.30 21.3

.40 I7

.50o 17.2

.ca 16.2

.70 136

.S0 I49

.90 1.4
!.00 14.2

Ad valorem di

Under-
wood- Wilson.

Simmons: Gorman
Act, Act, 104-.
1913.

Per cen. Per (In1.

N 20
N 20

8 20
h 20
S' 20
.4 20

51 20.
20

2D

lily. 'q1ilva- Ad
lent ad ... .... .
valoremval|ien rateson Under.

I po, Ae foreign* wood.
Aidrich valie, 'Simmons

Act, 1900. It I. Act,
7456. 1913.

Per ftl. Pir et nt. Per Cent.
30 if) 13.9 N
30 1.20 13.7 14
30 1,30 13.. 5 K
30 1.440 13.3 5
30 1.50 1W. .N
30 1.60 1.3.0 9

0 I, TO 12.9 N
30 I . X
0 1.90 I 12.7S 200 12.6 K

1 2.2 12.4i N
2.0 12,330•

valorem luty.

Wilson- I Payne-lorman I Aldrich
Act, 141. lAl, 1900.

Per cent.
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
2D
20
20

Per enl.30
3
30
30
30
30

.3
30
3O
30

30
30



8562 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Companion of ad valorem duties in per cei of foreign values--Contlnued.

TOPS-Continued.

Foreignvalue U. 11.
per ,745.

pound.

Per ct.
$*.100 29.1•.193 20.7

.2165 2Z.8

.363 19.7

.445 19.0

.53 16.8,625 1. 0

.715 15.4

.%S3 14.9

.893 14.5

Ad valorem duty
on foreign value.

Wilson. Under.
wood.

A(, ,' ", Simmons,ct, 1894. Act, 1913.

Per eMl. Per eo.
20 8
20
20 8
20 8
20 8
2D 8
20 8
20 8
90 8
20,

Amen. Foreign
can value

value

poud. pond

51.40
!.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.25
2.&0

1.075
1.1651.255
1.345
1.435
1.525
1.750
1.975
2.875
4.225

Ad valorem duty
on foreign value.

H.R. 
74. Wilson.I Under-

Gan Wood-
Ac,19.SimmonsAct, 1M4. Act, 1913.

PerCent. per en. Per cen.
142 20 8

14.0 20' 8
13.7 20! 8
13.51 20 8
13.4 20 a
13.2 20 a
13.1 20 8
12.9 201 8
12.7 20 8
12.8 20 8

YARNS.

Ad valorem duty.

Under. Payne-wood. WIso. Aldrich
o rman Act, 1909,

Act, 1913. Act, 1894. Dinmy

per ". per cent. Per Cent.
Is 30 33
is 30 3
1i 30 as
18 30 33
18 30 3
18 30 33
18 30 40
18 40 40
18 40 40
18 40 40
18 40 40
Is 40 40

Is 40 40
18 40 40
18 40 40
18 40 40

For ign Equva- Ad valorem duty
valueper lent ad 'on foreign value.

pound valorem
cor. dUnder.S~nd Yowood.

tro eig . Wilion.

valorem I,.lXeer! Gorman Simmons
rates pro- ,46. Act, 18t. Act, 191g.

Percent. Pr ent Pecet.Per cent.,
.223 33.3 30 1
.267; 31.1 30 1s
.192 M 30 is
274 46.0 30 18
3.% 40.5 30 3D
.4.3 36.9 40 18
.52 34.6 40 l
.02 32.9 40 is
.681 31.6 40 1s
.7661 31).7 40 IS
Sig 29.7 40 1s

:ii 29.1I 40 1

Ad valorem duty.

Foreign - _ _ _ _ _
value ad7 , Under- & ,a -
per a vare- wood- WLIson. Alp d utorem Simmons' Gorman Act,1909;pound. duty. Act,19i3. Act, I04. Dinley

: j Act,1M.7

SPer, c .nt Per e.r. Percei. Per tea.
$1.40 30.3 18 40 40
1.50 30.0 18 40 40
1.00 29.7 18 40 40
1.70 29.5 18 40 40
1.80 20.1 18 40 40
1.90 28.9 18 •40 40
2.00 28.8 18 40 40
2.2V 28.4 18 40 40
2.50 28.0 18 40 40
2.75 27.7 1s 40 40
3.00 27.5 18 40 40
3.50 27.1 1 40 40
4.00 2.9 18 40 40
5.00 26.5 18 40 40
6.00 26.3 18 40 40

r oreigllvalue per
Ameri. pound

can 'corn-value per putedloound. f rom ad
valorem
rates pro.
posed.

Per cent.
1.70 1.06
1.S0 1.14
1.90 1.22
2.00 1.30
2.25 1.50
2.50 1.70
2.7.5 1.90
3.00 2.10
3.50 2.50
4.00 2.90
5. 00 3. 70
6.00 4.30

Equlva. Ad valorem outy
leht ad on foreign value.
valorem
duty on
foregn Wilson. Under.

T on Simmons
756. Act,1 . Act, 1913.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
32.7 40 is
32.1 40 18
31.6 40 18
31.1 40 1
30.8 40 Is
30.0 40 18
29.4 40 1
28.9 40 18
2-.6 40 18
28.0 40 18
27.6 40' 18
.7. 0 40 Is20.7 40 Is

Amert.
can

value
Per

pound.

ft30
.40
.50
.10
.70
.90
.90

I.00
1.10
3.20
1.30

H. R.
7458.

ad va-
lorem
duty.

Per Cnt.
41.3
33.5
54.5
31.6
48.4
44.0
38.,
35.2
33.0
31.3

•30.1
29.2
32.5
31.8
31.3
30.8

Foreign
value
per

pound.

80.1.5
.20
.20

.25

.30

.40

.50

.70
.80

1.0
1.10
1.20
1.30

Ameri-
can

value pet
pound.

$a.40
.50
.5
.60
.70
.80
90

1:00
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1:0



WOO!. AND MANUFACTURES OF. 3563
Compariso, of ad t'alorem duties in per cent of foreign voluee--0ontlnued.

DRESS UOODS (NOT COTTON WARP) WOVEN FABRICS, NOT OVER 4 OUNCES PER
SQUARE YAib.

Foreign
value

per
pound.

$0.30
.40
.50
.60

.70

.70

.80

.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50

Equlva.
lent ad

valorem
rates In
It. R.

56.4
49.3
45.0
42.3
00.7
40.3
57.3
55.0
53.2
51.6
50.3
49.2
47.5
47.8
47.1

Amer. ForesIg
can value value

per per
pound. pound.

.70 .246
801 .324

.90 .402
1.00 .49D
1.10 .55W1.20, .6
1.25 .675
1.30 .5E2
1.40 .655
1.50 .7271.60 .800
I.7) .872
1.80 .9M3
1.90 1.017
2.00 . 1.090

Per ceni. Per cel. J'tr cenl.
78.5 40 35 S.25 W 1.271
6.8 40 35 2.50 1.452
54.3 40, 33 2.73 1.634
49.3 40 35 3.00 1.8154&.8 40 M5 3.25 1. 996
4. 3 50 35 . 3.50 2.17741.5 Y) 35 3.75 2.3M
40.7 50 35 4.00 2.540
61.5 '50 15 4.50 2.902
58.8 5 as &0 3.265
56.8 Y) -5 6.00 3.90
54.9 Y) 35 7.00 4.715
53.7 5n 35 KO0 .410
52.3 50 35 9.00 6. I&S
51.5 ), 35 10.00 0.800
3.5 so 35

Ad valorem duty.
Equiva.

Foreign I lent ad
Payne- vaue valorem

Under. Wiloa- Aldrich w rates
Simmons Oorman Act, IM0, pound. It. .

Act,1913. Act,18A. Dingley 7456.
Act, 197.

Per cent. Per cent. Pe real. Per text.
315 40 50 1.60 4.3
35 40 50 1.70 45.9
35 40 501 l, h0 45.5
35 50 o 1.90 45.1
35 50 0 1.00 41.7
35 50 0 2. 2: 41.0
3.5 50 s0 2.50 43.4,50o 1 27 42.933 50 33 2.75 4.
35 50 55 3.00 42.5
3.5 50 55 3.501 41.4
35 50 55 4.00 41.3
35 50 5 4..60 41.0

50 5 500 40.7
35 30 55 40.2
35 50 55 1

Ad valorem duty,qulva. on foreign value.
,ert ad

valorem Amerl- i Foreign
duty on can value. value
foreign Wilton- I wod per per

vIMMod- pound. pound.
perli1. Act, Art

7456. 1894. 1913.

42.7 50
42.2 1 50

41.3, 50
40.8 50
40.4 50
40.21 50
39.9 50

35
35
35
35
33
33
3535
35

Ad valorem duty.

Under. Payne-
wood. Wilson. Aldrich

Simmons Oorman Act
Act,1913. Act.184. Dl)rley, Act,1897.

Per cent. Per cewA. Per cent.
35 50 55
35 50 55
35 50 W
35 50 55
35 s0 55
35 so 55
35 s0 55
35 so 55
35 50 55
35 50 55
33 .50 55
35 50 55
3S 50 55
35 50 55

Ad valorem duty
Xquiva- on foreign value.
lent ad
valorem
duty on Under.
foreIgn Wilson-
value (orman wood.

per l. it. Act. Simmons
743. I9M. Act,

1913.

Per cenl. Per cent. Per cent.
4&7 50 35
47.4 50 35
46.2 50 35
4&4 50 35
44.8 50 35
44.2 50 35



3564 TARIFF HEARINGS.

Comparison o ad valorein dt ties in per cent of foreign values---coitnud.

DRESS GOODS (COTTON WARP), WOVEN FABRICS, NOT OVER 4 OUNCES PER SQUARE
YARD.

Fo"ign
value
per

pound.

6030
.40
.50, rO
.656.656
.70
.80
.901.00

1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50

Eqilva-
lent ad
valorem
duty on
foreign

value per
7456.

Pe cent.
82.3
45.8
42.5
39.9
39.1
52.3
51.5
49.8
48.4
47.4
4&5
45.8
45.3
44.7
41.2

Ameri- Foreign
can vale

value per, per
pound. pound.

$a.60 W 0i4
.70, .29G
.NO .374
.9 1 .452

1.00 .5.8)
1.10 .60,1
1.20 .6%6
1.25 .72
1:30 .692
1.40 .765
1.50 ..%37
1.0 .910
1.70 .9"2
1. 0 1.035
1.90 1.127

Ad valorem duty.

[ Payne-Under. Wilon- Aldrich
wood. German Act, 1909;

Smmon. Act, 1 4. Dingley
At, 1913. Act, /*7.

Per cnt. Percent. Percent.
35 40 601
35 40 60'
35 40 50
35 50 50
35 50 so~
35 50 50
35 o 50
35 50 M5
33 50 5
35 50 551
35 50 3
35 50 5
35 50 5
35 .50 M5
3.5 50 &

Equlv&. Ad valoremn duty
valorem
duty on e~gn n. IUnder-

oreign WiLso wood-
value (1 florm oo.

per 1.R. Ie I Simmons71 . Act lr, .1 , Cl 191-3.

Percent. Percent. Percent.
6L5 40 A 13.

12.0 40 15
47. I 40 AI5
4.-4 40 :W
41. 5 ;5 'V)
.39. M ;,A 3 1,
3,4.5 50 3
37.9 01 34
51. -A. '3
!A.3 50 W
49. 5 .50
44. 3 .'A 3.47.7 ;'A) 35

47.0 ! 3
46. 4 10

11. 350
I.:3M
1..562
1.741
1.92.
2. 27
2. 1650
1.012
3. 375
4.100
4.10.1
5. ,M10
6.275
7. 00

per I.. R.A,1,4i,71,5. ,

Per cent.' Per cent.
4. 8 50
44.1 50
43.3 ; i
42.14 30
42.2 50
41.5 50
41.1 50
40.8 I 50
40.3 50
40.0 50.39.7' 0
29.4 50
39.2 :ii)

SimmonsAct, 1913.

Per cent.
35
33
31

35
33

.135
37)

I Equi.a- Ad valorem duty.
lent ad ____

Foreign valorem1
valuo dutly on Under [ Payne-
per foreign wood- - Wilson. Aldrich

Poumid. value d~r .simmo ls fiornmn Act, 199;
AcAc ,m, IN9l3I (1 49!!...'Ac, 1913. c11,t D :ze

• 7134Y5 .. AC, 1 7.

Per cent. Per cent. P e

$1.70 43.8 35 50 65

2.00 42.7 35 50 5
2.23 42.2 35 50 56
2.50, 41 1 35 50 55
2.75 41,3. 35 50 55
3.2 41.1 35 50 55
3,50 40.7 35 50 55
4.00 40.3 35 50 5
4.50 40.1 35 50 55

5100 39.9 35 50 55
6.00 39.5 35 50 55

-Eq ia Ad %alorem duty
lent aIT on foreign value.

Ameri- Forinvlrm

can value duty on
valt per! per forfygn Wilsou- Under-
pond. 'Poland. value r, I wood-

$2. 00
2.211
2.50,
12.735
:1.00
:t.50
4.00
4.50
51.00
6.00
7.00
K 00
9.00

10.0)
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Comparison of ad talorcen duties in per cent of foreign rolurs--Continued.
CLOTHES.

Ad valrrem duty.
Equlva- Eqila.

lent d Frcien ,lent advalorem "n aynm al ao
duty, wUdr. Wilson- Alr i per duty. Per

,R" Simons Oornan Act, 1909; prin, If. R.A Simmo Act, 1.9. . Dingley . 71.,.74.At,11. Act, I97. 7 M

Per cent. P r cent. tr cent. Per cent. Pir en
36.4 33 40 50 Sl.,4 37.9
33.0 33 40 S 1. 0 37.5
43.3 1.70' 40.0
.9.8 33 40 50 1.80' 455
37.7 33 0 501 1.90 451
36.2 3 50 S0 2.001 41.7
4.0 2.25 44.0
43.3 3 50 55,: 2.50, 43.4
42.0 3 5 .M 3.00 4.541.0 35 501 M, &150 41.9
40.2 33 50 5 4.00 41.3

39.5 :53 50 i3.' 4. 5) 40.9

M31 35 50 3 .0! 4.

Foreign
value
per

potind.

50.30
.40

.50

.60

.70

.90
1.00

1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40

Amerl-
can
value
per

pound.

$0.70
.75
.0
.90

1.00
1.10
1.20
1.23
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
I.80
1.90
2.00

Ad % alorem duty
on foreign value.

?,meri-

value duly on au
per feg Wilso nl ' der. r

pouid, v eH. r Oorman Simmon p rind.
74%. Art, 1891. Act, 191:.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.$1374 33.7 ' 40 35 $12.V

.415 U.5 40 .5 2.50

.32a 44.0 40 35 2.75
461' 41.0 40 3,!i 3.00

.Mi 9 so .35 3.27)503.50
.619 37.3 50 .35 3.50
.7314 3.6 50 35 4.00

.&N 45.3 50 335 4.50

.764 41.0 50 151 .. 00

.140 42.14 50 3,1 6.o
.9l6 41.9 50 W, 7.00
.992 41.3 50 :m5 X.0

1.0611 4A.3 .5o '! 5 9.00
1.1"4 39.8 50 WE 0I.0f. 220 39.3 50 3.5

PILE FAB RIC..

Ad valorem duty.

Payne-Under. Wilson. Aldrich
wood.

Simmons Gorman. Art, 109,
Act, 1913. Act, 159. D ngley%cl, 1897.

'Per cl n. Poerent. Pir Celt.
33 50 55
35 50 55
33 50 55

M 50 553 3 5 0 5 5
35 50 M5

35 50 55
33' 510 35
33 50 55
33 50 55

Eqtl si.
lent ad

Foreign valorem
value duty on

perl . foreign
pouic. nue r

7430.

Per cent. Per cedt.
$1.3" 39.1
1. o0 37.3
1.634 46 3
1.815 45.5
1.996 447
2.177 H.2
2.39 417
2.540 43.0
2.902 42.7
.3.265 421
3.990 41.4
4.715 4.4
5.410 40.4
6.165 40.1
6.s,90 39.9

Ad valorem duty
oi foreign % value.

Wilson. Under.
G wood-Oorman Simmon,Act, . Act, 1913.

Per Cent. Per cent.
50 33
50 35
50 33
50 35

35
3.0 35

50 35

50, 33

I Ad valorem duty.
FEqulha.

Foreign lent ad
%altie valorem Under. Ni Payue-
per Iiuty.wr or . W n Al richNm•n * d .S;J inlc1, 1909:

poulld. I,' Simmos A Igley
t, Act, 19m

i913, ActI/ 7,

Per cent.
$0.40 72.0

.50 1 '. 2

.40 o .7
.70 37.3
.140 .530:
S5) M).2:_10 M' , 2.

1.00 5,1. 4)
1.10 X).:I
1.20 49.3 1
1,30 4A :1
1.40 47.7
1. M 47.1
I.c10 41. I

Per cent. Per cent.
40 4)J!
40. 4
49
4040 .

40:

40 ;

40 50
44) ZA
41) 50

Per cent.

502

.10

45

Foreign
vale
per

I.')'

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.0)

4.01i
4.5')
.5.00
3.00

Ad valorem duty.
Equih'a._
lent a,-
valorem I Under. %Ni on- Payne.
duty ri wood. (b....n Aldrich""1 Simmons (]ormanAc,1W

7'. Act, ActI Dh.,gley7 1ANP. A Act, 1.9.

Pet cent Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
45.92 40 50 5.
41.,1 40 .50 55

4.0, 40 .50 5
41.4 40 50
42.91 41 ) 0
42.1 40 .4)"
11.9 401 9) 5
41.4 40 50 ,A
41.0 O 54 55
40.7' 4) 5 M-1
402 46 so 55

Eq uta-
lent ad

Foreign alrem
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Comparison of ad valorein duliee In per cent of foreign talue-Conlnued.

PIH , ABRIICS-Contlnued.

Ad valorem duty Ad valorem duty

Equivs. on foreign value. IEnt on fortsgn value.Amr-lent adl l md o en ad ......
An Forenv Aer Foreign valoremsl- -m-can

per foreign Wion Under. value value duty on Under.

per wood per per fstoep on. wood.pound. vslle 0otman wodpud v
pound. Ac, Simmons pound. flv .ue.rr Ooiran nAt

74IA6. 184. 1, 1913.

Per cent. Per cent,.I Per cet Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
a80 .22 100.0 40 40 12.2. 11.27'I 4.7 ,50 40
.90 .292 3.0 40 40 '2. 50 1,432 47.5 &0 40
.O .365 7M5 40 40 2.73 1.634 4.2 s0 40

1.10 .437 M 4 40 40 :1.00 1.815 43.5 50 40
1.20 .510 64.7 50 40 :1 2.17 44.2 50 40
1.30 .582 61.6 s0 4.00 2.340 4.3 s0 4)
1.40 .6M 8.8 so 4. M 2. 02 42.7 .50 40
1.50 .727 57.0 50 5.0o 3.2' 42.2 so 40

,.8 40 8.00 5.440. I.3 50 40
1.90 1.017 ,51.5 so 40 .00 6.163 40.2 50 40
2.00 1.0901 50.5 5 0  4 10.001 6.8D 9.9 40

BLANKETS, NOT OVER 3 YARDS LONG.

Ad valorem duty. Ad valorem duty.
F qulvs-F 1qtuva-

Wlon len '
Foreign lentlad I Fade l vntedvle valorem !Payne- val e valor em P ne-+Wlo-ayne-c
vplue diuty,per, Under- WLon- Aldrich perAldrich

pound a Horue wood. A1orm.n Art of 1,xmd. 11CA~e wood. (orman Avt of
p ill . Simmot.; Act, 1909; bill 1immo, Act, 1909:

74.50. Act, 1913. 1-4 . DUigley 7156. Act, 1913. 189. Dine

Act, 107. Act, 17.

Percent. Per cent. Parent. Per cent.
10.20 50.0 25 Z 30 11.50

.35 39.4 25 30 30 1.60

.35 42.8 23 30 30 1.70

.40 37. 5i 25 30 30 1.80
.so 37. 2 3M 3S 1.90

.0 35. 5 5 M 40 2.00
70 34.4 25 33 40 2. 5
• 32.8' 25 35 40 2.50

.90 33.3 25 35 40 2.75

.9S 31.6 25 3 40 3.00
1.00 32.5 25 M 40 3.50
1.10 31.8 25 45 40 4.00
1.20 31.3 25 35 40' 4.50
1.30 70.8 25 35 40 3i.00
1.40 30.3 25 35 40 G.0

- I -
Per rcet. Per ced. Per cent. Per cent.

30.0 25 35 40
29.7 25 35 40
29. 4 2 35 40
29.2 23 35 40
28.9 25 35 40
28.7 2.5 35 40
28.4 23 133 40
28.0 25 35 40
27.7 2 35 40
27.5 25 35 40
27.1 25 35 40
26.9 25 35 40
26.7 25 ,5 40
20N5 251 .3 40
26.2 25 33 40
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Comparison of ad valorem dutice in per cent of foreign value-Contlnued.

BLANKETS, NOT OVER 3 YARDS LNO--Contlucd.

.Equiv&- Ad valorem duty Equiva. Ad valorem dutyA r tient ad on foreign value. I lent ad on foelgn value.
Amen- Fore n valorem Amer- Foreign____al_____

va Uel dutfyon value vaue duly on
per Under. wpen fore.gn wu,. Under.

pond WO. undPmfld w~2 (lorman wod
ounAct, 194.I .pou.Act, Simmon3

746. , Act, 1913. . Act, 1913.

Pur Cent, Per cent.; Per CtWd SI5~per cent. per cent. per'tem.
$0.50 $0.20 so 25,.0 $,.3 30., 3.5 2

.60 .28 4.8 2.23 1.50 30.0 3.5 23

.70 .36 38.9 2.50 3.70 29.4, 3 23

.75 .40 37.5 30 2.5 1.90 29.0 35 25

.90 .47 38.3 35 23 3.00 2.10 2S.6 35 23
1.00 S5 36.4 35 3.0 2.50 28.0 35 23
1.10 .63 31.9 4.00 2.,90 27.6 Its 23
1.20 .71 33.8 4 2 .50 3.30 27.3 35 25
1.30 .79 32.9 a$ 25 3. 00 3.70 j 27.3 3.5 25
1.40 .87 32.2 M 251 6.00 4.50 26.6 35 2S
1.50 .93 31.6 35 25 7.00 5.30 26.4 33 23
1.70 .9 32.6 as 9.00 6. 0 36.2 33 25
1.70 1.06 32.6 23 9 6.1 26.2 31 23
1.80 1.14 31.6 .15 23 10.00 7.70 26.0 35 23
1.90 1.22 31.1 is, 25

FELTS, NOT WOVEN.

Ad % alocem duty.
Equlva- .
lent ad

valrem , Payne-duy, e Under. Wilson- Aldrich
H. . 8 1o . Oorman Act, 1909;7456. mo Act, 1891. Dlngley74% .Act, • Act, 18'7.

Per Gov. Pe cent. Pu (tl. Per (tW.MO~ 33 45 60
41.74 3.5 5 60
42.9 1 331 45 60
37.5 35 45 60
37.6 3.5 45 60
31.5 3.5 4.5 60
34.0' 33 45 60

29i 3.51 4.5 60
4. 35 45 60
32.01 3.5 4.5 60
43.3 35; 45 60
42.3 3.5 45 60
41.7 a.5 43 60
41.1 35 45 60
40.5 353 4.3 60

Forelg
value
per

pound.

1.6(
2.7
. 70I.

2.002.2.
2.50

3.004'.5
.5.0

6.01

0;

E Ad valorem duty

lent ad
valorem i . Payne-di Vnd " wflw. d

Iuypr wo Wioon Aldrich
K'/ i Simmons Gorman Act, 190%

Act,91. Dingle
Act, 1997.

Percent. Per tn.40.0 38
39.6 33
39.2 35
3& 9 33

U 54 W3
37.8 33
37.31 33
37.0 .35

35.8 35

3.U 6 35
35.4 X$
3U 0 .33

Per cen,.
45
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

so

Per cent.
60
60
60
60

6060
60
60

60
coo
60
fjO

Foreign
value
per

pound.

.20

.30.35

.40

.50

.60

.70

.85

.9
1.0
1.10
1.20
1.30
!.40
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(omparieon of ad raloren duties in per cent of foreign raluca--ContlIued.

FE LTS, NOT WOVEN-Continued.

i Ad vlomduty AdvaloremdtyAmed. fulc ~lend onforeignvalue. I Equiv. oorlnsu,

Ameri. C* ti Ccu. l on foreign value.
c an valorem I ted vloemvalue foreign duty on Und.r. foreign duty onvdae fo-o . vaiue, Uor.egn W//ilu. Under.,lp .sG''orman Simmons pernd. value, G ormanSimn

pound. per Hi.. Act, A, pound. per If. Act, Act
741. 1834. , 7456. 1S94. lol.

Percent. Percent percent. Percent. Percent. Percent.
4050 $a 20 603 2. O $1.20 41.7 45 3?)41.5t 33.Go0 .28 4Z. 8 . 33 2.. ri 1,$97 107 M 3.5

.75 .40 37.6 4A .1.5 2.50 1. AM57 39.7 w5 3.5

.8 .39 41.0 2.7.5 1.762 39.1 5 35
.O .47 34.3 4. 3 a 00 1.95r 3.5 50 r.

1.00 .51 36.4 4 3 1 3.50 2. 32. 37.7 so I$1.10 .61 1M .0 3. 4.00 2.70 37.0 50 33
1.20 .71 33.8 45 3 4..V) 3.Ot1 M.5 s0 331.30 .,g 32. 9 45 .M ,56.O 3.41 X63 510 3,5
1 40 .97 3 2.2 4S5 ,11 &,O0 4.20 . 7 ,V1 3.$
1.50 .95 31.6 43 3, 7.00 4.$95 3%3 50 331.0 .90 41.5 45 55 ,oo O .70 31% 50 3.51.70 .975 43.7 4 5 9.00 6.45 3,.9 50 3.
1. F4 I.8 W 2.9 140 3 I 10.00 7. 20 31.7 5 3.
1.90 1.123, 42.2 43 31)

KNIT FABItICS.

Equlva.
lent ad

valorem
duty
rates,

If. R.7458.

Per cent.

.40 40.8

.30 37.6

.577 54.2

.60 33.5
.70 34.0
.80 4& 3
.90 4.7
.00 4.5.3

1.10 44.2
1.20 43.3
1.30 42.5
1.40 42.0
1.50 41.3
1.60 40.8

Ad valorem duty, a Ad valorem duty.

Under- i , Foreign lent ad
od. As Pan- value valorem Under. . Payne.

wood- GWolman.[ Aldrich per duty wood- Wilson.
c t Act, 1909; , pound. rates, immoni " an Act, 1909;

1913. PI . AcL7 ||.I.7,96. A ctg _193 " At 1913 .. . lc,197

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
35 1.70 40.3 33 40 5

33 33 30 1. 80 39.9 33 40 33
33 40 30 1.90 39.6 35 40 55

40 60 2.00 39.2 33 40 53
40 o 2.2.5 A 7 35 40 35
3 0 so 2.30 3A.1 33 40 55
40 W, 2.75 37.7 33 40 M

3 S 3.00 37.3 3 40 55
0 55 3.50 36.8 35 40 35
40 53 4.00 36.3 J0 33

35 40 M 4.50 36.0133 40 3.5
33 4.&0 33.7 40 5340 6.00 3.7 4 4 w)35 4 5 7, 0 31S.01 M. 40 W).

35 40 si 8.00 3t. 4 31 40 16

3568

Foreign
value
per

pound.
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Comparison of ad valoren duties in per ccul of foreign traiues-Contlnued.

KNIT FABRICS-ContInued.

Ad valorem duty
on foreign value.

Wilson Under.
(omn wotI.c t' IS9 1. A'ct' 193;,

Per cent. Per cent.
35 33

40 540 33

40 35
40 33
40 33
40 35
40 33
40 3.5

40 3340 3 I

Equlva.
lent &It

valorein
duty on
foreign

per
i 11C.5.

Per cent.
45.21
41.1j

36. 4
34.9
33.8
33.3
52.8
50.8
49.0
47.7
4C. 4
45.5
41.6

Foren

calculstedj
from

commit.
tee ratm.

S1.14
1.327/ .51s
1.702
1.89
2.t5Z
2.64
3.015
4.14
4.8'9
S. C.4
(L.39
7.14

fqulv. Ad valorem duty
lent ad on foreign value.

valoremIdulyo I ..(rorei n Under.
slvaue, Wilson-

Clorman wood.p , !.t~i 1Simmons
hI.11r456.'j Act * 84 Act, 1923.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

43.8 401 35
42.:5 0 3541.3 4 3

40.4 40 3533. G 40. 35
37.8 0 35
37.4 0 35
36.8' 40, 35
3X.2 40 353
35.8 40 33
334 40 3s
33:21 40' 35
35.0; 401 33

CLOTIIING, NOT KNITTED OR CROCHETED.

Ad valorem duty.

Under- Wilson. IAlrich
wood- (

Simmons Act,4. Act, 1909;
Act,1913. A ,Act, W.

Percent. Per ctnt.
35 4535 4S
35 45

45
35 45

45
35 4535 45
35 45
35 50

33' 0

35; 5

Per cent.
Go
60
fCo
GO
00
GO
60
60
(60
80
Co
60
60
Co
GO

I Ad valorem duty.Equlva-

Foreign lent ad
value valorem V Payne-
per Irtepe Under- Wilson Aldrich

pound. I .Simon Act, 19 ;87 mmon Act, 1M. Dlley
Act, 19 3 Ac,1, 89 .

Percert. Percent. Percent. Per cent.
81.60 37.9 35 50 60
1.90 37.7 3,5 50 60
2.00 37.5 35 0 60
2.25 37.0 35 60
2.50 3X.7 35 01 62.75 38.4 35 50 60

3.5O 35.8 35 50 C0
3.10 3782 35 .50 Co
3.14 478 0 60
4.00 4&.8 3.5 M0 60
4.50 4.3 50 60
&.00 48.0 351 50 60
& 50 4W. 351 50 60
6. O0 45,4 35 50 60
7.00; 45.1 35 50 60

Equhva-
lent adAmer- Foreign valorem

can vle
alue, vaue, duty onper per, foreiftn

pAund. pound. value
per If. 15.

74.

Per cent.
lO2p .737 42.5

1.50' . . 40.5
1.75 1.112 39.4
2.00, 1.30 34.5
2.25 1 1.487 37.9
2.50 1.675 37.3
2.75 1.812 33k0
3.00, 2.00 37.5
3.2.5 2.187 37.2
3.50 2.372 36.8

Ad valorem duty
on foreign value.

Vilson. 1 Under-wood.
Gorman SimmonsAc, 1M., Ar1t, 1913.

Per cent. Por cent.
45 35
45, 35
45 3-5
1, 3.$
45 35
45 33
50 35
50 35
50, 35
50. 35
50 33

Ameri-
can

value,
Fier

pound.

$3.75
4.00
4.50
.00

5.50
6.00
7.00
&0
9.00

10.00

Equiva. Ad valorei . duty
lent s' on foreign value.

Foreign valorem
ae, duty on
Pe, foreign Wilson IUnoe.

pound. value wood.
,perl. R. AGra I Simmons

74M6. Ac, Act. 1913.

Per cent Per cent, e tt
$2.562 3 . . , t n

2.75 38.4 50 35
3.125 36.1 50 33
3.30 33.7 50 35
3.49 47.3 50 35
3.84 46.9 50 35
4.4 48.2 60 33
5.24 45.8 50 35
5.94 45.5 50 35
6.64 45.2 50 33

.8inert.
can

s a'ue,
per

rf unl.

Foreign
value, Per

from
commit-
tee rate.

ran
value,

per
pound.

$2.00

2. 50
2.75
3.00
3.504. OD1
4.50
5.00
ro. 00
7.00
FL00
9.00

10.00

1070 10.31
.60 .39

.o .47
1.10 6f3
1.20 .71
1.25 .75
1.30 .r,15
1.40 .0'
1.50 .76'
1.44 .81
I. 70 .915
1.80 .99
1.90 l.Oej.

Equiva-
Foreign' lent ad
value valorem
Per j rateetpoanl. I.]

7458.

Per Cent.
6050' 48.6

.60 . 41.5

.70 42.9

.80 41.7

.90 40.8
1.00 40.0
1.10 39.4
1.20 3M.9
1.30 38.4
1.40 3.1
1.50 37.8
1.60 37.5
1.625 3 3.4
1.675 37.3
1.70 3&.2

81527-2-scit 11-4
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Top-Shoicing protcctire duty nccesary to equalize costs of production, using
commission combing charges in England, France, and GermanI and the Same
charges in the United States.

England, France, [iermnny,
sterling Ifrancst rks nitcl
at 83-60. Scnts. ,.3cenls. states.

C ot clean wool ................................................. $0.60 I K 6 to la $0. 0
Handling, sorting, off sots ..................................... .03 .03 .01 .06
Plus duty ......................................................... .. 2-3

Total ................................................... . .63 .Q .6, .91
Net production 90 percent-ot............................. . 0 .70 AN 1.0
Commission combing .......................................... . o .132 . 3 .11

Cosi o 0tops ............................................ .. 8 .W M21 .731 1.1
Freight and Insurance .......................................... .02 .' 2 - .......
Wool duty (compensatory) ................................... .. 273 .2.5 I .275 .
Necessa protect ty .................................... .085 .0&31 .14 .

Total .................................................... . 1.1 j 1.14 1 .1I l !

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL S. DALE, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING
CARDED WOOLEN MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. DALE. Our association is composed of manufacturers of yarn
and cloth by what is known as the carded-woolen process, as dis-
tinguished from the worsted process. The manufacturers who com-
pose this association are widely separated both by geography and by
interest, being in no combine and being financially independent of
each other. They are located in Wisconsin, Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, the New England, and other States. Their combined
capital is $13,028,000; their annual product is $27,281,000; annual
wages, $6,930,989. They operate 1,302 broad looms, 305 narrow
looms, 120 knitting machines in connection with tie carded-woolen
processes, 449 set of cards, and 183,278 spindles.

They ask that Schedule K be revised on a straight ad valorem
basis; thfit the duties be ad valorem on wool, wool by-products, re-
claimed wool, partly manufactured goods, tops and yarn, and on
cloth. They asc thii because any specific duty on products varying
so widely in value per pound is necessarily an unfair duty, discrimi-
nating in this industry against one class of manufacturers and
favoring another class, whi e at the same time placing a very heavy
burden on the American people by reason of its acting as'an em-
bargo on low-priced materials.

The specific duty on grease wool has been so thoroughly dis-
credited in years past that it is not necessary to spend very" much
time in demonstrating its character now. I Will, however, give one
illustration taken from several that are to be found in the brief we
will present.

At the London wool auction on March 12 to 17, 1914, 35,000 bales
of grease wool were so1, this being about the last sale before the
war broke out. The 11-cent duty if applied to this wool would have
given ad valorem equivalents varying from 36 per cent on the higher-
priced wools to 147 per cent on the low-priced wools; if the 15-cent
duty had been applied to the same wools, the variation in the ad

I r
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valorem equivalent would have been from 49 per cent to 200 per
cent.

These high duties necessarily act as an embargo. When you place a
specific duty on wools varying so widely in value, you in effect say
in your law that wools over a certain value shall not be imported.
And the wools that are thus shut out are well adapted for warm,
durable, and in every way serviceable clothing for the American
people.

lie effect of the specific duty on grease wools is to exclude the
heavy-shrinking wools, because the value of grease wool depends
largely upon the amount of grease and dirt clinging to it, and which
is removed by the first process of scouring. The more grease and
dirt that is attached to the fiber naturally the less is the grease wool
worth per pound.

Among the wools excluded by a specific the carded-woolen manu-
facturers find a large part of the raw material adapted for their
needs. The carded-woolen mills find their raw material largely in
the form of heavy-shrinking wools, while the worsted mills have
found their raw material largely in the form of light-shrinking
wools. These conditions account for the discrimination and the
special privile ge that a specific duty on grease wool creates between
tie two great-branches of the wool-manufacturing industry. If a
wool is light and shrinking, if there is very little grease and dirt
clinging to it to be scoured away and not used for making cloth, a
duty of a certain number of cents per pound is equal to a lower duty
per scoured pound than when theme is a large amount of grease and
dirt on the fiber. That is self evident.

A specific duty on grease wool deprives the American people of a
hlrge part of the raw material that is needed for the manufacture of
clothing that they wear on their backs and for the carpeting under
their feet.

Senator LA Foj.Lra'rE. Will yo describe a little more fully the
class of wobl that is thus excl6'ded?

Mr. DLE. It is the wool of shorter fiber. Carded-woolen machin-
ery is adapted for converting the shorter fibers into yarn. It is
carded and spun, whereas by the ,vorsted process the wo~l is combed.
The wools adapted for carded.woolen goods are largely heavy
shrinking.

Senator LA For,.ufrrE. Where are those wools chiefly obtained?
Mr. DALE. From South Africa, South America, Australia, and

New Zealand. From nearly all parts of the world whlcre wool is
grown.

A specific duty on grease wools has had another effect: It deprived
the woolgrower of the protection that he expected. Ile has been led
to believe that the 11.cent duty on grease wool gave him a protec-
tion of 33 cents per scoured'pound, on the theory that it took
3 pounds of grease wool to make 1 pound of scoured wool. As
a matter of fact, there is a large amount of wool of which it takes
only 2 pounds of grease wool, and even less, to yield 1 pound of
scoured wool. Some wools shrink only 20 per cent; other wools
shrink as high as 80 per cent. One hundred pounds of the first-
named wool yields 80 pounds of scoured woov, while a hundred

U7
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pounds of the last-named wool yields only 20 pounds of scoured
wool.

Under the 11-cent duty on grease wool the tendency was to import
the lighter-shrinking wdls. No wool was imported under this 11-cent
duty that shrunk much more than 50 to 55 per cent, while a large
quantity of it much of it known as cross-bred, shrunk 30 to 333 per
cent. Instead of getting under an 11-cent duty on grease wool a
protection of 33 cents per pound scoured, the woolgrower received
a protection of about 18 cents per scoured pound; on some wools
much less than that. The average was probably 18 or 19 cents a
pound.

We come now to the specific duty on scoured wool. The value of
grease wool depends upon two main factors. One I have just men-
tioned, the amount of loose material clinging to the fiber, and which
is washed away. The other factor is quality, and by "quality" I
mean the length of the staple, fineness, elasticity; in fact, the spinning
qualities; all of the characteristics that go to make up the value of
wool for manufacturing purposes.

Scouring wool eliminates only one factor, the loose grease and dirt,
There still remitins the other factor of quality. These two factors are
so inextricably mixed and criss-crossed that when the grease and dirt
are removed from wool there is practically as wide a range of values
as prevailed before scouring. Take, for example, the 30,644 bales
of scoured wool sold in London in 1911. The 8S-cent duty applied
to that wool gives ad valorem equivalents ranging from 54 per cent
to 412 per cent.

Senator McLEAN. I was wondering whether the Fordney bill did
not put a limit on the ad valorem?

Mr. DALE. Yes, sir; and I will come to that. But I want to make
sure that our position is made clear in regard to the iniquity of spe.
cific duties on wool. The ad valorem limit in the Fordney is an
admission that we are right in regard to this matter, and that the
duty on wool should be ad valorem." I want to make clear the in-
iquity of specific duties on wool.

The 30,644 bales of scoured wool, sold in London in 1911, with
the 33-cent duty applied, show variations in the ad valorem equivalent
from 54 per cent to 412 per cent. The man who imported $1,000
worth of the highest priced wool would pay $540 at the United States
cutomhouse. The man who was fool enough to import a thousand
dollars' worth of the low-priced wool would be required to pay
$4 120 to get it. through the customhouse.

Senator Goolwxo. Vill you state the price that scoured wool in
London sold for that paid a duty of 400 por cent?

Mr. DALE. The lrlef gives th t, but. I shall have to calculate it
mentally.

Senator GOODINO. If it is in the brief it is all right.
Mr. DALE. It would be about 8 cents a pound.
Senator (boOr-mG. For scoured wool?
Mr. DALE . For scoured wool.
Senator GooDINo. How much would that be worth in the grease?
Mr. DALE. I do not know what it shrunk, because it was scoured in

Australia and brought to London and sold at auction in the scoured
state.
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Senator GOODINO. Do we grow any of that class of wool in
AmericaM

Mr. DALE. I should have to ask you, Senator, because you know
so much more about wool than I do.

Senator Goonixo. I am sure we do, and I am sure the price that
that wool sold for in London would not pay the freight on it from a
western State to Boston.

Mr. DA ,,. At the sale in London oil March 12-171 before the
war broke out, 6,359 bales of scoured wool were sold. The 33-cent
duty applied to that wool gives ad valorem equivalents varying from
47 )er cent to 234 per cent, while the 45 cents duty-the emergency
duty-gives equivalent from 64 per cent to 319 per cent.

The Fordney bill provides for a scoured-content duty. I have just
shown by these figures, taken from one of the largest wool markets
in the world that a scoured-content duty would be an iniquitous
(hlity. a very burdensome duty, not only to manufacturers but to the
cons imers: tlMt it would he thloroughly unjust.

I want now to point out that its administration would be impos-
sible. I could give that as my opinion based on my experience in
handling wool, and I think that- anyone here or elsewhere who has
ever had any experience in manufacturing wool into cloth would
agree with tue that it is impossible to administer a scoured-content
duty with the precision, with the freedom from the possibility of
fraud and error, that is required in administering a tariff law. But
I am going to give you some evidence that I have been fortunate
eiotigh to secure within the last few months, and which, I think, will
be conclusive to all of you.

When the war brok out France was short of wool. The French
Government commandeered all of the wool in the country in the
hands of (k.-lers and growers. Tile Government fixed the price at
5 francs per kilogram, scoured content. And for four years the
French governmentt was up against precisely the same problem that
the ITtUited Slates Government will be up against if a law is enacted
johieing a dutty on the scoured content of wool. Several months ago!I
asked Robert' Danitzer to give me a statement on the experience of
France in testing this wool. Robert Dantzer was then superintendent
of a mill at Larroque-d'Olmes, Ariege, France, down near the Ap-
ennines. He has had a long experience in manufacturing and served
for several years as professor in a textile school. lie is a practical
manufacturer of woolen and worsted goods. During the war he was
plcited in charge of the testing of textile materials, particularly
wool. So that he had personal charge of the testing of wool for the
purpose of applying this fixed price per kilogram, scoured content, to
the wool that the I, rench Government took over. I have here his re-
port in French and my translation of it. I will give you the origi.
nal. ifyoit want it, and will file the translation with you.

1. )antzer states that they tried three mnetho(s of testing the
wool to determine its scoured content. The first method was by hir-
ing experts, the beet experts they could get, to go around and view the
wool and give their opinion of w'hat it would yield. The governmentt
found that this method was subject. to serious errors. They could not
rely on it at all, and gave it up.

The next method they adopted was to draw a small sample of ro or
II kih ,grains frin eaci lot and ho ve it test,!d in what they call con-
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ditioning houses, to determine its scoured content. lie reports that
invariably they found that these tests of small lots indicated a yield
higher than the yield that was obtained when the wool was scoured
at tile mill.

Finally, after trying these two methods and giving up both of
them, they found that the only method by which they could get a
result that was approximately accurate was to scour a considerable
quantity of each lot.

The illustration that lie gives shows that 1 bale out of 10 was
tested. In another part of his report he states that no test could be
relied on, unless they scoured a thousand kilograms, 2,204 pounds
of the wool. Taking the moderate illustration that he lives 1 bale
out of 10, if that method had been in force in 1919, the United States
Government would have been compelled to scour and test nearly
30,000.000 pounds of wool, composed of an innumerable number of
lots varying widely in weight. It would have been nece.sstrv to do
this either in Government conditioning houses or at the mills, and
in every case under the supervision of the sworn officers of the law.

It is only necessary to state such requirements in order to show the
impracticability of a scoured-content duty on wool.

I have referred to the specific duty on grease wool. It is easily
administered; it is easy to cut a man's head off, but it is not very
conducive to health. The specific duty on scoured wool we find is
open to just as grave objections in regard to the variations of the ad
valorem equivalents, and1furthermore, that it is impracticable. This
brings us to a wool duty based on value. No matter whether it is the
grease, washed or scoured, the market value automatically reflects
its adaptability for making clothing for the people. That explains
why an ad valorem duty is the only fair duty. A duty equal to a
certain part of tle market value bears equally on everybody that
pa s the cost of the material.

Senator GOODINO. May I ask you how you find that value? How
is that value ascertained?

Mr. DALE. Wool is a commodity whose value is well known in the
markets of the world, and I doubt very much if any undervaluation
of wool could exceed 5 or 10 per cent without gross collusion and
fraud.

Senator GooriNo. Yot must find the scoured content, however, of
a pound of wool in order to know the value.

fr. DALE. That is true, Senator Gooding. When the prospective
buyer looks at grease wool, he forms an opinion as to how much it
will shrink. That is one of the uncertain elements in buying and
selling.

Senator GooDiN.o. Nevertheless, it is true, is it not, that every
pound of wool in the world is sold on its clean content, in order to
establish value, unless it is scoured?

Mr. DALE. I would modify that by saying that it is sold on the
two bases I have mentioned--..ne you have mentioned, the scoured
content; the other is the quality.

Senator GooDMo. And one is the market value, and the other is
the clean content there is in the wool?

Mr. DALE. Why, no. The market value is the result of 6oth fac-
to--both the shrinkage and the quality, Senator. You can have

I i
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two lots of wools, one shrinking two-thirds and the other one-third;
they are not worth the same price scoured, unless the quality is the
same.

Senator GOODINO. Yes; I understand that. But in all wool, re-
gardless of its grades before you can even set a price upon it you
must find out about what it is going to shrink, and then you can fix
the market value of that grade of wool; that is the first ste I

Mr. DALE. Senator, I really think that statement should e modi-
fied by saying that before you can fix the market value of wool you
must determine not only its shrinkage and yield, but you must also
determine its quality, its adaptability for manufacturing purposes.

Senator GOODINO. I agrep with that, perfectly. But you must
eliminate the dirt that you speak of?

Mir. DALE. Oh, certainly.
Senator GooDInro. And grease and all those things?Air. DALE. Certainly.Senator McLEAn. You ask to have this ad valorem duty imposed

upon wool in the grease?
Mr. DALE. Upon all kinds of wool univashed, washed, and scoured,

upon wool by-products, and upon reclaimed wool..
Senator MCLEAN. We will assume that you are importing a lot of

wool in the grease. I understood you to say that it was very difficult
to ascertain the value of that wool before it is washed.

Mr. DALE. I do not say so. I say that the value of wool is very
well known in the markets of the world.

Senator MeCLEAN. I was as'ouming that, based upon your state.
meant, that several methods were tried for ascertaining the value of
a lot of wool, and that they were unsatisfactory; that it was a very
difficult thing, unless you took a large portion of that wool and
washed it?

Mr. DAze. Yes; to determine the scoured content, not the value.
Senator MCLEtAN. Assume that we have got an importation, and

the grower of the wool or the exporter is inclined to undervalue it.
What ate our appraisers going to do about that lot of wool, to find
out itsprecise value?

Mr. DALE. Well, if the appraisers are competent they will be able
to determine the value; they first have the invoice as a basis.

Senator McLEAN. Have they not got, according to your own state-
ment, to wash a large percentage of that wool?

Mr. DALE. No; I do not think so, because the values of wool in
the markets of the world are determined by people who make it their
business to buy and sell; it is their life work. They buy wool largely
at auctions. before the war these auctions published lists of their
sales, giving identification marks and price of each lot sold. Wool
became so high in price during the war that the British Govern.
meant discontinued the publication of these lists for fear that the
Australian woolgrowers would become dissatisfied by reason of the
spread between the enormous price in London and the low price
which the Australian grower was getting. Under normal conditions
the publication of these reports will be resumed. The wool dealers
of the United States will have these reports showing the price at
which each lot was sold at public auction in Australia and London.
auctions that are above suspicion.
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Senator GooDixo. That is, as to the shrinkage of the wool?
Mr. DALE. No; as to the value per pound, which involves both the

quality and the shrinkage.
Senator GooING. Well, that is the point I am making, while it

takes the shrinkage, an important factor, of course, is the grade of
the wool.

Mr. D4At:. It certainly is an important factor, but after you elimi-
nate the shrinkage you still have these wide-spreading values. which
make a specific duty as iniquitious on scoured content as it is on the
grease weight.

Senator GOODINo. That depends entirely on the fashions -of the
country?

Mr. DALE. Yes; fashions change; they go one way, and then they
go the other.

Senator GOODINo. I have seen the time that grease wool which voui
are discussing was higher than fine wool and brought more money .

Mr. DALJE. Some fine wools are short and low in value and adapted
for carded-woolen processes. It is not only the coarse wTools that
are low in price. Let us tak6 two lots of wool, each worth $100,000,
one of them 50-cent wool, the other $1 wool, scoured. Put the 33
cents per pound scoured on both lots and we get on one lot of wool
a duty of $66,000, 66 per cent; on the higher-priced wool we get a
duty of $33,000, 33 per cent.

Suppose that wool comes in subject to tn ad valorem duty of 50 pe-r
cent and, by collusion and fraud or some kind of skulluggrery in
the customhouse, it is undervalued 10 per cent, which can only hap-
pen by corruption or neglect-the Government loses $5,000.

Here, under the 33-cent duty, assuming that the $66.f i.t"
is the correct duty, the other lotC is brought in for half that uinotmi.
$33,000. Se we have legalized an underaluation of 50 per cent. or
a loss of 1$33,000, as compared with the illegal undervaluation of 10
per cent. or a loss of only $5,000.

The Fordney I:ill puts 16 cents a pound on noils. I went into the
Boston niarket and picked up a lot of samples of by-products a few
months ago when I expected this hearing wa, coming on. 'le de-
tailed list is in the brief, but boiled down it shows that the Ii;-
cent duty on noils-the short fibers combed in the worsted proess-
gives a range of ad valorem equivalents from 31 per cent to 59 per
cent.

Thread waste, subject to 14 cents l)er poit(i, givce a range of a !
valorem from 40 per cent to, GT per cent. (,arnetted stock, on which
a 20-cent duty is placed, gives a range from 26 per cent ad valorem
to 100 per cent.

These high duties can riot be justified from any standoint. whether
from the standpoint of justice to the manufacturers or to tile con-
sumers, all of whomi you represent.

Senator MICLEAN. What percentage of the American-grown wool
is the high grade, and what percentage is the low grade?

Mr. DALE. I would not want to answer that question. Sewator.
I could not tell you. Wools vary widely in quality and by gradl:
steps. I think it would be quito difficult to answ er brie-ly in ny
event. because the gra(les vat-v from coat-e to fine, with' varialfie
quantities of each. rhe statistics of wool are very imperfect in

A I
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this country, and I question whether any answer that was given to
that-

Senator MCLEAN (interposing). Does the proportion of high-
grade wool in this country coinpar3 well With that of tire imported
product ?

Mr. DALY.. Well-
Senator MCd,1,N. lnder your specific dlty, as I undlerstailnd you,

the protection makes the importation of low-grade wools unreason-
able.

Mr. DALE. Cheap woo', -thc low-priced wools?
Senator McLE'AN. Yes; and I was wondering whether the large

percentage of American-grown wool would get that, protection or not.
Mr. DAME. Oih, that is the point? Well, I really think that when

we come right down to it, we can not divide the clip of this country
into grades of wool an( determine, with even approximate accuracy,
what protection each one is getting under any particular dity. I do
not think that is possible. " (

Thlen there is reclaimed wool, n very useful product, necessary for
clothing tie huIman race. I obtained samples of this material. tind
have given you the details of them in this brief.

Senator I)rrlm,tmr.i.i. What do vo mean by " reclaimed wool?"
Mr. l).tm:. When you get through wearing your suit, they tear

it ill).
Senator l)1mii 'oii. .m. Oh. I iinderstand-shodlv?
Mr. I).y.E. Yes; shoddy. The Fordney duty on t'he grades given in

my list varies from 22 *er cent to .100 per ,celt. Reclaimed wool is a
very ii-efl prodiict for making clothing. It is a very much abused
proIdut. and unjuistly so. A wool fiber is as worthy if respect after
it has Ibeen ,converte(I again into ii condition for manimfaeturinig as it
was in the first place. he.atise its value deeids upon its length. upon
its spinning qualities. :md its aidaptability for making cloth: and all
of those factors vomi iinedi are autoniatiC'allv elected in the price
per )olld.

Senator McLEAn. ("tin this rcltiiell kvool be spun ?
Mr. DA l-:. Oh, indeed I. it can. But it is generally mixed with

woofl n11111 cottool. (oods may have been made of all shoddy, 1but I (to
not know as I cveraw iany: I think it is a negligible amount.

Senator (hCixoi . 'The uties in the Fordnev bill would be 22 to
4M per cent?

MV. DALE. Yes.
Senatoi G1, M)ING. On what?
Mr. DRmu:. On reclaimed wool, woolen rags, and shoddy.
Now, %re conie to ,that bone of contention, the compeimsatorv dilty

on goods., A (omlpensatory dilty is duty Iilacell (Pn the mia nit fe-
tired product which is equ1 to tliv a mount of the dilt that was im.
iMoM11) upon the i ,l! that w'ent into that pI ,,,liiCt. This is done that
tlre A\merican m amifactmnet may be placed on equal terms with his
foreign competitor. so far as the purchase of raw material is con-
cernel. In order to he compensatory it must be equal to the wool
(iltv. 1 (10 not think we need spend much time in demonstrating that
it is impossible to attain that equality if the duty is specific, on the
grease weight. There is no way of'doing it, because vou can not
incorl)orate in a law all of the infinite number of ratios that, exist
between :a pomid of cloth an(1 the weight of the vool that went into

I K
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that cloth. The variable shrinkage in scouring prevents the fixing of
such a ratio. In addition, tliere is a variation, although not so great,
in the shrinkage between the scoured wool and tile finished cloth.

For years we had various ratios incorporated in the old Schedule
K, and the most falloIs of them was the " 4 to 1 ratio." In other
words, it was asstuimed that 4 pounds of grease wool was required to
make I pound of cloth. Consequently, with a duty of 11 cents per
pound on grease wool, a so-called compensatory of 44 cents per pound
was placed on cloth.

I want to dispose of that adjustment in it very few words by re-
ferring you to five samples of wool goods niade ;v me, and on which
I have calculated the comlpensatorv duty of .14 i'ents per pound of
cloth and also the I1i-cent duty oil' the w'€ool that went into each of
these five fabrics.

Senator IT,.CEAIN. Are those representative samples?
Mr. DALE. Oh, I would not call them " representative." They rep-

resent a wide range of fabrics, but I would not care to present them
here as representing the product of this country.

Senator McLEA-. Oh, no; I did not mean that.
Mr. DALE. NO.
Senator MCLEAN. But they are representative of their class; they

were not manufactured by you especially to arrive at a conclusion
to be presented to me here? '

Mr. DL:. Oh, no; they were manufactured years ago. What is
representative about them is the variation in the shrinkages.

I base this calculation on 1,000 pounds of each fabric. siibject to a
compensatory duty of 44 cents per pound. or $440. One of these
fabrics showed that the 11-cent duty on the wool that went into
1,000 pounds of cloth amounted to $39.27; the compensatory dilty
was $440. That fabric was made of a mixture of wool and cotton, blut
the old 4 to 1 ratio applied to cotton as well as wool when they were
mixed together.

The second sample showed a compensatory duty of $440 on I. O0
pounds of cloth, but the actual compensatory required was $118.69.

The third fabric shows the actual compensatory required to be
$209.88, whereas the compensatory imposed was .,4,b.

The fourth fabric shows the compensatory required to be $254.21,
but the compensatory imposed was $440.

Senator Goomxo.'Just a minute, there, Mr. Chairman.
You say some of these fabrics were made partly of cotton?
Mr. DALE. Two of them were.
Senator GooDINo. Do you know what the other three were made of?
Mr. DALE. Yes; I do; because I made them myself. They were

made of mixtures of all wool.
Senator GOODINO. Reworked?
Mr. DAtx. No: new wool. I can give them to you with shoddy in

them that will show about the same variations; but there is the difli-
culty in calculating the compensatory for shoddy, on which there
was an enormous specific duty which prevented the importation
of the material. I took the new wool goods because the wool was
coming in subject to the 11-cent duty.

Senator GOODINO. You got the benefit of that cheaper material that
went into it, (lid you not,'as a manufacturer?
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Mr. DALE. What cheaper material?
Senator GOODINO. Of the cotton.
Mr. DALE. On these two fabrics, yes; and they were sold for a

lower price.
Senator GoomNo. But you got the protection. however?
Mr. DALE. I am not speaking about protection; I am talking about

compensatory duty, in which there was the concealed protection.
We are not trying to cover tip anything. We are not asking for

anyi special privilege. We are not asking for any discrimination
against any competitorr.,. We itre not trying to get a tariff here that
will conceal anything. And that is why'we are asking for a straight
ad valorei tariff on wool and wool goods.

Now. as to a compensatory (ilty with the wool dity on the !coured
content': If a sk(Jirel coittelt ditty on wool were pr~acticable . nd if
it were just-amd it is neither-it would he possible to puit a s p ecific
(llty ot cloth that woull I)lhIiCe al)l)roxi iately-not aictrattly, bitt
al)l;'oxinately-a hpe'fie dity oil it scoured conteit, IecaUlse thevarit ions in the shrinkage in ma1nifatiirin, between seortInd wool
and finished cloth are not so wide -is they are between the grease wool
aiti( the finished cloth. But ,t4 this scivreul-conteht ility is inmpratc-
ticahle and unjust. I am not going to pay any more attention to it
Compensatory ditty Oil tlht iIIS.

I conie itow to the adj listmilent of tile coiln jlsatory dItty on all ad
vallrni Ilists: For yars we have been told that this adjustment was
illpossible. I ask v tI to follow me through -I few arithmetical ii-
ciulations, which I will .Simplify as mich ,is possible, while I demol-
strate that the adjustment is not only possible but tlhat the coiti-
pensatorv duity can be adjusted very .ccurately to wl'at is required.

Blit before I take ill) thfeq(ie.t io;n of comipenstatory duties I woulil
like to refer briefly to two points, one of which I inadvertently
lmssedi over. the other of which two gentlemen have reminded ie
thatt I did not make quite clear.

'he fitst one which I passed over was the objection to an ad
valoen mduty on wool, that it gave the least protection to the wool-
grower when the most protection was needed; that is, when prices
were lowest. That, in my judgment, assumes that an industry should
be set apart and protected 1)y law against the ordinary flutuations
of the market to which all other industries and the consumers are
exposed.

We think that that, would not be a fair arrangement, and that
tinder ordinary conditions. mder the ordinary flutettations, the ebb
and flow of markets. all of us should be exposed equally. When, as
at the present time, following the Great War-

Senator Goomixo (interposing). Mr. Chairman, I would like to
ask the gentleman a question at that stage.

Senator McCu.Min:i. All right.
Senator (hGowxo. 'T'he fluctuation that occr s in prices is largely

in the raw material. b'our cost of production varies but very little;
that is. there is not an wide or wil fluctuations. Your wiges are
about the same, usually,, unless we have a great war; you have your
machinery and your overhead remains about the same. So that this
fluctuaton that you speak of takes places in the raw material, not in
the manufactured products at all.
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Mr. 1),%j:. I think that you are correct that the fluctuations do
occur in the raw material, and I think you are mistaken in the as-
sumptiot that the fluctuations do not occur in manufacturing.

Senator GoomINo. Not to the extent, I am saying.
Mr. I),u~:. In manufacturing the cost of fabrics depends largely

upon it full production, and in times of depression. when goods can
not b. sold, machinery can not be run at full capacity, overhead
charges continue practically unchanged-many of them unchanged-
none. of them reduced in proportion to the production. atid the cost
per yard or pound consequently goes up. So that it seellis to tie if
vou were engaged in manufacturing and land the practical experi-
ence you would not be so positive that all of these fluctuations in the
wool industry-

Senator Goom.-lo (interposing). lat was not my statement. I
said that the greatest fluctuation did o'cur in raw materials. But itis trite when you have not a market for your goods that you shut
down your plant anti, to a large extent, yot get through with sonL,
of your overhead expenses at tie same time.

Mr. DAix. An idle mill is a very expensive proposition. It in-
volves a great loss, and a mill that is running on part production isalso a very expensive preposition. Yolu Say that tile fllet lat ion 1s are

larger in ilie wool industry than in ntanufadtring. I will not dnay
that, because I have not th'e figures to refute it, init my judgment is
that the statement is subject to grave doubts.

I was about to state, when I was interruptcd. that at a time like
the present. following a great var, when all (industries are subject
to these abnormal cotiditions. Conigre:s can properlyv ibe relied upon
to apply emergency measut:es for correcting the extreme fluctuations
in value which bear so heavily upon indittries as they are bearing
upon the wool industry. Conell's has done that. But" my reference
to that objection to the al valorein dity related only to the ordinary
ebb and flow of market voitolitioi ,. i'The other p(itnt wlich 1 was
reminddd of was my a swer to Senlltor McLean in regard to tile
valite of grease wool. I wits told tflat I did n,, make it quite plain
that the value of greasy wool in its greatsy condition. before it is
Scollred. depends upon two factors-the shrinkage, which it will
utillergo when it is ,coried. and its qtlality after it is scoured. If
we Ihave here a lieavv-shrinking wool offered for sale, the price per
loili sI i automatically del)re.-sedl hy tl fact tlat tlere is that pro-
l)otioni of material elingiIg to tl le'fiber wIiieh will be wasled 8way
ait([ not useul foi, nianIIfactiiring plrposes.

I do not know whether I inade my meaning plain to you previously
or not.

Senator McIE.%N. You sugge'tetl that it was very difficult to aseer-
tain the value of a ],,arge quantity- of utneleaned wool without examin-
ing :1 pretty gool lper,'eIt age oi the volume.

Mr. DALI,. TPS.
Senator MCL:AIN. %Id it occurred to tle that tinler tlio'e eircui-

stances it might be different for an apl)raiser to e-tiiuate the valte of
a large importation of wool.

Mr. 1DA.E:. 'hat wais a different point. I uide!stood what your
point was and stated that the valte of the wvool is deterninctld i lie

iarlkets of tlihe world Iy I wven whlo h1ave a: Ich it their life litsiics, to
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buy and sell wool. I also went, into the explanation of the auction
safes. which I do not tlink it is necessary to repeat now, sales that
tire above Suspicion and where the prices are, in normal times, a
matter of record.

Senator McLEA N. I think I understood your position to be exactly
this, that while it was difficult to ascertain the exact value, yet ex-
perienced men could estimate to within 5 or 10 cents a pound.

Senator S~MooT. Five to 10 cents per )oundI
Senator LA FOLLErr.. Percentage.
Senator McLEAN. Percentage of the value ?
Senator S~mo'r. If a man goes and buys wool and does not esti.

mate an) closer than 5 to 10 cents per poindl he can not remain in
business for any length of time.

Senate' LA loJLE:'rrE,. Nobody said that.
Senator McIF.:N. live to 10 per cent of the wool.
Senator MO(V r. That is what I Illean exactlY.
Senator (,owiNxo. Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask the witness

how close, in his judgment, can theyr" estimate, and do they estimate,
these experts who buy wool, to ius real shrinkage that they find after
scoIIring ?

MI. I)AJ.E. My experience ('orres)onds with that of France, which I
am going to place on file. that no matter what a man's experience in
judging wool has been, if lie is called upon to estimate the shrinkage
of woa!s with which lie ihas not been familiar, wools that come from
all parts of the world, that lie has not been accustomed to buying,
his judgment will be subject to very great errors, no matter what h1s
experience has been.

Senator MCLF,N. 'ien. if that is so, are not our appraisers going
to lalor unler that same disadvantage?

Mr. I),Air. Tlhat is an administrative question, as to whether you
can get competent men as ap)praisens who will perform the same
fiuitioil for the Government tliat the buyers do for their employers
iii the markets of the world.

Senator Soac'r. Senator. the way that wo:(ld be (lone-it, is not by
ieing a judge of wool. They will take samples of the wool that will

come in. andi they will scour that. wool, and there would not be any
g1_uessing on the scoiurd b:-isis of the wool. If they make some mis.
t.ike in taking a sample. there will he an error, but I can not think
there will be any danger of making that mistake. But what Mr. Dale
says in relation'to the mere estimate as to the shrinkage of the wool-
a man who has thought wool in a certain territory or in the United
States and bought it for years can tell you almost to 1 per cent of
what that shrinkage of w4ol will be. Iflie is not, able to do that, lie
has no right to buy wool for anybody.

Blit it is trite t'hat taking a 'wool from a foreign country, which
the man has never bought before. nor ever scoured, nor had any
experience with. ie can not bp as good a judge of that as lie will be of
wools lie has been handling for years and years.

Senator McLEAN'. Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. DmaI I agree wvitb that statement; yes.
There is one point that I think would be well to bear in mind in

estimating the shrinkage of wool. There is the eternal conflict be.
tween uyier and seller. The buyer will naturally estimate the
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shrinkage to be greater than it really is; the seller will be inclined
to estimate that it is less than it is.

Senator MCLLEAN. Yes; but, as I understand you, that is for busi-
ness reasons.

Mr. DALE, That is for business reasons.
Senator MCLEAN. Both of '&he parties call estimate very accurately.

They know and can know siubstnntially the precise value of that wool,
and thev, are there pad( ing the price or subtracting for business
reasons f

Mr. DALE,. And the result of that conflict is the market value; and
that, as I said, is normally a matter of record in the markets of the
world. It is well known. I have compared, this morning, the
possible undervaluation, under an ad valorem duty with tihe legalized
undervaluation that you will get under any specific duty.

Senator MCLPAN. I understood you to say this morning that these
French experts, who experimented extensively, found great difli
ties in esitablishing the value of unwashed wool.

Mr. DALE. They found great difficulty in establishing the shrinkage
of grease wool.

Senator McLEAN. And it was for that reason that it seemed to me
that our own al)praisci. would meet with similar difficulties.

Mr. DA~LE. I can only repeat what I said a few minutes ago, that it
is an administrative question for the Government to secure the same
service in appraisinig the w l that th, buyers and the sellers do In
establishing the market value.

Senator GooDINo. Mrll'. ChilirnIli. I would like to ask Mr. Dale
this question: Hither on a specific duty or an ad valorem duty it will
be necessary to make an estimate of the clean content of the wool in
order to fix' the ad valorem d(u1ty ?

Mir. lI%).. Not necessarily it von have an honest invoice.
Senator SMOOT. That is true if you have an honest invoice.
Senator MCLE:N. If there is an opliortunity to succeed in present-

ing, a dishonest invoice, that is something we want to look out for.
,Senator SMOOT. Senator, there is no way of arriving at the value

of wool other than to know what the wool is going to shrink and what
the quality of the wool is. I (!o not care who buys it or who sells it;
that has got to be the value of that wool.

Senator GooDxo. Absolutely.
Senator MCLEAN. Of all _fRades.
Senator SM.NOOT. Any gra es.
Senator MI(u rimt. You all three agree upon that proposition?
Senator ('ooDuxN. I till) not. quite sure Mr. Dale agrees on that.
Senator McCvi7lt:,u. Yes; lie has rel)eated it several times thait that

was the basis in estimating the Value.
Mr. DAJe. In listening to you gentlemen I do not recall now any-

thiing to which I take exceptions, nulad I do not recall anything that
conflicts with anything I have said.

Senator Gou.Nao. Mr. Dale, in ligiuring the ad valorem duty, I
understood you to say that one of the oljetionlm to an ad va hloil'Il
duty was that the governmentt could not find the honest duty of
wool without scouring it.

Mr. I)AD:. I do nlot recall saviig that. I pro(luuced this French
evidence in order to demnon-ti'ate that it is inilmssible to admini ter a
su'uu'e, -content duty.

up I
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Senator (oomNo. Yes; that is the point.
Mr. DAL E. Not an ad valorem duty.
Senator Goomxo. The point I wanted to make again is that

whether it is ad valorem duty or specific duty the Government must
arrive at the clean content of a pound of wool before they can find
its value in some way or another; that is the point I want to makeclear.er.DAtx.; To that I would reply as I did a few moments ago,

that if the Giovernment has an honest invoice, they have the market
values; and it would not be necessary to test iton the scale that
France found necessary during the war.

When wool is sold ill the markets of the world the value is deter-mined by buyer and seller, who judge With great accuracy all the
elements on which the value (epends-shrinkage in scouring and
quality, the latter including length, fineness, elasticity, flexibility,
strength, in fact everything that affects the utility of tile wool. Thus
the market value is,'in fact, a certificate by the best experts as to
both shrinkagre and quality of wool. Andi for every bale of tile
great bulk of foreign wool this value thus established is a matter
of record at great auction sales that are above suspicion.

Senator MCLEAN. Would it. be difficult to apply the American val-
uation plan to your sehemiio of ad valorem duties?

Mr. DmtLx. As for the American valuation, I do not know what it.
is. I understand that this committee has quite a corps of Treasury
experts engaged in finding out, what it is. We are not taking sides
for or agailist wl, Allieicin valuation, but we think that it is a per-
fectly reasonable plan for ts to wait until tile governmentt which
proposes to impose it informs us what it is.

All of these illustrations l have betn lrlselv la.ved upon the for-
eign value, not for the purl)ose of ailvocatitng the foreign value or of
opposing the Amerian value, but bevau~le tlat is the basis upon which
we have been brouglit Il) from clhildltod to base (llr calculations
and our ideas of manufacturing and of wool values. I tried differ.
ent formulas. seeking one tht would iake it possible to base sonie
intelligible calculations on the American value. and I finally gave it
Iu). But I do not want to cast any discredit upon American valua.
tion at this time. I only sate the reavoi, why I liade my calcila-
tions on this foreign basis.

I have demonstrated the impossibility of adju-ting the compensa-
tory dity properly when the wool duty is specific, based on tie
grease weight, and I Ias:-ed over tie compensatory dtity based upon
tl:e scoun'redl content hecalise tlat dity is both unjust and imnprac-
t icable.

Now we comle to the oml)ensatory (ditty oil an ad valorem basis.
Let us asunie that we hiv'e here twNo fabrics just alike, one made
abroad and one tmtade in lie Unitel States; that this foreign fabric
represents a cost of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for all the
other items that make up the value. In other words, that a dollar's
wooli of tlmiit cloth is represented )y 50 cents worth of wool and 50
cents for conversion.

L4 its ass imie that there is a (lilty of, say, for illustration, 10 per
cent on the wool, ani that the conversion cost il the United States is
iii peri venlit liglir li1:111 abroad. We have increased each half of the
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foreign cost by 10 per cent, and increased the total cost by 10 per
cent. So that an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent on the foreign
fabric would raise the cost to $1.10, equal to the American cost.
Thus the ad valorem duty on the cloth would balance with scientific
precision both the wool duty and the increase in the conversion cost.
'Ihis accurate adjustment ivould be obtained regardless of what the
proportions of wool and conversion costs might be. But the wool
duty is not likely to equal the increase of the conversion cost. And
in that divergence between the ad valorem duty that may be placed
upon wool and the percentage of increase in the conversion cost that
may exist between foreign countries and-the United States lies the
only'variable factor in adjusting an ad valorem duty on goods to
compensate for the wool duty, and to protect the American manu.
facturer on account of the increased cost of conversion.

Let us, again for illustration only, assume that we have a duty of
50 per cent upon the wool and that'the conversion cost in the United
States is 100 per cent higher than it is abroad. Our 50 cents' worth
of wool will 1;. increased by the duty 50 per cent, making the
American cost of the wool 75 cents. 'rihe 50 cents for conversion
abroad will be increased by 50 cents-that is. 100 per cent-making.
the American conversion cost $1, the total American cost being $1
for conversion and 75 cents for wool, or $1.75. So that a 75 per cent
duty placed on the foreign value will equalize the wool duty and the
increase in the conversion cost. But wool goods (to not all'represent
50per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion.

Some goods cost more for wool than they do for conversion, and
other goods will cost less for wool than they (1o for conversion.

Let its take a fabric that represents the extreme in one direction,
say a fabric that abroad costs 40 cents for wool and 60 cents for
conversion. Let us also assume that we have adjusted the tariff on
cloth at 75 per cent ad valorem on a 50-50 basis. Now, we have this
fabric tWit is on a 40-60 basis. The 40 cents' worth of wool is in-
creqsed 50 per cent and becomes 60 cents. The 60 cents for conver-
sion'is increased 100 per cent, to $1.20. So that in America the $1.20
and the 60 cents make the American cost $1.80, and on that particu-
lar fabric it would require 80 per cent to balance the wool duty and
the increase in the conversion cost.

In other words, the sinking of the proportion of wool to 40 per
cent. which I believe will be practically the extreme. his resulted in
our duty based on the 50-50 basis being 5 er cent too low.

It will not be necessary for me to run through the calculation, as
you can readily see that on a foreign fabric of which the wool rep-
resents 60 per cent of the cost and the conversion 40 per cent the
reverse condition will exist, and'that instead of the 75 per cent duty
on cloth being 5 per cent too low, it will be 5 per cent too high.

This variation in the proportions of wool and conversion costs is
the only variable factor in adjusting an ad valorem dity on goods
to balance the wool duty and the increase in the conversion cost.

I hope I have made this clear.
I have been speaking of goods which are m de of all-wool fiber.

There are goods made of mixtures of wool and cotton. We suggest
that if an ad valorem tariff is enacted into law that an invest i(ation
be made. andl it, need not he very complicated or extended in order to
be adequate. to determine to what extent the tol diuty cold he re-
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duced on these mixed goods in order that an excessive and concealed
compensatory duty may not exist. We believe that concealed pro-
tection in any form is one of the greatest evils, and a great danger
to the cause of protection.

Senator McLEAN. In the plan you have just suggested, where you
apply ad valorem and your percentage of conversion costs to the
wool, would not you have to rely almost entirely upon the honesty of
the appraiser or invoice?

Mr. DALE. I was just coming to that. No; I do not think so, and
for this reason: In the case of the vast bulk of mixed goods it would
be easily possible by an analysis to determine the proportions of the
wool fiber and the other fibers, and on that basis it would be possible
to adopt a graduated reduction of the duty on mixed goods, graduated
in accordance with the increase in the pe'centago of other than wool
fiber. It is my judgment that this can easily be (lone.

Senator MclAEAN. I assumed you were talking entirly of wool.
Mr. DA LY. I have in my talks so far, but there are vast quantities

of fabric&--
Senator MAcLAN (interposing). That would add to the complica.

tion?
Mr. DALE. Yes; but when I compare the great simplicity of the

ad valorem duty, which I have laid before you today, with the untold
complications in Schedule K that have tormented the country for
nearly 60 years, I look upon this adjustment of the duty on mixed
goods in order to make tfhe tariff honest as the mereAt bagatelle in
administrative complications.

Senator S.Moor. You do not mean by that that the cotton that may be
in a piece of woolen goods will carry the value of the woolen g6ods
rigllt in the Payne-Aldrich bill?

fr. DALE. No.
Senator SMOT. But you do not mean to say that under this pro-

vision that goods carrying the cotton warp, wool filling, or mixed
filling would carry the wool duty?

Mr. DALE. I do not want it to.
Senator S,.oo. Nor do I; and therefore have you not minimized

the result of this beyond reason when you say "it is a mere baga-
telle? "

Mr. DALe. No; I was comparing the administrative problem with
the complexities of the old Schedudle K. You might find that my
filan would involve getting a pair of scales and some chemicals anl
boiling out the wool and p)erhal)s raveling the threads, which is being
(lone every (lay in the New York customhouse. Judging that work
by itself w,'e might say "That is quite a complicated process." But
I'was talking in a comparative sense.

Senator Sizomo. For instance, one year there were 12 pairs of
blankets shipped into the United States by one manufacturer to
see how cheap they were making them in Germany. They were all
cotton with the exception of a few threads in the border, and because
of the few threads in the border they wore compelled to pay the all-
wool duty upon the blankets, and that brought the duty upon those
blankets to over 500 per cent; and that is one of the attacks made
upon the Payne-Aldrich bill, and that can not be (lone under tJiis

,.l,,.7-..--sc it 11-5
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bill; and it ought never to have been allowed under the Payne.
Aldrich bill.

Mr. DALE. I think it can be done under the Fordney bill. The
method of adjusting the compensatory duty on wool goods, which
I have explained, will serve also for the protective duty. In the
illustration I have combined the two. I come now to a very impor-
tant point, the adjustment of the rates on different products, on
manufactured products, tops, yarn, and cloth. The theory of protec-
tion is that it should balance the difference in cost. It is impossible
to determine the difference between the American and the foreign
cost of prodi :tion, because one of those values, the foreign cost, will
always remain an unknown quantity. But it is possible, and easily
possible, for you to determine the American cost, and then on that
basis you can adjust the duties on the assumption that the ratio
between the foreign conversion cost and the American conversion
cost remains the same for the different classes of goods-tops, yarns,
and cloth.

We desire to suggest that if you adopt an ad valorem basis for
Schedule 11 yoiu secure data from manufacturers, giving them all
an opportunity to supply you with the information, which will en-
able you to adjust equitably these rates on tops, yarn, and cloth.
Each of the two products, tops and yarn, is a raw material for one
class of manufacturers and the finished product of another class.

And unless the rates on these products are properly adjusted
there is bound to be discrimination and special privilege between the
different groups of producers. We think it will be easily possible
for you to obtain the necessary information. It should come to you
nnd'be held in the strictest confidence, because there is no informa.
tion that is more jealously guarded and more properly so, than
the information regarding the manufacturing costs in a mill. But
you must have this information in order to adjust these duties prop-
erly. The carded-woolen manufacturers whom I represent are ready
to give it to you with the proper safeguards that it be held in strict
confidence ald used only for the purpose of making tho tariff fair
to all.

Senator SMOOT. In that connection, I suppose you would give the
average costs?

Mr. D.u.E. I hardly think I would, because there is sometimes
nothing more misleading thn an average. I think that it would
be well to call for costs on definite products, and have your ques.
tionnaire as simple as practicable, with questions that can be easily
answered, but comprehensive enough and going into sufficient detail
tol)revent your being misled..

Senator SMOOT. I would not care how brief or comprehensive the
questions may be if the mills are not all making tops and yarns at
the same price. That is why I suggested you could not take the low-
est, nor can you take the highest. We would have to arrive at some
happy medium.

Mr. DALE. I did not understand you. I think when you select a
particular product that it would be necessary for you, perhaps, to
use your judgment and take what you thought was right-the aver-
age-or, if there were any special conditions existing that would
warrant your doing so, to take a lower cost or a higher cost. That
would be one of the questions for you to decide when you came to it.
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Senator MCCUMBER. After you have obtained the average of the
American cost, will you compare that average American cost in order
to determine what the duties will be? The same product might cost
twice as much in France as it did in Japan and cost as much in
Great Britain as it (lid in. France. What are you going to take as
the basis for your comparison in order to determine what should be
the compensatory duty V

Mir. DALE. I would let it be based upon your judgment and the
best information obtainable regarding comparative conditions at
home and abroad. The Tariff 1oard report of 1911 stated that the
conversion cost for tops-I am speaking now from memory, and I
may not et the figures exact-was apl)roximately 80 per cent higher
than in England.

Senator McCuMiBtR. And how much higher titan in Germany?
Mr. DALE. I can not give the figures for Germany.
Senator McCuBinmt. low much higher than in Y'rancel
Mir. DAIS:. I was coming to that. The report stated that for yarn

and cloth the French cost was approximately the same as the I'ng-
lish.

Senator WATSON. Do those costs still obtain?
Mr. DALe. I am coming to that in a moment.
When it came to yarn, the report stated that the conversion cost

was approximately 100 per cent higher in this country than in Eng-
land and France, but that the cost difference on different fabrics
varied widely. As I recall it, the lowest was somewhere around 75
per cent higher in this country. On some fabrics the difference in
conversion cost went up to 150 per cent-147, as I recall--

Senator WTsON (interposing). Are those 1912 figures of any
value now?

Mr. DALE. I am coming to that in a minute. That is a very im-
portant question, an(d I want to answer it, but I Avant to state what
those figures are first. Here are extracts from the Tariff Board
report:

rl'h difference in the cost of turning wiol Into toils in this country mid Eng-
Ilnd varies with th quullty of (lie tops. Conslih,rilng till grades, it may be stated
that 80 lper cnt repr.sents a rough approximation of the excess of the American
cost over the Engllih.

WVorsted yal-ti. * * *In Englnnd the method! of franne sphinng Is the
more cinimon, and fil ne Coitllent inule q)im nlhg. 'The latter is the nioir
expensive process. Comparing frame spinning In Elnigland with fraille sphinmttn
III the Ullltefl Stittes-whihh k th(e coino Inoeilehod lier--It may he sannu that
although there tire wide vitrintiois III hioli countries fronti mill to i1111, the
conversion cost for the same quality and (count of yarns In the United Sttes
is about twihe that. of .nghumo. * * *

* * * 'fie differene of ninnuraettring cost here andI abroad of woolen nid
worstetl fabrics (from yarn to finished! cloth) varies greatly, according to tie
character of the fabrics. Tihe minia pro('esses included are wenivin. finishing,
nn(I dyeing. The figures of the board show that the cost of turning yann Into
cloth in the United Stntes compared with .ngland Is all the way from 60 to
170 per cent higher, according to tile character of the fabile.

For a great, variety of fabrics the American conversion cost is 100
to 150 per cent greater than the English cost.

Those figures are nine years old. Since then there has been a great
war. Everything has been upset. But it is the best information that,
we have, and we are giving it to you, and if we had better inforrm,-
tion we would give vou that. Revising a tariff at a time like this
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involves meeting this problem, and I can not give you any further
information than is given there. It might be possible for the Tariff
Commission to give it to you. I have applied to them and they say
they have not got it in a form for me. They say that it is not in
their possession.

Still, every one seems to be agreed that the tariff will have to be
revised. So, with the light that is shining on the question and with
what judgment we can bring to bear on its solution, we have certain
rates to suggest.

First, however, there is the question of a duty on wool. The wool
manufacturers buy wool, and it is not fitting for them to come here
and speak with too great emphasis regarding what duty should he
put upon a product they buy. The (luty on wool under the Dingley
1111d Pay'ne-Ah(rich bills for 1908-this is grease wool-was 46.15 pi.
cent; i 1909 it was 53 per cent; in 1910 it was 47 per cent- in 1911.
40 per cent; in 1912, 49 per cent; in 1913, 50.80 per cent; and in 1914,
46.68 per cent.

The carded woolen manufacturers will be satisfied with any ad
valorem duty on wool that is satisfactory to tile American people.
and that includes the woolgrowers. Any rate that is satisfactory to
Congress, to the woolgrowers, and to the American people will be
satisfactory to us, providing it is a fair duty, and that nicans proviil-in v it is ad valorem.

aeo, with these figures before us, confronting the problem of fixing
rates on wool, yarn, and cloth, we start with the suggestion that you
consider a 50 per cent duty on wool.

Senator W.AL9S. What is it in the Fordney bill?
Mr. DALE. It is 35 per cent on the American valuation. and ac.

cording tx' our calculations that, allowing a 5 per cent profit to the
importer, is equal to 65 per cent on the foreign value. But all of my
discussion here is based on the foreign valuation, in order to keep it
uniform and understandable.

Senator WAL8H. With the past law?
Mr. DALE. Yes, sir; starting with that suggested rate of 50 per

cent on wool---
Senator WATsn (interposing). You mean, of course, that if the

American valuation carried in the House bill?
Mr. DALu. Well, I referred to that before you came in, and I

repeat-now that we do not pretend to understand what the American
valuation is.

Senator WAJu. That is all in the record?
Mr. D,%YEF. Yes.
Senator WAITA. I do not want to take the time of the committee.

I thank you.
Mr. DALE. Starting with the suggested rate on wool, we suggest

that in accordance with the method I have tried to explain here
to-day you adjust tile rates on yarn on the assumption that the cost
of foreign yarn is made up of70 'per cent for wool and 30 per cent
for conversion, that the cost of foreign cloth is made up of 50 per
ent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion, and that the American
conversion cost of both yarn and cloth is 100 per cent higher than
the foreign cost.
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Without going through the calculations, which I have already ex-
plained, that gives us 50 per cent ad valorem on wool, 05 per cent ad
valorem on yarn, and 75 per cent ad valorem on cloth.

Senator Go0oD1No. I would like to say, Mr. Dale, that the Tariff
Board's estimate is '0 to 60-60 for the wool. When there is a tariff
on wool, they held that the conversion cost to the manufacturer is
40 and 60; wool is on the free list, and the present price reduced is
50/50, but with the protection it is 40/60.

Mr. DALE. Yes.
Senator Gooi)rxo. That is their finding after very exhaustive in-

vest igation?
Mr. DA LE. Vell, we hope--and I am confidently counting upon

your giving sympathetic consideration to these suggestions-we hope
ihat you will subject them to all the acid tests that you can bring to

your command.
Senator WATsoN (interposing). Senator Gooding. to what report

dh, 'ou refer?
Senator (Ioojio. The report on Schedule K.
Senator SMOOT. Of course, that would all depend on what class

of wool?
Senator Gooiwxo. That is, the average. I think that is generally

accepted .
Mr. DAI. I have come to about the end of my story. I have here

our brief and the translation of Robert Dantzer's report, which I
would like to have entered in the record. I also have a document
whieh I prepared for the Tariff Board on Augyst 12, 1910, being an
analysis of the Payne-Aldrich Schedule K, that we would like to
huave entered in th record. Chairman Page has given his consent
to my entering it in the record to-day. It was carefully prepared;
it. took me three or four months to prepare it, and it is boiled down.
I think you will find it rather useful.

Senator McCuMant. Without objection, they may be printed in
the record.

Mr. Dale, the committee have been so well impressed with the
maner in which you have presented this stibject that they have been
inclined to give you all the time that you wished, and we think we
hive been justified in extending that time. But there is one subject
oii which I would like your judglnent, and that is on the subject of
the American valuation: You spoke, if I may say so, rather dispara
ingly of tIe proposition, or at least with the pi'eference for tie ohf
Pro )osit ion.

Ilere is one feature of the case, and the only feature, that has im-
pressed me with the importance of the American valuation. We tried
to maintain in the country the highest standard of wages and of liv-
ing, but by the adoption of the foreign valuation as the basis of our
tariff e pay a l)remium for the lowest class of labor and the lowest
standard of living.

'et me illustrate. Tie article costs 50 cents in Japan to produce.
t costs a dollar to produce I will say, substantially or practically the

saine article, in France. Ate levy a* duty of 20 per cent. 'h'le ,Japa-
nese producer, therefore, has introduced that article into the United
States on the payment of 10 cents only, while the French producer,
because lie has a higher standard of living in his country and pays
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better wages, is penalized by compelling him to pay 20 cents for
bringing the same article in; and if we go to Great Britain it might
be 30 cents for introducing the same article in the United States. For
that reason we have adopted, wherever it has been possible, a specific
duty in preference to an ad valorem duty. Now, wherein is there
anything weak in the argument in behalf of the American valuation
system; that is, if we do not use the American valuation for the mere
purpose of obtaining an excessive tariff duty, but use it for the pur-
pose of equalizing the duties so that the duty on the same article will
be practically the same, no matter from whence it is brought into the
United States.

Mr. DAME. Vell, as I stated before, I would prefer to wait until
the Government decides what the American valuation is, but I can
appreciate the force of what you have said in regard to the imports
from different countries with different standards of living, different
standards of costs. In reaching a-conclusion on this question of valua-
tion you may find it necessary to take that into consideration. I do
not think, however, that the question should be decided solely on that
consideration.

There may be other things to offset the advantage that you speak
of. In framing a tariff bill I think it would be well for you to realize,
as you probably'do, that perfection will never be attained. There
are too many variable factors in the problem. As for the American
valuation plan, I do not want my remarks to be construed as reflect-
ing adversely o- it. I want to hold myself neutral on this problem
until I know more about it and I believe the people whom I represent
occupy the same position.

Senator McCumBwa. Is not the present system manifestly so un-
just as between the different countries that are producing and export-
ing to the United States that we ought to be able to meet that in some
way if we possibly can?

Mr. DAM So far as the tariff on wool and wool goods is concerned,
I should say no.

Senator McCu.rezR. I admit possibly there would be less occasion
for it there.

Mr. DALn But when it comes to the broad question of the tariff on
everything that is going to be made dutiable, that is something, per-
haps, that I am not competent to pass upon. So, Senator without
speaking for or against this American valuation system, Y want to
hold the whole matter in suspense until we get such light as, possibly,
you will get through this investigation and which you may not get
by this investiation.

Senator Smoor. There is one question that I would like to ask you.
I think tht 1 I can thoroughly agree with your statements here based
upon the premise you have laid down; that is, the cost of material
being 50 per cent and the cost of conversion being 50 per cent. The
fault in that, however, would be this: We would then be a manu-
facturing country whose cloth is made on a basis of 50 per cent wool
and 50 per cent conversion. It would cut us out of all the finer
class of goods where the conversion cost is 70 per cent and the wool
cost 30 per cent, or else we would have to have a different rate of
duty in order to take care of that class of goods. If we want to be
a 50-50 country, if I may allude to it in that way, I rather think
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with ad valorem rates applied it would work out that way. You
must remember that we have to take care of the coarser goods, and
that will require a greater amount of wool. When you get into the
finer grade of goods you must admit that will not take care of that
class of goods.

Mr. DALE. It has been my experience and the experience of others
that the highest percentage of conversion cost is often found in the
cheapest goods.

Senator Szoor. That is not my own experience.
Mr. DALE. The conversion cost does not sink as rapidly as does

the value of the material.
Senator McCuMBER. Do you mean the comparative conversion?
Mr. DALB. Yes; the comparative conversion. I think you will find

that on a large number of low-priced fabrics the conversion cost or
the proportionate conversion cost is larger than on many higher-priced fabrics.

Senator SMoar. That is true if you have mixtures of waste in low-
priced goods. I will not say mungo, but I mean wastes of all kinds
made from odds and ends and everything. That is true in that kind
of goods. For instance, the conversion of blankets does not amount
to more than 50 per cent on account of the low stock and waste that
is used. As to yarn and the thickness of the thread that is used, the
same thing is true; but I am speaking now of your proposition here
with reference to cloth.

Mr. DAL. Yes.
Senator Smoor. There is where you get into trouble. I suppose,

of course, there has to be a dividing line somewhere that would mark
that difference. You know that in past tariff bills--I will say this
at least so far as I am personally concerned-the rates have been
upon cloth sometimes higher than I actually knew was necessary on
the ordinary cloth that everybody makes, but they were required to
take care of each class of goods. Of course, under all the other bills
that we passed, it applied to all alike. I wanted simply to call your
attention to the fact that I believe that if we want to be a 50-50
country more than likely this would work, although I do not Want
to say that these percentages offered by you would be right. I. did
offer a tariff bill based upon that as a substitute for the Underwood-
Simmons law. At that time I worked out the compensatory duty
from wool to tops, from tops to yarn, and from yarn to cloth.

Mr. DALE. Yes- I remember it. I think if you will call for the
information which you should have anid which I have suggested it
will shed a great deal of light on this point that you have raised.
We have used our best judgment in making these suggestions. You"
will find in my analysis of the Tariff Board's report in Schedule K,
which has been published repeatedly in the Congressional Record,
a list of 86 fabrics that 'were made in our mill. I arranged the fab-
rics according to value per pound, beginning with the lowest ice
and placing opposite each one the percentage of cost for wool and
for conversion. I think if you will look that over you will perhaps
get some suggestions.

Senator SMoor. I think that I have on my wall a map half as big
as that case over there, with, I think, 110 samples of goods, made not
only in this country but in foreign countries. Half were from this
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country and comparable goods were made in foreign countries. I
have the cost of each as ascertained by the Tariff Board. As a mat-
ter of fact, I know I have it in my office.

Mr. DAzX. As I recall it, the Tariff Board gave us a report on the
cost of converting wool into tops, tops into yarn, and yarn into cloth,
but did not give a report on the cost of converting wool into yarn or
wool into cloth. That was one of the defects in the report.

Senator Sstoor. They gave us the report from wool to tops, tops to
yarn, and yarn to cloth.

Mr. DALE. Yes; but how are you going to get from that the per-
centage of wool to cloth when the yarn they are figuring on might not
have gone into the clothI

Senator Sxooi'. You are speaking of conversion cost?
Mr. DALF. Yes.
Senator SMoOr. Well, that is true.
Senator LA FoLuLrm. In the examples which you presented in

your analysis you had worked them out on the cloth actually manu-
fatured, had you not? I am referring now to the eighty.odd samples
of cloth actually manufactured in your factories.

Mr. DALE. Yes; and with the mill cost.
Senator LA FoLzrE. They covered cloths of coarse texture?
Mr. DALE. Yes; they covered a wide range of goods.
Senator LA Fouivmr. Fine goods as well I
Mr. DALz. Yes; they did.
Senator Smoor. In the bill that I prepared I sent home and got

my cost books at the mill, and it was upon these cost books that I
figured the conversion, each step from wool to cloth.

Senator WALsH. Your own cost book?
Senator SmoOr. Yes; my own cost book.
Mr. DALE. I am afraid there is one defect in your costs. You did

not mix enough low stock with your Utah wool.
Senator SMoor. We did not use it.
Mr. DATL. The cost of converting low-grade stock into, say, 3-run

yarn may be greater than the cost of converting a good grade of
Utah wool into 3-run yarn. The same may be true of converting
low-grade stock and Utah wool into fabrics.

Senator SMooT. The conversion cost would be less, because I did
not have as many breaks in the weave room in making the cloth from
the filling, nor did I have as many breakdowns.

Mr. DALE. Nor in weaving.Senator (ooDINo. Going back, Mr. Dale, to the sales of that
scoured wool in London that, I think you said, sold for 8 cents a
pound?

Mr. DAi.. Yes; in small quantities.
Senator McCUmBERR. In 1911?
Senator GooDJNo. Do you know anything about the condition that

was in?
Mr. DALE. I do not know. I imagine it was scoured short wool

suitable for making good cloth; possibly it was scoured locks and
pieces.

Senator SMoor. I suppose it would come from tag-lock stuff, soaked
out, discolored, and never should have been used for making any-
thing except a mixture.
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Senator GOODING. At 8 cents a pound?
Senator Szfoor. Yes.
Mr. DALE. I want to thank the committee and Senator Gooding for

your patience and for the time you have given us.

BRIEF OF SAMUEL S. DALE, REPRESENTING CARDED WOOLEN MANUFACTURER'
ASSOCIATION, BOSTON, MASS.

The Carded Woolen Manufacturers Association asks that the tariff on
wool, wool by-products, reclaimed wool, and partly or wholly manufactured
wool goods be based on value. We make this request because specific duties
based on any unit of weight or measure are unfair when levied on products
varying so widely In value as do wool and manufactures of wool. The market
price of a pound of wool Is the measure of Its value for manufacturing pur-
poses, and consequently is the only basis for a tariff that is fair to all. If the
duty Is specific, it is certain to be unequal and unjust, discriminating against
one class of users and conferring special favors on others. For these reasons
we ask that all duties placed on wool and manufacturers of wool. on what we
sell as well as on what we buy, shall be ad valorem and adequately protective
for the wool growing nnd wool manufacturing Industries.

THE TARIT ON WOOL.

The value of wool varies widely because of the difference in quality and
condition, quality being used here to designate the fineness of the fiber, length,
add strength of staple, color, elasticity, and spinning qualities. Wool as it
comes from the sheep's back varies widely In condition because of the varying
quantity of foreign materials, burrs, seeds, and shives present, but one of the
most important factors in the condition of grease wool affecting its value per
pound for manufacturing purposes is the quantity of natural grease, dirt, and
other substances on the fiber that are removed by the process of scouring. The
substances removed by scouring wool vary widely from say 80 to 15 per cent
of the original grease weight, making the yield or "scoured content" from 20
to 85 per cent. This varying shrinkage In scouring, combined with the varia-
tion in quality, results in extreme variations In the value of grease wool per
pound.

SPECIFIC DUTY ON CREASE WOOL.

The effect of placing a uniform specific duty on grease wool subject to such
wide variations in value Is self-evident. It results in enormous variations in
the ad valorem equivalents, as is shown at any sale of any considerable quan-
tity of wool; for example, 60,000,000 pounds of unwashed wool sold at London
at the time (1909) the last protective tariff was framed. Exclusive of the
small quantity of wool sold for less than 0 cents per pound, the highest and
lowest prices at that sale and the specific duties imposed at that time with
their ad valorem equivalents were as follows, the other prices and duties rang-
ing between these extremes:

Unwashed wool. 60,000.000 pomuids.
Highest price, 47 cents per pound.
Specific (uty, 11 cents per pound.
Ad valorem equivalent, 2.3.4 per cent per pound.
Lowest price, 0 cents per pound.
Specific duty, 11 cents per pound. "
Ad valorem equivalent, 184 per cent per pound.
The specific duty, when reduced to a percentage of the market value, which

measured the utility of the wool ";)r supplying human necessities, varied from
23 cents to $1.84 on a dollar. 'j . purchaser of a thousand dollars' worth of
the 47-cent wool at London was able to bring It into the United States by pay-
ing a duty of $234, while the purchaser of a thousand dollars' worth of the
6-cent wool could bring It Into the United States only by paying a duty of
$1,840.

In order to Illustrate In more detail the effects of a specific duty on grease
wool, we have classified according to price the 12.000,000 pounds of grease wool
sold March 12-17, 1914, at the last London wool auction held before the war,
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and calculated the ad valorem equivalent of the Payne-Aldrich specific duty of
11 cents per pound and of the so-called "emergency" specific duty of 15 cents
per pound for each value with the following result:
Ad talorem equivalents of specifo duties applied to 85,054 bales (12,000,000

pounds) of grease wool sold at London Mar. 12-17, 1914.

(Prices in cents per pound at 64 per pound sterling.l

Bales.

is0.........
12 ..............
62 ..............
24 ..............
19.............
404..............
74..............
94..............
1o,..............
1:574.........
1708 ....... ::.
2,814..o..........
3,W55.....6......
4,735............
5,376 ...... .....
4,084 ..... o......

653.............

6sm............
1 o...o........

cents Cents
per'. !IIcents. 15cents. Bales. perp..nd. pound.

Per serd. Per ce;t.Xk.8 . U 48.7 169 ....... IC2
30 1 60 27....... 1129.2 37.9 51.7 428 .............. -13.3
2&.5 38.8 52.9 3 -.............. l 1.
27.5 t 40 64.5 397 ................ 125
2.7: 41.2 5A.2 12 ... ..... 12.1
23.8 42.6 5.1 151 ............ . 11.3
25 44 60 57 .................. 1.2
24.21 45.5 62 138 ................ 10.8
23.3 47.2 64.3 ,55 .................. 4
22.5 49 66.6 '135. .................

*21.7 061 69.1 81-------------. 9.8
20.8 52.8 72.1 53 .................. 9.220 ,5 73 3 ................ 1.7
1. 57.2 78. 1 40 ................. j .3
18.3 6

6
.
1 81.9 11 .............. 7.917.5 6Z.8 i" 8&, 33 .................. 7.5

16, 6&.8 89.80 3 .................. 7.1
1.2 67.9 92.51 7 .............. . .7
15.8 696 94 5 ................... .2
15.41 71.4 97.4 1 ................... .S
15 713 100 g4 ................... M5.414. 75.4 102.71

Excluding the small quantity of grease wool sold for less than 71 cents per
pound, the ad valorem equivalent of the Payne-Aldrich 11-cent duty applied
to this 12,000,000 pounds of wool varies from 30 per cent on the highest priced
wool to 147 per cent on the lowest priced; and the present emergency duty of
15 cents per pound, which Is now as permanent as any part of any United
States tariff law ever was, varies from 49 per cent on the highest priced wool
to 200 per cent on the lowest priced. A large part of this wool was skirted,
and under the emergency tariff subject to a double duty, which would double
the ild valorem equivalents.

It Is the unchangeable nature of specific duties to bear heavily on low and
medium-priced materials, raw material, yarns, cloths, clothing, blankets, and
other necessary articles that are produced at a moderate price, ant to bear
lightly on high-priced materials, including both raw materials and fabrics.

In connection with the Injustice of the specific duty on grease wool, as shown
by the variation of Its ad valorem equivalents, It Is well to recall certain effects
which that duty had on the manufacture of wool goods in the United States dlur-
Ing the 46 years that, with a brief Interruption, it was In force. Of the two main
branches of wool manufacturing in the United States, one, the worsted Industry,
using wool of long staple, found In foreign markets an ample supply of raw
material, In the form of light shrinking wool, which could be Imported at a
duty that was but a fraction of its value; while the other, the carded woolen
industry, in which wools of shorter'staple were used, found that its supply
of raw material was mainly In the form of heavy shrinking wool which could
not be Imported at all, because the specific duty per grease pound was equivalent
to several times its valne, raising the cost of the wool far above what the
carded woolen mills could -afford to pay for it.

A RECORD OF DISCRIMINATION AND SPECTAL PRIVILEGE.

The destructive effects of this discrlmination against the carded woolen indus-
try and the artificial stimulation of the worsted industry by special privilege
under Schedule K of 1867 are known to everyone conversant with the manu-
facture of wool goods during the 40 years from 1870 to 1910. During these four
decades the carded woolen and worsted branches of the industry were subject

It cents.

Pt7 cet.
77.4
7,

90.9
97.3
9&2

10L 8
105.7
110
114.5119.5
12. 4
132.5139.2
148.6154.9
164.2
177.4
189.6
203.7

15 cents.

Per cewt.
108.6
106.3
112. 7
116.2
120
123.9
132.7
133.9138.5
144.2
1Mo156.2
163172.4
353.7

200
211.2
223.9
241.9
2586
277.7
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to a combination of inflnences in addition to those resulting from the Inequality
of the tariff law. Among these were fashion and the more recent introduction
of worsted processes in this country, both of which favored the more rapid
growth of worsted manufacturing during the period named. These Influences
and the discrimination and special privilege under the law were so combined
as to make it impossible to determine the exact effect of each on the two
branches of wool manufacturing. With this explanation, the following table,
compiled from the United States census reports, is submitted to show the con-
trAst between the steady decline of the carded woolen Industry.and the rapid
development of the worsted Industry in this period of 40 years, during which
the former was deprived of a large part of the raw material needed for Its
products, while the latter was able to secure an ample supply at a cost far below
what Schedule K was popularly supposed to permit.

Wage earners. Wages. Materials. Products.

Carded wCasdedd CardedCarded Carded Worsted.'Carded worsted. Carded Worsted.woolen. woolen. wW r t e ' oolen. woolen. iWrtd

is" ....... SD i5 12,9M $AS"575 84,38,857 98,,437,601 $14,308,198 15,% 505,8 $3,O90, 33
185). 53,501~~~~~~ 18312,1,91561027 100845,611 22,013,626 160, 0(,213,49 410 ....... 76,915 42,98 26,139,194 '.1 944,966 82,335 W,7,769 133, 5A7 3,1.1652

1900 ....... 68,893 67,008 i 24,757,006 20,02,738 71,011,958 77,075,222 118,430,158 120,314,344
190 ....... 7 ,747 69,251 28,827,536 28,269,787 87,&W, 825 109,65 431 142,196,658 165,745,052111,01 22,575,175 47,1511871 65,651,034 207,780,9M 107,115,858 1317,624,663change .... *759: 1 16 979 135 '1,352 '31 '1,315

I Fer cent decrease. I Percent Increase.

The carded-woolen industry shows a decline of 35 per cent in the number
of wage earners, 10 per cent in the wages paid, 35 per cent in the value of
raw materials, and 31 per cent in the value of products; while worsted manu-
facturing shows an increase of 759 per cent In the number of wage earners,
079 per cent in the wages paid, 1,352 per cent in the value of materials, and
1,315 per cent in the value of products.

Such are the results which discrimination and special privilege under the
law have contributed so much to bring about. On one hand, you find the ruin
of many hundreds of woolen mills of moderate size, that once dotted the
country, located in small towns and villages, giving employment to men and
women under the most favorable conditions for developing sound minds and
bodies and the spirt of Americanism. On the other hand, you find the artifi-
cially stimulated growth of the worsted Industry, with its concentration in
huge manufacturing units in great industrial centers.

Another and an equally momentous issue Is involved in the sharp contrasts
found In these statistics. It is whether the American people, for whom both
carded woolen and worsted mills are operated, shall, In a large measure, be
deprived of the products of the great branch of wool manufacturing which is
best adapted for the manufacture of durable wool clothing at a moderate price.
Our appeal to-day Is that of inen engaged in this carded-woolen industry; but
we most respectfully remind you that the inequality by which our industry has
been oppressed under the law, has, likewise, placed a heavy burden upon
the great mass of the people in this country. We ask that this injustice shall
not again be legalized by the wool schedule. If It Is, we believe that after
another period of agitation, the voters, now numbering the women as well as
the men, will again sweep it from the statute book.

In addition to admitting raw material for one branch of wool manufactur-
ing at a low duty and excluding raw material for another branch of the same
Industry by a high duty, the specific tariff on grease wool load another dis-
criminatory effect. It was framed on the assumption that 3 pounds of un-
washed wool was equivalent to I pound of scoured wool, that an 11.cent
specific duty on grease weight was equivalent to a 33-cent specific duty on
scoured wool. The importation of light-shrinking wool yielding approximately
2 pounds scoured for every 3 pounds of the unwashed weight, swept away
one-half of the theoretical duty per scoured pound. As 3 pounds of grease
wool, paying a duty of 33 cents, yielded 2 pounds of scoured Instead of 1
pound, the duty per scoured pound became 161 cents instead of the imaginary
83 cents.
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The specific duty on grease excluded the heavy-shrinking wool from the
United States.

It deprived the carded-woolen Industry of access to raw materials in foreign
markets.

It admitted light-shrinking wool at a comparatively low duty.
It gave the worsted mills access to an ample supply of light-shrinking wool

suited to their requirements at a low duty.
It deprived the woolgrowers of the protection they expected.
Practically no wool shrinking more than 55 per cent was imported, a large

part of It shrinking much less. Before leaving this part of the subject, let us
examine a summary of over 10,000,000 pounds of grease wool Imported he
tween 1005 and 1011 by a representative American mill. (Tariff Board report
on Schedule K.)

(rease. il-cent duty.
Cost, .WOOL Shrink. Scoured. Scoured, Percent.

Balee. Weight. pound. I

Austalisn merino .................. 063,07 4,242,081 48.9 51.4 21.3 41.2
South American merino .............. .1472 ,4.S5. 02 512 50.9 22.5 44.4
AistrsUancrossbred .............. 2,315 686.53 36.6 47.8 17.4 .36.5
South American cossed...........4,457 3,736,690 36.5 36.1 17.3 48.1

Avergeand tots ............... 21,31 10,021,50 43.8 48.5 19.6 42.2

Some things are so self-evident that dwelling on them serves only to obscure
them. Among these is the rank Injustice of a specific duty on grease wool. It
has been condemned by the people. It has few to apologize for It or defend It.
The only escape from Its evils Is by a duty based on value.

SPECIFIC DUTY ON SCOUREO WOOL.

As has already bIen pointed out, the value of unwashed wool depends on two
principal factors--its shrinkage in scouring and what for convenience we will
call quality. Scouring eliminates the shrinkage factor and the value of scoured
wool is left to be determined by quality. At first glance it might seell as it
scouring would to a large extent reduce the variation in value. This effect.
however, is in practice largely nullified by the varying combination of shrinkage
ant quality, low quality being conblined with both light and heavy shrinklug
wools. The result Is that extreme variations in value per pound still persist
after the grease, dirt, and other soluble materials have been removed from the
fiber by scouring. This Is shown by 30,644 bales of scoured wool sold at London
In 1911. Exclusive of the small amount of this wool sold for les than 8 cents
per pound, the highest anti lowest prices for scoured wool at that sale and the
specific duty with its nd valorem equivalent were as follows:

Highest price, 01 cents per pound.
Specific duty. IM cents per pound.
Ad valorem equivalent, 54 pr cent.
Lowest price, 8 cents per pound.
Specifle duty, 33 cents per pound.
Ad valorem equivalent, 412 per cent.
Under the then prevailing specilef duty on wool a thousand dollar!' worth of

the 01-cent scoured wool couhl be brought into the United States by the pay-
ment of a duty of $540, while a thousand dollars' worth of the 8-cent wool could
be brought in only by the payment of a duty of $4,120. Both of th.,e rates were
prohibitory. The 54 per cent duty was ns effective In excluding scoured wool uis
was the 412 per cent duty, but these extremes are given here In order to il!!,strate
the Inequality and the Inherent Injustice of a specific duty based on either the
grease weight or the scoured weight of wool.

Without the proviso limiting the duty on wool to 3.5 per cent ad valorem,
paragraph 1102 of the Fordney bill placing a specific duty of 25 cents per pound
scoured on wool would supply a good Illustration of the variations under n
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specific duty on itured wool, as will be seen by the ad valorem equivalents of
the 25-cent scoured weight duty on wool of different values.
Value (cents per pound). 25-cent duty. Value (cents per pound). 25-ett duty.
10 --------------------- 250 per cent. 00 . . ..----------------- 41 per cent.
20 --------------------- 125 per cent. 90 -------------------- 36 per cent.
30 --------------------- 83 per cent. 80 -------------------- 31 per cent.
40 --------------------- 0 2 per cent. 70 -------------------- 28 per cent.
50 --------------------- 50 pet cent. I00 -------------------- 25 per cent.

A glance at table with duties ranging from 25 to 250 per cent ad valorem re.
veals the Inherent injustice of a specific duty on scoured wool. If a specific duty
of 33 cents per scoured pound were imposed the ad valorem equivalents would
range from 33 to 330 per cent.

FORDNEY DUTY ON THE " ScOUED CONTENT."

Before the rates on wool, tops, yarn, and cloth can be adjusted to give the re-
quiled protection without discrimination against or special privilege to any
branch of wool manufacturing, It Is necessary to determine on what valuation
the rates are to be based. The proposed change from the foreign value to the
American, from a customary standard on which experience Is based, to a new
standard with which there Is little or no experience to serve as a guide, Introduces
into the tariff problem an element of uncertainty.

Take the raw wool for Illustration. The United States produces less than one-
half of the wool consumed, and If the people are to continue to be as well clothed
with wool as In the past, a large quantity of foreign wool will -have to be lm-
iorted. As no one will knowingly Import anything that costs more than it Is
worth, It is certain that under ordinary conditions the American value of im-
ported wool will be equal to the sum of the foreign cost, Import charges, duty, and
lIrofit. The Foedney bill limits the duty on wool to 35 per cent ad valorem,
American valuation, so that the foreign cost ard Import charges will constitute
05 per cent of an American value without allowance for profit, which Is calcu-
lated would raise the American value still higher and further Increase the duty.
Omitting profit from the calculation, $1 worth of wool In a foreign market and
the Import charges of 11 per cent would amount to $1.11. This $1.11 being 65
per cent of the value in the United States, the American value is ($1.11+65)
$1.71, on which the 35 per cent duty based on Americon value is ($1.71X35)
00 cents, or 60 per cent of the foreign value:
Foreign value ------------------------------------------------------- $1.00
Import charges -----------------------------------------------------. 11
35 per cent duty, American value ------------------------------------. 60

Total cost ---------------------------------------------------- 1.71
It Pn allowance of 5 per cent of the American value Is made for profit, the

duty,. 35 per cent, and profit, 5 per cent, -viii amount to 40 per cent, and the
$1.11 will be 60 per cent (100 per cent - 40 per cent) of the American value,
which will then be made up as follows:
Foreign value -------------- ------------------------------ $1. 00
Import charges ----------------------------------------------------- .11
35 per cent duty, American value -------------------------------------.. 65
6 per cent profit ----------------------------------------------------- .09

Total cost ------. ..------------------------------------------- 1.85
The last calculation shows that the allowance of 5 per cent for profit Increases

the .35 per cent American valuation duty from 60 to 05 per cent of the foreign
valuation.

On this conservative basis let us examine the effects of the Fordney wool duty.
In Its present form with the proviso limiting the duty on wool to 35 per cent ad
valorem, paragraph 1102 of the Forduey bill supplies an unusually good illus-
tration of the effects of specific and ad valorem duties on wool. The accompany-
ing table shows the Fordney rates applied to wools varying In American value
from $1.30 to 30 cents per scoured pound; the Fordney rate of 35 per cent on tile
American value being taken as equal to 60 per cent of the foreign value. As a re-
suit of the ad valorem limit, the 25-cent specific duty is In effect on wool valued In
the United States at 719 cents or more per pound, the ad valorem duty being Iii ef-
fect on wool valued at 719 cents or less per pound. The 00 per cent ad valorem duty
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on the wools below this dividing line results in a duty in exact proportion to the
value of the wools, the duty paid increasing as the value of the wool Increases.
Above the dividing line the 25-cent specific duty is effective, and as a result the
ad valorem equivalent decreases as the value increases; with American valuation,
from 35 per cent on 71# cents wool to 19 per cent on wool valued nt $1.30 per
pound; with foreign valuation, from 60 per cent on the 719 cent wool to 201 per
cent on the $1.30 wool. Below the dividing line the duty collected under the ad
valorem rate Increases, as it should, with the value; above the line, the duty col.
lected remains the same regardless of the Increase in the value for manufactur-
Ing purposes.

FodAmer. Ad va- Ad Fodvae- lr.,
Foreign Fayd ican Ford. , 1rem, 1 Foreign Ford. Ford lorem,

vau, mpr! e, uey, y, 'a 1au, port Me" value, I euivvaluI cns 6"r a Ad cents
cents per charges. cents'foreign Amer- ;centspr charges. cents forein Amer.
Pound. value. a pound. ! pef per value, leanipoon- pound. enpodpon, en

value. ,pud value.

Per d. Per d. Per ct. Per co.
945 1.1 2 0 261 19, 41.8; 4.41 25 711' 60 35

. 5 9 25 120 9 21 40.9 4.6 24 5 70 60' 35
7.3 .7i 25 1101 33 23:' 3&11 3.9 21 CO 60 35
87.6 7.41 25 1.001 366 5 23 -1 29.21 3.3 17.5 50 C0 35
M~ &51 25 .90 43, 28, 23.3 2.7' 14 40 60 35
44 &51 25 .80 50 31 17.5 2 10.5 30 60 35

'THE "SCOUR ED-CONTENT" DUTY.

The Fordney bill proposes to levy a 25-cent specific duty on the "scoured
content" of grease wool, subject to the limit of 35 per cent ad valorem. Wo
have shown that the inequalities under such a tariff would be so extreme as to
be unbearable. But even If these variations did not make such a plan Intoler-
able, it would have to be rejected because its administration is Impossible.
So far as we can discover no Government has ever attempted to levy a duty
on wool on such a basis. No one having experience in tie purchase, handling, or
manufacture of wool has to our knowledge ever stated privately or publicly
that it Is possible to test the shrinkage of grease wool and determine Its
"scoured content" with the accuracy required in collecting duties. Error and
unlimited opportunity for fraud would be the result, and the detection.of
errors and fraud would be impossible under any system that could be devised
for adminlstering a tariff based on the "1 scoured content" of wool.

Although no Government has ever based a wool tariff on the "scoured
content" of greased wool, we fortunately have been able to obtain conclusive
evidence as to the practicability of a "scoured-content" duty. During the war
of 1914-1918 the French Government commandeered all of the wool in France,
apportioning It to the mills to be used In the manufacture of goods for military
purposes. A fixed price per kilogrnm of the "scoured content" was paid for the
wool, which made it necessary for the Government to determine the " scoured
content" of a very large quantity of grease wool in order to pay the amount
agreed upon to the owners of the wool and charge it to the mills using the wool.
We have obtained for your Information a statement of the experience of the
French Government In connection with these transactions in wool. This state-
ment, of which a translation is attached to this brief, was prepared by M. Robert
Dantzer, who was in charge of the testing of textile materials for the French
quartermaster general's department during the war. He is a man of long
experience as a mill manager and professor in French textile schools, and is
now In the French Service de In Reconstitution, being specially assigned to
the branch having charge of the restoration of the devastated sections of the
French textile industry, lie is thus specially fitted by experience In textile
manufacturing and by personal contact with the testing of grease wool to-
give us the exact information required in order to deteruine the practicability
of the "scoured content" duty provided by the Fordney bill. We will submit
this statement In the original French if you desire. We ask you to study care-
fully the complete report and will give here a summary of the conclusions
from the experience of the French Government which M. Dantzer reports:

1. .Tbe estimates of the "scoured content" by experts can not be relied upon;
2, Laboratory tests of small samples are also unreliable; and
3. The only reliable test of the "scoured content" of grease wool, consisted

In scouring, under careful inspection, at the mill where the wool was to be used.
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a large part of each lot of wool, at least 2,200 pounds, 1 bale in every 10 in the
case cited by M. Dantzer.

The experience of France In this work corresponds with our own, and we
wish to direct attention to what this means in the administration of the Fordney
specific tariff on the "scoured content'" of grease wool.

To begin with, it will be necessary to define the tern "scoured content."
Is It the absolutely dry wool fiber, free from grease, water, and foreign matter?
If not, what percentage of the absolutely dry weight Is to be allowed for "lo1s-
ture and fatty material? After these essentials have been fixed as a basis for
the "scoured content," It will be necessary to scour and condition " at least
onesixteenth of every lot of wool Imported into the United States in order to
determine its official "scoured content" for tariff purposes. I ask that you
examine that part of M. Dantzer's report In which he explains the laborious
and complicated character of these tests, and then consider that if the "scoured
content" duty on wool had been in force in 1919, the testing of one-sixteenth
of the wool Imported would have necessitated the selection, sorting, scouring,
dzsylng, and conditioning under Government supervision at the mills where
the wool Is consumed of 27,804,836 pounds of wool, consisting of a vast number
of lots of different sizes. An alternative to this method is the establishment
of official wool-scouring plants at the ports of-entry for determining the
"scoured content" of imported wool, regardless of whether unwashed, washed,
or commercially scoured, as it would be necessary to bring all the wool to the
same "scoured-content" basis.

No scheme of th's kind has ever been established In any country at any time.
It is only necessary to state what It necessitates in order to recognize its utter
Impracticability.

Suppose, however, that a "scoured-content " duty Is actually made a law.
Disregarding the insuperable difficulties of administration, the opportunities
for fraud and the certainty of errors, what would a "scoured-content" duty
mean when applied to the wool as it comes from the sheep's back? In order
to obtain a fairly accurate answer to this question we have classified according
to price the 1,200,000 pounds of Australian and New Zealand scoured wool sold
at the last London wool auction before the war and applied to each value the
25 cent Fordney duty so far as It Is applicable, the 33-cent duty without any
ad valorem limit, which the representatives of the American wool growers have
recommended at the hearings, and the 45-cent duty under the existing law:

Specific duties on scouredd content" applied to 6,8.59 bales (l,eO0,O00 pounds)
of scoured wool sold at London, Mar. 12-17, 1914.

(Prices in cents per pound at 84 rer pound blerling.1

Bate.. ent~pu~d~erl Frdne. rd ey
Cents per, Fordney. 33 cents. 45 cents. Bales. !Cents er, FordneY. 33 cents. 45 cents.
pouqd. r) ent,, ~ i pound. 25 ceot M

Ptr ci . PIr 'r. Per nt. 
'

eretn't. Percent.: Per cnt.
45---------4&3 51.8 6. 3 9&2-233 ...... 25.8 33 127.9 174.4
20. 45.8 51.5 72.3 K 1 423 ...... 25 35 132 IS)
67 ....... 45 1 5.5 7&3 9.9 M 24. 35 1 238.3 185.9

53 44.21 58.5 74.61 101:2; .9 23 3 141.61 19&0
75 ...... 43.3 67.7 76.2 13. 113: ...... 2.5, 3 1A.6 10
75 ........ 42.5 f8t8 77.61 105.1 229.. . 21.7; 33 152 207.3
222...... 41.7 0.9 79.1 107.9 275 58 ; 15.6 2.3
Ifa . ... 3.5 80.8 1a.2 2 2 i 165 225
175 ...... 40 3 2.5 112.5 S ...... 19.21 35 171.8: 234.3
93 ....... 392 35 L 1 114.7 l ...... 1s. 33 180.3 245.9
98....... .3&3 3 S.1 117.4 7 . 17.5 35 .188.5: 257.1

37.5 35 8,, 120 I -::---- 1.7 3.5 197.6 264
14213.. 7 f 9 22.6 5.. 12 3 203 7 277.7

11 3 92.1 125.6 8 15.8 3 2088' 284.8
133 .... 3 1 94.2 12.5S. 1& 4 33 2142 292.2
344 34.2 33 .4 131.5 14... 15 3 22D 300
29 33.. .U3 M3J99 13& 1 6..........14.8 &5 226' 308. 2
129 3.. 26 331101.5 138. 4113 ......... 14.2 35 = 33 318.9

95....31.7 35 10.1 141.9 17 ......... 14. 35 231 I 319.1
265 ...... A 8o1.1 14A1 1 .......... 29 s 2 2.8 343.8
8...... 30 35 110 I5 5 '.........10.8 35 30 5 41.6

29.2 35 113 154.1 1. 10.4 35 f 317.3 432.6
204. I 23.3 35 118. 159 3........ 10 35 3301 450
303:..... 27.5 35 120 103.8 & 3 35 , 397.5 512.1
130 ...... A 7 35 123.5 168.5 I

The wool valued at the highest price per scoured pound comes to the market
In the greasy condition, and when the 1,200,000 pounds of scoured wool was sold
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at lndon on March 12-17, 1914, the highest price for grease wools was ap-
proximately 70 cents, on which the Fordney 25-cent duty would have been equal
to 36 per cent ad valorem; the 33-cent duty 47 per cent; and the present 45-cent
duty 64 per cent.

Sumnmarizing the result of this application of the three rates to the "scoured-
content" values of wool and excluding the small amount valued at less than
14 cents per pound, we have:
Specific rate: Ad valorem equivalent.

25 cents (Fordney) ---------------------------- 36- 60 per cent
25 cents, without ad valorem limit ------------------ 3-178 per cent
33 cents (by woolgrowers) ------------------------ 7-234 per cent
45 cents (present law) --------------------------- 64-319 per cent

Duties varying from 36 to 178 per cent of the foreign value, from 47 to 234
per cent, or from 04 to 319 per cent, placed on a material like wool, which Is
essential, not only to the comfort and health but to the very existence of the
people of this country, would be an outrage beyond the power of words to ex-
press.

Such a tariff on wool Is Impossible, not only because of the technical diffi-
culties of administration already explained but because the American people
would never submit to such a burden placed on the clothing they wear on their
backs.

PROTECTION FOR TiE WOOLGROWER.

A specific duty on wool being Inadmissible, the woolgrowling Industry In the
United States can be protected by a tariff that will not work injustice only by
basing the rate of duty on the standard by which the value of the wool for
manufacturing purposes Is measured, namely, the market value of the wool; In
other words, by an ad valorem tariff. The price of a pound of wool Is auto-
matically determined by all of the factors, shrinkage and quality, on which its
intxinslc value for manufacturing purposes depends. A thousand dollars' worth
of wool, no matter what its condition, whether unwashed, washed, or scoured.
and regardless of tho many characteristics that make up what Is here called
quality, represents at any given time the same Intrinsic worth based on the
capability of wool to supply the wants of the people. The dollar's worth of
wool Is the unit, not only by which the Injustice of specific duties is judged but
on which any fair rate of duty must necessarily be based. Only two objections
to an ad valorem duty on wool have been advanced. One is that. it would enable
Importers to defraud the Government by undervaluation. The other Is that ad
valorem duties decrease as values decline, Pnd consequently give the least pro-
tection when protection is most needed.

THE QUESTION OF UNDERVALUATION.

First, as to undervaluation: Wool is a staple article of cominerce'whose value
Is well known to a large number of dealers and manufacturers. It can not be
materially undervalued without gross neglect or criminal collusion on the part
of the customs officers. Suppose, for example, that an ad valorem duty of 50
per cent Is placed on wool, and that a lot of wool whose real value Is $100,000
and on which the rightful duty Is $50,000 passed through the customhouse at
$90,000, an undervaluation of 10 per cent, the duty actually collected being
$45,000. In this exceptional case the Government loses $5,000 by a fraudulent
act which could and should have been prevented by the vigilance of the customs
authorities. Now let us turn to the "1 scoured-content" duty and assume, for the
purpose of tllustration, that such a duty Is practicable (which it Is not), that
a specific duty of 25 cents per scoured pound is placed on wool, and that two
lots of scoured wool are imported, each worth $100,000, one lot consisting of
200,000 pounds of wool, valued at 50 cents a pound, and the other 100,000
pounds, valued at $1 per pound.

The 25-cent "scoured-content" duty on the first lot of wool amounts to $50,-
000, equal to 50 per cent of the value of the wool, while the 25-cent "scoured-
content" duty on the second lot amounts to only $25,000, equal to only 25 per
cent of the value of the wool.

Under the ad valorem duty of 50 per cent It Is possible only by fraud or gross
neglect on the part of the customs authorities for the duty to be reduced as
much as $5,000. Under the "scoured-content" duty of 25 cents a pound the

On wools above 42 cents.

I
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tariff law itself legalizes a reduction of $25,000 in the duty on the higher priced
wool.

Fo~~Specifc A
Foreign value. Weight. price W e duty, e cent

pound. pond collect dp t.

Poaira.
siO .................................. o.o 36.to IM 50 $ D o 50 U.ODD

SI0OD ..................................... 1O),000 1.00D 2.5:000 23 60000

The objection that an ad valoreni duty falls to provide protection when val-
ues decline and protection is most needed is based on the erroneous assumption
that an Industry can be detached from the market Influences that affect all
other industries. Wool manufacturing and wool growing in the United States
should be subject to the normal and unavoidable fluctuations of trade. When
abnormal conditions exist, Congress can be relied upon to apply emergency rein-
edies, as at present, when, following the greatest war in the history of mankind,
commerce and Industry are suffering from an abnormal depression of values by
reason of the dislocation of supply and demand.

Both objections to an ad valorem tariff on wool, when examined, are thus
found to be unsound.

Under the free wool Underwood tariff of 1913 all manufacturers of wool
goods have been able to purchase raw material on the same terms, but the
woolgrowing industry has been deprived of protection. Under an ad valorem
tariff the manufacturers will still remain on equal terms and the woolgrower
will receive adequate protection.

The duty on wool In the Fordney tariff, as that bill comes from the House of
Representatives, is ad valorem on wool valued at not more than 719 cents per
pound. Why? Not because of a long-considered and deliberate Intention of its
framers to make any part of the wool duty ad valorem, but because of the deter-
mination of the House of Representatives to make it fair. The long-considered
and deliberate Intention was to make the wool tariff specific, based either on
the grease weight or the scoured weight, but when It came to the point of
reaching a decision the Impossibility of framing a fair tariff on wool on a
specific basis forced the adoption of the ad valorem principle.

WOOL BY-PRODUCTS.

In addition to wool, the raw materials of the woolen and worsted industry
consist of reclaimed wool and by-products of the wool-manufacturing process,
the most Important of the latter being noils and yarn or thread waste. We
give here a list of 18 samples of by-products, with the prices at which they were
offered for sale In Boston on August 2, 1921, and the Fordney specific duty
with Its ad valorem equivalent:

Adva Ford. Ad va.
lFd- lorem Name. Price. n.ley__ legatoName. Price. tnry qIV, Name. V.

Cento Cmn. iCenCents
per 7 Per per per tr .

pound., pound. cent. "dpon.cat
le. I nils ............ 27 16 6 f . Colored worsted gar-
2c. I noils ............... 35 6 45 netted ............. 20 20 100
c. olls ............... 44 16 36 4. Co ar netted ..... 25 2

ineforegnlls 43 M6 3J 2f. Colored worsted
4c. Fine domestic ....... 50 16 32 garnetted .......... 30 20 67
6c. Fine noll wool ....... 5 16 31 7C garnettedworsted.. 33 20 61

13.. Worsted thread. grnettedworsted.. 40 20 60
waste .............. 16 it 87 9: garnettedworsted.. 48 20 411

11. Colored worsted loc Fine garnetted
threads .......... 16 14 8"7 wort .......... 66 36

lSc. Colored worsted I3. Fine garnetted
threads ............ 17 14 82 worsted ........... 60 2D 3k

12f. White worsted
thread ............ 33 i 40

81527-22-senl ]1-
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This list Includes six samples of nolls which are the short fibers carrying
shines and vegetable matter, removed from wool by combing during the worsted
process. The Fordney bill places a duty of 16 cents on all of these nolls which
vary in value from 27 to 50 cents a pound, the result being a variation of the ad
valorem equivalents of the Fordney duties from 31 per cent to 59 per cent.

Thread waste consists of a tangled mass of short pieces of spun yarn which
must be first torn or garnetted Into loose fibers before being again carded and spun
into yarn. The four lots of this stock In our list vary in price from 10 cents
to 35 cents a pound, and as a result the Fordney specific duty of 14 cents a
pound varies from 40 per cent to 87# per cent ad valorem. In this list are eight
lots of the same stock after it has been garnetted, the prices ranging from 20
cents to 56 cents a pound, with the ad valorem equivalents of the Fordney 20.
cent specific rate varying from 30 to 100 per cent ad valorem.

These 18 lots of byproducts supply another Illustration of the Inherent in-
justice of a specific duty on a product varying widely in value. Under the
Fordney bill the duty on wool is made practically uniform at 35 per cent ad
valorem, and under the same bill the specific duties on by-products from
this wool varying from 31 to 100 per cent ad valorein, the highest ad
valorem equivalent always belug found on the lowest priced material. There
can be no justification for such inequalities, by which the manufacturer who
pays a duty of 35 per cent on wool, Is able to sell the waste products from the
same wool at prices advanced and sustained by a duty reaching as high as
100 per cent ad valorem. The duty on wool by-products should be ad valorem,
and the rate the same as that placed on wool.

RECLAIMED WOL.

Another Important class of raw materials consists of reclaimed wool, on
which the Fordney bill places specific duties, the inevitable result being the
wide swinging ad valorem equivalents with the heavy burden always on the
low-priced materials. Below is a table showing the effect of the Fordney rates
on a few grades of reclaimed wool as quoted In a recent market report:

- [Fordney. Fordney.

Pr, I PMe,Woolen rags. po100 D I Ad vs- Woolen rags. 1 Ad vs
pounds. .o e ulvs pounds. equira.

pounds], t v!ev, , lent. N . .. lent.

Per ci.Pe.
Rough cloth ........... $1.501 S&.O0 400 Black worsted clips ...... 27.00 0 22
Mxed softs ............. 4.501 .00 133 Recalmed wool ..............................
Dark worsteds .......... 5.00 6.00 120 Dark cloth ............... IZ 00 14.00 I7
Blue serges ............. 6.0 .00' W Lght tot..............00 1400 77
Blackseges .............. & 0 6.00 i 71 Blackeages .............. 2. 100 1 00 56
Greyunderwear ........ 1 5.5 6.001 39 Llghthods .............. .00 14.00 47
Blue ocsted.clips ....... 17.00 6.00 37 Whitesofts .............. 3600 14.00 39
B acksergecips ......... 21.00, 6 D00 29 .1

The only reniedy for these inequalities Is to place the same ad valorem duty

on reclainied wool as is pinetl on new wool and wool by-products.

TARIFF ON TOPS, YARN, AND CLOTH.

The rates on partly manufactured products, tops, yarns, and on the finished
goods should accomplish two objects:

(1) Provide for a compensatory duty that shall be as nearly as possible
equal to the duty on the raw material used in making the manufactured prod-
uct, in order that so far as raw material is concerned, tile American manufac-
turer may be on an equality with his foreign compet!to, who uses wool free
of duty.

(2) Protect the manufacture of wool goods in the United States against the
lower cost of manufacturing abroad.
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ACCURATE COMPENSATORY DUTY IPO)SSlBLE ON SPECIFIC BASIS.

A duty on wool makes it necessary to place a duty on manufactures of wool
equal to the duty on the wool from which the goods are made, in order that
the American wool manufacturer may be placed on an equality with his for-
eign competitor in the purchase of his raw material. To place a duty on wool
without balancing It with an equal compensatory duty on goods would give
the foreign manufacturer an advantage that would enable him to drive the
American manufacturer out of business, at the same time depriving the Amerl-
can wool grower of protection by allowing foreign wool to be imported free
of duty in the form of manufactured goods.

Wool and by-products vary so widely in condition and value, and partly and
wholly finished wool goods differ so widely in construction, that it is impos-
elble to adjust a compensatory duty on cloth so as to be even approximately
equal to a slciflc duty on wool and by-products. This fact Is so evident as
hardly to need a demonstration. For years a compensatory duty to balance
an 11-cent specific duty on wool was based on the theory that it required four
pounds of wool to make a pound of cloth. This theory was in conflict with
the multiplication table. No wool was imported of which more than approxi-
mately three pounds was used to make a pound of all new wool cloth, while
two pounds of a large part.of the Imported wool made a pound of new wool
cloth. Furthermore, as the compensatory duty was applied to goods made In
part of wool, instead of using four pounds or even two pounds to make a
pouid of cloth, only n small fraction of a pound of wool was required to
make a pound of many of the fabrics composed largely of cotton.

If the Committee on Finance desires proof of the impossibility of adjusting
a compensatory duty to balance a s,-..dtlc duty on grease wool, any woolen manu-
facturer can easily supply it by a statement of the number of pounds of grease
wool required to make 1,000 pounds of each of the various fabrics in process
of manufacture In his mill.

The following tabulation taken from manufacturing records, which could be
extended Indefinitely, shows the number of pounds of grease wool required
for 1,000 pounds of each of five wool fabrics. The first fabric, on which the
compensatory and wool duties are equal, was made of heavy-shrinking wool.
Of the other four fabrics, on which the compensatory duty Is In excess of the
wool duty, two were made of light-shrinking wools and two of mixtures of
wool and cotton.

satory, Grease Wool
Cimh welghinlg lOOponds, i ns j wooli duty, 11CIA w eghi ? 1,00 pund . 4 n 3 on- ccn ts per

pound. sumed. pound.

Pounds.
woolen e mere .................................. ...................... 8440 3,95% S .16E. II cents worsted Erge ......................................... 40 2,311 254.21
AM worsted serge .............................................. 40 1,90 209.
A96 cotton w rp dress good ............................................. 1 1,079 I 69
A22cottonwo.-ted ....................................................... 1-4 37 392

An illustration of the failure of a compensatory duty to balance a specific
duty on grease wool is supplied by the Fordney compensatory duties. The the-
ory on which the Forduey compound duties on cloth are based is that the spe-
cific rates are the compensatory duty, while the ad valorem rates provide the
protection for the manufacturer. The compensatory specifics begin with 20
cents on cloth valued at not more than 75 cents and are raised by three steps
to 36 cents on cloth valued at more than $2.60 per pound. These st.ps are an
expedient for giving a specific duty the merit of the ad valorem system, the
specific tariff rate being Increased at Intervals as the value rises. Assuming
for the purpose of Illustration that the cost of wool cloth on a free-wool basis
is made up of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion, and that the
Fordney wool duty of 85 per cent ad valorem on American valuation (60 per
cent on the foreign value) of the wool, the Fordney compensatory duties on
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cloths and on the wool in the cloths show the following comparison in cents
per pound of cloth:

Companion of Fordney compensatory duties on cloth with the comspensatory
duties required on foreign cloth.

oFordney Value of on Fordnsy

Value of 01I %I Value of wW~Il~ Fyc~h hcoh aornywooyIn compen, ~ervu nompen.Y~d' ~ ewo in compen..
cloth, the clotb. story, cloth. t c

30 ............ 9 20 90 ........... 271 25,180 ..... 38, 30
40 .......... 12 20 100 ......... . 30 25j 170 ......... 36 36
60 .......... 1 20 120 ......... .3 3 10 ......... 36

70 .......... . . 20 130 ......... 38 30 200 ......... 36 35
75......... 51 20 140 ......... 36 3080 ......... 24 25 150 ......... 36 30 _

Notwithstanding the three steps from 20 to 36 cents per pound, the Fordney
compensatory duty varies from 122 per cent in excess of the amount required to
17 per cent less than is required.

COMPENSATORY DUTIES ON "SCOURED-CONTENT" BASIS.

If a specific duty on the" .rcourcd content" of wool were practicable, a specific
compensatory duty oi cloth to balance It could be adjusted with a fair degree of
accuracy. The only variable factor would be the shrinkage In converting
scoured wool Into partly or wholly manufactured goods. This would Involve
certain variations between the wool duty and the compensatory duty, but they
would be comparatively slight, as they are In adju'sting a specific compensatory
duty on cotton goods to a specific duty on raw cotton.

A " scoured content" duty on wool, however, is not only Impracticable, but
Is intolerable, because of the extreme variation In the ad valorem equivalents
on different kinds of wool. For these reasons a compensatory duty to balance
a "scoured-content" wool duty calls for no consideration.

AD VALOREM TilE ONLY ACCURATE. BASIS FOR A COMPENSATORY DUTY.

Specific duties on wool, whether on the grease weight or "scoured content,"
being out of the question, there remains the question of adjusting a compen-
satory duty to balance an ad valorem duty on wool. This adjustment can be
made-with a high degree of precision, the only variable factor being the relative
proportion between the cost of raw material and the cost of conversion In the
value of the manufactured goods.

If this proportion were constant the adjustment of the compensatory duty
couhl be made with absolute precision. If, for example, the value of the foreign
goods consisted of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion, an ad
valorem duty of 60 per cent on wool, as provided by the Fordney bill, would be
balanced exactly by (0.60XO.50) 30 per cent ad valorem on cloth. The raw
material cost, however, varies to a certain extent with the construction of
different fabrics. If the cost of a cloth consists of 60 per cent for wool and
40 per cent for conversion, an ad valorem duty of 00 per cent on wool would
be equal to an ad valorem compensatory duty of (0.60X0.60) 36 per cent on
goods, so that a 30 per cent ad valoren compensatory duty which would balance
the wool duty exactly In the first case would be 6 per cent below the required com-
pensatory In the second case.

Even this variation Is very slight when compared with the wide variations
that are unavoidable with specific duties. But In practice the actual variation
of the ad valorem compensatory Is reduced to a negligible amount by the fact
that a protective rate Is also placed on cloth to balance the Increase In the
American conversion cost above the foreign cost of conversion. As a result
the variation of an ad valorem compensatory duty from the required amount
Is determined, not by the variation in the relative proportion of cost of wool
In the cost of goods, but by a small fraction of the difference between the
ad valorem rate on wool and the percentage of Increase in the American con-
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version cost above the foreign conversion cost, this fraction being the difference
between the assumed proportion of the cost of wool in the goods and the actual
cost. To make this clearer we will assume that the ad valorem compensatory
duty Is based on a 60 per cent duty on wool, the assumed cost proportions
of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for conversion; and on an American
conversion cost 100 per cent higher than the foreign conversion cost. We will
also assume that we have three fabrics, with the relative cost of wool and
conversion as follows: (1) 50 per cent wool, 60 per cent conversion. (2) 60 per
cent wool, 40 per cent conversion. (3) 40 per cent wool, 60 per cent conversion.
The rates required on these three cloths would be as follows:

IP Total

cloth.

Compensatory.pe Poetr.rte on
No I (0.50X0.60) 30 per cent ........ (0.XL.0)50 percent.... .... e..soNo. 2........ (0.60)36 pet cent ................ 4 0AOX 1.00) 40 per cent....::: 76
No. 3. .40X0.60) 24 percent .......... O6OXl.0 G0percent..............54

This coapar~son shows that while the compensatory rate iequired varies
16 per cent from 30 to 24 per cent and the protective rate required varies
10 per cent from 50 to 00 per cent, these variations partially offset each other,
so that the resulting variation in the total ad valorem rates required on
the three cloths Is only 8 per cent, the extremes, 70 per cent and 84 per cent,
varying only 4 per cent from the rate based on the 50-50 proportions of the
cost of No. 1 fabric on which the compensatory and protective duties are based.
This variation of 4 per cent for all practical purposes Is negligible. As the
three fabrics represent approximately the extreme variations encountered
In practice, the above comparison proves conclusively that ad valorem duties
on wool and cloth enable both compensatory and protective rates to be ad.
Justed with a very high degree of precision to the rates actually required on
ill wool fabrics of different constructions.

COMPENSATORY DUTIES ON MIXED GOODS.

There rema s the problem of adjusting the compensatory duty on fabrics
composed of mixtures of wool and of other fibers. The concealed protection that
necessarily results from trating these mixed fabrIces as all wool is not only
objectionable In itself, but has done much to bring the cause of protection
into disrepute. We suggest that, in order to overcome this difficulty, the
compensatory rate on goods be adjusted to the proportion of wool found in
each Imported fabric. As it is impossible to determine for tariff purposes the
value of the wool in a fabric, we suggest that the adjustment be based on the
proportion of wool by weight In the goods.

If this plan Is adopted the reduction of the ad valoremn compensatory rate
on mixed goods should be so graduated as te take into account the reduction
In the value of mixed goods, due to the low-r cost of the fibers mixed with wool.

PROTECrVE DUTIES ON WOOL GOODS.

The Inherent defects of a specific duty, extreme fluctuation in the ad valorem
equivalent. with the heaviest burden always on the lowest priced materials,
are as serious In the case of wool manufactures as when applied to wool.
The Fordney bill attelnpts to mitigate these defects in three ways: By combin-
Ing an ad valorem rate with the specific, by Increasing the specific rate at
certain points as the value increases, and by increasing the ad valorem rates
at the same points. In spite of these makeshifts, the Fordney rates on cloth
still show great Irregularities. low-priced goods bearing the heaviest duties,
while the lower duties on the medium and high priced goods fall short of pro-
viling the necessary protection for the American Industry. Furthermore, the
sudden Increases In the rates are most objectionable. For example, cloth.
valued in the United States at $1.25 per pound, pays a duty of 25 cents a
pound and 21 per cent ad valorem, equal to 41 per cent ad valorem. If valued
at $1.26 per pound or I cent a pound more, it pays a duty of 30 cents a pound
and 24 per cent ad valorem equal to 48 per cent ad valorem.
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ADJUSTING THE PROTECTIVE DUTY.

An ad valorem duty Is the only permissible form for the protective rate on
goods and it can be adjusted in the way already explained for the adjustment of
the compensatory duty. The illustration then used shows also the adjustment
of the ad valorem protective rate, so that no additional explanation is required.

This arrangement of ad valorem duties, which has ben explained for wool
and cloth, is applicable as well to tops and yarn, the pfincip'es being the same,
and the only modification being that due to the greeter proportion of the cost
of tops or yarn represented by the cost of the wool.

Protective duties on partly and wholly manufactured wool goods should be
In proportion to the American conversion cost. As the process of manufacture
advances, the products should be protected by duties that increase progressively
with the Increase In the cost of manufacturing the different products, tops,
roving, yarn, and finished goods. In this way protection will be provided, while
discrimination and special privilege will be avoided between the different sec-
tions of wool manufacturing, of which the finished product of one constitutes
the raw material of another. This principle of protective tariff adjustment Is
based on the reasonable assumption that the foreign conversion costs at the
successive stages of manufacturing bear a constant ratio to the corresponding
American conversion costs.

NECESSARY INFORMATION AS TO COSTS.

To apply this principle of tariff adjustment it is necessary to have the facts
regarding domestic costs of production at the different stages of the woolen
and worsted Industry. In securing this Information the Government should re-
spect the right of the Individual manufacturer to refuse consent to the publica-
tion of statements of mill costs, which are rightly the most jealously guarded
information relating to manufacturing operations. The facts must come from
every branch of the Industry, carded woolen and worsted, with the subdivisions,
tops, yarn, and fabric manufacture. They must also come from mills compris-
Ing a large enough proportion of each Industrial branch to make the informa.
tlon representative of the entire industry. Your committee can easily obtain
this Information by requiring every wool manufacturer to reply to a question-
naire that calls only for the essentials, no part of the data being made public
in such a form as to enable it to be connected with any mill.

This plan does not contemplate any Investigation of foreign costs or any at-
tempt to determine the difference between production cost in this country and
abroad. Its only object is to obtain in a simplified form authentic Information
regarding the raw material and conversion costs of partly and wholly manu.
factuted wool goods. This may appear to you to be too great a task to be com-
pleted in time for the pending revision. If nonessentials are eliminated by
framing the questionnaire so that each manufacturer will know exactly what
you require, we believe that the Inquiry will save time Instead of delaying
the work of making the protective tariff what it should be.

THE AD VALOREM RATZ ON WOOL.

The Carded Woolen Manufacturers Association has no recommendation to
make as to the particular rate of duty to be placed on wool. Any ad valorem
duty on wool that Is satisfactory to the woolgrowers, to Congress, and to the
American people will be satisfactory to us. We have explained the method of
adjusting both compensatory and protective duties on an pd valorem basis with
a high degree of precision. We have urged that the compensatory duty on
mixed goods be reduced to conform to the amount required. We have used our
best Judgment in suggesting a protective rate on cloth that would mark the line
of safety In these extraordinary times without proving excessive. It remains
for Congress to decide upon the ad valorem protective duty on wool and ad-
just the compensatory rate to conform to it In order to complete a system of
duties on wool and wool goods which will be adequately protective and fair to
all producers and consumers.

While we are not making any recommendation as to the particular rate to be
placed on wool we suggest that 50 per cent ad valorem, foreign valuation,
would provide adequate protection to the woolgrowing INdustry without Impos-
ing any serious burden on the consumers or the manufacturing Industry.
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IIXTNO THU RATS ON OODO.

The rates on wool and wool goods that have been mentioned have been used
to illustrate methods and principles. We come now to the question of what
rate of duty should be placed on wool goods. The compensatory rate required
is more easily determined than is the rate required for protecting the American
manufacturer who converts the raw material into goods. The increase in the
cost of Imported wool Is Indicated exactly by the ad valorem rate on wool.
The particular rate required for protection, on the other hand, depends on a
number of widely fluctuating factors, some of which it is Impossible to deter-
mine at any given time. Among these are normally the lower cost of labor,
mill construction, and all the items that make up the foreign conversion cost.
Added to this is the dumping of foreign goods at cut prices on the American
market, which is common even under what may be called normal conditions.
At the present time there are added to the above Influences a number of ex-
traordinary factors resulting from the World War, all combining to threaten
every branch of the American Industry, woolgrowing as well as wool manu-
facturing, with a foreign competition that has never before bqen approached
in Intensity.

The wool-manufacturing countries of Europe are In an impoverished condi-
tion; some of them believed to be bankrupt. They owe the United States ap-
proximately $16,000,000,000, on which the annual interest charge is, say,
$800,000,000, and are also under the necessity of making huge purchases of raw
materials and foodstuffs. Although unable to pay their debts In cash they pos-
sess manufacturing industries of immense capacity, particularly in the produc-
tion of textiles. These manufactured products provide the only means by
which European countries can purchase needed raw materials, pay the Interest
on the debts, and reduce the principal due the United States. They must pay
In goods or not at all. Thus It Is as certain as anything in trade can be that
for an indefinite period the woolen and worsted mills of the United States will
be exposed to foreign competition on a scale never before experienced by any
country in the history of the world.

These are the extraordinary conditions which determine the foreign compe-
tition against which the tariff that is now being framed must protect the
American woolen and worsted industry, if that industry Is not to be ruined.
We reject as unworthy of serious consideration the proposal urged by the Inter-
national banking Interests that Europe's huge debt to the United States should
be paid by the exportation of European goods to this country. The physical,
moral, and intellectual well.being of a people depends upon their being steadily
employed in occupations suited to their varied talents. Let them be thrown
into idleness, even though foreign countries are shipping manufactured goods
in vast quantities in payment of war and bankers' debts, and widespread ruin,
with danger of the subversion.of the Government, will be the result. These
are the reasons why we reject the plan to allow Europe to pay her debts to us
with manufactured goods. Far better for the United States that the European
debt should be canceled, than that our industrial fabric should be ruined. The
protection of the American manufacturing industry Is the first essential, and
we ask you to place a protective duty on wool goods by which that object will
be attained.

Taking Into consideration the normal necessity for protection and the extra-
ordinary conditions of which the depreciation of foreign exchange Is the visible
sign, we ask that, in addition to the compensatory duty on goods required to
balance the duty on wool, a protective rate of 50 per cent of the foreign value,
or Its equivalent, be placed on wool cloths. This rate is based on a foreign
conversion cost equal to 50 per cent of the total cost of the cloth and also equal
to one-half of the conversion cost in American mills. In view of the abnormal
industrial conditions throughout the world and the foreign competition expe-
rienced by American wool manufacturers under the Wilson bill with 40 per
cent and 50 per cent ad vnlorem on wool cloths, we believe that this protective
rate of 50 per cent ad valorem based on the foreign value Is the minimum of
safety, and that any reduction below that rate will result In foreign competi-
tion ruinous to the American Industry.

Starting with our suggested rate of 50 per cent ad valorem, foreign valua-
tion on wool, with a cost basis of 50 per cent for wool and 50 per cent for con-
version, the duty on cloth, including both the compensatory and protective rates,
is 76 per cent ad valorem.
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On the cost basis of 70 per cent for wool and 30 per cent for conversion, the
duty on yarn, including both the compensatory and protective rates, calculated
as already explained, i 65 per cent.

Thus starting with 50 per cent ad valorem on wool, the ad valorem rate on
yarn is 5 per cent, and that on cloth 75 per cent.

AN APPEAL FOR JUSTICE.

In the framing of any tariff the first consideration is that it shall be fair to
all producers and consumers. This prInciple of Justlc to all under the law
should be not only the foundation but the framework and the capstone of every
structure. This may sound like a platitude, but the principle of fair play has
suffered such rude violation in former tariffs on wool and wool goods that it
Is well to recall Its Importance when framing the wool schedule in 1921.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the Importance of wool manufacturing in
providing clothing for the people, but In this connection it should not be for-
gotten that wool goods, and consequently wool, are essentials in the defense
of the Nation in time of war. Only three years ago the United States was at
war, and the shortage of the domestic supply of wool, combined with the in-
terruption of ocean transportation, threatened to Impair the power of our
armies and navies to such an extent as to result in defeat and national humill-
ntion. This experience and the importance of the wool industry in time of
peace bring home to everyone the realzatlon of the vital necessity of possess.
Ing a self-contained industry in the 'United States for producing wool and Wool
goods. To accomplish this result the protective measures adopted must extend
to every part of the industry from the growing of wool to the manufacture
of garments ready for the wearer.

We look to you, the representatives of all the people, to see that th!s result-
an adequately protective tariff based on justice to all-shall be accomplished
without unnecessary delay. A failure to enact such a tariff now will be a calam-
Ity, not only because of the effect of such Inequalities as may be Incorporated In
the new tariff but to a far greater extent through the disturbance and result-
Ing uncertainty that will accompany the agitation to obtain justice under the
law, for such a question is this is never settled until it is settled right.

AN ANALYSIS OF TIlE PAYNE-ALDRICH SCHEDULE K.

BosToN, MASS., Augu8t 12, 1910.
To the TARIFF BOARD.

1Vaeh(ngton, D. 0.
Sis: I have the honor to submit this my report in response to your request

as per the following memorandum:
The Tariff Board desires from Mr. Dale-
First. A general statement in regard to the woolen schedule of the present

tariff law and where are its defects and the spots where changes should be made.
Second. An outline of methods of investigation to be adopted in studying

costs of production In this and foreign countries in each branch of the woolen
industry, which should include: 1. Raw wools. 2. Yarns. 3. Wastes, shoddy,
tops, etc., as covered by paragraphs 372 to 375, inclusive. 4. Cloth: (a)
Worsted; (b) carded wool. 5i. Carpets and rugs.

Third. The names of persons whose ability and experience have qualified them
to do the proper work in investigating the woolen schedule.

THE WOOL AND WOOL GOODS SCHEDULE.

As regards its general plan Schedule K of the present tariff law is the same
as in the tariff law of 1867. There have been changes in details from time to
time, but these changes have been without effect on the plan and objects of the.
law, which may be outlined as follows:

THE CLASSIFICATION OF WOOL.

Raw wools as they corse from the sheep, camel, goat, and like animals, are
divided Into three classes:

Class 1. Wool of Merino blood, immediate or remote, to which have been
added certain other wools, such as Bagdad, China lamb's woo), etc., as described
in paragraph 361.
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Class 2. English and Canadian long-combing wools, and slimilar wools, mo-
hair, alpaca, and camel hair, its described in paragraph 302.

Class 3. Carpet wools, as described in paragraph 363.

THE TARIFF ON WOOL AND BY-PRODUe'TS.

The rates of duty on the various wools under the present law are as follows:
Class 1. (a) Unwashed, that is, not washed on the sheep's back, 11 cents a

pound. (b) Washed on the sheep's back, 22 cents a pound. (c) Sorted, 22
cents a pound. - Wools may, however, be skirted without increase of duty above
11 cents. (d) Scoured, 33 cents a pound.

Class 2. (a) Unwashed or washed, 12 cents a pound. (b) Sorted, 24 cents a
pound. (C) Scoured, 36 cents a pound.

Class 3. (a) Valued at 12 cents or less, 4 cents a pound. b) Valued at more
than 12 cents, 7 cents a pound. (c) If containing not more than 8 per cent of
grease or foreign substances, the above rates (a and b) are Increased to three-
fold, that Is, 12 cents and 21 cents, respectively.

The rates of duty on wool by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy) under
the present law are as follow: (a) Top waste, slubbing waste, roving waste,
ring waste, and garnetted waste, 30 cents a pound. (b) Reclaimed wool
(shoddy), 25 cents a pound. (c) Nolls, 20 cents a pound. (d) Yarn waste, 20
cents a pound. (e) Itags, mungo, and flocks, 10 cents a pound.

THE TARIFF ON MANUFACTURES OF WOOL.

The foregoing list covers, with a few unimportant exceptions, the raw ma-
terials for wool manufacture as classified in Schedule K of the present law. We
now come to partly and fully manufactured products consisting wholly or in
part of wool.

Partly nmanufftured material: (a) Tops, which tire wool combed for manu-
facture into worsted yarn ; valued at not more than 20 cents, 241 cents a pound
and 30 per cent ad valorem; valued at more thant 20 cents, 301 cents a pound
antd 30 per cent nil vaTorem. (b) Roving, Wvhich is worsted ready for the spin-
ning process (paragraph 370) : Valued at not more than 40 cents, 33 cents a
pound and 50 per cent nd valorem; valued above 40 cents and not above 70
cents, 44 cents a pound and 50 per cent ad valorem; valued above 70 cents, 44
cents a pound and 55 per cent ad valorem. (c) Yarns: Valued at not more than
30 cents, 27J cents n pound and 35 per cent itd valorem; valued above 30 cents,
381 cents a pound and 40 per cent ad valorem.

Finished goods: (a) Cloths, knit fabrics and all manufactures not specially
provided for. valued at not more than 40 cents, 33 cents a pound and 50 per
cent adl valoret ; valued above 40 cents and not above 70 cents, 44 cents a pound
and 50 per cent ad valorem ; valued above 70 cents, 44 cents a pound and 55 per
cent ad valorem.

(b) Blankets: Valued at not more than 40 cents, 22 cents a pound and 30 per
cent ad valorem; valued at more than 40 cents and not more than 50 cents, 33
cents a pound and 35 per cent ad volorejn; valued above 50 cents, 33 cents a
pound and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(c) Flannels: Valued at not more than 40 cents, 22 cents a pound and 30 per
cent ad valorem; valued at more than 40 cents and not more than 50 cents,
33 cents a pound and 33 per cent ad valorem; valued at more than 50 cents, the
same as dress goods.

(d) Women's and children's dress goods made with a cotton warp: Valued
at not more than 70 cents a pound and not more than 15 cents a square yard, 7
cents a square yard and 50 per cent ad valorem; valued at more than 70 cents
a pound and iiore than 15 cents a square yard, 8 cents a square yard and 50
per cent ad valorem; valued at not more than 70 cents a pound and not more
than 15 cents a square yard, 7 cents a square yard and 55 per cent ad valorem;
valued at more than 70 cents a pound and more than 15 cents a square yard, 8
cents per square yard and 55 per cent ad valorem; weighing over 4 ounces per
square yard, 5 per cent ad valorem less than the rates on cloths.

(c) Women's and children's dress goods made wholly or In part of wool and
not specially provided for: Valued at not more thn 70 cents a pound, 11 cents
per square yard and 50 per cent ad valorem; valued at more than 70 cents per
pound, 11 cents per square yard and 55 per cent ad valorem; weighing over 4
ounces per square yard, the same as on cloths.
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() Clothing, knitted articles, an( felts not woven: Forty-four cents a pound
and 60 per cent ad valorem.

(g) Narrow fabrics and lace (pa,.vgraph 383), 50 cents a pound and 60 per
cent ad valorem.

(h) Axminster and Wilton carpets (paragraphs 384 and 385), 60 cents per
square yard and 40 per cent ad valorem.

() Brussels carpets (paragraph 386), 44 cents per square yard and 40 per
cent ad valorem.

(J) Velvet carpets (paragraph 387), 40 cents per square yard and 40 per
cent ad valorem.

(k) Tapestry Brussels carpets (paragraph 388), 28 cents per square yard
and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(1) Treble Ingrain carpets (paragraph 389), 22 cents per square yard and
40 per cent ad valorem.

(m) Two-ply ingrain carpets (paragraph 390), 18 cents per square yard
and 40 per cent ad valorem.

(n) Rugs (paragraph 391), 10 cents per square foot and 40 per cent ad
valorem.

(o) Bockings (paragraph 392), 22 cents per square yard and 40 per cent
ad valorem.

(p) Carpets, mattings, and rugs of wool not specially provided for (para-
graph 393), 50 per cent ad valorem.

PLAN OF SCHEDULE K.

In the foregoing outline of Schedule K the rates, Instead of being given in
the complicated phraseology of the law, have been reduced to defilnite terms
for the sake of clearness. A brief examination of the plan on which the
present wool and wool-goods tariff has been framed will, however, aid us In the
study of the schedule.

COMBING AND CLOTHING WOOLS.

When Schedule K was framed wools for clothing were divided into class 1
and class 2 In order to separate the clothing Wool for carded woolen goods
(class 1) from the combing wools for worsted goods (class 2). The develop-
ment of the wool-manufacturing industry has deprived this classification of its
original significance.

Whereas In 1867 practically all wools suited for American worsted mills
were included under classes 2 and 3, while class 1 wools were used almost
entirely for carded woolen goods; now class I wools, as well as class 2 wools,
are used for worsted.

While wools of rather short staple can be, and are, combed, principally by
what is known as the French system, the-broad distinction between combing
wools for worsted gods and clothing wools for carded woolen. goods is in the
length of the staple, the longer wool being specially adapted for worsted, and
the shorter wool for carded woolen goods. Moreover, it Is only by the carded
woolen process that large quantities of wool material, such as very short wool
and by-products from wool manufacturing can be manufactured Into wool
goods.

When Schedule K was first framed, in 1867,'combing wools of class 2 had
been coming in free of duty from Canada in a washed condition-that Is,
washed on the sheep's backs, a process which removed more or less of the
grease and dirt from the wool and reduced by that amount the shrinkage iu
the subsequent manufacturing process of scouring. As the custom of washing
the sheep before shearing was so firmly established In Canada and in Great
Britain in 1867 that It could not be changed, It was decided that worsted
wools--that Is, class 2 wools, should be exempted from the provision by which
the duty on washed wools was made double the duty on unwashed wools, and
should be admitted at a single rate of duty. The rate on class 2 wools, washed
and unwashed, was fixed at 12 cents, and that on class I wools at 11 cents it
unwashed, and 22 cents If washed.

Thus It Is that the development of the wool-manufacturing Industry, while
leaving these classifications unchanged for 43 years, has brought about the
present situation under which a part of the wool suited for worsted Is admitted
in the washed condition at 12 cents a pound, while the duty on other washed
wools is doubled.
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TiE TASIFF ON CARPET WOOLS.

Carpet wools were placed under a separate classification, class 3, at a lowei
duty on the theory that they competed less with American-grown wools than did
wools of classes 1 and 2.

Wools vary so widely In quality and the requirements of carded woolens,
worsteds, and carpets are so diverse that no classification by processes of manu-
facturing can be exact. A small quantity of class 2 wool is used in the manu-
facture of carded woolen goods, while more or less carpet wool, class 3, is used
for worsteds and carded woolens.

The specific duties on by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy) are arbitrary,
having no regular relation to the value of the materials nor to each other.

COMPENSATORY DUTIES.

The tariff on partly or wholly manufactured wool materials consists of a
compound duty; that is, a specific and an ad valorem rate. The specific duty is
ostensibly imposed for the purpose of compensating the domestic mannfacturer
for the increase in the cost of goods resulting from the tariff on the raw
material. For example, if the American manufacturer makes a fabric in which
the wool costs 70 cents a yard, of which 20 cents is due to the tariff, while the
foreign manufacturer Is able to obtain the wool for the same cloth at a cost
of 50 cents a yard because he is not required to pay any duty on his raw ma-
terial, it is evident that a duty of 20 cents a yard would place the American
and foreign manufacturers on the same competitive basis in the American
market as if there were no tariff on either wool or goods.

This compensatory duty in our tariff law is based on the assumption that
a definite weight of unwashed (grease) wool is required to produce one pound
of partly or fully manufactured materials, this compensatory ratio varying with
the different stages of manufacturing, and with the value of the material at
each stage.

Tops are a product of one of the preliminary processes of worsted spinning,
and it is assumed that 21 pounds of unwashed wool is required to produce 1
pound of tops valued at not over 20 cents a pound; and that 31 pounds of wool
(unwashed) is required to produce 1 pound of tops valued at more than 20
cents. Accordingly the specific or compensatory rate per pound on the former
is fixed at 21 times the duty (11 cents) on a pound of unwashed wool, or 241
cents; while the specific duty on the latter is fixed at 361 cents, whlch is 3J
times the duty (11 cents) on a pound of unwashed wool.

This method of fixing the specific rate is used with different ratios for yarn
and cloth. The ratios for yarn are 21 and 31, according to the value; for cloth,
3 and 4. according to the value; for blankets, 2 and 3; for flannels, 2, 3, and 4.
Owing, however, to the greater volume of the trade In cloths valued at more
than 40 cents a pound, the ratio of 4 to 1, with the resulting compensatory duty
on cloth of 44 cents a pound, is the one with which the public is most familiar.

The compensatory duty on clothing Is derived from the duties on cloths. As
the weight of clothing is made up not only of wool cloth but largely of other
materials, the compensatory duty is without question entirely arbitrary, having
no definite relation to the ratio between the weight of unwashed wool and the
weight of the wool garment.

Felts not woven and knitted garments bear the same compensatory duty as
clothing.

In framing the compensatory tariff on dress goods, carpets, and rugs the
rates are based on the area of the fabric. As these goods vary widely In weight
per square yard, the compensatory rates are necessarily without definite relation
to the amount of duty on the wool required for their manufacture.

The compensatory and ad valorem duties on partly manufactured products
not specially provided for are, by the blanket paragraph 376, made the same
as the duties on wholly manufactured goods under paragraph 378. The only
important commercial product coming under this blanket provision Is roving,
which Is worsted ready for the spinning process.

PR1TEeFXYE RATES.

The ad valorem duties on partly and wholly manufactured wool goods have
for their professed object the protection of the domestic manufacturer against
foreign competition.
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DEFECTS OF SCHEDULE K.

Having made a general survey of the wool and wool-goods schedule, I will
now consider Its defects.

SPECI IC DUTJES ON WOOL.

The first defect to claim attention is the placing of specific duties on wool
carrying large quantities of grease and dirt and varying widely in utility even
after the grease and dirt are removed by scouring. The grease and dirt
adhering to wool are of no value in the production of cloth and ordinarily are
run to waste. In the few cases where the wool grease is reclaimed tile gain
is negligible as far as this tariff Investigation is concerned.

The shrinkage of grease wools subject to the 11 and 12 cent duties varies as
much as from 10 to 80 per cent, and the heavy shrinking wool when scoured
may be of a short staple and defective quality, while the light shrinking wool
when scoured may be of a high grade and value. It is evident that under such
conditions a straight specific duty will result unavoidably In extreme varia-
tions. These variations are disclosed by applying the specific duty to wool as
it is sold in the principal wool markets of the world and reducing such duties
to their ad valorem equivalents. The ad valorem equivalents In such a test are
an accurate Indication of the variation of the duty, because of the price of wool
being determined by the shrinkage of the grease wool and by the utility of the
scoured fiber. Early in 1M09 I applied the Dingley specific duties (which were
the same as the Payne rates) to the different lots in about 60,000,000 pounds of
wool sold at the London auctions In January and February of that year. Tile
unwashed wool on which the duty was 11 cents a pound varied in price from 2
cents to 47 cents a pound, and as a result the ad valorem equivalent of the
specific duty varied from 23 per cent to 550 per cent. This illustrates a
fundamental defect in the wool and, wool-goods schedule.

WASHED WOOL.

Moreover, this specific duty, wieh Is flinudomllentsilly defective, Is mnade even
more objectionable by certain irregularitles In it application.

If wool of class I has been washed on the sheep's back, the specific duty Is
doubled. I have found no reliable data bearing on the loss of weight by washing
sheep. One grower estimated It at 15 per cent. This loss could be determined
only by weighing the sheep before washing, after washing amd drying, and
agaln before shearing. It Is safe to conclude, however, that the loss Is not
far from 15 per cent, which would warrant raising the duty from 11 cents to
13 cents. The present tariff law. however, increases the duty to 22 cents.
making It prohibitory for all practical purposes.

The application of the DIngley specific duties to 60,000,000 pounds of wool,
already mentioned, showed that on washed wool the ad valorem equivalents
varied from 22 per cent to 733 per cent. It Is doubtful If any wool is imported
on which the duty Is more than 75 per cent.

SORTED WOOL.

If wool has been sorted or Increased in value by the rejection of any part of
the original fleece, tie specific duty is doubled. Assuming that this clause
means that the rejections are not subject to the double duty, I will Illustrate Its
effect by applying the rates before and after sorting to a lot (E 231) of 10,618
pounds of Australian wool sorted under my supervision:
Unsorted:

10,618 pounds, at $0.2144 ------------------------------ $2,276. 54)
Duty (11 cents), 51.3 per cent ad Nlalorem ------------------- 1,167. 98

Duty paid ------------------------------------------------ 3,444.48

Sorted:
10,018 pounds. at $0,2144 ------------------------------------ 2,276. 50
Cost of sorting --------------------------------------------- 0 7.9

2,344. 4a
Duty:

10,311 pounds body sort, at $0.22 ------------------ $2,268. 42
307 pounds rejections, at $0.11 ---------------------- 33.77

Total duty, 98.2 per cent ad valorem ----------------------- 2, 302.19

Duty paid --------.........................-------------- 4,4. 65.
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Thus, by sorting this lot of wool at a cost of $67.96, the duty was increased
by $1,134.21-that is, from $1,167.98 to $2,802.19, or from 51.3 per cent to 98.2
per cent ad valorem. In other words, this lot of wool, if imported unsorted,
would cost $3,444.48, duty paid. If sorted, at the trifling cost of $67.90, it
would cost $4,046.48, duty paid.

Such increases raise the cost of wool to prohibitory figures and make the
duty an Impassible barrier to the importation of foreign wool, with a greatly
strengthened Inducement to evasion of the law.

THE SKIBTINO CLAUSE,

The skirting clause has the following proviso (par. 368):
"That skirted wools as imported in 1890 and prior thereto are hereby

excepted."
I have been unable to discover that the United States customs authorities

have any samples of fleeces showing how wool was skirted in 1890 or prior
thereto, or that they have any exact definition of how wool was skirted at
that period. Moreover, it is Incredible that the woolgrowers of distant countries
observe any rules for skirting wool to make it conform to any definite inter-
pretation of the skirting clause of our tariff. Trustworthy information leads
me to the conclusion that skirting, ns defined by the clause of our tariff law,
is but little more than a tradition, dating back more thar 20 years, and
leaving its present application to the practically unchecked discretion of sub.
ordinates in theocustomhouses. The seriousness of such a condition will be
understood from the fact that wool passed as skirted Is subject to a single
duty of 11 or 12 cents a pound, while wool passed as sorted is subject to a
double duty of 22 or 24 cents.

A clause like the skirting proviso, which 1I Incapable of exact Interpretation
and strict enforcement, is a serious defect in any tariff law. Under its loose.
and vague provisions those charged with enforcing the law can nullify the intent
of other provision,; In the statute, as the sorting clause is to a large extent
niihifled In our law.

TIlE TARIFF ON SCOURED %FOOl.

Tihe duty on wools of classes 1 and 2, if imported scoured, Is three times
the duty on unwash l wool. Such duties would be uniform if 3 pounds of
unwashed wool was always required to produce 1 pound of scoured wool.
As a matter of fact, however, the great bulk of the world's wool clip shrinks
miiuch less than 661 per cent in scouring, some of it shrinking as little as 10
per cent. The result is that only the lightest shrinking grease wools are
imported Into the United states in order to get the benefit of the lowest possible
duty per scoured pound. On wool shrinking 331 per cent, of which large
quantities are Imported, the duty of 11 cents per grease pound is equivalent
to 101 cents per pound scoured, or just one-half of the duty of 33 cents on wool
Imported scoured. The cost of scouring, like tie cost of sorting, amounts to
but very little--about one-half cent per pound scoured, being as Insignificant
compared wIth the additional duty Imposed as is the cost of sorting.

The 33 and 30 cent rates on scoured wool serve two objects. They cause
the exclusion of all that large quantity of wool which is offered for sale In
foreign markets in the scoured condition and which is well adapted for the
production of low-priced but very serviceable wool clothing. In addition these
rates on scoured wool lead many American woolgrowers into the mistaken
belief that they represent the duty on Imported wool on a scoured basis.

If the grease and dirt are removed from wool in foreign countries, there Is
no good reason why the scoured wool should not be admitted to the United
States at a fair rate of duty, but the 33 and SO cent rates make importation
of scoured wools commercially impossible. The irrational character of the
wool duties in this regard is Illustrated by the fact that grease wool of class 1,
shrinking, say, 30 per cent, if Imported in the grease, is subject to a duty
equal to 15t cents per scoured pound, while the same wool, if scoured at a
trifling cost abroad and Imported in the scoured condition, Is subject to a duty
of 33 cents per scoured pound.

BY-PRODUCTS.

The defects in the duty on wool by-products and reclaimed wool (shoddy)
are that with unimportant exceptions they are so high as to be prohibitory,
and being specific bear no regular relation to the utility of the materials.
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The duties on wool byproducts also exhibit the defect inherent in specific
duties, that they bear most heavily on the cheaper materials. For example,
worsted noils valued at 20 cents a pound are subject to a duty of 20 cents,
which is 100 per cent of the value, while noils valued at 40 cents a pound are
e8bject to the same specific duty-20 cents-which is only 50 per cent of the
value. The effect of this straight specific duty Is that low-priced noils suited
for the manufacture of low-priced but serviceable clothing are excluded from
the United States, while a small quantity of high-pric-d nolis is imported for
use in the manufacture of high-priced goods.

The utilization of the by-products of wool manufacture and of reclaimed
wool is essential In providing the people with an adequate supply of wool
clothing because of the relatively small amount of new wool annually sheared
from the world's sheep. It is therefore of great importance that no unnecessary
restriction be placed on our access to these useful materials. Restricting the
supply of them has two unavoidable results-it increases tLe cost and encour-
ages the adulteration of wool goods.

• ANUFACURED GOODS.

We now come to the tariff on partly or wholly manufactured goods. The
principal defect here is that the compensatory rates of duty do not correspond
to the amounts required to compensate the manufacturer for the increased cost
resulting from the tariff on the raw material. It is Inevitable that this should
be the case, because the rates are based on assumed ratios between the weight
of unwashed wool and of the materials made from It. As we have seen, the
ratio between the grease weight and scoured weight of wool varies approxi-
mately from 10 to 80 per cent. Owing to the further variation in the shrinking
in manufacturing It follows that even greater diversity will be encountered in
the actual ratio between grease wool and partly or wholly manufactured goods.

THE 4 TO I RATIO.

A ratio of 4 to 1 is adopted for grease wool and cloth which costs more than
40 cents a pound. This 4 to 1 ratio is approximately correct for wool shrinking
62 per cent In scouring. If all wools shrunk 62 per cent in scouring, the com-
pensatory tariff, based on the ratio of 4 to 1, would be a nearly perfect system.
Instead, however, of all wools shrinking 2 per cent, a large part of the world's
clip, enough to supply easily the demand for imported wool in the United
States, shrinks much less than 62 per cent. Moreover, the specific duty on
grease wool operates, as we have seen, to exclude the heavy wool for which
the 4 to 1 ratio is correct.

Very little wool shrinking more than 50 per cent is imported, while much of
the wool brought into the United States shrinks much less, some of it, like
mohair, shrinking only 10 per cent. The result is that the compensatory duty
is invariably in excess of the amount required, the excess going to swell the
protection to the manufacturer. This defect can not be remedied by reducing
the legal ratio between grease wool and cloth, because the average ratio between
grease wool and cloth, even if it could be determined, would not answer for
assessing compensatory duties. Wool is used by the mills, not in lots of average
shrinkage but to suit the fabric to be made. One cloth may be made of the
lightest shrinking wool; another of the heaviest. For that reason compensatory
rates based on the average ratio between grease wool and finished cloth would
be excessive on some goods and deficient on others. It should be borne in
mind that the 4 to 1 ratio Is not an average ratio, but is close to one extreme,
representing the ratio between cloth and wool shrinking about 02 per cent.

I have selected the 4 to 1 ratio for illustration because it is so well known,
but what has been said regarding it Is true of the other assumed ratios between
grease wool and tops, roving, yarn, cloth, knit goods, and felts.

PARAGRAPH 570.

Paragraph 376 of the present Schedule K Is a blanket clause by which all
partly manufactured wool materials not specially provided for are made duti-
able at the rates Imposed on cloths under paragraph 378. Under this blanket
paragraph roving, which is a product advanced to a condition ready to spin
into yarn, is dutiable as finished cloth.
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Thus the compensatory tariff on roving is not only higher than on the yarn

made from it, but it is, in fact, higher than on the finished cloth made from it,
because, owing to the waste in manufacturing, the roving Is heavier than the
cloth.

GOODS COMPOSED IN PART OF WOOL.

A further defect in the compensatory rates is their application to goods made
of mixtures of wool and other materials, such as cotton, hemp, Jute, wool waste,
and reclaimed wool (shoddy). On such goods the excess of the compensatory
rate above that actually required is greatly Increased.

HOW MUCHI WOOL TO IAKE A POUND OF CLOTH.

Additional Information regarding the compensatory duty and the shrinkage In
manufacturing will be found In the two accompanying articles, "Tariff on Wool
and Wool Goods," and " How Much Wool to Make a Pound of Cloth?" The
former givescomparisons of the legal compensatory duty with the amount actually
required on 11 fabrics of widely different construction. The latter gives the
result of a test to determine the shrinkage in manufacturing wool goods, which
covered the production of the Hecla Mill at Uxbridge, Mass., for a period of
nearly four years (1886-1890).

The use of different ratios for manufactured materials of different values
such as 21 and 31 for tops, 21 and 31 for yarns, or 3 and 4 for cloths, is a rough
attempt to correct some of the extreme variations in the compensatory rate to
which I have called attention. They fall far short of what Is required, as will
be seen by applying any one of the compensatory rates to a number of lots of
merchandise dutiable under It. In the case of felt not woven, and knit gar-
ments, even this rough attempt at equalization Is omitted, and the compensatory
duty Is based on a uniform rate of 4 td 1 regardless of value.

THE |iIGI|1ST TARIFF ON THE CHEAPEST GOODS.

Another defect Inherent In the specific duties is that the. bear more heavily
on the cheaper grades of goods. This defect is but partially corrected by the
reduction of the specific or compensatory duty on goods under a certain value.
For example, a wool yarn valued at 50 cents a pound Is subject to a compensa-
tory duty of 381 cents, while a yarn valued at 25 cents a pound Is dutiable at
271. The lower specific rate, 271 cents, is, however, equal to 110 per cent of the
value of the yarn, while the higher specific rate, 381 cents, Is but 77 per cent of
the value of the yarn to which It is applied. This defect Is, of course, still
greater where no attempt is made, as in the case of knit garments and felts not
woven, to adjust the specific rates to a different value.
While I have Illustrated this fault by reference to yarn, it will be found run.

ning all through the schedule, on raw materials, partly manufactured and fin.
Wished goods. As a result the cheaper wool materials are excluded from the
country while the Imports are confined to the higher-priced goods, which may
to a considerable extent be classed as luxuries. The attempt Is made to Justify
this discrimination against low-priced goods by the claim that the object Is to
prevent the domestic market front being flooded and the domestic consumer de.
frauded by an influx of very Inferior and unserviceable goods. Aside from the
obvious objection to sumptuary legislation the fallacy in this claim lies In the
failure to take Into account the fact that in wool goods cheapness (toes not neces-
sartly mean lack of utility. Warm, durable, and In every respect serviceable
wool goods are manufactured from the low-priced wools, reclaimed wool, nolis,
wastes, and other by-products. Inferior goods are made from Inferior stock, but
such goods can be safely left to find their level in the market, without protect-
Ing the public against them by arbitrary legal barriers, under which there Is
no discrimination between what Is good and what is poor.

THE TARIFF ON DRESS GOODS AND CARPET .

The compensatory tariff on dress goods and carpets has the same defect. It
does not correspond even approximately with the amount needed to compensate
the manufacturer for the Increase in cost resulting from the tariff on the raw
material, being, In all cases that have come under my observation, largely in
excess of the amount required. On dress goods and carpets they are specific
rates per square yard and thus do not have even the appearance of possessing
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a definite relation to the specific duty on wool, as is the case with tops, yarns,
and cloths. Nevertheless the actual discrepancy Is the compensatory duty on
dress goods and carpets Is probably no greater than on tops, yarns, and cloths.

THE AD VALOREM DUTIES ON GOODS.

The ad valorem rates are imposed on partly and wholly manufactured
materials, in addition to the compensatory tariff, for the purpose of protecting
the manufacturer. I am inclined to believe that these ad valorem rates are not
much above what is required for the purpose of protection. The excessive
rates are principally the result of the excess of the compensatory tariff.

WHERE CHANGE SHOULD BE MADE.

The next request in the memorandum is that I point out the spots oi Schedule
K, where changes should be made. My review of the defects In this schedule
makes it plain that It needs a general and thorough reorganization. It Is based
on a fundamentally defective system which affects every one of its paragraphs,
and It can not be made right by amendments in spots. The reorganization should
follow the scientific awl thorough investigation which you tire to Iiwi1ke.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.

The second division of your miemoranduin is ns follows:
"An outline of methods of Investigation to be adopted in studying costs of

production In this and foreign countries in each branch of the woolen Industry,
which should include-1. Raw wools. 2. Yarns. 3. Wastes, shoddy, tops, etc.,
as covered by paragraphs 372 to 375, inclusive. 4. Cloth: (a) Worsted; (0)
carded wool. 5. Carpets and rugs."

My first suggestion is that the inquiry be divided Into three parts: First,
dealing with the growing and sale of wool which Is the finished product of the
farmer but the raw material for the wool manufacturer; second, dealing with
the manufacture of the wool into cloth ready for manufacture into garment;
third, dealing with the manufacture of cloth into clothing and its distribution
to the consumers. Parts 2 and 3 will unavoidably overlap each other in the
case of certain products, such as carpets and rugs, hosiery, and underwear,
but the three classifications can be carried out with slight modifications to
suit these special cases.

THE WOOL SUPPLY.

As regards the method of investigation.I shall restrict myself mainly to the
manufacturing of wool goods, as it Is to that branch of the Industry that my
practical experience has been confined. There are, however, a few suggestions
I desire to make in connection with the raw-wool supply. It Is desirable to
know the quantity of the various grades of wool produced in this country
and abroad. The statistics of the wool supply are to a great extent unreliable,
and care should be taken by you to sanction the use of only such wool statistics
as are known to be reliable. This may restrict you to a very limited supply
of figures, but that can not be helped. The use of the great mass of figures
relating to the supply of wool would tend to defeat the object of your work,
which is to determine facts.

The world's stock of wool as It is offered for sale should be carefully studied.
This task is simplified by the fact that much the greater part of the world's
wml supply is sold by public auction in a few large centers of the trade, such
as London, Sydney, Melbourne. Adelaide, nnd Antwerp. The cooperation of
the owners of the wool, their agents, and the managers of the auction sales
wou!d enable the board to study the stocks under specially favorable conditions
and obtain a mass of Information of very great value. I am not enthusiastic
as to the possibility of securing such cooperation. but even a partial success
would bring valuable results. The Information sought in this way would In-
clude the quantity and quality of the wool and the estimated shrinkage of that
part that is offered for rale In the grease.

'The facts ns to quantity, quality, and condition and the price of the wool
sold at these auctions are an essential factor in an Intelligent consideration of
the entire wool and wool-goods schedule. Fortunately, the quantity of wool
sold at these auctions is so large as to represent fairly the world's supply.
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Care should be takes to have the Investigation cover enough of the wool to give
a fair average and avoid the error of drawing general conclusions from a
partial view.

WOOL AUC TONS.

Another important subject of Inquiry is the wool auctions themselves. The
controversy over the wool tariff centers around the question of specific rnd ad
valorem duties on wool. While the Inequalities of specific duties are admitted,
It Is claimed that the danger of undervaluation makes an ad talorem tariff
Pven more objectionable. The character of the world's great wool auctions
has on important bearing on this point, and the board should determine by
ciireful Investigation whether these auction'sales are so conducted as to war-
rant their recorded prices being accepted under proper safeguards as a basis
for appraising Imported wool at United States ports.

CARPr Wool, FOR CWrUINO.

Among the questloin that should be studied Is the extent to which wools of
class 3, known as carpet wools, are used for clothing. Information should also
be gathered bearing on the proposition to abolish all classification of wool and
make all kinds subject to one uniform rate of duty.

DIFFERENCe: IN COST or PRODUCTION.

The party in control of the Government and the President are committed
to the principle that the protective tariff should be measured by the difference
In the cost of production in this country and abroad, plus a reasonable profit.
That being the case. It Is the duty of the board to do their best to determine
the domest!c and foreign cost. I have been of the opinion tMat it Is impossihle
to determine these costs, hut the present s!tuntion is such as to require that the
attempt shall be made.

Even if there were no doubt in my minlud as to the posslbll'ty of sucess, the
fact that the investigation will be in a practically unexplored field would alone
%%tirrant me in advising you to proceed cautiously and test the practicability
of the work before undertaking it on a comprehensive scale. , The lack of pre-
vious experience in this line of investigation, combined with the fear that
complete success !s not attainable, makes me very confident In advising you to
lnve.tignte first some staple product of wool manufacture. It the Investiga-
tion is successful the Inquiry can be extended to other products, with the
added advantage of the experience gained in connection with the first one.
Better results will follow this plan of making haste slowly than would be
obtained by starting at once an Invest'gation of costs throughout the entire
wool.ninnufncturIng industry. Of course, while the inquiry is being carried
on energetically In the limited field, preparations can go forward as rapidly
as possible for extending it to the remainder of the industry.

Because of the difficulty of the undertaking and the lack of experience I
would advise that the product selected for the preliminary investigation be
one presenting the least technical difficulty. For that reason it should be a
staple article for which there are established standards both in the United
States and abroad. It should also be a product advanced sufficiently In the
process of manufacture to afford an adequate basis for the test. White worsted
yarn fulfills these requirements and Is the only manufactured wool product
that does. Other products are open to serious objections. Worsted tops are
not advanced sufficiently in manufacturing. Neither worsted cloths nor carded
woolen goods are standardized so as to make a fair comparison possible. White
worsted yarn, however, is well advanced in the process of manufacturing, and
is manufactured and sold In the United States and foreign countries by well
understood and, In the main, Identical standards as regards both quality and
size.

INVESTIGATION BY DEPARTMENTS.

The plan of the Inquiry, as regards both the general features and the details,
should be framed with great care so as to fit Into any extension to other wool
products, and to give the Information in the form best adapted for its consider.
tion In connection with the revision of the classifications and rates of ithe
schedule.

81527-22-sen 11- 7
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To this end I would suggest that the cost be determined separately for each
department or process of manufacturing and not for particular products. If,
for example, the domestic cost Is found for a certain fabric, the information
will be of value only in connection with that fabric, and It may be found Iw.
possible to get corresponding data for the foreign cost of the same kind of
goods. If, however, the cost Is obtained for each department or process of
manufacturing, based on the respective units of production, the domestic and
foreign costs will be comparable even If the finished products of the mills vary
widely from each other. The manufacturer would be asked to give a statement
of his production, labor, and expense accounts, separately for ea('i process,
such, for example, as sorting, scouring, carding, combing, drawing, spinning,
warping, weaving, dyeing, finishing. The production and average cost would
be based on the pound, run, hank, or yard, as required. It would be necessary
In addition to prescribe a uniform method of distributing the fixed charges
among the various processes, this being, technically, the most difficult part of
the task.

A great advantage of this method of Investigation by separate departments
Is that the results from the different mills will he comparable regardless of
whether the mills buy raw stock or partly manufactured material, or whether
their production Is in the form of partly manufactured or finished goods. For
example, one mill (1) may convert the grease wool into yarn; another (2)
may buy wool and yarn, converting them into cloth; another (3) may buy wool
and yarn and sell both yarn and cloth; while a fourth (4) may buy yarn only
and convert it Into cloth.

Reclves. produces.

Mill .............................................................. Oressewool... Yam.
Mi 2 .... *........................................................... W oolandyarn Cloth.
M 13 ............................................................ ... do ........ Yei a and clotb.Yarn Cloth.M ill,4 ... A................................. :........... . ............ iYarn ......... Clth

It Will bO readily seen that the total manufacturing costs of these four estab-
itshments are not comparable because the price paid for the yarn purchased
by three of them as raw material represents a part of the cost of manufacturing
wool into cloth, while the yarn sold by two of them as a finished product Is in
fact a partly manufactured product and more or less expense is still required to
convert It into cloth.

These four mills do not exhaust the possible combinations of different prod-
ucts received and produced. A mill may receive grease wool, scoured wool, tops,
roving, yarn, or unfinished cloth as its raw material and deliver scoured wool,
tops, roving, yarn, unfinished or finished cloth as Its finished product. With-
out dwelling further on this point it will be seen that, aside from the varia-
tion in the class of goods, the diversity in the form of the materials .'e lved and
produced by the different mills would make Impossible any useful comparison
of the average costs for entire mills.

With the proposed investigation by departments, the results are all placed on
the same basis for comparaon, regardless of the form in which the material
goes into the mill or comes out of It. The cost of weaving in No. 3 mill, which
buys both wool and yarn and sells pait of the yarn it spins, would, for example,
be comparable with the cost of weaving in No. 4 mill, which buys yarn only,
or in No. 2 mill, which buys wool and yarn, converting it into cloth. In other
words, the costs for each process would be comparable between different mills
regardless of the form in which the naterial is received and delivered by the
respective establishments.

The cost of any product, either partly or wholly manufactured, can be closely
estimated from the cost averages thus determined.

ANALYSIS OF FABRICS.

It will be necesry for the board to collect and analyze samples representing
fairly all the commercial products of domestic and foreign wool manufacture
The results of the analyses will enable a close estimate of the cost of manu-
facturing each product to be made, based on the cost averages already deter-
mined for the respective processes and for the fixed charges. I desire to lay
special emphasis on the importance of this work. If well done, it will give the
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lawmakers and the public information essential for the Intelligent framing of a
wool and wool-goods tariff schedule, which information is possessed now only
by the wool manufacturers, and Imperfectly by many of them. It is only by the
aid of such information that such an important matter as the adjustment of
any compensatory duty c-i goods to the amount required cad be made; and it
is only by the aid of suchl Information that defects in any given compensatory
rate can be detected.
• It is only by such a system of analysis that the complicated problems of

framing a tariff on products composed partly of wool can be properly solved.
These wool products involve the manufacture, not only of wool, but of cotton,
silk, linen, Jute, and other textile materials, and the board must have the
information that can be obtained only by careful analyses of representative
samples.

EXTENSION OF PLAN.

This general plan for the Investlgtlon of the cost of wool goods could be
applied to all branches of the business, Including carded wooled, worsted,
knitting, carpet, and felt mills, modifying the details as might be found neces-
sary to suit the conditions In each branch of the business.

SHODDY.

Shoddy would be treated as a partly manufactured product, and the com.
parative cost of manufacturing determined by the same general method as
that already recommended for other manufactured materials, modifying the
d (e'talls to suit the special requirements of shoddy manufacture.

WOOL BY-PRODUCTS.

The byproducts of wool manufacture, such as noils, wastes, and'flocks, are
In a'class apart front other materials, and it would be necessary to Investi-

..gate them on a different plan. No part of the labor cost or other expense of
manufacturing Is charged In their production. They drop from the material In
process of manufacturing and are either used again as raw materials In the
mill In which they Were made or are sold for the best price possible.

Under these conditions wool by-products should be studied to determine their
adaptability for manufacture Into wool goods. Reliable statistics of the domes-
tic and foreign-market prices of the various wool by-products for a term of
years should be obtained, along with any other Information that would aid the
lawmakers in fixing upon a fair duty on these materials, leaving the adjust-
ment of rates to be made on the basis of that Information and of other con.
siderations, such as the extent to which the woolgrower should be protected

*against the competition of by-products.

ASKING MANUFACTURERS FOR INFORMATION.

• Having decided upon what information is required, It will be necessary to
present the request for It to the American and foreign manufacturers. This
part of the undertaking is surrounded with peculiar difficulties because the per.
soni~ element is so largely Involved. Two requirements seem to me so Im-
*portant that I will name them first, They are that the requests of the board
be so presented to the manufacturers as to emphasize the fact that they come
from the President of the United States, and that the requests be framed so
carefully and be technically so correct that those to whom they are presented
will be Impressed with the fact that the board, acting under the authority of
the President, knows exactly what It wants.

ATTITUDE OF MANUFACTURERS.

There are approximately 1,200 manufacturers of wool goods In the United
States. They may be classified in the following manner in respect to their
probable attitude toward the Inquiry:
1, Those who welcome the investigation as marking an Improvement in the

methods of revising our tariff laws and who will extend to the board every
facility to obtain the information regarding their (the manufacturers') business.

2. Those who are likew.se favorably disposed toward the nquiry, uut who
-hesitate to give the Information desired for fear it will be used to their Injury.
'- : Those who are actively opposed to the inquiry, and who will seek to defeat
Its purpose and discredit it before the public.
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4. Those who have made no study of the tariff question, who look upon tle
tariff agitation as an unmitigated evil ind upon the Inquiry is being calculated
to foster agitation.

DIRECT APPLICATION TO MANUFACTURERS.

The nature of the Inquiry Is such that it requires the board to apply directly
to the manufacturers for the Information desired. What is wanted is all the
pertinent facts, vouched for by those in a position to know. The Individual
manufacturers and head officers of the manufacturing corporations are the
only ones in that position, and the Inquiry should therefore be confined to them.
If the board should apply to the manufacturers' associations for the Informa-
tion, the Individual manufacturers, with the exception of those included In
class 1, would be disposed to let the association act for them, and the Inquiry
would be a failure. It is necessary for this investigation to go Into the details
of manufacturing wool goods and to obtain facts from as many mills as pomi-
ble in order that the Information may represent the actual conditions in the
Industry. This can be done only by direct dealings between the board and those
in control of each manufacturing plant. For these reasons I advise that no
requests for information he addivsed to the niunufaetarers" s.sociatiois.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

It is Important that the manufacturers be matte to understand that the in-
formation they give to the board will be held In strict confidence. This will
overcome the objections raised by those In class 2.

The opposition of those included In class 3 will In great measure be overcome
by letting It be understood that while tile board Is conducting the Inquiry on a
carefully prepared and entirely practicable plan, and is sparing no effort to
make the inquiry successful, at the same time the board lins taken into con-
sideration the possibility that a partial failure might result fronl the refusal
of a portion of the manufacturers to give the desired informal on, nd that in
such an event the only course open to the board will be to lay before the Presi-
dent such information us it may hove obtained awl state the reason for the
failure to obtain piure. I believe there are very few manufacturers who wuld
be w.li1ng to take the risk of the public discredit they would brng on the cttuse
of protection by such ia reftsal to coillrate in the Investigation.

ACCOUNTANTS AS INVESTIGATORS.

As this inquiry Is the first of its kind, it will probably be necessary for the
board to have Its representatives Interview the manufacturers, explain the ob-
Ject of tihe investigation, and confer with them regarding the best means of
obtaining the desired information. In that event I advise that the work of
inquiry among the mills Intrusted to accountants and not to experts. In wool
manufacturing. Wool manufacturers dislike to give out Information regarding
their business, and especially to allow persons familiar with wool manufactur-
ing to Inspect their plants and processes. If the plan for the Inquiry is per-
fected before the work Is started it will be possible for competent accountants
to carry It out to better advantage than could manufacturing experts.

THE COOPERATION OF MANUFACTURERS.

If the requests for litormation are correctly framed and tactfully presented
to the manufacturers by the board, what at first seemed a problem so difficult
as to be practically impossible, may turn out to be comparatively easy of solu-
tlon. Opposition may be disarmed and enthusiastic cooperation be obtained
from manufacturers who have become convinced that they have every reason
to aid In making the Investigation a success In order that the tariff protection
to their Industry may be placed on the solid foundation of popular confidence
In Its fairness.

An encouraging feature of the situation Is found In the fact that success does
not necessarily depend on obtaining the information from every one of the
wool manufacturers of the country. Returns from a fair proportion of repre.
tentative mIlls in each branch of the business would make the Investigation
successful. I am encouraged to believe that a sufficient number of manufac-
turers will cooperate to make the work of the board a success.
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FOMON COBT.

The work of determining the difference between the domestic and foreign
cost of production will be but half done when the domestic cost is found. The
foregl cost must-be found In order that the two may be compared. Nothing
appears more certain than that foreIgn manufacturers will refuse to give the
board the desired Information regarding the cost of production In their mills.
The experience of our consuls In 1908 In a like inquiry, and particularly the
rsonse to the request of Consul Albert Halstead dated August 25, 1908, and
addressed to the manufacturers of Birmingham, England, confirms this belief.

It Is useless for me to dwell here on the supposed difficulties. The task is
set for the board, and everything possible must be done to accomplish It. Then,
if it is found to be Impossible, that fact can be made plain. Care must be
taken that whatever information Is obtained regarding the foreign Industry
shll be in the same form as that adopted for the domestic industry in order
that a comparison may be made. The machinery and processes are similar both
at home and abroad. In the worsted spinning industry the greater part of the
machinery in American and foreign mills Is from the same builders. The same
materials are used, and the manufactured products vary no more between
American and foreign mills that between the different mills In America or
abroad.

That It may be found Impossible to obtain Information regarding the differ.
ee between the domestic and foreign costs of production to the extent re.

-quIred-for applying the formula laid down as the true principle of protection
is ato~ssn for discouragement regarding this inquiry. To determine that com-
plete success Is impossible would be a step in the right direction, as it would
he a fact for the guidance of our lawmakers. Moreover, an earnest attempt
to succeed, even if followed by but partial success, could not fall to elicit
infornmtlon of great value. This might be other than Information regarding
cet of production. In fact, I assume that the inquiry will cover all infor.
matlon that might prove of value In the framing of our tariff.

F.FVirT OV IMPROVING QUALITY OF RAW MATERIAL.

Information of th's character will include that relating to the great Improve-
ment in the intrinsic value of cloth by Increasing the supply of the better grades
of the raw material. The real value of a wool garment as regards durability,
warmth. and appearance is based first of all on the quality of the raw mate.
rial; that Is, wool and wool byproducts. At the same time the cost of this
raw material is usually but t small part of the cost of the garment, the re-
mainder of the cost being due to manufacturing the cloth and the clothing,
together with the cost of distribution. Thus an improvement In the quality
of the wool raw material, which costs comparatively so little, will Increase
the intrinsic value of the entire garment. It is my belief the board will find
on Investigation that In many cases the correction of defects in schedule K
will more than double the real value of the wool garment without increasing
the cost.

Another point is the relative importance of the different raw materials in
providing the people with wool clothing. To determine this it will be neces-
Sary to obtain Information as to the available quantity of such materials and
their value.

A STUDY OF ARGUMENTS IN THE PAST.

Another branch of the Inquiry might Include a study of the statements made
by those interested and disinterested men who have engaged in the discussion
of schedule K since it was framed. While much of this discussion has been
special pleading, still It contains valuable information which can be sifted
from the chaff and which would aid the board in this Investigation.

COST OF DISTRIBIUTON.

The foreign and domestic methods of distributing wool and wool products
to the consumers should be carefully studied and compared. Some, of the dif-
ferences may Indicate where the American system Is interior, others where
It Is superior to the foreign. And others may be due to the unavoidable dif-
ferences in the conditions uhder which business is carried on.

I p
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THE INVEMflOATNG STAFF.

I come now to the third and last part of y)ur memorandum, In which you
ask for the names of persons qualified to do the work of Investigating the
woolen schedule. I will endeavor In the near future to give you the name.
of such persons, but at this time will confine myself to some general observa.
tions regarding the manner In which I think the work should be done.

Some member of the board should take personal charge of the investigation
of Schedule K. As none of you are familiar with the details of wool manu-
facturing the member assigned to -this work should begin at once a diligent
and systematic study, of the different branches of the trade. Arrangements
should be made by which he could devote his entire time In woolen and worsted
mills for a period of four or five weeks. With the aid of a competent Instructor
he could thus become' sufficiently familiar with the materials and.processes of
wool manufacturing to direct this branch of your Inquiry. I believe this
to be necessary to success In your work. Many complicated questions
Involving both technical conditions and personal Interests, will ,be, pre-.
sented to you for solution before your work Is, done. The decLsloss. icsz,
not be made by others; they must be made by you. And they should be mae,
not on information or belief, but on knowledge. That knowledge cas,,be
acquired only by personal study of and contact with the Industry under working
conditions. Enthusiasm, Industry, and a trained wlid will enable the pre-
liminary Information to be gained in a few weeks, and the additional knowledge
will be rapidly acquired during the progress of the Investigation. ,..

This plan will simplify and facilitate every branch of the inquiryi,..It wlU
enable you to select on your own judgment proper persons to assist yea, .It,
will enable you to detect those who might mislead you-through Ignorance or.-
.from design. It will enable you to confine the.work to what Is required::andi.
to cut out the superfluous details with which such an Inquiry as thisis,1kely,
to be overloaded. The board will be assisted in this -inquiry -by n.staff of.
aettve assistants and by the advice of thos, who take no actual part In the
work of Investigation. I recommend that the active staff of the board be
composed of those who are not Interested directly or indirectly In the production
or sale of wool materials. Advice may properly be obtained from anyone
believed to be capable of giving it. The board will not. be responsible .brilt:
and need follow It only so far as youthIlnk-it advisable, and under such ioan
ditions a man giving advice In good faith would try to frame his suggeablon.,
so they would be justified by events whether you adopted them or not. -;, , .,

By this plan you would be able to avail yourselves of the assistance of anyone
you considered trustworthy and yet be certain of having a compact working.
forte to carry'on the work of Investigation In-accordance with your own.plans-
and without the embarrassment of any connection whatever with the produolng
interests affected by Schedule K. I , ... !,

Respectfully submitted with the earnest hope that your work may: e',suc.
eesful in every respect. SA .uI S. DI.. .

Prof. if. C. EuERY, chairmann.
'HoL JAmFs B. REYNOLDS.
Hon. AviN H. SANDERs.

TilE TARIFF ON WOOL AND WOOL GOODS.

IRRMF.ULARITIES TO E REMOVED.

It is evident that one of the most difficult problems before the Committee on
Ways and Means is the removal of time lneoualitles in the tariff on wool an$-
voolens. The new tariff should afford adequate protection to all branches
of tihe Industry. That is the base principle on which the revision must be
made, It should also bear equally on all branches, favoring none at the ex-
pense of the others or of the consumer. The Inequqlitles encountered first are
those in rates on wool. As It comes front the sheep's back and is received at
the mill wool contains a widely varying amount of grease and dirt. Some lote
may consist of three-quarters grease and one-quarter clean wool, other lots
one-quarter grease and three-quarters clean wool, and no tWo lots shrink ex-
actly alike.
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tHE FUNDAMENTAL DIFFICULTY.

The Dingley law fixes the tariff on wool at a uniform amount per pound of
grease wool, regardless of the amount of grease it contains. Here lies the
fundamental and Insurmountable difficulty with a specific duty on grease wool.
A duty of 11 cents a pound amounts in fact to 44 cents per pound of clean wool,
If there is 75 per cent of grease present, and to only 141 cents per pound of
clean wool if there is 25 per cent of grease. The result Is that the 11 cent duty
on wool excludes the heavy shrinking wools from the country. In effect the
laws says: "No wool shrinking over a certain amount shall be intported into
the United States, exqpt at a loss." It is Impossible to escape this prohibition
by scouring the wool abroad, because the law expressly provides that the duty
on scoured wool shall be three times the duty on grease wool.

BIURDENS ON TIlE INDUSTRY.

The wools required by the carded woolen industry are the short, heavy shrink-
Ing grades. This explains one reason why the spRecifc duty on wool Is a serious
burden on the carded woolen industry and bears lightly on the worsted trade,
for which the light-shrinking wools are chiefly adapted.

DMrrIVFD OF RAW MATERIA..

Deprived wholly of any supply of foreign wool. the carded woolen industry
Is forced to rely on the domestic clip, which provides less than half the wool
(clean weight) used in tile country. This domestic supply is still further
restricted by the fact that worsted machinery has been steadily developed so
as to comb and spin shorter wools for worsted goods. This is a second season
why the carded woolen industry is placed at a disadvantage.

Retracted to a small part of a small domestic clip, the woolen manufacturer
turns to the by-products of worsted manufacture and to reworked wool (shoddy)
for a Aupply of raw nmterial, and again finds conditions adverse to him. The
duty on nolis, the by-product of worsted combing, which the worsted spinner
can not use, is so high as to prohibit importations, and as a result the carded
woolen manufacturer is forced to pay the worsted manufacturer a high price
for a very limited supply of domestic noils.

THE CLOTHING OF THE POOR.

The carded woolen manufacturer finds a similar condition when he turns
from noils to wool waste and reworked wool. Prohibitory duties on the foreign
supply restrict him to the narrow limits of the home supply.

The products of the carded woolen Industry are necessary In order to pro-
vide the people with warm clothing at a low price. They are preeminently the
clothing of the poor and of those in moderate circumstances. The effect of the
present law has been to make cotton, instead of carded woolen cloth, the sub-
stitute for the higher priced worsted, and thus deprive the consumer of an ade-
quate supply of.warm clothing at a moderate price.

STARVING THE CARDED WOOLEN INDUSTRY.

It Is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the carded woolen Industry has been
starved, while the worsted industry has been placed In a favorable position by
reason of the low duty on light shrinking worsted wools and of the high prices
at which the worsted by-products have been sold to carded woolen and knit-
ting mills.

It is not surprising that the carded woolen industry has languished under
these conditions, nor that those identified with it should now appeal vehemently
for a recasting of the tariff on wool and wool goods at the coming revision.
It is our purpose here not to recommend a definite schedule, but rather to
point out facts that would aid In framing such a schedule. If objection is
raised to the abandonment of specific duties on wool on the score of danger
of undervaluations, the question may well be asked, "Is the evil of under-
valuations with an ad valorem tariff, which evil can be limited by the vigilance
of the Government, likely to be greater than the evil of discrimination against
heavy shrinking wools, which evil can not be limited in any way whatever?"
It is up to the advocates of specific rates on wool to propose a schedule under
which such rates will not favor some and discriminate against others.
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A UNIFORM TARIFF ON WOOL 0OODS.

Another problem before the committee, and which is still more closely nter-
laced with the technical details of textile manufacturing, Is the framing of a
schedule of rates on wool fabrics which will be uniform on all grades of goods.
The first step In reaching a solution of this problem Is to obtain facts. The
present law is based on the asumption that It requires 4 pounds of grease
wool to make I pound of wool cloth. The error of such a.general proposition
is at once evident because of the variable shrinkage of grease wools. But
it is not enough for the committee to know that the 4 to I ratio Is wrong.
They are charged with the task of finding out what Is right. It will aid them
In this search to know Just how the present law with its 4 to 1 ratio has oper.
ated on different fabrics. With this object In view, we have applied the
Dingley rates to a number of wool fabrics which have either been made or
analyzed by us personally. We know as well as It Is possible for anyone to
know how much material Is required to manufacture a pound of the respective
cloths, and present here the results of our calculation. We believe this is
the first tine that the results of such an examination of the Dingley schedules
have been published:

Duty. 
Pecent.

A25; worsted serge; 18.4 ounces peryard, 84 Inches wide; 10ro00 yards, at $1, S0,00,
I t 0 pound c oth; thIs requires 1,941 pounds grease w

I0 pounsscloth, 44cents ........................................ $3, 060.00 a 0.6
35 per cent of $10,000 .............................................. 560.00 &5

Total duty ........................................... 10,80.00 1056
Actual compensatory requed; 21,941 pounds grease wool, I cents.............. 2,1e 5I 24.1

Actual protection ........................................................... 8,14.49 81.5
A96; cotton warp dress goods; 6.7 ounces per yard 60 Inches wlde 10,000 iards at 25

ent, .2., .4,187 pounds cloth; this requlri4 315 pounds of grease woo
Dififeyouty-rpounds cloth," cents ................................................... 1,842.28 73.

bper te of $2,50 ........................................................... 1,20.00 O 0

Total duty .................................................................. 3,09128 123.7
Actual compensatory required, 4,3l5pounds grease wool, 11 cents .............. 49.65 19.9

Actualprotection ........................................................... 2,so5.63 10&.8
COO worsted dreas goods, 6.7 ounces per yard, 50 Inches wide; 10,000 yards, at 40 cents,

4,187 pounds cloth; this wIU require 9,760 pounds of grease wool:
I A yans cloth, 4 4 cent .................................................. 1,84228 46

spercentof,0 ........................................................ 2,20000 56
Total duty........................ ..................... 4,01-I 10-

Actual compensatory required, 9,760 pounds gree wool, I cents............. ,73 26.8
Actual protection.. ... 2, & 68 -4. 2

13119 worstedserge,plee dyed; 141 ounces pe.yard inches: 10,000yards, at 90cents,
$4600 .9,062 pounds doth; this would require 20,645 pounds grease wool:D1n1 ydu ty-

bnV86 pund iob 4 ens............................................. 3,W8.28 44.83
SS per cen tof 19,000 ..................................................... 4,950.00 85

Total duty ............... ............................ 2 8,937.28 2
Actual compensatory required, 20,945 pounds, cents ................. 6

Actual protection ....................................... ,633.33 73.7
A0; ootton worsted; 14 ounces, 55 Inches wide; 10,000 yards, atWO cents, $3,000; 8,7 0'

pounds cloth: this would require 3,13 pounds grease wool:D/n ey uty- .7.7,0 pounds.44 cents ....................................................... 3,80.00 77

5o per cent oR$ ,000 .......................................................... 2,500 00 50

Totaluty..... .................................... 8, 00 127
Actual compensatory rqulred, 3,123 pounds, 11 cents .......................... 3. 6.5

Actual protection .......................................................... ,006.25 120.2
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A 207 cottonwarp aketcloth, otton, wooi and shoddy, 14 ounces pr. yard, 68 inches
wie; 10 yu. st 60.ents,,0M ,,68poundscIotl; t wJ requlre2,1.5 pounds
cot ton wars, 1,600 pounds grease wool, 3,123 pounds raw cotton, 9,563 pounds sboddy:

Spundas cloth, 44 cents ........................................
6o per cent of $5,000 ................................................

Total duty ..................................................................
Actual compen.atory required-

1,60 pounds, II cents ............................................. 11,7000
9,63 pounds, 5 cents ............................................... 478.15

Actual protection ...........................................................

606;piece.dyed kersey; 25 ounces er yard, 55 inches wide; stock; back warp, 40 per cent;
Oregon wool 60per cent shod y; lace warpand fa/ing, 0 per cent: California wool.
Percent soddy; 10,000 ysrds, at 11.25 112,600; 15,625 pounds cloth; this would re-

qui 3,425pouns wool In gresse, 13,17 pounds soddy:
Dle ds oth, 44 cents ............................................

65per cent of $12,50 ....................................................
Total duty ..............................................................

Actual compensatory re(ulred-
32,42 pounds, I1 cents ....................................... W3,6.
13,167 pounds, 6 cents ....................................... 658.33

Actual protection ..........................................................

E38, cot ton warp beaver; 28 ounces .ee yard, 55 Inches: 10,000 yards at 75 cents, r7,0;
17,0 pounds. this quantity w ouldrequIre 3,611 pounds r"w cotton 1,30 pounds
oottonwar 2,123 pounds sboddy, 4, pounds fAie wool, 1,137 pounds coarse wool:

I 40p nds,4 cents ........................................................
o per ent o$7,00 ...........................................................

Total duty ..................................................................
Actual compens~wy required-
62 OW ,, It Icents ............................................ 6Z3
f, I 23peu . , 5 enats ............................................... 2, 10. 15

Actual protection ...........................................................

124; Irish fieze; 31 ounces per yard, 65 Inches; stock, 50 per cent wool and 50 per cent
was te; 10,= yrds at I$10,000; 21,250 pounds cloth; this requires 23,625 pounds

Din-' 17,719 poun shody and waste:Dlnfley uy-
I1,0 pounds, U cents .......................................................

80 per cent of 510,000 ..........................................................

Total duty ........................................................... ..
Actual compensatory required-

23,O2 pounds, 11 cents ............................ $6 50. 75
17,719 pounds, 5 cents ............................... 88595

3625

Duty.

6,762.72

Per
cent.

5.2
10

1IM.2

2,23&15 44.8

4,5 4.67

6878.00
SM 8500

13,750.O0

65
65

110

4,22.21 33.8

9 ,6x.9 782

7,700.00
, 750.00

11,450.00

1,76868

9,681.32

9.35=,00

14,350.OD

102.7
60

152.7

23.6

1291

143.5

3,4K.701 34.6
Actual protection ........................................................... 10, 865.30 108.

A211; wool cassimere, Territory wool; 13 ounces p yard, 64 Inches wide; 10,000 yards
at 85 cents, 5SA,0; 8.125 pounds cloth; this wll require 32,143 pounds greame wool,
shrinking 65 per cent:Dinle duty-IDln ,5 poun c lob, 44 cents .................................................. 3,575.00 42

6 per cent of,0 ........................................................... 4,675.00 65

Total duty .............................................................. 2,250007
actual compensatory required, 32,143 pounds, 11 cents ........................ 3 3 73 141.6

Actual protection ........................................................... 4,7 I27 64

DE; wool dress goods, piece dyed; 6 ounces per yard, 50 Inches wide; 10 000 yards t 40
cents $,000; 3,750 pounds cloth; this would require 14,823 pou;ns grease wool,
ahrin ng 65 per cent:Din ~ey duty-70 punds cloth, 3ents ................................................... 1,650.00 41.2

85 per cent of $4,00 ......................................................... 2,200.00 6

Totaiduty .............................................................. 3,8A.0 98.2
Actual compensatory required, 14,M2 pounds, I I cents ........................ 1, .53 40.8

Actual protection ........................................................... 2,219.47 6 4
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It will be noticed that the "actual compensatory" is based on the amount of
grease wool extended at 11 cents a pound and of waste or shoddy extended at
5 cents. This Is on the assumption that the cost of wool in this country is
Increased by the full amount of the duty, which is not always the case. In
the case of waste and shoddy 5 cents a pound has been allowed, because it
would clearly be wrong to take the full amount of the duty-10 to 20 cents-
which in many cases Is more than the total cost of the material in question.

The following summary enables a comparison to be made for each of the
fabrics between the duty as divided between "compensatory" and "protective"
in the present law and as actually divided In practice.

Dingley duty. Actual.
Total

'Compen- Pro. Compen. P. duly.
sato . t . sa tory. ectlive.

Percent. Per cent. Pertceat. Percent. Pertea.
A2; worsted serge ........................... 60.6 65 24. 1 1.5 105. 6
A 9; cotton warp dress goods ..................... 73.7 60 19.9 103.8 123.7CW'; worsted dress9 good ...................... :............ 46 55 X 8 X4,2 101
g119; worsted serge, piece dyed ........................... 44.3 5 2& 6 7.7 99.3A220, ot~ton worsted ..................................... 77 60 & 68i 1206,2 127A27;coton warp casket cloth ........................... 85.2 ) 44.8 90.4 135.2

0 oy oted y .................................... . 6 2 08 76.2 120
, cotto warpe aver ................................. 602.7 50 23.6 M 7. 152.7

X24!rsh fdeze . ............................ 9.5 60 34.8 108.7 143.6
A211; wooicssmere....................... 42 65 41.6 65.4 97
DE; woolen dres goods ............................ 2... 40. 585a4 9& 2

THE PART OF WI83OM."

One 0fbe defects in the present tariff on wool goods, and perhaps the only
one that attracts the attention of the public, is that the aggregate ad valorem
rates amount in many cases to considerably more than 100 per cent. Popular
attention is also directed to the fact that the tariff Is prohibitory on the cheaper
grades of goods. This fact is being seized by politicians as n basis for the cry
of.discrimination against the poor and In favor of the rich. It is the part of
wisdom for the textile trade to look the situation squarely in the face and
devise some plan by which the friends of protection at Washington may be able
to frame a law that will not only avoid favoring one branch of the wool and
wool-goods trade at the expense of the other, but which will remove all grounds
for the belief on the part of the public that the rates favor the producer at the
expense of the consumer.

REVISION BASED ON JUSTICE.

When Inequalities In a tariff are corrected some one must give up an unfair
advantage In justice to others. he woolgrower. the worsted spinner, the woolen
manufacturer, and Congress, representing all interests, Including the consumer,
should get together with the determination to Incorporate in the tariff bill of
1900 the square deal of which we have heard so much for seven years. The
woolgrower may find that he needs protection against evils at home more than
against Imports from abroad; the worsted spinner may realize that his higher
Interests require a yielding up of some of the advantages he now possesses,
while the carded woolen manufacturer would doubtless gladly exchange such
tariff protection, as he does not need for a supply of the raw material, without
which he can not live. And this general equalization of rates, while affording
adequate protection to American Industry, will satisfy the consumer, who is the
final arbiter in this country.

A majority of the people In the United States believe In adequate protection
and want It Incorporated in the new bill. They also want excessive protection
abolished. Under these conditions the course for the textile industry to adopt
is plain. It is to aid Congress to determine what is adequate protection and to
Insist that the rates on all goods shall be lowered or raised as may be necessary
to bring them to the "adequate" mark.

BOSTON, MASS., December M, 1908.
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1ow 'MUcH WOOL TO IMAlE A 'OUJND OF CLOTH?

THEl, L.EUAL BEV'I.Y. -

Every wool-goods tariff schedule placed on the stuinte book since 1801 has,
with one exception, tried to give tin answer to tiss question. The exception was
the Wilson bill which made an answer unnecessary by making wool free of duty.
Ani with this exception the legal reply has been with slight variation, "4 pour,1s
of grease wool." The connection of this question with the wool-goods tariff
results from the specific duty on wool. This In turn necessitates what Is known
as the compensatory duty on wool goods, which Is assumed to be equivalent to
the (luly levied on the wool used In nmtufacturing tie goods. The Dingley
(July on wool of the first chiss Is 11 cents a lountd. The law assuttes that be-
anuse of the tariff the American manufacturer is compelled to pay 11 cents a
iound more for the wool than It costs the foreign manufacturer. Accordingly
a specific duty per pound of cloth equal to the duty on 4 pounds of grease
wool of the. first class Is placed on wool goods valued above a certain autount, to
compensate the American manufacturer for the Increased cost of the raw niate-
rinl. This Is legally supposed to leave the American anti foreign wool-goods
manufacturer in the same relative position as would prevail under free trade
In wool. Por goods valued at 40 cents n pound or less the ratio Is 8 pounds
of grease wool to 1 pound of cloth. The tnedlum and high grades of goods,
however, come within the four-to-one classification, and, owing to the low valua-
tion the specific duty on the low-grade goods Is higher', rated by value, than
on lhe jidiuni and high-grade cloths.

To protect the Amerlcan manufacturer against competition with cheap foreign
hlbor an ad %itiorein duty Is placed on wool goods in addition to the compensa-
tory specific duly already ientloned. The two constitute the system of Coni-
poutud ditties, a combination of a sllflc duty to balance the diluy on wool, wfth
ant adl valorea to protect the inantufactutrer.

A COMPBEIIENSIIE TEST-

While every tariff net that has levied a duty on wool since 1801 has been based
on the assumption that 4 pounds of grease wool Is required for a pound of
-cloth, this. (oncluslol has been vigorously disputed, especially when the tariff
happened to come up for revision. It was widely discui,,-ed In 1884, 1885, and
1888 in connection with the Morrison tariff bills, and the widely divergent
opinions then expressed by experts awakened lin my mind a desire to deterintne
the facts beyond question. In the last-named year an unusual opportunity pre-
sented itself to lte to make a test of the shrinkage In manufacturing carded
woolen cloth. In the latter part of that year, 1886, I took charge, as superin-
tendenf, of the Ilecla Mill at Uxbridge, Mass. Thie conditions were very favor-
able for a test. The mill was practically new, there being but a small amount of
old yarit on hand at the beginning. A very uniform'grade of all wool goods
was iitzufaciured. The product Included a fine casinerp fabric made of all
new wool, and a line of all wool cheviots in whlch the waste or by-products or
the mill were consumed. No cotton was used. The late S. M. Wheelock was
treasurer of the company and he frequently niade the remark when passing
through the mill, 1"When-cotton comes into this mill I go out of it." He stayed
In, It wals In this mill and during the period covered by the test, that the cloth
was made for the uniforms worn by Gen. Harrison's regiment at lis Inaugura-
tion es President of the United States on March 4, 1889.

When taking charge of the mill I had, of course, an accumulation of mill 'data
hearing on the shrinkage of stock in the various processes of manufacturing.
But these statistlcs had been obtained by tests of Isolated lots, such as are neces-
."rily nide by every manufacturer. Such tests were not comprehenstive enough
to settle beyond dispute the question of shrinkage In manufacturing. What was
needed was a test covering the production of an entire mill for a period of years,
so its to include practically all of the possible variations in material and proc-.
esses, and give a result that could be safely taken as an average. Stimulated
by the dk!cusslon of the tariff and by the exceptional opportunity, I resolved to
take the test on the extensive scale that was then possible.
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THE ONLY BASIS FOR TiE TEST.

The scoured weight of the wool was selected without hesitation for the test.
Of course the tariff law was based on grease weight, but the adoption of such a
basis would have made my test worthless. This Is evident to anyone having,
any knowledge of manufacturing wool goods. Grease wool Is received at the.
mill In lots of widely varying shrinkage in scouring, no two lots yielding the-
same percentage of clean wool, the loss being due to the removal of grease and
dirt, which is allowed to run to waste Into the stream.

The following lots used at the Hecla Mill during the test show the wide
variation of shrinkage in scouring and the worthlessness of any test such as I
had in mind if based on the grease weight of the wool:

Shrink-
Date. Bought of- Weight. Wool. age In

scouring.

Pounds. Per cent.
May 1.1888 U. B. & Co ........................ 18 901 Texas ....................... 76A r. 10,1800 J. K. & Co ........................... 23'gx Oreo ...................... 6

Feb. 17,188 ff.B.&Co ....................... W Cablorns ...................
Apr. 28,1887 C.Bros ............................... 17.424 Oregon ................... 4T
June 24.,1887 L.&M ............................. : i .30,2 Thre-eghths blood ....... j U
June 12.1890 H. K.&Co ........................... 10.02 E t India ..................

It was part of my duties as superintendent to weigh the scoured and dyed
wool In batches to the pickers, and this I did personally for the entire period
of the test with the exception of about three weeks. This not only gave we a
personal knowledge of the amount of nraterlal delivered, but enabled we to.
keep a separate record of the new stock and byproducts, which was essential to
accurate results. The test could have been continued longer, but it was brought
to a close at the taking of the regular Inventory on October 31, 1890, because
tit that time the spun yarn on hand was nearly equal to the yarn that had been
purchased atd used during that period. This condition would probably not
occur at any future Inventory, and. consequently, the account was made tp
at the end of 40 niontlis.

A 8UMMIARY OF Tll R.SUI.TS.

The results are summarized in the accompanying statement. The first sul-
niary 'takes account of new stock only. the by-products being omitted, as they
were taken into account when the original material was delivered to the pickers
The finished cloth Includes the cloth woven but unfinished on October 31, 1890,
a deduction for loss in finishing being made at the average rate for' the 46
months. This summary gives the loss of weight which can not be accounted
for by any tangible material, amounting to 21,12 per cent of the weight of'
the scoured at,d dye material delivered to the pickers. lit other words, 1.2T
pounds of scoured wool produced 1 pound of finished cloth.

The second summary takes account of all material delivered to the pickers,
whether new stock or waste products, and the loss here Indicated, 85.11 per
cent, includes both that which can be accounted for by tangible by-products
and that which can not. In other words 1.54 pounds of wool and waste prod.
ucts was delivered to the pickers for dvery pound of finished cloth produced.

These are the results of what Is probably the most extensive test ever made
to determine the shrinkage In manufacturing wool goods. It was made be.
cause of its bearing on the tariff question. It necessitated a great deal of
extra labor and care for the four years, from 1886 to 1890, and the record
has been carefully guarded for over 18 years while waiting for the time for
Its publication to arrive.
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Shrinkage i,% manufacturing carded wroolen cloth, in pounds.

qTest made at the Hedsa Mill, Uxbrldge Mas., during the 46 months from Dec. 81, 1880,
to Uet. 81, 1890.

$ummary No. 1:
New stock delivered to pickers-

Wool (scoured and dyed) --------------------- 1,087,616
Camel's hair noils ----------------------------- 600
Waste (bought) ------------------------------ 29, 870 1,117,.586

Yarn on hand Dec. 31, 1886 ------------------------ 1,000

Yarn bought ------------------------------------ 29,650
80,650

New stock delivered to the machinery ---------------------- 1,148, 236
Stock on hand Oct. 31, 1890 ------------------------ 46,218
Stock sold ---------------------------------------- 947

47,160

Stock consumed ------------------------------------------ 1,101,076
Finished cloth ---------------------------------------------- 868,548

Loss (invisible) ------------------------------------------ 2 528
Loss (invisible) --------------------------------- per cent.- 21.12

Summary No. 2:
New and old stock delivered to pickers ----------------------- 1.354,9040
Yarn on hand Dec. 31, 1880, and bought ---------------------- 30, 650

New and old stock delivered to machinery (gross) --------- 1,85, 596
Stock on hand Oct. 31, 1890, and sold ------------------------- 47,160

New and old stock delivered to machinery (net) ------------ 1.338.436
Finished cloth ---------------------------------------------- 868,548

Loss (visible and Invisible) ------------------------------- 469,888

Loss (visible and invisible)-_ erent__ 35.11

A LEGAL FIcTION.

What are the conclusions to be drawn from this Investigation? The most
obvious one is that the present legal ratio of 4 pounds of grease wool td 1
pound of cloth is worthless, a legal fiction resting on a grease and dirt basis,
capable e of Justifying almost any ratio that might be named. Take, for exam-
pie, the second summary and the six lots of grease wool given above, used at
the Hecla Mill. Is 61 pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth?
Certainly* If it is such Texas wool as was bought of H. B. & Co. on May 18,
1888. Is 5 pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? Of course;
If such Oregon wool as was bought of J. K. & Co. on April 10, 1890. Is 4
pounds of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? Yes; if such Califor.
iia wool as was bought of H. B. & Co. on February 17, 1887. Is 3 pounds
of grease wool required for 1 pound of cloth? To be sure; if such Oregln
wool ns was bought of C. Bros. on April 28, 1887. Is 21 pounds of grease wool
required for 1 pound of cloth? Without a doubt, if such three.elghths blood
wool as was bought of I,. & M. on June 24, 1887. Is 11 pounds of grease wool
required for 1 pound of cloth? Assuredly; if such East India wool as was
bought of H. K. & Co. on June 12, 1890.

The average yield of cloth from grease wool, even if it could be know,
could not be safely adopted for assessing duties on goods, because wool is
used by the mills, not in lots of average shrinkage, but to suit the fabric to be
made. One cloth may be made of the lightest shrinking wool; another, of the
heaviest.

ANY RATIO 15 POSSIBLE.

And this is not all. The grease and dirt basis has been legally made to
expand far beyond the limits of shrinkage in scouring. The wool.goods sched.
ale of the tariff law not only states that 4 pounds of wool, carrying widely
varying proportions of grease and dirt, is required for 1 pound of cloth, but
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it also Includes under this designation all fabrics containing any wool what-
ever, whether made of all wool, or part of wool and the remainder of cotton,
shoddy, waste, silk, flax, or any other material, animal, vegetable or mineral.
Thus the possibilities of establishing ratios between grease wool and finished cloth
are extended ad Infinitum. Not only are 4 pounds of grease wool required for
1 pound of cloth but 1 pound of grease wool will make 4 pounds or 400 pounds;
yes-or 4,000 tons, In fact any quantity of cloth that may be named, all de-
pending on the proportions in which the wool Is mixed with other material In
the fabric. Under this legal classification there Is no ratio between grease wool
and finished cloth In the entire gamut of arithmetic that can not be supported
by Isolated examples from mill practice. The tariff law makes the ratio 4 to
1, and on this legal fiction the structure of a specific duty on wool and a
compound duty on goods is erected.

This system of wool and wool-goods duties should be reformed at the com-
Ing revision of the tariff. The evils resulting from It are numerous, serious,
and obvious. If that reform is hastened by this plain statement of fact, I shall
feel well repaid for the effort expended In making the test from 1886 to 1890,
and for having treasured the data up to the present time.

SAMUEL S. DALE.
BOSTON, MASS., January 20, 1909.

TiE EXiPEIIENCE OF FRANCE IN TESTING A'OOL FOR SIIRINKAGE DURING TIE WAR.

(B M. Robert Dantzer, superintendent of the woolen mills of 0. Ricalens Filis Larroqup.
dOImeM, Arlege, France, who was In charge of the testing of wool and wool goods for
the French Government during thL World War.]

T.ARROQUF, D'()LM 1 as. An n:oy, FRANCS.
JU111 I5. 1.1.

Wool is found In commerce in four conditions: (1) Grease wool, as It is
sheared from the sheep; (2) washed wool, from sheep that have been washed
In running streams several days before shearing (under this head are also
Included the pulled wools that have been treated by the Mazamet process);
(3) partially scoured wools, washed in warm water, a frequent practice In
Australia, and which have been freed from a large part of the soluble materials
attached to the grease wool; and (4) fully scoured wools, from which all
impurities have been removal and which are ready for putting through the ma-
chluery that converts them into yarn and cloth. Tie commercial value of grease
wool in the three first-named conditions depends upon Its "yield" of fully
scoured wool.

WOOL IN THE GREASE.

The yield of wool expres,-ed in percentage Indicates the weight of fully scoured
wool obtained from 100 kilograms of wool either In the grease, washed, or
partially scoured. For example, 100 kilos of wool In the grease with a yield
of 42 per cent will yield 42 kilos of fully scoured fiber.

Estimating the yield of a lot of wool is above all it question of practice.
The expert called upon to esthnate the yield of wool bases his Judgment on
tile previous results obtained with wool of the same o.igin, the accuracy of
his estimate depending upon his experience. This method Is, of course.
expeditious, but lacking in accuracy, being marked by frequent errors. There
are great variations between the yield of a lot of wool as estimated by the
experts and the actual yield by scouring." In France (luring the war of 1914-
1918 the quartermaster's department requisitioned all the wool held by the
growers In the country. The price paid for the wools was 5 francs per kiln
of fully -scoured wool. For example,, grease wool with a yield of 38 per cent
was purchased by the Government for (5X0.38) 1.90 francs per kilo of
grease wool, and It was then delivered on the same basis to the manufacturer of
the cloth. It often happened that the expert buying wool for the quarter-
master's department underestimated the yield, the manufacturer being the only
one to benefit from this error. As a result of this abuse, the quartermaster's
department decided not to deliver the grease wool to the manufacturers until
it had been tested to determine the actual yield, this becoming the established
rule.

Scouring teat.-The method of making the test consisted In scouring thor-
oughly a definite part of each lot. This method necessitated a constant inspec-
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tion of the testing operations by all those interested in it, and was carried on
with a quantity of wool large enough to represent fairly well the average condi-
tion of the entire lot

An example will help to explain this method of testing. There was shipped
to a manufacturer of wool cloth 27,035 kilos of wool in the grease. This wool
was obtained by requisition In the department of the Drome and was made up
of six small lots, as follows:

Esti. Or*&" ScoN. Be Esi. Grease Scoured
UNo Bae.mated wit weight. bo o Bls weight. weight.

Per d. KlN Komo.. Pt d. KioW. Kloe.
I............96 2,8 3 1, 146 ............ 45 827.5 2,34.794............ 3 .45 3,534. 0 1............ .85 42.0 10,15.4 4 8285. 3

4 ............ 7917.6 22 42.38 27,3

Based on the estimate made by the experts when the grease wool was pur-
chased from the woolgrowers, the 27,035 kilos was invoiced on the basis of
11,464.38 kilos of scoured wool, equal to a yield of (11,464.38--27,035) 42.30 per
cent. The scouring test was made to verify the accuracy of this estimate yield
of 42.36 per cent and was carried out with 14 bales of grease wool as follows:

Bales. Bales.
Lot No. 1 -------------------- 2 Lot No. 5 ---------------------- 3
Lot No. 2 -------------------- 2 Lot No. 6 -------------------- 4
Lot No. 3 -------------------- 2
Lot No. 4 ---------------------- 1 Total ------------------ 14

Equals 1,723 kilos, gross weight.
When these 14 bales; were opened and mixed, the tare was found to be 44.8

kilos, leaving a net weight of 1,678.2 kilos of grease wool, this being the weight
determined on the day of purchase and consequently the amount that had been
paid for. When the bales were opened the actual weight of the wool was
found to be only 1,640 kilos, representing a loss of 38.2 kilos.

Such variations in the weight of grease wool are frequent and account for
the tolerance of 3 per cent which has been established.

As the estimates by the experts were based on the weight of the wool when
purchased, it was necessary to base the scouring test on the original weight of
1,678.2 kilos In the grease. After disuniting, scouring, and drying the 14 bales
of wool tle weight of the scoured wool was found to be 613.4 kilos which by.
decreusage und conditioning became 029,47 kilos, which made the yield of the
wool as determined by the test (629.47-1,M78.2) 37.5 per cent.

This result was confirmed later when the figures for the yield of the total
weight of 27,035 kilos were obtained.

Many scouring tests which have been made have shown that the yield Indi-
cated by the tests does not vary more than one-half per cent from the actual
yield of the entire lot. A scouring test of this kind Is far superior to the judg-
nient of experts. The error of the experts In the case cited was (42.30-
37.5) 4.80 per cent. Scouring tests of a carefully selected part of a shipment of
wool is a guaranty of accuracy to the bnyei- and seller, but unfortunately In.
valves a certain expense.

TESTS IN THE LABORATORY.

By reason of the marked differences in the condition of different parts of a
lot of grease wool due to the variable quantity of moisture and greasy and
earthy materials present, it is absolutely Impossible to affirm that a test of a
small sample of the wool can indicate the exact yield obtained from the whole
lot. The question of the yield of a lot of grease wool Is very complex and in
order to obtain fairly exact results It Is necessary to repeat the tests many
times and to draw a considerable number of samples that must be selected with
great care in order that they may represent the average condition of the lot.
In practice It Is a peculiarly complicated task to secure these required condi.
tons, a lot of greaRe wool generally being far from uniform in condition.
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Furthermore, the official conditioning houses in France refuse absolutely to
make tests of this kind, contenting themselves with giving the results obtained
by a test of the samples of grease wool that were submitted to them, but which
the officials of the conditioning houses did not themselves draw from the lot
of wooL Thus it will be seen the conditioning houses guarantee the yield of
only the small quantity of the lot which was submitted to them, the interested
parties-the buyer and seller-having full liberty to calculate the yield of the
total quantity of wool. The operation carried on by the conditioning houses is
as follows:

1. Weighing the sample submitted for the test.
2. Sorting the wool: (A) Wool in the grease. (B) Rejections, kempy, fribs,

etc. (C) Various foreign materials falling from the wool-sand, straw, etc.
These three classes of products are weighed separately.

Decreusage and condfltonin.-From the sorts (A) and (B) one or several
samples are drawn and subjected to decreusage and conditioning by the usual
methods.

Average teld.-The partial results are combined and the calculation applied
to the entire lot of wool.

Application.-Tnke for illustration, a lot tested at the conditioning house itt
Masamet.

Net weight of sample as received, 60.585 kilos.

SORTINO AND WE1OHINO. Kilos.

(A) Body sort ----------------------------------------------------- 46.250
(B) Rejections ----------------------------------------------------- 13.300
(C) Impurities ----------------------------------------------------- 0.875

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 60.425
Invisible loss -------------------------------------------------------. o160

Original weight --------------------------------------------------- 60.58
Two 1,000-grain samples are drawn, one from each of the two sorts (A) and'

(B), and after decreusage and conditioning show the following results:
Orars.

(A) Pure wool -------------------------------------------- 410.50
Water ---------------------------------------------- 155.90
Fatty and foreign matter ------------------------------------ 433.60

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 1,000.00
(B) Rejections, pure wool --------------------------------------- 282.50

Water ---------------------------------------------- 166.70
Fatty and foreign matter ----------------------------------- 550.5

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 1,000.00
From these results it is easy to calculate the partial yields: Per ten t.

(A) Wool absolutely dry ----------------------------------- 41.05
Wool conditioned at 17 per cent -------------------------- 48. 02

This represents the following yield for the body sort of the sample:
46.250X0.48029-22.213 kilos.

Per cent.
(B) Rejections, wool absolutely dry --------------------------- 28.28

Wool conditioned at 17 per cent -------------------------------- 33.088
This represents the following yield for the rejections of tie sample:

18.300 X0.8308=4.401 kilos.
AVERAGE YIELD.

(A) 46.250 kilos ------------------- 22. 213 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.
(B) 1.800 kilos ------------------- 4.401 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.

59.55 kilos yields ----- 26.614 kilos conditioned at 17 per cent.

Consequently the average yield of the sample is (20.614+60,585) 43,93 per
Cent.
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It is well to note that the certificate issued by the conditioning house at

Mazamet refers only to the constituents of the sample submitted and is not ap-
plicable to the entire lot of wool from which the sample was drawn. These
restrictions are entirely Justified because the composition of a lot of grease
wool is often very heterogeneous and the sample drawn can not be accepted as
representing it. The large quantities of foreign materials sometimes found in
the bales of grease wool have a material effect on the yield of the entire lot.

In this connection I will give the results obtained from a lot of grease wool
from the department Igere, France, on which the experts had stated the yield
to be 35 per cent:

Grease wool, net weight ----------------------------------------- 21, 838. 11

Stones, sand, vegetable matter, etc., removed by sorting ------------- 24. 5
Rejections ----------------------------------------------------- 229. 05
Skin, kemp, etc ------------------------------------------------- 15.20

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 268.75
The foreign matter Is equal to 1.32 per cent of the net weight.
After scouring, decreusage, and conditioning the yield was 9,451 kilos of

scoured wool, an actual yield of 43.60"per cent. As will be noted, this yield
Is 8.69 per cent greater thnn that stated by the experts.

The conditioning house it Vienne also made tests to determine the yield
of samples of grease wool. Four samples, of 500 grams each, were drawn from
one lot of grease wool of the same origin as the preceding lot, the experts esti-
mating the yield to be 42.625 per cent. The determination of the humidity of
the grease wool being Impossible, the examiner proceeded Immediately with
the decreusage of the samples, reducing then to an absolutely dry weight. The
four samples, of 500 grains each, yielded 238, 240, 243.5, and 247.5 grams, respec-
tively, n total of 9609.4 grainis. This weight was reduced to a conditioned weight
on the 17 per cent basis: 969.4X1.17=1,134.198 kilos. This shows an average
yield from the samples of 1,134.198-2,000=56.709 per cent.

When the entire lot was scoured it showed an actual yleld of 48.6 per cent,
which was 8.109 per cent less than that determined by the laboratory tests, and
5.975 per cent greater than the yield, 42.625 per cent, estimated by the experts.

F"urtherinore. the tests which have been made on the laboratory basis have
Invariably shown a yield greater than that actually obtained from the entire
lot. It appears that In spite of nil the precautions that may be taken, there
Is always a tendency when drawing the samples to select wool that Is cleaner
and lighter shrinking than the average of the lot. For these reasons this
laboratory method of testing has not been adopted In practice. Up to the
present time the great diflculty In drawing samples that will represent the
average condition of ain entire lot of wool presents a problem that has not yet
been solved.

The only conclusion to be drawn from what has been said is that only a test of
at least J.000 kilograms of grease wool, on an industrial scale, will give a
sufficiently close approximation of the value of a lot of grease wool so far as
its yield is concerned. As for tle estimates made by tile experts, they are
generally erroneous and always subject to caution.

WASHED WOO!7
Wools washed on the back of the sheep have been freed from the greater

part of the impurities and soluble materials by rinsing the animals In running
water. This operation takes place a few days before the shearing and imparts
greater uniformity of condition to the wool. Washed wools are sold on a basis
of the yield as fixed by experts and which is always subject to error. I will
give particulars regarding a lot of wool washed on the sheep's back which came
from the Jura region and on which the experts fixed a yield of 74.72 per cent.
This wool was found to be made up as follows:

Per cent.
Pure wool, absolutely dry ----------------------------------- 77. 725
Fatty and foreign materials --------------------------------------- 7.2
Water ------------------------------------------------------------ 15.075

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 100.00
81527-22-scn 11-S
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When conditioned on a basis of 17 per cent yield of the lot was: 77.72SX
1.17=9038 per cent.

The underestimating of the yield by the experts was (00.038-74.72) =1e.218
per cent.

By reason of the greater uniformity In the condition of wool washed on the
back of the sheep the operations of decreusage and conditioning, when carried
on with samples of 100 to 500 grams, give a fair approximation of the actual
yield of the entire lot. This is also true of wools pulled from sheepskins, as
is done at Mazamet. On the other hand, pulled wools removed from the skins
by chemicals are of an inferior value and are called "pelades." These low-
quality wools carry about 20 per cent of lime.

SCOURED WOOLS.

Wools scoured In warm water are fairly free from grease and impurities and
can be used in the carded woolen Industry without further scouring. They are
bought and sold on the basis of a yield fixed by experts whose estimates fre-
quently vary from the actual yield obtained from the entire lot. This Is shown
by the following comparison of estimates and actual results in percentages
obtained from three lots of scoured Australian wool:

Lot1. Lot2. Lot 3.

Yiel gien b expercogl. paer tL Pfr e'.
Y ld g by experts ..... ..... ............................. 91.5 93 89.6
Pure wool, abel.uttly dry ........ ................................ .1.132 S&. 232 7.3M
Fatty and foreign material ...................................... &170 1.802 7.9M
WSW....................................................39 14968 1M707

Total .............................................. 0 D 100 100
Yield conditioned 17 per cent and If per cent ...................... .349 i9 13 100

In every case the yield given by the experts Is less than the actual yield.

CONCLUSIONS.

From what has preceded we can reach the following conclusions:
1. Grease wools.-The laboratory tests when with small samples always show

a yield greater than the actual yield.
When making scouring tests of a certain number of bales on an industrial

scale the result is within one-half of 1 per cent in the majority of cases.
2. Washed and scoured icools.-The tests of small samples drawn carefully'

from the bulk of the lot gives a result close to the natural yield.
In all cases the tests should be completed by conditioning the wool by the

usual methods.
In all cases the yield indicated by experts Is erroneous.
3. Retnarks.-In many sales of scoured wool the following clause is Inserted

in the contract:
" Scoured wool conditional on a basis of 17 per cent with the regular tolerance

of 1.5 per cent for fatty materials."
This means that 100 parts of pure wool absolutely dry is Involced at (100X

1.17X1.015) 118.755 parts.
As will be easily understood, this clause in the contract makes the 1.5 per cent

of fatty material subject to the 17 pet cent regain as if it were wool fiber. In all
the purchases of army goods by the French quartermaster department this toler-
ance of 1.5 per cent is required, the plain effect being to make the regain 18.755
per cent instead of 17 per cent.
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CAMEL, ALPACA, AND LLAMA HAIR.

(Paragraphs 1101 and 110.)

STATEMENT OF J. a. RADFORD, HOUSTON, TEX., REPRESENTING
THE ORIENTAL TEXTILE MILLS.

Senator McCUmInEn. Mr. Radford, please give your name, address,
and business to the reporter.

Mr. RADFORD. John S. Radford, Houston, Tex. I represent the
Oriental Textile Co.

Senator MCCUMIBER. Your address here is given as 50 Church
Street, New York City.

Mr. hvroADR. Yes. That is our New York office. My home is
Houston, Tex., and the factory with which I am connected is located
at Houston, Tex.

Senator McCuInER. Do you wish to speak on paragraph 1101 and
the following?

Mr. RADFORD. Yes. I want to address the committee on the classi-
fication of camel hair, alpaca hair, and llama hair.

In tariffs previous to that of 1913, and in the Payne-Aldrich bill
particularly, China camel hair, alpaca hair, and lama hair were
placed in class 2 at a higher rate of duty than the fine clothing
wools in class 2, whereas Russian camel hair, almost identical with
China camel hair was placed in class 3, grouped with the other
coarse carpet wools to which it bears a close analogy, being almost
identical with it.

So I have prepared a short brief, and I should like to address
myself to those three items, if you will permit me to do so.

Prior to the World War Russian camel hair was imported into
this country for the making of certain carpet, belting, and similar
specialities, and in all tariffs prior to that of 1913 was properly
classified as a coarse carpet wool with class 3 wools, whereas China
camel hair, almost, if not entirely, identical with Russian camel
hair, was placed with class 2 w ols, calling for even a higher
rate of duty than the fine wools in class 1 for dress goods and suit-
ing purposes. Alpaca hair and llama hair were likewise placed
with class 2 wools, calling for the same high rate of duty as China
camel hair, and despite the fact of the bulk of these three mentioned
fibers being more nearly identical with Russian camel hair and
other coarse class 3 wools. than any other wool fibers the importa-
tion thereof into this country was made prohibitive. Moreover,
there are not any wools produced in this country to which they
bear any similarity or analogy or with which th'ey, or the yarns
or fabrics made of them, come into any feature of competition.
Consequently, for such reasons alone, all China camel hair, alpaca
hair, and llama hair, prior to the passage of the 1913 tariff, were
thus excluded from this country and were marketed in Europe,
depriving this Government of the collection of duties there against
and our American manufacturers from making the specialties into
which they enter; whereas, iff these low, coarse wools had been prop-
erly classified, in line with other similar carpet wools, in class 3,
they could have been imported into this country for the making
of coarse yarns and the coarse-fabric specialties mentioned, and the
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Government could have thereby collected tremendous duties and
benefited by a large additional revenue without any tariff complica-
tions whatever.

There is practically no difference between Russian camel hair and
China camel hair, w hile the alpaca hair and llama hair are more
nearly analogous to camel hair than to any other known wool or hair
fibers. Therefore, in the framing of the new permanent tariff by
the present Congress we shall hope that due consideration will be
given to our representations with respect to the foregoing, so that
Russian camel hair. (hina camel hair, alpaca hair, and llama hair
all may be placed for dutiable purposes in class 3 wools-that is to
say, all grouped together with carpet wools and under such classifica-
tions as may be given carpet wools, so that prior incongruities in the
American classification of wool groups may now become properly
balanced and remedied.

WOOL ON THE SKIN.

[Paragraph 1102.1

STATEMENT OF T. F. HA RINGTON, REPRESENTING J. J. HAR-
RINGTON & CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Senator Mvm('uBEt. Will you kindly give your name and address
to the stenographer?

Mr. IIAIMrrNoT.N. T. F. Iarrington. New York City. I represent
the, wool-pulliujz industry.

Senator 1,.% F omI.. P. "llave you any other adlless than New York
City?

Mr. I1ARINTO.N. Plaiufield, N. .1.
senator 1[c(''inwi. I did not quite catch the business in which you

are engaged.
Mr. HArRnNGTOx. Wool pllling.
Inasmuch as you tire now considering the wool tariff schedule as

passed by the flouse of Representatives, and as this schedule pro-
vides only for a differential of I cent a pound clean content in favor
of wool imported on the skin, as set forth in Schedule 11, paragraph
1102, we wish to bring to your attention the disadvantage ninder
which the wool-pulling industry of this country will be placed if
this industry does not receive a much larger differential.

This differential of 1 cent a pound is practically of no benefit to
us in the importing of wool on the skin.

In order that we may make clear to you the disadvantage our in-
dustry would be placed under,oI wish to put before you the follow-in facts:first. The cost of pulling is approximately 22 cents per skin. This

is the cost that wool on the skin must assume, which does not have
to be borne by imported fleece or shorn wool. The average weight
of wool puller from imported skins is ap proximately four and a half
pounds per skin. This is approximately an additional cost of 5
cents per grease pound over and above the cost of the imported fleece
or shorn wool.

Second. Wools on the skin are uniformly of heavier shrinkage
than shorn wools of the same class, due to the blood and dirt which
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is taken up by the skin in the process of slaughtering, and all tag
locks are left on the wool on the skin, while they are eliminated from
the fleece wool in the shearing. We might also call attention to the
fact that all wools purchased abroad for importation are selected
especially for their light shrinkage and freedom from these tag locksand skirts.

Third. Under the Payne-Aldrich bill it was practically intpossible
to import sheepskins carrying class I wools with the' differential
of 1 cent per pound on wool in the grease in competition with the
fleece or shorn wools. This bill specified class I wool dutiable at
11 cents per pound, and class I wool on the skin at 10 cents per
pound, making a difference of approximately 10 per cent, while, on the
other hand, the differential in the proposed Fordney bill makes a dif-
ference on the clean content of only 1 cent, from 25 cents to 24 cents,
or only 4 per cent. This, as you will see, places our industry even
at a greater disadvantage than the- Payne-Aldrich bill.

We ask that in the proposed bill the difference between wools on
the skin and other wools be recognized, and a differential made that
will be in keeping with the additional cost borne by the pulled wool,
as well as the difference in the condition of the wol on the skin a
compared with the fleece or shorn wool.

It is admitted that wools will have to be imported to supply the
deficiency between home production and home requirements. This
being so, we believe it is in keeping with the best interests of labor
as well as the best interests of a prosperous and thriving industry that
every encouragement be given to the importation of wool on the
skin.

There is another feature which we wish to call to your attention,
and which has a very important bearing from the labor standpoint.
There is in addition to the pulling of -wool from these skins the
process of pickling and preparing the skin for the tanner. This
forms quite an important part of the industry. If the differential
in the rate of duty is not sufficient to permit us to import these skins
they would be pulled in foreign countries and the pickled skins would
be imllported free of duty and labor. would loose the Ienefits it would
derive from the pulling of them here. and the industry suffer accord-
ingly.

In conclusion, while we do not wish to he understood as asking
for any rate of duty that will lessen the protection duie to the wool-
growing interest of the country. we do feel that the pulling industry
should not be placed at any disadvantage us compared with the im -
porters of fleece or shorn wool, and as the costs which we have placed
before you show that our industry under an equal rate would be
discriminated against to the extent of 5 cents per grease pound, or
its equivalent, on the scoured content, which is about 8 cents per
pound, we submit our claim for your consideration. I might add
that I represent the following-namned concerns: Traugoot. Sclimidt
& Sons. Detroit, Mich.; J. .1. Harrington & Co. (Inc.). New York
City- J. M. & P. Scanlon, New York City; New York Veal & Mut-
ton 6o.. New York City; Aaron Levy & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. C.
Malone (Inc.), Jersey City, N. J.; Nagle Packing Co.. Jersey City,
N. J.; Winslow Bros. & Smith Co., Norwood, Miss.; Helbu rn
Thompson Co., Salem, Mass.; Rosenthal Bros., Columbus, Ohio;
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Rosenberg, Happ & Siegel, Baltimore Md.; B. Steinharter & ,Sons,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Pittsburgh Wool Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; M. Beini
stein & Co., Camden N. J.- Bissinger & Co., San Francisco, Calif, :
and L. Kaufman & Co., of Los Angeles. I

Senator SmoYP. Of course, you know it does cost something -to
have the wool sheared.
- Mr. HatzixoToN. In Europe?

Senator SMoOr. In this country or anywhere else in the world,
Mr. HAmzRqroN. Oh yes.
Senator McCuMBER. Does it cost more for the pulling than it does

for the shearing?
Mr. Hazxnyro. Oh, yes- much more.
Senator SMOOT. It costs what, did you say?
Mr. HAPwtINOON. It costs more to pull. The cost of pulling is 22

cents apiece.
Senator McCuMBzE. That would be 22 cents for 44 pounds?
Mr. HAimxaroN. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLFrrE. Describe that process.
Mr. HAuRNOroN. Very well, sir.
The first process is the soaking and softening of the skin. These

skins practically all come in in a d condition. They are put
through the soaking process to soften tem. Then they are washed
on the fresh side of the skin, and then we apply a solution of lime
and sodium or lime and arsenic. There are two or three different
processes. Then they remain in that condition for 24 hours, and
after that-

Senator LA FOLLrTE. How much hand work is there in the two
processes?

Mr. HmmiNoToz. It is all hand work
Senator LA Fomuzrs. Is the washing done by hand?
Mr. HARRINOTON. Yes; the washing is done by hand.
Senator LA Fou~rrm In tubs?
Mr. HARniz;ooN. In tubs, with a paddle wheel. It is done by a

machine, a washing machine, but it is all hand work. After paint-
ing or applying the solution of lime and sodium, it goes to the puller..

§nator LA FOLLEWrE. Just a moment. How is that applied?
Mr. IfARR oT O. By a whitewash brush on the fresh side of the

skin. It isput on by'hand. Then it goes to the puller, who pulls
the wool and sorts it into different grades.

Senator LA FOLLJ'rE. That is all pulled by hand?
Mr. HARRINOTON. Yes. Then the wool is dried and is soon ready

for the market. That process costs about 22 cents.
Senator Sfoor. This differential is based upon the scoured basis,

without dirt.
Mr. HARRINOTON. We forgot that in our brief. We forgot to sa

that we would request the equivalent of the scoured content, which
would be approximately 8 cents per pound. I am assuming that the
average shrinkage is 40 per cent.

Senator LA FoLr. If you want to make any change in your
statement you are at libert to do so.

Mr. HAREsnlcoN. I shalldo that later, Senator.
Now, the situation is this, to sum the whole thing up: The im.

porter, in importing his wools, has no labor cost at all attached to
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the wool except warehousing, interest charges on his money, and
overhead. In addition to that we have the manufacturing charge,
if we see fit to call it so, of 22 cents apiece. They do not have that.
These skins are bought in Europe. The price is based on the value
of the wool. We come directly into competition with the shorn
wool, which, after it arrives here, has not to bear that burden.

We are not treading on anybody's corns. We are asking simply
for the privilege of being in a position to import our wools on the
skins at no greater cost. It does not affect the flock master. There
will be so much imported here. Assume that there are 800,000,000
pounds.* We are using 800,000,000 pounds. It would be necessary,
therefore, to import 500,000,000. We want the right to import our
share of that at no higher cost than the imported cost.

Senator Smomr. Do you pull the domestic wool I
Mr. H NOTON. We pull the domestic as well as the imported

wool.
Senator Sxoo-r. What is the proportion in your business of the

domestic and foreign?
Mr. HARRINGTON. Individually? Do you mean in my own per-

sonal business?
Senator SmooT. Yes, sir -in your own business.
Mr. HAIRINOTON. Probably 25 per cent is imported. That, how-

ever, is not true of the others, I think. Probably 30 per cent would
cover the entire industry. Perhaps not more than 80 per cent of the
skins pulled in this country are imported. That does not apply to
carpeting stuff. We do not handle that. That is. handled mostly
by tanners, and their work is pretty much done by machinery. There
is no selection or grading of wool in it.

Senator McLEAN. If wool can be sheared for half what it coststo pull it why isn't it all sheared f
Mr. RziNOTO. You would lose a certain percentage of the

skin.
Senator Smzoor. You would lose the pelt.
Senator MoLnmw. You don't lose the pelt when you shear sheep.

You have the pelt just the same.
Senator S3oor. You have to get it out.
Senator LA FoUL.rrE You e'nn not do it unless you use sueezers.
Senator McLEAz. You can shear it before you kill it, can t you ?
Mr. HARRIZNOTON. You would lose approximately three-quarters of

a pound.
Senator MCLEAN. Are your pelts worth more where the wool is

pulled than where the sheep is sheared before he is killed, or do you
have to pull all the wool?

Mr. RtmtixoTOx. We have to pull all of it.
Senator GooDING. I would like to ask the witness to state about the

weight of the sheepskins; that is, after the wool is pulled.
Mr. HARRINGTON. It would have no bearing on the original weight

of the skin. After we pull the wool we lime it for severaldays. it is
put into lime vats andthen it is cured and all foreign matter is re-
moved from it.

Senator McCumnim. I do not think you understood Senator Good.
ing's question. He desires to know about the weight of the pelt after
the wool is taken off.

Senator OOODINO. The skin itself.
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Mr. HAR~iNoToN. Before or after the wool is removed?
Senator GODING. In its last stage.
Mr. Hxm oTTox. Fifty per cent wool, 9 pounds skin, gives you 44

pounds of wool.
Senator McCuMBER. The wool weighs about 50 per cent?
Mr. HARRNGTON. Yes; about 50 per cent of the (try skin. That is

what the Treasury Department assessed on the wool.
Senator McCusin E. That would make the whole thing weigh about

9 pounds?
Mr. HARRINOTON. Yes, sir.
Senator McCumBER. Mr. Harrington, you speak also for Mr. Cook,

do vou not?
Mlr. HARmNOTO,. Yes, sir; I speak for Mr. Cook also.

RAW WOOL.

I Paragrfwh 11002.1

STATEMENT OF J. F. WALKER, SECRETARY OHIO WOOL GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION, MEMBER OF THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE NA.
TIONAL SHEEP AND WOOL BUREAU, GAMBIER, OHIO.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Walker, will you please state your.full name
for the committee?

Mr. WALKER. My name is J. F. Walker; my address, Gambier,
Ohio.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupation?
Mr. WALKER. I am secretary of the Ohio Wool Growers' Asso-ia-

tion and member of the governing board of the National Sheep and
Wool Bureau and this statement that we are presenting at the p~res-
ent time will ie presented on behalf of the National Sheep and Wool
Bureau,, an organization covering a great many woolgrowers' asso-
ciations particularly in the East.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed in your own way, Mr. Walker,
and state your views and that of your associates.

Mr. WALKER. In presenting this statement for the consideration
of your committee it is not our intention to go into the matter of
the necessity of the protection of the sheep industry of the United
States at great length.

We believe there is no fair-minded person but will agree that it is
an industry not only advantageous in promoting the best interests
of the country, but one that is absolutely indispensable to welfare;
practically the only industry serving in the dual capacity of provid-
ing both food and clothing, an industry that has been developed
through the application of the principles of protection. Evidence
beyond controversy has been repeatedly submitted before every com-
mittee holding hearings on wool tariff schedules bearing out the
truth of this statement.

So vital was the necessity for wool in 1018 that the Government
took over the entire wool supply of the United States, and, quoting
Gen. Peyton C March UnitedStates Army, page 12, Wool and Rag
Trade Report of the Federal Trade Commission:

Just one instance: Take the mere question of uniforms. We must com.
mandeer, and have done so, all of the wool of the United States, and have
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taken the wool of the Argentine. We are going to put the whole civilian popu-
lution on shoddy for the next year, but you can not do this thing offhand.

The humiliating spectacle of a nation like the United States put-
ting its civilian population on shoddy, and even using shoddy and
other substitutes for its Army requirements the first year of the war,
should never be repeated. What if the war had gone on four or
five years?

The Republican Party recognizes the fact that sheep husbandry
is a vital industry, and promised to protect it, as the following com.
munication sent out by the Republican national committee clearly
demonstrates:
To the Wool Growers:

The wool Industry Is of vital importanc(e to the Nation. Without woapl we call
not clothe our people. Mutton is a helpful and nutritious food and rapidly
growing In popularity.

If we are able to build up a self-sustaining sheep husbandry our ranchers and
farmers must be protected from unfair competition from those countries where
the cost of production and the standards of living are much lower than here.

The Republican Party Is pledged to protect the woolgrower through an ade.
quate tariff representing the difference between the cost of production here and
abroad.

The Democratic Party has always advocated a tariff for revenue only, and so
far as the sheep industry is concerned has several times opened the door to
free entry of wool, with consequent disaster to the home producer.

Under proper protection anti development, there is no reason why our farms
and ranches can not grow all the wool required to meet the necessities of our
rapidly Increas'ng population. Authorities tell us that we have room for
150,000,000 sheep to provide this need.

The Republican Party promises to give the sheep In'lustry of these United
States a square deal.

We believe that the Republican Party meant what it said in this
communication, and that your committee to-day is interested in two
major premises: First, what shall be the basis for determining the
duties on wool; and, second, what "constitutes an adequate protec-
tive tariff, representing the difference between cost of. production
here and abroad?"

Woolgrowers have long contended that the duty on wool should
be specific in nature, rather than ad valorem, for the following
reasons:

A conclusive objection to ad valorem duties is that when foreign
wools decline in price, and thereby produce the greatest need of a
protective duty, the least protection is given, and when foreign
wools advance in price, nnd the need of protection grows less, tho
greater protection is given-thus the ad valorem system is illogical.

Manufacturers of woolen fabrics havie recognized this, and Mr.
S. N. D. North, secretary of the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers, in the hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee, second session, Fifty-fourth Congress, made the fol-
lowing statement:
The wool manufacturer asks, then, that whatever protection is given him

may be given, In part at least, 'i specific form, so arranged that the opportunity
and inducement to undervaluation shall be reduced to a rain inum and the law
sliall operate with certainty, extictness, and equity.

In the tariff hearings before the House Committee on Ways and
Means, Sixty-second Congress, John P. Wood, president vf the Na-
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tional Association of Wool Manufacturers, on being asked by Con-
gressman Hill-

What kind of a rate do you recommend, ad valorem or specific?

Referring to woolen fabrics--replied:
We recommend a specific rate with certain cloth, and where it is impossible

to recommend a minimum we recommend a compound duty.

And, again quoting from tariff brief submitted by the National
Association of Wool Manufacturers at same hearings:

A duty, to .afford protection to an industry, must equal the difference be-
tween foreign and domestic conversion cost. That difference is, in respect to
any given article, a constant factor. The only duty that will always equal such
difference must therefore be a constant and the only form of duty that meets
these requirements and is one that is specific In form-that is, one that is as-
sessed at so much per unit of quantity, as, for example, per pound, per square
yard, per gallon, or per cubic foot, according to the nature of the commodity.

If the duty is in ad valorem form-that is, assessed as a percentage of the
value of the commodity-the amount of duty is variant, fluctuating con-
stantly with changes in the cost of raw material of which the commodity is
made. Low prices of raw material are constantly coincident with depressed
business.

We have already noted how low prices are coincident with business
depression-

And at such a time, when competition is most severe, profits disappear, de-
creasing duty on an ad valorem rate invites new and killing competition to.the
domestic producer, and the fall In domestic prices, being accelerated by a
simultaneous proportionate fall in the amount of duty, causes Increased dis-
tress to merchants through the greater loss in the liquidation of their stocks
of merchandise.

Per contra, rising prices of raw material are usually coincident with active
business and abundant demand. At such times competition is reduced to a
minimum, for there is enough trade for all. Under such circumstances the
rise in prices Is apt to be stimulated beyond an increase in cost of raw ma-
terial by augmented profits; and it is under such conditions that increased
competition is needed to protect the buyer from exorbitant advances. If,
however, the duties are In ad valorem form, Competition Is more effectively
barred than ever, for the higher the raw material goes the greater the foreign
costf and so the more is the amount of duty produced by the ad valorem rate.
Then it is that the domestic producer receives not only the protection normally
needed but has the protective duty enhanced so that with the active demand
then existing It may enable him to augment his normal profit. The effect of
the specific duty Is quite the reverse, for remaining as it does at one level, If
domestic prices tend to advance too much, the doors to foreign competition
automatically open apd an effective check is at once imposed upon any in-
crease in domestic prices beyond that made necessary by increased cost of
raw material.

From the point of view of the Government, specific rates are greatly to be
preferred, the important consideration being that its revenue should be stable
and dependable. We have already noticed that low prices are coincident with
dull business. Consequently, at the very time when the volume of importa-
tions and the revenue produced thereby are greatly reduced because of a
depressed condition of business, the revenue is still further depleted because the
duty has to be computed as a percentage upon low prices.

Whether considered as a matter of protection to domestic manufacturers or as
one of Government revenue, ad valorem duties are so susceptible to the fraud of
undervaluation as to be highly objectionable. It Is undoubtedly true that cus-
toms frauds have been perpetuated in respect to commodities that were subject
to specific duties, but such frauds Involve connivance upon the part of persons
engaged in the customs service, and a proper vigilance on the part of the Gov-
ernment officials ought to make such collusion nearly Impossible. Moreover,
such frauds of collusion are just as possible with ad valorem as with specific
duties, while through undervaluation, without participation by any agents of
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the customs, a! valorem duties permit vastly greater frauds in addition to such
as may be effected by corruption.

Because to the serious objection to ad valorem duties practically every Secre-
tary of the Treasury for the last halt century, Irrespective of party, has at one
time or another advocated the use of specific rather than ad valorem rates. In
Appendix III we take leave to quote some of the opinions officially expressed by
Treasury officials. Honest Importers have been equally urgent in opposing the
use of the ad valorem form In any cases where the specific could be applied; we
subjoin also some notable opinions from this interest.

So objectionable from every point of view have ad valorem duties been found
that other Governments have adopted it as a settled policy that, whenever prac-
ticable import duties should be laid In specific form. A recent investigator of
this subject has written: "The German has 94 numbers, all specific."

If, then, the duty be specific in character, shall it be on a clean or
grease basisI

For many years the woolgrowers have insisted that the duties on
wool should be specific, based on the clean content rather than on
grease. For the reason that specific duties based on grease values
permitted the importation of light shrinkage and skirted-wools, which
were worth much more than the heavier shrinking domestic wools,
these to a large degree deprived the grower of the protection which,
under previous Republican tariff acts, it was intended he should have.
Further, all wools are purchased by manufacturers on a clean-content
basis, and are only worth to him the percentage of qlean wool they
contain, as the by-product is comparatively valueless and normally
does not much more than pay for cost of recovery and scouring.

The report of the Tariff Board of 1911, page 14, contains the follow.
ing paragraph:

Aluch of the objection to the present compensatory duty as giving excessive
compensation would be removed by putting the duty on wool on the scored basis
instead of on the grease pound. The compensatory duty in that case would be
adjusted to clean content in case of all-wool goods at least and would be
entirely Independent of disputed grease-wool shrinkages.

The present Tariff Commission reaffirms this statement of the Tariff
Board in the following language, page 20, it the Woolgrowing
Industry:

Furthermore, no matter which branch of the industry is more adversely
affected by discrimination against the heavy-shrinking wools, conditions will
be equalized by imposition of the duty upon the scoured content. This would
do away not only with discrimination between heavy-shrinking and light-
shrinking wools, but also with the discrimination against scoured wool, which
resulted from the triple duty on It. This has been cited as discrimination against
the woolen branch of the manufacturing industry, which brought more wool
In the scoured condition than did the worsted branch.

The Tariff Board objected to an ad valoren duty, not only because of the
difficulty in administering it. but also when prices increase and protection is
less needed the ad valorem duty rises, while a specific duty when prices are
high becomes in effect a lower duty. When prices fall, the converse of this
proposition applies. In this way the ad valorem duty on wool gives the do-
mestic woolgrower less protection when he needs more, and vice versa. Some
manufacturers have, however, opposed this reasoning on the ground that the
situation is entirely to the woolgrowers' Interest, while from the manufac-
turers' point of view an ad valorem duty would tend to equalize conditions
for them in competition with foreign manufacturers. Inasmuch as their
criticism is directed against the duty on wool, their reasoning seems Illogical,
as the compensatory duty Is intended solely to offset their higher costs for raw
material. A duty on the scoured content of Imported wools could only raise
domestic wool prices by the amount of the duty, and a proper compensatory
levy on Importations of manufactures of wool Is all that is necessary to offset
this, Irrespective of the rise or fall of world prices for wooL
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And again, on pages 396 and 397, report of Taft Tariff Board:
The proposal to levy a duty on the scoured pound of wool Implies that it je

possible to select samples that are fairly representative of a consignment or
wool. and to ascertain the clean content of the consignment by scourlng and
conditioning such samples. It also implies the establishment of conditioning
houses to be maintaizded by the Government at leading ports of entry. The
Tariff Board has carefully Investigated the matter and, with the aid of the
Bureau of Standards. has reached the conclusion that it is not only possible .
but it is relatively a simple matter to test wool by sample at the time of Im-
portation. It has also ascertained that the machinery required for scouring and
cond:tloning the wool in small lots is inexpensive and could be promptly In-
stalled, and the cost of operation would be light. If Congress should deem it
wise to adopt this method of collectlng duties upon raw wool, it would seem
that the details necessary for Ith prompt, efficient, and economical administra-
tion may safely be left to the proper administrative officers of the Government.

Samuel S. Dale, editor of the Textile World Record, Senate Docu-
ment No. 88, May 7, 1909, very clearly brings out the contention of
the growers that the grease specific duty has worked to their ad-
vantage, as follows:
* Q. Mr. Dale, you have here two samples of wool. Will you kindly describe

them?
A. One is a sample of ('ape wool received a few days ago from London by

way of Bradford. The ftinated shrinkage In scouring is 70 per cent, yielding:
30 pounds of scoured wool from every 100 pounds of grease wool. The other
Is a sample of English wool Washed on the sheep's back, the estimated shrinkage
being 20 per cent, yielding 80 pounds of scoured wool from every 100 pounds of
grease wool. The duty on the wool like the first sample Is 11 cents a grease
pound, or 33 cents a scoured pound. The duty on the wool like the second
sample of English wool Is 12 cents a grease pound, or 15 cents a scoured pound.
Equally wde vnr'at'ons in shrinkage occur in wools of the first class, it being
possible to find wools of class 1 shrinking as high as 80 per cent and as low
as 20 per cent. In one case the buyer gets 20 pounds of scoured wool froni
100 pounds of grease wool; in the other case he gets 80 pounds of scoured
wool from 100 pounds of grease wool. And yet the Dingley law Imposes a duty
of 11 cents a grease pound, $11 per 100 pounds, in each case. Thus the user-
of the first lot pays a duty of $11 on 20 pounds of clean wool, while the user
of the second lot pays the same duty ($11) on 80 pounds of clean wool. I have,
however, selected samples of both classes (1 and 2) In order to illustrate the-
inequality In the present tariff on washed and unwashed wools. A duty ort
wool should be Judged by tile amount per scoured liound. The L'ngley law
lixes the duty on scoured wool at 33 cents a pound, which is supposed to be
the iprotetiion granted the Afiher!cmn woolgrower. As a matter of fact. ihow-
ever, practically no wool Is Imported In the scoured condition, wile none of
the imported grease wool, on which the duty is 11 cents it pound, shrinks itm
scouring over 55 cer cent, Mlie bulk of shrinking being much less than thnt.

'Under the operation of all tariff measures fixing the duty on a spe-
cific grease basis we find the grower deprived of a portion Of tile
protection which the law assumed that he would have, and which the
consuming public believed that he received. This was true from the
fact that the average shrinkage of wool in the United States has
ieen estimated at approximately, 601 per' cent. or that it takes 3
)ounds of grease wool to produce 1 pound of clesh wool. This has

been taken as a basis in the wool-tariff bills, so we find a provision
for three times the grease duty on scoured wools. The Payne-
Aldrich bill provided for 11 cents per grease pound or 33 cents per
clean pound. What happened Manufacturers began importing
only wools with a light shrinkage, and wools "prepared especially
for American trade "-began to appear. These wools were those from
which the heavier shrinking portions had been removed, leaving only
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the choicest, lightest shrinking parts of the fleece, or "skirted wools,"
-as the trade termed them.

An interesting comparison of the shrinkage of these wools, as com-
pared with the domestic wools, or even wools produced in the same
-country but exported to other countries than the United States, ap.
peays in the following table.

.Shrintage per cent.

(Report of Taft Tarif Board, pp. 1-iUt.I

United States mills)' South American. Auitralian.

Grade. United UnitedTertoryl Fleece St For Utates For
i I il ls. ills.

Delaii c and fine clothing .................. 67.23' 60 47 50.9 41.22 K. 2
One-hallblood ............................ 6z a 55 49.41' 55.81 43.13 ..........

'Three-eighths bood ...................... 3.S83 150' 3i.9 .......... 37.26 ..........
One-fourt.blood......................... . 10 U17 3844 29 .........

I Shrinkages filled in on estimated shrink of these grades, Bureau of Markets.

The above table shows that the fine wools of the United States
shrinking from 60 per cent to 67 per cent came directly in competition
with imported wool shrinkage 47 per cent to 48 percent, and so on
-down the line.

Our quarter blood shrinking 45 per cent to 48 per cent competing
with foreign wools shrinking from 30 per cent to 33 ver cent or ap-
l)roxiniately one-third of tlie difference in clean vield, while the
heavier shrinking wools of foreign countries, comparing favorably
in shrinkage with our wools, were used outside the United States.
So. while the mninitfactnrer received a compensatory duty based on
33 per cent clean l)olund. lie actually imported wools paying as low as
14 cents a pountl clean.

Recognizing these facts, the Ways and Means Committee of the
House, in drafting the present wool schedule, have placed the duty on

:a clean-content basis. However, in determining the amount of duty
on a protective basis, we feel that it is inadequate, as figures of cost
production as between this and foreign countries will show. And the
further provision "that none of the foregoing shall pay a higher rate
of duty than 35 per cent ad valorem" virtual y abrogated the 25 cents
clean duty on 70 per cent of our domestic wools and fulfilled the scrip.
ture that "To him that hath not shall be taken away even that which
he seemeth to have." The only exception to this being the heavier
shrinking fine wools, which on present value of 32 cents per pound
in the grease on delaine combing and 27 centl per pound grease on
fine clothing means, respectively, an ad valorem duty of 28.8 per cent
and 26.9 per cent.

I may say to the committee that we prepared this table in August,
as we understood that the hearings were to take place shortly after
that time. and there is a slight variation in the figures that we have
submitted, but very slight. The proposition still holds true. In other
words. whenever clean wools are worth 71.4cents per pound the ad
valorem of 35 per cent equals the duty of 25 cents a pound clean. An
advance in price over 71.4 cents per pound clean means that the ad
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valorem rate decreases by virtue of the fact of the 25 cents per pound
clean-content provision. For example, were wools worth $1 per
pound clean, the ad valorem duty would be 25 per cent. If they were
worth $1.25 per pound clean, the ad valorem duty would be 20 per
cent. Should they go to $2 per pound clean, the ad valorem duty
would be further reduced to 124 per cent.

As the bill now stands, the grower is limited in his protectioh on
his low-priced wools by virtue of the 35 per cent ad valorem clause,
and on his high-priced wools by the 25 cents per pound clean-content
clause, as no matter how high wool values may go the duty can
never exceed 25 cents per pound clean, which interpreted on an
average shrinkage on all classes of wool produced in the United
States means an average of between 10 cents and 11 cents per grease
pound.

In the Daily News Record of Julj 18, the National Association of
Wool Manufacturers issued a statement, from which the following is
quoted:

The Fordney tariff bill of 1021 was submitted to the Ifouse of Representatives
by the Committee on Wnys and Means on June 29. So for as the wool and
wool-products schedule is concerned, the outstanding feature Is its Inconsistent
and haphazard character. It can be deduced from Internal evidence that who.
ever drew the schedule was wholly unfamiliar with the wool-manufacturing
Industry. Moreover, whoever drew the schedule was not able, for one cause
or another, to hold consistently to any definite policy. The whole apparent
underlying principle, If the schedule has one, Is that the Payne-Aldrich rates
should be Increased on raw material and decreased as much as possible on
manufacturers.

The duty on clothing wools is put at 25 cents a pound regardless of the
fact that*the price of these wools In the American market will range from
less than 10 cents to more than $1 per pound. The proviso limiting the amount
to 85 per cent of the American value of the wools was necessary to keep
the wool duty from reaching Indefensibly high ad valorem equivalents on
wools of !ow value. Granting that the woolgrowers are entitled to a maximum
of protection and that the maximum permissible In any schedule Is the Payne-
Aldrich rate, the course of obvious wisdom would have been to put the duty
on unwanufactured wool on the Payne-Aldrich basis.

The real mistake, however, is In the adoption of the fiat rate of duty for
a product with extreme variations In value. The flat rate which was adopted
put the ad valorem equivalents of the wool duty far above those ever lev!ed
In any former wool schedule. The remedy for this situation In connection with
the wool duty is to return to the system of collecting wool duties which has
been in successful operation for over half a century. Put the duties on grease
wool with proper corresponding rates for washed and scoured wool.

The most conspicuous fact about the rates on manufactures is that they
are not protective. They are merely revenue rates.

Some of the statements in this article are misleading, and should
not be allowed to go uncontroverted. Referring to the statement
that "The apparent underlying-principle of the schedule is that the
Payne-Aldrich rates should be increased on raw material," an analysis
of the Payne-Aldrich bill shows that throughout it was based on
a duty of 11 cents per grease pound, and 33 cents per clean pound.
The manufacturers compensatory, as before pointed out, was on
the 33 cents per clean-pound basis, as their statements repeatedly
show that it required 3 pounds of domestic grease vool to make 1
pound of clean wool. The gre:, t duty on American wools based on
this shrinkage at 25 cents per clean pound is 8j cents per grease
pound, or 2J cents per grease pound less than under the Fayne.
Aldrich bill. One of two things is very apparent, either these rates
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are lower on a whole than the Payne-Aldrich rates or manufacturers
in determining their compensatory duties in the past have not
correctly stated shrinkages on domestic wools, on which their com-
pensatory duties were based. Second statement:

The duty on clothing wools is put at 25 cents per pound, regardless of the
fact that the prices of these wools In the American market will range from
less than 10 cents to more than $1 per pound. Therefore, the ad valorem
limiting clause of 35 per cent was absolutely necessary to prevent loss from
original indefensibly high ad valorem equivalents on wools of low value, and
the course of obvious wisdom would have been to put the duty on manufactured
wool on the Payne-Aldrich bals.

It is very evident that an abnormally wide range of values, due to
great accumulation of certain grades of wool, is taken advantage of
in this statement, and growers are interested to know just what class
of wools are worth $1 per pound or more in the American market
to-day. but, assume that to be the case, we find an ad valorem
equivalent based on low-grade South American, present value 11
cents per grease pound, clean value 16.41 cents per clean pound, of
160 per cent. This is the extreme case in quantity of production and
is so by virtue of the fact that these wools are very light in shrinkage.
The protection to the grower in the United States on this grade of
wool would be 131 cents per grease pound basel on the domestic
shrinkage, which would still permit these wools to be sold to manu-
facturers at a cost of 41.14 cents per clean pound-surely not an ex-
cessive price. Our wool of the same grade would sell in competition
at 23.1 cents per grease pound to the manufacturer. Under the
Payne-Aldrich bill these wools would carry a duty of 11 cents grease
or 100 per cent ad valorem equivalent grease value, or 33 cents clean
or 200 per cent ad valorem equivalent-based on clean value of 16.41
cents.

As we advance into wools showing greater shrinkage the propor-
tional ad valorem equivalent greatly decreases, until an average cov.
ering all wools shows an actual protection of between 10 and 11 cents
per grease pound based on actual shrinkage. There can, therefore,
be no advantage in assessing duties on the grease basis so far as
ad valorem equivalents are concerned, the only advantage is that
under a flat-rate grease duty manufacturers would still continue to
import light-shrinkage wools at nominal duties while getting com-
pensatories based on 25 cents per clean-content duty. Th1ird:

The most conspicuous fact about the rate on manufactures Is that they are
not protective.

We are equally as much manufacturers as the man who watches
scoured wool run through a machine and be carded into tops, the
spinner who makes it into yarn, the weaver, etc. Each of these oper-
ations may require a very short period of time, but it takes 305 days
to manufacture a fleece of wool. It requires the skill and the knowl-
edge to know how to grow a good serviceable staple, and also how
to produce work of a certain grade or character. It is nob a hap-
hazard product, not in any sense of a raw material, but has been de-
veloped from a coarse, hairy product, yielding 1 or 2 pounds per
sheep, to one of the finest fabrics known in the textile trade, yielding
six to eight times its original weight per sheep. The men that have
been responsible for this metamorphosis are certainly not to be
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compared to the men digging ore or coal out of the mine-or chopping
down a tree in the virgin forest.

There has been as much thought and effort given to produce the
wool of the p sent day as has ever been given to the manufacture
of it. The duties on wool, as the present schedule now stands, are
in no sense protective, as any duty falling short of covering the
difference between the cost of production between this country and
foreign countries is purely a revenue duty.

What, then, constitutes an effective protective tariffI Naturally
one that will cover the difference of the cost of production between
this and foreign countries. How do these costs compare? The
United States Tariff Commission report of the wool-growing in.
dustry shows costs of 1918-19 of 45 cents per grease pound in the
rafige States and from 54.9 cents to 50.8 cents grease pound in the
fleece-wool States, figuring the proportionate charges against wool
and mution. The cost of wool production in South America during
this period was from 21 cents to 25 cents per grease pound, and
while no figures are submitted by the board on Australasian costs,
the fact that the British Government fixed a flat rate of 31 cents per
grease pound on these wools, which, according to producers of wool
in that region, afforded them a comfortable margin above cost of
production, these figures may be safely used.

During this period it cost annually, according to Mr. Benson, of
Washington, in tariff, hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee, $2.50 per head to run sheep in Australia. The Tariff
Commission's report shows that in South America the range was
from $1.25 to $3.12 per head, while in the range States the cost was
$8.20 per head and in the fleece-wool section, $8.63.

From this we find a difference in production cost of South
American wools as compared with range wools of the United States
of 20 cents to 24 cents per grease pound; on fleece wools, 31 to 34
cents per grease pound. On Australians the differences are 14 cents
and 24 cents to 2? cents, respectively. Reducing these to a clean
basis will show a still greater spread, due to the-lighter shrinkages
on imported wools, as reference to the following table will show.

('ompaison of rot of rothtellon, clean-con let baxis. of doestic ad foreign
ICools. 1.918-1..

Country and grade. Grease, >. Shrinkages clen cot Advan-
ductn. (per cent). ductlon, tage.'

South Ames: .:I
Fine ............................ $ 23 M $0. 025 6.75
One-half blood .................................. .25 S 55M .6 3
'Three-eghths blood .............................. 33 .571 .571
One-fo th blood ................................. . .. 25 3. 5 .393 .4725

Australia and North Zealand: I
Fino ......................................... .31 57 .72 .53
One-hall blood, s.............................. .31 48 .574 .6173
Thr -elighths blood, 50% ........................... .31 41 .55 .419
One-fourth blood, 46s .............................. .31 39 .SM .31

Terrto fne ......................................... .45 64 1.25 ............
n e tat es:

One-half blood ................................ ' .45 62.29 1.19 ..........
rhree-elghths blood ........................... .45 5.3 .974 .........
One-fourth blood .................................. .45 4s .818 ............

I Advantage of South America, Atlral!3, and New Zealand In cost of production over similar grade
domestic wogis (per pound clean).
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The highest production costs are used in computing South Amer.
ican wool production costs. The British Government valuation price
is in Australian costs. The lowest American cost of production is
used. The shrinkage of foreign wools are the -highest shown by
foreign scouring mills. The higher production costs in the fleece.
wool tates will practically offset the lighter shrinkage of these wools.

Present Tariff Board cost of production table used, Taft Tariff
Board shrinkages, as present board submitted no shrinkages. We
have tables, which I have submitted, showing that, based on the report
of the Tariff Commission, their findings of-the cost of wool produc-
tion in South America to-day, based on the clean basis there, is an
actual advantage of from 31 to 64 cents per pound, based on the range
in the different grades of wool between the cost of production of wool
in this country and foreign countries.

Senator WATSON. With how many foreign countries?
Mr. WALKER. Based on South America and Australia, which are

our two leading competitive countries. The figures on Australian
wool are taken at 31 cents, which is the British Government valuation
price, which afforded the growers a fair margin of profit.

Senator WATSON. If the American wool producer is sufficiently pro.
tected from the competition of South American and Australian wool,
that will sufficiently protect him from other foreign countries?

Mr. WALKF.R. Those are the two principal competing countries.
The only otherone there is is South Africa, and that is not so much.

That table, as given by the Tariff Board's report on South America,
and the lowest shrinkages in this country indicate that we have
given all the advantage possible in making this report.

When the fact is considered that wools imported into this country
are materially lighter in shrink than the figures used in this table,
their advantage over similar grades of domestic wools in clean-con-
tent cost becomes apparent. However, as the table stands, it shows
an advantage of from 31 to 64.75 cents per clean pound for foreign
wools of similar grades over our wools.

The comparison as to the relative position of wool producers and
wool manulactmers may be had !y the following: In 1912 the price
of wool was as much and in many instances more than values through-
out 1921, while in 1912 the price of woolen fabrics was only half
the price of similar grades to-day, with no prospect of any material
reduction in sight, or, where in 1912 100 pounds of wool would pur-
chase a given yardage of a certain grade of cloth, to-day it will take
200 pounds or more to purchase the same quantity of the same grade
of cloth.

Senator McCuMBER. Retail or wholesale?
Mr. WALKER. Wholesale. This is not given to show that the

manufacturer is charging undue or extortionate prices. We believe
he is justified in the increased price and that higher labor costs and
overhead are responsible for the situation but the producer of wool
also has to meet these same higher labor charges, the same increased
overhead, the same increased burden of taxation, and if the manu-
facturer is only making a legitimate profit-and we believe he is--
what, then, must be the condition of the sheep industry, because not
only has the sheepman to meet the competition of wools produced
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in foreign countries on much cheaper costs, but he has also the
competition of his own second-hand product, shoddy, whose produc-
tion is greater in this country than all the virgin wool produced
therein to contend with. As previously stated, we are not asking
for a duty that will adequately protect the wool producer under
present conditions; we are asking for a bill that will afford him a
fair chance under normal conditions, and this the Fordney tariff
bill signally fails to do. The following table shows what it actu-
ally accomplishes:

Analys!# of trool scedulc in the lordney tariff bill.

(Bureau of Markets, Department of Agriculture. Prices quoted from Boston trade papers
of July 6. 1021.]

Duty per; igrea"
rpOnd, Duty,35

i Ion ba Current per cent Dilty,Grade. Yield. of 25 cent value in sav a- sGr~.age. per grease. loverm, =b Si.

I 
clean.

content.

Lo:Petcns. Cc OnL. Onto. Cents. Cn
One-fou.th blood ... ...... .... 42 5A . 1. 0.1 .

Do. .................... 4  55 175 24 1&.27 6
Thr gh hsbso.o.................... 0 12.5 24 I27 9.1
One.half blood ...................... 55 45 11.23 30 23.331 10.5

Medium clothing ................... 4j 52 13.0 20 13.46 7.0
Onbubatclothlng .................. 24 19.00 K4
Fie nothing ................... 65 3S K.75 27 2.90 9 4Dewane .......................:........... 61 39 9.75 n 27.70, 11.9

The duty on fine clothing and delaine as shown in last column
would not obtain, as the preceding column shows this duty would
be more than 25 cents per clean.pound.

The following analysis was made by representatives of wool-
growers' associations and farm bureaus having a practical knowl-
edge of wool production. This analysis is highly important because
it affects approximately 45 per cent of our domestic clip.

SOUTH AMERICAN wool,.

JDutyper

on Duty,
Shrink. Yield. 3cure 3 Duty.

Gr#Ae. Yield.of25 on ts valusin 0eo f4.r greaseage. per grease. valorem, basis.

• content.

pe Pvu efe. C01.. C1nt,. cc"". Cents.
Onoe-ourlhblood ...... 33..18. 7,5 it .75 & 84
Three gtbablooda ............... ::: 38 62 1&.50 1s 10.18 53
car .If. ... ...... .......... ... 80 40 0.00 12 10.60 4,2
Rejects off.................... 60 50 12.51 10 7.00 3.5

TbIrty-fve pe cent of our domestic clip will come in competition with South American
three.eltha and one-fourtb, which nder the proposed 35 pe n tent ad valorem schedule
will be admitted with an average duty of less than Oe te r grease pound.

The data on South American quarter blood and three-eighths
blood is especially illuminating, in view of the fact that wool im-
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ports of these grades into the United States have comprised approxi-
mately 50 per cent of the total imports of clothing wools for be
past five years.

Based on these values, the following table shows the proper com-
pensatory duties for manufactures of wool using the method of
determining compensatory duties recommended b-y the Taft Tariff
Board, and we believe the wool manufacturers will admit that this
method of determining compensatory duties is'fair and adequate.

Grade.

Duty 35

per cent ad

per

Proper
compen-

satory
duty on
Iops, perpound.

Com"
duty
Vord

per
pou bil
poundO.

Low:I
one-fourth blood ........ ... P09 O t0 161I.271

DO ....................... 152 . .161- .27
Thre-elghths blood ..........i .1820 .202 .161- .27
One-hail blood ................ .23:3 .2Y'6 .161- .271

Medium clothing .................. 121 .1373 .16-F.27
One-balf clothing. ............... . .19 .20 .16- 7
Fineelothing ...................... .25 .275 :2
Uetalneclothing .................. .25 .275 .27
South Ancrcan,one-fourth blood. .074 .081 .lei- .271

Coniren. E Excemcora- Propersaory na toey Ino .rdy com pcn
...... I yarn, ov-ercompen. du'nSFctdney lmoryacluallyl ,,,

.- M1 61t l 10Nbkill. ; 70x o ,r,

Low:
One-fourth blood ............ 2o.3$.W 093140.1931

V)o ....................... .01f- .1186
Thre0elghlhs blood .......... .2o- .30 .0838
Ono-ball blood .............. 20- .30 .0229

lediumclothing .................. .20- .30 .0317- .1517
One-balfclothing .................. .20. .30 .0743
Fine clothing ...................... .301 . 0..

Delneclothlng .............. .301I ...............
SouthAmerlcan, one-fourthblood .20- .30 .1121- .2121

$0. 12
.2177
.25

:2703w
.30

Excess olcom.
n Proper

over compeia- duty on
salory duty yarn, per

6 -1"uSlly PIund.

$6X 061 50.a17) 10.1069
.1040 .1811
.0748 .2162
.0184 .2771

.0294- .1378 .1483
066 .2257

.30
.M%2-'"18N .0879

Compen. .xescom.
satory pnsatoryin

d::ly on 1o.d:1y l1'I
clouh, overcompen.

i Fordney satlOry aually
- bill. cdcd.

Ski20-S0.36 $0.0717- 2317
.20- .36 .1423
.20- .36 .100
.2%- .36 .0275
.20- .36 .02- .182
.20- .36 .02

.36 .........
.36 ..... ..

.W0- .36 .0945. .2W4

From the above table it will be noted that, based on today's wool
prices, the excess given the manufacturer in his compensatory duty
goes as high as 10 cents per pound on tops, 20 cents a pound on yarns,
and 25 cents on cloth.

Senator MCuMBEn. You say today's's" Do you mean under
existing lawl

Mr. WALKER. Under the Fordney tariff, not under "existing law,"
because to-day we are under the emergency tariff bill, and this has
reference to the permanent tariff bill as it comes from the House.

Senator MCuMBnER. That is the reason I was inquiring what you
meant-to get the significance of the word todaya" as used.

Mr. WALKER. The following are yarn and top prices quoted by
Daily News Record on July 5, 1921:
2-20., 2-24s, South American ........................................ $0.90 -1.05
2-34e, quarter blood ................................................ 1.15 - 1.25
2-36@, three-eightha blood ............................................ 1.35 - 1.45
2-40a, half blood ................................................. 1.751- 1.80
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French spun yarns:
1-209, thiee-eighths blood ........................................ $1.30 -$1.40
1-24s, hall blood ............................................... 1.50 - 1.60
1-30s, half blood ............................................... 1.65- 1.70
1-40s, half blood ............................................... 1.70- 1.80
2-36s, three-eighths blood ........................................ 1.65 - 1.65
2-40s, half blood ............................................... 1.85 - 1.95
2-50s, fine ...................................................... 2.10 - 2.15

Tops:
64, Australian ....... ! ......................................... 1.15 - 1.20
W e., Australian ................................................... 1.05 - 1.10
Fine territory .................................................. 1.10 - 1.15
Half blood..................................................... .95 - 1.00
High three-eighths blood ....................................... .80 - .85
Low three-eighths blood ......................................... .70 - . 75
Iiigh quarter blood ............................. ............... .65 - .70
46 ............................................................. . 55 - .60
44s ............................................................. .40 - .45
409 ............................................................. .35 - .40
369 ............................................................. .35 - .40

It will be noted from these quotations that none of the yarns
quoted would have less than 30 cents per pound compensatory duty
under the Fordney bill, because all are above 55 cents per pound, so
that in the precedling table you should consider only the highest
amount in the colunin showing excessive compensatory duty on

rns. With these prices for yarn it is quite evident that under the
iordney bill practically no cloth wholly or in part of wool would

take a compensatory duty of less than O cents per pound.
A statement made by a prominent worsted manufacturer that he

could secure South American quarter-blood wools at 12 cents per
pound clean would mean a 4uty of 4.2 cents per pound clean content
or less than 3 cents per pound in the grease.

Senator WATSON. You are speaking now of the Fordney tariffI
Mr. WALKF.R. Under the Fordney schedule. This is showing our

objection to the Fordney schedule.
The proper compensatory duty based on these figures is 4.62 cents

per pound for tops, 4.98 cents per pound on yarn, and 5.98 cents
per pound on cloth. In this case the excess of compensatory duty
on cloth would be from 14 cents to 30 cents per pound.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you appear before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, Mr. Walker?

Mr. WALKEIR. We were given a hearing after the bill was reported
out-a 10-minute hearing I think was all we appeared, because we
did not anticipate that that limiting clause would be placed in there-
and we presented a ver' brief statement of our objections to that
limiting clause at that time.

The duty of 25 cents per pound clean content would make these
wools worih to the manufacturer 38J cents per pound clean, which
is certainly not an excessive price. This would mean a value of 26
cents per pound grease basis.

In addition to the excess of compensatory duties shown in the
tables it must be remembered that the manufacturer also has ex-
cessive compensatory duties where shoddy is used and when you
consider the amount of shoddy used in a year it will be readily seen
that the manufacturer who uses it gets excess compensatory duties,
because shoddy is never as high in price as the same grade of clean
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wool. This is an added reason for the speedy enactment of the
French-Capper "truth in fabric" bill, for with this law on the
statute books it would be easy to levy a compensatory duty on goods
based on the amount of both virgin wool and shoddy they contained.
You may be able to form some idea of the amount of shoddy used in
this country from the fact that in 1917 (the latest statistics available)
we produced more shoddy in the United States than we produced
virgin' sheep's wool.

As the schedule now stands, it not only works great hardship on
the producer of wool, giving him a minimum of protection when he
needs the maximum, but it fails to pass this reduction on to the con-
sumer, as the compensatory duty of the manufacturer is based on a
25-cent per pound clean-content wool duty throughout, where in
some instances he is securing his wools at one-fifth that value, as in
the case of the South American quarter blood referred to, and in no
instance is he obliged to pay more than 25 cents per pound clean
content. We believe, as the bill now stands, that this is unfair and
unjust to both the producer and consumer.

The statement has been made that on a basis of 25 cents per pound
clean content some wools would be dutiable at more than 100 per
cent ad valorem, which would force the manufacturer out of busi-
ness. We maintain that whether the ad valorem duty on wool be
2 per cent or 100 per cent, it will not affect the manufacturer, as his
compensatory duty is based on '25 cents per pound clean-ontent
basis, and in'no case can a higher duty than 25 cents per pound clean
be assessed against imports of wool.

Senator WATSON. Figuring these duties in regard to imports under
the Fordney bill, do you take into consideration, as a basis of calcu.
lation, the American valuation?

Mr. WALKER. Senator, the basis of calculation is the price that
these wools are landed in Boston, in American money, and that nat-
itrally would be the American valuation.

Senator WATSON. And that is the basis, then, for calculation?
Mr. WALKER. That is the basis on which our calculations are

made-on American valuation.
If the ad valorem duty on a 25 cents per pound clean-content basis

eqjuals a 100 per cent ad valorem duty, the only possible conclusion
that can be reached is that manufacturers are purchasing these for-
eign wools at such ridiculously low prices that they can be brought
into this country, pay a 25-cent clean-content dutv, and still cost
much less than domestic growers can produce them for; and if the
tariff principle of the Republican Party is one for the protection
of home industries, which we believe it *to be, there certainly never
was more urgent need for an effective protective tariff thai at the
present time. The tariff protection provided by the I'ordney emer.
agency tariff act affords the woolgrowing industry relief so 'long as
it is in force; the substitution of the proposed wool schedule in the
permanent tariff, with the limiting ad valorem clause. will afford the
growers less than one-half in many instances and in some instances
less than one-fourth the protection which the emergency tariff bill
provides.

There has been so much testimony at previous hearings regard-
ing the use of carpet wools in the manufacture of clothing fabrics
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that we do not propose to go into the matter at length, except to
make the statement that there are certain East Indian wools,
principally Jorias and Vicaneers, that are used out and out for fabric
purposes. These wools compete with the lower grades of domestic
spring-lamb wools and should be taken out of carpet wools--para.
graph 1101, Fordney tariff bill. By classing these wools as carpet
wools they evade a higher rate of duty, and when manufactured into
cloth have the benefit of increased excessive compensatory duties.

The condition of the sheep industry in the United States to-day is
such that unless adequate protection is granted in the permanent
tariff bill, which can only be obtained by increasing the rate of duty
and the elimination of the ad valorem clause, it will inevitably be
ruined.

The census of the sheep population in the United States of 1910
shows about 52,500,000 hea d. The advent of the Underwood tariff
bill, placing wool on the free list, so reduced the flocks that in spite
of abnormal conditions brought on by the war and the patriotic
efforts of flockmasters to increase production the census of 1920
showed a sheep population of less tan 35,000,000 head, or 28 per
cent reduction in the 10-year period, while the period from January
1, 1920, to the present (late shows a still further decline of around
5,000,000 head.

So that to-day we are facing one of the greatest shortages in the
sheep industry that we have ever faced.

Senator WTSON. You agree, do you not, that the emergency tariff
was one of value?

Mr. WALKER. Of absolute value. It was the thing that saved us;
it was the only thing that saved us, because if it had not been for
the emergency tariff I doubt whether there would not be 5,000,000
more sheep to-day on the market by this time.

Senator S3ioo'r. And many woolgrowers would be in the hands
of receivers, bankrupt.

Mr. WALKFR. They would be on the rocks.
The CHAIRMAN. 'this legislation saved the industry for the time

being?
Senator GooDiNo. Absolutely.
Mr. WALKER. There is no 9lestion about it, ir. Chairman.
We believe the woolgrowing industry is one of the most vital

in the United States. For proof of this we need not go further back
than the war conditions that prevailed when we were cut off from
wool imports. Our civilian population was compelled to go on a
shoddy basis.

If tlie sheep industry of the United States is destroyed, and as this
measure now stands it can mefn nothing else, what would be our
position in the event of another war?

In conclusion we submit that--
First. The sheep industry is a vital one and must be protected.
Second. That tile wool schedule of the Iordnev tariff bill is in

no sense protective, as this has been demonstrated' by a comparison
of production costs'in South America and Australia w ith thelnited
States.

Third. We believe that such a measure, combined with the pas.
sage of the "truth in fabric" bill. which will put a stop to shoddy's
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counterfeiting virgin wool, would prevent the possibility of a con.
dition prevailing as pointed out by Fibre and Fabric, a textile
publication, of Boston, Mass., in its issue of April 9, 1921:

We look for the emergency tariff when passed to allow for a greater busi.
ness In reworked wools. Beyond any doubt the higher market for wool re-
sulting from the tariff will work to the advantage of the reworked wools.

The passage of these two measures we believe, would restore con-
fidene in the sheep industry and sAortly bring production to the
point where we would supply our own needs.

Fourth. It has been the history of wool-tariff legislation in the
past that in nearly every instance the manufacturer has had hidden
protection in his compensatory duties, and as this schedule now
stands with the manufacturer s compensatory duty based on a 25
cents clean-content duty throughout and his actual duty ranging
down as low as 5 cents per pound, he will still enjoy this hidden
protection.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by "hidden protection"?
There is nothing hidden about it.

Mr. WALKER, It is hidden in this way: Under the 35 per cent
ad valorem clause he is importing wools here and paying a duty of
as low as 5 cents a pound clean. His compensatory duty on that
)ound of cloth is based on 25 cents a pound clean. In other words,
he has an advantage of 25 cents a pound under that, which does not
appear on the surface, and the consuming public believes that that
is passed to the woolgrower, when in reality it is not; and that is
what I term " hidden "-it is "hidden" from the general public.

Senator GOODINO. In other words, Mr. Chairman, he has a specific
duty of 36 cents a pound on a pound of cloth, and not an ad valorem
duty at all, and regardless of how cheap his wool is, how cheap he
can buy under the ad valorem clause, if it is 65 cents a pound he
still gets 36 cents a pound per pound of cloth.

Senator S.%roor. The manufacturer gets the full amount; the wool-
grower under the provisions, can not get it?

Mr. WALKR. He is limited.
It may be possible that the manufacturer needs added protection

in order to compete successfully with foreign manufacturers, and if
such be the case, we, as woolgrowers, want to see him have it, but
he certainly should not be allowed to get it under guise of protec-
tion to the grower, which it most certainly is not.

It is a generdily accepted fact that wiool producers have never
received the entire protection which wool-tariff schedules intended
they should have, and which the consuming public actually believes
they received, and in the 'drafting of this present measure we are
only asking for equal consideration with the manufacturer.

All that we, as woolgrowers. ask is that we be accorded the same
treatment as other industries that have the benefit of a protective
tariff, in accordance with the pledge of the Republican national
committee, which we quoted heretofore.

We realize that the wool manufactured needs protective duties,
and we desire to see them have a duty that will be really protec-
tive, but we insist that the compensatory duty be no more than
actually compensatory. And if such be the case we as woolgrowers,
want to see the manufacturer get it, but he should not be allowed
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to get it under the guise that the woolgrower is getting it, which
he certainly Is not.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not interested in having an eaRterg
market for your product-the manufacturers

Mr. WALKER. Absolutely; we are interested in the manufacturer,
he is our only market.

The CHAIRMAN. Your interests are common?
Mr. WALKER. Our interests are common. In this respect, we do

not want to see the manufacturing industry go down, because it is
our market. But, on the other hand, we want to know and we want
the public to know just exactly where he stands and what protection
he shall have and what protection we shall have.

The CHAIRMAN. My analysis of it is that you both ought to have
what you require to keep the industry going. There is only one test.

Mr. WALKER. That is absolutely correct.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very practical test.
Senator WATSON. Have you, Mr. Walker-and you and your as-

sociates are very active in these matteis--made an attempt to com-
pose your differences, if differences there be, with the maqufac-
turers, so as to reach a basis for understanding?

Mr. WALKER. Senator, the only thing that we have tried to do
was to find out what it was costing us to produce wool. The manu-
facturers told us that their compensatories, of course, would be
based on the difference between our cost and foreijn-wool cost,
and that we could work them out and whatever we felt was right
and proper-whatever we could show was right and proper-t hey
would be willing we should have, and that is as far as we have
ever gone in the matter recently. There was a time when the
manufacturers and woolgrowers got together and thrashed the
thing out and presented a common cause. We have not thought it
advisable to go into that. We do not know what the manufacturer
needs, and he ought to be able to prove his own case. The only
thing we are attempting to show is that we are in a bad way.

Senator Soroor. That there is discrimination in.the pending bill?
Mr. WALKER. And that there has existed discrimination in this

bill in favor of the manufacturer. Whatever he needs we would
like to see him have, if it is fair. That is as far as we can go.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean that the grower is not getting suffi-
cient protection ?

Mr. WALKER. Absolutely; he is not.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the manufacturer getting ample protection?
Mr. WALKER. I could not say about that, because I (lo not know

what he requires as a manufacturer. I am not in position to state.
If he is not getting enough, he obght to have it. But that is his case
and not ours.

The CuA^RMAN. If we can not keep the manufacturer going, you
will not have a market.

Mr. WALKER. If he is not kept going, we will not have a market,
certainly, and we want the manufacturers to run. But, on the other
hand, we do not want the manufacturers to take the protection that
has been given to us.

I haveist this statement I want to make: I was coming to repe
sent the h Wool Growe' Association. I will say that this Is
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submitted by Mr. J. B. Wilson, of McKinley, Wyo and myself as
,he tariff committee of the National Sheep and Woof Bureau.

The CHAIRMAN. You have made a clear statement which has been
very illuminating, and we will be glad to have that inserted in our
record.

Mr. WALKER. I just want to say that the Ohio Wool Growers'
Association is an organization representing 20,000 actual paid-up
memberships in the State of Ohio.

The CHAIRMAN. How many have you got in Pennsylvania?
Mr. WALKER. We have quite a large membership in Pennsylvania,

particularly in the western part of the State.
The CHAIRMAN. In Washington County?
Mr. WALKER. In Washington and Greene Counties, and I would

say that we have handled for Washington and Greene Counties prob-
albly a half million pounds of wool this year.

We have our own marketing organization and market directly to
the manufacturers, and my work as secretary has taken me in every
county in Ohio and the major part of western Pennsylvania and
a great portion of West Virginia, and the conditions hold true there
throughout, and also in Indiana.

The condition of the sheep industry in those four States to-day is
a declining one. To-day we have in'Ohio less than one-third of the
sheep population we had in 1867. This is due largely to the uncer-
tainty of the sheep business. We would have protection through a
period of three or four years, and then we would have free trade;*
in fact, under the war we had it.

Senator WATSON. Take, for instance, several States-Ohio, Wyo.
ming, Idaho (Senator Gooding's State), and Oregon. You produce
principally the same kind of wool in the four States, do you I

Mr. WALKER. Those States produce quite a large amount of the
same kind of wool.

Senator WATSON. What is the difference in the cost of producing
a pound of the same kind of wool in those four States, if there be a
difference?

Mr. WALKER. I will say this, Senator: That the report of the Tariff
Commission shows-I wanted to get to that just a moment-that it
actually cost in 1918 and 1919, the last figures we have available, in
the range States, I think it was 45 cents per grease pound, and in the
Eastern States between 54 and 56 cents per grease pound. I may be
wrong as to those figures regarding the range States.

While we have cheaper labor and our feed is some cheaper, last
year's wool has been produced under those figures, and the 1922 clip
will not be produced much under 15 or 20 per cent under those
figures.

Senator McCu.IeER. That takes into consideration the cost of land
on which you feed your sheep, etc.?

Mr. WALKER Yes sir.
Senator WATSoN. That is what I meant.
Mr. WALKER. The statement has been made, and made repeatedly.

that men could well afford to keep sheep for mutton value and for-
get there was such a thing as wool. An interesting thing that the
Tariff Board brought out in connection with this: That in Ohio,
West Virginia, and Pennsylvania, in that section producing fine-
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wool sheep practically exclusively, the cost of producing a pound
of wool was less in those fine-wool sheep than it was over in the other
sections where they were kept almost exclusively for a mutton type.
It actually cost 54.9 cents a pound to produce a pound of wool of
so-called fine-wool breeds sheep, giving its proportionate mutton
value; it actually costs 506.8 cents a pound to produce a pound of wool
for the mutton breeds, giving equivalent mutton values. So that the
man who attempts to stand up and give an argument that sheep can
be produced for mutton alone is certainly speaking without knowl-
edge.

Senator MCCUIBER. It should be remembered that a gentleman in
Wyoming who sent a carload or two of sheep to Chicago and got
32 cents apiece for them, wool and mutton and all could hardly
aree with that philosophy-that it could be raised for the mutton
a flne.

Mr. WALKER. I have a statement here, Senator, that I did not
make, but which I would like to make now.

An instance of the condition of woolgrowers is shown by the fact
that an Arizona flockmaster shipped 1,017 lambs to the Chicago
market June 1 and June 15, 1921, and after paying the feed bill,
freight, yardage, commission charges, etc., was out of pocket
$1,445.41-that is, these lambs sold for that much less than it cost
to feed them and ship them. This allows him nothing whatever for

Vthe production cost of the lambs. In other words, he would have
been $1,445.41 better off if he had cut the lambs' throats instead of
shipping them to market.

While this case is extreme, there are numerous instances where
sheep come to market and do not sell for more than enough to cover
feed, freight, yardage, commission and other marketing charges.
Instances couldbe multiplied by the thousands where men would
be glad to get out of the business 25 per cent recovery of their invest-
ment.

Do you have any questions? I shall be pleased to answer any.
thing,

The C11AR.%IRM.. The committee has heard you withi a great deal of
interest.

STATEMENT OF JAMES N. McBRIDE, REPRESENTING THE MICHI-
GAN WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION, LANSING, MICH.

Mr. MCBRIDE. I reside at Lansing, Mich., and I am both a wool-
grower and sheep feeder, and I am a so a contractor in manufacturing
wool-not a manufacturer, but a contractor with manufacturers.

The particular suit of clothes-I have on, Mr. Chairman, was made
from 8 pounds of Michigan fine wool. The cost of this wool to the
manufacturer at that time-the South -Bend Woolen Mills, at South
Bend Ind.-was 22 cents a pound. There is a fraction over 31
pounds of 13-ounce fabric in this particular suit, practically 50
ounces of finished wool product.

Under the Fordney tariff bill of 22 cents a pound for 100 pounds
of wool, with 60 per cent waste for scouring, I would have paid $15.50
under a straight specific 25 cents a pound duty. When you come to
add a tax of 35 per cent ad valorem to that it would reduce it to $7.70,
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or practically a reduction of one-half, when you include this ad
valorem.

The storm center of the 35 per cent ad valorem and the specificduty ranges around the difference in scourin qualities of wool. The

wool of the north central part of the United States and all over the
North until we get too far south, has a much greater tensile strength
than Aouth American and some Australian wools. In other words,
we have to have, from the manufacturing standpoint, these strong
northern wools to make the warp in order to make a good, substan-
tial fabric.

I have with me two pieces of cloth here, )ne manufactured in In-
diana and one in Illinois. I have a letter from a manufacturer in
Illinois saying that it is South American vool. These fabrics are
of equal texture, of equal weight, but one is made from Michigan
wool and one from South American wool. On the testing machine,
if you are at all familiar with fabrics they lut it onto the point that
it tears. This particular iece of cloth *[exhibiting sample to the
committee] is from South lmerican wool, and tests 53 pounds tensile
strength of 32-ounce fabric.

This other piece, made at another mill [.exhibiting another sample
to the committee], tests 76.

In other words, if you admit those two pieces of fabrics on the
same basis you will simply allow the wool that has gone into this,
the cheaper'South American wool, to displace our wool.

Our manufacturing friends are going to claim to you-and that
is the critical point-that we have overrated the fine combing wools
or we have overrated the clothing wools and long wools. We have
several conditions there. There is. first, textile strength, which is
strongly in favor of the North American wools; secondly, with the
Britis-.Australian Wool Association-thnt was a current arrange.
ment with Australia and New Zealand and England and the Eng-
lish Government during the war-those people were to have the
prewar price of wool, and it expired with governmental regulation
last June. I'p to last June, when the wool slump occurred, our
friends in Australia were compensated by Government tax; that is,
they are rebated tle difference between the selling price and the pre.
war price.

So we have started on a different basis. We have not had Govern.
ment support; we have not had a dtv during that time.

The next point I want to call your attention to is that the British.
Australian Wool Association will sort out high-scouring or high.
wool content when it is scoured and send it to this country and leave
the lower-scouring content to go to the low-labor countries in Aus-
tralia and Germany, where wool mills are all ready for action.

It also takes the South American wools by 7 cents, and burry,
seedy, and chaffy wools, and those would not come into this country.

So when vou make the distinction remember that we start on a
different basis with the Southern Hemisphere. going to the origin of
this British-Australian Wool Association for tensile strength, and
we start on a different basis of labor.

To be perfectly frank with you, our manufacturing friends are
going to say that' we have a spread of about 25 per cent between the
scouring content of a fine wool, which will scour 60 to 62 per cent,
possibly higher, and a medium-grade wool that will scour as low as
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40 per cent; they are going to claim a spread of about 25 points
there. It would be on the American basis; but they do not take into
consideration that that would not be the basis of foreign wools im-
ported into this country, which are selected wools and not on the
same basis as our American wools.

Here is a letter from the manufacturer, who states-I do not care
to have the name of the manufacturer given to the public; it is on
his letterhead.

The CHAIRMAN. What town fnd State is that from; we do not care
for the name?

Mr. McBRIDE. Jacksonville, Ill.
Senator oo0DINo. Do you know when they got that wool in?
Mr. M OBRIDE. I could not answer.
Senator GooDINo. I think that is some of the wool the Government

is selling, and the carpet wools come in free under the tariff bill,
and they, are putting a great deal of that into clothing nowadays,
mixing it.

The CHAIR3MA-,. That is a temporary condition?
Senator (GooDiNo. It is a temporary condition, but they are taking

advantage of it.
Mr. MCBRIDE. Another thing that our carding friends are going to

call attention to-possibly they will forget to state it-is that in
combing wools a certain percentage of noils results, which increases
the total cost to the manufacturer of worsteds. That is where you
will have to carefully differentiate in favor of the American manu-
facturer who has these conditions. I know well-I am not a manu-
facturer, but I have been trained on those lines, and I think I am
competent to speak on that point.

At the present time wool is being bought in South America at
7 cents a pound. It is being brought into this country in competition
with American wool, where cheap labor turns it into yarns, and itL
is paying 25 cents under the lFordney tariff bill, in addition to 17.
per cent under the Underwood bill on manufactured products. That
is a. situation that has actually occurred at the present time. That
is why we insist on at least 33J cents per pound specific duty,
andl it'is the only way that the wool industry can be maintained.

As a wise economic policy there are two things that demand special
attention in the United States. For the next two years we can not
expect to have wide European demand for our products from the
farm, but we ought toproduce more than two.thirds of the wool we
use in this country. We can pretty nearly reach the point of actual
domestic needs of clothing and textile wool. and the carpet wools
we probably never will want to produce.

So there'is one thing that ybu can incrcage on the lands of the
United States most admirably situated and that is the output of wool
double,. and we will not reach the amount that we are actually
consuming.
STATEMENT OF W. W. LATTA, REPRESENTING THE IOWA FLEECE

WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION, LOGAN, IOWA.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. LATrA. I reside in Iowa.
The CHAIRMAN. In what part of it?
Mr. LATrA. The western part of the State.
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In the first place, I am a farmer and feeder, and, in the second
place I am president of the Wool Growers' Association of Iowa,
and I am on the executive board of the bureau, and represent our
State at the National Farm Bureau.

I know we will have to have some protection on our sheep if we
keep sheep in Iowa. The price of wool has gone down, and they are
only bidding from 18 to 14 cents, according to the quality of the
wool, in our country, and it does not pay to raise lambs. I am
clipping some lambs now, about 1,000 head, and wool is so cheap
that when I bought the Iambs I did not figure on the wool. I am
simply clipping the lambs to increase the weight faster; they will
feed better after shearing. It gets the wool off and they feed better
and they will fatten quicker, and they will ship easier.

The C1AIRUAN. Where will you ship those lambs to?
Mr. LATrA. To Chicago. If the wool brought 10 cents a pound

and shearing cost 3 cents a pound-
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). You shear for mutton purposes?
-Mr. LATrA. Mutton value is about all they are worth now. Of

course, if there was some value on the wool, that would be a con-
sideration now, and we must have some value on the wool.

The CHAIRMAN. They are slaughtered at Chicago?
Mr. LATrA. Yes, sir; fattened and sent to Chicago to be slaughtered

tiier3. We buy them in Omaha from the range men, and if the range
men, do not have protection 1 do not see how they can stay in busi-
ness,. and I do not see how we can gt the lambs if they do not stay
in business.

In the southeastern part of the State they raise lambs, and we are
up against the same proposition.

Senator WAT oN. Are you raising these Iambs all on the high-
priced Iowa farm land? -

Mr. LA -A. I am running them in the cornfield to fatten. Our
land brings from $1,325 down to $60 an acre; and we have got to have
some relief or we can not stay in the business.

Senator WAwsoN. We all agree with you about that.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to establish the industry on a good,

healthy American basis; that is what we are here for.
Mr. LATrA. We have to have the lambs in order to keep up the

fertility of our soil. I honestly believe I can increase the yield of
succeeding crops many bushels per acre by running my sheep in the
cornfield. It raises the fertility of the soil in that way.

The CHAIRMAN. The sheep are supposed to devastate a country,
according to the popular acceptation. I am asking as a layman,
can you explain that'

?Jr. LATrA. They will build up the soil in our country. I have built
up the productive quality of my land, where it would not produce
but 10 bushels an acre, up to 75 bushels an acre.

Senator McCuMnBR. How do you build it up, by their eating the
weeds or simply by the manure?

Mr. LArrA. By the manure. We feed on the ground and every-
thing goes back into the ground, stalks and evelthing, and nothing
goes out but the wool and the mutton; those are the only things
that are shipped off of the farm.
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Senator GOODINO. How long have you been turning your sheep into
the cornfields instead of gathering the cornt

Mr. LATrA. For the last 20 years. I have not shucked a field of
corn for 20 years until last year.

STATEMENT OF DR. S. W. McCLURE, NAMPA, IDAHO, REPRESENT-
ING THE NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Dr. 3fCCLII. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I live at Nampa, Idaho,
and represent the National Wool Growers' Association.

In this matter I represent the woolgrowers of the West and the
National Wool Growers' Association and some of the State associa-
tions.

It probably is not necessary or desirable for me to discuss in detail
the condition of the sheep industry in the West. I think you Sena-
tors are very familiar with it, and I think we presented thiat matter
here at the time the emergency tariff was tinder consideration.

As you know. in the fall oft 1910 the entire W'ost, but particularly
the Northwest. suffered from a drought. Following that came al-
most three winters rolled into one. and where we or( inarily started
to feeding out there in December. in many cases in the falrof 1919
we started to feed in the latter pa, of Octoer. Starting to feed
then, we endured a winter of nniiu i o ritv. which continued until
away along in the spring. Me 4, linirily turned their flocks
out in March did not get the' 'ep ait tintll the latter pad of
April: in fact. one outfit that 't1 tl,,n we put out three times and
had to go and bring them in again (in account of unusual snowstorms
and lack of feed.

It is impo.;ible for the Tariff Board or anybody else to tell what
that winter cost us. We have tiot vet recovered from it. and we will
not recover from it for five vears. Ilad the western woolgrowers
simply abandoned their sheep in October, 1919. and let them drift
before the storms and be ,levolire!! by covote3. we would all have
lwen better off. I do not think there s a sheepman in the West but
who lost money by saving his flocks (luring that year. We actually
had sheep that went into the winter in 1919 carrying a normal ini-
del, tedness that came out of that winter owing $32 a head; that is
four times what they are now worth. Of course, this is an extreme
case.

Many of our inen. under the very best conditions that we may hope
for. mutst work the next five years for nothing to pay off the obliga-
tions that we incurred during that period of stress. We paid as hi h
as 1,50 a ton for hay. That was. an exception, however. I think tAe
average was somewhere around $15 to $25 a ton, and we fed up to
three times as much of it as usual.

One of the great burdens of the sheep industry has been the labor
costs; in fact, in 1911, when the Tariff Board made its report, we
were running our sheep out West for about 80 cents a head in labor.

The CIAIRMAN. That is not unusual. Those labor conditions pre-
vail everywhere, do they not?

Dr. MCCLURE. I think so; but it, is a little worse with us thftn with
the other fellow.

That labor cost rose from 80 cents a head in 1911 to an average very
close to $3 a head. The herder that we used to pay $45 a month we
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have been paying up to $125 a month and his board; and it is one of
the sad things that is true, but as we increased our wages the efficiency
of the men decreased, and it took almost two men to do one man s
work. A good many of the losses that have come to us have been the
result of inefficiency of the labor that we had during the war.

Senator L.% FOLLETTE. Did you say, Dr. McClure, that your labor
cost is now $3 per head?

Dr. MCCLURE. It has been.
Senator LA FOLLET E. What is it now?
Dr. MCCLUnE. The man we have been paying $100 and $125 per

month we are now paying $60.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. I would like it per head, so we can carry it

along. l
Dr. MCCLURE. Our labor cost per head is about $1.75, or somewhere

in that neighborhood. We are getting along very well with our labor
now, reducing our costs, and we are going to have it somewhere near
normal within a year.

Of course, you gentlemen know that the sheep industry in many
States in the West, particularly in Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Utah,
Nevada, Wyoming, and New; Mexico, is the foundation industry.
The sheepmen themselves may not be as numerous as the representa-
tives of other industries, but the other fellow lives off this industry.

We talk about developing a lot of new irrigation in the West.. I
am for it; it is a fine thing to do, provided you can make the stock
industry of the West prosperous, and if you can not do that you will
do our country injury by putting another acre of land under irriga-
tion. We have no close markets for our products; we can not dispose
of our hay. You can buy hay out thcre now for $3 and $4 a ton. We
can not get our potatoes to market; we are right at the point where
freight rates ore highest and where they break going east and west.
So, whatever we raise out there must be consumed there, and the
only way we can dispose of our agricultural products, such as hay
and barley, is to feed them into live stock and reduce the bulk of it;
in other i'ords, we can feed a few hundred pounds of hay to a cow
and reduce it down to a few pounds of butter; we can ship the butter,
and we can not ship the hay. We can feed our oats and barley and
alfalfa to sheep and reduce it down to 8 or 10 pounds of wool, and
we can ship the wool and we can not ship the other.

So that the sheep industry in that way is, in my judgment, the
basic industry of very many of those States, and it supports all
these other industries.

So, unless we can make it profitable for men to continue in the
live-stock business, either in a small way or in a large way in our
Western States, there is no room for additional development, and if
you put a lot more land under irrigation out there and raise a lot
more crops-Senator Gooding will not agree with me on this--you
will not have a market for it, except as you market it through the
live stock.

I want to say this: I think I am thoroughly familiar with the live-
stock legislation that has been passed du-ing the last 10 years. In
my judgment Congress has never passed a piece of legislation during
that timge which has had such a profound influence for good on the
live-stock industry of the country as your emergency tariff law.
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There has been a lot of great legislation, but so far as we fellows
in the West are concerned-the stockmen and the wheat growers-
the emergency tariff law has done more to make it possible for us
to continue in business than any other legislation that this Congress
or any previous Congress has ever passed within my knowledge. If
it had not been for the enactment of that legislation my judgment is
that the bulk of the stockmen of the West would have gone into
bankruptcy, and carried with them the downfall of hundreds of our
banks, together with the downfall of our stores and commercial in.
stitutions of all kinds.

The emergency tariff law saved us from that. These fellows who
were going from bad to worse under the tremendous imports of agri-
cultural products from abroad, with the passage of that law recog-
nized the fact that Congress was trying to help, and dozens of our
sheepmen who were ready to quit and wanted to turn their stuff
over to the bank headed around the other way, and they are now
doing fine, and will some day pay out.

On behalf of the live-stock industry I want to thank.you, gentle.
men, for that legislation, and to assure you that we hope that noth-
ing possible will happen which might allow the emergency tariff
law to expire previous to the time that a permanent tariff bill is
enacted.

The CRAIRMAN. This committee has reported the bill and it is on
the Senate calendar.

Dr. McCLuRz. Yes, Mr. Chairman; it would have been a wonder-
ful thing if we could just have taken the date of expiration out of
that bill and let it have been the legislation of the country until such
time as a new law was passed.

Senator Cuirris. Until the tariff law took effect?
Dr. MoCLmum. Exactly, Senator, that would have been the desired

result. We have just been in Boston, where there is a lot of wool in
bond and a lot of agricultural products in bond, and a lot of it ready
to be sent here with the thought that there may be a day or week or
month after te expiration of this measure during which time the
agricultural interests might have no protection.

The C1nAMnN. Providing you gentlemen have the bill properly
fixed in the House.

Dr. MCCLUREr. Senator, that wasnot in there when it came from
the House.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; it was. We did not change the date in the
bill. The date was put in by the House Ways and Means Committee.

Dr. MCCLURE. I think that was fixed up after we had our hearings
over there.

The CHAIRMAN. It was not changed here.
Dr. MCCLUR No- I understand that.
Senator WATSON. I think it was done on the floor of the House.
Dr. McCLURE. Yes; we did not put the date in or suggest a date

which ought to be put in, and we would like very much if it were
taken out.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that would jeopardize the bill to some
extent; an amendment might delay or complicate it, though I do not
know that it would.
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Dr. MCCLume. Senator, I do not think I need to take up this ques-
tion of costs. But I want to discuss just briefly the form of tariff
that the woolgrowers desire.

I think the woolgrowing industry of the United States almost to a
man is unanimously in favor of a wool tariff based upon the clean or
scoured content of imported wool. This matter was presented by
manufacturers and woolgrowers and consumers to the Tariff Board
which Mr. Taft created and after a very thorough investigation the
Tariff Board determined that that was the only scientific and-equitable
basis upon which the wool tariffs could be assessed.

For your information, I might say that the whole wool business of
the world is done on that basis, and to place the woolgrower on any
other basis, so far as the tariff is concerned, than the one on which he
does his business with the mill is a serious handicap to the wool-
grower. You remember that the old tariff bill placed duties upon
the grease basio. I am not censuring anybody for that, because at the
time that bill was originally enacted that was probably the only
basis that we had. But wolgrowers have made a lot of progress
since 1867, when that basis was first established. We buy andsell
our wool entirely upon the percentage of clean wool that imay be in
the fleece. Therase and dirt that is in the fleece has no value; it
is a nuisance, and our whole operation is based solely upon the amount
of scoured wool that the fleece yields. We do not know anything
about grease wool. We do not talk about grease wool. In order to
find the grease price of wool, all you have to do is to first get the
scoured price and determine the percentage of grease. then figure the
grease price.

Some one has said in past tariff discussions that American wool-
prowers were unprogressive, and while I do not concede that, still
it has been this unscientific basis upon which our tariff was assessed
which was the most unprogressive institution connected with our in-
dustry. That was the old basis upon which wool was sold centuries ago.
A man would come along and say, "I will give you so much for t is
wool," andl he made his price so low that it did not matter what it
shrunk. We have got away from that. We do not talk about grease
wool at all, and we hope that in the tariff bill Congress will not take
us back to that old basis, which we have abandoned. The grease
basis is impossible of administration. Take your class 1 and cass 2
wools, and there is not a man living who can classify wools t cording
to that standard existing in the old law; in other words, class 1
were wools containing merino blood and class 2 were wools contain-
ing English blood. I want to make the statement that there are
wools in class 1 and wools in class 2 that no living person can tell
the difference between.

So you can not go on under that basis. If anybody kicked about
it, the bill could not be administered on the grease basis with the
old classifications.

The only other basis you have is the ad valorem basis, and you
understand our objections to that. In the Fordney tariff bill as pre-
pared in the House they gave us a rate of 25 cents a clean pound.
We do not think that is enough. The woolgrowers of the United
States are practically unanimous in the opinion that they are en-
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titled to a tariff of 33 cents on the scoured or clean content of im-
ported wool. That is the rate that was carried in the Payne-Aldrich

If you accept the recommendations of the Tariff Board, you will
find we are entitled to ask for a tariff on the basis of difference in
cost of production here and abroad of not less than 45 cents a scoured
pound. We'recognize that maybe it is not wise to attempt to exceed
the Payne-Aldrich rates, and wve simply ask now that the new tariff
be placed upon the scoured basis, and that you give us 33 cents a
pound on the scoured content of imported wool.

I do not know, Senators, what the customs department (town
here is going to tell you about determining the shrinkage of im-
ported wool. I do not know if they know much about it. It is the
simplest thing in the wi'ld to estimate with the greatest possible
accuracy the shrinkage of our wools. They can always tell within
1 or 2 per cent what our wools shrink, and it is easy to tell what
foreign wools shrink, because they are graded into established lines
which have in a measure a fixed shrinkage. There is not going to be
any difficulty in administering the law.

Senator WATSON. If this is so simple and easy. why is it, you say,
the United States Customs Court possibly do not know anything
about itI

Dr. McCLujrE. I (1o not think they have ever done any business
on this basis.

Senator S..foo'r. I do not think they have ever bought the wool;
if they had, they would know it.

Senator WATs.N. I (1o not think they have ever bought the wool,but they undoubtedly would become fAmiliar with the whole thing
more or less in dealing with it for years, and it would be a strange
thing if they could be passing on those matters without having some
practical knowledge of it.

Dr. McCrxmr,. They may have that knowledge.
Senator JONES. I think the witness is quite right in saying they

have not had any experience. and it will require some experience.
Dr. MCCLuRE. They may have had that; they can easily get the

men who will have experience. But what I am afraid of is that thev
will come here and tell you that you have to scour all this wool.
That is sheer nonsense. You do not have to scour this wool. We
are willing to take the tariff on the estimated shrinkage of the im-
ported wool. We (1o not scour wools; the mills scour the wool. But
it is not a v'ery complex operation and does not amount to much if
they had to scour samples.

After giving us a rate of 25 ents a pound over in the Ilouse. they
limited it by stating that the duty should not exceed 35 per cent al
valorem. 'that destroyed the effect of the whole provision. and it
is the most unscientific arrangement that I have ever seen. T do
not think that the hill could be administered fairly at all with that
provision in there. In other words, if the woolgtower has a duty
on wool, the manufacturer is entitled to a compensatory duty on
imported cloth which will reimburs- him fully for whatever he has
paid to the woolgrower by reason of the duty on raw wool. The
compensatory duty provided in the Fordney bill can not he. arrived
at with this 35 per cent provision in there. In otlior words. they
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have based their compensatory duty entirely on the assumption that
every bit of wool imported paid 25 cents a pound scoured to come
in, when as a matter of fact the bulk of the wools imported under
the provisions of that bill would pay the 35 per cent. and on some
of it the duty would only be 10 cents a clean pound. But they have
fixed their compensatory duty on the assumption that we get 25
cents on every pound of it. The 35 per cent provision in there makes
it possible that a lot of wool would only pay 10 cents a pound. So
their compensatory duty on many of the goods is twice as high as
it ought to be.

Senator Smoo-r. Ten cents a pound on cleaned content?
Dr. MCCLUIRE. On cleaned content. So if you are going to write

a tariff bill, we can not put an ad valorem limitation into it and have
a compensatory duty that will work. We do not think their rates
are high enough, b t if it were high enough the ad valorem provi-
sion provided in the bill makes it impossible of decent administra-
tion. A bill like that would not be in existence more than 30 days
until somebody would find out that the comnpensatorv was twice ai
high as it ought to be on some kinds of goods, and the thing would
be attacked again.

Senator MCC 'MrBn. Take a duty of 45 cents on scoured content
of the wool produced in Idaho, That would be the equivalent of
about what duty upon the grease wool?

Dr. McCLu . About 15 cents.
Senator MCCUM IER. That is. 663 per cent?
Dr. MCCIUE. Yes, sir. Our Idaho wools shrink from 58 to 70.
Senator Gooding has proposed some amendments to the tariff bill

which I think are very good; the woolg rowers have indorsed them.
He simply takes a basis of 38 cents a clean pound and works it out
on the grease basis. Of course, it makes the duty on some grease
wools as low as 2 or 3 cents a pound and on othersvery high. It at
least eliminates the objection which might be made when the bill
was passed by some one charging us with having raised the duties.
It will do away with the public misunderstanding the thing. Of
course, if we pay 33 cents a pound on wool the public is apt
to think it is on the grease wool, when as a matter of fact it is not.
It is on the clean wool, and it takes 3 pounds of our grease wool to
make a pound of clean wool.

I think I have nothing to add, Senators, except that we are just
vitally interested in this emergency tariff bill, and we hope it is kept
in effect; and if those fellows out in the country could know that
the bill was going to continue in operation it would do us a lot of
good now.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you are as certain of that ns anyone is of
anything that happens down here, except paying some of these taxes,
that this bill will be a law.

Dr. MCCLURE. Here is the trouble: They say. "Now, here, the
Congress has fixed these duties in the emergency tariff bill, blit it
only lasts until February 1. We can not pay. you very much of this
tariff, because February 1 this thing may expfi-e. We'may have free
wool then."

Senator JoNES. You think it would be better just to make that con-
tinue until otherwise provided by lawt
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Dr. MCCLURE. I think so, Senator; I think that is the thing to do,
and I would never bother you again if that was done. I would go
home satisfied.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean have it in force until the permanent
bill was enacted?

Dr. MCCLURE. Exactly, Senator; and then we will forget about
this tariff altogether and go home and attend to business.

The CHAIRMAN. You would not forget about the permanent bill?
Dr. MCCLURE. We would not be down here pestering you about

this permanent bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The permanent bill has to be enacted, you know.
Dr. MCCLUR.. In the meantime, we would be absolutely contented

and happy and be ready for the permanent tariff bill whenever it
came.

Senator Cuirris. And you could go home and go to sleep.
The CHAIRMAN. We will take that up in the committee and see

what we can do.
Senator JONES. From the remark made about Senator Gooding's

amendment-I have not studied the matter very closely-do you pre-
fer those amendments to the tariff on scoured pound'

Dr. MCCLURE. Yes, sir; that puts it on the scoured pound in an-
other way, and the amendments are very fine and we would like to
see them adopted.

Senator JONEs. But you do not believe there is any real objection
to the scoured-pound provision as contained in the Fordney bill, if
you eliminate that percentage?

Dr. MCCLURE. Our objection is that it is not high enough.
Senator JoNs. I understand that, but I mean other ways.
Dr. MCCLURE. No, sir; if they eliminate the percentage proposi-

tion.
Senator JONES. The people would soon come to understand it was

on the scoured-pound basis, it seems to me.
Dr. MCCLURE. I think so.
Senator S3ooT. Dr. McClure, you would very much prefer to have

the emergency tariff bill without a single amendment pased by the
26th of this month rather than to allow it to go over two or tree
days, would you not?

Dr. MCCLuRE. Yes, sir, Senator.
Senator SbtooT. I wanted to ask you that question. What you

would be afraid of is this, that if we allow any amendments to the
House bill the whole thing will be opened and everything could be
offered, and we have not very many days left here up to the 27th,
and if it went over two days; or even one day. the market would be
flooded with every pound of wool that is in bond to-day.

The CHAIRMAN. The unfortunate point is that it was not fixed
properly in the House--not that we can blame the Members of the
House or you gentlemen; it was a matter thoroughly and carefully
discussed; they came over and talked to the members of this com-
mittee, but some way or other they fixed this date.

Senator MCCUM IER. I have an idea, Mr. Chairman, that there
will not be any great difficulty in changing the mere. date if we do
not add something else to the bill.

Dr. MCCLURE. Senator Smoot's position is exactly ours. I am
not here recommending to you gentlemen what you ought to do in
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that matter, because I do not know. The main thing we are interested
in is that the thing is kept going, and that there is not a'minute
elapsed between the two bi1Is. We were up in Boston Saturday look-
ing about the wool market. A broker said he would give $10,000 to
have this emergency bill lapse for two hours.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course he woi~ld.
Senator GOODINO. He.is a small dealer.
Dr. McCLuRE. Only a little fellow.
The CHAIRMAN. We will try to prevent that interregnum.
Senator JoNES. It seems to me we ought not to have much diffi-

culty in changing that mere date, because everybody realizes that this
emergency tariff bill ought to bq extended, and I do not believe they
would make any objection to thi I mere change. The House can act
promptly, it seems to me.

STATEMENT OF HUGH CAMPBELL, PLAGSTAPF, ARIZ., REPRESENT-
ING THE ARIZONA WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you resides
Mr. CAMPBELL. I reside at Flagstaff, Ariz.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the Arizona Wool Growers' Asso-

ciationI
Mr. CAMPBELL. I do; I am president of that association.
The CHAIRMAN. You tire a woolgrower yourself?
Ar. CAMPBELL. I am; yes, sir.
The CHAIRM3AN. Now, will you please, briefly, in your own way,

state your views to the committee?
Mr. CAMPBELL I have been in the sheep business in Arizona for

over 35 years. I went into the sheep business in 1886, and in 1893
or 1894 went broke in the business. I started in again, and like all
the rest of them out there built up quite a going concern. We had
prosperous years and we bought some lands, and we finally got an
overhead on our sheep of about $10 a head. Many of us have more
money invested in lands and water development than we have in
sheep.

Two years ago the sheepmen of Arizona, a lot of them, could not
sell their wool. Had to ship to commission houses in Boston. They
drew 50 cents a pound on it, and it will take all their wool for three
or four years at present prices on every year's wool clipped to pay
off that indebtedness. That is the condition they are in out there;
and the State of Arizona is almost unanimous in wanting the tariff
on wool. The sheepmen in that State pay out $3,000,000 to $4,000,000
in money each year that is left in that country. For the first time
in the history of the State of Arizona they gave a Republican Presi-
dent a majority in anticipation that they were going to get a tariff.
The sheepmen at present in Arizona are virtually broke. They are
not the smartest financiers in the world; they are always more or
less in debt, and the banks are just carrying them along in hope that
the business will improve and that they can pay their debts and get
on the clear.

Senator WATSON. What does it cost now to ship wool from Flag.
staff, Ariz., to Boston?

Mr. CAMPBELL It is over 3 cents. It costs $3.331 a hundred to ship
from Phoenix, Ariz,, tQ Boston.
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Senator WATSON. What did it cost 10 years ago?
Mr. CAMPBELL. About 1$ cents or 4j cents.
Senator GooDINo. That is grease wool?
Mr. CAMPBELL. That is grease wool. In addition to that, we pay

21 cents to the commission men in Boston for handling that wool.
There is 20 per cent of the gross 'ncome right there.

Senator S MoOr. And the sheep owners are herding their own sheep
now, are they not?

Mr. CAMnFLL. They are; some of them.
Senator S.toor. Because they can not afford to hire herdersT
Mr. CAMPB.LL. No; they can not. They are doing the best they

can.
Senator MCCUMBEJI. I repeat again, what commission do you pay?
Mr. CA PBELL. We pay 21 cents a pound in grease to the com-

mission men for handling our wool and selling it to the mills.
Senator MCCUMBER. That seems to me, upon the face of it, to be

a most outrageous charge.
Mr. CAMPBELL. There are some houses which charge us 3 cents.
Senator Smoor. That commission covers insurance and covers the

handling of the wool and sorting it and so on?
Senator LA FOLLErrE. Is not that an unusually high price? How

long has that price prevailed?
Mr. CAM PBELL. They raised that about a cent in the last seven or

eight years. It used to be 11 cents.
Senator JoNEs. Mr. Campbell, it has been necessary in your State

and the West generally for the sheepmen to own more land than they
used to own, has it not?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, sir.
Senator JoN-s. About to what extent has that come about?
Mr. CAIPBELL. Ninety per cent I would say, fully, own their own

lands in Arizona for summer and fall ranges outside the forest re-
serves. They have put in at least $10 a head in land for every sheep
they own. You know that country is not densely sodded country;
it requires a lot of land to a sheep or cow, and it is an arid country.
We have spent thousands of dollars developing water. Fifty per
cent of the sheep water at dams and tanks built by the owners at
great expense. It is a great gain to the State for taxes.

Senator JONEs. That situation prevails generally in that country,
does it not?

Mr. CAMPBELL. It does; and to a great extent in New Mexico.
Senator JONEs. And has the price of that land changed in recent

years; is land selling for much higher prices than it did years ago?
Mr. CAMPBELL. You could not sell them at all now.
Senator JoNrs. I mean before this slump.
Mr. CAMPnrEM. Yes.
Senator JoNsS. When you invested your money in the business?
Mr. CAMPBELL. When we were prosperous out there we were buy-

inG these lands at advanced prices and spending a lot of money de-
veloping and building up our business. But you can not sell those
lands now you can not borrow a dollar on them. You can not go to
the War Finance Corporation or to the Farm Loan Board in Wash-
in ton or out there and borrow a dollar on those lands.

Senator JON s. Did the sheepmen invest at rather high prices in
those lands in order to preserve their business?
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Mr. CAmrBELm. They did, and the regrettable part of it is that a
lot of them have not got them all paid for, and they are apt to
lose their lands as well as their sheep.

Senator LA FoLtm. What did those lands raise on the average?
Mr. CAMPBiLL. They cost all the way from $1 to $5 or $6 an

acre. Then, in addition to that, Senator, they havo spent money to
put the water on; they have got to dam up those canyons and arroyos
to hold the flood waters.

Senator MCCUM4ER. How many sheep on an average can you feed
on an acre of that arid land?

Mr. CA11IPBELL. It takes about 10 acres to the sheep. [Laughter.]
Senator LA FOLLETFE. You will have to turn that around the other

way.
Senator MCCUMBE . About 10 acres to the sheep?
Mr. CAAMPBELL. Just about.
Senator MCCU)BER. And at $5 an acre it would take $50 to feed

one sheep?
Mr. CAMPBELL. If you take the $5.an-acre land; that is better land.

The arid land and plains lands will run about $1.50 an acre, but the
better lands up in the foothills and the mountains will carry at about
the rate of one sheep to 4 acres

Senator JONES. Under the enabling act for Arizona and New
Mexico, when the lands were given to the State, there was a mini-
mum price put upon those lan of $3.50 an acre?

Mr. CA.MPBELL. It was $3 an acre.
Senator JoNys. $3 in your State, and in New Mexico $5 in part

of the State and $3.50 in other parts?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes.
Senator WATSON. If it was worth $1.50 arid, what is it worth

unQaw irrigation?
Mr. CAMPBELL. It would run up to $300, $400, or $500 an acre in

the best parts of the State.
Senator GoowNo. Hie is speaking of rough lands.
Senator WATSON. I understand.
The CIAIMAN. Is there anything further that you desire to state

to the committee?
Air. CAM3IBELL. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. What is the relative number of sheep in Arizona

now as compared with three years ago?
Air. CAMPPELL. Arizona has almost as many as it had three years

ago -just about the same. We have increased from 200,000 in 1893
to almost 1,000,000 sheep at present.

Senator JONES. I would like 3r. Campbell to give us his opinion
ns to what tariff he thinks we ought to have on tle scoured wool.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I will tell You I do not know enough about this
tariff question to go into details of what we need or what we have to
have. But I will answer that question in this way: We can not
raise wool in the grease that will shrink 63 to 66 per cent for less
than 40 cents a pound at home, and if you folks can fix it that way
we will live and get along and pay our debts. If not. there is
nothing in giving us a tariff where we will have to wriggle and
squirm to get along, and you might just as well give us the mercy
shot and be done with it.
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Senator LA Fowmr. What is the average clip for sheep?
Mr. CA MPBzLL The American sheep in Arizona will average 71

tj 8 pounds per head.
Senator SMour. The average of all the sheep in the State is not

that muchI
Mr. CAMPBiaL. No; the average, I take it, ali over the State will

be about 64 pounds.
Senator LA FOLLrErI. What will that be on scoured wool?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Our southern Arizona wool shrinks about 60 per

cent.
Senator S3oor. About 2j pounds?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes- about 21 pounds.
Senator GooDINo. ir. Campbell, besides owning your own land

on which you run the sheep part of the year, you run your sheep
on the reserve, do you not, and pay the Government a fee do you notI

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes; we pay the Government; and then we have
State land leases beside that.

Senator GOODiNO. So on your own lavids you only run about from
three to six months of the year?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes- well, on the lands in northern Arizona part
of the sheep are run the year around. The sheep we run on forest
reserves in summer are run in the wintertime on the State lands
we have leased and on the desert.

Senator JoNiq. What breed of sheep do you run there in Arizona
that will shear about 74 to 8 pounds?
.Mr. CAMPBELL. The RIambouillet and Merino type.

STATEMENT OF 0. F. FAWOETT, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION.

Mr. FAwG r. My name is C. F. Fawcett. I reside in Iowa, and
am representing the American Farm Bureau Federation as director
of wool marketing, and am a woolgrower in Iowa.

The CIMAN. In any particular part of Iowa?
Mr. FAwcE'rr. West Liberty, Cedar County, Iowa.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed, in your own way, to state your

views to the committee concerning the schedules?
Mr. FAwc=r. In representing the American Farm Bureau F~eder.

nation in this matter, with its membership of approximately 1,500,000
paid-up members, with an organization in every State, we realize
that abroad view should be taken of the wool tariff, for it is a mat-
ter that affects not only the producer of wool but the consumer as
well. We might state that approximately I out of 10 of our mern-
bership produce wool, but 10 out of 10 are consumers of wool.
Therefore, any consideration of this matter as a representative of
the farmers' organization should be taken with a view of the in-
terests of both the producer and the consumer. But we think, Sena-
tors, we will have no trouble in showing that it is to the interests of
the consumer that this sheep.snd-wool industry be maintained as
well as safeguarding the interests of the producer. I think we have
had in the last few years tangible illustrations of what a fluctuiting
wool market has cost the consuming public. We find that the wool
production in the United States in the last 10 years has decreased
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on the average of 1,20,000 .pounds annually, and in the same period
of time our population has increased in excess of 13,000,000.

Senator KA Fowxrm How is that decrease distributed over the
years? Has it been a pretty competent factor falling off about so
much a year?

Mr. FAwcMrr. It varies somewhat. But the decrease has been rela-
tively uniform. It shows a uniforin decrease of about 1,200,000
pounds annually.

Senator LA boJt rmE. Can you state what it was for the 10 years
preceding that?

Mr. FAwcErr. I have not the figures right here. I can not state
it exactly. But, as a matter of fact, in 1910 our dlip amounted to
about 320,362,000 pounds, and in 1920 it had decreased to 308,507,000
pounds. It has been decreasing on an average of 1,200,000 pounds
annually, and the rate of decrease has been quite uniform throughout
the period. Our consumption is maintained at about 6 pounds per
capita. Our population ias increased 14 per cent, while our pro-
duction of wool has decreased in excess of 4 per cent. Therefore, it
is plain to be seen that the sheep-and-wool industry of the United
States is following a course which, if pursued to its natural conclu-
sion, will mean in the very near future, too, that we will be dependent
upon foreign production for approximately 400.000,000 pounds of
wool annually, and our bil! to our foreign competitors will be in
excess of $100,000,000 annually.

Last night I was reading one of the prominent live-stock papers
of the country, and I found an article entitled "The status of the
sheep business," which is written by John Clay, and when you men-
tion the name of John Clay in the presence of stockmen lie is at once
recognized as an Authority on live-stock matters. I will read briefly,
with your permission, a few paragraphs, which illustrate the condi-
tion, to my mind, very clearly; and it is particularly significant com-
ing from a man like John Clay [reading] .

Figures, as a rule, arepdry reading, btut It appears to my mind, so far as the
sheep Industry is coikerned, they are of the deepest interest. They tell a
ttlle which deserves attention, not only from the people engaged In the industry
but from the whole country, and that Include's the consumer.

First nnd foremost, our sheep census has declined In 10 years In round num-
bers 18.000,000 head-from 52,000000 to 34.000,000. These are Oovernment
statistics, perhaps not absolutely correct, but near enough to show the terrifle
slump tht has taken place.

If you want to verify it, go out to Idaho and Wyoming and speak to the
shcepinen there. I doubt If Wyoming has a their of the sheep of 10 or 12 years
ago.

Against these figures, so far as the year 1921 go", we have an increase In
receipts at our central markets of 2 per cent over 1920, but-and mark the fol.
lowing statement-54 per cent less have gone to the country.

And I might supplement that with this figure: That in the month
of July the feeder movement to Iowa from -Chicago was 66 per cent
less than normal.

This means that 17 per cent more sheep have been slaughtered than a year
ago. here are the figures for nine corresponding months. which show Increased
slaughter In 1921 of 1,230,849, or 17 per cent greater than in 1020.

Worse than this and practically unseen Is the fact that most of the ewe
lambs of 1919-20 found their way to the slaughterhouse. There Is scarcely an
outfit In the West that has a regular rotation of ages In their flock, In my
wide experience I could count the large outfits on my fingers who have flocks
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with nornial ages. As a result we have two crops of young ewes nihwsIng.
These cUn not be replaced. No power on earth can bring them back. Even our
prolific live-stock talking maelies can suggest no remedy.

We are U) against all Inevitable situation which has worked ond will work
til Inmense atniount of harm iall over the country.

And a little later in this same article he makes a statement with
reference to the condition in our section-what we call the "fleece-
wool" section east of the Missouri River:

In the Eastern awl Central Slates tire Is a steady, Irresistible liquidation in
the sliep Itidustry. TI. side of the bushiess is niways spasmodic. It ebbs and
ftows like the tid6,. WitJh improving prices the average farmecr buys. If there
is depressioni, Iiwore (-ielilly in wool, lie rushes to sell.

That is just what is happening every (lay. I Sililj)lv make that
statement to show you the course of tile sheep an(d wool industry,
not only of the West but of the fleece-wool sections.

Senator LA FOLU:TT E. What do you mean by fleece wool?
Mr. FAwcE-r. That is a term we use to distinguish the territory

from the corn-helt States. Roughly speaking, the section comprising
the rang. States is the territory west of the Missouri River, or west
of Kansas, Nebraska. and the bakotas, and all east of that we call
the fleece-wool States, which comprises the corn belt. The farni-wool
section perhaps would be a better term.

Senator LA FOLLEirFE. How much of the diminution of the sheep
industry, if any. do you attribute to the cutting off of the ranges?
They have been diminished, have they not, with the development of
agriculture in a broad way? Has not that had some influence'.

Mr. FAwcmr. That has had some influence, to be sure-admitted.
But, Senator, we have large areas, vast areas, in the West that are
capable of being developed and which will never Ie suitable for any-
thing but grazing purposes.

Aside from that, a recent investigation by the Department of
Agriculture-I say "recent"; it was two years ago-I believe, de-
vloped this interesting fact, that aside from the possible increase
in the western country, there is a possibility of increasing our produt'-
tion in the fleece-wool States 150 per cent, because we find that only
1 out of 10 produce sheep, and that the number of sheep could
be increased 150 per cent without seriously misplacing the other lines
of live stock. Why? Simply because each year we have thousands
and hundreds of thousands of tons of roughage in the corn belt in the
way of corn blades, and weeds. and weed seeds, and grasses that
could be profitably consumed and converted into wool and mutton if
the proper guaranty of financial remuneration was there. It secni-.
to Ie a well-laid plan of Nature. for we people in the corn belt to
rely upon the West for about 40 to 45 per cent of our feeding cattle,
and about 55 to 65 per cent of'our feeding lambs. The West is
particularly adapted to the growing of animals, hut they have not
the facilities nor the proper feed to finish for market. Our land
produces the grain-corn, oats. and roughage-that is required to
fatten these animals.

Therefore, as I stated before, Iowa depends largely upon tile
West, or to a great extent upon the West, for its feeders; and when.
ever that supply is cut off, as it is at the present time. our method
of marketing 80 per cent of our grain is impaired. We market
approximately 80 per cent of our grain in the form of live .sto. k.
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meats, and milk in Iowa; and whenever, gentlemen, you cut off our
sources of supply you not only injure the live-stock industry but
you cripple our grain production in a way that is far-reaching in its
effect.

Aside from that. sheep are the greatest soil builders of any live
stock we produce. That is generally conceded. We need them. Mr.
Latta, who appeared yesterday, and who has been a feeder of lambs
for 20 years, states that he can produce from 3 to 5 bushels of corn
additional per acre upon ground that he has run his lambs on the
previous year. They consume and thrive on approximately 90 per
cent of the weeds in the corn belt. I do not think we need to dwell
on that phase of the proposition longer.

Therefore it is not very hard to see how the consuming public is
interested in the 'welfare of the woolgrower, and that is the position
that the American Farm Bureau federation has taken in supporting
this amendment that is now before you of the 33 cents per clean-
pound duty on wool.

In the hearings that we took part in in January and in December
I think the difference in the cost of production of domestic wool and
foreign wool was brought out quite plainly, and Mr. McClure referred
to that in a manner that is convincing, tlat we can not compete with
foreign production. That is admitted.
We are not asking for a tariff equal to the difference in cost of pro.

Auction at home and abroad. We think that would be unreasonable;
we are not asking for that. But we are asking for a tariff sufficient to
justify the development of the industry.

The' CHAmMN. What tariff do you have in your mind?
Mr. FAwcF,rr. We have the 33 cents per clean-pound dity, with the

ad valorem proviso eliminated; in other words, the amendment that
Senator Goodin has presented.

Recently we ave been confronted with this proposition: If we
can not meet unrestricted trade in the production of wool, we should
allow our production to be provided in foreign countries.

It seems to me that is a dangerous proposition. We find to-day
that our manufacturers can not compete with foreign production in
their line. Therefore, where are we going to stop with this proposi-
tion? The manufacturers are our only market for our wool. There-
fore we are interested in seeing then have a sufficient protection to
develop their industry, but we are not willing to see one industry
profit at the expense of the other.

We had when our source of foreign supply was cut off in April,
1919, an acute shortage of wool. What was'the result? The price
has advanced approxvnately 300 per cent. It advanced to 72 cents
a pound, 73 cents a pound, and 75 cents a pound on the half-blood
wools. And right there the consuming public paid the price of a
protective tariff for years to come such as would guarantee the de-
velopment of the sheep industry of the ITnited States. Therefore, I
say. it is to the interest of the consuming public that we secure suffi-
cient protection that will enable is to develop the industry.

The possibility of increasing the wool production in* the United
States wa, illustrated in the years 1918 and 1919, when the Govern-
ment issued an appeal for increased production. In two years our
reductionn was increased 31,000,000 pounds of wool. That simply
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illustrates what can be brought about if the proper incentive was
there.

We can not maintain our industry on button and lamb as the only
source of revenue. Tie present Tariff Commission in its recent report

on the cost of production gives the percentage of the revenue derived
from breeding ewes as 52 per cent for the lamb and 48 per cent as
the percentage of profits derived from the wool shorn from the
breeding ewes.

Referring to the gains in the wool production of 1918 and 1919,
the Tariff Commission makes this quotation:

The recent gains in the number of sheep east of the Itockles-that is, our
fleece-wool setion-was undoubtedly entirely the result of the high wool prices
and other favorable factors, but these galn o',ear to have been lost as the
result of the unprofitable season of 1020.

It is plain to be seen that we can not maintain our industry on
mutton alone as sole means of revenue, as has been the case for a
year, due to paralysis of the wool market.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Will you just state those percentages again-
the difference between mutton production and wool production?

Mr. FAwc'vrr. Yes; the revenue from breeding ewes was divided
in this way: Fifty-two per cent for the lamb and 48 per cent for
the wool.

Senator WATSON. You agree with those figures, do you?
Mr. FAWCErr. Yes; we agree with those figures, for this reason,

Senator-
Dr. McCT, u (interposing). That does not take into considera-

tion tie wool which copies off the lamb pelt. When you figure that
wool in, the figure from wool is 55 per cent and from mutton 45
on a mutton flock. Do you understand what I am getting at? When
you sell the lamb the whole lamb is credited to mutton, but there
is a large percentage of the value of the lamb represented by the
wool that is on him.

Senator LA FOL.ErM. At what age are they sold?
Dr. MCCLURE. At the age of 5 months, and carry from 3 to 6

pounds of wool; I think on the average 4 pounds.
Mr. FAwcjETF. That was not considered by the Tariff Commission.

In Illinois and Indiana, in our fleece-woof States, an investigation
by the extension department of our college verified the figures of
the Tariff Commission as to cost of running the ewes for a year,
it being just a trifle higher in the fleece-wool States than it was in
the range States, about $8.50 a head. Of course, we realize that that
cost has been greatly decreased. We also realize that the foreign
ccst has been decreased in the same ratio. Therefore, our relation
to the foreign production is at the 'present time approximately just
as it was in 1919.

Senator LA FOLLFrrE. In normal times what is the cost per head?
Mr. FAwcETF. Recently in the western part of Dakota I was talk-

ing to several of the larger operators there under range conditions,
and they claimed they had reduced their cost of running to about
$5.50 per head.

Senator LA FOLLErrE. That is at the present time?
Mr. FAwcrr. That is at the present time.
Senator LA FoLLrLrr. How was this, say, along in 1914?
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ir. FAwcm-. In 19141 I do not think we have any Government
statistics on that, have we, Mr. Marshall?

Mr. MARSHtALL. The Tariff Commission for 1910 figures $2.40.
Dr. McCLunE. About $3.50.
Mr. FAwcmr. As to the effect of 35 per cent ad valorem limita-

tion clause,' as it affects the wool in the fleece-wool sections, I want
to just distribute this little table that illustrates a fact, and will
make it brief:

Donicstfc wool protection under Fordney tariff.

Dutypere
grogse u Duty perGrae Clean- po,-i..--. yoris clean.

crease content on basis; greaseA content
Domesilegrade. Shrink- Clean value vue 035 T,,, ,,n, poundage. content. ler. (per clt ,e n due to 35pud) (per cetser !d.... , dueto3

g pound). pound rt.,, /.- percent
cleano limit Itmt.

content.

Per cc Q. Per cent. Cn0s. Ccris. Cents. Cints. Cents.
Cbolcehlodelalne..............r0 40 34 85 10 11.9 29.7
Average fine sc ..l] e ............. 63 37 29.5 W 9.3 10.4 28
Average fineclothing 65 35 22 63 8.7 7.7 22
Average half-blood s ple ....... 58 42 27 65 10.5 9.5 22.7
Average three-eghth blood ..... . 53 47 23.5 50 11.9 8.2 17.5
Average one-fourth blood .... 48 54 21 39 13.5 I 7.3 13.6
Medium clothing ............... 50 50 20 40 12.5 7 14.1
Average low one-fourth blood,, 42 5 s15 26 1.5 5.2 9.1
Braid......................... 38 4 13 20. 3 4.5 7.1

We will not take time to go into details, but I wish to refer Vott
to the sixth itein. " average quarter blood." That is the grade
into which th,. majority of our fleece wools fall, which comes from
tile Down breeds. We' find in that a shrinkage of 46 per cent, a
clean content of 54 per cent, and a grease value per pound on the
I)resent-day market would be 21 cents, or 39 cents clean.

On the basis of the 25 cents per clean-pound content the grower
would be afforded a protection in the grease of 131 cents. But the
35' per cent ad valorein limitation reduces that protection to the
grower to 7.3 cents or 13.6 cents on the scoured basis.

That is the effect that the 35 per cent ad valorem limitation has
on the wools that we produce in the fleece-wool States.

Senator SitooT. On another wool that is produced with a shrink-
age less than that it is still lower?

Mr. FAWC "V. Exactly, Senator. The point I was trying to make
is that 65 per cent of the wool we produce in the fleece-wool States
fall in these medium grades. Now, the compensatory duty in this
bill to the manufacturer is based on the 131 cents. "Yet "our pro.
tection is reduced to 7.3. We claim that is unjust dist.rimination
that can not be justified.

Senator (,oo],,,-NG. In other words, the manufacturer is given :u
specific duty of 36 cents on each pound of cloth, based on the shrink.
age of wooi at 661 per cent?

Mr. FAWCFxr. That is the average shrinkage of dornestic wool.
Senator SMooT. It is more than that.
Mr. FAWCMrr. We find on the low quarter the different e is even

greater. The 25 cents per clean-pound content wotild give us a
protection of 1,1 cents per grease pound, andti is limited to 5.2 cents
by the 35 per cent ad valorem duty.
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Senator SMiooT. A 36 per cent would be only 4.5 cents?
Mr. FAwcETF. Yes, sir. We find to-day, as recently reported by

Mr. Russell, who was a member of the agricultural commission to
South America, who recently made his report to the live-stock men
who met in Chicago, that tfiere are tremendous quantities of South
American wool that would come in competition with the medium
grades of domestic wools that have practically no value to-day.
lie referred to one warehouse there which had 100,000,000 pounds of
low wools that was waiting an offer.

Senator JONES. Let me ask you, are these present prices of wotol
stated in this table?

Mr. FAWCETr. Approximately. You understand that in a given
grade-take the average quarter blood. We have the Ohio quar-
ter blood with a value of approximately 24 cents. That is very light
shrinkage. We have the Idaho and Utah quarter bloods, with" heavy,
shrinkages, that would go below 20 cents per grease pound valuation.

Senator JONES. These are Boston prices?
Mr. FAwcETT. Boston prices. From that should be deducted 21

to 3 cents, and in some cases as high as 31 cents, per pound freight'.
Senator JONES. And that is on the grease-wool basis?
Mr. F.wci'rr. On the grease-wool basis. From one point in Ne-

vada the average freight is 31 cents per pound. Therefore from
these prices that appear here should be deducted approximately 0
cents per pound in order to arrive at the valte tile woolgrower
receives for his commodity.

Senator S.ooT. Loaded on the car?
Mr. F.wNcErr. Yes; f. o. b. cars.
Senator JoNEs. Your prices here are based on the grease value per

pound?
Mr. FAWCET. Yes. sir; they are based on the grease value per

pound and also the clean-content basis on the shrinkage.
Senator GOODINo. The grower pays for the scouring of the wool.

The wool is bought on the scoured basis. He pays the freight and
also pays the commission and pays the scouring.

Senator S.Nto T. 'flie grower (hoes not pay the scouring?
Senator Goonixo. I think that is figured in the purchase when a

man buys wool in the West.
Senator S 1ooT. Not the commission men; I do not know what

they figure it out.
Senator McC.iimER. At any rate. it pays it indirectly?
Mr. F.%wctrr. He pays it inlirectly.
Senator Joxrs. Ihe 11h1s prices here'of scoured wool.
Senator SMOOT. TIhat is on the bfsis of the shrinkage?
Mr. lKAwcE-r. We have here another table that I want to call to

your attention, and we will not delay longer.
(Tile table presented to the committee by Mr. Fawcett is on file

with the clerk of tile committee.)
We have here the inliher of sheep in the United States. We have

the cost of imported wools, and we also have tile cost of imported
nmanufacttred goods in dollars, and it will be seen that in the last 30
vears that tile value of imported manufactured goo(ls is not equal to
ile cost of the importations of grease wool.

The point I am getting at is tiat we woolgrowers have been sub-
jected all these years to foreign competition of a more damaging
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character than has the manufacturer. And even with the enhanced
value of the wool in the manufactured article, the value of imported
manufactured articles have not equaled that of imported wool, which
has been as high as $260,000,000 in one year.

Also I wish to call to your attention the number of sheep as relating
to the protection on wool.

It will be seen that in 1894 to 1897, the period of unrestricted trade
in wool, the number of sheep in the United States decreased 1,000,000
head annually, and the amount of wool decreased in that same period
approximately 6.000,000 pounds. We will not delay longer on that
table.
In conclusion. I want to say. Senators, that we are pursuing a

cou e which, without relief, will necessitate our standard of living
and the value of our lands being lowered to that of our foreign com-
petitors. We think the industry is worth saving, and that is what we
are asking you for-protection to justify the development of our in-
dustry, and" the American Farm Bureau* Federation is asking for the
enactment. of the 33 cents per clean-pound duty, which we think is
not an unjust protection.

Tlie CIArlAMAN. Mr. Fawcett, the committee ie greatly impressed
with the importance of the industry and are glad to do all they can
to promote its prosperity.

If you have a brief, it may be inserted in the record.

BRIEF OF 0. F. FAWOETT, REPRESENTING THE AMERIOAN FARM BUREAU
FEDERATION.

lIi conslileri ni tle i eiiiianiiit tin lff on woo'l n1 II -trpLesoit"Itive of the
Americon iarin Iuivan Federation, n broad view of the ul)ject iumst he
tuken, for tier olnly does our orglalno.ntIn rejpreselt the woolgrowers of our
(ountry. who prodilce 10 per r(ent of our (vnnosmptlou of wool, lilt id1-o the
largest Inillvhlial gropiil of consumers of woolen proilducts lii our" country,
viz, the agrlcilliral I p hiltioim. lueiilnher.iilph consists. of alproxinately
one ntid a llni:r Iilihnot Inldviual aLrircltiural producers enliraci og iirgzti| •

zati,,n, in every state lin the union. Of this nmiher approximately 1 in 10
viroiltce wool, lit all are 'oli.-lhniers of wool. Therefore, any jn.:t and Intel-
ligent consfileralhion (f i (, wool tariff from the stindl)olnt of lie .Ainerhan
Farm Bureau l"ede'ration must lip jimade with the Interests oif hoth the Iiro-
flueer i(1 the eovsianvr lIt ViNew.

OUI PA(O: IN WOR.D.S CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION.

As a haqis for consideration it may be stated that we, as a nation, consume
ahout onp-fiflh of the wvorl's sUlillhy Of wool blut drolu.e only one-tenth,
ond the spread Is even greater as our iopulation increases. Our production
of wool sauhld Increase ii. do-oestle consumption increase. but statistics
show that our domestic production has been steadily doereasing at the rate of
nbout 1,200.000 pounds annually for the last 10 years. our wool production in
1910 being 321,302.7-0, and lin 1920, 308,507.000. whIle our loumintion hag
iereased over 13,0(').00, or 14.9 pcr cent. Yet our consuimption Is uilfoimly
maintained nt niiout 61 joumls lo'r riapllti, whihh ccoulits for the constatitly
Increasing volume of inporteil wools. In 1910. 44.7 per cent of our domestic
consumption was lniportt9l, while In the year 1920 we Imported 55.9 per cent
of our domestic needs. Thus It will be sqcen tiint instead of our proluction of
wool keeping pace with doliestle cnsuimiption It I lnot Veven boing rnvintlied
at par. The- sheep and wool nluvtry of the Uinited State.s is swiftly putrsulIng
a course which, if followed to Its natural conclus lon, will mean that our
lJ(hil, will he (.Oiliollel to rely oln foreign proIht|io far in execss Elf 400,000,0K0
ponjtls rf wool annually, also a large per cent of our supply of nttton, nnl our
hill will he around $100.000.000 annuoilv to our foreign competitors.
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18 W0oA)ROW No INDUSTRY WOBT11 SAVINO?

The proposition resolves itself Into) the question us to whether or not the
Industry Is going to be maintained in thf United States. It has been sail
that If foreign competition can not be met by our domestic woolgrowers we
should depend upon foreign counties for the principal part of our wool supply
and our land should be devot.4l to other lines of production. To-day the
same thig applies to a:1nufa-tu'rers 4of wool ats well its practically all other
commolities, and we take It that the differentce in the cost of production of
manufactured articles at ioc';e anti abroad Is as gre rt or even greater tiaI the
cost of production of foreign anid domestic wools; therefore, the question might
also arise, is our manufacturing Industry worth saving?: If ,me Industry is
worth protecting, so Is th(, other, and the faillincy fif such ai ti argument of allow-
ing home industries to e destroyed by foreign competition Is apparent to till.
It was very evident In April, 1017, the late upon which we entered the World
War, that we were altogether too dependent upon foreign cipuntre.s for mr
supply of raw material, thus the cutting off of our foreign sUilidy ilevelcpld
all acute shortage of wool that caused the (ioverncmient. to coinmaaleer the
domestic clip and caused 'eyton C. March, Chief of Staff of the United States
Army, to make the followhig assertion, which was given wle publicity In the
public press, " We mu4t connandeer, and have donte so, all of the wool of the
United States, and have taken the wool of Argentine. We are going to put the
whole eliilian population on shoddy for the next year." When I he sito'-togo
of wool nt that tie tecame evident, a call was Issued by the governmentt for
Increased production of wool to meet the (overnilent and civillin n-quire-
meats. The result was all Increase of 31,746,0(X) pounds In two years, from
1917 to 1910. which Illustrates in n small way at least the ju~ssibilitles of in-
creasiig production in this line if the proper eiwouriagement wvre constant.

At the (lose of the war tremendon v-ohuines of wools were dumped on our
markets by foreign ,onipetitors free of duty. Tie (overnment found itself in
posses-Ion of apptroxiatcly 450.000.000 pounds that were ac'uiinlatei (luring
the wnr perfl. which of iecessIty had to be disposed of In tle doicestle 11r-
kets. DlrinIg ill this period from 1913 to May 27, 1921, our manufacturers
were protected by a 35 her ent ad valorem duty, while we by law were con-
pelled to market our commodity on tin oen market in competition with the
cheaply produced foreign wools and buy the manufactured Article in n protected
one. Thus It will be seen that conditions changed from an acute shortage
developed1 during the period of war to the greatest surplus of wool our country
has ever known. All of thi.q happened i a short period of 18 months. This
condition was brought about by unrestricted foreign competition, for as soon as
transporttthtu facilities were restored with foreign countries, following the
war, wool manufacturers satisfied their cteds from foreign wool to almost tile
total nlegic-t of the domestic wool clip of 1020. We maintain that no Industry
ciln continue to thrive and develop with scich fluctuating conditions and niar-
kets. Tle danger of being deplendent upon ftirelgn production for the larger
per cenj of our own consumption of such a unnecessary commodity as wool has
been thoroughly demonstrated. When the fact Is known that our production is
rapidly decreasing ind our consutption increasing at an equally rapld rate it
Is not difileult to understand how the constiner Is vitally Interested In seeing
tie wool Industry developed in this country and why he is willing to submit to
such additional cost on foreign production caused by reason of the wool tarify
ns is necessary to iacintain and develop the domestic Industry.

NDUSTRY CAN NOT TIHRiVF 0- 1-ON Arr xn r..vD .%.g i ONLY IRUENUE.

It is conclusively pro-t-in that the sheep lIciustry can not continue to thrlv.
solely from mutton as revenue. The Tariff Comnisslson, In Its r cent report,
ciikes the statement, referring to the gain in the number of sheep In the
United States during the war period. that "recent galns tit nimtber of sheep
east of the ]or-ky 3Moulntiis were entirely the result of high wool prices and
other favorable ftwtors, but these gains appear to have ieei lost as the il-csnlt
of the unprofitable season of 1920." Indeed they lave all been lost, ancd much
coore. as Is Indkated by the Ilqublatlon that Is now taking place. In the seaso-n
of 1920 the minaber oif sheep marketed at 10 of our principal marketing centers
was 35 per cent greater than the liliher market,-l lit 1916 or ii norn.al years,
anid fi the first six months of 1921 the number of sheep arriving at itne of
the principal live stock markets was 1.397,"-14 greater than the first six iontlis
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of 1020. A recent survey by the Illinois Agricultural Association of the
number of sheep in Illinois shows a decrease in that State of 40 per cent from
number carried in 1920. The sheep is a dual-purpose animal. The income
from the sheep is divided, according to the late report of the Tariff Commisslon,
Into 52 per cent for lambs and 48 per cent for wool. Therefore it Is plainly
evident that the sheep industry can not profit when either the revenue from
the sale of mutton or for the iamb Is cut off.

RELATION OF PROTECTIVE TARIFF TO INDUSTRY.

An examination of the periods In which we were supposed to have had a
protection on wool reveals a very close relationship between protection on
wool and the number of sheep being raised iln the United States. In 1894, as
you will see by the chart before you, at the beginning of four years of free-
trade administration the number of sheep in the United States was approxi-
mately 42,000,000, and at the close of the administration the number was
38,000,000. This decrease of 1,000,000 per year took place In a period when
the western country was developing at a rapid rate, and there were great
possibilities for developing the industry If the proper incentive and revenue
derived therefrom bad been apparent. From 1897 to 1003, the period in which
the Payne-Aldrich bill was in force, the number of sheep in the United States
increased from 38,000,000 to 62,000,000, which demonstrates the possibility
of Increasing our wool production In the United States if the woolgrowers were
assured of any degree of stability in the wool trade.

The tariff, as applied to wool, hires been a hit and miss proposition for 50
years; has been a political football and used for political capital. The wool-
grower has had a market for his commodity one year and the next year the
market Is practically wiped out by excessive importations of wool. This was
Illustrated In the seasons of 1019 and 1920, In which time the price of wool
decreased In six months from 75 cents a pound on half-blood wools to 25
cents for the same grade of wools.

No Industry can develop any degree of permanancy while subjected to such
violent fluctuations in the market for Its prolucs.

IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING INDUSTRY FROM AGRIICULTURAT STANDPOINT.

The Importance of inalntahng the sheep industry in the United States, from
an agricultural viewpoint, can not be overestimated. Vast areas In the West
are imrticularly suitable to the grazing of sheep nnil wlll never be adapted
for any other purpose. In the corn belt It Is estimated that sheep are kept on
I farm in 10. and that the number of sheep in this territory could be it-
creaseil 150 per cent without seriously misplacing other lines of live stock.
Thls Is borne out by a statement following a survey recently made by the De-
partment of Agriculture. The sheep rank first of all live stock as soil builders,
and in the corn belt each year untold tonnage of roughage goes to waste that
could profitably be converted Into wool and mutton and w(uld be If farmers
were assured of a stable market for the product. It seems to be a well-laid
plan of nature for the western range States to produce feeding lambs aind
feeding cattle to consume our grain raised in the corn belt. We, in the corn
belt, depend upon the West for 0-5 per cent of our feeding lambs and about 40
to 45 per cent of our feeding cattle. Whencer our source or supply of feeders
is destroyed, the means of marketing 80 per cent of ou- grants of the corn belt
in the form of live stock Is also destroyed. It is very evident, therefore, that
maintaining a wool market in the United States is far-reaching in Its effect.
as sheep can not be grown profitahly for mutton alone. The destruction of the
wool market will greatly reduce the number of sheep raised in the United
States, which will automatically cit off our slipily of feeder lambs, at-d we
will depend to a greater (,xtiit ulill the forelgrm countries for it wool pro-
duction and, if carried to a logical conclusion, will also be dependent upon for-
eign production for a large portion of our imutton and iamb.

COMPAIIATI\ COST OF HINNIN; SIIE:Ki.

The Bureau of Markets has recently stated the vwit of rinuimig sleep for
oike year in Australia, which is the greatest wo il-pjruhilng country, to Ioe
.11,ollt . per iie: d. wilille our Jt'iff ('owliIsl ii. tli It-& recent relport, Innl

,1527--22-scr 11- 11
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stated the cost of running In the years of 1018 and 1910 in the Uniited States
to be around $8.50, and the cost of production of wool, on a basis of 52 per
cent of the revenue derived from breeding ewes for lambs and 48 per cent for
the wool, to be about 45 cents per pound, and for the same years in the fleece-
wool States Investigations by the extension departments of the agricultural col-
leges of Indiana and Illinois show the cost of running ewes in the fleece-wool
section to be a trifle higher than In the West. While the cost of running sheep
is now being greatly reduced In the West, as well as in the fleece-wool States,
a reduction In cost to that of our foreign competitor Is Impossible and always
will be Impossible, for his costs are decreasing at the same rate as ours; and it
Is likewise Impossible for the manufacturer of our commodity to compete with
foreign manufacturers, who employ labor at about one-fifth of the domestic
wage.

RESULT WITHOUT RELIEF.

One of two things Is evident: If unrestricted trade In the w6ol business con-
tinues, we, as wool and mutton growers, will be forced out of business or our
standard of living and values of our property will be reduced to that of our
foreign competitors, Therefore It is necessary, in view of the Interests of the
wool producer, manufacturer, and consumer, that we have adequate protec-
tion for both raw wool and for the manufactures of raw wool In order that our
Industries may be maintained and home consumption supplied. Therefore, on
this basis, leavirg It to the Interests of all concerned, we are asking for a
tariff, not equaling a difference In cost of production of foreign and domestic
wool, for such a tariff suffielent to cover this valuation !n cost would result
in a burden upon the consuming public, but we are asking for a conservative
tariff such as will afford the woolgrowers some assurance of pernianency in
market conditions and justify development such as will meet the needs of our
ever-inereasing consumption. We believe it is to the Interest of the consuming
public that such a prote(liol be given the woolgrowers, and we believe they are
willing that we should have It. However, it Is- unjust that either the wool-
grower or the manufacturer of wool be allowed protection and to profit at the
expense of the other.

AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS ONLY OUTl.T 5OR1 DOMESTIC WOOL.

We are not unmindful of the necessity for protection for wool manufac-
turers. who afford our only market for domestic wool. Without them as a
market protection would be of no value to us. hut the reverse Is not true.
Unfortunately for the woolgrower and exceedingly dangerous for the con-
sumer, tie manufacturer could exist on a free-trade basis without a pound of
wool grown in tile United States; and by their actions in the season of 1920,
when they consistently refused to buy domestic wools, even though they were
offered at a price at which foreign wools of similar grade, shrinkage, and
character could be purchased, it appears they have little Interest In the
domestic woolgrowing Industry; and whenever our tariff laws are such that
one Industry is allowed to profit at the expense of another, which has been the
case with the manufacturer and woolgrower, a dangerous condition Is devel-
oping, nd ju t such relations as have been developed In this connection are
what is causing o much unrest and dissatisfaction with governmental affairs.
it is generally conceded that every wool tariff that has been written for the
last 5,0 years has beeui discriminatory against tile woolgrower In Its nature,
and by clever phrasing has misled the woolgrower and the consuming public as
lo the actual protection the woolgrower was receiving nnd the aclual portion
of the increased retail prIce, caused by' duties, that were allowed the manu-
factu rer.

EFFECT OF PAYNE-ATDRICiH BIL..

The notorious Payne-Aldrich bill provilde for 11 cents per grease pound on
class 1 wools presented in originmi state. Vpon this basis It was estimated
that 4 pound of grease wool, shrinking G6O per cent, would be required in the
manufaclure of 1 pound of cloth, and the manufacturer's compensatory duty,
which Is a duty compensating him for the additional cost of his raw material
caused by the dulty on wools, would be adj!ited accordingly. Therefore, on
the basis of 11 cents per grease-pound duty and tin estimated shrinkage of GOJ
per cent. the manufacturer's compensatory duty was placed at 44 cents
per pound of cloth. Time "Joker" to the %%oolgrower in this tariff was intro-
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duced In the clause providing that skirted wools, as Imported in 1890 and prior
thereto, are hereby excepted. The skirting process consists of segregating from
the fleece, as It is shorn from the sheep, certain portions, such as neck and belly
wool, that represent the portion shrinking the greatest. Fleece thus altered
contains only the longest staple and lightest shrinking woo). By the skirting
process, which was practiced practically on all wools exported to America
under this tariff, the average shrinkage was reduced from 661 to 48 per
cent, as reported on page 18 of the Tariff Commission's report on the
woolgrowlng Industry. Thus it will be seen that the manufacturer, Instead
of securing 331 pounds of clean wood from 100 pounds of grease wool, at a
cost of $11 through the skirting process, was able to secure 52 pounds of clean
wool out of the 100 pounds of grease wool, at a cost of $11. Therefore, as a
result of this skirting process the manufacturer's clean wool cost him 21 cents
per clean pound Instead of 33 cents, which reduced the protection to the average
domestic woolgrower from 11 cents, which was the duty named In the law, to
7 cent.s. The first Injustice of this proposition Is found, however, In the fact
that the domestic wool market Is never Increased the full amount of the duty
levied, yet we find the manufacturer Is allowed as a compensatory duty, which
Is only for the purpose of compensating him for the additional cost of his raw
material caused by the protection to the woolgrower, the fill amount of the
duty named, 11 cents. The market was not Increased to the domestic grower
11 cents, neither was his protection allowed to stand at 11 cents.

This Is the first of the Injustices to the woolgrower. Inasmuch as the skirtIng
clause reduced the average protection to the domestic grower to 7 instead of
11 cents, the manufacturer's tiue compensatory duty should have been, under
the i'ayne-Ahlrlch bill, on the basis of 4 pounds of grease wool making I pound
of cloth, four times 7. or 28 cents, instead of four times 11, or 44 cents.
In this way it will be seen that the manufacturer was allowed a protection of
about 16 cents per pound of cloth more than the additional cost of his raw*
material caused by the duty on grease wools. Therefore, his compensatory
protection Is 36 per cent greater than it ought to be. Again, under the Payne-
Aldrich hill, the manufacturer was allowed a 55 per cent ad valorem duty pro-
tection on the full value of a yard of cloth. It is shown by the tariff commission
of 1010, In their publication as to the relative cost of the various steps In the
Ilanufacture of a choice worsted suit of clothes from the raw material to the
finished product, that the manufacturer's selling price of the 81 yards of cloth
required was $6.07. That the cost of manufacturing the cloth was 00 per cent
of the sale value, or $3.62, and the cost of the raw material entering therein was
$2.45, or 40 per cent of the total cost. By law the manufacturer was allowed a
protective duty of 55 per cent nd valorem of the selling price, or 55 per cent
of $6.07, the total cost, or $3.33. As a matter of fact, the manufacturer .In
the compensatory duty has been more than compensated for the additional cost
of thin raw material caused by the tariff on grease wool; therefore, as protection
lgailIst the foreign manufacturer of his commodity, he is entitled to protection

oil only tile cost of manufacturing, which In this case Is 60 per cent, or $3.62;
yet the law allows him 55 per cent of the total cost, Including the cost of the raw
material on ,vhih he has been more than compensated; hence, the manufac-
tirer's protection of $3.33 is 92 per cent of the total manufacturing cost of
$3.62; so, Instead of thu manufacturer enjoying a protective duty of 55 per
cent, hmTs protection against foreign manufactured goods has been raised to 92
per cent.

Tis would apply if the finished article was made of all wool, but as a matter
of fact a great majority of the domestic manufactured cloth contains a high
pircentige of shoddy. The law makes no distinction. We find that in the year
1917. according to the Federal Trade Commission's late report upcn the Investi-
gation of the woolen-rag Industry, tie amount of wool substitute manufactured
in the United States was 184,000,000 poumids, which Is more pounds than there
were pounds of scoured virgin wool produced In the United States that year.
Statistics show that very little wool shoddy Is exported, therefore It must be
used In the manufacture of goods in the United States or the industry would
not show such tremendous development as has taken place in the last few years.
By law tile inanufactlurer is allowed a duty of 92 per cent of manufacturing
co. ts In addition to a compensatory duty of 30 per cent greater than the pro-
tectlen afforded the woolgrower4 by the sain' ineasure, 11s has Just been illus-
trated, and it case the clolh nlnifmrllred contained a high ps'rcentage eo'
shoIdy which was lallufactured li tie ml ited States, and probably In their
owi mill mid has never been subjected to) it tariff oi the raw material, his duty

I = " - I I
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would be greatly Increased In addition to the high percentage named. Thus It
will be found that the manufacturer's protection has been multiplied, while the
protection to the woolgrower has been reduced to the vanishing point by clever
phraseology.

TAIFF OF 1013.

In the Underwood tariff, effective in 1009 to 1013, we find the apparent dis-
crimination open and above aboard, the manufacturer being allowed a 35 per
cent compensatory duty upon his products and the woolgrower compelled by law
to market his commodity on an open market and purchase the manufactured
articles In a protected one. This Is gross discrimination against the producer
which is unjustifiable, for the wool is the woolgrower's finished product nnd
the cloth Is the ninuufacturer's finished product, and allowing one Industry to
profit at the expense of another is not charactrlstle of a true republican form
of government.

FOHDNEY BILL

Now comes the Fordney bill, with no effort to conceal an apparent flagrant
Injustice to the woolgrower. This bill provides for a duty of 25 cents per
pound of clean content, and the nmufacturer's compensatory duty is based
thereon, but the usual joker for the woolgrower is introduced and his protec-
tion denied him, this time In the form of a 35 per cent ad valorem duty lhnlta-
tion, which In Its effect is Illustrated comprehensively In the table now before
you. Upon 35 per cent of the domestic wool production in the United States
the protection will be limited by the 35 per cent ad valorem duty and therefore
will be reduced to about 6 to 7 cents per grease pound, while the manufac.
turer's duty is allowed to pyramid, as In former tariffs, and reaches any place
from 55 to 175 per cent ad valorem duty. The sixth illustration In the table
that Is before you, the average quarter-blood wool and similar medium grades
shrinking 40 per cent, with a value on to-day's market of 21 cents per pound
in the grease or 39 cents clean, would provide a grease duty on the basis of 25
cents per clean pound of 131 cents, yet limited by the 35 per cent ad valorem
of its market value, which Is 21 cents in the grease or 3 Oeents clean, the grease-
pound protection to the woolgrower is decreased from 131 cents per pound to
7.3 cents. Likewise It will be seen that on the "low-quarter" combing grade
protection will be reduced from 121 cents per pound, as would be provided on
the 25 cents per clean-pound duty to 7 cents under the 35 per cent ad valloreil
limitation clause, yet the manufacturer's compensatory duty Is based on the
full 25 cents per cleau-pondI duty. Such discrimination Is hard to under.
stand. It can only be explained in two ways, either through Ignorance of its
effect.upon the actual protection to the woolgrower in its application or :.in
Intent to provide the manufacturer with a high protective tariff and reduce the
protection to the domestic woolgrower to a minimum. We woolgrowers prefer
to think It was the former.

Apparently there Is a desire upon the part of authors of various tariff pro-
visions tv :onceal the actual protection afforded the manufacturer of woolens
and havc lie consuming public think the major portion of the high retail
.al-es Is flue to tariff on and the cost of the raw material. The Tariff Coal-

mission of 1010 traces the cost o the various steps of nranufacture from raw
wool to finished product of a cholco worsted suit of clothes. It was found
that 9.7 pounds of wool were required to manufacture 3.0 yards of cloth, which
is required for an average size suit of clothes. As previously explained, the
woolgrower's protection, by reason of tde light-shrinking foreign wools, was
reduced from 11 to 7 cents per pound;'thus it will be seen that the woolgrower
enjoyed a protection upon the 0.7 pounds of wool entering into this suit of
clothes at the rate of 7 cents per pound, or 67 cents. On this ratio, under
the Payne-Aldrich bill, of 4 pounds of grease wool to I pound of cloth, the
cloth for a suit of clothes would contain 2.4 pounds. The law provided a com-
pensatory duty of 44 cents per pound of cloth, or 95 cents. It further provided
for a protective duty of 55 per cent of the total cost of the cloth, $6.07, which
is $333. This added to the compensatory duty of 05 cents would mean a total
duty allowed the manufacturer of $4.28. Thus it will be seen that the part
of the additional retail price of the finished suit of clothes which the pro.
section afforded the woolgrower is responsible for Is represented by 67 cents
anti the portion for which protection afforded the manufacturer Is responsible
for Is $4.28, if retail price Is raised by full amount of protection allowed
manufacturer. In tihe Underwood bill no attempt was made to conceal respon-
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siblilty for additional cost of manufactured articles caused by the tariff,
and now comes the Fordney bill with, apparently, another attempt to deceive
not only the consuming public but the woolgrowers themselves, and strikes a
death blow to the domestic wool industry. We do not propose that the wool.
growers, nor the consuming public at large, shall be deceived as to the actual
effect of the wool tariff provided in the Fordney bill upon the retail values and
upon the woolgrowing industry of the United States.

If it is the disposition and desire of this body to give the woolgrower, whose
cost of production is probably twice as great as in foreign countries, a protec-
tion of only 5, 6, or 7 cents, and allow the manufacturer a protection of 50
to 200 per cent ad valorem, It should be made plain. An ad valorern duty as
Is sought by one powerful group, according to both the Tariff Commission of
1010 and tie present Tariff Commission, is not feasible as It is applied to duty
on wool, as it gives protection when needed least. In the present situation,
when the melium wools, wh!ch constitute 05 per cent of our domestic production,
tire it little demand and the price very low an ad valorem duty would be en.
tirely inadequate. Two years ago, when miedlum wcols were 300 per cent higher
than at the present time, an ad valorem duty of the Pame rate would represent
excessive protection. A specific duty of so much per grease pound is unjust,
as It represents a relatively high duty on the heavier-shrinking wools and a
low duty on low-shrinking wools. To Illustrate, a specific duty of 12 cents a
pound would simply mean a duty of 17 cents per clean-pound content on wools
shrinking 30 per cent, while on wools shrinking 70 per cent would mean a duty
of 40 cents per clean-lound content. Therefore, it will be seen that a specific
duty in the grease represents a relatively higher tariff on the heavy-shrinking
wools.

CONCLUSION.

Two governmental agencies haive been appointed to nke a thorough investi-
gation of the woolgrowing Industry, of comparative costs of foreign and domestic
production and proper basis for applying duties. The Government has created
these agencies at a higli cost, and both the Tariff Commission of 1910 and the
present Tariff Commission have recommended that duties upon raw wool he
levied on the clean-content basis. Therefore, the woolgrowers are accepting
the recommendations of your agencies, made after an extensive and thorough
Investigation, the wgislom of which is unquestionable, for the clean content Is
the basis upon which all grease-wool transactions are made and Is the brpsai for
determining valuation. go the logical conclusion would be that It is the lToper
basis upon which to levy a tariff and a basis which would be fair to both the
producer, lillnlmrmmtnrer. ond consumer. Therefore, the woolgrowerg are ask-
ing for it si iwflc duty of 33 cents per clean-pound content, and iny compensatory
granted to the manufacturers should be based on the actual protection given
the woolgrower. We nsk for a conservative law thut will justify the develop.
nient of the sheep and woolgrowlng Industry of the United States as well as
tile manufacturing hluslIry and one that the consimier will he willing to pay
as necessary to insure a constant supply.

STATEMENT OF HUGH SPROAT, BOISE, IDAHO, REPRESENTING
THE IDAHO STATE WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. SPIROAT. I reside at Boise, Idaho.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupation, Mr. Sproat?
Mr. SPROAT. I am a woolgrower.
The CHAIRIMAN. Do you represent any organization?
Mr. SPROAT. I represent the Idaho Wool Growers' AXsociation.
The CHAIRtMAN. Lease state to the committee your views concern-

ing these questions which the committee has been considering.
Mr. SPROAT. Before stating my views regarding the proposed

changes or what we hope will be changes in the Fordney tariff hill,
I would like to thank the members of the Committee on Finance,
and also the Members of the Senate, for tile action taken yesterday
on the emergency tariff. It will mean a stiffening of the'backs of
my people in Idaho to-day when they get that information. and I
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hope it will go through and be approved by the House as the Senate
has passed it.

I am going to disagree with many of the Members and also with
the Senator from Idaho as to the amount of duty that they think
we should have when they ask for 33 cents per pound on the scoured
basis, I do not know a great deal about the manufacturing end of
the business; in fact, I practically know nothing about it, excepting
perhaps what I learned the few times I have been through the mills
and seen the manufacturing operations. I visited a large worsted
mill at the end of last week and saw the cloth as it was going out
from that mill. We saw some very fine serge worsteds, better serge
than we usually get in clothes in our part of the country. The price
they told me was $2.75 a yard. There are approximately 3 yards,
perhaps a little more, in the average suit of clothes.

Senator SmooT. Oh) yes; 3k yards.
Mr. SPROAT. Well, 3j yards. Figuring $2.75 per yard, there is

not quite $10 worth of cloth in the average suit of clothes after the
manufacturer has gotten through with it. The wool grower has pro-
duced the wool, the railroads have hauled it the dealer has taken
his profit out of it, the manufacturer through all its processes has
got that wool to a place where it is ready to be made into a suit of
clothes, and the price is less than $10.

Senator McCumuinR. That is for the cloth ulone?
Mr. SPRoAT. For the cloth alone.
Senator GooDJNo. And it is all wool.
Senator MCCUMIIER. I mean it does not include the linings?
Mr. SPROAT. No; it does not. But when we come to buy suits of

that material we will be asked-even to-day with the reduction in
prices--from $80 to $100 by the tailor for that class of goods. It
was an exceptionally good piece of material.

I thin! that perhaps the woolgrowers in asking for 33 cents it
scoured round are low in their estimates. My opinion is that it
ought tobe around 45 cents. I do not anticipate we will get it but at
45 cents a scoured pound the duty on the wool contained in the best
suit of clothes wolil not be 1ilch more than $1.50 And $1.50 Oil
a $90 or $100 suit of clothes is not a great deal.

My reasons for asking for higher protection than under former
tariffs is this: That our overhead has increased so enormously in the
pa t three or four years. Wthen I went to Idaho, 23 years ago, our
sitelli of r'inuiiiug sheep was this: We had a ranch ini the foothills

growing two or three Ilniied tons of hay, with i good deal of sll-
ri'unlldii.g range. That ranch was e tremiely vallia le. frolU tile filet
that dutriing the winter, in case of eit avy stolen with deep ,low,
we coul trail the sheep into the rinch for'a few days and feed hay;
and we could run from 5,000 to 7,500 head of sheep around those
ranches.

With the land legislation such as we have been getting in the past
few years, providing for 320 and 6140 acre, homesteads, that range is
practically gone. I have two such ranches, and they are almost
valueless now, so far as winter range for sheep is concerned. We
have changed our system entirely. The 640-acre homestead has prac.
tically completed the destruction of our lambing ranges. We were
dependent on the foothills for lambing in the springtime. We have
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now been compelled to drop back to February lambing in southern
Idaho and to fambing in the shedq, under a good deal more expense
for feed than it used to be when we wintered through on a little hay,
perhaps a little corn, and used the outside range. That range is gone,
and now it is a f -ding proposition, heavy feeding, too, because to
get the lambs and keep them in good condition we must never lose
what is known as the milk fat; we must keep the ewes in good shape
in order to keep the lambs coming right along, which makes a good
deal more expense and at the same time makes it necessary for us
to own hay ranches.

A few years ago, when hay was around $15 to $20 a ton, we always
had to pay more on the ranch where our lambing sheds were located-
and during the good times-what we called our "good times," when
our paper profits appeared to be considerable--we invested in con-
siderable high-priced- lands, besides investing in range lands. This
high-priced land to-day, with the taxes and everything else on it, has
produced an overhead that is hard to get away from.

Our freight rates, too, have ipcreased. We used to pay on wool
$1.98 from Boise to Boston; our freight rate now is $3.40j. Our
commission charges, as Mr. Campbell stated yesterday, are 2j cents a
pound. Take an 8-pound fleece at $3.401 a hundred freight, and you
have approximately 28 cents railroad charges; and 21 cents per pound
commission makes 20 cents per fleece. There ir 48 cents gone off the
price of that fleece.

The past year our.coarso wool sold for around 12 or 13 cents per
pound in Boston. An average fleece weigh, 8 pounds. With 48
ceiits of that gote, you might say there was 50 per t et. of the 90
cents that we get gone to railroads and commissions. Ou other
charges are, very much ilcreasel. Otir State land leases have gone
up. I would like to say, however, that we are getting some reduction
in that now. Idaho has reduced the State charges from 10 to 7 cents
an acre for the State leases.

I do not think that other countries have had their expenses in-
creased to the same extent we have. Our information is to that effect.

Senator GOODINO. The forest-reserve charges have been increased,
tooI

ri. SPROAT. Yes; considerably.
Senator GOODINO. One hundred per cent, is it not, increase in fees

for grazing?
Mr. SPROAT. Yes; about a hundred per cent.
A Boston importer told me the other day that they were laying

wools down in foston from Sidney at around 2 cents a pound, figur-
ing freight at $2.75 and exchange approximately 80 per cent. From
the Argentine the rate is 35 cents a hundred pounds. By reason of
the excess shipping that is now available, wool can be brought from
there or even from Australia at a very much less price than we must
pay to ship it from our western ranges.

Another reason I am asking for 45 cents, scottred duty is to allow
profit on operation. I think it was Mr. McClure who made the state-
ment yesterday that the winter of 1919 or 1920 had put the sheep
business into a state of indebtedness, one might say, and we I*ad never
had a chance to get out from under. I know that my wool wa.s just
off the sheep in May, 1920, when the orders went out to the buyers to
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come in. The Boston dealers were off the market. We never had a
chance to sell that wool. It was sent down on commission, and so far
I have had no information of that wool having been sold.

If I might at the same time, Mr. Chairman and Senators, speak of
the mutton end of the situation-.

Senator GooDINo (interposing). Mr. Sproat, will you explain to
the committee a little more in detail about how not only next year's
clip but the three clips of wool in some cases are, part of them, in the
hands of the commission men in Boston I Is not that the condition
that still exists?

Mr. SPROAT. There is a part of my 1919 clip still in the warehouse.
We fed some sheep that year-mostly coarse lambs. We could not
get an offer on that coarse wool in 1919. I sold the balance of the
clip, as it contained a good deal of fine wool and there was more
demand for the fine wol. Our 1921 clip, I understand, is sold,
although we have not yet had the returns.

Regarding lambs in 1920, when our wool market fell down, our
lamb crop was also much smaller titan the average. The spring was
bad, and we were much later turning out than usual. Our lambs
never were average in regard to weight or numbers. We expected,
by reason of the shortage in numbers, to get good rices, but at that
time the New Zealand lambs began to come in. The price slumped
from around 18 or 19 cents per pound to 13 or 14 cents, which to.
day would look like a good price, compared with what we have been
having this year. As the expense we had incurred in raising that
crop of lambs was extremely high, we had nothing to show on the
credit side at all. We had not begun to take up our indebtedness.

Under that same head of allowing profit in operation, it is not
generally khown that, especially in our early lamb producing dis-
tricts, the age of the ewes is reaching a point where within two or
three years we have got to have practically a total replacement. I
have seen bands of sheep on the range that at this day, under present
conditions, I would not care to own if they were given to me. The
ages of the ewes in those bands must reach from 7 to 8 years.

Our coarse ewes-the ewes that we raise our early lambs from-are
not considered to pay their way much longer "than seven years.
There aie very few flocks in the State of Idaho that have held their
ages. I mean by that putting in enough young sheep every year to
take the place of the older ewes as they drop off.

This year we have kept back a fair quantity of ewe lambs. Last
year and the year before we were virtually unable to do that. We
are short almost three years ih young sheep. There has not been
enough ewe lambs kept this year'to make good the loss we will sus-
tain this winter. Our losses, instead of running 8 or 10 per cent,
which would be an average loss in average times, are now running
from 20 to 25 per cent by reason of the age of the flocks.

Another reason for asking for a high tariff is to allow the growers
to reduce their indebtedness. The business has always been largely
a credit business. I might say it is now a discredit business. We
have an enormous indebtedness. I venture to say that every ewe
in the State of Idaho is carrying an indebtedness of around $10.
The business will have to be profitable, gentlemen, to allow the
growers to work out in the short time some of us have to work out.
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If our flocks were young or if we could get replacements for them
we might be in a better condition. As it is, we have only got a few
years with such florka as we have to work out, and we need a con-
siderable profit to enable us to keep our ewe lambs so as to get our
business back again to normal.

Another reason is the encouragement of production. This com-
mittee does not need any information on this subject regarding the
increase of production. We are importing a very considerable per-
centage of our wools.

Senator McCuwiBER. As the committee is not all of them ac-
quainted with the sheep-raising industry, you might insert there at
what age the ewes as a rule cease to bear.

Mr. SPROAT. We do not think that after a ewe has passed 7 or 8
years she is of much value for breeding purposes. If we had grass
lands or irrigated lands where we could keep them under fence, they
might be valuable for a year or two more. But on the range, espe-
cial ly in dry years, where they have to rustle for their feed, as we
say, a ewe after 9 or 10 years is of no value for breeding purposes.

Senator JoNEs. Explain that to us. Explain the reason for that.
What about their ability to graze? What condition do their teeth
usually get in as aige comes on?

Mr SPROAT. In England or Scotland, where I am fairly well ac-
quainted with conditions, the flocks have the grass and fresh feed,
you might say, all the time. If they have not got the green grass
they are fed during the winter time on roots and softer feed, and
ewes last longer than under range conditions.

In the range States, in the spring, during April and May, we
have what is known as the early June grass on the ranges. This is a
small, tender grass, and even old sheep do well on it.

During thi summer time on the forest allotments we have green
weeds, which last perhaps until Augu.st. From that time on the
range drys up; the vegetation that is left dries, and we have to
depend a great deal on the dry grass, which has practically the value
of well-cured hay, by reason ofthe fact that it is never washed out.
We seldom have rains during the summer or fall months. This
grass is hard, and the feed is hard on the sheep's teeth, and we soon
run into what is known as "broken molth" sheep. It does not take
more than 6 or 7 years, in some cases only 5 years, before coarse-wool
sheep begin to break in the mouth, that is, the teeth in front either
break out or get worn down so that they are not valuable to the sheep
for picking off this harder forage in the fall of the year. During the
wintertime, or in the early winter, we go into what is known as the
"(desert." Our feed there is of a variety that we know as shad scale,
which is an exteremely bitter-tasting shrub or brush, one might say,
with sharp spines on it. It, too, is iard on the sheep's teeth. Sheep
on green feed on the farms will last from two to three years longer
without showing broken mouth than sheep on the ranges.

Senator McCUo DEB. That question was particularly directed as to
what time the ewe became nonbearing for the production of young.

Mr. SPROAT. Senator, the-- will produce practically as long as they
can eat.

Senator Smoor. About 10 years would be the limit?
Mr. SPROAT. Ten years would be the limit. -
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Senator Joxw. If they have a broken mouth, as it is called in the
range country, of course they can not feed and keep up their strength
and are not valuable for breeding purposes?

Mr. SPROAT. Ver often in the all the ewes look extra good, and
yet those sheep go down before lambing time with tremendous losses.

hen in heavy pregnant condition they can not carry the lambs.
Senator Goo1o. Mr. Sproat is trying to impress upon the com-

mittee that owing to the condition of the industry i the past two or
three years they have been forced to sell all their ewe lambs in order
to meet indebtedness or running expenses, and for that reason the
industry is in very serious condition; that is, the losses are bound to
be great, and unless some prosperity can be given to the industry it is
going to be pretty nearly destroyed.

Mr. SPoAT. As a woolgrower and representing woolgrowers, we
are only askin for the same treatment that the manufacturer hopes
to get and we think has gotten in tariff legislation during past years.
There is considerable discussion in the papers npwadays regarding the
influx of people from the country to the cities. In my opinion, one
of the reasons for that is the fact that our agricultural industries
have never got the protection that the manufacturing industries
located in the cities have got. Naturally, the trend of the drift would
be toward where the money is. With protection on wool like I am
asking for, it would have a good deal to do toward getting the trend
the other way, and I think that is a point that should be taken into
consideration.

A tariff is needed to stabilize prices. If the House concurs in the
Senate amendments on that emergency tariff it will mean that, even
if the permanent tariff is not passed before our next shearing time,
we are in a position to get a good price for our wool, which is ur-
gently needed. Buyers can not come out to us and say, "Well, the
emergency tariff expires on such and such a date. There may be a
time that we can get a lot of wool in." I believe there is considerable
wool in bond rigbt now, and that would be a drawback to them offer-
ing. prices for our next year's clip.

I would like to say that the statement that Mr. McClure made
yesterday regarding the Boston dealer saying he would give $10,000
if the emergency tariff lapsed for two hours was made to me in
Boston.

There is another phase to this matter that perhaps has not been
brought out at any of those hearings, and that is the immense amount
of land, both on the winter ranges and what is left of our spring
ranges and in our national forests, that is of no value whatever
except for sheep raising.

On my allotment the-" trail,"'as we know it2  oinr to our farthest
back camps, has to cross one exceptionally high point. From that
point we can see mountains for miles in every direction, some of them
late in summer still with the snow under the cliffs. That land by
reason of its inaccessibility is of no value for anything under the sun
except sheep raising. What few mines are there are of low-grade
ores, the transportation-pack horse being the only transportation-
is such that they can not be worked. The timber by reason of the
roughnes, you might say, of the rivers, can not be iumbered-that is,
can not be cut. And they could not run if they had it cut, and there
are no roads in there to reach it. The land is of no value even for
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cattle raising, because the cattle can not get into it. We can take our
sheep where cattle can not go. There are hundreds of square miles
in southern Idaho that would be useless were it not for the sheep
bring their wool and their mutton from off those ranges.

Another matter in regard to the use of those ranges is the pro.
tection from forest fires. There is considerable timber of a kind in all
that country, most of it not merchantable, but it protects the water-
sheds. The r:ver, on the watershed which I happen to graze, irrigates
what is known as the Boise-Payette project, I think the best Govern-
mient irrigation project in the United States to-day. We are getting
great returns from potatoes and fruits of all kinds from that project.

Senator GOODINO. That is under the Arrow Rock Dam?
Mr. SPROAT. Under the Arrow Rock Dam. This water all runs

into Arrow Rock Reservoir. That is the highest dam which
the Reclamation Service has constructed, and I believe it is the high-
est in the world. All the water that runs off that country is used,
except the spring freshets, in irrigation. The people are dependent
on this water, and to let the sheep industry fall down to a point
where the forage was not utilized would mean a great danger in
forest fires. Consequently, in that line alone I think the sheep in-
dustry should be given every encouragement.

After the water has been used for irrigation we have in that
country an immense amount of alfalfa hay. I regret to say that
there is lots of last year's hay left over-about half the crop. With
this year's crop on top of it and a decreased number of live stock to
use it, I do not know what will become of the farmers in the hay-
raising sections. There has been some relief extended to them, but
in my opinion not enough in the way of buying feeder lambs, etc.
Our range sheep can not consume any great quantity of the hay
on those ranches, and some encouragement should be given the busi-
ness to let this hay be used uI

Another matter, perhaps, which means a good deal is the reten-
tion of soil fertility. I can remember-and I think the Senator
from Idaho can remember, too-when we used to have to feed our
sheep out on the roughest land. The farmer would not if he could
possibly help it, let us on the fields with our flocks. Re contended
that it did harm. This is entirely changed. To-day we are given
hay at a less price if we promise to feed it on the lands. A band of
sheep is a eat manure spreader, and we are depending on it greatly
in the truek-gardening regions, where a lot of my ranches are now
located and where potatoes and lettuce are being raised to a great
extent.

I would like, if I may, to take the time of the committee to speak
more especially on the mutton end of the subject. Mr. Chairman,
this is a wool hearing; but as I have got to go back to Idaho right
away, I would like to discuss the mutton end.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be glad to hear you on that.
Mr. SPROAT. Idaho is the largest lamb-producing State in the

Union-
Senator GOODINO (interposing). Early lambs?
Mr. SPROAT. Yes; early lamls. We begin to lamb there along in

February, and our lambs begin to reach the Chicago markets during
the latter part of June, July, and from then on through until they
stop coming off the ranges.
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The importations of New Zealand lamb and the amounts which
came in during 1920 were a terrible blow to the industry. As I said
before, we ha hoped to get some returns from our lamb business
when the wool market went out from under us. In this we weredisa ?Pointed.iPe might have taken our regular share'in the deflation as it

occurred during 1920 and this year, but we think we have been com-
pelled to take a good deal more than that by reason of the fact that
those imported ambs came in under what you might call a bonus.
The rate of exchange gave that foreign stuff a bonus over our lambs,
and with no duty they had altogether the best of it.

I do not know that there is anything further which I should take
up the time of the committee with.

The industry is in a bad condition. We need a substantial tariff
to get it back where it belongs.

STATEMENT OF DR. :. B. WILSON, McKINLEY, WYO., REPRESENT-
ING WYOMING WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, please state your full name, residence,
and whom you represent.

Dr. WiLso.N. My name is J. B. Wilson secretary of the Wyoming
Wool Growers' Association; residence, MucKinley, Wyo.

I want to add mv thanks and the thanks of the woolgrowers of
Wyoming to what Mr. Sproat has said on account of this committee's
action in extending the emergency tariff. I question whether any-
one aside from those of us who are directly in the sheep business
realize the effect that the emergency tariff has had on that business.

In Wyoming during the past fiv years we have reduced our sheep
population about 50 per cent. Whereas we had approximately
4,000,000 sheep five years ago we have now approximately 2,000,000
head. Largely on account of the effect of the emergency tariff, in
1922 we will actually produce more wool in Wyoming than we did
in 1921.

The CIhAIRMAN. It is very gratifying to the committee to hear that.
Dr. WILSON. That is brought about by the fact of the emergency

tariff aid the fact that we know that Congress will enact a really
protective tariff on wool. It has encouraged the flock masters to
hold over not only their ewe lambs, but their older ewes, and, which
is more important, has encouraged the banks to urge them to hold
these sheep over.

Anything I may say would be largely a repetition of what has been
said by the other gentlemen from the Wet, and I do not wish to
take up the committee's time. .

I want to call attention to the fact that in Wyoming in 1919 it cost
us 48 cents per grease pound to produce wool, according to the
figures of the Tariff Commission, and in 1920, using the same method
of figuring production costs that were used by the Tariff Commission,
it cost us 67 cents per grease pound to produce wool. That would
make our wools, taking our fine wools, which shrink 67 per cent,
cost practically $2 per clean pound. Of course, the costs in 1920 were
very excessive, due to the drought and the hard winter. We have.
however, reduced our cost of production in Wyoming and throughout
the West generally just as far as it is possible to reduce them. We
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have reduced our labor charge in Wyoming, speaking generally,
about 50 per cent) and we have reduced our bill for supplies for
the camps by cutting out some of the fancy groceries to the limit;
we can not get it lower.

The State of Wyoming has recently reduced the rental charge on
State and school lands. But we can not reduce freight rates, which
are practically as high as they were; nor can we reduce State taxes,
which are also about twice as high as they were. So that we have
our costs just as low as we can possibly get them.

However, we can never get back to the cost of production of wool
that prevailed 10 years ago, not only on account of the increase in
taxes, freight rates, etc., but also due to the fact that we must have
more overhead investment in land per ewe than we had at that time.
Ten years ago I think, probably, in Wyoming the average investment
was not over J1 a head, and to-day it would run nearer $10 per head
for range lands to run sheep on.

There is one conclusive objection, to my mind, to the Fordney bill
as it passed the House.

On manufactured products of wool the specific duty is the mini-
mum duty, and the advalorem duty is an added duty that determines
the maximum duty. This principle is acknowledged to be just and
right, but on unmanufactured wool the principle is reversed and the
specific duty is made the maximum duty and the ad valorem duty
determines the minimum duty. If the principle is to be accepted
that the specific duty should be the minimum duty and the ad valorem
duty should determine the maximum duty, then it is only just that
this principle of leveling duty should be applied in raw wool. But
if the principle is applied to manufactured wool products of the
specific duty being the minimum duty and the ad valorem duty deter-
mining the maximum duty, then it is obviously unwarranted and
unjust to reverse this principle in leveling duty on raw wool.

,There is just one other point that I desire to call the attention of
the committee to, and that is thi fact of increased use of carpet wools
in the manufacture of clothing. That is particularly true at this
time, when the vogue seems to run to coarse fabrics such as home-
spuns and tweeds, in which they can use carpet wools to excellent
advantage in manufacturing those fabrics.

We have certain classes of East India wools.
(Dr. Wilson at this point exhibited to the committee three sam-

pies of East India wools.)
I refer specifically to Jarias, Vicaneers, and Kandahars, which

we believe are entirely used for the manufacture of clothing. I
have samples of these wools. I do not want to take up the time
of the committee in showing them, but Senator Smoot will under-
stand them and can explain them much better than I can.

I also have samples of the dometic wools with which they compete.
Senator SioOr. That always happens when we have a tweed mar-

ket hnd coarsegoods market, and I think we have machines to-day
with which they are enabled to handle the coarser wool better than
they ever did in the past years for backing purposes and for making
tweeds.

Dr. Wnz.oN. A Philadelphia spinner was telling us just a few days
since that he alone, having but a small spinning mill, had used over
100,000 pounds of carpet wool this year, and that its use for clothing
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purposes was constantly increasing and would run up into the
millions of pounds.

Senator SMoOr. There is no doubt of it.
Dr. Wixsox. It would seem that the only way it could be corrected

with reference to these particular East India wools would be to ask
the Treasury Department to revise their types of wools so as to in-
clude the East India wools of which I have spoken in class I or 2.

Senator Smoor. Grade them differently?
Dr. Wisow. Grade them differently; yes, sir.
Senator Jomgs. That will not be important, will it, if we have

this uniform tariff of so much per pound?
Senator SMooT. They are very low shrinkage, and the 35 per cent

limit allows these wools to come in here for almost nothing.
Senator Joiixs. I was thinking we were going to favor taking off

that 35 per cent ad valorem limit, and then that question will not be
involved will it?

Dr. WlsoN. I would think, Senator Jones, that that would de-
pend altogether on the price of wool, and if the price of wool was
high they would naturally try to lower the price of manufacture
by using lower-grade woois.

Senator JONEs. You are not advocating an additional duty on that
class of wools?

Dr. WILSON. Oh, no; we are asking them to be placed in the cloth-
ing class rather than in the carpet class of wools, as they are used
practically entirely for clothing purposes.

Senator SMoOr. Put it on the dutiable list.
Dr. WILsoN. Some types like Kandahars they sometimes use

without scouring.
Senator JONES. Do they come in free?
Senator GOODiNO. Only a small duty. There is no reason why

carpet wools should not pay as high as others.
Senator Smoor. No; they should not pay as high.
Senator GoODINO. That is the only way the woolgroweis are go-

ing to get any protection on the scoured content, because you will
never have proper protection for the woolgrower unless you do.

Dr. WILSON. They come in active competition with our low quar-
ter-blood wool.

Senator Sbioor. Are you sure this is a sample of wool they let in
as carpet wool [referring to one of the samples submitted by Dr.
Wilson] ?

Dr. WILSON. I could not say as to that. They are classed as
"carpet wools."

Senator SmooT. These are not carpet wools findicating]I
Dr. WitsoN. They are classed as carpet wools. You will remem-

ber that the Treasury Department some time ago reversed the cus-
toms appraisers in reference to those particular wools.

Senator SmooT. You can make a 30-thread with that very easily?
Dr. WUmsoN. Yes, sir; but they come in under the carpet clagsifi-

cation.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not the same quality of wool.
Senator SMoor. This is not a carpet wool; they can use it in fine

threads. This can be used for tweeds; it can be used for backing
of cashmere.

Dr. WiLsoN. I wrote you, Senator Smoot, about that some time
since, and it was a question in my mind how we would have to
cover that before the committee.
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Senator SmooT. For instance, if you are sure that this wool came
in as carpet wool, there ought to be a protest made.

Dr. WzmsoN. Those wool s are coming in as carpet wools. All
of the East India wools of those three particular varieties are coming
in as carpet wools.

The CHAIRMAN. Could not that classification be changed?
Senator SMOOT. This is the coarse wool and is a carpet wool [indi.

eating sample], but this [indicating] is not.
Dr. WuisoN. These are simply samples of low-quarter and grease

wools [introducing additional samples for the inspection of the
committee].

Senator GooDINo. They are low quarters and come from either
Lincoln or Cotswald, three-quarter English blood and quarter merino.
That is what is meant by "quarter blod."

Dr. WILSON. The price of those will indicate they would not be
used in carpets.

There is just one other thing I want to mention in regard to the
condition of the sheepmen. The sheepmen who a year ago last
January, 1920, were entirely out of debt, to-day could not sell their
flocks oi sheep for enough money to pay oft what they owe for
running them since that time. That merely confirms what Dr.
McClure said yesterday, that during those storms if they had walked
off and allowed the sheep to die they would have been much better
off financially.

STATEMENT OF F. R. MARSHALL, SALT LANE CITY, UTAH, REP-
RESENTING THE NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. MARSHALL. I reside at Salt Lake City, Utah.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a grower?
Mr. MARSHALL. No, sir; I am secretary of the National Wool

Growers' Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you state briefly to the committee your views

on the schedule?
Mr. MARSHAIA. I would like to say, fist, Mr. Chairman, that the

National Wool Growers! Association is largely an organization of
woolgrowers in the range territory. It also embraces some 20 sub-
sidiary and affiliated organizations in the range States and in other
States, so that we virtually represent a very large proportion of the
woolgrowers of the United States.

IM. Chairman, what I have to say in the very few minutes I
will take will relate chiefly to the duties on the meats-on lamb and
mutton.

Before referring to those I just want to deviate a moment or two
in connection with the wool schedule to three very popular mis-
conceptions in connection with wool tariffs and sheep raising in the
United States.

The first misconception to which I refer is that regarding the
possibilities of larger wool production in the United States. We
can not burden the record with it here or occupy your time at this
point except to say that this misconception is very general; it is
very serious, and we havd found it existing in the minds of some
officials in Washington here outside of this Congress, officials who
are supposed to be impartial and render service in connection with
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these matters, who are wholly misinformed and erroneous in their
attitude on this question. The popular misconception that I refer
to is that sheep raising is necessarily and wholly restricted to cheap
lands; that it is a frontier industry; that it can not be developed or
largely increased on our older and higher-priced farming lands. The
idea is wholly in error.

That idea arises from this very natural fact Mr. Chairman, that
at one time the wool production 6f the world did come from the
frontier areas. The newer sections of this country, Australia South
Africa, and South America could first be utilized economically and
commercially for wool production for a fine wool. Wool production
was the major and, in fact the only consideration. The sheep was
the only animal that could utilize those lands in a practical way.
And to-day we are still dependable for our world supply of wool
upon the products of those areas in principal part.

But because that has been true is no reason why it will always
be true; in fact, it can not continue. Those areas are being settled;
they are being found more valuable for other purposes than for
pastoral purposes under the old system. Under this old system we
can not continue to get even this present supply of wools from those
parts of those areas of production.

If the per capita supply for the world as a whole is going to re-
main anything like what it has been and is to-day, there has got to
be a new source of wool production. Those frontier areas are not
inereasingf they are declining, with only one exception, that is
South Africa, which is increasing its wool production very slowly.
There are no other frontier areas to go to bring in for wool pro-
duction, with the possible exception of parts of China, Russia, and
Siberia, which are not equatorial countries, and probably can be
developed for useful wools, but for other reasons, which we all
know, their possible development is a very long ways off and can
never 1w very considerable.

So that if the world is to continue to have an adequate wool sup.
ply, it is coming from some other source and the only source it can
come from is the older farming lands, because strictly wool sheep
have been popular and have been largely used in these cheap, distant
lands, people have come to have the idea that a sheep is that kind of
an animal. It is a misuse of words. They are thinking of the sheep
which is kept for wool only. We think of the other sheep, which is
a meat and wool producer, and is a very necesary feature in the
efficient farming of high-priced lands in this or any other country.
In fact, the supply of wool can only come from flocks on the highe'r-
priced lands which need sheep raising to make those farming systems
profitable and permanent.

It is tiue in a measure, as is quoted by some who are called "pro.

fessors," some office holders, some of them said to be economists, that
at some periods under protective tariffs in the eastern parts of this
country the numbers of sheep have declined. It may be trie; I do
not dispute it. But it means nothing. We have now reached the
point within the last 10 years where our old sources of wool supplies
are declining. We have'an entirely new condition in the agriculture
of the world, and particularly in this country. We have the require-
ment and the opportunity for sheep raising on these old farms-and
when I say on these farming lands I mean for mutton and wool sheep.
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It can not be handled successfully or profitably for either wool alone
or mutton alone; we have to hve the combination and we can not
have permanent, profitable agriculture on those lands unless we have
a very largely increased sheep husbandry.

And we are just now at the point of logical development of our
final American system of agriculture where that industry is ready
to take its place. It had an incentive during the war; it responded
to it. The increase in farm sheep was very marked before the war
wool prices came on.

The increase which was accomplished during the war and imme-
diately subsequent would have been continued in almost its entirety
had it not been for the extremely disastrous slump in the price of
wool last year.

Now, we have been told by these same misinformed, well-meaning
people that wool is a minor or very secondary consideration in these
farm flocks that sell lambs. The untruth and error of that statement
is shown in the great liquidation of farm flocks, following the low
wool price of last year, showing that the wool is a necessary source
of income and that the farm flocks, even under those conditions, can
not now be made profitable or be made permanent without reasonably
stable prices for wool.

Another misconception, which I will refer to very briefly-because
it has been developed in the popular mind to the disadvantage of the
fair and impartial consideration of this question over the country-
is this: That the interests of the woolgrowers in the wool tariffs
are opposed to those of the wool manufacturers. Such is not the
case. We have no differences to compose. I only need to cite your
committee to the hearings before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee of January 31 last, when Col. John P. Wood, speaking for
the manufacturers, went on record there very plainly that the
manufacturers' association did favor a protective tariff on wool.
He also said that what that tariff shouldbe was a matter for the
Congress and the growers to discuss. We have always maintained,
and we will maintain, that with the American manufacturer for our
market, not only for our wool but for our other farm supplies going
to his employees, that we need to have him prosperous, and we want
to see him prosperous. We are not opposed; there are no differences
to be composed.

We need similar treatment. With the 35 per cent clause in the
present House bill, however, we are placed in a very unfortunate
condition. We have expected and we still expect to be able fully to
defend and explain to our section and to the country at large the
need and the value and the fairness of the tarill bill enacted by this
Congress.

Under the present status of the House bill we are placed in a posi-
tion where we can not do that. Of course, the manufacturer, aside
from his regular protective tariff to enable him to maintain the
American standard of living among his employees must have com-
pensation for the amount of duty paid on wool which he puts into
his fabrics. Of course, that compensatory duty must equal the wool
duty.

Senator GOODINo. That is, providing lie pays a higher price for his
wool than the London price?
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Mr. MARSHALL. Yes. As the first part of paragraph 1102 is writ.
ten, it was consistent with the compensatory duties stated later.
But when we place the 35 per cent limiting clause in there you make
us responsible to the country for a compensatory duty corresponding
to 25 cents clean content, when, as Mr. Fawcett showed you yester-
day, we get from 7 cents down in a good many cases. That puts us
in a very difficult and embarrassing position, one which we can not
defend or on which we can not remain altogether silent. We do not
see how you can possibly construct a defensible tariff or one which
we can help to defend with a limiting clause taking away the effect
of something that is stated in the first part of the paragraph there.
We are wholly satisfied and glad to leave the adjustment of the com-
pensatory duty in the hands of Congress, but as written in the pres-
ent House bill it is wholly illogical.

I was going to refer to one other misconception that is important
in this case, and on which the public has not been properly educated,
but I will not do so, because Mr. Sproat has already mentioned the
insignificance of the actual value of wool in relation to the cost of a
suit of clothes or to any other fabric in common use and the very in-
considerable factor that the wool tariff is in the relation to prices
paid by the consumer.

I think I can properly pass that over.
We particularly need protection and stable values on what are

commonly called the "lower-grade wools." I prefer to call them the
"coarser wools." They are not low in value; they are very service-
able and they are very necessary. But because they happen to be
coarser in fiber they go into the grades that are printed down at the
lower part of market lists and therefore called "lower grades."
Just at present they happen to be cheap. Those wools come chiefly
from sheep which have been bred with a good deal of consideration
for meat production. To-day, differing much from the conditions
of 1920, or even 16 years ago, they constitute the chief part of our
American production. It is that class of wools from which we must
get our increased production in farm sheep in this country.

A good deal has been said about the fact that the proposed tariff
of 25 cents clean-conteit duty amounts to a very large ad valorem
equivalent duty on these wools. Mr. Chairman, that question is
entirely an academic matter; it is not before the manufacturer, the
growers, or before anybody in thid country at the present tinfe. It
is wholly theoretical and visionary and will never be realized, for
this reason: Those wools are lower than other wools in this country
to-day. That is trie, and because that is true the relation of the
flat rate of duty seems to be very high when considered in relation
to their value. They are chehp to-day because they are plentiful.
There is a very large stock of them in this country at the present
time, both domestic and imported, and that is why they are low.
With return to anything like normal conditions those wools must
return to their former value in relation to other grades. Then the
talking point of the higher ad valorem equivalent on the so-called
low grade automatically and entirely disappears. Therefore, I say,
it is entirely an academic question and one which does not need to
be considered.

Senator MCCU MB ER. Do you know whether the Government has
sold the coarse wools yet?
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Mr. MARSHALL. No; they still have some 30,000,000 or 40,000,000
pounds. I understand they are going on with auction sales, and they
sold at higher rates last week in Boston.

Senator JoNEs. I wish you would explain to us the situation with
regard to the quantity of wool that is grown on the sheep with re-
spect to its being fine wool or coarse wool, the per pound product of
the sheep. Does the so-called low-grade wool or wool sheep produce
as great amount of wool per pound as the sheep which produces the
finer wools?

Mr. MARSHALL. As a rule the fleeces from these sheep you speak
of are not quite so heavy as from the regular fine-wool sheep of
merino blood and bred mainly for wool production. They are not
so heavy in the grease, but they are lighter scouring. The actual
amount of clean, usable wool works out nearly on an equality. The
coarser wools are not suitable for the finer luxurious fabrics, but
it is the class of wool which must be more largely used in the future.
We think the particularly fine wools must come to be more largely
of a luxury or fancy character.

I should have said, Mr. Chairman, that I have no brief to submit
at this time. With your permission, we would like to prepare some
further statements.

The CHAIRMAN. You may prepare any statement you desire and
it will be printed.

Mr. MARSHALL. We have a statement which we prepared last
spring, and we do not ask to have printed, but which contains consid-
erable data and discussions on these questions.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be very glad to have that left
for their use.

(The brief referred to above was subsequently prepared by Mr.
Marshall and is filed with the committee.)

Senator JoNEs. The statement just made in regard to the produc-
tion of coarse-wool sheep does not apply, does it, to the so-called
Navajo sheep?

Mr. MARSHALL. No; they are primitive-more or less coarse wool,
but they are not an improved sheep.

Senator JONES. They only grow 2 or 3 pounds of wool per head.
Mr. MARSHALL. These sheep I have spoken about as being useful

for mutton and wool production are very highly improved-for mut-
ton and wool production on the higher-priced lands where intensive
methods must be practiced.

There is another question, Mr. Chairman, in that connection: With
-that kind of sheep given the place it should have in our intensive
methods of farming on high-priced lands, we will also have a large
increase in meat production.

Mr. Chairman, this question of mutton or lamb production-let
us call it "meat production "-and wool can not be separated. There
is no place in this country to-day, and very few places in other coun-
tries, where sheep can be kept profitably for wool alone or for meat
alone; the two are inseparable, and when the price of either is de-
pressed theprofits disappear from the industry as a whole.

Senator GoODINO. Mr. Marshall, the industry, with its different
conditions, has got to stand together or fall together?

Mr. MARSHALL. It is a meat and wool industry.
Senator GOODDNo. English blood and merino blood?
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Mr. MARSHALT. Absolutely.
Senator GooDIro. A mixture of the dual purposes is what we must

have on the farm.
Senator JoNEs. What amount of tariff do you think we should have

on the meatsI
Mr. MARSHALL. I think a minimum of 4 cents. Using the Tariff

Commission figures on costs, the most conservative calculation we can
make shows a difference in the cost of production here and in the
chief competing exporting country of about 9 cents. We presented
that to the House committee. They have written the tariff at 2
cents, I believe, which is just about equal to what the importers are
gaining to-day through exchange on lambs imported from Montreal
to New York. They are reaching New York practically free of
duty, paying 2 cents but gaining 1.9 cents through rates of exchange.

Senator Jo s. One of the witnesses, discussing particularly the
wool situation, insisted that this difference in tariff of 33 cents a
pound would not be equal to the difference in the cost of production
of wool, and you are now, I believe, stating that the amount of the
tariff which you suggest on meat is not equivalent to that difference
in the cost of production.

Mr. MARSHALL. As best we can figure, Senator.
Senator JONES. Then, why is it that the wool men are willing to

have a less tariff than that difference in the cost of production? Is
it because you recognize that there is some possible error in the way
those costs are figured?

Mr. MARSHALL. Because when we have presented those figures we
have been told they are unreasonable. They are the best figures we
can obtain. The Tariff Commission obtained no figures for us on
foreign costs. They have fairly complete and acceptable figures on
American costs at the high point, but they have no data on foreign
costs; and in the case of both wool and mutton we have only been
able to estimate in making that figure. I am speaking of prices paid
at the corresponding time for commandeered supplies in those coun-
tries, and supposing that they at least represented costs.

Senator JONES. Rnd then is this element taken into consideration-
that the costs vary with the different producers, some being very high
costs and others much less costs?n

Mr. MARSHALL. The figures which we have used in that com puta-
tion for American costs were the averages as found by the Tariff
Commission. There would be some high-cost plants, Senator, that
would not be helped by a duty based on average costs.

Senator JONES. Then I understand that the costs which you have
been estimating here are average costs as to both wool and ineat?

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir. '
Senator JoN.Es. I thought those costs were the average costs, and yet

with the duty added the difference between those average costs and
what is supposed to be the average costs to-day would not be met
with the duty which you propo.e.

Senator Goopimo. Here is the position the woolgrowers are talk-
ing: They realize that 33 cents will not give them the protection they
should have to develop the industry as it should be developed, nor
that 2 or 3 cents a pound on mutton will give them the protcion
they should have to bring the industry where it ought to be and
make it an all-around and profitable industry. But we have had such

I I
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a campaign on free raw materials in the country that the Americau
people are not educated up to giving the agricultural. interests the
protection that the manufacturers get.

Senator JONES. Do you not think this is the time to begin the
education?

Senator GoOmDo. The feeling is if we put. on the duties we should
have that the public would turn us down, and we would go back to
free trade and we would have a Democratic administration again
and free trade on raw materials.

The CHAIRMAN. You are talking now with a gentleman who is in
favor of a Democratic administration.

Senator GOODINo. If we could all get around to the point where
we can take politics out of the live-stock industry so that it will
not be a political football, which it has been for a half century, we
will get back where we should be and have protection for the agri-
cultural industries of the country.

Senator JoNEs. I do not object to a Democratic administration,
but I do not think that means we want to destroy the woohnen,
either.

Senator GOODIMO. They have done that every time they have had
an opportunity.

Senator JomNS. That is a question. I think the Senator from
Idaho has an amendment which points out a very material factor in
the wool trade which will demonstrate, and which he will contend
shows, that although in the past we have had a tariff on wool the
producers have not had the benefit of it.

Senator Sm'zoor. They certainly would not with free wool.
Senator JoNEa. It has practically amounted to free wool in the

past, even under protective tariff.
Senator GOODINo. There have been times when we have not had

very much.
Mfr. M aIsUALtJ. Mr. Chairman, I personally can not see how we can

get a tariff adjusted in a permanent, logical, defensible way except
on the basis of differences in costs of production; and I think it is
very greatly to be regretted that with the Tariff Commission having
been at work so many years we have not obtained figures from other
countries comparable with those which have been obtained for us in
this country. I should say, Senator, however, that subsequent to the
printing of the report which was issued last spring additional figures
on production costs in South America have been obtained by the com-
mission, I understand, and are likely to be made public soon. But
nothing from Africa or Australia.

There is only one other point, Mr. Chairman, I wish to refer to in
connection with this lamb duty: In 1920 the imports which came into
our markets, chiefly consisting of the New Zealand frozen lamb,
amounted to about 20 per cent of what we produced in this country
that year. The effect on the market Mr. Sproat has told you of.

The unfortunate thing is that the imported lamb which went into
consumption through the retail stores was sold consumers at the same
price as our domestic lamb at the same time. The consumer did not
get any benefit of it.

Senator Gooni.a. You went here in this city, did you not, and
bought New Zealand lamb, did you not?

Mr. MAUSITTL. Yes: and I presented to the House committee in
February two samples'of lamb, one of the New Zealand imported
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lamb and one of the domestic, and they sold at the same price at the
same time retail; and thit was common in other parts of the country.

So that the amount of duty which can be placed to gve the security
to lamb prices and prevent these disastrous slumps through importa-
tions from abroad-

Senator MoCmIp.R (interposing). You bought at retail I
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes.
Senator McCubfnn. You did not buy at a reasonable advance over

the 32 cents apiece, as some lambs were sold in Chicago by a western
shipper a short time ago.

Mr. MARSHALL. The carcasses which were on the market at that
time were being wholesaled to the trade at 18 cents, while the domestic
carcasses were wholesaled at 25 cents. But both of those carcasses
were retailed at the same price to the consumers.

Senator MoCuMBEE. I had reference to a shipment of lambs to
Chicago sometime ago for which the producer realized only 32
cents apiece.

Senator SmoOr. Mr. Marshall, I understand on those that the re-
tailer paid 13 cents for domestic.

Mr.'MAISHA'ur, He paid the same price for both, but the retailer
vaid the wholesaler 18 cents for the imported and 25 cents for the
domestic and retailed them both at about the same price.

Senator SMoor. I presume about 65 cents.
Mr. MARSHALL. We appreciate that is not a matter under the con-

trol of this committee, but as it relates to the consumer those are the
facts.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WATSON, CHICAGO, IXL., REPRESENTING
THE ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The CIAIRiMAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Watson, and whom do
you represent?

Mr. WATsoN. I reside in Chicago, and I represent the Illinois Agri-
cultural Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you state to the committee your views on the
matter now before us?

Mr. WATSON. I have not come, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the
committee, to talk so much about a matter of taiff rates this morning
as to talk about the present condition of the sheep industry and its
relationship to the consumer. In order to make what I have to say
as brief as possible, I have prepared the following table, upon which
I shall base most of my remarks:

Absolute an4 relative decrease of sheep on the farms o1 the United States,
19q0-1920.

Number Number
ofsheep, of sheep

excludng pet 1,000
spring poua

lab. ton.

Apr. 15,1900 (estimated) ................................................ 43,0,000 $70
Apr. 15, 1910 ............................................................ 39,644,046 43
Apr. 15 1920 (estimated) .................................................... 32,000,0001 800
Percentage of decrease, 1900 to 1910 .................................. . 24.2
Percentage of decrease, 1910 to 1920 .................................... 19.3 30.6
Percentageof decrease, 1900 to 1920 ................................... 26.4 47.4
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I shall say a little about conditions in thD State of Illinois which
will not be based on this table.

You hoard Mr. Marshall's remark a few minutes ago that sheep
statistiC3 are very difficult things to handle. They are particularly
difficult to handle at this time, due to the fact that our census dates
have varied at the last three times at which the census was taken.

The census date for 1900 was June 1, the census date for 1910 was
April 15, and the census date for 1920 was January 1. It is obvious
that in 1900 most of the lambs had already come for that year; in
1910 a considerable proportion of them had come; while for 1920
none of the lambs had come. We are therefore obliged to compare
numbers which are varying in their very nature. It is not necessary
for me to recite for you the absolute figures, because they would not
mean very much.

Sixty-one and a half million, approximately, on June 1, 1900, in-
cluded what was estimated by the Census Bureau at that time to be
between 19 and 20 million spring lambs. Not quite 524 millions on
April 15, 1910, included the exact number given of 12,803,815 spring
lambs.

Now, in order to make any comparison which would mean any.
thing, we are obliged, it seems to me, to come to the basis of mature
sheep, excluding spring lambs. Otherwise the comparison is going
to be exceedingly difficult. If we make allowances for the spring
lambs on the two dates, June 1, 1900, and April 15, 1910, and bring
everything to the date of April 15, we can certainly come close to
the actual numbers and we will have numbers which will be strictly
comparable.

Taking 19,500,000 from the number enumerated June 1, 1900, we
have approximately 42,000,000 mature sheep for that date; since it is
evident that a very considerable number of sheep were slaughtered
between April 15 ind June 1, we are obliged to add to this number
the number slaughtered, which ordinarily consists on the average of
a million or more a month. I have added one and a half million
for that six-weeks period, and estimate, therefore, that the number
of mature sheep on thetarms on April 15, 1900, was 431 million. For
1910 we have the exact number on April 15, because that was the
census date; this number, with spring lambs excluded, being 39,644,-
046. For 1920 we have the total number of 34,984,524, all of which
were mature animals. But inasmuch as a considerable number of
these were going to the shambles between January 1 and April 15,
we are obliged to make an allowance again. The Bureau of Markets,
for the 65 or 70 principal markets where animals are slaughtered
under Federal inspection, reports a total number slaughtered during
that period of about 2,875,000. If we subtract this from the total
figure we have approximately 32,000,000 mature sheep on the farms
on April 15, 1920. It was probably less than that, for no allowance
has been made for losses by death and exposure and you recall the
fact that losses by exposure during the winter of 1919-20 were very
large, that being a very severe winter.

But I wish to be just as fair as possible in making this compari-
son, so I am using the figure 32,000,000 for tnat date. It is possible,
then, with these three sets of figures which you have before you to
show the percentage of decrease in the two 10-year periods and in
the 20-year period from 1900 to 1920.
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For the first 10-year period, from 1900 to 1910, the percentage of
decrease was 8.9i for the second 10-year period, from 1910 to 1920,
it was 19.3, showing that the decrease was greatly accelerated during
the second period; and for the 20-year period, from 1900 to 1920, it
was 26.4.

But after all, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it
is not so M~uch a question of absolute numbers as it is of relative
numbers. We have a decreasing number of sheep in this country
and an increasing population to use the wool and the meat produced
from those sheep. Therefore, I have prepared the second column
to show what the decrease of sheep is relative to the population on
the census dates. First, I have shown the number of sheep per
thousand of the population of the country, amounting to about 570
in 1900, about 432 in 1910, and about 300 in 1920; and again have
reduced these to percentages of decrease, showing a percentage of
decrease the first 10-year period of 24.2, a percentage of decrease in
the second 10-year period of 80.6, and a percentage of decrease in
the 20-year period of 47.4.

If we could get the actual figures for these dates I think that the
figures named would be found to be very nearly correct; the per-
centage of decrease for the 20-year period seems to me to indicate
that in the spring of 1920 we had very little more than half as many
mature sheep on the farms as we had 20 years earlier relative to
the population; it seems also to indicate that if the decrease should
go on this way for another 20 years in the same ratio the sheep
industry of the country would be very, very small.

Now, I wish to say something about conditions in my own State,
Illinois, which, as every one of you is aware, is one of the great
agricultural States of the country; in fact, standing in its total
agricultural products not lower than second or third among the
entire number of States.

In the sheep industry it is not one of the most important States,
but there are certain parts of the State in which sheep are an im-
portant part of the agriculture. I think neither one of the Illinois
Senators is a member of this committee. But some of you may be
familiar with conditions in' that State. The southern part of the
State consists of land which is very variable in character. There is a
large amount of rough land in the very southern part, while a large
amount of the remainder of the lower third of the State is heavy
clay land underlaid with hardpan. This land has been farmed to
wheat and coarse grains for many years, so long that on large parts
of it they are having difficulty in raising wheat in paying crops or in
producing feed for animals. They have found it almost necessary
to cease producing swine in considerable numbers, and few farmers
are either breeding or feeding beef cattle. In that part of the State
the sheep are an important industry, being much better suited to the
conditions obtaining there than other kinds of live stock except,
possibly, dairy cattle. The land in southern Illinois needs the
fertility provided by sheep manure. iMany of the counties in that
part of the State have had a large number of sheep the industry,
being a breeding rather than a feeding proposition. It would be a
great misfortune to these counties if the present low prices of wool
and mutton should force large numbers of the farmers to cease
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producing sheep. They should increase their flocks rather than
diminish them.

In the western and other parts of the State the industry is more of
a feeding prooition,.with a much smaller number of breeding stock,
but under ordinary conditions they feed large numbers of sheep in
the fall and winter.

We became aware as long as a year ago that a considerable change
was going on in the sheep industry in the State of Illinois, and in
order to find out exactly what was going on, not only in this in-
dustry but also in other live stock, we sent out, in what we call our
live-stock reporting service, blanks to a large number of farmers on
the 1st of January, 1921, and tabulated replies from more thin
7,000 farmers in all parts of the State.

One of our questions on that blank was this: "How many breed.
ing ewes did you have on the farm on January 1, 19201

Another was, "How many breeding ewes do you have on the
farm now-January 1, 1921?"

We tabulated those replies, rejecting every blank which did not
give information for both dates; and we found that the reduction
in breeding ewes on the 1st of January, 1921, a reduction made in
the year 1920, was 17 per cent.

Senator SUTHERLAND. 1920 or 1921?
Mr. WATSON. During the year 1920. After that we began to pay

some attention to the shipping of stockers and feeders from the
principal markets to Illinois farms and we noticed immediately
that they had begun to decrease. Is reported by the Bureau of
Markets, they began to decrease as long ago as August, 1920. They
have continued below the average figures from that time to this.
We are still far below the number of feeders that would ordinarily
be going out to Illinois farms.

We found for the first six months of 1921 that less thari 40 per
cent of the usual number of feeder sheep were going to Illinois
farms. While there has been some increase in the last four months,
the number has not yet become anything like normal. The reduc-
tion for the 10 months ending with October of this year has been
44 per cent.

On the basis of these investigations, we estimated that the num-
ber of shearing sheep on Illinois farms in the spring of 1921 was
about 40 per cent less than in the spring of 1920. This reduction is
reflected in the smaller amount of wool sent to the Illinois Wool
Pool, in Chicago. It is not more than 60 or 65 per cent of the
amount pooled in Illinois in 1920.

What this means to Illinois agriculture, and especially to some
parts of the State, can be appreciated when you understand that
some sections of the State have been feeding sheep for many years
and other sections have been breeding sheep-not doing much of a
feeding business but rather a breeding business. It simply means
that the farmers in these sections are finding themselves obliged to
look to something else for a money-producing product.

What this means to the general consumer-that was part of my
assignment-I wish to speak of very briefly. Twenty years ago the
amount of wool produced in this country for every person in the
country at that time was probably about 4 pounds per year; now it
can not be much more than 2 pounds per year, due to the decrease
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in sheep and the increase in population. And at the present time,
if we count the number of sheep slaughtered annually pt about
12,000,000, averaging 50 pounds to the carcass, we find not much
more than 5 pounds per person in this country produced of mutton
and lamb where we had probably 8 or 9 pounds per person 20 years
ago.

That, it seems to me is the problem as it touches the consumer in
this country. He is obliged to face one of two things: Either he
must depend more and more upon imported wool and mutton or he
must do without them in a large measure, unless the industry can
once more be made a steady source of profit.

-I do not think that I have anything else to say, gentlemen. I have
simply brought this before the committee to snow in this way the
urgency of the present situation with respect to the sheep industry
in this country.

Senator JNEs. Have you tabulated the figures regarding the
world's supply of sheep on the same basis that you have the domesticsupply IMr- WATSON. I have not.

Senator JoNEs. I think that would be very helpful to us.
Mr. WATsON. It has decreased, I know in recent years, very

few countries showing any increase, but I Lave not tabulated that
information.

Senator JONES. If you or some one could tabulate that, I think it
might be very helpful to the committee.

Mr. WATSO. I will undertake to do it if the committee wishes it.
Senator JoNEs. I think it would be useful in our consideration of

the needs of the industry.
Senator GooDyNo. We will get that for you.
The CHAIRMAN. The Tariff Commission can give you that.
Senator JONES. Yes I think they can do that.
The CHAIRMAN. I will have the clerk of the committee write for it.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. SOLIS, BOSTON, MASS.

Temporary or permanent tariffs at this time are, at best, but a temporary
stimulant which will not bring permanent relief. The total result of the
emergency tariff to date has been decreased business and Increased imports.
You can not remedy the direct result of deflation, loss of capital, the commercial
prostration of private enterprise In foreign countries, moratoriums, the embargoes
on our exports for various reasons, the exchange situation, which prevents
the sale of our surplus products to foreign countries by prohibitive tariffs.

We are facing an uniuual situation causedl by socialistic legislation enacted
during the war to a degree never attempted at any other time In the world's
history. This brought about first inflation, and now deflation, which has
brought about a huge decline in values. You can not remedy world deflation
with an American tariff. The situation thus created must be adjusted on a
basis of broad common sense, and by methods which will bring the world
back to normal. In that direction lies our road to prosperity.

I wish at this time to call attention to the selfish demands of the wool-
growing industry, which is clamoring for unreasonable duties on wool, while
time proves that no results have been the outcome of duties previously levied.
The universal remedy for all the ills of this country in the past has been
excessive tariff duties, especially on raW material, and In some sections of
the country to-day It is claimed that unless war prices are maintained and
Inflation again brought about chpos and bankruptcy will result. Woolgrowers
demand inflation. Surely present-day conditions prove the. fallacy of this
policy.
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High prices are without permanent benefit to anybody. High prices have not

only impoverished the buyer but have ruined the seller and finally have de-
prived labor of employment. Statistics, so far as wool Is concerned, prove that
high prices, however arrived at, do not Increase wool production. This industry
has been slipping since 1884. It matters not whether the wool supply remains
stationary and the demand increases, or vice versa, the result is the. same; and
on this basis it is easily proven that wool production In the United States be-
tween 1884 and 1920 has decreased 50 per cent in ability to supply American de-
mands. Since 1880 wool production has remained stationary. On the other
band, material required for woolen textiles Increased from $123,000,000, In 1880,
to $423,000,000, In 1910, and this without considering the Inflation period of
1920. The per capita production decreased from 0.10 pounds, In 1884, to 2.9
pounds In 1921.

There are two kinds of tax which may be levied on commodity: A tax levied
for protection, so high as to more or less exclude articles made in foreign coun-
tries, and a tax on consumption levied to raise revenue and placed on articles
which conditions and climate prevent producing here; but a tax enacted for pro-
tection may become a tax on consumption through overt acts such as where the
law is perverted by private Interests to prevent Increased production or by con-
trolled production prevent price reduction by domestic competition. A protec-
tive tax may also become a tax on consumption where the tax so given fails of
Its object over a series of years in promoting Increased production and reduc-
tion in price through domestic competition. A case In point is the result at-
tained by excessive wool duties granted over a period of 40 or 50 years, and the
result attained through the extraordinary prices received for wool during the
last 2 or 8 years.

I have already called your attention to the short supply of domestic wool
as compared with the normal yearly demand. I will now prove that excessive
prices failed In any way to stimulate production. The average price for un-
washed territory wool from 1898 to 1909 was 181 cents per pound; average
price same wool 1917, 58 cents per pound; advance, 205 per cent over prewar.
Fine Montana advanced in the spring of 1920 to $2.15 per clean pound. The
wool growers in 1918 alone received for their clip. based on 285,000,000 pounds
greasy wool, $171,000,000, which In past times would be worth $61,000,000; bill
these excessive prices proved no stimulus to increasing the production of wvol
in this country, in fact, Instead It has decreased 45,000,000 pounds over the
high-production clip of 1910. According to a very conservative estimate based
on the United States census, taking as a basis bf comparison the sheep reported
in 1910, exclusive of lambs, shows a decrease of 4,050000 sheep between 1010
and 1920, while in this same period alone the consuming demands Increased
by over 15,000,000 to 20,000,000 population. The United States census found
only 34,900,000 sheep, and this shows no Increase In the last 50 years, and te
present year will show a greater decrease than ever, which means that the
wool duty Is a direct tax on consumption paid by over 105,000000 consumers,
and which is retarding the growth of New England textile industry anit Is de-
stroying a commerce which rightly belongs to New England through nearness
to the sea.

Notwithstanding the fact that in normal times we Inport on a clean ba~ls
two-thirds of the wool we consume, we are Informed that the importation of
wool is an economic mistake, on the theory, no doubt, that a consuni g publh-
Is a myth and the high cost of living an Iridescent dream. The purchaslng
capacity of the consumer seems to have been Ignored, and the tariff ngain Is
made a vehicle for the Interchange of benefits in which the public is forgotten.
People with fixed salaries and without substantial increase in inimme have
been forced to meet abnormally high prices and high taxation by going with-
lit that which the producers would sell. Some cuill this condition a buyers'

strike, but If It Is a strike It has been brought about by that well-known axiom
that you can not get "blood out of a stone"; and yet Congress Is being worked
overtime for the poor speculating woolgrower who overstayed his market-
worked for special favors regardless of the fact that wool is the bass of the
clothing supply of the United States.

Phraseology on the pending b.U, understood only by the Initiated, conceals
heavy taxation on wool which acomplishes nothing, while a practical and
honest ad valoJrem duty on wool cold be honestly ndmln'stered. There seems
no end of favors granted to the woolgrowers. The pour man's clothing means
nothing to them. They proclaim with arrogance that their interiets are para-
mount, that they propose to show the country where it "gets off" if their de-
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mands are not fully allowed; and a review of their achievements would seem
to substantiate thefr powers and ability to substantiate their claim.

State socialism is the child of these sheep raisers. Did they not In 1918 estab-
lIsh a Government bureaucracy which bought their wool at 204 per cent above
prewar prices? Did they not overnight destroy the wool market of Boston, the
second wool distributing center of the world? Was this not substituting social-
Ism for individualism? Did they not force through Congress laws which to-day
prohibit the Importation of wool from anywhere with duties 800 per cent higher
than has ever been enacted? So high that Congress felt called upon to conceal
100 per cent of this duty by a "Joker," so that no one except the Initiated would
understand, and this notwithstanding that territory wool to-day is nearly 100
per cent higher than the average for 10 years ending In 1910.

The rates on raw material will not reduce the cost of living; they are pro-
hibitive, while cloth duties are hardly protective. The excuse for prohibitive
tariff rates this time is that sheep raisers are ruined, but naturally we ask two
questions: What has become of the millions from three years of high prices and
huge profits? Do you hope to bolster up these profits. which have been lost
through deflation and no other cause, by a tariff, or perhaps are you asking that
the country submit to high taxation as an offset to unsuccessful speculation?
In 1008 14 and 16 cents per pound on territory grease wool produced to the
growers a profit, yet In 1021 86 to 20 cents per pound on grease wool forces them
into bankruptcy.

The proposed tariff is obsolete and discredited before it Is enacted and Is a
swing back to the days before the Civil War. Fictitious valuation, by whatever
named called, Is an old Idea resurrected to fool the people. Mr. Fordney can not
even claim originality, because it is only the Mallary bill of 1828 revamped and
perpetuated on an unsuspecting public. Both the law of 1828 and the proposed
law of 1921 assess the duties not on cost value but on fictitious value established
by law. In 1828 cloth worth 51 cents per yard was assessed and duty collected
on the minimum of $1 per yard. while the tariff of 1921 will assess duty not on
cost value but on fictitious value established by law. For example, this law
would assess duty on merchandise worth 100 per cent cost value on 150 to 200
per cent fictitious value established by law. It might be well to state that the
law of 1828 was the law that South Carolina tried to nullify In 1830. No good
came of that method of assessing duties on fictitious values then, and this method
will not escape condemnation now. The question will eternally arise, Is the
value established by law the price quoted for American merchandise or the price
at which it can be bought, or Is it merely the Government appraiser's idea of
market value?

The policy of protection Is sound, but the theory of protection Is to decrease
value through domestic competition. Embargoes, price fixing, and strangling of
competition has no standing and is outside the doctrine of protection as taught
by those founders of this policy In America.

NoT.-M1828 tariff bases for tax purposes were established by law as follows:
51 cents cost value per yard was held to be worth $1; $1.01 cost value per yard
was held to be worth $2.50; $2.51 cost value per yard was held to be worth $4.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GOLDMAN, REPRESENTING COHEN,
GOLDMAN & CO., CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS, NEW YORK
CITY.

Mr. Goux'rAN. Mr. Chairman. my name is William Goldman.
I am a clothing manufacturer of New'York. I have come here to-day
to give you a few facts from a standpoint of detachment, so to speak,
with regard to the matters that have been under discussion to-day-
the question of wool and woolen schedules. I have been a close oh.
server of tariff legislation ever since the Gorman-Wilson bill, and I
think perhaps my attitude toward this question will be somewhat
different than you usually hear here, because the clothing manufic.
turers are not very deepl; interested in a tariff, as clothing does not
cnter largely intoW international trade. We, however, are interested
more generally from the standpoint of distribution, and also from the
standpoint of the community as a whole. With that preliminary
statement I will continue.
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I am appearing before the Finance Committee to-day for three
reasons: First, to make clear that the proposal to tax raw wool 25
cents on the clean content is a proposal to tax the American people
$250,000,000 on its annual clothes bill to protect the woolgrowers,
the total value of whose output is only $65,000,000 annually; sec-
ond, to suggest a new and more intelligent method of assessing the
duties on raw wool, which will not only be generously, almost lav-
ishly, protective, but will at the same time save the American people
almost $100,000 annually in the cost of clothing; and, third, to call
attention to the serious situation now existing in the widely ramified
industries that have to do with the making of woolen cloth and cloth.
ing in this country because of the virtual embargo on raw wool
created by the skirting provision of the emergency tariff, which was
forced upon the American people through the absurdly extravagant
demands of the woolgrowers' representatives.

In trying to make clear if possible just what the implications are
of a duty of 25 cents on the clean content of a pound of raw wool, I
am aware that the spokesmen of the raw-wool interests have asked
that this duty be changed to 33 cents a pound, but regardless of
whether or not the request is receiving consideration, it is my pur-
pose here to-day to show the enormous cost to the American people
of a duty of 25 cents on the clean content as itpasses from the wool-
grower or importer's hands to the consumer. It pyramids as it goes
along to not far short of three times the amount of the duty.

Wool first goes to the wool dealer or commission merchant, who
adds his overhead and profit, and sells it to the spinner, who does
likewise. He in turn selUs it to the cloth manufacturer. The cloth
manufacturer sells it to the clothing manufacturer. It then goes to
the retailer, and finally to the consumer. Such goods as are carded
do not go through the spinners' hands, and some worsted manu-
facturers also do their own spinning. but, on the other hand, clothes
frequently go through the hands of a cloth jobber, and clothing
through tie hands ofra clothing jobber.

It takes approximately 4 pounds of clean wool to make a man's
suit of clothes. Twenty-five cents a pound on the clean content
would be $1. By the time it has reached the consumer that $1 has
pyramided until it is somewhere between $2.75 and $3. I estimate
that this will be equivalent to 10 per cent of the average retail price
of a suit of clothes inside of another 12 months.

From such statistics as are available the retail value of men's and
women's apparel of all kinds, whether woven or knitted, that goes
into consumption annually in this country is something over three
billion dollars, and this (iees not include carpets, blankets, or woolen
manufactures other than wearing apparel. Ten per cent of this sum
would he $300,000,000. We must, however, deduct from this aggre-
gate on account of the fact that a certain percentage of the goods
contains either cotton or shoddy, or both. But. on the other hand,
the percentage of the duty to thie selling price is very much greater
in knit goods than it is in other clothing. But putting it conserva.
tively we reach an estimated cost to the American people of a '25-
cent clean-content duty of $250,000,000 annually, and this estimate
is practically confirmed by published reports 'of the annual con-
s.imption of'wool by the mIlls.
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This duty is for the purpose of protecting an industry the value
of whose annual clip is something like $65,000,000. The proposal.
therefore, to place any such duty on a raw material of prime im.
portance to the American people is preposterous, and while it might
not have seemed so at the time it was first proposed a year ago, be-
cause we were then still very close to the era of inflation through
which we had just passed, it looks ridiculous to-day and will look
more ridiculous in 12 months from now, when we will have further
resolved some of the inflation which is still hampering trade. There
is, however, no limit to the audacity of the representatives of the
woolgrowers. They had demanded of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that it give them a duty of 44 cents on the clean content.
They were successful in getting a virtual embargo written into the
emergency tariff bill in ihe provision which subjects skirted wools
to a double duty, anti now they are demanding 33 cents per pound,
to my mind, with the idea of forestalling any attempt to reduce the
25-cent rate.

At the time that the 25-cent rate was adopted by the House the
representatives of the woolgrowers stated that it reflected a slight
reduction from the Payne-Aldrich rate. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, it is approximately a 40 per cent increase over that rate, as the
Tariff Board in its report of 1912 stated that the clean-content
equivalent of the 11-cent rate of the Payne-Aldrich bill, based on
our importations under that bill, was not over 18 cents.

When we consider the cost to the American people of a duty of
even a fraction of that proposed we do not wonder. that economists
have consistently advocated free raw material, but my purpose in
coming here to-day is to see whether I can not propose a substitute
that will accord with the theory that the woolgrower as well as
the manufacturer are both entitled to reasonable and adequate pro-
tection, and at the same time bring forward a proposal that will
reflect a desire on the part of Congress to not unnecessarily tax the
American people in order to give adequate protection to the wool-
grower.

The adoption of the 25-cent rate would, to my mind, be storing
up a political liability for the Republican Party. I consider the
wool tariff one that will subject the party more than any other
schedule to vulnerable attack if it does not conform to the principle
of reasonableness.

May I preface the suggestion that I have to offer by saying that
the woolgrowers have wanted a specific duty on the basis of the
clean content. The carded-woolen manufacturers have wanted a
straight ad valorem duty, and-the spinners and worsted manufac-
turers have wanted a specific duty on the grease pound. There is
very much to be said in advocacy of all three methods of assessing
the duty, and substantial objections can likewise be urged against
all three. My proposal is a concession to the wishes of all, it is a
compromise, and while it goes 50-50 with all three proposals, is
offered not because it is a compromise but because it is a sounder
method of assessing the duties than any one of the methods proposed.

It will to my mind minimize greatly the variations that would
result from a grease-pound or from a clean-content duty and by
50 per cent reduces the disadvantages that have been urged against
the straight ad valorem duty. My proposal is that we make the
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duty on raw wool a compound duty of 5 cents a grease pounl and
20 per cent ad valorem. While this duty would work out so as to
make some of its rates under those of the old Payne-Aldrich duty
of 11 cents on grease wool, it is also true that it would make some
of the duties slightly higher than 11 cents.

It would be more uniform in its application than that duty was,
and would give the woolgrowers protection where they needed it
most and remove some of the excess of protection that the 11-cent
rate gave them on the lower grades. There is no question in my mind
as to its adequacy as a protective duty, as in my judgment it liberally
covers any difference in cost of production here and abroad. It does
away with the glaring inconsistencies of a clean-content duty; for
example, that duty on some classes of wool is a duty of 100 per cent
or more and on others not over 35 to 40 per cent.

The adoption of this principle of assessing raw-wool duties should
not, in my judgment, necessarily involve a complete recasting of the
compensatory duties on cloth, yarns, and tops. It will mean simply
that inasmuch as the weight duty in the past has been assessed on
the basis of four times the duty on a grease pound that duty would
now be 20 cents instead of 44 cents, as it formerly was under the
Payne-Aldrich bill, and that some allowance will have to be made on
the net protection given towoolen manufacturers in the ad valorem
part of the duty to cover that part of the raw-wool duty that is ex-
pressed in the ad valorem terms.

The duties of the Payne-Aldrich bill were higher than were re-
quired, and, so far as cloth is concerned, I would take the 25-cent rate
of the present tariff, which is net protection based on free wool, add,
say, 10 per cent as offsetting the 20 per cent raw wool ad valorem,
and we would establish a minimum ad valorem duty of 45 per cent,
or a total of 45 per cent ad valorem and 20 cents per pound, as
against the 55 per cent rate and 44 cents a pound of the Payne-
Aldrich tariff.

My own judgment is that the ad valorem part of the duty should
not exceed 50 per cent. I am not, however, much concerned as to
whether this duty is 5 per cent lower or higher, as long as it is
reasonably protective, for the reason that this duty is not reflected
in the cost of clothing in the way the raw-wool duty is. We import
from 50 per cent to 60 per cent of the raw wool we consume. With

- such large importations, as I have said before, the duty is at once
reflected in the price of the goods, not only on what we import, but
the domestic clip is brought close to the importation price level. But
on woolen manufactures we make from 97 to 98 per cent of all that
we consume in this country, and these goods are made and sold under
keenly competitive conditions. A great many of these goods, to my
mind fully 90 per cent of them, sell way below the tariff wall. The
maximum rate in the cloth duty is required only to cover those goods
that have an exceptionally large percentage of labor cost in propor-
tion to the material cost,'but, on the other hand, the class of goods
that we import largely are those that are used for the very fine trade,
where the price is more or less secondary in consideration and where
a liberal duty may be justified from the standpoint of revenue. On
account of the uncertainty as to the American valuation plan, my
suggestions are all based on the present method of assessing duties.
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I am convinced that the adoption of the method I have proposed
would be the best solution of a vexing problem; that it would result
in a reasonable degree of protection to all branches of the industry,
because the duties on yarns and tops can be made consistent with
those on raw wool and cloth.

As a clothing manufacturer I may say that we are not seriously
concerned in thie tariff one way or the other, because ready-made
clothing does not enter largely into international trade, but we are
very much concerned from the standpoint of distribution. A tariff
of 25 cents on the clean content would seriously curtail distribution
and lessen employment in both the woolen and clothing manufactur-
ing industries. Lower prices always bring wider distribution, and
with our larger productive cap'aeitv a broadening market is now
required to keep the people employed.

I think it a fortunate circumstance that a year has elapsed since
this tariff bill was first framed and that we are to-day still without
a permanent tariff, because I think we can see the situation a little
more clearly now than we could then. We in these industries might
have been willing and content to wait another year were it not for
the existence of what is practically an embargo on wool importation
to which I have already alluded. This provision in the emergency
tariff is actually now beginning to demoralize both the clothing and
woolen trades. On the one hand we have an insistent demand for
lower prices of clothing, on the other a rapidly rising market on
wool in this country and an actual scarcity of certain classes of wools.
Meanwhile prices are declining in London and Australia. This situ-
ation is not of any particular benefit to the woolgrower, either, for
the reason that so much of this wool has now left first hands and is
owned either by the wool dealers or the stronger woolen manufactur-
ers. And unless this emergency tariff is quickly replaced by some
more reasonable provision, not only will the public show its resent-
ment at the higher prices that it is compelled to pay for clothing at
a time like this, but these industries will be subjected to a secondary
liquidation when this situation is ultimately corrected, as it inev-
itably will be, and after they have already had to go through the
most trying ordeal in their history and are seriously shaken in con-
sequence.

I think, therefore, that it is of urgent importance that a permanent
and at the same time rational tariff on wool should be enacted with-
out further delay.

Senator S3oOr. Mr. Goldman, evidently you are well acquainted
with the cost of producing wool and whet the wool man has to pass
through. No doubt you have seen them living in palaces and living
on the best of the land. Now, let us see how your figures work out.

Mr. GOLD31AN. All right, sir.
Senator SMooT. What is the production of wool in the United

States?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Roughly, 300,000,000 pounds.
Senator S.%toor. Of course, that is wrong. That is pretty close for

any figure you are talking about. If you would say 425,000,000
Pounds you might be nearer right. Four hundred and twenty-five
million pounds at 15 cents is $65,000,000. So it is 15 cents a pound
for the wool. You say it takes 4 pounds of wool to make a suit of
clothes?
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Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Szoor. That wool shrinks 50 per cent.
Mr. GOLDMAN. No. I am talking about 4 pounds of clean wool.
Senator S.OOT. You say clean wool, and therefore it would be 8

pounds.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Eight pounds of greased wool.
Senator SMooT. Eight pounds at 15 cents would be $1.20 worth of

wool in the suit of clothes.
Mr. GOLDMAN. That varies, of course, according to the grade of

wool.
Senator SMoor. Take any grade you want to.
Mr. GOLDMAN. The most recent figures, Senator, that I have of

wool production, and the only up.to.date figures, in general terms,
was abut 300,000,000 pounds.

Senator Smoor. I want to see what these dirty profiteers on the
American people have been doing to you manufacturers.

Mr. GOLDMAN. All right; I will be glad to go through that with
you. I am willing to accept your estimate of 425,000,000 pounds.

Senator Smoor. There is a $1.20 worth of wool in a suit of
clothing?

Mr. IoWLMAN. No. There are 4 pounds of wool, and if you say
425,000,000 pounds, perhaps that figure should be eighty-five or
ninety million, of total production, instead of $65,000,000. I asked .a
number of men in the last few days. The last figures I got I received
in that way, and from the Tariff Board report, which gives the produc-
tion as 300 000,000 pounds.

Senator Sioor. It was more than 300,000,000 pounds.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I can not dispute the fact, but the Tariff Board gave

those figures.
Senator Smoor. What is the amount of the consumption in the

United States of greased wool?
Mr. GOLDMAN. The consumption was somewhere around 650,000,000

pounds.
Senator Smoor. That shrinkage of 50 per cent would be all right,

would it not?
Mr. GOLDMAN. It is a little less than that on the average.
Senator SMoor. It is more than that on the average, but I am

willitfig to take the average in a suit of clothes.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Put it at 50 per cent.
Senator Smoor. That would be 325,000,000 pounds of wool?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMoor. At 25 cents. That is $19,000,000 instead of

$250,000,000.
Mr. GOLDIMAN. No. That is before it is pyramided. You have to

pyramid it three times.
Senator S3ooT. Do you mean you pyramid that by 300 per cent?
Mr. GOLDIMAN. Yes.
Senator S, tooT. You are judging that upon what you would do

yourself as a manufacturer?
Mr. GOLDMAN. I am judging it by a very careful inquiry I have

made of all classes of manufacturers as to'about what the mark up
is in the various branches. There is one thing I want to say. It is a
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very generally accepted thing that the retailer marks a minimum of
50 per cent on the cost.

Senator Siioor. Yes. That is the minimum. I am perfectly aware
of that.

Mr. GOLDMAN. That goes without saying. There is no argument
on that. We have gone through the different propositions. I have
had a good deal of correspondence concerning that before I worked
it out. It worked out between two and three-fourths and three
times.

Senator SmooT. Do you think the man that took the wool and put
it into tops made 100 per cent? He pyramided that 100 per cent?

Mr. GoLDBf. Oh, no.
Senator SMooT. You would have to, if it goes to 300 per cent.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Oh, no. The first man that gets it from the wool

dealer makes something on it.
Senator (oODIxNo. Are you blaming the sheepman for all this?
Mr. GOLDMAN. No; I am not blaming anybody for it. I am not

blaming the sheepman at all. I am simply stating the fact that the
first man that gets that wool from the grower makes money on it.

Senator S3iooT. Yes; but he does not make 100 per cent.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I did not say he did.
Senator SMoor. What does he make?
Mr. (GOLDMAN. I suppose 10 per cent. Take a dollar, and that is

$1.10.
Senator SmooT. We will get the percentage in that way.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes. He sells it to the spinner.
Senator SMoor. Yes.
Mr. GOLDMAN. And the spinner has a plant, and he has overhead

and he has profit and everything.
Senator SMooT. Of course.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I am adding 15 per cent on that dollar and 10 cents.
Senator Smoor. That is $1.30.
Mr. GOLDSM.r. That is $1.26. He sells it to the cloth manufacturer.
Senator S~toor. What is he going to make?
Mr. GOLDMAN. He has a large selling organization, and he has a

greater distributing cost than the spinner had, and I should say when
it gets into his hands he would add 18 per cent to that price.

Senator SMooT. Only 18?
Mr. GOLDMAX. Eighteen per cent, to cover his profit.
Senator SbooT. That would be 22 cents. That would make a

dollar and 59 cents. What is the next?
Mr. GOLDMAZ. It goes to the clothing manufacturer, and when

it goes to the clothing manufacturer I would figure he would, add
22 per cent.

Senator SMooT. That is 29 cents, making $2.05. What is the next?
Mr. GOMMAN. Then it goes to the retailer.
Senator StooT. Yes.
Mr. GOLDMAN. And the retailer adds 331 per cent.
Senator S~iooT. That is 90 cents, making $3.08.
Mr. GOLDMAN. We have in between a certain percentage, whether

it goes to a clothing manufacturer or a clothing jobber. When I
say it runs 21 to 3 times I know.

Senator S3toor. That would be 208 per cent?
Mr. GOLD.fAN. No; 308.
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Senator Smor. If that is the way you figure profit, you ought to
be a millionaire in a little while.

Mr. GOLDMAN. I am not saying that. I am saying where the wool
costs a dollar it costs $2.75 to $3 by the time it reaches the hands of
the consumer.

Senator S.iooT. That is the same with everything that goes in
there. Of course, it would be 208 per cent, but that is all right.

Mr. GOLDMIAN. That is exactly what I said.
Senator S~iooT. You said 308 per cent.
Mr. GOLDBIAN. No; I said it went up from a dollar to $2.75 or $3.
Senator S.%iooT. I am trying to get at this $250,000,000 that the

woolman makes out of the American people.
Mr. GOLDBIAN. I didn't say that. I say that is what it costs us to

protect the raw-wool industry approximately.
Senator SMOoT. If there had been no duty upon it, you would have

made the same percentage?
M1r. GOLDMAN. In everything except the raw-wool duty.
Senator 83ooT. Then, of course, it is not 90 per cent. It is one-half

of 77. and that would be 38. It would be $2.15 instead of $2.67.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes; that is correct. Everything multiplies in dis-

tribution, and when you add duty on the raw material it multiplies
more rapidly than anything else.

Senator S.iooT. If there were 312,000,000 pounds of clean wool at
25 cents it would be $19,000,000. If that is added to this amount it
would be 161,000,000. Of that amount what do you think the wool
man gets, the man who has held it? The manufacturer and the mer-
chant would have to make out of that $161,000,000 how muchI What
does the wool man get?

Mr. GOLDMAN. Senator, I have to take exception to those figures.
You are figuring on a duty. You are not figuring on the cost of wool.
The figures I gave you of $2.6? represent the cost in each suit of
clothes. That, I say, is about 10 per cent of the cost of the suit and
therefore it is 10 per cent of the amount of clothing sold. I am
contending that that is a pure duty. It is not anything else. It is not
material at all. That is simply pyramided in the shape of duty.

Senator S.moor. Even that way you would only have 166 per cont.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I beg your pardon. You figure wrong. I will be

very glad to work that out for you in detail.
Senator S~toor. You do not have to work anything out in detail

for me. I have been in the wool business and the mercantile business
and I know what pt-rcentage means.

Mr. GOLDMA;N. Those figures are absolutely correct.
Senator Smoor. Do you make ready-made clothing?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes.
Senator SMooT. What is the average--3 yards to a suit?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes.
Senator SizooT. To a suit that you make?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes.
Senator SmooT. What do you pay per yard now?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Our goods vary widely.
Senator SMooT. Yes; but take your ordinary laboring man's suit

of clothes.
Mr. GOLDMAN. We get a fair piece of cloth for $2 a yard net. It

is not good, but fair.
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Senator Smoor. That would be $7 for the cloth in that suit?
Mr. GoLwmAx. Yes.
Senator SMoorr. What does that retail for now?
Mr. GOLDMAN. That suit of clothes now retails for 130.
Senator SMoor. Where?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Practically all over the country.
Senator SMooT. What do you sell it for?
Mr. GOLDMAN. $22.50 regular terms, giving a discount of 9 per cent

off about $20.
Senator SMoo. What does it cost you to make that suit? I mean

lining and everything outside of the wool?
Mr. GOLDMAN. The tailoring of that suit will cost $7.50.
Senator Smoo'r. What do you mean by the"1 tailoring "?
Mr. GOLDMAN. The making of the coat, pants, and vest, and the

cutting of the coat, p ants, and~vest-the actual workmanship.
Senator CALDER. The labor cost.
Mr. GOLDUAN. Yes; the labor cost. It has a trimming cost, which

would be about $3.
Senator Smor. $10.50?
Mr. GoLwMrA. Yes.
Senator SmrooT. When did that increase take place? I used to

have a suit of clothes made complete with everything for $3.75.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I know.
Senator CALER. Who furnished the cloth?
Senator SMoor. I furnished the cloth and a Chicago clothing mann-

facturer would make the suit of clothes and everything complete for
$3.75.

Mr. GOLDMAN. The Senator is right about that.
Senator CALDER. Did you furnish the trimmings?
Senator Smool. No; he furnished them. I bought thousands of

suits and I know what they were.
Senator GooDNo. All wool?
Senator SmooT. Every pound wool.
Mr. GOLDMAN. The Federal Reserve Board on December I had a

most. interesting graphic chart showing wage conditions in the lead-
ing industries in this country. The first is clothing, the second is
shoes, and the third is woolens. The clothing industry shows a wage
scale as-against 1914 of $2.77, as against the cost of iying of $1.64.
Woolens are somewhat lower than that, but the clothing scale of
wages is to-day the highest of any ini:tstry in this country.

Senator Smoor. I do not know where you will find any of these
suits that are being sold for $30 to-day.

Mr. GOLdMAN. Those suits are being sold for $30 to-day.
Senator SmoooT. They are suits but not-
Mr. GorDMAN (interposing). I am talking about the suits being

sold at $30.
Senator SmOOT. On those figures you make $5?
Mr. GOLDMAN. No. If you take the discount off of that, it is down

to $20 net. How much do we make on that? I haven't put in any-
thing for overhead.

Senator GOoDIKG. Two dollars ought to buy a yard and a half of
cloth. Is the cloth all wool in the suit of clothes you make?

Mr. GOLDMAN. Most Of it.
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Senator SMoOr. You make a good deal more from making that suit
of clothes than the man does who has his sheep and runs them for
a full year, and has all the chance to take that they will all be dead
before spring, all the e-pense of maintaining them, feeding his sheep,
shearing his wool, paying freight to the market, and he only gets
about $1.20 out of that wool.

Mr. GOLDMAN. I am not arguing anything about the wool man.
I am just showing that in relation to the cost and the value of the
product that duty is a large matter of concern to the American peo-
ple and it is.

senator SMOOT. What do you pay for that cloth? What did you
pay for that suit you have on?

Mr. GOLDMAN. I had that made.
Senator SmooT. I know it was not made in your shop.
Tfr. GOLDMAN. That is a piece of English cloth. It cost about

$7.50 or $8 a yard.
Senator Smoor. It takes 3J yards?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes.
Senator SMoor. At $8 a yard that would be $28?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes.
Senator SMooT. What did they charge you for that suit?
Mr. GOLDMAN. I think it was $135.
Senator SMOOT. And you got it about $10 less than they generally

charge?
Mr. GOLDMAN. I don't remember whether it was $140 or $135. I

don't just remember now.
Senator'SMoor. The whole amount of cloth, if shipped from Eng-

land, with the tariff paid and everything else, did not cost you $28.
I went down the other day to get a suit of clothes made of American
goods. They wanted to charge me $125 to make a suit of clothes.
If you have such a wonderful interest in what the American people
have to pay and how they are being robbed, let us begin at the place
where the robbery takes place.

Mr. GOLDMAN. Where does it take place?
Senator SMOOT. It takes place more particularly with the retailer

than with the manufacturer. It is not the man'who produces the
wool that is in that suit of clothes.

Mr. GOLDMAN. Senator, I think it is only fair-I am not here to
defend anybody. I am not charged with the defense of anybody.
We are doing business in this country under certain conditions.
When you say the retailers are profiteering I don't think that state-
ment. can be borne out by the condition of the retailers generally.
They are subject to certain methods of doing business, certain condi-
tions they are confronted with. I can assure you that the percentage
of retailers to-day that we can credit is growing materially less than
it was a year ago. They can't make big money in any case. They
have a tremendous overhead.

Senator SMOOT. I am aware of that. I was not going into that
detail.

Mr. GOLDMAN. If there is any retailer anywhere that is profiteer-
ing you can depend on it that the business conditions that exist in
this country will correct it very quickly. We are not going to suffer
it very long. He will not last in business.
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Senator SMOOT. I would not have cared a cent about this if you
had not come here and made direct charges.

Mr. GoLmAN. I have no charges against the woolgrowers. I am
sympathetic with them. You will admit the value of the wool
product is under $100,000,000. Suppose it is $100,000,000. I took
the estimate of a very prominent woolman day before yesterday
on that, and he told me $65,000,000. I am willing to accept your
estimate of $100,000,000.

Senator SMooT. I did not say it is $100,000,000.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Suppose it is $125,000,000.
Senator Smoor. No; it is not $100,000,000.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Isn't it a fact that we ought to stop and think

before we put a duty on what is going to be $200,000,000 more for
the American people to pay I

Senator SmooT. But you are wrong there.
Mr. GoWMAN. I am sure I am right as to the $200,000,000.
Senator McCuMDER. There has been a very exhaustive discussion

of this. We have two more witnesses who desire to be heard this
evening.

Mr. tOLMAN. If there are any other questions I will be glad to
answer them. I am not an expert. I am giving the opinion of
clothing people.

Senator GooDNo. Do you buy direct from the mills?
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes; and also at times from the jobber; wherever

I can buy to the best advantage.
Senator GooDINo. Do you understand that at the present time in

an all-wool suit of clothes there is only about $1.50 worth df wool I
Mr. GOLDMAN. Some classes of wool.
Senator GOoDxNO. I am talking about the average.
Mr. GOLDMAN. I should say it would be nearer to $2.
Senator GooDXNo. Do you know that for every pound of wool put

into a suit of clothes or a fabric there is a pound of cheaper material,
cotton, or stuff of that kind, that does not cost more than from 2
to 6 cents a pound?

Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes. That only applies to a certain percentage of
goods.

Senator GooDiNo. You take the average goods of the American
laboring man, and there is only about $1.13 or $1.14 worth of raw
material in it.

Mr. GOLDMAN. This tariff is not yet effective--this 25 cents on the
clean content. It has not yet been felt enough, so far as certain
classes of wools are concerned, to be effective.

Senator GOODINo. It never was much more than that, as far as
the woolgrowers were concerned.

Senator LA FoLuwn. Senator Smoot challenged your statement
as to the quantity of wool production of the United States. I wish
you would read from the tariff report the figures given by the Tariff
Board in respect to that.

Mr. GOLDM3AN (reading):
The quantity of wool produced annually In the United States has remained

piactlcally the same for the past 35 years. The domestic product amounted
to about 300,000,000 pounds In 1883, and It has since not usually varied from
this figure by as much as 20,000,000 pounds. The smallest annual product dur-
ing that period was in 1897, when the total clip amounted to only 259,000.000
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pounds, and the largest was in 1893, when 848,000,000 pounds were secured
from domestic sources. In most years the output has been very close to the
300,000,000 mark, which was reached nearly four decades ago.

In 1920 it was 295,400,000.
Senator LA FowwrE. On the preceding page there is the produc-

tion for 1919 of 314,000,000 pounds.
Mr. GOLDMAN. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF PRAGER MILLER, ROSWELL, N. MEX.

Mr. MILM~e. I appreciate very much the opportunity to represent
New Mexico at this meeting. We as perhaps all other States of the
Union, have experienced great difhculty in the reconstruction period
following the World War. "

The woolgrowers of New Mexico, which I represent particularly,
have been before this committee twice, and I.appreciate the patience
that the Senators of the Finance Committee have shown in-Tearing
the woolgrowers of the United States; and in being invited to appear
before this committee representing the New Mexico division of the
Southern Tariff Association I appreciate more than any other thing
the fact that the Southern Tariff Association represents not only
the producers of the South but the producers of the entire United
States.

I, for one, as an American citizen while I am a Republican in
politics, believe that my party should merit success only by giving
service to the people of the United States, anl during this time of
stress we certainly, in my opinion, need a tariff, which is the founda-
tion of the business structure of the country, and in making this
fight the Southern Tariff Association, I feel, represents the entire
country and not the South.

I am going to give you the situation as it exists in my State, which
situation exists also in practically all of the Southern and Western
States, and in giving this situation I am particularly representing
the. woolgrowers and the cattle growers and the farmers of New
Mexico, because in New Mexico we have, aside from our mines-
which are now closed; they are not operating-the farming industry
and the live-stock industry, from which revenue is derived that main-
tains our citizenship.

I want to show particularly the effect of the emergency tariff bill
as it affects our State, and to show what effect a revision of that
tariff might have upon the producers and the citizenship of our State.
The emergency tariff absolutely saved the live-stock industry, upon
which the agricultural industry depends because during the years
1919 and 1920, while we had no tariff, alter boats became available
for the importation of wool into this country, foreign imports came
into the country to such an extent that we could not sell our 1920 clip.

This point I want to bring out: In the beginning of 1919 the
woolgrowers started in the production of the 1920 clip. It takes a
year to produce a calf crop or a wool crop. We produced those clips
and that calf crop at the highest cost ever known, and in the spring
of 1920 we could not sell that wool crop because the Federal Reserve
Board of this country had introduced their rulings and curtailed
credits. In other words, the general order for deflation of credits
had taken place on May 18, 1920, and we do not shear in my country
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and in the West until, say, the month of June, and due to that fact
we could not sell our 1920 wool clip, and we carried it over until
1921 at the expense in the Southwest of about $5 per head on the
sheep, and in the Northwest at $10 per head.

We carried the 1920 clip over until the spring of 1921, under
which conditions we had to borrow the money for running expenses
for 1921. Let us say, gentlemen that the average chattel mortgage
on sheep was $2.60 per head in tie spring of 1919. The $5 running
expenses for those sheep during 1920 added to the average chattel
mortgage of $5, made $7.50 perhead.

Little money was realized on the sale of lambs, and we borrowed the
running expenses for 1921, which made the average chattel mortgage.
about $10 per head for sheep.

When the wool clip of 1921 was sold it was sold on the basis of
prewar prices, from 12 to 20 cents a pound, which left the average
chattel mortgage on these sheep from double to treble the prewar
average chattel mortgage.

I bring out these facts to show you the condition we are in today,
and the conditions we are facing in trying to carry out the live-stock
industry of the West.

Senator DILLINOHA31. Will you repeat that portion of your state-
ment about the condition in 1921 after you had applied the figures
of the sale?

Mr. MiT . In other words, you would like me to deduct from the
average chattel mortgage the price obtained from the lambs?

Senator DUNOHAM. Yes.
Mr. Miuxn. Senator, we will say that the average lamb produc-

tion was 60 per cent, which is correct, at the end of the year 1920,
when we failed to dispose of our wool. So that the realization from
the lamb crop was $2 per head; it cost us $5 to produce the 1920 clip
and the lamb production. That left an average, if I am correct, of
$5.50, average chattel mortgage on those sheep. Then we borrowed
the money for the production of the 1921 clip which, for illustration
was $4. So we realized in 1921 $7 per head for the production of
that lamb, which leaves $2, which would be $7.50 average chattel
mortgage on the sheep of the West, if I am correct.

Senator WATSON. Is that the condition to-day?
Mr. MiLLER. Senator Watson, I would say that that is close to the

average chattel mor a e on this stuff.
Senator WATsOn. Wat are sheep worth?
Mr. MILLER. Sheep have been selling for, particularly in the South.

west, an average of $3.50 per head.
Senator WATSoN. Half the amount of the mortgage?
Mr. MILLER. They have been selling, regardless of the mortgage--

what sheep have been sold-at $3.50 on the average. Because in that
average herd of sheep you have the cut back of lambs and old ewes,
which makes the average herd down to $3.50. While good young
ewes will sell at $5, the average sheep of the herd will only bring
$3.50 per head.

Senator GooDING. I will say, Mr. Chairman, that in the Northwest
the average mortgage on a 'bunch *of ewes is about $10 a head-
between $9 and $10 on all the sheep, which takes them all, whether
mortgaged or not.
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31r. MiLLER. I wish to impress the members of the Senate Finance
Committee with this fact, that it is not a matter of saving the indi-
vidual woolgrowers of the country, but that burden of $10 per head
rests upon the banks of the West, and the banks are depending upon
the conservative, old-time woolgrowers of the West for the pay-
ment of that money. I trust I am understood clearly.

In other words, under present conditions the woolgrowers of the
Vest, the old, conservative woolgrowers, can not meet the present

situation; and how could you expect new men to go into the business
and conserve the industry? And we are all interested, my friends, in
conserving the industry not the individual.

I want to say to you before I go into the tariff duties that I look
at the tariff situation not from the standpoint of any one industry
but as a national situation, because no one industry can prosper in
this country at the expense of any other industry.

If we believe in tariff for protection, we believe in protection for all
industries of the country that need protection, and I do not appeal
to you for a just tariff on wool and on hides as a matter of protection
of the wool industry or the cattle industry. But I believe that, for
illustration, the middle western farmer depends upon the production
of live stock in the West for a market for his products. It is true
that he exports a certain percentage of his products, but he is depend-
ing upon the live stock produced in the West for the market for his
grain, and in turn, if the purchasing power of the West is destroyed,
even the manufacturer of the East has lost that market which is the
best market, as far as I am able to ascertain, for his product.

If the reports from the Department of Commerce are correct, the
percentage of products exported from the United States over a period
of 10 prewar years was less than 10 per cent. In other words, 90
per cent of the products of the manufacturers of the East, taken as a
whole, have been marketed within the borders of the United States.

So I feel that in asking for a tariff it is not for the producers of
the West. I believe in a reasonable tariff and in the proper tariff for
the manufacturer of the East, and I want to speak now particularly
for the woolgrowers to illustrate my point.

The woolgrowers produce only half of the wool consumed in the
United States; the other half is imported.

We depend on the wool market for our product. On the other
hand, the American manufacturer who might feel that if he could
get his raw materials free he could compete with the world markets
and we become an industrial nation,. I can see his point of view.
Personally, I believe that lie is cutting his own throat, because when
he destroys the purchasing power of the West by placing raw mate.
rials on the free list he has killed the biggest market that lie has for
his product. So, as I suggest, I believein protection for all of the
industries of the country that need protection, if we are to restore
prosperity to the country.

In my State, as in all the Western States. business is dead: not
only do the agriculturists find no market for their products, but the
merchants can not sell their goods, and in my opinion it is because
the purchasing power of the producer has been destroyed. Yet a few
evenings ago, before I left New Mexico, the merchants of my town-
the merchants, undTrstand-nmet and went into consideration of the
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American valuation plan in the tariff bill. They failed to indorse
that plan because the majority of them felt that the adoption of the
American valuation in the tariff would hold up the cost of living,
would hold up the cost of merchandise, not realizing that what they
need to-day is to restore the purchasing power of the producer.
Their customers can not buy their products gentlemen, if they are
out of employment and if the product of the farmer is not worth
anything. It is not what a dollar is worth in the United States, but
it is what a bushel of wheat is worth; it is what a pound of wool is
worth. Take it in my State, where we have nothing, as I stated in
the beginning, aside from mining except agriculture, which depends
on what a hide off the cow is worth, what the meat is worth, what the
wool and mutton are worth, whether or not the merchants of my com-
munity or my State can sell their commodities.

Senator DILLINOHAM. You have stated that the present selling
price of sheep on the average was $3.50. Taking the 10-year period
before the period of depression came, how did prices run I

Mr. MILLER. Senator, I bought sheep in 1912, if I am not mistaken,
at $4 for ewes and $3 for lambs, with 10 per cent cut back in Octo-
ber. At that time, Senator, wool was bringing 15 cents a pound on
the average, in my State. To-day these sheep are selling for the
same price--for prewar prices-and the costs of production have
doubled what they were in that time.

I want you to remember this: I want to place these thoughts be-
fore you gentlemen. I am a woolgrower, I am not a speciiator; I
havebeen in tli sheep business since I was 18 years of age. When I
go down to the bank to obtain a loan for the carrying on of this
industry, I do not obtain credits on anticipations of what prices may
be, but I obtain credits on the basis of actual values-taxation, in-
terest rate, and so on; and to-day we are producing at 50 or 60 per
cent at least above prewar costs of production, and we are selling
our product on the basis of prewar values and we absolutely can not
continue if you are not going to protect the industry.

It is true that in my State to-dav the cattlemen are not skinning
their cattle; the sheepman is not 'freighting his pelts to town for
sale, because they would not pay the freight.

Senator DILLINGOUAM. To what do you attribute that?
Mr. MILLER. In the first place, Senator, I want to show you the

cost of production; I want to show where it originated, if you will
appreciate that the average chattel mortgage on sheep was $2.50 at
the beginning of 1919 and that we produced the 1920 clip at the high-
est prices ever known. Our credits were cut off and there was no
sale for wool in 1920; that $5 expense money was added to the aver-
age chattel mortgage, and so on. We were paying, in other words, 10
per cent interest on $2.50 sheep in 1919, and we are now paying 30
per cent for interest for our money to maintain that industry be-
cause we owe three times as much on that sheep. But say if it were
only double, so that the average chattel mortgage on a sheep in the
Southwest was $5, it is a condition. Senator, over which we have no
control. For example, during 1919-20 prices were maintained in
this country commensurate with the cost of production when we had
the greatest surplus ever known in the country. You gentlemen re-
member that following the armistice in November of 1918, that in
the next month prices were fixed on hogs and wheat in the country.
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Prices were maintained in the country during 1919 and 1920 by
placing minimum prices on wheat and ogs, as I say. The costs of
production were extremely high, and during these following years
we produced at the highest costs ever known; and during the spring
of 1920, when the bottom dropped out of the market and credits
were curtailed, we had to sell on the basis of foreign values. I am
trying to show that the average chattel mortgage on this stuff is not
any fault of ours; it is not the fault of the bankers or anyone else.
In the cost of production, interest, and taxes due to the increased
burden of taxation created by the war, we are paying twice the
taxes we paid before the war. In other words, the cost of produc-
tion can not come back to prewar costs. Consequently the price of
our products at prewar prices are absurd and ridiculous if you are
going to mairntaifi the industry. It can not be done. And if the War
Finance Corearation, for instance is going to help to maintain this
industry, we must have a tariff sufficient to create a price commensu-
rate with the cost of production.

Senator McLEAN. Chat did the Finance Corporation do for you?
Mr. MILLER. The War Finance Corporation has, in my humble

judgment, saved the situation in the West, and if the War Finance
Corporation continues to function as it has functioned during the
last two months we will be able to continue the industry, and if not,
we will not be able to do so.

In other words., the War Finance Corporation in taking over these
loans at a reasonable vallie- for instance, a local bank, if it can get
two-thirds of what the customer oves, the bank has a loan through
the War Finance Corporation unde,- the 30 months' loan plan, the
woolgrower in the meantime will be able to make the difference in
that. So that at the time of the expiration of the activities of the
War Finance Corporation the woolgrower will become solvent and
the local bank will be able to take over his loan.

Senator McLE-x. You do not imagine that the War Finance Cor-
poration can save this industry regardless of a tariff, do you?

Mr. MILLER. The first essential, in my opinion, is the tariff. The
tariff is the foundation of the business structure of the country; and
I will say, further, that the American valuation plan and this tariff
are absolutely essential, because, due to the depreciated currency of
foreign countries and other elements, we can not continue production
in this country without a sufficient tariff and the American valuation
plan of assessment.

Senator McLEAX. They can not save you unless you have a market
for your goods at n profit?

Mr. MILLER. Certainly.
Senator MCLEAN. The War Finance Corporation can carry you.

but the day is coming when you have got to sell your stuff at a profit?
Mr. MILR. Certainly, but if you restore the purchasing power of

the American public that consumes 90 per cent of the production of
the country, we will be saved.

Senator MfCLEAN. The tariff will help you get back your market?
Mr. MIiLERn. So far as the manufacturers of the East are con-

cerned. my understanding is that there is a clause in the tariff bill,
which, for instance, if an American manufacturer buys wool from
South America and imports it into the country, that part of his prod-
uct which is not consumed in the United States but which is for ex-
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port. when he exports that product he is allowed a refund for the
difference in that tariff, at least 99 per cent; so that the American
manufacturer is at least taken care of in the exportation of his sur-
plus that he produces.

MOHAIR.

I lIaragriph 1102.]

STATEMENT OF R. E. TAYLOR, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
MOHAIR GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Senator McCVM31a. Mr. Taylor, will you kindly give your name
and address to the stenogrn'phcr and tell whom you represent?

Mr. TAYLOR. RI. E. Taylor, representing the National Mohair
Growers' Association of the United States. I want to talk to-day on
the question of the Angora goat. The Angora goat is the anial
that produces the mohair which will he the topic of my conversation
with you to-day.

This industry is not like other industries. It is not so well known.
It has been shrouded with many false representations, and some of
these representations I hope to remove front your minds to-day.

The industry, as I have said, is not an old one in the United'States.
It dates back only to 1848. At that time the Sultan of Turkey
wanted to get into the cotton business. He asked our President to
send a representative over there to tech his people how to grow
cotton. Dr. James B. Davis was sent. For the courtesy of Mr.
Davis's services over there the Sultan of Turkey gave to Mr. Davis
a small flock of Angora goats. These were returned to America and
were widely distributed over Texas. New Mexico, Arizona, Califor-
nia, and Oegon.

Senator DILLINOIIAM. How long ago was that?
Mr. TAYLOn. 1848, if I am correct. Mind you, I am a little bit in

doubt as to it. I may say that I am not accustomed to the gathering
of statistics. I am but a poor ranchman who raises horses, cattle,
and goats, farms a little bit on the side, and things of that kind.
Consequently, I have not been accustomed to gathering statistics
nor to appearing before committees to give information.

Senator DIJINGHAM. I just wanted to get the approximate date.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think it was 1848. Afterwards other importations

followed on for a great number of years, until finally the Sultan of
Turkey realized the fact that he had let his goat get away from him
and that the United States, which was then and is.now known as the
most. progressive Nation on earth, was fast developing that industry,
so he put a prohibitive duty upon the exportation of goats from
that country. At first it was something like a duty of $500. That,
however, did not stop exportations; and then he increased that duty
to a considerable extent and later made the penalty death.

South Africa, about that time, realized what was happening to her
colonists, and she put a prohibitive duty upon the goiits so that you
can readily see that the Angora goat people have had to fight to
hold their own in the Angora industry in the United States.

We do not ask that our Government should retaliate against these
foreitin Governments for this discrimination against us, but we do
ask why our Government. in view of this discrimination, should pro-
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pose a duty so low as to destroy our industry and at the same time
turn it over to the Governments of Turkey and South Africa. We
think that we should be protected and cared for as American citi-
zens and as an industry that must go forward.

I shall now take up the Angora goat's habits. We have about four
classes of goats. You men are no doubt familiar with one, or pos-
sibly all, of these claws of oats. I have made a particular study of
all of them in my time. We have the Spanish goat. That goat is
fit only for food. There is no revenue from mohair. Then there is
the milk goat that has taken its place and is fast becoming popular
ini this country. Then we have the Angora goat, the producer of
mohair. Then, fourth and last of all, we have the scapegoat, with
which you are all familiar. That one, gentlemen, I have had to deal
with but very little in my time.

We have up to the present time 2,100000 Angora goats in the
United States, of which Texas has more than half. I am going to
talk only about shearing goats. If you will look at the statistics
gotten out by the Government you will see that practically every
State in the Union is now raising goats.

The goat takes readily to any climate. He thrives in any part of
the country; in fact, wherever he has been put. It is a fallacy to
say that the goat is adapted only to the western section of the coun-
try. That is not true. He adapts himself readily to any climate. He
thrives in the East and in the North, as well as in Missouri, Georgia.
Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana. He does well in the
swamps of Louisiana. While the Angora goat, the producer of mo-
hair, is primarily a browsing animal, his principal food being leaves
and twigs; he will eat some grass.

We have a vast area of land all over the States of Louisiana.
Texas, and Georgia, as well as a number of others, especially adapted
to the raising of the Angora goats. lie replaces the grass wherever
lie goes.

Take the farmer with his paddock; ta;, underbrush, where the
leaves are shading the ground; if you put enough goats within it
reasonable space you will find a great improvement. If you place
these goats in these places, the second year the grass will begin to
come up on land that is not producing any giass for sheep and cattle.
The grass will return to it after a time, and it then becomes a grazing
proposition for live stock. I

The Angora goat is the most healthy animal that. is known. lie
carries no contagious disease. In every way possible they have tried
to find out whether lie carries some contagious disease; but they have
failed to find that he does. Out of 76,000 that were slaughtered in
Kansas City, but 2 were condemned. An investigation was made to
ascertain why they were condemned. It was announced that they
had tuberculosis. We took up the question and asked to what extent
they had examined them. The man who had the examination made
said that it was doubtful in his mind whether they really had tuber-
culosis, but that he could not aff(,rd to paslthem. He was not at all
sure. He said that they did not take the steps that were proper to
ascertain what it was. We again asked his opinion. His opinion
was that it was doubtful that they had tuberculosis. You are not
injecting into your child's body any tubercular germ when your child
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eats goat's meat. I want to say to you men, if you never ate any, it is
time that you should know, for you are missing something.

I have come before you people in the interests of this industry be-
cause my heart is with it. My expenses are being paid up here prac-
tically through contributions. I have used some of my own money
because my heart is with the cause. I want to see the goats go for-
ward. I realize we need this industry. I have a brief in my pocket
covering this. I will read it if you will bear with me.

Senator 3MOOT. Do you tell what rates you want?
Mr. TAYLoR. Yes. Gentlemen, I never had the blessings that many

of you great men have had, of attending colleges or even common
schools. I have lived on a ranch. I have grown tip with the different
animals, and I have a great many of their habits.

Mohair is from the Angora goat, native to Asia Minor. This fiber
is soft and silky, white, and lustrous and 12 months' growth is from
10 to 12 inches in length. Mohair from the Southwestern States is
usually shorter, as the goats are sheared twice a year. The average
weight of an Angora fleece is about 3 pounds, much below that of
the sheep.

These hairs are used for making coat linings dress goods, automo-
bile tops, rugs, carriage robes, imitation furs, plush for car seats, and
for upholstering furniture and Pullman cars, and for press cloth,
ladies', children, and gentlemen's summer wear.

There has been a fallacy prevailing to the effect that there is no
market. That question has been discussed. It has been said that
mohair does not have a stabilized market. There was a time when
that was true, but it is now coming into its own, just as other com-
modities like wool and cotton, for the manufacture of wearing ma-
terial. It is the greatest known summer dress that we have for both
men and women. I am going to quote as I go along from the Goodall
worsted people.

I want to say that I was invited by Col. Goodall to go through his
mill. I spent something like four days up there. I had a very nice
visit with him. I wanted to get information as to mohair; that is,
as to what its uses were and to see the actual operations. I want you
to understand, however, that I did not go there to get this informa-
tion secretly. All this information was graciously given to me for
such disposition as I might care to make of it. They received one
order, a very large order for $2,000,000, with the understanding that
if it were delivered in a reasonable time it would be duplicated.

For children's clothes and dress goods this is the most satisfactory
article that is known. It is washable. You can clean it wet or dry.
It is noninflammable. A child's dress made of mohair will not take
fire. A match dropped into a nxohair bag will burn until it goes
out, but the mohair itself will not burn. It is only a matter of a short
time when mohair will be used for all firemen and foundry people.
They are fast coming to it. They are asking for it.

Until recently it was not known what you were purchasing when
you purchased mohair. It is only just recently that you could go
into a store and call for a mohair suit and get a suit composed of the
real mohair. The Palm Beach suit is a mohair product put out by
the Sanford Mill people, if I am correct.

I am going to take up now the production of mohair. I want you to
note how the imports have exceeded our production. While we have
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made considerable progress in the production of mohair, yet there is
room for considerable.more. The Goodall worsted people told me
when I was visiting them that before the end of 1922 their mills would
be manufacturing more mohair than we could produce in the United
States.

In discussing the tariff proposition with these gentlemen, they
said: "We wantyou to have a tariff; we want our industry togo for-
ward; it is a much-needed industry." I asked them if they had
finished the experimental stage, and they said that they had not.
They said that every year they were manufacturing pLoducts that
they did not know they could make from mohair a few years past.

The amount of mohair sheared here in 1900 was 961,000 pounds,
valued at $268,000, equal to 39 cents per pound.

In 1910 there were 3,779,000 pounds, valued at $902,000, represent-
in 24 cents a pound.

n 1914 there were 4,500,000 pounds; 1915 to 1919, about 6,000,000
pounds per year from Texas, Oregon, New Mexico, California, and
Arizona.

The Government statistics put the average of an Angora goat, I
think, at about 2 pounds. The statistics that I got were several
years old, and I think the Angora goat to-day is producing 31
pounds. The Government says that it cost 23 cents to produce a
pound of mohair at that time. That was prewar time. It is now
considerably more. It must cost 30 cents or 35 cents a pound.

Now I will go on with my story.
The imports of mohair, alpaca, and other like animals in 1910

were 1,969,919 pounds, valued at $682,010, equal to 28 cents per
pound.

In 1914 the imports were 3,555,950 pounds, valued at $1,160,391,
equal to 30 cents per pound.

In 1917 they were 9,367,801 pounds, valued at $3,501,808, equal to
26* cents per pound.

In 1920 they were 8,183,837 pounds. Alpaca averages about 1,000,-
000 pounds, and Chinese human hair about 1,000,000 pounds in two
years.

Thus, you seeplacing our Angoras at 2,000,000, according to sta-
tistics, we would only be producing 7,000,000 pounds of mohair,
approximately, against 9,367,000 pounds of imported mohair.

From 1910 to 1917 the average price of domestic mohair was about
31 cents per pound, but during the war prices varied. At the begin-
ning of 1919 mohair was selling at 60 cents a pound, but it dropped
down as low as 16 cents, and in 1920 a great deal of mohair changed
hands around these prices.

On about December 8,1920, while we were in convention assembled
at El Paso, Tex., we received a telegram from Adams and Leland,
Boston, to the effect that Cape mohair was being offered in Boston at
12 cents per pound.

Senator Sitoqr. What is it nowI
Mr. TAYwn. It is an average of about 23 cents, taking the country

over.
Senator GOODING. Is that in Boston?
Mr. TAYLOn. Texas. I haven't the prices for Boston. It should sell

for more in Boston than in Texas. You have to take into considera-
tion the freight rates.
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Mr. George B. Emery, who is buyer for the Goodall worsted people,
when I visited him in August told me he was offered Cape mohair
laid down in Boston for 26 cents a pound. That meant that these
people over there in Turkey and South Africa were .willing to pay a
duty of 15 cents a pound, pay the freight charges of 5 or 6 cents a
pound, and sell that mohair for 26 cents. Thus, if it were not for the
duty on this mohair these people would be willing to sell that mohair
at 5 and 6 cents a pound and let it be shipped over here in competi-
tion with our American product. -

Senator McLEAN. How valuable are the carcasses for food prod-
ucts?

Mr. TAYLOR. They are now bringing only about 2 cents per pound
,on the maret.

Senator McLEAN. That is on the foot?
Mr. TAYLOR. On foot; yes, sir. I do not know what per cent they

dress. They bring now only 2 cents a pound on the average on the
market. They are very low. \Very few goats have been shipped this
season.

Senator LA FOLLumr How do they run in weight?
Mr. TAYLOR. A wether will weigh, at 3 years of age, 76 to 80

pounds.
The hair on a goat up to 3 years of age constitutes about 50 per

cent of the commercial value of the animal.
Commodities competing with mohair are camel's hair, alpaca,

vicuna, llama, guanco, horse hair (South American classification),
and Chinese human hair.

If the mohair industry of America can receive the proper protec-
tion which we believe is justly due it it will reclaim more arid land
in the West and waste lands of thi Past, build more homes, educate
more children, than any irrigatioli enterprise that has ever been
launched in the United States. Every State in the Union, as well as
Alaska, is now raising mohair and reports satisfactory results.

Sei itor IcLEAN. How are they wintered in the States where the3
haVe a fall of snowI

Mr. TAYIDR. Why, they winter them practically the same as they
do sheep. Where the siiow is heavy they protect them with sheds
just as they do the other animals.

Senator DiJJINOHAM. What is the character of the foodI
Mr. TAYLOR. Hlay and any food that is good for any other live

stock. Any food that is good for the other live stock is good for the
goats-hay. corn, oats.

Senator McLEAN. Don't they destroy the brush?
Mr. TAYLOR. You cap put them on so that they will. You can put

them on the land so many that they will destroy it; but when you
have them on there as they should be they will be a benefit to it.

Senator McoLEAN. How many goats can you keep to the acre with-
out having them gnaw the bark and destroy the sap of the trees?

Mr. TAYRoa. One to 2 or 3 acres. That depends, of course, on the
amount of brush that you have on the land. Of course, the thicker
the brush the more the land will carry. There are certain trees that
the goats will bark anyway.

Senator DILLINOHAM1. Wili they consume ferns in big pastures
where the ferns grow in what thle farmers call brakes? Will the
goats eat those?
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Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir. If I understand what you mean, I will say
that the State of Oregon has a boundless number of those ferns that
F"wup there. They are really detrimental to the goats; they are
injurious. For instance, they carry so much water that the goats
in passing through, injure the fleece. I have seen fleece that would
break on account of being constantly in these wet ferns where the
brush overhead was so thick there was not much sunlight. It would
be wet, for days and days constantly. The ferns are a hindrance to
the mohair grower.

Senator DINMfAmr. They will not eqt. them?
Mr. TAYLOn. No, sir;.I do hot think they will.
Senator MCLEAw. They browse like the deer.
IMr. TAYLOR. They seldom ever eat grass.
Senator MCLEAN. Why will they not winter like the (leer without

being confined, if they roam around?
Mr. TAYLOR. They can winter in any place a (leer can winter, but

a man is supposed, if lie cares for his animal, to take better care of
it ihan the deer gets running wilh, because that fleece figures in the
revenue.

Senator McLKAN. The deer will fare better at liberty than if con-
fined?

Mr. 'rAYLon. The deer is naturally a wild animal. If you will put
goats, like you would deer, with about a million acres to run over,
you will find the goat just as happy as the (leer every time.

It is perfectly apparent that once the mohair industry is destroyed
in this country that it can never be reestablished, owing to the Turkish
and South African prohibitory governmental decrees.

Gentlemen, I will emphasize to you that if those people could now
obtain a. monopoly on the mohair industry, or if they could cause tile
mohair industry in this country to be pit on a tratie basis, so they
could control it, they would hold it. But they have allowed the
American goat to get ahead of them, and we have made progress
during the time we have been handling the Angora goat, and we wish
to stay in the business, and there is only one thing that can defeat
and keep us from forging to the front, and that would be to put a
duty s low that we can not raise it at a profit.

senator MCCUMBER. It is not really necessary to import the Turk-
ish and South African goats, is it?

Mr. TAYLOR. It is not. But we are American people and like to
go forward. We would like to have some new blood. We have had
to infuse so much American blood in flocks that we thought it would
be very acceptable if we could get some fresh blood from that coun-
try. However, we have got our mohair up to a state of perfection
where it is now equal to the Turkish and South African products.

Senator MCCUMBER. You import now about one-half of the mo-
hair that is used?

Mr. TAYLOR. The importations are about equal to one and a half
times the native American production.

Senator McCUMBER. I have the statistics for 1919, and they would
indicate about the same, according to the Tariff Commission's report.
They say that in 1919 our output was about 6,000,000 pounds, and I
notice in 1919 the importations were 6,123 123 pounds, so they were
very nearly the same that year. And it has been increasing since

81527-22--scH 11-14
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1919, has it? I refer, of course, to the importations. This is the
last that we have.

Mr. TAYwLo. I got my information which I have here about the
importations of that 9,000,000 and that 8,000,000 from the Summary
of Tariff Information for 1920, paragraph 304, page 75; that is
where I got the information which I have just given you.

Senator McCuMBER. I think you will find that this includes alpaca
as well as mohair.

Mr. TAYloR. Possibly it does; I will not say about that. But
addressing my remarks to what you say about your statistics showing
that the importations would equal our native production, I think
that only a few years back that it did not.

I now wish to call the committee's attention to the discrimination
made by the Governments of the mohair-raising countries of 'the
eastern world against that of the United States industry, namely,
by the Governments of Turkey and South Africa. Turkey and then
South Africa put, first, an almost prohibitory duty on exports of
male or female Angora goats, and finding that even with a tax of
$500 per animal some were even then exported from these countries
for breeding purposes, they thereupon issued a proclamation to the
effect that no Angora goats should be exported from these countries.
In Turkey -a violation of the decrees of law is punished by death.
We do not ask that our Government retaliate against these foreign
Governments for this discrimination against us,-but we do ask wRy
should our Government, in view of this discrimination propose a
duty so low as to destroy our industry and at the same time give it
over to the Governments of Turkey and South Africa? Ifthey
could once more get the mohair industry back into their possesion
they certainly would hold on to it. Once we are driven out of this
industry, it would give those Governments which have discriminated

against us by such unreasonable prohibitory decrees on the import.
tion of breeding animals an entire monopoly on the industry, and
the growers in these foreign countries would have accomplished the
results which they desired and which they aimed at when they issued
these prohibitory decrees, namely, driving out all competition and
obtaining possession of the entire mohair markets-results which
are natural of people of that class that they would put the market
up and we would pay the price and at the same time receive no bene-
fits. The industry is becoming more highly competitive yearly, as
imports now exceed the native production by about one and one-half
times.

Gentlemen, if I have erred in giving these facts and figures my
aim is to try to be reasonable, and try to get the facts out of this
thing, because I would rather lose the cause I represent than to make
false statements about it - and if I have erred in this it has been from
the head and not from the heart.

In past years the mohair market was controlled by fads and fancy,
but mohair has now become a'stabilized product and is looked upon
when the season arrives for it the same as wool is when the
season arrives for woolen goods, therefore, it has taken its place in
the commercial world as a commercial product and it no longer
moves by fad and fancy. When springtime arrives all classes, men,
women, and children, begin to look for the summer wear of mohair,
and it is only a short time when it is going to replace practically
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everything else in the way of summer wear, because it is the coolest,
most sanitary article that is put -upon the market.

Furthermore, we sell all our mohair to weavers and spinners in
the United States, and I wish to emphasize just here that I wish
these great industries to receive the proper protection that is duo
them tNat they may continue in their most needful pursuits, for we
are wholly dependent upon American manufacturers for a market.
Will this great Government hand over the goat-raising industry to
a Government monopoly? I surely think not. We are asking for
a specific duty of 33 cents per pound, scoured basis, as we feel it
will come nearer giving just equality to the industry. The ad
valorem duty, we think, is socially wrong. Reason: When mohair
is cheap and we need protection it does not afford the necessary pro.
tection. It lets in the cheap and undesirable stuff to continue to
depress our market, and when mohair is high and a tariff not so
badly needed it has a tendency to keep out the better grades, for
which there is a constant and ever-growing demand. Therefore,
we think that a specific duty is the most adequate means of serving
the grower and the manufacturer. %

Senator McCuMBPR Mr. Taylor, would you mind stating just
what it cost the American producer to produce a pound of mohair-
actual cost?

Mr. TAYLoR. The actual cost, as close as I can figure it, in New
Mexico is about 30 to 32 cents now. In California, in Oregon, and
in those regions farther north, from the information I have received
from those people, it will cost something like 35 to 37 cents. They
pay more for their herders there than we pay.

Senator MCCUMBM. In Texas, where you lived for many years,
what does it cost to produce a pound of mohair wool I

Mr. TAYLOR. From 30 to 32 cents a pound-that is, actual cost
to produce a pound of mohair-and we feel like we are entitled to
more than the actual cost of production, and we must have, of course,
more than actual cost of production or this industry is bound to
go down.

Senator MoLFAzi. It costs more to raise mohair than it does wool?
Mr. TAYLOR. We do not get as many pounds from the animal and

our expenses are comparatively the same. It requires the same at-
tendance to care for the goat as it does for the sheep. Therefore,
you know it costs more per pound to produce mohair than it does
wool.

Senator MCLeAN. And the meat is not worth as much?
Mr. TAYLOR. No; the meat does not bring as much per pound.
Senator McLrEAN. Is it expensive to provide fencing for these

aniaials or are they easily confined?
Mr. TAYOR. They are very easily confined. Any fence that will

control sheep, hogs, and things of that kind, will control goats,
The Angora goat is not a breachy animal.
Senator W~rCU*mm You haye stated that you prefer a specific

duty. Have you given the duties that you ask for in your brief?
Mr. TAYloR. Yes, sir; I shall. We want 33 cents scoured content,

specific duty.
The difference in labor cost here and abroad I have not been able'

to get any statistics upon but I will give it to you as obtained from
private correspondence. fhey are paying $13.50 per month in South
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Africa for herders, while we are paying $35 to $45 per month for
our herders.

They have a mode of transportation in part of that country over
there, as Mr. Emery gave it to me when I was in Boston, which was
that they hire those people back in those hills to transport this mohair
on their backs and they pay them at a rate that amounts to about 5
cents per day American money, and whenever one of those men gets
in there with his little burden, as Mr. Emery put it to me, and hegets
15 or 20 cents a head, he goes on strike for 3 or 4 or 5 days and does
not work any more. That is just the information that was given to
me.

Gentlemen I hope you wiil consider this. I feel like this is one of
the most needed industries, one of the mot beneficial industries, that
we have got in this country.

Senator McLEAN. If there is more money in the mutton and wool,
why is it this industry is more beneficial than sheep?

Mr. TAYLOR. How is that?
Senator McLEAN. If there is more money in the mutton and wool

and sheep than in mohair and your goat flesh, why do you want to
supplant the sheep industry with this industry?

Wr. TAYLOR. We do not want to supplant the sheep industry. This
is an industry that does not affect the sheep industry.

Senator McLAN. It occupies the same territory that you would
naturally raise sheep upon, does it-not?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir. But the difference is this: The sheep never
look up-to get a bite of feed, and the goat will not look down and get
anything that is below. [Laughter.]

Senator MoLEAN. Can you raise them together?
Mr. TAYLOR. Absolutely.
Senator McLeAN. Do they flock together?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir. And where you have got brush on your

range, if you are running sheep and not running the goats you are
making a financial mistake.

Senator McLEAN. They do not compete, but they combine?
Mr. TAYLOR. They combine; they work in perfect harmony, one

with the other, because the goat wifl not look down for feed and the
sheep will not look upfor it.

Senator MoLEAN. Do they have sheep on the ranches with the
goats?Mr. TAYLOR . Yes, sir; in many places the most successful ranches
in Texas are running sheep with the goats. We have ranches in
Texas up in the plains country where they have no brush and few
weeds. There they do not have any goats.

Senator McLZAN. Then why can you not consider the goat as a
byr. TAYLO. Then, let us go back a little further and consider that

the goat is about as good a revenue producer as the cow and sheep,
and consider the sheep a by-product of the Angora goat?

Senator McLvAN. I am seeking information.
Mr. TAYLOR. Let your sheep be considered as a by-product.
Senator McLEAN. I am not asking these questions in the spirit of

opposition.
Mr. TAYLoR. I understand that.. Let the sheep or cow be a by-

product of the goats, because the goat is the utilizer of something the
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cow and sheep will not utilize, and which is P.n absolute waste, and
which will not be utilized'by any other animal except the goat. So
I do not see why you want to class the goat as a by-product when it
should be classed as a partner of these other animal&-

Senator MoIAN. If he improves the pasture for the sheep, it
would seem that the percentage of the goats that you have are adding
to the value of your product just so much more than you would
naturally get from the sheep, and consequently there would be a
profit in the goat which you would not ordinarily have.

Mr. TAytoR. Indeed, that is true, because he uses, you might say,
the waste product--what has been construed as waste. The leaves
fall front the bushes and pack on the ground, and the goat consumes
these products, and conbequ'ently I do not know whether you could
place him as a by-product or not. Possibly you could construe him
as a by-product; but, however, he will take his place with the other
commercial animals in the way of revenue and, furthermore, be a
benefit to the range where you have got quantities of brush.

Senator MoLEAN. He would be a pretty cheap fertilizer for the
sheep ranges if he brings them up.

M r. TAYLOR. Yes; he redeems the range.
Senator MCLEAN. And I suppose that is the use you make of him

largely, because, according to your statement, there is not very much
profit in thegoat alone.

Mr. TAYLOR. We manage to make a living out of them, you know
and to go out and take up claims and reclaim the desert land; and
where he is fixed with sheep, then he produces a good revenue-that
is, where the two are combined.

CLOTH AND CLOTHING.

IPnragraphs 1109, 1116, and 1078.

STATEMENT OF E. H. SNYDER, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENT-
ING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MERCHANT TAILORS OF
AMERICA.

The National Association of Merchant Tailors of America as patriotic citizens
shall support the act to provide revenue, to regulate commerce with foreign
Countries, to encourage the Industries of the United States, and for otWer pur-
poses, as per House bill 7456, but respectfully req,.est that some clerics which
are detrimental to the interests of our craft and others which are not revenue
producers can be modified.

Primarily we are opposed to the application of the so-called American-valua-
tion plan, as its enactment would throw American commerce and business in
general into a chaotic condition, and take the bill from the revenue productive
class, owing to the minimizing of Importations. Furthermore, the adoption of
the American-valuation plan would make the collection of duties so burdensome
as to require doubling or trIpi'ng the force of examiners and appraisers.

Again, as a measure of political economy, particularly in view of our trade
connections with foreign countries, It would prove disastrous, as it would dis-
locate our financial equilibrium and render impotent our nation clauses.

In conclusion, the adoption of the American-valuation plan would controvert
the Herculean efforts now being made, In response to the overwhelming demand
of the public, toward normalcy in the cost of living and production.

In re paragraphs 1109 and 1116, we would respectfully call the attention of
the chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee to a serious dis-
crepancy as to the proposed duties to be imposed upon woven fabrics--cloth, our
raw material, speaking from our manufacturing standpoint-and clothing, the
finished product of our industry. Wihen it is considered thuit the difference in the
cost of labor here and in England, as applied to the making of clothing, is as
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three to one, It is apparent that the duties proposed on finished clothing, as per
paragraph 1116, are wholly inadequate, the additional duty on clothing in rela-
tion to woolens amounting only to 21 per cent ad valorem.

In view of the figures given, which have been gathered after full Investigation
and which are subject to proof, it would appear to be superfluovs to dwell at
length on the subject of the inadequacy of the ad valorem duty as proposed in
article 1110. To establish a part of the equilibrium as to American and Eng-
lish labor costs our organization is of the opinion that the closing part of para-
graph 1116, line 18, should read "50 per centum ad valorem."

In conclusion, we are diametrically opposed to the proposed raising of the
free list up to $250, as per paragraph 1078, lines 11 to 15, inclusive. The rea-
sons to be cited against this letting down of the bars are innumerable.

In the past the enactment of such class legislation has proved a decided re-
straint to American business and we should feel loath to see a repetition of
same now. The result would be unsalutary, politically and economically.

PILE FABRICS.

[Paragraph 1111.1

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. WEMPLE, REPRESENTING STROOCK
PLUSH CO. AND OTHER PILE PABRIO MANUACTURERS.

Mr. Wimzi . Mr. Chairman, I desire to file a short memorandum
in respect to paragraph 1111.

Senator MoCumBEII. That may go in the record at this point.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

The manufacturers of pile fabrics earnestly recommend that paragraph 111l
of House bill 7456 be amended to read as follows:

"1111. Pile fabrics, cut or uncut, whether or not the pile covers the whole
surface, and of which the pile Is composed either wholly or in part of wool, and
manufactures In any form made or cut from such fabrics, 36 cents per pound
and 831 per cent ad valor2m; If the pile Is composed wholly or In part of animal.
fibers other than wool asdefined in this schedule, 40 per centum ad valorem."

1. The merchandise to which your consideration Is Invited Is a pile fabric
made with a cotton warp and with a weft of wool and/or hair. The pile Is
raised after the cloth has been manufactured, by means of gigging or teaseling.
By this operation there is produced upon the surface of the fabric a variety of
effects, giving the fabric the appearance of certain sorts of furs, and rendering
them desirable for cloaks, gloves, automobile and lap robes, and wearing
apparel and generally In situations where Imitation furs can be used. This
cloth has variously been known as cattle-hair robes, plush cloaking, sealskins,
seals, and plush.

2. In H. I. 7450 this merchandise Is neither specifically or specially enumer-
ated or classified. This was also the situation under previous tariff acts, and
It Is submitted that since it Is in the luxury class It ought to be particularly
described so that the rate of duty will be placed beyond question.

The act of 1913 contains three provisions which might have been applicable
to a fabric of this character, but the precise classification of the fabric under
that act was never determined, because the World War created a substantial
embargo on its Importation.

For example, paragraph 288 of the act of 1013 provided: "Cloth In chief
value of horse or cattle hair; plush,.velvet, and all other pile fabrics, cut or
uncut, woven or knit, In chief value of wool."

Paragraph 309 of the act of 1913 read: "All pile fabrics, cut or uncut, woven
or knit. whole or in part of angora, alpaca, and other like fibers."

Under the act of 1913, therefore, it is clear that but for war conditions there
would have been extensive litigation to find out under which of the provisions
this fabric could be classified for the lowest rate of duty.

It Is owing to the fact that this fabric has never been uniquely described
in any tariff act that it has been constantly the subject of dispute concerning
the rate of duty.

3. In onler to introduce certainty regarding this fabric Into the coming act
it is respectfully suggested to the committee that paragraph 1111 as it appear.
In the present draft of the act have added to It the words "If the pile Is com-
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posed wholly or in part of animal fibers other than wool as defined in this
schedule, 40 per centum ad valorem."

This proposed language will correctly describe and provide for the product
such as the undersigned manufacture.

Under the decision in Knauth, Nachod & Kuhne v. United States, reported
In Sixth Customs Appeals, page 128, the phrase "pile fabrics, cut or uncut,"
is held to Include napped fabrics where the nap is raised by teaseling; and this
Is a teaseled fabric.

The addition quoted Is made necessary on this account: While manufacturers
in the United States have always found it necessary to mix the long fibers of
wool with hair In order to spin It, foreign makers have claimed that they can
and do spin the hair for the weft of this fabric without the use of any wool;
and whether this is true or not can not be determined by.any examination
of the fabric after it has gone through the manufacturing process, because that
process destroys the distinguishing characteristics of the hair and wool.

It Is obvious, therefore, that the subject must not be left In doubt or uncer-
tainty or permitted to be dependent upon the probity of the foreign producer
and thus relegated to future judicial construction for the determifiation of its
proper classification.

This merchandise Is used substantially for all purposes for which furs are
used-that Is to say, for cloaks, gloves, or automobile robes, wearing apparel,
etc., It is distinctly a luxury and is, therefore, properly subject to a duty which
will produce revenue as well as protect home manufacture. Both the domestic
and the Imported merchandise of this character are made in the same manner
upon the same character of machines of hair, wool, and vegetable fiber in vary-
ing proportions. The domestic manufacturers are compelled to purchase in
foreign markets some of the ingredients of the goods, because they are not
produced in the domestic market, and such ingredients are dutiable. The labor
costs of this country are tremendously higher than those of foreign countries,
and it follows that unless the domestic manufacturer be protected In capital
and labor foreign competition will be Insurmountable.

It is obvious that In the production of this fabric materials which might be
termed waste are by expert manipulation converted Into a useful and beautiful
product, and the cost of the finished article lies not In materials consumed but
In labor and skill expEnded upon those materials; hence any protection given
to this product Is to a greater extent than usual a protection to American
workmen.

4. The domestic merchandise and the imported merchandise are used for
the same purposes and are manufactured In an Identical manner and have
the same qualities, and because the cost entering Into the manufacture
of the domestic merchandise Is unquestionably and undeniably higher
than that entering into the manufacture of the Imported goods, and be-
cause the imported Ingredients are not obtainable on the same basis that
the foreign manufacturer may acquire them, and because no mechanical
or chemical or scientific process Is known which will accurately determine and
segregate the component parts of the manufactured articles, and because the
foreign manufacturers have sought and are now seeking to export to this coun-
try the merchandise in question under a rate of duty that will not permit the
domestic manufacturer to compete with the foreign manufacturer, and because
of the previously existing confusion as to the classification or enumeration of
the merchandise in question, and because the uses to which this fabric is put
are such that it can afford to pay a substantial tax to the Government, it is
respectfully requested that the solution herein suggested be adopted, and thus
the rights of domestic capital and industry and of the revenues safeguarded and
protected. Stroock Plush Co., Joseph Stroock, vice president; Shelton Looms;

Sidney Blumenthal & Co. (Inc.), Sidney Blumenthal, prestlent;
The Salts Textile Mfg. Co., Fredk. R Kip, president; The Tingue
Mfg. Co., Howard Tingue, president; Collins & Alkman Co.,
W. G. McCullough, secretary; The Mianus Mfg. Co., F. A. Springer,
agent; Sanford Mills, Frank Hopewell, president; Holyoke Plush
Co., Frank Hopewell, treasurer; MassaChusetts Mohair Plush Co.,
Rondall B. Houghton, treasurer.
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KNITTED OUTERWEAR.
.[Paragraph 1115.1

STATEMENT OF JOHN 3. PHOENIX, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
KNITTED OUTERWEAR ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK OITY.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Phoenix?
Mr. PHOENIX. In Wisconsij.
The CEARMAN. Where is your place of business?
Mr. PHOENIX. I represent the National Knitted Outerwear Manu-

facturers' Association, of 321 Broadway, New York.
The CHAI AN. How many members are there of that association?
Mr. PHOENIX. It ij divided into several regional associations. The

aggregate membersldp is covered by the entire national association,
nd think we have perhaps 400 out of more than 1,000 manufac-

turers in the industry.
The CHAIRuAN. How many men are employed in the industry?
Mr. PHoENIx. Last yesr there were about 57,000; there are some-

what less this year, due to the conditions.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed to state to the committee

briefly just what you have in mind in connection with your product ?
Mr. PHoEmx. We have a brief to submit, but before doing so we

would like the privilege of explaining concisely our position, first, on
the matter of American valuation. Our industry, after careful and
thoughtful consideration of the basis of levy of rates, feel that section
402, an administrative paragraph, eliminating foreign valuation and
substituting therefor American valuation, is fundamentally sound,
and the only present basis of levying duties that will in any way
protect American industry.

We have in this industry about a thousand manufacturers, small
and large. They have developed in 20 years a business that has a
volume of about $280,000,000. Their chief sources of competition
lie in Central Europe-Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria-where the
major portion of the knitted goods of the world's supply are made.
In America the factories are highly organized, largely equipped with
machines similar to those, and many of them being actually made, in
Germany. We have, therefore, the same machinery equipment in
a large degree as the foreign competitors.

We have an averageat the present time of about 40 cents per
hour in our industry. The foreign wages are at the maximum in
these foreign countries-Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia-of 4

'cents per hour. The average rate of pay for skilled employees work-
ing with the same machines that we have is probably less than 3
cents per hour, American currency. This product comes into direct
competition-

Senator McCuMBER (interposing). At what percentage do you
figure the present mark, 1.25 or-

Mr. PHOENIX (interposing). We figure it on 0.6 cent, and we get
the foreign wage rates from a publication by the Government Tariff
Board-" Tariff Information, Wages in the United States and Foreign
Countries."

Senator LA FOLLETTE. IS that since we began these hearings?
The mark is gone down so much that while in the first part of the
hearings the witnesses estimated at 1.6, they have now got down
to a little morp than a half cent.
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Mr. PiOEiNix. The present wage rate paid in Germany, the mill
being owned and operated by the father and brother of our manu-
facturing superintendent, was given to us within a month as 41
marks for skilled female labor and 6 marks for skilled male labor.
That means 2* cents and 3 cents per hour. This factory produces
goods identical with ours, made, if you please, under the supervision
of a single family.

It is hardly necessary for m. to take your time to discuss other
elements of American valuation, but I wish to call your attention
to this fact: Labor rests its case in the hands of Congess, and its
case is just as serious as is the case of agriculture. According to
Government statement, the average earning power of the farmer
to-day is approximately 69 per cent of the five-year prewar average
ending December 31, 1913.

According to the Wisconsin Industrial Commission's report cov-
ering October of this year, the earning power of Wisconsin industrial
labor was 48 per cent of the earning power of August, 1920.

There are 319,000 people engaged in the industry in Wisconsin.
They constitute a larger portion of the population than the agricul-
turists. If the agricultural earning power is 69 per cent, the indus-
trial wage earner is in as serious a relative position. The farmer of
the United States can eat his crop and exist, but the wage earner, if
his job is taken away from him by the switching of orders for mer-
chandise that he is trained to make and send abroad, loses his earn-
ing power, his meal ticket, and his rent money.

Senator McLEAN. How many individuals did you say were em-
ployed in this industry?

Mr. PHO Ix. The general industrial labor in Wisconsin amounted
to 319,000 persons, according to the census returns of 1920.

Roughly speaking, in the knit-goods industry as a whole, in Mil-
waukee there are perhaps between 8,000 and 10,000 people, and in
the State I should judge as many more.

Senator MCC UBER. I do not think your figures agree with those of
the report of the Joint Commission on Agriculture Inquiry, which has
just been reported to the Senate, in which they say:

Measured in terms of purchasing power, the farmer's dollar in 1920 was worth 89
cents; in May, 1921, it was worth 77 cents. During the past 12 months it has Ieen
worth less than in any preceding 12 months in 30 years.

Mr. PiOENIX. My statement of the earning power or the spending
power of the agricultural producer as 69 per cent of the prewar was
based on a telegram from Washington, reporting a conversation, I
believe, with the Secretary of Agriculture.

Last Monday in tbe New York papers there was an additional com-
ment by the Secretary of Agriculture in which he stated that the
major grain crops of the farmers averaged about 50 per cent of the
prewar average.

This switching of orders from American mills to foreign mills is
going on in an increasing degree. The situation is brought about by
the fact that not only can lab or in England be bought at very much
less rate than in America, and also in France, but in Germany, Aus-
tria, and C" eckoslovakia the wages are almost riothing. The eco-
nomics of the situation I can not dwell on, but the fact remains that
that product is coming into this country in a rising tide and displac-
ing American labor in American factories.
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I would call your attention, in support of that statement, to two
facts: One of the largest distributors of gloves in the United States
sent to his trade a few days ago a printed announcement that follow-
ing the close of this business year they would discontinue the sale of
American-made woolen gloves, confining their activities hereafter to
a Scotch line of woolen gloves, woolen knicker hose, woolen motor
wraps, and silk knitted scarfs.

A further fact in support of the contention that orders are being
rapidly transferred to Europe lies in the fact that we produce in
America and sell to the jobbing trade a considerable quantity of
woolen gloves and mittens, and in the course of our business we have
solicited our largest customer dealing in ladies' goods. On the day
that we were to show our line at this jobber's house we were informed
that they had just received a cable from England not to buy any
sports gauntlet gloves, as the buyer abroad had made extensive pur-
chases over there.

The impending disorganization of the knit-goods business is in
fact upon us, and we are feeling it in every blanch of our business.

Senator LA FOLLETFE. Have you quoted tne reports of the impor-
tations for the last quarter I

Mr. PHoENmx. No, sir. As to the propaganda against American
valuation, I want to call your attention, gentlemen, to the unreliable
nature of this propaganda, the purpose of which is to invite retailers
and consumers throughout the country to make personal appeals
against the American-valuation plan, and I present for your con-
sideration here two bulletins from Wisconsin, copies of which were
sent to all of the retail dealers in the State, and wiflt your forbearance
I would like to read the shorter one [reading]:

Attention, Wisconsin Retail Dry Goods Association, Wisconsin Retail Show Dealers'
Association, Wisconsin Clothiers Association.

This mes is important to you and the entire retail merchandising trade.
Will you p ease wir or write a short message to your Representative in the United

States senate, immediately upon receipt of this letter, and ask him to please workc
and vote against section 402 of House bll7450, known as the Fordney tariff measure?

Section 402 is generally known as the American-valuation plan.
This section, if passed, will cause a boost in retail prices of from 50 per cent to over

600 per cent. It affects all merchandising.
Therefore, please wire or write lion. Robert M. La Follete and lion. Irvine L.

Lenroot, urging them to oppose section 402 of the Fordney tariff act.
WISCONSIN RETAILERS' FEDERATION.
OSCAR H. MORRIS, Secretmy.

P. S.-This bill has been pased in Congress, and should be stopped in the Senate.
Get busy.

There is.an added message from the Wisconsin Retail Dry Goods
Association over the signatures of its secretary and business manager
to the same effect.

I submit, gentlemen that the opposition to the American valuation
based upon such absolutely unfounded statements is not worthy of
your consideration.

Those who are against this American-valuation plan are the
bankers with foreign credits, the importers, and the misguided
retailers and others in this country. If the frozen credits are to be
thawed out and paid to the American bankers at the expense of
American labor I submit that it is better for us as a nation to con-
tinue to carry those frozen credits until in the stabilization of world
,onditions our debtors can pay.

I P I
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* The American importer has found iii the foreign-valuation tariff a
most fertile field for undue profits. The difficulty in adjusting
economic conditions in the United States is largely due to the delay
in the liquidation on the part of the various sections of producing,
converting, distributing, and retailing, and if it is desirable I would
suggest that the importers and the importing retailers who are
opposing American valuation so strenuously be requested to produce
t eir books showing the gross and net profit that they make on
foreign merchandise and alike comparison with the profits that they
make on domestic merchandise. I believe that the results will be
illuminat'g.

As to the question of the farmer we must care for him; we must
protect him. In the distress that he found himself early this year,
he appealed to Congress and was accorded the emergency tariff pro-
tection. At that time wool raised in Wisconsin was selling on the
average at less than 20 cents per pound, approximately 45 cents
scoured basis. You accorded him a protection equivalent to 100
per cent of his producing cost, which was proper and right. The
Full measure bf the benefits accruing therefrom has not as yet been
felt by him, due to the weight of wool on hand. But generally there
has been a very definite appreciation in the market price on wool
throughout the country, and that appreciation is continuing and will
continue to his benefit and I believe to the benefit of the Nation as a
whole.

Industrial labor is in a relative situation with agricultural labor.
Industrial labor is suffering and it appeals to you for like protection,
not perhaps in degree, but like protection.

If you would care for it, I would be very pleased to submit for the
record a further and somewhat extensive analysis of the claims made
by importers as to the difference in duties effected by the American-
valuation plan. If not, I will pass from that. But before passing
I would like to call your attention once more to the woolen- love
proposition. A statement was printed in the last issue of the
Nation's Business, over the signature of the president of the largest
importing concern in the textile trade. The article is headed
"American valuation? No." He says:

The increase in dutieslevied under the Fordney bill are indicated by the following-

I will give you one illustration; I could give you hundreds.
Wool gloves: Present duty, $1.83 per dozen; duty under the bill, $3.54 per dozen.

I have worked out the analysis of that statement, based upon the
present rates in the Fordney bill, since hs analysis was made on the
same rates. I find that under his statement the foreign cost of
the glove he has in mind must be $3.30 per dozen. Subtracting from
$1.83, 51 cents as a specific duty on the weight contents as provided
under the emergency law gives us $1.32 as the ad valorem rate under
the present law. Therefore, as this is 30 per cent of the foreign cost
of these gloves, they must have been bought on the other side at not
more than $3.30 per dozen. The now rate, $3.54, analyzed on the
basis of the cost of the specific duty and the ad valorem equivalents,
brings this glove as having an American valuation of $10.40.

Now let us give a cross analysis: The foreign value of the glove as
stated in this article is $3.30. Add thereto the claimed Fordney
tariff rate-of $3.54, you have an import possibility based on $0.84
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per dozen.' Whereas, calculating on the American cost basis of the
figures givgn, shows that this glove would have an American valua-
tion of $1010 a dozen.

I submit; gentlemen, that figures that will not hang together any
better than that are not very sound, for no jobber, no retailer would
pay $10.40 for that glove when paying the Fordnoy rates'under the
American vluation, buying the glove abroad, he could import that
glove for SC.84 a dozen, a difference of $3.56 per dozen.

If the glove in question has not been the one that was in mind,
any analysis of rates on varying weight of glove would produce a
relative showing.

This industry has gone on record unanimously favoring the Ameri-
can valuation as the administrative section of the bill. If we do not
have that, even though you give us high rates, we will not have ade-
quate protection, and without fair protection we can not have
employment and the farmers can not have a full and fair market
within the United States, which heretofore has consumed approxi-
mately 80 to 90 per cent of the total farm products.

As to our industry, we have as our raw material dyed yarn. What-
ever rate of duty you see fit to apply to wool-tops yarn, in the dif-
ferent, stages of manufacture, will be satisfactory to us. We believe
that American industry should be fairly dealt with.

Senator SMOOT. Do you make cotton goods as well as woolen
goodsI

Mr. PHOENIx. Very very little cotton stuff; practically none.
I am not representing the cotton end of the industry as such, although
in a general way we have covered that by a brief which was sub-
mitted before the Ways and Means Committee. Our industry is
very largely concerned with products of wool and fiber silk. [here
are vast numbers of cotton-made sweaters in the Mohawk Valley and
the Hudson River Valley in New York State. These are the goods
that are sold at from 75 cents to $2 apiece. They are covered under
one of the cotton schedules on knitted underwear, if I recall.

Senator SMOOT. I wanted to know what you are specifically
interested in so I could look up the importations and see what they
were.

Mr. PHOENIX. As dyed yarn is our raw material, we are subject
to the American market, and I submit to you that within a few days
we have had cable quotations on worsted yarn from Germany from
250 marks per kilo, for quick figuring at a half cent a mark. That

es us 55 cents per pound for the worsted yarn used in our industry.
In the United States that yarn can not be obtained for less than
twice that amount. Therefore, our industry starts with its raw
material at more than twice the cost of our competitors in the
countries of largest production.'

Our labor to-day is quite largely liquidated. It averages about
40 cents per hour. Tro female labor, I would judge, averaged
about 33 cents per hour. We can not go lower than that; and we
do not want to go lower than that.

Senator McLEAN. How does that compare with prewar wages?
Mr. PJHOENIX. We have in Wisconsin and many other States

m'.imum-wage laws governing female labor. The minimum rate in
Wisconsin is 25 cents for skilled operators. That means that we
have to pay 5 cents for a beginner, and run our chances of making
that beginner into a skilled operator.
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In 1913 we appeared before a subcommittee of the Senate Finance
Committee and presented figures giving the average rates of pay in
this industry in Germany and in the United States. At that time
the average skilled male operator was earning from $18 to $24 per
week, andthe female operators were earning, as I recall, from $7 to
$12 per week, whereas a German laborer was receiving from less than
one-half to one-third the rates that we wore paying them.

Senator CuRTIs. That was in 1913?
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLLETT. Will you file with the committee a state-

ment of the wages paid in 1913, by classes, to your employees?
Mr. Po ENIx. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLfrrE. And also the wages paid by classes in your

industry for each year thereafter down to and including the last
year?

Mr. PHOENIX. I will be glad to do that.
Senator LA FOLLELrE. Also the salaries paid to your officials.
Mr. PHOENIx. The figures-
Senator LA FOLLETTE (interposing). I would like to have you do

that promptly, so that it can appear in the record.
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Mr. PHOENIX. The figures in the brief presented in 1914 as to the

German wages per week are, finishers and winders, female, $2 to $4
per week; apprentices from nothing to $2 per week; the knitted
helper, male, 83 to 85 per week; the experienced knitter, male,
$6 to $10 per week.

The best figures that we can obtain covering the general wage
situation in the countries of largest foreign production in our industry
are set forth in page 53 of the Tariff Information pamphlet entitled
"Wages in the United States and Foreign Countries," and by reference
to that data you will find that the Government has stated that the
basic-rate wage in the German textile industries, on American currency
basis, ran from $1.47 to $4.11 per week.

So much for the basic elements in our manufacturing problem.
We have in addition to that to make our own fabrics. We can. not

buy in the market knitted fabric ready for our purpose. We have
to knit our fabric in a complete manufacturing unit; and by reason
of the peculiarities of a knitting machine as to the number of needles
per inch and as to the type of construction of that machine we are
limited in production to the particular types of fabric that each
machine is designed to produce. "Therefore, we have to have in
operation for maximum production a large assortment of machines
f6r different sizes of garments. A certain machine is designed to
make a tube of a certain size, 34 or 35, the next 36 or 38, the next
size 40 or 42. It is necessary for us to have all of these sizes in
order to get an average production-size requirement.

After we have made our cloth, then we have to cut and finish
that garment--we have to tailor it, in other words.

Aside from the few staples in our industry, the vast majority of
our production is in style of garments. We have to have a very wide
variety; and we have to change our styles from two to four times a
year. We have to show them in a very wide and constantly changing
assortment of colors. I think that the first-class manufacturing
plant will have as many as 40 shades in its stock at a time. It is
necessary to have an assortment to cover the' style desires of the
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various sections of the United States which are supplied by the
industry. -

Senator SMOOT. Can you tell me what is the production in America
of woolen knit goods ?

Mr. PHEBNIX. The total production of our industry I
Senator SMOOT. I mean, not yours but of all the manufacturers

in the industry in the.United States-the total valuation of the knit
goods manufactured.

Mr. PamNix. I am unable to give you those figures.
Senator SMOOT. What is your estimateI
Mr. P mmx. I have no means of knowing what the hosiery and

underwear people manufacture. It would be just an impossible
guess, Senator.

Senator SMOOT. What I want to get at is the relative proportion
of goods imported into this country compared with the amount
manufactured in the United States. I can look it up, however,
and ascertain that. But the importations are small. I did not
know really why you were so exercised over conditions.

Mr. Puiiax. It would be very much in your reaction from the
history of the knit-goods trade following the Wilson-Gorman tariff
bill enactment. Thie first year we received very little from the
other side under the favorable provisions of that bill for foreign
importations. But the year following there was imported almost
half---4.3 per cent-of one of the main articles of production and
sale of our goods. In other words, within a year and a half after
the enactment of that bill, we lost to the foreign mills 53.7 per cent
of our business on that particular line.

Senator SMOOT. Knit articles of every name and nature $215,082
for the year 1920; and for the 10 months of the calendar year 1921-
that is the last report we have-they amount to $184,893.

Mr. PR mxX. I think that the recession in imports in their total
is a fairly satisfactory answer to that. The disorganization of the
American industry and buying power has prevented any considerable
importations up to the present time. The lines are laid, Senator
for.an invasion of our markets by foreign producers, the extent of
which I would not dare to outline.

Senator MqLZAw. Do you know whether any American manufac-
turers of knit goods are considering the establishment of factories
in low-cost countries 1

Mr. PHOENIX. I know, Senator, that there are American manufac-
turers of knit goods who have been to Germ any this year and have
imported knit goods in competing lines, and they have found they
could handle them on our present market at profits from 50 to 60
per cent.

Senator MCLEAN. We do ndt import much wheat, but the gentle-
men who raise it in the West felt it demanded a very stiff protection
on that product.

Mr. PHoENix. I think one of the largest distributors of gloves has
factories in Germany, the Keiser concern. I think that the Van
Raalte corporation, which formerly made gloves in this country is
importing gloves and selling them under their Van Raalte brand, but
stamped 'Made in Germany."

Senator MoLE.AN. If the goods made there are comparable to the
goods made here, and as useful, and can be sold for hal what it cost
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to make them here, the chances are they will be purchased abroad.
I do not see how you can come to any other conclusion.

Mr. PHOENIX. I doubt if this Congress would like to effectuate
your statements. If the premise laid down by you and the conclu-
sions drawn therefrom are sound, then I believe it is fair to say that
the American user of wool should be permitted to go into the Buenos
Aires market and buy his wool, as the Germans are buying their wool
down there. A recent transaction as recorded in the Daily News
Record of yesterday, in a cable dated December 12 from Buenos Aires,
stated that the Germans had bought a round lot of wool at 7 cents a
pound clear.

The whole scheme of protection 'is so necessary to the rounded
life of the United States of America that it must be maintained, or
there must be a readjustment of our entire living fabric of our entire
scheme of life. We have something to maintain here that the world
needs, and that is the American standard; it is the hope of the world,
Senator.

Senator McLEAN. Take that pair of gloves that you have there;
is that made in this country?

Mr. PHOENIX. No, sir.
Senator McLEAN. That is an imported glove?
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. What does that sell for here?
Mr. PHOENIX. I do not know what it would sell for. I can give

ou the exact figures on that glove, if you desire; I have my brief

Senator McLEAN. Never mind. Do you make gloves comparable
to that?

Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir; we can produce that glove here for a
little over 35 a dozen. A 60 per cent American valuation tariff rate
would protect us on that glove.

Senator MCLEAN. Do you make underwear ?
Mr. PHOENiX. No, sir; just the knitted outerwear. Further as to

our manufacturing problems: We have to manufacture in small
units; we sell in small units, and the production can not be main-
tained on the scale of underwear or hosiery, where thousands of dozens
of a style are turned out. We have to produce a dozen or 15 or 20,
or 5 or 10 dozen of a style in a range ofsizes and colors. The unit
elements in a month making a substantial assortment of knitted
foods run into the thousands. Therefore, a very large amount of
labor is involved in just the mere handling of the orders.

In our brief which we are submitting for your consideration, we
have a table of rates that we desire to submit for your consideration,
and we also have a change in language for the purpose of clarifica-
tion and definition. We desire that the paragraph shall be perfected
so as to read as follows:

PAR. 1115. Outerwear and all other articles, including neckwear, bathing suits,
gloves, and mittens, knit or crocheted, wholly or'in part, finished or unfinished
made of wool or of which wool is a component part, whether or not constituting chiei
value, valued at not more than ($2.50) $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound and in
addition thereto, (28) 35 per cent ad valorem; valued at more than $1.50 per pound
and not more than $3 per pound, 36 cents r und and in addition thereto 42 per
cent ad valoren; valued at more than ($2.50) $3 per pound, 36 cents per pound
and in addition thereto, (33J) 50 per cent ad valorem.
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Senator SIMMONS. What would that be?
Mr. PnOENIx. It would be, roughly speaking, from about 40 to

perhaps 52 or 53 per cent.
Senator SiMMoNs. In addition to the 50 per cent?
Mr. PHOENIX. No, sir; the total ad valorem equivalents of the

specific and ad valorem rates would work out from a little over 40
per cent.

Senator SIMMONS. I thought you said in addition to 50 per cent
ad valorem. In addition to the specific, you ask for 50 per cent ad
valorem.

Mr. PHOENIX. That is on the.highest brackets.
Senator SmMONS. I am talking about the highest brackets, the

one you just read. In asking for the new rate you said 36 cents per
pound specific and 50 per cent ad valorem.

Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMOxs. And I was asking you if you reduced that 36

cents specific to an ad valorem equivalent and added 50 per cent,
what would be the actual duty?

Mr. PHOENIX. Our merchandise from less than a pound per dozen
up to 20, 25, or 30 per dozen--

Senator SIMMO.S (interposing). I understand: but you said this
had a certain weight, this last item that you read-I do not know
how much it was now-and you wanted 36 cents duty specific plus
50 per cent ad valorem. Now, Lam asking you as to that particular
weight of glove.

Mr. PHOENIX. On the basis of 1 pound and 50 per cent, at $3 value,
it would be $1.80.

Senator SIMMONS. Ad valorem?
Mr. PHOENIx. Total ad valorem; yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. American valuation?
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator SiMmONS. Do you know what it would be upon the foreign

valuation?
Mr. PHOENIX. I do not think there is any such thing as stabilized

foreign valuation upon which you can generalize. The foreign valua-
tion of English production would vary from that of any other.

Senator SIMMONSs. There may be some trouble about it, but ulti-
mately the Treasure Department fixes the foreign prices under the
present law; and if 'these goods are coming in here now I take it the
appraisers* have fixed the foreign value, and you, being a dealer,
ought to know, I should think, what that certain foreign value is.
The present law is in application now; it is based upon the foreign
value?

Mr. PHOENIx. Yes, sir.
Senator Simo.s. You are now doing business, I assume?
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator SiMMONs. And these goods you claim are now coming in

here. I should think you ought to know about what the appraisers
value this class of goods at, at the port of entry.

Mx. PHOENIX. 1 have tabulated in my brie a statement covering
one glove item for your consideration.

Senator SIMMONS. You may have a statement covering one glove,
but I think the committee when you are speaking about a number of
gloves, have a right to ash you to give your specific information, if
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you have it, as to that glove and not the one you have been making
the calculation upon.

Mr. PHOkNIX. We will be very glad indeed to submit the American
costs estimate on any foreign glove that this committee will furnish
us with.

Senator SIMMONS. What I am trying to get from you and all
I am trying to get from you is this: You have said upon this glove
that we are now speaking about the ad valorem would be--i you
reduce the specific to its equivalent--SI.86, I believe you said.

Mr. PHOENIX. On the banis of 1 pound weight.
Senator SIMMONS. On the basis of American valuation. I am

trying to find out from you if I can-and I think it would be worth
something to the committee to know that-what would be the duty
on the basis of the present foreign valuation, adapting your figures
now of 36 specific, plus 50 ad valorem-what would-be the ad valorem
on thepresent foreign valuation?

Mr. PHOENIX. In other words, if I understand you rightly, you
wish me to take 50 per cent of the estimated American reproduction
cost of the foreign glove, plus 36 cents?

Senator SIMMONS. What I wish you to do is to apply the rate you
are now asking the committee to give you to the present foreign
valuation and tell the committee if those rates were in operation
now what would be the ad valorem.

Senator SMOOT. Senator, take the first bracket. I have it figured
out here.

Senator SIMMONS. Pardon me; I would rather have this witness
answer it. Then I will be glad to have your figures.

Senator SMOOT. I do not think he can, unless he figures it out.
Senator SIMMONS. All right, if the witness can not figure it. I

assumed he was dealing now with these values. But you can put
it in the record, if you wish.

Mr. PHOENIX. My friends have helped me out on the arithmetic
involved in that and they say that that rate would be about 160 per
cent on the present German cost.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you produce for the committee samples of
German gloves with a statement of their value and their competitive
qualities as against the American product?

Mr. PHOENIX. We can in a limited way. We have a few samples
backing up the figures that we have set forth in the table here and
we can increase the number of items and the variety, if you so desire.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you got the actual samples?
Air. PHOENIX. We have the actual samples.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you produce them for the committee?
Mr. PHoENIx. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRMAW. I think it would be of interest to the committee

to see some of the samples, at least.
Mr. PHOENIX. I think that covers my statement, unless there is

something else that you desire to inquire about.
Senator SIMS[oNs. You are comparing your gloves, now, with tho

German gloves. Is that glove made anywhere else except in the
United States and Germany?

Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. And shipped in from any other country?
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Mr. PHOENIX. There are gloves made in Great Britain.
Senator SImaioNs. Do they come here, too?
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator Simuoss. In what proportion are these gloves shipped

here byGermany and England F
Mir. PHOENIX. I am unable to tell you as to that.
Sen-ator SIMMONS. Does the British glove sell for more in this

market than the German?
Mr. PHOENIX. I could not tell you that. I do not know what the

Germans do with their merchandise; I do not know how they price it.
Senator SixMto.Ns. Have you made any calculation as to the amount

of duty that you would want as against Great Britain, compared
with Germany?

Mr. PHOENIX. I might say in a general way, Senator, that theimports from Great Britain are largely the finer classes and types of
merchandise, so far as our knitted outerwear is concerned. They
appeal to a style and to the vanity, if I may be permitted, of the
American people. Hence, take the highest-priced, the highest class
goods that are imported; it is fair that they should pay more duty
than the popular-price stuff that is brought in from Germany.

Senator :M.IMONs. If they sell higher, if their quality is higher,
and therefore command more money in the market, and we put on
an ad valorem, of course, they will be taxed higher.

Mr. Ph1oENix. The British gloves and sweaters cost the American
importer very much more on the average than the similar goods from-
the Continent.

Senator SIM.MONS. You mean the same quality of goods?
Mr. PHOENIX. No; the same classes, not the same quality.
Senator SIMMONs. You do not expect goods of different qualities

to demand the same price. You can only compare goods of one
quality with tbo goods of a like quality, can you not?

Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir.
Senator SMMONS. Do you make any goods of the kind that are

imported from Gxeat Britain?
Mr. PhoENix. Oh, yes; the industry makes quite a lot of mer-

chandise; it covers the entire range of knitted outerwear.
Senator SIMmoNs. In other words, you make here in this country

all kinds of gloves that are imported from either Germany or Great
Britain?

Mr. PHNIX. We are equipped to manufacture everything that
the American market can absorb in the way of knitted outerwear,
Senator. But we are not in a position to export our products. We
have tried it honestly and fairly. During the war we had a small
export business developing. Upon the cessation of the war we have
found ourselves absolutely shift out.

Senator SiMmoNs. Of course, I would not assume you were in
position to manufacture goods for export if it requires 186_per cent
protection in order to enable you to do business against European
products. I would not suppose you could export to those countries
under those circumstances.

Senator MCLEAN. Do you import any of your machinesI
Mr. PHOENIX. Yes, sir; a considerable proportion.
Senator MoLUAK. Where are they made?
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Mr. PHONinx. They are made in Germany, very largely; some in
Switzerland.

Senator S ooT. Mr. Phoenix, did I understand you to say that
on the German valuation that the rate would be 168 per cent?

Mr. PHOENIX. Those were the figures given to me by one of the
members of my party.

Senator SmooT. I simply want to say that under the wording of
this it can not do that on the foreign valuation. The lowest bracket-
the highest that it could possibly be-is 30 cents per pound and in
addition 28 per cent ad valorem, and the very highest would be 68
on the foreign valuation. So, I simply wanted to say that for the
record, as I did not want you to stand in that position of saying
that the American valuation would be 168 per cent under your
proposition.

Mr. PHOENIX. I thank you, Senator, for the correction.
Senator SiMmoNs. But upon the American valuation, would it

be 186
Mr. PHoENIx. That, of course, I can not tell.
Senator SiMmoNs. Pardon me just one minute. I was not in the

room when you commenced your testimony. Do you claim there
is any greater amount of imports of woolen loves and mittens now ?

Mr. PnoEmx. Up to the present time t ere has not been any
great volume, but it is increasing constantly. You can not go into
a shop in this town without finding plenty of English-made gloves
and socks and fancy sweaters.

BRIEF Of OHN $. PHOENIX, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL KNITTED OUTER-
WEAR ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CITY.

On behalf of the knitted outerwear industry we respectfully call your attention to
particulars in which we believe that paragraph 1115, subdivision 4 of the pending
tariff bill affecting this industry, should be corrected by proper amendment in the
Senate.

The changes we desire to recommend are: (1) In language, to make the paragraph
more definite and certain, and

(2) In rate, based upon American valuation, to protect American labor and capital
invested in the industry.

In order that the statements made in this memorandum may be perfectly clear, we
here rewrite subdivis'j 4 of paragraph 1115, with the change we recommend noted
(new matter being in italics and old matter, omitted, in brackets):

"Outerwear and all other articles, includi nck cear, bathing suite, glores* and
mittens, knit or crocheted, it holly or in put, finished or unfinished, made of woof or of
which wool is a component part, whether or not constituting chief value, valued at
not more than ($2.501 1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound and, in addition thereto,
[281 3.5 per century ad valorein; valued at ineo than $1.50 per pound and, not more than
f3 per pound, 36 cents pe pound avl, in addition thereto, 42 per centun ad rolorem;
valued at more than [*2.60 3 per pound, 36 cents per pund and, in addition thereto,
1331 50 per centum ad valorein."

The paragraph with changes incorporated will read as follows:
"Outerwear and all other articles, including neckwear, bathing suits, gloves and

mittens, knit or crocheted, wholly or in part, finished or unfinished, made o wool or of
which wool is a component part, whether or not constituting chief value, valued at
not more than $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, 35 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.50 per pound and not more than 23 per
pound, 36 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, 42 per centum ad valorem; valued
at more than $3 per pound, 36 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, 50 per centum
ad valorem."

CUANOB IN LANaUAOE.

The change i suggested in order to include knitted neckwear, bathing suits, gloves
and mittens, whichinght possibly be considered as coming thlf
other paragraphs of the-bill, and which rightfully belong in this paragraph. Knitted
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neckwear, bathing suits, gloves and mittens are important items in the knitted outer-
wear industry.

The words "gloves and mittens" in subdivision 2 of this pararph 1115 (tariff bill,
p 123, line 8) should be eliminated, for these items should not justly be classed with
hosiery, covered by that subdivision.

We also respectfully ask for the insertion of the words "wholly or in part" to include
articles of outerwear partly knitted.

DUTY BASIS-AMERICAN VALUATION.

The industry having carefully considered the administrative provisions of this
tariff bill have by unanimous vote of the various regional associations as well as this
national association, indorsed the plan of living the duties upon the basis of American
labor costs and valuation, as provided for in section 402, for we are convinced that
it is fair, equitable, and meets existing conditions, for the following reasons:

First. It is a practical way of overcoming differences, due to depreciated value of
foreign currencies.

Second. It makes the duty the same on goods manufactured in various foreign
countries, whereas, ad valorem duties levied upon foreign values would make the
duties lowest in the low cost producing countries and highest in the high cost pro.
ducing countries which is contrary to the spirit and aim of a protective tariff.

Third. It wouid result in the full amount of duty being collected which Congress
intended, which, tinder the system of levying upon foreign value is very often not
the case, as is well known.

DUTY RATE-SUGOESTED CHANCE.

Our association appeared before the Committee on Ways and Means of the arouse
of Representatives at the hearings upon this tariff bill, and after we had fully pre-
sented the facts and circumstances affecting our business (see Tariff Ifearings, Ifouse
of Representatives, Feb. 1, 1921. p. 2625) the committee justly accorded a Separate
classification for the products of the knitted outerwear industry, but the industry
was not accorded adequate protection in the rates determined upon by the Ways and
Means Committee and the House of Representatives.

We therefore respectfully suggest the following rates:

Brackets. Specific. Ad valorem.

Per ceno.
Value not more than $1150 per pound ......................... 30 cents per pound .......... 35
Value more than i.50 per pound and not more than $3 ...... 35 cents pet pound .......... 43
Value more than 83 per pound .............................. i ..... do ...................... ,0

NoTn.-The specific compensatory duties suggested are based upon the duty now provided In the hi

for s.oureJ woolf. Ifany change is made in that rate, a corresponding change should be made hec-.

REASONS FOR CHANCE.

Knitted outerwear prior to 1914, as well as now. is being produced extensively in,
and our principal foreign competitors are. Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria (whose
combined output constitutes the major supply" of knitted outerwear in the world's
markets), and in a lesser degree Switzerland, France, England, and Japan.

We have therefore made a particular effort to collate for your committee the compara-
tive wages now being paid in the industry abroad in the principal competitive coun-
tries and at home. They are set forth in Appendix I.

The figures are amazing and clearly indicate the utter dependence of the life of the
domestic industry upon adequate tariff protection. The highest hourly wage paid
abroad in the foreign countries of principal production of knitted outerwear products
is equivalent to less than 4 cents per hour, as compared to the composite domestic
average of 40 cents per hour for male and female labor. Due to the existence of mini-
mum wage laws in many of our States. it is neither possible nor desirable to substan-
tially reduce the average paid for skilled female labor in this industry.

To demonstrate to your committee the difference in costs of foreign and domestic
manufacture, we are presenting in the attached Appendix II the relative price calcu-
lations of a few of the products of the industry, also the rates of duty necessary to pro-
tect this industry. Samples of the garments mentioned in this appendix can be
furnished to your committee upon request.

I I
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APPENDIX J.
Average tcages per hour in the textile industry (including knitted outotwear.)

e cen United StatesForeign currency. ae x currency.
Rate ex-

Male change.

a!e. IFemale. c Male. Female.

United States' I ....................Cehsaaka .... ....r.. 11 so 03&ICvechodasvaka: S
Reichenbach district ........................ 3.3 2.4 K0.03 -O33 .024
Warnsdort district .......................... .3 3 . .013 .03
Ash di rict ..................................... 2.7 2.2 .010's -02ZS .022
Brenan district .............................. 2.83 1.85 .010m 02R .018
Trauteman district .......................... 1.8 1 1.7 .0105 .019 .017

Germany 0 ........................................... 1620 4450 .006 .037 .027

I From coat flgitre of various knitted outerwear milli In th!i country.
' Daily News Rec rd or Oct. !1, 1921 (including aU energenc, allowances).
0 Official reports stated In leiearh Report No. 40, NatF iojYndus1ral Conerence Board, p. 0, et seq.

Algo lett,-r of W. Lutz, superintendent of National Knitting Co., Milwaukee, as
follows:

"On the day the German mark touched half a cent on the exchange I received a
letter from my brother, who is Vngaged in the manufacture of knit goods in Germany,
stating among other things that he now pays a girl 41 marks per hour on piecework
and a man 6 marl-.

"In other words, their services can to-day be bought for 2j cents and 3 cents, when
the same category of operators in the United States receive 33 cents and 50 cents,
respectively; that ii about 1,300 per cent more.

'It would be interesting to learn what advice the friends of foreign valuation would
offer to the home territory goods prices on such a basis. It seems as if they couldsuggest only two things: Either to go out of business altogether or drop wages down to
a competitive basis i. e., below one-tenth of the present standard."

The Daily News Record of October 3, 1921, reports few idle in textile mills in ready-
to-wear plants in Germany. Arrx.oix II.

Schedule showing actual imports of article of knitted outerwtar.

Amerl-
• call

Samp Price eruiva.eArticle. Weght. paid. lete .
change
$9.0.6

infants'.k ...............
..... do ................. .......
..... do ................. ........
B x ces .........................

do ..... ....................
::::,.do ..... ...................
..... do ..........................
Scar! ............................
idies' sweater .................
Shaker sweater coat .............
Bathing suit ....................
WIoves...................

IA. or. .tarkv.
1 4 '3YI' I $3.07
2 3 '42 6.72
1 6 M29- 4.97

S 11101 1.90
5 197 1.614
9 .134 2.3
6 195 185

9 58------2 .0
16 19. 00
27 .. ........ .0.17
12 11.79
1 2 3'174 2.11

Amern- Ad va-
"n Amount Iorem

s peifi. tion re-

(net). I quired.

613.02
1.'L50

I.-ISO
6. 371

51.92
77.50
3:1.05
&.00

5t 54

9.70
4.37

.41

87.41I

K 13
3.12
2.70
3.81
2.97

29.01
27.03
37.81
11.94
2.45

I Thl. is based upon the spcifc rates in the paragraph sugpeted of 3ocents per pound for values less thau
III_0 per pound rind 36 cents per pound In values over 1,50 per pound.

$The actua a price at which these garment ts were purchased In O ermany. They do not, however, show
price at which It is posble for the Uierman manufacturers to pro uce these products.

I These Items show actual domestic cost figures with calculated German cost based upon a material coat
of one-half of domestic material cost and labor cost of 4 cents per hour (see Appendix 1), with correlative
overhead profit etc. The German material cost of one-half domestic cost is based upon the fact that the
price of worsted yarn Is quoted In Elberfeld. Germany, at M0 marks per kilo after a sharp advant eq.iva-
lent at exchauige of one-half cent per mark to5 cents per pound, Uilted States currency. (Sec Daily News
Record Nov 11. ,1921.)

Exchange 60.012 per mark.

I I M

Y26

7016
7019
7013

30175)

Per cent
of pro-tedon

quired
oil

A merl-
can

value.

SO

60
60
60
,59
60

52
43
43
49
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KNITTED UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY.

(Paragraph 1115.1

STATEMENT OF MARTIN K. PASCO NEW BRITAIN, CONN., REPRE-
SENTING WOOL KNIT UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY MANUFAC-
TURERS OF NEW ENGLAND.

We desire to call your attention to the fact that paragraph 1115 of the Fordney bill
covers but two valuations on both underwear and hosiery, namely: (1) Underwear
valued at not more than $2.50 per pound; (2) underwear valued at more than
$2.50 per pound. Also (1) hosiery valued at not more than 3 per dozen; (2) hosiery
valued at more than $3 per dozen.

Resolve these figures into practical experience and we find that wool underwear
from the very poorest grade (made of mungo or shoddy) is classified in the same
bracket with all-wool underwear for which the consumer would pay at retail $7.50
a garment. This is obviously unscientific and disastrous to the higher grade mer-
chandise.

A practical application of the yield of the Fordney tariff bill is included herewith,
and shows that on this basis underwear carrying ah American valuation of $5 a dozen
has a gross duty of 80 per cent, whereas an all-wool article valued at $25 a dozen car-
ries a gross duty of 32 per cent. In addition, the manufacturer of the low-grade
garment, presumably manufactured out of mungo or shoddy, has an offset of 6 cents
a pound duty on his raw material, or 72 cents minimum, figured on 14 pounds of
stock to manufacture a 10 pound to the dozen garment, which leaves a net duty on
American valuation on the $5 per dozen garment of 65 per cent; whereas the manu-
facturer of the f25 all-wool garment pays $3 per dozen duty on raw material estimated
on 12 pounds of wool used to manufacture a 10 pound to the dozen garment, leaving
an actual duty of 20 per cent.

American manufacturers of wool underwear can not continue to manufacture in
America and maintain American standards of living with a protection of 20 per cent.
There are few articles in the entire bill that carry a smaller percentage of duty than
20 per cent, and a largo number carry a duty greatly exceeding this amount.

Likewise, on wool hosiery the same inequality exists, although not to such an
extent as on underwear. Nevertheless, in making a practical application of these
rates on wool half-hose of low grade weighing 2 pounds to the dozen and wholesaling
at $1.85 per dozen in the present market as stAndard, as against high-grade wool
half-hose weighing approximately i pounds to the dozen and wholesaling in the
present market at $6.75 per dozen, we find the lower grade of goods carrying a duty
of about 58 per cent, whereas the high-grade goods carry only about 37 per cent. This
is obviously unscientific and should be corrected.

I n view of the fact that the Fordnay rates are iinvientifie and do not place the liurden
properly on the different classes of underwear and hosiery, we propose the accompany-
inf schedule to take the place of paragraph I 115, lines 8 to 21, inc.ILqive, of the Fordney
bilI.

These rates will place a lighter burden on the cheaper goods and a heavier one (on the
high-grade goods, which we believe is just and proper and in accordance iith the
desire of your (onmitte.

In order to adequately protect the wide range and value in knitted underwear and
hosiery, we believe it is absolutely essential to have, and we ha~e asked for, more
brackets in the classification, sohat the amount of protectlion will not run down where
the spread of the bracket is broad, as is illustrated in the Fordnev hill, where the
bracket runs from, say, 50 cents to .2.,O per pound and the protection drops from SO
to 32 per cent.

The theory of increased protection for increased labor applied to raw materials is so
well established that it is hardly necesslry to spend any great amount of time in
arguing this point. It is sufficient to point out that in the lowest grade of merchandise
a minimum of labor, and the rough type of labor can and is used, and at the article
manufactured increass in finenesM more labor, particularly hand labor, is required,
with correspondingly greater skill.

It is also desired to point out that the labor cost in the manufacture of wool underwear
and hosiery per pound of material used is very high, and perhaps the highest of tny
of the woolen textiles. In comparison with woolen cloth, for instance, webelieve this
will average nearly, if not fully, 25 per cent higher.
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The lower grades of knitted underwear and hosiery are, as a rule, sold to the working
classes (people of limited mans) and should be sold as cheaply as they ran be profitably
turned out. The higher grades of merchandise are sold to pe-olle of means, who are
able and will ay the price neceMary to secure the comfort of line materials and fine
workmanship. This class of goods should bear its full share of protection, as it comes
in the class of luxuries rather than in the class of necessities.

England, France, and Germany are the home of the textile industry. One of the
distinct advantageo these European manufacturers enjoy over the Arnerian manu-
faturers is a continuity of service not found in America, both in the indih idual worker
and from generation to generation, which makes for greater efficiency anti lem over.
head expense on account of greatly decreased labor turnover and accumulated skill.
The correctness of this assertion was 'erilied many times in the evidence presented
before the Ways and Means Committee in its tariff hearings. Andwewould respectfully
call your attention to the report of labor conditions in (;t.rmanv found in the brief of
Mr. J. J. Phoenix, on page 26,39 of "1learings on General Tar'( ]Re-ision," in which
he reports that his invsti".dions con-ince him that the length of industrial life of
workers in Germany is three times as long as in America, with all the attendant saving
in "lost motion" training new operati% es and correspondingly less damaged material.

The question of an adequate tariff resolves itself into the question of the standard
of living which is desirable in America. We do not believe that the American
people live too well. We believe that the standards of living in the other countries
should be brought up to a higher standard, where the wants of the individual are
greater and not less, rather than that the standard of living in America should be
degraded to that in the less fortunate countries. The scale of wages in Germany,
France, and England is far below that paid in American textile industries. We
have no natural advantages over these countries in the manufacture of these prod-
ucts-if anything, we are at a disadvantage on account of the fact that England
and France particularly have been for centuries the birthplace of textile inventions
in spinning and knitting, which, added to the skill of their workmen, has given
these countries a decided advantage.

All that we ask, however, is that we be given rates that will equalize the differ-
ence in labor and expense between this country and abroad, so that the American
manufacturer can have an even chance with the manufacturers in the other countries.

Underwear and hosiery are staple lines of merchandise-the styles, colors, and
weights are largely standardized, subject to infrequent changes, arid are merchant-
able in many countries throughout the world. Orders can be placed further in
advance than is the came with highly changeable style goods, making foreign im-
portations into this country less hazardous and giving ample time for the executing
of advance orders.

There are no figures available which show absolutely the amount of duty which
is necessa y to-day to offset the exact difference between American and Iuropean
cost of production, but we do know with the economic conditions in Europe as they
are, and the greatest urge for export business that has ever existed, this market will
shortly be subjected to the fiercest competition it has ever known. If the pro . ed
tariff bill does not give adequate protection, the loss of our home market (which
is our only market) would spell disaster for our industry. If the rate of protection
should be higher than necessary, keen domestic competition would very quickly
take care of any attempt to maintain unwarranted prices because of lack of foreign
competition. 'there is no combination among wool knit underwear and hosiery
manufacturers. Business is highly competitive, which is evidenced by the large
number of manufacturers actively engaged in the production of these goods in the
United States.

In April, 1921. English worsted bpinners were selling a fine quality Australian
French spun worsted for knitting purposes in single 40s count at 6s. 3d. a pound, or
$1.14 with the pound sterling worth $3.60. In this country the quotation for. the
same yarn was $2.28 a pound, and $2.15 a pound for the same count in all domestic wool.
If England can produce fine worsted yarns at one-half the price in America, what
can we expect from Germany, where wages are about one-tenth the wages paid in
America?

Adequate tariff protection must be provided to save the American market for
American manufacturers. It is folly to talk about export business without first saving
our domestic market. Adequate tariff protection is the -ranty of America's ad-
vanced position industrially and her future prosperity in agriculture and in the
developments of her mines and forests, and when, and only when, these productive

1p 1
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industries of the United States are prosperous will the great mercantile interests of our
country share in the universal prosperity'of the Nation.

(Signed by 22 wool knit underwear and hosiery manufacturers of New England.)
The Dunham Mills (Inc.). Hartford. Conn.; Glastonbury Knitting Co.,Olastonbury, Conn.i The Medlicott Co., Windsor Locks. Conn.; The

W. S. Mills Co., Bridgeport, Conn.; Radcliffe Bros.. Shelton. Conn.,
American Hosiery Co., New Britain, Conn.; The Bristol Mfg. Co.;
Bristol, Conn.; The N. L. Birge Sons Co.. Bristol, Conn.; The New
England Knitting Co.. Winsted, Conn.; The Winsted Hosiery Co.;
Winsted, Conn.; Sulloway Mills, Franklin, N. If.; H. H. Wood & Co.,
Lakeport, N. H.; Opechee Hosiery Co., Laconia, N. 1.; Belknap
Mills Cop., Laconia, N. If.; J. W. Busiel & Co., Laconia R. Be .
knap Stocking Co., Laconia, N. I.; Pitman Mfg. Co., Laconia, N. H.;
Wm. Clow Son, Laconia, N. If.; George E. Boyden & Son, Provi-
dence, R. I.; The Win. Carter Co., Needhan Heights, Mass.

Proposed substitute for portion of paragraph 111.5 relating to knit underwear. houe, and
half hose of crry description, finished or unfiniAed, made of wool, or of tchich wrool is
a component part, trhether or not constituting chief ralue.

Specific

Valued at not overS0 cen I sper pound .............................................. 15
Valued at more than 50 cents and not over I per pound ............................ 23
Valued at more than S1 and not over 11.50 per pound .............................. . 3.
Valued at more than $1.50and not over 82 per pound .............................. 45
Valued at more than 82 and not over 12.50 per pound .............................. 53
Valued at more than $2.50 per pound ..........................................................

Aft
valorem.

Per ctnl,

20
23S
30
30
S0

These rates are based upon American valuation and on an estimated duty of 2.5 cents
per pound on the clean content of unscoured or greasy wool.

We would ask that the name of the maker and tho country of origin be clearly
stamped on each article of underwear and each pair of hosiery, and so stamped that
it will remain until washed out by the consumer.

Yield of proposed tariff on wool unvlerwear an! h')0'erg, at passed by the louse of
Represenlatires, in the Fordney bill.

12 paundi mungo ............. I
6 p~undu shoddy ..............
3 pounds wool............I
3 Vtndi shoddy.........
4 pou-nd wool...........3 -tt.ndq shoddy .......
6 poun Js wool. ..............
8 pounds wool................
10 pounds wool ................
12 pounds wool ................

Do. ................
14 po...w... .........

Do.......

Do ..................Do.................

Do ................DO .....................
i

.731 7:.0 3.OO
1.50 15.00 13.00
i,75 7?.50 3.00

2.{0g 1000 300s1.25 1250 3.00
1.50 15.00 1 '3.0
1.75 17.50 &00
2.00 20.00 13.00
2.25 250 3.00
2.50 25.00 3.00
2.75 27.50 1 &3.8

3. O 30.00 13.603.50 33.00 '3.60
4.00 140.00 '3.604.50 45.00 &6.0
3.00 30.OD0 '3.80
5.50 53.00 13.60
6,00 60.0 'D 3.60

1L.O 14.00
1..- 4.50
2.00 5.00

2.50 .5.50
3.00 6.00
3.50 6.50
4.00 7.00t4.50 17.60

i 16.81- 10.471

27.50 11.10
I'3 12.33

'10.10 13. 0
'11.25 14.85
'112.50 16.10
'13.75 17.3,
'15.00 1.60

Percentage 19)
gross duty ,

to- I

8e 400 $O.72
M5 1.50 1.84
SO

41
40
37
35
3.31
32
38
37
35
341
33
32
31J
301

100 1.17 3.83

78 1.42

59 2.00
54 12.50
50~ 3.00
47 3.00
61 3.50
58' 3.50
54 &3
521 350
50 3.50
47 3.50
46 3.50
45 3.50

I At 36 cents per pound.

++%

3.68 4.8

COS 32.64
4.W0 30
4.50 M5
4.50 22.50
4.50 20
A.00 20
6.971 25.7
7.60 23.3
85 25.2

10.10 25
11.35 25
12.60 25
1&.. 25
13.10 2.3

I At 2 per cent.
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AXINNSTER AND WILTON CARPETS AND RUGS.

[Paragraph 1117.)

STATEMENT OF HENRY I. MAGEE, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAT
CARPET MANUFACTURERS' COMMITTEE.

Senator McCuMbmrR. Mr. Magee, will you state'your name, address,
and business to the reporter?

Mr. MaUE. I am speaking for the carpet manufacturers of the
United States.

On January 31 our chairman, Mr. McNeir, of the Mohawk Carpet
Mills, presejnted a brief to the House. a copy of which was sent to you.
Since that time House bill NQ. 7456 has passed through. With few
exceptions the carpet manufacturers of the United States are satisfied.

First of all, I want to say a word in regard to the wording of the
bill. This is as nearly perfect as possible, and we do not think it
should be changed. As you know, in the past there has been con-
siderable ambiguity in tariff bills with regard to what was carpet
and what were rugs and what was Axminster, and so on. This word-
ing, however, is perfectly satisfactory to the manufacturers.

There are just two fabrics to which we want to call your attention.
The first one is chenille Axminster. Under the House bill, paragraph
1117, we find this:

Oriental, Axninster. Savonnerle, Aubusson, and other carpets and rugs not
made on a power-driven loom; carpets and rugs of oriental weave or weaves
produced on a power-driven loom; chenille Axmlnster carpets and rugs, whether
woven as separate carpets and rugs or in rolls of any width; all the foregoing,
plin or figured, 5 cents per square foot, and in addition thereto, 30 per cent ad
valorem.

In regard to the chenilles here, we wish to urge an addition to the
duty, because this particular high-class weave is practically an
infant industry in this country, and the foreign manufacturer has
been flooding this country with this product, to the great detriment
of the American manufacturer which can easily be seen by the figures
and diagrams made up from government statistics.

By the way, I have a diagram which I desire to submit later in the
form of a brief.

I shall recapitulate what is in that diagram.
The diagram at the bottom of the sheet shows that under the

Payne-Aldrich tariff the imports of chenilles were increasing very
slowly, but that they started to increase at once tinder the Underwood
tariff. At the commencement of the war in Europe there was a
slight setback, followed by a tremendous increase in imports. These
decreased again when we entered the war, but resumed their great
increase shortly after the armistice.

The figures at the top of the sheet show an increase in square
yards (which eliminates any question of high prices) of 74 per cent
for the 'American manufacturer but 500 per cent increase fot the
imported chenille carpets and rugs.

The American manufacturers consider that fo' protection it will
be necessary to have a duty of 10 cents a square foot and 50 per cent
ad valorem.

The second item relates to Wilton rugs and carpets.
The standard English worsted rugs, such as the Templeton Super,

which is recognized throughout England and in this country as the
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standard English worsted rug, can be landed in this country for £13
9s. 4d. With an exchange of $4, this would be $53.87. Add to this
25 er cent on the American valuation of $70.50, which is the net price
of fardwick & Magee's French Wiltons and Whittall's Anglo-Persian
and similar fabrics of that type, and you have $19.12. The freight
charges, etc., are approximately $1.50. Add, further, 3 cents per
square foot, or $3.24, and you have a total of $77.73, which is the
price, or the cost., for which the Templeton Super can be placed in the
hands of the retailer in this country.

With a duty on wool of 28 per cent, the increased cost of worsted
yarns would be 10 cents per pound or 25 cents per running yard in
the case of Hardwick &-3agee's French Wilton, Whittall's Anglo-
Persian, and similar grades, or $4 a rug, making necessary a net
selling price of $80.50, leaving the Wiltons nearly $3 per rug unpro-
tected. From the standpoint of Wiltons, therefore the carpet manu-
facturers desire a protection of 30 per cent ad valorem and .3 cents
per square foot.

Outside of that, as I stated before, the American carpet manu.
facturers are satisfied with this bill as it stands.

I desire to present a brief in a few days.
Senator DjLLINYO.HAM. Is this chenill Axminster a new product?
Mr. MAOE.. No; it is not new from the standpoint of world pro-

duction, but it is new from the standpoint of American production.
I will read an extract from Mr. McNeir's brief which explains it:
This type of floor covering has Ien manufactured In Great Britai'n for more

than 60 years, though originally ot Freach origin. It Is a comparatively new
Industry In this country. About 25 yeari' ago 3cILeary, Wallin & Crouse, of
Amsterdam, N. Y., undertook the manufacture of chenille goods, but were com-
pelled to abandon it after a short time. being unable to compete with foreign
goods.

Encouraged by a more favorable tariff, the manufacture of chenille goods
was again undertaken in 1910. The business grew moderately during the next
few years. Then, aided materially by the removal of foreign competition In
1915, owing to the war, and an Increased domestic demand, the Industry rapidly
grew to a substantll business and is to-day an important feature of the carpet
and rug industry. There are now four different concerns manufacturing
chenille carpets and rugs, and in one (the largest) more than 500 operatives
nre empoyed in this particular department, to wlhomn were paid in the year
1020, not including superintendents, wages to the amount of $732,570.

I may add at this point that since this brief was written there is
another concern that has gone into the manufacture of these goods.

In Great Britain, where the chenille industry has existed for many years, the
resultant training and experience of the workers is a substantial advantage to
the manufacturer. In this country our ovenseers and important men in the
manufacturing, planning. and olesignli'g of cienille fabrics are from the British
Isles. The principal competition on this line of goods has been from the British,
although chenille goods of French and Germnn manufacture have been also
Imported.

It will Interest the committee to know that the proportion of labor to the
whole cost is greater in a chenille carpet or rug than in any other woven floor
covering in popular use, and runs as high as 43 [per cent of the total cost, in-
cluding overhead.

A single company manufacturing these goods produced in 1914, 127,000 square
yards, and In 1920, 844,000 square yards, while the wages paid in 1014 amounted
to $131,105, and in 1920, $732,570. In 1914 the average pay of a weaver on this
class of goods was $20 per week and In 1920 $55 per week. It will titus be seen
that the wages iit six years Increased nearly 200 per cent.

A few years ago we were dependent entirely upon foreign manufacturers for
chenille fabrics. To-day we are Independent, having built up an industry
which Is capable of supplying our domestic wants.
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This class of goods under the Payne-Aldrlch bill carries a compound duty of
60 cents a square yard and 40 per cent ad valorem, while Oriental, Savonnerle,
and Aubusson rugs carried a compound duty under the Payne Act of 10 cents
a square foot and 40 per cent ad valorem.

Senator DILINOJ1I1A3. Has there been any reduction of the wages
that you spoke of since the close of the war?

Mr. M. oEE. There has been a 20 per cent reduction.
Senator Mv('r'.vJrI. You say that you were paying about $55 a

month ?
Mr. MA0GE . $55 per week.
Senator MCCU31REn. $55 per 'veek?
Mr. MACEr. Yes. $55 was paid at that. time. There has been since

then a 20 per cent reduction applied to all carpet manufactures.
Senator MCCUMSnER. It amounts now to about $200 a month for

weavers, and you want.protection that will enable you to continue to
pay $200 a month to the weavers?

Mr. MAOEE. Yes, sir. I might say that the wages paid in Canada,
and even more so in the British Isles, are from one-third to 42 per cent,
less than thosepaid in this country.

Senator McGu3naE. I understand that.
Senator DILLINOIA3J. In Canada,,did you say?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes.
Senator DiLLaIoUA31. Why should they le lower there than here I
Mr. MAoC.F. I do not kno~v, except thlat they have become accus-

tomed to a lower standard of living. The same question might be
asked as well about the British Isles.

Senator SiooT. Canada is not making chenille rugs.
Mr. MIAGE. No; I am speaking generally now.
Senator McCuInF.R. You wisf that to be raised so that you can

sell rugs or carpets at a price which will enable you to pay $200 a
month to weavers notwithstanding the earnings of people of equal
cavacitv and intelligence do not amount to half of that?

,fr. MAGE. Well, Senator, of course you must recognize the fact
that to weave a high-class chenille rug or a high-class Wilton rug
requires a man not only of great experience, but one who is consider-
ably above the average workman. When I tell you that the weavers
in our plant to-day are, and for years have been, turning out rugs of
all kinds, all widths, sizes, and lengths, from 27 to 54 inches up to
15 by 18 feet, and in some special sizes larger than that, and that
these rugs, within a fraction of 1 per cent, come up to the wire, you
can understand readily that it takes men of considerable intelligence
to do the work.

Senator McLE,%AN. How much experience is required I
Mr. MACE . In regard to Wiltons-I can not speak so much about

chenilles, because I am not in the chenille business-it takes, to make
a first-class weaver whom you can depend on to give you the service
that you need and desire, easily six or seven years.

Senator McLEAN. How does lie get his experience?
Mr. MAGEE. The method with us is this: He starts in as what we

call an altering boy, or apprentice, at the age of 10 or 17. He gets a
very small wage for doing that compared with the weaver, but lie is
an assistant to the weaver. All through the years lie is picking up the
art of weaving. And it is an art; it is not a mechanical proposition;
it is really an art, and it deniands high pay. They should have high
pay.

"I I
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Senator MCLEA-x. Are they all male employees?
Mr. MAaOZ. Ninety per cent I should say. There are a few mills

that lve tried to use women, bu. it has never been a very great suc-
cess, for this reason: That a woman is able to do only a certain part
of the running of the loom. There has to be a certain number of
men in that section to do the other work for her. It has not been a
success. A large number of the mills of the United States employ
only men weavers.

Senator McLEAN. Are the wages in other countries proportion.
ately high that are paid to this class of workmen; that is, for the
weavers in England engaged in this *ork? In other words, do they
get proportionately higher wages?

Mr. MAoF.. Than other people?
Senator McLrA-x. Than other spinners.
Mr. MAOEE. Yes.
Senator MLiE x. Because it is an art that requires this long pe-

riod of trainingI
Mr. MAGEE. Yes; and as I pointed out before, when you get a man

to weave a rug and to weave it in four strips-a 9 by 12 ruganq
that rug conies out to the wire with only a small fraction of 1 per
cent spoiling. you can see that it is an art.

Senator MCLEAN. How (1o your present prices compare with pre.
war prices?

Mr. MAOEE. Present prices are 42 per cent below the top prices.
Senator MCCUMIBER. Is the average earning capacity of the Ameri-

can people twice as much as it was before the war?
Mr. M Iop:. More than twice the average earnings.
Senator MCCU3BER. I do not mean the physical labor field alone,

but I am speaking generally.
Mr. MAOEE. You .are speaking of weavers, are you?
Senator McCuxDERv. I am speaking of the American people, who

have to buy your products.
Mr. MAoEE. I can speak only of my own industry. I understand

that is the condition.
Senator MCCUMRER. Well, if you understand-
Senator LA FOLLLErE (interposing). Do you understand that the

earning capacity of the farmer is twice as much as it was in 19131
Mr. MAOEE. I am not posted on that.
Senator McCum.nER. Do you think it requires a greater amount of

intelligence to be a good weaver than it does to teach in the public
schools, or to serve as a professor in our colleges, or as an accountant
in our banks. and that they should have better prices paid to them
than are paid in these other businesses and professions?

Mr. MAOEE. Frankly, I do not know. but this must be considered:
There is one thing to'be said for the professor. for the accountant,
and for the professional man in that line of work, and that is that
the remuneration is steady. tie knows le has a certain salary per
week or per month. It is Aways coming in.

Senator McCU nmE. He has a job.
Mr. MAGEF:. Yes; while the weaver may make on an averageo in

our industry $.50 a week right now, there is most certainly coming a
time, if the future is to be judged by the past, when he will run into
a long stretch when he wi! not make anywhere near that.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Don't you think that the work would be a
little more steady if such prices could be paid, not only to the em-
ployees but to the officers as well, as would enable the American
public to buy more goods?

Mr. MAOE&. Well, it might.
Senator McLEiN. What did you pay before the war?
Mr. MAOEE. For what?
Senator McLvin. For weavers.
Mr. MAOEE. The average weaver, before the war earned about $22.
Senator McLEN. The same man that vou are now paying $50?
Mr. MAOEE. Yes, sir. His top-notch price was something over $60.

I haven't the figures on hand, but they were something over $60.
Senator Smour. You do not want the committee to understand that

that applies to general weavers of plain cloths or plain woolens. You
mean that is the price that is paid for chenille rug weaving?

Mr. MAGEE. To Wilton weavers.
Senator Sloor. To Wilton weavers?
Mr. MAOEE. And to a lesser degree to other pile fabrics.
Senator LA FOLLEnrE. When you say the average price paid the

weaver before the war was $22 per week, do you want that contrasted
with the price of $50 per week which is being paid now, as I under-
stood you to say, in your mills?

31r. MAGET. That is a comparison.
"enator LA FomjJi'rrm. You are paying now an -werage price of

$5(0 per week for all weavers?
Mr. ,M E. I will qualify that in this way, Senator. so that there

will not be any, misunderstanding: If you'should take before the
war, during our busy time of two years, the average would be $22
per week. For a similar busy time, with a similar class of weavers,
the average is now $50 per week, but if you should take as a stretch
five or six years. allowing for d1ll periods, the wages would not be
$50.per week, neither would they be $22 per week. At the same time
the two things are comparable.

Senator LA FoLLE-rrE. I came in after you had made your prelimi-
nary statement, and I did not understand'and do not nov understand
whom you represent.

Mr. MAGEE. I represent the American Carpet Manufacturers'Com-
mittee.

Senator LA FOLETXFE. Are you connected with any particular man-
ufacturing company!

Mr. MAOF.GE. Yes, sir. I am a member of the firm of IHadwick &
Magee, Philadelphia.

Senator LA FOLLETT. Is that a corporation?
Mr. MAOEE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLL EFr. Are you one of the officers of the corpora-

tionI
Mr. MAOEE. I am one of the officers and am also on the board of

directors.
Senator LA FOLTSETrE. What is your official capacity, Mr. Magee?
Mr. MAGoF . I am assistant superintendent of the mills.
Senator LA Fojiw.rrf. Mr. Magee, will you please furnish to this

committee at an early date, so that it may become a part of the rec-
ord, a complete table, classified, of the wages paid in your plant to
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labor at the present time; also, for 1913 and for each successive year
thereafter down to and including 1021?

Mr. MAor,. Senator, I understand that you want from 1913 to
1921 a complete tabulation as to wages paid?

Senator LA FOLLErE. Yes; by classes.
Mr. MAOEM. Wages paid by classes all through the mills?
Senator LA FoLLrr. Yes.
Mr. MAGOE. I shall furnish you that within a week.
Senator LA FOLLM'n. Thank you, sir. If you will include in that

the pay of the officers, I shall appreciate it.
Mr. MAGEE. All right, sir; I shall do that.
Senator MCCUMBER. I wish to call your attention to the fact that

in this statistical abstract for 1920 we have these figures in the matter
of wages, etc.-carpets and rugs, other than rag: The number of
wage earners was 33,101; earnings, $14,716,000, or an average of
about $500 a year. That was for 1914. It was practically the
same for 1909, so that there was no change at that time.

Mr. MAOEE. Yes- but let me disabuse your mind on something
there. That includes ingrain carpets; it includes tapestries; it in-
cludes velvet carpets, of which there is a big production and as to
which the wage is not comparable to chenille and Wilton rugs. In
fact, the chenille and Wilton looms are largely in the minority.

Senator MCCUMIBER. That is the reason I stated it covered every-
thing except those.

Mr. MAoEE. Yes.
Senator LA FoLvrr . Is your production limited to chenilles and

Wiltons?
Mr. MAOErE. No. Our production is limited to Wiltons, although

we purpose to get into the chenille industry and to weave on a few
looms.

Senator LA FoLL.rE. You produce nothing in your factory or
plant except Wiltons?

Mr. MAGEB. Nothing except Wiltons, with a few yards of chenilles,
which we are getting started on, but which are negligible so far.

Senator McLEAN. Are they considered a luxury? What would be
the retail price of a 9 by 12 rug?

Mr. MAOE. Of the highest grade?
Senator McLEAN. The ordinary rug that the ordinary man would

buy.
Mr. MAGRE. I have referred previously to the Templeton Super,

which is comparable to our French Wilton. On that grade the re-
tail price would be $115.

Senator McLEAN. What would be the wholesale price?
Mr. MAGEE. The wholesale price would be $76.50.
Senator MCCUIMBER. That is the wholesale price at the present time?
Mr. MAGEE. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBER. They have decreased about 50 per cent in the

last year, then, have they* not?
Mr. MAGEE,. About 50 per cent; yes, sir. It is 43 per cent or 45

per cent. Since last September there started a decrease in the retail
price of rugs. Since that time there have been decreases, as I said,
amounting to from about 43 per cent to 45 per cent.
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Senator MCCUMBER. I know personally that as to some classes of
chenilles, for a 9 by 12 rug, for instance, the retail price was more
than $400 in 1920.

Mr. MAGEE. You are thinking probably of imported chenilles.
Senator MCCUMBER. No; American manufacture. I do not think

the manufacturers at all times are thoroughly acquainted with what
price the article retails at.

Mr. MAGEE. Naturally we can not control that.
Senator MCCUMBER. I appreciate that, but there is a bigger spread

than you have allowed.
Senator McLEAN. What is the difference between the Axminster

rug and the Wilton rug and the ordinary rug that you buy in the
store at this time?

Mr. MAGEE. There is with me this morning Mr. Way, of V. &
J. Sloane, who is better acquainted with that phase of the subject.
Mr. Way can state what the retail price is on the Axminster rugs.

Mr. WAY. The Axminster retail price would vary from $27.50 to
$110 and $300. They are still making chenilles of a quality that we
would have to pay '$40 a yard to get. The average chenille Ax-
minster sells for $110 to-day.

Senator McLEAN. That is about the same price as the other rugs?
Mr. WAY.- That is the chenille Axminster.
Mr. MAoEF.. Understand that the chenille Axminster, from the

standpoint of quality, by and large, is a better piece of goods than
the Wilton.

Senator McLEAN. What I had in mind was the ordinary carpet
rug which the common people purchase.

%r. WAY. Well, that would be about $60.
Senator MCCUMBER. Many of your chenilles sold in 1920 for as

much as $6 per yard at retail, did they not?
Mr. MAGEE. O)h, my, yes. The siandqrd chenille is now selling

at retail at about what, Mr. Way?
Mr. WAY. At about $110 for a 9 by 12 rug. That is the average.
Mr. MAOEE. What is that in square yards?
Mr. WAY. About $8.50 or about $9.25 per square yard.

BRIEF OF HENRY 1. XAOEE. REPRESENTING THE CARPET AND RUG
MANUFACTURERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

On January 31, 1021, the Committee of Carpet Manufacturers In America,
through their chairman, George McNeir. of the Mohawk Carpet Mills (Inc.),
presented a brief on Schedule K before the Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives. Since that time louse bill No. 7450 bas been
passed. With few exceptions the carpet manufacturers of the United States
are satisfied with the protection given them In this hill. I desire, first of fill,
to commend the framers of this bill upon the exact and careful wording
which they have adopted. This Is in marked contrast to the ambiguous
phraseology of previous bills, and Is entirely satisfactory to the carpet manu-
facturers of this country, and they recommend that care should be taken that
this Is not changed.

There are two fabrics upon which we need more protection. The first one
Is chenille Axminster.

This type of floor covering has been manufactured in Great Britain for
more than 60 years, though originally of French origin. It Is n compara-
tively new industry In this country. About 25 years ago McCleary. Wallin &
Crouse, of Amsterdam, N. Y., undertook the manufacture of*chenille goods,
but were compelled to abandon it after a short time, being unable to com-
pete with foreign goods.
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Encouraged by a more favorable tariff, the manufacture of chenille goods
was again undertaken In 1910. The business grew moderately during the
next few years. Then, aided materially by the removal of foreign competi-
tion in 1915, owing to the war, and an Increased domestic demand, the indus-
try rapidly grew to a substantial business and Is to-day an important feature
of the carpet and rug industry. There are now four different concerns manu.
facturing chenille carpets and rugs, and in one (the largest) more than 500
operatives are employed in this particular department, to whom were paid
in the year 1920, not Including superintendents, wages to the amount of $732,576.

In Great Britain, where the chenille industry has existed for many years, the
resultant training and experience of the workers is a substantial advantage to
the manufacturer. In this country our overseers and important men In the
manufacturing, planning, and designing of chenille fabrics are from the British
Isles. The principal competition on this line of goods has been from the British,
although chenille goods of French and German manufacture have been also
imported.

It will interest the committee to know that the proportion of labor to the
whole cost is greater in a chenille carpet or rug than in any other woven floor
covering In popular use, and runs as high as 43 per cent of the total cost, in-
cluding overhead.

A single company manufacturing these goods produced 127,000 square yards
in 1914 and 344,000 square yards in 1920, while the wages paid in 1914 amounted
to $131,195, and In 1920 to $732,570.. In 1914 the average pay of a weaver on this
class of goods was $20 per week, and in 1920 $55 per week. It will thus be seen
that the wages in six years increased nearly 2M0 per cent.

A few years ago we were dependent entirely upon foreign manufacturers for
chenille fabrics. To-day we are independent, having built up an industry which
is capable of supplying our domestic wants.

This class of goods, under the Payne-Aldrich bill, carries a compound duty
of 60 cents a square yard and 40 per cent ad valorem, while Oriental, Savon-
aerie, and Aubusson rugs carried a compound duty under the Payne Act of
10 cents a square foot nnd 40 per cent ad valorem.

Under the House bill No. 7450, paragraph 1117, we find this:
" Oriental, Axminster, Savonnerie, Aubusson, and other carpets and rugs

not made on a power-driven loom; carpets and rugs of oriental weave or weaves
produced on a power-driven loom; chenille Axminster carpets and rugs, whether
woven as separate carpets and rugs or in rolls of any width; all the foregoing,
plain or figured, 5 cents per square foot, and in addition thereto 30 per centun
ad valorem."

In regard to chenilles we wish to urge an addition to the duty, because this
particular high-clam weave is practically an infant industry in this country, and
the foreign manufacturer has been flooding this country with this product, to
the great detriment of the American manufacturer, which can easily be seen
by the figures and diagrams made up from Government statistics which I
herewith submit.

The diagram (on file with the committee) at the bottom of the sheet shows that
under the Payne-Aldrich tariff the imports of clienilles were increasing very
slowly, but tmt they started to Increase at once under the Underwood tariff. At
the commencement of the war in Europe there was a slight setback, followed by
a tremendous increase in impor,.s. These decreased again when we entered the
war, but resumed their great ln-rease shortly after the armistice.

The figures at the top of the sheet show an increase in square yards (which
eliminates any question of high prices) of 74 per cent for the American manu-
facturer but 50 per cent inercase for the Imported chenille carpets and rugs.

The American manufacturers cdtisider that for protection it will be necessary
to have a duty of 10 cents a square foot and 50 per cent ad valorem.

The second fabric on which added protection Is needled is Wilton rugs and
carpets.

The standard English worsted rugs, such as time Templeton Super, which is
recognized throughout England and in this country as the standard English
worsted rug, can be landed in this country for 113 9s. 4d. With exchange at $4
this would amount to $53.87. Add to this 25 per cent on the American valua-
tion of $70.50, which is the net price of IIardwick & Magee Co., French Wilton
and Whittall Anglo-Perslan, nnd fabrics of a similar type. and the result is
$72 99. The freight charges, etc.. are approximately $1.50. Add further 3 cents
per square foot, or $3.24, and you have a total of $77.73, which is the price ut
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which Templetons Supers call be placed In the hands of the retailer in this
country.

With a duty on wool of 28 per cent, the increased cost of worsted yarns would
be 10 cents per pound or 25 cents per running yard (three-fourths of a yard
wide), In the case of Hardwlck & M3igee's French Wilton, Whittall's Anglo-
Persian. and similar grades, or $4 a rug, making ne.e.ary a net selling price
of $80.50, leaving the Wiltons nearly $3 per rug unprotected. On Wiltons,
therefore, the carpet innufacturers need a protection of 30 l~r ent id valorem
tund 3 cents per' square foot.

Imported chenilles, roll goods, per square yard, Spt. 1, 1921.

Freight, etc. I Pet cent of duty
Land Duty needed on-For. La______ neede Ameni-_____

costwtot o can
eign withua. lue Ae. oeg
cost. Percent. Amount. duty. valuee' Amer. Foreigncarn

value. Value.

German (marks worked backfrom trice)............ $3.00 10 $0.30 $3.30 $3.70 $7.00 53 123
ScotchNo. I s.; exchange at I

$3. )....................... 4.00 6 .24 4.24 3.76 8.0 47 94
Scotch No. 2 (23s.; exchange at

83.90)........... .... 4.35 6 .26 4.611 3.39 &.00 42 79
English (21s. 8d.;'exchangea

53 ..................... 4.10 6 .25 4.35' 3.65 8.&00 48 S3
French (57 francs; exchange at 8 . 82 40 7

cents) .. ................ 4.% 8 .36 4.92 &33 &25 40 73
Austrian (kronen, quoted tn dol-

lars) ............................ 4.75 12 .5 5.31 3.19 8.50 38 67

I Specific duties on Imported carpets compensate for duty on wools and are, thererre, not used in these
figures.

FIBER AND WOOL-FIBER RUGS.

(Paragraph 1118.)

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. CARSTARPHEN, REPRESENTING FIBER
RUG MANUFACTURERS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. CARSTAPIIHEN. May it please the Senators, this is a remaining
phase of our industry that was not covered under the grass-rug
clause of paragraph 1020. There is one form of rug manufactured by
members of our association known as a fiber rug and another a wool-
fiber rug. We talked to you the other day entirely about the rugs
that were made of grass.

That industry, and the four members of our association engaged
in it, have their factories out in Wisconsin and Minnesota. The
other members of our association produce about 90 per cent of the
fiber and wool-fiber products and have their factories in Massachu-
setts, up near Springfield, and in that vicinity.

Therefore, the Ways and Means Committee, after the Tariff Survey,
we can see, have placed our wool-fiber rug under the 1118 clause at a
.certain rate per square foot anti an ad valorem duty.

We have prepared here a brief, and it really is a brief, and in view
of the time allowed us the other day I am not going to take very
much of your time this morning. I am going to ask permission to
submit this brief. It refers to certain sections and paragraphs of
the tariff survey which was made of our industries at our mitiative,
and is most comprehensive and thorough. We have in the memo-
randum we are filing referred to certain tables and certain clauses

81527-22-cH 11-16
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and paragraphs of the Tariff Survey and explained in great detail,
most comprehensively and intelligently, the growth )f that form of
industry here and give comparative tables and matters of that kind.

Also in our brief we have referred to our appearances before the
Ways and Means Committee, when statements were made by various
of our members and such parts of our brief are marked so you can
quickly get at it. We have here to-day Mr. Stephenson, president of
the Patchogue Co., of Springfield, and'Mr. Solomon of the Plymouth-
Patchogue mills. We do not want to add anything further, except
this, to call your attention to the fact that this product-the others
are made wholly of grass-is made of what we call wool and fiber.
That rug [exhibiting samples to the committee] is made of paper,
with wool worked into it. Therefore it would come under the
woolen schedule.

We also have a fiber rug with cotton warp. This rugy. [indicating]
is made of paper, with cotton warp; and the rug is, as you see, very
similar in appearance to the rugs you saw at the hearing on Monday,
known as grass rugs.

Senator Sis.ioxs. Where are those samples madeI
Mr. CARSTARPHEN. They were made by the Plymouth Mills up in

Lawrence, Mass.
We explained at our previous hearing why the fiber rug manufac-

turers in our association were interested equally with the grass-rug
manufacturers, a most unusual situation. The two groups in com-
petition with each other were in the Middle West making grass rugs
and the others in competition making fiber and wool- fibr rugs, all
competing openly in the American market but combined against the
menace of the Japanese rice-straw rug.

Senator Sii.Mo.Ns. '[he other day when you were here you were
comparing your rug with the Japanese rug.

Mi. CARSTARPuHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMro.s. Now, you are comparing this rug with the

Japanese?
. 3r. CARSTARPIEN. Only in this way: The wool-fiber rug is a dif-
ferent product, Senator.

Senator SIm!toNs. Do they make that wool-fiber rug?
Mr. CARSTAUPHEN. No, they do not make that.
Senator SIMsMONs. Does your competitor I
Mr. CARSTAneEN. So far as competition is concerned at the pres-

ent time they are not bringing into this country the woolen fiber rug.
The fiber rug is not being made generally in foreign countries. The
reason we have been placed within this schedule is this: That the
rugs that come into this country that are competing with the grass
rugs similarly are competing.with this fiber rug that we make, because
they are used for the same purpose; they are sold at about the same
prices.

There is one little feature of the thing I do want to-
Senator WALSU (interposing). They are not made of the same

material?
Mr. CARSTARPIIEN. NO.
Senator WALSH. But have the same use?
Mr. CARSTARPIEN. They have the same use, absolutely, but are

not of the same material.
Senator SIMMONS. What is the difference in the price?
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Mr. CABSTARPIJEN. The prices of the American woolen fiber prod-
uct rugs runs along about the same as grass rugs in this country.
The cost of production of the grass rug that is sold in the market here
I explained to you quite at length last Monday.

There is just one nature I want to call your attention to, if I may,
that while we believe that our wool-fiber rug is taken care of under
paragraph 1118 of the schedule-

Senator S.fooT (interposing). Under what description of 1118?
Mr. CAnSTAiPri.N. 1118, you will observe, in the first paragraph,

refers to certain kinds of carpets, etc., and the second paragraph
speaks of ingrain; and the third paragraph of other floor carpets.

If it should be considered, as has been suggested in the tariff, that
because this is an ingrain weave and has some wool in it that it falls
under that paragraph, why wo are protected. But there is one tldng
which concerns us: That the rug we make of fiber with cotton warp
or of fiber with fiber warp, if there should be any question when ou
come to finally pass on these paragraphs as to whether or not t&at
particular rug falls within the purview of 1118, then, if not, if it falls
within the purview of paragraph 1020, which refers to grass rugs of
similar make and description, then we feel that there should some-
where be put in this tariff law, added to this, a statement represent-
ing floor covers of which the chief component part, either in weight
or value, is paper, 2 cents per square foot and 25 per cent ad valorem.

If your experts say it falls under 1118 or 1020 we are protected as to'
this fiber rug. If it does not, then we would ask you to consider the
question of puttingin a couple of lines that will definitely say that
that fiber rug is taken care of.

In conclusion, I am only going to say-
Senator SIsMMo.vs (interposing). In other words, you want it

broad enough to protect any kind of a rug that you make here in this
country against this Japanese rug?

Mr. CARSTAnPI1nt.;. Precisely, yes; the indirect competition of a
rug similar in class, character, and description. If they can bring
in rice-straw rugs, such as I showed you the other day, the blue ones,
that looks like this fiber rug with cotton warp looks like the grass or
Crex rug-I will not go into the cost of what they can bring it in for-
that is competition with our industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that as good a rug?
Mr. CARSTARPHEN. Oh, no; we do not think it is as good a rug, but

the trouble is the public oftentimes does not know the difference.
Senator SMoor. The salesman would know whether it was or not

and could tell the customer.
Mr. CARSTARPHEN. The woolen rug is better than the fiber rug.

But the trouble is the salesmen do not tell the customers.
The CIAIRMAN. You can submit the rest of your matter for inser-

tion in the record.
Mr. CARSTARPREN. I will; thank you.

BRIEF OF FRANK E. CARSTARPHEN. REPRESENTING THE GRASS AND FIBER RUG
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Grass and Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association respect fully calls the attention
of the Committee on Finance to the tariff provision contained in'paragraph 1118, If.
R. 7456, which is as fI.llnws:

"PAR. 1118. Axminster carpets and rugs. not specially provided for, and carpets
and rugs of like character or decription, 2 cents per square foot; Wilton carpets and

I -
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rugs, and carpets and rugs of like character or description, 3 cents pet square foot;
Brussels carpets and rug., and carpets and ngs of like character or description, 2
cents per square foot; velvet and tapestry carpets and rugs, and carpets and rugs of
like character or description, 11 cents per square foot; and, in addition thereto, on
all the foregoing, 275 per centum ad valorem.

"Ingrain carpets, and ingrain rugs or art squares, of whatever material composed,
and carpets and nigs of like character and description, not specially provided for,
I cent per square foot, and, in addition thereto, 20 per centum ad valorem.

"All other floor coverings, including mats and druggets, not specially provided for,
comIsed wholly or in part of wonl, whether or not constituting chief value, 2 cents
per square foot and, in addition thereto, 25 per centum ad valorem.

"Parts of the foregoing shall be dutiable at tie rate providel for the complete
article."

In order that the committee may properly appreciate the position of the Gras and
Fiber Rug Manufacturers' Association with reference to rugs manufactured by those
of its members engaged in the fiber rug manufacturng industry, we respectfully request
that the members , the Senate Finance Committee will refer to a Government doct-
mient entitled "Tarilf Information Surveys on the Articles in Paragraphs 272 and 273
of the Tariff Act of 193 and Related Articles in Other Paragraphs," which was
prepared by the United States Tariff Conmissiin, and printed for use of Committee
on Ways andi Means, lhone of Representatives, ani bearing title "Floor Coverings
Other Than Wool," and comprellensivelv covering certain sections -if the tariuf of
1913, designated as paragraphs 2;2 and 'I68, matting, mats, and rugs of vegetable
substances; paragraph 273. carpets, carpeting, mats, and nigs of vegetable fiber
(except cotton); paragraph 276. 1linoleumn and Iloor oilcloth; paragraphs 298, 299, and
303, ingrain carpets, mats. and rugs; paragraph 302; cottWn carpets, carpeting, mats,
and rugs; paragraphs 323 and 332, fiber floor overings (as manufactures of tissue
paper or of paper): paragraph 371, cocoa and rattan matting and mats; which survey
was conpletod and published by the Government Printing Office in January, 1921,
and contains a comprehensive survey of the industry both in the United States and
abroad for a long p rioxl of years to and including the first half of the )ear 1920.

This survey was initiated in response to the suggestion of the Grs & Fiber Rug
Manufacturers' A..ociation and has incorporated in it ,tatisties and data in the greatest
detail, furnished by the members of the association, and also contains the result of
independent investigations made by the Tariff Commi.-ion among the importers of
the foreign product and foreign manufacturers. Inasmuch as this survey is available
to members of this committee. for the sake of brevity we shall make no furt her reference
to it except to direct your special attention to the conclusions of the Tariff Commission
as to fiber and wool-filbr floo r coverings which appear on pages 108 and 109 of the
Survey, as follows:

TARIFF CONSIDERATIONS.

There hiingi little or n,, importation of fiber or wool-fiber floor coverings, the question
of claqsilication of tht e g("s is. as matters now stand, largely an academic question.
Development of foreign competition is not inconceivable, however, and it may be
well to indicate under which provi-ions of the present tariff such goods would in all
prolbaliity fall, if imported. and the changes in theee proli'ions which have been
recommended by the Tarii) t'ommision.

From the standpoint of the present tariff law, fiber and wool.fiber floor coverings
a- now produced in the United States fall into two main classes, i Ii ail.Iiher floor
coverings. made on plain looms, and 12) ingrain floor coverings, whether two-ply or
three-ply and whether in part of wool or wholly of other materials. Since there is no
specific provision fir floor coverings of the first class, such goods would presumably
fall under the general provisions of either paragaph 323 or paragraph 332, depending
on the grale of paper used. These pr-)isions read as follows:

"PAR. 323. * * * issue paper * * * and articles manufactured from any
of the foregoing papers or of which such paper is the component material of chief value,
30 per centum ad valorem.

"PAR. 332. * * * and, all papers and manufactures of paper or of which paper
is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for in this section,
25 per centtum ad valorem".

Ingrain carpets. whether two-ply or three.ply and irrespective of component ma-
terials, are at present provided fr as follows:

"PAR. 298. Treble ingrain, three-ply, and all-chain Venetian carpets, 20 per
centurn ad valorem.

"PAR. 299. Wool Dtch and two-ply ingrain carpets, 20 per centum ad valorem."
Ingrain rugs or art squares are covered by tie following provision. except that it is

to be noted that such articles must be compoAel in part ol wool:

'I
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"PAR. .30.3. Mats, rugs for floors, screens covers, hassocks, bed sides, art squares,

and other portions of carpets or carpeting, composed wholly or in 15art of wool, and not
specially provided for in this section, shall be subjected to the rate of duty herein ira-
posed on carpets or carpeting of like character or description."

Unless ingrain rugs or art squares containing no wool were construed to be covered
by the foregoing provisions because of similitude, they would be classified elsewhere
according to leading material of which composed.

In a separate report on wool floor coverings soon to be published by the Tariff Com-
mission, certain recommendations are made with reference to classification of ingrain
floor coverings. These may be quoted here, since the), cover the classification of fiber
and wool.fiber ingrains, as well as of wool ingrains. The suggested provision, together
'uith comment thereon, follows:

"Three-ply, two-ply, and all other ingrain carpets, rugs, and art squares, of what-
ever material compbsed -- (rate).

"The purpose of the last paragraph is to bring together all ingrains, of whatever mate.
rial composed. The growing importance of ingrains containing no wool, such as fiber
ingrains and jute-fiber ingrains, is the reason for the recommendation that they be
included in this paragraph. In so far as there were any foreign competition from
gools of a similar character or description, the duty would thus act to protect the user
of the ingrain loom whether the product which he is weaving is of wool or not. The
reason for keeping the provision under Schedule K is the fact that the wool ingrains
are the only kind at present imported; if ingrains which are not made of wool come to
form the bulk of the imports, it might be desirable to transfer this provision to Schedule
J. The terms 'two-ply' and 'three-ply' have been retained to m6dify ingrain, and 'all
other' has been added to provide for other types, while 'triple,' 'al -chain Venetian,'
and 'wool Dutch' have been dropped."

If it should be determined by the committee that the wool-fiber rugs manufactured
by certain members of our association fall within the purview of the various clauses of
paragraph 1118 of tariff bill, If. H. 74.56, then we have no further comments to make in
connection therewith, except to say that we beLlieve we are entitled to the duty set
forth in those clauses.

There is, however, one feature of the matter to which we must direct your attention
by way of suggestion, as follows, to wit:

There is a rug manufactured by members of our association, of which the chief com-
ponent part either in weight or value is paper, being what is commonly known in the
trade as fiber rug, as contradistinguished from a wool-fiber rug.

Undoubtedly gras rugs will be taken care of under paragraph 1020 as same shall be
finally agreed upon by Congress (we trust in the manner indicated by this association
at its hearing before this committee on Monday last), and we assume that wool-fiber
rugs will be taken care of under paragraph 1118 as it stands, but there may boa posibil-
ity these paper rugs (known among the trade as fiber rups would not be covered by
either of said paragraphs, and we therefore suggest that if in the opinion of this com-
mittee and its experts there is any question as to whet her said paper rugs are included
in either of said paragraphs, that there be aIded to paragraph 1118 the a-ditional clause
reading:

'Floor coverings of which the chief component jart either in weight or value is
paper, 2 (cvts per square foot amid 25 ler ctnt ad valorem."

Iii conclusion. we desire to call the attention of this committee to the hearings on
general tariff revision before the (ommitt-e on Way- and Means of the lfouve of
Rlepre e tatives.. Part IV, Ol schelul,,., I, J, K. I,, ald M, held upon several ocawions,
Iitnuing the 28th (lay of Jantuary, 1921.

We particularly request that niembrs of the committee will at their convenience
refer to the statements made and in.orlrated in the record at that time: Frank E.
Carstarphen. pages 268.M to 2644; Victor (. Beuttell, ages 2685 and 2686; William M.
Stevenvon, 2687 to 2691.

We also deAire that reference .hall Je made to the slatements of Mr. I. Solomon, on
p.iges 2J)89 to 2.993 of this record iwhet Schedule M wa.4 being considered by the
Ways and Mleans Committee. and to the statements of William M. Stevenston on
pages 2993 to '2995; Myron W. lHohinson, 2995 and 2996; Frank E. Carstarl hen,
29416 anl 2997, of this same record.

Fur, hermore, there is incorporated iii the notes of this tariff hearing a brief filed b
couivel for the Gra.-c aw Fiber Hug Manufacturers' AMociatioi in connection with
the maid hearing upon the paragraphs of the tariff law in which said association was
specially interested. This brief may be fourd ot pages 2459 to 248.5.
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FIBER AND WOOL-FIBER RUG INDUSTRY.

Fiber is a paper product so treated that a twisted thread is prepared, which is then
woven into mattings and rugs. In certain grades wool is mixed with the paper.

This product is intended a.4 a substitute for the ordinary woolen carpet or rug for the
houses of people of moderate and small mean., and also for the summer homes of well.to-do p eple.The indu rvmr is a comparatively new one, the first company in this country, the

INodges Fiber (arpet ('o., a member of this assoication, having started buin'es in
1891. In 1905 the Ifarvev Fiber Varpet ('o. and t'.e Plymouth Mills were organized.
The flozart Rug ('o. waq organized in 1914. The Bradley Rug ('o. in 1907.

The 'ix companies, members of this a*mriation are the principal manufacturers of
carpets and rugsi of fiber, and of wool and fiber, and of matting in the United States.
their output being estimated to be about 90 per cent of the entire domestic product.
They are using in their product at present about V2,000,000 of material annually, and
are heavy users of magazines and newspapers for adverti.ing, and pay thousands of
dollars as freight. They have about 2,000 employees and pay annually in wages
about $2,000,000, the average weekly wage of operatiN:ea being in excess of $2.5 per
week.

The fiber and wool-fiber rodus of this country are of great tilily, being art ist ,
durable and practical for al.sasons of tht year. They are all sanitary, and . on, of
them waterproof. They are seamless and reversible. The waterproofed rugs stand
rain and snow" and are practically inde-tructible. They are made in a great variety
of designs ind colors, so that perfect harmony with their surroundings is obtainable,
and they are artistically highly educative.

The capitalization of the fibier-rug companies above mentioned is $5,260,000, as
follows:
Hodges Fiber Carpet Co., Indian Orchard, Mass ......................... $),00,000
Bozart Rug Co., Springfield, Mass ... ................................ 2, 000, C00
Patchogue-Plymouth Mills Vorporation, Lawrence, Mass ................. 1, 700, 00
H1arvey Fiber Carpet Co., Philadelphia, Pa ............................. 500,000
Bradley Rug (7o., Plymouth, Mas ...................................... 60,000

All of the foregoing companies are on a strictly competitive ba.,4s and have no inter-

locking directorates.
We respectfully submit that the foregoing shows that the industry deserves pro-

tection.



SCHEDULE 12.

SILK AND SILK GOODS.

SILK IN GENERAL.

STATEMENT OF H. E. MILES, RACINE, WIS., CHAIRMAN OF THE
FAIR TARIFF LEAGUE.

Mr. MLmS. Mr. Chairman, my name is H. E. Miles. I live at Ra-
cine Wis., and I am chairman of the Fair Tariff League.

The Fair Tariff League is an organization representing a cross-
section of society as near as it can determine. It wants to know by
what right favored interests ask for increased profits by special acts
of Congress from the working people of the United States, which I
take it is what the committee wants to know. They are protectionists,
most of them, dyed-in-the-wool protectionists.

Senator LA FoLLE'rE. I suggest, as the time is so short, that you
confine yourself to the silk schedule.

Mr. MIL.S. We have to-day a virtual embargo on the importation
of silks for general consumption in the United States. There is none
coming in competing against the production of the United States,
except the cheap habutai from Japan and the Shantung silk from
China, two things apparently our manufacturers do not want to
make. With an embargo now, why do manufacturers ask for any-
thing more?

What is the basis of protection? It is "the difference in the cost
of production here anil abroad." The silk manufacturers who here
plead for further contributions from the public funds have not given
any reason whatever on this basis for any raise in rates. They have
made a plea about wages, but have absolutely misstated the funda-
mentals. We have heard a good deal in this committee and the other
committees about the low wages paid in Japan, a matter as irrelevant
to this subject as the habitableness of Mars. We learn from the'Tariff
Commission that wages in Japan, figured in pennies, are one-sixth of
wages in the United States, but the inefficiency of the Japanese work-
man is so great that he gets, measured in pennies, two-thirds of the
American wages, and it takes so many Japs to do the work of an
American that this remaining, one-thirdl is virtually done away with.

Japan does not make anyiling except hahutai in the way of silk
to compete with us. Yesterday we were asked the scare question
What if Japan does go out in the general field and make our sorts of
silks? That question is not relevant. When, if ever, they make these
silks we will consider it, but we have no right to make further drafts
upon our women's pocketbooks at this time on any such unexpected
contingency.
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One-half the cost of making silk is the raw material. Silk is
precious. That is why we like it. If the silk manufacturers present
were put on the stand under oath, they would variously state that the
cost of making silk is from 40 to 50 per cent in the cost of the ma-
terial. And silk costs the same the world over. On that basis we
have actually eliminated from all tariff consideration this 40 to 50
per cent of the cost of the product, and the tariff is levied only in
consideration of the other 50 per cent, being the items of labor, over-
head, and profit. To-day the tariff on silk fabrics is 45 per cent. If
the cost of the material is 50 per cent, then we have a 90 per cent tariff
to-day on all the variable items, including the profit of the foreigner,
his overhead and his wages, which is clearly very excessive.

The fact that we now have an embargo further confirms the state-
ment that the present tariff is excessive. I have just gone through
great department stores of New York City. I could have gotten 40
samples. Here are many. I couldn't find any silk for ordinary wear
by the women of America that was made abroad and sold against fle
same silk here. Silks made abroad differ either in design or quality
and get in only for that) reason, and to get this novelty in design or
quality the American buyer has to pay three times the foreign manu-
lacturer's price because our tariff is 45 per cent. On a fair tariff she
would get it at a much less price with no harm to anyone.

Now, about the wage cost: Manufacturers of silk and experts in
the business tell us the wages in manufacturing ordinary silk cioth are
about 30 per cent of the price. They tell us that the difference between
the wage cost of manufacturing silks of the kinds we commonly us
in the United States and other countries is 15 per cent at the outside.
I have always said, with 15 years' experience and the help of many
experts on tariff in the United States, that I would usually give thlie
well-established American manufacturer twice this difference in
wage cost, but when I said that to a Congressman of note he
smiled at the gentleman who introduced me and said, "I could
raise $20,000,000 in my little bailiwick to beat that proposition."
I' think we were rather close together. closer than he realized.
On some things the difference in cost of production in the United
States and foreign countries is nil, and twice nothing is not very
much. The Congressman had these in mind possibly. From the in-
vestigation we have made, 30 per cent would be the extreme protec-
tion on silks, being twice the difference in wage cost, closely figured.
We are taxing American silk users beyond reason if we go beyond 30
per cent.

Senator Saioor. Foreign valuation or American valuation?
Mr. MIL.:s. Foreign valuation. If the silk manufacturers'who tes.

tified before you were put under oath and questioned on costs and
needs, you would get more information in 60 minutes than you have
had in several days of tariff hearings.

Our league is gathering costs and will present to 3ou if you will
allow us, at a later time, samples of things made in the Unite& States
with such a low wage cost that it is difficult to figure it.

Senator WALS1. How large is your organization?
Mr. MIL.s. I think the membership of the league itself would not

be over 300. It includes presidents and secretaries of several farm
organizations with maybe a.million and a half, and presidents and
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other representatives of wage organization of 370,000; manufac-
turers, importers, merchants, women, and I don't know who all.

These silk men look so much as though they could earn their own
living. They have to-day about 90 per cent of the American market
with the 10 per cent of imports noncompetitive, and yet they ask Con-
gress to give them more than 90 per cent of so.called protection, most
of which would not be protection at all, on all items of difference--
labor, profit, and overhead. We find neither reason nor modesty
in this.

You must be careful as to how much you pay manufacturers in
tariff privileges in expectation of their passing it on to their wage
earners. I am a life-long manufacturer. Vhen these dear silk people,
back in 1908, had an extremely high tariff they paid in Rhode island
$7 to $8 for a long week of 56 to 60 hours, with 92.8 per cent of their
employees immigrants, and only 7.2 per cent American born and I
presume that a good many of those were sons and daughters oi immi-
grants recently arrived. I submit that the Congress must be ex-
tremely careful in taxing working women entitled to silk hose or
silk gowns millions of dollars for a group of profit-making manu-
facturers on the supposition that they will pass it on to the wage
earners, when a number of years before the war they had the lowest
wages paid in the United States for as long a week as any labor
worked.

Just a word about the wage earners of the United States. I have
talked with many of their leaders and asked if they like to be re-
garded sentimentally and as if the American laborer needs a lot of
protection as a public grant, because they ae producing so little
compared to the wages they get. They do not. The American work-
man is the cheapest workingman on earth, the most vi orous and
the most effective on quantity production by machinery. He is filling
the markets of the world with American products because they cost
mighty little, and less here than anywhere else.

These silk and other people are asking you to add billions of dol-
lars per annum to the cost of living in the United States when there
is no reason on earth for anything other than a reduction in the
silk and similar schedules and the saving of from two to five billion
dollars per annum to the wage earners and others of the United
States. Wages are going down. We are sympathetic with reduc-
tions in wages. We must not hurt the purchasing power of these
reduced wages by additions to the duties.

Price fixing-as a manufacturer for 40 years I know something
about price fixing. I was president of the National Association of
Implement and Vehicle Manufacturers, have served farmers with
my products for 40 years, and I don't know any industry in the
United States that is not more or less subject to price fixing. I ask
one manufacturer after another and they just smile at me and assent.
Any addition to the tariff is a buttress of price fixing.

Senator LA FouLmm. What do you mean by "price fixing"I
Mr. MiES. I mean that nothing more important happened during

the war in a minor way than the getting together of all the manu-
facturers in each group for war service and their agreeing upon
prices to the Government and learning to work closely together.
t has resulted in everything in the way of price fixing from

a simple loose conversation without legal force, but often com-
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pletely effective in result, to the plan of price agreement that sent the
tile people to jail the other day. And when demand is great the near
prohibition of imports by excessive rates of duty, as at present on
silks, is as bad as the worst price fixing, for prices go skywards from
excessive demand, and relief from abroad is prevented by you.

Senator MoL&N. With our taxes--internal revenue taxes, sur-
taxes, and excess profits taxes-do you think they include the taxes
in the p rice?

Mr. MiL.s. I think they paid little thought to particulars, and
reached out for all there was in sight.. There were 10 or 15 buyers
for almost any article, and I blame nobody. But it is up to the Con.
gress of the United States not to further aid and abet such conditions.

Senator CALDER. That condition is extended also to labor organi-
7.ations in some degree, is it not?

Mr. MILs. Surely. I am not here to object to price fixing. I
might be, but that is aside from to-day's question. I am here to
object to the stimulation of price fixing by duties which eliminate
competition from abroad under all conditions and so add that much
to prices. I spoke to a cutlery man the other day. He said, "You
know, in these times of distress we are pretty loose with our prices,
but when the demand is great the Lord knows what we do." He is
one of the biggest cutlery men in the United States.

Senator lFeLAq. What do you make?
Mr. MbLxs. Carriages and agricultural implements. I retired

from business about eight years ago, from the Racine Wagon &
Carriage Co.

Senator MoLEAN. You are out of business?
Mr. Mmus. Yes, sir.
The CuAIRMAN. How long have you been out of business?
Mr. MiLES. About nine years. I am vice president of a bank and

things like that, but I don't count that.
Mr. Fordney says the purpose of a tariff is to help the foreign price

up to the domestic p rice. The Tariff Commission says that whenever
an article is manufactured in the United States and is brought in
frbm abroad in any considerable quantity and continuously the ten-
dency is to make the price to the domestic consumer both on the do-
mestic product and the imported product equal to the foreign price,
plus the duty. For many years we had high protection on steel from
Belgium, and the American price of steel was always the Belgian
price plus freight to New York, plus the tariff within 3 p er cent,
although the steel people were exporting it at that time. Figuring
that the price of a domestic product, as well as the imported product,
is the foreign price, plus the tariff-and I submitted this to financiers
and statisticians to approve th9 figures-the silk people got, by favor
of Congress, $85,000,000 in 1914 $214,000,000 in 1919, and they would
get under the Fordney bill $246,000,000. That price of $214,000,000
in 1919 is the price to the manufacturer, and it is doubled by the re-
tailers, so that it is something like $400,000,000 charged against the
consumers of the United St0tes. If the manufacturer does not use
this protection, why is he here asking for some $50,000,000 more?

We stand for any tariff that can be justified. We submit that
further increases in silks can not be justified from any standpoint.
Reductions in large amount are necessary.

I thank you, gentlemen.

0 !
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STATEMENT OF HORAOE B. CHENEY, REPRESENTING THE SILK
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. You represent the Silk Association of the United
States?

Mr. CHIENEY. Yes, Senator- I represent the Silk Association of
Amerioa, and my name is Hforace B. Cheney, of Cheney Bros., of
Manchester, Conn.

Senator WATSON. What particular paragraph are you addressing
your remarks to?

Mr. CGUNEY. I am chairman of the legislative committee of the
silk association and I am going to speaT in relation to the basic
principles which underly the whole situation in the silk tariff, thefactors which are controlling factors in our industry, and later there
will be gentlemen who will speak to you in relation to individual
sections. We wish to strongly urge upon you the necessity of revis-
ing the schedule for silk goods embodied in the bill which has been
passed by the House, which is practically in effect the reenactment
of the rates of the 1909 tariff which was designed to meet the con-
ditions of that time upon an almost pure specific basis- a tariff which
measured with a fair degree of approximation the difference in the
cost of manufacturing abroad and in the United States-not upon
a percentage basis, but upon the actual dollars and cents difference,
as nearly as possible, in the labor costs existing in that day in the
United States and in foreign countries.

Now, if the duties enacted under the old bill of 1909 were then
equitable, it is manifestly evident that any figure which at that time
properly measured in dollars and cents the difference in cost to manu-
facture would to-day be entirely inadequate to represent the
changed conditions of ths present time, where manufacturing costs
have at least doubled; if you double the cost of each of two things
you double the figure which represents the difference between them.

The 1909 tariff did not increase the importation; it was not pos-
sible for it to be escaped by undervaluation, and it was generally
acceptable to importers and manufacturers alike. In order to cover
fancy articles which would not be adequately covered in other ways
there was added a "catch-all" clause of 45 per cent, with the full
expectation that in reality a -nuch smaller percentage of the duty
would actually be collected, because of the inevitable undervaluation
upon those articles. This schedule was an elaboration, but not an
increase in the duties which had reigned in the prior schedule, in
which the first attempt at specific duties had been made, prior to
which time the ad valorem duty had been upon a higher basis.

When the Underwood bill was enacted all specific rates were abol-
ished and only the low "catch-all" clause left, under which tariff, as
we propose to show you presently, the importation of foreign mer-
chandise rose with great rapidity and to an extent which hasbecome
a serious menace to the domestic industry.

We have heard much said about the difference in the cost of living
and the lower purchasing power of the dollar to-day in terms of foor
clothing, shelter, etc.

I am going to present a chart made in the statistical department
of Cheney Bros. showing the fall in the purchasing power of the
manufacturer's dollar in purchasing labor-not the employee's, but
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the manufacturer's dollar and purchasing power in labor. There has
been a sort of hazy impression that the two things were identical
but they are by no means identical, and they would not be identical
even if the cost-of-living dollar truly represented the changed con-
ditions in the purchasing power of wages, which it does not do.There would still be in the case of the manufacturer's dollar to ac-
count for the decreased hours of operation and other factors of a
similar character. (See Table I.)

Using the same factors and weighting that has been used by the
National Industrial Conference Board, we find that the cost of the
living dollar decreased from 100 cents in 1914 to 48 and a fraction
cents, and that it had been raised to 01 cents. We find that our own
dollar in purchasing labor in our plant went down to 33.6 cents, and
that to-day after two reductions in pay amounting to approximately
10 per cent each, that our dollar is ony worth less than 40 cents-
that is yet to be determined, because the last reduction in pay is so
recent that we have not been able to get the figures so as to know
what it is going to be, but it will not be 40 cents.

TABLE 1.-Purchasinq power of dollar.

Employc."5 dollar In terms Employet'S doliv In term-

of food, shelter, etc. of labor.

Month. VSu. Month. Valucw.

1914 ................................ Jul Jul.............. $1.00
1915.................................. ... ........ .995 .... do ............. .967
1916 ........................................ do............. ..... .. do............. .S(A
1917 .......................................... do... ........... ...... l o ............. .708
1918 ........................................... do ............ . 657 . do........... .575
1919 ....................................... ,.....do ............ . , &S . ... (o .. ......... .495
1920 ...................................... o............ ..49 ..... do ............ .3445 2 1Ifyl .............' .36

A .... ......... . o r 131921 ........................................ (Oitol~r ..... ct'O i c m~ ....

I Estimate.

The cost of laborto the silk manufacturers, after you have taken
into account these two reductions, amounting to about 20 per cent,
is to-day 160 per cent higher than it was in 1909, when the last
specific schedule was enacted.

Senator MCCUMBF.R. That is, where you paid $1 in 1914 you pay
$2.60 now?

Mr. CHENEY. Yes. Before the war our average wage was 20.9
cents; it went up to 60 cents, and it has returned to 51 cents.

Senator LA FOLLarE. You mean per hour?
Mr. CjiENEY. Per hour. That is what it cost the manufacturer;

that is not what the employee 'gets out of it in weekly wage. I can
give you those figures also, if you wish them, but it is what goes
into the cost of manufacture.

Manufacturing costs are certainly double in the United States
what they were at that time; even if the exchange situation in Europe
were discounted, and we allow for the readjustments which have taken
place in the cost of manufacturing in Japan, the relative situation
between those countries and this would certainly be as great in the
minimum case in percentage as it was in 1909.

That is, if we assume that the manufacturing costs here aud abroad
have doubled, that we have not got any more increase than they have
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got--I do not know that that is true, if you take the exchange situa-
tion into account it certainly is very far from true-but even if you
find some way to equalize exchange, still you have to meet this
factor. But if we assume both of them have doubled, then the
difference between the two would also be double, and while the
percentage upon an ad valorem basis would be the same, upon a
specific basis it would be very much greater.

The House committee recognized the truth of this statement,
but they said that it would not be feasible to give specific rates
which measured that difference, and that we would have to rely
upon ad valorem rates for our necessary protection.

We are very reluctant to abandon the principle of specific rates.
They have very many advantages; they are much more reasonable
in application; easier of collection, and impossible of evasion; and they
help to equalize the exchange between foreign and American coun-
tries; but if ad valorem rates have to be relied upon, then you should
take into account two factors: First, allowance should be made for
the fact that there is a certain amount of undervaluation, and that
not all of the duty on an ad valorem basis can be collected; in a specific
duty the whole thing is collected, in ad valorem there is always some
of it that is not collected.

It also should be remembered that when specific rates were enacted
ad valorem rates were lowered; they were only intended to catch
those things which were not covered upon the specific basis, by the
operntion of a "catch-all" clause, and they were only intended to
cover certain of that kind of thing; and the ad valorem rates which
had been in existence prior to the time that the specific rates that
were put in operation were lowered.

Also, if we should rely upon ad valorem rates to take the place of
the specifics which have been in operation for many ears rior to
the Underwood bill, then that ad valorem rate shouldnot be upon
the basis of the catch-all clause, but upon the basis which was judged
to be reasonable and proper in the form of specific rates. That was
judged in the House to be between 50 and 55 per cent at that time,
that is, foreign valuation. That actuallyworked out an approximation
of 55 per cent in the tariff of specific rates over a long period of years,
and that did not stop importation, and all of that was collected.

Although our expectations are that the specific rates given in the
House bill will be inoperative in any case, they are so low to-day that
they will not apply, except in extreme cases of tremendous under-
valuation, or on some special thing which is outside of the ordinary
operations of the schedule.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cheney, you are referring to the rates in the
pending House bill that we have before us?

Mr. UJENE.Y. Yes, sir.
The CuAMiMAN. Did you not have an opportunity to be fully heard

before the Ways and ?cans Committee?
Mr. CiIENEY. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. Were they not impressed with your arguments?
Mr. CiHENEY. I.do not like to criticize too much the action of the

House.
The CHAIRMAN. You have had great experience. Every one has

a great. deal of confidence in your ability on this schedule, and I did
not know but. what the matter might have been more nearly fixed
according to your desires.

- I I
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Mr. OHENEY. Frankly, Senator, I think that the reason there were
not other rates put in the House bill-were other reasons than were
connected with the silk schedule. We feel that we did not get what
we ought to have gotten in the House bill. We are very much dis-
satisfied with the result of it. We do not think it was treated upon
its sound merits alone, and the reasons which were given us by some
of the men were not the ones which could be applied to the silk
schedule as an entity, but upon question of public policy.

Senator SI stIoNS. I would like to know w y the House committee
reached the conclusion that it was not feasible to continue the
specific rates which you say your industry desires to obtain?'

Mr. CHENEY. They have continued a specific rate schedule, which
is just the same one as was in existence when the difference to be
measured was half what it is to-day.

Senator SIxSMoNS. You claim that you did not have specific rates:
that the ad valorem rates were substituted for specific rmtes. I
probably misunderstood you.

Mr. CHENEY. That was in the Underwood bill. In the last bill, of
1913, the specific rates were wiped out, and that is what is now in
operation. The House in their bill have restored the rates just as
they were in 1909, when the cost of manufacture were half what they
are to-day, and they do not measure the difference to-day and there-
fore they will be practically inoperative.

One other reason for the desirability of making specific rates is that
otherwise the Government will not get reports of the imports upon
the different brackets of the silk schedule, and we never will be able
to get a reasonable basis for finding out what a specific schedule
ought to be; if you keep the reports on those classifications which were
designed fcr specific rates, then your customs reports will give you
adequate information for the future for legislation which may be
undertaken at some other day.

The question of the true effect of the bill of 1913 has never had any
opportunity to be clearly demonstrated, because of the disturbed
conditions which have existed since that time, but were unmistakable
ei/idences before even the beginning of hostilities in Europe of a
decided increase in the importation of silk goods, particularly from
the Orient and most of all from Japan; that was where the increase
first appeared. The abolition of specific duties worked for greater
advantage to countries of low labor costs than to those of high labor
costs; likewise the costs of production and prices of goods in oriental
countries were very difficult of ascertainment, and therefore there
were greater possibilities of undervaluation in that field and of goods
imported from such sources than where labor costs are greater and
where costs more nearly compare with our own and where there is
more frequent interchange, dnd we kr.ow more about costs of pro-
ducing.
. Moreover, since that time there has been another factor of steadily
increasing importance. Japan for many years has been increasing
its weaving by purchasing textile machinery in Europe. They have
purchased some in the United States, but up until the war that was
of a comparatively small character. In tlie year' 1917 they only
imported 112,000 yen worth of machinery from the United States;
in 1918 they imported 3,000,000 yen; in 1919 there were 3,500,000
yen; in 1920 nearly 6,300,000 yen. Six millions of textile machinery

I I
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means a lot of looms and other machinery and 12,000,000 yen in
three years would make a great many very large weaving plants.

After the session of the committee the witness found that the
figures given by him to the committee in d ':: were taken from a
table prepared by the Japanese Governmen i :ich the figures
were expressed in yen. He is giving you at the rj"1.: the testimony
relating to the subject the same figures converted into dollars. The
subject is less striking in this way, but it still amounts to an enormous
amount of machinery. If expressed in looms alone, it would equal
over 100,000 looms of the best and most improved pattern, or 50 per
cent more than that number, if the more simple machinery were
represented. Of course, the importation was not all taken in looms,
but was in other machinery as well, including a considerable amount
of spun silk.

Senator WATSON. Can you not tell the result of shipments abroad
by the amount of silk in Japan shipped to her? -

Mr. CnENEY. The amount of silk in Japan is not a criterion of how
much goods they weave for export nor how much is exported. I
am going to presently show you a chart that will clear what the
amount of exports have been and how they have increased. But I
am bringing this particularly to show you the potentialities of the
Japanese industry and their increased ability to do this kind of
business.

In addition to the 12,000,000 yen worth of United States machin-
ery-it is just exactly the same kind of machinery we have got in our
plants-they are in a very advantageous position to compete with us.

Senator SUTHERLAND. Do you know how much machinery during
some stated period they bought in EuropeI

Mr. CTENEY. Yes; I have that.
Senator SUTHERLAND. That would increase the quantity they have ?
Mr. CENE y. Yes. Here is a chart that shows importations of

textile machinery into Japan for the last five years. (See Table II.)
Senator DILLINOHAM. Can you not state it in words?
Mr. CHENEY. The total imports of textile machinery from all

sources into Japan for the year 1919 amounted to 16,178,000 yen.
Senator SUTHERLAND. That is one year ?
Mr. CHENEY. That is one year.
Senator SUTHERLAND. And during the three-year period that you

gave the shipment of American machinery to Japan ?
Mr. CHENEY. In 1917 there were 5,500,000 yen and in 1918 there

were 9,400,000 yen; in 1919 there were 16,000,000 yen; in 1020
there were 20,500,000 yen worth of textile machinery unported into
Japan of various sorts.

TABLE II.-Importation of textile mac inery into Japan.

Imported from- 19i5 1916 1917 1918 1919

Great Britain..................... 18 I 071 31 %95 1S 9.57,331 $2, M, M
United States........................ . ON7. 640 4
United States, in yen .................. ...... " 1 D 3,00,00 3.65W0,000
Others .............................. 53A838 96 043 ,s7,&39 7238, )5 *736,783

Total ............................ 121,3 I20, 5,15.744,182 64,6M, 176 t,1 734
Total, in yen ........................ 100,700,00 2, 9,00 5,4 ,000 9,390,000 1,,,000
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Senator SUTUERLAND. How long will that kind of textile machin-ery last?
fr. IENEY. We have machines that are still in operation that

I worked on when I first went into the mills 30 years ago. I do not
know how much longer they will run if they are kept in good con-
dition.

The Japanese are a very skillful people and they are very indus-
trious, and in some other industries it has been reported they have
a less degree of efficiency. I think that is not because of the character
of the worker but because of the lack of knowledge of the industry
with which the are dealing. They arc less handicapped in that
respect in the sik industry than they are in any other.

Silk is an oriental product. They know it better than anything
else, and I believe that their handicap with relation to silk in that
respect is so small as to be negligible. Their modern factories are
very efficient.

hen considering what effect the importation of foreign merchan-
dise may have upon the domestic business, it is not sufficient to take
into the picture only the things of identical character. Any article
of commerce is in competition with any other article of conmmerce
if one displaces the other in the public use or can be used for the same
purposes; for instance, when considering the effect of the competi-
tion of Japanese habutai-which is the largest Japanese product--
in the silk market of the United States, the effect can not be gauged
alone by the loss of a similar production in the United States. In
the case of our own country we have had for many years a large
business in what is known as florentine, which is a material with
reeled silk warp and spun silk filling, similar in character to habutai,
only perhaps heavier and does not look very much like it, but can
be used for similar purposes. The result of the increased impor-
tation of Japanese habutai has been not only that we have lost
entirely the product of exactly similar merchandise in this country,
not only our firm but all other firms have retired from the manu-
facture of habutai and pongees except in specialties, but we have
also lost large business in other fields.

For instance, in this particular field I am speaking of the sales have
actually decreased one-third during this period while the uses for
similar materials have expanded very largely.

It is not always as simple as that. A woman who wears a printed
foulard 'dress, in which the color, style, and general appearance is
the predominating factor, does not care very much what kind of
material she buys as long as it produces the effect which she is looking
for; and she can replace the foulard by habutai and across this room
nobody can tell and nobody will know the difference.

Senator MCCuMBER. What is the material made which is a sub-
stitute for silk I

Mr. C NEY. I am speaking of substituting one silk fabric foi
another silk fabric, both made of silk and both made of real silk.

Senator MCCUMBER. Both made of silk from the silkworm?
Mr. CHENEY. Yes. The only difference is that they would be dif-

ferent weaves and different weights.
The CHMaMAN. Mr. Cheney, what is the condition of the silk

industry in the United States at present? To what proportion of
their capacity hre they operating?

Mr. CIENEY. I will come to that in just a moment, if you please.
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Senator SMOOT. Does Japan make any substitute silksI
Mr. CnENEY. Oh, yes- they make foulards; they make cr6pes and

other fabrics. I am tall ng chiefly of habutai, because out of some
$55,000,000 worth of importation of Japanese silks there were about
90 per cent habutai and only about 10 per cent of it was other
fabrics-that is, roughly speaking; I am not sure of the exact statis-
tics at the moment. The total imports of silk for the year 1920 were
$50,000,000 from Japan; 843,928,000, of which 90 per cent were
habutai and 10 per cent other fabrics.

There is a great deal of discussion in the public press of what is
called "a return to normalcy," which the public generally interpret
as a return to the conditions of prices which existed prior to the war
and to the gauges of value. By some necromancy they expect that
wages will stay high and that the prices will come down. Rat really
has happened is that we have a new basis of representing property.
Prior to the war there were in the civilized communities certain prop-
erties, chiefly the products of man's labor, such as railroads, nills,
machinery, buildings, and mines. There was a system of designating
the ownership of these properties, which was represented by bonds,
stocks, money, and so on. During the war we turned wholeheartedly
to the destruction of the products of man's labor, and at the same
time we issued a perfect flood of new certificates, of ownership of
property in the form of Government bonds.

When the war terminated we had approximately twice as many.
evidences of ownership of property as we had before, and we had less
property to be represented by them. That means that the value of
those evidences of property has got to be changed to cover the prop-
erty which they represent. If there is no more property and twice
the evidences, that is half the value. The only way, therefore, in
which it would be possible for us to return to a prewar level in wages
and prices in the purchasing power of the dollar would be, first, for all
governments to repudiate all of their war debts, which is unthinkable
and not to be contemplated; the second way would be for men to
create new property to make up the difference in the increased evi-
dences of property which existed prior to the war. We can not do
that; it is going to take more time than any of us will live to see for
that to bebrought about. There is only one other alternative left;
that is, we are going to be hereafter on a new basis of values than
what we have been heretofore accustomed to gauge property by, and
we can not return to the purchasing power of the dollar of 1914.

I am filing with the committee a chart showing the increase in
importation of silk-woven goods under the operations of the laws
of 1913. The average importation for the five years previous to
1914 amounted to 9,000,000 square yards per year; I am not talk-
ing dollars; I am talking actual square yards and quantity. (See
Table III.)

Senator D1LLINouiAui. And only during that period I
1r. CIIENEY. This is the period of tho operation of the Payne-

Aldrich bill. Under the operation of the bill which is now enforced
in five years there were imported 25,000,000 on an average per year.
iDuring the last two years there was an average of 38,000,000 yards

WeAnator WATSON'. Thirty-eight million what?
Mr. CHENEY. Thirty-eight millioii square yards-not complicated

by the question of values at all.
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Senator WATSON. Just quantity ?
.Mr. CHENEY. Quantity. We have not available all statistics for

the year. 1921, but the importation of goods for the month of May for
this year were larger than any previous record up to that time. Since
preparing this I have seen some statistics that indicate that in the 10
months which have been completed that the importations of the 10
months are 50 per cent greater than either of the previous four years.

Senator WATSON. Where from?
Mr. CHENEY. Japan--exclusively Japan.

TAIBL III.-Exports of habutai from Japart to (he United States.
Square yards. Square yard.

1910 ......................... 8,176,534 1915 ......................... 18,601,783
1911 ......................... 8,002,849 1916... ............. 21,882,864
1912 ......................... 6,991,986 1917 .................... 24,281,801
1913 .................... 10,389,281 1918 .................... 20,717,760
1914 ......................... 13,581,863 1919 ......................... 37,588,533

Average, 1910-1914.... 9,428,503 Average, 1915-1919.... 24,614,546
i 1920 ......................... 38,039,595

Mr. CimNEY. Here is a chart,' gentlemen, which will show you what
has taken place in that situation [indicating chart].

This section indicates the operation of the Payne bill; that (indi-
cating] is the average of the Payne bill.

Senator DILLINOIAM. That is for 10001
Mr. CHENEY. That is from 1910 to 1914, five years; there is what

the level of the Payne bill is, on the average, and hero is the level of
the present operator. bill for the years 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919
[indicating.

Senator DILLINOJIAM. What are the figures for each?
Mr. CGMNEY. Nine million four hundred and twenty thousand

square yards as against 24,614,000 square yards as an average.
Senator SIMMONs. Let me ask you right there a question: You

said a little while ago that in the last few years Japan had been
purchasing enormous quantities of machinery for the manufacture of
silk, some from this country, but a larger amount from Europe.
Now, you are speaking about the increased importations to this
country ?

Mr. HCENEY. Yes.
Senator SiMoNs. Will you also tell us to what extent the impor-

tations have increased to Europe? I would imagine she has bought
enormous quantities of machinery in that time. She is making an
enormous quantity of goods compared with the quantity that she
made before she bought that machinery. Could you give us the infor-
mation as to the increase in exports from China to other countries?

Mr. CHENEY. These [indicating] are Japan.
Senator SImONS. I meant Japan.
Mr. CHENEY. But I can not tell you anything about what has

happened this year.
Senator SIMNONS. But you can tell us with all this new machinery

she has been buying her output must have been tremendously
increased?

Mr. CHENEY. Yes.
I Not printcd.
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Senator SIMMONS. I do not know that her consumption was very
greatly increased; therefore she must have increased her exports
pretty extensively.
Senator WATSON. You mean in silks, Senator?
Senator SiMoNs. Yes, in silks; and I want to know, if you can

furnish the committee-I am simply asking for information-with
statistics as to her exports to other countries, the increase in exports
during this period, when she was buying and installing such an
enormous amount of machinery, as compared with increase in exports
to this Country. I think it is but fair that we should have that
information.

TABLE WV.-Erports, by countries, in pounds.

PLAIN IIABUTAJ FRO.I JAPAN.

.iToG t I ToItaly. To all
Year. To France. To flt). I Britat o. "tacs. = ;g., Total.

191 .......................... 99,,511 41,571 751,208 45, I S6 i' $,A19 3, 279,29.
1914 ......................... . W ',) 3O .845 I 2, 162 646, I2 W M 2,9%2, 2',,
1915 .......................... 711,97 i A ,162 IIt, 3i64 N6,01 M65 3 ,99,55')
1916 ......................i 4 A, 4 924,43M 5 1.041,141 9I,53) 3,#4, 0,4
1917 .......................... 29;41 ,460 1, 161VA 1,01S, U3 3,424,311%
191S .......................... 47041 .11,65 ,.029. %1 991,07 2%, SY9 4, 096,6M
1919 ........................ 1231. ................ 17,s9 1, 1 ,1 24,501 3,937,347I D ........................... .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . ............ 3, ,, 7%3

FIGURED IIABUTAI FROM JAPAN.

1913........................... I 824 3,16 l.3:', 32, 915 3,474
1914 ........................... 1,247 517 24.471 4.21 P) 1,059 1945.56
1915 ........................... 9,1121 1,3.62 99,3i I1 I !, t 311 2A 5 241,41t5
1918 .................. ..... W 3,651 ............ 20,212 4,254 14 I P3 177,4S!
1917 ....................... 8,211 I ............ 23. 79 1,911 1194 149, 8"
J918 ........................... %'m2 ............ 37,6 1 1,441 167:524 211,93
1991712 15,616 210,11

19 0........................... j . .. . .... .. . . ............. . . .. .. . ......... ,12

Mr. CHENpY. The exports from Japan to Europe decreased dur-
ing this entire period. The exports from Japan to India increased
considerably at that time. The exports to the United States took
up practically the product of the imported machinery.

Senator VATSON. What about exports from the United States?
Mr. CHENEY. The exports of silk goods from the United States

are negligible.
Senator LA FOLLTTrE. What was the increase in tonnage in the

United States during that period?
Mr. CIIENEY. I have not that available. It is considerable.

I should say that the increased expenditure was greater than tl,e
increased yardage. I should say that perhaps there was an in-
crease of 50 to 75 per cent in the value of product of the Tjnited
States during one or two of those years the actual yardage was not
greatly increased. During the last two years they have been run-
ning, as I will show you in a moment, on a very reduced basis, and
the importations are continuing to increase in quantity.

Senator SIMMONS. Do you think there was no increase in their
exports to the United kingdom, notwithstanding they have had
probably no tariff at all there?

S1527-22-sciI 12-2
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Mr. CtizmrY. There was actually a decrease during the period of
years of the war.

Senator SIMoNs. The increase to this country as against Great
Britain. We had a tariff in this country-some tariff, but not
enough; they had none over there?

Mr. CIMENEY. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLF.TTE. There was a tremendous increase in the

selling price of cotton goods in this country during this period,
particularly the war period I speak of, was there not?

Mir. CIENEY. Of course, I am not speaking of cottons, but there
was a great increase in the price of -both cottons and silk. The
price of raw silk increased tremendously. It got up at one time to
over $15 a pound.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. But the increase in the selling price of
cotton goods had an influence, did it not, in increasing the impor-
tations into this country of the Japanese silk goods?

Mr. Cm.HFY. You can not make anything that a woman wears
on her back without affecting every other thing that every other
woman wears

Senator SIMMo.NO!S. I think I can tell you one of the reasons for
greatly increased importations into this country of silk during the
wvar. WVages were so high; money was so plentiful, that even the

laboring man stopped wearing cotton shirts and began to wear
silk shirts, stopped wenfring cotton stockings an(l began to wear
silk stockings. The consumption was enormously, increased iii this
country because people had so much money aind t ieir fancy ran into
silks for underclothfes.

Senator McLEA-N. That is not so now?
Senator SptIro,-s. Oh, no, not to the same extent. Still they

are very much used now; we have not got out of the habit yet.
In some lines of industry in this country they are getting mightv
high wages vet and in a good many lines they are not getting any
wages at al. But the chart indicates that notwithstanding you
have 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 out of employment, the importations
of these goods is increasing at this time.

Mr. CJENFY. It increased approximately, if these statistics I
show are correct, 50 per cent in the past year.

Senator SIMMNs. I want. to call Mr. (heney's attention to the fact
that the Monthly Summary shows that the importations of silk
fabrics from Japtan for the first, 10 months, 1920, were $26,418,312,
an(l for the first 10 months in the year 1921 they were only$16,00S,000.

Mr. (11i.iNpy. You are (ealing'with dollars and I an dealing with
actual quantities ill yar(ls of importations, with the price cut im two
in the meantime.

Senator SI.tONS. Yes. -

Mr. Ci uxk:. The price las affected the dollars--prices were prac-
ticallv cut in two.

Senator S.ito'r. Were you dealing with piece goods alone, or all
forms of iniportations ?

Mr. Cimxuv. 'his is simply importations of habutai tilone I am
talking of.

I am a little sorry that Senator La Follette has left, because I want
to show a chart which would interest him, from the questions lie has
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asked. It shows the history of the price of silk goods as ascertained
by taking the 10 principal item of our manufacture covering the
entire field for the entire time of the war, showing what the record
of their prices was, and on there same chart showing the prices of the
materials and labor that went into them, by which it appears that
in the silk industry prices have always lagged behind the prices that
were paid for raw silk, and for spun silk and for labor, and never
reflected the high peak at all.

(The chart referred to by Mr. Cheney -nd exhibited to' tile com-
mittee was printed in House hearing, Par IV, pp. 2828-2832.)

Mr. CjiENEY. You will see that this heavy line is always below the
lines of all tile factors that went into it, except for the'brief period,
and that now the prices of silks have suffered very much more heavily
than have tile things which go toward making them up, wages and
so on.

Senator SlOOT. For my information, I want to ask you what
effect did the importations of silks at tile high prices that were held
in bond and then sent back to China and sent from China to the
United States have on the figures of the importation?

Mr. CimJNEY. I do not tlunk there were enough such things done
to affect the final result materially. There was, I am toI, some
invoices of goods shipped back thero, but I did not know of any
evidence that there was any considerable quantity, and I think tWe
evidence is rather of the reverse, that they were very small, and tho
fact that the importation has continued to mount allthe time would
indicate that there was no reason for reexporting; that if there was a
reexrortation it was an individual case, and was not part of the main
result .

It would appear, if the chart presented by Mr. Kridel for the year
1919 was correct, that there was a considerable exportation during
that year; goods witlhdrawn from bond and returned to escape tile
payment of duty. The price of such goods for the year 1920-be-
tween January and July of that year-according to tire figures pre-
pared by the Tariff Commission in a report to the House fell (for 61
morine habutni) from S1.15 per yerd to -15.7 cents in July. leise
prices before the year was over fell as low as 36 cents, sirce which
time they have risen to soinethin over 50 cents, but the figures
available' for the year 1921, according to the last published report,
indicate that the goods exported from the United States have all
been reexported to the United States, and as much more in addition
as would make up for their having been exported.

1 present your committee with a series of charts' that show various
factors in the silk industry, such as tile history of wages and the costs
of living, and all other factors. They are charts from the statistics
of our own company.

Senator Silixoxs. Mr. Chency, (lid they not have over there in
Japan some time ago a panic in the silk industry very much like tile
panic which occurred in the sugar business in Cuba ?

Mr. (2IIENiY. That. was it panic, primarily, in raw silk rather than a
panic in silk goods.

•Senator SiM~MoNs. Did that not affect the price of the finished silk ?
Mr. GClmNFY. Oh1, my, yes.

IOn file wiIh c,)mmttce. Soone of thewe chtis may bo found it Part V of hearings be.c,re tlie Wayi
and Me o Comrnittce ofthc li'uc.
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Senator SmMoNs. Did not that lead to the desire on the part of
the producers to dispose of their goods at anything they could get for
them in any market wher a there was a demand for them?

Mr. GIIENRe. That perhaps may hhve entered into the question.
Senator Spifo.Ns. It did in sugar, and I thought it might have

done so in the silk industry.
Mr. CnENEY. I could not say whether that was a real factor in the

case or not, but the fact that the continuous mounting and continuing
increase bf products from Japan shows it was not the dumping of sur-
plus stock at one time that brought about the situation; it is a
steadily mounting factor, year after year, for the last seven years.
That is not dumping a surplus nor can it be accounted for by saying
there were goods shipped back and then returned here again.

It is just going right uphill every year.
Senator SIM.lO.NS. Do you anticipate that in the future there will

be any surplus consumption of silk goods in" this country as we had
during the flush times of the war?

Mr. 01P.N .Y. I think that we will see an increase in the consump-
tion of silks; yes, as tine goes on.

Senator SIMO.s. Over the consumption over the peak years of
the war?

Mr. Cinq:py. Oh, yes; I think so, in the course of time. But
another factor that bears particularly upon what you have to say,
Senator Simmons, is this: The French nation had very large business
in making goods-just exactly the same kind of goods that Japan
made-and the converting industry in France was more powerful
politically than was the weaving industry, and in spite of the fact
that France has always considered silk as the "particular jewel in
her crown," they lowered and almost removed the duty on woven
silk goods, with the result, that France has entirely lost that weaving
industry, in spite of the fact that she is very much more advanta-
geously situated than we are for competition, and to-day a very large
p art of the goods which we get from France are really produced in
Japan and China and Central France and there dyed and finished
andi sent out as French goods.

Senator Sseto-s. And is not that probably because of the destruc-
tion of the French factories during the war?

Mr. CiiNiFY. The whole thing took p lace before the war. The
industry was practically extinct before the war began.

Senator Si3.%io s. France has lost her silk business?
Mr. CuE.NEy. France had lost her silk business to Japan prior to

the beginning of the war, in the production of piece dyed goods of
that character which has been under discussion.

Senator SIMmo. 's. Does she continue.to export at all?
Mr. CsENEY. She exports converted goods which she imported

from Japan in the form of gray or boiled-off condition.
Senator SIm IoNs. What other country in Europe is a large silk

manufacturing country besides France?
Mr. OiHENEY. The United States to-day manufactures more silk

goods than the whole of Europe. But France is the largest one. The
next to France is Italy, and then Switzerland and Germany.

Senator SIMto'Ns. flas Italy lost her business, too?
Mr. CIIENEY. Italy never was a great factor in producing that field

of piece dyed light-Weight goods.
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SenatorSiMMo.s. Then Japan haq largely at this time the silk trade
of EuropeI

A.r. CiJENEY. She has that particular part of it, yes-the piece dyed
and printed habutai field. That does not mean that she dyes and
p* nts that in Japan. They weave the goods in Japan, send them to
Europe and they are there dyed and printed and sold under the trade-
marks of the various manufacturers.

Senator SIMMoNs. Since France wras the greatest manufacturer of
silks in.Europe if she lost her business to Japan practically the whole
of Europe would have also lost their business?

Mr. CHENEY. Of course you know sir, I do not mean to say that
France lost her entire silk business. They lost this section of the silk
business, which is an important section.

Senator SIMMONs. You mean lost her market in the United StatesI
Mr. C1ENEY. No; they lost their market in their own country.
Senator SIMMONS. That is what I am saying; if France lost the

market in her own country to Japan, France being a great producer
of silks, I supIose that all the balance of Europe must have become
customers of Japan.

Mr. CIIENEY. As far as this factor is concerned.
Senator SIMMONs. But I thought you said a little while ago that

Japan had not increased her exports of silks to EuropeI
Mr. C1HENEY. This took place long prior to the war; the actual

yardage consumption of silk fell off d-uring the war.
Senator SIMfMfONS. Then, Japan had the European markets before

the war, practically?
Mr. CHENEY. Yes.
Senator SIMoNs. Without reference to the tariffs in this country

or that country, they had the market?
Mr. CHEINEY. Practically, of that particular section of the business.

Of course, the yarn-dyed business she did not touch, and some of the
rest of it.

I will present your committee with charts showing the idle looms.
This is what Senator Penrose asked about.

Senator SIM51ONS. Do you know what tariff duty France had on
silk at the time Japan was capturing the market from her?

Mr. CJENEY. I could not tell you now, sir; it was a specific tariff
originally, and it was a graduated tariff.

Senator SIaz.IONS. I suggest if you do not know that you just look
it up and give it to the committee later.

Mr. C IENEY. I will do so.
Senator SIspioNs. It might be very illuminating in connection

with your tariff argument to us.
Mr. CIJENEY. Of course, the duties were lower'in Franco than

they are here. But I have at homo a history of tariffs of the world
that will, I am sure, give me that information.

(The matter was subsequently furnished and is as follows:)
It appears from the records which follow that there was a silk tariff from 1873 to

1884, from which time apparently silks were free. It was during this period that I
presume distress in the French weaving industry came prominently forward. I
have been unable to find in my records copies of memorials of the French weaving
industry to the French Government, which have become misplaced. The following
is the substance of one of these memorials:

France enjoyed a very large production of silk weaving for the production of
materials for special dyeing and printing, but the dyers and converters of France
Faw the possibility of doing a large business by the importation of Japanese and
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Chinese fabrics, which they claimed would otherwise be done by othr countries,
in which no import duties were charged, and that France would thereby lose the
conversion of such goods for the markets of the world, and so by misrepresentation
and undue influence on their part with the political situation, they secured abolition
of duties upon silk goods, with the result that the industry of weaving materials for
piece dyeing and printing which had been a very important industry in France
was completely ruined, and that their looms were idle, their people out of employ-
ment, and that they petitioned to Parliament for a relief and for reenactment of duties
to protect the weaving industry of France. They were to some extent successful,
as duties upon some goods were reimpowed, but a considerable variety of fabrics of
oriental orign in the unbleached and undyed condition were specifically exempted,
and retained free, and it remained so until 1910, in which tariff they still pay only
one.half of the duty of colored or printed goods.

If I am able to discover a copy of this memorial mentioned above, I will submit it
to the committee.

French tariff rates.

(Supplied by silk a"wicol', I

Rates per too
kilos, i rancs.

Xafr.
Gen. Mlin I.
eral. mum.

IMPORTE SILK rABRICS OR TiSSVES.

(,) 1 Free.
Free. ........

Free.
372 .. .. .

,, 0
Free.

250

200

400
240200
400

Free.

150

375; 300

C0 375
900 600

000 375

1,500 4goo

1,50 400
1,.00 600
1,500 3600
1,5M i0 n
1, 5W 400

1,600 5 ,,
1,500 i25
1,500 250

I73 Tksu s of pure silk, swarti or foulads, crapo ho~iery, trimmings ............
S.4 riv.-m4 of pure silk, scari or foulard, etc .........................................

l M2 ,Ilk fabrics:
Foulard?, ci 6p tulle, hosiery, trimmings, et ...............................
oarse sik for furniture welhing 250 grants to the square meter.........

Fatq eics of silk mixed with silk waste ................................
89 TIwues of silk, floss silk, and tiuem of all kinds of artifictlon silk:

Tisues and foulards of pure silk-
Unbleache .............................................................
Colored, other than black ................................................
Black ...................................................................

TLsues, foulards, crDpe, tulle of pre silk ....................................
rI e ss, spongy, corah and tu&shor tussor ............................. ! ....

(Only tILvues of non-European origin, renufaetures from unbloechod
silk neither sized, dye, nor printed.)

Tm ue offlw silk, pure unbea eed, bweachd, dyed, or printed..:......
TLa's of waste floss slk, for upholtering, weighing more thau 20 grams

per square meter..(T6,;ue of silk i;fi~b'wl '' *;f* **if k*,'Thdfe ' ''p-r 'go'd o* ii*i "n
Telght, os tissue w of pure flom silk.)in

Tissue; of silk or floss silk mixed with other textile materials, the silk or floss
silk r.rodoninatLng In weight ..............................................

11910 S"LK PIECE GOODS OR TSsVES."

Fabrics of silk, of floss silk, and of artifndal silk:
Pongee, corah, tmtssh or tussor, woven like linen or serge, or twilled, of non.

European origin-
Habual and the like-

Unbleached .........................................................
Boiled, but not bleached, dyed, coated nor printed ..................

Shantwsgs honan, assan and others, unbleached or merely boiled, but
not blecaed, dyed, coated, nor printed ...............................

Foulards, crepes, tulles, trimmings and all other of pure silk-
Of Italian origin .................................................
Of origin In the countries oftheFar East .........................

Of any other origin-
1. Crpas, tulles, and trimmings .........................................
2. Velvets and plushes ................................................
3. Muslis, grenadines voile and the like, plain or figured ...............
4. Gauze, etamine, plain or figured ......................................
5. Plain gauze, for bolting, including boltercloth .........................
6. Close-woven fabrics, foulards, and all other fabrics not specified under

1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 abovo-
Unbleached ................................................
Colored other than black ...................................
B lack ...........................................................

2M to 1,727.30 fran3c per 100 kilo.
I Vonventlonal.
IThe French tariff was radically amended In 1910, based on the tariff act of 12, which had been amended

previously in a few minor particulars, but not a general revision, which is given as a mattEr ofilterc6t.
* China and Japan.
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Mr. JiENEY. We have not been able to get complete statistics of
the question of the idleness of the industry for the last few months.
I have here a chart which shows the idleness for the months of last
spring.

The final result is that last spring showed about 55 per cent of
the looms were in opcation, and that in November approximately
the same number of looms were in operation, but then and now
about 05 per cent of those looms which are in operation are
running on short time, and that the industry is not producing more
than 50 per cent capacity. The conditions of the industry are bad
and the records of failures for the last two months are the greatest
in the history of the business.

I just want to call your attention to two factors, and then I am
through. These are individual items. The worst competition in the
silk industry has been by Japan, but in that case the foreign exchange
does 'not play a really important part, and American valuation, or
other device similar, does not materially affect the situation. But
exchange does greatly affect the situation, of course, where there
are industries which compete with Europe very largely, particularly
the spun-silk industry. There the chief competitor is the great
combine of the silk spinners of Europe; then the velvets have to
compete with the velvet center of Krefeldt, in Germany.

Senator McLEAN. Define that combine of Europe. What do you
mean by that?

Mr. CI.INEY. That is what they call in Europe a cartel, a group
of manufacturers operating together in unison for various purposes,
fixing prices and purchasing together. They control practically the
entire silk business of the worl , except what is made in the United
States.

Spun silk has been imported into the United States during the
last year at prices which are less than the cost of the production of
the goods in this country.

For instance, last spring 60/2 was imported into the United States
at $3.88 per pound, when the cost of producing an equivalent quality
in our mill in this country was $4.45.

Senator DILLINOIAM. Where did that come from i
Mr. CIENEY. Switzerland, France, and Italy-all three have the

same price for equivalent grades. In the vel vet schedule we par-
ticularly call your attention to the subject of "hatter's plush,"
which formerly has been imported on a basis of 10 per cent duty on
the theory that it was a fabric not made in the United States, and
confined exclusively to the manufacture of men's-silk hats; yet the
records of importation show that as the use of men's silk hats has
decreased that the importation of hatter's plush has increased enor-
mously-about 10 times, from some 43,000 to 450,000-and we ask
the elimination of this clause from the tariff, and that hatter's plush
take its proper place in the ranks of other pile fabrics, and that the
importation of material for making women's dresses and hats can
not be covered in that clause, and come in under improper classi-
fication.

I have here a large amount of charts and other material. It is
immensely technical; it goes into details that will cover any subject.

refcre Senator Simmons asked me that question I should have
said they would answer any question anybody could ask'in tho silk
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industry, but he went back about 30 years and I was not quite pre-
pared for him.

Senator MCLEAN. You stated your business was not operating 50
per centI

Mr. CEMNP.Y. Approximately, on the average.
Senator MoLFAN. How many individuals does it employ?
Mr. CHENEY. I have got that somewhere. I am a little afraid to

quote exactly. I am afraid to say offhand how many there are.
My impression is about 130,000 employees in the silk industry,
employed in the direct manufacture of silk. There would be a large
number in the subsidiary occupations.

The 1919 census figures show a total of 127,000 wage earners in
silk industry. Reports for 50 per cent of the industry in answer to
special inquiry by the Silk Association of America indicate that of
this number there were unemployed -in the silk industry on January
1, 1921, 54,000; September 1, 1921, 28,000; September 26, 1921,
31,000.

Senator DILLINOUAM. In revising your remarks you can put in
those figures.

Mr. CHZNEY. Yes; I can get those for you very shortly.
Unless there are other questions that you desire to ask me, or

unless you desire me to go into greater detail, I am through.
. The CHAMRMAN. Mr. Cheney, I hope you will comply with Senator
Dillingham's suggestion and put anything more in the record you
think desirable for the information of the committee and carefully
examine the record to see that there are no errors in it, after which
it will be printed.

Senator McLEAN. You have not said anything about the rates
that you think you require.

Mr. CHIENEY. I said this, that increased specific rates we have
been told we can not have. I can see the political difficulties of
securing them. However, if we are to rely upon ad valorem rates,
those rates will be entirely dependent upon whether it is American
valuation or foreign valuation. In one case it will be quite different
froni what it will in the other. But in any case the rates which are
enforced to-day under the present tariff bill are entirely inadequate
to meet the situation, and they are causing a serious condition in
the trade.

Senator SMOOT. Have you made up your mind as to what ad
valorem rates would be on foreign and American valuation?

Mr. CEixNEY. Yes sir; I can give you each bracket, what we think
there should be. There are a dozen or more different brackets.

Senator SMOOT. Yes, but take paragraph 1205, woven fabrics in
th piece, composed in chief value.

r CHENEY. There is a basii of 31 per cent in the House bill,
which is inadequate; it ought to be at least 38 per cent. Each
ad valorem should be increased by varying amounts of from 5 per
cent to 8 per cent.

Senator SMOoT. On the American valuation I
Mr. CHENEY. On the American valuation. Or if it was on the

foreign valuation it ought to be 55 per cent instead of 31 per cent.
Senator MCCUMBER. Rat wages are you paying in your spinning

room?
Nor.-The average earnings of spinners are 03 cents per hour.

8786.
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Mr. CH2ENEY. I have the wages here of ai of our occupations. But
our average throughout the plant is 51 cents per hour.

Senator McCumiBER. And what is it for what we call ordinary
skilled labor?

Mr. CHENEY. The women's rates to-day, the lowest rates in the
plant, are 40 employees at 274 cents.

Senator McLEAN. What do they do?
Mr. CHENEY. Oh, those are children, chiefly. We have 120 at

30 cents an hour, and then we get the largest peak of our entire list,
which is 365 persons, who get 471 cents per hour.

Senator MCLEAN. That is your own millI
Mr. CJENEY. Our own mill.
Senator McLEAN. How many do you employ in allI
Mr. CHENEY. Approximately 5,000.
Senator CALDER. Where is your mill?
Mr. CHENEY. South Manchester, Conn.
Senator SMooT. So that I may thoroughly understand what you

meant-the ad valorem suggested by you would mean on all weaves
and fabrics irrespective of the size of the thread.

Mr. CHENEY. Yes. We are the only silk manufacturers in the
world that make practically everything there is out of silk. So we
can not be accused of having one special interest that we want to
cover more than another. We make broad goods, silk goods; we make
velvets, ribbons, and practically everything else there is made out-of
silk, excepting sewing silks, which is what we started in business with.

Senator SsiooT. And even during war times you could not afford
to wear silk shirts ?

Mr. CHENEY. I wear silk shirts, and I have worn them a good many
years, because I find them quite as economical as cotton shirts, as
they last longer and are more comfortable.

Senator MCLEAN. How nuch have you reduced your prices?
Mr. CHENEY. Just about half.
Senator McLEAN. That is, you have reduced your prices on your

goods 50 per cent?
Mr. CHENEY. Approximately.
Senator MCLEAN. And your wages 20 per cent?
Mr. CHENEY. 'Yes.
Senator CALDER. In your statement do you give the wages of men

and women in Japan?
Mr. CH1ENEY. I put a complete statement of those in the House

brief-that is all published in the Ways and Means Committee re-
port-and I did not duplicate the statement here because I thought
that was available for you. If you want it, I will duplicate it.

Senator CALDER. Duplicate it here, please.

S[LK WAGES.

A companion of those reported in the brief of the Silk Association presented to the
Ways and Means Committee in 1913 with the latest available information. In con.
sidering European wages to-day it is necessary to take into account the exchange
situation.
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Wag. per day in the Unid Sta e .

1990 1913

High. Low. High. Low.

Weavers (me) ................................................ S&23 4.50 .00 $1.0)
Winders (women) ............................................. 6.10, 2. 75 .- 1.40 .5
Machinists (me) .............................................. 7.90 6.25 4.50 2.00
Dyers (men) ................................................... 7.00 4.65 2.50 1.65
C1dren ...................................................... 3.75 2D00 1.00 .40
Spinners (girls) ................................................. 5.70 2.50 1.60 1.00

Hors, 190, 44 to50, 1913, 4S to O.

Average tcage per day in Switzerland.

Francs. Normal. Ex-change.

Weavers (men) ........................................................... 12.6 62.50 $1."
Winders (women) ........................................................ 10 2.00 1.57
Machinists (men) ................................................ 2.1 4.80 3.79
8pinners (girls) ......................................... 10.5 2.10 1.65

Wages per day in Japan and China.

JAIPAN.
1

Reeers (female) ....................................
Weavers ...........................................
Uachinists..... ..........................
Winders ...........................................

C(eL.A..
R.*ler (femae) ............................

1920. 1913

High. LoOw. High. Low.

........ 0425 UM23 0.221 "07
1.25 .60 .20. .10

............ 2.001 1.O0 .40 .20

............. .0 .50 .1I0 .03

............ .40 .30 .13 .07

SIapanese wages taken at peak.
I Very meager wages; weges approxtmate4y double.

Fraftce.:-The French wages are very much disturbed but will follow Swiss level.
Italy.-1914 (1l.hour day): Weavers '2.7 lire ($0.62$; loom fixers or machinists,

5.5 lire ($1.10); wonders, 1.45 lire ($0.29); warpers 3 lire ($0.60).
1920 (9 -hour day): Weavers, 16J'lire ($3.2), exchange, $0.62; loom fixers or macbin.

1sts, 25 ire ($5); exchange, $0.94; Winders, 7.94 lire ($1.59); exchange, $0.39; warpers,
17 lire ($5.40): exchange $0.64.

Oermwny.-Weavers aid 300 to 500 marks per week, which with marks at 11 cents,
equals $8.75 per week.

EXCHANGE LEVELS.

French ....................................................... 13.67 francs per $1.
Italian ........................................................ 26.67 lies per $1.
Swiss........................................635 francs per $1.
German ....................................................... 57.1 matks per $1.

One franc equals $0.073; 1 lire, 0.037; 1 franc, $0.1572; 1 mark. $0.0175.
The minister of agriculture and commerce in Japan reported the following wages

for women: High, 0.47,0.85, and 1.90 yen; low, 0.231,0.421, and 0.95 yen, which wages
are higher than reported from other sources.

The American Silk Mission reports having found at the very peak of the highest
Ue in the month before the financial crash, experienced reelers paid $0.35 per day,
Unted States gold, with other additions at that time equal to as much more, with
fines and additions for Imperfect work of an unknown amount, in some cases reported
to be as large as the additions, giving a wage range of from 10.36 per day up to as Ugh
as 0.70. We append their.report In regard to wage conditions found at that time,
which are admittedly very different to-day.
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"Reeling girf.-These girls are usually apprenticed by their parents to the ilatures
at the age of 13 to 14 years, for terms ranging from 3 to 7 years. At the expiration of
the apprenticeship contract new contracts are entered into annually, for periods of

he girls live in the factory inclosures, being sulied with dormitories
and food by the employer. The working day Is ordinarily of 11 to 12 hours of actu- I
working time, in addition to their meal times and rest periods so that the working
day extends over a period of 13 to 14 hours. In most establisiments there are two
days of rest during each month. Sometimes the filature is closed during the rest
days, and iu others the filatures operate continuously without stoppage but the girls
are given days off in rotation twice a month. Customarili the establishments are
closed during January and February, and also for one month at the end of the spring
period, about the middle of May. The establishments are uniformly clean and the
girls appear to be well cared for and look well nourished and contented. They are
extremely attentive to their work and there is every evidence of strict discipline and
a highly developed organization. In the best places provision is made for care of the
sick and injured, in infirmary quarters, and the service rendered is free, with the
exception of a small charge for medicines. Wages are not paid during the time off,
and the period of rest allowed is arbitrarily determined by the administration. Dur-
ing the first year or two of apprenticeship in the best regulated places, one-half of each
day is devoted to factory work and the other half to education, which consists of teach-
ing in primary grades, with the addition of sewing, cooking, housekeeping, etc., and
often with some technical instruction in'regard to the work of the establishments.
Apprentices receive about one-third the wage scale of the experienced hands. Ex-
penenced reelers were paid 35 cents per day, United States gold. The equivalent
value of the food supply was variously estimated at from 25 to 25 cents, and the value
of the lodging at from 10 to 15 cents. In some places there is also a system of fines
and bonuses for bad or good work, which adds to or takes something from the above
wage scale. It is also a general practice to distribute, at the end of each year, a sum
which seems to be in the general nature of profit sharing. The amount is not fixed by
any prearranged percentage or proportion of profits, but is dependent upon the de-
cision of the administration. Ve were told that during the last year this bonus had
been not less than 70 per cent of the cash wage and in some establishments it had runas high as 100 per ent. It seemed to be the consensus of opinion that in normal
times it had amounted to from 10 to 15 per cent. In some cases the parents receive
a cash payment of, say, 50 yen at the time they execute the contract of apprenticeship.
In other cases there is no such payment.

"It should be understood that during the existence of contract, either for the
apprenticeship period or for subsequent periods, the operative is very nearly the
property of the employer. Permission to leave the grounds is only granted occa-
sionally for special reasons, althotigh the practice in regard to this matter varies a
good (teal.

"Ieaing shop wages.-I was only able to secure such information in one instance.
In this establishment the employees' food and lodging was estimated at about 30
cents, 15 cents of which was deducted from the pay, so that the expense was divided
evenly between the employee and the establsiment. The day rate of pay was
as follows:
W inders .................................................................. $0.50
W arpers................................................................... .75
Twisters ................................................................... .75

"Women weavers were working at a piece rate of 3 yen per piece of 30 yards of
georgette and were operating one loom, making goods 40 inches wide in the reed.
t was ad that at this ra) they earned about $1 per day. I am not quite clear as

to whether there was any mnual bonus to be added to this or not."
Nor.-I am adding certain matter as material of interest brought out at the

hearing the following day, as well as additional material having bearing upon
the question of power looms in Japan. Please find translation (atlathed) from Bull.
etin Des Soies et Des Soieries of February, 1912, from which it appears that even
at that early date that Japan had made a very material change toward subetituting
power.loon machinery for their old hand looms, which one of the witneees inti-
mated was still the basis of their production. At the same date the Japanefe Govern.
ment published a statement that they were manufacturing more goods uron power-
loom machinery than upon hand looms, as appears in the report; nevertheless In
estimating the part played by machinery in cost of production, too great a weight
should not be laid upon the process of eatingng alone, as, for instance, one of the
fabrics most talked a-ut in the hearing was the Shantung pongee, in vhlch in one
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quality material the cost of weaing is 15 cents, where the total cost of manufacturing
was 70 cents and the cost of the goods $1.33, these costs Leing costs to manufacture in
the United States.

[Trsnslatioa from Bulletin Des 8oles et Des Solerles, Feb. 17, 1912.1

THE JAPANESE HABUTAI INDUSTRY-SUBSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL WEAVINO FOR
HAND WEAVING.

It is not only in Europe that the substitution of mec hanical weaving for hand weav-
ing accomplishes more or less slowly but surely, and in a way fatally, its work in the
silk industry. 'The same economic phenomenon is picducc in Jayan in the making
of halutai and, with a still greater rapidity, this transformation of old meihcds of
work is being hastened in the country of the Rising Sun by an increase much mre
rapid still than in Europe of the cost of living and, con.requently, of the 1 av of work.
tngmen and workingwomen. We find upon this subject in the last bfle'tin of the
Japan Financial and Economic Monthly interesting statistics. They tea(h us that
in the same way as in France, Switrerland. Germany, and Italy mehanical eouip-
ment is increnng each year its domain to the detrimnent of hand weaving, of mhih
the total decreases faster and faster. It is thus that from 1908 to 1909 the numl er of
hbbutai loonis has fallen from 42,637 to 40,075 and that the numl'er of mechanical
looms has risen from 4,930 to 8,127.

These figures are classified according to regions.

Total at the erq of the year.

Mechanical looin. Hand loom.
Province. . ...

1908 1909 193 low

Fuku .......................................................... 730 1.89 17,838 19.341
ahikiwa ....................................................... 926 2,143 5,l21 12,917

Toyama ........................................................ 340 96 1,8 2 1,701
N o .............................................. . 68 83 6.9

750 910 142
K mnamoto ..................................................... 52 1,250 5,996 5,404
U, ............................................. 1,229 1,240 259 65
KU1u ............................................ 0.......... .......... ISO 185
Mlygag ............................................... 335 390 283 191

Total ..................................................... 4,930 8,127 J 42,W37 40,075

The total of mechanical looms increases, as is ,een. much more rapidly than the
decrease of hand looms; the first gained 3,197 looms during the'year 1909 and the
second lost only 2,562.

The Japanese Journal adds that if one admits that this doable evolution is con-
tinued in 1911 the number of mechanical looms will actually amount to 14.521 and
that of hand looms about 39,950, and it calculates that the days o( there last are
numbered.

Up to the present time the production of mechanical looms is greater than that of
hand looms, as shown in the following figirca:

Production of Anbutais.

Piees. Pkes~.
Mechanlealloom s ............................................................... 1,087,104 i 1,394,016
Mad looms ..................................................................... _ , 125,%236

Total............................................................. 4375n 2,
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COMBED AND SPUN SILK.
[Paragraphs 1261 and 1202.1

STATEMENT OF 0. D. FROST, SOUTH ORANGE, N. 3.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Frost?
Mr. Fnosr. South Orange, N. J.; business address, 225 Madison

Avenue New York.
The AIIIR MAN. Where are your mills located?
Mr. Fnos-r. Whitehall, N. Y., and Brooklyn.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you state as briefly as you can what your

views are on this matter?
Senator S3iooT. In what paragraph are you interested?
Mr. FROST. Paragralihs 1201 and 1202, having to do with the spun.

silk schedule.
My purpose in asking to be heard this morning is merely to amplify

some of the things which were referred to in a general way by Mr.
Chenev and Mr. McGill, with whom I am in hearty accord. "

TheCIeA1RMAN-. There is no use in repeating what they said.
Mr. FRosT. I shall try not to repeat.
The CAIRMN.]lf. Ha:e you anything we an print and thereby ex-

pedite the matter? We do not want to curtail you in any way.
Mr. FRosT. I haven't anything.
The CHARMAN. Go on. If you are supplementing the very lengthy

and elaborate statement made'by Mr. Cheney, I do not thinly you will
get very far.

Mr. PnosT. I should like to be a little more specific with respect to
some particular matters.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. FROsT. Senator Smoot and Senator Watson asked one or two

questions yesterday which I should like to answer a little more fully.
The CHAIRM AN. Very well. You may proceed.
Mr. FnoST. In the course of Mr. Mcill's testimony, I think, Sen-

ator Smoot asked how we justified the requested duty of 30 per cent
ad valorem on peign~es and a specific duty of 55 cents per pound,
which, in response to your question, Mr. BrcGill stated was what we
wanted.

The cost of labor in the manufacture of peign~es is about 35 per
cent of the total cost of material at present involved in their man.
ufacture. The cost of labor in Japan, taking into account the relative
efficiency of labor, is about 20 per cent of our own. They have also
the advantage of having their raw material close at band, and they
save the expense of transportation and handling, etc., and getting
it into this country. If you apply the 20 per cent of our actual labor
cost, anti take into account the difference in cost of material, the
ad valorem rate of 30 per cent figures out practically the difference
in our labor cost alone.

Now. in the manufacture of peign&s it is important for the corn.
mittee,'I think, to know that, given a certain quantity of material,
it is necessary to make three qualities of peignees. In the dressing
process we first extract the long fiber, then the fiber of medium
length, and the short fiber. On account of oui labor cost we can
extract only three qualities, while their labor cost is lower and they
can extract drafts of four lengths and in some cases five lengths.
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Now, it is necessary to have a specific duty, because while the ad
valorem duty of 30 per cent will protect us on the long lengths, the
high qualities, it might not protect and probably will not protect us
on the drafts of shorter length.

The CHAi AN. Has not all that been gone into
Mr. FROST. I have been here, and I have not heard it.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you here all day yesterday?
Mr. FROST. Yes; I was.
Senator SmooT. This was in answer to a question I asked, why it

was necessary to have 35 cents a pound for partly manufactured waste
silk.

Mr. FROST. Fifty-five cents a pound.
Senator S3iooT. What are peign~es worth a pound?
Mr. FRO.S. The average cost of peignees 'to-day is about $2.50 a

pound.
Senator SwooT. Do you think they ought to have 55 cents a pound

on that?
Mr. FRoSr. I do.
Senator SMoor. That would be 22 per cent.
Mir. FROST. When we speak of $2.50, that is the average cost.
Senator SIoor. What does it cost you per pound to take the raw

material and make it into peign~es?
Mr. FROST. Our average cost, Senator, assuming those materials

at such a price that the total cost is $2.50, our cost of labor is about
85 per cent, and of the material about 65 per cent, making our labor
about 871 cents and the material about $1621.

It has-been stated by Japanese authorities that the Japanese. dur-
ing the war, developed sufficient dressing capacity to consume the
entire product of wa-te silk in Japan, and Japan and China are the
principal sources of supply. Furthermore, the three large manu-
facturers in Europe who were referred to yesterday by Mr. McGill
hav'e organized plants with a capacity for the manufacture of spun
silk, so that the are in a position, under the present tariff, to import
peign~es manufactured in Europe-European waste and Japanese
wast6-at a cost lower than we can produce them in this country. Of
course, they operate as a trust, which we are not permitted to do in
this country.

I want to give you some figures with reference to paragraph 1202,
relating to spun silk. The figures are with regard to the capacity
of Japan in the manufacture of spun silk. In 1920 the l)roductioI
of spun silk alone in Japan was 6,697,000 pounds. That is almost
if not wholly equal to the production capacity of spun silk in this
country. They have a capacity also of 2,431,000 pounds of ply yarns,
which are yarns made from the by-products of the spinning industry.
The increase of the production 6f spun silk in Japan in 1920 over
the production in 1919 was 67 per cent. During the war they de-
veloped their dressing plants andl after the war they developed spin-
ning plants to such an extent that their productive capacity is now
practically equal to that of this country. Therefore, Japian is a
large potential competitor of this country in spun silk yarn.

Senator S.mixv. Do you agree with Mr. Cheney that it is nee..ssarv
to have a duty of 321 per cent on the American 'valuation or 481 pe'r
cent on the foreign valuation?
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Mr. FRoST. I agree with Mr. Cheney that it is necessary to have an
average rate of 321 per cent on the Amferican valuation.

Senator 83ooT. What about the foreign valuation?
Mr. FROST. That is a matter of arithmetic. It is from 46 to 48.
Senator SmooT. The last two lines of paragraph 1201 provide that:
"None of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty than 25 per

cent ad valorem."
Mr. FRosT. Yes, sir.
Senator S310OT. Twenty-five per cent of $2.50 for peignees would

be about 621 cents a pound.
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. And you are asking 55.
Mr. FROST. We are asking 55, and 30 per cent ad valorem.
Senator S31oOr. Thirty per cent ad valorein?
Mr. FROST. Yes; because that compensates for the difference in labor

cost.
Senator 8.1%oo. Thirty per cent of $2.50 would be more than all the

labor would cost.
Mr. FROST. No; it would not.
Senator S3ioor. It would be 75 cents a pound.
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. It would be just about what your labor would

cost.
Mr. FRosT. Our labor cost is about 87J cents, but the Japanese

labor cost is about 10 per cent of ours. If our labor cost is 87J cents,
that would be about 9 cents a pound for them, allowing something
for efficiency of labor.

Senator LA FOLIXIrE. How much do you allow for the difference in
efficiency,?

Mr. FROST. In my figures I have allowed about double the wage
rate. That is, if their wage rate is 10 per cent of ours, I figure their
labor cost is about 20 per cent of ours. I wish to refer for just a
moment to paragraph 1202, which has to do with the tariff on singles
and ply yarns. W% e state that on the basis of the present rate of
exchange labor cost in Europe is about 25 per cent of our own. I
think the tariff rate which has been suggested by Mr. McGill of 324
per cent is moderate. 1towever, I believe that his suggestion also
was that it might be well to make two rates, one on singles and one on
ply yarns.

Senator McCvBEiI. You state that the labor cost in Europe is
about 25 per cent of the American labor cost.

2%r. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator .McCu3lIw. Is that the same in different countries?
Mr. FROST. It differs somewhat in different countries.
Senator MCuUMnE. The British labor is considerably more than

that, is it not?
Mr. FROST. Yes. sir. We have no competition in England. It

comes from France, Switzerland, and Italy.
Senator MAcCu.nEn. Take France, Switzerland, and Italy. How

(toes their labor compare with ours; is it one-fourth?
Mr. FROST. I am speaking of skilled labor, of our dressers, in our

own industry. France is paying dressers from 20 to 25 francs per
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day, which at the present rate of exchange would be from $1.60 to
$1.90; we are paying for that same labor from $6.15 to $8.25 a day.

Senator MACuMBER. How much are they paying in Germany for
that kind of labor?

Mr. FRosT. I don't know. We hive no competition from Germany.
Senator MCCUMBER. They have not the materialI
Mir. FRosT. No, sir.
Senator MCCUMBEJn. How about Japan?
Mr. FRosT. So far as I can find, the labor in Japan, taking into

consideration the relative efficiency, is about 20 per cent of ours.
Senator MCCUMIBER. And that takes into account the efficiency?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir. We have some employees in our Yokohama

plant, and we pay those girls 65 sen a day, which is equal to.about
321 cents a day in American money. That is about 10 per cent of our
rate for the same quality of labor in this country.

Senator MCCUIMBER. About one-tenth?
Mr. FROsT. About one-tenth. I have doubled that to allow for the

relative efficiency.
Senator LA F OLLErE. How much competition will you have with

England in your line of products?
Mr. FROST. Competition with England is practically negligible.

Our big competition comes from the three big manufacturers.
Senator LA FouLm'rE. England is engaged in this business, is sh

not?
Mr. FROST. In a small way.
Senator LA FOLLErVE. Do you know what the production is in

England?
Mr. FRosr. I have no figures on that subject. We do not think of

England in this industry.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. Is not England trying to establish it?
Mr. FROST. So far as I know, they are 'not increasing their pro-

duction, because England is a free-trade country and they can not
compete with the trio on the Continent.

Senator Cuirris. They have lately issued orders protecting all the
industries.

Air. FRoST. That may result in increasing the industry in England.
Senator MCCUMBER. That does not help them to export.
Mr. FROST. No, sir.
Senator Sioor. That is not classed as a key industry.
Senator LA FoLLErrE. How much competition do you have in your

line of business?
Mr. FROST. In this country?
Senator LA FoLurrrr. Ye..
Mr. FROST. In 1920 the Treasury Department statistics show there

were imported into this country, 3,400,000 pounds of yarn. Mr. Mc-
Gill gave figures yesterday on importations during several months of
this year.

Senator LA FOLL.TTE. Is that yarn used in the manufacture of
plushes and velvets?

Mr. FROST. That yarn is used in the manufacture of pile fabrics of
all kinds--lushes,*velvets shirtings, satin. It is used in a great
variety of silk products. Our customers are the silk weavers of this
country.
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Senator LA FoLL.rrE. What was the total value of the imports of
plushes and velvets in 1919?

Mr. FROST. I don't know that, Senator. I haven't the figures be-
fore me.

Senator LA FOLLMErE. What was the total value of the production
in this country?

Mr. FIRosT. On spun silk yarn?
Senator LA FOLLETEE. No; pluses and velvets.
Mr. IFROST. I haven't that figure. Mr. Kip is a plush and velvet

manufacturer and can give you those figures.
Senator LA FOLLEME. What do you manufacture?
Mr. FROsT. Spun silk.
Senator LA I'OLLETrp. Is that separately classified in the Treasury

tables?
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is the total production of spun silk

in this country?
Mr. FRosT. As nearly as I can estimate it-there are no official

figures--it is in the neighborhood of seven or seven and a half mil-
lion pounds p~r year.

Senator Smoot has said this is not a key industry.
Senator SMfooT. I did not say that. I said England had not

classified it as a key industry.
Mr. FROST. It is not generally so considered in this country.

However, it is a very important industry in time of war. When the
war broke out we were requested to form a corporation, and did form
a corporation, to furnish the Ordnance Department with their sup-
ply of silk cloth for cartridge bags, and during the war about 80
per cent of tie entire production of spun silk was used for that pur-
pose. I simply call that to your attention because it would seem to
be necessary to maintain that industry for war purposes.

STATEMENT OF X. 0. M(GEL, REPRESENTING THE AMERIOAN
SILK SPINNING CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mr. MIGEL. I am treasurer of the American Silk Spinning Co.,
Providence, R. I. We employ about 1,100 hands in normal times.

In order to save the time of the committee, I have been asked to
represent the Champlain Silk Mills, of Brooklyn and Whitehall
N. Y.; the Griswold Worsted Co., Darby, Pa.; Sidney Blumenthal
& Co., New Brunswick, N. J.; National Spun Silk Co., -New Bedford,
Mass.; and Nonotuck Silk Co., Florence, Mfass.

The industry employs approximately from ten to twelve thousand
employees with an annual pay roll of approximately twelve to
fifteen million dollars.

Of these plants, one is practically closed, most of them are running
three days a week, and one or two are in more or less financial trouble.
That condition, I suppose, exists in all industries more or less, as far
as slacking down of work is concerned, but with us it is not due to
lack of demand. It is a very dangerous condition which confronts
the industry.

There is in Europe to-day an amalgamation of trusts in spun
silk. Three of them are known jointly as the "dreibund." It is a
combination of three trusts.

81527-22-ScH 12-3
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One of them is the Societie Industrielle Pour la Schappe, of Basle,
Switzerland, with mills at the following places:

France-Briacon (Haute Alps), Tenay (ain), Roubaix, Reims,
A itzerland-Basle, Arlesheim, Grellingen.

Alsace--Soultzmatt.
That is one member of the combination. Another is the Societe

Anonyme Filatures de Schappe, of Lyons, France, with mills in the
following places:

France-:-St. Rambert-en-Bugey, Troyes-le-Vigan, Pierre-Benite,
Amplepuis, Entraigues, La Croix-aux-Vines.

Switzerland-Kriens, Emmenbrucke.
Italy-Rozzano.
The third member of this combination is the Societe per ]a Filature

de Cascami di Seta of Milan, Italy, with mills in the following places:
Italy-Novara, Meina, Zugliano, Artegna, Vigevano, Jesi, Tar-

gento, Boltiere.
In other words, they control 30 or more mills in Europe. In the

last 20 years they have endeavored, as far as possible, either through
purchase or suasion to acquire all mills in this industry on the
Continent, and to-day they control 90 per cent of the entiie output
of the Continent. They hold directors meetings monthly,generally
in Switzerland. They actually agree as to the prices for the Continent
as well as for America; also as to the amount of output, division of
territory, increase of machinery, purchases of raw materials, and
so on. They have separate agents in New York. On the same day
prices are cabled over to these three agents; their customers are
notified by telephone, as a rule as to respective declines or increases
in price, and these prices are always agreed upon.

We find that in a great many cases, particularly to-day, we are
unable to compete with them, as prices thus arbitrarily made we
are unable to meet.

Last year, 1920, there were imported $15,000,000 worth of spun
silk, which is 25 er cent of the total imports of all silks imported
into the United States. There were manufactured in the United
States about 830,000,000"of spun silk, so that 50 per cent of the value
of all domestic spun silk is imported to this country. Last year,
1920, there were 3,392,000 pounds imported, with a foreign value of
$15,015,787.

In the three months of April, May, and June there were imported
821,000 pounds of this spun silk, at an average American value of
$3,500,000. In the last four months, when we should have been
busy, there were imported, from July 1 to October 31, 743,000
pounds, American value $3,000,000.

There is no market to-day to. speak of on the Continent; it must
be dumped here. So that we are facing that situation; and with the
present duty we can not, whenever they see fit to send a sufficient
quantity here, continue to stay in business. They will stop our
machinery.

In one week in the month of April, 1921, there were imported 992
bales, or 2,740 000 pounds, of an approximate value of 8900,000.
It was like a tidal wave. It resulted in a drop in prices of $1 a pound
at that time. This was far below the cost of production. The
normal fluctuation in price is from 10 to 20 cento a pound. At one
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crack they dropped S1 a pound. I am informed they booked orders
for almost 1,000,000 pounds. Our mills were stopped.

Senator M!cLEAN. What did you say is the norma price for spun
silk?

Mr. MIOEL. It varies. It depends upon the market. For a good
quality to-day I should say $4 to $6. The drop of $1 a pound re.
ferred to stopped our business. All the spun-silk mills stopped
business.

Senator SMOOT. Was that. brought about by the panic in prices?
Mr. MIGEL. I beg your pardon.
Senator S.ooT. I aske4if the sudden drop of $1 a pound on spun

silks was caused by the panic in the raw-silk market of Japan?
Mr. MXOEL. There was no panic at the time. It was simply an

arbitrary drop which they admitted afterwards. They wanted to
dump it, and they did.

Senator SHOOT. What year was that?
Mr. MIo0EL. April, 1921. These people have gone further, however.

They have decided to establish mills here. -They have started a
corporation here. They are importing, and have been importing,
peign~e, or combed silk, in a preparatory stage. Peign~s require
about 60 per cent of the labor that spun silk requires. They have
been importing this peign6e. Peign6e is the trade name for combed
silk. They manufacture that abroad and have been importing it
here. It represents about 60 per cent of the labor cost of spun silk.

Senator M cLEAN. What is it called?
Mr. MIGEL. Peign6e. We call it combed silk. It is made from

waste silk. All spun silk is manufactured from waste silk. It is
a by-product of raw silk.

This combination have started here in America-they have each
taken a proportionate share of stock in these mills, based upon the
number of spindles owned by them, something which, if American
manufacturers attempted to do, would be considered illegal in this
country. We are not sufficiently protected under paragraph 1201,
the one which I am discussing now.

Under the Fordney bill we are allowed 35 cents per pound on this
peign6e and the catch-all clause gives 25 per cent. That would not
protect us. We could not live under that. We feel that we want to
place before your committee the fact that an increase would be
absolutely necessary in order for us to work.

Senator WATSO.. How much did you say?
Mr. MIOEL. We would have to have 55 to 60 cents a pound spe-

cific and 30 per cent at least in the ad valorem" catch-all clause.
This would be the minimum that'we could work under.

Senator WATSON. Why do you fix those particular figures?
Mr. MIGEL. Because that is the nearest we can get to it.
Senator WATSO.N. That is, taking into consideration your foreign

competition?
Mr.MiGEL. Foreign costs and foreign labor, that we could live

under. That we can prove to you. We can give you any figures
that you desire.

Senator WATSON. That is what we are trying to do, make a pro-
tective tariff here.

Mr. MIGOEL. Yes. I think in this particular case, if you view the
percentage of importations to the manufactured product here, that
you will reach the conclusion we are entitled to it.
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Senator McLEAN. What amount of this material is imported?
Mr. MIGEL. Of thi3 particular material?
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Mr. MIEL. The foreign combination has been started but a short

time in this coun try. They have imported 117,000 pounds of peignies
in a few months. This i simply a beginning. I haven't the statis-
tics of importations lately. Naturally, they can manufacture so
much more cheaply than we can that'if they choose to bring this
material in we can not compete.

Senator WATSON. Is it all a question of a difference in the wages of
labor?

Mr. MIGEL. Absolutely.
Senator WATSON. You have the same machinery, have you?
Mr. MIOEL. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. And the same raw material?
Mr. MI.CIL. Yes, sir. I have just returned from France and Ital,.

I returned last week. I was there to look over the labor costs on tfe
ground. I have here a list of labor costs.

Dressers, who are our principal operatives on this work, are paid
from $40 to $45 per week. That is an increase over the prewar

period of about 130 to 140 per cent. In France they are paying 20
francs per (lay. Figuring 71 to 8 cents to the franc it woull make
the rate about $9.60 per week. As I have said, we pay $10 to 845
per week.

In Italy I secured labor prices from our consuls and from the
Chamber of Commerce of Genoa.

Senator McLEAN. What percentage of your product is labor cost?
Mr. MIGEL. The total labor cost?
Senator McLEANX. Yes; your conversion?
Mr. MIOEL. It depends upon the price of the article, of course, and

the market. If the raw material is high, the percentage of labor
would be less, naturally; if it is low, the labor would be propor-
tionate. I should say, roughly, 60 to 70 per cent. It depends upon
market conditions.

rn Italy dressers get 30 lire per day, which would amount to
about $7.80 per week. We pay $40 to $45. You can readily see that
it is a very difficult matter to compete with 60 per cent of the labor
on that particular article. I am not referring to the completed yarn.
We feel, therefore, that we must request your careful consideration
to this arti.le of peign~es. It is a serious question with us.

The Tariff Commission, an impartial body, in preparing data for
use by the Ways and Means Committee, had tIs to say:

It has been reported from time to time that leading European spun-.ilk producers
are considering the establishment of spinning plants in the United Statei to work
up into yarn peign6e produced by them abr-ad. So far. however, no such plants
have txen e-4tabli-hed. Should such plants be constructed here they would suffer
no disad%antage in being dependent upon imported peignde, for they would not only
po.se an assured supply but would know the exact character of the waste ued.
In that ca e, unless peignde production by domestic spinners is sufficiently efficient
or the duty on peign6e sufficiently high to make the cost of producing it in the United
States ai low a.Q the cost of the imported article, plus duty, they would, despite their
disinclination, probably be forced to use imported peign o in order to make spun silk
cheap enough to sell in competition with the new concerns.

They are not aware of the fact, probably, that we could not buy,
as it would mean we would have to close up or sell out 60 per cent
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of our plants, as that proportion of our machinery is used in manu-
facturiig up to peign~es.

Senator MbLEAN. This monopoly abroad would be likely to fix the
prices on anything you want to produce?

Mr. MIGEL. I beg your pardon.
Senator McLEAN. This trust in France that controls this article

would control the prices, would it not?
Mr. MIOEL. Yes.
Senator McLEAN. If you were dependent upon them for supplies,

I mean.
Mr. MIGEL. They manufacture peign~es in Japan, but as yet they

are not reliable. There has not been much imported from Japan.
Senator SMooTr. Will you tell me what you want by way of a duty

in paragraph 1202?
Mr. MIGEL. I am referring to 1201.
Senator SHooT. Well, tel[ me about that.
Mr. MIGEL. Fifty-five cents minimum per pound specific and 30

per cent ad valorem, instead of 25, as the catcl-all clause.
Senator S.MOOT. Do you mean to say that you want 50 cents and

35 per cent ad valorem?
Mr. MIGEL. Fifty-five cents specific.
Senator SsMooT. 'In case it is a straight specific duty?
Mr. 'MIGEL. Yes.
Senator S.%iooT. And 35 per cent ad vtalorcm if it is an ad valorem

duty.?
Air. MIGEL. Not less than 30, as a catch clause.
Senator WATSON. The customs officer wants me to ask this

question: What is the cost of spinning per pound for each denier in
America, Italy, France, and Switzerland?

Mr. MIOEL. I could not say offhand.
Senator VATSON. Can you got it for their information? They

need it. Put it in the record later on.
Mr. MIGEL. I will write that down and afterwards give it to you.
Senator WATSON. The next question they want me to ask is this:

What is the proportion of the cost of raw material to labor?
Mr. MIGEL. Here or abroad?
Senator WATSON. There, in those countries.
Mr. MIGEL. I will try to give you exact figures later.
Senator SMOoT. Do you think it is necessary to have 55 cents on

the twisted or spun yarns just partially manufactured?
Mr. MIGEL. I am still referring to paragraph 1201.
Senator S3.ooT. You ask for only 55 per cent of the finished fabric?
Mr. MIGEL. Or partially manufe.ctured-55 cents per pound where

it is now 35, and where it is 25 per cent in the catch-all clauseshould
be at least 30.

Senator S.Ioor. You want 30 per cent ad valorem?
Mr. MIGEL. Yes, sir.
Now, paragraph 1202, which is the spun silk. That is the finished

article. We have been allowed in the Fordney bill a specific rate; it
is rather long. The specific rate is actually an empty shell; it would
not cover importations. As a matter of principle, for specific rates
it is well to have it written, but it will not help us. As an illustration,
let me refer to single yarn imported. Sing16 and two-ply yam are
the two articles that are imported in a large way to make up this
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$15,000,000. On 62 singlca we are allowed under proposed specific
rates 40 cents per pound and one-tenth of 1 cent per number-a total
of 50 cents. Under the Underwood bill still operative the duty paid
is $1.19 for a fair quality of 62 singleyarn. The proposed specific rate
allows us 50 cents per pound.

I think this proposed specific rate would be of no help.
On two-ply yarn the proposed specific rate allows us 50 cents per

pound, lus one-tenth of a cent per number. This applies to 60 two-
ply. at is paying now, under the Underwood bill, $1.35 for a fair
quality of yarn. In other words the specific duties allowed in the
Fordney bill are of no present value whatever. So, it resolves itself
into this, that the cath-all clause is the only ting we can get any
help from. That is what should be increased, if possible.

Senator SMooT. What increase do you want in the catch-all clause?
Mr. MIGEL. A minimum of 32.5 per cent Americatn valuation on

singles and on two-ply the same. It should be 35. We are asking
for just an amount sufficient to enable us to get by. We would not
desire to stop all importations. Some should come in anyway, but
we think that we should be protected sufficiently to enable us to
manufacture.

Senator SMooT. Don't you think you are asking quite a high duty
here-55 cents per pound on the weight-that is, the cocoons, the silk,
and the noils?

Mr. M1oBE,. I am now referring to paragraph 1202.
Senator SMOOT. Don't you think it is exceedingly high?
Mr. MIOEL. On the finished yarn the proposed specific rate is ex-

tremely low. The ad valorem duty to-day is $1.19 on singles.
Senator SUTHERLAND. I understood you to say that it was $1.19

under the Underwood bill?
Mr. MIGEL. Well, the value is based upon a 35 per cent duty. The

value of the foreign article for a fairly good qua L.7 has been about
$3.25. That, multiplied by 35 per cent, would give $1.19. The duty
is 35 per cent under the Underwood bill. We are allowed under the
Fordney bill somewhat less than under the Underwood bill.

Senator SUTIHERLAND. But you prefer 55 cents specific and 35 per
cent ad valorem ?

Mr. MIOEL. No. In order to get the proposed specific rate to
cover us properly it would have to be doubled.

Senator SUTHERLAND. I mean, do you prefer 55 cents per pound
specific duty?

Mr. MIGEL. I am afraid you are confusing the two paragraphs; 1201
should be 55 cents per pound with the catch-all clause. fin 1202 there
is a specific rate which is of no avail. It would have to be practically
doubled. The specific rate may be considered best if sufficient.

Senator CALDER. While you were abroad you made some studies
of labor costs, did you not?

Mr. MIP.L. Yes.
Senator CALDER. You talked to me about that before.
Mr. MIGEL, Yes.
Senator CALDER. I would be glad if you would incorporate that

information in your remarks here.
Mr. MioEIL. I shall be glad to do so. It is based on information

obtained from our consuils, chambers of commerce, etc.
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Senator CALDER. Will you indicate where you got the informationI
Mr. MIGEL. Yes, Sir.
Senator SMooT. Suppose we give you an ad valorem alone; what

will you Want in paragraph 1202 ?
Mr. MIoEL. We think it ought to be at least 32.5 per cent on the

American valuation.
Senator SMoOr. American valuation?
Mr. M[GEL. The Ways and Means Committee allowed us 26 per

cent.
Senator SMoor. And on foreign valuation what do you want?
Mr. )01oGEL. It would have to be translated upward in the same

manner as it was translated down. I believe it was based on one-
third down. I believe that is how it was arrived at.

Senator SMooT. That would be 39 per cent if it were one-third off.
Mr. MtoEL. Thiry-nine?
Senator SMooT Twenty-six and one-third off?
Mr. MIGEL. That is correct.
Senator SMooT. That is what this 26 means, if you take one-thirdoff..Mr. MIGEL. It was based on 39. We figure we should have 32.5

per cent American vifluation, which would bring it up to 46 or 48
foreign valuation.

BRIEF OF M. V. NdGIL, REPRZlSRNTING TRZ AMERIOAN SILK SPINNINO C0.,"
PROVIDENOQ, R. 1.

We respectfully submit for the consideration of your committee the following facts
on spun silk (schappe) yarn, and urge that the rates as proplved in the Fordney bill
now being considered be changed as follows:

PAR. 1201. Silk partially manufactured from raw sil&, waste ilk, or cocoons,
and silk noils exceeding 2 inches in length, not twisted or spun: Rate proposed in
Fordney bill is 35 cents per pound, with a catch.all clause of 2.5 per cent ad valorem,
American valuation. In order to afford proper protection this should be no less than
55 cents per pound, and the catch-all clause should be 30 per cent ad valorem, Ameri-
can valuation.

PAR. 3202. Spun silk or schappe silk yarn or roving: Rate proposed in Fordney
bill in skeins, cops, or warps, if not bleached, dyed, scored, or advanced beyond the
condition of s1gles, by grouping or twisting two or more yarns together on all num-
bers up to and including 205, 45 cents per pound, and in addition thereto 10 one-
hundredths of 1 per cent per number per pound; exceeding number 205, 45 cents
per pound, and in addition thereto 15 one-hundredthq of I per cent per number
per pound; if advanced beyond the condition of singles by grouping or twisting two
or more yarns together at the rate of the single yarn and in addition thereto5 cents per
pound cumulative; if bleached, dyed, or colored, at the rate on unbleached yarn and
in addition thereto 10 cents per pound cumulative: Providdfurther, That none of
the foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty than 26 per centum ad valorem. In order
to afford proper protection, this should be a catch-all clause of not less than 32J per
cent ad valorem, Ameriean valuation.

The Flight increases asked for are absolutely necessary for the preservation of the
spun-.ilk industry for the following reasons and facts:

COMBED SILK (PEIO [ S).

Silk adraneed in manufacture, etc.-This paragraph includes combed silk, the trade
name for which is peighnw. Peignf-s represent approximately 60 per cent of the
labor of producing spun silk and require 12 mechanical operations from the raw
material.

There is in Europe a manufacturers' trust in spun silk yarn that embraces 95 per
cent of the production thereof, in Switzerland, PrFrnce, and Italy, This trust is
composed of the following large corporations: Societe Industrielle pour la Schappe,
Base, Switzerland; Societe Anonyme Filatures de Schappe, Lyons, France; Societe
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Per la Filature do Cascami di Seta, Milan, Italy. This trust has mills in over 30 cities
of Europe and controls approximately 95 per cent of the entire European production
of spun silk yarns. In 1920 this European trust formed a manufacturing corpora-
tion in the United States, and committed what would be for United States manu-
facturers an illegal act.

Shares of stock in this American corporation are owned in proportion to the spindles
operated by the said three corporations in Switzerland, France, and Italy. Machinery
is also being imported from the trust plants in Europe and placed in these mills.

The trust is also importing partially manufactured silk known as "drafts" or
peipn s, under paragraph 1201, at prices far below the cost of production in the
United States

Japan.-Japanese manufacturers of spun silk and peignees have increased their
machinery in Japan sufficiently to manufacture for export in the shape of peignees
the entire yearly output of Japanese silk waste, and they contemplate exporting as
much of same as possible. If this comes to pas, 60 per cent of the entire machinery
of all American silk spinners would be compelled to shut down and cause a calamity
for thousands of American operatives--a diaster to the American mills.

Silk waste is the raw material used by spun silk manufacturers, and of all the silk
waste produced in the world, a great bulk of the total is produced in Japan.

War maoerial.-A very important feature to be taken into consideration in the
development of the spun silk industry is the fact that the spun silk industry was
requested at the beginning of the last war to form a central clearing office for the
aastance of the War Department. Practically the entire output of the American
spun silk manufacturers was used by the War Department for the purpose of manu.
facturing powder bags. This spun silk was sold to the United States Government far
below r-gular sellingprices. The products of European and Japanese spun silk mills
were taken by our allies for war purposes. Without this material our M-ig guns could
not have been effectively fired. The destruction of this industry might prove dis-
astrous to the country at a future period.

In confirmation of the above, we beg to call your attention to a report of the United
States Tariff Commission, cdPled "Tariff Information Surveys," for the information
of the Ways and Means Committee, in which they say as fol lows, on page 29:

"Owing to the difficulty of rcadily expanding dressing facilities, for domestic
spinners to rely upon foreign Iroduction for any large proportion of their peign6es
supply would put them ip as precarious position in case of monopoly control in the
exporting country, or in case of war, when the character and volume of military
demand for spun silk and neil yarns necessitates an abnormally largo supply of
peign~es.

"The maintenance of domestic equipment for the manufacture of peign6es is there-
fore of value as a war measure."

We respectfully ask of you and your committee a careful analysis of this paragraph
1201, and a study of conditions that had never before been anticipated, and which
must be taken care of by an increased rate of duty if the industry is to survive.

We would also respectfully submit that this paragraph lie amended to include
silk partially or wholly deguimed. Within the past two weeks a decision has been
rendered by the Court of Customs Appeals allowing degummed silk to enter free of
duty, contra to the original intention of Congress, and this decision would become a
serious menace to the industry, the European trust being greatly favored as against
American manufacturers.

Weo therefore would suggest that paragraph 1201 be made to read as follows:
"Silk partially or wholly degummed, or partially manufactured from raw silk,

waste silk, or cocoons, and silk noils exceeding 2 inches in length, not twisted or
spun, 55 cents per pound: Proridd, That none of the foregoing shall pay a less rate
ol duty than 30 per cent ad valorem."

SPUN SILK (QC6AwiE) YARN, FTC.

Ancrican production.-Arnerican manufacturers of spun silk (achapre) n tai~.
facture approximately $30,0C0CO0 annually.

ImpO rtations.-There were Imported last year approximately $15.0,CCO of spun
silk (s:happe) or 50 per cent of the spun eilkmanufactiired in the Uni ted States. A
large part of this importation could be manufactured in the United States if spun silk
were sufficiently protected. Ninety per cent of all these importations of spun ,ilk,
or approximately $13,500O0 was manufactured and shipped to the UnitedSt ates by
the (ontinental Spun Silk Trust, which is one of the mot powerful in Europe.

fi.tciJf rates allowed.-The specific rates propose in the Fordney bill now being
considered, would be inoperative for a long period. Ninety per cent of all the imports
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of spun silk are composed of 62/1 (ICO/1 French count)--Aingles; and CO/2 (2C0/2
French count)-two-pl. Per poud.

On 62/1 (100/1 French count) the specific rate proposed is 45 cents per
pound, plus 1/10 cent per number per pound... ...................... 0. 55

On a fairly good quality) of imported yarn, duty paid to-day under the Under-
_Nood tariff is approximately ........................................... 1.19

On 60/2 (200J2 French count) the specific rate proro-cd is 45 cents plus 5 cents
per pound, plts 1/10 cent'per number per pound ........................... 70

On a fairly good quality of imported yarn, duty paid to-day under the Under-
wood tari is approximately ............................................ 1.35

So that tho specific rates proposed in the Fordney bill now under consideration
would be of no avail to the spun-silk industry at present, and the American manufac-
turers of spun Filk would be compelled to rely for protection on the catch-all ad
valorem clause.

Labor costs.-Wages of dressers, one of the most important mechanical operations in
the manufacture of spun silk, are as follows to-day: we.

France, 20 francs per day, erluitalent to approximately ...................... $9. CO
Italy, :0 lira per Play, equivalent to approximately ................. 7. 80
American manufacturers pay per week ........ ................. 40. 00-45. 00
Japan, correspondingly lower than France or Italy.

Wages for other operative.s are about the Fame ratio.
Japan.-Japaneso Fpun-silk manufacturers have increased and extended their

output to a huge extent in the past few -ears. Of the 7C0,CCO women employees in
Japan, it is eitiniated by Dr. Kuwada, aJapanFe member of the ifouse of Peers,. that
over 10 per cent are ch ifdren under 14 year of age-in many ca.es only I 0 vars of age.
A large percentage of these children are employed in Fpun-;silk mills. It would be
manifestly unfair and impo..ible for Amerian tabor to compete against there condi
tions.

We respectfully suhlnit the atnove facts for your con-ideration, and tiuift that same
will have the attention of the Finance ('omnittee of the Senate.

PILE FABRICS.
[Paragraphs 1201-1215, and 1453.1

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK E. KIP, MONTCLAIR, N. Y., REPRE-
SENTING AMERICAN PILE FABRIC MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. Kip. Mv name is Frederick E. Kip. I am president of the
Salts Textile Manufacturin Co. Mills, Bridgeport, Conn.; president
Salts. Griswold Mills, Darb , Pa.; and represent severA.l other Amer-
ican pile-fabric manufuctureis.

lVe are manufacturers of pile fabrics-velvets, pluses, and
all fabrics having the pile or face extended in a vertical direc-
tion from the back of the fabric. We use all known textiles for the
pile or face of our goods, but principally silk, raw silk, thrown silk,
and spun silk, and mohair.

We earnestly petition that the rates under silk, Schedule 12,
and paragraph 1453, Schedule 14, sundries, of the House bill be re-
vised as follows, based on the American valuation plan:

Schedule 14, sundries, paragraph 1453, page 170, reading as fol-
lows: "Plush, black, known commercially as hatter's plush, com-
posed of silk, or of silk and cotton, of the qualities and widths used
generally in the making of men's hats, 10 per cent ad valorem," should
be entirely stricken out, and paragraph 1200, silk schedule, amended
to include "hatter's plush."

The purpose of this it to take silk plush-so-called hatter's plush-
out of paragraph 1463, sundries, where it does not belong and where
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it never should have been placed, and put it in paragraph 1206, silk
schedule where it rightly belongs and should be.

Amend Schedule 12, paragraph 1200, after the word pluseses"
y inserting "including such as are commercially known as hatter s

Schedule 12, silks and silk goods, paragraph 1453, page 170, to be
stricken out, hatter's plush being now covered by paragraph 1206.

Paragraph 1201, page 126, line 1, before "silk" insert "silk par-
tially or wholly degummed, or."

Paragraph 1201, page 126, line 13, should be "55 cents per pound"
instead of "35 cents per pound."

Paragraph 1201, page 126, line 15, catch clause to be 30 per cent
instead of 25 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1202, page 126, line 23, after the word " pound" insert
"Provided, That none of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty
than 311 per cent ad valorem."

Paragraph 1202, page 127, line 7, after "foregoing" insert "two
or more ply yarns."

Paragraph 1202, page 127, line 8, for "24 per cent" substitute
"35 per cent."

Paragraph 1203, page 127, line 23, catch clause to be 15 per cent
instead of 124 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1204, page 128, line 4, catch clause to be 25 per cent
instead of 20 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1204, page 128, line 8, catch clause to be 30 per cent
instead of 26 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1205, page 130, line 11, should be 383 per cent instead
of 331 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1205, page 133, line 12, catch clause to be 381 per cent
instead of 31 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1206, page 133, line 13, after " pushes" insert " includ-
ing such as are commercially known as hatters' plush."

Paragraph 1206, page 133, line 18, catch clause to be 41. per cent
ad valorem instead of 333 per cent ad valorem.

Pdragraph 1206, page 134, line 3, catch clause to be 411 per cent
ad valorem instead of 333 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1206, page 135, line 1, catch clause to be 411 per cent
ad valorem instead of 333 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1207, page 135, line 9, should be 40 per cent ad valorem
instead of 331 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1208, page 135, line 12, should be 414 per cent ad valorem
instead of 35 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1208, page 135, line 14, should be 463 per cent ad
valorem instead of 40 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1208, page 135, line 17, should be 461 per cent ad
valorem instead of 40 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1209, page 135, line 20, should be 40 per cent ad valorem
instead of 333 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1209, page 135, line 21, should be 463 per cent ad
valorem instead of 40 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1210, page 135 line 23, should be 25 per cent ad valorem
instead of 20 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1211, page 136, line 2, should be 463 per cent ad valorem
instead of 40 per cent ad valorem. 0
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Paragraph 1212, page 136, line 8, should be 461 per cent ad valo',em
instead of 40 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1213, page 136, line 15, should be 411 per cent ad valorem
instead of 35 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1215, page 137, line 7, should be 28 per cent ad valorem
instead of 25 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1215, page 137, line 10, shoilld be 421 per cent ad valorem
instead of 371 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 1453, page 170. reading as follows: "Plush, black
known commercially as hatters' plush, composed of silk, or of silk and
cotton of the qualities and widths used generally in the making of
men's hats, 10 per cent ad valorem," should be stricken out, as'hatter's
plush, as suggested above, would now be covered in the silk schedule,
paragraph 1206.

'Iliere is only one paragraph where we are asking that the specific
duty in the House bill be increased-viz, paragraph 1201. We ask
thai the specific duty on partially manufactured silk be made "55
vents a pound" instead of "35 cents a pound." It is imperative that
there be a specific duty of 55 cents per pound in paragraph 1201,
unless vott wish to ruin the entire spun silk industry. The rea-
son fo that is-and I will be very brief on the subject-that
there is this large trust that controls 95 pel. cent of the entire
spun silk and sehappe silk-spinning business in the whole of
Europe, and they have 30 mills in different countries--, in Italy, Switz-
erland, and France. In the manufacture of spun silk one of the
processes, the main process of getting it from the raw stock, the raw
silk, is known as dressing. The material is first cut up in certain
lengths, then put in a large frame, which revolves very slowly with
another circular drum with pins on revolving very much 'faster.
That material comes in contact with the fast-revolving drum and
takes out what is known as drafts or peignees. Those drafts first come
in about 6 or 8 inch lengths. The second time out they become
smaller, and the third and fourth time they get still smaller.

Now, the trust can take out two or three of those drafts and get
about CY0 or 70 per cent of that nmterial out. The remainder they can
leave in and they can sell that as a by-product at about one.fouith of
the actual value'. They can make that price anywhere they like. If
they add 10 per cent on the first, seconI, or third drafts they get the
other as low as they wish. They can sell it to the 30 cities were their
mill, are located. They have* large preparatory wvks where this
combI~ing and dressing is done for these other mills situated in the
30 cities.

Senator Smoor. You can do the same thing here, can you not?
Mr. Kip. We have no other people to sell to. We have to make

the complete process in our own mills. If we were a trust existing in
three countries and allowed to combine, we could do the same as they
do, but under our antitrust law we can not do that.

Therefore, they can send that out in these short drafts at A price
they can prove is a market price, sold to 30 of their own mills. Un-
less you have this specific rate you ate liable at any time, when they
so elect, to have them dominating this entire situation and putting
us out of business whenever they choose. That is why we ask for this
specific duty.
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Senator WATSON. Is this last draft what you call peign~es?
M1r. Kip. Those are peignees or drafts. The specific duties in the

House bill are inadequate, on account of the advanced value, since
they are incorporated in the Payne-Aldrich bill; but as we under-
stood they would not be increased, we are not petitioning for those.
but are giving you what in our opinion is the minimum amount of
ad valorem that will enable this industry to continue.

Senator SMoor. You want 55 cents a pound and .30 per cent ad
valorem in paragraph 1201?

Mr. Kip. Yes, sir.
Senator Sutoor. Is that foreign valuation or American valuation?
Mr. Kip. That is the American valuation plan.
Senator Smxoo'r. That is the American valuation plan?
Mr. KIP. Yes, sir.
Senator Smxoor. That means you want 54 per cent of this partially

manufactured waste?
Mr. Kip. You mean 30 per cent makes 54?
Senator SMor. No. Fifty-five cents a pound anti 30 per cent ad

valorem.
Mr. Kip. It is not "and.". I wish to correct you on that. It is a

catch clause.
Senator SM ooT. I am aware of that, but I understood you to say

you wanted the 55 cents a putnd "and ' 30 per cent ad valorem.
Air. Kip. No.
Senator Sizoor. That is not what you mean?
Mr. Kip. It says the catch clause to be 30 instead of 25.
Senator S3boo'r. I asked you the question because I understood you,

to say you wanted 55 and 30.
Mr. Kip. I misstated it, if I did. The 55 cents is in there to

cover--
Senator S3zoo'r (interposing). I understand you now.
Mr. Kip. All previous tariffs including even the Democratic

tariff-Underwood-Simmons-of 1913, and the Wilson bill of 1893,
have Olways accorded to velvets, plushes, and other silk-pile fabrics
a hi her rate of duty than silk piece goods, due to the fact that one
of tte principal raw materials used by pile-fabric manufacturers
is spiun-silk or schappe-silk yarp, which'has paid a duty, in the dif-
ferent tariffs, of from 30 to 35 per cent.

The specific rates in the House bill are not anything like high
enough to protect the American manufacturers And workmen in
view of the present higher values. Nevertheless, we are only asking
for an increase of one specific rate of duty-that is, in paragraph
1201, where we ask for "55 cents per pound( on silk partially mann-
factured." We are asking, however, for slight additional ad'valoreni
rates on the catch clauses of the different paragraphs of the silk
schedule-equaling an advance over the House bill of from 21 to
7 per cent. This advance is absolutely imperative if the industry
is to continue the employment of the present operatives. The dif-
ference between the House rates and those asked for is not large and
when you take into consideration the fact that silk velvets, flushes,
and silk pile fabrics are articles of luxury, we feel that ifter due
consideration the committee will see the wlsdorn and necessity of so
increasing the rates over the House bill.
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In the House bill, Schedule 14-Sutidries, paragraph 1453, plushes,
black, known commercially as hatter's plush, carry only a 10 per
cent duty, whereas identically the same quality and grade of plush,
only in a different width, in both blacks and colors, under the silk
schedule, paragraph 1206, carries a duty of 33J per cent-we are
petitioning that this be advanced to 41. per cent.

Paragraph 1453, Schedule 14-Sundries, reads as follows:
Plush, black, known commercially as hatter's plush, composed of silk or of

silk and cotton, of the qualities and widths used generally In the making o?
men's hats, 10 per centum ad vnlorem.

The usual width of hatter's plush for the making of men's high
silk hats is either 22 or 260 inches. Therefore, if silk pushes, in
black, of identically the saime quality are imported in 17-inch, 18-
inch. 19-inch, 20-inch, 21-inch, or in any width other than 22-inch
Iiir 261-inch, under the house bill the duty would be 33J per cent,
whereas the duIty on identically the same cloth and quality if in the
22-inch or 261-inch width woufd be 10 per cent.

This clause has also existed in previous tariff bills and has always
caused a great deal of difilulty in the customhouse. Years ago this
hatter's pl1sh clause favoritism cost the United States Government
over 1$20,000,000 in refunds of duty.

From 1895 to 1910 the fashion *was not strong for ladies' hats
made of the hatter's silk-plush variety, although during 1917 and
1918 a considerable fashion for ladies' hats started thereon, which
has gradually increased until to-day it is actually the leading milli-
nery fashion in Europe.

I'herewith present a lady's hat such as is being sold so extensively
in Europe and America made from hatter's plush.

Senator McLEAN. What would be the duty on that hat?
Mr. Kip. The hat itself?
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Mr. Kip. They don't import them that way. They import the

goods.
Senator McLEAN-. The material in that hat?
Mr. Kip. Ten per cent.
Senator MCLEAN. Can you give the committee any idea what it

would be in money, how much it would amount to?
Mr. Kip. On the foreign value?
Senator MCLEA.. Yes.
Mr. Kip. Those goods on the foreign value are probably worth in'

francs-I will have to figure that out.
Senator McLAN. You need not stop now. Go ahead.
Mr. Kip. I will give that to you very shortly.
This hat, as you will see, is made of identically the same material

of hatter's plush as is used for the making of men's high silk hats.
I am showing this in both the 20-inch length and the lower grade

of the same thing in 17 inches. This will pay a duty of from 33J
to 41 per cent, and this [indicating] will pay a duty of 10 per cent.

I quote from page 580 of "Summary of Tariff Information, 1920,"
prepared for the use of the Committee on Ways and Means under
direction of the clerk of the committee:

General information-IDseription and usc&.-Hatter's plush, under this pnra-
graph, refers to black plush, 22 Inches or more In width, with a soft silk "1 pile"
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that will iron (]own to a gloisy surface and hold its color under the heated iron.
It was primarily used for men's silk hats, but it is now a favored material for
wonien's hats and other purposes.

Imports of hatter's plush come almost exclusively from France, from 1895
through 1909 averaging only $46,000 in value. An Increase began in 1910, rising
to $170,777 in 1914, $445,070 in 1917, and $238,133 in 1918. The Increase was
largely due to tihe enlarged use for women's hats and other purposes.

Kindly note that the unbiased clerk of the committee certifies to
the Ways and Means Committee that the increase of ten times the
average amount of importations under this paragraph is "largely
due to the enlarged use for women's hats" and purposes other than
hatter's plush for men's hats.

I would also call attention to the remarks relative to hatter's plush
under "Interpretation and comments" of the same book of tariff'
information, wherein the decisions of the court are set forth show.
ing the great confusion and uncertainty that exists in the customs
duties relative to silk plushes of this type.

And at the end of the remarks regarding court decisions relative
thereto, on page 581, the following is stated:

If this provision should be contmmued in the law, It would be nmore appro-
priately placed in Schedule L than in Schedule N.

If It should be desired to exclude tile low grades of hatter's plush covered
by th:s paragraph, the words " of time qualities and widths used generally lit the
making of amen's hats" mnght be substituted for the words "such as Is used
for making men's hats."

I wish to call special attention to the fact that the clerk of the
committee, after knowing the confusion caused by this separate
paragraph for hatter's plush in the courts, has stated distinctly that
in case the provisions should be continued in the law it should be
placed in Schedule L and not in Schedule N.

Senator WATSON. I will just say that Mr. Davis stated to me that
he thought that was the right thing to do. He could not tell what
was imported by the milliners, or imported by the hat manu-
facturers, if there was that low rate, and the classification ought not
to be in 1453 and ought to be stricken out..

,Mir. Kiz-. Yes; there is no question about that. Senator.
Furthermore, that the language. to avoid suits as much as possible,

should be " of the qualities and widths used generally in the makingof men's hats.')"That was state because the importers would protest the invoices

.in any width of silk plush, and, finally v:inning the suit, would get
the refund from the Government on that basis. The Treasury De-
l);i'rtlent and others state that if you want to exclude those low
grades, then put it "of the qualities fnh widths," so that there can be
no protest or refund made for widths other than 22 to 261 inches.

Senator MCCUMBER. Why use the word "widths"?
Mr. Kip. You take the hat phlshes, and they invoice it at 18

inches, and it is 18 inches, and they protest it for 10 per cent. A
suit is brought and they generally win it on the phraseolo ay of the
thing as it is. I mi nt state that when this hatter's plhlih first
appeared in the tariff of 1883, it came in at 25 per cent, instead
of the regular rate of 50.

Senator MOCUMII E. Why not say "of the kind usually used in the
manufacture of hats," without reference to the widthsl You have
low-crowned hats and high hats, and they require different widths,
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If it is the same quality, whatever it is used for, why should it not
pay the same duty, irrespective of width I

Mr. Kip. That is what no one in the country, excepting a few
importers, can understand. That is the purpose of my remarks here.

Senator S3zoor. The House provision says "of the qualities and
widths used." That is the way it reads in the Fordney bill.

Mr. KIP. Yes, sir.
Senator McCUMBEn. What is the use in using the words " 'and

width " If it is of the same quality, and it is worth the same, costs
practically the same to produce it at home or abroad, why should
we make a difference in the duty whether it is 22 inches wide or'27
inches wide?

Mr. Kip. Only to allow the importing element to import a similar
grade at 10 per cent instead of 30 or 40 per cent. That is the only
reason.

Senator ,McCu rnFa. But I understood your proposition to still
continue that.

Mr. Kip. No sir. I have not explained that far yet.
Senator MCdUMJIER. Excuse me.
Mr. Kip. As I say, furthermore, that the language, to avoid suits

as much as possible, should be "of the qualities and widths used gen-
erally in the making of men's hats." That is the language proposed
by the experts of the Treasury Department and others in this tariff
survey.-

It will be noted that in the House bill the exact wording, as sug-
gested on page 381 of this book of tariff information, has been incor-
porated in the bill, namely, "of the qualities and widths used gener-
ally in the making of men's hats," but the other suggestions of in-
cluding this provision in Schedule L. now 12, has not been adopted.
It stil remains in Schedule 14-Sundries, paragraph 1453.

The simple reason is evident-that is, that this whole separate par-
agraph of hatter's plush can not bear the light of day, and if it were
placed in Schedule L it would have the searchlight turned on and
would not last five minutes. And, for this reason and this reason
alone, the parties interested have had this paragraph continued in
Schedule N, now 14, sundries, where it has in former tariffs always
remained unnoticed and not taken cognizance of by anyone inter-
ested in the silk schedule, as they had no reason to suspect a low
duty on silk plush in a schedule entirely ungermane to the silk
schedule.

At the present time the great fashionable vogue in Europe in
ladies' hats is for hatter's plush and "panne velvets," so called,
which are exactly the same as hatter's plush, namely, a pile fabric
having a soft, silk pile made of organzine silk that isironed down to
a glossy surface to obtain the intensive luster which characterizes
hatter's plush used for men's high silk hats. I feel positive that I do
not exaggerate when I state that in the months of April, May, June,
July, August, September, and October, 1921, there were sold in
Europe for use in making ladies' hats at least $1,000 000 per month
of such panne velvets and hatter's plush; that the fashion on this
article in America for 1922 will be very extensive; and that instead
of the importations increasing from an average of $40,000 for 14
years from 1895 through 1909 to $445,070 in 1917, if this paragraph
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is left at 10 per cent they will increase in 19"22 to several millions
of dollars, to the great detriment of labor in this country.

In this connection I must state that in addition to having large
plush and velvet mills in America we have very extensive plush and
velvet mills at several places in France, the principal mill being in
Lyons, France; and on account of having these foreign mills it
would be to our pecuniary advantage to have the proposed law con-
tinue the rate of 10 per cent on hatter's plush; but as this article
has now assumed such large sales proportions for ladies' hats-in
fact, we figure it has sold in Europe to the extent of 60 per cent of
all' plush and velvet material for ladies' hats-we fear that with
only 10 per cent duty on same it would compel us here to throw out
of employment a large proportion of our velvet operatives making
this fine class of material.

In this connection I will show you a page from the mail-order house
of Philipsborn's. of Chicago, Ill., and I call your attention to stvles
3W5693 and 311569'2. I would like for each of the Senators to take
a look at that, and take particular notice of the fact that in describing
this article, even in a catalogue house, they state "Genuine silk
hatter's plush."

Senator 81oor. What does a gentleman's silk hat cost at retail?
Mr. Kip. From $7 to $10.
Senator S.iooT. And this hat costs $20. Is that because it is a

woman's hat?
Mr. Kip. I don't know. My salesman got it. I don't know what

it costs.
Senator Sioor. $20.
Senator MCLEAW. It is marked down to $15.
Senator S3roor. That is the sale price, That is simply because it

is a woman's hat. A man's hat is $7, and costs more money to make it.
Mr. Kip. Yes. sir; a good deal more money. That was made in

this country by Knox.
Senator MCLEAN. I would like to know what the duty is on that

hat.
3,r. Kip. I will come to that in a minute. It would not cost any

more under your regular schedule.
We can make these goods ourselves in our mills in France and

can make extra money at 10 per cent duty. We have an advantage
over the other United'States manufacturers here, except one, and that
is J. 1). Martin, the only one that can do the same thing. Yet it has
assumed such large sales proportion that we would prefer to keep our
people in Bridgeport and elsewhere busy, rather than make the extra
money. So we are petitioning and strenuously requesting that para-
graph 1453 be stricken out entirely and the articles be included strictly
in Schedule 12, paragraph 1206, *at the same rate of duty as are otler
silk plushes. Furthermore, we feel convinced if hatter's plush is
included in paragraph 1206 at the same rate of duty as the other silk
plnshes and silk velvets, that men's high silk hats will not cost one
penny more, as only a small quantity of plush is used in each hat and
the additional cost of duty would be assumed by the manufacturer
and not passed on to the customer.

We believe that the reason why this hatter's plush has so long
enjoyed this unheard-of privilege is because the importations were
small and it has always been included erroneously in Schedule N-
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Sundries instead of where it should have been under Schedule I.-
Silks and silk goods, and we feel positive, now tiiat the committee has
been thoroughly enlightened on the subject, that they will include
hatter's plush in paragraph 1206, Schedule 12, making this para-
graph read as follows:

Paragraph 1206. Pushes, Including such as are commercially known as hat-
ter's plush, cut or uncut, composed wholly or in chief value of silk, weighing not
less than nine and one-half ounces per square yard, $1 per pound: weighing
less than nine and one-half ounces per square yard, $2.40 per pound: Provided,
That none of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty than 411 per centum
ad valorem. Velvets, chenilles, and other pile fabrics, not specially provided
for, cut or uncut, composed wholly or In chief value of silk, weighing not less
than five and three-fourths ounces per square yard, $1.50 per pound; weigh.
Ing less than five and three-fourths ounces per square yard, not less than
four ounces, If all the filling Is not cotton, $2.75 per pound; if all the filling is
cotton, $2 per pound; all the foregoing weighing less than four ounces per
square yard, $4 per pound: Provided, That none of the foregoing shall pay a
less rate of duty than 411 per centum ad valorem. Measurements to ascertain
widths of goods for determining weight per square yard of the foregoing
nrticles shall not include the selvedge, but the duty shall be levied upon the
total weight of the goods, including the selvedges. The distinction betiveen
"plushes" and "velvets" shall be determined by the length of the pile; those
having pile exceeding one-seventh of one inch in length to be taken as
pusheses; those having pile one-seventh of one Inch or less in length shall
be taken as "velvets." The distance from the end of the pile to the bottom
of the first binding pick shall be considered as the length of the pile.

Velvet or plush ribbons, and all other pile fabrics, cut or uncut, composed
wholly or In chief value of silk, not specially provided for, not over twelve
inches and not less than three-fourths of one Inch In width, containing no silk
except that in the pile and selvedges; If black, $1.60 per pound; If other than
black, $1.75 per pound; if containing silk other than that In the pile and
selvedges, If black, $2 per pound; if other than black, $2.25 per pound, for each
one-fourth of one Inch or fraction thereof, less than three-fourths of one Inch
In width, there shall be paid in addition to the above rates, 40 cents per
pound: Provided, That none of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty
than 414 per centum ad valorem

We do not know of any more unjustifiable discrimination in legis.
lative acts than is shown in the case of this hatter's plush, where an
article, on the one hand, for use in men's high silk hats-a very per-
sonification of extreme luxury--"is taxed 10 per cent, while, on the
other hand, identically the same article, of identically the same
quality--one in a different width, for use in ladies' hats worn by our
working women and our women of moderate means-is taxed three or
four times that amount. There can be no analysis nor any common-
sense reason that can possibly justify such unjust discrimination.
We therefore rest in full confidence that the committee will cancel
paragraph 1453 in the sundries schedule and will include hatter's
plush in paragraph 1206 of the silk schedule.

Senator Sm'iooT. Do you know where this lady's hat was produced?
Mr. Kip. From Knox.
Senator S3!ooT. Where?
Mr. Kip. New York, F rtieth Street and Fifth Avenue.
Senator S iooT. I notice that Philipsborn's, in Chicago, has the

same hat advertised to sell for $3.48.
Mr. Kip. Yes; it may not be the same hat.
Senator S31ooT. It says "genuine silk hatter's plush."
Mr. Kip. That would be genuine silk hatter's plush. That just

proves my case. 'here is a grade that does not cost one-half of this
one, and yet it is genuine silk hatter's plush.

81527-22-scK 12---4
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Senator LA FOLLETrE. Can you state what the value of the ma-
terial in this hat is?

Mr. Kip. The domestic value?
Senator L.&, FoixwrrE. Yes.
Mr. Kip. It sold at about $5 a yard for 26 inches.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Reduced to this hat, the quantity that goes

into this hat, what did the material in this hat cost?
Mr. Kip. I should not think the silk hatter's plush in that hat

would be over three-quarters of a yard; it might cost about $3.50.
The whole hat may cost $5 or $6. It may have cost Knox $8.

Senator LA Fou rx. You mean the'material?
Mr. Kip. The material and cost of manufacturing it into a hat.

I am speaking now of Knox. Of course, that would be made for less
than half that with other people.

Senator L., FoLmLTE. The same hat?
Mr. Kip. Yes, sir.
Senator S-roor. They pay that for the word "Knox"?
Mr. Kip. Yes, sir; I do for the hats I buy.
Senator LA FoLLE'rrE. It does not cost, any more to make it because

they put the word "Knox" in it than f they put the word "Box"
in it.

Mr. Kip. Oh, yes; because they have their ov,'rhead. Their over-
head is very much higher than some others.

Senator LA Fou 'ru. Why
Mr. Kip. They have a tremendous expense, and they don't havethe output that a concern running on a different basis would have;

that is, running full on all classes of goods. They make all kinds of
hats, felt hats, and those kind of hats. They don't make as many as
the others.

Senator LA FoLLLE. You mean they don't make as many as Knox
does?

Mr. Kip. Knox does not make as many as the others.
Senator S rooT. They are content with a larger profit and a less

number of hats sold?
Mifr. Kip. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. You will find the same proportion of difference

in the felt hats.
Senator LA FoLLrarE. I want to ask you concerning the importa-

tions of plushes and velvets. What is the domestic production in this
country of plushes and velvets-the value of it?

Mr. *Ku.. I have not teken that up. I think you will get it in the
silk association statistics. I could not tell you offhand, Senator. It
is quite a large amount.

Senator LA FOLLIET. It was about $42,552,000 in 1919.
Mr. Kip. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do you know what the imports were in

1919?
Mr. Ku. They would be low, because that was the time of extreme

war and France was not shipping anything, and, of course, Germany
was out of business.

Senator LA FoLrvwr, The war was over in 1919.
Mr. Kip. It was over in 1918, but the effects of it were not over by

that time. There was very little shipped from Europe in 1919.
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Senator LA Fouimri& There was less shipped in 1921, was there
not?

Mr. Kip. I really don't know, Senator.
Senator MCLEAz. What is the condition of your business to-day?
Mr. Kip. It is not good. It will be much worse if we have 10 per

cent on hatter's plush.
Senator McLEAN. How many hands do you employ?
Mr. Kip. In the different mills between 3,500 and 4,000, according

to the times.
Senator McLEAN. What is the condition of the market here to-day?
Mr. Kip. It is absolutely unsettled. It is impossible to do business

at the present time. We have made two reductions in wages. The
last one was made about a week or 10 days ago. Some of my people
came to me and I told them, "We will probably try to run full, but
you will have to have a reduction."

Senator MCLEAN. How were you running?
Mr. Kip. About three days.
Senator McLAx. About three days in a week?
Mr. Kip. About three days in a week. They said, "Mr. Kip, if you

think we should have a reduction we are willing to take whatever you
think is right." We put in a reduction and they are very highly
delighted that we are running as full as we are. In Bridgeport no-
body is run:.ing full.

Senator McLP.Ax. What was the reduction in wages?
Mr. Kii. We made about 22 per cent reduction since the 1st of Jan-

uary, 1921.
.Senator McLEAN. How do the wages you are paying with the re-

duction compare with the 1914 wages?
Mr. Kip. lcy are about an average of from 75 to 90 per cent

more.
Senator McLLN. Are you finding a market for the .product you

are making now?
Mr. KiP. We are not. We are making up all of our goods at the

present time in stock with the hope that we are going to find a
market.

Senator McLEAN. You are storing them, anticipating a market?
Mr. Ki. Yes, sir; absolutely.
Senator Ssfwr. Did you in '1909 ask that hatter's plush be put in

the regular silk schedule instead of sundries?
Mr. Kip. We did not.
Senator S.roor. Why did you not?
Mr. Kip. We never noticed it. Just as I said here, we looked at the

silk schedule and we certainly didn't think of looking anywhere else.
We didn't dream of looking under the sundries schedule. That is
why it was put in there, so those interested would not see it.

Senator Smoor. Did you not feel the effect of it?
Mr. Kip. We did not very much, because importations at that time

had not changed. The vogue of hatter's plush and panne velvets for
millinery was not overwhelming. Now it is the great vogue. Sixty
per cent of the velvet and plush goods is sold as hatter's plush at the
present time.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that all?
Mr. Kip. Yes, sir.
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OHINESE SILKS.

(Paragraph 1205.]

STATEMENT OF ALFRED KOHLBERG, BAYSIDE, LONG ISLAND, REP-
RESENTING AMERICAN IMPORTERS OF CHINESE SILKS.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kohlberg, what is your occupationI
Mr. KOHLBERO. I am an importer of Chinese and Japanese silk

goods.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you reside? -
Mr. KOHLBERO. Bayside, Long Island.
The CHAIRMAN. You speak from the importer's point of view, do

youI
Mr. KOHLBERn. I do. I speak for the American importers of

Chinese silks only. I am not touching the subject of Japanese silks,
except as that subject i3 brought in incidentally.

Senator SMOOT. Do you import anything but piece goods?
Mr. KOHLBERO. I import other lines of laces and Chinese rugs, but

no other silks. I am speaking only to call the committee's attention
to the specific rates in paragraph 1205 applying to Chinese silk goods,
which amount to an absolute prohibition on the importation of
Chinese silk goods. These rates are $3 per pound on all silk piece
goods, ungunmed, weighing from 14 to 2J ounces per yard and $2.75
per pound on all silk piece goods, ungummed, weighing from 21 to
6 ounces per yard.

As the bul of the import of Chinese pongees, which are the only
imports from China weighing between 11 and 2 ounces, mean a
great deal to us, I have prepared my figures on the basis of 83 per
pound only.

Senator SMoOT. Do you prefer to take the straight ad valorem
duty?

Mr. KOHLBERG. That is what I wish to ask the committee for.
Senator SMOOT. What do you ask on the American valuation?
Mr. KOHLBERO. I am not prepared to ask, but I have hero some

figures.
Senator SMOOT. What do you suggest?
Mr. KOILBERG. I would like to have the committee judge for

itself.
I have a statement of my business for several years, showing my

total sales and the total duty actually paid at 45 per cent, and then
showing the percentage on my sales, American valuation, that would
be. My total sales of Chinese and Japanese silks were $391,927 for
the first 11 months of the year. The amount of duty paid was
$89,743. That is on 46 per cnt of the foreign value rate. That
works out exactly 22.9 per cent of the sale value, which would be the
rate I would suggest on the American valuation. I have also worked
it out algebraically, and it comes out about the same thing. I pre-
pared this little table because I thought you might find it interesting.

Senator SMOOT. Then that same rate would be 45 per cent?
Mr. KOHLBERO. Forty-five per cent on the foreign value. In other

words, had the American value rate been 22.9, I would have paid the
Government exactly the same amount of money that I did pay on
the foreign value.
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Senator DILLNOII,A. What is the ratio of duty to sales ?
Mr. KOHLBERO. I have here a table showing the imports of Chinese

silks last year as well as the Japanese, and showing the duty paid
under the Underwood tariff, and what the specific rates in this tariff
would mean in the wty of an increase.

The imports from japan were two and a half million pounds,
valued at $16,000,000, in round figures. The duty paid under the
Underwood tariff was seven and a half million dollars. Had that
been assessed at the Fordnoy rate of $3 per pound, the duty would.
have amounted to $7,629,018, an increase of only 2 per cent.

From China we imported 496,368 pounds, valued at $1,288,373,
one-tenth of the amount that we imported from Japan.

Under the Underwood tariff (45 per cent) that paid a duty of
$579,767. Under the Fordney tariff of $3 per pound that would
have paid a duty of $1,489,104, an increase in the duty of 157 per
cent.

The reason for this is that Chinese silks are made on hand looms,
and the rougher silks, as they come into this country, contain a great
deal of gum and also considerable amounts of starch, which adds to
their weight, so that any Apecific duty applied to them would be un-
fair, unless you were to take the actual boiled-out weight of them.

I have here some samples showing the difference between the
Japanese and'Chinese silks. That [indicating] is Japanese silk. That
is a piece of Japanese habutai.

I have four qualities of Chinese silk which cover practically the
entire importations. These (indicating] are Chinese pongees. They
are made in Shantung Province. There are four different weights.
I have here the percentage of increase on each. Then I have three
qualities of Japanese silks which compete with them in this market
and which you will see run much lighter in weight and, therefore,
will be very much favored under this new tariff. That is used for
suitings [indicating].

On the second page there I have given the four qualities of.Chinese
silk which show an increase in duty, respectively, of 359 per cent,
131 per cent, 131 per cent, and 250 per cent over the present duty,
by applying the specific rate, while on the three Japanese qualities
the increase would be 51 per cent 46 per cent, and 32 per ceit.
These increases are based on the values as of August 1. To-day the
proportion would be greater, because Japanese goods have gone up
in value.

The remedy for that is the striking out of the specific rates as they
affect tussah. This pongee is not made of white silk; it is made of a
silk called tussah.

If on the other hand, the specific rates are to be maintained, we
would ask that you put a special rate on tussah and suggest $1.50 per
pound instead of $3 per pound. This rate would actually work a
considerable increase over the present 45 per cent duty, but would
not be prohibitive. If applied to last year's imports, it would in-
crease the rate of duty from 45 per cent to 58 per cent, which would
not be prohibitive on our goods.

Senator S.iooT. Would that apply to all weights?
Mr. KOJLBERO. It would app y to all weights. They all come in

two brackets. There is only 25 cents difference in the rates at

0 0 ow.
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present. I am taking the higher rates. If this $1.50 should not
work out all right on Japanese goods, it would not do any harm,
because the catch-all ad valorem clause would bring it up to the
other rates.

Senator S'.oOT. It would not fall in the batch-all clause if it were
specifically mentioned.

Mr. KOHLBERO. It could be made to fall in there.
Senator SMIOOT. We could limit the rate.

. Mr. KOHLBERO. You could make the catch-all clause apply to it-
that is, take the specific rate, if that were higher, or the catch-all
clause if that were higher.

As Mr. Cheney suggested, specific rates do not do the domestic
manufacturer any good, but on this one thing they are absolutely
prohibitive, so I do not think there would be any objection from the
manufacturers if those specific rates were stricken out entirely and
only the ad valorem rates allowed to remain in. That would then
apply fairly down the line.

I think that covers my case.
Senator McLEAN. How long have you been in business?
Mr. KOHLBERO. Since 1913, in this business.
Senator McLEAN. You did not have much experience prior to the

war?
Mr. KOHLBERO. During the years 1909 to 1913 there was prac-

tically no importation of this kind of silk into this country, due to
the Payne-Aldrich rate of $3 a pound.

Senator McLEAN. Has your business increased?
Mr. KOHLBERO. It has increased each year until this year.
Senator McLEAN. What is the difference between this year and

last year?
Mi. KOILBERO. I could not say offhand. This year is not com-

plete, of course.
Senator McLEAN. I thought you could give that.
Mr. KOHLBERO. I have it for 11 months. I do not know what

those months would have shown last year.
Senator McLEAN. Do you know whether it is more or les?
Mr. KOILBERO. I know my total business, but I do not know the

business on silks. You see, I handle other lines as well.
Senator McLEAN. What other lines?
Mr. KOHLBERO. Laces and rugs.
Senator McLEAN. How does the total business this year compare

with last year?
Mr. KOHLBERO. My total business for 1921 was probably 50 per

cent above 1920. But the big increase in Chinese laces has resulted
from the fashion.

Senator MCLEAN. The business this year is above that of 1920?
Mr. KOILBERO. B about 50 per cent.
Senator McLEAN. Has the importation of the other goods in-

creased this year?
Mr. KOHLBERO. Yes; the importation of laces has increased very

materially.
Senator MCLEAN. How about the pongee, or whatever you call itI
Mr. KOILBERO. I think about the same. This year it was

$391,000. I think last year would be about the same.
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Senator MCLEA.. I assume you make a fair profit on your busi-
ness?

Mr. KOIILBERG. We try to. Sometimes the conditions of the
market give us more than a reasonable profit and sometimes not.

Senator McLEAN. Do you think that the manufacturers of the
goods think that they ought to have a tariff representing the difference
in the labor cost?

Mr. KOHLBERG. I certainly do.
Senator McLEAN. How much more?
Mr. KOILBERG. That tariff would be arrived at better by taking

the ad valorem rate.
Senator McLEAN. Do you think the American manufacturer with

whom you compete should have a tariff that will equal the difference
in the labor cost?

Mr. KOHLBERG. Yes, Sir. As a matter of fact, our silk is not
made in this country. They do not make anything like it here.

COMPARISON OF FORDNEY AND UNDERWOOD TARIFF RATES O SILK PIECE GOODS
IMPORTED FROM CHINA AND 1APAN, FISCAL YEAR ENDING JULY 1, 1921.

Imports from Japan: 2,543,006 pounds; value, $16,640,018; average value per
pound, $8.54; duty on above under Underwood tariff (45 per cent) 7,4$8,008.10;
average per pound, $2.941; duty on above under Fordney tariff (43 per pound),
$7L629,018 (45.8 per cent).

imports from China: 490,368 pounds, value $1288,373; average value per pound,
$2.60; duty on above under Underwood tariff (4 5 per cent), $679,767.85; duty on
above under Fordney tariff ($3.per pound), $1,489,104 (115.5 per cent).

Japanese silk duty increased from 45 to 45.8 per cent.
Chines silk duty increased from 45 to 115.5 per cent.

PROPOSAL FOR RATE OF 61.50 PER POUND ON SILK PIECE GOODS MANUFACTURED
WHOLLY OF TUSSAlT.

Presuming total imports of silk piece goods from China are made of tusah, duty
at rate of $1.50 per pound would produce $744,552 revenue, or 58 per cent.

Averae price of tussah and white silk: 1913 (prewar), white silk, $3.60 per pound;
tussah, $1.50 per pound; 1918 (war), white silk, $7 per pound; tussab, $3.50 per
pound; 1920-21 (postwar), white silk $6 per pound; tussah, $2.75 per pound.

All statistics from Department of commerce "Monthly Summary of Foreign Com-
merce," June, 1921, Part 1, page 19.

Comparison ofsample#, August 1, 1921.

CHINESE SILK PONGEES (TUSSAH).

Underwood
duty per Fordney. Increase.

piece.

Per cent.
A. 32/34 ounce, 17/18 yard Shantun .................. $1.35 1& 20 $4.85 359
D. 90/100 ounce, 48/0yard Ninga. .......... . 7.80 18.0) 10.20 131
C. 38/40 our e, 18/20 yard IHonan .................... . 3.15 7.30 4.15 131
D. 1201130 ounce, 2830 yard Ninghal ................... 7.50 23.25 15.75 210

JAPANESE SILK PONOEES (TUSSAH).

E 12 momme, 33 fncb, 0 yard lecee ............. I 8M.70 $13-20 84.5,0 1 i
F. 14 moinmme, 33 inch, 0 yard pieces................. 10.60 15.40 4.90 46
0. 16 morine, 33Inch 50 yard piecee .................. 1330 17.60 4.30 32
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On behalf of American importers of Chinese silk fabrics, I protest against the specific
rates on silk fabrics in the piece contained in pages 130, line 12, to 133, line 4,
Schedule 12, of H. R. 7456 (the Fordney tariff) as being in effect an absolute pro-
L'bitlon of the Importation of Chinese silk fabrics in the piece.

I also prtest againstthis schedule as being d riscnminatorv against Chinese and in
favor of Japan Silk piece goods, due to Its metod of cleassmfcation

In support of those two grounds of protest noted above, I submit the following data
taken from the United States Department of Commerce Monthly Sunimar~' of Foreign_Commerce, june, 1921, part 1, page 19. 'These figures coyer tho last fiscal year only,
but the comparisons would ho ld true for each year of the past tour or five withoutmaterial change.

ToTAL MoRTs cHNA AND .JAPAs.

The total imports of silk piece goods from China in the fiscal year ending June 30,
1921, were 498,388 pounds, valued at $1,288,373.

Under the Underwood Act (45 per cent ad valorem), this paid a total duty of
_579,767.85. Under the Fordney Act ( 3 per pound), this wotld have paid a total

bue i s uld have been $909,336.15, or an increase of 157 per cent.
The total imports of silk piece goods from Japan in the same fiscal year were 2,543,006

pounds, valued at a1640,018.
Under the Underwood Act (45 per cent ad valorem), this paid a total duty of

$7,488,008.10. Under the Fordney Act (3 per pound, average), this would have paid
a total duty of $7,629,018.

The increase would have been $14,009.90, or an increase of 2 per cent.
Thus it will be seen that under the Fordney Act the duty on last year's ,43rtations

of Chinese silk fabrics in the piece would have been raised 157 per cent while under
the same dgct the advance in duty on Japanese importations would have been only2 per cent. As under the Underwood Act both pad at the equal rate of 45 per cent,
and as imports from Japan each year are at least ten times as great as from China,
it will be seen that the proposed specific rates will wipe out imports of Chinese silk

fabrics as a whole ani divert most of that business to Japanese manufacturers.

KINDS 0F SILK IMPORTED.

Our imports of silk fabrics in the piece from China consist entirely of pongees (alo
called Shantung8, Ninghais, and Ifonans to distinguish different qualities). 'These
are made entirely of tussah, a silk produced by a 'wild" worm that subsists on the
scrub oak of the Shantung and Manchurian fothills, and, due to its diet, the silk
acquires the tan or "pongee" color familiar to all.

This tussah silk in the raw has normally about half the value of the regular white
or yellow silk produced in China, Japan, Italy, and elsewhere by the more commonly
kn;wn silkworm that is raised in the homes of the farmers and feeds on mulberry
leaves.

Our imports of silk piece goods from Japan consist of about 75 per cent of habutal
(made of white silk) and 25 per cent of pongee (made of ttisah). As habtai docs
not come into competition with Chine.e silk piece goods, 1 shall omit further refer-
ence to it. Japanese pongee, which was imported to the extent of aLout $000,0
last year (three times the import from China), is of a finer and lighter weave than the
Chi&e se product, The Fordnev tariff raises the dilties on the four principal kindsof
Chinese pongee 131, 131, 210, a'nd 2.59 per cent, respeclively, while it only raises the
duty on the three principal kinds of Japanese pongees 32, 4', and 61 per cent, respec-tively.

Thus we see that both as a whole and on every item in detail Chinese tilks are
discriminated against in favor of Japanese to the extent of absolute prohibition.

THE REMEDY.

The only real remedy for this discrimination in the Fordney tariff is nothing les
than the absolute striking out of the specific rates on silk and the return to ad valorem
rates only. As a matter of fact, specific rates on a commodity such as silk fabrics
are neither based on reason, trade custom,, nor fairness, as there is no connection
between the weight per square yard of silk fabrics and the labor cost or intrinsic
value thereof. Whe labor cost ii a yard of silk is more often in inverse ratio to the
weight, so that, from the point of view of protection, the most equitable tariff (in view
of th, fact that raw silk comes in free) would be a tariff that deducted from the finished
cost of imported silk the value of the raw material therein and then levied a double
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duty on the remainder. This would put the greatest protection on the qualities
containing the greatest amount of labor cost.

If, however, your committee is determined to keep specific duties in 8&hedule 12
then I suggest the addition of a paragraph putting on all piece goods man ufactured
wholly of tussah silk a rate of $1.60 per pound. This rate would actually raise the
duly on Chinese Importations and if it proved too low for Japanese pongees they
woild be caught by the ad valorem "catch-all" rate.

Although this subject of Chin s silk fabrics in the piece is a small one compared
to thermanv matters before your committee, may I not hope that in view of our preFent,
past, and future mot pleasant relations with the Chinete Bepublic, her interests be
not discriminated against in your recommendations to the Congress?

SILK PIEE GOODS.

[Paragrsph 1205.]

STATEMENT OF ERNEST RUEGG, REPRESENTING 8CHVWARTZEN-
BAOK, HUBER & CO. NEW YORK CITY.

Senator 'McCwIE R. Mr. Ruegg, give your address and businessto the stenographer.oMr. Ruthe. Ernest J. Ruegg, 470 Fourth Avenue, New York

City. I represent Schwartzenback, Huber & Co. We are manu-
facturers of silk piece goods only, and of no other kind of silk. We
also import piece goods fabric from Japan and from China; some-
times also from Europe.

Senator DILL NoHAM. To what paragraph do you intend to address
yourself?

Mr. RuEGo. Paragraph 1205 solely.
Before 1913 we made quite a quantity of silk piece goods which

competed very closely with the Japanese and Chinese products.
The Payne tariff at that time was so fair that orders were some-

times divided between us and Japan. We would secure one-half of
the orders and Japan would get the other half. The duty was not
too high; it was not too low. It gave us both a chance.

In 1913 or 1914, when the duty was lowered to 45 per cent ad
valorem, we immediately had to discontinue a largo number of our
fabrics. We had built up a very excellent trade on them and had
created a lot of good will and many connections. So we started to
import these Japanese and Chinese fabrics instead of supplying our
trade so that we could hold this trade until some day when another
tariff might permit us to resume the making of domestic goods.,

We are to-day importing a very large volume of Japanese and
Chinese piece goods. That business goes on very merrily. It is
very easily done. There is very little profit in it. But our own
mills, of which we have quite an extensive number, can not be kept
goin. We can not run our looms and we can not keep the operativesem oyed.That is very generally the condition of the silk piece goods business

at this time, but we have a particular illustration in our own business
in that Ave are importing goods in good volume and that is increasing.
We could increase it very largely, if we wanted to, but we are putting
every ounce of strength and capital, etc., into the operating of our
domestic plants. We are not running at capacity by very consider-
able. Business has been declining for the last year and a half or
two year.
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Senator WATSON. What do you import?
Mr. RuEoo. Japanese habutais, pongees, and Shantungs. We

have a report-
Senator WATSON. Did you begin to import them because you could

not manufacture them?
Mr. RUEOO. Yes.
Senator WATSON. You are still importing them, are you?
Mr. RUEoo. We are still importing them. We much prefer to

stop importing and to make them and to keep our plants and opera-
tives going.

Senator CALDER. What has become of the plant?
Mr. RUEUo. We are operating part of the machinery on part time.

We employ about 5,000 people when we are running full.
Senator DILLNONGAM. Are you making that class of goods?
Mr. RUEOo. Not at all; nothing like it.
Senator WATSON. You ceased to make those because of theimportations I
Mr. RuEoo. Yes, sir; we ceased to make those because of the

importations ?
The moment the Japanese begin to make something that is at all

like our domestic goods we have to stop. The sooner we stop the
better. Here is an illustration right here: These goods [indicating]
largely came from China years ago. The bulk which comes from
Japan, I believe, has taken the largest share of the business away
from China. It will be so with us. They take one thing after
another. First it is habutais, then pongees, then satins and these
figured goods. They keep improving production; they keep adding
to their machinery; they keep widening their looms.

Senator CALDER. Where is your factory
Mr. RuEmo. We have four or five in Pennsylvania, one in New

York, one in Connecticut, four in New Jersey, two in Virginia, and
one in Alabama.

Senator.SuTHRLAD. Where are you manufacturing now?
Mr. RuEoo. In all those places.
Senator SUTrEnLAND. I understood you to say you are not manu-

facturing the goods you were formerly making, but that you had
turned your attention to other goods.

Mr. RuEo. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. When did you first go into business?
Mr. RUEGO. Our firm started in 1883-between 1880 and 1885.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Wh en did you put up your last plant?
Mr. RuEGo. Three years ago.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Where?
Mr. RuEGo. In Virginia.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. How many did you build three years ago?
Mr. RuEao. Two.

Senator LA FOLLETFE. Did you build any four years ago?
Mr. RuEGo. One. We have not expanded very much, and I am

glad of it.
Senator LA FOLLETFE. What did you build five years ago?
Mr. RUEoo. I do not recall any offhand that we built five years

ago. We have been going steadily, particularly a number of years
ago.
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Senator SMOOT. What about the year we entered the war?
Mr. RuEoo. Since we entered the war?
Senator SMOOT. Did you build then?
Mr. RUEGO. No. We built these that I mentioned here.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Did you build any in 1914?
Mr. RUEGo. No.
Senator McLEAN. How many hands did you employ in 1913 and

1914, before the war?
Mr. RUEGO. Four thousand.
Senator McLEAN. And about 5,000 now?
Air. RUEGO. We would employ 5,000 if we were going at full

capacity.
would say that this summary of foreign commerce, published

by the Department of Commerce---
Senator SUTHERLAND (iiterposing). Was your industry affected

by the passage of the Underwood tariff law in 1913?
Mr. RUIEGo. Oh yes. There was not time for the full effect to

become apparent, however, on account of the war, the conditions of
labor, etc. The shortage of labor and the prosperity during the war
and immediately afterwards covered up the situation which is now
coming to the fore.

Senator McLEAN. At the present time what proportion of the
goods that you handle do you import. What percentage of the
goods that you handle do you import at the present time? Can you
give us a fair estimate?

Mr. RuEG. Twenty-five or 30 per cent.
SenatorCALDER. In response to a question by Senator La Follette

you said that during the past three years you built three additional
plants?

Mr. RUEGo. Did I say three years? I must have made a mistake.
Senator CALDER. You said two two years ago, and one the year

before that, as I remember.
Mr. RUEGO. We built a plant in Pennsylvania, and we built one

more in Virginia.
Senator C-ALDER. A little while before that you said that since the

passage of the Underwood bill your business had decreased. How
do you adjust one of those statements with the other?

Mr. RuEGo. I would say that the prosperity during the war and
after the war covered up the situation which has now become appar-
ent, which we are now seeing. The imports are so heavy and so
large that we can not run our business. We can see very plainly now
that it was a mistake to build these plants.

Senator SMOOT. Are you asking for an ad valorem duty instead
of these pacific duty?

Mr. ]IUEUo. The specific duty is the ideal duty, but it would have
to be increased so greatly that it could hardly be asked for.

Senator S.1oT. Do you believe, then, the same as Mr. Cheney, that
on the American valuation you would prefer a straight ad valorem
duty on piece goods of 38J per cent and on a foreign valuation of
55 per cent?

Mr. RUEGo. We think that that is not the fairest thing to do, but
the least that could be done would be to put the ad valorem duty
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to-day on the basis of what it previously figured out to on a specific
basis. That is, from 1909 to 1913, the specific rates worked out to
about 65 per cent for an ad valorem, which would be about 381 per
cent American. That would help some. I do not think it would
help very much. The specific rates as they stand now in the House
bill arc not operative at all, and would not be, except in one or two
small instances. I believe some one mentioned that these goods
might be excluded through the specific rates.

Senator SMOOT. That is, the Chinese goods?
Mr. RUEGo. Tha Chinese goods. I -have looked into that and

figured them very closely-in fact, figured them with the hope of
seeing whether we could not put some of our idle machinery on goods
of this kind. There is no chance at all. If you raised those specific
rates a great deal you would still have those Chinese goods coming in,
not to say anything about the rest of them.

Senator S3bOOT. Then you agree Aith the statement of Mr. Alfred
Kohlberg as to the Chinese goods coming into this country, and that
you can hardly keep them out to-day with any kind of a duty,
especially the duty provided for by the Fordney bill?

.r RUEGo. I o not know whether I agree with Mr. Kohlberg,
but the specific duties that are now in the House bill will not keep out
these goods, nor will the ad valorem of 31 per cent American valua-
tion nor will the American valuation of 38J per cent keep them out.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What would keep them out I
Mr. RuEGo. Perhaps 75 per cent increase in Specific rates and

about 200 per cent ad valorem duty, foreign valuation. I think that
would keep them out.

Senator LA FOLLErTE. Is that what you want?
Mr. RuEGo. We do not ask for it. You asked me what would

keep them out.
Senator LAFOLLETTE. I am asking if that is what you want?
Senator SMioor. Mr. Kohlberg said that the Chinese silk duty in-

creased from 45 per cent to 115 per cent, even under the Fordney
bill-

Mr. RUEGO (interposing). It would be somewhat increased in per-
centare, but it would not keep them out. As I say, 115 per cent
wouldnot keep them out.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How much have you reduced wages since
the armistice ?

Mr. RuEoo. Since the armistice we reduced 10 per cent, and then
10 per cent again.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. When did you begin ? When (lid you make
the first reduction ?

Mir. RUEGO. In February, this last February; and we made another
10 per cent reduction about a month or so ago.

Senator LA FOLLETTr. Can you file with the committee a state-
ment of the wages paid in your factories, by classes of employees, from
1913, for each year down to the present time?

Mr. RUEGO. Yes, sir; I can do that.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Also the salaries paid. Will you do that?
Mr. Ru oo. Yes, sir.
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Senator SMoOT. You buy your silk in the market, the same as
France and England and other countries?

Mr. RUEGO. Yes.
Senator S!OOT. And the same as China?
Mr. RUEGG. Well, of course, the countries in the Orient have an

advantage there which is quite considerable, in my opinion, of being
local, in the market, and they save a great deal of transportation
cost.

Senator SMOOT. But the transportation cost per pound-do you
really think it would take 200 per cent here to equalize the labor cost
alone on the valuation of the goods, when you have your raw material
free?

Mr. RUEGO. On these goods, it would run pretty close to that, on
this particular class of goods, which is made in the homes in the very
poorest districts in China; and we know what the living conditions
there are. We have heard enough about them.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. It is not made by machinery, is it?
Mr. RUEGG. It is made on hand looms.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You employ machinery in your establish-

ment?
Mr. RuEGo. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLL'TF. And the intelligent American labor, using

machinery, can not compete with the Chinese labor, using mere hand
looms in the production of these goods?

Mr. RUEGO. It can not.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. How much more will an employee produce,

if you can measure it in some way, in yards, operating a loom as
compared with an operative in China working by hand _

Mr. RUEGO. I have not any particular information as to the pro-
duction in China but, from the investigations, so far as Japan is
concerned, it has been shown that there on the looms they produce
about the same yardage in a working day of 11 hours as we do in our
working day of about 8 hours.

Senator DILLINOHAM. Do they have about the same machinery?
Mr. RUEGo. About the same machinery.
Senator McLEAN. You are an importer and you manufacture the

same kind of goods.
Mr. RuFoo. We do not manufacture the same kind of goods.

We manufacture silk piece goods of different descriptions.
Senator McLEAN. It comes in competition.
Mr. RuEoo. There is considerable difference in appearance, touch,

etc., in the goods that we can make.
Senator MCLEAN. Then, the price per yard which you pay for

those goods could not be compared with anything that you nake
and sell?

Mr. Ru-rEo. These goods run from, I think, 25 cents up in China.
Senator McLEAN. 'hat do you pay ?
Mr. RuEG. We can hardly make anything to-day that costs less

than 81 a yard.
Senator LA Fortxrre. So, they do not come in competition at all,

do they?
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Mr. RuEGo. They come in competition in the use of them. You
can wear these, instead of wearing some other kind of American-
made silk.

Senator WATSON. Did you ever make that kind of goods during
the Japanese importation I

Mr. R UEGG. We made goods in 1909 and previous to that.
Senator WATSO.. That same kind?
Mr. RUEGO. That kind of stuff.
Senator McLEAN. That is what I wanted to get at, precisely*

If you can make this now-and you can, as I understand it-
Mr. RuEoo (interposing). It is a physical possibility, yes.
Senator MCLEAN. What would be the difference between your cost

and the cost o1 the foreign article, by the yard?
Mr. RUEGO. I figured it out the other day that it would cost us

about 85 cents; and we had bought the foreign goods at about 25.
Senator MCULEAN. What percentage of the cost is labor?
Mr. RuEGo. That is very difficult to say. It is very difficult to

get any informtion about the cost of manufacture of Chinese goods.
Senator McLEA-N. The goods that you have made ?
Mr. RuE.o. The goods'that we have made? I will be glad to tell

you that, but I have not the material with me. It varies very
largely, from one kind of fabric to another.

Senator S3xooT. Take the common fabric. Take the fabric that
costs you 85 cents to make and 25 cents in China. What is the
Percentage of labor cost of that, 85 cents, in connection with the
abric that you make?

Mr. RUEaO. I have not my calculations.
Senator SMOOT. About what would it be?
Mr. RuEco. Really, I would not like to guess at it.
Senator SMOOT. Forty per cent?
Mr. RuEoo. We have not made any of these goods for so long that

I am really not posted on it.
Senator SMOOT. Thirty per cent?
Mr. RUEGO. That would be an offhand guess, anything I could

give you.
Senator SMIOOT. It would be at least 30 per cent, wouldn't it?
Mr. RUEGO. I think so.
Senator S31ooT. Thirty per cent vould be 251 cents.
Mr. CIE.NEY. It would be more than 40 per cent.
Senator Sitoor. I thought myself it would be.
Senator McCuiLmpE. The witness says he does not know.
Mr. ItUEGO. I believe I said I could not answer the question.
Senator MCLEAN. But you have testified that you could not

handle these goods because of your foreign competition.
Mr. RuECo. We can not handle them under the present tariff.
Senator McLEAN. In view of the fact that the labor cost is so

much less in foreign countries than it is here?
Mr. RUEOG. Yes.
Senator MCLE,AN-. I thought perhaps you could give the com-

mittee just what that difference in the labor cost would be.
Mr. 11UEOG. I would like to, but I can not do that, offhand.
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Senator MCLEAN. On the goods that you made, what is the differ-
ence in the labor cost?

Mr. RUEGO. We figure that the Japanese cost of conversion was
not over 25 per cent of our cost of conversion.

Senator SmooT. I think that is true. Of course, they make it in
the homes, and they make it at any time, and everyone of the family
works whenever they can, and they have no expense whatever.

Mr. RuEGo. All the information we have been able to get-and I
have been able to get quite reliable information from Japan-is
that wages are about 10 per cent of ours over there. If we give them
a cost as high as a quarter of ours, I think we figure very liberally.

Senator SMOOT. This is what I was getting at. If it were even
30 per cent of your 85 cents, it would be 251 cents, and that is a
half cent more than the cost of the goods.

Mr. RUEGO. T.han the cost of the goods.
Senator SMooT. So that they could give you all of the labor. They

could have no labor cost whatever, and get all of the stock and sell
it, if your cost is 85 cents, for less than the labor; so, you can not do
anything with protecting a thing like that.

Senator WATSON. He says he does not know what the labor
cost was.

Senator S.mooT. I think the labor cost is about 50 per cent.
Senator MCCUSDBER. Is that all, Mr. Rueggi
Mr. RuEoo. I wanted to bring out that the imports of these goods

were constantly increasing; that for the first 10 months of 1919 there
were 2 000,000 pounds of goods imported; for the first 10 months of
1920 there were 2,500,000 pounds imported, roughly; and for the
first 10°months of 1921 there were 3,852,000 imported, of finished
piece goods.

Senator WATsoN . All from Japan?
Mr. RUEGo. All countries, put together.
Senator WATSOn. But substantially all from Japan?
Mr. RuEoo. Substantially, the very largest part is from Japan.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. I wanted to ask you a question. Can one

operative run more than one loom?
Mr. RuEco. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. How many looms?
Mir. RuEco. It depends entirely on the fabric you want to make.
Senator LA FOLLErE. Take this fabric that you say costs 85 cents

a yard to produce. How many looms can one operative run?
Air. RuEco. I think about two-possibly three.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. About three?
ir. RUEGO. Yes.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Working how many hours a day? How
many hours a day do they work in your establishment?

Mr. RUEGO. Some places 44; in other places 48.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. No, no; by the day, not by the week.
Mr. RuEco. Nine hours, at the most; some places eight hours.
Senator LA FOLLETFE. Do women or men, or girls or boys operate

these looms?
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Mr. RuEGo. Not many boys or girls, but women and men-some
younger women and younger boys, but not anything approaching
childlabor, or anything like that.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How many yards of cloth, of the sort that
you say costs 85 cents a yard, would be produced by these three
looms in a day?

Mr. RUEGO. That is a matter for a very expert technician to
estimate.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Can you not state approximately?
Mr. Ru GO. Oh, about 10 or 12 yards for a loom. Isn't that so,

Mr. Cheney I
Mr. CHENEY. It depends on the silk they are made of. It might

run from 10 to 12 yards a day.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Per loom?
Mr. RUEOU. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Then, one operative would produce 30 to

36 or 38 or 40 yards a day of this cloth?
Mr. Ruxee. If they were put on three looms, I would not give

them over 30 yards.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. We are getting something definite now.

What do you pay an hour for that operative?
Mr. RUEGO. Our wages average around-
Senator LA FOLLETTE (interposing). No; for the operative that

runs the three looms, a man, for instance?
Mr. RuEoo. He gets about 42 or 45 cents an hour.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. A woman?
Mr. RuEGo. About the same.
Senator LA Four rEr. Girls?
Mr. RuEo. The same. It is mostly piecework.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. That is all.
Mr. RuEoo. Now, I want to bring this out, that our business on

imported goods is going on increasing, and our business on domestic
good, is declining. We are curtailing our production, not running
our looms and not furnishing full employment, and, of course, we
would like to have an increase in the duty to enable us to do better.
Thank you.

WOVEN AND PILE FABRICS.

(Paragraphs 1205 and 1206.1

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL KRIDEL, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT-
INO SILK ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

Mr. K]RIDEL. I should like to read from a few notes that I have
here. It will not take very much of your time.

We herewith beg to submit, as a committee representing manufacturers of silk
goods in the United States, a- well as traders and importers of silk goods mostly, all
members in good standing of the Silk Association of America-

Senator WATSON (interposing). Are you an importer?
Mr. KRIDEL. I am a manufacturer. I am the head of the firm of

commission agencies for 90 per cent domestic goods, in the manu-
facture of silk, and about 10 per cent of foreign goods.

Senator WATSON. That is to say, of all the goods you handle, 10
per cent are imported?
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Mr. KIRDEL. And 90 per cent are domestic silk. I am an officer.
and treasurer of three manufacturing silk concerns in this country
as well.

Senator WATSON. Your factories manufacture silk altogether, do
they, and you import silk?

Mr. KRIDEL. No; we do not import. We represent importers.
That is, we are the selling agencies of exporters of foreign silks.

Senator WATSON. From what country do you import, or from
what countries?

Mr. KRIDEL. From France, Switzerland, and Japan.
Senator WATSON. Any from GermanyI
Mr. KnRDEL. Very little from Germany.

We want to give our views and reasons in the arguments presented herewith accom.
panied by illustrated charts of figures for protesting against the high rates of duties in
the Fordney tariff bill, and as opposing the views taken by the extremists and other
hiqh protectionists desirous of prohibiting any silk goods from being imported into
this country.

We protest most particularly against:
(1) Paragraph 1205, the catch-all clause provision of 31 per cent ad valorem on

American %aluation.
(2) Paragraph 1205, the specific rates therein provided forays would apply to Chinese

silks and Japanese pongees.
(3) Paragraph 1203 page 133, lines 5 to 12, inclusive, relating to an additional duty

of 25 cents per pound on fabrics composed of threads or yarns containing more than
30 turns of twist to the inch, or woven on Jacquard looms, or having more than one
color in the filling.

(4) Paragraph 1206, page 134, lines 15 to the end of the paragraph, relating to sle-
cific rates on velvet or plush ribbons.

(5) Schedule 3, paNagraph 382, relating to 55 per cent ad valorem on American
valuation of woven fabrics made of tinsel Wire. lame, or lahn.

Neither from a protective nor an administrative standpoint can the prvisions
referred to be justified. On the contrary, we believe that their retention will not only
prohibit imports, but will be harmful to the American silk industry and to the Amen.
can consumer.

In 1914 the silk industry of America supplied 88 per cent'of the total domestic
consumption of silk goods, including knit gods; all imports of dutiable suits In that
year amounting to only 12 per cent of domestic consumption. During the six years
1914 to 1919 the disparity between imports and domestic reduction of silks grew
steadily greater, notwithstanding that the rates of duties under the Underwood bill
of 45 per cent, which the high protectionists claim were too low. The total imports
in 1919 equaled only 6 per cent of the total domestic production, while the American
industry supplied 91 per cent, a virtual monopoly.

Senator WATSON. Do you think that the war had nothing to do
with that?

Mr. KRIDEL. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. Not a thing?
Mr. KrnIEL. No, sir.

The extreme protetionists, who take exception to our moderate views, would
squeeze out from our commerce the small percentage of imports referred to, thereby
acquiring the entire field for themselves to exploit as they please.

I want to quote from a brief which Mr. Cheney filed before the
Ways and Means Committee, in which he said:

It is not the intention or desire of the silk producers of the country to exclude
entirely foreign importation. They believe that the level of importation which
ruled a considerable number of years was desirable and helpful, stimulating their
industry, giving it new impetus and information, and incidentally supply the Ameri-
can market with many things which, because of their character, were not readily
produced here, and for which there was market entitled to be supplied. That tariff,
they believe, would be in the end more advantageous for the silk industry of the
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.United States, which did not prevent its extension and growth here, but maintained
a reasonable flow of importatlov.

We believe that a further extension of the monopoly of the American silk indus-
try is unwarranted. We believe that a modicum of imports is not only desirable
from the standpoint of the American consumer, but is essential to the American
industry itself as a stimulus to artistic production.

Now, silks are Imported, as we all know, from France-
Senator L., FOLTLTIE (interposing). Is that all quoted from Mr.

Cheney's brief I
Mr. KLRmEL. In part.

Silks are imported into the United States from France, Japan, China, Switzerland,
Italy, and to a minor extent from other countries.

Our imports from Japan consist. principally of habutai and pongees. Imports of
articles such as georgette, and crepe do chnes have been attempted, but with dis-
astrous results, and only at a time when speculation was rife. Fabrics such as bro.
cadesare rarely imported, or find a ready market here. Yam dyed silks have never
come from Japan. It has been stated by the extreme protectionists that certain
domestic manufacturers were put in the humiliating position of importing habutai,
instead of producing them on their own looms, but that was due solely to the fact
that, during the great boom in 1919 and 1920 in the silk industry, the looms of all
manufacturers here were filled with domestic articles, and these manufacturers even
purchased large quantities of habutal for convert purposes, and thereby helped

swell imports. Japamese habutal are exported from Japan to other foreign silk
producing countries of the world, and are never' restricted, and which countries do
not mind-that they interfere with the production of their own particular silk goods.

From France are imported mostly fancy silks and novelties, aad sheer fabrics, such
as chiffon, veilings, etc., which liht -osics are not very productive for our looms.

From China we import mostly Shantungs, Ninghais, and Honans. These articles
are woven in very primitive fashion on hand looms.

From Switzerland and Italy mostly yarn dyed silks have in the past been imported,
but even the Underwood duty of 45 per cent has prohibited their importation in
recent years to a great extent. There are also ribbons imported from Switzerland
and France, such importations being less than $W00,000 in 1919, as against $66,000,000
of domestic produced goods during the same period.

From Germany, velvets and pluihes are imported even at the low extreme value,
no noticeable quantities have been imported recen tay

The entire imports of velvets and pldshes during 1919 from all countries amounted
to $1,145,000, againt a domestic production of $49,500,000.

Senator CALDR. Have you the figures for the following year, 19201
Mr. KRnIDL. Not for 1920, because they were abnormal, going

into a tremendously high ratio to the price of raw materials.
Senator CAmwER, You say the inperts were abnormal?
Mr. KRDZL. No, I do not. I say even the imports were not

abnormal, but the prices-
Senator IA FOLLETrE (interposing). Conditions were abnormal?
Mr. KBIDEL. Conditions. Prices had risen to four times that

value in some instances.
We will now submit various statistics, illustrated by charts, of the quantities of silk

imported into the United States, and a comparison of imports to domestic production.
These statistics were gathered and compiled by Mr. Armin 0. Stapfer, formerly an
examiner of silks in the United Stateseppraisers' stores and were derived from official
reports of the United States Bureau of the Census, United States Department of
06mmerce, and other authentic official sources.

(The statistics referred to are as follows:)
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TABLIE I,-Detailed report of dutiable silk for consumption.

(From Department of Commerce, Table 9, calendar years.]
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1914 1919

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

Silk, pafly manufactured ...... ............ : 23,350 $338,000 717,953 S2,089,492
Spun silk ..................................... 3,054,071 5,718,631 2,255,235 9,48, 71Thrown allk ................................... 64,389 270,9M3 12,59 126 I SM
sewing silk ..................................... 3, 05 2, 982 24,295
Woven fabrics In the piece ..................... 2,469,285 11,984,821 3,123,886 28,416 ,71
Plushes:

Velvet ....................... 162,9 , 396
Velvet ribboris ................ : 1,181,894

Total pie fabrics ............ .............. 4,171,390 .............. ,808,864
Banding, hatbnds ............. 22,199 20, 389
Boltings, gates .................. 7 J71287 2,612
Tassels, etc ........................ . ........ .5363,925 13,75
Braids ..................................... 80,062 57,23
Handkerchiefs and mumer ..................... 4............. 370,95 , , 1,671,320
Laces and embroideries ..................................... 245,107 4,999,844
Ribbons .......................................... 2,048,98.7 .............. 182,060
Silk .................................... 21,775............ .......
Wearing apprel ........................ .... :......... 4 44's . ......... Z 7
All other silks n. s. p. f ......... ....................................... 0,638

To .......................................... 34,77,676 1 ......... 53,694,40D

SIlneluding hatter's plush.

TABLz 2.-Domesti production of silk goods, 1914 and 1919.

(From Bureau of Census, Department of Commerce, preliminary report.)

1914 1919

Yards. Value. Yards. Value.

Broad silks ..................................... 21,0,4,000 $137,720,000 307,10 4,000 6391,26000
Velvet ........... ........ .......... 16 318,000 8 ,570,000 16, 150, O 2,9 50 000
Plusbes ............................... 9 115,000 10, 136,000 N960,000 21,00,000
Upholstery and tapestries ...................... 478,000 840,000 .516.0 2, 157,000

Total woven fabrics ...................... 241,945,000 157,266,000 329,630,000 43,93,000
Ribbons .................................... 3^ 201,00 ............ 6 6,053,0
Yars.............................. 7,239,000 30,28300 14,679,000 102,784,000

.a...ve.i.ngs,.nets,etc............ ............... 1,362,000 ............. 5,953000
Frinesand mpg .................................. 10,000.. 3,44,000
Braids and bindings ............................. 3,074,000............ 12; 837,000

14,380,000)............. 22,728,000
Contract work ................................. 8,400,00 ............. 39,192,00

Total..................................... 2 1.......... 1 24,010,D ............... 688,94000

TABLE 3.-Epansion of the silk industry since 1899.

IExtract from Censs of Manufactures, 1914.1

1899 1904 1914 1919

Number of establ sments ............. 493 .24 852 902 1,371
ersnsenged ....................... 6,550 84,153 105,2&1 115,571 ............

Waeeminers .......................... 6,416 79,001 9,07 109%170 ........
Capital ................................ 61,007,637 1109,& 6621 1152,18002 210,071,69........
Salaries ............................... $3,134,352 64,742,270 7,5 279 I 10600,90........

..a ..... 0,982,194 1W,767,941 S M70,05 7109,4'........
Pal.f.. cnt6570,291 1.89,58 112,0A4 614,:50,762........
Cost of mater ...................... 6 62,400,61 V7,8W1,168 $107,766,916 617,,442.21 ........
Valueof products ..................... 107,2W,25 $133,288,072 $196,911,667 $234,011,257 OW8,9,000
Value added by manufacturers ........ S44,849,5,3 157,420,84 689,144,751 6109,58,926 ........
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TABLE 4.-Silk imported into the United States of America-Countries of export and
fore j invoice tra rueu, fiscal years 1917-18 to 1920-11, July 1 to Juze D (including
wa ouse entries).

[Reported by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.1

w 1920-21 191920
waist, egt Value. iwit o.e

Fabrics In the plece: JIi
trance ............................................ 72 388 2,4069367 418,475 $2,733,62Italy ....................... .3503, 2,50,017 23,M2" 149,117.5

. 122,483 1,113,562 97,133 976,692
China .............................. . ............ 496,363 l,2?'0,373 416,813 1, 70,622
Jsl . 2,53,008 16,640,01 3,22.899 43,928,079

. 193,299 1,697,6f2 97,034 958, 231

Total.. . 3,&6,QO3123,396,926 4,276IM ) 50,619,129
Ribbons, not over 7,96,531 891,744 16,401.260. ,361O0

Laces and embroideries:
France ........................................... 4, M92, 2& ............ 502.5,509
United Kingdom ......................... ....... 793739 . 1,691,92

,pen W , MW .......... .. 3 , 3 9

,332,50 ........... 7,42,748
Total ......................................................... , 3 ,W . . . . .. , 2 , 6

Velvets, plushes, and other pile fabrics ........ 244,765 2,039,989 361,497 2.138,857

Werig apprwel:
Fr a............ 2,749,610 . 2,W02,539

.....e....d.. 169,S62 145,0011
United Kingdom ................................... ............ 497, 123 325,1011 ,63,894.......2,202,717

...... 421.7.. ....... . 326,768t e tr t ........ ....... e:: : : := : : P;; :; : : 40,7 .. ..aa&* 3

Bandings, binding, beltigs, etc .
AU other manuatures ................................

Total silk dutiable. . ...................... 
I

Total silk manufactures ..........................

5,521,894

4,829,0.........

4,6..093.
563.657,2663....

5,6(,2,360

1 188,911
6 8,972,749

87,022,424
87,729, 16

Weight. Value. Wegh'. Value.

Fabrics In the piece: •
France ................................... $673," ........... 1,28,151
Italy . ................................. 8,5 43,603 ........... 112,892

........d................................lu ...........
Cijna .................................... 1j,418 4520296............ 21
OaIsn... ............................ 1,23,339 10,950,396 ........... 9,560,992

coutries.r......................... 31, ............. 287,245

Total ............ .1 56 12,578 441............ 1,751, 421
Ribbons, not over 12 Inches In width ............... 3,679 1 68,204 '112,469

Lace and embroideries:
France ........................................... 2,269,576............ 1,770,077
United Kingdom ........................................ 278,136 :.. M%0266
Ja pen............................ . ............ 140,501
Otbercountrie ........................................ 69, 8M I al

Total ............................................ 1,7 195 ............ P 2,427,976

Velvets, plusbes, and other pile fabrics ................. 61,0201 352, 321 9,929 635,306

Wearing apparel:Franc.................................................. 1,35,635. ............ 9 , 639

Switzeland .. 3816 .............. 47,340
United Kingdom .......... ................... .. I,4746 .......... 18522
Ja t....................................... 8,0 ..66 ,001,208
Otr t ........................................ "213 147,429

Total ............................................. f 2 4A47 ............ 2364,138

Bn dtaAs, binding, beltlngs,et ................... 02........j4 .......... 159,051
Another maaatow es. ................... .,683,725 j.............2,908,80

Total silk dutiable .......................... ...... 122 28,967,600
Total silk manufactures ..................... ....... 29,39,1 30,899,931

I Yards.
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TABLE 5.-Total imports ilnluive, bonded tarehouue entries, vorenfaries in the piece.
(Nine months ending September.l

France ............................................... $912,796 $2,415,610
Italy .......................................... :1 42,618 213,60

146,020 1,096,234'hins ............................................... 238,765 1,414,725
Japn . 12,161,948 23,02,677
.i~tnters ................................... 307,081 1,197,324

Toal ............................................. 13,809,130 31,942,230

TABLE O.-Importattons of raw lk only, fiscal years 1871-72 to 1920-21, July I to June
.0, at all ports of the United States, pounds and foreign intnice value.

I lleported by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.I

i

In€ Jtilne .to. ipoIun4I4.

1 -21......... 99,46J,,745
1919-20 ......... 47,127,12
1919-19 ......... 31,299,041
1917-14 ......... 134,80,197
1916-17 ......... 1 3, 4,89
1915-.16 ......... 33,070,902
1914-15 ......... i 26,0 0,92
J913-14 ........ 2,594,672

'1912-13 ......... 26,049,472
1911-12 ......... 21,D0,520
1910-11 ......... 22,379,99M
19D-I0 ......... 20, 363,327
19"-9 .......... 23, 333,7
1907- .......... is,424:041
190-7 .......... 18,722,237
190-6 .......... 14,505,324
1901-5 .......... 17, 12,133
19034 .......... 12,630, 883
1902-3 .......... 13,637,206
1901-2 .......... 12,627,6W2
1900-1.......... 9,139,617
1890-1900 ....... 11,259:310
19-9 ......... 9, 6 145
197--9 ......... 10,315,162
1896-97 ......... 6,513,612

Invoice value. Invo
....... ... Fialyesread. Total

Ver Total Ing Jison 30. pound. Per
pond Totpound.

$6.17 IM,1,61 S%96 ......... 1,00,621 3.28
9.29 47,939,4%S 19 95 ......... 7,97#,R10, 2.765.91 2W,2606,5MD !41 ......... I4,, 7 3. 15
.25 183,076,24 1 12-W ......... 7,424430 3.91

4.61 156, ,05, 649 1891-92 ......... 7,521,342 3.23
3.61 119,4q,22:3 1890-91 ......... 4, 917,6.4 3.66
3.09 10,531,7, 1811-90 ......... 5,93, 360 3.92
3.42 97, 2 8243 1M43-1 ......... 5,329,646 3.48
3.15 X2,1 47, 2 - ......... ,5172,2 3.70
3.11 67,17,382 i - ......... 4,5,574 4.06
3. 25 72,713,94 1 1 -86 ......... 4,754,626 3. 62
3.21 65,424,794 IKi-85......... ,3,424,0 3.63
&3A 79,1-W,5,5 1.50-9 ......... 3,222,46G 3.87
4.13. 63,663,534 1I82-9 ......... 3,253,324 4.314.20 70,299,51 1881-82 ....... 2, W7,776; 4.46
3.64 i 52,855,611 I -I ........ :2,531,617 4.30&S 34 59, $92 ' ISM-0 ......... o 2,56,246 4.
3.5 4,461, 6 1878-79 ..... ,893,311 4.413.59 4,,2,i59-7 8 ..... 1 : 1,1F7, 750 4.313.31 41,714,331 1876-77 ......... 1,18,170 5.73
3.21 29,353,777 175-7 .......... 1,3541,991 4.00
3.96 414 4-75 ......... 1,101, 61' 4.0
3.28 31,827"61 'I 173-74.. I 79,7 4. 4
3.05 31,446$ 1872-73 . ,1159,420 5.57

Z 1 1%49H 1871-Wf. 1,063.. 5.:M'" &28

Fifty years' avergefinvolce value, 14.34 per pound.

SILK INDUSTRY GROw.q TnREEFOLD.

(Extract from Silk Journal, August, 1921.1

Surprising expansion of the silk-goods industry in the United States is shown in
the past five year, the total value of ilk product's in 1919 being tf;98,946.CV0 as com-
pared with $054,011,000 in 1914, showing a nearly threefold growth in the industry
during this period, according to figures supplied by the ('ensus Iireau at Washington•

The Government's preliminary statement of the 1920 census of manufactures of
-ilk goods, giving the above figures, cover the silk goods used primarily in the
manufacture of all-silk and silk.mixed woven fabrics yarns. etc.

The value of ribbon products was almost doubled in the last five years, being
$38,201,000 in 1914 and $66,058.000 in 1919.

In addition to the above totals, other establishments properly flascd in the knit-
goods industry reported products made from silk valued at $207,370,0C0 in 1019 and
$11,201,000 in 1914 increased five times in five vears.

The character of the knitted ilks with their i'eepective values, of which the alove
totals are composed, is shown alternately for the census of 1919 and 1914 in the
following:

lHosiery, $98,333,000 and $29 793,000 a threefold increase.
Underwear, $13,562,000 and 42,N08,00, increased six time.
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1921

$1,843,639
260,675
665, 94 8

1,575,e9
15,207,626
1; 02,759

20,532,364

ro %a We.

Total.

W, 246; W2
15,627,8222,029,068

M9,0557
24,321,49417,9091,¢5

2,54., 025
19,151,033
1R, 687,245
17,232,505
12,421,712,481,496"

14,042, M6
12, 8', 149
10, 8 , 675
12 024, 699

5 424,408
4, 504,306
3, 85,008
6,460,021
5, 6M, 620

elm2
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Fancy knit goods, including sweaters, $88,926,000 and $.5,042,000, an increase of
approximately seventeen times the latter.

Knitted cloth, $6,437,000 and $2,739,O00; increased three times.
The States which represented the silk-goods industry in 1919 with the number of

establishments for ea;h are as follows: New Jersey, 686; Pennsylvania, 373; New
York, 183; Connecticut, 41; Rhode Island, 30; Ma'acilurett,' 21; Virginia, 10;
Indiana, 6; Illinois, 4; Malno and North Carolina, 3 each, Michigan, New Ilamp.
shire, and Tennessee, 2 each; and California, Delaare, Georgia, Ohio, and West
Virginia, I each.

Although New Jersey has the largest number of establishments, I'enn6yhania
reported 33.6 per cent of the total value of product for the United Sfates against 3J.2

per cent for New Jersey, followed by New York with 11.9 per cent; Cbnnecticut,
9.8 per cent- .Ma.achusetts, 4.9 per cent; and Rhode Island, 3.9 per cent. The
combine vaiue of products for theee six States is 95.5 per cent of the total value of
products for the silk.goods industry.

The figures are an interwting revelation in regard to the Slate of ('onnecticut,
which stands fourth in the number of silk manufacturing plants and in the aggrepate
value of silk products annually. Connecticut nearly tripled in the first five years
after the beginninR of the war its annual production of slk and goods. The value
jumped from $24,893,078 in 1914 to $67,510,708 in 1919. .eing 9.8 per cent of the
total production in the United States.

The value shown for contract work is the amount received for work performed on
materials furnished bv others and does not include the cost of materials. The larger
part of this value, or $28,719,000, represents the amount received by throwsters,
primarily for the production of organzine, tram, and hard crOpe twist.

The statistics for 1919 and 1914 are summarized in the following table. The
figures for 1919 are preliminary and subject to such change and correction as may le
necessary from a further exanunation of the original reports.

TABLE 7.-Silk manufaaures-Comparative summary for the indu8 t, 1919 and 1914

1919 1914

Number ofestablishments .................................... .............
Value of products .............................. .............. .............
Brod silks, velvets, plushes, upholstery, and Yards.I Yards.

tapestries .................................... 1 329,6 30,000 241,94,000
Broad l lks ..................................... i 307, 1O, 000 21,034,000
All lk goods ................................ 250, 1,000 142,717,000
In the gray .................................. 92,210,000 (1)
Piece dyed .................................... ! 62,772,000 69,304,000
Printed ...................................... ,275, 000 4,628,000
Yarn dyed .................................... 8',414,000 78,882,000
"Yrn dyed warp printed ...................... 48,, P
Mixed good .................................... i 56,9S3,000 73, ,000

In the gray ................................. i 34,9 , ( t)Piece dyed ..................................... 8, 934,0O0 39'Q.,000
Printed .................................... 1,188,000 311,000

Yarn dyed .......................... 11,878,000 334,0 0
Velvets ......................... 16, 160,000 1,318,000
Plushes .................................... 3, M0000 9,I1SO00Upholstery and taletries ..................... 16,000 1 478,000

Silk threads or yarns: Pour4s. Pour, d.Organtine .................................. M ODD 3, 49 000Tram ..................................... 4, 000 1,49,00
H Trd or pe twist ........................... 1,0 00 2,57,00
Spun silk:aringls . w..t.................... 1, 764, ODD

Twoormore ty ........... ;1o70Nolls, exoedlng 2 ifhe3 in length ......... o. .... 917, ODD

Other waste silk, including nods 2 inches or loss
In length ..................................... 1028,000 ..............

Machine twist .................................. 774, 000 O(0O
Sewing and embroidery silk ................ 514,000
Fringe and other floss silk .................. 38,000 D
AU othez ....................................... ,27; 000 (0)
Ribbons ...........................................
Leces, embrodcries, nets, veils, ceilings, etc ...........................
Fringes and jtmps ..........................................tltBralds and bh dings talr'............................ .............. .............. timns.
Military and tailors' trimmings ..................
AU other products ....................
Contract work .................................. ..............

S 1919
1 ,371

$M8, 94;,000

Vajia.
$M3,965,000
391,220,000
331,198,000
11,60,000

11,921,000
118,199,000

947,00)c0o0til,000
27,000,000
12,511,000
1,078,000

19,151,000
2D090,000
21,602,000
2,157,000
9,122,000

31,494000
12,011,000

23,807,000
1,673,000

10,044,000

3,409,000

1,317000

21,411,000
39,192,000D

902$26-,011,000

l'alue.
$157,266,000

137,720,(00
90 210,000

81 30002,637,000
65 293,000

411" 0000

21,84,000

15,98,000
9,670,000

10,138, 000
840,000

6,32,%w000
9 6O,000
(S)

4,677,000
(a)

,......o..o.

4,037,00

1,362,000
1,02,00
3;074,000

642, D
13,758,000
8, 400,000D

I Single width.
' Not separtely reported In 1911.
urn in Included fn all other products.
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Silk dress goods exported into this country during May totaled 240,172 yards, valued
at $261,348. according to the Bureau of Foteign and Domestic Commerce. Canada,
importing 179,207 yaids, valued at $198,064, formed the market of first importance
for American silk dress goods, while Mexico ranked second with 39,107 yards valued
at $37,179. England, Ciuba, Australia, Uruguay, and the Philippine Islands followed
in value of goods Impoited.

TABLE 8.-Japan-Commodiliu ind e.

1013 1914 1915 1918191,1918 1919 192

January .......................................... 134 130 120 143 168 224 277 89
February ........................................ I 133 128 123 I3 168 233 273 414
march ................................................ 132 1281 125 I 1.67 M 267 426

pri ................................................. 132 127 1,27 153 In 3 2 5
131 123 128 1 2,

June .............. . . .. .132 125 127[ 147 190 245 2965 327
July.............................. ................. 130 123 123 147 208 252 319 318
August ........................... ................. 130 12 7 28 131 221 287 324 311
September ................................ 132 129 128 153 214, 274 332 304
Otobe ................................... 133 2 127 167 214 280 352 29
November .................................... 132 121 133 168 212 278 370 292
December ............................................ 131 119 141 172 216 277 383 .....

TABLE 9.-Cot caleulalion of habutai and pongee.

B11ASOR&w silk, |,450 yen per pIece; tussah, 700 yen per plece.)

Warp. Weft. Charges.

• .. 0 .

Description. b g

Ks, 75 ...b......3 10 120 900 10.80 190 8701 18.53 1.22 t0 [2.30 .02 31.35 M3.0
Ech zen, by. ...... 30 185 900 1&.65 195 860 16.77 1.10 7 23 37.6 1&07
Echlen, 3by8 ....... U* 240 890 21.38 365 84 22.26 110 70 3.70 60 49.12 180
Eclzen,38by10 ...... 750 320 890 28.48 430 W3'-3.69 1.30 90 49 7.69 71.88 IZ
Pongeo, 33by12 ....... 630 330 440 14.62 300 440 13.20 1.20 1.30 10 &800 372 .77

Table I is a comparative report of dutiable silks during the calendar
years 1914 and 1919, showing in 1914 $34,000,000 imported and in
1919 $53 000,000.

Table '2 is a comparative report on domestic silk production in
1914 and 1919, exclusive of knit goods, and shows $264,000,000 of
domestic production of silk goods in the United States in 1914 and
in 1919 6688 000,000.

Senator WATso.. Have you the figures for 1920 and 1921, up to
thepresent time?

Mr. KRIDEL. I have, for 10 months. I will come to that farther
on.

Table 3 shows the expansion of the domestic-silk industry since
1899, showing in 1899 that the value of products was $107,000,000,
as against 6688,000,000 in 1919.

Table 4 shows the value of imported goods from various foreign
countries during 1918-the fiscal years 1917-18 and 1920-21-from
the detailed reports of the amounts from each particular country,
but those you will find in the record afterwards.



For the 10 months of 1919, 1920, and 1921 the imports were as
follows-that is, all that we have available from the Department of
Commerce reports.

Senator CALDER. What years?
Mr. KRIDEL. 1919, 1920 and 1921: that is, ending September 30

in each year. I believe that is for nine months. In 1919 the im-
ports were 813,800,000: in 1920, $31,942,000: and in 1921. $20,582,000.

Senator SuLTIiERLAND. For 10 months of each year I
Mr. KRIDEL. Nine months of each year-that is, only for woven

fabrics in the piece.
I would like to show you these charts.' Mr. Stapfer, will you

please come forward and show them? This chart, A [indicating],
shows the expansion of domestic production of principal silk fabrics
from 1914 to 1919, in relation to imports. This chart illustrates that
all dutiable imports increased approximately 50 per cent from 1914
to 1919, whereas domestic production increased approximately 175
per cent. That is exclusive of knit goods.

The next chart will show including silk knit goods.
This illustrates that imports, where knit goods are included in our

imports, increased approximately 50 per cent, whereas domestic
production increased 200 per cent. These reports are from the
De apartment of Commerce.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What do those colors indicate?
Mr. STAPFER. Black represents the import: red represents the knit

goods: and yellow represents other domestic products.
Mr. KRIDEL. Chart C shows the increase of raw-silk imports in the

United States. This illustration further substantiates the great
increase in domestic production, as illustrated in charts A and B
the increase in poundage of raw silk.

Chart, D shows the imports of silk fabrics in the piece, imported
during the fiscal years from 1911 to 1920. This chart is a reproduc-
tion of the chart submitted to the Ways and Means Committee by
Mr. Cheney. The enormous and erratic increase demonstrated in
this chart between the fiscal years of 1920 and 1921 is quite disturbing.
This erratic rise in the figures from $12,556,441 to $50,019,129 is
due to the following causes: (1) The fiscal year of 1920 takes in the
fall season of 1919 and spring season of 1920, including merchandise
entered in bonded warehouses and subsequently exported. We have
added three more columns explaining the situation, namely: Blue
column, $38,314,347, the same. fiscal year, showing bonded ware-
house goods deducted, because these goods were not entered for
consumption and were reexported. The gray column shows
$35,541,422 total imports during 1920 calendar year, instead of
$50,000,000 for the fiscal year, including bonded warehouse entries.
The red columns show $25 433,921 during the calendar year, show-
ing the amounts imported for consumption only.

Our figures are o cial figures of the summaries of the Department
of Commerce. It must be evident from this chart that statistics
can be applied in different ways. As the silk business is a season-
able business, spring and fall, figures stretching over a calendar year
will give a much better and fairer illustration.

I All charts referred to by Mr. Kridel are omitted in printinr, but are on file with the committee.
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We come now to a comparison of imports and domestic produc-
tion. It is significant that the extremists, whose tariff views, if
followed, would place an embargo on silk, failed utterly, when mak-
ing their plea before the Committee on Ways and Means at the time
of their recent tariff hearings, to make any reference to the present
size of our domestic industry or to its 'steady growth for many
years past or to the relative insignificance of th quantity andi value
6f silks imported during the same period. Though poi ting out at
some length by word, figures, and graphic illustrations the increase
in imports, aid particularly those from Japan in the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1920, they carefully refrained from mentioning the
much greater increase in the prod action and sale of domestic silks
for the same period. Were we to add to the dolnestic production
the figures for domestic wearing apparel and handkerchiefs which
are not ascertained, the ratio of imports to domestic production
would be far le.ss-than that indicated and illustrated above.

Witil regard to wages and living costs in foreign countries, a great
deal has been mentioned by the high protectionists about the in-
creased cost of production in this country. and they have tried to
create the impression that the wages of other countries have remained
stationary, and no mention is niade regarding our superior efficiency.
In no other country in the world is so much stress made on ih
production and efficiency.

As a fair illustration of wage and living conditions in Europe, we
desire to-refer to the special agent's report, series 210. issued by the
Department of Commerce. We have made an illustrative chart'from"
this- report. In Switzerland wages, as well as the cost of living, have
advanced between 200 and 233 per cent above the prewar basis, and
working hour. have been reduced to 48 hours per week.

We also wish to direct your attention to the Swiss Government pro-
vision regardin unemployment t. In case of unemployment the wage
earners receive between 60 and 70 per cent of their earning during the
period of the unemployment. This naturally increases the overhead
enormously.

The Swiss weaver earned during 1920 between 13 francs and 15
francs per day, or about $2.50 in United States currency. The Swiss
exchange has remained practically normal. The wagc, would be
about equal to wages paid in our 'industry during 1916-17, with iio
allowance for differences in efficiency.

The wages of other silk-weaving countries, such as France and
Italy, follow very closely to the Swiss basis. Germnny and Austria
were never any great factors in the silk business.

Japanese wage costs have increased between 300 per cent and 350
per cent over the prewar basis. From our careful investigation we
consider the wages of Japan about one-sixth of our wages, and not
one-tenth, as claimed by some protectionists. This will be borne out
by the investigation of the United States Tariff Commi.,sion.

We also wisli to point out the vast difference in efficiency, which we
believe is at least between 50 and 70 per cent, and which will conse-
quently offset wagesq correspondingly. The wages paid to reeling
girls in Japan, as well'as conditions that exist in the reeling industries
as outlined by Mr. Chenev, have in our opinion no bearing as a basis
of comparison with wage.'4paid in our reeling industry, nd are apt to
be misleading. Low wages and inefficiency usually go hand in hand.
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It certainly makes a vast difference whether a weaver operates one
slow and primitive loom in Japan or three or four modem high-speed
looms in this country.

We wish to demonstrate by the following charts and tables the
increased cost of living both in Switzerland and Japan. I will say,
for the record, that the information is from the Japanese commodity
index, which was furnished by Mitsui & Co., of Yokohama.

Senator CALDER. You state that Japanese labor is less efficient?
Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir
Senator CALDER. What would you say the degree was?
Mr. KRIDEL. We state between 50 and 75 per cent.
Senator CALDER. In other words, a mill hand in this country would

do twice as much work?
Mr. KRIDEL. Two or three times as much work in the same day

with our high-speed looms as compared with the looms that they have
in their country, which are primitive looms,_and slow-weaving looms.

Senator CALDER. We have had witnesses here to-day say that they
have bought a eat deal of new machinery over there.

Mr. KfmDEL. I do not know whether that great amount of machin-
ery purchased by them was purchased for silk weaving. I can hardly
think that would be possi le. They have been weaving silks in
their country long before we have, and I doubt whether they are
buying. I believe that the great amount of textile machinery
bought by Japan was for the purpose of making cotton goods, and I
thiik that can be established very well by the fact that we are
exporting in raw cotton enormous quantities to Japan, and they are
really weaving a good deal of cotton.

Senator CALDER. The weaving of silk was an industry in China for
generationsI

Mr. KRIDEL. And also in Japan.
Senator CALDER. Has that been the case in Japan?
Mr. KRIDEL. Yes. It has been an industry there for a great many

years.
Senator MoLEAN. Why would they not adopt modem machinery

for making silk goods just as rapidly as they would for cotton goods?
Mr. KilDEL. I really can not understand why they would not.

To make all kinds of silks, it requires a great deal of manipulation
in the matter of spinning the yarn, and dyeing it afterwards, and
putting it in shape for thge usual American or foreign consumption.

Senator MoLEAN. The labor cost is a very important item?
Mr. KRLDEL. They could do it if they wanted to, but years and

years have gone by, and they have not progressed in that direction
at all They could do it if they wanted to put their minds to it.

Senator CALDER. They have progressed in every other direction.
They can build modem battleships.

Mr. KRIDEL. Take ribbons, which ire made in most silk-producing
countries in the world. Not one yard of ribbon ever comes from
Japan. I never heard of it being woven over there, or any yar-
dyed silks. It is only that they confine themselves to this article
you have heard so much about, this light-weight habutai.

I would like to relate the effects of the Fordney bill catch-all
provision of 31 per cent on American valuation, par a h 1205.
The illustrations indicated below are taken from actual shipments
and exhibits submitted to the Treasury Department investigators
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on American valuation. I think it is your investigators on this
committee that were appointed to investigate as to the effects of the
American valuation rates as outlined m the Fordney bill. The
rates of the proposed Fordney bill would consequently act particu-
larly disastrous to imports from France.

(The illustrations referred to are as follows:)
Brocaded cr~pe, quality 3075, imported by Wullsebleger & Co.:

Foreign cost in United States .......................................... $1.71
Landed cost .......................................................... 1.81
Net selling price ..................................................... 3.25
Present rate of duty (45 per cent) ................................... .77
Proposed rate of duty, 31 per cent on American valuation (59 per cent

ad valorem on foreign value) ....... ............................... 1.01
Cr6pe chiffon, quality 1987, imported by Combler & Co.:

Foreign cost in United States .......................................... .38
Landed cost ......................................................... . 40
Net selling price .................................................... .88
Present duty (45 per cent) ......................... .1
Proposed Fordnoy rate of 31 per cent on American valuation (71 per cent

ad valorem on foreign value) ......................................... .27
Metal thread satin, quality 69027, imported by Menke, Kaufman & Co.:

Foreign cost in United States .......................................... 2.221
Landed cost ........................................................... 2.421
Net selling price ..................................................... 4.10
Present duty (45 per cent) ......................... . 89
Proposed Fordney rate of 55 per cent on American valuation (101 per

cent ad'valorem on foreign value) ................................... 2.25
Brocaded velvet, quality 74680, imported by Menke, Kaufman & Co.:

Foreign cost in United States ......................................... 3.01
Landed " t .............ct............... ............................. 3.28
Present duty (50 per cent) ............................................ 1.50
Net sellin rice .................................................... 5.46
Proposed Fordney rate of 33J per cent on American valuation (60 per

cent ad valorem on foreign value) ................................... 1.80
Ribbon (metal thread chief value), quality 9019, imported by Langenieux

& Sopp:
Foreign cost in United States ....................................... 2. 01
Landed cost ...................................................... 2.11
Net selling price ..................................................... 3.95
Present duty (40 per cent) .......................................... .80
Proposed Fordney rate of 55 per cent (par. 382) on American valuation

(108 per cent ad valorem on foreign value) ............................ 2.171
Ribbon (metal chief value) quality 9013, imported by Langenieux & Sopp:

Foreign cost in United states ................................ 1.91
Landed cost ...................................................... 2.00
Net selling price ................................................... 3.63
Present duty (40 per cent) .................................. .76
Proposed Fordney rate of 55 per cent on American valuation (104 per cent

ad valorem on foreign value) ....................................... 1.99

Mr. KRMEL. As the above-mentioned articles are not comparable
in material, kind, and construction with domestic fabrics, the rates
would be assessed under the American valuation plan on the selling
price, with the above erratic prohibitive results. These rates will
practically prohibit and shut out imports of silk goods from France.

With respect to the effects of the proposed rates on silk fabrics
imported from China, we wish to give you a few representative
exhibits showing the effects of the fordney bill on Chinese fabrics.
These articles are classified as: All silk, ungummed wholly or in part,
according to latest Treasury decisions. Those are the articles which
you have heard so much about to-day. We also invite your compari-
son and verification of our figures with the official information
gathered by Treasury Department officials. According to actual
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importations on these three articles, the specific rate in the Fordney
bill would equal between 110 per cent and 226 per cent ad valorem
on foreign value.

(The exhibits referred to are as follows:)
ilonan poneee, 39 ounces to piece:

700 pice-.
Value, Shanghai taelq ......................................... 7,217.00
Exchange. $0.64 ............................................ $4,019.00

Duty, 45 per cent ................................................ $2.078. 00
Duty per piece ................................................. . $2. 97

I Equal 45 per cent ail valnrem on foreign value.)
FordnCy duty, per pound ........................................ $3. 00
Per piece............................................ .$7.311

(Equal.4 110 per cent ad valorem on foreign value.)
Ninghai firsts, 123 ounces to piece:

300 piece@, total net weight 2,3261 pound?, value .................. $4 997. 22
Duty, 45 per cent ............................................... $42, 248. 65
Duty per piece .................................................. $7.491

(Equals 45 per cent.)
Fordney duty, 123 ounces, per pound ........................... .$2. 75
Per piece....................................................... $23. 06 1

(Equali 132 per cent ad valorem on foreign value.)
Shantung 35 ounces to piece:

500 pieces, total net weight 1,I001 poundi--
Value, Chefoo taels .......................................... 2,062. 32
At exchange, 0.6774 ......................................... $1,397.00

Duty, 45 per cent .............................................. $628. 64
Duty per piece .................................................. $1. 241

(Equab 45 per cent.)
Fordney duty. 35 ounce at $3 per lo.und ......................... M. 50;1

(Equal 236 per cent ad vslorem on foreign value.)
Mr. KnIDEL. The proposed specific rates would practically shut out

imports of woven fabrics from China. We have fabrics imported
from China which are composed of tussah, or wild silk which is about
half the value of the real cultivated silk. These articles are known as
Shantungs, Ninghais, and Honans. These articles are also corre-
spondingly heavier, owing to the coarser filament of the silk, which
would therefore further increase the duty rate. The rates undoubt-
edly would vary between 100 and 250 per cent, according to qualities
and circumstances. In case specific rates should be adopted, this
situation could be very easily remedied byaspecial schedule covering
fabrics composed of tussali or wild silk, and this would be very
practical. We shall propose further on an additional paragraph
which would apply to goods woven from tussah or wild silk.

With regard to paragraph 1205, Fordney bill, provision of 25 cents
per pound additional for fabrics having threads or yarn containing
more than 30 turns of twist to the inch, we wish to state that the
provision in the Fordney bill for 25 cents per pound additional duty for
articles composed of twisted silk is both unnecessary and impractical.
The verification, or the ascertaining of the number of twist, is a highly
technical, scientific, and tedious process. It is very difficult to ascer-
tain, even by the a appraisers in the various ports of the United States,
whether a woven fabric has 30 turns of twist to the inch, and the
dividing line would be a matter of serious contention at all times.
Our thrown silk industry has become particularly efficient in the
production of such fabrics, and therefore in no case needs any extra
protection.
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With respect to paragraph 1205, relating to specific rates on plush
or velvet ribbons, owing to the very narrow width of this product, and
owing to this being a pile fabric wherein the least deviation of cutting
of the pile produces on one side a heavier weight than on the other
side of the product, the duties therefore levied on a shipment might
vary, so that an appraiser might examine in the same shipment a box
containing light weight, and- assess a whole shipment on this light
weight, while in the same shipment there might also be heavy weigb t,
or vice versa. This would certainly lead to eat inaccuracy in
ascertaining the net weights of such fabrics in a shipment. It is also
impracticable to arrive at the weights, on account of the putting of
the goods in question, the same coming on reels and put in cardboard

• boxes. These reels are fastened with tickets and nails. In order to
ascertain the correct weight it would necessitate, in a great measure,
destroying the appearance of the goods on account of disentangling
the reels from the boxes.

With respect to paragraph 382, relating to silk fabrics made of
tinsel wire, lame or lahn, 55 per cent on American valuation, that is
not in the schedule but it comes under another schedule, the metal
schedule. Under the present Underwood Act the rate of duty on
those fabrics is 40 per cent ad valorem. The rate proposed in the
Fordnoy bill is 55 per cent ad valorem on American valuation. This
would be an equivalent of from 110 per cent to 120 per cent ad valorem
on foreign valuation. Even under the present Underwood Act the
importations of these tinsel fabrics containing silk are very small.
If the duty of 55 per cent ad valorem on American valuation were
retained, it would almost completely shut out foreign importation,
as has been shown in the illustrations before mentioned.

From the facts presented above, it can clearly be shown that the
duties proposed on the American valuation basis, which we hereby
protest once more, are too impractical and too uncertain and offer
objections from almost every source, and for the following reasons:

First. In very few cases are foreign silks strictly comparable in
construction, material, arid kind to domestic silks.

Second. The basis of appraisal on the American valuation would
be subject to great guesswork.

Third. The appraisal would vary in various ports of the United
States, in accordance with the views of each individual appraiser and
as comparable to the American valuation in each particular port.

Fourth. The difficulty of arriving at accurate cost figures on
American fabrics presents another obstacle. To illustrate this uncer-
tainty a letter from the Silk Association of America to all the manu-
facturers of broad silks is hereby attached, showing that on four sepa-
rate styles of fabrics there was a variation in cost of calculations
submitted by various manufacturers showing a difference of 40 per
cent.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

Lmri R or TH8 SILK ASSOCIATION Or AMERiCA SHowINo VAnIATIo:;.A IN COSTS.

To all ranufacl urr of broad ilk.
OEvrTLEMp: It is well recognized that guesswork competition among manufac-

turers is both costly and wasteful, whereas intelligent cost calculation gives an oppor-
tunity for sound business competition. In order to establish a standard method of
cost accounting for broad silk a committee on cost calculation has been organized
by Division D of the Silk Association of America.
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The aid and cooperation of every manufacturer of broad silk in the United States
is sought in making the necessary comparison of costs for this work. Four broad
silk standards a colored taffeta, a black messaline, a crOpe do chine, and a gorgette
have been selected for study. Each manufacturer is requested to figure the total
net mill cost, including finishing, on the materials using as a basis for figuring the
construction prices on stock, etc., given on the inclosed blank.

The specification blanks are enclosed In duplicate so that one may be returned
to the association on or before June 25 1921, and the other kept for filing purposes.
If for any other reason those making tie reports do not care to reveal their identity
they need not sign them, as each contains a confidential key number furnished by
the statistical bureau of the association. It is not the object of the committee to
establish any particular price, neither does it intend to go into the question of whether
a manufacturer on account of his location pays a lower rate of wages than is paid
elsewhere as each manufacturer should be free to take any advantage offered by his
favorable location.

Comments and suggestions from the trade on the work undertaken will be appre-•
ciated. The committee will be pleased to report its findings to those manufacturers
who cooperate with it.

Yours, very truly, RASAY PsUomi.

Construction for colored talta (nai'y).-Warp, 168 ends per inch; reed, 563; 2-
thread organzine; dye 16/18; size' 13/15 denier. Filling: Picks, 92; 1 end; 3-thread
tram; dye, 22124 (bnght); size, 13/15 denier. Price for organzine stock, $6.50; price
for organzine throwing, $1.25; price for tram Atock, $6; price for tram throwing, *0.80;
width of goods, 36 inches; length of warp, 660 yards. Actual mill cost per yard,
including finishing, - (do not figure profit orselling cost).

Construction for black mesaline.-Warp, 1621 ends per inch; reed 65/213; 2-thread
organzine; dye, 20/22k size, 13/15 denier. Filling: Picks, 84; 1 end; 3-thread tram;
dye, 30/32 rightht; size, 13/1 denier. Price f6r organzine stock, $6.50i price for
organzine throwing, $1 .2; price for tram stock, $6; price for tram throwing, $0.80;
with of goods, 36 inches; length of warp, 660 yards. Actual mill cost per yard,
including finishing, - (do not figure any profit or selling cost).

Coactinfor geor .- Wkrp, 80 4inle eids per inch; reed, 40/2-. 2-throad
Goortte; tram sie, 13/l5 Denier twist, 70 turns. Filling: Picks, 8; end;
2-thread eotte tr1a1size 1 63fi& Denier; twist, 70 turns. Price of raw stock,
warping and frlting, o.do; price of Georgette throwing, $; width of goods in the
grege 47 inches; width of gods dyed, 40 inches length of warp, 880 yards; dyeing
and fishing cot, $0.08. Actual mill cost per 'ard, - (do not figure any ?rofitor sellng cost).

Confr ucldn for cr4p de thine.-Warp, 120 double ends per inch; reed, 60/2; size,
20122 Denier. Filling: Picks, 80; 1 end; 6-thread canton crepe tram; size, 14116
denier; twist, 60 to 65 turns. Price of raw stock, $8.60; price of canton stock, $5.50;
price of crepe throwing $1,50; width of goods in the rege, 44 inches; width oftgods
dyed, 40 inches; length of warp, 880 yards; cost of dyeing and inishing, $0.10.
Actual mill cost per yard - (do not figure any profits or selling cost).

COMPARISON OF TOTAL NET MILL COSTS SUBMITTED TO THE COST q ALCULATION COM-
MITTEE FOR BROAD SILKS OF TIE SILK ASSOCIATION OF AMFRICA.

Taffeta calculation: $1.35, $1318, $1.306, $1.186, $1.17, $1.165, $1.14 $1.126,
$1.115, $1.11, $1.07, $1.063, $1.057, $1.041, $1.04, $1.039, $1.035, $1.01, 1.06, 10.983,
$0.905.

Messaline calculation : $1.25, $1.20, $1.156, $1.14, $1.102, $1.09, $1.08, $1.075,
$1.07, $1.06, $1.05, $1043, $1.042, $1.037, $1.01, $1.004, $1.00, $0.985, 0.981, $0.98,
$0.96.3, $0.95, $0.944, $0.9., $0.908. °

Crpe do chine. calculation: $1.50, $1.474, $1.471, $1.442, $1.42, $1.36, $1.354,
$1.32.5, $1.317, $1.31, $1.304, $1.29, $1.27, $1.259, $1.256, $1.23, $1.22, $1.177, $1.17,
$1.10, $1.08.

Georgette calculation: $1.10, $1.042 $1 025, $1.01, $1005, $0.983, $0.975, $0.938,
$0.927, $0.924, $0.92, $0.917, $0.912, i6.905, $0.891, $0.875, $0.87, $0.86. $0.86, $0.86,
$0.84.

Mr. KIIDEL. In the inclosed letter it will be seen that each manu-
factul er has given full details as to construction and kind of material
and basis of raw material.
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Fifth. It would exclude to a very great extent importations of silk
goods from France, a country to which the American silk industry
is indebted for the creation of new ideas and new styles in the con-
struction of American silk goods. It is the creative geniuw of France
that has helped the American industry, end this should not. be in
any way discontinued by prohibiting almost entirely the further
intercourse of the commerce in silk goods between us.

We would therefore sincerely urge you to amend the House bill
by retaining the present 45 per cent ad valorem rate on the foreign
value of the Underwood Act. In urging this, we have shown above
conclusively that no fear can be entertained that there would be a
greater influx of importation. It has been shown above that in the
many years that the 45 per cent rate of the Underwood bill has been
in force, and notwithstanding the great agitation for the past 10
months for increases in the tariff, that the importations in com-
parison with the domestic production have decreased considerably.
Then why should any fear be entertained that the American industry
would not be preserved I We, in part, as manufacturers, have never
feared it, and there is nothing to show that we should at any future
time fear it.

However, should it be the intent of the Senate to retain the specify
rates in the House bill, then we certainly urge that none o1i these
specific rates be made any higher, particularly as those rats in the
Fordney bill are identically the same as the specific ratXs in the
Payne-Aldrich tariff, which rates were condemned as indefensible
high. If these specific rates will be retained by the Senate, then we
urge that the catch-all clause be the same as in the Payje-Aldrich
bill, namely, 45 per cent on silk goods, and 50 per cent on velvets,
foreign value. We furthermore request, as mentioned heretofore,
that the part of paragraph 1205 of the Fordney bill, page 133,
beginning with line 5 and terminating on line 12, relating to an addi-
tional duty of 25 cents per pound on goods containing twisted yams,
be entirely eliminated.

We furthermore request that the part of paragraph 1206 relating
to velvet or plush ribbons, commencing on line 15 of page 134 and
terminating on line 2 of page 135, be eliminated, and that velvet and
plush ribbons be inserted in paragraph 1207, wherein ribbons made
of silk are provided for.

We also request that a new paragraph be added to paragraph 1205,
relating to silk fabrics made wholly or in part of tussah or wild silk,
which should read as follows:

Woven fabricsin the piece, composed wholly or in chief value of tussah or wild silk,
weighing more than If ounces per square yard, but not more than 2j ounce. per square
Yard, if in the gum, $1.75 per pound - ungummed, wholly or In part, $2.25.er pound;
if dyed or printed in the piece, or further advanced, $2.50 per pound; d weighing
more than 2j ounces, but not more than 8 ounces per square yar, if in the gum,
$1.50 per Pound; if ungummed, whollyor in part, $1.75 per pound; If dyed, printed,
or further advsnced, $2 per pound.

We furthermore request that paragraph 382, Schedule 3, pertaining
to woven fabrics mae of tinsel wire, lame or lahn, be amended,
and that wherever silk m1 ht be contained in such woven fabrics
the rate of duty be plaea at 40 per cent ad valorem on foreign
valuation, as now isprovided in the-Underwood Act.

In entering the above protests against the rates in the Fordney
bill, and in the recommendations that we have made for such changes
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and amendments, we have only one motive in view, namely, to show
that the American industry will in no way be hurt or threatened, and
to continue to provide the small intercourse of commerce between
this country and the other silk-producing countries of the earth.
We do this under the great economic theory to provide the most
good for the greatest number, knowing that if we desire to sell the
various products of this country abroad we must show an inclination
also to purchase from foreign countries. These doctrines have been
preached by the greatest of protectionists, President McKinley, in his
speech at uffalo at a time preceding his death, and then by President
Harding in hi$ last address on the convening of this Congress.

Surely, then, as it is shown above from the official authentic
reports that the rates of the Underwood Act have only produced
over a great number of years an importation of silks not in excess on
the average of 7 per cent compared to the domestic production, and
as it is also shown by the high protectionists, and per brief before the
Ways and Means Committee filed by Mr. Cheney, that the level of
importation which ruled a considerable number of years was desirable
and helpful, the silk industry should therefore contribute its slight
share toward the great economic principles as promulgated
Presidents McKinley and Harding, and that Congress should establish
by its rates of duties on silk goods in the proposed now tariff bill
its desire as well toward that end, and not increase the rates so as to
prohibit these importations to the detriment of the silk producers
of this country, to labor, and to the American consumer.

Senator McLEAN. How many hands (to you employ I
Mr. CRIDEL. As a manufacturer ?
Senator MoLEAN. No; the interests that you represent.
Mr. KRTDEL. About 1,300.
Senator CALDER. How many do you employ in your own estab-

lishment?
Mr. KRnDEL. I mean our own establishment.
Senator CALDER. In the manufacture of silk goods?
Mr. KRTDEL. As an officer in the three mills that I am interested in

we employ 1,300 hands. How many hands are employed by all
other agencies we have, I can not tell you, but it amounts to a great
many.

Senator MCLEAN. Do you think the American manufacturers
should have t. tariff equal to the difference in the labor costs?

Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir; and he has it in every instance, by the 45
per cent ad valorem, out of the present Underwood Act. Other-
wise, we would never have been ave to increase the great amount
of our industry in this country. It has gone up enormously, and I,
as a manufacturer of silk goods in this country, do not fear that com-
petition. I am not afraid of It.

Senator WATSON. How many factories have you ?
Mr. KRIDEL. Three.
Senator WATSON. Where are they located I
Mr. KRIDEL. At BIethlehem, Pa., there is one; one in Hoboken,

N. J.; and the other in Pawtucket, R. I.
Senator WATSON. What do you make in those factories ?
Mr. KRIDEL. At Hoboken and Pawtucket we make broad-piece

silks, and in Bethlehem, Pa., we are spinners of yarns and manu-
facturers of ribbons.
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Senator WATSON. Are those same fabrics manufactured in Japan
precisely as you make themI

Mr. KEIDEL. No; thoy are not, none-of them.
Senator WATSON. Are any of the imports from Japan in direct

competition with what you make?
Mr. KRIDEL. No sir.
Senator WATSON. Now, you import what ?
Mr. KRIDEL. We import goods-that is, the exporters export to

us from France principally novelties. I will show you what they
are, because I will ask to h ave something else placed in the record
here. These are what are known as novelties, fiber silks.

Senator WATSON. Do you manufacture any of those goods?
Mr. KnIDEL. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. So that what you import does not come in

direct competition with what you make in this country ?
Mr. KRIDEL. No, sir.
Senator McCumBER. Does it come in competition with what

others make in the United States?
Mr. KRIDEL. I doubt it. Only in this way, Senator, that that

material that is imported might be replaced by some use of some
other similar material, or something else that could be made here.

Senator WATSON. What you make in the United States has no
competition at all with what is made in China?

Mr. KRIDEL. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. And no competition with what you import

from Germany or France?
Mr. KRmEL. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. You heard the witness testify a while ago about

those articles, did you, Mr. Kridel I
Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. He said that they used to make that kind of

material, but now they can not make that kind of material. How
do you explain that?

Mr. KRIDEL. Why, first, this is a particular article made in Japan.
It is a light-weight fabric, and it is an article that is made of what
we would call the roughest of silk, rejected raw material that we
could never import into this country and weave on our looms.

It is the worst that they have over there. We could not import
them successfully and weave them.

If you import the better qualities of silk, such as we are in the habit
of importing, that will be woven on our looms, and not on the primi-
tive looms they have in Japan, it is a grade of silk that must run well
for our expert weavers to weave it. You have to import a much
better quality of silk. That, in itself, costs more.

Senator WATSON. But the statement is made-and I have not
any desire to put one witness against another-

Mr. KtnMEL (interposing). He has made similar appearing goods,
but not the very same, sir. It looks like it.

Senator WATSON. The statement was that he had to quit manu-
facturing what he was manufacturing because of these goods, just
like his or similar to his, that came in competition with them.

Mr. KRIMEL. I challenge that statement, and I doubt it.
Senator WATSOn. Why did he quit, then?
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Mr. KRmEL. He did not quit manufacturing. His looms were
never better employed.

Senator WATSON. He made other things, though, didn't he?
Air. KRIDEL. Certainly; and very well employed.
Senator WATSON. No; not according to the testimony.
Mr. KRMEL. That is only recently. He made better grades of

goods, made better goods alt,,gother.
Senator WATSON. But he had already been making that kind of

goods.
Mr. KRIDEL. Not altogether.
Senator WATSON. He -aid not make that kind of goods?
Mr. KRMEL. Yes.
Senator WATSON. He is not now making that kind of goods?
Mr. KRIDEL. No.
Senator WATSON. His statement is that he is not making it because

of competition from Japan, on account of labor costs. rs that so or
not, in your judgment?

Mr. KRIDEL. r really do not know. I do not think so because the
goods that come froiii Japan are a totally different thing. First,
they are boiled off and finished in shapes that we are unable to do in
this country. I understand that they boil them with some rice
preparation. We do not do that here.

Senator WATSON. Did I understand you to say that the silks made
in Japan are not competitive with the silks made in the United
States?

Mr. KErmDL. They are competitive in that they may replace an
article we could weave in this country, that is all.

Senator WATSON. Isn't that enough?
Mr. KRIDEL. It is enough if you wish to exclude the imports

completely from all countries of tho world, but not enough to have
hurt American industry or kept it from progressing. We have, as I
told you before, increased from 1914 to 1919 200 per cent, whereas
the iinportation, from all sources of the world, only increased 50 per
cent.

Senator WATSON. We all understand that during the war period
imports of all kinds into the United States very largely decreased.

Mr. KRIDEL. They increased.
Senator WATSON. From Japan ?
Mr. KRIDEL. No; from all countries concerned.
Senator WATSON. We were not at war with Japan.
Mr. KRIDEL. No; but they increased from all countries 50 per cent.
I wanted to bring to your attention that many years ago--and I

will show you the reason also for some of these increases o Japanese
silks.

Senator WATSON. May I 'ask you another question before you
come to that?

Mr. KRIDEL. Yes.
Senator WATSON. You stated a while ago that this machinery

that was purchased in Japan, the textile machines, were purchased
for the purpose of manufactu ring cotton goods, and not silk goods.
Is that surmise on your part or is it a matter of knowledge?

Mr. KRIDEL. It is not a matter of knowledge. I imagine that was
the case.
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Senator WATSON. Do you think that the Japanese will not have
the same kind of machinery for the manufacture of silk goods that
we have in the United States?

Mr. KRIDEL. No. They have their own silk looms there. It
would not make any difference to them if they did have them.

Senator WATSON. Why?
Mr. KRiDEL. They do not progress in the silk industry, notwith.

standing they are producers of raw silk. They have not done so for
50 years, andi can not see that they care to do it. I do not see any
inclination on their part to try to do so. It requires so many other
parts of the silk industry to do that.

Senator WATSON. How do you account for the fact that the Jap-
anese are wonderfully progressive people, especially in imitation,
in all other lines of work?

Mr. KRIDEL. I have often wondered that, and I can not under-
stand it. I really do not understand it. It has been the most pecul-
iar thing that they have not progressed in the manufacture of silk,
of all kinds of silks, such as are produced in all other European coun-
tries, as well as this country.

Senator WATSON. The fact that there is a difference in the cost of
production of what they produce in Japan as compared with what
we produce here, in your judgment, is not injurious, much less
disastrous?

Mr. KRIDEL. No, sir; I have had some weaving cloths from Japan
sent me in a letter, and by applying only the 45 per cent-

Senator WATSON (interposing). What is the condition of your
business at this time?

Mr. KRIDEL. It is not very good.
Senator WATSON. Why ?
Mr, KRnDmEL. Duo to the fact that a great quantity of silk goods has

been made in this country during the early part nf the year and that
the demand for it has decreased considerably. It is owing possibly,
to the same recession that happened in almost every line of business,
and it has not been very great in the latter months of the year.

Senator WATSON. You do not attribute any part of that to im-
ports from Japan ?

Mr. KRIDEL. I absolutely do not, sir.
Senator WATSOx. Because you have no competition?
Mr. KIDEL. Absolutely not, sir. Nothing like that has happened

on account of any excessive imports because none have come in there.
Senator WATSON. Are you a selling agent, to handle goods that

your factories manufacture, on a commission basis?
Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Do you get as large a commission for selling the

domestic products as you do for selling the imported product?
Mr. KRIDEL. Less.
Senator WATSON. Less what?
Mr. KRIDEL. Do you mean commission for handling and selling?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. KmiREL. Tt is identically the same.
Senator WATSON. For the imported product as for the manu-

factured?
Mr. KrIDEL. Yes; the same thing. It is all on the selling price,

you know. Whatever price we get, we get the same commission for
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selling whether it is imported or domestic. It is on the selling price
that the commission is made after the duty has been added to the
foreign cost.

I was going to tell you in respect to the great quantities of Jap silk
coming into this country and the small quantities that have gone to
other countries, as Mr. Cheney testified this morning, that many years
ago American firms bought Japanese silks and sent them to France
to be converted, either by dyeing or printing. In the last few years
we have excelled splendidly in that department of converting Japa-
nese silk, and printing them, so much so that those silks, destined for
the purpose of dyeing or printing, instead of going over to France
and coming back again to this country, as appeared in the statistics
of French importations, are really now coming direct from Japan here,
and are being converted by our own people instead of by the dyers
ancl printers in France.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Then, a part of this importation from
Japan is for further manufacture here by our own silk manufacturers?
Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir; converted.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Have you any idea what that proportion

is; how much it is?
Mr. KRIDEL. It is enormous, because most of the goods coming

over here are not sold in their gray state, but they are dyed in various
colors, and they are also printed and used for blouses, or linings or
garments, and things of that type. They are also converted into
shirtings. Shirt patterns are printed from them. They are mostly
converted in this country.

Senator SMooy. In tle report of the Department of Commerce,
in the importation of silks, the silk,- imported in the gray are kept
separate from the manufactured.

fr. KRIDFI,. Those Japanese silks are really in the gray. They
are ungummed, and classified as ungummed. '

Senator WATSON. Then, they are so made that they can be used
as a basis for further manufacture in the United States?

Mr. KRIDEL. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. So that, so far as the texture is concerned, it is

not so inferior that it can not be used here?
Mr. KRIDEL. No.
Senator WATso.N. It is well enough made to constitute a basis for

use?
Mr. KRIDEL. It is well enough made, but you might say it is

rough. You can see that; but some people want itb because it is
rough; it is stylish.

Senator WATSON. Then Mr. Kridel, so far as it goes, it does con-
stitute competition with thu United States, doesn't it?

Mr. KRIDFL. Any article that is imported, sir, constitutes a com-
petition with the 'United States, but not altogether to hurt the
American industry to any extent, as I claim.

Senator WATSON. If that rough material so to speak, was not
imported from Japan, would it be made in the United States?

Mr. KRIDEL. It might be; yes, sir. If anything were prohibited
from coming over here, that article would be replaced by something
else made here. It would probably cost a little more.

Senator L. FOLLErrE. We have not the raw material, have we,
for making that?
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Mr. KaIDRL. No, sir; none of that material is in the United States.
We have to import every bit of it.

Senator LA FOLLITTE. There would have to be some substitute
used?

Mr. KRIDEL. Exactly.
Senator LA FOLtr TT. Coming into this country, as it is coming

in now, that furnishes a cheap silk material that can be bought by
people who can not buy the expensive material ?

Mr. KRIDEL. Yes sir.
Senator S1fooT. n the year 1920 there were imported, in the gray,

2,826,283 pounds, valued at $13,028,018. That is the silk manu-
factured in the gray?

Mr. KRIDEL. Yes; we have those same statistics, Senator, and
they are exactly from the same source that you derived your statis-
tics, the United States Bureau of the Census, United States Depart-
ment of Commerce, and the Tariff Commission.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. Has your attention ever been directed to the
fact that there is a very powerful opposition among the weavers inJapn against the introduction of this machineryI

Mr. KMn) L. I have no knowled e of that.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. It has led to some very marked collisions

there in the Government.
Mr. KRrDEL. I have no idea whatsoever. Mr. Stapfer, who has

been in Japan, might know something about it, but ][really do not
know. Now, I want to call your attention to the statement made
here about undervaluations. I have not heard, in the silk business,
or even from the silk appraisers of the customs house of any case of.
undervaluation having occurred for years there. We, as manufac-
turers, have never had the suspicion of anyone importing goods, where
the prices they make tend to show that such undervaluations have
existed; and we furthermore want to say that full records are kept
at the appraiser's stores of every importation, and that particular y
those from Japan are regulated publicly on the day of their exporta-
tion in Japan, by publications giving the exact price every single day
of the exportations from Japan, and it shows, from records that are
given to our consuls over there-the prices are forwarded to our
appraisers of the ports in this country and for that reason, while we
advocate the ad valorem rate of duty, i think no fear can be held out,
so far as any silk importations are concerned, that any such condi-
tions have existed or are likely to exist under the system that is now
provided for, at the public stores examination.

With regard to the testimony of the witness who has just preceded
me, I can hardly think, if you ask about the importations from Japan,
that they amounted to 25 to 50 per cent of the total production of the
goods that he makes in this country. They have a very large plant,
and I presume they make about 10,000,000 yards of goods yearly,
and I do not know whether 50 per cent of that is imported goods, or
Japanese habutai. That is quite a big amount.

Will I be permitted, Mr. Chairman, to read a letter here from a
manufacturer in France, in Lyon, to be put into the record, one who
is also a manufacturer of silk similar to that manufactured in this
country, as a comparison ?

The CH6LRAN. Is it a long letter?
Mr. KRIDEL. No, sir; a short letter.
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The CHAiaRmA. Can you not state the substance of the letter,
and have it printed?

Mr. KnIDL. Yes; it relates to the fact that he shows here the
various effects that 31 per cent duty on American valuations would
have on French goods. It is really quite disastrous. It runs all the
way from 86 to 120 per cent, foreign value, on actual importations
and these records which have been given to your committee of
experts that you have appointed for the purpose of ascertaining these
things-

e CHAIRMAN (interposing). We can study it better after it is
printed.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
NEw YORK, December 15, 1921.COMHIirss ONi Fz. AScE, UNtrro STATES SENATE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: We desire to present herewitb, as manufacturers of silk goods in Lyon.

France, also as manufacturers of silk goods in this country, at Iloboken, N. J., through
facts and figures, as per samples herewith attached, Fhowing the ottaige results that
would follow were the high rates in the Fordney bill. now under your consideration,
to be retained, and the disastrous effect it would have on the importation of Filk
fabrics from France.

The rates are most unnecessary, which the official statistics show, under the most
favorable conditions, under the Underwood act have resulted In the importation of
feu, than 7 per cent of the total silks manufactured in the United States.

We wish to state, if it ls the intention of your committee to recommend a law which
will most completely shut out from the United States market manufactures of silks
made in France, poiitively discriminating against French fabrics, the Fordney bill,
which you have now before you accomplishes this result.

We can not believe that such are your plans, and we rather think that those who
have written Schedule 12 in particular, as well as Schedule 3, par'mph 382, could
not understand the actual effect that theee new rates would have on French importa-
tions, therefore on the United States revenue from that source. Had they understood
such, we can not conceive and do not believe that they would have been lead to
enact rates the actual workings of which abow the results which we hereby submit.

The four main classes of fabrics which we beg to emphasize we are still able to
import, and do so because they are consumed in relatively small quantities as corn.

ared to the American standard of production, and because they require principally
hand labor, either in the process of weaving, or dyeing, or finishing, and because of
their handicraft and novelty being created from the genius in which the Lyon
manufacturers excel and which we, as manufacturers of the United States require,
if only as a source of ideas, should be taken into consideration by your ood selves in
amending these high rates, so that we can still be able to import them from France.

These exhibits represent a class of merchandise which has a mArket and meets a
demand from the American public, but which can not be successfully made here,
and even during the long years of a duty of 40-45 per cent ad valorem theirim ortation
has not affected to any degree competition of similar goods made in the United States.

We can not mpke here hand-woven or hand-finLshed fabrics of France, as we have
neither hand looms nor skilled labor toproducethem. Then whyshould youovertax
these importations, these specialties; why make them so costly as to shutthem out?
What profit will this proposed action bring to the American manufacturer or his labor?
Should the United States not be satisfied with the official ratio of 9 per cent of
American made goods and 6 per cent of imported goods? Why should France not be
permitted to export a few silks, so that she can have an opportunity to repay the
billions of dollars that she owes to you?

As far as the effect of depreciated currency would have on importations of France,
a reason given for those who advocate American valuation, we must say that this plan
of American valuation would be quite disastrous, inasmuch as the raw silk purchased
by France constitutes about 60 per cent of the total cost, and which raw silk is pur-
chased from China and Japan, whose exchange is on the parity of gold; therefore the
price of the manufactured article in France would consequently be very high in
France. In thiscase it would not affect the revenue to any great extent by continuing
to make rates on the foreign valuation.
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The exhibits herewith attached, with a sample of each style of silk goods made in
France, are from exact Importations and show that on the American valuation plan,
a per rates in the Fordney bill, that they would produce between 71 per cent
and 112 per cent on foreign valuation thereby shutting out completely these fabrics.

We urge you therefore to continue the rates of the Underwood act on foreign valua-
tion, as a means of continuing to preserve the Anierican industry, of which we are
also a part, and also to con tinue the same level of importations of France, as has existed
for many years.

Respectfully yours,
COM0E1R & Co.

Mr. KRIDEL. He also relates the fact that he urges that France be
allowed to export some silk goods to this country, partly on account
of the fact that they owe billions of dollars here, and they want to be
able to repay it, in time, by the exportation of some silk goods, and
that the importation of those goods should not be prohibited. I will
leave the samples as an exhibit.

May I also have printed in the record the brief which I submit
herewith, together with the charts and tables? '

BRIR OF SAMUEL ,RIDEL, NEW YORK, N. Y., CHAIRMAN SILK TARIFF
COMMITTEE.

Complying with the request of your chairman for an answer to the statements made
by Mr. Cheney at the hearings on December 17, 1921, regarding (1) the exportation of
silk fabrics from the United States to Japan during 1920 and (2) the alleged difficulty
of applying a separate classification of silk fabrics made of tui.ah or wild silk, we
rpectfully submit the following:

1. EXPORTATION OF SILK FABRICS FROM TilE UNITED STATES TO JAPAN DU RING 1920.

In our main statement and brief filed with your committee December 16, 1921, we
not only emphasized the insignificant and constantly diminishing percentage of
imported silk fabrics of all kinds compared with domestic production and consumption
of silks, which fr. Cheney and others seeking prohibitive rates of duty had failed to
mention, but we also drew attention to the fact that thostatLaticsofimports submitted
by them though inconsequential at best, were nevertheless misleading.

In their brief, for example, much stress was laid on the increase in imports of silk
fabrics from Japan during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, over the previous fiscal
years. As we have already pointed out, however, their figures for the year 1920 in.
clouded not only the total value of all silk fabrics actually entered for consumption in
this country but also the total value of all silk fabrics which were entered In bonded
warehouse and subsequently exported from the United States without ever having
entered the commerce of this country. As previously stated by us, the actual value
of all silk fabrics imported from Japan and-entered for consumption in 'the United
States (luring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, was $12,000,000 less than the
amount indicated by Mr. Cheney, and for the calendar year 1920 was f25,000,000
less. Our figures were compiled from the reports of the Department of Commerce.

In his reply to our presentation Mr. Cheney did not challenge the correctness of
our statement but endeavored to create the Impression that the silk fabrics origi-
nall' entered In bonded warehouse and later exported from the United States were
sent back to Japan and then brought into this country again at a much lower valu-
ation.

The falsity of this inference on his part is clearly demonstrated by additional re-
ports of the Department of Commerce referring to exports of silk fabrics from the
United States. We attach at the end of our present statement a summary of the
material portions of such official reports.

From this source of information it will be seen that the bulk of silk fabrics from
Japan which were entered in bonded warehouse in the United States during 1920
were later sold while in bonded warehouse and exported to Great Britain without
ever having entered the commerce of this country. The balance of such bonded
warehouse ilk goods ws similarly sold and exported to various other countries, in-
cluding Japan.

The difference in the total amount ($12,000,000) of such entriesfor bonded warehouse
in the United States during the fiscal year 1920 and the total amount ($4,000,000)

I All charts and tables are omitted in printing, but are on fOle with the committee.
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subsequently exported from this country to Great Britain and elsewhere is accounted
for by the great shrinkage in value between time of entry and time of subsequent
exportation. In other words, at the beginning of the calendar year 1920 (which was
the middle of the fiscal year referred to) the peak of the very extreme prices for silk
goods was reached. From March 1, 1920, until the end of the year the prices dropped
rapidly, until they were only about 25 per cent of the values at the highest point.
The $4,000,000 of exports referred to, therefore, beyond question fully account for the
$12,000,000 of silk goods entered in bonded warehouse during the fiscal year 1920,
when the values were about four times as high.

In this connection it is well to remember that the banks, which had extended credit
to the silk merchants and through which the importations of 1,920 were made on letters
of credit, were unable to deliver the silks because of the numerous failures among the
merchants for whose account they had been imported. As a result, title to the mer-
chandise reverted to the banks. The banks, on the other hand, after the merchandise
had remained in bonded warehouse for some time, while an extensive decline in prices
was in progress, found it impossible to realize more than a fraction of the Urices paid for
the goods or of the prices prevailing at the time the entries were made. in fact, it wa
altogether impossible for them todispose of the silks in this country at all, I ceaure Fuch
sales would have entailed a withdrawal from bond and the payment of an amount of
duty greater than the full price then obtainable for the merchandise. This is so
because the duty on bonded warehouse goods is payable on their value at the tim" of
exportation from the foreign country to the United States and not at the time of their
withdrawal from bond.

Consequently, the banks and those silk merchants who were able to survive the
panic fal in prices exported their bonded-warehouse goods to all parts of the world,
wherever they could find buyers, and particularly to Great Jiritain.

Asa furtherindication of the irresponsible and Id lecharacter of Mr. ('heney's rein arks,
we respectfully call attention to the provisions of the customs regulations regarding
the exportaion of merchandise previously imported and entered in bonded ware-
house, its reimportation into the U'nited States, an! the amount of dtty pl'ahle on
such reimportations. Article 999 of the customs regulations reads:

"Exportation- Whae not bona fide.-MAs exportation isa severance of goods front the
mass of things belonging to this country with the intention of uniting them to the mass
of things belonging to some foreign country. the shipment of merchandise abroad
with the intention of returning the same tothe United States is not an exportation.
Merchandise returned from abroad under these circumstances is dutiable according
to its nature, weight, and value at the time of its original arrival in this country.

"Bonds given for the exprtation of merchandise should not be canceled by cllec-
tore unless they are satisfied that there has been an actual bona fide exportation."

In the face 'of this regulation it would indeed be futile to export merchandise
which had previously been imported into this country and then bring it back again
at a lower value, since it would still be appraisd at and have to pay duty on its value
at the time of its original exportation to tbe United States.

2. THE ALLEGED DIFFICUL'TY OF APPLYINO A SEPARATE CLASSIFICATION OF SILK FABRICS
MADE 0 TUSSAII OR WILD SILK.

When appearing before your committee on December 16. and in our main brief, we
pointed out the great inequalities and gross injustice which would result from applying
(as does the Fordney tariff bill) the same specifle rates of duty to fabrics made of
tussah, or wild silk, as are applicable to other silk fabrics, We urgently requested that
if specific duties based on weight are to bc embodied in the tariff law as finally enacted
special provision be made for the fabrics composed of tussah, or wild silk. with rate
substantially lower than for all other silk fabrics. We suggested what we believed to
be a proper provision and proper rates.

To avoid unnecessary repetition, our reason for this request was briefly this: Fabrics
.made of tussah, or wild silk, though the cheapest of all silk fabrics and worth roughly
only one-half as much as the other fabrics, weigh substantially more than the other silk
goods. The same specific duty, based on weight and applied to all alike, therefore.
will produce a much greater percentage of the value in the case of the tussah, or wild
silk, goods than In the ease of the other fabrics. In fact, a specific duty which is fair
for other silk fabrics will of necessity be prohibitive for the heavier and cheaper fabrics
of tussab, or wild silk.

Mr. Cheney, In opposing our request, does not deny its necessity, but endeavors to
prevent a separate clasification by making it appear difficult of administration. In
this we disagree with him most emphatically and for the following reasons:
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Fabrics composed of tussab, or wild silk, are known as ninghas, shantungs, andi
lionans, which come from China, and pongees, which come from Japan. The tussab
silk used in these fabrics is a product of China. scientifically or technically known as
"antheraea pernyi." The above classes of fabrics composed of this wild silk are all
imported into this country in their natural condition (partly ungummed), and are
therefore easily Identified on account of the natural color (brown) and other physical
characteristics.
We admit that there are other grades of tussah silk, such as "antheraea yamamai"

and "antheraea mylitta." The former Is a product of Japan. It is not suitable for
the manufacture of the above-named classes of fabrics. It is produced in very limited
quantities and Is confined to the manufacture of certain products for Japanese home
markets. While bearing a closer resemblance to the real (cultivated) silk than does
the Chinese tussah, it nevertheless has a distinctive greenish-yellow color, which is
readily recognized.

The "antherae inylitta" referred to is a product of India. It is known and easily
recognizable because of the unevenness of its fiber, a natural result appearing In th
.-Ilk due to the fact that the silkworm producing it feeds on various leaves and plants.
This grade of tussah is used only in the manufacture of spun or schappe silks.

While some of the fabrics composed of tussah silks are bleached, converted, or
further advanced, this does not make their separate classification more difficult, for.
even in such advanced stages of manufacture, tusah-eilk fabrics respond to the
ordinary commercial tests and are unmistakably distinguished under a magnifying
glass from all other silk fabrics. Under a glass, for example, all silks but tussah,
regardless of the extent of manufacture, present a marked cylindrical appearance.
while tussah has a ribbon or tapeliko contour which can not be mistaken.

Finally, we may say, without exaggeration, that the matter of applying a separate
classification for fabrics composed of tussah silk is simplicity itself compared with
the Infinite care required in solving the problems presented by the one hundred or
more classifiatlons for other silk fabrics provided in the Payne-Aldrich tariff and
reembodied ii) the Fordnoy tariff bill. We refer to the provisions for specific duties.

CONCLUSION.

We respectfully repeat our request that if specific duties on silk fabrics are to be
embodied in the proposed new tariff law a special provision be enacted for fabrics
composed of tussah or wild silk, with rates substantially lower than for other milk
fabrics. On this point we refer to the provision and rates suggested In our main brief.
On all other paragraphs of the silk schedule in which we are Interested we likewise
respectfully refer your committee to the requests made in our main brief and to the
reasons for same herein set forth.

Foreign fari(e ecoren in the pi'ce during calendar year 1920.

Quantity.I Value.

ienmak...............
France.... ............
freet .................. I
Italy ....... ................ ,
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Switerland .................. i
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Honduras ....................
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Dominican RePublic . 2,81 $237
Dutch West Indies ........... 201 694
Haiti .................... 248 1,834
A rgentin................. 41,959 R0,914
Pr al ........................ 15.331 182,300
Colombia ..................... ; 233 1,613
Ecuador ...................... M1, 19, 663
Dutch Oul a ................ 10O 20.73
Peru ........................ 575 8.S12
i'ruguay ..................... MA 8 13A
Venezuela .................... 312 2.102
China ...................... 12 7.898
Japan..... ............... 77.457 949. M
Turkey In Asa ............... 59 3.162
Au li rstf ................ M 9,126
French Oceania .............. 20 124

Total ................ 348,002 4,223
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF HORACE B. CIENEY, REPRESENTING
THE SILK ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

Senator McLEan. I would like to ask Mr. Cheney one question,
not by Way of rebuttal, because I know the committee does not go
into that, but explanatory of the reimportation of goods into this
country. It is testified that some 15,000,000 yards or dollars' worth
of goods were sent in here and then reexported, and I would like
to ask Mr. Cheney one question in regard to that.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. CzsEry. The figures that Mr. Kridel gave yesterday wete in

dollars instead of yards.
He spoke of the large exports. and Senator Smoot asked him about

that, and he did not have the figures at the moment. The explanation
is quite simple, that during the period in which those large exports
occurred there was a tremendous drop in prices of silks and those
goods were held in bond at a price which was practically double the
price at which they were then selling, and were exported back to
Japan and brought back here again at the low rate of duty.

Senator SMoor. I asked you the number of yards. Have you the
number now ?

Mr. CJiENEY. I have not the yardage that was reexported.
Senator McLEAN. 15,000,000, I think.
Mr. CiiENEY. $15,000,000, if I remember correctly, would have

been 15,000,000 yards.
Senator SMOur. A dollar a yard?
Mr. CImEiY. The average price of goods reached a dollar a yard

in December.
Senator Smoor. In what year?
Mr. CIENE:Y. In 1919. In November a number of those goods were

worth a dollar a yard in this country. In July they were worth 50
cents. They got town as low as 30 cents as low as 26.4 cents. The
advantage of reexporting goods on a dollar basis and reimporting
them on a 26.cent basis and thereby escape three-fourths of the duty
they would have paid is very evident.

Senator 31oo. What class of goods were they?
Mr. CHE NrY. Habutai. Everything was in bond at that time on a

dollar basis, and they escaped the payment of large duties by send-
in it back and bringing it over again and paying new duties.

The value of the Shantungs I have seen estimated in a letter to one
of the Congressmen on the basis of $2.50 per pound. Those are made
of the tussah silk. They are brought in here on the basis of $2.50
a pound. We make those goods in this country. The market price
of the raw silk is at present $A.50 a pound with the gums in it, and
with the gums out it is worth $5 a pound. I think that is a direct
comment on the possibility of the undervaluation. We have to pay
$5 for silk to make the goods and they import them on the basis of
$2.50 a pound.

Senator S.ioor. You are speaking of pongeesI
Mr. CIJENEY. Shantung pongees. The stock is made of different

classifications of tussah goods, and that argument was introduced
in order to show why there was such a very high duty on tussah
goods. It is not the correct value. There are a number of classifica-
tions of silk. There is the bombyx mort; there is the anteraea
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peryi, which is the usual tussah one, and a number of others. Some
of those are white silks, some are yellow, some are brown, and some
are green. They say you can not readily distinguish between them,
but the white silks and the ordinary silks from the usual sources
tre just as cheap as the cheap tussah.

Senator SmooT. Are these taken from the cocoon the same as the
regular silk, when the cocoon is wild, not cultivated?

Mr. CnEF,.Y. The usual cultivated silk is the bombyx mort. Then
there is the anteraea yama mat, a Japanese silk, which is a tussah of
thQ light green. Take the ordinary tussah moth and feed it on chest-
nut leaves instead of oak leaves and it will turn out a light lemon.
'rite color is chiefly a question of treatment.

Senator Penrose asked about the labor cost in pongees and why
that duty was necessary.

Senator MCLEAN. I would suggest that you will have an oppor-
tunity to present any of those statistics you wish in brief form, and
we will have it printed.

Mr. CimNEY. Very well. I have some samples here to show you
how difficult it would be. Here is the silk that is the regular silk.
This is a tussah silk, and these are bombyx mort. These are the
usual kind of tussah silk.

Senator LA FozrrjE. Mr. Cheney was called to answer the testi-
mony of Mr. Kridel. I know that was a violation of the rule of the
committee, because there is no way of terminating the hearings if
we tre going to have rebuttal and surrebuttal and go on indefinitely.
I just want to request that Mr. Kridel be permitted to file a brief i1
reply to the statements that have been made here, if that is satis-
factory to Mr. Kride).

Mr. KiDEI. Yes sir; that is perfectly satisfactory..
The CHAIR1MAN. You may file your brief and it will be printed.

ADDITIONAL BRIEF OF ,ORAoz B. CHENEY. N REPLY TO STATEMENTS OF
SAMUEL IKEIDL,

In the testimony of Mr. Kridel the particular discrepancy between the figures
quoted by him as importer from Japan and those presented by the silk association
was that his figures were presented upon a dollar bas and the silk association's figures
upon a yardage basis. In our opinion the latter is the more significant factor, the
dollar charts being complicated by the fact that during the period presented the value
of Japanese habutai, principal item on an avers. quality, docreased from approxi.
mately $1.15 per yard to $0.457, which appeared to make the imports shrink to half
of their volume, whereas the actual quantity was maintained; further, that the shrink.
age in habutal imports due to reexportation was due to the above fact and for the
purpose of escaping the duty, and was Immediately reexported to the United Statos,
as indicated by the fact that the actual quantity imported into the United States in
10 months of 1921 was 50 per cent greater than for the entire year previous, including
the amount which was reexported.

The request which has been made on behalf of importers that woven goods made of
wild silk be Introduced at specific rates, less than those in the House bill, because of
the statement that the value of such selks was very much less than the others and
amounted to $2.50 per pound would seem to be of questionable accuracy, because
eight cocoon tussah of standard grades, such as used in the production of the majority
of such goods, to-day is quoted n the raw on the New York market at prices ranging
from $4.30 to $4.65 per pound. The gum removed from such silk would make ther
raw silk content worth from $5 to approximately $5.25 per pound. The manufac.
turing cost would add very much to this figure, and in our opinion such goods could
not legitimately be imported from Japan to-day on a value of less than $6.50 per pound
In the boiled-off or finished state, at which figure, paying a 45 per cent duty would
amount to much higher than the specific rates under which they would come in, under
the provision of the House bill. Furthermore, there are silks reeled from double
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cocoons of the regular cultivated variety which are worth at all times in the market
less than the regular filature wild silk.

The statement has been made that these wild silks are very easily identified: this
is very far from being the case. The usual source of cultivated silks is the bombyx
mort, which feeds upon the leaves of the mulberry tree, the color of the silk in the
gum ranging from white to deep yellow-gum discharged, it Is a cream color without
bleaching of the wild silks: the most common, and the one which is most often known
tussah, is thp anteraea pe'ny. native of China and Japan, chiefly China, and which
feeds upon the oak leaves. This silk is usually received in ecru color, due chiefly
to the maceration process with which the gum is softened for reeling. If reeled in
water, the color is quite different. If the worms are fed upon chestnut leaves instead
of oak leaves, which they eat readily, the silk becomes yellowish in character.

The second principal source of wild silk, also known as tussah, is the philosamla
cynthia, the silk of which is quite similar in character and color to that of the above
named, but slightly darker. A wild silk common in Japan, used somewhat largely In
their native product, is the yama mal, which also feeds upon oak leaves. It is of a
yellowish gTeen color, very brilliant in character when boiled out. It can be bleached
a pure white.

Another variety of wild silk being raised largely in Indo-China is the anteraes
mylitta. which varies in character from a pure white to an ecru color 'and thrives on
the castor-oil plant.

Lastly, there has recently come into the market a new silk which is absolutely pure
white, even whiter than the cultivated silk, and having fibers very similar in ap-
pearance, known as the anteraea cri, found in British India and ('olombia. Swoith
America--also feeds upon the leaves of the castor-oil plant.

It would be extremely diffcult for the best expert to be able to identify all of these
different forms of silk when woven into goods and colored. In fact, it is our opinion
that there is nobody who could do so with any certainty. Moreover, there are goods
made in which more than one kind of silk is used in manufacture. This is particu-
larly true of upholstery goods imported from Europe in which tussah and cultivated
silk are both used in the same goods, often with mixtures of cotton or tinsel.

We have provided for the committee a set of samples illustrating the above classi-
fications of silks and the ;oods manufactured from the various sources and mixtures
of materials. Goods of this character are not alone imported from China, but are also
a large product of Japan.

It has been stated Iefore the committee that the same character of goods was never
made in the United States as has been produced in China and Japan. This is dis.
tinctly not correct, and we have prepared and submitted to the committee samples
illustratin goods of identical construction made of the reeled silk and of wild silk
in the United States and the Orient. It has been also stated to the committee that
the test of twist was a complicated and difficult matter which is not ascertainable in
in the customshouse, but, on the contrary, a twisting machine is a very simple device
by which the twist of any thread can be ascertainable very quickly and with a
great degree of accuracy. It was also stated that silk goods with laim6 filling or
tinsel were not made in this country. This is also erroneous, as there are many manu-
facturers in this country engaged in manufacturing material of this character, severely
at a disadvantage because of the low duty which is imposed upon lamm6 yarn which
forms the material of chief value. It is our opinion that the rl of duty upon lamm6
tinsel or metal-covered threads and products of'that character should be increased in
the same proportion or at least in as great a proportion as are recommended to the silk
schedule.

STATE MENT OF ARMIN 0. STAPER, N W YORK 0ITY, RUPEP -
SENTING THU SILK ASSOCIATION OF AMERIOA.

Mr. STAPFIzR. I have been engaged by this association to furnish
facts and figures for these tariff hearings. .

Senator LA FOLLETE. May I interrupt to inquire whether you
were connected with the Customs Service in New York?

Mr. STAFFER. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETr. For the Government ?
Mr. STAPFER. I have been six years an examiner of silks, and I have

had quite an extensive experience as a domestic manufacturer and
converter. I have been in Japan, Europe, and am quite conversant
with the situation.
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Senator LA FO.LTr. How recently were you connected with the
department ?

Mr. STAPFER. Three years ago I left.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you born?
Mr. STAPFER. I was born in Switzerland.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been in this country?
Mir. STAPPER. Twenty years, since 1903.
Senator LA Fou.iF~.TE. Go ahead, sir.
Mr. STAPFER. I would like to point out that habutai, as exported

from Japan, is a very unique fabric, and is not made in this country
for the reason that it is composed of inferior silk, which is not used
here, and which would not be productive on our looms. The Japanese
goods are a pure fabric, and are inspected by the Government. TI.e
weight is stamped on each piece and is guaranteed by the Government.

I also wish to point out that in regard to specific rates that may be
proposed it would be very impracticable to have specific rates in such
a fluctuating market as we had in the past and are still having, unless
they would be put on a flexible basis. This chart' shows how the
market fluctuated, and specific rates that you have to-day may be
out of proportion shortly.

Refeiring to the chart, I wish to point out that this chart shows the
expansion of the domestic production, including knit goods, since
1914. In 1914, according to the figures published by the Depart-
ment of the Census, the domestic silk production was $254,000,000,
and $41,00,000 of knitted silks, and only $34,797 000 imports. In
1919 the domestic production grew to $688,000,000 domestic silks, and
$207,000,000 of knitted silks, and only $53,000,000 imports, which
shows that the ratio has been reduced almost half during the Under-
wood tariff.

This chart is an exact reproduction of the hart submitted by Mr.
Cheney to the House, and we added three columns to show different
tables. If you take, for instance, the imports during 1920, for con-
sumption only, they are only $25,000 000, against $50,000,000, as
pointed out during the fiscal year, including bonded goods. There
were great quantities of bonded goods imported, and they had to be
exported again, and they never entered the commerce of the United
States.

Regarding the efficiency here and in Japan, I wish to point out that
I had experience both in japan and here, and there is a vast difference
in efficiency between this country and Japan.'

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do you mean to say you engaged in the
manufacture of silks in Japan?

Mr. STAPPER. I have been over there as a buyer, and I have studied
conditions. I went there chiefly with the intention of bringing out
certain domestic articles, but wev were only successful in regard to
shirtings, and this was merely due to the fact that during the war a
great demand existed for shirtings which the domestic manufacturers
could not supply and Japan was therefore able, to some extent, to
bring in some shirtings, but that has been stopped long ago, and Japan
has never been able to bring out comparable domestic goods, such as
taffetas, which is a common article here, or, in fact, yarn d1yed silks,
which are really a great part of our domestic production. They have

' All chinrts omitted In printing.
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made some attempts to bring out crepe do chines and georgettes
during the war, but those attempts were rather disastrous. They
were due to speculations mostly, and almost everybody that brought
them out ha&ito sell them at a great loss. They could not compete
with domestic products. It is true that a few mills in Japan have
up-to-date looms, but that is very much limited.

Senator MCLEAN. How long since you have been in Japan?
Mr. STAPFER. I have been in Japan during 1916 and 1917 and

1918.
Senator McLEAN. You have not been there since?
Mr. STAPFER. No; but I am in close touch every (lay with the

market in Japan by cables and otherwise, and to-day Japan is just
sending in habutais and pongees to this market.

Senator MCLEAN. You visited these foreign markets, as I under-
stand it, for the purpose of discovering, if possible, some article that is
made there that can be sold here I

Mr. STAPFER. That was the purpose. I went over there for the
purpose of buying habutais. I went over there and also assisted
them with my manufacturing knowledge, but it was more or less
hopeless. The thing is in a very crude state.

Senator MoLEAN. You were employed for that purpose, as I
understand it?

Mr. STAFFER. Yes.
Senator McLEAN. To go abroad and keep track of goods that are

manufactured with the idea of bringing them into this country?
Mr. STAPFzR. We also intended to -bring goods from Japan that

formerly came from Germany, but we were not able to accomplish
that.

Senator LI FOLLETTE. You did not find much encouragement,
then, from your experience in Japan?

Mr. STAPFER. Very little encouragement. For instance, in this
country a weaver operates from three to four looms, and a weaver in
Japan operates only one loom and with very primitive production,
and therefore the difference in wages is greatly offset by the difference
in efficiency.

Senator LA FOLLE-rE. Can you state what one weaver would be
able to produce in Japan, operating the kind of a loom that they
operate there, in comparison with one weaver operating three or
f6ur looms of superior manufacture that are operated in this country?

Mr. STAPFEIh. Say, for instance, on a habutai, a weaver would
produce between 6 and 8 yards a day on one loom only, as against
12 to 15 yards a day per loom, an(l a weaver in this country runs
from three to four looms.

Semator McLEAN. Suppose the Japanese had our looms?
Mr. STAPFER. Of course, with modem looms, they could do more,

but, as I said, the thing is very crude, and they are slow.
Senator McLEAN. But, assuming that they have the latest product

in looms there, could they produce as much as the Americans?
Mr. STAPFER. I would not say as much, because it would require

quite some time for the weaver to become proficient.
Senator McLEAN. With the experience that they have had here?
Mr. STAPFER. With the experience, possibly, the same thing could

be established; but that is pretty far off.
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Senator MOLEAN. The Japanese laborer is adaptable, and skillful,
isn't he, when he has had experience?

Mr. STAPFER. They are skillful and industrious, but they are not
the same type as we have here. It is a different type. It seems
that everything in the Orient moves much more slowly.

Senator McLEAN. Sometimes they move pretty rapidly, in a good
many lines.

Mr. STAPFER. In certain things; but, in the first place, in Japan,
they make certain articles there very skillfully, like -brocades, but
they are made for home consumption, and they are made in a very
tedious and slow way.

Senator McLEAN. -If they had our loonms, and had the experience
our operatives have had, you have no reason to believe they would
not produce just as many yards a day?

ir. STAPFER. Even with those modern looms, and with quite
some experience, and with the great opportunities they had during
the war, they failed to make any impression on our market. Our
labor was practically depleted on account of conditions, and the
Japanese labor was not affected at all, and still they have not made
any inroads at all on our articles. Take, for instance, 45 per cent
duty on the finished article, is equivalent to about 300 to 350 per
cent protection on wages.

Senator MoLEAN. Do you mean to say that with the modern
looms for the manufacture of cotton goods they have not reached
the state of perfection where they compete with us in cotton?

Mr. STAPFER. They have not reached, even with modem looms
that state of perfection. A Japanese factory is not as efficient and
as well organized as a factory here. I visited quite a few, and I
went all through tho interior.

Senator MCLEAN. You have not been there since 1918?
Mr. STAPFER. In 1918 there was not much difference. I come in

touch with people that have been in Japan recently, and the mere
fact that no such fabrics have been imported recently is sufficient
proof. It seems strange that with labor in their favor, for instance,
m the case of georgette or cr~po de chine, where the ratio of labor to
the fabric is greater than in the habutai, that under the same tariff
they should be able to bring in such cr6pe de chines a'nd georgettes,
and other fabrics, but so far they have confined themselves to habutai.

Senator MCLEAN. That is all.
The C1IAMSIAN. That is all that you want to state?
Mkr. STAPFER. That is all.

KNITTED SILK OUTERWEAR.

(Paragraph 1208.]

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY WORMS REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
KNITTED OUTERWEAR ASdOOIATION, NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. WORMS. I represent the Franklin Knitting Mills and the
National Knitted Outerwear Association-the silk branch.

Senator CALDER. Please tell the committee where the Franklin
Knitting Mills are located.

Mr. WORMs. 511-519 East Seventy-second Street, New York City.
We have mills there, in Brooklyn, and also in Lehighton, Pa.

Senator CALDER. And in Brooklyn?
Mr. WORMS. Yes; 561 Grant Avenue.
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Senator SMoo-r. Have you a briefI
Mr. WoRMs. Yes, sir.
Senator SMoor. Does that give the rates you are asking for?
Mr. WORMS. Yes.
This part of the knitted outer wear industry had its inception

about the year 190S, and to-day has about 10,000 employees out of
57,000 in our entire industry. It has grown from nothing in 1908 to
that position.

Senator DU.NOGIIAM. What branch are you speaking of?
Mr. WORMS. The silk branch.
Senator SMooT. You use the imitation silk?
Mr. WORMs. No; the pure thread only. It covers silk sweaters,

silk men's and women's mufflers, and silk neckwear.
We ask for an increase over the Fordney bill from 40 per cent ad

valorem to 50 per cent ad valorem.
At the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the

House all the facts and circumstances relating to this industry and
its tariff necessities were given.

Senator SMOOr. Do you mean instead of 40 per cent?
Mr. WORMS. Forty per cent; yes.
They granted us a separate classification, and we now ask for a

50 per cent ad valorem duty.
Senator ,&stovT. Is that on American valuation?
ir. WORMS. On American valuation.

Senator SmooT. What do you want on the foreign?
Mr. WoRMs. One hundred per cent.
Senator SMOOT. More?
Mr. WORMS. One hundred per cent; yes, sir.
The foreign conversion cost is about one-fifth of the American,

and therein lies our great competition to-day. Of course, with
depreciated exchanges, they can bring their merchandise in and we
can not begin to compete with them. This refers especially to Austria,
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and to some extent to Switzerland, but
only a small amount.
' To show how completely the present valuation affects importations,

I was speaking yesterday to a gentleman who imports machinery that
we use in our industry. His machinery is made in Switzerland.
Machinery identical in nature is made in Germany. I have been to
the plants of each of these countries where the machinery is produced.
His duty on his machines to-day is about $200 apiece, whereas the
duty on the identical machine from Germany is equivalent to about
$45. He stated that he was in favor of the American valuation as an
importer. By the way, he is the first importer whom I ever met who
was in favor of the American valuation. He said that it was im-
material to him whether the duty is levied on American valuation
or the foreign valuation, although he thought the Government
would receive greater duties from that particular line if we had
American valuation. Being an American citizen and living in this
country, he was in favor of it for that reason.

Senator MCLEAN. Are those machines made in this country?
Mr. Won.is. They are not. They are produced in Europe.
Senator McLEAN. If they were made in this country, he would

prefer the foreign valuation?
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Mr. WORMS. No; he would still prefer the American valuation,
because it would give him more certain protection if the machines
were produced here.

The reason that we ask for a change in the rate is that the cost of
knitted outer wear per pound in this country, as compared with the
cost of manufacture in Germany, is about, in reality, to-day, on the
depreciated exchange, 10 to 1. When this brief was drawn up it was
about 5 to 1.

The figures that we have used are based uponResearch Report
No. 40, on wages in foreign couhtries, prepared by the National
Industrial Conference Board. They indicate (p. 67) that the
average hourly textile labor wage in Germany is less than 7 marks,
which to-day is equivalent to about 4 cents per hour. Our labor
cost here is 50 cents an hour. So I think you can see very readily
why we require ample protection and how this industry has grown
under the protection we have had from Republican tariffs.

Being a luxury, it does not affect the laboring element so far as
added cost to them is concerned, but at the same time it gives em-
ployment to labor which, in turn, can use other articles in this country
which are produced by our American workmen.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What do you produce?
Mr. WoRnf s. We produce silk knitted goods-sweaters, men's neck-

wear, mufflers, etc.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. For outer wear?
Mr. Woisfs. For outer wear only.
Senator LA FOLL.TTE.. What is the total amount of production in

this country?
Mr. Won'ss. Of our branch?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes.
Mr. VoR.is. About $40,000,000.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is the amount of the importations?
Mr. WORMIS. Why, I can not tell you that. Unfortunately, every

one of the branches of our industry has been under hosiery and under-
wear and other textile sections of the tariff law.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. With what class of goods do you compete?
N. WORMS. I do not quite understand the question.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Well, do all the things you have enumer-

ated here-sweaters, neckwear, mufflers, and things of that sort-
have competition from abroad?

Mr. WORMS. Oh, yes, sir; this industry originated abroad.
Senator LA FOLLEITE. And they come in here in considerable

quantities, do they?
Mr. WORMS. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLrTrr. You have no means of stating anything

about the amount of importation?
Mr. WoRMs. Not in dollars and cents, because we are not segre-

gated and we can not get statistics but they have been increasing
as exchanges have gone down. This applies especially since the
armistice to such countries as Czechoslovakia, Germany, and Austria.

Senator LA FOLLEFE. How have your prices increased since, say,
19131 What is the percentage?

Mr. WORMS. They doubled up to the time of March, 1920. Since
then they have been reduced about 33J per cent.

81527-22-m 12-7
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Senator CALDER. Are any of these goods exported that-are manu-
factured here?

Mr. WORMS. No.
Senator CALDER. There is no foreign market at all?
Mr. WORMS. Yes. We opened a foreign market in South America,

much to our regret, at the time of the extreme break in prices of
silk. They refused to accept the merchandise. It lay on the pier
for a number of months until we found a market for it at about 25
per cent of the original invoice value.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Have ydu any samples of the things you
produce?.

Mr. WORMS. This tie that I have on. I had an exhibit at the
Ways and Means Committee of our merchandise. Samples are avail-
able to your committee at any time.

BRIEF OF SIDNEY WORMS, REPRZSENTINO THE NATIONAL KNITTED OUTER.
WEAR ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CITY.

In House of Representatives bil 7456 such of the product of the knitted outer.
wear industry as are composed wholly or in chief value of silk are specified in the
latter part of paragraph 1208, page 135, lines 15, 16 and 17.

We are not interested in the other fabrics or articles included in that paragraph,
our sole interest being in knitted outerwear.

CIAN0ES SUGGESTED IN WORDING.

We respectfully suggest the following changes in paragraph 1208, page 135, line 15
First. After the word "and" insert the word "all."
Second. Strike out the word "goods" and insert the word "articles."
Third. After the word "crocheted" insert the words "wholly or in part."
The reasons for these suggestions for changes in the language of the paragraph are

self-evident.
CANOES SUGGESTED IN RATE.

Paragraph 1208, page 135, line 17: Strike out "40" and insert "50."
Paragraph 1208, lines 15,16, and 17 should read with suggested changes incororated:
"Outerwear and all other articles, knit or crocheted, w olly or in part, finished or

unfinished, composed wholly or in chief value of silk, 50 per centum ad valorem."
At the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee all the facts and circumstances

relating to the industry and its tariff necessities were placed before that committee
and request was made (1) for a separate classification for knitted outerwear; and (2)
a proper protective rate which would necessarily be higher than the rate given to
hosiery, underwear, etc., for reasons stated at length before the Ways and Means
Committee,' and which briefly stated are:

(a) That knitted outerwear products are articles of fashion.
(b) That in the manufacture of knitted outerweargreater overhead costsare incurred

due to the rapid change in style, necessity of carrying stock of raw material, and many
colors.

c) Greater selling expense in the sale of knitted outerwear.
d) Advantages of foreign competitors in low overhead, etc.
It was obviously the intent of the Committee on Ways and Means and the House to

reco nizo the justice of our requests, for in both the silk and wool schedules separate
classifications were made for knitted outerwear, but the znite fixed for silk knitted
outerwear was no higher than that provided for knit underwear, hose, etc., whereas a
higher rate than wool underwear was properly given to wool outerwear in Schedule 11,
paragraph 1115, pag 123, line 22.

The omission on the part of the Ways and Means Committee to provide a higher rate
of duty for silk outerwear, knit or crocheted, than they provided for silk knit under-
wear, we believe to have been the result of purely unintentional inadvertence, because
otherwise there would have been no object in providing a separate classification for
silk outerwear, knit or crocheted.

'Report of tariff hearings, Feb. 3, 1921, p. 287S; also p. 2023.
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REASON FOR CHANGE IN RATE.

For the information of the committee we submit herewith figures showing the cost
of manufacture of silk knit outerwear per pound in this country as compared with the
cost of manufacture in Germany, which is the country of principal competing pro-
duction.

The labor figures upon which this comparison is based have been taken from Re-
search Report "No. 40 on Wages in Foreign Countries, prepared by the National Indus-
trial Conference Board, which indicate (p. 67) that the average hourly textile labor
wage in Germany is less than 7 marks (including all emergency allowances, etc.),
which at $0.006 exchange is approximately 4 cents United States currency, as com-
pared with an average hourly wage in our industry at home of approximately 50 cents.

Comparative cost analysis of dometO,- and foreign manufacture of knitted outerwear.

Foreign. Domestic.

Raw material (dyed yarn) ..................................................... $ 701 & 36
10 per cent waste .......................... ................................. _ _ .671 ._ 3

Net cost of yarn dyed ......................................... 7.371 9.19
Conversion cost ..................................................... 2.251 111.26

Total manufacturin cost .......................... r ...................... 9.62 2 '.4
Difference (about 53 per cent) ................................................... 10. .3........

I One-fifth of domestic conversion cost.
I This is present value and takes into account all conversion costs from raw silk to dyed yan the basic

raw silk price being the same at home and abroad, being 55 per cent of total manulactdrlng Me.

This comparison shows that it would require an ad valorem duty of 53 per cent
based on American value to enable the American manufacturer to compete.

We therefore respectfully ask that the rate assessed on our products be not less
than 60 per cent.

ARTIFICIAL SILK KNITTED OUTERWEAR.
[Paragraph 1215.]

STATEMENT OF FRED MAYER, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
KNITTED OUTERWEAR ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CITY.

Senator MCCUMBER. Didn't Mr. Phoenix speak on this same
subject?

Mr. MAYER. No; that was on the wool manufacturers of knitted
outerwear.

Senator McCu.mI,. You wish to speak, do you?
Mr. MAYER. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBER. Very well; proceed.
Mr. MAYER. Gentlemen, as you undoubtedly know, the manufac-

ture of knitted outerwear made of artificial silk is a growing busi-
ness. In time we thiuk we shall be able to do a large business and,
therefore, we hope you will give it proper consideration.

Senator WATSON. To what paragraph are you addressing yourself
Mr. MAYR. Paragraph 1215.
Sei-ator WATSON. Artificial or imitation silk?
Mr. MAIER. Lines 7 to 10.
Senator WATSON. Knitted goods, ribbons, and other fabricsI
Mr. MAY-R. Yes; particularly knitted outerwear. I am referring

to that which takes in sweaters, knitted scarfs, etc.
Based on the duty on artificial yarn, as assessed under the House

bill, we ask on our article a 50 cents per pound specific duty and 70
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per cent protective ad valorem duty, American valuation, to allow-
us to compete with the foreign goods and continue to. retain our
business.

Senator SMOOT. Instead of 45 cents?
Mr. MAYER. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. Then do you want that specific duty of 45 cents?,
Mr. MAYER, In the brief which I am going to submit to the com-

mittee we say we want to strike out 45 and ifisert in lieu thereof 70.
Senator SMOOT. Seventy cents a pound ?
Mr. MAYER. Yes. Under the present bill the duty on yarn would

be 63 cents per pound, and we ask for 70 cents on the manufactured
products. The figures that are presented on labor and everything:
will prove that we are entitled to the protective rate we ask.

Senator SMOOT. And a 50 per cent ad valorem?
Air. MAYER. We want to strike out 37.5 and insert 50.
Senator WATSON. Tell us why. 0
Mr. MAYER. I will say this, if you do hot mind, that I am handing

to the committee a memorandum showing figures itt detail on actual
production costs of knitted outerwear ii the United States and in,
Germany and also showing the necessity for this rate.

Senator McCumBER. You may proceed.
Air. MAYER. I think that is about all I have to say.
Senator McLEAN. What is the raw material?
Mr. MAYER. Artificial silk.
Senator McLEAN. What do you make artificial silk from ?
Mr. MAYER. Out of various materials. I would rather not go into

that because I am not an expert on it. Some is made out of cotton
linters and some of wood pulp.

Senator S.OOT. I notice that on singles it is 45 cents per pound,
and if tram, 50 cents per pound. Why do you want 70 cents as.
against manufactured yarn itself at 45 cents ?

Mr. MAYER. I will read this.
Senator SMOOT. Never mind reading it if it is there.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

A large and increasing quantity of knitted outerwear is being manufactured from,
artificial silk. These products are covered by the latter part of paragraph 1215, page
137 lines 7 to 10, of the pending tariff bill.

We recommend the following changes:
In verbiage.-Paragraph 1215, page 137, line 7: Strike out words "knit goods" and

insert in place thereof "fabrics and articles, knit or crocheted, wholl or in art"
This modification in the language of the paragraph we believe wil make the c assifi-
cation more definite and certain.

In rhie.-Paragraph 1215, page 137, line 9: Strike out "45" and insert in place
thereof "70." Line 10, strike out "37j" and insert inplace thereof "50."

The a=de ph l15.-Lines 7, 8, 9, and 10 should, read. with proposed.changes. incorporated:
" lbrica and articles, knit or crocheted, wholly or In part ribbons And other fab-

rics and articles composed wholly or in chief value of any of the foregoing, 70 cents
per pound, and in addition thereto 50 per cent ad valorem."

REASONS FOR CHANGE IN RATE.

Compensal n specif duty.-The duty on the raw material artificiall siik yarns)
as provided in this paragraph will at the present American value be assessed at the
23 per cent ad valorem rate (p. 137, lines 6 and 7), which upon the present American
value of artificial silk yarns o $2.75 per pound equals 63 cents per pound.

In fixing the compensatory specific duty for articles made from artificial silk yarns,
there should be added 10 per cent to cover conversion waste which necessitates a,
specific compensatory duty of 70 cents per pound on such articles.
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Ad t alorem protective ditty.-The protective ad valorem duty on knit goods and
-other articles manufactured from artificial silk yarns should be not less than 50 per cent
ad valorem, which is the minimum rate which would put us on a competitive basis
with foreign manufacturers of this class of merchandise.

We submit below for the information of your committee figures showing the compare.
tive cost of manufacture of artificial silk knitted outerwear made in Germany as
compared with the cost of similar articles made in the United States.

Comparatire analysis of cost of manufacture ofartifical silk knitted outerwear in the UnitedStates and Gerrmany.

Germany. Domestic,

Cost artificial .ilk yarn per pound .................................................. $1.90 2.75
D)-eing ............................................................................. . . 0 .30
1,wate, I0 per cejit ................................................................ .. . .19 .30

Total material cost (which is 45 per cent total domestic manufacture cost).... 2.15 3. 3.5
Conversion cost (which is 5 per cent of total domestic manufacture cost) .......... 1.82 4.10

Totalc st ..................................................................... 2.97 7.45

D ifference .......................................................................... . 4.41 ..........

I The foreign conversion cost Is a roximately rr.o-fifth cf the dczoeotic production cost. The labor
figures upon Ahkh this comparl,on i based hdie been taken frcm Refeardii Repott No. 40 on siages In
foreign countries (Natica'al lcdissirial Crf fcrr(e Bee:d) hlh hbcsie that the labor v ore In Cerman
textile industrie Is le-s than 7 marks per birur, taking Into account all additions to usiges by a ay of allow-
ances etc., 1hich Is equi alent at s1.te utLh eciit Ter mark to 4 cnts I cited States (umremy as rtcm.

ar ith a low av erage hourly a afe of 50 cents in the touted Statcs. 'lbee 9gures are also confirmed
by the pamphlet on tariff Infcrmat ion-Wages In foreign countries-published this year for the ue of
Congress.

Deducting from the above difference in the cost of manufacture-i. e., $4.48 per
pound-the 70 cents compensatory duty for which we ask, there remains $3.78 to be
covered by the protective ad valorem duty, which is equal to 50 per cent American
value and is the minimum rate under which American manufacturers In this industry
can compete with Germany. We therefore respectfully ask that the rate for our
products be fixed at no less than 70 cents per pound specific duty and 0 per cent
ad valorem.

ARTIFICIAL SILK YARNS.

[Paragraph 1216.)

STATEMENT OF ROLAND L. TAYLOR, PHILADELPHIA PA., REP-
RESENTING THE TUBIZE ARTIFICIAL SILK CO. OF AMERICA.

Senator McCusMBER. Mr. Taylor, please give your address, busi-
ness, and whom you represent.

Mr. TAYLOR. My name is Roland L. Taylor. My address is
Philadelphia, Pa.

I am chairman of the board of the Tubize Artificial Silk Co. of
America.

Perhaps, for a moment, it would be well for me to speak of our
particular line of manufacture. I represent the yarn end of the
artificial silk industry. Every other speaker that has appeared
before you to-day has represented the manufacture of merchandise
made from silk or artificial silk yarns. I speak for the yarn itself.
This [indicating] is artificial silk yarn which is used by man of these
gentlemen who have appeared before you in the manufacture of
their products. This [indicating] is the yarn just as it is spun.
These [indicating) are some of the colors that are dyed. This (in-
dicating] is a sample of hosiery made from artificial silk yarn.

Senator SmsoOm. Have the plants increased in the United States
since 1909?
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Mr. TAYLOR. If you will let me have about three minutes of your
time, I think that perhaps since there is so little known about the
industry, I can give you a brief sketch.

In tie first place, there are two methods in use to-day in making
artificial silk. One is known as the viscose method, and the other is
known as the nitrocellulose method. The viscose method takes
wood pulp and reduces it by a chemical process to a viscous mass,
which is then spun into a filament. Our method takes cotton
winters and makes guncotton out of them. To that extent it is the
same as gunpowder. From that point on it is reduced from gun-
cotton to a viscous mass by another chemical process and then
into a filament.

Senator McLEAN. The base of this is cotton?
Mr. TAYLOR. Cotton winters; yes, sir. As to the viscose silk, if I

had some of it here you would not be able to see the difference be-
tween that and the samples which I exhibited of nitrocellulose silk.
No one could tell the difference except an expert, and perhaps even
he would have considerable difficulty. Cellulose of one kind or
another is used as a basis for both methods, the difference being in
the chemical treatment of the cellulose and the methods of spinning
into a filament.

You have heard so much of the labor costs here and abroad that
it is hardly necessary to speak on this subject. Before the Ways
and Means Committee I introduced direct evidence through a Bel-
gian superintendent and through a Swiss gentleman at the head of a
Hungarian plant. The actual labor cost paid in Switzerland, Bel-
gium, France, and Hungary is all in the comparative schedule of
wages prepared and published for the Ways and Means Committee.

The raw materials for our product are probably 10 per cent cheaper
on the other side. Labor is from one-quarter to one-fifth in Belgium
and France. Of course, in Germany it would be very much cheaper.

We ask for a tariff which will equalize labor, nothing else. We ask
for a tariff which will allow the foreign manufacturer to land his goods
in this country and sell them in competition, landed, at the same cost
which we have to pay for our manufactured goods.

Senator WATSON. How much do you say that is ?
Mr. TAYLOR. The Underwood bilf carried a rate of duty of 35 per

cent. At the price of francs to-day that amounts to only about 14
per cent on American valuation. We should have a duty which, in
round figures, would amount to about 85 cents per pound.

Senator SMoo1m. That would be the case if they did not pay any
more francs now than before on account of depreciation.

Mr. TAYLOR. I was going to touch that in both ways. To-day it
requires 85 cents to put us on a par in our own market with the
foreign manufacturer who 's soiling goods in this country.

Senator WATSON. Do you mean instead of 45 cents?
Mr. TAYLOR. I am speaking of cents only. I am speaking of

money, not per cent. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLEVrE. What would that be expressed in ad

valorem ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Forty per cent on American valuation. I think

perhaps the values which Mr. Cheney put in-his answer to that
same question-of 38.5 or 55 per cent on the foreign value would
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suffice for the present. I think it would complicate matters less if I
should let it go at those figures.

We are under the silk schedule, although we are not distinctly silk.
We are cotton. I should take the same 38.5 on American valuation
and the 55 per cent on foreign values of which Mr. Cheney spoke.

Senator SbOOT. The Fordney bill gives you 40 cents per pound,
does it not?

Mr. TAYLOR. I understood it gave 45 cents, but not less than
23 per cent ad valorem.

Senator SmooT. There is, of course, a duty of 23 per cent ad
valorem limitation.

Mr. TAYLOR. I proved the facts in the case pretty clearly to the
Fordney committee. They were friendly in their attitude. Why
they have reduced the tariff since the Underwood tariff was in exist-
ence I do not know. The Underwood tariff was laid at a time
when exchange all over the world was at Ivir. At that time the
average labor cost abroad was probably about half of what our labor
then cost. To-day it is one-quarter to one-fifth, and its to the exchange
of course, you know. Why they have reduced the tariff is beyond
my understanding. This is not an argument; it is just simply a
statement of facts. It is not, a matter of opinion. The facts are all
very clear.

Senator McCum.Nin. Can you give the importations and also the
production in the United States?

Mr. TAYLOR. The capacity for producing in the United States
to-day is probably 19,000,000 to 20,000,000 pounds. I can not tell
ou what the importations are. They vary so much and come in so

Senator MCCUMBER. Are they importing these yarns f
Mr. TAYLOR. They are importing these yarns. I am talking only

of yarns. I am not dealing with anything else but these yarns.
Senator MCCUMBER. You do not know to what extent fabrics com-

posed of artificial silk are imported?
Mr. TAYLOR. I do not know that, sir. A very large amount of

yarn has come from abroad this year, however, because the foreign
product at this time is paying only from one-third to four-tenths of
the 35 per cent ad valorem provided in the Underwood bill. In other
words, the Underwood bill provided a tariff of 35 per cent ad valorem
at the time when exchange was practically at par all over the world,
so that it really meant much more nearly 35 per cent on American
valuations. At the present time a franc varies from less than one-
third to a little over four-tenths of its par value, and therefore the
amount of duty being levied on foreign selling price is approximately
one-third to four-tenths of the amount that should be imposed.

Senator McCumBF.R. You do not know how many pounds of yarn
have come in?

Mr. TAYLOR. I am unable to answer that. It could be gotten
through the customhouse.

Senator MCCUMBF.R. Is it given in our reports?
Senator SmoOr. I will give it to you in a minute.
Senator McCuMBER. It shows here yarns and threads, during the

last 10 months, 3 465 000.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is for what period?
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Senator McCuMBER. Ten months. It is up to the 1st of November.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator McLEAN. What is the condition of y~ur industryI
Mir. TAYLOR. My industry is comparatively new. We have. put

into it so far about $7,000,000. We have erected a plant at Hope-
well, Va. The site you may recall as the location of the Dupont
plant, where 1,200,000 pounds of guncotton was made each day.

hat was an amount equal to the wiole production of France. We
bought part of their land and part of their machinery, the operation
having cost to (late, as before stated, about $7,000,000. We are
employing about 2,000 people, both men and women, and will even-
tualy employ many more. We have reached about 6,000 pounds of
silk yarn per day our ultimate capacity being planned for 10,000
pounds per day. he whole of the territory surrounding Hopewell is
really dependent upon us. Other industries are following us, and if
we succeed Hopewell is likely to become a permanent community.
The building of our plant and the protection of our business really
means the retention of a section that had been started during the
war but which otherwise would have been ruined with the closing
of the war.

Senator McLEAn. The condition of your industry is what?
Mr. TAYLOR. We started last May. We have reached about 60 per

cent of our production. We are selling the product and we are going
ahead, but if this foreign silk is landed here so much more cheaply
than we can make it, as is the case at present, it simply allows them
to go on and increase manufactures abroad and to finally drive us
out of business.

Senator MCLEAn. That is anticipation. I am wondering whether
you have met any competition.

Mr. TAYLOR. Oh, yes. The amount of foreign silk that has been
brought in here-that is, upward of 3,500,000 pounds-has depressed
the price. The silk that comes in is not of the highest quality.
Silk in this country is graded as A, B, and C. Very little of A quality
comes in, but large quantities of B and C quality. The imports
greatly depressed the price of B and C qualities.

Senator MCCUMBER. In support of your statement, it should be
said that during the entire year of 1920 the importations were
1,710,607 pounds, while during the 10 months of 1921 they grew to
3,425,000 pounds.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is in answer to your question, Senator McLean.
Senator MCLEAN. That shows an enormous increase in importa-

tions.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. That seems to be a pretty good answer to your

question.
Seilator McLEAX. Yes; it is.
Mr. TAYLOR. If that increase were to keep on, it would eventually

drive us out of the market.
'What we are asking for is for the actual difference in the labor cost

and in the goods, so that we will not be at such a disadvantage. We
want to let the foreign manufacturer in, but we want a fair chance
in our home market,

Senator McLEAN. You are located in Virginia, are you?
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Mr. TAYLOR. The plant is in Virginia, but the money came from
New York. About $4,000,000 came from New York and about
$3,000,000 from Philadelphia.

Senator SMooT. Who owns the plant in Ohio?
Mr. TAYLOR. I do not know of any plant in Ohio that is produc-

ing silk.
SENATOR MCCL JMER. A further examination of this report shows

that the figures of 1,667,000 for 1920 was for the first 10 months of
that year.

Mn. TAYLOR. There is one thing that I want to call to your atten-
tion, and that is that France, which makes a large quantity of arti-
ficial silk yarns and is at present exporting large quantities to this
country, has a duty of 22.5 francs per kilo against any silks from any
other country. At the present rate of exchange that is approxi-
mately 80 cents per pound. France is sending its goods to this coun-
try with a duty of, possibly-well, it would not be over 40 or 50 cents
--when its duty against its neighbors-Italy, Belgium, Switzerland,
and Germany-is 80 cents to-day.

Senator McLEAN. Do you know what Great Britain has done?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think probably Great Britain is sending silk in, too.

They have a company, the Cortauld Co., which probably sent in a
great deal of silk. You asked about the effect of this on prices. I
think the A quality of silk in this country is probably better than any
made abroad-. You see in making this yarn a filament is spun, and
many ope'etions, chemical and mechanical, enter into the making
of a perfect yarn. Our A quality is probably better than theirs;
our B and C qualities are no better. The silk sent in to this country
competes directly with the B and C qualities, and when the market
is quiet depresses the prices of these qualities very much indeed.
1 think the fact that France has been making this for many years

and puts a duty of 10 francs a pound on it ought to weigh very
strongly with this committee.

I have nothing further to say, but I would like to file a brief with
the committee.
Senator MCCUMBER. Very well.
Mr. TAYLOR. I thank you.
Senator SbiooT. Suppose we keep the specific duty, what do you

want on singles?
Mr. TAYLOR. Eighty-five cents.
Senator SMOOT. Instead of 45?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. And on the other I
Mr. TAYLOR. I would rather leave that. I am not a technical

man.
Senator SMOaT. You want 5 cents more i
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.

BRIEF OF ROLAND L. TAYLOR, REPRESENTING THE TUBIZE ARTIFICIAL
SILK CO. OF AMBRICA.

Artificial silk and real silk have in common one property-luster. Artificial silk is
more lustrous and not so costly, but has a different feel," is heavier, weaker, lees
elastic, and more difficult to manipulate than teal silk, butis constantly being Improved
and working nearer to the qualities of real silk.
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All of the commercially important artificial silks are obtained from some form of
cellulose, the predominating constituent of plant tissue. There are three methods of
manufacture, known as the viscose, nitrocellulose, and cupra-ammonium.

The viscose process uses wood pulp as a base, treating it with caustiesoda and carbon
bisulphide.

The nitrocellulose process uses cotton winters as a base, and after nitrating the cotton
reduces this to a viscous fluid by the use of chemicals and then spins it into a filament.

The cupra-ammonium process results in a coarser product and has been largely
superseded by the other methods.

Production in this country increased from 1,566,000 pounds in 1913 to 5,28,000 in
1918, with almost a total stoppage of Import during the war. It has now increased to
about 20,000,000 pounds while lately imports have largely increased; in fact, are now
coming in at a rate much greater than before the war.

This is due to two causes: First, largely increased consumption due to the con-
stantly increasing variety of uses for the product; and, second, to the very low tariff
as at present applied, due to the low cost.of manufacture and depreciated currencies,
in foreign countries, thus allowing the landing of foreign-made artificial silk in this
country, duty paid, at less than the cost of Americrn manufacture.

We understand the purpose of the tariff to be the equalization of labor costs as
between foreign countries and the United States in order to protect American labor
in the enjoyment of its standard of living and to protect the American manufacturer
to the ex lent that foreign goods shall be landed in this country, duty paid, at not less
than the cost of American manufacture.

So much evidence has been given about foreign labor costs that we will state only
that labor employed in the manufacture of artificial silk in Belgium, France, Italy,
and Switzerland is paid approximately one.fifth of the wags in this country for thfe
same work, while in Germany, Austria, and Ifungary it is still lower.

Artificial silk can be bought f. o. b. the ports of Belgium or France for 43 francs a
kilo, and taking the average value of a franc for the past year as 7 cents (as the Ways
and Means Committee of the House has done for the purpose of corparsn) weget
a price of $1.37 per pound. This price includes a fair profit to the foreign manufae-
turer, as I am re lably informed that these goods selling f. o. b. Antwerp, for instance,
at 43 francs a kilo cost about 30 francs to manufacture. Adding to the $1.37 an addi-
tional 5 cents per pound for freight and port charges, this silk Is landed in the United
States at $1.42 per pound before duty, including, as before stated, a profit to the
foreign manufacturer.

A price of $2.60 per pound in the United States provides a very modest manu-
facturing profit to us. Therefore, the difference between the foreign selling price
before payment of duty and our selling price is $1.08 per pound.

Taking the cost of manufacture as a guide instead of selling price: It has been
stated above that silk selling at 43 francs a kilo (2.2 pounds) in France or Belgium
costs about 30 francs, or the equivalent of 951 cents per pound based on francs being
worth 7 cents. Our cost of manufacture, allowing for no return on capital and allow-
ing for very moderate depreciation, would be very slightly over $2, thus arriving at
practically'the same difference between coats of manufacture abroad and at home,
as the difference between selling prices abroad and at home, as previously shown,
viz. $1.08 per pound.

Please note also that France, where labor coats are one-fifth of ours but practically
the same as those in Belgium and Switzerland and but slightly higher than those
of Italy, imposes a duty of 22J francs a kilo or 10 francs a pound on all artificial silk
trying to enter her borders from any of these nations. Thus, at 7 cents a franc, France
impose s a duty of 70 cents a pound against silk from other nations, while she is send-
ing it into the United States, where labor is 4 to 5 times as high, and paying a duty
baied on 7-cent francs of only 48 cents per pound.

I have not compared Italian costs with ours because the rate of exchange is quite
different, but they would be lower'than in France and Belgium.

In view of the facts hereinabove set forth, therefore, is would seem only fair to
fix the tariff protecting the manufacture of artificial silk in this country at 40 per
cent on American valuation, should that system be adopted, or at 75 per cent of
foreign valuation, should the present system be continued, but in no case to be less
than 85 cents per pound.

This contention is further strongly supported by the fact that the tariff of 1913
enacted by the Democratic Party provided a rate of 35 per cent when exchange was
approximately at par all over the world and foreign labor was paid perhaps one-half
of the then cost of American labor, instead of the present ratio of one-fouith to one-
fifth.
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Our request asks for an increase of only 5 per cent to be based on American values,
which are the equivalent of the then universal par of exchange, to offset these adverse
factors of depredated foreign moneys and low labor costs.

We suggest, therefore, one of the following schedules in place of Schedule 12, para.
graph 1215, It. R. 7456;

It American valuation is adopted: Yarns, threads, filaments, or lame of artificial
silk, or of artificial or imitation horsehair, or of the waste of such materials, by whatever
name known, or by whatever process made, 40 per cent ad valorem, whether singles.
tram, or organzine, provided that none of the foregoing stall pay less rate of 4 uty
than 85 cents per pound on singles, 90 cents per pound on tram. or $1 per pound oh
organzine. Knit goods, ribbons, and other fabrics or articles composed wholly or in
chief value of any of te foregoing, per pound.

If the present system of valuation on foreign seinprice is adopted: Yams,.threds,
filaments of artificial or imitation silk, or of artificia or imitation horsehair, by what-
ever name known and by whatever process made, if in the form of singles, 85 cents
per pound; if in te form of tram, 90 cents per pound; if in the form of organzine, $1
per pound: Providd, That in no case shall any yams, threads, or filaments of artificial
or imitation silk or imitation horsehair, or any yarns, threads, or filaments made from
waste of such materials, pay a less rate of duty than 75 per cent ad valorem; beltings,
cords, tassels, ribbons, or other articles or fabrics composed wholly or in chief value
of yarns, threads, filaments, or fibers of artificial or imitation silk or of artificial or
imitation horsehair, by whatever name known, and by whatever process made, 8.5
cents per pound, and in addition thereto 37J per cent ad valorem.

The writer directly represents the Tubizo Artificial Silk Co. of America, whose
plant is situated at fopewell, Va employing at the present time upward of 2.000
men and women. The company has so far expended approximately $6,000,000 on
the plant and, should the taiiff give us adequate protection, will largely increase its
present capacity.

In line with the policy protecting the future peace of our country and the world,
by having a large number of plants engaged in peaceful industry, but capable of being
transformed* into factories for turning out war material, it should be noted that our
method of manufacturing silk first produces guncotton (nitrated cotton) which is
later dissolved. We could, therefore, immediately turn this part of our piaht to the
support of the country in time of need, and instantly supply a considerable quantity
of explosives. Further, through our training and equipment we could greatly enlarge
our capacity in a minimum of time.

Viewed superficially, what we ask may seem high, but that is not due to any cause
arising In American manufacture. It is the inevitable result of the facts as we find
them and have to deal with them.

Let us again emphasize the fact that we ask only a sufficient tariff to make up the
difference between cost of foreign silk landed in this country and the cost of manufac-
ture in this country, thus placing the home and foreign manufacturer on the same
plane. Surely we can expect you to give us this right to compete on equal terms in
our own markets and to agree with us that if we give the foreign manufacturer an
equal chance we, as a Nation, are very generous. The figures In our suggested
schedule do exactly this and nothing more.





SCHEDULE 13.

PAPERS AND BOOI(S.

THE PAPER INDUSTRY.

STATEMENT OF HENRY W. STOKES, REPRESENTING AMERICAN
PAPER AND PULP ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK OITY.

The CHAIRI!AN. Mr. Stokes, will you state where you reside, for
the information of the committee ?

Mr. STOKES. Philadelphia, Senator.
The CHMR1MAN. Will you proceed to inform the committee as to

your views on the subject?
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, I am the chairman of the general

tariff committee of the American Paper & Pulp Association.
The paper schedule is divided into many different classifications,

as you all well know.
Gradually, during the past 10 years, the United States has become

the leading paper manufacturing country in the world, and in answer-
ing the question as to what the paper industry means to America we
must emphasize the fact that maintaining the leadership in the paper
industry of the world means maintaining in an effective way an
industry the value of whose product in h United States exceeds
annually $1,000,000,000.

To form a background for the detailed statements to be given later
by representatives of particular groups of manufacturers, speaking
with relation to the needs of protection for the grades of paper whicg
they manufacture, it is desirable to give briefly a_genera statement
of what the paper industry means to America. No attempt will be
made to give detailed figures in this general statement.

In the United States there are 818 paper and 322 pulp mills, whose
product in 1920 was valued at about $1,025,000,000. The capital
invested in this industry will probably be shown in the forthcoming
census repo-ts to be nearly $1,000,000,000. Paper manufacturi'g
is not a temporary or a migratory industry. It requires initial
investment in plant and machinery of a larger amount than that
required in nearly any other industry with an equal value of product.'Ihe product of the paper mills of this country ranges from the
finest types of paper, such as that used for bank notes, bonds, and
commercial documents, down to the building felts and paper boards.
They all are related and their raw material and market problems are
alike and reasonably uniform. All grades of paper are used in every
community in this great country.

T1'he paper mills of this country are for the most part located back
from the larger cities, near the source of raw material and of available
water power. In these localities the paper industry is often the only
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industry upon which the community depends for its existence. The
paper industry employs some 110,000 men and women in different
parts of the country and in the paper communities caUs into existence
stores, schools, and other business and social activities making up the
existence of American communities.

During the past 10 years the consumption of paper has grown
steadily, and its use is constantly widening as new uses are deveopedby the public and by the industry. In 1909 theproduction of paper
in the United States mills was 4 216,708 tons. In 1920 there was a
production of 7,334,614 tons. The distribution of this production by
grades is of interest. Paper or box board led with a tonnage of
2,313,449. Newsprint was second, with 1,511,968 tons. Others in
order are as follows:

Book, 1,104,404; wrappings, 1,403,812; fine papers, 389,322 tons;
felts and building. 366,941 tons; tissue, 177,447 tons.

In the production of paper the heaviest tonnage is found, of course,
in the cheapergrades so that figures as to valuation'may be of interest.
Book paper produced in 1920 was worth about $220,000,000. Board
values were over $200,000,000. Newsprint was worth approximately
$150,000,000, and fine paper, though far less in tonnage, approxi-
mated about the same value as newsprint.

The way in which paper is coming into the daily lives of the people
of this country is indicated by the increase in per capita consumption
in the past few years. The paper industry has been called upon to
supply these increased needs of the population, and in spite of the
complexity of process and capital required has more than kept pace
with the increasing per capita use of paper. The per capita produc-
tion of all grades of paper during the past few years is as follows: 1899,
57 pounds; 1904, 75 pounds; 1909, 93 pounds; 1914, 107 pounds; 1919,
118 pounds; 1920, 138 pounds.

During the pastyear thepaper industry has felt the general business
depression seriously, and the falling off in tonnage production and in
valuation has followed somewhat closely the average decreases in those
items in industry generally. The past three or four months have
seen some improvement and in some grades of paper the industry is
now back to 75 per cent of normal. Many grades are, however, still
below 50 per cent of the customary production. No small part of the
difficulties confronting paper manufacturers is the competition from
Scandinavian and German manufacturers, who, jith the advantage
of depreciated currency, low wage conditions, low standards of
living, are able to make paper at a rate which American manufac-
turers can no. approach. This situation, coupled with the low freight
charges from Europe to our shores-for it costs less to ship a ton of
paper from Europe to New York than to ship a ton of paper across the
State of New York-has madd the situation of the American paper
manufacturer precarious to the extreme. Many paper machines are
shut down. Their market has been taken from them by European
competition, and that in face of the fact that America has the largest,
fastest, and generally the most modern paper machinery in the world.

Because of the very large capital investment necessary in the
manufacture of paper and the consequently large overhead it is essen-
tial for paper mills to run full or nearly full- if there is to be fair
profit. Such a decline in production as has come abunt the past
year adds materially to the cost of manufacture. There has been a
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steady though not a sensational increase in the number of paper-
makiig machines up to 1921. The capacity of the mills has been
increased in a much greater ratio than the increase in number of
machines. This is due to more efficient means of manufacture.

All that the American manufacturer needs at this time is reason-
able protection against cheap foreign labor and against conditions
arising from depreciated exchange, to be able to compete with foreign
manufacturers for the home markets on equal terms. When the
German workman, for instance, is employed at a wage equivalent in
purchasing power to about one-third of the wage paid in America
the situation of the American manufacturer is easily realized.

The paper manufacturer feels that there must be some protection
against competition, based upon the wide divergence in wages as
between this country and European countries. It is felt that the
question of depreciated exchange is a very difficult one, and we
believe that the Senate Finance Committee and others concerned
with this question will develop a solution, in so far as a solution can
be worked out, that will protect American industries.

BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN PAPER AND PULP ASSOCIATION AND ITS AFFILIATED
ASSOCIATIONS.

Following you will find the provisions of Schedule 13 of the pending tariff bill as
introduced in the United States Senate, with suggested changes as prepared by the
tariff committees of the affiliated associations of the American Paper and Pulp Asso-
ciation. These suggested changes and alterations, made for the the sake of clarity,
are shown in italic type for special emphasis.

At the close of the schedule is an appendix giving substantiating arguments as
presented by various affiliated associations in the paper industry. These are supple-
mentary to the arguments which were presented to the Ways alid Means Committee
of the Ifouse of Representatives on February 5, 1921.

This brief is sent to you directly, and is accompanied by cxp'es of the brief pre-
sented to the Ways and'Means Committee of the Hfouse.

There are several changes in the arguments presented herein. These changes,
however, are principally in the figures giving the quotations of European and Ameri-
can firms on both imported and domestic products. These are given in order that
the arguments may be brought down to date and apply as accurately to present con-
ditions as the arguments presented to the House NWays and Means Committee applied
to conditions of February 1.

SCHEDULE 13--PAPERS AND BooKst.

PAR. 1301. Printing paper, including that commonly known as book paper, not
peciallyprovided for, one-fourth of 1 cent per pound and 10 per cent ad valorem:

Irorided, 'hat if ay county, dependency, province, or other subdivision of gov-
enent shall forbid or restrict in any way tho exportation of (whether by law, order,
regulation, contractual relation, or otherwise, directly or indirectly), or impose any
export duty, export license fee, or other export charge of any kind whatsoever
(whether in the form of additional chare or Icense fee or otherwise) upon printing
paper, wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture ,f wood pulp, tle Piresident
may enter into negotiations with such country, dependency, province, or other sub-
division of govemurent to secure the removal of suc prohi ition, restriction, export
duty, or other export charge, and if it is not removed he may, by proclamation, declare
such failure of negotiations, setting forth the facts. Thereupon, and until such
prohibition, restriction, export duty, or other export charge is removed, there shall
he imposed upon printing paper provided for in this paragraph, when imported
either directly or indirectly from such country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision ofgovernment, an additional duty of 10 per cent ad valorem and in
addition thereto an amount equal to the hiet export duty or other exlxrt charge
imposed by such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government
upon either an equal amount of printing' paper or an amount of wood pulp or wood
for use in the mnaitufaciuire of %iood pulp necessary to manufacture such printing
paper.
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PAn. 1302. Paper board and pulpboard, including cardboard and leather board or
compress leather, not laminated, glazed, coated, lined, embowd, printed decorated
or ornamented in any manner, nor cut inte shapes for boxes or oter articles and not
specially provided for, 10 per cent ad valorem: Provided, That for the purpose of
this act any of the foregoing less than nine one-thousandths of an inch in thickness
hall be deemed to be paper- sheathing paper, roofing paper, deadening felt, sheathing
felt, roofing felt or felt roofing, whether or not saturated or coated, 10 per cent ad
valorem.

PA.. 1303. Filter masse or filter stock, composed Aholly or in part of wood pulp.
wood flour, cotton or other vegetable fiber, If cents per pound and 15 per cent ad
valortin; indurated fiber ware, masks composed of paper, pulp or papiear.nitchd,
manufactures of pulp, and manufactures of papier-mic-6-, not specially provided for,
23 per cent ad valorem.

PAR. 1301. Papers commonly known as tissue paper, stereotype paper, and copying
paper, india and bible paper, conden.er paper, rarboi p per, conled or ,tncoaed, bitWutous
papvr, pottery paper, twie paperfor wna'ing, and all papers not specially provided for
in this section, tolored or uncoored, uhiM or printed, weighing not over 8 pounds to the
ream of 4P0 sheets on the basis of 20 by3O inches, arid whotlher in reams or any other
form, 6 cents per pound and 15 per cent ad valorem; if weighing over 8 pounds and less
than 121 pounds to the reai, 5 oent per pound and 15 per cent ad valorem; if mrighing
over Z2J pounds, and les than 18 pounds to the ream, 4 ctnts per pound nn'I 15 prr cent
ad valorent; cr.po paper andfiliring piper, 6 cents per pound and 15 per cent ad vale-
rem: Proridid, That no article corpos ed wholly or in chief valte of one or niore of the
papers specified in this paragraph shall pay a less rate of duty than that imposed upon
the omponent paper of chief value of which such article is wade.

PAR. 1305. Papers with coated surface or iutfaces, not specially provided for, 9
cents per pound; papera with coated surface or surfaces, enibosed or pnnted otherwise
than lthographical -y, and papers ivholly or partly covered vith metal or its solutions
(except as herein provided), or with gelatin or hlock, 9 cents per pound and 0 per
cent ad valorem; papers including wrapping paper, with the surface or surfaces
wholly or partly decorated or coverel viith a design, fancy effect, pattern, or character,
except designs, fancy effects, patterns, or characters produced on a paper machine
without attachments, or produced h)' lithographic process, 9 cents per pound, and in
addition thereto, if embossed, or printed otherwise than lithographically, or wholly
or partly covered with metal or its solutions, or with gelatin or 11ock, 9 cents per pound
and 0 r cent ad valorem: 'ravidtd, That paper wholly or partly covered with meal
or its solutions, anti weighing less than 15 pounds per ream of 480 sheets, on the basis
of 20 by 2.5 inches, shall pay a duty of 5 cents per pound and 17 per.cent ad valorem;
gummed papers, including decal.omnania paper not printed, 6 cents per pound and S0
per cent ad valorem; cloth-lined or reinforced paper, 5 cents per pound and 17 per
cent ad valorem; papers with paraffin or wax-coated surface or surfaces, greae-proof
and imitation parchment papers wdch have been supercalendered and rendered
transparent or partially so, by whatever name known, all other grease-proof and imi-
tation parchment paper, not specinllv provided for, by whatever name known, 3 cents
per pound and 13 per cent ad valoiem- reqtale porchmelt paper, 4 eents per pound
and 13 ptr t-cri ad t'alorem; bags, printed mater other than lithographic, and all other
articles, composed wholly or in chief value of any of the foregoing papers, not specially
provided for, and all boxes of paper or papier-mneh6 or wood covered or lined with
any of the foregoing papers or fitiographied paper, or covered or lined with cotton or
other vegetable fiber, 5 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valoreiii; plain basic paper
for alburtenizing, sensitizing, baryta coating, or for pbotographic or eolar printing
processes, 3 cents per pOund and 15 per cent ad valorem; a-umenized or sensitized
paper or paper otherwise surfacA coated for photographic purpose s, 3 c'.nts per pound
and .0 per ccut ad valorem; wet transfer paper or paper prepared wholly with glycerin
or glycerin cornlined with other materials contaminig the imprints taken from litho-
graphic phtes 20 per cent ad valorem.
PA R. 1306. Picture, calendars cards, labels, flaps, cigar bands, placards, and other

articles, composed wholly or in chief value of paper lithographically printed in whole
or in part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material (except boxes, views of Ameri-
can scenery or objects, anti music, and illustrations when forming part of a periodical
or newspaper, or of bound or unbound books, accompanying the same), not specially
provided for, shall pay duty at the following Lrate: Labels and flaps, printed in .e
than eight colors (bronze printing to be counted as two colors), but not printed in
whole or in part in metal leaf, 20 cents per pound; cigar bands of the same number
of colors and printings, 30 cents per pound; labels and flaps printed in eight or more
colors (bronze printing to b-, colntea as- two colors), but not printed in whole or in
pait in metal leaf, 30 cents per pound; cigar bands, of the sane number of colors and
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rintings. 40 cents per pound; labels and flaps, printed in whole or in part in metal
Paf, 50 cents per pound; cigar bands, printed in whole or in part in metal leaf, 65
cents per pound; all labels, flaps, and bands, not exceeding 10 square inches cutting
size in dimensions, if embossed or die-cut, shall pay the same rate of duty as herein-
before provided for cigar bands of the same number-of colors and printings (but no
extra duty shall be a.scssed on labels, flaps, and bands for embossing or die-cutting);
fashion magazines or periodicals, printed in whole or in part by lithographic process,
or decorated by hand, 8 cents per pound: decalcomanias in ceramic colors, weighing
not over 100 pounds per 1,000 sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 inches in dimensions,
70 cents per pound and 15 por cent ad valorem; weighing over 100 pounds per 1,000
sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 inches in dimensions. 22 cents per pound and 15 per
cent ad valorem; if backed with metal leaf, 65 cents per pound; all other decalco-
manias, except toy decalcomanias, 40 cents per pound: all other articles than those
hereinbefore specifically provided for in this paragraph, not exceeLig eight one-
thousandths of an inch in thickness, 20 cents pee pound: exceeding eight and not
exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an inch in thickness, and les than 35 square
inches cutting size in dimensions, 8j cents per pound; exceeding 35 square inches
cutting size in dimensions, 8 cents per pounds, and in addition thereto on all of said
articles exceeding eight and not exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an inch in
thickness, if either die-cut or emxssed, one-half of I cent per pound; if both die-cut
and ombosecd, I cent per pound: exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an inch in
thickness, C ctnts per pound: Proaded, That in the case of articles hereinbefore speci-
tied the thickness which shall determine the rate of duty to be imposed shall Ib that
of the thinnest material found in the article. but for the purpises of this paragraph
the thickness of lithographs mounted or posted ipi, n paper, cardboard, or other mate-
rial shall be the combined thickness of the lithograph and the foundation on which
it is mounted or pasted, and the cutting size shall be the area which is the product
of the greatest dimensions of length and breadth of the article, and if the article is
made up of more than one piece, the cutting size shall be the combined cutting sizes
of all of the litholtraphically printed parts in the article.

PAR. 1307. Waiting, letter, note, drawing, handmade paper and paper commer-
cially known as handmade paper and machine handmade paper, japan pi.per and imi-
tation japan paper, by whatever name known. bristol board of lhe inds made on a
Fourdrincr raachine, and ledger, bond, record, tablet, typewriter, manifold, and
onionskin and imitation onionskin paper, calendered or =ncalendered, u hin 8
pounds or orcr pr ream. 3 cents per pound and 15 per cent ad valorem; but if any of
the foregoing ii ruled, bordered, emixssed, printed, lined, or decorated in any man-
nor, other than by lithographic procs. it shall pay 10 per cent ail valorem in addi-
tion to the foregoing rates: l'roi'dcd, That in computing the driy on such paper rery
187,000 square inchs hall bc taken to bu a tam.

PAR. 1308. Paper envelopes not specially provided for, folded or flat, if plain. shall
pay the same rate of duty as the paper from which made and 5 per cent ad valorem;
if bordered, embossed, printed. tinted, decorated, or lined. 10 per cent ad valorem
in addition to the forgoing rates.

PAR. 13W9. Jacquard designs on ruled paper, or cut on Jacquard cards, and parts of
such designs, 23 per cent ad valorem; hangmgl)aper. not printed, litlhographed, dved
or colored. 10 per cent ad valorem: paper hangings with paper back or composed
wholly or in chief value of paptr, not printed, lithographed, dyed. or colored. 5 cents
per pound; printed, lithographed, dyed, or colored. 20 per cent ad valorem: wrap.
ping paper not specially provided fur, 23 per cent ad valorem; blotting paper, 2 cents
per pound and 10 per cent ad valorem; filtering paper, 5 cents per pounil and 15 per
cent ad valorein; paper not specially provided for, 23 per cet ad valorem.

PAR. 1310. Itooks of all kinds, bound or unbound, including blank books, slate
books and pamphlets, drawings, engravings, photographs, etchings, maps, charts,
music in books or sheets, and printed matter, all of the foregoing not specially pro.
vided for, 20 per cent ad valorem; books bound wholly or in part in leather, the chief
value of which is in the binding, not specially provided for, 334 per cent ad valorem;
books of paper or other material for children s use, printed lithographically or other-
wise, not exceeding in weight 24 ounces each, with more reading matter than letters,
numerals, or descriptive words, 20 per cent ad valorem; booklets, printed litho-
graphically or otherwise, not specially provided for, 7 cents per pound; booklets,
Wholly or fn chief value of paper, decorated in whole or in part by hand or by spraying,
whether or not printed, 15 cents per pound; all post cards (not including American
views), plain, decorated, embossed, or printed except by lithographic process, 26 per
cent ad valorem; views of an) landscape, scene, building, place or locality in the
United States, on cardboard or paper, not thinner than eight one-thousandths of 1
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inch, by whatever process printed or produced, including those wholly or in part
produced by either lithographic or photogelatin process (except show cards), occupy-
ing 35 square inches or less of surface per view, bound or unbound, or in any other
form, 15 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem- thinner than eight one-
thousandths of 1 inch, $2 per thousand; Christmas and otier greeting cards, printed
lithographically or otherwise, or decorated in whole or in part by hand or by spraying,
30_per cent ad valorein.

PAR. 1311. Photograph, autograph, scrap, post-card and postage.stamp albums, and
albums for phonograph records, wholly or partly manufactured, 23 per cent ad valorem.

PAR. 1312. Playing cards, 60 per cent ad valorem.
PAR. 1313. Papers and paper board and pulp board, including cardboard and

leatherboard or compress leather, embossed, cut, die-cut, or stamped into designs or
shapes, such as initials, monograms, lace, borders, bands, strips, or other forms, or
cut or shaped for boxes or other articles, plain or printed, but not lithographed, and
not specially provided for; paper board and pu pboard including cardboard and
leatherboardor compress leather, laminated, glazed, coated, lined, printed, decorated,
or ornamented in any manner; pressboards and press paper, 23 per cent ad valorem;
test or container boards of a bursting strength above 60 pounds per square inch by
the Mullen or Webb test, 15 per cent ad valorem; stereotype-matrix mat or board,
28 per cent ad valorem; wall pockets, composed wholly or in chief part of paper,
papior-rmleh6 or paper board, whether or not die-cut, embossed or printed litho-
graphically or otherwise; boxes, composed wholly or in chief value of paper, papier-
milchl,, or'paper board, and not specially provided for; manufactures of paper, or of
which paper is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for, 26
per cent ad valorem.

GLAZED AND FANCY PAPER.

The following statement is respect fully ful mittcd to the Finance Ccrrmittce of
the Senate of the United States by manufacturers of glazed and fancy paper, in con-
nection with the hearings before that committee on Schedule 13 of the Fordney tariff
hill, 11. R. 7456, in supplement to the lrief submitted to the Ways and Means Com.
mittee of the house of Representatives Fel)niry 5,2121. The wording of paragraph
1305, relative to papers with coated surface or sutfaces, not specially provided for,
etc., is satisfactory to tie manufacturers of glazed and fancy paper in America, with
the exception of the rates for lioth specific and ad valorem ditties, which are lower
even than those provided for by the tariff acts of 1909 and 1913, and which are entirely
inadequate for protection of thbe American glazed and fancy paper industry under
existing conditions of cost and foreign competition.
The following paragraphs show the wording of the Fordney bill as related toglazed

and fancy paper (paragraph 1305, page 149), and that of the Irief submitted by the
Glazed anid Iancy Paper Manufacturers' Association to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the lou;e of Ilepresontatives, as a statement of changes desired in Schedule
AM of the tariff act of 1913, in order to nbtain Bufficient protection for the continuance
of the glazed and fancy paper industry in America.

Fordnev tariff till, par rapli 1:301:
'apers' ith co.ted surface ir surface.

not specially prtnided for, 4 co n!4 per
polinit; ipoer, with ioated stiriace or
sllrface , ,lho. il or printed uihvrwi',
than lithographically, arnd palerp whollv
or partly covered with wetal or it. so ht.
tionq exceptt a. hereiu pro idetld, or
with iVulalin or flock, 5 cevnt.I per Immlioland 1 'per ( wlit ad valorein: pl,'r.
incl hulin,., wrappllti, paloa r, wit the hr-
face or s urfaces wholl" or partly decoratiil
or covered with a 4leP,,,n, fancy effvl,
l)attern, or c'hara l er. excelIt dvsi,.
aney uffeit,.', palttvrn ,r charmu ters pro-

(111c(04l oln a paper rauohine withon
attachlnwn is. or ltro4)lu<i(d b," lith.miphic'
Iprocev.qs '' cent per I muNl,+l atid in adli-
lion thereto, if em o. il. ur printedl
othjcrwisze that lithI,.rai,hitit:v. or A% hIlly
or partly covered w ith nuti'or its solti-
tir1,14. or with zolatin ,,r Iliwk. 17 i.r
(v('uritul :d Val rnu.

Statement from the (;lazed and Fancv
l'aper Manufaclurers' A,.wiation in brif
t uuh11ited to \\avs indl Means committeee ,
Ilouse of Repr.sentative, Fehruary 5,
1921, relative to changes desired in Sched.
tile M rf the tariff act of 1913:

'alprs with co'ated surface or surfaces
iift -apecially provided for in this- section,
'.1 cent-, per pound; if wholly or partly
1, red with nivtl or its s l ions or
with gelatii or lock, or if embossed or
pirinteil. 9 cent:4 per pound and 20 per
c('.1ir1u ad valororn:

iPalerg, inelhidijw., wrappling, p~aper. with
tw, suiriace decorated! or covered with a
dl-ign, fancy effect. pattern or character,
whether pro hive4d in the puillp or other-
wise, hut not Iv lithographic pro'es,,
9 'en. per pound; if etnbo&-ed, or wholly
or partly covered with metal or its sol u.
I ion-, (r with gelatin rr flnek, 9 cent. per
I" 4t1,1 anI 20 pCr (c rtt aul valoreu.
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RELIEF,

We do not desire any excesive protection, hut simple ask that the rates be such
as to place tis on a competitive coat basis and to prevent ihe dumping of foreign goods
on the American market. From all the facts and conditions pertaining to our industry,
we believe the provisions of paragraph 4i01 of the act of 1909 relative to classification
isperfect and comprehensive, and the provisions for specific duties did and will
prevent dumping and undervaluation.

The rates of duty specified in paragraph 411, act of 1909, 5 cents per pound and 5
cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem, provided proper protection under (he
then existing conditions, but would he entirely inadequate under present costs and
conditions to afford protection to our industry or approach the resultant ad valoren
duty of 40 per cent now specified in param'ph 321, act of 1913.

We have in our posesion positive information from manufacturers abroad (Ituoting
lresent market prices oil surface-coated white and color,-d flat glazed papers at an
average price of $1.75 per ream, 20 by 24 inches, 500. weight 19 to 20 pounds to rean.
The present duty of 40 per cent woull he equal to $1.90 art valorem, equall to a specific
duty of 91 cents per pound weight of ream 19-20 pounds, and ulldocr tiune cost con-
ditions these papers can be imporled and conipete successfully with the dolestic-
made article, and in order to afford our industry any measure of plotection we would
respectfully urge the connensurate advanced rates of duty of. respvctively, 9 cents
per pound and 9 rents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem.

'onditions affecting the manufacture of glazed and fancy paper in both the Uiited
States and European countries havi' vot changed since tei subimissioni (if the glazled
and fancy Vapor brief to the Ways and Means t'omniittee of the lHouse of Represent-
atives on !Felbruarv 5, 1921. The rates granted by the Hfouse, however, ,5 cents per
pound and 5 cents and 15 per cent ad valorm. w ill average, at prtrnt coet abroad.
only about 25 per cent ad valoren. while the 'ndr%%ood tariff act of 191:3 gave -10
per cent ad valoreni protection. Treaury records show that hinder tlhe provisions
of pariagraph 411 of the tariff act of 1909 itl- duty of 5 cents per pound oii glazed,
fiat, and smooth-coated papers restilted in al act 'alorem rate of 31;.72 p(.r cent, aid
its duty of .5 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem on certain o er clave, of
coated'papers resulted in an ac! valorem protection of .11.77 per (elit. At tjlat tine,
however, the cost of goods abroad was aVlout one-fourth the prs'.-nt 'ost; therefore,
the equivaleiit ad valoreni duty was high when based on the tow cost of the article.
There has boeen no chanr,- in tic costs abIroad for some six nuoths, nor is thero likely
to be any great change in the inar future. We, therefore, rcyctfully request thev
s'ienate for the protection which would be obtained from critic s of 9 cents per pound
and 9 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem. which would be edillvahnt at
rent costs to 40 petr cent ad valorvin as provided for in the tariff act of 191:1 and as
requested in till original brief to Ihe Ways and Means Committee of the Hfouo.

In the event that the American valuation plan is adopted, as we earnestly hope,
it will be-. we abaiidon the Slcifi, rat(s asked for in the brief submitted and rispc t-
f(tlly request al ad valoren rate of duly of :1t per cent on the accepted .\nerican
valiation. This would afford rates of dity al)l)roxin)ating th sipetilt rates of 9 cents
per pound and 9 cents per pound and 20 pxr cent aid valoreni asked for and lu shown
to he ecliltalle in the brief herewith sill-itithd.

4~iI-NUINE) VEMET\IMI,E PARCHIMENT PAPER:l.

I. Discription.-Vegetable parchmeiit paper. so called from its resemblance to
animal parchment in appearance and characteristics. A chemical product, th
striking characteristics of which are (a) waterproof and (b) greaseproof qualities. pro-
duced by the partial chemical destruction by salphuric acid of cotton and ligno
cellulose, arrested at a point where the individual fibers are practically dis4lved
into and form a honogencois .heet.

11. Uscs.-Ilts chief commercial use is for wrapping food products to retain moisture.
flavor, and odor. and as a sanitary wrapper in ierviou- to external contamination.

It msved the dair" farmer large suis by reio' lcin the insaunitarv cheesechlth used
for wrapping butter.

The higher grades are also used for dialylie iproces.-es in sugar and (other Ialiufac-
tilrez. in laboratory re-olcli; in tilie-gral e . Ipiinig: tir h ipiltal l anldie~; nil t.
vell Iln for art p;urloses. such a.s4 laip shades Aand pro,,rain cov-rs. eitc

II. ,S.%obstiu.Rc4.--There i. no sibititw % it li the m ie Iv ialitii.s ill the samie dere.
Various imitatiii; are , t'fervel. iuchi inferior inn th( uharacu:I ii lic quialit ics of pailch.
mnent, but sutficientlv repenliin~ parch itint iii alppearalce alld siperlicial ipialitiv,.
to deceive ulsePrs. Iliittion are II as N4, 2 1rchnui. iliit atioln l 1.1Clini-it.
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parchmine, etc.. all of which are made direct on the paper machine and do not requiro
the conversion by chemical process and have no unusable waste. Imitations can be
"loaded" and adulterated. Genuine parchment can not be.

IV. Process of rnanufature.-Two distinct processes are required, for which two
entirely different mills are required: (I) The manufactilre in a paper mill in the
usual manner of a pure cellulose paper, composed of cotton cell loo, 60 to 100 per
cent, and ligno cellulose, 0 to 40 per cent. This paper is called "Waterleaf," from its
absorbent quality, and must be mtrictly free from adulterants and from loading and
flsizing" materials. (2) Conversion in a parchment mill, by pamsing the "Waterleat"
web through a bath of sulphuric acid of known and uniform strength and temperature,
removing the acid, andi drying and finfihing the product.

In the conversion there is 8 to 10 per cent of waste trim, etc., which is worthless
for paper making. In every other kind of paper the waste items can be used againforp.,aper making.frDomeic output (see X lI).-Dally production-pounds:

Four paper mills, 111,00 normal, equals 62 per cent of 180,000 potential.
Nix parchment mills, 101,000 normal, equals 45 per cent of 220,000 potential.
The ratio of normal to potential shows that the industry should be fully protected

to enable American manufacturers to run to capacity and obtain export trade held
exclusively by' Germany in South America, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan.

VI. 'on ,rifs fforaegn monufacture.-Potential foreign competitors in the order
of greatest tonnage: Germany, Austria, Belgium, France.

VII. Raw rnatcriols.-(1) Paper mill: (ai Graded cotton rags and chemicals for
processing the same, viz, ioda ash, lime sulphuric acid, bleach, 'and acid-proof color-
Ing matters; (b) bleached sulphite puip. (2) Converting (parchment) plant: Sul-
phuric acid, and various softening agents for rendering the product pliable: no "load-
ing 'or adulterating materials can be usd.

VIII. Distribution of industry.-Kalamazoo, Mich., 1 paper, 2 parchment; West
Carrollton, Ohio, 1 parchment; Passaic, N. J., 1 paper, 1 parchment; Glen Mills,
Pa., 1 paper, 1 parchment: West Conshohocken, Pa., I paper, I parchment.

IX. Capifal inrolved.-Amount of invested capital of four mills from Governnent
income ta return for the last four years: 1916, $3,209,000; 1017, $3,638,000; 1918,
$4,820,000; 1919, $5,038,000.

X. Labor inrolale.-Average number of employees (four mills): Eighty-five per
cent males, 060; 1.5 per cent females, 117; 881 per cent American, 687; II per cent
foreign, 90.

XL Inml,,ts.-None for 10 years, with exception of a few invoices. German
prewar quotations and dometic competition kept domestic prices below profitable
impei t prices.

XI. E.rporl.-'xports since 1917 have been made to lritish Isles, France, 1id-
gium, Egypt, India, South Africa, Australia, 'New Zealand, Japan, and China, all
of which markets (except France and Ilelgium) weo supplied almost exclusively
by Germany before the war.

Exports (four mills): 1917, 4,139,000 pourds; 1918, 2,697,000 pounds; 1919, 2,783,000
pounds; 1020, 2,117,000 pounds.

XII [. Cost of production, cott of oacreav cil selling, and price.

'StaiN l fi ,,, r- ;orr I.WO p tirid r on repilv o In Ir tiil Slate- crnvervirent rrom Inco ir tAN, (ith.,

rcport1.i

Tital of Per it Ptr

'O , . t t of (4 (.0, t of (('it0',- t,€ " " pr~xliv- gprodife- 110
Ye'ar. Nr r uci e ca' O 'rice. I'cr pltef ea,,,, er lthcm r t- . "lifon and tion and ao cfi W t t v

( o 11111 I. 1 a1. overhfat overheat CrC. (cit. ort ac.
,, and a nr-I r y~e

5ef.e .,

19 ........... 11-0 2i,00..... . Co,. .2 i7.9 1" 11.9 3 I.,

1917 ............. 1 07. s.9) 123.55 1 .76 .; . . 10 "16 1 (Y) I iV 11. ,
'1)1 ........... .. %I 2., 07. 10.1 2.1. I 11. h 1. ). 10 I1 I'... '1U .W!

1919I ... ...... 4 #; "', .0 1 31. ; 17. 15 17,.32 2420 17.0.50 211 I
I. ........... 72 21A 1 ). 1.' 2. 1 2 . 1 27'4 22. WA 27o1 2

('osts are in a condition of chaos, due to buisiness demoralization, and with no business
in sight t juHtify taikinrg advantazco i offer rings of ma trial. Icsiurrection of business
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will advance prices of some items now offered at or below cost; but as labor is the basic
cost of everything, no stability of cost can be expected until the still large body of
labor is deflated.

The German paper wage schedule printed in the brief of the American Paper and
Pulp Association shows that the Ameiican workmen receive $1 for the work for which
the German workman receives 10 cents; and as, for comparison, the mark is taken at
2 cents, it follows that the exchange value of the mark must go to par before the labor
cost of the American manufacturer Is on a par with the labor cost of his German com-
petitor.

HusToRY SINCE ISM.

Plants established (100 per cent), 27; plants discontinued (77.7 per cent'l, 21;
plants survived (22.3 per cent), 6.

Domestic prices (per 100 pounds).

qI -

High. Low. Aver. 111g. Low. age.
-~---age. ae

&&5 .................................. M7.00 191 ...................... 11.50 $9.00 111.60
I,93 .............................. ............ 1 .00 15 0
1909(Paynto-Aldrih) . .......... ... 8.60 191S ............. ... I' 3 11'. O 10.W5
1911 (UInderwooj1)........ ................ 7.0 1919 ................. 1. 13$.6 17.55
1915.................l Qoi ...................... 07 14.97 2.150

The inadequacy of the tariff is shown by the following typical example of "dump.
ing" and unfair foreign competition. In 1910 the tariff on vegetable parchment
was 2 cents per pound and 10 per cent ad valorem:

In 1910 Berlin manufacturers sold their product in German) at, per 100
pounds ................................................................. $9.00

To get the New York equivalent:
Add inland and ocean freight, insurance, etc., a minimum of ............ .25
Add customs at 2 cents per pound, plus 10 pet cent ..................... 2.90

Equivalent price delivered in New York or Pacific coast ................ 12. 15

In 1910 the same Berlin manufacturers sold "for export to America," deliv-
ered duty paid at New York .............................................. 8. 25

Making a "dumping" differential against America of 32 per cent, phs ...... 3.90

Total ............................................................... 12. 1.5

For Berlin equivalent of Now York delivery at ........................... .8. .25
Deduct ocean and inland freight ................................... $0. 25
Customs duties at 25 per cent on $G.40 per 1W0 pw',nds .................. 1. 60 1.85

F. o. b. Berlin equivalent of . o. b. New York price ......................... 0. 40

To prevent berlin "dumping" in America:
To the Berlin equivalent of New York ................................. 0. 40
Add freight and insurance ............................................ ..2b
The customs should have been 85.1j per cent on IS. 10 .................... 5. 50

Total ............................................................... 12. 15
Moreover, the preferential through ocean/inland freights given by freight ocean

lines favor foreign nianufacturers as against inland freights. and a tariff effective
to protect New York is ineffective to the extent of about 2 Cents per I,,ulid at 'acific
(uast ports (in car lots) on account of high inland freights, all of the Aniricayi nanu.
fac.turers being locatcl on the Atlantic coast a d iin the Middle Wet.
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TARIFP.

The tariffs heretofore have been inadequate, an shown by the continual decline
and the high mortality.

(1) The -Payne-Aldrich 1909 clasmed genuine and imitation parchments together:
Parchment, 2 cents per pound plus 10 per cent ad valorem, equivalent 33j per cent;
imitation parchment, 2 cents per pound pin 10 per cent ad valorem; greaseproof, 2
cents per pound plus 10 per cent ad valorem.

(2) The Underwood, 1913 (M 324), Act placed a lower rate on the genuine parch-
ment than on Its imitation: Parchment, 2.5 per cent; Imitation parchment, 3.5 per
cent; greaseproof, 3.5 per cent.

(3) The inadequate protection is shown by the fact that 77 per cent of the plants
estalilished went out of business; the domestic price fell rapidly and reached the lowest
point under the ast of 1909; and under pressure of German quotations an occasional
dumping was kept at its minimum during the acts of 1909 and 1913, until it rose with
rising costs in I11.5; the tariff on parchment was reduced from the equivalent of 331
per vent under act of 1909 to 2.5 per cent under act of 1913, while the tariff on the imi-
tations, greater under the a't of 1909, was again increased under the act of 1913.

(4) II. It. 74-56 recognized in part the injustice of the Underwood tariff and in part
corrected it by putting genuine and imitation parchment at the sme duty rateS,
but entirely overlooked the fact that genuine parchment is a two-process product
requiring two entirely separate plant investments, two sets of employees at over twice"
the labor cost, a heavy additional expenditure for cheni(-als for conversion, and a
lo of 8 to 10 per cent'in nonumo waste..

In the same part of paragraph 1305, I. It. 7456 recognized in other cases that an
additional duty wa due where additional labor or material As used in the conversion
process , thus: Coated paper, 5 cents per pound; coated paper, embotsed or printed,
- cents per pound plus 15 per cent ad valorem; decorated papers, 4j centsper pound;
decorated papers, embo&ve or printed, 4j cents per pound plus 17 per cent ad valorem;
gummed papers, etc., unprinted, 5 cents per pound; cloth-lined or reinforced, .5
cents per pound plus 17 per cent al valorem; wax paper, 3 cents per pound plus 13
per cent ad valorem; vegetable parchment paper, 3 cents per pound plus 13 per cent
ad valorem; greaseproof paper, 3 cents per pound plus 13 per cent ad valorem; imita-
tion parchment paper, 3 cents per pound plus 13 per cent ad valorem; parchment-
supercalendered, 3 cents per pound plus 13 per cent ad valorem; bags, printed matter,
etc., of forcgoiig, 5 cents per poun( plus 20 pe.r cent adl valorem.

(Uenitino parchment as a two-process paper is here incorrectly classified 'Aith one-
proess papers and should be separately classified and its duty fixed according to its
character. It is a high-grade chemical product, much better than the purely physical
process papers with which it is grouped.

PROPOSED DUTY 1 PLAINLY INADEQUATE.

t(.rrnan:
Present market ....................................................... $0.13
II. I, 74561--specilic duty ...................................... ."2
II. R. 7456i--ad valorem 13 per cent ................................. . 01G9
Ocean freight and insurance, about .................................... .0031

Total .............................................................. 17

Auierican:
Present m arket ....................................................... .19
American mills' disadvantage, 10 per cent ............................. 02

Total ................ : ............................................ .17
The American mills can 5o placed on an equality with German manufacturers by

raiLsing 11. It. 7456 proposed duty from 3 cents per l found and 13 per cent ad valorem
to 5 cents per pound and 13 per cent ad valorem.
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BUBMrhED.

The two proceses Involved-(l) papermaking, (2) conversion-justify an ample
protection for the two manufacturing operations.

As a high-grad e chemical double-procees paper vegetable parchment is in a class
distinct from all single-proceei commercial imitations, and, accordingly, should be
separately classified in tariff legislation as it is the entire paper trade.

The unusable waste of 8 per cent to 10 per cent tustifies a higher tariff for the genuine
veetable-parchment paper than for the imitations, which have usable waste and
which can Ib "loaded" and adulterated.

The tariff on genuine vegetable parchment as a two-process paper, superir to its
imitations is entitled to a higher protection than the single.procwi substitutes, and
in ,roportIn to their relative values a duty of 2 cents a pound and 13 per cent on Imita-
tions sustains a duty of 5 cents rer pound and 13 per cent on the genuine parchment.

American mills use only 62 per cent of their potential capacity in paper and 45 per
cent in parchment.

Inadequate prote,:tion will increase the high mortality (now 77.7 per cent) in tho
industry; adequate protection will enable the full use'of their potential capacities
and cuable them to compete with foreign manufacturers for the largo exlxrt market
previously held exclusively by Germany.

For 29 years the price fell steadily from 27 cents in ISM to 7.SO cents in 19.14. The
highest profit, JIM per cent during the war, iA the miniriturn to which any manufc-
lurer is entitled In normal times and mtust have if industry is to expand or justify
investment. The other war profits I. 1.5, 121, on,.-tenth, and 2 per cent, show the
perilous position of the industry without foreign competition. Milo it they will lie
reduced to the prewar struggle for more existence --compelled to go on' through
inability to get out.

Anieriean mills with a present la)or ratio of 10 to I in ('cran (.,n not survive.
The industry should be rescued from the depreeisd state in whirh it existed for 29

years under the fear of German imports.
The potential capacity %ihich exceeis domestic conitonption bI 122 per C.nt is an

aisurance of vigorous domestic momn)etition and must compel manufacturers to market
that surplusv by export.

A tariff of not less than 5 centspci pound an' 13 per cent ai valorem, or its specific
equivalent, should be laid, whirh will render it imposible to depress American
industry or to (lump (emian parchrncnt on the kmerican market.

Goman quotation kept domestic prices so low that importing was not profitable,
consequently no loss of rrecnue to t!,e Go eminent will reult from mnakimig a protec-
tive tariff on this article.

It is submitted that tregeiable-parchment paper should bi separately classified
"xegetable-parchment paper," and that a duty a 5 cents per pound ianl "1 per cent
ad valorem L.e imposed.

AiDENDA.

German wage ecales are stated from official .scale.4 adopted by arbitration between
emplovers' and employees' associations for the Ifan.over (rroup.

Originals of the American wage .cales are on file in the office of the association ld
will be produced on request.

German workers are divided into four wage classes, the wage, of which are in the
ratio 100 to 93 to 87 to 80 for iirst, second, third, anl fourth cla.ses. respectively.
Each class is divided into "minor" and "adult." The "minor" wage is about 80 per
cent of the "adult" wage. For the purImes of this Lofflrarison, the wages for Ch"ass
I I for "adults" is taken as repre.entative of the average, and in the American schedule,
Zone Ill is taken. and the average I-etween high and low are taken for the .ame
reason.
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Po-Itior.

Pulp mill:
ChIpperman ..................................
Chipper keeers ..............................
Digester tender ....................................
ig eter k pers ...................................

Wet.rn aehre tenders ..............................
Bleachers ..........................................
M machine tenders ...................................
Bx k tenders ......................................
Evaporator operator ...............................
1totary'furmace lender .............................
Liquor m akers ............................... ....
LiA uor helpers .................................. .
'nginleer .........................................

JanitOr .................................... .......
Bleach plant:

Lime and rioe mLxer .............................
Evaporator operator ...............................

tag room:
Sorters N omea) ...................................

Beater and washer room:
Beater cngineers ...................................
Beater hetpri .....................................

Machine room:
M machine te der ....................................
Mlack tender .......................................
Third hand ........................................

Size-making room:
Size m aker ........................................

Id'shlrig department:
calelvlr operator ..............................
(.alenar helpers ................................

V'atter,:
Forem el) ..........................................
Ifelpers ...........................................

Packing and .shppig:
Second hai .................................
( .e nake 1 .................................

Plt rorm:
Second hand ................................

Po wr and repair Cepartment:
Foreman ...................................
Engineers ip charge ........................
Engineers operatIng ..............................
Fireman. ................ ..............
Avis.tai fireman ..............
Furnaco helpers ............................ Slachtn|stq .......................................
Millwright helper .................................
Carpenter .........................................
h elpers ...........................................
Illacklmith ..................................
Jliaksmllh helpers ..........................
O ilers ...........................................
M aor ...........................................
Night ,vatehu t ..................................

Nuni. German
beof wages

Item on I 'lasil,
German marks

list. per hour.

16 &4S

43 a 63
41 q & Is
13 &IS,

27 315

61 ;5. 6545 3.65I13 3.1.3

2 3.13
63 3.15

19g 343

3,21

&t$

xt 3.35S
4 3.

3.13

51 3.50

31 3.13

o 3.50

toI tO O

3.12

73 3.3-

S 3.15

T1 3.51)

21 3.15
7, 3.4

3 3.,50
33 3.13.

3, .3.13
?3 3.6,0

7,1 3.13

GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF PAPERS.

The following statement is the argument of the Glassine and Greaseproof Manti-
facturers' A.sociation for certain indicated changes in the Underwood tariff law.
This is supplementary to the statement given in Appendix 5 in Special Report No. 2
of the American Paper and Pulp Association, entitled "Ftatementof Changes Desired
in Schedule M of the Tariff Act of 1913." The figures in this argument have been
brought down to date and are representative of conditions as of July 15, 1921. The
difference between the figures given here and those given in Felruary is due to the
lowered coet of raw material and sonic reductions in lal-or coats.

This 1 rief has reference to glassine anti greaseproof papers, mentioned specially in
lines 20, 21, 22. 2:3, 21. and 25 of paragraph 130.5, page 140 of the tariff lill inrodticed
in tire United States Senate on July 22, 1921.
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Getrnan
German wSei I A .nerki
wages It, cents at wages III
cnts at cachangWS j W l
parityol rate O 2 cent
exchge. ceIts

&011 6. 40
M&6n7 '7.3 5235
% ..l 73 .5

411 6.9 39
71.97 6.3 47.5
71.97 6.3 5. 5

7.97/ 6.3 39
. 8.7 7.3 51.3

S 487 7.3 51
K .'7, 7.3 M
1. .7 7.3 39
M44 7.6 51.5

71. V7 6.3 31

76.97 6.3 I4l.
i 2.i 0.9 39.1

IS. v2 3.1 31

fA. tt .'56 69.4
6I,%.4.2 Ilk9
97. S. 2 ..A
77.31 I .3 0. 6
s2.I1 J 6.9 S1,A

71,97 6.3 5,.3,
• ,,.11 6.9 ,T36

71.97 6.3 47.3

74.971 6.3 A4
74.97 6. 46. 9

71.97 6.3 19.7
74.971 6.3 3.6
WL. 11 6.9 13

79.7.31 6.7 81.5
79.73 6,7 ' 7&S J'V. -,.I . 7 65. 0

Ks 7 .2 62
1'. 3 7 52.

79. 73 6.7 19
43.) 7 66.3
74.97 6.3 U ir
NJ.30 7 :6.'
71.97 0.3 5i.:&
X3 .30 7 59.1
71.971 e. 3 42.7
74.97 6.3 ,1.S

.,) 7 S0.9
71. I7 0.3 37. 6
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In order to identify glassine paper it should be explained that glassino paper Is
greaseproof paper with a supercalendered or specially finished surface.

The situation with reference to glassine and greaseproof paper in this country is
such that unless adequate tari'" protection is immediately given to the American
manufacturers of this product it ii a certainty they will be seriously crippled if not
completely forced out of business. The total invested in this industry now exceeds
$7,500,000 and the total production daily is 100 tons of these papers. 'The minimum
average cost at which bleached greaseproof paper is manufactured in this country
is $11.60 per 100 pounds, and for the bleached glassine paper it is $13.0 per 100 pounds.
The items entering into the manufacture of greaseproof paper on an average forall
manufacturers are, as of July 15, 1921, as follows:
Bleached sulphite-pulp basis:

Cost of bleached sulphite pulp per 100 pounds .......................... *6. 00
W aste ............................................................... .60
To convert to greaseproof .............................................. 5.00

Total .................................................... .......... 11.60
For the glassine process, add per 100 pounds ............................ 2. 00

Total for glassine ................................................... 13.00

Unbleached sulphite-pulp lasis:
Coat of unbleached sulphito pulp per 100 pounds ....................... 4.00
W aste ............................................................... .40
To convert to greaseproof .............................................. 6.00

Total ............................................................... 9.40
For the glassine process, add per 190 pounds ............................. 2. 00

Total for glassine ................................................... 11. 40
The above figures include only actual manufacturing expense, without considering

cost of selling, administration expense, and profit.
In view of labor and industrial conditions in Germany, together with the extremely

low valuation of the mark, imports of these papr re from that country (because these
papers come, principally, from that country) makes impossille any competition on
the part of American manufacturers.

QUOTATIONS FROM LONDON.

Following are some actual quotations on greaseproof and glassine papers from London
and Hamburg, which were made to a manufacturer in this assci.tion during May
and July of this year (1921). The originals of these quotations are available and will
be produced for your perusal on request.

James Spicer & Sons (Ltd.), of London, England, made the following quotations:
May 20, 10,21: Unbleached and semibleached (greaseproof) paper, 5.40 cents per

ound; glazed, trmnsxarent paper (glassine), according to gre, 9.0, 10, 11.7, and12.48 cents per pound.
July 20 1921: Bleached glassine-No. 1, 10.4 cents per pound; No. 2, 7.75 cents

per pound. Graseproof (f. o. b. Loridon)-.No. 1, 6 cents per pound.

QUOTATIONS FROM OERMANY.

July 15, 1921:
Idanl ourg-Eighteen and one-half pound Ne. I white bleached glassine f. o. b.

do]: Now York, plus 2 per cent for haling, 11 cents per pound.
The Gerinania Importing Co. of New I ork-Bleached glasaine (f. o. b. Hamburg),

,No. 1, 8 cents per pound; No. 2, 7 cents per pound.
Sane gra des, American make, sell for 16 cents and 15 cents per pound, respctively.

MINIMUM RATE OF DUTY.

Our suggestion is that the minimum reasonable protection for Anmerican nuanu-
farturers of these papers is a tariff duty at the rate of 3 cents per pound plus an ad
'alorein duty of 13 per cent bamed on'American valuation. We are sincere in the
statrn{ent that the change suggested is the minimum change which should be con-
4i,1red if the American greaseproof and glassine paper industry ii not to he sriously

8152T-22-sou 13-2
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crippled. The question of correct valuation and adequate protection is the very life
of the industry, and we beg that this be placed before the Finance Committee of the
United States with all possible ejaphasis, for the industry has been operating on the
most economic basis posi.ble. The margin of profit upon which American manufac-
turers have been operating has been and is exceedingly narrow.

DEFINITION OF OLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF PAPER.

This association requests that if possible the fifth paragraph on page 505 of the Sum-
mary of Tariff Information of 1920 be amended so as to read as follows:

"Greaseproof paper and greaseproof papers, which have been supercalendered and
rendered transparent, or partially so, known as glassine papers, are used for wrapping.
all kinds of meats, bacon, ham, cheese, etc., tobacco, & a, confetionery bottle 1
for outside wrappers, for packages containing foodstuffs, for electrical purposes, etc.'

This brief is supported by the following manufacturers of grease proof and liassine
papers: Diamond State Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa.; Hamersley Manufacturing Co.,
New York City, N. Y.; Mountain Mill Piper Co Lee, ,Mass.; Rhinelander Paper Co.,
Rhinelander, Wis.; Warren Manufacturing Co., New York City N. Y.; Warren Parch-
ment Co., Dexter, N. Y.; Westfield River Paper Co., Russell, Mass.

GUMMED PAPER AND DECALCOMANIA, NOT PRINTED.

In our brief, which was submitted to the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives, we pointed out that gummed papers had never been specially
provided for, and that under the tariff act of 1909 they carried a specific duty under
the ruling of the Government of 5 centsper pound.

The Underwood tariff act of 1913 specially provided for gummed papers and carried
an ad valorem duty of only 35 per cent. We pointed out in our brief that this was not
sufficient to give the American manufacturers the protection they should have had
and to which they were justly entitled, and further showed that the war, which fol-
lowed closely after the enactment of the 1913 tariff bill, prevented the importation
into our country of any gummed paper and this was the only thing that prevented
disaster to the manufacturers of gummed paper in this country.

By the same token the war has brought about a great many radical changes in the
industries of our country, and if Congress does not grant us adeuate protection our
industry will suffer greatly through unfair competition from foreign manufacturers.

We do not ask Congress to put a prohibitive tariff on gummed papers and when we
asked for a specific duty of 6 cents per pound and 30 per cent ad vaforem we only
asked what would be a protective tariff sufficient to make the necessary adjustment
between the low cost of production in foreign countries as against the cost of produc-
tion in the United States.

For instance, we note below the great difference in the wage scales existing between
those prevailing in our own country and abroad. The foreign scale has been figured
on the present rate of exchange.

Paper-Tn ill tworLers' cornparatire wages per hour in Gcrmawj and in Arneria.

{Per week.i

I United
Engad. Germany. States.

Summer ................................................................. I $17.50 1 350 637.00
Calenderman ................................. ............. 14.00 3.50 34.00
Cutter ................................... ........... 15.5i o50 31.00

In the tariff bill H. R. 7456 (Fordney tariff bill), which passed th. ouse of Repre-
sentatives July 21, gummed papers, including decalcomania paper nt.. printed, were
included in paragraph 1305, page 150, line 2, and a specific duty of 5 cents per pound
was provided. We respectfully point out that this specific duty of 5 cents per pound
is equivalent to 31 per cent ad valorem, which is a lower rate than was given gummed
papers in the Underwood tariff act of 1913, which carried a rate of 35 per cent ad
valorem and which was absolutely inadequate protection.
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The specific rate of 5 cents per pound in the Payne-Aldrich bill gave protection
which was adequate at that time. Prior to 1909 there were but two or three plants
manufacturing gummed papr in the United States, as the bulk consumed here was
imported from Germany and Great Britain. Fostered in the beginning by the Payne-
Aldrich tariff, and later by the force of circumstances brought about by the war
which prevented importation, the number of manufacturing plants has increased.
The specific 5 cents per pound rate in the Payne-Aldrich bill, which in reality created
a new industry in this country, will in the Fordney bill, due entirely to the radically
changed conditions, deal a severe blow to a still young industry and defeat the very
purpose Congress has in mind, viz, that of reasonably protecting industry.

The actual results from a 5 cents per pound specific rate, and without an additional
ad valo-em rate, as provided for in the Fordney bill, are as follows:

Oreat oermany American
Britain .i IFc. i.f. ewtf n

New 1.f 4y; valua-New York. tion.
York.

Per ream (weight 22 pounds)........................................... .3. 00 #2.00.
Fordney specific duty: 22 pounds at .5 cents per pound ................... 1.10 1.10.

4.10 3.10 $4.00
The rate asked for:

I cent additional specific ...................................... . 22 .22 ..........
.30 per cent ad valorem ......................................... . .0 .0.........

522 3.92 4.00

In the above figures we have taken the grade which is the largest seller. In addition
to this there are numerous other grades involved on which the disadvantage to which-
(he United Statt manufacturer would be put is even greater than shown in the ex-
ample above.

In the case of decalcomania paper the tariff of 5 cents per pound specified in the
Fordney bill works out to even greater disadvantage, as is sown by the following
schedule. The reason for this is because the labor involved in the manufacture of
decalcomania is a much greater portion of its cost and there is such a vast difference
between the labor rates in this country and those of foreign countries.

United Germany
States. c. 1. f.

Per ream of S0 sheets weighing 125 pounds ......................................... $24.00 $9.00
Fordney specific duty: 125 pounds at 5 cents per pound .................... ........ 6.25
The rate asked for:

I cent additional rpemfle ................................................ 1.25
31 per cent ad v lo em .................................................... 2.70

24.001 19.20

While the abcve schedule shows that the rate asked for does not provide protection
at present, we point out that the industry has only been carried on in this country
since 1916, and the manufacturers of decalcomania paper aim to reduce their costs
and believe that the same can be done as further experience will be gained with the
growth of the industry under a protective tariff.

1%'e respectfully urge that the Senate Finance Committee give this matter their
careful consideration and insert in the present tariff bill "Gummed p pers and decal-
Comania paper not printed" 6 cents per pound and 30 per cent ad valorem before the
bill goes to conference, because the -bill as it stands at present is equivalent to only
31 per cent ad valorem or less than the Underwood tariff bill of 1913, which would
have put this young industry out of business, aq we have clearly set forth in the above
facts.
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Based on the American valuation plan, a specific duty would give us very little
protection, as'pointed out in our brief and if the American valuation plan is adopted
we respectfully request that a tariff of 50 per cent ad valorem on gummed paper and
decalcomania, not printed be granted, and we illustrate below "ust why we make a
request for a 50 per cent ad valorem rate:

Germn .erAmfen Ia mery
'n Amerinany

C. . f. AmermeifncC n
New YoCL! valation. New York. valuation.

Regular gummeI paper... $2. 00 $L.0 Decalcomania paper .. 0 $24.00
50 per cent on $4 ...... 2.00 ............ 60percent on24 ...... 12.00 ; ............

4.00 21.00 24.0)

WRAPPING PAPER.

Under the Fordney bill, II. R. 7456, p h 1309 provides for a duty on wrap.
ping paper, not specially provided for, of 23 per cent ad valorem. The manufacturers
of wrapping paper do not consider that this rate provides adequate protection. and
respectfully request that the rate be raised to 30 per cent ad valorem, and in support
of their claim have prepared the following brief:

Experience in the pat has demonstrated th3t the price of imported wrapping paper
c. f. Atlantic ports is from 65 per cent to 70 per cent of the market price of similar
papers of American manufacture. At the present time, however, foreign wrapping

er is freely offered c. i. f. New York at 56 per cent of the American market price
forsnilar papers. Under the American valuation plan as proposed in the Fordney
bill the rate of 30 per cent which we ask for still leaves a margin of price in favor of
the foreign manufacturers. The American manufacturers accept this as a temporary
condition and one which can not be properly provided for at this time. They do
claim, however, that they are entitled under normal conditions to a rate of duty
which will properly represent the difference in the normal cost of manufacture abroad
and in this country. We presume that it is not the intention of Congress to give the
foreign manufacturer an advantage, and the American manufacturers only ask that
they be put on an equal footing and do not expect to ask for such a rate as will create
a barrier against all foreign importations. Foreign kraft paper at the present time is
being freely offered c. i. . Atlantic ports for $67 per ton, and the American price for
a similar paper is $120 per ton. A duty of 30 per cent based on the American valua-
tion plan, which we request, would be $36 per ton, which makes the foreign paper
cost the importer, duty paid, $103 per ton and gives the foreigner an advantage of
$17 per ton over the American selling price. It is expected, however, that in the
not distant future the foreign price will advance and when it reaches $84 per ton the
rate of 30 per cent on the American valuation plan, or *36 per ton, will equalize the
domestic and foreign prices. As stated above, until the price of imported papers
advances the foreign competitor still has a great advantage over the American
manufacturer.

In the above example we have referred to kraft paper as distinguished from other
grades of wrapping paper for the reason that kraft is standard wrappir.g paper of this
country and can be used for every wrapping purpose, and therefore the other grades
of wrapping paper rise and fall in price with the fluctuations in the price of kraft.
We have al referred to kraft, as the importations of wrapping paper are mostly that
grade.

The wrapping-paper mills in this country produced in 1920 1,043,812 tons, or a
daily average capacity of approximately 3,500 tons, with an investment on a basis
of prewar costa of over $30,000,000, and they feel they are justified in asking what
is a reasonable protection for their industry and their 35,000 employees. The aver-
age rate of paper-mill labor in Germany to-day isapproximately 54 cents in American
money, which is about one-sixth of what the paper mills of this country are paying
for similar work. Based on the price at which spruce pulp wood from Finland is
being offered at the Atlantic seaports, the German manufacturers can buy their sup-
ply of raw material from that country at a price of less than two-thirds of the cost of
the American manufacturers.

In view of the conditions as stated above, the wrapping paper manufacturers feel
they are well within the limits cf moderation in ma1 ing their request for a rate of
30 per cent.
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BOOK PAPER.

(Paragraph 1301.]

STATEMENT OF GRELLET COLLINS, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRE-
SENTING THE BOOK PAPER MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHAIRMAN. Please state your full name.
Mr. COLLINS. Grellet Collins.
The CHARRuAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. COLLINS. Philadelphia, Pa.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your occupationI
Mr. COLLINS. I am president of Dill & Collins Co. Philadelphia,

Pa. I have also the honor to be president of the Book Paper AManu-
facturers' Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir.
Senator WALSH. In what paragraph are you interested?
Mr. COLLINS. I am interested in paragraph 1301.
We ask for one-half cent a pound and 10 per cent ad valorem.

Under the Fordney bill, when it was finally passed, they mAde it
one-quarter of a cent per pound and 10 per cent Ad valorem.

The CHAIRMAN. You are asking for how much?
Mr. COLLINS. One-half cent per pound. Under the present bill

with one-quarter of a cent per pound it makes only $9 a ton. The
average _price of book paper is about $150. We state in our brief
that under present conditions of exchange no tariff will protect us.
We would have to have something like the American valuation,
whatever that is.

Senator WALSH. From what country does book paper come into
this countryI

Mr. COLLINS. From Scandinavia and from Germany. A little
comes in from England.

Senator WALSH. None from Canada?
Mr. COLLINS. We do not object to that.
Senator WALSH. The cost of production is about the same up

there, is it not?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir.
Now, I can give you a lot of figures, but as you want us to be

brief, I shall not burden you with them.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are any figures which you think the

committee ought to have, you may put them in the record and have
them printed. Of course, we do not want to print unnecessary
material, but anything that is necessary may be printed.

Mr. COLLINS. This is only to tell you the condition of the trade.
During this year we have run about 60 per cent and we have only
produced 32 per cent of the value that we did in 1920. Our statis-
ticians tell us that there is enough book-paper capacity in the country
to supply all needs until 1928. The increase in consumption is about
8 per cent. per year, so that we need all the trade in this country
that we can get. The past year has been about the worst year the
book-paper business has ever known. My company's product has
shrunken 58 per cent.

Senator WALSH. Is that shrinkage due to general depression or to
exportation from other countries ?

Mr. COLLINS. Partly to the general depression.
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Senator WALSH. Have there been large importations?
Mr. COLLINS. No- but there have been disquieting quotations. I

have one from Belgium that is 50 per cent less than our own cost
price. It costs no more to get a shipment from London or Belgium
than it does from Philadelphia to New York. The duty is necessary
to our industry. Germany has a large capacity for producing book
paper.

Senator WALSU. In addition to the general depression, you fear
importations of book paper?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes; they are getting ready to bring it in.
I want to emphasize the necessity for some protection besides any

duty that can be put on, because nothing that you can name would
offset the exchange. That is all, I think.

BOX BOARD.

[Paragraph 1302.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. WHITE, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE-
SENTING MANUFACTURERS OF BOX BOARD AND PAPER BOARD.

Mr. W rrE. I will try to follow the example of those who preceded
me and be just as brief as possible.

The CHAiRMAN. You will accomplish just as much.
Mr. WMTE. I live in Washington, and I represent two trade

associations composed of manufacturers of box boards, paper.boards.
That is the material from which all these paper boxes are made
which you have seen in every store you were ever in.

The House committee gave us 10 per cent ad valorem on all of our
grades, except one. We asked for 25 per cent.

I should say here that up to the tine of the making of this tariff
bill we have never appeared before a tariff committee asking for pro-
tection. Formerly we had 5 per cent. Recently competitive con-
ditions have arisen in Canada, where they have the raw material,
and to some extent in Europe, that have made it necessary for us to
ask additional protection.

The amount given us in terms as interpreted in dollars would run
between $3.50 and $12 per ton. We think that the House committee
rather overlooked our rights on the question of dealing with this
subject of paper, because a good many of those high-grade papers,
those which you heard spoken of here, they gave them from 3 to
17 cents a pound, which, interpreted in dollars, is anywhere from
$60 to $300 a ton, while we get $3.50 up to $10 or $12.

Now, the reason that the Committee on Ways and Means took that
position was that ours was a low-grade product, and that we control
a certain part of our raw material here and our relative labor costs
were not as high as those of these high-grade papers. Just the reverse
of that is true. In a very important sense, we do not control our
raw material, because Canada is one of those that have the forests of
the world that we must depend on for our pulp. Secondly, the ratio
of our labor cost is as hi Ii or higher than any other grade of paper
that has been mentioned here. The wages paid in our mills are just
as high as in any mills in the Holyoke, Mass., district, or any other
New -England mills.
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Senator IA FOLL~rrE. Is.your paper what is known in the trade
as "box paper ?"

Mr. WmmB. Box board.
Senator LA FOLLErPrE. Box board?
Mr. WmTE. Yes, sir; for the making of paper boxes.
Senator IA FOLLErrE. What quantity of that is produced in this

countrI
Mr. WmT. About 2,000,000 tons.
Senator LA FOLLETIE. About 2,000,000 tons?
Mr. WHITE. Yes,.sir. It is one of the largest branches of the

paper industry.
Our labor in our mills is paid practically the same schedule as in

all other paper mills in the country. With the low character of our
product, the low prices, it can be seen that our labor bears a very
much more important ratio to our cost of production than in the
case of these high-grade papers.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do you know how much of that paper was
imported into this country last year ?

Mr. WmT. About 50,000 tons in 1920; 50,000 or 60,000 tons.
On the valuation of the 1920 price, I would say somewhere between
$4,500,000 and $5,000,000 of that product.

Senator WATsoN. From where?
Mr. Wmm. Canada, Germany, Holland, Belgium; chiefly from

Canada.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. What quantity?
Mr. WmTz. I think somewhere in the neighborhood of 50,000 tons

for 1920. I don't recall the figures of the Tariff Commission. Those
gentlemen called at my offices and we figured it up, but I think there
were some 30 000-odd tons of one grade, known as the test board in
rolls. The seeing price of that was about $100 or $125 a ton.

Our threat, asi say comes chiefly from Canada. Canada has the
timber. They make these pulps there. This paper board is largely
made in those mills as a by-product. In order to get what is known
as kraft pulp for these high-grade boards we must get the pulp
from Canada or Scandinavia. The mills in this country do not make
enough to supply one-fourth of the demand. We must get that pulp
and sell that board against the Canadian manufacturer, who can de-
liver it in Boston or New York, or other common points, at a much
less freight rate than we can.

Furthermore, the freight rate on box board from Hamburg, Ger-
many, Holland, or Belgium, is such that it can be delivered at the
eastern seaboard for $6 a ton. It costs us $9.50 to deliver a ton of
box board from Illinois or Wisconsin onto the New York market.
They have an advantage of $3.50 on freight rates alone. We hope
that situation will be remedied, but that is the extent of it as we find it.

Now, we do not want a prohibitive rate. We have never asked for
any protection before. I have been representing these mills for 14
years, and we passed by the tariff hearings in the Payne-Aldrich bill
and in the Underwood bill and asked f6r nothing, because we felt
we could take care of ourselves. The conditions at present are such
that we can not do it, unless we are going to give this business to
Canada. Our theory is that this committee or the framers of this bill
want to reasonably protect this industry.
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Senator WATSON. What is the difference between here and Canada,
in cheapness of labor and raw materialI

Air. WmTE. They have the raw material. We have to get it from
them. They have the forests. The English law does not permit
them to export over here wood from the Canadian Crown lands, so we
have to go there for the pulp.

It does seem that 50,000 or 60,000 tons against 2,000,000 tons is a
great disparity. It does not amount to mu&h, but everybody in the
trade knows that a single carload of a commodity like that sold on
the New York market wil fix the price on 50 carloads for that week
or that month.

Those boards are affecting our market, and we come before this
committee without any apology, but asking protection, and we think
we ought to have it.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. The Treasury expert just handed me a slip
stating that the imports of box board in 1920 were 2,764 tons, instead
of 50,000 tons.

Mr. WmuT. Senator, thut come< about because there were about
20 different names for that stuff in the old tariff, but the total im-
portations were something like 48,000 or 50,000 tons.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. It is the only thing that pays 5 per cent.
Mr. WmHTE. That is a mistake. The schedule contains paper

board, pulp board, card board, all kinds of names. There might not
have been but 2,000 tons admitted as box board.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. This is the total amount admitted. There
were 5,000,000 pounds of it, which would figure out that many tons.

Mr. WHITE. It is a mistake. The Tariff Commission submitted to
Mr. Treadway, the chairman of that conmittee, figures which show
there were upward of 45,000 tons.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. The Tariff Commission had to get their
information from these records kept by the Treasury Department.

Mr. WHITE. I know, Senator, but they have only one name here-
"box board." That product has a dozen different trade names-
test board, paper board, wood paper board, Jacquard board, card-
board. You would have to include the whole list to get the figures.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I know, but all the paper grouped under
this paragraph in this statement that paid 5 per cent duty totaled
only 2,000 tons or a little over.

Mr. WmTE. I don't understand how that is. All of our boards
under the other tariff only paid 5 per cent.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. That is what I say.
Mr. WiTmE. It started in here under diferent trade names.
Senator LA FOLLET rE. It paid 5 percent duty?
Mr. WImTE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. And everything that paid 5 per cent duty'

is grouped in the Treasury statement, and the total tonnage was only
2,764.

Mr. WHITE. That is an error, sir. It is an absurdity, in fact.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. I do not see hov. we have any means of

knowing whether your statement is in error or this statement.
Mr. WmTE. The Tariff Commission can inform you.
Senator LA FOLLErE. They know no more about it than the

Treasury Department. There is where they get their information.
They can not make these figures over.
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Mr. WRITE. Senator, I say in a brief which I filed before the House
committee, one page of which is devoted to the question of the con-
fusion of these trade names, resulting in misunderstanding of the
application of these duties, just how that came about. You i11 find
it on the last page of this brief, covering this very subject. There
were upward of 48,000 tons imported in here last year. I will see
that that misunderstanding is corrected.

Senator SmooT. Fifty thousand tons is only one-fourth of the
amount.

Senator L& FoLirrE. Yes; it is a mere bagatelle.
Mr. WaTE. I will admit that. It is not a bagatelle so far as the

effect on our market is concerned.
Senator LA FoLLPrTrE. Do you want a duty that will remove wholly

the effect of competition?
Mr. WHITE. No, sir; we do not.
Senator LA FOLLETTS. Do you want a prohibitive duty?
Mr. Wmft. No sir; we have the lowest duty of any article in the

entire paper schedule.
Senator IA FOLLETr. I understand that.
Mr. WmT. We would like to have the duty equalized.
Senator LA FOLLEITE. Does that not have some reference to the

character of the product?
Mr. Wmiz. We would like to have a duty equal to I cent a pound,

if that is specific enough. Most of these papers have duties ranging
as high as 10 cents a pound. One cent a pound'will avoid any mis-
understanding or confusion in the event the American valuation plan
is adopted. If we had a specific duty of 1 cent a pound, it would
answer all purposes.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is the wholesale price of your product
at this time?

Mr. WroTE. From $32.50 to $80 per ton.
Senator LA FOLLETF. How much per pound-11 to 4 cents?
Mr. WmT. Oh, no. At present we are given a duty ranging from

$3.50 to $10, and we think 1 cent a pound is not too much, 'f you
are going to protect us. That is the point. That is what we are
asking for. That is what this bill is for, as we understand it.

Senator McLEAN. What is the condition of your business?
Mr. WmTE. Very bad. In the year 1921 our mills did not run to

exceed 65 per cent capacity. I speak for 70 mills, which in the year
1920 paid the United States Government over $12,000,000 in excess
profits, and for the year 1921 they will not pay a cent, not a dime.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. YOU made enough profit in the previous
years so you can afford a bad year.

Mr. WroTE. We did make some profit. We admit that.
Senator McLEAN. How do your prices now compare with the peak

prices?
Mr. WHITE. I intended to refer to that. For plain strawboard it

varied ip to October, 1920, for two years and a half, but around
$100 a ton. To-day that same commodity is sold for $35 a ton.
We have not only been deflated, but we have been torn all to pieces.
Our goods are now being sold on the 1913 basis.

Senator McLEAN. About how many hands do you employ?
Mr. WroTE. The entire industry, I should say, employs about

150,000.
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Senator McLEAN. 1 presume that is all in your brief ?
Mr. Wmim. Yes, sir. This deflation with us has not been going

on only the last month or two. Immediately after the war we hit
the bottom, and hit it hard. The public has been getting our goods
for more than a year at cost or less.

BEAVER BOARD AND PULPBOARD.

[Paragraphs 1302 and 1610.]

STATEMENT OF W. F. MacGLASHAN, PRESIDENT OF THE BEAVER
BOARD CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

The CIIAmRMAN. It appears that you desire to speak on the same
subject Mr. Whitehas lust spoken on.Mr. MicGr~sIIA,. Yes, sir.

The CIIAIRMAN. What is the good of doubling on the committee?
Mr. MACGLASILAN. I shall talk from an entirely different angle, and

ask for our product to be taken from paragraph 1302.
The ChA IRMAN. What do you ask?
Mr. MACGLASIIAN. We ask that the duty be taken off our product,

which is a building-material product, in competition with lath and
lumber. The plants were built in Canada under the Payne-Aldrich
Act, on which there was a duty. At that time lumber was subject to
a duty of from 50 cents to $1.50 per thousand feet.

Senator WATSON. What is your product?
Mr. MAcGLASILtN. Beaver board.
The COLAIRMAN. In the interest of the building trades, you are

asking for the free list?
Mr. MACGLASHAN. Yes, sir.
The ClURMAN. All right. How long will you occupy?
Mr. 1MAcGLASHAN. Just a few moments.
The ClHIRMAN. Very well. You may proceed.
Mr. MACGLASIIAN. Paragraph 1302 of the tariff bill passed by the

House of Representatives imposes a duty of 10 per cent ad valorem
upofn "paper board and pulpboard, including cardboard, leather
board, or compressed leather not laminated, glazed, coated, lined,
embossed, printed, decorated, or ornamented in any manner, nor cut
to shapes for boxes or other articles and not specially provided for."

That there may not by accident be a miscarriage in respect to the
intent of this paragraph we feel it important to calrto the committee's
attention one form of wood-pulp material which is not paper board
nor cardboard nor box material, but a raw material for the manufac-
ture of wall board, a material used in building construction. It is
made of wood pulp produced from timber cut from Canadian forests.
This pulp is produced in our own'American-owned mills in Canada, is
formed into rolls and shipped to our mills in Buffalo for conversion
into building material for walls, ceiings, partitions, etc., of character
most usable, permitting of quick and ready application.

The thin sheet before you is a sample of the pulpboard in the form
in which it is imported in large rolls from Canada. The thicker
samples are cut from the finished product of our Buffalo mills.

Under the Payne-Aldrich Act our pulpboard products were ad-
mitted free of duty. Under the act of 1913, paragraph 320, "pulp-
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board in rolls, not laminated," which was the language used to
describe our imported raw material, was subjected to a duty of 5 per
cent ad valorem. The present House bill includes in paragraph 1302
products which were covered by several paragraphs in the act of 1913.
It was clearly the intent of the Committee on Ways and Means to
consolidate in paragraph 1302 all materials intended for use in the
manufacture of box board, but inadvertently, we believe, the language
used includes under the general designation " pulpboard " our prod-
uct, which is used for an entirely differentp"urpose; namely, building
construction, and which does not enter into competition with box
board in any manner whatsoever.

We respectfully request your honorable committee to correct this
and to except from the provision of paragraph 1302 "puliboard in
rolls for use in the manufacture of oard" and place tis impor-
tant class of building material on the free list in the same class with
lumber and laths, which are used for the same purpose.

To accomplish this we respectfully submit the following amend-
ments:

In paragraph 1302, following the words "not specifically provided
for," insert the following:

Except pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of wall board.

Also, in paragraph 1610, following the word "bleached," insert the
following:

Including pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of wall board.
We are asking for free importation for the following reasons: Wall

board is extensively used in the building industry in all parts of this
country, because it is a practical, convenient material which can be
quickly applied with inexperienced labor. It is essential to the relief
of the housing shortage. Approximately 85 per cent of wood-pulp
wall board is used for repairs, alterations, addiions, etc. It is not a
material used for expensive classes of homes, but is especially adapted
for economical repair work, alterations, additions, etc., of moderate-
priced homes, cottages, and bungalows. We estimate that 75 per
cent of wood-pulp board is used for home construction. A large pro-
portion of our output is sold in the smaller communities and has proven
a great convenience to farmers and those living in the rural districts,
by reason of the fact that it can be handled, used, transported, and
applied easily.

Senator CALDER. It is used in lieu of lath and plaster?
Air. MACGLASHA.N. It is used in lieu of lath and plaster-all interior

decorations.
Senator CALDER. And papered over?
Mr. MACGLASILA.. It is generally painted.
Senator CALDER. Does your statement give the amount of the

product sold in this country during recent years?
Mr. MACGLASIA-N. Yes, sir. The production of wall board last

year amounted to a little in excess of a billion feet.
Senator CALDER. What year?
Mr. MAcGLASIAN. 1920.
Senator CALDElR. That was a big year.
Mir. MACGLASIHAN. Yes, sir. These beaver-board companies were

the poineers. They started this industry in 1906 and the business
has grown every year since.
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Senator CALDER. How much of that billion feet was made in this
country?

Ar. MACGLASHA.. All of the billion feet. That is practically all
made in this country. We are speaking from the standpoint of the
American manufacturer. We only get from Canada our raw material
in the form of the fiber.

Senator CALDER. Then there is but little or no importation?
Mr. MAcGLASHAN. No. I might say, touching upon Mr. White's

statement-and I think it will clear this up, in the light of the figures
you have, Senator La Follette-that the 50,000 tons to which Mr.
White referred, our record and an examination of the Treasury
report show that the exact figures were 43,000 tons, and of these
43,000 tons the beaver-board companies imported 37,000 tons, or
84 per cent of the total.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Does that come in competition with the
box board?

Mr. CGLASILAN. Not a pound of it.
Senator L FOLLErTE. That is just what I thought. That is not

in competition with box board.
Mr. MACGLASHAN. Not a bit.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. And that is the great bulk of that impor-

tation?
Mr. MAcGLAsAN.. Yes. I might say of the remaining 16 per cent,

it is our belief that a large percentage or practically all of that material
has been used by other manufacturers of wal[ board who obtain
their raw material from Canada.

The second reason we are asking for this protection is for the
conservation of American pulp-producing forests, rapidly being ex-
hausted. This raw material should be placed on the free list. From
30 to 35 acres per day of Canadian forests are now being denuded
to furnish the wood pulp imported into this country for the manufac-
ture of wall board. Feel that the use of the Canadian raw material
does not take away from American labor any more work than is
necessary to produce the pulp shipped in here in lapped form, for
the total price that we pay for the labor in Canada in putting this
into rolls does not exceed 35 a ton, because there is no-handlmg ofthat material when it passes in at one end or comes in rolled form at
the other end.

The third reason we are asking for this protection is that the free
importation of this raw material or semifinished raw material for
the manufacture of wall board will not injure any American industry.
Our competitors using the same class of material either have their
own water power and timber limits in this country and are now
underselling us or else import their raw material from Canada as
we do.

Senator CALDER. You ask for free raw materialI
Mr. MAcGLAsHAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. And then you ask for an increased duty on your

own product?
Mr. MACLLAsNm. No, sir; we are not asking that.
Senator S11ooT. He is asking that his product may be free.
Senator CALDER. You are asking to leave the duty as it is now on

your own product?
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Mr. MAcGLASHAN. So far as the duty on our own product is con-
cerned, that has not been a factor. As referred to by Senator La Fol-
lette, approximately 2,000 tons of box board have come in here.
The industry Mr. White refers to he has been secretary of for 14 years,
and they have never asked for a protective tariff.

The small revenue produced by the present duty does not offset
the benefits outlined.

The domestic supply of raw material is inadequate; when we
started our business mn 1906 we found that it was necessary for us to
secure our supply of wood pulp in rolls from Canada and immediately
made an arrangement with a large Canadian mill. It was impossible
for us to secure such supply from United States mills, as they could
not manufacture such a product on a basis that would enable us to
compete with other materials used for wall and ceiling covering.

The Canadian mill is necessary, as the increase in our business neces-
sitated the building of a mill in Canada to supply our requirements,
and construction of new plant was started in 1912 under the Payne-
Aldrich Act, when our raw material came in free of duty and at a
time when lumber was taxed at from 50 cents to $1.25 per thousand
feet and laths were taxed at 20 cents a thousand. Under the act of
1913 there was a duty of 5 per cent placed on wood-pulp board in
rolls and lumber and laths were put on the free list.

While this duty was a handicap it was not as serious as it will be in
the future, owing to the fact that from 1913 on during the war and up
to the latter" part of last year the cost or price of a commodity was
not so important as ability to make delivery. Intense competition
was not a factor. We are now, however, going through the period of
readjustment and face years of keen competition, and a duty on our
raw material will not only seriously handicap us, but will also be a
factor in increasing the price of wall board to the American home
builder. We can compete in quality but not in price with American
manufacturers who have their own water power and timber limits
in this country or who use raw materials other than wood pulp.

Senator CALDER. To what extent has the price of your product to
the consumer increased during recent years?

Mr. MACGLASHAN. During the prewar period the price was about
$24 a thousand square feet. For a period of only a month did that
reach $48 a thousand square feet. It is now back to $28 a thousand
square feet. That increased cost was made up very largely, of course,
of the increased cost of labor and freight charges and coal and mate-
rial that we had to buy.

Senator CALDER. So the price to-day is $28 as against $24 prewar?
fr. MACGLASIIAN. Yes, sir; $28 to-day as against $24 during the

prewar period. We have improved the quality of our product. In
1909 we were selling for less than that, but it was a different product.

Senator CALDER. Do you sell direct to the builder?
Mr. MACGLASHANr. To the lumber dealer.
Senator McLEAN. Do you know what commission he has to payI
Mr. MACGLAsHA. That varies. We aim to keep that charge as

low as possible, so as not to interfere with our sales.
j Senator McLEAN. What is the retail price?

Mr. MAcGLAsHAN. From 31 to 4 cents. I will be very glad to
cover that in my brief.
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The only request for protection was made by the box-board manu-
facturers. The only people who have appeared in behalf of an
increase in duty are the box-board manufacturers, as represented by
their trade secretary, Mr. Charles R. White. Mr. White states that
heretofore competition with European countries, or any other
country, has not been a matter of serious moment and that his
appearance before the Ways and Means Committee earlier in the year
was the first time, to his knowledge, that representatives of any box-
board industry had appeared asking for a protective tariff. The brief
submitted by the secretary is clearly directed in the interests of the
manufacture of pulpboard used in the making of boxes. Only once
does it refer to the uses of pulpboard outside of boxes. These uses
are merely enumerated, and no appeal is made for them.

Referring to imports in 1920 in his brief, Mr. White states that
during 1920 Canada sold in the United States upward of 50,000
tons of boards, giving the impression that this was in competition
with the box-board manufacturers. Our examination of the Treas-
ury report shows that the exact amount reported was 43,000 tons
instead of 50,000. Of this quantity the beaver-board companies
imported from their American-owned mills approximately 37,000
tons, or 84 per cent, of this total, and it is our belief that practically all
of the balance was imported by other wall-board manufacturers.

There has been no foreign competition in the past. The box-board
manufacturers admit that they have had no concern over box-board
importations in the past. We conceive that their only object in
bringing up the question of an increased tariff at this time is in antici-
pation of possible competition from the Scandinavian countries or
from Germany. We also are manufacturers of box board through
our ownership of the Tonawanda Board & Paper Co., one of the large
mills of the country, having an output of approximately 35,000 tons
per annum. Accordingly, we are just as much interested in the
welfare of the box-board industry as any member of the association
that is asking for this tariff. It is possible for box board, which is
dense and tough, to be economically packed and shipped for delivery
in this country. This, however, is not true of loose-formed ground
wood or pulp suitable for the manufacture of wall board. This
material must be put up in large rolls in excess of 8 feet in length,
4 feet in diameter, weight from I to 11 tons per roll, and these rolls
must be thoroughly protected by strong wooden headers on each end
fastened with a tie rod, and surface amply protected for steamship
shipment, which extra expense will act as a protection. Furthermore,
it is more practicable for the foreign mi to manufacture board in
competition with the higher grade and higher priced boards than to
attempt to compete in the class of material suitable for wall board.

Referring to comparative lab6r costs, one of the principal reasons
for a protective tariff, as we understand it, is to protect American
industry and labor from competition or low-priced foreign labor.
There certainly can be no fear of such competition from Canada,
where the labor rates are comparable with American labor rates.
Comparison of our own pay rolls in our Canadian and American mills
shows that the rate is little higher in Canada than in the States.

It is necessary for the United States to look to Canada for its sup-
ply of ground wood as there is only a limited supply in this country
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and what pulp-wood timber we do have is being rapidly consumed.
The amount of money that we pay Canadian labor for bringing in
ground wood in rolls is no greater than that required to bring in
ground wood in lap form for use in combination with other pulps
in this country. Under our process of manufacture the material is
not handled from the time te log is placed in the grinder to the
time -the pulp comes out in large rolls at the end of the machines
and hence the labor cost amounts to only $5 per ton.

The placing of a duty on wood pulp in-rolls for use in the manu-
facture of wall board will, we believe, increase the price of wall board
to the American public. It would mean a serious handicap to the
beaver board companies and reduce the quantity of pulp iinported
to an extent which might force the use of raw materials now being
used by the box-board manufacturers. This would in turn increase
the price of their raw material, because prices have always been gov-
erned on the basis of supply and demand. Mr. White has stated that
85 per cent of the materials used by box manufacturers are old papers.
There is no competition from Canada in this class of material, as the
price of old paper is higher in Canada than in the States and has
always been so. He also states that the remaining 15 per cent of
the raw material used by box-board manufacturers is made up of
sulphite, sulphate, and ground wood. It is our opinion that con-
siderable less than 5 per cent consists of ground wood. Inasmuch as
these mills are able to obtain this small percentage of ground wood
from Canada free of duty, we can not see where they can have any
concern over the importation of the same material in the form of
rolls to be used in the manufacture of a building product which in
no way competes with them.

The manufacturer of wall board, in which the beaver-board corii-
panies are the pioneers and the largest factors, not only has created
a very large industry in this country, offering employment to many
thousands of men, covering the manufacture and the application of
the board in this country, but it also has been developing and is con-
stantly increasing its activity in foreign fields, shipping the product
made with American labor to Australia, South America, South Africa,
representaing a well-scattered world business, in addition to doing an
intensive business in Great Britain with an English company, and
having a company on the Continent for the business in Belgium, Hol-
land, spreading into France and Switzerland, etc.

We eel that an arrangement whereby this country gets the benefit
of the raw material resources of Canada without contributing any
more for Canadian labor than is necessary to bring in the woodpulp
is very beneficial and should be continued. Also, that an industry
created to supply an economic need covering one of the three essen-
tials in life--shelter, that contributes to American labor and to the
convenience of the house owner with limited means-is an industry
that should not be hobbled or severely checked by a misconceived idea.

We therefore ask your sympathetic consideration of the presenta-
tion of our case, which we will be glad to supplement if desired.
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WALL BOARD AND PULPBOARD.

(Paragraphs 1302 and 1610.1
STATEMENT OF W. 0. SAVILLE, REPRESENTING THE PLASTERGON

WALL BOARD CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mr. SAVILLE. I represent the Plastergon Wall Board Co. I am also
a manufacturer of wood-fiber wall hoards. Mr. MacGlasban has
covered our situation, and my situation is practically the same as
his, with the exception of the fact that we purchase our raw material
from Canada, whereas they own their own Canadian timberlands.

A word about my inability to get this material in this country at a
reasonable price and the lack of interest on the part of American
manufacturers in the manufacture of the material may be of in-
terest.

Senator SMOOT. You want a free rate on it?
Mr. SAVILLE. Yes, sir. I ask the same that Mr. MacGlashan did.
Senator SMOOT. Have you any reasons to advance other than

those advanced by Mr. MaclashanI
Mr. SAVILLE. It will only take a minute. I just want to outline

my inability to get my material from American manufacturers.
Apparent y, though the American manufacturers are in a posi-

tion to produce this material economically, they do not show much
interest in it. The material is entirely wood fiber. Their output
can be used to a greater advantage by the manufacturer in making
box board, and classes of boards in which the wood pulp is only a
small percentage, than they can in the manufacture of this pulp-
board. For that reason, I have never been able to secure a satis-
fActory arrangement with any American manufacturer to produce
that material lor us, and the company I am connected with was in a
bad way, until these Canadian pulp people enabled us to import
their pulpboard and manufacture our wall board in Buffalo.

There is no danger.of the importation of this material for our use
from Germany and from the Sbandinavian countries where there is
a depreciated exchange. I tried that during last year, when pulp
was very hard to get. I tried to get it from abroad; and found that
none of the mills over there were equipped to manufacture the pulp-
board in the thickness we required, and also were not properly
equipped to manufacture rolls of the character that we require in
our manufacturing process. So that to all intents and purposes the
only source of supply we have is the Canadian market, where pulp
is plentiful.

I might state that along last year, as showing the lack of interest
on the part of American manufacturers and the lack of ability to
produce this class of material Cvhich is made entirely of wood pulp,
on which the box-board manufacturer asks an entry free of duty, the
only place I was able to secure board to enable me to take care of
my trade was from importations into this country and from the
beaver-board companies.

The entire Canadian labor cost on this material is only about 35
per ton, and the rate of wages paid in the Canadian mills in which it
is manufactured are at least as high if not higher than the rate of
wages paid in the mills of this country. This is the only material
outside of newspapers that I know of which is imported in large
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quantities and made entirely of wood pulp. So it seems to us, inas-
much as it is used in the building material trade, that every reason
which has been advanced for t4 free entry of print paper and wood
pulp should apply to our industry.

BRIEF OF W. o. SAVILLE, REPRESENTING THE PLASTERGON WALL BOARD CO.,
BUFFALO, I. T.

This company manufactures exclusively wall board, used in building construction
This wall board is made from wood pulpboard imported from Canada.
No duty ws imposed on this material by the Payne-Aldrich Act of 1909.
This pulphoard now pays a duty of 5 per cent ad valorem (act of 1913, par. 320).
The pending bill (H. R. 7456). as passed by the House, imposes upon it a duty of

10 per cent ad valorem. (Par. 1302.)
We ask that pulpboard tsed exclusively in the manufacture of wall board be ad.

mitted free of duty.
To accomplish this we submit the following amendments to the tariff bill (11. R.

7456):
In paragraph 1.302. following the words "provided for1 insert the following: "except

pulpboard in rolls, for use in the manufacture of wall board."
Also in paragraph 1610, following the word "bleached," insert the following: *in.

cluding pulpboard in rolls, for use in the manufacture of wall board.1
We ask free iinportation for five reasons:
1. This pulphoard, used in the manufacture of wall board, is our raw material, and

as raw material made of wood pulp is subject to the same reasons for free admission as
wood pulp and newsprint paper.

Wood pulp is admitted free under the present law (par. 649), and also in the pending
house e hill (par. 1610). Standard newsprint paper is admitted free under the present
law and also in tho pending I[ouse bill. This "pulpboard in rolls for use in the manu-
facture of wall board~ is the only'material made entirely of wood pulp at value lower
than the value of print paper which is imported into this country in anv quantity.
Its present value is about 65 per cent of the present value of print paper. nly a very
small percentage of the labor cost of producing wall board is paid on the Canadian
side. Out of a total cost of approximately $90 per ton, the cost for labor in Canada
does not exceed $5 per ton. The rate of pay for the Canadian labor is fully as high if
not higher than similar labor in this country. It is impossible to import this raw
material in proper form from the Scandinavian countries, from England or Germany,
or from any other country in which the lower labor rates or low exchange rates prevail.
Those countries have not the machinery required for this product, and ocean trans-
portation is impracticable on account of the dimensions of the rolls which we require.

2. For relief to the building industry, the present housing demands, the home
purchaser the farmer, and the multitude of users of this economical material.

Wood.fiber wall board was first manufactured only about 15 years ago. Its use has
so rapidly increased that at the present time about 430,000,00 square feet of wood
fiber wall board is annually sold. It is used as a substitute for lath and plaster In
buildings of the cheaper class, chiefly in the agricultural districts and in the cheaper
classes of houses in the industrial and mining districts. It is also used in repair,
alterations, and partition work. It takes the place of both lath and plaster, and the
farmer or artisan can apply it himself where carpenter and plasterer labor is difficult
to obtain. It is particularly a poor man's material.

3. For conservation of Amencan pulp-producing forests, rapidly being exhausted.
From 30 to 35 acres per day of Canadian forests are now being denuded to secure

the pulpboard now imported fro manufacture of wall board. Reports of the Depart-
ment of C mmerce show that in the year ending June 30, 1921 there was imported
73.160,325 pounds of pulpboard in rolls, namely, 36,530 tons, of which about 31,000
tons was used by the Beaver Board Co. and 1,000 tons by the Plastergon Wallboard Co.,
all in the manufacture of wall board.

4. Free importation of this material exclusively for wall-board manufacture will
not injure any American industry.

(a) No American industrial plants are properly equipped to manufacture this pulp.
board; first, on account of shortage of pulp.wood supply; second, their inadequate
power facilities- third, inadeqaute equipment for "andling pulp in quantities;
fourth, their preference for using their very limited supply of wood pulp in the higher
grades of box board, of which this wood pulp constitutes only a small component part
as compared with the wastepaper of which it is principally made.

81527-22-scH 18--3
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(b) No American manufacturers of wall board owning their own wood-pulp mills
and using American timber require protection, as such manufacturers are now and
have been underselling us.

5. We submit that our request Is in strict accord with the principles on which the
present bitl is framed, as so forcibly expressed in the speech of Hon. A. T. Treadway,

delivered in the House on July 15, 1921 (Cong. Rec., pp. 4063-4064), bearing on the
necessity of free importation of wood pulp and products composed of wood pulp, used
in articles of necessity for the masses. We quote:.

"So little labor is involved in the manufacture of pulp and the sup ply of pulpwood
has been so seriously diminished In this country that is is not advisable to place an3
hindrance in the way of its admission here. * * *

"Our forests are rapidly becoming depleted and as 90 per cent of all the paper is
manufactured from wood is is readily seen that our available pulp-wood area would
be very rapidly exhausted were we to place any restrictions on the importations of
pulp or newsprint paper. The total importation of pulp of all kinds for 10 month
of 1920 was 766,000 tons. There was produced in this country nearly 4,000,000 tons
of wood pulp for the same period. Wood pulp is the largest raw material in paper
manufacturing New print paer is practically raw material for the newspapers of
the United States. We are therefore fully justified in placing these on the free
list. * * *

"We did start and followed up the intention of having the rates less than in the
Payne-Aldrich Act, particularly in these schedules that were mostly criticized bythe pblie, * * *

"ifam glad my colleague called my attention to that fact. The articles used by

the masses of the people are the ones where you will find the rates lower than in the
Payne-Aldrich Act."

INDIA AND BIBLE PAPER.

( paragraph 1304.)

STATEMENT OF N. H. BUSSEY JR., WINDSOR LOOKS, CONN.,
REPRESENTINO TISSUE PAPE R MANUFACTURERS' ASSO-
OIATION.

The CHAlIMAN. Mr. Bussey, will you state your full name?
Mr. Bussry. N. H. Bussey.
The CiIRMAN. What business are you engaged in?
Mr. Busspy. In the manufacture of tissue paper.
I am speaking for several of the tissue-paper manufacturers.
We wish to make paragraph 1304 a little bit clearer than it is by

specifying the various grades of paper intended to be covered by it,
but which, under the present wording, might be brought in under
other paragraphs at a lower rate of duty.

We desire to insert india and Bible paper, condenser paper, carbon
paper, coated or uncoated, bibulous paper, pottery paper, and tissue
paper for waxing, colored or uncolored, white or printed, and filtering
paper.

In addition we ask to have the division by weights carried further
so as to include the heavier india and Bible papers, but at a lower
rate of duty, by inserting, "If.weighing over 121 pounds and less than
18 pounds to the ream, 4 cents per pound and 15 per centum ad
valorem."

Senator LA Fouwnrr. Is this Bible paper I
Mr. BussigY. It is india paper. It is what the Encyclopedia

Britannica is made of.
Senator LA FOLLTFI. That is the name that it carries in the trade,

is it?
Mr. Buss.Y. India and Bible paper..
While paragraph 1304 specifies papers commonly known as tissue

paper, stereotype paper and copying paper, and all papers not spe-
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ciaily provided for in this section," within certain -weights, at 6 cents
per pound and 15 per cent ad valorem, or 5 cents per pound and
15 per cent ad valorem, paragraph 1301 covers "printing paper, not
specially provided for," at one-fourth of 1 cent per pound and 10
per cent ad valorem, and we feel that india and Bible papers
could be brought in under that paragraph, paying, according to their
foreign selling price,per pound from one-fourth to one-half the duty
they would if enteredunder paragraph 1304.

Senator SMOOT. They asked for one-quarter of a cent.
Mr. BussEY. No sir; we did not.
Senator SmroOT. I did not say you did.
Mr. BussBY. Oh, yes. They would sell for less, as under our para-

graph they should pay either 6 or 5 cents per pound and 15 per cent
ad valorem.

Paragraph 1307 specifies, in part, "typewriter, manifold, and onion-
skin and imitation onionskin" at 3 cents per pound or 15 per cent
ad valorem. We fear that unless enumerated in paragraph 1304
carbon, uncoated, and condenser paper could be entered under para-
graph 1307 and pay duty from 1 to 3 cents a pound less than is
intended.

Paragraph 1309 covers, among other things, wrappin paper, not
specially provided for," and further on "paper not speiay prvnot
for" both at 23 per cent ad valorem. Biulous, pottery, wandaxing
papers could be entered under this paragraph at a duty of about
one-third to one-half as much as they should pay under paragraph
1304.

Several of these papers might fraudulently be entered under the
lowest paper rate not specifically named, but there might be a real
justification in trying to enter those I have mentioned in connection
with paragraphs 1301 1307, and 1309 unless they are inserted in
paragraph 1304. We believe they were omitted for the sake of brev-
ity, but we feel that future complications will be avoided and the
intended results much 'more readily attained if the paragraph is
modified as requested.

Senator SMoOT. We have never used the words "Bible paper"
before.

Mr. BussEY. No sir.
Senator SMOOT. Don't you think that would bring us into a lot of

trouble in determining what it is?
Mr. BussExy. "India" and "Bible" is what the trade knows it as.

It is more or less a new departure in this country, extending over
probably the last 20 years.

Senator SMOOT. "India" would cover it, would it notI
Mr. BUssEY. Yes; "India" would. But we understand that the

reasons these various names were left out of the bill in the first place
was for the sake of brevity. We feel, however, that a great deal of
trouble would be avoided if they were inserted so that there- would
be no question about the paragraphs they come under.

Senator WALSu. Have you set out in your brief what you would
like to haveI

Mr. BussEY. Yes, sir; we have in our brief in italic type what
we would like.'

I So pae $87.
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GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF PAPER.

[Paragraph 1305.]

STATEMENT OF LOUIS T. STEVENSON, LEE, MASS., REPRE-
SENTING THE GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF PAPER MANU-
FAOTURERS.

The C IAIRMAN. Will you state your full name and business for
the information of the committee?

Mr. STEVENSON. Louis T. Stevenson. I represent the glassine and
greaseproof paper manufacturers.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Stevenson.
Mr. STEVENSON. I represent practically 95 per cent of the manu-

facturers of the country. My remarks will be very brief. We have
prepared a brief which is to be made part of the record.

Senator WATSON. In what paragraph are you interested?
Mr. STEVENSON. Paragraph 1305.
The CHAIRMAN. You indicate in your brief what you desire, do

you?
Mr. STEVENSON. Yes, sir; it is included in the American Paper

and Pulp Association's brief.I
We desire the rates that they have given us in the House bill.

The rates in the House bill, we think, are fair and we have given
information to support those rates in this brief. We have brought
this information down to date.

I think that is all I have to say.
The CHAIRMAN. You want to be let alone, do you?
Mr. STEVENSON. Yes, sir.

GLAZED AND FANCY PAPER.
S[Paragraph 1305.1

STATEMENT OF I. 0. VAN DUZER NEW YORK CITY REPRESENT-
ING TH GLAZED AND FANCY PAPER MANUFACTURERS.

The CH|AIRMAN. Where do you reside, Mr. Van Duzer?
Mr. VAN DuzER. In New York, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Will yOU proceed?
Mr. VAN DUZER. Yes.
We asked in our brief to the House for a duty of 9 cents per pound.
Senator WATSON. What paragraph are you referring toI
Mr. VAN DuzER. Paragraph 1305.
The CHAIRMAN. It is 1309, is it not?
Mr. VAN DUZER. Thirteen hundred and nine, surface-coated papers.
We show in our brief that while we had 5 cents a pound-5 cents

and 20 per cent ad valorem-under the Payne-Aldrich bill, on
account of the increase in value it is necessary to have 9 cents a
pound to equalize conditions. The rates of 5 cents a pound and 5
cents and 20 per cent ad valorem were based on the ordinary value
of $1.05 per ream. Those same papers to-day are quoted from
abroad at about $3 per ream, or about three thnes the 1912 price.
So, in order to equalize matters, and to equalize the 40 per cent
rate of 1913, we need 9 cents.
, Be. p. 38.82.
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Senator SmooT. Instead of 5 1
Mr. VAN DUzER. Instead of 5. It is very easy to figure. As the

value advanced, of course, the ratio of the specific duty decreased.
We are not only manufacturers, but we are also importers. We
were known as the largest importers prior to 1914 in that line of
goods. So we are well acquainted with the foreign market.

Senator SmooT. What do you import?
Mr. VAN DuzER. Surface-coated paper.
Senator SMOOT. It is all coated paperI
Mr. VAN DUZER. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. You have a plant in Fitchburg, Mass., have you

not?
Mr. VAN DUZER. Yes, sir; we have one at Fitchburg and one on

Staten Island. The Fitchburg plant is purely for white coated and
the Staten Island colored. When the tariff allows us to manufacture,
we manufacture; if not, we import.

Under the 1913 act, when we were allowed 40 per cent ad valorem,
we imported in large quantities.

Senator WALSH. What do you mean by the last paragraph in
your supplemental brief when you say:

In the event that the American valuation plan is adopted, as we earnestly hope
it will be, we abandon the specific rates asked for in the brief Pubmitted and respect.
fully request an ad valorem rate of duty of 33j per cent on the accepted American
valuation.

Mr. VAN DUZER. If the American valuation were dropped and
specific rates asked for-

Senator SMOOT (interposing). The American valuation has nothing
to do with the specific rate.

Mr. VAN DuzER. Nothing to do with it?
Senator S.aOOT. Yes.
Mr. VAN DuZER. The specific rate of 5 cents a pound is not equal

to 40 per cent ad valorem. The 40 per cent of the Underwood bill
did not protect us.

I have in my possession letters from abroad q uoting fine grades
of papers at about one-half of the cost of prod-uction here under
present conditions.

Senator SMooT. That is probably true.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything further to say?
Mr. VAN DUZER. I have nothing further to say. Our brief has

been filed with that of the American Paper and Pulp Association.

VEGETABLE PARCHMENT PAPER.

[Paragraph 1305.)

STATEMENT 0F .. M. DOHAN, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRESENT-
ING VEGETABLE PARCHMENT MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. DOHAN. We are included in paragraph 1305, where we are
classed with imitation parchment at 3 cents per pound and 13 per
cent ad valorem, which we ask the committee to raise to 5 cents
per pound and 13 per cent ad valorem.

SOee p. 3876.
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We know, of course, that you -have no time to go into the various
distinctions and differences between the different grades of paper,
but there is a fundamental difference between the imitation parch-
ment and the genuine parchment which we manufacture, based
upon the fact that the one is a single-process paper and the other
is a double-process paper.

When we make our paper, we manufacture what is known as
"Waterleaf." This is an unsized paper, and in that state is of about
the same weakness and consistency as newspaper.

Senator SmOOT. Did you say you want 5 cents a pound I
Mr. DonAN. We ask for an addition to the specific rate of 2 cents.
You are familiar with newspaper, and you know how that, when

it is wet, pulls apart. We take paper somewhat similar to that
except that it is a finer grade and we pass it through a bath of
sulphuric acid. That effects chemical changes in it. Every man
will realize what it is when he knows that it is used in wrapping
butter. That is a common use to which it is put. The paper in-
creases several hundred per cent in strength, etc., and becomes
impervious to moisture and grease.

The fundamental difference lies in the fact that when you have
the imitation paper, you have a paper which is made direct on the
paper machine and does iot require conversion by a chemical process.
T~ie parchment is manufactured in a paper mill in the usual manner.
But we must go further than that. We must have a separate plant,
involving as much as 150 per cent more capital than is necessary for
the paper mill.

The difficulty is that wo'are classed with imitation paper, which is
ready for use when it leaves the paper-mill plant. On the other
hand, when our paper comes off the end of the machine in the paper
min it is only ready to go to the conversion plant, where we have
150 per cent more capital invested than in the paper mill. We, there-
fore, feel that there is an inequity in classifying us with the single-
process paper, which is purely a mechanical process, whereas ours is
first a mechanical and then a chemical process. We think that we
should have protection to cover the difference in labor cost as well
as to cover the additional investment in the plant.

Senator SoT. Can ycu tell me offhand what you had in the
Pave-Aldrich bill 1X. Doiuz. We had 3 and 13.

Senator SMooT. I mean in the Payne-Aldrich bill.
Mr. DOHIAN. Oh, yes. We had 2 cents per pound and 10 per cent

ad valorem, which was equivalent to 331 per cent. We then had
higher rates than the imitation paper, but when the Underwood bill
was passed they were put on a basis of 35 per cent and we on a basis
of 25 per cent.

When we came to the Fordney bill, they recognized the inequality
of putting us below the imitation paper, which finds its market at
our expense and they placed us on an equal basis with the imita-
tion paper, but they failed to take into consideration the fact that
we must have 150 per cent more investment in our parchment plant
than they have. in fact, we must have the paper mnill, too, and we
must have additional labor, which amounts to 150 eer cent.

In the House bill they recognized that principle in some degree
when they placed a higher rate of duty upon coated papers, but we
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are classified so as to give us a wrong classification. We are classi-
fled with grease-proof imitation and other papers of that character.

Senator WATSON. Where is your competition ?
Mr. DOHAN. At home, because our tariff has been so low that it

has kept the price of the paper down to a point where--
Senator WATSON (interposing). Where is the foreign competi-

tion?
Mr. DOHAN. We have none.
Senator WATSON. There are no importations?
Mr. DOHAN. None at all.
Senator WATSON. What do you want a tariff for, then?
Mr. DOHAN. We would have foreign competition from Germany.

I mean by that that Germany is in a position to sell goods to this
country at any time. It has been the threat of foreign competition
that reduced the price of the paper from 27 cents in 1885 to 7.8
cents in 1914, just before the war.

Senator WATSON. Was there any importation before the war?
Mr. DOHAN. No, sir. We had been able to keep imports out.
Senator McLeAN. How much does this process add to its valueI
Mr. DOHAN. I should say 100 per cent. We used to make

"waterleaf" at 5 ceas a pound and sell the paper anywhere from
8 to 9 and 101. Now, our "waterleaf," I suppose, costs 9.5 and we
sell the paper for 17.

Senator SMOOT. You make it for nine and a half ?
Mr. DoHAN. No. We make the raw material; that is, the paper

before it is chemically converted-the paper similar to the news-
paper that I described. We make that for 9 cents a pound. That
is made out of rag stock with a percentage of bleached sulphite.
It sells for about 9 cents a pound to-day-that is the raw material
for the parchniontizing plant.

Senator WALSH!. What is the condition of the industry to-day?
Mr. DOHAN. It is in a precarious condition due to the fact that we

had 27 industrial establishinents in the business and only 5 of them
survive to-day.

Senator WALSH. There is no foreign competition and yet you
have been suffering ?

Mr. DOHAN. More than that, our depression has existed over a
period of 28 years.

Senator WALSH. That is due to home competition.
Mr. DoHAN. That is due to home competition and also to competi-

tion of the imitation product. It is also the result of fear. The
Germans were trying to get the paper into this country and we had
to keep the paper down to a price where they could not get it in.

Senator WATSON. You do not think we can pass a law that would
shut off home competition, do you?

Mr. DO AN. No, sir; we do not ask that.
Senator LA FOLLErrp. They ought to have a duty on threats.
Mr. DOHAN. There are a great many threats made. One gentle-

man told you this morning that wall paper is not imported into this
country to any extent; that it amounts to nothing. Still they spread
quotations all over the country. That is what has happened to us
for28 years. German threats were spread all over the country.

Senator MCLEAN. Do they import the imitation of this product
which displaces your own product?
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M'. DoHAzi. No, sir. We have enemies both at home and abroad.
The threats have come from abroad.

Now, there is an anomaly in this tariff in this way. In section or
paragraph 1304 filtering and copying paper is set down at 4 cents a
pound, and in 1309 the filtering paper is 6 and 5 cents a pound.
Those are most nearly analogous to the paper we make. We make
this paper before it passes through our chemical process. These
papers in 1304 are 5 and 6 cents a pound and 15 per cent ad valorem.
They are our raw material. Yet after we convert then chemical,
with double labor and double capital and with heavy expenditure
for converting chemicals, we have only one-half the specific duty and
less ad valorem than our raw materiAl would have. We get 3 cents
a pound when completed. We feel it should be 5 cents a pound and
15 per cent ad valorem.

The CHRMAN. Is that all?
Mr. DonAN.. That is all, thank you. We have prepared a brief of

the reasons for our request, which with the consent of the committee,
I will file. I call attention to the only authoritative statement I
have seen of German wages in paper mills. This is from the official
printed report of the Hanover arbitration between employer and
employee.

GLASSINE PAPER BAGS.

[Paragraph 1305.]

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL KRAUT, REPRESENTING THE ADOLPH
KRAUT CO., NEW YORK CITY.

The CHArMaAN. What do you wish to speak onI
Mr. KUAUT. Paragraph 1305.
The CILIRMAN. What is the subject?
Mr. KRAUT. Paper bags. I have prepared a brief.
The CIaIMAN. All right. You may file your brief. Are you

going to repeat anything that has already been saidI
Mr. KRAUT. No, sir. It is entirely new.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. You may proceed.
Mr. KRAUT. I am representing the Adolph Kraut Co., of New

York City. It and its predecessors have been in the business of
importing paper bags for upward of 25 years and was the introducer
into this country of a lined paper bag used principally for coffee and
tea packages. This bag consists of the bag proper, or inside lining
of an ordinary paper material, and a glazed or glassine grease-proof
outer paper, the former for the purpose of holding the contents,
the latter for appearance sake and to keep the moisture from the
contents of the inside bag.

The CHAIRMAN. What is that bag made of?
Mr. KRAUT. It is made of glassine paper on the outside and fiber

paper on the inside.
The objectionable feature of paragraph 1305 is that "bags,"

composed wholly or in chief value of any of the papers mentioned
therein, must pay 5 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem.

To recur to the facts of the case: Glassine bags. We submit four
exhibits: One, Exhibit A, a complete bag as imported by petitioner,
consisting of inside container and the outside covering, which com-
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plete product weighs 23 pounds per 1,000 bags; two, Exhibit B.
which is the outside covering and is of grease-proof glassine paper,
which weighs 8 pounds per 1,000 coverings; three, ExMibit C, which
represents the inside lining or the container, an ordinary paper
which weighs 15pounds per 1,000 sheets; four, Exhibit D, which is
a similar bag sold by American manufacturers.

The cost price of the container or the inside lining before the war
was about 41 to 5 cents a pound and is at the present time about
8& cents a pound. It should be borne in mind that under section
402 of the proposed tariff act, the American valuation controls, and
there would be a duty of about 100 per cent, which would be imposed
by paragraph 1305 in its present form, in addition to the 20 per cent
ad valorem valuation, and the specific duty will remain the same
even though the price of paper is approaching normal.

The American manufacturers are selling bags similar to Exhibit
D-if the outside covering is of white-at $6.30 per thousand at the
present time. If colored, other than red at $7.80, and if red coloring,
at $8.60 per thousand so that the total duty on imported bags of a
similar material would be as follows:
1,000 white bags, weighing 23 pounds, at 5 cents per pound (specific) ......... $1.15
Ad valorem duty of 20 per cent ............................................. 1.14

Total duty on white ags ............................................ 2.29

1,000 colored hags.(other than red), 23 pounds, at 5 cents per pound (specific).. 1.15
Ad valorem duty of 20 per cent ............................................ 1.40

Total ................................................ 2.55

1,000 red bags, 23 pounds, at 5 cents per pound (specific) .................... 1. 15
Ad valorem duty of 20 per cent ............................................. 1.55

Total duty on red bags .............................................. 2.70

Thus, exclusive of freight, insurance, cartage and kindred expenses,
the specific and ad valorem duties fixed by the American valuation
on 1,000 white bags-we are considering the bag which will hold 1
pound of coffee-is $2.29; 1,000 colored bags (other than red), $2.55;
and 1,000 red bags, $2.70.

Before the war the American manufacturers sold 1,000 bags at
$3 per thousand, regardless of color, delivered at any part of the
United States.

At 'the present time, as stated heretofore, the American manu-
facturer is charging $6.30 for the white bags, $7.80 for the colored
other than red, and $8.60 for the red; representing an increase in
price of 200 to nearly 300 per cent over the prewar prices, a price
grossly disproportionate to the increase in price of paper and cost
of labor. This increase, which is naturally unwarranted, is paid for
by the American people for the benefit of the stockholders of three
certain concerns which at the present time control 100 per cent of the
manufactured paper bags of the kind and nature being discussed.
These concerns petitioner feels justified in characterizing as the
"trust"- these concerns control this industry; these concerns are
extremely desirous of having the word "bags" stay in paragraph 1305.

In the price list of the Union Bag & Paper Crporation Cm effect
Sept. 7,1909) a No. 2 bag, which will hold 1 pound of coffee, is listed
at $3 per thousand.
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In the price list of the Continental Bag Co., dated September,
1909, we find listed size 0 1, capacity I pound coffee, 83 per thousand.

During the war the Union Bag & Paper Corporation jumped its
prices for a 1-pound bag, white, to $5.60; colored, except red, to
..80.
In 1918 we find that the Union Bag & Paper Corporation, as appears

from its price list, jumped the price of 1-pound bags per 1,000, white
to $6.30; I-pound per 1,000, colored, except red, to $7.80; and
1-pound bag per 1,006, if red, to $8.60.
The above figures show very conclusively the grossly exaggeratedprice the Paper Bag Trust is charging the American public, and when

compared with the cost of production it will be seen that it is only
the "trust" that profits thereby.

The CHARMAN. Do you want a lower duty?
Mr. KRAuT. Yes, sir.
The CHAR MAN. What duty do you think ought to be imposed I
Mr. KRAuT. I suggest 3 cents a pound.
Senator SMOOT. And 20 per cent ad valorem I
Mr. KRAUT. No, sir; not ad valorem, because the selling prices are

fictitious. Speaking of a 1-pound bag, before the war the same size
and quality of bag sold on this market at $2.50, laid down at any part
of the United States.

Senator MCCUMBER. $2.50 for what?
Mr. KRAUT. One thousand bags.
The CHAiRMAN. Those bags are imported here and filled up here?
Mr. KRAuT. The bags are imported and used for packing coffee,

principally, and tea.
Senator SMOOT. In order to make the 3 cents a pound on the

ad valorem duty conform to the rate of duty we put upon the paper
itself, you would want also a lower rate on the paper

Mr. KRAUT. An ad valorem on paper of 10 per cent would cover it.
I wish to submit some samples.

Senator SMOOT. I have seen the samples.
Mr. KRAuT. To pay 5 cents a pound and 20 per cent ad valorem

American valuation can't be done. We are simply put out of busi-
ness. We would have to close up.

Senator SMOOT. We have that every time a tariff bill is up.
Mr. KRAUT. I know. I want protection, but I like to be in busi-

ness. I started this business 25 years ago and I introduced this line
of merchandise in this country and I woulA like to stay in it. '

Senator LA FOLLErI. State again what the prices were before
the war?

Mr. KRAUT. The price before the war was $2.50, laid down in any
part of the United States. &

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is that bag called in the trade, so we
may get it identified in the record?

Mr. KRAUT. It is a duplex bag-fancy tea and coffee duplex bag.
Senator LA FOLLzTm. In particular sizes ?
Mr. KRAUT. Yes, sir. I speak of 1-pound coffee bags. In 1916

they cost in white $5.50; in colors except red, $6.80. In 1918 the
price jumped to white $6.30, colored $7.80, red $8.60. In 1920, white
$7.90, colored $9.75, red $10.75. The prevailing prices in 1921 were
$6.30 for white $7 80 for colored, and $8.60 for red.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. State again what that same size cost before
the war, say in 1913?
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Mr. KRAUT. In January, 1909, the same bag was selling at $2.50.
Senator LA FOLLErTT. What was it in 1910, 1911, and 1912?
Air. KRAUT. In the spring of 1909 the price was advanced to $3,

and that $3 price remained stationary until the war started or a little
after that time. Then, when importations ceased, the upward
movement started.

Senator LA FOLLErr. $3 was the price for white I
Mr. KRAUT. $3 was the staple price before the war for all colors,

whether white, red, or what it was. It didn't make any difference.
But after that time the distinction has been made in prices and it
exists now.

Senator LA FoLLrrz. What is the quantity of domestic produc.
tion of those bags, if you know?

Mr. KAUT. That I can not state.
Senator LA Fouri' . What are the importations?
Mr. KRAUT. Now?
Senator LA FoLLnrT. Yes.
Mr. KRAuT. Very little.
The CHuumw . What are they wrapping coffee in?
Mr. KEAUT. In duplex bags.
The CHAMrMAN. I understood you to say there were none imported.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. There are no importations now ?
Mr. KRAUT. There are no importations now. Under this condi-

tion I coldd not afford to import bags.
Senator MoOumBEa. Why are there no importations, when the

prices are so very much higher than in 1909?
Mr. KEAUT. I can not afford to take the orders with this tariff bill

before us.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You do not want to be bound up.I
Mr. KEAUT. I do not want to be bound up. Besides, they have

trouble over there in the factories to obtain material.
Senator LA FoLL'rE. Where do they make them ?
Mr. KAuT. This particular ba Ywas made in Germany. The Ger-

man paper mills don't care to sell their product to German manu-
facturers. They don't like to get paper marks, and they would rather
sell paper for export.

Senator LA FOLLUmrE. I should think they might make those bags
out of paper marks.

Mr. KEAuT. I guess it would be cheaper. They don't promise any
delivery if you place an order. They might come in five or six months
or a year. I ordered some bags over a year ago. I am speaking for
the future. I want to resume business. I would also like to state
what the duty on these bags would amount to under the present or
proposed law. One thousand white bags the duty would amount to
$2.43j; on colored bags, $2.70j; on red bags, $2.86, made of fiber
paper.

%senator SMooT. The same paper?
Mr. KEAUT. Yes, sir. I think that whole section ought to be taken

out of paragraph 1305 and put under the manufacture of paper goods
paragraph 1313, with either a specific duty or ad valorem duty. If
we import a bag made of a metal paper described in paragraph 1305,
it would not pay any more duty. The rates of duty would not be
higher than bags made of common craft paper, which happen to be
embossed, the price of which before the war was about 4j cents a
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pound. I have samples of that kind of paper here. The duty on
white bags would amount to $2.581, on colored bags it would amount
to $2.85*, and on red bags it would amount to $3 a thousand, made
of fiber paper in square shape.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that all?
Mr. KRAUT. I want to simply emphasize a little further the differ-

ence in cost. To emphasize the exorbitant profit that is taken by
these concerns from the American public I call attention to the fol-
lowing facts:

The present cost of white embossed glassine paper manufactured
by the American paper mills is 17 cents per pound; the cost of the
same paper if colored other than red is 23 cents per pound, and the
cost of said paper if colored red is 25 cents per pound. Taking the
white paper, for example, as a basis, the difference in cost between
white paper and colored paper other than red is 6 cents per pound,
and, as it required 8 pounds to make 1,000 bags, the difference in
cost is 48 cents per 1,000 bags, while the manufacturer charges $1.50
per thousand more for said colored bags than for white bags, repre-
senting a profit on the color only of $1.02 on a thousand bags on an
investment of 48 cents, a profit of over 200 per cent on the difference
only in the color of paper.

Carrying this comparison a little further, the difference in cost
between the white paper and the red paper is 8 cents per pound, or
64 cents more per thousand bags than for the white bag-, for which
the manufacturer charges the customer $2.30 more for the red bags
than for the white bags, representing a profit based on difference of
color of $1.66 on an investment of 64 cents; a profit of over 250 per
cent on the difference only of color.

Bags of paper other than glassine, etc.
Similarly, a change in the proposed paragraph 1305 should be made

to cover bags made of other than glassine or similar paper. Bags of
this character are in exactly the same position in regard to the impos-
sibility of iniporting them under the proposed paragraph 1305 as are
bags of glassine paper. The necessity for a change in the proposed
paragraph 1305 ii due to the fact that by section 402 of title 3 there is
a provision that the value of imported merchandise is based on the
wholesale selling price in America, and such selling price in America
is fixed by the "trust." Therefore, if an ad valorem duty exists
based on the American value, which is necessarily much higher than
the value of the imported article in the country from which it is
imported, is allowed to stand, it will mean that the duty will be so
high that the importation will cease.

Therefore bags other than those of glassine paper, as Exhibits E
and F, one embossed and one unembossed, should be taken care of.
This can only be done by fixing a specific duty alone, and it is respect-
fully suggested that a duty of 3 cents per pound be imposed.

The changes we therefore suggest are by inserting in line 1, page
141, of paragraph 1305 the word "unlined" immediately precedifig
the words "printed matter," and by inserting in line 8 of said sec-
tion, immediately after the word "valorem,' the words "all lined
bags, plain or embossed, 3 cents per pound."

That shows what is going on on this line. There are three manu-
facturers, and it does not make any difference if anybody wants to
buy some bags, if you ask all three of them you get the same quota-
tion. It is N fixed.
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RAW PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER.

(Paragmph 1305.)

STATEMENT OF NELSON CURTIS, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER CO., BOSTON, MASS.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Curtis.
Mr. CURTIS. The mills manufacturing this paper are the American

Writing Paper Co., the Rising Paper Co., the Eastman Kodak Co.,
and the American Photographic Paper Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Are -ou in the business?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, sir, I am a practical paper maker.
The paragraph affecting our product will be found on page 141,

H. R. 7456, in lines 8 to 13, inclusive.
Plain basic paper for photographic emulsions is an especially made

article for receiving sensitive emulsions, and when so coated is sonsi-
tive to light, either natural or artificial. Until 1895 this paper was
imported from Germany and France.

in 1891 Sylvester P. Wheeler, State chemist of Connecticut, match .ui
his chemical knowledge against my practical knowledge of paper
making and together we studied ujp a process of making raw paper
for baryta coating and photographic emulsions.

Through an arrangement with the Hurlbut Paper Manufacturing
Co., of South Lee, Mass., and afterwards with the American Writing
Paper Co., of Holyoke, our company began experimenting in the
ma king of raw photographic paper in these mills.

The statement has been made that raw paper for photographic
purposes could not be produced in this country and that imports
of raw paper should be put on the free list or be allowed to come into
this country from Germany and France at a greatly reduced rate.
This company takes exception to this, as since 1895, after experi-
menting for four years, we produced a satisfactory paper and are now
engaged in the making of raw photographic paper.

One of the inducements offered to go into this line of business was
the protection of 35 per cent ad valorem in the McKinley bill in
1890. We were enabled under this and other tariff laws to do a
satisfactory business up to 1913, when we were gradually undersold,
and if it had not been for the war, which practically cut off the foreign
supply, we would have been undersold and would have had to dis-
continue our business. The war in itself furnished a protective tariff
for us. Since the war we have been gradually undersold and it is
impossible for us to meet foreign competition.

We feel that a protection of at least 30 per cent arranged so as to
contain a specific and ad valorem duty, as in pending bigi, should be
maintained.

Senator WALsH. How many individual companies are there in this
country ?

Mr. CuRTiS. About four.
Senator WALSH. And you are located whereI
Mr. CURTIS. We make our paper in South Lee, Mass.
Senator WALsH. And there are a number of persons employed in

that industry ?
Mr. CuRTIs. Oh, yes.
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Senator CALDER. I have here before me a brief which has been
prepared by the Eastman Kodak Co.

Mr. CURTIS. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. I do not know whether you were asked any ques-

tions concerning the practice of this company to purchase practically
all their material abroad previous to the war?

Mr. CURTIS. It was.
Senator CALDER. They were compelled to, in establishing their

business, in order to take care of it?
Mr. CuRTIS. Yes, sir.

'Senator CALDER. They are now asking for an increased duty so
as to prevent the Germans from taking it away from theml

Mr. CURTIs. An increase over the Un erwood bill.
With your permission, I will file a brief for the American Photo-"graphic Paper Co. and the Eastman Kodak Co.

he CHAmAN. Very well.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You say that since the war you have been

undersold?
Mr. CuRTmS. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is the value of the importations in

1920 of the class of paper to which you referI
Mr. CURTIS. They were very small. I think there were 178,000

pounds, about $34,000 worth. Is that correct I
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Plain basic albumenized and sensitized,

etc. Is that it?
Mr. CURTIS. Those ought to be separated.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. They are quoted here at the value of 15

per cent; $24,288 worth came in of that class of paper.
Mr. CURTIS. That is the whole year 19201
Senator LA FOLLETTE. That is the year 1920.
Mr. CuRTIs. In 1920, $76,831 worth.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yours is only one branch of that?
Mr. CuRTIs. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What was the total value of the product of

that company?
Mr. CuRTIS. The Eastman Co. last year produced something like

$2,000,000 or $2,500,000 worth.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Against about $74,000 worth of imports
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, sir. They have cut down the importation since

they started their mills.
BRIEF OF NELSON OURTIS, REPRESENTING THE AMERIMAN PHOTOGRAPHIO

PER GO., BOSTON, MASS.

In 1891 Sylvester P. Wheeler, State chemist of the State of Connecticut, and Nelson
Curtis, a practical paper maker, combined their knowledge and worked on a secret
process for the manufacture of raw paper for photographic emulsions and baryta
coating. Since then the business hasb-en carried on under the corporation namo rI
the American Photographic Paper Co.

We have manufactured raw paper for sensitive emulsions and baryta coating since
1891. In 1894 we began supplying solar printers and furnished the paper for the
famous velox paper manufacturers, in large quantities, and continued to sell this and
other brands of raw pap r.

But we were only able to do this under the higher tariff existing before 1913. When
the tariff act of October 3, 1913, became effective, cutting the rate to 15 per cent ad
valorem, we were gradually undersold and could not compete with foreign paper
manufacturers, and but for the war and the cutting off ofthe foreli supply (prac-
tically acting as a high tariff), we would have been driven out of business.
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The fact that sensitizers have failed in trying to produce satisfactory raw paper for
their use in baryta coating and sensitive emulons does not prove that we and other
similar concerns can not or do not produce a paper for the ab6ve purposes. We have
made raw paper and ae now engaged in prod ucing raw photographic paper which has
become standard, and had our concern not been in existence during the war the
United States consumers of ra. paper for sensitive emulsions would have been se-
riously handicapped.

Should the manufacturers of raw paper in Germany and France decide to reduce
their prices to a minimum, we should have to discontinue our business; and we would
respectfully ask and urge at least 30 per cent protection (which is 5 per cent less than
the McKinley bill) and that this petition may have the favorable consideration of
your-committee.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIE.

On December 21, 1921, I appeared before your committee representing the different
manufacturera of "plain baic paper for albumenizing, sensitizing, baryta coating,
or for photographic or solar printing proesses."

These papers when sensitized are used in many different processes for the produc-
tion of regular photographs, post cards, blue prints, photostat copying, and commercialphotogra bhy.

I et&I before your committee that our company had made this paper since 1895;

also, filed a brief covering the facts. (See pp. 3977-3979, committee print, unrevised,
No. 48, Hearings Before the Committee on Finance, Unted States Senste.)

On December 27, 1921 there appeared before your committee Mr. Thomas W.
Stephens, of the Anhco o., 61 Brbadway, New York City. (See pp. 4208-4210
unrvise, part 51, Hearings Before the Committee on Finance, United States SenateS
Mr. Stephens ap under the schedule for sundries and sjoke on "films and

cameras,' but su8denly shifted to the subject of "raw photographic papers," stating
that the same was not produced in America satisfactory to consumers.

Our company tAkes exception to his remarks. As stated in our brief, we cord-
menced making these papers in 1895 and have continued in the business since; and
had it not been for our concern during the war the Government would have been
seriously handicapped. The Eastman Kodak Co. and like concerns called more
heavily upon our concern at that time for paper for sensitizing, which We supplied
them from four different mills.

We fail to see how Mr. Stephens, knowing the existence of our company, could
state before your committee that satisfactory raw paper was not produced when Small
consumers as well as the largest concern in this country and probably in the world
approved of our product and have used the same for many years, as the followingcopy will show: JANUARY 23, 1922.
Mr. NELSON CURTIS,

Trestre? Amerian Photographic Paper Co.,
Boston, Man.

DEAR Mn. CURTIS: Replying to your recent letter, we take pleasure in saying
that the American Photographic Paper Co. supplied us with photographic paper of
good quality for a number of years; in fact, from 1915 to 1919, inclusive, it amounted
to 5,113,871 pounds. Since that time, as you know, we have been manufacturing
all of our paper.

Sincerely, yours, "EASTMAN KODAIK CO..
F. W. LOVTjOY, Vie'reuident.

BRIEF OF GEOROZ EASTMAN, REPRESENTING EASTMAN KODAK 00,t NEW
YORK OITY.

1. Raw paper.-By raw paper Is meant unsensitized paper made exclusively for
the purp se of bf coated with a sensitive emulsion for photographic purposes.
In the trift acts it 5 called "plain basic paper."

The duty of 3 cents per pound and 15 per cent ad valorem on plain baie paper,
para7 h 1305 of the pending bill, should be maintained for the following reasons:

that was Frmanyyears American paper makers were unable to produce a raw paper
that ws suitable for general photfrphic use, although one concern in the United
tate ha for years e a paper that wm adapted for the manufacture of a limited

number ofthe various brands f photograph payers that were on the market.
(2) The Eastman Kodak Co. was compelld to import most of its requirements frm

Europe, principally from Germany and Fane.
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(3) For a long time prior to 1914 this company had been investigting and expert.
meeting in the manufacture of raw paper and in that year succtoed Yn making
*m)Il amount of suitable quality. to entire output of this paper from July I toDecember 31 1914, was worth at the then current prices about $,00.

(4) When te war broke out the company realized that It was absolutely necessary
for it to make practically all of its raw paper as importation from Germany would be
entirely cut off and that from the rest of Europe would either be prohibited or be largely
curtailed. Accordingly it energetically perfected its processes and installed great

papermaking machinery with all possible rapidity, with the result that in 1917, the
year this country declared war on Germany, this company's output of raw paper was
o the value of over $500,000.

(5) Since 1917 this company has steadily increased its output, which in the )ear
1920 amounted to over $2,500,000 an amount sufficient to supply its own needs and
to enable It to sell a small amount to its competitors in the manufacture of sensitized
paper. It imported no raw paper in 1920, ad has imported none during the present
year, except a trifling amount for a spec"al purpose. Its investment in the manufacture
of raw paper amounts to between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000.

(6) ?Ad the Eastman Kodak Co. and the one other domestic manufacturer already
referred to in paragraj h (1) above not succeeded in meeting the demand for raw paper
our Government could not have ].rocured sufficient photographic paper to meet the
demands of its Army and Navy Departments without shutting out all other users,
which would have been almost impoible. These companies literally saved the
situation. They met every requirement of the Government during the entire period
of the war.

(7) The duty under the act of 1913 (now in force) is 15 per cent ad valorem.
(8) The war entirely cut off importations from Germany and greatly reduced the

imports of paper from other European countries and thus created what was equivalent
to a very high protective tariff.

(9) Since war activities ceased foreign raw paper manufacturers have been sending
their raw papers to this country in increasing quantities. By reason of wage conditions
and the prevailung rates of exchange they have an enormous advantage over the
American manufacturer.

The Government publications do not separate imports of plain basic paper from
sanitized photographic paper and therefore it is impossible for us to give statistics
as to the imports of either.

(10) Notwithstanding the present tariff of 15 per cent ad valorem foreign manu-
facturers were during 1920 and are to-day selling their raw papers in the United
States at prices below our actual costs of manufacturing corresponding grades.

(11) From our experience we can not see how the domestic manufacture of raw
paper can be maintained in competition with the foreign product without the pro-
tection afforded by the pending bill.

(12) It is absolutely necessary that raw paper should be manufactured here in
order to guarantee that the Government shall have a sufficient supply of sensitized
photographic paper in the event of a war with any of the great powers. Modem
warfare requires a great supply for both its Army and its Navy. In times of peace
it is essential that a duty of av least that of the pending bill should be maintained
as without it our own people who use the hand camera--and there are millions o
such users-will be left to the mercyof foreign manufacturers in imposing any prices
they chopee for raw paper, which prices are always the basis of the prices of the
sentitized papers.

2. Sensitized paper.-The act of 1913 imposes a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem on
sensitized photographic paper (par. 324), while the act of 1909 (par. 411) fixed the
duty at 30 per cent ad valorem.

The duty of 3 cents per pound and 20 per cent ad valorem on albumenized or
sensitized paper (par. 1305 of the peolding bill) should be retained, for the following
reasons:

The argument is very brief and seems to us conclusive. When the tariff was 30
rer cent under the act of 1909 foreign makers freely competed with AmeriCan manu-
tacturers (of whom there are at least six), showing that the duty was by no means
prohibitive.

To-day conditions are more favorable to the -foreign manufacturer than they were
under the act of 1909, especially because of the prevailing rates of exchange, and
therefore the duty on sensitized paper im posed by the pending bill should be retained

As already shown in the statement regarding raw paper, an adequate supply of
photographic paper of domestic manufacture Is of. g t importance to the Govern.
Ment. This company has invested between $4,000,000 an $5,000,000 iM order to
make itself independent of foreign manufacturersand largely by its efforts in this
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direction the Government's needs for sensitized paper were met during the period
of the war. During that period this company did not in any case advance its price
for photogmphic paper.

The pending bill is correct in describing sensitized photogmphic paper as "albu-
menized or sensitized paper, or paper otherwise surface coated for photographic
purposes." This is the language of preceding tariff acts.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS W. STEPHENS, REPRESENTING ANSCO
CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. STEPHENS. I had not expected to say anything at all upon
films, because that has been covered by Gen. Cole, but I think a mis-
apprehension has been created due to the fact that he spoke for
several of us. We were asked by your chairman to agree on one
speaker.

Senator SmoOr. That is what I thought you were going to do.
Mr. STZ ENS. We did and Gen. Cole came down here; and a

previous speaker indicated that we were getting together with some
of these concerns. We have no more bitter competitor than the
Eastman Kodak Co., as will be disclosed by what I may say.

But on this film question-we have been making film about 9 or 10
months for the moving pictures, and our output is small as yet, only
about 2,500,000 feet a month. We have not made a dollar; we have
spent nearly a half million dollars in building our plants. We sell
our film at the same price' as does the Eastman Ko ak Co. But of.
course our film product is small, and up to this day we have not made
a dollar in producing that film.

Senator SMOOT. If we are going to have all these speakers speak
upon films, the other side wil[ want to be heard, and [suppose their
demand is a just one. I want to say now, again, that I think that it
is for the best interests of those wlo are really interested in these
films to allow the statements that have been going into the record
that have covered the subject so thoroughly, to stand for them, and
not to take the time of the committee, because the committee can
not read all of these briefs and can not consider all of the statements
that have been made if we have 10 or 14 more witnesses.

Mr. STEPHENS. I would like to say a few words on photographic
paper. I shall say but a few words to urge that raw photograph
Faer and baryta-coated paper for sensitizing be placed on the ree
ist, or if the need of revenue requires a duty it be not more than 10

per cent ad valorem.
Raw photographic paper and baryta-coated paper for sensitizing

are not products of regular American manufacture. Many attempts
have been made by paper makers here to turn out a uniform product
suitable for photographic processes, and during the war these efforts
were greatly stimulated but without marked success.

It would be to our advantage to procure these basic materials here.
We do not buy the foreign paper because it costs less but because we
must have it on account of quality. Such a duty will add greatly to
the cost of manufacturing of all other sensitizers of paper and make
it exceedingly difficult, if not impossible for them to compote. We
believe no other paper manufacturer wilf be injured by placing these
goods on the free list, as was urged by the Kodak Co. in 1913, when
the present tariff was framed. We can not conceive of Congress

81527-22-cOH 13-4
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making these items dutiable, the only effect of which will be to
serious harm all the sensitizers but the one which the Government
successfully prosecuted for violation of the Sherman antitrust law.

For many years the Eastman Kodak Co. controlled all the paper
coming into this country from the two principal sources of supply in
Europe, and evidently had no desire to build a mill here so long as
their absolute monopoly of these supplies could be maintained.

If the other sensitizers of photographic paper are not permitted to
obtain their basic materials as cheaply as possible, the Kodak Co. will
be placed in a position to monopolize the business as completely as it
did when it controlled by contract the principal European sources ofsupply.Sensitized paper being a finished article should carry a higher rate

of duty than the basic materials from which it is made and which are
not satisfactorily produced in the United States. The present tariff
duty is 25 per cent, and we have asked that it be made 30 per cent
under the new tariff.
BRIEF OF THOMAS W. STEPHZNS, REPRESENTINO ANSCO CO., NEW YORK CITY.

The 15 per cnt duty on raw photographic paper and the 25 per cent duty on baryta.

coated paper for sensitizing should not be increased, but should be lowered or the arti.
ces plced on the free lint to encourage and keep alive the independent American
sensitizers of photographic paper who are dependent on the foreign supply in order
to compete with Eastman Kodak Co.

We, therefore, urently request that raw photographic paper and baryta-coated
paper for sensitizinge place on the free list, or, If the need for revenue should make
such action impracicabe, that the duty on same be fixed at 10 per cent ad vaborem.

(1) Raw pho ograppaper.-This deination means paper made only for the put.
pose of being coeadwith a sensitive emulion for photographic purposes. The existing
tariff act refers to it as plain basic paper.

(2) Baryta-coated paper/or l .nsihrrn.-This designation means raw paper suitable
for photographic uses, which has been baryta coated and made ready for the sensitive
emulsion.

(a) It has never been and is not now possible to obtain a regular and dependabl
supply o2 raw photographic paper or baryta-coated paper for sensitizing from AM' ricanpapr maers.

(b) Some years ago the Eastman Kodak Co. acquired control of the principal se(n4.
Uiers of photographic paper and said company als acquired control of tht two vtri
cipal sources of supply of European raw photographic paper. As a result, of tiesarrangements the Eatman Kodak Co. was enabled to bwld up the mo, poly, h
outcome of which-the recent Government suit for dissolution-is well knoi ,n.

(c) During the pendency of the action brought by the Government against .X.e r,'.
man Kodak Co. for violation of the Sherman antitrust law said company, no -A
after exhaustive study and research, have erected what is probably the largest paper
mill in the world for the exclusive manufacture of raw photographic paper, and in
doing this they appear to have accomplished something which the American paper
manufacturer has been unable to do.

(d) Any duty on raw photographic paper and on baryta-coated paper for sensitizing
will directly favor the Eastman Kodak Co. alone, and will be poitively detrimental
to the interests and possibly to the' very existence of the several smaller competing
concerns which have struggled so desperately to maintain themselves and who are
do pndent on the foreign supply.

(e) If raw photographic paper and baryta.coated paper for sensitizing are not placed
on the free list or the duty thereon kept at a very low rate, the Fastman Kodak Co
will, through tariff protection, be enabled to add greatly to its power despite the out-
come of the Government dissolution suit.
(f) Eastman Kodak Co. can not claim the need of duty for protection for foreign

prper costs, under the pr~eent tariff, quite as much and at times more than that made

(g) In 1913 before the erection of their photographic paper mill Eastman Kodak
Co. strongly urged the placing of raw photographic paper on the free list.
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(h) The placing of raw photographic paper and baryta-coated paper for sensitizing
on the free list would not seriously affect any American paper manufacturer because
there appears to be none manufacturing paper suitable for the finest quality of photo-
graphic prints.

(3) SenuiWized paper (Schedule M, par. 324, existing tariff; Schedule 19, proposed
bill).-The act ol 1913 very properly imposes a higher duty on sensitized photographic
paper than on raw photographic paper for sensitizing, but sensitized paper should also
bear a higher rate of duty than barytacoated paper for sensitizing, for the obvious
reason that so far as the independent American manufacturer is concerned, raw photo.
graphic paper and baryta coated paper for sensitizing are basic materials and for his
supply he is dependent upon France, Germany, and Belgium, and if the duty on the
basic material is not substantially lower than on the finished article (sensitized paper),
the independent American manufacturer would be utterly unable to compete in
price. Besides this fact the raw materials necessary in the making of photographic
emulsion are subject to substantial duty.

That the present duty of 25 per cent is not excessive is shown by the fact that prior
to the war and since the cessation of hostilities foreign manufacturers have been able
to freely sell their product here when the qualty was equal to that of American manu-

cture. The existing rates of exchange are aso in their favor, and it would thus
a appear that a duty of 30 per cent on sent tized paper should permit the importation
of such paper and consequently provide substantial l revenue for the Government.

LITHOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS.

[Paragrapl]s 1306 and 1310.]

STATEMENT OF MAURIOE SAUNDERS, REPRESENTING LITHO-
GRAPHIC EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. SAUNDERS. My name is Maurice Saunders, address, New York;
I am not on this list, sir. I am speaking for Mr. Meyercord and
Mr. Speakman, and I represent the Lithographic Employers' Asso-
ciation.

I have been engaged in the lithographic business for 30 years, as
salesman and director of manufacturing.

I speak in connection with sections 1306 and 1310 of the tariff bill
as passed by the House. The corresponding sections under the
Payne-Aldrich Act are 412 and 416, and under the Underwood Act
325 and 329.

The character of our product is lithographic pictures, lithographic
books, box covei'r, souvenirs, views; post cards, advertising specialties,
cigar labe!- . cigar bands, decalcomanias, window transparencies
and various other articles of thft character, all of which are printedin colors by -he lI;hraph- procs

We are askr w,,u w' grant us rates that are double the rates in the
Payne-Aldrich bill-and tho Hou .- bill carries the Payne-Aldrich
rates. Our reasons for asking iur t!his additional rate is the difference
in the wage cost in Germany end in the United States.

In Germany the wage at tho present time, at the present rate of
exchange, is about $3 gold. The rate in the United States of the
skilled ithographer averages $43.50 per week; while $3 is the rate
per week in Germany.

When we appeared before the Ways and Means Committee in
February, the conditions then indicated that the German wage was
about $5 per week. Our wage was rated then to be about $40 per
week and established a rate as of I to 8. The German rate was
based on a special report which was made by an American trade
commissioner in Switzerland, and was dated January 18. So that
at that time it was right up to the minute. From January the mark
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has depreciated in Germany. The German rate of wages, therefore,
to-day is, with all the adjustments finished, about $3 and we base
that upon information which has come to us from travelers and other
people in our industry who are recently from Germany. The rate of
83 in Germany aca'int $43.50 here establishes a ratio of about 1 to 14,
as compared with the ratio of I to 8, which was apparent in February
when we appeared before the Ways and Means Committee.

The labor content of our product, which we know from careful
checking to be about 45 cents on the dollar, divided by 14, the
ratio of I to 14 between wages in this country and wages in Ger.many,
we get 31 cents; and therefore we pay 45 cents here for the same labor
that the German pays 3J cents.

Assuming that the German cost of material used for lithographing
is the same as ours, which it is not-but for the purpose of this illus-
tration we will take it as equal-the German has the advantage by
411 cents; that is as our labor content is 45 cents, we deduct 31
cents, which equals that 45 cents cost in this country, and we get
411 cents on each dollar of our cost.

We deduct this 411 cents from the American cost of $1 and we get
581 cents as the maximum German cost as against our dollar, basing
their materials upon the same cost values as our material in this
country, which it is not, and I will show you.

To equalize this competitive condition, a duty of 31* cents would
be required on each 581 cents of German value, German product
figured at cost; the 41f cents is 70 per cent of the 58*. Under the
Payne-Aldrich Act, aln imports under the schedule yielded an ad
valorem equivalent to 30 per cent. Our rates are specific, but the
ad valorem yield was equal to 30 per cent. The 70 per cent required
to equalize the labor alone at the present moment is two and one-
third times the ad valorem yield under the Payno-Aldrich Act, and
we bring that out to show you that our claim that we are entitled to
double the Payne-Aldrich rates is justified by these exact facts
regarding the labor element alone.

At the Ways and Means hearing in February statements were
made in a brief filed by Mr. Steffens, of Steffens, Jones & Co., and
Mr. Steffens is down here on your list to appear this afternoon,
regarding the cost of production in Germany as compared with the
cost of production in this country, in which he gives exact figures.
I want to analyze these for you. They appear on page 3050, Part
IV, Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Mleans; and if I
show you that Mr. Steffens's different premaLes are wrong and his
figures are wrong and not true and ours are true, I maintain that
the conclusions reached in the earlier part of his brief are unreliable.

He states that sketches-- the original sketch-before we can do
any lithographic work we have to make an original artist's sketch-
in America costs $20 and in Germany $23.

The actual cost of these sketches in this country averages about
$65. They run from $50 to $100.

He states that the lithographing-that is, the actual work of
putting the various colors on stone-the job is done in 10 colors and
gold, and 11 separate stones must be drawn by the artist, 10 for the
colors and I for the gold-he states that the cost is $85 in America
and in Germany $95 to $100. The actual cost, taken from our
records for putting that same work on stone is $300 to $400 in this
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country, instead of $85, as he states. He states that the trans-
ferring of 1,504 square inches of labels that is presumed to be a sheet
ready to print, in America is $4.25, in Germany $2.73. The actual
cost for doing that transferring in this country is from $30 to $35 per
transfer on a sheet of the size that he states.

He states that the printing is done in this country on a sheet
2,604 inches-which is a larger shet t than we print, by the way-is
done here for $1.27*. The actual cost per thousand sheets of pint-
ing is $8.50, or approximately, under the conditions under which
it is done in this country; and in making that price of $8.50 cost I
am figuring on the editions as they are printed, from 6,000 to 12:000
sheets.

The embossing of those labels, Mr. Stcffens states, in America
costs 121 cents per thousand labels, in Germany 661 cents. The actual
cost of the embossing in America is 50 cents per thousand. He
says that the original-embossing plate is made in this country for
$8.50 and in Germany for $18. 'The embossing plate is a metal die
that is used to raise the gold and other portions of the label and give
it an embossed effect. Those plates cost us here now and have cost
us right along $15 and $20 for the simpler or common plates, and the
more intricate and difficult plates cost even more than that.

He states that we emboss cigar bands in America on one-half
sheets, 32 by 48, containing 846 bands, which is equivalent to 423
bands embossed at once. In Germany only 40 bands can be em-
bossed at once against the 423 in America. Well about 12 or 13 years
ago we imported a very modem embossingpress From Germany which
was the press presumed to be used by tle makers of this knd of
material in Gerwany, which embossed a one-fourth sheet at that time
and covered approximately 150 bands. Those presses are in use in
this country quite prominently at the present time.

Mr. Steffens states that the cutting of a thousand bands cost 2
cents in this country, and 41 cents in Germany, because we cut 500
labels at once here and they only cut 50 labels at once in Germany.
We do not cut 500 here. Ithiik the largest amount that we cut-
that we get in one cutting-is 250 but the actual cost is 8 cents per
thousand and not 2 cents per thousand, as he states.

I maintain, therefore, that the figures that are given there as the
cost of production are not true. Therefore, the conclusions are not
reliable.

At the hearings on the Underwood bill some years ago, we pleaded
for a tariff of at least equal to the Payne-Aldrich Act. The Under-
wood Act reduced the rate in one bracket from 8j cents to 5 cents per
pound, and the importations increased immediately from 245 000
pounds in 1913 to 1,331,000 pounds in 1914 and 1,740 000 pounds in
1915. Here was a reduction from 8j cents a pound to 5 cents a
pound which stimulated the importation of that material from 245,000
pounds, to 1,740,000 pounds in two years; and, mind you, that was
the first two years of the war.

What are tile German manufacturers doing now I Well, I presume
they are doing what we would do under the same circumstances and
what any other manufacturer would do under like conditions. They
are taking advantage of the low cost of production in their country
to sell in the high-priced country and we are a high-priced country.

I have here some letters which Y regret to say I am not at liberty to
disclose the names of the writers, but I would like to read the con-
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tents, and if there is any question about the statement I make in
connection with this I shall be very glad indeed for you gentlemen
to look at the correspondence. But I can not possibly give thename to whom addressed or the name by whom sined.

This is dated October 21, 1921, and I read ito the purpose of
showing that in a very important item in our schedule the German
manufacturer is making a definite and persistent bid at the present
time for business in this country (reading]:
We would like to call your attention to the fact that as agents of several of the most

prominent German lithographic firms we are again importing cigar bands and cigar
labels sets from Germany. and are in a position to-day to deliver prewar quality.
which, as you know, has set a standard for us. We have not approached you pro.
viously, as'before enlarging the scope of our business we desire it to be certain that we
could deliver the same unquestionably superior good quality as formerly.

The satisfaction which our produci has given to our customers--among them are
numbered some of the largest, best-known firms of this country-removes all such
fears. In addition, to make assurance doubly sure we have araed with our general
Ignts in Berlin for tho inspection and supervision of all such shipments. You can,
terefore, be absolutely certain of the quality we will deliver to you.

Although the superior quality of the imported bands are recognized universally
it is not so well known that due to the present foreign situation imported bands and
labels of the same high quality as formerly can now )o delivered on much more favor-
able terms than ever before.

We suggest that you send ts a half dozen each of your current cigar bands and cigar
label sets, indicating the quantity of each in which you are interested, in order that
we may review our quotations on the same, which will convince you of the merit of
our prop ition.

Should you be interested in other lithographic articles, advertising posters, or the
like, we would be pleased indeed to have the opportunity of quoting on your require-
ments. 'The mere enactment of the new high tariff and the uncertainty of the foreign
exchange situation will certainly cause an advance in p rice. We therefore urge you
to ask immediately, in order that we may book your order at the present low level.

Awaiting with interest the receipt of your reply, with samples, we remain,
Yours, very truly,

This customer asked for quotations on samples which they sub-
mitted and they got this reply under date of November 11 [reading]:

Thank you very kindly for the opportunity you are giving us in your letter of
November 10 for quoting on your requirements.

And they quote here-I regret that I am not able to read the
exact detail here, gentlemen, because I do not want to identify this
document-but they quote on 25,000 sets of labels, for what we call
ins and outs, that is inside label and the outside label which consti-
tutes a set, $11 per thousand.

We have estimated carefully the cost of making the identical labels
in this country, and the cost, without profit, is $29.04 per thousand
against their quotation of 811.

They offered .50,000 sets of-the same labels at 89 per thousand, and
our cost, without profit, is $20.30 per thousand.

They offer 100,000 sets of labels at $8 and our cost $15.88.
They say that "these prices are based on f. o. b." New York City,

all duty and other expenses being paid.
Therefk,.e, these people are able to lay down in New York labels

at $11 a thousand in that quantity that costs us $29; at $9 that cost
us $20.30; at $8 that would cost us $15.88; and it is because of the
difference in the labor cost and the material cost in Germany that
they can do that.

Senator McLEAN. Are you speaking of cigar labels nowI
Mr. SAUNDEMRS. I was there, Senator.
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Senator MoLFAN. Does that imply use for an expensive cigarI
Mr. SAUNDERS. It might be used for any cigar.
Senator MCLEAN. Would it ordinarily be used for the expensive

cigars ? They have all kinds, I suppose, and I suppose there is a
difference in the price of these labels.

Mr. SAUNDERS. There is, but there are expensive labels used for
cheap cigars.

Senator MCLEAN. What are you speaking of now?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Ordinary cigar labels printed in 10 colors, gold and

embossed. These are rather uniform in detail.
Senator McLEAN. What would be the extent of that of a label on

the higher priced cigars-how much more than you have indicated?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Probably not more than we have indicated, when

the profit was added, Senator.
We have stated here that the labor element in the dollar in this

country is 45 cents; but the balance of 55 cents is for materials.
Right here I want to say that you speak of "raw materials" in the

lithographic business, which is a misnomer, because we use no raw
materials; we use paper and ink, and the paper and ink come to us
in the manufactured condition. Therefore, the manufacturing of
that paper and ink in Germany pays the German wage, and at the
wage content of the finished product yields a German wage profit
throughout. The paper is made from the tree in. the forest in Ger-
many, just the same as it is here, and the cost of the conversion into'
paper is mainly labor. The dyes and inks and bronze that are used
! printing come from the mines, and the cost of the raw material
is infinitesimal, but the cost of conversion is chiefly a labor cost.

The machinery used for the manufacturing comes from the iron
mines, and again the cost of the original raw material is very small
and the cost of conversion is chiefly a labor cost, and they get the
benefit of that in the raw material to the same extent that they get
it in the manufacturing and the printing of the labels, after those
papers and inks and machinery have been supplied.

The point I want to make there is that we have shown that the
difference in the labor cost alone is 70 per cent, or two and one-third
times the yield under the rate that we were guaranteed under the
Payne-Aldrich Act, and that if we were to add to that the difference
in the material cost we would be entitled to a very much higher rate.

We have no desire to ask you for a rate sufficient to prohibit
importations or to adequately protect us. We are trying to show
you that we are justified in asking for double the Payne-Aldrich rates.

Senator McLUAN. What do the bands cost?
Mr. SAUNDERS. They cost 35, 40 and 50 cents a thousand.
Senator SMOOT. Do you want double the rates provided in the

Fordney bill I
Mr. SAUNDER3. Yes, sir.
Senator SmoQT. That is, all the way through?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. Every item in paragraph 1310?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir. Gentlemen, that will not equalize com-

pletely the German advantage over us to-day; we do not expect to
get that; we have no desire to get that kind of advantage.

Senator SMoOT (presiding). Have you got a brief?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Ihave not, but I should like to file one later.
Senator Smoo. You will have that privilege.
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Mr. SAUNDERS. I want to bring to your attention one or two
changes and amendments which we would like to have in this bill as it
has been published.

Senator SHooT. Why not put them in your brief?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I would be glad to do it, but if you will permit me

for a moment, we would like to explain the reasons why we want it,
because I think it is important, and I might not be able to explain it
in the brief so well.

This is an amendment to paragraph 1306, page 142, line 15, after
the word "bands" insert "not exceeding 10 square inches cutting
size in dimensional "

You have provided here, "but no extra duty shall be assessed on
labels, flaps, and bails for embossing and die cutting."

Just above that it provides for not exceeding 10 square inches, and
this correction is necessary to make that provision correct.

On page 143 line 8, after the word " pound", strike out the comma
and insert a colon. That is necessary, because the wording following
reads, "And in addition thereto on all the said articles exceeding
eight one-thousandths and not exceeding twenty-one one-thousandths
of an inch in thickness, if either.die cut or embossed." The comma
would only refer to that portion of the preceding text in line 4 the
semicolon.

Senator SMor. That is all it should be.
Mr. SAUNMERS. No; it should go back to the entire paragraph,

because it is all of the paragraph.
Senator SMOOT. That will not do it, then.
Mr. SAUNDERS. If we insert a colon there?
Senator SMooT. I thought you said "semicolon."
Mr. SAUNDERS. We asked the Ways and Means Committee for 3

cents per pound in line 11, page 143, 6 cents per pound in line 12, and
12 cents per pound in line 13, and we would like to have those figures
restored, or rather substitute for those figures.

Senator SMOOT. Line 12 what do you want?
-Mr. SAUNDERS. In line 12, 6 cents, and in line 13, 12 cents.
Senator SMOOT. That is, only 6 cents instead of 1 cent-that would

be 600per cent.increase over what the House gave you ?
Mr. 3AUNDERS. Yes. But I do not think you quite understand

the situation, gentlemen. That item takes care of a label which is
embossed and die cut. In other words, we have a piece of paper
this size [illustrating] that is printed and made in 10 colors and gold,
and it would weigh, so many of them, so many pounds. We add the
work of embossing to that, and we then die-cut away perhaps half of
this paper, and the effect of that is to add much labor expense to this
artic9, and by die cutting we-lighten the article so that in effect you
get a very materially lighter weight on which duty is paid, and the
rates we ask for there do not adequately protect us in that, but they
do to some extent take care of that item.

If you have a thorough understanding of that situation, you would
see the justice of that.

We suggest that section IV F, subsection 1, of the act of October
3, 1913, be amended so that the first sentence thereof shall read as
follows:

All individual articles of foreign manufacture or production which are capable of
being marked, stamped, printed, or labeled without injury and all individual cigar
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labels and bands shall be marked, stamped, printed, or labeled in legible English
words, in a conspicuous place that shall not be covered or obscured by any subee-
,,, nt attachments or arrangements, so as to indicate the country of origin.

The language of the Payne-Aldrich Act was regarded as broad
enough to cover cigar labels and bands, but the Secretary of the
Treasury rules that some labels and bands need not be so marked, and
it now becomes necessary to add those words to accomplish the
original intent of the law.

As I have already explained to youygentlemen, the doubling of the
rates of the Payne-Aldrich and the House bill will not equalize the
difference in labor charge alone, leaving out the question of materials
on which the same differential exists.

We regard the situation in Germany as somewhat temporary pos-
sibly, and we are perfectly willing to take a chance on the future.
We know that large additional uantities of German goods are being
sold in this country, and we wil? be met with that competition.

This is a special field requiring highly skilled labor. We have to
educate it, and we are in competition more largely with Germany,
almost exclusively with Germany. Germany is the home of lithog-
raphy; it is where it started; it is where they have encouraged it;
it is where they have schools, Government aid to help in every par-
ticular, and we want your consideration in that respect. You know
what these goods are used for. They cover the peaches, canned
goods, raisins and other products of the Pacific coast, and they cover
the meats of _Chicago, they cover the apples of Oregon, and they cover
the fruits and vegetables of New York and Maine, and they cover
the various kinds of packages of confectionery and other things that
are marketed exclusively under brand names, and the lithograph pro-
tects the trade-mark and the brand. It is also used extensively to
advertise various commodities and implements harvesters and
reapers, shirts, collars, suits and overcoats, covers of magazines, eto.

If it isyour pleasure, the representative of the international organi-
zation who represents the employees in the lithographic industry is
here and would like to be heard, and we should like to have you Hear
him. If you are interested, we have samples here showing the
product.

(Mr. Saunders thereupon exhibited numerous samples of product
referred to to the committee.)

Senator LA FoLLL'rE (presiding). What is the total value of the
lithographic label and print, except postal cards, manufactured in
this country, if you know I

Mr. SAUNDERS. I can not tell you that.
Senator LA FouzrrE. It is very large, I suppose.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know that it is so large. It is a specialized

field, Senator, but it is divided up into many items and we have not
made any attempt to separate it in that way.

Senator LA FoLv'rE. I see the value of imports for 10 months,
1921, were $670,000.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes; but you must realize they have only just
commenced to ship stuff in here and it is coming in now in large
quantities, we know, in certain particulars, and you will see those

sports grow enormously if we do not get some reasonable advance.
You realize, according to that statement in your hands, that it

has grown 400 per cent in two years.
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Senator LA FOLLETTE. What were they before the war ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I can not tell you.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. They were $458,000 in 1920 and $670,000

in 1921; that is, total imports of lithographic prints except postal
-cardsI

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes. But we have a large element in samples like
these [indicating]. Mr. Graham, who spoke to you this afternoon,
showed me a large number of books which lie in New York to-day
from Germany, or marked inside, "Printed in Bavaria," to be sold
in this country.

Senator LA FOLLIETTE. I thought you were speaking particularly
of lithographic labels?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We are interested in the entire lithographic schedule,
because we are interested in printing these things in this country
instead of having them printed in Germany.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I see "books, maps," etc., and other printed
matter has fallen off in value since 1920 about 20 per cent.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That may be true, because of the fact that they
have not gotten started and gotten their lines out; but you take
calendars. This [indicating] is the kind of work that will come in in
large volume again.

This is a work of art that is done in a number of establishments in
this country and is the only kind of reproduction process that per-
mits their getting into the homes of working people-illustrations
of our masterpieces of various kinds that are attractive and are within
their means.

Senator CALDER. This [indicating] is German made?
Mr. SAUNDERS. No; that is American made.
Senator CALDER. It did not increase any in 1911, 1912, and 1913;

they were just about holding their own before the war.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That was under the Payne-Aldrich rates, but they

did increase after the Underwood rates went into effect, Senator.
Senal ,r CALDER. No; they did not-19121
Wr. SAUNDERS. If you will examine the bracket that covers the

81 cents per pound rate you will see a very large increase.
Senator CALDER. The total value of lithographic prints, books,

music, maps and engravings, et-.hings, etc., 1911, $6,600,000; 1912,
$6,600,000; 1913, $6,100,000. If you take the lithographic label,
1911,$2,400,000; 1912,$1,835,000; 1913,$1,697,000; 1914,$1,532,000.
Mr. SAUNDERS. At that time, Senator, the wages in Germany were

about $5 a week, and hero they averaged $20 to $21. At the present
time wages in Germany are $3 per week and here $43.50 a week.
We have got about 50,000 people engaged in this industry through-
out the country. We have an extraordinarily high type of man.
We want to keep that man well paid; we want to make our industry
attractive to those men of skill. We want to bring in the young
man who wants to learn the business and who is willing to serve as
an apprentice, who is willing to get into a business that pays a high
wage. This Congress is encouraging the paying of a tigh wage,
which insures good living conditions to the working men, and we
want simply enough to protect us in some measure in being able
to continue the establishments that we have here and the employ-
ment of this especially skilled labor. We are not asking for any-
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thing else; we do not ask you to make it prohibitive; we do not ask
you to even equalize it fully. We will take our chance on the future.
But" we do think we are entitled to double the rates that we had
under the Payne-Aldrich Act.

33M 0 F uAVxoz SUNZIEI SRPRINTING TEN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
EMPLOYING LITHOORAPHERS.

1. ITEMS, PARAGRAPHS, RATES, AND REASON-.

(a) Items: Lithographic products, e. g., fancy box covers, souvenir and view cards,
reproductions of works of art, calendars advertising specialties, cigar bands and labels,
and a multitude of other different products.(b) Paragraphs referred to: Under the act of 1909, para-raphs 412 and 416 prin-
cipally; under the act of 1913 paragraphs 325 and 329 pnncipally; under so-called
Fordney tariff bill, as passd by the House in 1921, Schedule 13, paragraphs 1303,
1306, and part of 1310; special provision 307.

(c) Rates: Pictures, calendars, cards, booklets, labels, flaps, cigar bands, placards
and other articles, composed wholly or in chief value of paper lithographically printed
in whole or in part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material (except boxes, views
of American scenery or objects, and v-,usic, and illustrations when forming a part of
a periodical or newspaper, or of bound or unbound books, accompanying the same,
not specially provided for in this section), shall pay duty at the following rates:

Per

(ISS,4fication. rte un- Proped
der act te.
of 19 .

I. Labels and flhps prited in less than 8 colors (brone printing to be counted as
2 colors) bul not printed In whole or In part in metal leaf ..................... 80.20 1 80.40

2. ('igar ia of tiesame number of colors aid printings ................... .30 j .603. Labels and flas printed in 8 or mmr colorss (.bo= rintin ob outda
colors), but not printed In whole or n pe in metal le f........................ 30 .60

4. Cigar bands of the same number of colors and printings ......................... .40 .90
5. Labels and flaps printed In whole or In part In metal leaf ........................ :50 1.0
6. Cigar ba printed In whole or In metal leaf... ......................... .55 1 1.10
7. AI labels, fla and bands not exceeding 10 square Inches cutting size In dimen-

o cIgar or diecu, shall pay tbe same rate of duty as hereinbefore pro-
vied foer igar bands of the same number of colors and prntin&............. .........

X. Booklets .......................................................................
9. Booki of paper and other material for children's use, not exceeding in weight

24 ounces each ................................................................ .05 .12
10. Fashko aazines or periodicas printed in whole or in part by lithographic .12

proes, or escorted by han .....................
It. Booklets, decorated in whole or In part by hand or by spraying, wheherornotlithographs ....................................................... 15 .30
12. AUl other articles t.han those herei nbefore speciflcailyprovided for in this pars-

graph, not exceeding eight on.etousandths of Unch In thickne..013. Axedlngeghtand notexceedng twenty one-thousandthaof t inch i thckness and less than 35 square Inches cutting sate in dimensions ............... 05 .17
1I. E xceel h n nosquareinescuttin s el ndmenslon...................... .0 .15

1.5. Exceeding twenty one-thosandths of I Inch in thickness ........ ... 0 .12
is. Decalcomanls, In ceramic colors, weighIng not over 100 pounds per thous-na

sheets on the basis of 2 by 3D nches Im ens ons ......................... '.70 .1.40
17. Weighing over 10 pounds per thousand sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 Inches In

d mn oou s .................................................................... 1.22 '.44
18. If backed with meIt} leaf ...................................................... ..65 1.30
19. All other decalcomanlau, except toy decalcomanas .......... ............. 40 F aO
20. Views of any landscape, scene buildmg place, or locality In the Uited States

(except show cards) on cardloard or paper, not thinner than edght one-thou.
sandths of an iech, by whatever proes printed or produced including those
wholly or n part produced by either Lithographic or pbotoge;itin process, ex-
cept snow cards occupyng 3squre Inches or less osturface per view, bound or
unbound or i any otber form. ............... .............................

21. No thinner than eight one-thousandths of an Inch (pounds').*............... 8.15 .30
22. Thinner than eight one.thousandtha of an inch (tho sands) ...................... '2.00 '4.00

'And iS percent ad valorem. * Plus25 per cent. I Per thousand.
*And 30 per cent ad valorem. ,PlusSOpercent.

(d) Reasons for rates suggested: I n our brief filed with the Ways and Means Commit-
tee in February, 1921, we made substantially the following statements:
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In a unit of American value costing $1 to manufacture 45 per cent of the cost is paid
for labor, or 45 cents. Using the letter marked "Exhibit A," from Mr. Groves,
American trade commissioner at Zurich, Switzerland, dated January 1, 19'21," ad-
dressed to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, as our authority, together
with corroborative information from many other sources, it is apparent that the present
prevailing rate of wages in Germany paid to skilled lithographic workmen is something
less than$5 per week. The average American scale of wages paid to thesame class of
employees is something over $40 per week. In other words, the German labor cost is
something less than one-eighth of the American labor cost. Taking the American
labor cost in the dollar unit of American product, which is 45 cents. and dividing it
by 8, we have the German labor cost for the same product of approximately 5| cents.
or a saying to the German manufacturer of 391 cents on the dollar in labor cost.
I)eductin this amount from the unit of value of $1, we have the total German cost,
disregardi the German's advantage in the purchase of raw material, of 601 cents.
To bnng this cost up to the American cost of $1 by the addition of 391 cents is equiva-
lent to a percentage increase of 65 per cent, or, in other words, an ad valorem
equivalent of 65 per cent (391 is 6.5 per cent of 601). The statistics of the Department
of Commerce in relation to imports under the act of 1909 shows that the ad valorem
equivalent realized under the specific rates were 30 per cent or less, on an average,
considering the important brackets under which mc of the importations were
brought in. In other words, under the present prevailing wage differentials the
duty must be doubled in order to realize the same amount of protection as that
experienced under the act of 1909. This is our justification for the rates proposed in
the above schedule.

Since the above statements were made to the Ways and Means Committee in the
spring of 1921 investigation shows that the present rate of German wage is $3. A
careful compilation of American statistics shows that the average American wage paid
to skilled workers is actually $43.50 instead of $40, the amount assumed on less com-
plete evidence.

Approaching the matter from another angle, the ratio of wages in Germany to wages
in the United States during the prewar period was approximately I to 4. The ratio
of prevailing wages is 1 to 14. This also establishes the necessity for double the pro-
tection at the present time over what it was during the prewar period.

The duty adds nothing to the cost to the ultimate consumer, e. g., the banker will
pay the same rate to his'depositor, even though the manufacture of the calendar
which he distributes was protected; a cigar will continue to sell at the same price,
even though the band upon it was adequately protected; and so in the case of the
package of chewing gum and a multitude of other articles.

The relationship between American wages and wages in countries other than Ger-
many-as, for example, Austria, France, and Japan--is approximately the same as
the relationship between American wages and German wages. The prevailing rate
of these other countries, however, is not of so much importance as in the instance of
Germhany, because an overwhelming proportion of all lithographic importations come
from Germany. Japan is, however, foiling ahead and is prepared to play an in-
creasingly important rble in the exportation of such products to America.

2. IMPORTANCE OF THE INDUSTRY, ITS DEVELOPMENT, FUTURE PROSPECTS, AND NUMBER
OP EMPLOYEES AFFECTED.

This industry furnishes most of the advertising matter fur the stimulation and
carrying on of American trade, with the principal exception of type-printing, news-
paper and magazine advertising. It is the chief industry which popularizes art.
It multiplies the masterpieces of the world and places them in the homes of the masses.
It originated in Germany, perhaps, something over a hundred years ago, and realized
its highest development under the protective tariff of the Republican Congress of
1909. Except for the influences of the World War, the American lithographic industry
would have been utterly destroyed by the failure to protect it under the act of 1913.
One class of importations in the one year following the Underwood tariff were 400
per cent increase over the last year under the act of 1909. (See statistics of imports
and duties, p. 763, No. 3549.)

Speaking of raw materials in the manufacture of lithographs is to use a misnomer.
The so-called raw materials of the lithographer are manuiactured articles which are
principally paper and ink.' These raw materials are manufactured in Germany for
use by the German lithographer, just as they are manufactured in the United States
for use by the American lithographer. The German lithographer in purchasing the
so-called raw materials enjoys the same favorable advantage in the matter of price as
he does in the matter of labor cost. The cost of German labor is approximately one-
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fourteenth of the coat of American labor in all lines, so that the 60 per cent ad valorem
equivalent required to protect the American manufacturer in his labor cost might,
with entire justice, be urged as a necessary differential to protect the American manu-
facturer against the other one-half of the cost of the product, which is the raw material
cost.

There are about 650 lithographic manufacturingestabliehments in the United States,
and approximately 80,000 employees depnd upon the business for their livelihood,
of whom approximately 40 per cent consist of skilled labor.

3. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION cosr, WAGES, AND SUCH COSTS COMPARED WITH FOREIGN
COSTS, DUMPING AND OTHER HURTFUL PRACTICES.

We have stated the wse differentials under subdivision 1. The raw material of the
German lithographer being manufactured in Germany can be purchased by the
German lithographer at the same relative advantage over the American lithographer as
the German purchases his labor.

Peculiarities of the lithographic trade make it susceptible for German lithographers
to dump excess editions in the United States at far lems than the original unit value in
Germany. For example, it may costhundreds of dollars to draw the designs and place
the engravings upon. stone which are necessary for the manufacture of a calendar.
If an edition of 5,000 for German home consumption were struck off and the cost of
the designs and engravings charged against this edition, it would bring the unit cost
of each calendar u. to, say, 25 cents. By ruurdng off an additional 5,000 for American
sale and not charging g eant the additional quantity any part e.f the sketch or enraving
c.st, a profit could e made by selling them in America for, say, 10 cents each, aud in
this way the American lithographer would be competing not only with low German
costs but against an importation to which none of the large cost of sketches and engrav-
ings had been charged.

On the other hand, the deceptive character of some instanme which have been
uged in the past upon prior tariff hearings by importers with the idea of showing that
Germany was not ii fact substantially uuderaeliing the American manufacturer is
illustrated by the following instance: On one hearing at importer stated that certain
little holly tags used for Christmas packages bad been obtained in this country for
$1.25 per thousand, whereas he had an invoice to show that an importation from
Germany, consisting of 30,000, had cost over $3 per thousand. When this illustration
was run to the ground, it was found that the Niagara Lithographing Co., of Buffa!o,
N. Y., was the American manufacturer referred to and had bid upon 7,000,000 of the
tags at $1.25 er 1.000 and had declined the order when the prospective purchaser
wanted to reduce it to 2,000,000. It is perfectly apparent that the original cest of
preparing the plates and engravings had to be charjed against the small quantity of
30,000 in the one case ana was distributed over 7,000,000 in the other case.

As we have said before, the manufacture of lithography is so complicated and the
unit costs depend so much upon the cost of the original setches and enravings, which
varies within wide limits, and so much upon the size of the edition that illustrations are
misleading unless all the elements are absolutely disclosed. The fundamental facts,
which can not be disputed and which absolutely fix the competitive conditions, are
that the American workman gets more than 10 tihies as much as the German workman
and the American lithographer pays much more for his raw material than the German
is compelled to pay, because of the fact that in the raw material labor is also the
principal element of cost.

The value of the tree standing in the forest is but an insignificant part of the value of
the ]paper when it is placed upon the printing preas, and all the intervening cost,consisting of cutting the tree, hauling it grinding it intopulp, manufacturingit into
paper, and delivering it to the lithograpber, is labor.

4. SUGGESTIONS AS TO CHANGES IN CLASSIFI NATION AND PURASEOLOOY.

Our sugestion is that section 325 and section 329 of the act of 1913 be rewritten so as
to read a follows:

"Pictures, calendars cards, booklets, labels, flaps, cigar bands, placards, and other
articles, composed wholly or in chief value of paper, lithogaphicly printed in whole
or in part from stone, gelatin, metal or other material (except boxes, views of American
scenery or objects and music, and illustrations when forming part of a periodical or
newspaper, or of bound or unbound books, accom anying the same, not specially
provide for in this section), sall pay duty at the folowing rates: Labels and flape,
printed in less than eight coits (bronze printing to be counted as two colors), but
not printed in whole or in part of metal leaf, 40 cents per pound; cigar bands of the
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same number of colors and printings, 60 cents per pound; labels and flaps printed in
eight or more colors (bronze printing to be counted as two colors), but not printed in
whole or In part of metal leaf. 60 cents per pound; cigar bands of the same number
of colors and printings, 80 cents per pound; labels and flaps, printed in whole or in
part of metal leaf, $ per pound; cigar bands, printed in whole or in part of metal
leaf. $1.10 per pound; all labels, flaps, and bands not exceeding 10 square inches
cutting size in dimensions, if embose6d or die-cut, shall pay the same rate of duty as
hereinbefore provided for cigar bands of the same number of colors and printings;
booklets, 14 cents per pound; books of paper or other material for children's use, not
exceeding in weight 24 ounces each, 12 cents per pound; fashion magazines or period.
icals, printed in whole or in part by lithographic process, or decorated by hand, 16
cents per pound: booklets, decorated in whole or in part by hand or by spraying,
whether or not lithographed, 30 cents per pound; decalcomanias in ceramic colors.
weighing not over 100 pounds per thousand sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 inches in
dimensions, $1.40 per pound and 30per centum ad valorem; weighing over 100 pounds
per thousand sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 inches in dimensions. 44 cents per pound
and 30 per centum ad valorem: if backed with metal leaf, $1.30 per pound; aUf other
decalcomanias, except toy decalcomanias, 80 cents per pound: all other articles than
hereinbefore specifically provided for in this paragraph, not exceeding eight one-
thousandths of I inch in thickness, 40 cents per pound; exceeding eight and not
exceeding twenty one-thousandths of 1 inch in thickness, and less than 35 square inches
cutting size in dimensions, 17 cents per pound; exceeding eight and not exceeding
twenty one-thousandths of an inch in thickness and 35 square inches and over cutting
size in dimensions, 16 cents per pound; and in addition thereto on all of said articles,
if either die-cut or embossed, 3 cents per pound; if both die-cut and embossed, 6 cents
per pound; exceeding twenty one-thousandths of 1 inch in thickness, 12 cents per
pound: Protiicd, That in the case of articles hereinbefore specified the thickness which
shall determine the rate of duty to be imposed shall be that of the thinnest material
found in the article, but for the purposes of this paragraph the thickness of lithographs
mounted or pasted upon paper, cardboard, or other material shall be the combined
thickness of the ithograph and the foundation on which it is mounted or pasted.

'1Books of all kinds, bound or unbound, including blank books, slate books, anti
pamphlets, engravings, photographs, etchings, maps, charts, music in books or sheets,
and printed matter, all the foregoing, and not specially provided for in this section,

.0 per centum ad valorem. Views of any landscape, scene, building, place or locality
in the United States, on cardboard or paper, not thinner than eight one-thousandths
of I inch by whatever process printed or produced, including those wholly or in part
produced by either lithographic or photogelatin process (except show cards), occupy-
ing 35 square inches or les of surface per view, bound or unbound, or in any other
form, 30 cents per pound and 50 per centum ad valorem; thinner tban eight one-
thousandths of I inch, $4 per thousand."

Our reasons for rewriting the sections are principally as follows:
In the act of 1909 there was an additional duty levied for die cutting and embossing

as we have indicated in subdivision I of this brief. These operations are the result
of labor and not in any part the result of raw material. The difference in labor cost
in this operation should be protected. In (lie cutting a large amount of paper is
frequently cut away, and where a specific duty is levied upon the weight of the
articles the cutting away of the paper actually reduces the duty paid, although the
value of the articles has been enhanced by additional labor. For instance, in the
case of a holly wreath, or cigar band (or an) similarly fancy (lie-cut product), with
a large part cut away, it may be that half of the duty has been eliminated by the
decrease in weight. 'The American lithographer has to'pay for the paper that he cuts
away, and lie has to pay in addition for the labor in making the die and for the die
cutting, and yet by this very operation the German saves perhaps.a half of the duty.
Instead of saving any part of the duty he ought to pay more than lie would pay for
the same article not (lie cut, because the cost and selling value have been increased.
In the case of embossing the same argument with reference to enhanced labor cost
applies.

5. SUGOESTION FR AN AD INISTHAIVE CHANGE.

We suggest that Section IV-F, subsection 1, of the act of October 3, 1913, be
amended so that the first sentence thereof shall read as follows:

"All individual articles of foreign manufacture or production which are capable of
being marked, stamped, printed or labeled without injury and all individual eiqar
labes and bands shall be marked, stamped, printed, or labeled in legible English
words, in a conspicuous place that shall not be covered or obscured by any subse-
quent attachments or arrangements, so as to indicate the country of origin."
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The italic portion is the amendment by way of additional words. Under this sub-
section the Secretary tf the Treasury is given the power to pre"be the necessary
rules and regulations to cary out this provision. The Secretary of the Treasury has
ruled that individual cigar bands and labels need not bear this imprint. Under prior
laws these bands and labels did bear there, individual imprints without injury. There
is no valid reason for excepting them from the general provisions of law by a depart-
mental regulation.

Steffens, Jones & Co., importers, filed a brief before the Ways and Means Committee
in which they have not stated the facts correctly; so, of course, their conclusions are.
wrong.

STATEMENT OF EMIL STEFFENS, REPRESENTING STEFFENS,.
JONES & CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. STEFFENS. I simply want to file a brief.
NEW YORK, N. Y., Al lgll 29, 19V

lion. Boies PENROSE.
Chairman Senate Finance Committee, l1"ashington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We submitted briefs dated February 2, 26, and June 7 last to the Wayv
and Means Committee of the House of Representatives setting forth our contentions,
for reducing of the present tariff rates on cigar labels. flaps, and bands in the coming
tariff bill now under consideration so as to permit of further importation of these arti-
cles aad beg to summarize our contentions as follows:

1. At the hearings before the Wave and Means Committee in 1913 it was set for.% in,
the briefs submitted by Louis C.Wagner & Co., New York, page 4895 of the hearings,
1913; MOiler, K~keritt & Co., New York, page 4896 of the hearings, 1913; Steffens,
Jones & Co., New York, page 4914 of the hearings, 1913, that the tariff rates then-
prevailing on cigar labels, flaps, and bands were prohibitive and would in compaia-
tively short time make further importation of such goods impossible.

This wus substantiated in the brief submitted by Wolf & Co., Philadelphia. page
4893 of the tariff hearings, 1913 wherein was shown that whereas the import of cigar
labels, flaps, and bands in 1907 had amounted to $334,891, it had decreased under the
Payne-Aldrich law in 1911 to $165,818.

2. That the American per unit cost of production of these goods was not higher
than the per unit cost of the German product, owing to the greater skill of the American
workman, superior methods and superior machinery which brought the per unit cost
of the American production below the per unit costof the German production notwith-
standing the much higher wages paid in America. We attach a summary of the com_-
parativo cost of production in America and Germany taken from the brief submitted
hy Miller, Kokeritz & Co., January, 1913, printed on page 4914, and add:

"The American lithographers now use rotary presses together with flatbed preeses
whereby the production has increased from 33,000 sheets to 55,000 sheets or more
per week. This has considerably reduced the American cost of printing."

3. That American lithographers sold their labels in Canada, Ifolland, England, and
even in Germany in successful competition with the German goods. This could not
be done if the cost of production was higher in America, as is constantly claimed and
repeated by the American lithographers.

4. The cost of bronze printing is justly counted as two colors.
5. That the quantity of imported cigar labels, flaps, and bands was less than 11

per cent of the total consumption of such goods in America, and could therefore not
unduly influence wages or work in America.

The cost of labor as well as of raw materials has increased enormously in Germanyd
and the production has decreased on account of inefficient labor. The dereased
value of the German currency gives this currency a corresponding low purchasing
value and necessarily increases the cost of production more in favor of American
producers.

Paper used for cigar labels, flaps, and bands is manufactured from rags which, as
far as Germany is concerned, are imported, and before tha war were largely imported
from America.

Copper, which is used in the manufacture of bronze, metal leaf, and embossing
plates, must be imported and is mostly imported by Germany from the United States.

Printing inks are manufactured in Ge:many as well as in the United States, and it
is claimed that American inks are as good as any that are made in other countries.

Other raw materials used in the manufacture of cigar labels, flaps, and bands, such
as rubber, varnishes, and oils, must also be imported by Germany.
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It is a fact that Germany must import the greater part of raw materials used in the
manufacture of cigar labels, flaps, and bands. The American increase in wages has
been greatly offset through greater production caused by the use of larger presses and
'otary presses, the latter printing 65,000 sheets per week against 33,000 sheets on flat-
bed presses.

It was claimed by the American Association of Employing Lithographers before
The Ways and Means Committee February last that the labor represented 45 per cent
,of the cost of production. This was erroneous as far as cigar labels, flaps, and bands
are concerned, and we give herewith the comparative percentage of total cost of
production for American and German manufacture of cigar labels, flaps, and bands.

Cost oJ production.

Americen. German.

.. Percernt. Per cerd.
Page ......................................................................... 2. 89.3

14.eral.......................................1.3 2.5
llustrance rentI, power.................................................... &550
Inks ......................................................................... .a. 1iroule ....................................................................... 2.8 1 1.6
S~uperintendence........................................................ 5.0 2.7
1iCets.................................................................. 2.Z1 2.5
Depreciation ....................................................... 2.5 2.0
Proportion of general administratIon expense applicable to manufacturingg.:: 9.5 5. 8

I i loO 1io.o

The American scale of percentage of cost, as shown above, is from a cost system
arrived at by the domestic lithographers manufacturing cigar labels, flaps, and bands.
The German scale is from German ithographers manufacturing cigar labels, flaps, and
bands.

DIE CUTFINO AND EMBOSSING.

At least 95 per cent of all cigar bands are embossed and die cut. For this reason the
-duty on bands is higher than on labels.

On the American embosing machines one-half printing sheet (42 by 62 inches) is
embossed. This size, 42 by 31 inches. contains 21labels 6 by 10 inches, or 423 bands
which are embomd at one time, whereas in Germany one label or 40 bands are em-
bossed at one time.

This shows the saving in labor by the American lithographer. TheGermanlithog-
rapher considers such work incomprehensible, and an attempt to introduce American
emboesing machines has been met with the remark that the quality of their goods
would belowered by such quantity work and that their embossers protest against the
use of such machines.

For years we have handled domestic and imported cigar labels, flaps, and bands
for the cigar-manufacturing trade and positively know that the seUwig prices of the
domestic goods are considerably lower than the prices of the imported, as already
Stated.

The present rates on cigar labels, flaps, and bands, viz:
Cigar labels and flaps printed in less than eight colors and bronze, 15 cents per

pound; bands, 20 cents per pound.
Cigar labels and flaps printed in eight or more colors and bronze, 20 cents per pound;

bands, 25 cents per pound.
Cigr labels and flaps printed in whole or part of metal leaf, 35 cents per pound;

band, 40 cents per pound--
will permit of the importation of about 10 per cent of the consumption of such goods
and produce a revenue apprximatey as under the tariff law of 1898, whereas an
increase of the present tariff rates will put an embargo on further importation of suchgoods.

Considering the fact that this industry cigar labels, flaps, and bands, does not
require any tariff protection so as to flounsi, a judicious lowering of the present rates
will produce increased revenue without causing any material loss to the Amecan
lithographers and labor, and we therefore submit the following rates as just andequitable:

Cigar labels and flaps printed in les than eight colors and bronze, 10 cents per
pound; bands, 15 cents per pound.

Cigar labels and flaps pointed in eight or more colors and bronze, 15 cents per pound;
bands, 20 cents per pound.
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Cigar labels and flaps printed in whole or part of metal leaf, 30 cents per pound;
bands, 35 cents per pound.

MARKING.

The committee's attention is called to the suggested administrative change of
section 4-F, subsection 1, of the tariff act of 1913 and section 7 of the tariff act of 1909.

The addition of the words "and all individual cigar labels and bands shall be
marked1 ' makes it mandatory for each cigar band to be marked with the name of the
country of origin, not at the end of the same, which will be covered subbequently,
but in the center or on the side of the band. This would destroy the manufacturer's
trade mark and absolutely prohibit any further importation of such goods; it would
lead the consumer to believe that the cigar was not made in this country. The cigar
is sold to the consumer, not the labels, flaps, or bands.

The first addition of the word "individual," i. e., "all individual articles)' etc.,
seems superfluous. Its aim is to justify its subsequent use in reference to cigar labels
and bands.

The proposed change is a "joker." It looks innocent and is based upon not being
analyzed by the committee. It specifically orders all individual cigar labels and
bands to be marked whether it is feasible or not, and whether it is injutrious to the
consumer or not, so as to exclude further importation of such goods and to create a
monopoly for domestic lithographers.
The following copy of brief as well as a letter from a prominent cigar manufacturer

were submitted by us to the Customs Division, Treasury Department, and to the House
committeete of Schedule M.

Respectfully, MULLER, KdKERITZ & CO.

E. AV. KdKERITZ.
STEFFENS, JONES &CO.

NEw YoRi, N. Y., May M, 1921.'
CUSTOMS DIVISION,

Tratury Department, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: The New7 York customs department informed us of its ruling that

cigar bands are considered "containers" and must be marked with the name of thecountry of origin.
We have been engaged in the Importation of cigar labels and cigar bands from Ger.

many for many years prior to the late European war, and have lately resumed the
importation of such goods. Our trade is with the cigar manufacturers. The bands
represent their trade-marks through their design and imprints and protect the manu.
facturer from imitators when the cigars, contained in the boxes, are banded with
their trade-marked hands.

We understand that the reason for marking foreign-manufactured goods with the
name of the country of origin is for the protection of the consumer of such goods, so
that he shall not be misled as to the country in which the goods have been manu-
factured.

The cigar manufacturers are the ultimate consumers of our goods, and our goods are
marked as follows: One hundred bands contained in a bundle marked "Germany."
These bundles packed in boxes marked "Germany." This marking excludes any
deception as to where the goods were manufactured. We notified our customers of
the department's last ruling and were informed that this would endanger further
importation. 'The importation of cigar labels, flaps, and bands has never amounted
to more than a small fraction of the total consumption of such goods, and this fraction
will be greatly endangered should the department finally decide that the present
marking, as specified above, is not sufficient protection for the consumers of our goods.Respectfully,.tfyIMPORT Lrro. Co.

MOLLER, KiKERrrZ & Co.
STEFFENS, JONES & Co.

NEw YORK, MVay 4, 192!1.
Messrs. STEFFENS. JONES & Co.,

86 East Twenty.third Street, City.
GENTLEMEN: With reference to your statement that imported cigar labels and

bands must be imprinted with the name of the country of originhI regret to inform
you that I shall be obliged to cancel the orders for cigar bands which I have placed
with you.

81527-22-sCH 13-5
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You will remember that the orders were given with the understanding that the
bands should have no other printing than my design or trademark, and that I gave
my reason for this stipulation.

my customers, the retail cigar dealers, maintain that the smoker believes that the
cigar has been manufactured in Germany if the band has the imprint "Germany"
on it. This is misleading to the consumers of my goods and is injurious to me who,
in fact, is the ultimate consumer of the labels and binds purchased from you or others.

I shall be obliged to depend upon domestic lithographers for these supplies.
Very truly, yours, SioN BAT & Co.

COST OF PRODUCTION.

Sketche.-Original sketch. American, $20; German. $23.
Litgraphing.-Putting on stone, American, $85; German. $95 to $100.
Traonering.-1,04 square inches labels, American, $4.25; German, $2.73.
Printinq.-1,000 sheets (2,604 square inches), American. $1.271; German, $1.24.
Embowng/ abels.-1,000 labels. American, 121 cents; German, 661 cents. Original

emlbossing plate, American, $8.60; German. $18.
Embosing band.-One-half sheet. 321 by 48 inches, containing 846 bands. equiva-

lent to 423 bands embossed at once in America; 40 bands only can be embossed at
once in Germany against 423 in America.

Cutting.-Cutting of 1,000 bands, American, 2 cents (500 labels are cut at once):
German, 41 cents (60 labels are cut at once.)

STATEMENT OF PHILIP BOOK, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT AMAL-
.GAMATED LITHOGRAPHERS OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Give your name and residence to the re-
porter, and state for whom you speak.

Mr. BOcK. I speak for the lithographers, and when I say "lithog-
raphers" I mean the men who earn a livelihood in the lithographic
industry.

I might say the number I represent throughout the United States is
approximately 9,000, upon whom at least. 60,000 workmen depend
for a livelihood. Mr. Saunders has thoroughly gone over the ground
with you, and showed you that the Fordnoy bill which is now
before you, known as the tariff act of 1921, does not give to the litho-
graphic industry the protection absolutely necessary.

I presented a brief before the Ways and Means Committee, wherein
I requested 100 per cent over and above the Payne-Aldrich bill of
1909. The request has not been granted, but I do hope that, after
giving this careful consideration, you will do for the lithographic
workmen" of this country the one t ing which will protect the litho-
graphic workman the one thing which will protect him and his family
from poverty and starvation.

Mr. Saunders has shown to you that the foreign lithographers are
at the present time quoting prices which are far below the cost of
production in this country. That is a fact.

We have also here quoted on page 60, on paragraph 130p, in the
third line from the bottom, the following: "Wet transfer paper or
paper prepared wholly with glycerin or glycerin combined with other
materials, containing the imprints taken from lithographic plates,
30 per centum ad valorem.

That, gentlemen, if it was rightly understood by you-the ad
valorem of 30 per cent is absolutely insignificant. It amounts to
nothing, pure and simple. We will take for illustration, and will
show you what it means: We will say a drawing made the same as
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that picture [indicating], which may cost in art work alone something
in the neighborhood of $5,000. Ten impressions can be taken from
those originals upon what they call transfer paper, put into a little
tin box, forwarded on to this country, and the numbers of impres-
sions printed therefrom. What does that mean? That means that
the artist employed in America must walk the streets instead of
having employment at the time when this artist in Germany has put
in that time and drawn a salary far below the salary paid to the lithog-
rapher of America. All down the line it means the same identical
thing in every one of the departments.

We find at the present time great unemployment in the lithographic
industry. Due to what? Due to the importation into this country,
or at least the proposed importation into this country-unlmss the
Senate will do something for us to double the Payne-Aldrich rates,
to prevent the coming into this country of lithographic products at a
price lower than can be manufactured on this side of the ocean.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How many men are employed in this
country in the lithographic industry?

Mr. BOCK. I believe about 9,000 lithographers in the United
States, and depending on those about 60,000.

Senator McLu-,N. Where is your industry located?
Mr. BOCK. Throughout the United States and Canada.
Lithography, gentlemen, is an art; it is not something that you

may say can be" produced in a brief time by Tom, Dick, and Harry.'
A nation that excels in art also excels in culture. There would be
one of the greatest catastrophes that ever befell this country if the
lithography were destroyed, and it certainly will be destroyed unless
you will come to our rescue and write into that bill now an adequate
tariff that will prevent the coming into this country of goods at a
figure lower than we can produce it here. None of our employers
will be able to exist unless you do, and we ask in the name of such
men that have spent the most of their life in this industry have
requested you to do, double the present bill-that is 100 per cent
above what you have got it to-day.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Have you covered this subject fully in
your brief ?

Mr. BOCK. We have no brief to present at the present time; our brief
was presented under date of February 14 to the Ways and Means
Committee. I believe you have had a copy of that presented to you.

Senator LA FOLLETFE. You can have that printed in connection
with your remarks here.

Mr. BOCK. That is the brief that has already been printed in the
report of the Ways and Means Committee. You no doubt have a
copy of this.

Senator IA FOLLETTE. It is in the hearings before the Ways and
Means Committee.

Senator McLEAN. I -suggest that we reprint it here, because we
want our record full and complete. If you want to add anything or
modify anything you are at liberty to do so.

Mr. BOCK. No, I believe that brief covers pretty nearly every-
thing. I do not represent either employer or importer. I represent
the workingman, for whom I am pleading.
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BRIEF OF THX AMALGAMATED LITHOGRAPHERS OF ARNICA.

Wei the Amalgamated Lithographers of America, a labor organization, respectfully
submit for your consideration thii memorial as representing our plea for the fixing 6f
a higher rate of duty on the lithographic articles as specif"ed in Schedule M of the
proposed new tariff bill now before yor honorable committee.

This association represents a membership of over 9,000 workmen, all of whom are
men of very high skill, and through us we speak for the 60,000 workers who depend
entirely on the ithographic industry for their livelihood.

The export of lithography Is so negligible thatwe are safe in stating that our indus-
is wholly a domestic one, the commodity that we produce is only marketable in

this country, and the introduction into this market of any foreign made lithography is
a matter of serious menace to the welfare and progress of our American industry, every
ounce of lithographs imported into this country is just so much lees work for our
people, every item imported lessens the opportunity for employment, a factor upon
which the welfare of our whole Nation depends.

We contend that the Government owes to us a rate of duty on lithographs that
will represent the vast differentials in wages that exist between the American litho-
graphic workmen and foreign lithographic workmen.

Reviewing the question from the angle as to the wide difference in wages paid in
the United States as compared with wages paid in Germany and other foreign coun-
tries, which plays probably the most important r6le in this matter, it is well to note
thit the wages paid throuhout the Umted States to skilled lithographic workmen
averages $40 per week, while the wages paid in Germany, for example, to the same
class of workmen averages $5 per week. Reference, copy of a letter now in possession
of your committee by Mr. Groves, American trade commissioner at Zurich, Switzer-
land, testifying that the wages paid to the lithographc workmen in Germany is some-
thing less than $5 per week, and it is still less than that amount in Austria and other
surrounding counties. The average wages paid to the workmen of this country per-
forming the same class of work is $40 per week. This isaproportionof8tol.

The rates as specified in the Underwood-Simmons bill spell iuin and demoralirction
to our industry and our work people. On page 509 of your Summary of Tariff laifor-
mation you will find that in 1914 lithographs were imported into this country to the
extent of 4,895,643 pounds. This r, presented a value of $1,780.548. Every ounce
and everydollar of these lithographs was just so much le. york for the American
lithographic workmen, and still further despite the fact that ;he war was proving
itself as a barrier on importations, post cards, to the value of $3,431,932 were imported
into this country in 1918, we know that with the war over the foreign lithographers
will redouble their efforts in seeking to promote their export trade.

We submit that your honorable committee should fix a tariff rate on all lithograph)-
that will sufliciently represent the difference in wages paid here and abroad. In 1909,
at the time of the enactment of the Payne-Aldrich tariff law, the rate of wages between
here and Germany was on a ratio of 4 to 1, that is, the average wage of the American
lithographic workmen was $20 per week, while the wage of the German lithographic
workmen doing the same class of work was $5 per week. Since that time our wages
have gradually increased until to-day our average is $40 per week. Taking this as a
basis we urge that in order for our wages to be protected against foreign competition,
that the rates governing lithographs should be increased 100 per cent over the rates
as specified in the Payne-Aldrich bill.

We have laid great stress and emphasis on the lithographers of Germany: we do
that for the reason that lithography is a German creation. The Germans are peculiarly
adapted to this art: they have fostered the industry and have proven in the past that
they are our chief competitors. But there is another country which is fast looming
up as an active competitor; that is Japan. That country during the past few years
has made splendid progress in the art of lithography. They have exported from this
country the highest type of lithographic presses that are manufactured and used in
this country. They have engaged the highest type of skill with regard to litho-
graphic workmen to act as tutors. This work has been done with the sanction of
their Government. This work is now on the American market. We cn not meet
with them in competition, as the difference in wages between the American workman
and the Japanese workman is at a ratio of at least 15 to 1. We have every reason to
believe that if Congress does not enact an adequate tariff law that our industry will
seriously suffer from this Asiatic competitor.

This in itself places the American lithographer at a tremendous disadvantage at
the very inception of the struggle for existence, as against the great odds the foreign
competitor has in his effort to invade the home market.

The ultimate result of this condition of the difference in wages would invite disaster.
providing there was a low tariff, and would bring about the serious curtailment of the
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lithographic industry of the United States. The only salvation of the industry lies

in the enactment of an adequate tariff that will place the ithographers of the nited
States on an equal plane with the lithographers of Germany and other foreign countries.

It has been shown to your honorable committee that the importers in this country
are now advertising in the trade papers that they are resuming business and are ready
to take orders, hence our appeal to you for adequate protection. We want our industry
preserved, we want it to grow, we want our "jobs" protected so that we might con.
tinue on in our peaceful way, gving comfort and substance to those who depend upon
us-our industry is our life and our hope.

Back of the 60,000 workers for whom we bespeak is another great army, that great
army of women and children, who depend on us for their support. They join us in our
appeal to you, they ask you just as vigorously as we do to give to us that adequate rate
of duty irn your new bill. Noharm cancome to our industry without injuring us. With-
out a sufficient rate of duty being granted our trade will be seriously curtailed, unem-
ployment will come with its dreadful features; it rests with your committee to give us
that protection that we seek so that happiness and contentment can become a perma-
nent part of the homes of our workers.

We desire to call your attention of paragraph 137 of the law of 1913, in which 25
per cent ad valorem'is the duty charged on lithographic plates of stone or other ma-
terial, and wet transfer paper contaiiing imprints taken from lithographic plates;
this character of importation of lithographic work represents 100 per cent labor; the
admission of these articles eliminates the artist, transferer, and prover-three ver
important features in the process of producing a lithograph; the law of 1909 provided
for 50 per cent ad valorem; it is our contention that a rate of duty of 100 per cent
ad valorem should be placed on any article coming under the supervision of this
paragraph, and we respectfully urge your approval of same.

Lithography ranks amongst the fine arts, such as painting and sculpture. A nation
that excels in lithography excels also.in culture and all the finer qualities that accom-
pany the highest civilization and enlightenment. It would be a blow to the prestige
of the United States amongst nations as well as a blot upon its civilization for thiS
industry to be destroyed, and the only way by which this catastrophe can be avoided
is as above stated, by the enactment of a law which will not give any advantage to
any combination representing predatory wealth in a foreign country, but will pro-
vide a home investment in a home market.

This brief has not for its purpose the enactment of a law which would entirely pro-
hibit the importation of lithographic works of art from foreign countries. Its pmur-
pose is to persuade Congress to enact a law which will allow a highly skilled litho-
graphic workman to earn wages such as are due him in reward for is skill, Its pim-
pose is only to persuade Congress to enact a law which will allow the man who has
his labor invested in the business to derive a fair margin of profit from the business.

There can be no question as to the skill and high technique required to make the
competent lithographer. Exceptional skill and experience are necessary to make a
competent workman in any of the, graphic trade, but in addition to this artistic talent
and that indefinable sixth sense which lives to its possessor an infant conception of
the beautiful in art and nature are essentially necessary in the make up of a competent
lithographer.

The lithographic industry of the United States furnishes employment to 60000 work
people and their dependents with a livelihood according to American standards. If
this industry was curtailed, it would mean that many citizens of our country would be
deprived of earning a living at their chosen vocation, and that the future would indeed
look dark to all of these men and women. Thisalone is a matter of such magnitude and
contains such possibilities of disaster as to justify this committee in its earnest en-
deavors to induce your honorable body to wiite into the tariff law the changes which
we recommend.

There are over 650 lithographic manufacturing establishmentg in this country, they
give work to many thousand, 40 per cent of thelibor employed in the production of a
Ithograph must of necesity have some skill of a more or lesser degree, it is an industry
where t e character of the workers is intensely American, it is an industry that should
receive from its Government the fullest degree of protection, it should be fostered,
encouraged, and stimulated so that it might thrive and grow, for with its growth the
opportunity y for wholesome and remunerative employment is given to its citizers, the
protection that we are asking at your hands is absolutely essential to the very life of our
industry, a rate that adequately represent the differentials in wages between thi-. and
other countries should at least be 100 per cent over the rates as specified in the act of
1909, any other rate less than that will seriously impair the steady employment of our
work people,the laws and conditions governing the competitive fieldof lithography

F I F
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when thrown in with foreign competition are so manifestly unequal that they give to
the foreign manufacturer an advantage that itis impossible to overcome.

We urge that in the administrative part of your proposed bill it be so framed that
it will be absolutely imperative that every item of lithograph that is imported into
this country shall distinctly carry an imprint that is clearly legible showing the
country of its origin: we respectfully refer to a ruling made by the Secretary of the
Treasury in exempting cigar labels and bands from the operation of the law as it
now stands; we believe thatit should not be made subject to a departmental regulation.

It is an admitted fact that in the unit American value costing $1 to manufacture
lithographs there is 45 per cent of the cost paid to labor. This clearly demonstrates
that with the importation of foreignm*ade lithographs the one most seriously affected
is the American workman. The difference in wages paid to our work people and that
paid to the foreign workman is so vast that we are at their mercy on competitive
lines; we match with them on quality and character of work, but we can not meet
them on standards of wages.

Another matter worthy of serious consideration is the additional advantage that
the German lithographers have over our American lithographers in his ability to
purchase the raw materials which are needed in the manufacture of lithographs, at
a vastly cheaper rate than the American manufacturer is called upon to pa ; this con.
edition applies to all countries that export lithographs to this country. It is an ad.
vantage that is of .reat value to the foreign lithographer, and strengthens him con-
sideraby in his ability to undersell the Americn product.

We have read with interest the brief presented to your honorable committee by the
representatives of the National Association of Employing Lithographers. We fully
concuJr in its contents and desire to state that its reasoing and recommendation have
the full indorsement and approval of therepresentatives of the Amalgamated Lithog-
ra hers of America.

In conclusion we desire to express our sincere thanks and appreciation for the
courtesy we have received at the hands of your honorable committee, and sincerely
hope and trust that you will heed our appeal and Vrotect the lithographic workmen
of America from the encroachment of the foreign lithgrapher.

WRITING PAPER.
(Paragraph 1307.]

STATEMENT OF W. :. RAYBOLD, HOUSATONIO, MASS., REPRE-
SENTING THE WRITING PAPER MANUFACTURER' ASSOCIA-
TION.

Senator WALSH. With what company are you connected I
Mr. RAYBOLD. With the B. D. Rising paper Co. I represent the

Writing Paper Manufacturers' Association.
Senator SMOOT. To what paragraph are you going to address

yourself?
Mr. RAYBOLD. Paragraph 1307.
Mr. Chairman, we are not asking very much. The rates that are

given to us in the Fordney bill are entirely satisfactory. There is a
small change over the present tariff.

All we are asking is that paragraph 1307 be changed in its wording
so as to clarify the meaning a little and make it more adaptable to
the paper which is imported and, we think, furnish the people who
have to adjust the tariff, or apply the tariff, with a little more intelli-
gent knowledge with regard to the papers that are imported.

We have prepared a brief, a copy of which, I think has been handed
to each member of this committee, and that brief shows the changes
that we ask.' *The changes are printed in italic type. If each ono
of you has not been furnished with a copy, we shall be glad to supply
you, so that you will understand our position more readily.

The CHAIRMAN. We can have it printed in the record of the pro-
ceedings, if you desire.

Mr. RAYBOLD. Very well, sir.

See p. 3875.
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The CHAIRMAN. That will enable you to abbreviate your statement.
Mr. RAYBOLD. Yes.
The change we are asking makes no change in the rates at all. It

simply clarifies the reading of the paragraph and makes it more
adaptable to the kind of paper we manufacture.

I think that is all I have to say.

WALL PAPER.

[Paragraph 1309.)

STATEMENT OF HENRY BURN BROOKLYN, N. Y PRESIDENT OF
THE AMERICAN WAUL PAPER ASSOCIATION.

Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, in behalf of the wall-paper interests
I should like to introduce the men representing the American Wall
Paper Association.

The ChAIRINAN. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN. State your full name, Mr. Burn.
Mr. BURN. Henry Burn.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you resideI
Mr. BURN. Brooklyn, N. Y., at 54 Macon Street.
The CHAIRMAN. Your business is what?
Mr. BURN. I am a manufacturer of wall paper.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your establishment?
Mr. BURN. In Brooklyn, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a paper that you desire to read?
Mr. BURN. No, sir; I have not.
The CHAIRM.AN. Will you proceed to enlighten the committee as

to our views?
Mr. BURN. Yes. I appreciate the desirability of curtailing my

remarks so far as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. You must consider that you gentlemen here are as

much interested as we are in that. You want this bill passed and
we want it passed. We are working through the holidays. We want
to get it through. The briefer you are, the quicker it will become a
law.

Mr. BURN. That is the point we have in mind, exactly.
I shall make but a preliminary statement and let others who follow

me bring out the details. I am going to make a very short statement
of the facts as to what we wouldlike to obtain, and then Mr. Tait will
give the details in regard to our argument. In the first place, we
represent an industry which during the war, was classified as non-
essential and was subjected to restrictions of the severest kind.
Those restrictions made the business not only unprofitable, but it
would have been annihilated had the war continued a few monthsIon or.lonew that we are supposed to be enjoying the blessings of peace we

are confronted with a commercial war with a nation that we assisted
so largely in defeating and to accomplish whose defeat we have al-
ready made so many sacrifices. Are we, therefore, not entitled to
the fullest measure of protection that the Government can give us, or
shall we allow that nation to strangle our industry, and must we in
so doing admit that Germany's resourcefulness is greater than that
of the American people?
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We have previously had a hearing before the House Ways and
Means Comniittee and have submitted a brief to that committee. If
that brief is desired, we can furnish it to you. I do not propose to
bother you with it to-day.

The UHAIRMAN. We have all those records.
fr. BURN. I shall not make any further reference to that, then.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you asking now the same rate that you did
before the House Ways and Means Committee?

Mr. BuRN. No, sir; I am coming to that presently. I will tell you
the reason why.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you asking more or lessI
Mr. BuRN. A trifle more.
The CHAIRMAN. A trifle?
Mr. BuRN. We are asking for a slight addition to the protection

given us by the Underwood bill and for a clearer definition of the
wall papers set out in the tariff.

Senator WATSON. What paragraph is it?
Mr. BuRN. Paragraph 1309.
You naturally ask, "Why do you ask for this addition?" We

asked for 25 per cent in presenting our case to the House Ways ard
Means Committee, but increasing competition from Germany renders
it necessary that we should now be granted a rate of at least 3 cents a
pound and an ad valorem rate of 20 per cent.

Comparative values in this country and Germany will be pre-
sented and submitted to you by Mr. Tait, likewise comparative rates
of wages. The latter show an increase over the prewar period of 118
per cent. Efforts to secure a reduction in wages have been unsuc-
cessful.

While our previous request for 25 per cent ad valorem was based
on an expected reduction in wages of 25 per cent, that reduction has
not materialized.

Figures to show the extent of the present importations are not
available, as they havebeen largely made during the last six months.
. I shall come down to the wording of the tariff in order that I may

make it entirely clear and specific and show you what we are after.
We are tangled up in this paragraph with a great many different

kinds of paper. There is a paper there that I do not know anything
about-- acquard designs-there is also reference made there to
blotting paper and a lot of other kinds of papers, so that the schedule
is all tangled up. We would, therefore, like to have the reference
to wall paper made more specific; in other words, that the reference
to wall paper be made so clear that there can be no contention as to
its meaning. A simple reference to the present wording of the
paragraph embracing wall paper will clearly demonstrate the con-
vincig proof of the necessity of making a change in its definition.
Indefinite designations invite misunderstandings and provoke
litigation and misunderstandings in regard to tariff rates unques-
tionably lead to a loss to the Government. We desire, therefore, to
omit reference to wall paper in the present paragraph in connection
with blotting paper, Jacquard designs, filtering paper, wrapping
paper, and numerous other classes and to give our product a desig-

_ I I
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nation by itself, and earnestly make the suggestion that this be made
to read as follows:

Hanging paper, not printed, lithographed, dyed, or colored. 10 per centum ad
valorem. Hanging paper, printed, lithographed, dyed, or colored, 3 cents per pound
and 20 per centum ad Valorem.

Senator SMoOT. That is an increase of 100 per cent over the House
bill, isn't it?

Mr. BumN. No; that is the same.
Senator WATSON.. That is what he is reading now.
Mr. BURN. No; I am reading this, which is the same.
Senator WATSON. This paragraph here reads just as you read it.
Mr. BURN. I will read it again.
Senator SMooT. You want 3 cents per pound besides the House

rate?
Mr. BURN. Besides the 20 per cent ad valorem.
I wish to call attention to thne fact that in the House bill they had

practically specified a specific duty of 5 cents per pound on this
material, so that in a measure we are modifying that to 3 cents per
pound and an ad valorem of 20 per cent.

Gentlemen, I am now going to yield the floor to my colleague,
Mr. Tait, who will give you the details.

The CEAIRMAN. What further details do we need?
Mr. BURN. He will show the comparative value of the goods

imported from Germany and the market rice here. He will also
be able to show a table of wages, showing the difference between the
wages here and over there, and he will supply other matters that will
help to throw light on the proposition that we have advanced.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES S. PARIER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATX OF NEW YORK.

Mr. PARKER. Here are some samples of wall paper that have been
imported [indicating]. Here is the American price, the wholesale
price, and here is the German price (indicating]. These papers here
indicating] are as similar as it was possible for them to pick out.

Take that paper there [indicating]. It costs 18 cents. That is the
American paper. It is put down here for 21 cents gold. It is put
down here for 41 marks, worth 2.5 cents gold in this country.

Senator McLEAN. What is the unitI
Mr. PARKER. By the roll.
Here are several other samples of the same kind, which are as near

together as they can get them-the American and the foreign paper.
Senator DILLINOHAM. Are those the prices at which they sell in

this country?
Mr. PARKER. No. That is the wholesale price in Germany.
There is some common, plain paper. The prices are shown at the top.
Senator SMOOT. What does that weigh per roll? I am now refer-

ring to the German paper.
Mr. PARKER. That will weigh about 13 or 14 ounces. The papers

weigh 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14 and 16 ounces.
Senator SMOOT. The rate does not apply to this paper here at all.

That would be about 400 per cent.
ir. PARKER. This industry has not been highly protected in any

way. It has always been a lightly protected industry. The Under-
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wood tariff carried a 25 per cent ad valorem rate. We are asking for
a little more than the 25 per cent rate carried in the Underwood bill.

The House bill, which is very badly drawn--and I do not mean to
criticize anybody--carried 5 cents specific on ingrain or common
paper. They are perfectly willing to cut that down to 3. I refer
now to the specific. They want 20 per cent ad valorem on top of
the 3 cents per pound.

The wages in this industry have increased 116 per cent. They
have not decreased one dollar.

Senator SxooT. Of course, you could not ask for a duty to keep
this kind of paper out indicatingg.

Mr. PARKER. That is true, of course; but the industry believes
that the duty that it asks will enable it to compete. These people
believe that they can compete witi the rate of duty that they have
asked.

Are there any questions?
The CHMRMAN. If your friends have any papers that they desire

to file in connection With their remarks, they will be printed, subject
to your edit and correction.

Mr. PARKER. I am very much obliged to you.

91IZE or HWNY BURN, PRISIDINT AMURIOAN WALL PAPRR ASSOCIATION.

We represent an industry which during the war was classified as nonessential and
were therefore subjected to restrictions of the severeet character and which rendered
the business not oidy unprofitable but would have a .nihlilated it if the war had con.
tinued a few months longer.

Now that we are supised to be enjoying the blessings of a we are confronted
with a commercial war with a Nation that we assisted so largely in defeating and to
accomplish whose defeat we have already made so many sacrifices.

Are we therefore not entitled to the fullest measure of protection that the Govern-
ment can givo us, or shall we allow that nation to strangle our industry, and must
we in so doing admit that Germany's resourcefulness is greater than that of the Ameri.
can people?

In February last we submitted to the IHouse Committee on the tariff a brief giving
in considerable detail the particular reasons which have led up to the present con-
(litions, and in this brief we made sug estions for our relief, but as that document is
available to your committee we wilnot dwell upon the arguments used therein,
but in asking for your consideration we will make brief statements bearing upon the
subject, and in line with that idea would say we are a8king for a slight addition to
the protection given us by the Underwood tariff, and a clearer definition of wall
paper in the tariff. In presenting our case to the House Tariff Committee we asked
for a 25 per cent duty on wall paper, but increasing competition from Germany renders
it necessary at this time that we be granted a rate of at least 3 cents per pound and 20
per cent ad valorem.

My colleague on the committee, Mr. Tait, will submit in a separate brief comparisons
in values in the selling prices of goods in Germany and in this country, and will also
show comparative rates of wages paid, and incidentally we would say that the wages
paid in the United States in our industry have increased about 118 per cent over those
of the prewar lreriod. Efforts to secure a reduction in wages have been unsuccessful
and remain at the high peak of war rates, and since our request to the Ifouse commit-
tee that a duty of 25 per cent be assessed against wall paper was based on an expected
reduction in wages of at least 2.5 per cent you can readily see that our former request
of 2.5 per cent is entirely inadequate.

It might be said that figures to show the extent of present importations are not avail-
able, as these have been made largely during the last six months and will show an
unappreciable effect on the next six months' business. As already stated, we ask
that reference to wall paper be made so clear that there can be no contention as to its
meaning, and a simple reference to the present wording of the paragraph embracing
wall paper will clearly demonstrate convincing proof of the necessity of making a
change in its definition. Indefinite designations invite misunderstandings and pro-
yoke litigation, and misunderstandings in regard to tariff rates unquestionably lead
to a loss to the Government.
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We desire, therefore, to omit reference to wall paper in the present paragraph in
connection with blotting paper, jacquard designs, filtering paper, wrapping paper,
and numerous other classes, and to give our product a designation by itself, and ear-
nestly make the suggestion that this may be made to read as follows:

" llanging paper, not printed, Uthographed, dyed, or colored, 10 per centum ad vale-
rem. Paper hangings, printed, lithographed, dyed, or colored, 3 cents per poundand 20 per centumn an valorem."

We sincerely trust that this paragraph will meet with your approval and be adopted.

BRIEF OF GEORGE TAIT. REPRESENTING AMERICAN WALL PAPER ASSOOLATION.

There is pomibly no other manufact.'red product where the first cost is as great as
in wall-paper production--a one-season product, but requiring a brand.new offering
each year. First, the development of the design; then the print cutting, which is
practically all handwork with skilled print cutters or known otherwise as block
cutters; then follows the sampling period, which in the average factory occupies from
three and one-half to four months in the preparation of a line of samples which have
no value as merchandise gods, as they are merely produced and cut up into sample
sheets to be shown the trade, from which selections are made and or era received.
Then, when sufficient orders are placed on any pattern or the manufacturer assumes
the risk, the merchandise manufacturing is commenced and, if a full year's business
is obtained, seven and one-hajf or eight months' merchandise manufacturing is done,
leaving two weeks in the year for shutdown for the necessary renewal and repairing
of the machinery.

The skilled help in this manufacturing business are known as printers and color
mixers and are emplo-ted on a 50.week bais with a guaranty of 45 full weeks and
five half weeks' pay, whether the plant operates full or otherwise. These men earn
on straight time a wage running from $43 to $50 per week and on overtime work time
and one-half pay. The wages paid, even in prewar years, were from three to five
times greater than the wages paid by tierman manifacturing competitors, and it
would be fantastic to draw a comparison with tho German wage of to-day paid in
,depreiated marks.

Note Ihis fact, that there are few manufactured products hero the comparative
value of the wage paid is so great as in wall.paperpioduction, exceeding 50 per cent.
There is no printed American manufacturvd product that has enjoyed as little pro-
tection as wall paper. Even the Underwood tariff committee in their reduction of
tariffs on other commodities recognized this fact and loft the old tariff of "- l.-"r centunchanged on wall papers.•We submit you herewith samples of German wall papers now boing offered to be
laid down in this country at less than 3 cents a roll, uhich wxe are unable to prodicm
to sell at less than 18 cents a roll. These goods are based on German valuation of
41 to over 5J marks per roll. If there were any normal comparative valte of the mark,
competition could he more readily met.

%% therefore earnestly request that American valuation be provided; otherwise
eyou mill require to give us an exce.sively high comparative tariff protection, which

under half normal conditions would be absurd to demand. As one of the members
of your committee indicated in discussing this matter in the brief period we were
before you, it would require to reacb 500 per cont.

W\e %ould prefr the nioderite rte basds on intelligent entry values. It wos the
intention of the House committee at the outset to grant us a staight, specific duty
of 5 cents per pound. Such rato, however, would have been entirely inadequate on
the better grades and special papers Ashich American wall-paper manufacturers are
now producing in good volume.

We are requesting th,.- merging, of the last tWo clautse in th, 1loitso bill (1). 62, par.
1309) to nmore fully express the coverage, first clause, no change.

clangingg paper, not printed, lithographed, dyed, or ,olored, 10 per centun ad
valorem."

This of course refers to the raw stock used in manufacturing.
Second clause, which was intended to cover the dyed or colored papers not printed,

we have merged with the third clause, which covers both, as these plait papers are
also used as hanging papers. usually with printed decorations., known as 1 orders,
binders. etc.. so that the second clatise will read:

"Paper hangings, printed. lithographed. dyed, or colored, 3 cents per pound and
20 per centum ad valorem."

Now, Fentlemen. an industry with production of $25,000.000 to $30,000,000 is
hanping in the balance. The Cerman competition on the plain colored goods, known
as ingrains, dulple.es. oatmeal effects. etc., has captured the American market, and we
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wallpaper manufacturers, who also distribute these plain goods in conjunction with
our printed papers, are caught with large stocks and we can readily see the handwriting
on the wall with the great disparity of valuation on our printed product.

The German wall paper manufacturers, our greatest competitors in the wall-paper
field, with the tremendous advantage they enjoy to-day--cheap labor, longer working
hours, and abnormal, favorable rates of exchange-can very readily ruin our industry
and close our factory doors, unless this moderate protection we are asking for be granted
us, based on American valuation.

WRAPPING PAPER.

[Paragraph 1309.]

STATEMENT OF M. E. MAROUSE, RIOHMOND, VA., REPRESENTING
THE WRAPPING PAPER MANUFACTURERS' SERVICE BUREAU.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do yFou reside, Mr. Marcuse?
Mr. MARCUSF,. Richmond, Va.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent I
Mr. MARCUSE. The wrapping paper manufacturers.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you desire to address the committee on the

wrapping phase of the subject?
r. MAIRCUSE. I do.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you want--an increase in the rates over
the House bill?

Mr. MARCUSE. Yes, sir. I shall be very brief. I am going to read
one clause.

Senator DILL NOHAM. In what paragraph are you interested?
Mr. MARCUSE. Paragraph 1309 of the House bill, providing a duty

on wrapping paper, not specially provided for, of 23 per cent ad
.valorem.

The manufacturers representing the wrapping-paper industry do
not consider that this rate provides adequate protection, and espe-
cially request that the rate be raised to 30 per cent ad valorem.
What we ask for is set out in full in the brief which will be filed.'

That is about all I want to say, except that I want to add that the
wrapping-paper industry is quite a large one, and that we represent
here about 154 manufacturers who turn out annually about 1,403,000
tons of wrapping pa per.
Senator SMOOT. What do you want I
Mr. MARCUSE. We want a change made from 23 to 30 per cent.
The CHAIRMAN. How many people do you employ?
Mr. MARCUSE. Thirty-five thousand; and we have a capital of over

$80,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. This wrapping paper is made chiefly out of what

material?
Mr. MARCUSE. Wood.
Senator LA FOLLEITTE. How much did you say ;our production

amounts to?
Mr. MARCUSE. About 1,403 000 tons annually.
Senator LA FOLLFTE. In this country?
Mr. MARCUSE. Yes, sir; in this country.
Senator LA FOLLFTrE. What is its value?
Mr. MARCUSE. It would run about--well, I haven't that worked out

here, Senator La Follette. I would say between eighty to one hun-
dred million dollars.

See p. 3 6.
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Senator LA FOLLErrE. What are the imports into this countryIMr. MARCUSE. There is a large importation of wrapping paper,
and the fear that we have is that the kraft paper made in Scandi-
navia, Finland, and Germany will come in.

Our importations from Canada, of wrapping paper, are not large.
I would say, in fact, that they are negligible, but the danger that we
fear is the Scandinavian and the German competition.

We recite in our brief the fact that the present price of 56 per
cent, American valuation, is the standard, because there is little
other wrapping paper brought into this country

Senator LAFOLLErrE. The value, you Eay, is somewhat over
$80,000,000?

Mr. STOKES. $140,000,000.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Somewhat over $140,000,000?
Mr. STOKES. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. The importations for 10 months in 1921

seem to have been only $1,413,000. That is a pretty small per-
centage.

Mr. MARCUSE. That seems rather small, in view of the fact that we
have a large number of quotations that depress our prices.

Senator LA FOLLErTE. That looks rather small.
Mr. MARCUSE. That does look unreasonably small, Senator, but

that is not the only thing that it reaches.
Senator WALsH. It is the fear of the future?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes. I think there ought to be more fear

of the future in the minds of some of these gentlemen-the long-
distant future.

Senator WALSH. The hereafter? (Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF ABRAM H. COHEN, REPRESENTING REPUBLIC
BAG & PAPER CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you wish to speak on, Mr. CohenI
Mr. COHEN. Paragraph 1309, wrapping paper.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to repeat what has been said by

others?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. COHEN. We are manufacturers of paper bag. We also are

selling agents for several domestic and American nuls manufacturing
wrapping paper, and several foreign mills.

The CiAIRMAN. Where are your mills located?
Mr. CoHeN. In the United States I
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Roanoke Rapids, N. C. We also act as selling agents

for the Bedford Pulp & Paper Co. We also represent severa[foreign
mills, in Scandinavia, Czechoslovakia, and Germany.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you speak chiefly as an importer or as a
manufacturer?

Mr. COHEN. I speak chiefly as an importer.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go on.
Mr. COHEN. The duty in the current tariff is 25 per cent. f under-

stand the duty in the proposed Fordney tariff is 23 per cent. The
American manufacturers ask for a duty of 30 per cent. We feel that
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the duty of 23 or 25 per cent should be the maximum, because wrap-
ping paper is mostly a mechanical process and the labor used in the
manufacture of paper co3ts from 10 per cent to 15 per cent of the
value of the paper. The cost of labor in wrapping paper per ton of
paper is from $15 to $30, based on the thickness and the weight of
the paper, the speed of the machine, the condition and the age of the
paper machine, local labor conditions, and such as that. The current
price of kraft wrapping paper is $150 a ton. Labor, therefore, re-
ceives from 10 to 15 per cent of the cost of the finished paper, and
should be protected to that extent.

Senators FOLLETIE. What is the total labor value or cost?
Mr. COHEN. Per ton of paper, from 10 to 15 per cent, based on

whether the mill is new and up to the minute, and 10 to 20 per cent
if it is old, etc.

Ninety to ninety-five per cent of all wrapping paper imported into
this country is kraft, which the other speaker called the basis of all
wrapping paper. That comes from Canada, Scandinavia, Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Jugoslavia. The previous speaker
stated there were 1,400,000 tons of wrapping paper produced per
annum in this country at a value of $140,000,000. Kraft is now
made in this country since 1912. In the present year 1922, the
paper mills approximately manufactured 1,200 tons of kraft paper
per day, and including the imported kraft paper there is a totafof
about 1,500 tons of.kraft paper manufactured daily, or about 37,000
tons per month.

The total importations of wrapping paper in September, 1920,
were 387 tons; in September, 1921, 402 tons; October, 1920, 185
tons; October, 1921, 500 tons, or about 1 per centof the total amount
of wrapping paper manufactured in this country.

The exports of wrapping paper from the United States were:
October, 1921, 1,717 tons; October, 1920, 2,188 tons; September,
1921, 837 tons; September, 1920, 2 140 tons.

So the imports of September and October, 1920, were equal to 13
per cent of the exports of wrapping paper; and tho imports of Septem-
ber, 1921, and October, 1921, were about 60 per cent of the exports
of the American manufacturers of wrapping paper.

Senator McLEAN. To what countries do you export?
Mr. CoHE . We export to Cuba, Central and South America.

Australia, and, to a small extent, to South Africa. The European
countries are taking care of all their imports. The American mills
that now ask for further protection, on account of fear of European
mills-I am speaking of the mills making wrapping paper-advanced
their prices 10 per cent in September and 10 per cent in October,
and 10 per cent in November..

Senator MCCUSMBER. 1921?
Mr. COHEN. 1921, sir. And now they are so busy, having any-

where from two to three or four months' orders on hand, that they
do not wish any more business at the present time, in spite of the
general depression throughout the country. So if 25 per cent, the
present rate of duty, is not high enough, why should so many mills
still want to manufacture this wrapping paper, when the total
importation is less than 1 per cent of the American production of
kraft wrapping paper I Furthermore, kraft wrapping paper was ex-
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perimented on in this country by the Halifax Paper Corporation,
who made it commercially, first, in 1912. To-day there are over 35
mills with a total production of about 1,600 tons a day, under pro-
tection of a 25 per cent duty. I feel the present duty is more than
ample for protection.

BRISTOL BOARD AND PRESSBOARD.

[Paragraphs 1309, 1313, and 1640.1

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. WHEBLWRIGHT, BOSTON MASS.

The important thing that I wish to say is that the manufacturers in Mkassachusette
are better looked after when the burden of the tariff is removed from them than by
any increases in the existing schedules of the Underwood Act on the finished article.
The Underwood Act was framed on the principle of so far as possible either taking off
or reducing tariff on the articles necessary for the manufacture of paper, such as felt,
wires, lumber, coal, paper stock, pulp, china clay, chemicals. et'.

When this tariff was being considered, I had made a calculation of the burden per
ton of paper caused by the tariff by consultation with many manufacturers, and we
made it out to be $3 a ton.

The bill reported by the House Ways and .fans Committee this year has aug-
mented many of these duties, particularly that on china clay, and while it has still
left wood pulp duty free and has retained paper stock on the free list. it has raised
the duty on china clay from $1.2.5 a ton to $2..50 a ton.

I shall take up in the first place paper stock, which has always been on the free
list. so far as I know, and is stil kept there by the Ways and .Means Committee in their
amended bill. paragraph 1640, as follows:

Rag pulp: paper stock, crude, of every description. including all grasses, fibers,
rags, waste, including jute, hemp, and flax waste, shavings, clippings, old paper,
rop ends, waste rope, waste bagging, and all other waste not specially provided for,
including old gunny cloth and old gunny bags. used chiefly for paper making, no
longer suitable for bags."

It is of vital importance to Ma.sachusetts and New England manufacturers that
there should be no duty on this stock since there is hardly any wood pulp made in
Mlassachusetts of any kind, and our lack of forests is somewhat made up for by our
closeness to seaports, and to great cities, which furnish old papers for paper stock.
Paper made principally from this stock has to compete with the paper made of wood
fiber by the mills close to coal and timber land, and any ap)reciable advance in the
comst of pulp made front this stock places our New England mills at a great ditadvantage.
To keep the industry in New England, it is necessary for our manufacturers not to be
unduly handicapped; to make fine papersi to develop by advertising and otherwise
their brands, so as to avoid the almost impossible competition with great mills,
such as the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co. and the New York & Pennsylvania
Paper Co.

ff it were not for the burden of the tariff upon our manufactures, book paper could
get along with an even smaller tariff than is given it by the present I'lotm- bill. But,
with the burdens now on and likely to be put on it seems to many manufacturers that
this tariff schedule is inadequate. lfow3ver, I do not intend to go into that question.
What I am interested in is, in the first place, to keep paper stock on the free list; also
wood pulp, ground and chemical, on the free list.

As to china clay, the particular reason why a duty on this is burdensome, is that the
American clay can not be well used in many grades of paper. I inclose a supple-
mentary brief of the John Richardson Co.,' filed with its petition to the Committee of
Ways and Means, against the increase of the duty on china clay or kaolin, and I refer
you to the letter of the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co. to the John Richardson Co.,
from which you can get the facts and arguments in the case.

As towood pulp, I refer you to the pamphlet marked "1," in re Schedule M-Paper
and books, paragraph 649 of the free list, filed by the Association of American Wood
Pulp Importers, which contains all arguments well put for the keeping of such pulp
upon the free list.2

I further wish to call your attention to paragraph 1309, in which "bristol board of
the kind made on Fourdrinier machines" is given a certain rate of duty. Fine bris.

I See p. Part I hearing before Committee on Ways and Means, 1921.
' 0e p. 297 , l'st IV, op. cit.
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tol boards are made in this country on Fourdrinier machines, but mostly on cylinder
machines, and the boards made on the latter machines are similar in quality, texture.
and use to "bristolsof the kind madeon Fourdrinier machines," so that it seems to
me pretty clear that such bristols made on the cylinder machines in other countries
will be subject to this rate of duty. I say it seems pretty clear; it does not seem
absolutely clear, and the paragraph could be clarified by omitting the words "of the
kind made on Fourdrinier machines," thus putting all bristols without any doubt
on the same basis.

I am sending to you herewith a box of samples of the bristols made by the George
W. Wheelwright Paper Co., on a cylinder machine. An examination of these
samples will show you that they are very fine papers and entitled without any ques.
tion to have the rate of duty uet forth in paragraph 1309 of the bill as above, as a
protection.

An amendment was added to paragraph 1313 of the bill with the object of pro-
viding for certain coarser board, not of the finer qualities. The amendment is as
follows:

After certain words in theparagraph, which I have not now before me, the follow.
ing words were to be inserted:

'Press board and press paper, 23 per cent ad valorem, but container board of a
bursting strength above 60 pounds per square inch by the Muller or Webb test, 15
per cent ad valorem."

This latter duty does not differ materially from the duty given book papers gen-
erally and it seems to me it would be sufficient for the class of goods it concerns.

LEATHER-BOUND BOOKS.

(Paragraph 1310.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. LAURIAT REPRESENTING CHARLES
E. LAURIAT CO., BOSON, MASS.

As a dealer in both American and English published books, having an established
business of 50 years' standing, this company respectfully ,begs to submit for your
consideration a few thoughts and a few facts relating to a tanff on books.

This company deals both in new books, which are mostly published in the United
States, and in old books, fine editions, and rare books which have been published
more than 20 years either in the United States or in England. If we sell more fine
editions of English publications than of American, it is because more fine editions
have been pubbl hedin England than in America. And more have been published
there because there has been and still is a greater demand for fine editions in England
than in this country. No tariff law can alter that fact, and the imposition "of a tariff
on books published more than 20 years would not cause the publication here of any
books which would not be published here without such a tariff. Nor will introdu6-
ing the uncertainties of American valuation of books increase the amount of printing
and binding for the American laboring man.

In closing this introductory statement we wish to call attention to the fact that
books do not compete with each other. The copyright law prevents competition
between different editions of the same book-there can be no rival different editions;
and books by different authors, even if on the same subject, are not competitive,
but are rather to be considered supplemental to each other. The sale of one is likely
to increase the aple of the other, and the sale of both together is likely to be more thah
twice what the sale of either one alone would have been if the other had not been
published. In other words, the importation of English books will increase rather
than diminish the sale of Americaibooks.

With this general statement, we pas to the details of the matter to which we desire
respectfully to call attention.

We respectfully protest against the clause in paragraph 1310 in the proposed tariff
reading, 'books bound wholly or in part in leather, the chief value of which is in
the binding, not specially provided for, 331 per cent ad valorem," not only
because the clause is ambiguous and difficult of interpretation. but also because 33J
per cent ad valorem is a higher rate of duty than is necessary for the full protection
of the American lAnder.

A similar clause in the Payne.Aldrich tariff (Aug. 5, 1909, book schedule, 415,
reading as follows: " * * all the foregoing wholly or in chief value of paper,"
made the assessment for duty so difficult of determination that an appeal was made
for a Treasury decision, and'T. D. 30326 was rendered February 4, 1910, in which
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the department practically instructed appraisers to ignore this clause entirely, as
was not the intention of Congress to raise the duty on books.

In the present Underwood tariff, in paragraph 337. the same words were originally
written in, "all the foregoing wholly or in chief value of paper," but before the enact-
ment of the bill the words were stricken out, as you will see by reading paragraph 329.

In regard to the rate of "331 per cent ad valorem" on books "bound wholly or in
Iart in leather." we would sa): that we present the following evidence to show why
this rate of duty is unnecessarily high:

The Scroll dub Bindery, Neiv York ity, have issued a "Trade Price List." dated
October, 1921. on which their price for binding a book 10 by 7 in "half French lev ant,
gilt top. two-line panel with a little tooling, gold line on sides." is $5.40.lRobert Riviere & Son. Regent Street. London. on their "Trade Price List." dated
September 12, 1921, quote the price of binding a book 10 by 61 in "half levant. two
or three line panel and center, gold lines on sides, 24s." At 21 cents to the shilling,
which is t he present rate of exchange, and which will probably show a gradual advance
rather than decline, makes the binding cost $5.04.

On the Scroll Club Bindery price list a book bound in "full French levant, gilt top,
two-line panel with a little tooling on the back and sides, gold border inside, gold roll
oR, edges," size 10 by 7, cools $15.50.

On Riviere & Son's price list a book bound in "full levant, two or three panel and
center, gold line on sides, inside, and edges," size 10 by 61, costs 66s. or, at 21 cents
to the shilling. $13.86.

On the Scroll Club Blindery price list the cost of "Solander case" (such cases are
madJe to hold books which he collector wishes to retain in the original binding),
"French levant. Jansen finish" (meaning no gold tooling on the back), is $16.

On Riviere & Son's price list the cost of "Pull-off casm" (known in this country as
Solander cases), "full levant, jlain" (called in this country Jansen finish), cost 75s.
3d.. or, at 21 cents to the shilling, $15.75.

The above figures show that a 15 per cent ad valorem duty, as is the present tariff,
insures the American binder ample protection from competition with Bintish binders.
A higher tariff would unduly and unfairly increase the price of such books, without
any compensating benefits.

We do not quote prices from French binders, as they have not yet reestablished
their binding business to anything like prewar quality and standing. German leather
binders were never competitors of American binders.

As proof that the wages in English binderies, of men and women, have advanced
over 200 per cent above prewar level, we quote the following wages paid n the bindery
of W. Root & Son, Holborn, London, which is a typical litish workshop and in
which the same wages are paid as in all shops doing binding in leather: Minimum
for men per week-prewar, 35s.; August 10, 1921, 100s. Minimum for women per
week-prewar, 13s.; August 10, 1921, 51s.

These wages are for a 48-hour week and are minimum wages paid. All workmen
and workwomen after one year receive an increased wage. It is, therefore, clear
that the American binders have little to fear from the competition of low wages
abroad, as wages there are now about the same as wages here in the bookbinding trade.
We would therefore, suggest that paragraph 329 of the present tariff be retained

"books of all kinds, bound or unbound, including blank books, slate books, and
pamphlets, engravings, photographs, etchings, maps, charts, music in books or sheets,
and printed matter, all the foregoing and not specially provided for in this section,
15 per centum ad valorem," etc.

AMERICAN VALUATION AS AFFECrINO BOOKS.

We wish to protest against section 402, commonly referred to as the American-
valuation clause, as impractical, even impossible, as applied to books. Not only
do books not compete with one another, as above pointed out, but the costs that
enter into the manufacture of two books, even on the same subject, are neverthe
same. They vary, commencing with the royalty paid to the author, through the
various parts of the manufacture of the book, such as paper printing illustmtions,
binding, etc., so that it would be impossible to compare the imported book with any
other, and so there could be found no "comparable and competitive product of the
United States."

For example, the book by Capt. Dickinson, entitled "Big Game Shooting on the
Equator; A Sportsmani's lExperiences in East Africa," bears no relation to Roose-
velt's African Game Trails, except so far as they each deal with big game hunting
in Africa.

81527-22-sc 13--6
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The former book was published in England some years ago, but after a fair sale
in England it was there offered at a much reduced price from that at which it was
published. It was published at Vs. and offered by the publishers, to close out the
copies that were not sold, at 5s. Ed. At this price it was an attractive purchase to
many American firms, and they bought it and paid duty on that price, inasmuch
as 'the book had some interest to collectors interested in big game hunting.

The importing of Capt. Dickinson's book in no way interferes with the sale of
Col. Roosevelt's book. The latter wholesales for $3.84, and if duty were charged at
this rate on Dickinson's book it would compel a sales price that would be too high
to appeal to the American buyer. No boseller could force the Dickinson book
on a customer asking for the Roosevelt book, but sales of the Dickinson book would
probably increase sales of the Roosevelt book. In this way the American industry
would be benefited by the importation of such books, and the application of the
proposed American valuation would defeat its own purpose, so far as books are
concerned.

If, for the benefit of the manufacturing of certain other merchandise, the American-
valuation clause must stand, there should be written into it a clause that would"exempt books."

The above example of Capt. Dickinson's book is an instance of the offering by
publishers of so-called "remainders," by which we mean the unsold stock of books
left on hand after the home market has been fully satisfied. Both English and
American publishers follow this plan and dispose of such remainders at a price that
will effect a complete clean-up.

We, here in Boston, make a specialty of and have built up a conderable trade in
English remainders. Our confrres in the business here, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co., have
devoted their energies to American remainders and have built up a considerablebusiness in that line.

A catalogue of our English remainders and one of their American remainder.,
marked, respectively, " Exhibit A" and "Exhibit B,." ae on file with the Committee.

These English remainders are sold at a fraction of the publication price and by us
sod to th e i in most cases, at lsthn onehalf the price which the book would

have oriinal (s the bue oipr.I n ter than a small ad valorem duty

b as d u o n th e c t to u s h u d b a se e , t is la rg e a n d im p o rta n t p a rt o f o u r
business would bo ruined; and the business of American publishers would not be

thereby increased, for none w these books are published in America, and the sale
of books published here would not be increased. but probably decreased.

We respectfully submit that from no point of view is American valuation of books
desirable. It would be not only difficult and unfair in administration, but in ertain
cases it would be disastrous to long-established and legitimate busint.*es. It is impos-
sible to show that it would benefit anybody, but it is clear that it would deprive
many readers of an opportunity to obtain excellent books at a low price.

COPYRIO RIT PROTECTION.

In drafting tariff provisions relating to books a matter which should always be taken
into consideration is the copyright law. No foreign-made book which has been copy.
righted in the United States can be imported into this country except under tie
provision which permits of the bringing in of "one copy, at one time, for individual
use and not for sale," and this applies to "remainders" as well as to all new books.
(See copyright law, as amended -by the act of Aug. 24, 1912, p. 30, sec. 31, par. D,
"First.")

Practically every new book published in England is offered to an American buyer
to see if ho ill take it for the American market and either copyright it under the law
or import a few hundred copies for the American market. A copy of the book is sent
to the prospective American buyet, and if he decides it would have a sufficient sale
in America to warrant the issuing of an edition of 2.000 or 3.000 copies he buys and
copyrights it, and then sets up, prints, and binds the book in this country, thereby
giving full employment to the American paper manufacturer, typesetter, printer,
and binder.

Having complied with the copyright law, it excludes the possibility of any foreign
edition of thi book ever being imported into this country, no matter how low the
price abroad may be.

Th Copyight law, operating in conjunction with the tariff rate, affords real pro-
tection to the American book industry. The tariff situation might be quite different
if there were no copyright law. But having that law, the tariff rate, in theory and
in practice, should be fixed at the lowest point consistent with insuring that the great
bulk of the books purchased hero shall be published hero. If the tariff is lower than
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this point, then importations from abroad will be excessive and the industry will not
be receiving its fair protection. If higher, then books which have only a small sale
here, but which may be very valuable from an educational, literary, or scientific
point of view, and so be very desirable, will cost an undue amount. In that case the
tariff would operate unfavorably to the Nation, and even the publishing business
would not benefit.

It is for the Congress to judge as to just where the theoretically correct point should
be fixed. For many years it has stood at 15 per cent on all books published within

2 theiv any evidence whatever that too many books are being imported? Is it

not true that practically every book which has any considerable sale in this country
is also printed and bound in this country?

We respectfully submit that a duty of 1per cent on books published abroad within
,0 years has been shown by long experience to be high enough to afford all reason-ble
and proper protection to the publishers and workers of this country. And we submit
that any increase of duty %ill not increase the business of publishers, but will amount
to a tax on learning, to the detriment of the country.

ELIMINATION OF FREE LIST.

We now pass to another matter which is of vital importance to this company.
Durir the hall century in which we have been in business we have built up a large
trade in old and rare books, first editions, and handsomely bound books. Many of
these books are more than 100 years old, and all of them are more than 20 years old.
Books published within 20 years are not referred to in this part of this brief.

Under the bill as pad _by the House books published more than 20 years are not
included in the free list, although such books have been free of dutY during prac-
tically the whole period that our business has been established. The admission of
such books duty. free'has done much to stimulate the reading of books in this country
and the assembling of valuable collections of books which have been of great educa-
tional value to the American student and public.

The American workman and publisher has lost nothing by the importing duty free
of books printed over 20 years, for not one such book in a thousand would be repub-
lished in this country, no matter how high the tariff were. The protection that would
be afforded by the proposed change would be none whatever while the injury to
those who deal in old books and to those who buy them would L0 very great.

In the case of old and rare books, first editions, and books whose principal value is
their historical or literary association the imposition of a duty is nothing less than
absurd.

For example, the Folio Shakeopeare, published in 1632, is of great value and interest
to a book collector, and its importation into this country at a value of, say, £500 in no
way affects the American workman of to-day, and the duty on this book would in no
way benefit the workman's position and would do much to discourage the forming of
private educational libraries in this country,

Is there any excuse whatever for the imposition of a duty on books more than 20
years old?

The only claim of a reason for the proposed change that has ever been suggested to
the writer is that the repairing or rebinding abroad within 20 ears of books more than
20 years old and the importation of such repaired or rebound books duty free works a
detriment to the American binder.

It is worth while for your committee, and for the Congress, to examine this claim
carefully and to determine before imposing; such a duty, whether the benefits to be
received by the American binder are sufficient to outweigh the injury which will he
lone to those who have built up a business in old books and to those who desire to
purchase them for their libraries.

It is true that a portion of the old books which are imported have been rebound
within 20 years. And to this extent there is tasis in fact for the argument presented.

But we submit that if a duty were imposed on old books it would bring very little
additional work to American binders. It would either keep the books out of the
country entirely or it would increase their price by the amount of the duty; and in
either case the American binder would not get the work. With old books on the free
list, the American binder now gets a portion of the rebinding. The imptition of
a duty would cut down what he is now getting, because fewer old books that require
rebinding would be imported.

It is not by the imposition of a duty on old books that the American binder will best
serve his own interests. His interests will best be served by improving his skill and
learning to bind books in an artistic manner comparable with the binders of England
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and France. The binder in this country has never apprenticed himself to his work
for as many years as has the workman abroad.

It is true that there has never been the large public demand here for extra leather
bindings add highly artistic work that there has been abroad. But it is also true
that in the few cases where binders have really equipped themselves to do high-class
work they have been successful.

The point that we desire to make is that the tariff must not be used as a screen for
incompetence at the expense of legitimate importing businesses and at the expense
of hook lovers and those who desire to purchase artistically bound books at a reason-
able price.

There is no doubt that if the American workman produces an equal quality of
binding the work will come to him. It lies rather with the man's own initiative and
ability than by the protection of a tariff duty on old books.

It has been suggested that the difficulty might be overcome by placing all books
printed more than 20 years on the free list, with a proviso that a dutyvbe imposed upon
binding, which were placed on such books within the 20-year period

Such a proposal sounds logical and reasonable, but if adopted infinite confusion is
sure to arise, because no man v-an tell by looking at a binding how long it has been on
the book.

For example, we have in our stock a set of Mataulay's works, in 13 volumes, printed,
according to the date on the title-page, in 1849.

Somewhere in the period between the printing of the book in 1849 and the current
)'ear this set was reb6vnd for the former owner in full tree calf by Riviere & Son, of
London. The set has been kept in a private library, and presumably behind glass
doors, and it is as fresh as the day it was bound.

This book -as im ported last year, and, by the date on the title-page, it wvs pas ,ed
duty free, as havingbeen printed and bound over 20 years. We recently showed this
book to the appraiser in Boston and asked him, if it came before him with the proviso
as above in the tariff, at what period he would assume the binding to haye been done.
Ile frankly told us he could not tell whether it had been bound 5 years or 25 years,
and as he was working for the United States Government he would naturally give the
Government the benefit of the doubt and assess duty on the book as having been
bound lem than 20 years, and it would then be up to the importer to prove to the con-
trary. This is something it would be utterly impossible to do. No importer could
take an oath as to when the book was bound.

Thousands of similarly bound books are imported by the book trade of Anierica on
the assumption that the book, or sets, will be passed as an entirety by the date on the
title-page. Should this not continue to be the custom, as ithas been under the various
previous tariffs, it would throw the importing of such books into endless confusion
and cause no end of protest and very materially injure the trade to a great deal larger
extent than the value of the revenue thereby collected and to a much greater extent
than the protection thus afforded would benefit the binders of this country.

It seems to us that the provision covering the duty on any and all books should be
co clearly defined that the importer should not be at the mercy of a "guess" of the
ap raiser.

'e therefore submit that there should be no duty on books printed more than 20
years, even if bound more recently. Such a duty not only would irreparably injure
the importing business without any benefit to the home industry, but it would be
contrary to the highest interest of the country as being a tax on study and learning.
And we further submit that if it were attempted to impose a duty on the recent bind-
ings on old books there would be endless administrative confusion and unfairness by
reason of uncertainty, without any corresponding benefit to the binding trade of this
country.

FORFGN LANGUAGE BOOKS.

We also hope that "books and pamphlets printed wholly or chief) in languages
other than English" will be put back in the duty free part of the tariff.

Books in foreign languages do much for the educational side of the American foreign
citizen, and as prattically no books are printed in a foreign language in this country
the importing of such books works no hardship on American labor.
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TOY BOOKS.

(Paraigraphs 1310 and 1414.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. GRAHAM, NEWARK, N. J., REPRE-
SENTING MANUFACTURERS OF TOY BOOKS.

Mr. GRAHAM. I am a manufacturer of toy books, and speak for
all firms who manufacture toy books to any considerable extent in
the United States. There are 11 manufacturers located in 5 States-
New York, Illinois, Ohio, New Jersey, and lassachusetts. Those
manufacturing concerns are Samuel Gabriel Sons Co., New York
City; E. M. Leavens & Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Stecher Lithographing
Co., Rochester, N. Y.; McLoughlin Bros. (Inc.), Springfield, Mass.;
M. A. Donohue & Co. Chicago, Ill.; the Saalfield Publishing Co.,
Akron Ohio; Stoll &" Edwards Co. (Inc.), New York City; Hurst &
Co., Rew York City; the Nourse Co., New York City; Ideal Book
Builders, Chicago, .l.; Charles E. Graham & Co., Newark, N. J.

There are five of these firms whose entire business is in the line of
toy books, and these five firms are all members of the Association of
Toey Manufacturers of the United States of America, as their interest
and the sale of their goods lies almost entirely within the toy trade.

The reason I am here under the book schedule is that in paragraph
1310 of the paper schedule there is a clause that covers 95 per cent
or more of toy books. It reads:

Books of paper or other material for children's use, printed lithographically or
otherwise, not exceeding in weight 24 ounces each, with more reading matter than
letters, numerals, or descriptive words, 20 per cent ad valorem.

On account of the definition "with more reading Yatter than let-
ters, numerals, or descriptive words," that clause covers nearly all
toy books, and leaves the toy para ra h in, which toy books had
been placed since being taken from the litiographic schedule, practi-
cally inoperative, so far as toy books are concerned. For the reason
that nearly all toy books have more reading matter than letters,
numerals, or descriptive words, as even the A BC books usually have
verses with each letter and frequently full-page stories opposite the
alphabet pages, therefore, we ask the elimination of this entire clause
in the toy paragraph, 1310, and the rewriting of the toy-book clause
in the toy paragraph, 1414, as requested by the Toy Manufacturers'
Association, whose spokesman you so kindly heard at the heaving on
last Saturday.

I wish to show you the styles of items on which we are asking this
protection.

These are indestructible or untearable books for babies, consisting
of two or three pieces of fabric stitched together with a wire staple
in pamphlet form. Surely, these are not books in the sense in
which that word is generally used. These are flexible paper toy
books, similar in construction. The two styles shown cover the styles
known as the picture toy books, and in those styles are made many
hundreds of subjects usually having a few pages only to a book.

This is a board-covered toy book having an illuminated cover
printed on paper which is pasted over the cardboard. These books
contain stories of all kinds and range in thickness from 16 to 300
pages. Right there is where the line of toy books stops, without
even approaching the dividing line between toy books and children's
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books in the endless varieties which are made in the regular book
form, as there are other styles made in toy-book lines which come
nearer to the regular bound books, which we refrain from including
in the definition we propose on account of difficulty that would be
encountered in differentiating from books in general.

The Ways and Means Committee of the House granted our request
for the inclusion of toy books under the toy paragraph, and the chair-
man of the subcommittee on the apr schedule agreed to withdraw
all these books from the paper schedule, but it seems that when the
act was framed in the committee a definition was included in the toy
paragraph which nullified the protection sought by the toy book
manufacturers, and which was obviously intended.

I submit that these toy books are toys, as they are sold in the toy
departments of all the stores and all other places where toys are sold,
and depend to a great extent for their sale upon the value shown in
compaison with all other toys. I submit that this book is a toy as
much as a toy drum is a toy and not a musical instrument; as much
as a toy express wagon is a toy and not a wagon; as much as a toy
steam engine is a toy and not a steam engine; as much as a cap pistol
or air rifle is a toy and not a firearm. I might go on and enumerate a
large number of toys of this nature.

So far as our need for protection beyond that requested for books
in regular editions, I will[state that we have sources of competition
en t irely different from that of regular educational books, books
printed in English. In the picture-book styles Germany has always
been the source of our principal competition. They have adapted
themselves and know a good deal about our child lore and pint the
text in English for this market. Germany is the birthplace and
home of colored printing in its various processes the birth place of
lithography. You have hard sufficient of the difference in the scale
of wages, which I am told on good authority is not over one-tenth
the cost of our production for the goods fifiished. The reason we
are requesting these changes in paragraphs is that each of the para-
graphs covers the line in part, one at 40 pei cent and one at 20 per
cent. The definition attempted in the act as sent over from the
House in the toy paragraph reads:

Toy books without reading matter other than letters, numerals, or descdptive words.
Apparently, somebody had in mind a definition or interpretation of

the meaning of the term "toy books."
I have a sample here that sells for 5 cents on the American market.

This is one series packed 1 dozen assorted of four titles in a package
sealed and labeled. Under the House bill one title inside of that
sealed package, an A B C book, would be subject to 40 per cent duty
under the toy paragraph, and three titles of fairy tales inside of the
same package would come in under the book paragraph at 20 per cent.
Those books will come in under the toy paragraph at 40 per cent, and
these would come in under the book paragraph at 20 per cent. You
can see the difference. I selected at random this many samples
without going through the different books in detail. I would say
that this Night Before Christmas will not be protected under the toy
paragraph. This book of animals would be protected under the toy
paragraph. Mother Goose Rhymes, Cinderella, Red Riding Hood,
and all these fairy tales would not be allowed to enjoy the protection
of the toy paragraph. ,

N
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It is the form or mechanical make-up of toy books that we ask
protection on, not the arrangement or contents, as we select our sub-
jects from any field which offers promise of development-rhymes,
riddles, music and song, history, religion, science, nature, geography,
art, without limitation, as long as we can make books that will amuse,
educate, and develop the child's mind through the avenues of coloi,
for R, and text.

The toy paragraph now reads:
PAR. 1414. Dolls, and parts of dolls, doll heads, toy marbles, of whatever materials

compos-ed, air rifles, toy balloons toy book without reading matter other than letters,
numerals or descriptive words, bound or unbound, and parts thereof, and all other
tys, and part of toys, not compo.ed of china, porcelain, parian, bisque, earthen or
stono ware, and not specially provided for, 40 per centum ad valorem.

We ask that the toy paragraph be changed to read:
PAR. 1414. Dolls, and parts of dolls, doll heads, toy marbles, of whatever material

compoKed, air rifles, tny balloons, toy books rinted on paper or cloth, unbound, or
flexiily bound, or in bindings of cardboa bearing illuminated cover design [or

children, printed lithographically or otherwise, and all other toys, and parts or toys,
not composed of chinai porcelain, parian, bisque, earthen ware or stone, and not
specially provided for, 40 per centum ad valorem.

There is a slight change of two or three words from that requested
by the spokesman of the toy manufacturers before your committee
last Saturday.

Senator MACUMBER. You request a change in phraseology rather'
than in the duty?

Mr. GRAHAM. Correct, sir. We request the entire elimination
from paragraph 1310 the clause "Books of paper or other material
for children's use, printed lithographically or otherwise, not exceed-
ing in weight 24 ounces each, with more reading matter than letters,
numerals, or descriptive words, 20 per cent ad valorem," and the
revision of the toy paragraph. The reason for two or three words
being changed is that we think that we have phrased it so that it can
be more easilv administered, the rate of duty to be same as on all
other toys. I believe of course the rate requested on toys is on the
assumption that we are to have American valuation and failing that
an alternative rate that would give equal protection.

I will he glad to leave these samples for reference.

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE BOOKS.

[Paragraph 1310.]

STATEMENT OF HERMAN TAPE, BROOKLYN, N. Y., REPRESENT-
ING THE FRED PUSTET CO. (INC.).

The CAIR.USAN. Mr. Tapke, where do you reside?
Mr. TAPKE. In Brooklyn, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. TAPKi. Church books.
The CHARMAN. To what do you desire to address yourself?
Mr. TAPKH. Prayer books and other religious book; which are to

be entered free of duty, possibly.
The C11AIn.IAN. What I want to get at is this: Do you speak for all

those interested in these books entering free of duty?
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Mr. TAPKE. I speak for a great majority of the larger importers.
We ourselves are importers of such books.

The ClARMAN. The committee is in receipt of scores of letters
relating to this subject, and also has many visitors.

Mr. TAPKE. I think I can cover it pretty thoroughly in a short time.
The CHURMAN. Do you want to read your manuscript?
Mr. TAPKE. I have a few notes that I would like to give to the com-

mittee, with your permission.
The CHAIRMAN. There are some 12 or more witnesses on books

alone.
Mr. TAPKE. I do not think they appear on this subject.
The CHA.IRMAN. On what subject?
Mr. TAPKE. The subject of religious books printed in foreign

languages. That is the subject to which I wish to address myself.
I appear on behalf of various importers of prayer books and other
religous books printed in foreign languages.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well; proceed.
Mr. TAPKF.. Under the proposed new tariff act these books would

fall under paragraph 1310, which imposes duties ranging from 20
per cent to 331 per cent, according to the character of the binding.

We request that the books hereinafter enumerated be provided for
under the proposed paragraph 1520, so that that paragraph will read
as follows:

1520. Bibles, comprising the books of the Old and the New Testament, or both,
bound or unbound; books and pamphlets, bound or unbound, printed wholly orIchiefly
in language other than English, that are used or intended to be used in connection
with religious ceremonies or in association with religious festivals either by the clergy
or by the laity or that are used or intended to be usei by the clergy or in religious
educational institutions.

That is the paragraph we are asking for.
For at least 40 years books of this class were admitted free of duty

under our tariff acts or laws.
Senator WATSON. That is a new paragraph?
Mr. TAPKE. Formerly they came in under books printed in foreign

languages free of duty. Some one has eliminated that paragraph
entirely.

Senator S.stooT. Do you speak of Bibles?
-Mr. TAPKE. I am speaking principally of books used by the Catholic

Church.
Senator SMOOT. Bibles are on the free list.
Mr. TAPKE. Bibles are. I am asking that this paragraph be added

to the paragraph covering Bibles.
Senator SMOOT. Why should not books of all foreign languages be

admitted free as well as religious books, then
Mr. TAPKE. Why shouldn't they t
Senator SMIooT. Yes.
Mr. TAPKE. I can not answer that question. For many years

books on philosophy, theology, and history, and books used by the
Catholic Church bave been admitted free of duty when printed in
foreip languages. I do not know why they should not be admitted
free of duty.

The CHAIRMIAN. Are you a publisher?
Mr. TAPE. Yes, sir; of English books. We publish prayer books,

Bibles, etc.
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The proposed new tariff act eliminates the provision for books
printed in foreign languages, and the result is such books will be dutia-
blo with but few exceptions under paragraph 1310. There is a pro-
vision in paragraph 1531 permitting free entry of two copies of books
for incorporated religious institutions, but the increased cost of such
special importations and the delay in arrival after order is placed
nullifies that paragraph.

The CHAIRMAN. Why should you make a difference between books
printed in a foreign language and those printed in EnglishI

Mr. TAPKH. Because these particular books we speak of are not
printed here. They can not be had at all. They are not published
in this country.

Senator SmooT. Why aren't they published here ?
Mr. TAPKE. Well, because, first of all, the Church of Rome requires

that they be printed by a printer approved by the Vatican. Perhaps
that permission could be gotten. These books, however, are dis-
tributed through the entire world. These printers have such tre-
mendous editions. They furnish them to Spain, to Portugal, to
South America, to France, to Italy, and to Germany. They have the
whole world before them.

Senator SmooT. That is one good reason why they should pay a
duty on coming into this country. If they have such an advantage
as that as against the workmen of this country, why should_ .' they.
pay a duty?

Mr. TAPKE. If the workmen in this country can do the work.
Senator S3fOOT. They can do it.
Mr. TAPKE. I do not think they can. I have specimens of books,

if the committee cares to see them.
Senator IVALsH. They are in Latin.
Mr. TAPKE. Principally in Latin. There is the mass books, the

missal, the breviary, and the office that the priest recites. It is a
four-volume book.

Senator WALsii. Are any of the office books printed in this country?
Mr. TAPKE. No; none are printed in this country.
Senator WALsu. 'one at all?
Mr. TAPKE. Not that I know of.
The classes of books which ere the subject of our brief recently

submitted to the committee are prayer books used by the Roman
Catholic Church and laity; reli ious educational books used by stu-
dents for the priesthood in Woman Catholic seminaries, schools,
colleges, and academies.

Senator WATSO-.. What duty is it that, you complain of-this 20
per cent ad valorem?

Mr. T.,PKE. It runs from 20 to 334 per cent, depending upon the
binding.

Senator WATSON. You complain of that duty, do you I
Mr. TAPKE. I complain of the duty because the church has always

had the privilege of free importation of liturgical books.
Senator S3IOOT. You want a certain classification coring under

this paragaph 1520.
Mr. TiPKE. I can see no reason for assessing a duty on our books.

They are not printed in this country. Why give them protection
when they are not printed?
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I have reference to books used on the altar during the celebration
of the mass and other religious ceremonies of the loman Catholic
Church; also to books of religious character used by the Roman
Catholic clergy in connection with their duty, such as theology,
philosophy, history, canon law, sermons, etc.

I have a few of the books here. These are books that I was able
to pack in my grip. They will give you an idea of the character
of the work. This is a small missal. This [indicating] is a book on
theology published in three volumes.

Senator S.foor. You mean to say they can not make that book in
this country?

Mr. TAPKE. I would not say that, Senator, but they could not
make it and sell it successfully. If we had a works of that kind,
we could sell 800 sets. No publisher would undertake it.

Senator McLEAN. They are not published in this country at the
present time?

Mr. TAPKE. No, sir; they have never been published.
Senator SmOOT. They will never be unless they are protected.
Senator WALSH. As I understand your point, it is that those who

are in religious training in the seminaries in this country and all over
the world for the Catholic priesthood use these textbooks, and the
books can be produced only at some one place in the world.

Mr. TAP". Yes. They use the same subjects, but there may be
different authors.

Senator WALSH. This book here, for instance,- is what?
Mr. TAPKE. That book is used at the mass for the dead; it is used

at burials, etc.
Senator WATSO.N. Where are they published?
Air. TAPKE. In Italy, France, Belgium, and Germany.
Senator McLEAN. What is the total importation?
Mr. TAPKE. I want to give you the classes of the books if I have

not done so.
Senator WATSON. You have given them.
Hbw many are imported each year ?
Mr. TAPKE. Prayer books, $50,000; religious educational books

used by students for the priesthood, $100,000; books used on the
altar during religious ceremonies, $200,000; books of religious char-
acter used by the priesthood and lait,, $50,000; making an approxi-
mate total annually not in excess of 8400,000.

Senator McLEAN. What year is that?
Air. TAPK. That was gathered for a period of 10 years.
Senator MCLEAN. That is the total importation?
Mr. TAPKE. The total importation per annum.
Senator McLEAN. Then that ii the average?
Mr. TAPKE. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. For 10 years?.
Mr. TAPK. Ten years.
Senator WALSH. Ican understand about the mass books and a cer-

tain character of books used in the ceremonies of the church, but I can
not understand why books of philosophy in Latin and books of
theology in Latin can not be made in America as well as in Europe.

Mr.-TAPKE. For the reason that there is not enough demand in
America for special editions. If you, for instance, were to make that
book [indicating] and make the plates, it would cost you a fortune.

- 0
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Senator WALSH. I am accepting that.
Mr. TAPKE. I would say the same of theology
Senator WATSON. The total imports, according to these statistics,

were $338,690, which included books for the use and by order of any
society, etc., established solely for educational, philosophical, scien-
tific, literary, or religious purposes, or for the encouragement of the
fine arts, or for the use and by order of any college, etc., or seminary
of learning in the United States, or any State or public library.. and
not for sale. That total was $338,000.

Senator S.%fOOT. I notice that this book you have here was printed
in Germany.

Mr. TAPKE. That is a German edition for which we have the
agency.

Senator SMOOT. Why shouldn't any of these other lines ask to have
their books come in free?

Mr. TAPKE. I do not know anything about the other lines. I can
not present their cases. I know only of the Catholic Church.

Senator SMOOT. That would be the only policy to adopt. If we
want them to come in, we will put them on the list.

Senftor McLEAN. What is the retail price of that book [indicating) I
Mr. TAPHE. That is $4.50, sold here.
Senator McLeAN. How much does it cost?
Mr. TAPKE. About one-third off.
Senator WALSH. Does that change every year?
Air. TAPHE. That book does not change every year, but it changes,

perhaps, at a time when the congregation order changes in the mass,
which has been done recently.

Senator SMOOT. Don't you think we can print that book just as
well for $3 as that copy that you have there is printed ?

Mr. TAPKE. I do not think so.
Senator S.ioor. Well, I do.
Senator WALSH. That book is used by every clergyman. He may

have it for 20 years. There may not be more than a thousand used.
A man just ordained buys one of those.

Mr. T4AKB. He buys a book like that. He can keep it for 25 years
unless, as I say, there should be changes which may occur. Then
those chano'eo come in the shape of supplements which he can pur-
chase for little and put in.

I think I have covered the matter.
I also want to call attention to the fact that our church has the

most positive and gripping influence upon its believers. Our priests
have lectured and preached strongly against bolshevism and socialism.

I notice that one of the paragraphs in the proposed new tariff act
permits free entry to various articles, such as original paintings, pas-
tels, drawings, sketches, original sculpture, statuary, work of art,
and antiques. I submit that if works of art are entitled to entry
free of duty, then surely thins pertaining to religious work or prepara-
tion for the priesthood should have equal consideration.

Senator SMoT. You would not object to taking in all books for
religious purposes?

Mr. TAPKE. No, sir, not at all. In fact, I should be glad if you
could see your way clear to embody that. I should like to see every
church have the privilege of procuring books free of duty.
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I want to call your attention to the fact that you provide for
Bibles free of duty. Why not provide for books of this kind, which
are read so much oftener ? If a foreigner is able to get his prayer
book in a foreign language he reads that oftener than he does his
Bible.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.
(Paragraph 1310.1

8rATBMqr OF JOHN M&ORAB, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THS NATIONAL ASSOJIATIOX OF BOOK PUBLISHERS AND THE
AMERICAN BOOKSELLERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your name.?
Mr. MACRAE. My name is John Macrae. I speak for the American

Booksellers' Association and for the National Association of Book
Publishers. I think one other gentleman speaks for the American
Library Association, and one for the National Educational Associa-
tion. "I am not acquainted with either of them.

The CHAIRMAN. You can state your position very briefly to the
committee. You do not need to go into a long argument.

Mr. MACRAE. I speak for Mr. Charles E. Butler and for the National
Association of Book Publishers.

The CHAIRMAN. You are located where?'
Mr; MACRAE. New York.
The CHAIRMAN. And what is your business?
Mr. MACRAE. Vice president of E. P. Dutton & Co.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. MACRAE. I appear before you in the interest of imported books.

I come not only to represent my own business-that of E. P. Dutton
& Co.-but by special appointment from the National Association of
Book Publishers, New York. and for the board of trade of the Amer-
ican Booksellers' Association, New York.

Books should not be classed in the usual category of merchandise.
It is true that they are like men-composed of body, mind, and
spirit. The body or material part of the book is the only portion
which can be rightly taxed. If you undertake to tax the two other
elements in a book, you arrive at an impossible position. Books are
more akin to human beings than anything else made by man. The
spirit of the book or the contents is the thing which makes it of value
to the reader. Since the beginning of our country books have been
thought of by the forefathers of the Republic as channels of educa-
tion. I can state with confidence that for every book imported into
the United States there has resulted the manufacture of 10 books or
more as a consequence of this importation. This statement in itself
is a sufficient argument to mal-e it desirable that Congress should
lift from the importation of books every practical burden. I can
state from personal knowledge that there is no need of any protec-
tion whatsoever for books.

The American maker of books can make books as cheaply as any
other manufacturer of books in any other part of the world. The
actual physical cost of manufacturing a book depends largely upon
the number of copies to be manufactured. For instance, a book of
300 pages, the setting of the type and the plates of which cost $600-
if 1,000 copies are printed, the setting and plates alone amount to
60 cents per copy; whereas if 10,000 copies are printed from these
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plates, this cost is reduced to 6 cents per copy. America, having the
largest and most intelligent population per capita, provides at once
by far the largest book-buying public in existence. The publishers
of our country and the booksellers of our country are intelligent, loyal
Americans; and it is their desire to bear any part of the necessary
burden for revenue which Congress may feel should be properly
assessed for revenue purposes on imported books.

From the early history of this country to the present time editions
of books have been purchased by American publishers from English
publishers. The method of purchasing these books or the price at
which they were purchased has been fixed by an unbroken trade
custom, namely, tlie American publisher by consultation with the
English publisher agrees upon the price ofa given quantity of a
certain book for the American market. These editions range mos tly
from 250 and rarely exceed more than 1,000 copies of an important
book. This price agreed upon between the buyer and the seller i
remunerative and profitable to the English publisher (the seller).
The smaller number of these editions, for economy's sake, is usually
imported bound, whereas the larger number, for economy's sake, is
usually imported in sheets.

The overwhelming majority of books imported from England are
used for educational purposes, or they are for collateral reading in
specialized subjects, either in educational classes or as informative.
books used by the educators of the country in preparation of their
specialized work. It is now a rare thing for any quantity of a purely
ephemeral book to be imported from England. The unique conditions
of the book trade make it necessary to manufacture the book on this
side of the Atlantic, in case of any real or lare public demand. One
may import a small quantity of an English hook for trial purposes;
but if the American public are interested in a book and there is a wide
public demand, the American publisher immediately sets the book
here, prints and manufactures it in America, because lie can as a rule
manufacture it more cheaply than lie can import it; and besides this
point, he can print, bind, and issue it to the public within a much
shorter time than the same book could be gotten if imported fromEngland.IFrom. the time that Senator Sherman was Secretary of the Treasury,

in 1877, there have been difficulties encountered by the importing
publishers with the Treasury Department, on the subject of what has
been termed foreign wholesale market value. The publishers of the
United States earnestly pray you to cause to be drawn a clause
covering books, which will make the duty to be paid on imported
books levied on theprice of the book the publisher here pays to the
publisher in England. It must be noted by Congress that the con-
ditions existing in the publishing business are diff erent from that of
any other business known to this witness. It is a well-established
fact that the publishers in England buy from the book manufacturers
in England on practically the same trade conditions which prevail
between the publishers tnd the book manufacturer in the United
States.

American publishers are continually and increasingly selling edi-
tions to the British market on precisely similar arrangements which
American publishers have with English publishers. For instance, the
American publisher manufactures a certain book, and he sells an edi-
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tion to Great Britain or to Canada or Australia, at a price entirely differ-
ent from the price he sells the book to America; and vice versa, the
English publisher sells an edition to the American publisher on
practically the same conditions as to price, terms, etc. The trade
reason for this arises from the fact that not one book out of every
hundred published in England has any market in the United
States at all until the American publisher publishes the book with
his imprint, and under his patronage offers it to the American book-
buying public, and through expensive advertising and direct circular-
izing brings it to the attention of that part of the public interested
in this particular book. And precisely the same conditions exist
when an American publisher sells an edition to Great Britain, to
Canada, or Australia. Books have been in the past, they are largely
now, and likely to become increasingly so, the beacon lights of
proZress. The Bible, for instance, has been the greatest medium of
civilization given to the ages-it is the Book of Books-and in a lesser
degree the great books of the world have given, are giving, and will
continue to give enlightenment to those willing and ready to use them.

When the country was small and the conditions of the Treasury
Department not so overwhelmed with details of international im-

ortance, the publishers by special appeal were able to show to the
secretary of the Treasury the injustice of assessing duty on imported

books on any other value than the price paid by the importing pub-
lishers to the English seller or publisher. This question as to the for-
eign wholesale market value of books in England arose in 1877 under
Secretary Sherman; and he issued an order that in view of the very
peculiar conditions prevailing in the book trade the appraising officers
throughout the country should accept the importing publisher's in-
voice unless there was some reason to doubt, the integrity of the in-
voice. The same question of wholesale market value arose during the
time Air. Gage was Secretary of the Treasury, and again when Mr.
Shaw was Secretary of the Treasury, and still again when Mr. Mac-
Veagh was Secretary of the Treasury. In all three of these instances
the Secretary of thio Treasury issued an order falling back on theoriginal order of Secretary Sherman, and instructing the appraising
officers to accept the publisher's invoice. During the Wilson admin-
istration this samo question of wholesale market value of imported
books came up again; and the publishers as in former-years appealed
to the Secretary of the Treasury and finally to the President for relief.
No relief was granted; and as a result we ourselves and nearly every
importing publisher of any importance or standing were penalized
unjustly for some thousands of dollars; and we have been compelled
to advance the value of our invoices to meet this erroneously arrived
at wholesale market value, so that the duty on books has been
wrongly increased, and as a result an unnecessary burden placed
upon the educators and the readers of our country who buy books
from these imported editions.

As publishers and booksellers. we ask Congress to consider the high
educational importance of books and the very limited importance of
needed protection for books, and the very limited importance of thb1
amount of revenue to he collected froni imported books, and to
arrive at a duty based on the ad valorem value of the imported book
on the price paid to the English publisher.
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We would also here emphasize the fact and urge upon Congress
that there should be incorporated in this book clause of the new
tariff a statement that author's royalties are not to be construed as
forming a art of dutiable value when books are imported in edition
lots. Author's royalties formi no part whatsoever of the physical
cost of the book; they are separate and distinct from the manufactur-
ing costs, as they are almost invariably arranged for between the
importing publisher and the author or the importing publisher and
the author s agent. Author's royalties, therefore, should in nowise
be construed as forming a part of the dutiable value of imported
books. All enlightened and educated Americans feel disposed to
blush with shame when they are faced with the statement that the
United States insists in many instances upon placing a duty on the
amount of royalty paid to the authors of books, when purchased and
imported in edition lots.

I may state hat it is probably a unique thing for a representative
of an American association with such a large amount of capital in-
vested, as is the case with the American publishers, to appear before
this committee and state, as the representative of the publishers in
this country, that we request Congress to make the duty on books as
low as possible, and we request that this duty should not, under any
circumstances, exceed 25 per cent ad valorem on books printed in
English and that in our judgment it would be wise and fitting that
Congress should assess the dutiable value of imported books froni
England at 15 per cent ad valorem. It may be noted here in passing
that the duty on books imported into the United States has never
exceeded 25 per cent.

Further. as the representative of the National Association of Book
Publishers, I urge upcn you that all books in foreign languages should
be kept on the-free list. It was a Republican Congress that placed
books in foreign languages on the free list, and there they have
remained through all the successive tariff acts, both Republican and
Democratic. I would urge upon you the fact that these books in
foreign languages are almost invariably of a highly educational value,
or if not of an educational value they are used by foreigners in this
country who are unable to read English. It is a well-known fact,
substantiated from every corner of this country, that the children
of foreigners invariably throw over the foreignulangu e books and
become enthusiastic readers of books printed in English. It may
startle you to realize that 60 per cent of the English-speaking people
are in the United States and 70 per cent of the English-speaking
people in North America. This fact guarantees a continuing increase
in the manufacture of books in America.

I also urge upon you in the name of the publishers of our country
to put books over 20 years of age on the free list. Books over 20
years old were placed on the free list by a Republican Congress, and
there books over 20 years old have been kept on the frce list, through
all the successive tariff acts until this present one.

There can be no need or excuse whatsoever for protecting books in
foreign languages or books over 20 years old. These books do not
compete with American manufacture; they are in the truest sense
instruments of education, and they should be on the free list. Books
in raised letters for the blind should also remain on the free list, and
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it is my personal opinion that books for educational purposes should
remain on the free list, as this is an enlightened state of affairs, such
as a great Government like ours should keep in force.

The booksellers and the publishers urge with all the enthusiasm
and spirit of their profession that your committee give the most
careful consideration to the dutiable value of books; that there shall
be free bo6ks in foreign languages, free books over 20 years old, free
books in raised letters for the blind, free books for educational
institutions; and that the duty on books imported from England
should not be more than 15 per cent, and that the method of assessing
this duty should be ad valorem and not American valuation. We
can not urge upon you too strongly, with all sincerity, that the idea
of assessing duty on the basis of American valuation for imported
books is impractical, and would result in unending irritation, diffi-
culties, and 1oss to the importers of books; and thus become a source
of injustice to American educators and readers.

The National Association of Book Publishers and the American
Booksellers Association, urge you to relieve us in this new tariff from
the burdens, annoyances, and losses we have sustained in the past,
by giving to us a clause which will make the duty to be collected
baed on the actual price paid for books in the foreign market; and
that it will also provide and definitely state that author's royalties
are not to be construed as forming a part of the dutiable value of
imported books.

Thank you, Senator Penrose, and the distinguished members of
the Finance Committee, for your consideration and patience in
hearing me on this matter.

Senator McCMBn. What have you to say with reference to that
class of books of which the material used in the binding is of con-
siderable more value than the contents I

Mr. MACRAE. I think, sir, that the number of books of that kind
imported and the amount of the importations is so small in compari-
son to the educational value to the limited public who buy them that
it would be wise to continue them as of old. If the books are less than
20 years old we pay the duty assessed on books; if they are more
than 20 years old they come in free. There is no doubt, sir, that
there is a certain amount of injustice in admitting books over 20
years ol rebound.

Senator McCuMBER. The real question, it seems to me, would be
the question of importation of the binding more than of the printed
matter.

Mr. MACRAE. I should think that is true. In fact, it is true; but
the amount of imported* leather-bound books is small in comparison
to their educational value. I am quite convinced of that. 'Tle few
expensive books brought over here are usually largely works of art
and used to increase the aesthetic sense.

Senator MCCUMIER. If they are books that are to be imported
for their inherent value because of their contents, why should not
books printed in English come over here free from duty as much as
books printed in a foreign language? 'They are botl supposed to
convey some information or intelligence. Why should we pay any
less or make any difference between a book printed in English than
a book printed in French ?
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Mr. MACRAE. Only for educational reasons. A book printed in
English ma' rightly and properly be set and printed over here with
a chance of selling a sufficient number to pay the cost of doing it-
whereas, a book printed in a foreign language, the sale is so small
that if compelled to be set here would raise the price so high that the
advantage to the country would be lost.

Senator DiuXI WOIA . In that connection, do you know anything
about what proportion of books printed in foreign languages are
taken up by colleges and educational institutions of this country?

M1r. MACRAE. I have been unable to get up those figures. There
are some gentlemen here to speak for the educational association and
for the American Library Association, and they may have those
statistics. It has been impossible for me to get them.

Senator McCVuiBF.R. The committee is very much obliged to you.

RARE BOOKS.

[Paragraph 1310.)

STATEMENT OF DR. A. S. W. ROSENBACH, REPRESENTING FREE
LIBRARY OF PHILADELPHIA.

)r. ROSEIBACn. My name is A. S. W. Rosenbach, Philadelphia.
I will only keep you for a few minutes, gentlemen, because the.

last two speakers tive dealt very fully with the subject.. I represent
the Free Librar, of Philadel pla, the American Library Association,
the rare-book trade of the United States, and myself as an importer
of bnoks.

It is urged that the. act of 1913, paragraph 425, that is, "Books,
maps, music, engravings, photographs, etchings, etc." be restored to
the free list, and my reasons are a little different from the others,
and therefore I will only take a minute.

First. To place a duty on books over 20 years old is an attack at
the ver ,heart of scholarship and civilization and has never been
att,,mpied in the history of the United States.

It is a serious hindrance to those contemplating the establish-
ment of libraries so necessary to any country. Most of our book
collectors have given their libraries to the people and instead of
deterring, ever? effort should be made to encourage them.

Second. It does not protect or encourage American industries, as
the act places a duty on books from the firstt book printed in 1455
until the present time; the average of the books now being im-
ported being over 100 years.

If it is desired-and this is in answer to your former question-
to protect American binders, a proviso may be inserted that where a
book carries a binding executed within a period of 20 years from the
daic of the importation such binding should only be subject to a duty.
I think that is where the confusion is. The binders have placed it
on the book itself, for instance, an old edition of Keats or Shake-
speare, instead of putting the duty on the binding. If they.went
according to the way the act reads at the present time, a book costing
a thousand pounds--a very old quarto of Shakespeare-the duty would
be on the full amount, which would be a very disastrous thing to do,
because, for example, Huntingtbn has given his library to the State
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of California. This man spent $8,000,000 for that library. To-day,
in some respects, the Huntington Library is greater than the British
Library, which took over 200 years to accumulate. I may say that
England would not want anything better than the putting of 20
per cent upon old books, because she is taking methods to keep the
books in her country, knowing what a glorious thing it is to have
these books in America.

So, if the binders want a duty on rare books, it should be on the
binding itself and not on the books.

Third. As a revenue measure it would amount to verve little, as the
entire value of books over 20 years old imported into the country
averages less than $900,000 a year, and would thus furnish the
Government with a sum not worth while; and in case the act went
into effect, the said importation would practically cease. In that
$900,000 1 do not mean to include the books that come in free to the
libraries, but just those that go to the collectors and book sellers.
I might say under that clause, if the binders wanted it for their own
protection, that if it went into effect they would not have any books
to bind. But if you would put the duty upon the binding'itself, I
think everyone would be satisfied.

BRIEF OF A. S. W. ROSENBAOH. REPRESENTING THE FREE LIBRARY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

It is respectfully urged-
(I) That the provisions of the'act of 1913, paragraph 42.5, i. e. "Books, niaps music,

engravings, photographs, etchings, lithographic prints, bound or unbound, and charts
which shall havebeen printed more than twenty years at the date of importation"
be restored to the free list. (Par. 1529.)

(2) That books in foreign languages be restored to the free list.
(3) That as to importation by libraries, the present law be restored which sets no

limit to the number of copies importable but only limits the number importable in
any one invoice.

The reasons for the objections to paragraph 1310 of the present Fordney tariff act
ar, as follows:

t. To place a duty on books over 20 years old is an attack at the very heart of scholar-
ship and civilization and has never been attempted in the history of the United
States.

It is a serious hindrance to those contemplating the establishment of libraries, so
neceswarv to any country. Most of our book collectors have given their libraries to
the people and instead of deterring, every effort should be made to encourage them.

It would prove a real hardship to students and vholars all over the country.
II. It does not protect or encourage American industries, as the at pla, e a duty

on books from the first book printed in 1455 until the prevent time; the average age
of the books now wing imported being over 100 years.

If it is desired to protect American hinders a provi.o may bein.serted that where a
book carried a binding executed wNithin a period of 20 years from the (tate of importa-
tion su(.h binding only be subject to a (luty. Under the clausee as contepnl)late:! there
could loe few books imported and the binders themselves would have prart.ially no
books to bind.

If 1. As a revenue measure it would amount to very little, as the entire value of
books over 20 vears old imported into the country averages less than .1J00,0(0 a year,
and would this furnish the Government with a sum not worth while; and in'case
the act went into effect the said importation would practically cease.
I V. That it has always been the custom of the United States to admit foreign pub-

lications free so that the foreign born. as well as students, should have free al:ess
to the educational literature of all nations.

V. That public libraries should have the privilege, as in the past, of importing
into the country the number of copies suitable for their own needs.
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BOUND BOOKS.

(Paragraph 1310.]

STATEMENT OF FELIX J. BELAIRE, REPRESENTING INTER-
NATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF BOOKBINDERS, WASHINGTON,
D.C,

Mr. BELAIRE. I represent, Mr. Chairman, the International
Brotherhood of Bookbinders, or, in other words, the journeymen
bookbinders. We feel that because of the inadequate tariff on
imported bound books that we are placed at a disadvantage, due to
the fact that wages are much lower in foreign countries than they
are in this country, and we would ask that in giving consideration
to these matters that you take that into consideration, from the fact
that the valuation placed on these books is the foreign valuation and
not the American valuation.

I am not going into any elaborate discussion. I will just confine
myself, if I may, to the filing of a brief, which covers the points
which we wish to emphasize.

Senator MCCu.-m1ER (presiding). In that brief have you the
difference in the cost of labor at homo and abroad?

Mr. BELAIRE. Yes, I have, Senator.
Senator McCUMmm. And other pertinent facts?
Mr. BELAIRE.- Yes, Senator.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD F. McGRADY, AMERICAN FEDERATION

OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. MCGRADY. Mr. Chairman, I represent the American Federa-
tion of Labor. I just want to say that the American Federation of
Labor has indorsed the stand of the bookbinders in asking for an
American valuation to be placed upon imported books.

Senator McCuneF.R. What have you to say in reference to the
suggestion of Dr. Rosenbach that the duty should' be fixed, on these
very old books, rather upon the binding itself than upon any peculiar
value that attaches to the book.

Mr. MCGRADY. I believe that the duty should be placed upon the
binding on old or rare books. Of course, tIero are thousands of
copies of books printed in America on nev. slbjects, and these books
are shipped abroad to be bound, and then sent back to the United
States again to be sold, thereby keeping out of work hundreds and
Hundreds of American bookbinders.

Senator McCusiBER. Then, if I understand you, in the case of a
book of very great age, antiquity, and scarcity, there is a very heavy
tax; it might be worth several thousand dollars?

Mr. MCGRADY. Positively.
Senator MCCUMBER. What you desire is not a special duty of 15

or cent upon that or 25 per cent upon the value that is in the book,
Iut the value of the binding.

Mr. M GRADY. Absolutely.
I desire to impress upon the commiatre the fact that the Ameriean

Federation of Labor is in favor of the American valuation as requested
by the bookbinders, and that further we have received scores of
letters and telegrams from international organizations requesting that
any tariff placed upon foreign importations should be based upon
the wholesale selling price in America.

~pm~ P
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL S. BRASSIL, REPRESENTING EMPLOYING
BOOKBINDERS OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. BRASSIL. I come, gentlemen, to talk on para raph 1310 and
1520, and also to reply to some of'the arguments thatiave been made
to you to-day with reference to books that are printed in foreign
language, and of the books that have been printed more than 20
years.

First, referring to 1310, and for the purpose of stating why we want
an increase, we know that since the war ceased there are any number
of publishers throughout the country-and the gentleman who spoke
to you this morning in reference to missals, etc., is one of them who
is sending his books abroad to Belgium, where they are making books
to-day for a price, supplying the paper, the printing, and the binding,
for practically the same price that the binding is asked for in New
York. He said there were no Catholic books produced in this country.
But I say to you that Bensinger produced a missal here last year
that was printed and bound in New York which was very satisfactory.
There were 5,000 copies of them made and sold in this country.
It is possible for us if we get protection sufficient to do many of. the
things that w, are not doing to-day.

Since the war ceased, and-within the past year particularly, these
publishers who were unable to obtain their work during the war in
Europe and had the work done in the United States at once started
to send it back again as soon as they could get it produced over there
at the lesser cost.

It is not a fact that they can not get the work done here in the
United States. I as a bookbinder would be ashamed if it were
possible that we (ould not do work here as well as it can be done
abroad. You gentlemen, who are Americans, know that.

I have come before you, not to this particular committee, but I
was before the committee at the time the Payne bill was passed and
the Underwood bill, and I brought books of this kind making a plea
for extra binders; I am a different kind of binder myself, and am
ndt interested in so far as the performance of this work is concerned;
I bind the ordinary cloth book and put out 15,000 a day. But I have
seen books like this sent abroad [exhibiting volume to the com-
mittee] by booksellers in this country, buying sheets in sets, some-
times a hundred sets at a time of 15 volumes or 1,500 books, buying
thousands of them in the aggegate amount, one bookseller; for
instance, John Wanamaker wouldbuy 2,500, 5,000, or 10,000 books,
send them abroad and have them bound for $1.25 per volume on the
other side, while over here it would cost $1.95, the difference being
in labor altogether and nothing else, and then bring them in here.

Senator McLEAN. What unit would that be?
,ir. BRASSIL. $1.25. That was before the war; I will tell you

later on the price to-day.
Senator MCLEAN. Per volume I
Mr. BRASSIL. Oh, yes; per volume; and they would still appear

then "s if hmund in Ameriva Thov hnvo fald im h - -

no men in this country that are cable of during the work, and
the bookseller and the publisher who say tat are directly respon-
sible for it, because they are taking away commercial work such as
that -in doing commercial work the young men as apprentices would
acquire the knowledge of binding books. That is worth [exhibiting
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volume to the committee] $225 or $250 to bind. That book is all
inlaid. It is what is called a do luxe edition; and hero is another
[exhibiting another volume to the committee].

It takes a young man years and ears to acquire the knowledge
and ability of binding that book. He can not get an opportunity
to bind that book unless he has first acquired some knowledge
on this (illustrating]-that is, the commercial book. But because of
the low price, and the low duty not being sufficient to offset the dif-
ference in the wage cost over there, which is only 50 per cent of our
American wag, they are able to send over to the other side the
books, have them bound, and bring them back here aind sell them
for less than if bound in America; but they do not make such a great
difference; in the selling price it is just below what it would bo if
bound here, so that it pays them to do that.

Senator McLEAN. In what country are they bound?
Mr. BRASSIL. England in particular. There are four binders in

England-Sandowsky, Zansdorf, Birdsall, and Revere. A gentle-
man camo hero a few moments ago and spoke about the books
printed more than 20 years. We do not want to prevent that book
from coming in at all; that is not our idea. But some New York
booksellers have men over in England now, they have them by the
year, who do nothing else but go through the country and comb every
bookshop throughout the country there, looking for any old editions,
in expectation of finding something that is really worth whilo. They
bring those books down to London, have them bound, and send thou-
sands of them over here, every one bound, and because the date on
the title-page is more than 20 years old it comes in free, though just
bound.

And it has been known, also, particularly in editions of Thackeray,
the first edition of which was published in 1857, 1868, and 1869, and
the publisher never changed the date after 1869. Every time it came
in it caine in free, until the inspectors of the customhouse discovered
something was wrong.

I do not want to say that they did that intentionally, but the
publisher knew that it was a book that had not been printed more
than 20 years; but he took the advantage of it.

What I am making my plea for mostly is that you either give us the
35 per cent that you have put on there, and, if possible, increase it to
50 per cent-that is, for extra binding. You may word it that books
printed and bound more than 20 years ago shall come in free. That
would be perfectly satisfactory to us-" books printed and bound
more than 20 years," and that would offset the other request on
letting the old books come in free.

Referring to the gentleman who spoke on the libraries and religious
institutions: The workman who works in this country, whether is
working on a Bible or religious book or educational book-and all
books are educational, I do not care what it is; it might be the merest
novel-those men have to obtain their livelihood; they have to earn
something, and why should not they receive the protection that other
mechanics in other lines of trade obtain I

Why should educators be asking that everything pertaining to
education should be given to them free, and that those who are con-
nected with distributing the education could give their services free?
That is not fair; that is not right treatment of those who are connected
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with those lines, religious or educational. The men who are depend-
ent upon them have got to live, and they have got to supply and feed
families just the same as the men in other lines, and therefore they
should have some protection. That is why we want to get the pro-
•tection on the religious books and on the ordinary books, and I tell you
and I sincerely hope, gentlemen, that this trip of mine and the trip
made last spring to the Ways and Means Committee are going to bear
some fruit. I want to be able to come down here sometime within
10 years and say, "Gentlemen, these books [referring to de luxe
editions] have been bound hero by young Americans that we are
prou(l of, and we do not have to go to England to get our extra books
bound," and nine-tenths of the books that are bound to-day in extra
binding are bound in England, and there is no reason for it; and these
that I am showing you have been bound in New York City.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED E. OMMEN NEW YORK CITY, GENERAL
COUNSEL FOR THE UNITED TYPOTHETIC OF AMERICA.

Mr. O3iiE..... I am general counsel for the Typotheito of America,
which, in plain English, is the employing printers of America. We
have about 5,000 plants scattered all over the United States, and the
printing industry, I believe, is the fifth industry of the United States
We have about 500,000 people employed in it, and our product repre-
sents about $1,000,000,000 a year in the country. . think the last
figures were about $980,000,000.

The men and women employed in our industry are receiving good
wages, and it is a well-estallished industry. *However. it Tins to
complete with much lower wages and longer'lours abroad, and for a
great nmnny years it was quite profitable and is still for concerns, for
instance, fike Colliers or other concerns-yet, as you will remember,
not very long ago, if you subscribed for this [indicating book] we gave
you a set of Bryan's speeches, or we gave you a set of the history of
the world, or we gave you a set of these books [indicating other books].

All those premium books-sometimes they were given and some-
tifies they were sold, 10 volumes at $3 or*$4 a set; and you siib-
scribed for the Review of Reviews, Or for Colliers, probably at the full
price, and then we gave you this set of.books [indicating] at a very
low figure.

Thousands and thousands of these books were not ma(le at all in
this country, because it was very much cheaper to send the plates
to the other side afl(] have then printed and bound, an(l pay the
dluty in this country and distribute them here. A 15 per cent'dity
was not high enough to save those premium bound books, and the
result was that the industry here lost a great deal of money and a
great deal of business.

I have here a research report of the National Industrial Conference
Board, and if Mr. Brassil will help me out, so that you can see on the
question of wages. TIhe official figures of weekly time rates in 27
towns in Great Britain, in December, 1920, handcompositors, book
an(! jobbing work, $17.48. To-day in the city of New York a hand
or machine compositor working 44 hours a week gets $50 a week; in
27 towns in Great Britain lie gets $17.48.

Weekly wages in printing trades of cities of various sizes of England
for November, 1920, compositors to bookbinders and jobbers, $15.45
to $18.26.
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Mr. Brassil, what do the bookbindIers pay in New York?
Mr. BRAssIJ,. $42 to $44. So that, English compositors and book-

binders receive $15.45 to $18.26, against $42 to $44 in the city of New
York.

Senator DILLINGH AM. In what, year was that compilation made?
Mr. OMEN. It was made this year, in August, 1921. And these

rates represent 162 to 176 per cent increase over July, 1914, rates.
Senator CALDER. Is England your only competitor?
Mr. O0.3iEN. No; Germany and France and Switzerland. France,

for instance-
Senator CALDER (interposing). They do not expect to bind books

in English in competition I
Mr. 0%1 1N.. No; the English books are generally bound in Englnd.

But in France, for instance, in a number of the cities there, the book-
binders on the basis of exchange receive from 35 cents to $1.53 a day.

So that you see that the great printing and bookbinding industry
of this country is-and the figures here were not obtainable for
Germany against England and against. France-and the wages here
are two and a half times at least higher than they are abroad in thoso
countries.

Senator C.x,.:n. Are the English bookbinders better or woise than
ours; do they do more or less for a (lay's work ?

Mr. O.I.Irx. I wanted to come to7 that, Senator. The working
hours run fromi 44 to 48 a week, and I think generally in England at
this time there is an S-hour (Iv in some of the industries, but a lot
of the figures of the early wages'were based on 10 or 12 hour day, and
it is possible that they still mav maintain, but I have not conic to that.

Senator ('.a).R. "\re the w;'ages announced by you for New York
City the same in other large cities throughout thiecountry ?

Mr-. O..MEN. They are, I think, a litth, lower than they are in
Chicago. In New York we pay $42 a week for bookbinders, oil a
4X-hour wage, and the last adjulstment miade in Chicago was 837.50
(in a 4-1-hour week. So tiat between New York and Chicago they
are about the sane. In Boston, I think, they may be just a little
lower.

Senator C.tnLiEt. Illas there been any reduction in the pay of book-
linden'5 recently.?

Mr. ().!.n'. Yes. 'rht ndjustment in Chicago came after a
strike where they used to get about $-12 per week-based on a IS:-iour
week. tilt(] (ili enplven there said they wouhl gi%'e tll]c the same
rate of pay for a .I8-lhour week: but they (b'clined: and so they took
S1 a week" less on it - l-hour week, awl tirat was the adjustment made
ttere.

In New York there has heen a reduction of about S4 a week since
last spring. and the lrolbilities are thir the current rate of wages
would run about the same now for another year. There will le very

little readjustment on that.

So that purely an d simply on the question of the wage difference,
when the United Ty pothett; of America last spring advocated that
the duty be raised to 50 per cent, that was based at, that time on
the 15 per cent schedule. It was found that the 15 per cent duty
that had existed for a long time was not sufficient to protect the
men from sending the plates abroad and having them printed and
bound aid sending their books here and taking the 15 per cent duty
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and freight. They could not make them for the same price in the
United States as they could do that, and many men made lots of
money by combing abroad and getting the work done cheaper. I
know that and Mr. Brassil knows that one man used to make $5,000
a summer going abroad and just working that kind of a comb,
making the contracts over there, shipping theplates over there and
sending the work back here, and it was profitable to him to the
extent of $5,000 a summer to get the work done over there and
ship the books back into the United States. It was nice business
for him.

Senator MCLEA.N. Take an ordinary cloth-bound textbook, such
as would be used in school. What percentage of tile cost on that
book would be labor cost?

Mr. ..OMNwx. Tile labor cost of the selling price of a book is about
38 to 41 cents on the dollar.

Senator McLEAn'. You say "'of a book." Of course, many of
these books are luxurious.

Mr. O.I}'. I am not talking about that kind of books; I am
talking about an ordinary clothAound book. On a book like that
it would be 05 cents.

Senator McLE:AX. The labor ?
Mr. OM),mEx. Yes; the labor. This would be 38 to 41 cents on

the cloth-bound book, and the material would cost between 30 and
40 cents on the dollar. We simply want to reaffirm the position
that we took before the Ways and Means Committee last spring,
which was precisely the position we hold now, in order to protect
this great, industry in this country.

GREETING CARDS.

[Paragraph 1310.]
STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. WEST, ELIZABETH, N.J.

Mr. WEST. With your permission, gentlemen, I will speak for
Mr. Betelle. My name is Charles J. West, Elizabeth, N. J.

I am in the card and publishing business. I speak for the ,reetin,-
card manufacturers, in reference to the clause pertaining to C7m-istnits
cards in J)aragraph 1310.

'T'hat [exhibiting samples to the committee] is a card in our estirna-
tion. It. is calleI a "card" by our trade. So is that [,xhibiting
another sample]. These [exhibiting other samples] are also cards.
Yet ;f the wording is not, changed, these cards will be subject to a
duty of i or 15 cents per pound. It would be 7 cents [indicating]
while this [indicating] would lie subject to a duty of 30 cents ad
valorem.

This card [indicating], because it lacks a greeting, would also be
subject to 7 to 15 cents a pound instead of 30 per cent ad valerem.
Therefore, we would like to advocate that, a change be made in
the wording pertaining to greeting cards, and I have here a copy
of the present construction of paragraph 1310 and on the other side
the same paragraph with changes we suggest quoted.

Senator McCu.mIB.r. That will be made a part of your testimony.
Mr. IVEST. I think that ii all that. is necessary 'for me, to say;

I am quite sure it was not the intention of the framrs of the Wll

___M i
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ihat that card, because it bears no greeting, should come in for
7 cents and this one (indicating] for 311 per cent ad valorem.

(The document referred to is as follows:)

PRESENT CONSTRUcTION.

PAR. 1310. Books of all kinds, bound or unbound, including blank books, slate
books and pamphlets, drawings, engravings, photographs, etchings, maps, charts,
music in books or sheets, and printed matter, all the oregoing not specially provided
for. 20 per centum ad valorem: books bound wholly or in part in leather, the chief
value 01 which is in the binding, not specially provided for, 33. per centum ad valo-
rem: hooks of paper or other material for children's use, printed lithographically or
otherwise, not exceeding in weight twenty-four ounces each, with more reading mat-
tor than letters, numerals, or descriptive words. 20 per centum ad valorem; booklets,
printed lithographically or otherwise, not specially provided for, 7 cents per pound;
booklets. wholly or in chief value of paper, decorated in whole or in part by hand or
by spraying, whether or not printed, 15 cents per pound; all post cards (not including
American views). plain, decorated. embossd. or printed except by lithographic process,
26 per centum ad valorem: views of an), landscape, scene, building, l)ace or locality
in the United states. on cardboard or paper. not thinner than eight one-thousandths of
an inch. by whatever procss printed or produced, including those wholly or in part
produced by either lithographic or photoglatin process (except show cards, occu-
pying thirty-five square inches or !e~s of surface per view, bound or unbound, or in
any other form, 15 cents per pound and 20 per centun ad valorem: thinner than eight
one-thousandths of one inch. $2 per thousand: Christmas and other greeting cards,
printd lithographically or otherwise. or decorated in whole or in part Iby hand or by
spraying. :30 per centunii ad valorem.

(CHANGE, SUC5MIMA.

PAn. 1310. itookc of all kind., houind .,r inmound, including blank boks, slate
books and pamphlets, drawings, engravingA., lIhiuto-raph-1, etchings, reaps, charts,
lnusLie in bookks or .heetv, and printed matter, all the foregiing not :peially provided
for, 20 per centum ad valoreni; ooks liound vholly or in part in leather, the chief
value of which ii in the binding, not ipecially provided fir, 331 per centumni ad
valorem; lxxoks of paper or other material for children's use, irii.tei lithographically
or otlherwi.e, not exucedihig in weight twenty-four ounces caih, with more reading
matter tha letter.-, numeral4, or de-tvriplive w',,rds, 20 per centimi ad valorem; lRok
let-. printed lithographif.ally or otlherwi~e, iot ipeially prov ided for, 7 cent per
poundl; hooklet , wholly ,or in chief value of paper. d'corated in whole or in part
1yhand or by paying, whether or It printed, "not -ipevially provided 1or,' 15
cent,; per pounmd; all poA varct (not icmludilingkinericanl View.), pilain, decerated,
eniovocd, for printed except hy- lithoigrapii liriic,-:, 26; per cenitim ad valorem;
views of any, Ianil-wape, m-ene, blilding, plat e, for locality in the I nited State;, on
cardliiard (or paper, not thinner than eight iine-tuiiuandth- of ani inch, by whaever
hirioceei printed for prtiflulied, iucluding tivie whioll (or iii part poritedCL lhV either
lithographic or jhotgelaiilrhie (exf(iept ,how cards, oiiiving thirty-five
i-flare inchies. or lc.s oif s-urface 1per view, hlound for imlsuni, for in ainy other firm,
15 :tvits per I,)ltil and 20 per iutueni ;.rl valorem; thinner than eight one-thoiiandths
<if one inch, $2 ji,r thomauanl "-greeting ,ards and aIl either ,-of'ial n1d gift cards, in-
(.luling tho:e iIi the form of folders and booklets, wholly ,or partly niaintfaciured,
with or without text ,or greeting, GO i,-r centmi adI valirem."

DRY STEREOTYPE MATRIX (FLONG).

[ParagiaI ih 1313.]

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN WOOD, PRESIDENT AND TREASURER
WOOD FLONG CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Wool). Mr. Ciairmian, I will not take up imuch of your time.
I wish to talk of a hrand-new Anierican industry that wNs cicated
as a result of the war. It was previously owie,! and controlled
absolutely )%- tie Germana,, who,e product was shut off. It is a
(lhenhical'ill %-el t ion of tile (erminis. It is llper matrix used in

_ . . . . . _ _ .. . . .
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making the matrices for casting stereotype plates by the stereotype
process, which is used in newspaper offices and in printing plants.

At tile outbreak of the war the German dry mat, was cut off. The.
company which I represent was finally successful, after expending a
large sum of money, in discovering the German secret of man.i4t. -

ture. Ours is analogous to the dye industry in that respect. It is
the development, for instance, for which the war is completely
responsible.

Tie business has grown; it large sum of money has been invested
in it. Our manufacturing business is in New York State, and we
are now faced with competition that the industry in its extreme
youth is not able to stand. The Germans have come back here, and
finding only one competitor in the field they started to regain the
whole market, and in order to do that they are underselling us very
considerably. They are offering their product at about half our
manufactured cost, and we wouFl like to have protection. We fel
that we need it. We know we need it., and we feel that we deserve it.

We have created anl entirely new undustrv in this country, ole
that is subject to great developjment and to profit to the Govern-
merit and to the workiignin. ,e izve (leveI)dt a COMIl)hte new
class of labor, one that was iiever known before.

Senator MCCrMBE({ . 1\re you given suficient pr'Otection in the
housee bill e

Mr. Wool). No, sir; we tire not. When the present act %vas
writtenu there was no such thing as this particular product. Alien
the German article came in here looking like cardboard it was
classified as clrdbolard.

It is probaldv the niot dilic.ilt and intricate piroc,.,s of paper
making that is'known, wewreaA cardboard is the simplest. 'so we
made representations to the committeeee on Wavs and Means, and
were )rovi(ed with a certai ri)r(tect ion. But since then tl situation
hias bccome very nuch more astute. 'l'hie (ernans are selling their
product i ow at alout half tli, pri(v', that they were selling it for latt
spring, and I an down hire to a-;k vou to give us what, wold be a
suilstzuiitial protect ion.

Senator M (C'.Mil. \VlWht are -you asking for?
Mr. Woov. We are asking for a specific duty of 26 cent-; a pin(l,

specific rather than ad valorem for the rea.zmo'tlat there is jis-t onW
gradr and One Sie. 111d it is used by it'wspl)I'rs.

Senator MM What dot." t'lie bill give vonu
Mr. 'soan). Tlie ill gives us 2S per cent, ad vu l,,rei. based on the

American valuation. Thie equivzlent (Of what we are ading filr now
in ad valorevn rat-- is prattically 4S per cent.

Senator (. ,w-I. I live you av of y-our piuchuct with you e
Mr. lvoo,). Yes. I call slowv it to Noul, Senalitor. Thai [exhibiline

sainlles to the committ-el is it sheet uIsd for every page ill thie lIe'ws-
pit r. This is the niaterial inl the form as we mianufacture it.

Senator (CALIR:. What u10 IIi e1ll it f
Mr. WOOD. We ('all it "t hn," Senator. The meaning of tie word

is the material from which tl( st,,r,'otvpe matrix is 11111(1e. It must be
flexible; it must witlistand ernmous heat. 'Thtre is a metal plate
cast from this.

Senator l)HLJX' 11.M. You say this is the clist .
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Mr. WOOD. There is a metal plate cast from that. The news-
papers are printed on rotary presses, and there are two metal plates
that clam around the cylinder of the presses. This must be flexible,
because , hen molded from the type it can not be, but the matrix is
molded and rolled into the type, afterwards dried and put into the
matrix box, and the molten metal is poured against it to take a cast.

RXIEF.,OF.BEN&MIN WOOD, REPRESENTING THE WOOD FLONO CORPORATION,
NEW YORK CITY.

The Wood Flong ('orp oration. New York, manufactures in its mill, Stillwater. N. Y.,
a paper product which is known aFL "flong" or "dry mat," and is used to make the
mold, or matrix, in the making of stereotyping printing plates in news'al'er plants.

The dry mat, which is a prepared Fheet made of ral-er materials. was invented Iy
German chemist, and prior to the war this industry was solely controlled by the Ger-
man., antd Ameriran new-slarrs were de'endnt uren thrn for su Fly of the nateial.
At the outbreak of the war the Fupply wa cut off and this (cml any:after exy(r-ding
many thousands of dollars and mu'h time. su(cecdcd in dic omirill the ('rnan
secret of manufacture and at one cme to th. e relief of Amerian fe utaO ers by
equipping a mill to produce dry mat, or flongs.

The economies effc4ted by the ue of fhe .1 meriran dry mat in iewl'al cr lalpnts
are very ,reat and were of utmost imFortau e to the Covcniimoin1 dlrinu I):e mar.
Its u1Fe made it pusille for news aler,; to rediue the cn~vmltill of I riot ) .I er.
there :-avin2 materials and transportation and alo on account of the pro( e.s leing
cold it saved fuel, etc. As newspapers in the di. eminationl of lpatriotic, prol a 'plnda
were nc,ee.sarv to the Gnvernment in comdimting the war. and as cir dry mat Mas
e, ualv aq neceszsarv to the produr-tion of several hundred newFl'ap'ers at that time.
we wvere played q,on the industrial p-riority 1i6t by the (ioernment ard our manic-
fatrincr was not interrupted.

Folloing the armistice, the Germans immediately sought to regain this market, ill
which previously they had had no competition. They at once began to "dumip"
(iernian-made dr" mats on our market and. intent upon killing the Americn in'lustry,
have established'selling prices with which we are utterly unable to coelte. The
selling price of our dry mat to newspapers is 20 cents per mazt, or sheet, and with, present
costs of labor an(l materials it has been most difficult for us to maintain this price.
The Germans have offered and are offering, in their efforts to destroy us, dry niats for
as low as 8 cents each, with the result that unless proper protection is afforded ts in
the tariff nivesure now under considemaliot -.'e wiill soon be forced out of iusilto.q.
The manufacture of dry mats iii this country is an entirely new inhunstrv, which was
created solely by the i;-ar, awl we respectftilly sulrnit that it Qhouhl be safeguarded
Milh proper tariff protection.

We are informed by paper experts just returned from that country that workers in
paper mills in Germany are paid the equiv'aleiit of 2 cenits ler hour'it United States
• money. A\eriCae workmn ili our mill earn at the rate of t0e; cents per hour. anl we
can niot in fairness and decenev expect inmi who are skilled and especially trained in
this intricate process of palxr inaking to work for less.

We do not object to legitimate comixtition. 'uchi would directly beitefit us in
increasing the uso of dry mals. however, the "du:n~ling" of (iernmait-mle gsols
oln our market iii an fortot to destroy a competiiv. Atmorican industry, and utterly
regardkss of profit until so destroyed. does nxot cowL'itute legitimate competition.

it the prestvt tariff law there is to proper ,las.ific-ation under which to eiter dry
mats, since the prixluct was unknown when that bill was written.. The German and
English dry mats, or Ilong.4, are, therefore, cla.ified as "cardboard. " notwilhstanding
their manufacture constilutes the most intricale and ditlicult process of paper making
that is known to the trale, whereas the making of ruirdhlur is the reverse thereof.
It therefore becomes necessary anI wise to create a separate ekt.sifieation for this
prxtct to properly protect the Government and American manufacturer.

An investi-alion rtecentlh made in Germany shows that the export valce of dry
Jiats, or long", is lIlacil at the equivalent of 25 cents Vnited States iniiue\" Fer sitlare
meter under tie German law. A sFjuare metcr of this tnaterial lIro\ids'lthrce thngs
of newspaper page size, so that, under the classification (if (ardhoard, duty at the rateof 2.5 p r cont of 8.j cents I'nitd States , assv.-sed on each dry init, rr hong,
of proper size for this market.

The German law irovilohs that the expo-t value can nlot lie less than doulole the
home market value, but for s nie ra.q)n, known oily to the (bonnaws, the export vauhe
of the dry nat, or fttele. has bcen establishedd at a *price which i actually four tin'u-

-ao 1111 1111
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the home market value in Germany. Thus the German manufacturer may at any
time cut in half the present export value without transgresing the law and get off
with a duty of 2.5 per cent of 121 cents per square meter, or a fraction over 1 cent per
sheet of n niwspaper size. They can, if permitted, escape the payment to our Govern-
ment of a proper duty and establish a selling price with which we can not possibly
compete.

In resiponie to facts set before the Committee on Ways and Means the proposed
tariff bill (I1. R. 7456) pa-ed by the House of Ro.presentatives includes the following
provision in paragraph 1313 under Schedule 13:

"Stereotype matrix, mat, or board, 28 per cent ad valorem."
We respectfully submit that this rate of duty is not sufficient to protect us, and

unless increased this new American indu.strv will be destroyed, many workmen will
become idle, and once again the Germans will have this market solely'at their mercy.
We a4k also that a specific duty initead of ad valorem be provided for this product
in order to simplify the administering of the law by the Treasury Department. As
there is but one grade and quality of dry mats, or flongs, that is suitable to the needs
of newspapers, we submit that the tariff should properly be a specific rate.

We earnestly request, therefore, that in order to safeguard and foster this new home
industry the tariff on this and similar products be increased and the phraseology of
the governing clause be changed in order to more fully protect the Government.

Wo ask that in paragraph 1313, schedule 13, the words "Stereotype matri., mat,
or board, 23 per ont ad valorem" be eliminated and in place thereof the following
be substituted:

"IFlongs, known by the printing trade as 'dry mats,' or prepared sheets of molding
material to be uqed for the purpose of making'printing plates, 26 cents per pound."

This phraseology is technically correct and will protect the Government from
evasion of the law, whereas the wording in paragraph 1313 of Ii. It. 7456 is n;,t (-or-
rect and will make evasions not only po3ible but likely.

A specific duty of 26 cents rer pound is absolutely nece.sar, to enable the American
industry to survive. If, however, your honorable body prefers to apply an ad valoreni
rate of duty under the American evaluation plan on thiis product, we p'etition you for
43 per cent al valorem, which is the equivalent of 26 cents per pound.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF.

It is of utmost importance to the American newspaper industry that tile dry stereo-
type mat, made by Wood Flong ( orporation. be not destroyel by the prodticts of
cheap German labor. with which it is now unfairly forced to; conilete. by reasn of
insuilfiient tariff protection.

No glaily newspaper can afford to be dependent on aty" imported materials or sup-
plies needed in its manufacture. To be sure of getting out its editions without miss
anl, on time the newspaper roust have its sourve of supply for ink, print paper.
blanket. stereotype mals, etc.. close at hand.

The exper-ietce of about 20 small city newspapers at lie outbreak of tlhe war drives
this point htome. These papers were using (termani dry stereotype mats (or honlbug:
the (h.rmans at that time being the only manufacturer. of this l)ri luct and controlling
the secret of mantifacture. '[his Supply of dry mats was quickly cut off by the allied
blockade of German ports. and thicse newspaper., with their equipment for rising the
Ol wet-mat p)rol.(N dismanitled ani diseari ted. were sud lenly placed in a Ierious
p redilicament and their editions ieopar(lized. The W'ool Fllotug Corporation, very
f''rtunatelv for them and alnotst simultaneously with the outbreak of hostilities and!
after years of effort and at great ecst. had perfected an A.mericani-ntade dry mat and
ir.tatillv came to tIhe rescue of theIO publislters.

J)urii'g the war and subsequent thereto the W\ood 1 dry mat faillfullv served sev-
eral hundred small citv newspapers (t1e large papers noi using its Ipr(Kess?. and that
its excellent service aid motderate prices throughout lhive-been appreciated by) far-
sighted publishers is attested by their answers, to aik inquiry Ilade bv u1s when tle
"dtniping" of Germat-nide dry mats bewaa. allowing t lhi. artisl ice,.

In reply to our circular leter"'hall an infant atol imnpraUnt American i dultr "
lie deslroe'ed by the (ierman,? What is vour ;auinwer?" we attach aiuswer' receive l
froan tnew.lpaper mublishers throughout the'cout'ry.

1 during the recent (ra of high prices the publishcNs (if mall city newspaper ill
order to iu.iture their supply of print paper at reasonable c st organize;I lie ll)l ishers'
ltu'ili., ( ,,rlration. if w)uicih 'Mr. \Villiam .1. Pape. publisher Waterbury (C*onti.)
]tepubhican. ii pre~i~lent. At tlie tariff hearings of tlet ('onmittee onr Filiance ot
schedule 13. Mr. 'ope appeared i4 pr test against l]acing a 1llrihitive (Ittly on
nv%%isprint. Tat Mr. 'ape, ruto(gnizes tie iinpi)rtanice of the AmeItiricanu dry nat to
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publishers and the fair treatment and moderate-price policy of our company during
the period that our selling price might have been doubled without decreasing sales
is proved by the following from his letter to us: WATERBURY REPUBlICAN..

Waterbury, Conn., Deccmber 10, 1921.
DEAH MR. WOOD: * * * I have never complained about dry mats. I found

that when we started to use them in September. 1917. the former discrepancy in
price between wet mats andl finished dry mats had dsappeare(L, because. while
tisues and matrix paper had jumped very much in price, your price on dry mats
had apparently remained the same. From 1917 to the.peak of the price you raised
the price of dry mats from about 14 to about 20 cents, an increase of approximately
40 per cent. I do not know of any material or sorvico iised in thin making of a news-
paper which advanced in price less than this, with the possible exception of printing
ink.

I find that the latest hill we have from you, dated November 2. is at 18 cents a mat,
which represents an increase of less than 30 per cent over the price of the summer
of 1917. 1 regard this a reasonable in view of the moderate increase that you made
during the war and post-armisiice period, which was undoubtedly necessary.

I would hesitate to make a contract for a monthly supply of German ma[ts to be
shipped to the Republican during 1922 and 1923 no" matter how low tie price, be-
cause I would not bet that German industries would be able to function that long.
Nevertheless, I can see why many users might be tempted against their ultimate
inte-rsts to take advantage of temporary bargains. \V• J. PAC'E, IPublsi, cr.

We respectfully submit that Mr. Pape's statement shows that we never have profit.
cered; that our peak price was moderate, to say the least, when it is considered that we
have had to develop a virgin American industry requiring specially trained labor and
the use of costly materials, and that our present selling price is reasonable and even low
in the face of increased costs of manufacture.

We now ask your consideration of this incontrovertible fact: Every newspaper that
uses our dry stereotype mats, or flongs. makes a substantial money profit by using the
process over and above the total annual cost to it of mats. In other words, it costs the
newspaper absolutely nothing to use our product, but, on the contrary, it is paid a cash
bonus for using it.

To explain: In the old stereotype process the matrix, or mold, is, preparatory to
casting the plate from it. dried under Iressure and at great heat while impressed in tie
type form. Thus the shrinkage of the paper can be no greater than that of the type,
which is approximately one-sixteenth inch across the newspaper page. In the dlry-
mat or long process the matrix or mold is stripped from the type form when the im-
pression has been taken and then dried i-dependently of it. The paper mold, not
being held by the type, shrinks to its limit, which is nearly, if not quite, one-half inch
across the standard'eight-column newspaler page. Therefore, the printed matter in
width is seven-sixteenths of an inch narrower when the dry mat is used than with the
wet mat, and the result is to widen the white pal 'r side margin ns. This excess and alto.
gether wasteful margin is saved by narrowing the usidih of the lIrint-paper rolls, thus
offectingasavingof from 2 percent to3 percentin newsprint, which can not be made
except by, using the dry-mat process.

For example, a newspaper that consumes 10,000 tons of newsprint yearly at, say, a
cost of $3 per hundred pounds, will by using the dry mat save on an ava--ge of 2'per
cent of $600,000, or $15,000, per annum. Such a paper would require to spend about
$1,500 for its yearly need of dry mats, whiuh is no more than would be the cost of
making its own mats by using the old process. Therefore, this newspaper makes a
clean profit of $15,000 per annunm by the dry mat, a saving that can be made in no other
way, and in proportion to their circulations and consumption of print paper this saving
may be made by all daily newspapers and is being made b., thos that use our pr, tess.

We submit that oppetion from any publijhe r or association of publihers to tile
protection we have asked for and urgently need i3 shortsighted and inimical to the
interests of the publishers themselves. As MIr. Paper points out, there are bound to
be bargain hunters who, in their greed for saving pennies, work direc-tly against their
ultimate beat interests. The wor.t thing that could happen to the .,everal hundred
small city novspapers in the United States that are now our customer will he to force
us out of buineis anti thereby place themelves at the mercy of the (;( rarls. It is
inconceivable that time sellini'g price of the (erman product, which, with the sole
object of destroying the only competing Ameriai ind 1u~trv, ha. bteen placed at le'ss
than half our co-'t of manufacture, will. remain where it ii or,'iieed1,oit meuouit higher
than our .tereotvpe mat has ever sl for.
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Should there he 'doubt in the minds of any of your members of the fairness and
justice of the protection we ask, we request'that an investi-,ation be made by the
Treasury Department. We are confident that such an investigation will provw that
this new American industry is imperiled by the utterly unscrupulous and murderous
methods of the Germans: that their competition is not legitimate: and that we are
entitled to the tariff we ask and must have to continue in business.

Our business does not consittute a monopoly. No newspaper has to use our product,
and, a. stated, large newspapers do not use it. It is true we are now the only American
makers of dry stereotype mat.s, but that is because we spent nany years and much
money in experimenting to discover the chemical secret of manufacture, possess.d
heretofore only by the Germans.

This industry if guarded in its infancy Iby tariff protection is lound to grow an(
others will cone into it. We shall welcome that time, Lecause it will increase the urc
of dry iats, give enplovnment to) a new elass of skilled lalor, and provide hcgilimate
and healthful competition.

We earnestly pray that your honorable body will inot perniit this germ of American
perseverance and industrial en! :rprise to be dc troycd by the Germans, e lit are tie
only other manufacturers of a successful dry sterotype mat, but %%ill fost-r it wtith the
protection it merits, just as you wilt guard 'the American dye industry, to which it is
analogous.

AIALL AN INFANT ANMl 1IMJONTNT AMEV:TCAN INiUSIRY ili; lit S1 :o14 .1 'Dhe ;11iE
MANS' MiHAT IS YOUR ANSWERi?

You iced nut w,,rrv alr jut myself nvpr the Chrmicle. We have always std li- yon.We u.se pra-tir al," cv-erythinz you make, and I do n,,t think you riced t,, hther'a1bout

us. As li.n a. yotu are sellir your dry mats at a reaonalu,]e prdit I d,,n't think you
need fear (;erman vinlpetitin, for certainly n,, Aneric an ruhlisher will quit tu
merely becaive he can save 1 'r 2 cent.--ifoust m (Tex.) Chrmirle.

Replying, t0 vour circular regardinm. "dumping" by the Cernians, it would take a
large differential in lrir e t ) bring ns U' consider the use of the f.,reign pr,,duct. We are
atiil with the Vo,,d l'hun and with the ri( e policy tf the crornlany.--Waterbury
(Conn.) Iteiublif an.

We are s' nipathetio with the cmiletitiom oi are eomlelled t-, meet fr.,m (er-
many, and the Capital has wlit hmrthaecd an*y (rnan znat- e. Mines (i(,wa)
Capital.
The wirter of this letter i, a rank pr otective tariff man. Ile believes always in a

tariff which will lout Aierican fab,,r and material under Ameriran condition n (in a
basis where fair competition can be hat with te labl'r anid prodrr(-ts of other ciuntries.
lie heievet that (3nvezte shumil pas a law which would amply Irtect this c,,ntry
against being male the duipinmlg ground of pr-difts of ('heap forei- n labor. Persin-
ally-he will,l lie willing to jay in ire for go ,s lir.),ihed in Ameria than for those
sent in fr-,m a.r.i, the sea, bui't this idea 1f4a perfect pr tective tariff is one which
wiulhl Ida, tn4 fairly in cimpetition with any aid every other coruatry. lie would
he ver' slo- t v ll-"anvthint "made in Germar'." nip niatter at what ;rice, Ile has
little or n )ue f ,r the iieini_-.- -C ,rthanwI (N. Y.) Standard.

We have n intention of deertin, mr ,i',, 91 friends Wood Flon,?. First, because
v01 I r pr.hl-t ineamre. up ti,) our standard, and second, because you have been friendly
;lisl)Seed toward us1 during the days (if stress of the pa.t year.--riul.eprt (Conn.)
Star.

In reply t Mr. W,,d's letter relative t ) German mat,. The Vindicator ha already
been alpir,-he I in ro,arl u ) this and has reftued tVi consider their propsiti,,n. It is
our intention t stick by our frienl;.--Yin-st jwn (Ohio) V'irdicator.

It is n t my 'iizt.,m t6 (-han'e firm-s with whim I deal simply to save a few centp, as
I do) not believe that chealuer pruclct" arc economical in tie final analysis.-Warren
(Ohio) tribune.

In reply ti, your circular letter reardin- German rrats will say we will stick as lon-
as ,ou try- to give us a squire dcal." We appreciate your situation and want to assur e
voua of our support.--Cent ralia (111. 1 Svntinel.

We co uld loiy German pa,,wr cheaper than Arnerir an liaper, but we have been buv-
ing American print paper at'the higher price and expect to continue t0 do so, the samo
a we expect ti continrie to lurv vy'our nats so lun, as your prices are fair and reason-
atbe.---Sterlin? (111.) Gazette.

W\e hae your letter re.ardin, the du|mpoing of German dry mats on this country,
and in reph" will state I am in entire sympathy with your position in the matter.
The "'or)( udry mat is far stierir.- ila:tin (Ot;i,) Morning Journal.

Tihe l-'lorifla Ntetr,.luliq is satisfied with the Wood dry mat in every particular and
dwis n,,t intend to purchase iernan ,or (other foreign-made dry mats. We believe
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it is the patriotic duty of every American to encourage home industries, and you may
count en ts.--Jacksonville (Fla.) Florida Metropolis.

Replying t yours without date in reference tot tbe.drv.mat industry, we beg to as-
sure you that we stand by our friends and expect t) continue using Wod dry mats.-
I)unkirk (N.Y.) Observer.

You are quite right.--laltimore (Md.) International Syndicate.
Will stick and trust your concern to lower prices as swon w consistent.-Waukegan

(Ill.) Sun.
We have read with interest your circular letter and ,Mish to say that we have io

intention of discontinuing busiue with your concern as long as quality of product
i- maintained.-Wvnkoop, llallenbeck & k'rawford, New York.

Shall an infant and important American industry he destroyed by the Germans?
What is your answer? No; we will stay with vou.- (ambridge'(thio) Jeffersonian.

We do not believe we would consider making any change. We are getting along
very icely and have recommended your mats anti Service very highly to the pub-
li-her. of the RIIekford Star.-lleloit (Wis.) News.

As far ai the Advocate is concerned, there is no danger of our changing from the
Wood mat to an imported product if the decision rests on crt alone. We do not use
a sutlicient number of mats to) make c, st the primary objet, but are much more
interested in qua'itv. We believe tl at this -hould lie nmch tile irore importanttl,,ndd~erati.)i.--.''taiifcor, I (Coji:i.) .\d vetate.

We do not think vou have a ni thing to) fear from f,,rei-gn mats. We tried out a
sample all(I found tfien very un'-atisfa(t,;rc. Fri what" we underland. they are
having serious tro ble with 'them in all th'e places in this i'.initv that have tried
thon.- --Siring~iehl (!ll.) State itegistcr.

Wc are satis!ed with your rials and pries. li,,ever, we do e'lc-t lower prices
on mat. in the future. Make ,ood mats and sell then at tie ri.,ht prices and you
need nut fear anvbmy's go ls. Cut out the tatri-,tiv appeal. It isn't worth a
danin.-Alban' (N;. Y.) Sunday Telegram.
The Journal is 1i ith v-n at all'tie. a,.aio.t teruna.n-riiade Mats regardhless of price.--

liami ilto (( hi,,) Journal.
We have no intention ,f chaning the source of our supply for dry mats. We do

not believe that any publisher wtoulIti rclad e (icrnan.nade dry mats'if the difference
in lrice anucurted to only the difference in Nlages tlat vas rcuuired to be Iaid in
ti rmnanv and the United Ntates;.-Xia,ara Falls iN. Y.) ( azett,.
The mats we are getting frin %,,u work very -atifactrilv. and ai lon. as they do we

will not be intere.-ted ini any ,'thor nats. We cerrainlhope that tie comiptilion
will not be so) keen that you'will Ibe unable to compete with anld continuee the man-
fac-ture of the dry mats, be it (Gfrmauy or ary other foreign, country.--l Ilean (N. '.)
Ti rues.

We, of course, will always favor the homemade product, as we stalld for American-
made products; first. So far as the German mat is concerned, we think yo have
nothing to fe-ar fr,,m its competition, as it is air infterior article compare d with the
Wood.---Aurora (11.) fleacoi News.

We appreciate what you are doing i, in perfecting an American-made dry mat. If it
should develop that there isan effort to crush your business by 'dWniling,." you will
have our sympathy and snuiluort.--Wichita Ialls (T,..x.) Tirrue..

Replying t.j your -ircular letter, we J.lcire tip as-iiro vou that four cordial symlathy
is with you in'the pT,-ititn as stated in that letter, and, furitherm:,re, we desiree to
aisure youl that we have every interitn of gi\'in:, yon our !iilj,,vrt a; long a. we are
made t feel that we in turn' are receiving a s'are deal.-I'aterson (N. J.) Press
Guardian.
You have my standing order for dr mats, and I have n., present intention of making

any chan.ge. Am not byin'.. any German mats an4 n it in favor of " tradling with the
enemv."-Asbnry Park (N.PJ.) l'ress.

We'have n-) intention of discontinuing the use of your dry rats andt do not know
why you should jump to the onclusion that your'customers generally have such
intention. You should kn,)w that yon have ourgod will, and we desire to see your
husines- continuing, to be a succe3sfil career. We were o of the first, if n')t the very
tint, yier.i of your dry nts in the Smrth. We have alvoc-ated their use at publishers'
meetings and elsewhere, and we are sture that we have been the means of securing
many now custmiers.-CGtumbia (S. C.) State.

You need have n; fc-ar of our uin the German prodii-t. The fact that it is German
made ii enough to condemn it in our -iht. Count us as one (if your!steady ust,,t.
ers.---Ottawa '(Il.) Republican Times.

Would state that our policy is to remain with the company that took (areo of us
during the tryingr situation that the war created. and until convinced that an rn-
reasmable ,rice is being charged us we shall nit cnsider any pr,,t,,sals madc to us.-
Onenta (N. Y.) Star.

liltm
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Wo do n see that we shoul be called on to hell) promote your business for you,
and we see no reason why we should not take advantage of the lower-price' matrices
if we continue touse the process-Raleigh (N. C.) Times.

As a matter of fast, newspapers have been benefited very materially from the
imp)rtati)n of foreign news print, which has been pra-.ticafly responsible for the
break in the high spot-market price, and if same hadnot materialized many news-
papers would have been put out of business. This situation, of course, does not
appy t, tho WVo'd dry mat, which we believe most publishers will recognize.-SMacon(Ga.) News. "• "

We want t.b indulge our patriotism as far as posse ible, but we could do so more cheer-
fully if the cost of tho American-made dry mat would show some indications of declin-
ing, along with other commodities.-Omaha (Nebr.) World Herald.

The News has no intention of making a change in this matter, and we certainly will
recommend your production, as we have several times in the past, and our guess is
that the German production will not gain a foothold. We are having good succem
with our matq and can see no reason for a change. What we want is results, and we
seem to be getting them.-Salem (Ma%.) News.

You may rest a-ured that foreign competition on a I)rice-cutting basis will not
disturb the relations that have been established between us. We appreciate your
position in the matter as well as the element of reliable service upon which you v-ery
properly lay stress. As lon. as the Wood mat is marketed at a reasonable margin of
profit and can stand compares )n on the basis of quality and results we believe you
should hold the trade.--North Adarns (Ma.) Transcript.

WALL POCKETS.

[Paragralph 1313.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. HAMILTON, REPRESENTING BUF-
FALO ART MANUFACTURING CO. (INC.), WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. HA.MILTO.N. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
have come here just to make a brief statement in behalf of the manu-
facturers of wall pockets. Wall pockets were not made in the United
States until after 1914. 'They are used largely for decorative pur-
poses in the houses of people who can not indulge in very elaborate
art. Tiey are in various sizes.

Up until now we were making about 30 different designs, but
because of the enormous increase in the importations from Cermat',y
in the last six months we have cut our number down to 7. Until
1914 we imported from Germany. In that year the Buffalo company
which I represent began to manufacture them, with a small invest-
ment of ab out $10,000 at first, and they gradually increased that
until they have about S100,000 invested.

At the same time another concern in New York City, the United
States Wal[ Pocket 'Manufacturing Co., began to manufacture wall
pockets. But owing to the enormous increase in the imports since
the signing of the armistice the New York concern has gone out of
business as manufacturers completely, and we are the only mialufac-
turers in the United States to-day.

The fact that we. manufacture other lines of art goods and our
customers are in the market for wall pockets accounts for our con-
tinuance in the production of wall pockets even under present ruinous
conditions. Were it not, for the necessity of holding our trade in these
other lines we should be compelled to 'abandon thie manufacture of
these articles and to scrap our plant, as competition with German
manufacturers, whose employees receive wages less than one-quarter
of those paid by our company, makes competition out of the question.

We ask, therefore, that you give us the protection of a specific duty
of-15 cents a pound, instead of 26 per cent ad valorem proposed by
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the Ways and Means Committee bill, and for the reason that we find
that without a duty equal to 15 cents a pound it will be absolutelyimpossible to continue this little industry.

Ido not want to occupy a lot of your time. I know you have not
time to listen to a very long speech, but I have hero prepared a brief
statement concerning'the industry as it exists to-day, and I would
like to call particular attention to this one fact: We began the manu-
facture of wall pockets originally with 10 or 15 employees. We now
have about 100, mostly girls, w vho are experts at this sort of work;
and the wages paid are'from $16 to $40 per week.

It is unnecessary for me to tell'you what wages are for a similar
cha-.acter of work abroad, because the gentlemen who have preceded
me have gone into details very fully on that subject, and the work
which they have described is similar to ours. We are to-day making
only about 250,000 for the year, as against 1,000,000 last year, and,
incidentally, because of the price of paper, which is manufactured
from the by-product of tobacco factories, made from tobacco stems,
and which was of very little value aside from its use in such paper-
but the price of that has fallen quite considerably, and we have
reduced our price to the jobber from $99 down to $75 this year for the
largest wall pockets.

With that short statement, with the permission of the committee,
I will file this brief which I have prepared.

Senator NfCLEAN. Does your brief contain the cost of raw
materials?

Mr. HA31ILTON. It gives you our cost of production. I have not
gone into the details as to cost per pound, but we have given you the
total cost to manufacture-so much per thousand.

Senator McLEAN. In a word, about what does your raw material
cost you per pound ?

Mr. HAMILTON. I can not tell you that, but if you will permit me
I will ascertain and add that to the brief and give it to te stenog-
rapher.

(In answer to the question of Senator McLean, Mr. Hamilton
furnished the following information:)

The present (ost (if paper averageis 51 cents per pound.
Aniline rollirs average $2.75 per pound, except blue, which costs at the present

time $7.75 per pound.
The average co.,t of the pockets at the factory per thousand is: Small size, $,1;

medium, $53; large. $68.
Of these co.sts labor represents $28 for the small sizes, $33 for inedium, and $39 for

the large sizes.
Price" t,, the trade for the .eas.,on (! 1923 are, respectively, $44, $58, and $75.

BRIEF OF CHARLES A. HAMILTON, REPRESENTING BUFFALO ART MANUFACTUR-
ING CO., WASHINOTON. D. C.

We a~k that you 5o amend para:-raph 1313 of the bill 11. It. 7456 a. to Ilar'e a slpricifie
(lutv of 15 cents a pound upon wall pof'kets a- de cried in the paragra-h above nien-
tione1 instead of the 1,roposed ad valorem dut%' of 2; per cent.

The reason for asking, this change in the tariff is that the present condition of this
inlisirv is threatened with absolute annihilation through the competition (if the
pro luts of (ierrnan manufacturers.

I're~ious to 1914 no wall po-kets were made in the United States There were
hundreds of thotisandq of them imported each year. which were Fold through the
rel)resentativ(,; of the German manufacturers and American jobling hous.es. The
luffalo Art Manufacturing t'o. (In.) was one of the Almerican conerns importing
wall po 'ket, for the purpose of supplvin-z the tale which came to that company in
the distribution of its own 1roicts." The stoppaage of the importation of (crinan

81527-22-sci 13-8
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supplies at the outbreak of the war made it no-eary. in order to supply the trade,
to produce wall po-ketA in the L'nited State-, anl with that object in viw the litt'alu
Art Manufalturing C-,. eitablishe'! a small plant for the production of the(, oel'..
The principal owner of that plant Mr. F. J. (ffermann at tirt inve(-ted aloult $10,O,
but a, the demand grew hii investment inv'rea--e. until to-day he alnd his wkstwiale-
have invested! nearly $100,000 in thi, iarlictular bIran b of their work. ''he numl 4-r
of employees grew from 15 or 20 to more than 100. and the earnings of there emlloyces
is from $11 to$t0a week. Ablout the.same time the Uniled States Wall POO Iet.Mamn-
fa-.turin (o. was establisbed in New York City and tnol,cr ibre Nuo (rI) ioItls
producel wall lo'.et. to the value of aplroximaiely f,PCO.CCO annually. (nmilo.inj
a total of aot? 175 people.

Hut the signing, of the armiiti e and the rehal-ililalicn of ('eunli in',trslies ri L
brought about a return of imports from Cemnanv id situ e tLe W'a% s and .vhallj
committee e prepared the i'enilitu, tauifi iil the .mlnrtal i n fr n ( uinilt w an i,t
to .anrh at extent that the New York ornpanv hq. e:it I ui nielx aild cT ( €m-
pany has lenr vomnpelled to cut its lirolui lion 0onoii so that ittead of rn'o :(
different de.ignF heretofore manufaf tured we wle lprnluiun only 7. and we slall Le
compelled to rlo e lolm n entirely unless iT (, air Pt eili aifi-atle proteclirl.

The prices at vs hit-h th.2so semen deui.ls are sold to the trade ronge from $40 to $75
per thousand, v hiph represents the ost of manufacture rind on average profit of only
10 por cent above the vest of labor and inateiial. Even tillq small perentago over
cost is not net, Ps wall pock(ts are sold on long credits. Goods sold in tho spring are
not p,'id for until the end of the year, and it is nocowr' to borrow funds from the
banks to liay for labor P.! matril. 'I he interest pid oil such loans reth es profits
to not iore thi,n/ 6 percornt. Wero it not for the fact that mr company has developedI
the manufrl.ture of other lines, suh os -aendars, no further attempt woul lie made
to Competty v ith the (joiruvn manuficturer.s, Lut this breach of our liusinem w hould
be di-oI)Dtiruiitl entiilv, rild it mlltt lie di-r-''tinld unless Coiugrs '. t ill afford
us pr<,tt.ti'a1. If utom polled to tak, this .ours,, tlt- plant viil have to It- scralpv(d
-onpleh~tolv, a.s the .:uiprnint c nl not h,' used for any other imrpo"', nor cotn it 1,,1.old foIr 2pe 'rit of its r.st. (Irn wal pockts ars offrel in the Unit(l States

market to-lay ;,t prices ranging from 2,000 to .1,000 mark. lIluing the last two
znonths the exdhonrn' flutltationi of tho (ermn iark, as shown in on article in
Cominvurre Iteports, i-urs'd by thu Iliepartirint of Comleuu'rvo, leceniber 19, 1921,
headed "No lndanwntll econnri ic inl)rovenrent shown iV recovery (if German
mark, " r-ngod from 0.0035 evit oil Ihe 18th (if Nw verm1,.r, ul) to 0.00 t Ctnt onl the
Ist of Ior 1 ceq.--r. 'ilieho nu I.id1.ot irall. ,tlenti,,+ ti the fiet that-.

"Th con.t ntlv groi ing tvirs,'tIade Ialaurce alil the fe.;Tr ,f Irotective Ifeisire.
alrod lu hs I.' lho (,erni II (itoeu inent to attempt a new control of export 1n it's
in 'on end ivo: to .1loroxinmoto the %%orl h.vel. It v ill be increasin'lv itve',r..rv
to wil a Ut-*' prOjio tiol of lW ildlu.t-i'l 11O1tll .1,101l. An a tt ,ii] t is l:einu- Ilmade
boy the for,,i:-n t.,ihe olie, clthoilgh without -nitre succ,-; to colrpel the paylnr'i.
f6r (0rino n .x],orlu to I t, I uud ill fort ign utlr ilcieQ."

It lt it 1t1ls' 4ie o'ffo it o l the p,;it oft he (ertman tovernmont to control the Aitioi iron
lnarket for %%all ploko -t, for tht control exi-t. to a ety large, extentt . I he entire
country is to-thy l~t+ oll v ith tht, (ruall inipel ts. 'I he orlersq hooked bV th, lBuffalo
Art MVnuf:-ctuii I'o. for the current se'soil have falln off wore than't) ,r ce'ilt,
o.in,, to th( f;t that thr (ier ln n:anlfatulrer i. abe to plae hi. wi6,res ill the
lanildso the ,lAnri-i-aln jb.r. at a pice far below the C.ot o l)roiliction inl this
colintry.

"rhe arrminpel that thw value of the (Grman inark may increase, to such al extent as
to wipe olt this dil-rene in ost has little to conlnend it. for the fact re-mains that th,
pres.lnt cKst of ipro4lot ion in I ermany is fr lelow the cost ill the 'uited Slates. and,
even with the restor tion oIf the antewar value of the mark, IGhrmanv. owing to the
grvat differ-nne, in th,, wa,ws. van ant wiUll ontintic to produce wall poiuktts at a li ure
which w,, van not mevet in the Unite-d States. Nor cal the American buivr (h,plid
upon antiy aolvatage as a result of the lower cost of (trman mantufacture. Past history
dnmoistrati ; t-harlv thaI. with the elimination of" l erican competition. Ihe (irma is
will proliptly i-.rl sas, the sRellilig Iice in this (uointry to thi higlwst tigtri, that th'
market will taul. Th4, gas-mantl,, ine1t;:'tV is a ca.se in point. Somi vtars ago a
firun in ( tlia, 1 Vi .\ Iolt ht ipaor inii g (of uero.oit,. saltl In North C'arolina. Mlono-
All sn I is t raw nal,-rial from whic-h nitrate ' of thori n is liroxlutci d. Nitrate of
thorimn i ists. iial in lh,., wAiu , of pas iantlu.. T', t iruians <tut th, liric, of
thro rinm to si-lh a t;rLar., iii th Ii i Ootrv that the. im t,+ry wa.; throttlfui and l1iono/il'
1.3. 14! i.s til lot .t r l otucISt, I su s..s ful dl .

\\'ll 1 <'k,.ts irv iad, luni.lally l'r,i a c'-Atl. ]ar whic-h is a hv-lIroIht-t of th,'
tiu-rcc iiwuiuil:ut'.trii.. I I-ai, j li t tw watr, sto-w.o which h art thrown out ir tht,
llh1tii l'tev-t ' ,4' 'f -iril.: 1.1.-uj.l . i'-, Ih l a fall i th.lic,* ofth+'.t"_,n;iinu lity
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and a corresponding reduction has been made in the wholesale price of the American
product. llut there has been no corresponding fall in the price of aniline dyes. which
are an essential material in the manufacture of thcs2, goods. The sup-rintendent of
the Buffalo Art Works writ-s under date of December a, as follows:

"According to information we received regarding the importation of wall pockets
from Germany, these have increase t. almost 50 per cent over the previous six months.

" Its effect on our business can he readily explained by the fact that the New York
concern, called the United States Wall Pocket Manufacturing 'o.. has discontinued
entirely the manufacture of wall pockets, as it is utterly impossible to compete with
the German products.

"We are inclosing you a copy of our new price list, and you will note that our new
line consists of but svpn designs, whereas we usually carried about 30 designs.

- Were it not for the fact that we are relying on a fair duty being placed on wall
pockets, we should he compelled to discontinue also. as we are unable to even begin
to compete with the German wall pockets under present conditions.

, Raw mateiial has not fallen to any great extent, with the exeption of paper.
This is reflected in our prices, as we are now selling the large size at $75 p,r 1,000,
which were selling at $99. Aniline colors cost us the same. As skilled labor is re-
quired. we have been unable to reduce our costs in this direction."

We believe that we have shown yoti in the above the reasons why it is absolutely
necessary that a tariff lie placed upon wall pockets high enough to insure the maintZ-
nance of the industry in this country. It is true that wall pockels are not a prime
necessity in the life of the Am,rican people. It is alsn true that th-v to not compete
with th5 art gall.riesor exhilitions of pictures. hut they do add brightness to the homes
of the porer of our population; anl, in view of the'fact that the industry helps to
less-n the unemployment of Amrican working people, we urge that you help us to
maintain thes- p-ople in thpir places by a'fordin- us the moans to continue to Pay
them waes, which we can n-t di unless we are given protection sufficient to maintain
the existence of this industry.

As a further argument for th.,e lsirahflitv of placing a specific ditty upon wall
pockets attention is directed to the fact .hat in the act of 1U09 views of any land-
s 'ap2-, s-en,, building, place:or loc,litv in the United Stats on card'b'ard or pap,-r
were made dutiable at a sp-pifie duty of 15 cents a pound and 25 pr cent ad valorem,
while thinner cards containing such s-en..s were made dutiable at the rate of $2 per
thousand. In the art of 1913 cards containing American scenes (par. 329, p. 1 16 of the
comparisOii were male dutiable at the rat,? of $2 pr thousand. her, the committee
has a precedent upon which to Iase, the action wh i' we ask. "houild it be deemed
desirable to refrain from in,-luling wall pockets in paragraph 1313, we ask that these
articles be placed in paragraph 1310 b" inserting the words "wall pmckets" after the
word "lbooklels" inane of pap -r, cardboard, i "., in the fourteenth line of paragraph
1310, page 116 of tlh. co-nparisn. s3 as t0 mak,, wall po:.kcts dutiabl at the rate Of
15 cents a patunil, as it is proposed to make booklets of similar ch'.racter.

PAPER TUBES.

[Paragraph 1313.]

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK L. CHASE, REPRESENTING F. A.
CHASE & CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.; AND THE AMERICAN PAPER
TUBE CO., OF WOONSOCKET, R. I.

Mr. CHAsE. The subject we are interested in. sir. is a duty oin paper
tube.,A used in the textile arts for spinning. ond I brought i fown 1 ew
samples to show what they lotk like and incidentally to show how
they are. used, and, if I may, I will state briellv our position in the
matter exhibitingf samples to committee].

We rcspcctftllv petition youur honorale bodv for the enactnent
in the new tariff law of a'clause in Schedule M---lape-rs. granting
due and equitable prote.'ti:mn to our l;rmducts, and ptitioning for
the insertion in a proper paragraph of the words: " Paper tubes,
0t'wrel 4,r parallel, 5 cent, per pomit l anl 35 per cent adl valore;m."

Senato' SMOOT. \Vhnt paragraph is that in .
Mr. ('msg. It is now in paragraph 1313, basket (lt11se. I)f course,

our poiint i.; to take it out of ti,, ba-kvt clause. und that is spcilically
mintioncted under the title -p.'ptr tthles."
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In the Fordney tariff recently passed by the House of Representa-
tives paper tubes are not specifically mentioned and are placed in
the basket clause with unlisted "manufactures of paper, 26 per cent
ad valorem."

Inasmuch as the duty on paper from which these tubes are made
carries the same duty as the finished tubes--26 per cent ad valorem-
American tube makes are afforded no marin of protection for the
labor and manufacture of their product. To correct this inequity,
we therefore earnestly urge that in the new tariff law paper tubes
be specifically mentioned and listed and given a duty of 5 cents per
pound and 35 per cent ad valorem.
The manufacture of paper tubes for textile purposes in the United

States represents a business of considerable magnitude and invest-
ment, requires highly developed plants and equipment and much
skilled and highly trained labor. The business is conducted by a
number of independent plants in various States.

It may be of interest to your honorable body to know that during
the war a great majority of the silk, woolen, cotton, and worstedI
spinners were entirely dependent on the output of the paper-tube
makers of the United States to run their plants, and in our opinion
the protection of the paper-tube industry of the United States is of
vital importance to the very large textile interests.

The manufacture of paper-tube products in foreign countries,
principally in Germany, Belgium, France, and Italy, is highly develop-
ed and of very considerable proportions, and.specially well organized
for export trade, which is normally of very large volume. Being
conversant with tube-manufacturing conditions in these countries
and in touch with their present day costs, we know them to possess
very marked advantages in costs of production over the makers of
similar products in the United States, both as to materials, labor,
and overhead, but principally in the matter of labor, which is our
largest item of cost.

Foreign labor costs approximate one-quarter the cost of similar
labor in the United States and enables our European competitors
to make prices for export to the United States which makers in this
country will find it impossible to meet and maintain American
standards of wages. A careful survey of conditions abroad in our
industry shows clearly both an ability and a purpose at the present
time to undersell American makers of paper tubes in our home
market. In addition, the abnormal situation in foreign exchange
gives the tube makers abroad an added advantage in underselling

merican makers.
In view of the known conditions abroad and to afford adequate

and fair protection to Auiirican manufacturers of paper tubes
whom we feel are entitled to proper protection on their products,
we respectfully ask the consideration of your honorable body and the
granting of our petition for t&o enactment of the clause above,
"paper tubes, tapered or parallel, 5 cents per pound and 35 per
cent ad vilrem."

Senator S.IOOT. Tell us how many men are employed in the indus-
try in the United States.

Mr. CfASE. I think there might be employed, perhaps, 500 or 600.
It is not large in that respect, but, on the other hand, it is of vital
interest to the spinners.
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SUNDRIES.

ASBESTOS MANUFACTURES.

[Paragraph 1401.1

STATEMENT OF HARRY PAUL BARNES, REPRESENTING AMERICAN
MANUFACTURERS OF *SBESTOS MATERIALS,

Mr. BARNES. I represent the manufacturers of the United States,
consisting of Keasby & Mattison Co., with factories in Ambler Pa.;
Johns-Mfinnville (Inc.), with factories in New York, New Hamp.
shire, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and Illinois; the American Asbestos
Co., with factories in Pennsylvania; the Asbestos Fiber Spinning Co.,
with factories in Pennsylvania* the Asbestos Textile Co., with fac-
tories in New York and Massachusetts; the Franklin Manufacturing-
Co., with factories in Pennsylvania; the General Asbestos & Rubber
Co., with factory in South Carolina- the Norristown Magnesia &
Asbestos Co., with factories in Pennsylvania; the Sail Mountain Co.,
with factories in Pennsylvania and Illinois; the United States As.
bestos Co., with factory in Pennsylvania; the H. F. Watson Co., with
factories in Pennsylvania; the Conneross Yarn Mills, with factories
in South Carolina; and the Asbestos Shingle Slate & Sheathing Co.,
with factories in Pennsylvania.

The asbestos manufacturers of the United States are in favor of
the form in which asbestos is treated in the present bill, under para-
graph 1401, but believe that the rates suggested in this paragraph,
and passed by the House of Representatives, are much too low.

The grouping as approved by the House of Representatives is
justified because of the wide range of materials manufactured from
asbestos or in which asbestos forms an important component part.
Further, the quality of asbestos itself entering into these materials is
of such wide difference that these various classes o materials should
be considered individually and not under a general 1'eading "Manu-
factures of asbestos," as has been the case in tariffs heretofore. The
value of asbestos entering into these products ranges from 1 cent per
pound to $1.50 per pound, and the value of the finished materials
ranges from 11 cents per pound to $10 and upward per pound.

Senator LA FoLLErE. What is the total value of manufactures of
asbestos in this country?

Mr. BARNES. $1000 ,000 a year.
The CHAIRMAN. How many men are employed in the industry?
Mr. BARNES. From 30,000 to 50,000 men.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a comparatively new industry?
Mr. BARNES. Comparatively, sir; having grown up during the last

20 years.
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Senator LA FOLLETTE. Have you calculated the imports, and can
you state them over a series of years, coming into this country?

Mr. BARNES. The imports in 1920 were $204,000; exports-I will
treat that later on in my statement.

Senator LA Foua'E=. Have you the imports for a series of years
preceding 1920 to show whether it has been increasing or not?

Mr. BARNES. No; I have not those figures. The Tariff Commission
has prepared them, I believe, and I have seen them. The export of
asbestos from foreign countries was prohibited during the war, as
it was an absolute war necessity, so that no country could export
during that period.

The approved classification will simplify the collections of reve.
nue and minimize the opportunity for undrvaluation, whether it be
intention or unintention.

Since asbestos products were first placed on the dutiable list, in
1883, the industry has grown from a capitalization of a few hundred
thousand dollars'and employing not over 100 men to the industry, of
to-day. with a capital and surplus of between fifty and seventy-five
million dollars. and employing in normal times over 50,000 men,
and a yearly business turnover of $100,000,000.

During t~iis period. since 1883, many new uses of asbestos have
been found and manufacturing processes have been greatly im-
proved. In fact, so many uses now require asbestos that it is abso-
lutely essential in times of both peace and war.

I would like to read into the record at this point a letter from
the Secretary of the Navy to Congressman Watson, of Pennsylvania,
relative to asbestos treading]:

NAVY DEPAwriI FNT,
Wahhiglton, May 24, 1921.

MY DFA MR. WATSON: In response to your request, I hasten to advise you
that the United States Navy uses large quantities of asbestos In the form of
such finished products as pipe covering, mlilboard, and magnesia blocks.

It Is impossible on this short notice to give even an approximation of the
amount of asbestos which would be contained In a year's supply of these finished
products; but, as this material Is constantly used In the Installation and
repairs to boilers and pipe lines ashore and afloat, this commodity is of great
importance and Interest to the Navy.

Sincerely, yours.
EDwiN DEnsy, ,Secretary of the Nary.

lion. ]IENRY W. WATSON.
lVaais and .Ifean Comrnlttec, Hou e of Rcprescntatires.

Asbestos is used as an electrical insulator, a fire resistant and pro-
tection, for steam packing and other purposes, as a fuel conserver, as
a building material, and in i hundred and one different ways asbestos
products are required in the industrial world. They are also found
in the humblest home in the form of stove mats, toasters, iron holders,
and other domestic appliances.

One of the most important uses is in the form of asbestos shingles,
which are rapidly replacing inflammable shingles, although this
branch of the industry has developed within the last few years.

The CHAIR.IMAN-. Is'not the asbestos industry of comparatively re-
cent growth?

Mr. BARrNE. Yes. sir.
In stating that the manufacturers do not believe that the rates ap-

proved by the House of Representatives are high enough, we mean
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that the rates as approved will not give the manufacturers of this
country sufficient protection to equalize the difference in cost between
American and European production. Witnesses from other lines of
industry-manufacturers, employees of the Tariff Commission and
others-have appeared before this committee and the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representatives and stated that the wage
difference between American and European labor is, in many coun-
tries, a 1:3 ratio, while in countries where the exchange is very low
'the ratio is 1: 12.

We find, upon investigating the cost of European production, that
(lie wages paid are approximately as follows: In Germany, for un-
skilled labor, 150 marks, about $1.50, per week; in England, for un-
skilled labor, 25 shillings, about $6, per week; and in the United
States, $20 per week.

For carders, spinners, and other skilled textile workers the Ger-
man laborer receives 200 marks per week, or about $2, present ex-
change; the English skilled weaver receives 55 shillings per week, or
$13, present exchange; and the American workingman of the same
class receives from $30 to $40 per week. These figures for English
textile workers were furnished by the deputy minister of labor,
Ottawa, Canada.

The cost of production of asbestos materials may be divided into
two parts, material and labor and overhead. About 55 per cent of
the cost of production is material and 45 per cent is labor and over-
head. Even in the cost of material the American manufacturer is
handicapped by the European competitors.

Senator DILLINOHAM. You are speaking now of the manufacturers?
Mr. BARNES. Yes; manufacturers of all grades of asbestos. Here-

tofore the witnesses have only spoken about shingles. This is chiefly
the textiles.

Senator Sstoor. Are you satisfied with the rates here?
Mr. BARN.S. No, sir; we are asking for higher rates.
American workmen will not work with certain grades of asbestos

fiber 1 the use of which the European workman thinks nothing of;
that is, certain grades of fiber contain a great deal of dust, which tends
to tuberculosis, and the American workmen will not use it, while the
Europeans will. These grades are very much cheaper than the class
of fibers used by the American manufacturers, but as they are full of
dirt, sand, and dust, their use is very detrimental to the health of
the workman coming in contact with same.

Further, the American manufacturer has always planned his pro.
ductions on a large output basis, and this is absolutely necessary
in view of the high cost of labor. In Europe where labor is cheap,
these low-grade fibers, which work more slowly than the high-grade
Canadian, can be used to profit. This-is not the case in America.
To use these cheap fibers the labor cost would be so increased that
the advantage in the price of the raw material would be lost.

The American asbestos manufacturers during the war were practi-
cally compelled by the Government to increase their output, requiring
the erection of new buildings and installation of new equipment. This
increase in output was required to furnish the war industries with
their essential requirements of asbestos. The manufacturers willingly
did as requested. Many of them, in fact most, increased the size of
their plants and their production. Any excess profits which they

SUINDRIE*.
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made during that period have been collected as taxes. Now the
American manufacturer finds himself with a plant which, perhaps,
is too large for normal conditions-no ready cash-a stock of manu-
factured goods on hand, and European products being imported at a
price below the cost of the American production.

Very much the same condition is true of the European manufac-
turers with regards to overproduction, only they have the advantage
of being able to dispose of their materials in foreign markets.
France, England, Italy, and Germany can all suplgly their ownr
requirements for asbestos materials. Besides furnis ing this quan-
tity of material they could furnish sufficient for the requirements in
this country, and under the tariff now in effect are endeavoring to dis.
pose of this excess of material at what will be an enormous profit
for them, due to their difference in costs and the advantage in
exchange.

Imports of asbestos have not been very large, due to the fact that
this business is not prosperous at the resent time and the require.
ments are not heavy. Any orders, however, or inquiries which
appear upon the market are immediately seized by importers at
prices far below the American manufacturer's cost, and thus the
American manufacturer is compelled, if he desires any business-
and in most cases some business must be secured in order to have
ready cash to meet our taxes--to sell his material at a loss.

That Europe intends to secure this American and other export
business may be judged from an article appearing in the Gummi-
Zeitung, a German magazine relating to the rubber and asbestos
industry. We quote from this magazine as follows--I will not read
it but would like it to go into the record:

(The article referred to is as follows:)
In any case it Is a pleasing fact to know that already toward the end of

1910 the German asbestos Industries had at their disposal sufficient raw mate-
rial to enable them to offer their goods In the former good quality and variety.
Since then the German asbestos Industry has aimed with a!1 ii, strength and
power at regaining Its former position as chief supplier #rf foreign countries.
Leading firms report that in spite of terrible difi0cultles they have already
succeeded in reviving many old connections and In eztablishing new ones.

It Is not surprising that the prices of raw asbestos can not at present stand
a comparison with those of former years; on the contrary, the prices have
undergone an enormous increase in the world's market. They now figure ten-
fold as much as before the war at places of production. This Is partly ex-
plained by the Increased cost of production, higher wages, etc. These are,
of course, not the only causes for the extraordinary rise In prices. It may
be added-that one of the most important wells of production.-I. e., Russian
Siberia-is totally at a standstill, the general conditions the.-e making noy
production or export whatever Impossible. This circumstance acts strongly
In the rapid advance of prices for raw asbestos, which all countries are badly
In need of.

Naturally the prices for ready-made asbestos articles have had to follow this
advance in the prices of the raw material, so that it stands to reason that not
only In Germany but in all other countries a considerable rise in asbestos
goods has ensued. The German industry Is particularly hard hit by it and
Is feeling it all the more on account of the unfortunate rate of exchange, raw
materials having to be paid for at manifold prices.

The economic union of the German asbestos Industry Is making every effort
to create a sound basis for the reconstruction of the trade. In the matter of
exportation the low rate of German exchange Is a considerable advantage,
however much It harms German Industry on the other hand, because through
this the foreign markets can buy German asbestos goods considerably cheaper,
so that the German asbestos industry Is placed In a position to successfully
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compete with its prices against foreign competition. If one adds to this the
superiority of the German industry in the technical perfection of their prod-
ucts, one may hope It is within the range of possibility that it may regain its
old position on the world's markets.

The German asbestos industry has survived and overcome the hard years
of war and is Just making its way in winning back its former importance
and efficiency. It is called upon not only to meet all home demand but also
to satisfy a considerable amount of the foreign demands. For this purpose
the German asbestos goods manufacturers are at present fortifying themselves.
When one considers what an Important part the German asbestos goods
played on the world's markets before the war, it is only a matter, of course,
that the German manufacturers will leave no stone unturned to get into con.
tact again with their old customers abroad and to discover new spheres of
action. About 40 per cent of the entire production has been formerly ex-
ported.

A proper idea of the German export in asbestos goods in 1913 is given by the
following export figures:

Amount Value inIn tons. marks.

Asbestos paper, cardboard, cement plates ....................................... 6,62.. 4 l,o6,000Threads, cords, ropes, etc., made of asbestos ..................................... :" 5 W6,000
AsbcAos texture ............................................................... 311 %%OO
Other articles of asbestos (asbestos-rubber articles, Klingerlt. articles of cloth.

Ing, asbestos for boilers, etc.) .................................................. 1, 180.6 2,5W5,000

Total ...................................................................... 8,4 23.5 %22,5,000

The war dealt a severe blow to the prosperous German asbestos Industry on
the one hand through the complete stoppage of the supply of raw material,
and on the other hand through the prohibition of all export trade with asbestos
goods. As Germany is fully dependent for Its supply of raw asbestos upon
foreign countries the Importation ceased shortly nfter the war had started,-
anti it was necessary to confiscate the reserves, which were In the country, in
order to satisfy the most necessary demands, the most prominent of which were
the needs of the Army. Every kind of export had, of course, to be prohibited,
and this lasted throughout five years. It is certainly a hard test to the pros-
perity, eflic!ency, and adaptability of the German asbestos Industry, but on
the othpr side had this advantage, that many new Ideas were brought forth
and which are now of great benefit to the Industry. At nil events, it Pays very
much for the vitality ad enterprise of this branch of Industry that it has so
quickly overcome the effects of those unprofitable years and is making every
effort to gain expansion and foreign trade.

After the war lind ceased the prospects of the German alestos industry soon
became promising, as asbestos productions were among the first articles which
were, on principle, permitted for export. Of course, certain formalities had to
be gone through in every case, and special pernision for exporting procured,
but this was only a matter of form In order to Insure that sufflclent prices had
been charged. Accordingly the importation of raw asbestos was unconditionally
allowed. It can not be denied that exceedingly high prices had to be paid for
It, but there was an urgent need of this material, and high prices were realized
for the reati. manufactured articles owing to the brisk demand.

Mr. BARNEES. As an example of the difference in cost in American
and in European manufacture we have received a quotation from an
English manufacturer for asbestos yarn, containing less than 10
per cent cotton, of 3 shillings 3 pence per pound, or approximately
75 cents per pound in American money. In the United States the
labor on this class of yarn is greater than the'European selling price,
and the total cost of this class is approximately $2.50 per pound.
The duty, as approved by the House of Represen'tatives. is 84 cents;
or, with the (luty, according to the proposed bill. phls the European
quotation, this ERuropean yarn can be laid down in New York for
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$1.50 per pound, while it costs the American manufacturers at least
$2.50 per pound to produce it. Again, on manufacturer's yarn of
a quality containing over 10 per cent cotton English manufacturers
quote 1 shilling 11 pence, or about 32 cents per pound. The same
class of materials costs the American manufacturer about 95 cents
to produce. The duty, as approved by the House of Representatives,
on this class of yarn is 32 cents per pound. Since cloth, tapes,
tubings, packings, etc., ire all manufactured from yarn, the differ.
ence in cost between he American and the European production on
these classes of materials will vary in the same ratio as between
European and American manufactured yarns. Thus, it can be seen
that the rates approved by the House of Representatives are not
high enough to protect the American manufacturers and we, there.
fore, request that the Senate increase these rates to those which were
contained in a bill introduced in the House of Representatives by
the Hon. Henry Watson, of Pennsylvania, which are as follows:

DUTIA;L LIST.

Asbestos paper and billboard and articles manufactured therefrom, not other-
wise provided for in this section, 5 cents per pound; asbestos paper and mill.
board, manufactured from long-fiber asbestos for gaskets, and so forth, elec-
trical papers not exceeding five one-thousandths of an Inch in thickness. or
articles manufactured therefrom, 10 cents per pound.

Articles composed of asbestos and hydraulic cement In sheets or plates not
exceeding one-eighth of an Inch hi thickness, 11 cents per square foot; more
than one-eighth of an inch but not exceeding one-fourth of an inch In thickness,
2j cents per square foot; more than one-fourth but not exceeding one-half of
an inch In thickness, 5 cents per square foot.

Sheets that are corrugated or otherwise differing from flat sheets, 0 cents
per square foot or fraction thereof; colored sheets contaltinig an admixture
matter other than asbestos and hydraulic cement, 50 per centunn ad valorem in
addition to the above rates.

Asbestos wick and rope or articles manufactured therefrom. 35 cents per
pound.

Asbestos woven-sheet packing, In rolls, exceeding one th!rty-second ani not
exceeding one-eighth of an Inch In thickness, or articles manufactured there-
from, 50 cents per pound.

Asbestos gaskets folded or cut from tie straight sheet, rubberized, graplited,
or otherwise treateqkvth water-proofing or lubricating compound or compounds,
or articles manufac. red therefrom, 65 cents per pound.

Asbestos yarn containing more than 10 per centuni of foreign matter other than
asbestos, or articles manufactured therefrom, 50 cents per pound; asbestos
yarns, and listings exceeding twenty-five one-thousandths of an inch in thick-
ness, containing Iess than 10 per centum of foreign matter, and cloths, tapes,
cords, or other articles nmnufactured therefrom, $1.75 per pound; not exceeding
twenty-five one-thousandths of an inch in thickness, $2.50 per pouid.

Asbestos mantle threads, with or without wire, treated or untreated, $2.50
ler pound.

Asbestos textile fabrics, containing 10 per centum and not more than 20 per
centum of foreign matter other than asbestos, 75 cents per pound; containing
wore than 20 per centum of foreign matter other than asbestos, 50 cents per
pound.

All other manufactures of asbestos. and articles or manufactures of whlch
asbestos Is the component mraterial of chief value, not specially provided for in
this section, 40 per centuni ad valorem.

Su,. 2. That all provisions of any act or acts itconsistent with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed.

I would like to take the opportunity of calling to your attention
a brief filed for the American Asbestos Dealers' Association this morn-
ing and point out a few errors in the statements. These companies
import their shingles from Canada, and only consider the question

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



from that viewpoint- that is, Canadian importation. Shingles are
also imported from Europe in fairly large quantity.

Senator McCunEn (presiding). From what section of Europe?
Mr. BARNES. From Belgium, chiefly.
It is not from Canada, however, that the majority of the shingles

will be imported, but from Belgium and Germany. The American
Dealers' A sociation states that the thickness clause in the classifica.
tion should be changed. We can not agree with that. The majority
of shingles manufactured do not exceed one-eighth inch in thickness,
and that is the basis upon which that bill was written--one-eighth
inch carried a certain duty, and one-eighth to a quarter inch carried a
different duty. Ordinary shingles are one-eighth inch in thickness.

It is natural that these gentlemen should use statements to their
advantage which seem to be true, but their statements are decidedly
misleading. To take their own figures, they stated that they pur-
chase gray shingles at $7.72 a square. The present duty is 77 cents.
The approved duty would be '1 cent per square foot, or $1.55. The
duty.under the Payne Act would have been $1.56, so that it can be
seen that the approved duties are under those of the Payne Act.

Colored shingles, they state, they purchase for $10.20, with a duty
of $1.02. The approved duty would be $5.43. The duty under the
Payne tariff would have been $2.60. This increase in duty is to
partially protect the American manufacturer from German shingles
as the majority of colored shingles will come from that country, and
as the coloring material comprises about 60 per cent of the cost of
these shingles, and this coloring matter can be purchased in Germany
for one-twentieth the price which would be paid for it in this coun-
try-the shingles imported from Canada are chiefly gray-they are
able to manufacture colored shiffgles there much more cheaply than
on this continent.

Senator DILLiN01IA31. What is the base of those shingles?
Mr. BARNES. Asbestos and Portland cement.
Senator DiLNIGHA31. What (toes the asbestos do?
Mr. BARNES. It binds it.
Senator DILLIXOJIAM. Asbestos is used simply as a binder?
Mr. BARNES. As a binder.
Senator DLLINOHAM. The asbestos is noninflammable?
Mr. BARNES. It is.
Asbestos corrugated sheathing they advise they can purchase for

12 cents. We question this statement exceedingly. European pro-
ducers are quoting 16 cents to our 20 cents. The approved duty on
this class of material is 31 cents per square foot. Present duty would
be 1.6 cents. Duty under the Payne tariff would have been 4 cents.

Now, taking 'up the brief in detail, the asbestos dealers state that
during the year 1920 asbestos materials imported were valued at
$451,851, exported $2,492,192 or an excess 'of exports over imports of

2,040,341. They state that this clearly shows that no tariff is needed
for home protection. This is decidedly not the case. Seventy-five
per cent of the material exported went to Cuba the remainder of it
went to South America. Itis absolutely impossible for any American
asbestos manufacturer to export his product into any country manu-
facturing asbestos products. The reverse of this is not true. Imports
have been made into the United States from England, Germany,
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Italy, France and wherever else asbestos materials are produced.
It is natural that we should have the Cuban market, and of the mate-
rial that was shipped there, $900,000-or practically half of every.
thing that was exported-was corrugated roofing furnished by the
Keasbey & Mattison Co. Shipments-to Cuba can hardly be called ex-
port, and thus instead of the exports exceeding the imports in volume,in reality, taking country for country in which asbestos materials are
manufactured, imports into this country far exceeded our exports.

Senator WATSON. Your statement has altogether to do with the
manufacture of products?

Mr. BARNIs. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. You do not deal with the tariff on usbestosI
Mr. BARNEs. I do not; sir; but outside of my general statement I

would li:e to point out points on the raw material.
Senator WATSON. Do we produce enough raw material in the

United States now to supply the American demand?
Mr. BARNES. We do not, sir.
The dealers' association further states that the duty should fe

assessed on a square of surface covered by a single. In other words,
they request that the customs appraisers shall know how many
shingles will be placed on a square surface. How are they to tel
whether there will be 100 laid to a square, 150, or 200?

Senator McCu3inmR. Are those samples you have the usual size?
Mr. BARNwS. No; they are just samples. The ordinary sizes are

1 by 12 and 8 by 16.
Yet the dealers' association states that the duty should be assessed

on this roof value. How is the customs inspector to know the number
of shingles required to cover this surface? They can not tell how
they will be applied. To date they are allowing all shingles to enter
on a basis of 155 to the square. Our friends, the importers, therefore,
may bring 155 shingles, which lay 86 to the square, and declare them
as one square of shingles instead of two squares. This can not be done
under the bill as approved by the House of Representatives. The
shingles themselves will be taxed, not the roof, and the rate will be
upon a square foot of shingle material. It will be very simple for
the customs inspector, if necessary, to measure the shingle. secure the
square footage, and ascertain the number of shingles contained in the
lot.

The dealers also state that the classification of yarns will require
considerable expense to ascertain their value. This is not the case.
The classification as approved simplifies the collection and the valua-
tion of asbestos materials. Importers will, as formerly, declare their
materials. An analysis will only be necessary where there is any
doubt as to the truthfulnegs of the declaration. It is certainly much
more simple to have a sample of yarn analyzed by the Bureau of
Standards in Washington than to have an accountant go through the
books of the European manufacturers.

The dealers also state that if we place a duty on asbestos materials,
such as is approved by the House of Representatives, Canada will
retaliate by placing a tariff on materials manufactured in thi., coun-
try. They are evidently endeavoring to blind your committee to the
fact that Canada has had a tariff of 25 per cent. They have a royalty
tax on the raw asbestos of 5 per cent; since at leAst 50 per cent of the
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raw material is lost in manufacture-we take a ton of crude and only
get 5W0 pounds of fiber-this amounts to approximately 10 per cent;
or, in reality, Canada has an import duty on asbestos material of 35
per cent. 'lie only way Canada can retaliate to equal the approved
bill is to reduce their duty.
The "dealers" further state that the tariff asked, paragraphs A, B,

C, and D, will cause a monopoly to be formed by those companies
manufacturing sheets and plates of asbestos and hydraulic cement.
There is no danger of such a monopoly. There are at least five man-
ufacturers producing this class of material at the present time, and
as the patent under which asbestos shingles were most satisfactorily
produced expired last August, there is no doubt that in a short time
an additional number of companies will be manufacturing asbestos
shingles. Competition is too keen between the various manufacturers
of asbestos shingles for this tariff to lead an increase in prices or to
destroy their fair competition.

Further, we not only compete with asbestos shingles but we com-
pete with natural slate, wood, tile, and other shingles. So it is im-
possible for a monopoly to be formed, because if we forced the price
up on asbestos shingles we would not sell any and they would all be
replaced by a natural slate, tile. wood, and other materials.

The "dealers" further state that the duties requested will prevent
the importation of asbestos materials into this country and thus re-
d(ce the revenue. In answer to this we would like to t1uote the Tariff
Commission on asbestos imports, as follows:

It seems. therefore, that the Imports tire not greatly affected loy he tariff.
The impiorts are largely of goods iiot miade in the United states-sliecial prol-
ticts that may be made only by one manufacturer anl which will I e Imported
regardless of variation. In the tariff until tht high price or extended -.e (if any
one product warrants the building of a lalmnt for making it in the United States.
The tariff problem. therefore, practically resolves Itself into one, of reveime only.
WVe note that the dealers state that they do not think increased duty

should be placed upon asbestos materiali. We would like to call your
attention to the fact that they can evidently buy much more cheaply
from foreign sources than thv can from Amierican manufacturers, or
else they would purchase material of a number of American pro-
ducers. who would be ven, glad to sell them their material.

With regard to raw material, it is chiefly exported from Canada
into the United States. Ninety per cent of the raw asbestos pro-
duced in Canada comes to the'United States. England secures its
fiber from Africa and Australia.

The Arizona fiber is a muchcheaper grade. I refer you to the
Tariff Commission for the value of Arizona fiber. For ,ne ton that
is good thousands of tons are nonusable. An inspection of that [re-
ferring to sample on committee table] compared with the Canadian
[exhibiting another sample] will show you the difference between
the two grades. That [indicating] is Canadian, and you can see it
is absolutely smooth and silky; this [indicating] is harsh and will
not spin.

The only advantage of Arizona asbestos-and they can always dis-
pose of any amount of material they can get-is the fact it does not
contain iroin in its chemical composition and so it is very valuable
for spinning of electrical insulation. But there is not anywhere near
sufficient produced to meet the requirements of the United States.
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STATEMENT OF W. 0. DODGE, JR., REPRESENTING ARGUS

ASBESTOS CO. (IN0.), PORT CHESTER, N. Y.

The M1onthly Summnary of Foreign Commerce of the United States for August, 1921,

shows that for the first eight months of this year the exports of asbestos manufactures

were seven times as great as the imports, indicating that the American manufacturer

is able to meet foreign competition, notwithstanding his wage coot is greater.

It has been stated the annual business turnover in asbestos products in the United

states is t100,000,000. The importations are less than 1 per cent of this amount, and,

as such, have but little effect upon the productive activity of American factories.

The small amount of goods imported acts as a stabilizer of prices and prevents the

possibility of control of selling rice in, the American market.

The duties proposed in the Fordne tariff range from 100 per cent to 600 per cent

increase over the present tariff, and if these rates become law all importations will

cease. This mean. a loss in revenue to the Government.

The accompany statements and figures are submitted to prove that American

manufacturers o asbtos products are amply protected by the Underwood tariff.

Any increase will only benefit the manufacturer and result in added cost to the con.

sumer because of higher prices which will undoubtedly follow. In fact, the Under.

wood tariff could even be lowered and still give the necessary protection to American

Exhibit A shlows the percentage of actual labor to the finished product, the general

average being under 13 per cent. Suppose American labor costs were double those

of foreign countries, the duty 20 pe nt ad valorem in the Underwood tariff pro-

vides ample protection. As a matter of fact, American labor is only 15 per cent

higher than English labor, as shown on Sheet C, making a difference of but 3 per

cent in the total cost of the finished material. Importations are chiefly from England.

Exhibit B.-Most of the asbestos fiber comes from Quebec, Canada. Figures here

show a 4 to I advantage for American manufacturers on transportation costs.

Exhibit C shows the average American wage is 15 per cent higher than the Englih

wage.
Exhibit D.-Ilere is shown the tremendous increase in duties imposed by, the rates

in the Fordney tariff-from 100 per cent to 600 per cent. This disparity will become

even greater with lower costs, because specific duties remain unchanged. Such an

increase will make importation imposmble.
Exhibit E.-A witness before the Ways and Means Committee, in order to justify

the request for increased protection, stated only the most expensive fiber can be

for spinn. This exhibit shows average total production of 4,500 tons annually,

wile the orl textile output disclose to 20,000 tons. Obviously three.qarters of

the auction was only possible with the use of cheaper grade fibers.

hibit F.-Here is shown the United States exports and imports of asbestos gods

'for eight months ending August. 1921. Exports were seven times the imports. Why

need the American manufacturer fear competition at home which he so successfully

meets abroad?
Exhibit 0.-In a majority of instances the Fordney rates are greater than 1914

selling prices in the United States, and there is every indication of a return to figures

aroachinvels
~xhibitU contains extracts from evidence before the Ways and Means Committee

and our comments upon same.
Eximarr A.

;,:erentagr of actual labor to the finished cost.
Asbests: .. 7.1I

Asbest .....s... .. . . . . . . 15
Cloth. ........ ....................... ........... 14.2

Proofed sheeting ..........................................
7.

... ... 74.2

Fine yarn ................................................... 
11.2

Superfine yam .................................... ............. 1..

Listing ........................................... 
.... 21

Average ...............................................................

The above are figures of a manufauturer in England. near %anchepte.r.
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Exuitrr B.

Freight cost, mines to Rochdale, England, on asbestos fiber, £7 3s. 10d. per 2,000
pounds.

Freight from Liverpool to New York on finished goods, 85s. per ton weight or
measurement.

The above expressed in American dollars, on the basis of $4.20 to the pound sterling,
is equal to $2.40 per hundredweight.

The freight rate from Canadian mines to Philadelphia is $0.1 4 per hundredweight.
The above shows an enormous advantage to American manufacturers on transpor.

tation costs.
EXHIBIT C.

Comparison of vages paid in asbeutos textile industry.

United States Philadelphia England
district.

54_____ week. Per hour. 4&hour week. Per hour.

Pickerroom ............................... 180-120,.00 $0.33-10.37 18.17 30..3
Spinningroom ............................. 20.00- 22.00 .37- .41 $12.2- 15.70 10.26- ..3
sol1ng and twisting ...................... 13 . 00 .2-.33 I11.55- 15.65t .24- .33
Weaving .......................... 2.00- 30.00 26 E '.90- 21.001 .40- .44
Sundrvlabor ...................... 18.00 2000 .33- .37 15.54 .32

Average .............................. 19.0- 2K.) 0 .3.- .41 I 14.00- 16.80 I .30- .36
Average per hour ........... ................ l .38 ................ .33

.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..I -. . . . . . . . .

The above figures Indicate the aser ge .American wage Is 15 per tent higher thai the nglish wage.

ExHuiBr D.

Coinirison of present duties under Underwood lariff with propixtcd duties under so-called
Fordney triff bill.

It. R. 7456. Equiva-lent of
Present Proposed proposed Increase

Commodity, ad specifme specify over
valorem duty,per dutyon present

Page. Lines, duty. pound. a d duty.
valorem

basis.

Per cen. Per lb. Pep cem Per teat.
148 4 and 5 ...... Asbestosyam. ............... 20 2 cents. 68 240
148 6-7-8 ........ Yarn and listings ........... . 20 84 cents. 140 600
118 Sand9 ...... ..... do .................................... 20 Sim.... 53 185
143 10and 1i .... Textiles .................................. 20 42cents. 90 350
148 I13andl1 .... Mantle threads ........................... 20 11.40.... 62J 213
148 14-21 ........ All other manufactures ................... 10 20 per .......... 1 100

cent.

I Plus Increase due to American valuation plan.

EXHBItr E.

Produ tion of asbetos in Quebec, Canada-Shipments and sates.
No. I Average No.2 Average

Year. crude, value crude, value
tons. perton. tons. per on.

1914 ............................................................ 1,33 6301.96 2,812 $ 1131.83
1915 ............................................................ 2,734 27 38 ,6311 123.40
1918 .................................................. ,073 422.78 24885 2t9.7"
1ol7 .................................................. ,761 778.38 %,a 381.48
1918................................................. 1,808s 937.92 1,898 424.74
1919 ............................................... 10 1 ,267 2,991 61&.7?
1920 ................................................. 1,008 1,475 10 2,830 811.28

Tt.. ........................................ 1,841 ........... S .

Yeazly average ........................................... .......... % " 4 ........ -

Total yearly average of Nos. I and 2 crude, 4,500 ton.
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EXHIBIT F.

Staeine't of United States erparts an4 imports of a.sbestos minifjatures.

[Frtrn the lbathly Sam nry of Foreign Cnm-uew of Ulted States for August, 1921.1

August. Eight month.% ending August.

12 191 1919 1920 j 19,21

Imports.................................. $W, 219 S33,3118 $146,t 13,651' 231 M. 226
E x....................................... 399,1% 1 . , Y99 2,32,9M5 2, 64,76o 2,057,s71

Exce'.s of exports over Imports........ 339,967 197,553 2, 179, S7 2,215,10OS 1,0W, 645

For the month of August, 1921, the experts are m~re than five time the imports,
and for the eight months' period enlin; Au.gust, 1921, tho exports are more than
seven times the imports.

Surely the American manftia,-turer is nit sllin,, his proluct in foreign markets
at less than cost.

Branch office costs of an. I .eri,'an manufacturer of ,stjstos pobsrts in carly 191$, and a
coinipyrison of rates asked in Forlrsey tariff hill.

Cost per 'Fordney I
pound. rates."

Asbesto yarn ............ ft 29-I. 39
Fine Asbestosyarn ......... 1- .4 9
Arbestos listing over 0.025

Inch thick ................ .40- .90

--. -I

.s1

(prd. Fordney
pound rate.

Asbcstn1Ii-tisrgiindcr!5.025
Itnh Ihick ................ 0. 70-1.50, $1.65

Textile fhric.;. .. 30- . .42
Mantlehr.0'1..:... : :42- .52 1.40

Exutir II.

EXTRACTS FROM MR. BAnNEWS EV|VEN'F:.

"The chealpst crude is about $1 per
ton and the most expensive is about
$3,000 per ton."

Mr. (JLDITELD. I notice you sid it cost
about $3,000 a ton?

Mr. BARNES. That would be a fair aver-
age cost for the best grade.

Mr. WATsOV. What do you manufac-
ture out of the $3,000 asbestos?

Mr. BARNES. Yarns which go into
cloth: any spinning has to be done out of
the $3,000 material. The other is simply
used in asbestos material which is put
around furnaces and boilers.

Mr. WATSON. You can only spin out of
the most expensive?

Mr. BARNES. You can only spin out of
the most expensive.

Mr. BARNES. In requesting the rates
specified, we are asking for sufficient pro-
tection, not to give the industries of this
country an advantage over European im-
ports, but to allow for the difference in
manufacturing costs due to wage differ-
ences between Europe and the United
States; to permit a healthy competition

We have yet to see crude or fiber of any
kind at $1 1;er ton and not more than two
or three sales of small quantities were
made at $.3.000 for No. I crude. It can be
delinitelv stated that No. I crude was
always obtainable in Thetford, Canada, at
$2,060 a ton. Mr. Barnes's evidence is
consequently inaccurate.

It is utterly impossible to reconcile sucih
a statement with the facts. Exhibit E is
taken from reports issued by the Bureau
of Mines, Quebec, and clearly shows the
production of Nos. I and 2 cruae from 1911
to 1920. It 'will be noted that the varly
average for both grades is 4,500 tons. Non,
the textile output of the world is at least
20,000 tons per year, and these figures are
quite sufflkient'to disprove the statement
that you can only spin out of the most
expensive.

We would readily agree and. indeed,
welcome a tariff w'hic would give the
American industry the protection which
Mr. Barnes seems to be asking for. Ex-
hibit A will show to what a very small ex-
tent labor actually does enter into the
cost of textiles, so ihat, assuming labor in
America to be double what it is in Eng-
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between'American and foreign producers
and to prevent the dumping of under-
valued European goods on the American
markets, to the detriment and ultimate
destruction of American industry. In
considering the cost of production in
Europe versus the United States, it may
all be summed up in the difference paid
the working men.

Mr. .ARNES. Furthermore, this ma-
terial is delivered to the asbestos factories
in Europe at no greater transportation
cost than that required to convey the
same material from Canada to asbestos in-
dustries in the United States.

Mr. BARNES. We find, upon investiga-
ting costs of European production, the
wages paid are about as follows: In Eng-
land it is 2.5 shillings per week, which is
$6.25 under normal exchange and $5 at
the present rate of exchange. In the
United States the same class of labor is
receiving $25 per week. The English
skilled laborer receives 55 shillings per
week, or $14.7.5 under normal exchange.
The American workingman of the same
class receives $35.to $45 per week. The
European wages which I have given you
are approximately GO per cent greater
than before the war.

Mr. BARNES. The cost of production of
asbestos materials may be divided into
two parts-materials, labor and overhead;
55 per cent of the cost of production is ma-
terial and 45 per cent is labor and over-
head. There is very little difference be-
tween the raw material cost in this and
foreign countries; the laborcost, however,
is the difference between I00 per cent
and 20 per cent. And it is to equalize
this difference that we have requested the
rates I have named.

Mr. BARNES. We may say that at pres-
ent, because of the importation of Euro.
pean goods and the extremely low quota.
tion on goods not yet delivered, together
with the condition of the market, the
asbestos-textile industry is at present at a
standstill, practically all its mills being
shut down.

Mr. BARNES. Now that the war is over,
our European competitors are endeavoring
to dump their products on our markets at
prices which will be our ruin, but which,
under current exchange, will show several
htndred per cent profit for them.

81527-22-sci 14-2
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land, the present tariff of 20 per cent ad
valorem would be more than sufficient to
compensate the American industry.

Exhibit B shows the freight from mines
to factory in England and the return
freight from Liverpool to New York.
This is equal to-day to about $2.40 per 100
pounds. The rate from Thetford mines
to Philadelphia is 611 cents per 100
pounds which is an enormous advantage
to the American producer.

The minimum wage for unskilled labor
!- England is £3.11.0 ($14.20) present ex-
change per week of 48hours for males and
£2.9.0 ($9.80) for females. The average
male employee, including skilled and un-
skilled, draws approximately £4 ($16) per
week of 48 hours. To say that American
labor is paid 100 per cent more is making
a very generous allowance. English la-
bor is exactly 120 per cent over prewar
and not 60 per cent.

The differential in labor cost of 100 per
cent to 20 per cent is exaggerated, since
it isa fair statement that American textile
labor is well paid at figures 100 per cent
higher than English labor. Thus a 20 per
cent ad valorem tariff is ample protection.

This condition is world wide and is not
at all brought about due to the importa-
tion of European goods into the United
States.

How any competitive industry operat-
ing in a free-trade market can make sev-
eral hundred per cent profit is beyond us,
and information as to how it can be done
would be very interesting indeed.
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ASBESTOS SHINGLES.
[Paragraph 1401.1

STATEMENT OF FORREST BRAMBLE, BALTIMORE, MD., REPRE-
SENTING AMERICAN ASBESTOS DEALERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. BRAMBLE. I represent the Asbestos Dealers' Association.
The CHAIR1AN. Are you in the business yourself?
Mr. BRABLr3. No sir.
The CHAIRMAN. ou are an attorney?
Mr. BRAsmBL. Yes. I want to divide the time with Mr. Steelman.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you want to speak on?
Mr. BRa uix. I have a brief here, Mr. Chairman, that I will hand

to each member of the committee, and then take up briefly each state-
ment and just offhand express them. Mr. SteeIman is a practical
man and will answer any questions.

I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the com-
mittee, for your courtesy in giving us a hearing. This little brief I
have printed and filed with the committee, but I thought it might be
somewhat explained. You will find that the first page has reference
to an exhibit on the back, which gives a schedule for various present
rates of duty and the proposed rates, with the increase, showing the
specific duties on the various items and also the present ad valorem
and increase based on ad valorem basis.

I might say, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, that the main items
that we are interested in are under Schedule 14, paragraph 1401, and
onpages 156 and 157 of the bill.

Senator SMooT. It is page 147 now.
Mr. BRAMiBL. I have the old bill; and it refers particularly to the

flat asbestos product, asbestos shingles, asbestos mill board, and asbes-
tos corrugated sheeting.

The first reference there, of course, is an increase of 100 to 830
per cent over the present duty.

Senator Stooer. Whom do you represent?
Mr. BRIanLE. I represent the American Asbestos Dealers' Associa-

tion, as indicated on the back of this brief, Senator. I am of the firm
of Barton, Wilmer & Barton, of Baltimore.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do ou reside?
Mr. BRAMBLE. I reside in Baltimore.
Senator SmooT. You are importers, mostly?
Mr. BRAMBLE. Yes, sir; my clients are importers.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a member of the bar?
Mr. BRA uzL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not in the asbestos business?
Mr. BRAMBLE. No sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with the industry?
Mr. BRAmBLE. I am familiar with some few items. The first item

there I simply called your particular attention to, because I am going
to let Mr. Steelman take up the time and make the practical expla-
nation. That is the item with reference to the difference in tariff
on the gray shingles from the colored. As provided in the bill it
proposes to tax the gray shingle I cent per s(hflre foot and the colored
shingle 3j cents per square foot. p1 us the 10 per (eut a i valorem. W e
do not understand w y there .houl I le any more tariff on tlme red



shingle than on the gray. The red shingle is the more expensive;
in fact, the colored shingles cost per square $23.45, whereas the light
gray is $15.75 list, subject to discount.

Of course, the gentlemen of the committee can very readily see that
that would mean a very big thing, because of the additional tariff.

Another thing in connection with this shingle: The dye which goes
into this shingle, I am informed is produced by the U1nited States.
In other words, we export the color into Canada that goes into these
shingles, and it is proposed under this bill to tax these shingles 10 per
cent ad valorem in addition to the 3- cents per square foot.

Then, as to the increase, if you take the next item-12 by 12 honey-
comb or diagonal colored shingles-this size is $10.40 per square, with
35 per cent off, making the cost price $10.66. Of course, on the pres-
ent ad valorem, 10 per cent would be $1.07 per square. The proposed
duty, at 31 cents per square foot, would be $5.60, plus the 10 per cent
on colored shingles, would be $6.66. So that you can see the increased
tariff would be a little over six times.

The next item that I wish to call your attention to is the amount
of imported and exported material of this kind during the year 1920,
and it is not necessary for me to take this time, because the figures
show for themselves.

The next item, first subdivision on page 3, is the matter of the tax-
ing of the various thicknesses of the shingles.

The committee will see that the proposed tax on shingles to one-
eighth inch in thickness is 1 cent per. square foot and on shingles of
over one-eighth inch in thickness 2 cents. We say, in the first place,
that the cost on these shingles from one-eighth'to three-sixteenths
inch is the same, and the selling price to the consumer is the same.
So that you get no more for the three-sixteenths-inch shingle than
you do for the one-eighth, and therefore we say that the same ratio
ought to prevail.

The other phase of it is, and the difficulty about it is, measuring
these shingles by the customs officers in order to determine the duty.
There [exhibiting samples to the committee] are two shingles that to
the eye would be the same thickness, and yet this shingle [indicat-
ing], accurately measured, is one-eighth inch in thickness, and this
is five thirty-seconds. So that this shingle would be obliged to stand
1 cent a square foot, and this one would stand 2 cents a square foot.
We say that that is not fair; that it ought to be all the same, espe-
cially in view of tho fact that I understand from those who know
that'it is very difficult to get the same thickness. Your mixture may
be a little stiffer at some times and while the same pressure is on the
machine that makes the shingle, of course, if you have a more solid
substance at one time than another you necessarily can not compress
it as closely. The other is that the one-eighth-inch shingle and the
three-sixteenths-inch shingle serve the same purpose; they both do
the same w6rk; and therefore it is almost practically impossible in
any appreciable quantity to make the shingles exactly one-eighth
inch.

Senator LA FoLLETrE. There must be very little difference in the
cost ofproducing them.

Mr. iBRAMBLE. I imagine, Senator, there would le; and for that
reason they do not charge us any more. We can not see the reason
for that; hat is, the difference in proposed tariff.
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Senator L. Foi.jjvirr. Do they sell at the same price? •
Mr. BRAMBr,. They sell at the same price and we buy them at the

same price.
Senator LA FOLLErrE. And yet the duty is double?
Mr. BRAMBLE. The duty is the same on the five thirty-seconds as

on the three-sixteenths, as you will find, and 100 per cent less on one.
eighth.

senator MCCUMBER. You make some distinction between the dif-
ferent thicknesses, and you will have to agree upon some ratio,
would you not, and some line of demarcation?

Mr. 1BRABBLE. Yes, Senator, we would do that, and I would say
in the case of a thickness where it was appreciable and could be ob-
served by the eye it would serve a purpose. This shingle, one-eighth
inch, would serve one purpose and you would have three.sixteenths
or over for another purpose.

Senator LA FOLL'Err. It would seem that the classification ought
to run similar with respect to the cost.

Mr. BRAMIBILE. I think so, and that is the reason that the manu-
facturer-the man who makes them-sells them for the same price.
As I suggested, he appreciates that it is almost impossible to regti-
late his machine for so small a difference, and if his mixture is a
little stiffer or some other reason, it may stand a little while-as it
passes through the machine and is rolled out it will be a different
thickness. If you make the duty on the cost you would have to go
from specific to ad valorem. W

We say in our brief that we think the ad valorem is the proper basis.
Senator DILLINOHA . From what country do we import those

products?
Mr. BRAMBLE. These are imported from Canada. Then, of course,

the other phase of it, Senator, is that in arriving at that-suppose
that rate prevailed-these shingles which are shipped in carload lots
would have to be measured. You could pick up an ordinary shingle
where there was quite an appreciable difference, one-eighth or one-

'fourth, and you could with the naked eye see there was'a difference
there. But where it is so close, they would have to measure prac-
tically every shingle.

If that were necessary, just see what that would mean in the Wivay
of labor to the Government'.

Another thing, we think, in reference to that is. in consequence of
this, they propose to tax on the square of material rather than the
square surface; and what I mean by that is this: They sell to us and
we sell to the customer at so much per square of covering-in other
words, it takes 155 square feet of actual substance to cover 100 square
feet of surface; and we pay on the basis of 100 square feet of surface.
These shingles are lapped, and therefore whatever the duty proposed
it ought to be based on the same way shingles are to be sold, because
that is standard. In other words, wvhen we say we want a square of
covering, they sell us 155 square feet to cover 100 square feet of stir-
face; and we say that ought to be recognized or. at least, the tariff
ought to be levied upon the same basis.

While not particularly interested in yarn in the bill, it provides
that where there is a certain amount of foreign matter it is so much
a pound, and where it contains more foreign matter as much more.
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That is where we think our argument is sound with reference to the
shingles. We think that it would involve an immense amount of
labor in analyzing the yarn to ascertain the foreign content of the
particular class of material.

Senator S:%tooT. What ad valorem do you suggest, or is that in
your brief?

Mr. BRAMBLE. The present ad valorem duty on all this material
is 10 per cent. We say that 50 per cent increase ought to be ample,
because under present and past experiences, even under the Wilson
bill 10 per cent ad valorem, the business has prospered and thrived
and has shown in 1920 that there was about five times is much of this
material exported as there was imported.

Senator McCuMBEr. Where is the most of it imported from?
Mr. BRAmBLuE. The most of it is imported from Canada.
Senator LA FoLLrrr. Have the imports been increasing or de-

creasing?
Mr. RAMBLE. They seemed to have been increasing in recent

years; but not according to 1920 in any appreciable amount. I
might say this, in passing, that the majority of the crude asbestos
we get from Canada-probably 90 per cent. I understand a little
can be obtained in Africa, but to no great amount. I understand
that the Asbestos Manufacturers' Association, in their hearing be-
fore the Ways and Means Committee, suggested the possibility of
foreign competition. Take, for instance, if England is going to
manufacture shingles they have got to take the cru(le asbestos from
Canada and ship it across the water; they have got to manufac-
ture it and ship it back. Mr. Sieelman will tell you-I will mention
it in passing-when you ship by water you have to crate this kind
of material. You can not import this material in ships as you do
in cars, and therefore that crating will cost 90 cents per square.
So that not only would you have freight both ways on manufactur-
ing in England, but you would have the additional cost of crating
or shipping back by water; and that same thing will apply with
reference to the Great Lakes. I understand that there is a sugges-
tion that we could flood this country with the shingles from Canada
by shipping them over the Great Lakes. Our answer to that is that
they would have to crate the material for shipment by boat across
the Lakes, and the difference in the crating, plus tie freight, would
make it prohibitive.

Senator LA FoLL=rri. Because of the handling?
Mr. BRAMBix. Because of the handling; and, then, they say when

they do crate it that there is more or less breakage. The Ameican
valuation has been touched on. We think that the cost price, what-
ever it is, ought to be the basis of valuation and that the tariff, if
it is necessary to have more tariff on that basis, that is the basis
that should be adopted.

Senator SurHXRLANw. If shipped across the line in railroad car.,
they would have to crate them, would they not?

Mr. BRAiBLE. No; they do not crate them when they are shipped
in railroad cars. They say they can ship across the Lakes; and, as
I understand, generally transportation by water is cheaper than the
freight rates by railroad-we all know what railroad freight rates
are now-and, as a matter of fact, they do ship at the present time
in railroad cars.
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Senator LA FoLzvr'rE. Do you know the total value of the domestic
production of manufactured asbestos?

Mr. BRAmnLE. I think, Senator, that the last report, made before
the Ways and Means Committee, was that the annual business in
1920 was around $100,000,000. I might say right here that since
1883, with the tariff varying, that they have grown from about,
say, 100 men employed and a capital valuation of a few hundred thou-
sand dollars to between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000, employing '20,000
men. So it has been gradually growing.

In 1920 you will see at the top of this little brief the figures of im.
portation of raw material. You will find there the figures that go
a little over $9,000,000.

Of course, we all know that as far back as James G. Blaine the
idea of reciprocity came about; he was the father of it. We do not
know what Canada will do, but there is an enormous amount of
material we are getting every year, and we want to get it as cheaply
as possible, to favor our own i)eople; and yet it is hardly probable.
as suggested in the brief, that if we put on a tariff to suvh an extent
as that which is proposed in the bill and make it prohibitive to im.
port any shingles, it is only human that they may adopt retaliatory
measures and put an export tariff on raw material.

Senator DITANOHm.t. Do you know what they have already (lone?
Mr. BeA31PLY:. No, sir .
Senator DiaNTA-r.ir1. You do not know what their rates are?
Mr. BRA.B.rL. This comes in free.
Senator L. Foj.r.TTr. So far as our country is concerned it comes

in free but is there an export duty imposed by Canada?
Mr. bRAMIBLE. I do not know. hut Mr. Steelman can tell you.
Senator Dii.mx.m-,A.%t. But in respect to that sold by the United

States, do you know what the duty is?
Mr. BnA'MBLF. No. sir.
Senator WATSON. What are our exports of manufactured products

from Canada?
Mr. Bn.-Nmrr. I could not say. The entire exports, Senator, as

stated in the brief, is about $2.500,000.
Senator WATSON. flow much of the raw material used in our fac-

torie. comes from Canada?
Mr. BRAMBL.. I think a very large portion of it. I think some of

our manufacturers own mines there: in fact. I understand that the
mines, when everything is working, supplies the most of the world's
requirements. They get some appreciable amount from the Ural
Mountains in Russia, but since the war that source is practically
gone. So I say now that there must be at least 90 per cent of the
material comes'from Canada; there is some little from South Africa,
but I understand it is not of good quality.

By the way, I think in our brief there are some figures with refer-
ence to the exports.

BRIEF OF FORREST BRAMBLE, BALTIMORE, MD; REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN ASBESTOS DEALERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, we, the undersigned, respect-
fully protest against the proposed Increase of tariff on manufactured asbestos
products, as set out In H. R. 7450, Introduced by the Hon. Joseph W. Fordney,
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives,
and beg leave to submit herewith basis of our protest:

4000
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We attach hereto a paper, showing present and proposed duty, percentage on
selling price, based on ad valorem duty, and percentage of increase over present
duty, which paper for purposes of Identification Is nmrked "Exhibit No. 1." It
will be observed from the exhibit that thl, ilturvae of proposed duty over
the present duty of 10 per e dnt itd va oremi rii-'es from 100 to 830 per
cent, the lowest duty being equivalent to 20 per cent and the highest 93 per
cent ad valorem. There are two Items Included In said exhIbit, however,
which show decreases in present duty, to wit: 1-itch asbestos lumber, pres-
ent duty 10 per cent; proposed duty 41 per cent; decrease 108 per cent:
one-hlalf-inch asbestos lumber, present duly 10 per cent; proposed duty 9 per
cent; decrease 12 per cent.

Why these two Items should be less while the others have been so enor-
mously Increased we do not know. Further, we do not understand why
colored or mixed sheets and plates of asbestos should hear the maximum duty
(31 cents per square foot) of the other kinds, and In addition thereto a 10 per
cent ad valorem duty.

On the present price on 12 by 12 Inch honeycomb or diagonal colored shin-
gles of $10.40 list, legs 35 per cent, or $10.60, this would mean a duty of 62
per cent; I. e., 100 square feet at 81 cents equals $5.00 plus 10 per cent-1.06,
or a total of $0.60 per square.

We also wish to add In this connection that the first, second, third, and
fourth Items shown on the exhibit, and about which (lie undersigned are most
concerned, show an Increase of from 200 per cent to 700 per cent over the
present duty. The percentages are computed on the proposed specific and ad
valorein duties, but indicate the percentage of Increase If the same amount of
revenue was proposed to be raised by tile ad valorem netlod.

We also submit, for your consideration, the following statement, showing
importations and exportations of asbestos products during the year 1920:
Imported, manufactured, $451,8151; exported, manufactured, $2,492,192; excels
of exports over imports $2,010,341.
This clearly Indiates that tMore is no iieves.ity for additional tariff on

.s,.tos products to pr'itrct hollie uIlainilf;ctlure, -'as tile above statellent shows
Ihat uider the present ditty iuore than live tlines is inch of iman umfactured
asestos prod.lts were expoirted frontmis ww importeul into the 'niiteil states,
and It Is hnrdly necessary to suggest thait the hle imiaitlifactiu'rs. would export
ihelir -oods ttt n loss, and ,specl-iaIly ill such large (Ilailtitles.

Before pa.slg froil I.xhllit No. 1 we %ish to call partleulr nttenition to) the
iti-Ill of ISbe'sto.S shiglehS ill several oSieCts:

First. That wille a great it:uiy of the.e shingles range from onelighth to
threc-sixtuentlis In thitciknss, the cost to the dealer auld on to the consumer is the
ante; yet it is )roIposed by the Fordney ill to have two dilffrent seledules of

tariff, ;iking the icreals(e (io tle one elglth-in.h shitlgh 11)1 per cent and
everything over one-eighth hi ail iot exieeding one-fourth inch 300 per cent,
pleading the slightest variatom Il thickicss over omie-eighth inch i the higher
class, which certainly ul) to three-sixteenthis in tlhleknes Is very unfair, and
therefore the one-eIghth inch aid tree-sixteentli Inch should he) classitled
together.

It this connection we wish to say that the inachines employed In the inanufac-
lire of asbestos shingles are so coustructd that it Is Impractical to manufacture,
ilu any appreciable quantities, these shingles one-eighth Inch In thickness. Thie
exhibit, as you will note. shows from five thirty-seconds to three-sixteenths,
and nre nll sold nt the same price, nuid hence should bear the sante duty.

Second. 'fle rate Is based on tile square of shingles, but should be based on
the square of surface covered by the shingle If specific basis Is adoptel, which is
well known and can easily be computed for the purpose of arriving at the
quantity of surface covered, a.s it takes 155 square feet of shingles to cover 100
square feet of surface.

'Ihird. We understand that the advocates of the specific duty claim that it Is
better than nd valorem, because of the possibility of undervaluation, hut the
answer to this Is that the Government have experts to check this up, with the
right of access to the Importers' books nnd costs, whereas with the specific-duty
plan the customs officials would be obliged to measure every sheet to get the
thickness, especially where you have a difference In size as close as one-eighth
Inch and five thirty-seconds inch. Taking the items of shingles, there are 15 In
one bundle and 900 handles per car, or 13,500 shingles In each ear to be measured;
;4o that It can be readily seen what a costly and impractical thing It would be to
d1o this.

kilo.
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Another illustration of the impracticability of the specific.duty plan will be
the making of laboratory tests rendered necessary to ascertain the percentage
of cotton in asbestos yarn. The bill provides, as shown under paragraph 1401,
at page 148:

"Yarn containing more than 10 per cent of foreign matter. 32 cents per pound;
yarn and listings containing less than 10 per cent of foreign matter, exceeding
twenty.fire oue-thousandths of 1 inch in thickness, 84 cents per pound; not ex-
ceeding twenty-five one-thousandths of 1 inch In thickness, $1.68 per pound."

And thus it will be seen a great amount of labor and expense will be entailed,
whereas the ad valorem plan makes collection of duties very simple.

Fourth. The American valuation plan will, if adopted, make an additional in.
crease in the duty, as such value is not what the article costs, but what you can
get for it. This Is a new departure In tariff legislation and certainly is not only
unfair to the Importer but to the consumer, and would, if enacted as a part of
the tariff law, practically put an end to importation of manufactured asbestos
products at the rates indicated In the proposed bill, and we earnestly urge that
this plan be rejected.

It is also true that a great deal of ra w or unmanufactured asbestos products
are mostly obtained from Canada, and that there was imported from said coun-.
try into the United States, free of duty, in the year 1920, $9,120.253 of this class.
of material. There Is no duty proposed on these products by those who advo.
cate an Increased duty on the manufactured nrtIcle, but It Is certainly not at
all unlikely that should we place the proposed duty on the manufactured prod-
ucts, that Canada by way of retaliation would Impose a duty on exportation of
the raw or unmanufactured rroduct from that country to the United States.

As a further evidence of the fallacy of the argument as to the nece.ssity for
the proposed Increased tariff in order to protect home manufacturers from
foreign competition, below will be found n statement showing the Imports of
"asbestos in any form other than crude, and of nil manufactures of" for the
past three fiscal years nnd for 10 months ended June 30, 1021, into the Do.
minion of Canada.

Year ending Mar. 31- Ten
monhiFrom- -. ... i ending

1rom- 11q 92 !Jan. 31,
1919 1921.

United Kiatdom............................................ 423 19.5221 $,.556 1F57
United States...'..." ..................................... 46j-23 0 '., 10o 70 1,61
Azores and 3fadelra ............................................................... 47 .........
France ........... -...... o.. .. ... ........ ..... . .... ....... .o..... ....o .. o-.... . .. .... - i
Germ any ...................................................... 520 ................... .........
alpfn ........................................................ 7 . 2 112'Potuga .................. ...... ........ :: -"-1P - "5 , 1121.....
South Arics, British.. .......... ..........
Sweden ........................................................ ........... ..........

Total .. ..................................... 528,054 649,694 734,302 860,493

It will be seen from the above statement that the United States exported Into
Canada almost six times as much as was exported from the United Kingdom
and nearly as many times as much as the Unilted Kingdom and the other seven
countries appearing on said list.

We do not suppose that It will be seriously contended that the United States
manufacturers exported this product at a loss, and therefore, as above stated,
It furnishes additional evidence that there Is no necessity for Increase In said
tariff to protect home industries.

We further respectfully submit that If the tariff on the asbestos articles
enumerated In Exhibit No. 1 Is increased as proposed by the Fordney bill, thut
the result will be-

(a) A monopoly will be established In this country of manufactured "sheets
and plates of asbestos and hydraulic cement," and will be largely, If not wholly,
in the control of two companies.

(b) That when the Increased tariff goes Into effect, said monopoly will in.
crease its prices correspondingly and, of course, at the expense of the United
States consumer. -
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(C) That it will destroy fair and healthy competition, to which the people of
the country are entitled, and place them at the mercy of practically two
concerns.

(d) That Instead of providing additional revenue for the support of the Gov-
ernment, It will wipe out the present revenue derived from this source, because
of the enormous increase proposed, to wit., from 100 per cent to 830 per cent,
which will be prohibitive of the Importation of any such material, equivalent to
ad valorem duty of from 20 per cent to 93 per cent, as before stated.

(e) That It would eliminate the United States dealers In "sheets and plates
of asbestos and hydraulic cement" from competition in the open market for the
consumers' business, and, In fact, force them out of this line of business.

) We also wish to add that when the rate of exchange between the United
States and Canada becomes normal It will be practically impossible to import
Into this country any of the products mentioned in this protest, and thus from
another angle a monopoly would be created.

We, of course, as American citizens, want to be understood as being in favor
of affording fair and proper protection to American Industries, but It must also
be taken into consideration that the great American public, who after all are
the buhiark of our Nation, should not be forgotten, and hence any legislation
should have for Its purpose the greatest good for the greatest number.

We do not think the scheme or method of imposing duty on the asbestos
products is a fair way to do it. We believe, as ab6ve stated, that the present
duty affords ample protection for the American manufacturers, but if some
increase Is deemed necessary by the committee we would be satisfied with an
Increase of 50 per cent over the present ad valorem duty, which would be
naple to give more than the necessary amount of protection.
We will be pleased to have the privilege of submitting such additional infor-

mation on the above subject as your honorable committee might desire.
We wish to add that we appreciate very much your kind consideration in

granting us a hearing at a tine to be designated by you.
(Signed by The W. . Steelman Co., Niagara Asbestos Corporation, The Clark-

Fisher Co., and The Wallace & Gale Co., members of Anerican Asbestos Deal-
ers' Association.)
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1516 21 Asbestos paper and nillboards, other ,u, ,;,m! . .................. II) per cent. ceitt . l cet.................... 30 

.
... 0

fibers. I
157 4.5 pick and rope........................i tier poutd ........ ........ it) per cent, :t cents .... cents per pouwd .......... 60 ......... 500
157 5,'e Wovetsheet packing ..................... .)ceuts per pouid .................... o lper ceit.5 c titt, .... 24 cetits ............. 48 ........
157 6,. Gaskets ................................... W) (.its leer pound ..... .......... 10 11cr eitt, 6 ceits .... 56 cettls ........... 93......... 93 .

I Reduction.
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STATEMENT OF W. E. STEELMAN, REPRESENTING W. E. STEELMAN
CO., WILKES-BARRE, PA.

The CHAIeRHAw. Are you in the asbestos business, Mr. Steelman?
Mr. STEELMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRIAN. What form of the business are you in?
N.1'. STEE13MAN. I am engaged in importing asbestos shingles and

flat sheets.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you import from chiefly?
Mr. STEELMAN. Canada, entirely. There were several questions

which Mr. Bramble did not have the information on, or which he
overlooked, and one question was that as to the imports and exports.
The excess of exports over the imports for 1920 was $2,040,341.

'Senator WATSON. That is exports to Canada?
Mr. STEE!,LMAN. We export some material to Canada, but we receive

all of our raw materials from Canada.
The CHAIRMAN. That statement is in the brief and was explained.
Mr. STEELMAN. The question of assessing the tariff on asbestos

shingles as it has been planned by the Fordnev Act, Mr. Bramble
explained, but he did not explain in detail the tact of the collection
of the duties, involving the handling of 13,000 feet of material in
every carload that is brought across the border, which makes it such
an expensive operation that I question very much whether there
would be any revenue left after assessing the tariff. There are 13,000
feet in each carload of goods, each one of which has to be handled.
and not only handled, but they must be calipered. These two samples
[indicating] vary 1 cent p'ch per square foot. One is one.eighth and
the other is five thirty-seconds.

Senator Cun'rs. Why could not the Government officials require
you to ship each class by itself and put a penalty on for not doing
this?
MV. STEELMA-.. Do you not think the simpler thing would be to

put on an ad valorem dluty?
Senator Cuiris. I do not see much in ad valorem duties.
Senator LA FoU r.T ,. If there is no difference in the cost of pro-

ducing these shingles of the same thickness, I do not see any reason
for the double duty on one over the other.

Mr. STEELMAN. 'ot only that, but there is no difference in the
selling 'price.

Senator CunT's. I am talking about the general proposition.
Mr. STEELMAN. The ad valorem rate would take care of that, but

the specific rate by the square foot on the thickness of material would
not take care of it. They must all be handled and measured with
a micrometer, because the eye can not discern one thirty-second of an
inch thickness; they must be calipered.

Senator CALDER. Did I understand you to say that these different
thicknesses are sold for the same price?

Mr. STEELmAN. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLEWrE. Is not three-eighths and one-fourth worth

more than one-sixteenth?
Mr. STEELMAN. When you get up to one-fourth inch then the

schedule changes, but the rate is higher. A one-fourth-inch shingle
costs more. But the standard of the manufacturers of the United
States and of Canada is the three-sixteenths inch.
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Senator M1cLEAN. I buy a great many three-eighths myself anti
some one-half, and I pay more for the 6ne-hal than the three-
eighths?

"Mr. STEEL3MA.v. From now on you will be getting these three-
eighths for less money, as there has been a reduction in the price.

Senator McLEA.N. Do you know that there is a difference between
the three-eighths and one-half?

Mr. STEELMAN. Yes; but not up to three-sixteenths.
Senator WATSON.. It does not cost any more to make them?
Mr. STEELMAN. No; it does not.
Senator MCCU 1DER (presiding). Are not these things manufac-

tured or intended to be manufactured not to exceed one-fourth
difference?

Mr. STEELMA-N;. They run one-eighth to three-sixteenths.
Senator McCuMBiER. Between one-eighth and three-sixteenths
Mr. S'/rEUMAN. The provision is one-sixteenth.
Senator McCvMBEn. And any smaller division than that is simply

because the machinery does not'succeed in making them exact?
Mr. STEELMA.;. That is the idea.
Senator MCCUMBER. They are solti on the one-sixteenth basis and

are supposed to measure up approximately to the one-sixteenth-inch
basis on which they are sold. Then, could you not make the specific
duty on the one-sixteenth, the two-sixteeuths, and three-sixteenths
and have a difference in duty without making the cent difference that
they are sold for the same price-a reasonable difference?

Mr. STEELMA-. That would mean a change in all the standards of
the trade. In the first place, we would have to go to work throughout
the United States and convert the roofing trade. Their unit of meas-
urement is one square; our unit of measurement is one square. We
manufacture anti we quote prices by the square, not by the square foot.
It requires 155 square feet to make one square, and it is always under-
stood that when we quote y-ou on square material that we are quoting
on sufficient material to c6ver one square, or 10 by 10 surface, on the
roof.

Senator MCCUMER. But whatever the unit of import duty would
be you could make your computation on that basis?

Mr. STEELMAN. Most assuredly you could do that.
Senator S,%ioo-r. Is the Payne-Aldrich rate of 25 per cent satis-

factory and the description of the material?
Mr. STEELMAz;. The description of the material was very satisfac-

tory, but at the present time with the admission into the country of
some $9,000,000 raw material and the exclusion of perhaps $150,000
or $300,000 worth of manufactured materials, it hardly seems a fair
proposition.

Senator Smoo,. Under the Payne-Aldrich unmanufactured was 3,
the same as under this billI

Mr. STELMAN. Yes; but at that time there were very few asbestos
plates or shingles imported into the United States. It has only been
within the last few years-probably five or six years-that the
asbestos shingles have been imported into the United States in any
numbers.

Senator Siroofr. You are asking for 10 per cent?
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Mr. STEJE3rAN. We ask you for a flat ad valorem duty of 15 per
cent; in other words, that is an increase of 50 per cent over the
present duty.

We feel that we should do something in reference to contributing
revenue for the operation of the Government, and we think that
handicap in itself would be quite ample to give our competitors
protection. I hardly think it is necessary, inasmuch as they revive
the material free of duty and manufacture their goods out of, to
handicap us over 15 per cent.

Senator S~tooT. Foreign or American valuation?
Mr. STEELMAN. Ad valorem. I would say foreign valuation, and

1 would say that for this reason, that when we get right down to the
question of marketing the goods there is much deception practiced
here in America, and I presume there is deception practiced abroad.
F or example, our competitors in this line of work have a plan upon
which they market their goods. They go out and establish what is
known as a "five-car" buyer. They give him a discount off the list
of 333 per cent. I am only mentioning this, gentlemen, to show the
intricacies of the American valuation plan. They agree that when
lie has purchased five carload- of material they will rebate him the
difference between 333 off the list and 40 per cent off the list. After
lie has once purchased five cars, he always remains a buyer at 40
per cent off- the list, but on the books of the company the sale goes
through at 331 per cent off. That is rather complicated, and it is
pretty hard for us to pay a duty on the fictitious American value
just the same as it would be on a fictitious foreign value.

So you see it does not make any difference, it seems to me, whether
it is American wholesale value that we are figuring on or whether
it is our cost value. These things must be determined by Govern-
ment investigations anyhow, and we have been importing the shin-
gles now for a number of years and we have not had any trouble
with the Government. We have never made any false statements or
anything of that sort, and we have never been called down for doing
something we should not have done.

So, therefore, I would say that our relations in Canada are treat-
ing us very fair and that no doubt our American relations are treat-
ing us very fair, but at the same time the complication exists just
the same: and the reason for a specific duty on an article that you
sell by the square. that is jist as much the unit in the roofing busi-
ness as 12 inches is the unit of measure in linear measure-just the
same thing exactly. It is known the world over, and why we should
turn around and 'further complicate matters by figuring 155 square
feet when all of our lists, all of our prices, all of our talk has been
by the square, I can not understand. I do not see the equity in that.

I want to say further that this matter is so complicated as it has
been introduccl that even Mr. Fordney, who introduced the bill, has
made a. great many errors. As a matter of fact, to show you just
how complicated it is, it was the intention of Mr. Fordney Wvhen he
framed the bill to provide a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem on the unit
basis of 2 cents per square foot, but instead of being 20 per cent ad
valorem it runs nearly 40 per cent ad valorem. So that the bill is
so compli.atedthat it'is very easily misundei-stood.
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I say that we would be destroying the object of our revenue or
tariff laws to provide revenue if" we were to insist in putting the
bill through as it has been framed. It would be utterly impossi-
ble for us to import any materials whatever under the bill as it is
proposed. Thelefore. not only our business would be destroyed,
but the revenue that is now derived from the importation business
would be destroyed.

The CIAIRMAN. What does that revenue amount to?
Mr. STEELMAN. In dollars and cents, I can not exactly tell you;

but if $100,000 worth of material were brought in at ihe present
time, it would be $10,000.

Senator DILLINOIIAM. Does this brief indicate just precisely what.
changes you desire in text of the bill?

Mr. STEELMAN. I prepared a copy and handed it to Mr. Bramble,
which I thought probably would be appended to that. My nemo-
randum contains a suggestion, and it works out in fractions of dol-
lars and cents just exactly what a 50 per cent increase in the duty
would amount to.

Senator Cuwris. You better have that printed as a part of your
remarks.

Mr. STEELMAN. I will hand a copy of it to the reporter for the
record.

Z.AIEF OF W. E. STEELMAN, WILKES.BARRE, PA.

Colored sheets and plates of asbestos and hydraulic cement, one-eighth to three-
sixteenths inch in thickness (known to the trade as asbestos shingles), .15 per
cent rd valorem:

Present duty, 95 cents per square of 1.5 square feet, sufficient to cover 100.
square feet roof surface; proposed duty, $1.421 per square of 155 square feet,
sufficient to cover 100 square feet roof surface; Increase, 4TJ cents; percentage
of Increase, 50 per cent.

Colored, stained, or mixed with other material (known to the traile is
asbestos wall board), 15 per cent ad valorem:

Present duty, 10 per cent, $0.006; proposed duty, 15 per cent, 0.009; Increase,
$0.003; percentage of increase, 60 per cent.

.Wall board is made in one thickness only, naimely, three-sixteenths icli.
Sheets and plates of nslestos and hydraulic cements, one-eighth to three-

sixteenths inch thickness (known to the trade as asbestos shingles), 15 per cent
ad valorem:

Present duty, 10 per cent, 77 cents per square of 155 square feet, sufficielt to
cover 100 square feet roof surface; prolsed duty, 15 per cent, $1.151 per square-
of 155 square feet, sufficient to cover 100 square feet roof surface; hnre se, .39t
cents; percentage of increase, 50 per cent.

SCHEDULE 14-SUNDRIES.

PAR. 1401. Asbestos, manufactures of: Sheets and plates of asbestos anl hy-
draulic cement, flat (known to the trade as asbestos building lumber), varying
in thicknesses from one-eighth ineh to I Inch, as per nemorai ,lum attact(hed,
15 per cent ad valorem:

Present PNo- P rt. ~ ei PoSize duty a I g. Percent- Size dlty Io.tl inI. t e rage of (i he. 1pr lly1 aeo
(inches). tO per u ), ei. Increase. (ty 1 crea.-e of

cent. per nt.Cnt. piercer.

f4 .. ... . . .115 Qt * ........... . , , 0if2 .(fit . :
'21 1 , '.1 ,4910 "1) ............ . i t.- .......... . Ir2O1 .3 (T .012,' . I0 ............ . 1,.'Vol .011 , .



Other than flat sheets (known to the trade as asbestos corrugated sheathing),
15 per cent ad valoreni.

Present duty, 10 per cent, $0.016; proposed duty, 15 per cent, $0.024; increase,
$0.008; percentage of Inerese, 50 per cent.

ASBESTOS YARN.

IParagraph 1401.1

STATEMENT OF ED. NICHOLSON, REPRESENTING RAYBESTOS CO.,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Mr. NICHOLSON. I appear simply for the Raybestos Co., of Bridge-
port, Conn., and only appear in connection with one clause in the
act as it stands; that is the clause which covers the yarn containing
more than 10 per cent of foreign matter other than asbestos.

We are really askin the mercy of the committee. The situation is
this: There is none of that yarn that is imported into this country
by any concern other than the Raybestos Co., at Bridgeport. There
is no use for it; under the old law there is no competition. Yarn of
that character can be manufactured in this country just as cheaply
as it can be manufactured in England.

We are paying, under the old tariff, 68 cents, roughly, a pound for
the yarn that we have under contract. We can buy the same yarn
in this country for 50 cents. Under the new act we would be com-
pelled to pay about 82 cents a pound when we can buy it in this
country for 50 cents. So that there is absolutely no question of com-
petition or of income or anything else.

Senator MCCUMBER. Is it of as good quality as that produced in
England?

Mr. NiHroojsow. That which is produced in this country is better
than that produced in England.

Senator McCUMBw.R. Then, why do you buy the English material?
Mr. NIoHoJsoN. I was just going to tell you why. In 1919 there

was not a sufficient number of spinning mills to take care of the then
requirements for this character of yarn; and to protect ourselves
we made a contract in England for 2,000,000 pounds for delivery-
1,000,000 pounds during 1920 and 1,000,000 pounds during 1921.
Since that time the spinning mills of this country have been increased
in volume about 33J per cent, so that the spinnin mills here now have
a capacity greater than the requirements for this particular yarn.
We have waived deliveries under our contract because of conditions
in England and because of the fact that we were able to get a suffi-
cient quantity in this country. So that we are under the require-
ments of completing our contract based on the old tariff price at a
cost, if the new tariff goes into effect, of about $360,000 to ourselves,
and without affecting any other persons, without there being any of
this yarn imported, or that will be imported from any country be-
cause of the facilities of our own manufacturers now; so that what
we are doing is throwing ourselves on the mercy of the committee to
save . 360,000 if we can.

All we ask is that the tariff as it exists, which is a prohibitive
tariff-20 per cent ad valorem-he retained instead of the tariff
Ieing increased 32 cents a pound.

.Pnator WATSO.x. Is Ral estos ijst a ,cylh liaike lin.Mr!'. NtIilo|.so-%-. Rtaylhestns is the ltayhpstos brake fininz.r
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Senator WATSON. It refers to some sort of asbestos?
Mr. NXCHOLSON. Raybestos is the trade name.
Senator WATSON. I did not know whether it was a trade name or

some sort of manufactured asbestos product.
M'. NicHioLsoN. It is a trade name for the automobile brake lining

manufactured by that company. There is a sample of our brake
lining as it is made before treatment [exhibiting sample to the com-
mittee] and there [exhibiting another sample] is a sample afte, treat.
ment; and there [indicating] are samples of the yarn, both of the
English and American finish.

Senator MCCUMDEl. We are very much obliged to you.

BRIEF OF ED. NIOHOLON, REPREBENTING THE RAYBESTOS CO., BRIDGEPORT,
CONN.

The Raybestos Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., is the largest manufacturer In the
United States of brake lining, making and selling about 45 per cent of all of
the br.Ice linIng that Is used for automobiles in this country.

During the year 1919 the capacity of the spinning mlUs in the United States
spinning asbestos yarn was limited to an extent such that the requirements
of the manufacturers of brake linings and the users of asbestos yarn in this
country could not fulfill their requirements by about 33J per cent, so that it
became necessary, in order that the Raybestos Co. might fill its contracts for
brake lining, to purchase in England. A contract was therefore made in Eng-
laud for 2,000,000 pounds asbestos yarn for delivery during 1920 and 1921.

The contract was for 500,000 pounds at 56 cents per pound delivered in
Bridgeport, plus duty, and for 1,500,000 pounds on a sliding scale, the price to
be determined by the change in cost of raw material and labor In England.
Of the first 500,000 pounds, which were to be delivered In 1020, only about
400,000 pounds have been delivered, leaving 100,000 pounds at 56 cents per
pound and 1,500,000 pounds at a graduated price, which, according to the best
opinion that can be secured, will be about 50 cents per pound. Because of cer-
tain conditions which existed in England, particularly In the labor market, the
English company was unable to make deliveries as specified, but the fRaybestos
Co. has waived the delivery conditions in the contract, so that it is not in a po-
sition to claim a breach of the contract on this basis and will be compelled to
take the asbestos yarn as delivered.

Under paragraph 307, Schedule N, of the act of October 3, 1013, commonly
known as the "1 Underwood Tariff Act." the tariff on the asbestos yarn in ques-
tion was 20 per cent ad valorem, which means that the tariff on the yarn at 56
cents per pound would be 11.2 cents per pound, making the cost to the Roybestos
Co. 67.2 cents per pound. If the price on the balance of the order, 1,500,000
pounds, Is 50 cents per pound, it means that at the present tariff the duty would
be 10 cents per pound and the total cost to the Raybeatos Co. 00 cents per pound:
that Is to say, that under the existIng tariff the total cost to the Raybestos Co.
would be 56 cents per pound on 100,000 pounds, or $50,000, and 50 cents per
pound on 1,500,000 pounds, or $750,000, a total of $806,000, on which the duty
would be $161,200, or a total cost to the Raybestos Co.. including tariff, 'of
$907,200. If the tariff is changed in accordance with the bill that has been pro.
posed and the duty Is made 32 cents per pound, it will mean that the cost on
100,000 pounds will be at the rate of 50 plus 32 cents, or 88 cents per pound.
and on 1,600,000 pounds the cost )vlll be at the rate of 50 plu3 32 cents, or 82
cents per pound, or a total cost, including tariff, of $1,318,000. The total tariff
at the new rate will be 82 cents per pound for 1,600,000 pounds, or $512,000, an
increase in the cost to the Ilaybestos Co., due to the tariff, of $350,800.
If the situation with regard to the spinning mills had remained as it was in

1919 the American spinning mills would be in competition with the English spin-
ning mills, and this additional cost would be met by an additional charge for
the completed product. On the other hand, the situation has materially changed.
The capacity of the spinning mills in the United States has increased about 331
per cent since 1919, so that the present capacity of the spinning mills of this
country is sufficient to supply the demand of the users of asbestos yarn. During
the year 1919 the Raybestos Co. was paying for yarn In the United States from
75 to 80 cents per pound. England at that time was using a cheaper grade of
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yarn. During the year 1920 the spinning mills in tits country began to use the
cheaper grades of asbestos fiber which was being used In England, and improve-
ments were made In the machines operated In this country, so that the price
has been reduced from the 75 to 80 cents figure formerly quoted, the cost of
manufacture including all overheads and a profit of 10 cents per pound being
very little, if any, over 45-55 Lents per pound.

With a 20 per cent duty it is impossible for England to now compete with
this country; that Is, the 20 per cent duty as contained in the Underwood tariff
law Is absolutely prohibitive.

Even under the 20 per cent duty there was practically no asbestos yarn of
this character Imported to the United States, the only Importer, as far as can be
ascertained, being the flaybestos Co. under the contract above described.

Tite sittilon, then, Is as follows: Under the existing tariff law the Itaybestos
Co. will pay as duty on the balance of this contract $161,200. Because of the
existence of this contract It will be compelled to pay $350,800 In addition if
the new rate of tariff becomes a law. Manufacturing conditions have changed,
so that the spinning mills of this country can supply the demand. Cost con-
dlitions have changed, so that the yarn c.an be manufactured as cheaply ats it
cun in England. The 20 per cent tariff therefore prohibits list, Importation.
Tje 32 per cent tariff can have no effect on American manufacturers, since the
Ithybestos Co. it; committed to purchase tie amount under Its contrilct from
England. The Rnybestos Co. is informed and believes that there Is no other
contract on the part of any other manufacturer outstanding for the purchase
of asbestos yarn in Enghlnd or in any other foreign country. Therefore, the
Increase of the tariff will affect no one other than the Ilnyhestos Co., which will be
affected because of the existence of this contract, and it will he compelled to
11ay tile additional aniollnnt of $3.50.800 over and above the amount which it

should pay, It having contracted under the 20 per cent tariff.

ASBESTOS TEXTILES.

(Paragraph 1401.]

STATEMENT OF W. 0. DODGE, JR., REPRESENTING ARGUS ASBES-
TOS CO. (INC.), PORT S ESTER, N. Y.

Mr. DODGE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is W. C.
Dode, jr., representing the Argus Asbestos Co. t Port Chester,
N. .T t

I would like to refer you to paragraph 1401, dealing with asbestos
textiles, and starting on page 148, line 4. From that point on to the
end of the paragraph on asbestos textiles the rates have been changed
in the Fordnay bill to a specific basis from an ad valorem basis, and the
obscureness o the industry and the prices prevailing have enabled
an increase to be made, without much notice, of from 100 to 600 per
cent over the present Underwood tariff.

In the face of the Underwood tariff, the imports of asbestos
products (in textiles) have always been under I per cent of the amount
of business done in this country; that is to say, the American manu-
facturers have been able to do 09 per cent of the business here on
the Underwood basis, and on the other hand the American manufac-
turers have been able to export, even up to the last 10 months,
ending with August of this year,' seven times more goods in value
than are imported.

Senator SMfooT (interposing). Are you an importer?
Mr. DODOE. Yes, sir. We import asbe.tos textiles and probably

more than any other concern; and the United States manufacturers
are able to export seven times more goods in value than are imported.
I speak from this angle because no one has brought up the textile
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situation from an importing basis, and my contention is that the
present Underwood tariff grants adequate protection to the American
manufacturer.

Senator SMOOT. Yes; and I will call your attention to the fact that
Mr. Bramble was here and spoke for the importers, and he wanted
10 per cent on imported goods.

Mr. DODGE. That was in connection with flat sheets and not on
the textile end.

Senator SMOOT. He spoke of listings containing less than 10 per
cent of foreign matter.

Mr. DODGE. Well, sir, I am very pleased that he did, because I did
not appreciate that any one had mentioned asbestos textiles.

I would like to give you one example before I close. This [exhibit-
ing sample to the committee] is a piece of asbestos listing, and the
present price of the same is about 90 cents per pound.

Senator SMOOT. Is that what you want 10 per cent ad valorem on?
Mr. DODGE. NO; on textiles 20 per cent, the present duty. This

cost me-the purchase price to-day-importing it from England,
for that is the main source of supply, 60 cents, and with the duty of
20 per cent is 72 cents, so that I can add a fair margin, 25 per cent,
and meet the competition of the American manufacturer.

Senator SMOOT. You want to cut out all specific duties?
Air. DODOE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. And to have a straight ad valorem?
Mr. DODGE. Yes, sir.
Senator SiOOT. On foreign valuation or American valuation?
Mr. DODGE. Well, to-day I appreciate that under depreciation of

foreign currency there must be some increase to take care of the
foreign exchange, and the American valuation will increase the duty
to something like 50 per cent. I am not looking for a minimum duty,
but for sufficient protection to protect American labor.

We do manufacture in this country to a limited extent, so that I
can speak for the American labor.

Senator SMOOT. This is under the American valuation that you
ask 20 per cent?

Mr. DODGE. American valuation would be acceptable: yes.
What I wanted to mention was that the Fordney duty on this

listing is 84 cents a pound. So that if the English manufacturer
gave it to me, I could not sell it with the duty alone considered.

Senator SMOOT. Under the House bill?
Mr. DODGE. Under the House Fordney bill. I can tell you quite

frankly, sir if the Fordney tariff on asbestos goes through, importa-
tions *ill absolutely cease. I am prepared to go out of business the
minute it goes through if it happens. But with the American valua-
tion on the basis of tle Underwood tariff the increase is approxi-
mately 50 per cent, and that will certainly take care of the deprecia-
tion.

Asbestos fiber comes principally from Canada. Everyone pays the
same price, whether in England, Germany, or anywhere else, and
the question is largely one o labor, and the labor percentage in the
finished product is from 10 to 20 per cent. So that with 20 per
cent duty under the Underwood tariff you are taking care of an
increase in labor in this country of from 100 to 200 per cent, and
I think that that amply takes care of the situation.
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IMITATION PEARL BEADS AND NOVELTY JEWELRY.

(Paragraphs 1403 and 1428.1

STATEMENT OF DAVID X. GALLERT, REPRESENTING NOVELTY
JEWELERS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. GALLErT. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I represent 23 of the
so-called novelty jewelers, and I am speaking for Mr. Hilborn.

There is a sharp line of distinction in the wholesale jewelry trade
between the concerns that sell the department stores, generally
speaking, and the concerns who sell the jewelers. Of course, the
concerns that sell the department stores selI the cheaper jewelry, and
what I have to say relates only to that grade.

I want first to speak about paragraph 1428 of the House bill
and ask that the rate thereunder be reduced from 55 per cent to 25
per cent ad valorem.

Senator WATSON. You are an importer?
Mr. GALLERT. As I have stated, the conditions in this trade are

very peculiar. Practically all the large houses are not only houses
of domestic merchandise biut also importers of foreign merchandise.
The same people occupy both positions. I should say that the per-
centage of domestic stuff handled by them is about 80 per cent to
20 per cent of. the foreign, although some houses may handle as high
as half foreign and half domestic. The reason for that, I think, will
develop as I proceed.

Senator WATSON. The manufacturer, then, imports the same jew-
elry he makesI

Mr. GAuger. He imports the design in small quantities; puts it
on the road. If it "goes" he makes it in this country. The importa-
tion is practically only for novelty of design and ideas. The Sen-
ator has gathered the whole gist of my argument.

The jewelry industry is so well established that it seems to me no
further protection is required. The domestic production in 1914.
as given by the census figures, was a trifle over $81,000,000. Under a
60 per cent tariff the domestic production was increased so that in
1919 it was $203,898,000.

You will find that the imports since 1910 average about $1,000,000
a year; the exports averaged slightly inside that. So that you have
a production of $204,000,000 in 1919, with imports of $1,000,000 and
exports slightly exceeding that. So you will probably ask, "Why
bother about such a trifling thing?"

Senator DImLIyoAM. What classes of jewelry are covered by those
exports and imports?

Mr. GALERT. The exports are not divided. The imports, so far
as they are concerned, are chiefly small articles-pins, brooches, and
the like.

Senator DILLINOHAM. The higher classes?
Mr. GALLERT. I am speaking only of the cheaper grades. But it

is of immense importance to the business, because these importa-
tions are mainly for design and novelty of ideas. The importer
goes over there, finds an article, buys a few gross, puts it on the road.
If it "goes" he is soon followed by competitors that not only copy
the thing but vary and twist it, and the most surprising thing in
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this industry is that while our domestic manufacturers seem not able
to conceive the original idea, they have tremendous skill with which
they vary and improve on the original idea. Incredible as it may
seem, it is not uncommon to have 5,000 articles produced on the base
of one European article, while a thousand articles are common.

Senator DILLIKOHAM. The New England manufacturers tell me
that they do produce original articles, and that the foreigners take
those and copy them exactly and put them on the market here.

Mr. GALLERT. My people tell me that it is different.
Senator DILLINO*1AM. I simply wanted to draw you out on that.
Mr. G ALLEr. In fact, I know of one factory employing anywhere

from 40 to 100 men that has been running for years on simply varia-
tion of one European article and ie has been so successful that a
second factory has been built for the manufacture of that same
article. You can easily see that with a production of $204,000,000
domestic and with imports of $1,000,000 that the importation is really
not a commercial business.

Senator DILLiNOHAM. I want to ask you one question right there:
You say that the importations were equal to the exports?

Mr. GALLERT. Average through the years since 1910.
Senator DiLLANO IAm. But most of them are brought over as

sa mples?
Mir. GILLER'r. No; we bring over small quantities. It will not do

to bring over simply samples, Senator. because the important ques-
tion is not what Mr. Merchant or Mr. Importer thinks about it;
it is simply a matter of taste; you are appealing to the taste of
millions of the women of America, and no man was ever born who
could tell what will suit them; and in the cheaper grades it is the
taste of the shop girl and factory girl that must be suited, and the
only way to do that is to take these small quantities and put them
out on the road, and only when we learn what the shop and factory
girls in Detroit, St. Louis, and New Bedford think about it can the
American factory go to work.

Senator DLuNOHAU. What proportion does that class of impor-
tation bear to the standard goods that are not brought in here as
samp lest

M. GALLERT. I understand that in our grade, Senator, that is the
main importation-practically all of it.

Mr. Rosenberger, you can answer that question better than I can.
What proportion does importation for novelty of idea or design
bear to the entire importations in your line?

Mr. ROSENBEROF. That is very hard to answer. I should think
that the minority are imported for design. But there are a great
many goods which are beink manufactured in our factory. We are
also manufacturers, and we import a great deal of merchandise and
copy them in our own factory, and are able in soine cas-es to produce
it cheaper than the foreign goods and make them better.

senator DILLINOTIAM. Where are your factories?
Mr. ROSEINBEROER. In Providence, R. I.
Mr. GALnrRT. I was simply going tosay that now, inasmuch as

this industry has prospered under 60 per cent rate on foreign valua.
tion, it would seem to be the logical rate to continue, but inasmuch
as these importations are mainly for design we can stand any rate
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that is not prohibitive. The question is, "What is a prohibitiverate?"
The House bill carries 55 per cent on American valuation.
It is necessary, as I understand it, for the people in this business to

make about 35 per cent profit. As I have said, it is entirely a novelty
business. Some novelties go and more do not go, and of course the
things that go have to carry the cost of the things that do not go.

I will give you figures, an(l your experts can check me. l ifty-five
iier cent Ameiican valuation based on a profit of 35 per cent is some-
thing like 500 per cent or over on the foreign valuation, and that,
of course, is prohibitive.

Senator WATSO'N. Where do these imports come fiom largely?
Mr. GALLERT. The imports of jewelry come largely from Czecho-

slovakia.
Senator WATSON. At the present time?
Mr. (Gi A Z Err. At the present time. Some, however, come from

France and a few from (Germany, but the biggest part of them come
from Czechoslovakia.

Senator W.vsox. Are they increasing?
,Mr. G.ALHTir. I can only give you the official figures. In 1919

they were over $100.000; in 1920 they were $1.300,000, but in 1910
and 1911 they were larger than that.

Senator WATSONX. What have they been for the last 10 months?
Mr. (,ALaU:M'. lie imports for May, 1921, were $57,000.
Senator WATSON. For the 10 months they were $1,018,000.
Mr. G( AJLERT. I find that in 1910 they were $1.992,000, and in 1911

they ran about $1,869,000, and then run down. "
Senator CAIJ)R. The cost of those articles to you is greater now

than in 1911 and 1912?
31r. (ALLErF . Oh, yes; it has gone up.
Senator COItALI. The cost of producing is greater, is it not I
Mr. (iALrXR'T. Of the amount im )orted or stuff produced?
Senator CALDER. Stuff imported
Mr. (LJEr. Mr. Rosenberger can answer that.
Senator CALDER. The cost to you in dollars and cents is as great

as in 1911 and 1912?
Mr. ]ROSENROER. Yes; it is.
Senator CALDER. How much greater?
Mr. losiN.mIFitGE . It varies: our line is entirely a line of fads and

fancies. There is no stability to our prices.
Senator CALuM11. Would you say that the cost to you of imported

goods would be as much as double what it was before the war?
Mr. RosEBxzERo ER. In dollars and cents-no; I do not. It is about

equal. But that is also controlled by the foreign exchange; for
instance. we bought a year and a half ago merc lamdise at 1 cent
Czechoslovakia kronen. When teie merchandise was ready to he
shipped we found that the kronen had gone up to 2 cents, and it
naturally cost us almost three times the amount of the original
purchase. It is very hard to state exactly what Czechoslovakia goods
or German goods or French goods wold cost us. In one week it
may change 35 to 40 per cent-the cost of our imports.

Senator WATSON. Do you manufacture more than you import?
Mr. ROSENBERoER. Our business is divided about half and half.
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Senator WAmoN. And you want the tariff lowered, do you, below
the existing rate, so that you can import more?

Mr. ROSENBEROER. No; I want a fair tariff.
Senator WATSON. But still, you are asking that it be lowered?
Mr. ROsENBEROER. I am not asking for anything lower than 60

per cent on foreign valuation, and I even would be satisfied to frankly
say-1 am not an attorney, and I speak frankly-but I think that
we could stand 85 per cent on the foreign valuation and still con.
tinue to do business. Our business would be handicapped to a cer-
tain extent, however.

Senator WATSON. That is, the importing business would be?
Mr. Roswannozn. The importing business would be.
Senator WATSON. Would your American manufacturing interests

be handicapped by that per centI
Mr. RoSENBEROER. I do not think so. We would be hampered by

not getting the ideas and the different designs from Europe, which
is a great help to our business, and any further increase would almost
stop importation.

Senator MCCUMBER. Are the European people noted for having
greater ability of originality than the American people in the matter
of jewelry production?

Mr. ROSEN BEi GR. Yes, sir; they are.
Senator MCCUMBER. There appeared before me the other Jay

those who indicated to me that in this cheaper line of jewelry the
American designs were the ones that were being copied in Europe
and imitated and imported at a half or one-third of the price; espe-
cially was this true in the matter of low prices-cheap jewelry. You
think they are mistaken?

Mr. ROSENBERGER. I do. Some American articles are copied abroad,
but we copy more.

Senator McCuMBER. You think that we are followers and not orig-
inators of designs in Jewelry?

Mr. ROSENBEIGER. NVe are the followers and not the originators.
Senator MCCUMBER. And that is true of the cheaper, lower char-

acter of goods?
Mr. ROSENBEROEIR. The lower character of merchandise.
Senator MCCUMBER. There seems to be a difference of opinion

among good American citizens on that.
Mr. tJALLERT. I might say in reference to that that Mr. Rosen-

berger is the head of one of the largest houses in the trade, and if
it would have any bearing on the fact, I can file any proof that the
committee desires as to the opinion of the people in the trade on that
particular point.

In view of what Mr. Rbsenberger has said, then, we think that
the duty s should not be increased over 85 per cent foreign %'aluatiwi
or its equivalent in American valuation, reckoning on a profit of 35
per cent, which I am assured is necessary in this business. The
equivalent of 85 per cent on foreign valuation is 30 per cent, as we
calculate. We think that should be the limit, especially in view of
the fact that before the Ways and Means Committee the New Eng-
land domestic manufacturers asked for 85 per cent, and we feel that
if you give them 85 per cent on foreign valuation you would be giving
them the equivalent in American valuation by 30 per qent, based on
35 per cent profit.
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Senator OALDR. Is that 35 per cent profit on what the goods cost
you?

Air. GALLER. No; that is on the selling price. There are so many
more novelties that do not go than there are novelties which do go,
that the novelties which do go have to carry the expense of those
that do not because if a novelty does not go it is not worth anything,
and the business carries a very high overhead expense on that account.

I want to speak about paragraph 1403 of the House bill, relating to
beads. The first clause of 1403 covers beads generally.

Senator Cuwris. Before you leave that other subject, is there not a
class of these pins [referring to samples of jewelry exhibited to the
committee) made in Czechoslovakia in the homes where they use a
special glass that we do not make in this country?

Mr. GALLERT. That refers to the beads I am going to refer to now.
Senator CuiTs. But these are glass imitations, cut in diamond

shapes, little pieces of glacs which we do not have here?
Mr. GALLERT. I was just going to refer to that under the heading

of beads. The first clause of this provides for 25 per cent on' beads
generally.

I want to call the committee's attention to the fact that beads have
a tremendous use in American industry. They are used to a tre-
mendous extent in the diamond trade, in the shoe trade, where they
are sewed on slippers, and in the millinery trade.

The American manufacturers asked for a combination before the
House of specific and ad valorem duty. The House rejected it and
reported this 25 per cent.

7 want to call the attention of the committee to the fact that the
specific duties, of course, bear heavier on the cheaper beads which
are used in the industries. A bead such as this [exhibiting sample]
which costs $1.35 abroad for 120,000 of them-these are the beads
that are made by the peasants in the mountains of Czechoslovakia
and in Italy. They are made in the wintertime when they are cut off
from communication during their spare time. In fact, I am told if
we want beads made at any other time we will have to pay a larger
price, because they can then employ their time more profitably in
the fields. They are niot made in this country. They never have
been made here, and we do not believe cver will be, because American
labor can be better employed. But their very cheapneqs enables
them to be used on cheap dresses and cheap shoes, etc.

The House bill by reporting 25 per cent ad valorem does raise the
duty, we think, reckoning on 35 per cent profit, to 60 per cent. That
is going to curtail us somewhat, but it is not going to seriously
hamper the business. We would really like to have that clause kept
as it is, but we particularly want to request the committee not to
add any specific duty relating to these beads, because the specific duty
requested by the American manufacturers worked out on this basis
would amount to some 10,000 per cent on foreign valuation, and I do
not know what on American valuation, and would throw out of em-
ployment the thousands of people now employed in utilizing these
goods. That clause as it stands we can exist under without much
serious injury to the business. It will curtail us somewhat, but not
seriously.

But I particularly want to speak about pearl heads, the third clause
of section 1403, which are put at 40 per cent ad valorem. Reckoning
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on 35 per cent profit, gentlemen we make 40 per cent ad valoremequivalent 160 per cent on foreign valuation, which is absolutely pro

hibitive, I am told. If you impose that. you are simply going to pre-
vent us importing any pearl beads. If you want to (1o tlat, we have
nothing to say, but that is the effect of it.

Senator Cugris. Where do the pearl beads come from ?
Mr. GALLERT. They come 95 per cent from France.
Senator CURTIS. D~o none come from China or Japan?
Mr. IIOSENBEROER. Some come from Japan.
Mr. GALLERT. While before the Ways and Means Committee the

American manufacturers asked for a combination. They said, "In
all the requests that we make the combined duty we ask tor is under
60 per cent ad valorem," reading from page 3012 of Tariff Infor-
mation, 1921. The equivalent of 60 per cent on foreign valuation
based on 35 per cent profit we figure to be 25 per cent American valua-
tion. and we feel that if you give the manufacturer of American
beads that, protection you are giving him all that lie asks, and you
are not putting us out of business, whereas 160 does put us out of
business.

Just one point more: In this same hearing before the Ways and
Means Committee. when the American manufacturer asked this pro-
tection, he called attention to the fact that pearl beads are of t iree
kinds:

First, the solid bead, which is coated on the outside with the essence
of pearl-solid glass, commonly known as the indestructible: that is
made both in this country and'abroad.

Second. hollow beads, which is hollow on the inside and coated
inside. That is not made in this country at all.

Third, the wax-filled bead. which is a hollow head with a coating
of wax inside of it. That is not made in this countm- at all.

The American manufacturers before the House committee requested
a separate clarsification, and that the indestruictible bead which they
make should be classed separately. We agree to that and to raising
the duty thereon to 60 per cent. Of course, raising the duty to 60 per
cent is going to curtail sales anti hurt our business materially. But if
they want that, all right; let them have it. But (o not give them
mor than the equivalent of it, if you have American valuation,
namely, 25 per cent. But they certainly (to not need it on hollow
beads and the wax-filled beads which they do not make at all: and we
join in the request that they made to the Ways and Means Commit-
tee to have a separate classification, and on the hollow and wax-filled
beads which they (1o not make we ask that the rate remain the same
as it has been, namely, 35 per cent, which has been the rate since 1904;
anyway, it was retained both in the Underwood and the Payne bills.

Senator McL, AN.-. Are all these beads used for the same purpose?
Mr. GALLEArr. Not necessarily. The hollow beads are cheaper. The

wax-filled and the solid are used very much for the same purposes,
but they are recognized in the trade as absolutely distinct articles.
You can perhaps supplement that, Mr. ]Rosenberger. The Senator
wants to know if hollow beads, wax, and indestructible are used for
the same purpose.

Senator MbLEAN. My question is, Would the article which the im-
porter imports displace the article made in this country?
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Mr. GALLERT. That would be true to a certain extent, if not largely,
as I understand it, between the wax filled .and the solid. But the hol-
low bead is the cheaper bead. While it might be made better, it is, as
a matter of fact, cheaper and it is used for cheaper purposes. There-
fore we think the rate on that should remain at 35 per cent foreign
valuation, or its equivalent in American valuation, which works out
about 17 per cent.

Mfav I file a brief next week?
Senator MCCITPMBER. Yes.
Mr. GAJ, JErT. Thank you.

BRIEF OF DAVID 1. GALLERT, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING IMPORTERS, JOB-

BERS, AND MANUFACTURERS OF BEADS AND NOVELTY JEWELRY.

PEARL BEADS.

We request that the third clause of paragraph 1403, to wit, lines 12, 13, and 14,
on page 149 of H. R. 7456, be changed to read as follows:

"Imitation pearl beads made of solid glass, commonly known as indestructible,
pierced or unpierced, strung or loose, mounted or unmounted, 25 per cent ad valorem.
All other imitation pearl beads of all kinds and shapes, of whatever material composed,
pierced orun pierced Strung or loose, mounted or unmounted, 17percentad valorem.

Before the Ways and Means C ommittee the American manufacturers of pearl beads
used the following language: I IIn all of the requests the combined duty we ask for is
inder 60 per cent ad valoren." t(1921 Wavs and Means Hearing, p. 3094.)But the fact is, astonishing as it seems, that although the domestic manufacturers

only asked for 60 per cent ad valorem on foreign valuation (because at that time'no
one had any idea of American valuation), nevertheless the Fordney bill gives them
40 per cent on American valuation, which based on a 35 per cent profit is the equivalent
of 160 per cent on foreign valuation. Even if we reckon on a 25 per cent profit, theequivalent of 40 per cent on foreign valuation is approximately 118 per cent on
American valuation.

The following is a quotation from the brief filed with the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House when it was holding tariff hearings by the A merican manufacturers
of imitation pearls:

"IV. Imi67tion of parl brad.-There are three different varieties of imitation
pearl beads: (1) The cheap, hollow pearl bead, which is a hollow glass bead with a
coating of pearl essence on the inside; (2) the pearl bead made from a hollow glass bead
with coating of pearl essenco on the inside and filled with wax; (3) a bead made froma solid head of fusible enamel and then coated on the outside, the amount of thecoating making the quality. The third variety is an American development. It
is now being copied extensively in Germany, Japan, and other countries and sent tothis country at a price with which American manufacturers can not compete with-
out the proper and sufficient rate of duty. It is this glass or imitation pearl bead
with which our industry is concerned, and in the making of which product it employs
more than 5,000 persons, of whom two.thirds are men."The phraseology of the tariff act should be changed so as to read: 'Imitation pearls,
solid, indestructible, oriental; ball-olive and odd or baroque shapes; mounted or
unmounted, strung or loose.'

"Such descriptive classification is necessary in order to give proper duty to the
solid imitation pearl beads, in which variety alone this associat ion isB interested.- The
classification that we ask would prevent articles of this characterization being classed
under other heads at lower rates of duty and, in our judgment is the only way in which
to insure to the American solid-bead product proper tariff 4iuty in the customs law.It will end tariff controversies that under the present phraseology are constantly
being waged."

As importers of imitation pearls, we agree with the manufacturers there are threedistinct inds of imitation pearl beads: First, hollow beads; second, wax-filled beads;
third, solid or indestructible beads.

The only variety made in this country is the third-solid or indestructible beads.
It is, therefore, the only kind of pearl bead for which there is need of any protectionat all. The duty on all other kinds of beads is a pure revenue duty. Since both the
manufacturers and the importers agree that this particular kind of pearl bead should
be separately classified, it is submitted that this committee should adopt their sug-
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estions and separately classify the bead for which protection is claimed and beads
or which no protection is asked or needed, because none are made in this country.

Regarding the rate: The domestic manufacturers asked for a combination of duties,
which however, they aid would "aggregate less than 60 percent." (Waysand Means
Hearings, 1921, V. 3012.) Of course, the 0 per cent the domestic manufacturers asked
for is on the basis of foreign valuation. The equivalent of that in American valuation
based on a 35 per cent profit is 25 per cent, and, therefore, that is a dut giving the
American manufacturer all that he asked for, and it must be presumed that he asked
for all that he needed, and therefore, the rate on imitation pearl beads should be
60 per cent ad valorem on foreign valuation or 25 per cent on American valuation.
(Even on a 25 per cent profit, the equivalent of 60 per cent on foreign valuation is
29 per cent on American valuation.) You will give the domestic manufacturer all
heasked for if you provide for 60 per cent on foreign valuation or 25 per cent on
American valuation.

The rate as it stands, 160 per cent, or even 118 per cent, is absolutely prohibitive.
If the committee adopts this rate, it. will not be 'vPI '"American manufacturers a duty
compensatory to the cost of manufacture, but it will be giving the American manu-
facturers an absolute monopoly. Such a rate is an absolutely prohibitive one. Such
a rate would be building a Chiese wall around this country so far as pearl beads are
concerned and disturb a large established industry in New York founded on the
importation of foreign pearl beads, and may even interfere with our relations with
France, whence most of the beads come.

Unless the Senate desires to make the impotation of this class of beads absolutely
impoible, the rate must be reduced from 40 per cent on American valuation imposed
by the Fordney bill. If it is to be reduced it would seem to be giving the manu.
facturer all possible leeway if you give him al that be asked for before the Ways and
Means Comittee, to wit, 60 per cent on foreign valuation or its equivalent in domestic
valuation.

In fixing this rate on American valuation the committee should bear in mind that
this is an aiecle dependent purely upon whim, taste, and fashion, and that in such
a business experience has shown that a profit of 35 per cent is necessary, and that,
therefore, the rate on indestructible pearl beads, if American valuation is adopted,
should be 25 per cent.

Regarding the hollow and wax.filled beads, the rate on these beads has been 35
per cent on foreign valuation ever since the act of 1894. This was one of the few
articles on which the rate of the Payne bill and the Underwood bill were the same.
When both of these acts left unchanged a prior duty, and when such duty is producing
a asitisfactory revenue, it would seem as if these rates should be left undisturbed,
unless good reason is shown for disturbing them. No reason is shown for disturbing
the rates on hollow or wax-filled beads. They are admittedly not made in the United
States. The American manufacturers are only interested in the solid or indestructible
beads or imitation stones.

Obviously, therefore, an increase in the rate on these articles, not made in this
country, would disturb the present business relations in regard thereto, without
doing any benefit. It is a revenue duty pure and simple, and any increase of price
will decrease the market particularly i view of the faict that many of these beads
are used as raw material for manufacturing domestic articles.

The rate therefore on all other imitation pearl beads (to wit, those not solid or
indestructible) should be 35 per cent on foreign valuation or its equivalent on Ameri-can valuation, which on a 35 per cent gross profit i1.17 per cent.

NOVE-LTY JEWELRY.
We respectfully ask that the rate imposed in paragraph 1428 of the Fordey bill he

changed to 2b5 percent ad valorem.t
_The rate of the Ford nev .bill is .55 per cent on A\merican valuation. The surprising

thine at once manifest is that while the domestic manufacture before the Committee
on Ways and Mleans asked only for 8.5 per cent on foreign valuation (1921 Ways and
Meansflearings, p. 3331), and i-hich must, therefore, be assumed to be at least amplefor the needs of the American manufacturer, nevertheless the Fordney bill gives
them 35 per cent on .merican valuation, which is the equivalent of 550 per cent on
foreign valuation.

There is a sharp division in the ewlry trade, which may be roughly described
as the line between the houses which sell the department stores and the houses which
sell the jewelry stores. We represent the houses which sell the department stores,
and naturally our goods are ved y much cheaper.Men Ha is p.33) n xihmst hrfrb asme ob tlafml
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A peculiar condition in this trade is the fact that all of the large houses are not
only importers of foreign merchandise, but they are also either directly or indirectly
manufacturers s of domestic jewelry, and while it is practically Impossible to ascertain
the exact percentage of the foreign business, the domestic business of these houses,
taken as a whole, is considerably more than four-fifths of their entire business. There.
fore, we feel that there should be no doubt in the minds of this committee that no
suggestion of ours is made with any idea of prejudicing domestic manufacture, since
it is overwhelmingly to our interest to foster domestic manufacturing of jewelry in
every way.

The domestic manufacture of cheaper jewelry is certainly well established. In
1914, according to the United States Census, the domestic manufacture of all jewelry
amounted to $81,000.000. The next census was that of 1920. covering the year 1919.
The Census Bureau has been kind enough to furnish us with advance figures, which
show that the domestic manufacture of jewelry, under a tariff of 60 per cent of the
foreign valuation, had grown from said $81,000,000 in 1914 to practically $204,000,000
in 1919, the exact figures being, as given to me by the Census Bureau, $203,898,000.

The imports of all jewelry were in round figures: In 1910, $1,592,000: 1911,
$1,869,000; 1912, $1,144,000; 1913, $998,000; 1914, $1,082,000; dropping under war con-
ditions to $537,000 in 1916; $362,000 in 1917; $325,000 in 1918; but rising in 1919 to
$748,000; and in 1920 to $1,886,000.

But. on the other hand, the exports of domestic jewelry were: In 1910, $1,444,000;
1911, $1,882,000; 1912, $1,850,000; 1913, $1,893,000; 1914, $1,432,000; 1915, $933,000;
1916. $1,694,000; 1917 $1,7&3,000; 1918, $1,519,000; 1919, $12,369,000; 1920 $815,000.

So that we can roughly say that we have a production here of $200,000,006 of manu-
factured jewelry; that the average normal imports of jewelry will average about a
million dollars, and that under normal conditions the average annual exports would
equal or exceed the imports.

The conclusion seems clear that a dutyof 60 per cent on foreign valuation is suffi-
cient for this "ind.'stry. The equivalent of it on American valuation is 24 per cent.
Therefore there is no justification for imposing a duty greater than 60 per cent on
foreign valuation or 24 per cent on American valuation. Much less is there any
justification, when the manufacturers asked for only 85 per cent on foreign valuation,
the equivalent of which is 30 per cent on American valuation, for giving them 55 per
cent on American valuation, the equivalent of which is 550 per cent on foreign valu-
ation, reckoning a 3.5 per cent profit on selling, or the equivalent of 275 per cent, reckon-
inga profit of 2.5 per cent on selling.

But it may be asked "Why are you taking all this trouble about a million dollars
worth of imports when your domestic production is $200.000,000? Your imports are
too infinitesimal in comparison to bother about." It is true that in amount the imports
are infinitesimal, but they are of overwhelming importance to the trade for this reason:

The prosperity of the business depends upon succesfully appealing to the tastes
of the women of America. When it comes to the actual manufacturing, the domestic
manufacturers (located principally in Providence and in Attleboro) excel the entire
world, But for some reason the domestic manufacturers do fot seem to be able to
bring out the new ideas in the trade. The imports are practically only for the sake of
ideas and designs. As soon as the article is imported f it proves popular it is imme-
diately copied in this country, and not only copied but vacations of it are made.

An importer putting on sale a European novelty never expects to get more than one
season out of it, and as a matter of fact, long before the season has expired not only
do his competitors have this article made in this country, hut they have innumerable
variations and improvements on it. The surprising thing is the skill and facility with
which our manufacturers, though apparently unable to corjceive and bring out the
original iC a, can adapt and twist the European idea into as many shapes and forms.

t is a usual thing to see a thousand American articles made as the result of the im-
portation of one European article, and, incredible as it may seem, the production of
.5,000 articles based upon one European article is not uncommon. As a matter of fact,
I know of one entire factory employing from 40 to 100 people that. has been running
for years simply on the variations of one European article, and not only that, but thisg
factory has been so successful that a second factory has been opened in the same town
to manufacture the same line of merchandise. all based on this one European article.

Our conclusion is that the imports of this cheaper grade of jewelry not only does not
injure the American production thereof, but, on the contrary, by furnishing the
inspiration and stimulus therefor actually encourages and fliers it.

We have not the slightest desire to oppose a high tariff on this grad of jewelry, but
we (1o ask this committee not to place on this particular grade of jewelry a tariff that
will be so high as to prohibit these importations for designs and ideas, for the imposi-
tion of such a tariff would prove a boomerang, as it would cut off from the American
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manufacturers the principal means which they have at present of successfully ap.
pealing to the tastes of their public. and without this appeal I need not say the cheaper
jewelry would not be sold.

But the question has probably occurred to some member of the committee: If the
importation of novelty jewelry is only or mainly for novelty of idea and design, why
will any rate, even a prohibitive rate, make aniy substantial difference? If the rate
is prohibitive, the importer will not, of course, bring over gross lots or 5-gross lots,
but he will in his capacity as American manufacturer buy a single article or bring
drawings and specifications of the luropean article without bringing over even the
article itself. This theory looks very well on the surface, but it will not work in
practice.

The essence of the whole matter is that the foundation of the business is appealing
to the feminine taste. No one can tell in advance what will or will not successfully
appeal. Moreover, what will appeal this year will not appeal next year, and vice
versa. The essential and important thing is not what either the New'York importer
or the New England manufacturer likes or thinks will appeal, but what the shop girl
of Detroit, the factory girl of New ledford, or the waitress of Skowhtcgan likes. Until
and utless this is pioved the American manufacturer can not go to the expense of
ma'lng the dies which are necessary in the production of this article, lie can not
afro ' to take this 1amuble, because every case will be a gamble pure and simple.
Th,. only way in which this can be tested out is to have the importer bring over small
lots and putthem out through the trade. If the article proves popular, the .nerican
manufacturer copies it, varies from it, and improves upon it. If the article does not
go, the importer stands the loss.

The fe'rt that only a minority of the jewelry imports is cpied, does not lessen
the weight ni the above.

Mr. 14 s,.b-rger truly stated in substance at the hearin2 that only a minority of the
merchande-i.u inported was copied. 'i'his i,, of course, true, because only the articles
that prove popular are copied. More articles are imported and submitted to the trade
that do not sell in large quantities than that do sell in largo quantities. Consequently
only a minority of the articles imported are copied, but the fact remains that these
importations are made for the purpose of ideas, styles, and designs, and that without'
this trial no one could tell what styles would goand the fact that a majority of the
articles imported do not prove successful does not in any way avoid the necessity
for making such importations.

The situation is very well summarized by thme colloquy that took place when Mr.
J. Weiner, of Weiner Bros., representing one of the largest houses in the trade, was
testifying before the Ways and Means Committee:

"Ir. CRisi-. You want American industry protected, yet you want the rates so as
to make it a competitive tariff?

"Mr. V',.:.%Fit. Well, we need foreign gods, aid I will toll you why: because the
styles coj, • from over there."

(1921 Ways and Means hearings, page 3325.)
That the importation is mainly for this purpose is shown by the fact that as against

a $204,000,000 domestic production we have an average importation during a series of
years of approximately a million dollars only, and in fact the very year when the
production reached approximately $204,00,000, importation amounted to only
$748,000.

The fact that Europeans do a little copying from us is immaterial, because there is
absolutely no question that the great bulk of the copying is done by Americans from
Europeans.

The only question that remains, therefore, is what rate will be so high as to prohibit
this importation. It is clear that 60 percent on foreign valuation does not prohibit
this importation, because under this rate we have imported sufficient to answer all
our purposes. At the same time it'is equally clear that this rate does not prejudice
in any way the American manufacturer, because while this rate was on the American
production increased from S-l,000,000 to $204,000,000, and the $204,000,000 was in
1919, not a war year.

Therefore, it would seem that a rate that has worked as well as this rate has should
be preserved and that the rate should either be 60 per cent on foreign valuation or if
based on American valuation a rate which is equivalent thereto. Twenty-eight per
cent on American valuation is equivalent to 60 per cent on foreign valuation, a lowing
the importer a profit of 2.5 percent; but the consensus of the trade is that itis absolutely
impossible for it to do business on the basis of a 25 per cent gross profit. The overhead
expenses are large. Buyers are constantly traveling in Europe searching the Euro-
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em market for novelties to bring to this country and which the importer tries out.
here such novelties appeal to the tastes of the American women, they are copied

and improved upon by the domestic manufacturers, who reap the profit thereof, but
where they do not appeal the importer must stand the loss.

Again, this committee must bear in mind that this is entirely a novelty business;
that is, a business appealing entirely to whim and fashion, and that the man is not
yet born who can successfu] ly tell how an article of adornment will appeal to the
average woman. As a result, many articles are imported which do not sel (_Mr. Rosen-
berger says a majority of them) and which prove to be either an entire loss to the
importer or a tremendous loss to the importer. The novelties that do sell, it will be
apparent, must bear the loss of those that do not sell, and the people in the trade assure
me that 35 per cent of their selling price is as low a gross profit as they can exist on,
and 24 per cent on American valuation is approximately equivalent to 60 per cent
on foreign valuation, if a gross profit of 35 per cent is allowed to the importer. That,
we submit, is the rate which this committee should recommend-either that the 60
per cent rate, which has worked so satisfactorily, should be retained, viz, if foreign
valuation is adopted the rate should be 60 per cent ad valorem, or if American valua-
tion is adopted that the rate should be 24 per cent ad valorem.

The Fordney bill provides for 55 per cent on American valuation. That, of course,
it is self.e,,ident, is so excessive a to absolutely prohibit this business.

On this basis you would have the following figures: Foreign cost, $V; duty, $2.7.5;
profit. 25 per cent on selling $1.25, one-third on cost: selling price, $5.

Therefore, on the basis of importers making a profit of 25 per cent you have a duty of
275or cent which, on its face, is so excessive as to prohibit the business and will not
only have a bad effect on the American busine." , as we have heretofore shown, but in
addition will deprive the Government of its $600,000 or more revenue which it is
annually receiving from this trade. ,

But this is not the worst of it. As we have heretofore shown, the importer can not
do business on a 25 per cent profit, and if we reckon this on the basis e a profit of 25
per cent we have the following figures: Foreign cost, $1; duty, $5..50; importer's
profit, $3.150; selling p rice, $10; or a dutyof approximately 550 per cent which, it is
eelf-evident, would solutely prohibit this business, whereas the rate of 24 per cent
on American valuation will keep it in its present flourishing condition.

Moreover, at the hearing before the Ways and Means Committee of the House the
domestic manufacturers put in a brief, and all the duty that they asked for was 85 per
cent of foreign valuation. (1921, Ways and Means hearings, p. 3321.) It is human
nature, or wise human nature, to ask for more than you expect to get and for more
than you really want, and undoubtedly when they asked for 85 per cent the domestic
manufacturers asked for more than they needed, but in any event they certainly
asked for all they needed.

The equivalent on American valuation of an 85 per cent duty on foreign valuation
based on a profit of 3.5 per cent (which we have heretofore shown is necessary) is 30
per cent. This is all the domestic manufacturers ask for. Why give them 55 per
cent when they only ask for 30? Even if the duty is reckoned on thl bsls of the
importers making a profit of 25 per cent, the equivalent rate under American valua-
tion Is only approximately 34 per cent. Why, when under any possible theory 34
per cent is the maximum olf what the American manufacturer asks, should he be given
55 per cent, and this important industry of Now York be put out of business and the
Government deprived of $600,0CO or more a y-ear of revenue?

The proper rate on jewelry on foreign valuation is G0 per cent ad valorem or on
American valuation 24 or 2.5 per cent ad valorem, and in no event should it exceed
85 per cent on foreign valuation or 30 per cent on American valuation.

(Indorsed by Wiener Bros., Lippmann, Spier & Ifahn D. Liner & Co., Cohen &
Rosenberger, Samstag & Ililder Bros., A. Steinhardt & lre., Ben Felsenthal & Co.
(Inc.), Royal Jewelry Mfg. Co., Win. E. Fiery & Co., Fred & Ben Lowenthal Co.,
M. Guggenbeim( Inc.), W. Reichort & Co., Emerich & Schorsch, Jules Schwab & Co.,
L. Mendelson Co., Lewy & Co., Guthman Solomons Co., It. Wolf & Co., L. Heller &
Son (Inc.), Royal Jewelry Co., Wertheimer, Plchn & Levy (Inc.), F. Hfoffman & 'o.,
A. Miltenberg & Co.)
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IMITATION PEAIRLS AND FUSIBLE ENAMELS.

[Paragraphs 1403, 1411, 1429, und 1444.3

STATEMENT OF E. M. JOHNSON, REPRESENTING AMERICAN MAN-
UFACTUBERS OF IMITATION PEAR AND FUSIBLE ENAMELS,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator MCCUMBER. Mr. Johnson, you speak for Mr. Bergerl
Mr. JouxssoN. I speak for Mr. Berger. I represent the American

Manufacturers of Imitation Pearls and Fusible Enamels, especially
fusible enamels.

I am a manufacturer myself and a member of the association for
which I speak, and I have here a statement, and I think I can save
time by following it somewhat closely.

Senator MCCUMIBER. You are a manufacturer of pporls?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Senator McCuMnEn. Do-you import also?
Mr. JojrNsoN. Yes, sir. The Aociation of American Manufactur-

ers of Imitation Pearls ant Specialties in Fusible Enamels asks the
Committee on Finance the protection of a tariff duty that will enable
this American industry to live and enjoy the great development in
this country that is possible fpr it.

It is one of those industries which the war really created. Because
of industrial conditions abroad, our industry was enabled to lay a
foundation and secure a foothold. It can not retain either unless
proper tariff protection is given. The rates given to similar products
under the Payne-Aldrich law afford no criterion as to what the new
rates should he. At the time of the passage of that law there was no
such industry in the United States to protect, consequently no appeal
or representations were made in its behalf.

The production of this industry now amounts to a value of over
$6,000,000 a year, in comparison with a production of half a million
dollars in 1914. We consider that an industry that has grown to
that. extent in a seven-year period shows both stability and po.qsiluili-
ties that deserve recognition and protection.

The products of this American industry is the product of skilled
labor, of labor that requires previous training and receives the. high
wages that goes with such knowledge and quality. The labor cost of
our product is over 75 per cent of it.3 total production cost. This fact
is what makes necessary the imposition of a high duty on similar prod-
ucts from abroad, made by the cheap labor of the nations that are our
competitors. One of the factors with which we are compelled to con-
tend is that these products made abroad are largely the work of
children and that the industry there is what is known as a cottage
industry. There is more involved in the continuance and develop-
ment of this industry in the United States than can be measured by
the value of our direct manufactured products. In addition to the
value of our direct manufactured products there is the need of ad-
ditional American production created by our activities, such as fusi-
ble enamels, chemicals, fish products, special lacquers, wire. brass.
steel equipment and tools, (lies and machines scientifically constrllcted.
besides boxes, clasps, and other accessories for the completion of our



products before they are ready for the purchasing citizen. Protec-
tion to this industry therefore is a protection to all of these differ-
ent lines of work.

Paragraphs of the bill as passed by the House in which this as-
sociation is directly interested are 350, 1403, 1411, and 1429. The
products of the different members of the association fall under all
of these different paragraphs. We have no change to ask in any of
them with the exception of 1429. Both in phraseology and in rates
we consider that the situation was covered with perfect fairness in
the House bill. After years of constant controversy, a controversy
waged before both officials and courts, paragraphs relating to imni-
tation pearls were put in language in conformity to trade usage and
court decisions. We submit that a change in such phraseology would
reopen old controversies and stir up again old litigation. Tie rates
of duty as given in these paragraphs seem to us to be just and equita-
ble. If the system of assessment of ad valorem duties Phould be
changed by this committee, we ask, of course, that the rates of duty
given in these paragraphs be so translated into other terms as to
give us the same amount of protection.

In connection with paragraph 1429 we suggest certain changes in
its phraseology, so that the paragraph will read as follows:

Imitation precious stoiws. (tit or faceted. Imitation semiprecious stones,
faceted, imitaition half pearls amid hollow or flledI pearls of all shapes, without
hole or with h' partly through only, 20 per centum ad valorem ; hmultatloil
precious stones. not cut or faceted, imitation semiprecious stones not faceted.
imitation Jet buttons, but polished or faceted; imitation s6lid pearls wholly or
partly pierced, mounted or unmounted, 40 per centuin ad vwioreni.

We wish to state ill this connection that in the recent shaping of
this paragraph importers and American manufacturers are agreed.
Under the reading as it passed the House there is complication in-
jurious alike to the importer and to the domestic manufacturer,
which will be eliminated by rewriting the paragraph as we suggest.

1We wish to call to the attention of the committee in this connection
the fact that there is a contradiction between paragraphs 1429 and
1403. Similar articles, or at least articles which should have the
protection of the same rate of duty, have two different rates, 40 per
cent ad valorem in paragraph 1403 and 45 per cent ad valorem In
paragraph 1429. We suggest that this contradiction be eliminated
and that the 45 per cent in paragraph 1429 be made 40 percent. What
we desire is to have the new law containing paragraphs concerning
our products clear of understanding, lacking all contradiction, and
containing only such protective rates as the industry absolutely
needs and requires. We are frank enough to call your attention
to this matter, although by so doing we will lose an extra amount
of duty.

Senator WATson-. You spoke of 1429, but you did not tell us what
you thought the rate ought to be.

Mr. JOHNSON. Forty per cent. That is the change we wish made,
because it conflicts with another paragraph, so that there will be no
ambiguity and no contradiction.

We feel that it is necessary to call to your attention a paragraph
of the bill as it passed the House which in our judgment can open
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the door to serious trouble for us. This is paragraph 1444. It pro.
vides:

Rosaries, chaplets, tind similar articles of religlonq devotion, of whatever
material composed, valued at not more than $1.25 per dozen, 15 per centum ad
valorem; valued at more than $1.25 per dozeii, 30 per centum ad valorem.

The intention of this paragraph was undoubtedly that rosaries,
the value of which is sentimental rather than intrinsic, including
those made from sacred wood, should be permitted to come into this
country at a small rate of duty. With such contention we, of course,
have n; dispute. What we are fearful of is that shrewd or unscrupu-
lous importers may utilize a widespread protective religious spirit
by causing the writing of this paragraph to become the vehicle of
undervahation and improper classification. As we see it, this would
permit any article that could be classed as a rosary to come into the
United States by paying not more than 30 per cent ad valorem.
This would permit te importing of necklaces made of imitation
pearls and other imitation precious stones, from which the cross
necessary to make this article a rosary might he eliminated after
its intro'dictioi into the commerce of ihe United States, and offer-
ing them for sale as regular necklaces, and the importer would benefit
by a rate of duty not intended by the framers of this bill for imita-
tion pearls or other imitation precious stones. We wish sonie change
in this paragraph which will protect our industry and at the same
time allow all possible leeway to that type of rosary which is of
high sentimental value because of associations connected with its
component materials.

We do not wish the opportunity to be given to bring in necklaces
under the guise of rosaries, which we are confident could be done
under the paragraph as written, and which we fear would be done
if the door is not closed upon such opportunity by your committee.
We suggest that either the old classification of the Payne-Aldrich
law be repeated, which made a rosary dutiable according to its
component material of chief value, or that in paragraph 1444,
providing that when rosaries are composed of imitation pearls or
other imitation precious or semiprecious stones that they be dutiable
at the same rate as such items in paragraph 1403.

We are submitting to you samples of the products we manufa,-
ture, which we believe will give you a real picture of the industry
itself and the development which it has reached. We believe thAt
whatever inquiry you may make as to foreign costs as opposed to
our own, or the selling prices in this country of competitive Ameri-
can and foreign products, it will be proven that the rates of dlty
we received in the bill as it passed the House are the lowest under
which the industry can thrive. These rates are insufficient at the
present time, under present industrial conditions, and present ex-
change rates to put us on a thoroughly "ompetitive basis with the
foreign manufacturer. It will enable -us, however, to retain a place
in the American market, and will permit us to go ahead and con-
tinue our development. And we are confident that given such an
opportunity we will produce articles of such quality as will suc-
cessfully compete for the favor of the American customer with the
article that is made abroad by cheaper labor. We ask that no
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amount of duty as represented by the rates in the paragraphs which
concern our products be reducel. Such a reduction can not be
made and our industry continue to exist.

When this tariff bill was under discussion by the Ways and Means
Committee we furnished to that committee a brief containing de-
tails as to manufacture and different elements of information con-
cerning our industry. We will not take up the time of this, com-
mittee by repeating these statements. '[hey can be found on pages
3093-3098, part 5, of the hearings before the Ways and Means Com-
inittee of this year.

Te produce articles that are properly classified as luxuries, and
this should be taken into consideration. Our product is an all-
American product. The raw materials used in the industry are all-
American products. Our labor cost is very high, because of the
skilled labor that is necessary to manufacture our products. We
ask, accordingly, proper tariff protection from this committee and
that the amount of duty given us after thorough inquiry by the
Ways and Means Committee be not reduced. In making this ap-,eal we speak for practically all of this industry in tMe United
t a t e s.
Senator ITI.TSoN. Did it not give any duty for 1444?
Mr. Johi.soN.. We ask no change to be incorporated to satisfy the

manufacturers and importers.
Senator CALDER. Where is your factory located?
Mr. JoHN.soN. Providence,*R. I.
Senator C.%.i)nF. How many do you employ?
Mr. Jou.-xso.x. 'The industry employs about5,000 people.
Senator McC.iwuit. Is there any patented process in the making

of pearls?
Mr. ,Io.,... It is not a patented process, though it is quite a

difficult process.
Senator McC.rm:u. Do they have a particular name applied to

them. a trade name-for instance, we have the Tecla pearls'(
Mr. Joi.isN. We make the Riehelien pearls and Pilgrim pearls.
Senator McL iAx. Where are the Tecla pearls made?
Mr. hoi.iNsoN,-. I think they are made in France and imported

here.
Senator WATSON. Wht does a pearl like that sell for?
Mr. JoHSON. That is worth from $12 to $15, depending upon the

number of coatings.
Senator WATSON. How high do these imitation pearl necklaces run

in value, retailI
Mhr. MEYER. They run as high as $15 to $100 wholesale.
Senator LA F -OLLEr. What do real pearls cost?
Mr. Mrxvine. Of course, there is no limit to the price on real pearls.

In imitation pearls the retailer gets the profit, not the manufacturer.
The jobber sells to the retailer, who knows what they are worth, and
the retailer sells to the consumer, who does not know what they- are
worth, so the retailer gets the greater amount of profit.

81527-22-s 'f 14-- 4
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FEL SHOES.
[Paragraph 1405.)

STATEMENT OF WALTER A. SWEET, WORCESTER MASS., REPRE-
SENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FELT SHOE MANU-
FACTURERS.

Mr, SWEET. My name is Walter A. Sweet, of the firm of Wiley-
Bickford-Sweet Co., Worcester, Mass. We are felt-shoe manufacturers.

I am appearing for the National Association of Felt Slipper Manu-
facturers, comprising 27 different concerns, who manufacture prob-
ably more than 50 per cent of the goods.

][will file a brief vith your stenographer.
Senator MCCU3MBER. t will be printed.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

The National Association of Felt Shoe Manufacturers, representing firms and cor-
I rations employing approximately 4,824 employees and an average annual output
otpproximately $23,983, 8, respectfully represent that paragraph 1405 of House fill

74 affords the minimum amount of protection necessary to enable the manufac-
turers to maintain with a reasonable profit their business.

"PAR. 1405. Boots, shoes, or other footwear, the uppers of which are com posed
wholly or in chief value of wool, cotton, ramie, animal hair, fiber, silk or substitutes
therefor, whether or not the soles are composed of leather, wood, or other material,
25 Der centum ad valorem."
We further represent that previous to the war our business was seriously menaced

by large importationsfrom European and other foreign countries, that we are informed
on reliable information that such importations are again reappearing, and that it
would be impossible to compete with the slightest degree of success against such
competition without changing the scale of wages to an extent which would not possibly
be accepted by the laborers and without changing the working hours, which would be
contrary to the statutes of the States in which the manufacturers are engaged in
business.

We further say that this general statement is a conservative one and is sustained
by facts and figures which the manufacturers are willing to submit to your committee
either by oral testimony or in the form of a brief.

We are satisfied with the House bill as far as our industry is concerned, providing
this 25 per cent ad valorem is based on American valuation.

Members of the National Association of Felt Shoe Manufacturers: American
Slipper Co., Boston, Mass,; Blum Shoe Manufacturing Co., Dansville N. Y.; Bray
& Stanley, Beverly, Mass.; Blumenthal & Goldber, Noew York, N. x.;Dolgevlle
Felt Shoe Co., Dolgeville, N. Y.; Damon & Ellis (Inc.), Boston, Mas.; E.Z Walk
Manufacturing Co., New York N Y.; Daniel Greene Felt Shoe Co., Dolgeville,
N. Y.; C. A. Grosvenor Shoe o., Worcester, Mass.; A. R. Hyde & Co., East Cam.
bridge, Mass.; Little Falls Felt Shoe Co., Little Falls, N. Y.; Lind Shoe Co.,
Worcester Mass 3 A Manning Shoe Co., Boston, Mass.; Millett, Woodbury Co.,
Beverly, Vass.;NortAwestern Felt Shoe Manufacturing Co., Webster City, Iowa;
New Jersey Felt Shoe Co., New York, N. Y.; Novelty Slipper Co., New York, N. Y.;
Robertson Shoe Co., Minneapolis, Minn .Standard Felt Co., West Alhambra, Calif.;
United Slipper Co., New York N Y.; *iley.Bickford.Sweet Co., Worcester, Mass.;
Woodbury Shoe Co., Beverly, ass.; Wobst Shoe Co., Milwaukee Wis.; Carroll' Felt
Shoe Co., Elsworth, Me.; Dolge Sipper Co Oxford, Mass.; Freeman Thompson
Shoe Co., St. Paul, Minn.; Rvsenwasser Bros., -Long Island City, N. Y.

MEN'S STRAW HATS.
(Paragraph 1406.)

STATEMENT OF EDWARD W. BILL REPRESENTING BILL & OALD-
WELL, NEW iORK CITY.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your full nameI
Mr. BILL. My full name is Edward W. Bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you speak for Mr. Whitelaw?
Mr. BILL. I do.
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The CHA AN. Where do you reside?
Mr. BILL. In New York City.
The CHAIRUMAN. In what way do you speak for Mr. Whitelaw ?
Mr. BILL. I am of the firm of Bill & Caldwell, New York City.

We are interested in men's straw hats, paragraph 1406. Mr. James
G. Whitelaw, whose name appears on the calendar representing Bill
& Caldwell, is our business manager, and it was ourintention that he
should present our statement to your committee.

The (JAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. BILL. Importing men's fur-felt and straw hats.
Senator SMOOT. What paragraph are you speaking to?
Mr. BILL. I am speaking to paragraph 1406, pertaining to men's

straw hats.
The CIIAIRMAN. You are a member of the same firm as Mr. White-

law, is that it?
Air. BILL. Mr. Whitelaw is my business manager, and it was our

intention that he present our statement to your committee. Ile
was called to Europe and his boat was not able to come in in time to
appear.

The CIIAIRMAN. You are the head of the firm ?
Mr. BILL. Yes, sir; I am the only member of the firm.
The (CITAIR1AN. Will you proceed ?
Mr. BILL. I would like to submit the following brief:

We are wholesale importers of men's hats. We have been in business for over 30
years, and we sell only to the retail merchants.

We are interested only in trimmed and sewed straw hats as covered by next to the
last section of paragraph 1400.

The statistics available appear to cover, in some instances, the imports of straw
hats of all sorts, and in other instances cover blocked and trimmed hats, including
certain bodies. These bodies are taken by domestic makers and, after being manip.
ulated and trimmed are turned out as part of their product. Taking this explana-
tion into consideration and allowing only for the trimmed and sewed straw hats which
are imported, it will be seen that such imports are but a small factor, compared with
the amount manufactured in the United States.

COMPARISON OF IMPORTS.

In the Government publication entitled -Foreign Commerce and Navigation of
the United States, calendar year 1920," on page .56 is a table headed "Imports of
merchandise, calendar years 1919 and 1920." From this we abstract the following
figures:

Blod'e) t irvl trimmed straw hats.

From- 1919 19'2

Frar e ........................................................................... . P, Im , t A P7
Italy ............................................................................... 34,511 166,617
England ............................................................................ 79, 19 713, 736

In the above figures are included practically all the trimmed and sewed straw hats
which were imported. From the same source we see that the total value of blocked
or trimmed straw hats imported in 1919 was $707,163. Taking this larger figure
(which includes more kinds of articles than would be properly under the heading
"Trimmed and Sewed Straw lists," but which is the eight figure for comparative
showing) and comparing it with the product of the domestic straw factories, which,
according to the Census of 1919, was $31,920,000 one can see that the imports of
straw hats of all kinds were only 21 per cent of those manufactured in the United
States. Assuredly, it would appear that a protection of 40 per cent on the foreign
value would seem to be ample to almost close the doors to imports.
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RECOMMENDATION.

Provided it is thought desirable to segregate trimmed and sewed straw hats (and as

to that we have seen no reason offered for the change, we ask that the duty on them be
no higher than the present 40 per cent based on foreign ialuation. It appears that
the duty reported in the bill under discussion is only 40 per cent, but it is assessed on
a plan of valuation which may mean in practice ati increase over the present to per
cent rate on foreign evaluation.

CLASSIFICATION.

In considering the proposed duty on these imports one must realize that this appeal
is to present a prohibitive tari3 on trimmed and sewed straw hats. The bulk of such
hats. vou will understand, are those usually sold in flat brim or yacht brim shapes,
made'of various kinds of braid and sewed (usually by machine and then blocked,
trirpmed, and finished, and in that condition brought into the United States. This
classi"cation "Sewed and trimmed straw hats" does not mean Panamas of any sort,
either the genuine or the imitation from Japan, or from any other market. It does not
mean Porto icans, and it does not mean other classes of so-called " body " hats, all
of which are worked over and form part of the domestic factories' production. The
hats we are interested in are imported from England and Italy, possible a few from
France and other markets. There is a report also that Japan has sent some, but we
have been unable to ascertain that any volume has come or is likely to come in. as will
be explained later.

SHOWIO FOR THE YEAR IM2.

This was an extraordinary year in the straw-hat business, due, first, to the large
number of men returning to civilian attire after the war period and due, also, to the
difficulty which most domestic factories had in getting anything like a normal pro-
duction owing to various well-understood and entirely unavoida Ile conditions.

Domestic factories were, in practically every instance, unable to take care of the
demands. They refused business from the best of their clients and, in most cases,
they allowed tlir customers to huy only a percentage of what they desired to buy,
giving them allotments which they could not exceed in their total purchases for the
season. Furthermore, the trade papers enlarged on this shortage. (Se-e article in the
American flatter of June, 1919, headed, "A. Ies n in the "Straw flat Shortage."
Also note an article in the American flatter of August. 1919, entitled "Straw fiat
Manufacturers Sold Up," the opening paragraph of which read, "'In the period of
just one month all the straw-hat factors have sold up practically their entire output
for next year.") Other similar references and the alvertisemnts of the, domestic
manufacturers emphasized this shortage.

In the face of this, it ii not surprising that any retailer who was ahrt and wanted
tb have enough hats to supply his trade, bought straw hats when and where lie could.
The question of price was not, by any means, the controlling factor. lie wanted
hatq, and if lie could not get them at home lie went ahoad. lie had to take care of
his trade, and it just happened l.nglish manufacturers, having had a very poor busi-
ness at home on account of a rainy sea-n. etc.. made attractive offerings to unload
raw miterialq which they ow,.ne1 A high prices. The result was that untisual orders
were placed ahead, and lnglishi straw hats and to conmc extent Italian straw hats
came in, in the year 1920, in much larger volunie than normal. This explains practi-
cally the entire" increases of blocked and trimmed straw hats shown in the ligures
given in the paragraph headed "('omparion of imoxrts."

PEILATIVE I.CRi:ASE (IF MAN rFA(TCRfE8 AND IMPRciItTS.

Statistics from Government sources for the last three periods the data is available
to show amount of straw hats male in United States: 1909, $21,424,255: 1914, $25,444,-
000: 1919, 'il,920,000.

The above shows a steady growth in the industry which would not be pwible if
it were unduly menaced by foreign competition, and, assuredly, in view of the imports,
there is no need shown for increased protection.

SHOWING FOR THE YEAR 1921.

As contrasted for 1920 the year 1921 shows a decided falling off in imports. For
Instance, up to september 1, 1921, blocked and trimmed hats imported into the
United States were $781,945. Compare this with the year 1920 in which the blocked
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and trimmed straw hats imported up to September 1, 1920 were $1,08,535 and
it is evident that the year 1921 shows a falling off of just half In the imports as com-
pared with the previous year. Assuredly, there is no menace in the decreased show-
ing and certainly no need to Increase the present duty, which is so high now that
any substantial imports are absolutely impossible.

REPORTED JAPANESE COMPETITION.

Reference was made to this matter by the representatives of the domestic straw-hat
manufacturers and also in their brief 1p. 30. 6, hearings before the WVays and feans
Committee, No. 30, Feb. 9, 1921).

Our business is the im portation of men's hats. We have, or should have, knowledge
of all markets. We made diligent inquiries and fail to find any substantial importa-
tion of Japanese finished sewed and trimmed straw hats. What we have seen in
samples submitted, etc., discourages us from going into the business. The undesira-
bility of the merchandise and the high price, together with the present duty and the
large expense of bringing goods all the way from Japan, which in Itself is an additional
handicap of moment-for you must realize that straw hats are bulky and, therefore,
expensive to transport-in view of these situations, we can find nothing of interest in
the proposition.
In addition to this handicap of price is the situation which call not be overcome in

the respect that the hats which are made in Japan lack the character and distinction
and the refinements of style which an English or a good American hat has. This
indefinitely defined element called "style"' or "character" is necessary to effect
the sale of higher-priced headwear. The Japanese straw hat landed in the United
States must be sold tit a reasonably high price. It can not be compared in character
with other hats on the market which would behold at the Fame price, and, conse-
quently, in view of the handicaps mentioned, will not be a factor as a competitor
for American-made hats.

Furthermore, although it is difficult to segregate the available statistics of the par-
ticular kind of Japanese hats referred to by the representative of the domestic manu.
facturers, still, reference to Department of Commerce publication entitled "Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States, Part 1, August, 1921, page 11,"
shows the following as applying to all Japanese hats:

"Imports of merchandise, straw hats, not blocked, also blocked and trimmed:
Importations from Japan for eight months ending August 31, 1920, $1,369,715. Im-
portations from Japan for eight months ending %ugust 31, 1921, $71,745."

This comparison shows a decided slump in imports of Japanese hats of all sorts
during 1921. Certainly nothing in this year's importation should cause alarm for
approximately from thsre figures the 1021 imports so far are only 5 per cent of the
19 20 imports. There seems nothing to fear from this source: there is, assuredly, no
alarming growth, and, furthermore, from the nature of the case, the Japanese ('an not
turn out a trimmed, sewed straw hat of a character to compete with the domestic
production.

CONCLUSION.

The present rate of 40 per vent of foreign valuation ast applied to men's trimmed
and sewed straw hats, we submit. is entirely protective. The growth of the domestic
business, the meager showing of imports," the proportionate higher cost of foreign
hats to-day over 113, as compared with the increase in the cost of domestic hats during
that perio-to say nothing of the increase in the cost to bring them to America-
these and other considerations will sure your committee that the present rate of
.10 per cent on the foreign valuation is amply protective.
We ask your committee that no legislation fie enacted which in practice will put a

greater penalty on the importation of men's trimmed and sewed stiaw hats than the
present duty.
We have been in the bu.iness for many years and know the details and possibilities

of it ond assure you any increase, whether it be in percentage or becai.e of a hangede
in the basis of value, would be virtually prohibitive.
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TOILET BRUSHES.
[Paragraph 1407.1

STATEMENT OF W. B. GIBSON, NEW YOR CITY, REPRESENTING
THE BRUSH IMPORTERS' ASSOCIATION.

Senator MCCUMBER. Where do you reside, Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBsoN. New York City. I speak for the Brush Importers'

Association. We are chiefly interested in toilet brushes, because the
importation of any other brushes is negligible. I represent the firm
of G. R. Gibson Co. We have been importing brushes for 45 years.

Senator McCuMu.EB. You are importers, are you?
Mr. GiBsoN. Yes, sir. We also handle the domestic article.
I haven't any brief to present, but I hope to put in a statement

later, if I may.
Senator MCCUMBER. You may 4o that.
Mr. GiBsoN. I want to make just a very short statement, and then

I should like to turn over the balance of my time, if I may, to Dr.
Hyatt, chairman of the oral hygiene committee of Greater New York,
in order that he may bring out, as one connected with that particular
work, the value of a cheaper toothbrush.

The present rate of duty on toothbrushes of 25 per cent if placed
on the domestic value would be about 70 per cent. We beg that if
the American-value clause is adopted some reduction in this rate
of duty on toothbrushes and toilet brushes be made. If the Ameri-
can-valuation basis is adopted, we think that the duty on tooth and
toilet brushes should be made 25 per cent.

The most important thing to our minds, is the special provision
which appears in paragrapi 29, known as the pyroxylin plastic
schedule, to which special attention has been attached, providing that
would bring toothbrushes made of celluloid into the celluloid para-
graph whether or not more specifically mentioned elsewhere. It
would bring tooth brushes made of celluloid into the celluloid para-
graph carrying duty of 65 cents a pound and 25 per cent ad valorem,
as against the brush duty of 35 per cent ad valorem.

Senator S3iooT. What is that section you referred to?
Mr. GwasoN. The pyroxylin plastic paragraph, as it is called, is

paragraph 29.
The pyroxylin plastic duty, if placed on toothbrushes, would be

equivalent to 77 per cent ad valorem. We beg that these celluloid
toothbrushes be not taken out of the brush paragraph and be put in
this paragraph 1407.

I believe that that would be prohibitive. I do not believe that you
would ge any revenue from' the imported celluloid toothbrushes,
and in addition it would be certain to raise the price of the tooth-
brush to the public.

The importation of toilet brushes is small compared with the brush
production of the country.

Senator S.xooT. What was it in 1913?
Mr. GiBsoN. It was $2,000,000. There was an increase of two to

three hundred per cent in the price.
Senator WATSON. All kinds of brushes that are ordinarily used

in this country?
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Mr. GIBSON. Yes. Among the imported brushes toilet brushes alone
are found.

Senator WATSON. Only toilet brushes
Mr. GiBsoN. Yes, sir. The bath brush, the shaving brush, the

cloth brush, the hat brush, and others we can not import and compete
with. The paintbrush is not im orted in any quantities. It can
not compete. The household brushes are not imported. I sy that
the importers are concerned only about the toilet brushes The bulk
of those imported brushes are toothbrushes.

Senator WATSON. Why can't we import paintbrushes as well as any
other kind?

Mr. GIBSON. We do not handle paintbrushes. We never have.
Senator WATSON. Are you an importer?
Mr. GIBso.x. Yes. I should say the reason is that the value of the

bristle in the brush is much greater in proportion to the value of the
handle than in the case of the toothbrush or the hairbrush, and since
the bristle can be brought in paying a duty of 7.5 cents per pound,
which to-day, at the present prices of bristles, would be possibly 2
per cent, you can bring in material and make shaving brushes, for
instance, much cheaper than they can be brought in from abroad and
pay 35 per cent duty on the article. Does that answer your question V

Senator WATSON. I think so.
Mr. GIsoN. There has been an increase in the importations from

Japan. Those were chiefly toothbrushes. To-day we find that the
tendency is for the business to go back to the European makcr, where
it was before the war, on the medium and better class of goods, while
the Japanese keep only the cheap business, which they had before
the war.

We represent a factory in Japan and one in France. The French
factory was practically destroyed during the war.

We anticipate that the business on the better grade of toothbrushes
will go back to France and that Japan can not keep it.

Senator MCCUM BER. Why?
Mr. GIBSON. Because cheap labor is always inefficient labor. Cheap

labor in the brush business means a cheaper quality of product.
Senator MGCum!nzi. The bristles grow. Labor has nothing to do

with the matter of making them.
Mr. GiBsoN. No.
Senator MCCUBIBER. Can't Japan make celluloid as well as they

can make it in France? Is there something so delicate in the method
of manufacture that it requires a high degree of efficiency to make
the celluloid backing for the ordinary celluloid brush?

Mr. GiBsoN. First, I think you said that the bristle grows, and
hence the labor is not a factor in making the brush.

Senator McCuMBE.. No; I said in making the bristle.
Mr. GIBsoN. Oh, that is quite true. However, the Japanese have

never been makers of good quality brushes. We know, because we
have tried since 1902 to produce better and better quality brushes.

Senator MCCUMBER3F. Mty question was why.
Mr. GIBSON. Yes. Because the people are not efficient working

people. They do not seem to have the ideals with respect to their
product that thev should have. They are careless. I should say, to
sum it all up, that cheap labor, as we know it. means careless and! in-
efficient Inbor and a poor product.
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Senator MCLEAN. Did I understand you to say that you get your
best brushes from France?

Mr. GiBwoN. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAnr. Are they the best that are made in the world?
Mr. GIBSO'. I should not say that. The English make a very fine

brush-they and the French.
Senator MCLEAx. is French and English labor more efficient than

American labor?
Mr. GJnsoN. No; I do not think so.
Senator McCUMBER. Then why don't they make them as good here;

you do not claim that they can not make them here?
Mr. Ginso. No, sir. I say that some of the American brushes are

as well 1hade as any others in the world.
Senator McC nr.Bn. I suppose we took you off your line of argu-

ment.
Mr. GInsoN. I was trying to bring out the fact that a large increase

in the business of Japan resulted during the war from Europe
being shut off. I claim that the business will return to Europe, where
it was before the war, and that the Japanese will produce only the
cheaper grades of goods.

I would like to have Dr. Hyatt explain the cheaper product. I am
not here to explain the French or the English industry.

Senator McLEAN. What do you get. per (dozen for a good French
brush?

Mr. GIBsoN. Today?
Senator McLEAVI. Yes.
Mr. GIBso.x. A toothbrush?
Senator McLEAN. Yes.
Mr. GiBsox. It would sell at wholesale for about $3 a dozen.
Senator MCLEA.,N,. And retail at. 60 cents apiece?
Mr. Ginso~x. Yes. They can not produce them in France as cheaply

as they can in Japan.
We'base our plea chiefly on toothbrushes, and on the cheaper grades

of toothbrushes, on the fact that the brushes outside of toothbrushes
are made here.

Dr. Hwatt is chairman of the oral hygiene committee of Greater
New York. HIe is a pioneer in the work'of dental education.

STATEMENT OF JOHN MORRISON, JB., GLENS FALLS, X. Y., REPRE-
SENTING AMERICAN BRUSH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Mon ,sox. Mr. Chairman, I am speaking for Mr. Fernley. I
would like to ask that Mr. Fernley be permitted to cooperate with
me in distributing these brushes.

I am located at Glens Falls, N. Y., and have a plant for the manu-
facture of brushes.

Senator MCCU3 M1ER. Do you manufacture toothbrushes?
Mr. MonnhsoN. I do not.
I have a brief that I would like to make a part of my testimony.
Senator McCumI.IR. That may be done.
Mr. MORIs6ON. In connection with that, I have some brushes here

that I am going to ask Mr. Fernley to pass around, and I shall be
glad to give you any information that you may desire in regard to
a comparison of prices.
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Senator SmooT. Are these brushes made in America I
Mr. Moaiso. The brushes that we are now passing around are

made in Japan.
Senator SMooT. We see this kind of a brush in the Senate wash

rooms all the time. They come in from Japan. What I want to see
is the American brush.

Mr. FiFRNLY. We have some American brushes right here.
Senator WATSON. These are Japanese brushes, are they?
Mr. MoRnisoN. Part of them are American and part are Japanese.
Senator McCu3nEn. And part Czechoslovakian, I suppose.
Mr. MORnISON. We have communicated with all'the manufacturers

in the United States and have personally interviewed a great many
of them, as well as conducted a personal'investigation in the Ameri-
can market, and are convinced that the American bnsh manufactur-
ers have struggled under foreign competition for years with such
countries as Japan, Germany, and Austria; that it has been a yoke
that has not only kept the American workman's pay envelope thin but
has discouraged the expansion of individual concerns and hindered
the investment of capital.

There have been thousands of dollars invested in machinery for
the past few years. particularly during the period of the war. and
that machinery will be idle. It is now idle, partly due to the busi-
ness depression, and it will have to remain idle under the present
tariff. Unless we have better protection we can not continue to
operate. The only reason that our brushes were utilized is that
there were no imp rtations of brushes during the period of the war.

With adequate protection the American brush manufacturers can
and will supply the American market with brushes for every use and
to meet, every requirement at a price that will fit the pocketbook of
every class of individuals representing the American public. This
wouhl be an answer to the contention of some of the importers that
.America falls short in supplying certain kinds of brushes.

I can sa.y. gentlemen, that'the American brush manufacturers are
just as anxious that the health of the American public. and especially
the Anmerican child. should be protected as are the importers.

Senator SM.%our. How many manufacturers are there in the U~nited
States that manufacture toot'lbrushes?

Mr. MoRRso.. Why, Senator, there are two that manufacture
then now anti have been manufacturing them. They do manufac-
ture special brushes. I am going to ask Mr. Fernley to give you
some information in regard to tho~e things. I'e has some recent
information. He is the secretary of our association.

I want to tell you alout what it is possible for us to do under the
(onditions existing an( what we could do if we had protection.

Senator WATSON. You do not make toothbrushes at all?
Mr'. MofRisoN. No. sir. We make hairbrushes, clothes bnshes, shoe

brushes, bath brushes, and so on. They coma uder the toilet-brush
variety.

Th importers have stated that the best )rushes are manufac-
tured in Eirope and not in Japan. If the European brush comes
in under the present tariff, being a higher-grade brush than the
American brush. the American manufacturers can not compete with
them. It may be possible that the American manufacturers can
not, for the time being, compete with Japan on a very cheap brush
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that retails for possibly 10 cents, but the importers admit that
this is an inferior brush and is not a practical brush. What we want
is protection on the general line of bushes, and we feel certain that
the American manufacturers will produce a brush that will be sold
at a satisfactory price and one that every child will have the money
to purchase.

zzr 01 1031 MORRIsoN, 5., GNs ALLS, Y. T. REPRESENTING TEX
ARXZIOAN aaBIubx gAUiAOTR3ZS' ASdOOIATION.

The American Brush Manufacturers' Association has a membership of 110
manufacturers, located in all parts of the United States, and there are numerous
small manufacturers not affiliated with our association, owing to the size of
their plants, but who share our views as to the absolute necessity for adequate
tariff protection.

H. B. 7456, as passed by the House of Representatives, In Schedule .14, para.
graph 1407, provides a duty of 35 per cent ad valorem on toilet brushes. and a
duty of 30 per cent ad 'allorem on hair pencils, and all other brushes.

These proposed duties are Inadequate for the reasons which we will subse-
quently set forth, and we therefore wish to request that the schedule be revised
as follows. If American valuation plan, as outlined in I. It. 7456, i3 not
adopted:

(a) Toilet brushes, including tooth, hair, nail or hand, shaving, bath, Com-
plexlon. eyebrow, mustu'ehe, clothes, shoe, and hat brushes, 60 per cent ad
valorem.

(b) Paint and varnish brushes, 50 per cent ad valorem.
(o) Hair pencils, in quills or otherwise, hair and bristle artists' brushes, and

nil other soft-h ir brushes, 0 per cent ad valorem.
(d) Household and all other brushes, 50 per cent ad valorem.
If the American valuation plan is adopted, we ask that duties be determined

on a basis which will equal the duties above requested.
In this connection we wish to state that our association is on record as being

unanimously in favor of the American valuation pln, and we are particularly
gratified that Congress has conducted the investigation regarding its feasi-
bility recently, and we trust that in determining the rates of duty on brushes
you will take into consideration the data gathered by the valuation division
of the Treasury Department.

In presenting our brief to the Ways und Means Committee our a.sclatloi,
was advised to request such duties as were absolute minimums, and this was
done, although duties suggested were much lower than some of our members
deemed necessary.

The growth of foreign competition (luring the past nine months has served
to emphasize the fact that the duties suggested to the Ways and Means Cone-
mIttee are absolute minimums.

You have asked us to be brief in presenting our claims for better protection,
and in our desire to cooperate with you In having the bill passed at the earliest
possible moment we will not attempt to go into the details of the working
and living condition, is in foreign countries where brushes are manufactured, as
this would not only be a repetition of the information given you in our brief
filed with the Ways and Means Committee on February 8, 1921, Schedule N,
paragraph 330, but we feel that the hearings granted to other manufacturers
of other lines have well established these facts, and we can not come down to
the low wage scale and poor living conditions that exist in foreign countries,
and particularly that of .Tapan. which country we consider our greatest com-
petltor.

We have communicated with till of the manufacturers in the United States
and have personally interviewed a great many of them, as well as conducted
a personal investigation in the American market, and are convinced that the
American brush manufacturers have struggled under foreign competition for
years from such countries as Japan, Germany, and Austria, and It has been a
yoke that has not only kept the American workman's pay envelope thin, but
has discouraged the expansion of Individual concerns nd hindered the invest-
ment of capital.

For n period, from 1914 to 1920, the American brush manufacturers enjoyed
prosperity, due to the fact that the importation of bruslhes was reduced anal
many concerns took on new life and expanded, Investing thousands of dollars
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li new machinery and equipment, which Is something that they would not have
done under normal conditions, and Is something they can not fully utilize un-
less they are protected against the great flood of brushes that are coming in
under the present low tariff.

Many of the concerns who now have a surplus of labor, with additional
machinery and equipment acquired between the years 1914 and 1920, have
been fighting through the past year, which has been a very poor one In the
brush Industry, due to general conditions and to the increasing flood of Importa.
tons, In anticipation of a brighter time in the near future In expectation of a
protective tariff. If their expectations are not to be realized and they are to
go Into the market In competition with foreign-made brushes, produced at a
labor cost of 80 cents per day, they mlht better stop fighting now than to face
disaster a little later.

To Illustrate Just how confident American Importers and jobbers are that
American brush manufacturers can not compete with Japan on brushes: There
have been Instances where the American manufacturer has presented a brush,
newly designed and constructed, and upon presenting the sample has been
told that the buyer was not Interested because the brush could not be made as
cheaply as a similar brush Imported, and If they had any calls for the brush
they would see that a sample was sent to Japan and the brush duplicated and
brought Into this country and sold at a price that would enable the Importer
or Jobber to undersell the American manufacturer who designed the brush.

With adequate protection the American brush manufacturers can and will
supply the Amtrican market with brushes for every use and to meet every
requirement at a price that will fit the pocketbook of every class of Individuals
representing the American public. This would be an answer to the contention
of some of the importers that America falls short in supplying certain kinds
of brushes.

With the exception of bristles and some fancy woods, all of the materials used
in the manufacture of brushes are produced In the United States, and the pro-
tection and prosperity that would be enjoyed by brush manufacturers under a
protective tariff would be passed along to many associated Industries and
Individuals from the lumbermen of the Adirondacks and the woodlands of New
England and Pennsylvania to the city industries that supply wire and varnish;
and it might interest you to know that many small hamlets and villages In
certain parts of the country are almost wholly dependent upon the wood.
working plants that are manufacturing brush blocks and handles for the brush
manufacturer.

Gentlemen, Germany, Austria, and Japan are going after the American brush
business stronger than ever. They must keep their people working and America
is the most logical as well as ptofitable market. It has been demonstrated
that a duty of 35 or 40 per cent does not stem the Increasing flood, and the life
of the American brush Industry is threatened with disaster unless we are
granted the protection we are asking for at this time.

In 1006 there were In Japan 213 factories or workshops producing brushes,
employing a total of 8,118 employees; In 1018 there were 777 factories employing
6.811 employees.

The United States is Jap:n's best customer. uind over a pertnd of 12 years
had taken annually front 45 to 70 per cent of all flie brushes exported from
Japan.

Following are the totals of the brushes imported into the United States for
domestle consumption:

1894 -------------------- $550,334 1.10-------------- ---- $i, 744,546
Ulm ......... --- 064, 290 1915 ----------- 1,670,821
105 ------------------ 1. , 703 1020 ------------------ 3, 740, 543

It has been estimated that from 60 to 60 per cent of the toilet brushes used In
the United States are Imported.

Before the war 00 per cent of the artists' brushes and hair pencils were Im-
ported from Germany, but since 1914 this business has been developed In this
country until to-day American manufacturers are producing this type of the
brush in a quality which is far superior to the foreign product.

The Japanese have recently entered this field and are now producing these
brushes at prices lower than the German prices in prewar times.
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WAFES AND HOURs OF LABOR IN JAPANESE BRUSH INDUSTRY.

(Estract from report of United States Tariff Commlsslon.]

There are only a few large brush factories in Japan. The average number
of employees per factory or workshop was less than nine In 1918. The total
number of employees tor the same year was 6,811, more than one-half of whom
were females. These figures Include employees in factories or workshops, but
apparently not those engaged in home work. It Is generally held by those fa-
miliar with conditions in Japan tiat Japanese workers are not so efficient as
those hi other countries.

Wages ore low in Japan compared with those paid in other brush-producing
countries. The following datit quoted frin a report of Consul West are not
representative of the scale of wages In the brush Industry at the present time
(1920), but art used to Indicate prewar rates.

Washing and tlre.sIig bristles requires little skill, and the average daily
wage Is 271 to 371 cents for males atnad 121 to 11 cents for females. Few
children are employed: their wages run front 71 to 11 cents a day.

In making hair, nail, and tooth brushes. wages for females run its high as
32j cents per day, while skilled men earn from $12.50 In the rough preparing
to $27.50 and $30 per month where real skill Is re-quired. Skilled laborers,
both men and women, working at piecework In the factories ,arn about one-
fourth more than those on day wages, but they do not take the short rest
allowed the others. The skilled labor Is for the most part employed In the
production of the more expensive clas-ses of brushes and in the manufacture of
samples and new work.

The working hours in the factories are front 7 n. m. to 0 p. in., with two
periods of rest, one at noon and one in the afternoon, Stindiiy is not observed
as holiday, but the four holidays in each month usually fall on the first day
of the week. For the drawing that Is given out to be done In the country, there
are no regular working hoirs. Families Including small children, engaged on
this kind of work, do It when not occupied with their farms, chiefly on rainy
(lays and at night.

(Brief of the American Brush Manufacturers' A-:%oclatlon presentsd to the Wayvs and
Mearis Committ(4-. llouse of itepre$.ntaluiws.]

Tie undersigncd officers ,)f flit- Amuerican rush Ma ilmi'rtuarers' .\ s,''iit oio,
in behlilf sf Its ineiler.salii, resi utfally r'qiest your honmIi'.iaorlt ' uomilI tee to
consider the following fht'ts regarding tlriff its It affects th, Aerle brush
industry.

The American Brush M.anlfacttrers ' Ass' ,ciiitiln is not boltgether by
iny frade agreements or voinhliait[O l of 1illy kinl Willittsoevt'i, ullil liiFt, I. 1t,)
likelihood of any ever being brought about.

I.Schedulle N, Paragraph 331. 1

BRUSIIES.

Tzhe prese i duty oil bruishs Is 35 per cent nid ralorem. We request hiat flit,
schedule be revised as follows:

(a) Toilet brushes, ineluling tooth. hair. saving, nail or hind, bath. voin.
plexion, eyebrow. 1i1a.tit'. 4.loth..s, hlnq'', aill Int brtsl s. 60 Iri cent ild
valremil.

(b) Paint aid varnIsh blushes. 5) lier cent atd valo'-ia.
(c) Hair pencils, in quills or otherwise, intir umid hristi artist' bIuri iiv's. ailia

all other soft.hair brushes, . CA) per liit ill valor'ii.
(d) Household nind nil iit'r birslies, 44) per vent all vtlairelii.
For the foliowIng iaili.:

TillET 111C.0i9s.1.

Toilet briu4hes, su(1h It; tooth, liir, nwil, batIi, aliilexii, eyebrow, mullslie.
shoe, clothes, and lint brushes. are pr(liee,l Ili harge quaitilies i (ii'rimiiiy.
France, Englain, Au tria, mlid! ,Japan. In the United ,.Ktites here are fe-,"- toilet
brush manufacturers ni , nh-si from foumr or five larger coicerns., are sall
In size ind lroductlio. Tht'l lrl'ger firis miakt ,lietilty goods, w hih flo iwt
cOllie hito colliaetItIon %ilh fii'g-iliaiirl ' I any 7reaut t-xtiht, hi.'.-s the
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saialler itnnifacturers are absolutely table to compete with the Japanese-mado
goods at all, which is proven by the fact that more than one.half of nil the
toilet brushes consumed In tie United States are of foreign manufacture,
largely from Japan.

As an example, there are bout 12,000,000 toothbrushes manufactured annu-
ally In the United States. From the avalinble custoinhouse statistics, it's In-
possible to ascertain the exact number of toothbrushes imported ananualy, as
till brushes are now grouped under one head. We should estimate the annual
consumption of toothbrushes In this country at over 40,000,000.

With a tariff approaching tlin difference in the cost of labor and the cost of
other tens that enter into the cost of producton, nil or nearly till tile brushes
(onsuillied in tie United States could be nlade here on a 'ompettlve basis. At
lIrevlons hearlitgs b .lfore the Ways nndi Me.enus (oinlittet' the itiporters have
attemplted to show that they were unable to conpte with tho cenwnt ftied
brush. The ninnufaturers of this style brush fIt not coiptete in quality with
the hand drawn imported brush.

It Is practically Impossible for American manufacturers to make tooth-
brushes in competition with Japan. There are really only two tootb.brush
makers of tiny importance in the United States, both making specialty brushes
which are well advertised and in a class by themselves. These and other man-
ufactirers could easily make other than specialty brushes If they could be
helped to meet this foreign competition, and as at result would employ more
workers awi distribute more domestic merchandise.

IMPORT OF 'NITED STATES TARIFF CO3MISSrON REGARDING FOREIGN DOMINATION OF
nRISTE MARKET AND FOREIGN LABOR CONDITIONS.

We quote from a survey made by the United States Tariff Commission In
1918. viz, conditions confronting the brush Industry in the United States:

", ie of the serious conditions confronting the brush manufacturers is the lack
of Anmerican bristles. Brush manufacturers are dependent upon foreign bris-
tles. the markets for which ore under the control of foreign Intermediaries.
Tme trade im lltssian bristles before the war was centered at Leipzig, Germany.
The (UerinaIn houses sent their agents Into lHussia and Siberia to buy froai the
prlducers. Tile bristles were then dispatched in bulk to Leipzig, where fairs
were held five tines at year, on which occasion the users of bristles would send
their representatives to make purchases.

" Before the revohatlon producers In lTissla and Siberia were endeavorini to
divert tht, course (,f trade from Leipzig to sonio center in Russia. so that after
flit, war flte profits realiized by the German tdddlenen would Incur to the bene-
fit of lussian flrms.

"The TiIhiamsP are endeavorin to secure control of the RussInn bristle mar-
ke imil are sail to have copiled tile (errman system. which In fite past lia been
effotive. The coaitroi of Chline.(, bristle trade is also being sought by the
Jrplaniesv. Whether flip control of the bristle trade Is primarily for the pur-
pose oif ruling Japan the leading brush manufacturing country li the world
(i. the ehhf dlstrilting center of bristles Is not Indicated.

(lilier vouailtbins with which brush manufacturers have to deal In competi-
tutn with Imported briishes an, largely so('lloglcal problems. H, mployment of
wonen land children in tenement houses under unsanitary conditions anti for
long hour. iway not iw regutlated in the sanie manner as In the United States, or,
at least, ns presrrilbed by the statutes of sonieof thw States. Under thip new State
Otilhl-labOr laws. children con no longer be employed in tIme manufacture of
goods. New York State has a statute upon its books which prohibits the mnnu-
facture of gnols in tenenit houses, except those that are licensed, and then
the goods must bear n label to the effect that they were made in tenement
losses. Brushes are nlso made in priqons4, but regulations and restrictions
Tre pre.sribed for their production in the United States which practically ex-
(hide them fromt competition with goods nande by free labor. The tariff net
o 1913 ontiris a paragraph which prohibits the entry of goods manufactured
wholly or in part by convict labor, but If foreign countries tho not require that
goods made In prisons shall bear some mark of being so made there Is the possi-
bility that such goods may be Imported in violation of law. There is n feeling
wanting nianufacturers of brushes In the l1nited States that Paragraph I. Sec-

tlion IV, of the tariff act of 1013 should be amended to cover goods made in
tenenent houses. or by child labor."
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JAPANESE DOMINATION OF BRISTLE MARKET.

Then we also embody herein a report made for us by an Englishman traveling
in China and Japan during 1919. This gentleman is one of the leading brush and
bristle men of the world and made this investigation at the request of the presi-
dent of our association.
"At your request In order to provide you with authentic Information for Wash-

Ington, I sent you from or after my visit recently to Japan three reports upon
the conditions of labor in the brush Industry there; two from independent sources
and one taken personally. These reports, I think, conclusively demonstrate that
labor conditions are quite different in Japan from your United States standards
and also fall far below British trades-union standard."Since I have been round some of the bristle markets in this country, however,
I am convinced that the greatest danger to the brush Industries of our respective
countries, and France likewise, comes from the Increasing efforts by the Japanese
merchants, backed. I have every reason to believe, by their Governumsnt tnit even
subsidized or State assisted, to exploit these markets. This is particularly
noticeable here (in white bristles)-Canton (so-called Hongkong bristle) and
Tientsin (Siberian bristles). Their methods seem to be for merchant firms
backed by semistate Japanese banks to give orders without limits, when pur-
chasing In competition with us, thus frequently paying as much as 30 per cent
more than our limits, notwithstanding the high prices of bristles still prevailing
in London and New York.

"EOn the other hand, I have heard brush manufacturers boast of the inability
of foreign Governments to keep Japanese brushes out by liltis ulone-it least
this points toward State assistance and the necessity for your GOfvernment to
levy heavy duties; the danger of the Japanese successfully exploiting these
raw-material markets is that they would leave insufficient material to supply
home markets after they have utilized the ld of those dealers In England and
America,.who, perhaps unconsciously, assist the Japanese by trading In small
quantity of bristles with them, giving them Information and buying the sorts
of bristles from these which they do not need. Should they ever Achieve their
undoubted object of capturing these bristle markets, on equal lines as regards
trade, ' white' labor can not compete with 'yellow,' therefore, how even more
unequally placed is trades-union labor when up against Japanese commercial
methods. I believe there is a movement on foot in England to exclude the prod-
ucts of foreign factories that do not pay and niaintauin trades-imloi stabiard..

"Consular reports may not entirely bear out my advices, but it must be re-
membered that consuls obtain their Information by ' hearsay' and not by actual
business efforts and experiments and transactions.

"I know there are two large principles also Involved In this question; one
could be described as ' friendly relations with Japan ' and another by the ques-
tion'of exports to Japan. It Is not my province to attempt at this juncture to
answer these arguments, otherwise I think I could find sultnble replies; but in
any case I do not think the questions affect the Immediate object you have in
hand.

JAPANESE LABOR CONDITIONS.

"The production of brushware in Japan by Japanese manufacturers is car-
tied on In a manner entirely different from the systemized methods of Europe
and America. Various enterprising Japanese concerns have at different times,
both before and during the war. tried to model their operations along foreign
lines, aiming at maximum efficiency and uniformity of production by turning
out the finished article from the raw materials under one factory roof. We
learn their attempts In this dlirectot" have till been defeated by their inability
to secure factory labor, the girls (12-18) who represent the majority of brush
workers being of the ffrming class and living scattered at distances from the
factories where the preparation of raw materials is attended to. These girls
do the drawing of the bristles, punching, and cementing in their own homes as
piecework. Production Is very limited in June, when they work in the fields.
Their labor may be classified as semiskilled, and on a piecework basis a day of
14 hours' work nets them in the vicinity of 80 sen. In prewar times they were
making 34 to 35 sen. The girls are supervised by skilled men supervisors mak-
ing 1 yen per day, who are in turn under district supervisors drawing 1.50 yen.
approximately. The cutting of the bone is also done by outworkers, compara-
tively unskilled men making 75 to 80 sen per day by piecework, taking bone in
its raw state from the distributors to the cutting plants, whence they return it
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to the distributors. The finished handles are then ' farmed out' to the girls by
the district and subsupervisors.

"The bristles are distributed in n like manner, going to the refining factories
for different degrees of preparedness and thence through the supervisors to thegirls. Bristle refiners earn from 1 yen to 1.50 yen per day.' The very few fore-
inen attached to the bristle end of the brush production receive 3 to 4 yen
per day, being experts. They, however, can not be classed as ' workers.'gDetails of the volume of work necessary in the production of a given quan.
tity of brushes are not available at the moment. We hope to have fuller par.
ticulars in a week or 10 days in this connection, but It Is a difficult question to
obtain accurate reports upon."We would state tMat the girl workers could earn double or more by operat-
Ing in spinning or allied mills, but their desire for home industry keeps them
in the brush business.

"The foregoing should Illustrate how there exist such great differences as are
well known to exist in the qualities of the Japanese article.

"My informant showed no reluctance in furnishing these points, agreeing
that Japanese methods are applicable only to this country,

"The foreign-nanatged large factories also do much of the setting and stamp-
Ing, I. e., actual putting together by means of giving work out, although Inother respects many work indoors and their works are clean and up to date.
The girl bristle workers earn about the equivalent of 1s. 6d. to Is. 8d. per (lay.
Meii wood turners, say, lj yen per day (about 70 United States cents); ofcourse, us It Is ill piecework the rate Is not as low as It appears, because the
workers In some branches (picking and woodwork) are not as quick as white
labor, but allowing for all this the labor Is obviously very cheap.

"You will understand the European factories do all the work except a
portion of the putting together of the material In its final stage In their ownfartorie.. Woodworkers Include hope finishers *or fashloners. The difference
(IdscIo,.edI In the earnings of the two reports Is on account of the shorter hoursIn the European-owned factories, although as 80 sen-about 421 United States
cents-the two report. closely tally in this respect.

"With reference to your Inquiry about the cost of labor In the brush Indus-
try in Tokyo, I find that the average daily wage of a man Is 1.50 yen to 3
yen, according to expertness, and of a woman 45 sen to 75 sen. The day con-
ssats of 10 working hours, and for night work a man receives 30 to 40 sen
('xtro and a woman 10 to 15 sen. There Is a considerable amount of work
put out in this Industry, and such outside labor is paid from 40 to 70 sen per
day. You will see that there Is a considerable variation, and I am afraid
the figures will form a poor basis for any comparisons you may wish to make."

For the foregoing reasons we believe that it Is entirely Just and fair that the
schedule for brushes should be divided so that a higher rate of protection be
given to all toilet brushes.

PAINT AND VARNrSH BRUSHES.

The competition from foreign sources on paint and varnish brushes is be.
coming keener all the time.

On account of her low production costs, due to cheap labor, Germany was
n large exporter of brushes to this country before the war and Is now trying
her best to revive her former trade in. this line. Undoubtedly when Germany
recovers her equilibrium she will be a strong competitor again In the domestic
market, especially at the low rate of German exchange now prevailing, which
Is against her as n buyer but strongly In her favor as an exporter. Japan Isrow trying to take the place of Germany In the foreign brush market and Is
making every effort to secure buslne.s In this country, and has succeeded to acertain extent and will succeed to n greater extent, provided she can Increase
the quality of her goods.

The art of paint and varnish brush making ic; not a simple one, for It takes
n workman a long time to learn to handle bristles with minimum waste. The
paintbrush Industry in the United States is very highly organized and theworking force consists of skilled mechanics who earn high wages. American
paintbrush manufacturers are able now to compete with foreign countries
only because of the extensive use of machinery in making brushes and han-
dling bristles and because of the protection afforded by our protective tariff.

Fifteen million dollars Is Invested in the production of paint and varnish
brushes and In the businesses closely dependent thereon, such as the manufactur.
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Ing of handles, ferrules, etc. The number of people employed is about eight
or itine thousand. Tile innuil liisliess volump In paint and varnish brushes,
Including all brushes classed as such, we would estimate at about $30,000,000.

. COMPARISON OF WORKING CONDITIONS.

The working conditions in the American factory are superior to tin..s In
Europe and in Japan. Many of our plants have profit-sharing plans established
whereby employees participate In the division of profits, sick benefits, life in-
surance, health departments with registered nurses In (.barge-all this in ld.
dlition to the expense of operation of the workmlin's conpensation acts Mail lia-
bility Insurance.

We are glad to do all this for tile benefit of our employees, for we believe our
own prosperity Is dependent upon the welfare of the working force. 'Che brush
industry Is proud to be in a businepsq that Is worthy of protection. ()in the
other hand, our costs could be much lowered and we could probably eonopIete
successfully with forelhn manufacturers In our own market, if working ail
living conditions In this country were on the same low plane as In Asia ilid iII
Europe.

In addition to these handicaps we find, from personal Investigatlons we hauve
made of the conditions in the brush Industry In Europe:

First. All European countrie., as well as ,Tiaan, obtain their priliteipal raw
material (bristle) free from duty.

Second. While the paint bru.lses are manufacture. stud1 nevsort.lrily so. iII
proper factories by operatives rxe.eiving day wages. the enthie tiihet-brilth
Industry abroad is it hons influstry In which the very lwore st i'o!d hallor if
women and children i- i engaged. We found workers In I.ondn.na ernig 2 slil-
lings (48 cents) it diy when working, at htie for a fiull daiy, the won Wiiag-
assisted by four little ciihhlren, at that: whilh till- aove pnh1l dniwears Iln the
Black l'orest district (of (lermaany, in the 'uulklirts of X'uremtlprtg. ittiol espe-
cially to the peamnts of Austria mind of Hungary, fall (onsIderably blow even
that pitful suin.

It is a known fact that only since the mihlhe of 1914 has the ill-d ii- rindtry
II lie 'ilted Stintes IbecnI aidle to expand ftil proJsler, lri, top the ehniinalin
of foreigii comlpetition. During tat peria I there las been (eiIslilerillit-
c-reased investment lit points, in intchinery, and id line mminiher ,fo empl4yees.
We feel tlat dlie ezmaleratonl should bt lakenl oif this gnowtln 1111 that tite
toriff should enable tile olratIin El' these nollltliona .

It Is our strong conviction that lie brusl indtistry in this country 'an iiiot
s -rvlve unless given protectiolln by il smflh-hiently h'gh tariff. ad we eliev t hat
t1,v presk-nit to riff is not high eltlugh to) prevent hili sinld Oiiiii nnin'i frl'ual
(,o.'ntining a hirge part of our lolnestle trade in these Irollucls whitn cdilitloni
jigilin hetvonle nor-nial In tMose countries.

ISchedNile N. J'arsfgitph :17.1

III ISTI.E .

It is our belief flint the duty oIn raw iii'lhits should Ie olmde 11 la OW 11A IPO.!-
ble to properly take care of the actual exierms *. incurred Iuy the (thEv(''ilient
In handling this particular Itemn. All hrisles used In amlalking baUshes of mil
kinds are iniported fromt Asia md froir ljuml'-op. anti there is at sili luty lit
the present time of T cents per ismlild on nil ilaliortliails of ir istles-;illklel
regardless of the price of the bristles. Since there tre u li ilruotstle Irii'istle.
produced that can be used in inrakkng bushes it would .vIaln that ile iil"iwe-
tion of too high a duty on bristles Is ant nrne-essairy tax on 'oiImmimeIs for
brushes. resulting In higher prices for brushes without giving tiny priulctlirn
to bristle producers In this elaintry for the reason tOat nto such liwiutrs exist.

If a duty on bristles is required for revenue purposes. provldinng timtt lvreas,
In tariff on nanuftiClured brushes is granted, we feel that time preseit 7 venlits
per pound specific duty on bristles can be continucil.

(The above brief was unanimously approved at lie fourth anninal ileetinlg of
the Amerian Brush Manufacturers' Association, at Atlantic City.. J., F'eb-
runty 8 rind.4, 1921.)



TOOTHBRUSHES.

[Paragraph 1407.1

STATEMENT OF DR. THADDEUS P. HYATT, CHAIRMAN ORAL
HYGIENE COMMITTEE OF GREATER NEW YORK, ALSO IN
CHARGE OF THE DENTAL DEPARTMENT OF THE METROPOLITAN
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Dr. I IYArr. I am chairman of the oral hygiene committee of Greater
New York and am in charge of the dental department of the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co. I am a D. D. S. I live in Brooklyn, N. Y.

I have been interested in oral hygiene for the past 25 years. I am
not a manufacturer of toothbrushes, nor am I connected in any way
with any manufacturer of them; nor do I represent any manufacturer
of toothbrushes, either domestic or foreign, but I do feel I represent
the interests and welfare of about 18,000,000 American school chil-
dren. My interest in this question is solely one of health. If it were
possible,'I should like to have an opportunity to address the whole
Senate instead of one committee.

Senator WATSON. No one ever gets that opportunity. [Laughter.]
Dr. HYATr. What I want to bring to your attention is this: We-

that is, the oral hygiene committees of the different States-have been
teaching the people of this country the use of the toothbrush. We
have been teaching the people of this country the value of clean
mouths. During the late draft more men were rejected because of
mouth conditions than for any other cauise except one. It may not
be known to the gentlemen of this committee that members of my
profession in New York City alone did upward of $800,000 worth.
cf work gratis so that thousands of men were able to qualify to serve
their country. It is largely owing to tile educational campaign
that has been conducted by the oral hygiene committee throughout
this country that our "doughboys" who went abroad attracted much
attention because of their fine teeth.

If you will realize, gentlemen, the importance of mouth conditions
to health and will aid us in this work, it will mean much to the people
of the Nation. A democracy depends upon the development of each
individual, the development of each individual depends upon his
efficiency, and his efficiency depends largely upon his condition of
health.

I am sure there is not a man on this committee but who has read in
the newspapers accounts of many physical ailments that are related
to mouth conditions.

Our Government is spending millions of dollars per annum to
maintain the wholesomeness and purity of our food. oThere is at
health department, which, with the educational department, is en-
deavoring to educate our people along the lines of right living and
good health, knowing that good health will increase their efficieney
and their value to our country.

We are now confronted with thiis situation: Associations like the
American Red Cross, the New York Association for Improving the
Condition of the Poor, municipal and State departments of health.
child-welfare organizations. and dental oral hygiene committees
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throughout the entire country are teaching the people and children
the importance of clean mouths. We teach the children how to care
for their teeth and mouths. rhey are taught toothbrush drills, and
we find ourselves handicapped by'not being'able to supply then with
good toothbrushes at a price within their 7-neans.

When y'ou realize that there are only two toothbrush manufacturens
in .Amerlcn, and they practically manufacture only a specialty, a
special toothbrush-and it is one that some men do not approve of-
ald that they are catering only to the wealthier classes of the people
of this country, you will recognize the great need and necessity that
we professional men feel there is for an opportunity to procure tooth-
brushes at reasonable prices, so that the poor man can give every one
of his children a toothbrush in order that he may keep his mouth
clean.

I remember an examination that I made of several thousand chil-
dren in New York. A little girl stood before me. I said to her.
"You did not clean your teeth." She said, "Yes; I did." I said,
"You could not have cleaned them; your mouth is dirty." She
started to cry. She said, "M1y toothbrush is awfully soft." I said.
"It is awfully soft?" She said, "Yes; my father uses it first; then
my big brother uses it, and when I use it it is very soft."

Senator SMooTr. What kind of a toothbrush do you want?
Dr. HYATr. What I want is that the toothbrush should be put on

the free list. I want the toothbrish on the free list so that we can
have clean mouths for the people of the United States and have the
children develop into strong. healthy men and women. If we can
not have the toothbrush on the free list, we ask y'ou in the nale of
15,0).000 school children. not to raise the cost "lf toothlbisles bv
increasing in any' way thi, duty upon this article. To.dav it is not
an article of lux~dry, but a necessity.

I should like to go into the question of what unclean mouths result
in, what the effects are on the mucous membrane, and how such con-
ditions retard the development of children. Ninety per cent of our
people have unhealthy, dirty mouths. You can not give a greater
blessing to this country than to teach children the proper care of
their mouths and give them the means to do it with.

Senator LA FOLLE'rE. There are only two manufacturers of tooth-
brushes in the United States?

Dr. HYA*r. Yes.
Senator LA FouLErE. Where are they?
Dr. HYAT. One is at Florence, Mass. The other is the Rubberset

Co.
Senator LA FoLLrwE. What is the name of the toothbrush?
Dr. HYAr. The Florence manufacturers make what they call the

Prophylactic toothbrush, and the other is the Rubberset. I do not
think they have any other name.

Senator MCLeA. Are they good brushes?
Dr. I-LYAr. Yes; for those who can afford to pay their prices.
Senator MCLEAN. They are high-priced brushes' are they?
Dr. HYATr. They are high-priced brushes.
Senator MCLEAN. What do you pay for the Japanese brushes?
Dr. HYATr. The 10-cent brushes that the Japanese make are big,

unhandy wide things. I would never give them to the children.
However, that is the only one that they can get cheap.
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Senator MOCumBEJ. Ten cents for the cheap brush
Dr. HYAxT. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBER. You can buy them at the 10-cent store, I

suppose?

fr. HY^Ar. I do not know. They are unot good brushes to give to
the children.

Senator 1W',x o-. Where do the good )rttshes come from?
Dr. H'.%VF. We can get. them from France.
Senator Wxasox. What will they cost?
l)r. lhxrr. I They will retail at from 15 to 201 cents apiece.
Senator .VrsiPN. What does the P'rophylactic tooth II'nlsh 'ost.f
)o. Ihxrr. Forty to fifty cents apiece.

senator MCCO.%IlEr. They have doublll in rice silce tlie war.
have they not?

Dr. h'.,rr. Practically everything has; yes, si .
Senator McCv.inrn. Prior to that time they were selling for about

25 cents apiece under normal conditions.
Dr. lvy w,. es. Of course. I nm not advocating anything but a

reduction in the tariff to the extent of having free ioothbrushes.
That is what we want. The two concern.q could not make them all.

BRIEF OF DR. THADDEVS P. HYATT, NEW YORK. V. Y.

The im t ne of ninth hygen'e In it: reuahfl to2 I Ili is Iw I .,,gilizeil I , I,11
the, deal and ,nedail profe ion!, as well as by welfare ,,rgaiatioius. dcelartnuiets(if health. and all as.ociationp interested in the hit-idlh (of the aw l~h th (ldevelop-
ment of children.
It has Ihet, clearly proven ho (tareflly rondllvlo, i. ilific r,.sear, h work at Ihe

(olumlia 'nivcrsitv Iv Dr. Uie. and hr. Khleiger that in ont. nlliuram of tooth
.qrrajpin: in a fairly e)a'n mouth there are found by weight and count about 5,000,00
bacteria. iwhoreas in an unclean mouth there are' found from five t viht hundred
million. Ali ivreape multiplied bv more than 100.

Another important factor to lh. r;cognizetl im that while Iherv uill u Iavys bI found
bacteria in the human mouth the bacteria in a citan mouth are jiractiralfy harinle.ss,
whereas in an unclean mouth they become virulent and poisonous.

In a clean mouth the soft tisuea afford ample protection against boctcnial iulia.4ion
into the circulatory system. In unclean mouths the soft ti.sue, become inflated,
soft, and easily bleed and thus afford open gateways for the entrance of dangerous
disease bacteria into the blood stream of the body. *

Ninety-nine per cent of backward children with phvshal defects have unclean
mouths with broken-down and decayed teeth. This loss and retardation in the
healthy growth of the child is rarely ever entirely overcome,, and its results are teen
in later adult life by the susceptibility to different physical and mental ailments.

As clean and pure food is necessary for the uphuiling of strong and healthy bodies,
it is important that this food be not contaminated with disease germs, eitherby cook.
ing utensils, plates, knives, or such things. Much more important is it that the mouth
be clean and wholeome in which all foods must be maticatied and mixed before
being digested and assimilated.

In Bridgeport, Conn., a large reduction in children's disease e, mich as diphtheria,
measles, and scarlet fever, has been brought about throu,,h teaching childre the
care of the mouth. In five years the cost of "held backs," or retarded pIpils, was
reduced from 42 per cent to 17 per cent. When this can be lone uhronhout fhe
entire country it will mean the saving of millions of dollars and also bring about an
increase in the physical, mental, and spiritual efficiency- of the people.

The financial interest of a few manufacturers is of less importance than is Ihe heiflth,
both physical and mental, of the people and the children of our country.

The income to our Government from any Increase in the tariff on IithruShf-P wVill
bo very small.

The cost to cities, Statea, and our country through preventalle illnesses amounts
to billions of dollars every year. Much of the crimes committed come from abnormal
mental conditions, whici in many cases have been brought about through unhealthy
physical development.

I I
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As food, air, and water are the sources of life, so are unclean mouths the gateway to
sickness, sometimes to insanity, and always to premature death.

The educational department of our Government is sending out information on
health throughout the country and is teaching the importance of mouth cleanliness.
It would be strange, indeed, after doing this for our Government to increase the cost
of tho very articles necessary for the maintenance of clean and healthy mouths.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. FERNLEY, REPRESENTING THE AMER-
ICAN BRUSH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Fit.L-.y. Before I make any remarks covering the subject of
toothbrushes I wish to state that at the present time there is but one
real large American manufacturer of toothbrushes. That manufac-
turer is located at Florence, Mass., and is engaged in manufacturing
what is known as the Prophylactic toothbrush, which retails for 35
cats. Prior to the war it retailed for 25 cents.

Senator LA FOLLWrF. Are you sure that it can be obtained for 35
ccnts now?

Mr. FI.RxrN.X. Yes; I have bought one within the last six weeks.
Senator LA Foma.Frn:. I think you are in error about it.
Mr. FEANLEY. I bought one, sir, at Riker & Hegeman's, druggists,

in Philadelphia, for 35 cents.
Senator LA Fof.rm:T. Isn't that a cut-rate store?
Mr. FFi .v:y. It is a cut-rate store: biut.this was not a special at

the time.
Senator 1,.% I,'oi.inrr. It is a cut-rate price, I am sure.
Senator S.%too'r. It is not a cut-rate store in Washington, is it?
Senator McLH.x. how do the prices of these brushes run?
Mr. FFm..RiJy. The Japanese brushes range in price anywhere

from $14 and $5 to $7 and $8 a dozen.
Senator McCu.trnvF. You mean a gross. do you not?
31r. FERNLEY. A gross; yes, sir.
Senator McCV.Mrn:s. Twelve dozen?
Mr. F m twry. Yes. The American manitfacturers can not com-

)ete. There have been in the past some six or more manufacturers-
Iarge mnitufactnrer.-of brushes who have attempted to make tooth-
brushes. They have ail gone out of business: so that to-day there
remains but one concern. They are able to stav in business only
because of their national advertising. That concern has (lone more
for oral hygiene, I think. than even the dental profession. Their
slogan, "A lcan tooth never decays." has Ieen taken into every home
in America by- the thousands of national magazines and periodicals
in which they advertise.

Senator MvT I. feN. Here is a Ibrush that costs in America $34 per
gross. That vouild be less thvn 3 cents apiece. would it not?

Mr. FERNIT. No. Sir'.
Senator McLz. x. I beg your pardon. I made a mistake there.
Mr. F .RNExEy. Our American manufacturers, if given an oppor-

tunity to compete. would be very glad to do so and would be very
glad to go into the manufacture of toothbrushes.

Senator McCu.%ii'm. You think if they could compete there would
hW more than twofirms producing toothhrnshes?

Mr. FvE-.;j'y. There is the one concern at Florence. That concern,
as I have said. advertises very widely , and they sell their product on
their advertising.



Then there is the Rubberset Co. They, frankly, do not care par-
ticularly about the t-x:1hbrush business tinder present conditions of
foreign competition. They only make a high-priced brush.

Senator WATSON. What is the difference in the priceI
Mr. FERnLY. Their brush retails at 50 cents.
Senator WATSON. The Prophylactic brush retails for 35 and 40

cents, does it not?
Mr. FEnNLEY. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Is there a combination?
Mr. FEENLEY. Oh, no; not by any means. The Rubberset Co. is

chiefly interested in the manufacture of shaving brushes.
Senator WATSON. Do they supply the entire American trade with

toothbrushes?
Mr. FI:rSF, Y. Who?
Senator WATSON. These firms that are making them?
Mr. FER.N LFY. They supply all that arc made in America.
Senator WATSON. Why is it more manufacturers have nqt engaged

in this business?
Mr. Fr rniFy. Six of them have. They have been driven out of it.

I have a letter from the Henry L. Hughes Co. They spent $50,000
to manufacture toothbrushes. 'They were driven out of the business
by these Japanese brushes.
'Senator McCu,%mEn, What is the nnaue of the firm that nianufac-

tures the brush known as the Rolling?
Mr.. FERN'LIFY. It is an English brush.
Senator McCu.%Jn. That sells for more than 50 (cents. does it not?
Mr. FERNLEY. Yes.
It is all very well to talk about a child hiu'ing a 10 or 15 cent

brush. If it gets a Japanese brush there is almost sure to be trouble.
The construction of a Japanese brush is such that it is wire drawn.
If one tuft or bristle comes out the entire business comes out. There-
fore, if a child pays 15 cents for a brush of that kind and one tuft
comes out the brush is useless. The bristles lodge in the child's
teeth and give a great deal of trouble. We have all had that ex.
perience. But with the Prophylactic toothbrush each tuft is gripped
in separately with a separate staple. They have a little wire stap e on
the end of the bristle and the bristle stays there. If one tuft comes out
it does not affect the brush at all.

The price of the Prophylactic toothbrlsh before the war was '25
cents. I am sure that it will be that nain.

Senator WATION. Did I understanurfyon to s.ay that on tflese tooth-
bruslies they are wired together?

Mr. FFI NLEY. Yes.
Senator WATSON. So that if one (#niies out they nil come out?
Mr. FERNLEY. Yes.
Now may I call your attention to a letter which was written to

the Ruh)eret Co.? A letter was written to them in which they were
asked. "('an you make a brush that will retail for 15 cents?" I
think the letter was written for the purpose of getting an expression
from the Rubberset Co,, so that it couhl he used before tliI.4 commit-
tee. The Rubberset Co. replied to that letter as follows readingi :

For your Infortatlon at this time we wish to say that we have Invented and
now have a machine for making toothbrushes that will aio doubt produce them
at very nloderate prices, but It the (Invernment Is going to continue to allow
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Japan to slj tlliuirishes |litoi likds colitry from $4 to $6 per gross you can
readily uderStlil m11t ijo American manufacturer hus a living chance to
develop the imnlifi(tero of ii satisfactory toothbrush to be so( In this country
at a reasonable price.

All we ask Is i falr chame to detelopm mir tootlhbrush factory, which we are
confident will Iii tinm Ir-tlre o.atifoctory toothbrushes inade nechanically at
a low price.

Senator Simorr. What rates are you asking for?
Mr. FEnRNLf.X. We are asking for 60 per cent ad valorem, foreign

valuation, or the equivalent A.merican valuation, whatever your com-
mittee determines that is,

Senator K.imyr. Sixty per cent foreign valuation?
Mr. FERNLvEY. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, woild it Ibe lossille for me to make a few remarks

without having them appear in the record?
Senator 1A m)jLLTrE:. Let 11s put them in the record and decide

afterwards.
Mr. FEUN EY. Very well. The matter that I want to speak about

is this: I have a letter from the receiver of the Grand Rapids Brush
Co.. of Grand Rapids, which is dated November 21. offering the plant
for sale. That was about the third largest brush factory in the
United States. Its phnt is now for .ale. It did not make tooth-
brushes. It was unable to compete (in other sorts of toilet brushes.
It went into bankruptcy.

Senate W.tTs.N.. The re may lie a number of reasons for that.
Do you know whether it was mismanagement, lack of capital, or what
it wfas?

Mr. FERNLEY. That, of course, is a matter there can be various
opinions about, l)ut it is my opinion, and the opinion of many others,
that it was caused largely "y foreign competition.

Senator S.ioo'r. Was there any trade developed in this country
under the Pavne-Aldrich bill? 'What were the importations then?

Mr. FEn..LtiY. No. sir. The importations of Japanese brushes, as
you will note from the brief file dbv Mr. Morrison, have increased
fromi half a million 20 years ago to, as Mr. Gibson testified, four
million, foreign value. The output of the American manufacturers-
and there tire 60 manmfa.tureis of kmerican toilet brushes-

Senator L.% Foiau.'Tmr.r interposinge). Are you speaking now of
toilet brushes aind not toothbrushes?

.Mr. 1"r.r.xj:r. 'Ioilet and toothbrushes.
Senator LA FOjamvi:. But you are including toilet brushes in the

figures you are giving?
Mr. fEI.R.Yr.v. I shall gladly eliminate toothbrushes, if you wish

me to.
Senator L.% Fo.LmnrE. I have been looking for a separation of

toothbrushes from the other toilet brushes in tht Government re-
ports on importations. I find that they are not separate.

Mr. FRn.JA.Y. No, sir; that is unfortunate.
Senator LA FoxjurrE. I do not know how you would be able to get

them.
Mr. FERxiy. No, sir; I am speaking of all toilet brushes.
Senator L.% Foy,.rE. I Just asked the Government experts in at-

tendance to wire for them. I am going to get the importations of
toothbrushes from all countries.
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Mr. FERxi:Y. The domestic output at wholesale prices is about
$10,000,000 a year. That is the product of some 60 factories. There
is only one large factory making toothbrushes in lnrge quantities.

Senator Sioor. In 1912 how many were making toothbrushes in
the United States?

Mr. F=aNtny. In 1912, to thi best of my knowledge and belief.
there were four-five.

Senator LA Fouam-. Name them, please.
Mr. FiiNixy. The Florence Manufacturing Co.
Senator LA Fommm. You are speaking of toothbrushes?
Mr. FERNLzY. The Rubberset Co.; Oerts.Lombard Co., Chicago;

Ames-Bonner Co., Toledo; and the Henry L. Hughes Co., Troy, N. Y.
Senator WATSON. What do they make these brushes out ofI
Mr. FERNLEY. The toothbrushes mado by American manufacturers

are made of bristles--Russian bristles.
Senator WATSON. They are hog bristles, are they not?
Mr. FER-n.qLy. Yes. They come front Siberia.
Senator WATS... 11h1t nout these [indicating JIalpal;W. tooti-brush--" ?
Mr.FNxy .Some are made of bristle; some are made of split

quill. Then, there is another substitute that they use called tierre.
or something like that. They are not pure bristls.

BRISTLES.

[Paragraph 140.]

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. PRESTON, REPRESENTING THE
WILLIAM WILKENS CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. PIESTO.. I represent the William Wilkens Co., hair goods
manufacturers, bristle manufacturers, and we are hero to discuss
paragraph 1408 of the pending bill.

Senator SMIooT. Fourteen hundred and eight covers bristles, as-
sorted, bunched, or prepared, 7 cents per pound, and I suppose that
is what you want?

Mr. PRESTON. May I say briefly and in a preliminary way that the
William Wilkens Co. is a corporation of Baltimore employing 500
people and were practically the only American man acturers of
bristles and using the American bristle in the United States.

Senator McCu.smBEE. You do not manufacture the brushes?
Mr. PRESTON. No, sir; we are not manufactu.-ors of brushes, but

only the bristles of the brush. In your schedule, Senator McCumber,
they called it in their letter and telegam to me brushes, but the
section to which they referred and which we have now under con-
sideration, I think, is bristles. We are the only and the largest
bristle concern in the United States and the only concern using
American bristles in the United States.

When the application was made to this committee for consideration
of its claim-

Senator WATSON. The paragraph covers bristles, assorted bunched,
or prepared, 7 cents per pound; is that the one to which you are
addressing yourself?

Mr. PRESTON. It is on page 190 of the brief I have, paragraph 1408,
bristles, not crude, bunched, or prepared.

Senator S.tOOT. But it is 1408, and reads "bristles, assorted,
bunched, or prepared, 7 cents per pound."
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Mr. PRESTON. The proposed tariff bill reads as follows: "Bristles,
a9orted, bunched, or prepared, 7 cents a pound," specific duty.

Senator SMooT. That is right.
Mr. PRFSTON. This is the present existing tariff provision, but it is

unfair, inequitable, and does not produce sufficient revenue for the
Government for the reason that a portion of the imported bristles of
China and Japan, about one-half, ranges about 50 cents per pound,
while the balance of it ranges as high as $5 per pound, so that the
specific duty of 7 cents per pound does not supply sufficient protection
for either the American manufacturer or for American labor, nor does
it produce a revenue commensurate with the value of the material.

I suggest that paragraph 1408 be changed to read as follows
treading]:

Bristhw, assorted, bunched, or prepared, 7 cents per pound specific duty, plus 15
per cent ad valorem.

There being $5,000,000 of imported Chinese and Japanese material,
a 15 per cent ad valorem duty would produce $750,000 per year,
where we now get nothing.

That estimate of $750,000 was based on approximately the pro-
duction and introduction into the country in 1920. The estimate of
1921-22 will produce at the 15 per cent valuation ad valorem upward
of $1,000 000, which now escapes and we get nothing from.

Trho influence of our tariff on our business may be determined by the
fact that we formerly controlled through our factory in Baltimore all
of the bristle business of the United States, and now we do only
$50,000 worth of this business per year, the Chinese and Japanese
having absorbed the largo volume of the business.

The American manufacturer of bristles consists of only I per cent
of the total bristle production used in the United States, 99 per cent
being Japanese, Chinese, and Russian importations.

The small ad valorem duty suggested will stimulate, encourage,
and protect American bristle producers, and we believe will result in
increased use of American bristles.

We very earnestly hope that in the interest of this old-established
an'd flourishing Baltimore industry, dependent largely on its future
on the attitude of the Government at this time, that we may have
some consideration'in these suggested particulars.

Senator McCtrmBn. Why do you .ask for an ad valorem duty in
preference to a specific duty on the pound?

Mr. PRESTON. Because the price varies so much, sir, from the very
low price to a very high price that a specific duty per pound will not
produce either the revenue or the protection on this inequality so far
as the Government and the producers are concerned.

Senator S.MooT. What classes of bristles do you use?
Air. PRESTON. We use all classes of bristles.
Senator SHxoOT. What is the greatest proportion of your product-

a higher price than 50 cents or a lower price than $5 a pound?
Mr. PRESTON. Those details of manufacture, Senator Smoot, I am

not able to answer. I have our president here, however, who could
give you that.

Senator S.1OOT. I was only wondering why a straight, ad valorem
duty, if you want it, instead of a specific, would not apply to a duty
of 7 cents a pound and make it 15 per cent.

Mr. PRESTON. It will not produce the revenue.
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Senator SMOOT. It will produce the revenue all right..
Mr. PRESTON. It would if you got theproper quantities. But I am

not able to give you those quantities. Perhaps this will answer your
question in an indirect way. When this memorial was submitted to
this committee* the William Wilkens Co. was a going concern, pro-
ducing a large business, and the concluding words o( my memorial,
calling attention to the danger of the situation, have been realized,
and owing to the overwhelming use of the low-priced Japanese,
Chinese, and Russian article we are now in the hands of the receiver,
and I happen to be that receiver, which is my purpose in appearing
before your committee. The receivership, however, is dependent on
the recovering and the rebuilding of this very old corporation estab-
lished in this country in 1848, and that is dependent on the action
of this committee.

There is no market for American bristles now, largely because of
the general depression, and the general depression might be respon-
sible for a part of the nonuse of American bristles, but here are the
original and only users of American bristles and the Japanese,
Ru sian, and Chinese bristles have entirely driven us out of the
market, and the danger which I called your attention to when this
memorial was presented to you in the early fall has been now realized.
So that the future of this institution, the future of the 500 men,
women, and children who are without a Christmas this year on
account of this receivership, is dependent on the outcome of the
protection of the American bristles.

I think that is all I have to say to the committee. I am aware of
the fact that your committee is limited in time, and I do not want to
encroach on it. I asked Senator Penrose the privilege of filing a very
short brief with the committee.

The O11JIR.MAN. The committee will receive the brief.
Senator MCCuMBER. Where do you get your bristles?
Mr. PRESTON. We get American bristles, so far as we can.
Senator McCuMnER. Do they come from the packers?
Mr. PnF.sTox. They come from the packers.
Senator McCc.nEn. They are never gathered in from the little

country places at all, but only come from the packers?
Mr. PRIESTO.N. They only come from the packers, and the price of

American bristles has been so high in comparison with the foreign
bristles that the cheap foreign bristle has entirely driven it out of
the market, and I think the packers very largely use it to throw in
their vats.

Senator LA FOLLETri. I desire to insert in the record in this con-
nection the imports from 1908 down to the present time of sorted
bunched, or prepared bristles, crude, not sorted, coming in free; and
assorted, bunched, and prepared bristles are dutiable. In 1908 the
importation was 2,432,894 pounds; 1009, 2,809,129 pounds; in 1910,
3,915,159 pounds; in 1911, 3,409,878 pounds; in 1912, 3,354,250
pounds; in 1913, 3,479,606 pounds; in 1914 it is reported in two
figures. because there was a change in the duty. The first part of
1914, 1,035,620, the second bracket of 1914, is 2,515,461 pounds; in
1015, 3,726,625 pounds; in 1916, 3,514,209; in 1917, 4,456,384; in
1918, 3,873,526 pounds.

I have not the complete statistics for the year 1019, but I would
like to insert the figures for the first 10 months of 1919 in which the
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amount imported was 2,500,309 pounds; for the first 10 months of
1920, 3,774,914 pounds; for the first 10 months of 1921, 2,888,564
pounds, the imports running about the same since 1912.

BRIEF OF JAMES H. PRESTON. REPRESENTING THE WILLIAM WILKENS CO.,
BALTIMORE. MD.

Availing myself of your permimion accorded me at the hearing on paragraph 1579
of the pending tariff bill, relating to hair, and paragraph 1408, relating to bristles. I
beg to say that with reference to paragraph 1579 no further comment is necessary.

It is certainly true that if the policy of the committee is to protect American labor
and American manufacturers and to place on the free list hair of horses, cattle, and
other animals, then the words 'cleaned " and "drawn" should be omitted, so that the
paragraph will read:'Ifair of horses, cattle, and other animals, unmanufactured, uncleaned and
undrawn, not specially provided for."

This will do what I imagine the original law contemplated-place the raw material
on the free list.

With reference to paragraph 1408, relating to bristles, I beg to say that the committee
will recall that Senator McCumber during the argument raised the question of making
the entire duty on finished bristles an ad valorem duty, eliminating the specific duty.

If the committee were to make this 20 per cent, instead of 15 per cent, and leave out
the 7 cents per pound, it would, of course, be better for the manufacturers using the
long lengths of bristles, but the short lengths sell as low as 30 cents per pound, and
there are many more of them than there are of the long lengths, and it occurs to me
that in the interest of both the manufacturers and the revenue of the Government the
specific duty of 7 cents, plus the ad valorem duty of 15 per cent, would bring more
equitable results for the manufacturers and for the Government in increased revenue.

however this may be, the important thing to remember is whether the American
product is to be permitted to be used, for on your solution of this question will depend
the existence of the company I represent and all others using the bristles front the
American hog.

The ('hinese, Japanese, and Siberian bristles have now driven the American product
entirely out of the market, and the reorganization and continuance of this industry is
entirely dependent on the determination of this question by your honorable body.

It is'not of the first importance whether this duty be ad valorem or specific, though
it would appear that the iide range of prices between 30 cents a pound and $5 a pound
makes a paiity in price by specific duty difficult to definitely determine.

The duty will also be more easily collected, and there will be a closer approximation
to exact justice, if an ad valorem duty is determined upon, perhaps, in addition to the
specific duty.

I ama inclosing herewith a list of the prices on the various sizes of a particular brand of
Chinese bristle, showing the wide variation in price per pound for the different lengths,
which will inform you as to these relative values and as to how many pounds of each
length are obtained from a given weight of raw bristles, designated as not cleaned,
assorted. or prepared.

May I reiterate that there being $5,000,000 of imported Chinese and Japanese
material, a 15 per cent ad valoreni tuty would produce $750,000 per year, where we
are now getting nothing?

This is based on the fgures for 1910, and it is estimated that in 1922 a 15 per cent ad
valorem duty would amount to upwards of $1.000,000.

I|'lole's&le .ell ii rhc mod per ccitt %(hiesc brisdle. ma nufacttired.frit crude' b-u.4,
?7, 1921.

Whole- Whoie-
sale Percent. . selling v t,

selling slenrg Ptt
price. price. -

. .h taper...... ........... 0.50 12.34 '4-inchs;o.id . . 2.0, 1 1.47
2i'ch taper................. .77 14.13 41 2n3hso1id................. 2.6) I 3.153-Inch talid...................80 I4.7 i lnch solid...................... .. 623Jn hsld.......... -ic soli ...4.....79 163--lnch solid ............. .9. 4.10 4 6
31-inch solid .................. .. 1 9.12 5-inch up .................... . O , 5.41
31-Inch solid .................. 1.12 6.17 Waste and dirt ............... .......... 2.56
• -inch solid ................. 1.26 6.77 - -
4-inch 2zolid .......... ........ 1.61 6. 44 . 100.00

' I I '
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VEGETABLE-IVORY BUTTONS.

(Paragraph 1410.]

STATEMENT OF R. C. LAUB, ROOHESTER, N. Y., REPRESENTING
THE VEGETABLE-IVORY BUTTON INDUSTRY.

Mr. LiuB. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I would simply like to
file this brief without taking your time for a hearing.

Senator .McCu.MiDER. That 'vill be prite(d.
Senator SMOOT. What paragraph (1o es that relate to?
Mr. IAth. Paragraph 1410.
(The brief is as follows:)

The manufacturers of vegetable-ivory buttons in this country give employment to
approximately 6,000 people under normal conditions.

Outside the United Qtites the vegetable-ivory button industry is centered largely
in Germany, Austria Ital-, and Japan. There are practically no vegetable-ivory
buttons made in England or France.

\'egetable-ivor' buttons are made from vegetable-ivory nuts (or Tagua nuts), which
are imported from South America.

The control of this material (Tagua nuts) was before the war and is again to-day
very largely in the hands of European interests.
'the Armerican manufacturer has never had an advantage in the purchase of raw

material over the foreign manufacturer, and at times the American manufacturer bas
had to work at a disadvantage because of the best types and qualities of nuts being
sent to Europe.

The control of practically all commercial machinery used in the manufacture of
vegetable-ivorv buttons is in German hands.

Ilecause of the many recent developments and the fact that Europeans are quoting
lower prices than ever before in the history of our industry, we find that we can not
survive against the German, Austrian, and Italian competition unless we have a higher
duty than that proposed by the house bill 7456, paragraph 1.10.

We wish to submit certain facts and figures for your consideration in making your
final decision as to the tariff to be placed on vegeta'ble-ivory buttons.

Ot August 11, 1921, we obtained by cable prices that were then being quoted by
the German and Austrian manufacturers. They were:
Plain colors and black (carded and boxed):
Size. I(r gross. . Sizes. Per gross.

24-line ........................ $0.401 -10-line .......................... $1.44
•30-line ......................... .. 67 45-line .......................... 1.80
36-line ........................ 1. 08 50.line ........................... 2.88

(These transpositions were made at $0.125 per mark, the rate of exchange at time ofquotat imi.)
At present rate of exchange ($0.001 to thro market tli It erman and Austrian prices

would figure about-
Size.l. Ier gr s. ie Per gross.

24-line I ......................... $0. 13 40-line .......................... $0.46
30-line ............................ .22 4.5-line .......................... .5836-lin ....................... 35 50-line ........................... 92

a.muming that prices in marks have not advanced. It isor unlerstanding, how'ev'er,
that the) have advanced abott 15 per cent, which is. of cotirse, a negligible factor
when considered in dollars.
We have als,) obtained the late.4t Italian price.4.
A\. Best quality Italian goods, carded and boxed.

Polished solid colors: 2
Sizes. Per gross. Sizes er gro-..

21-line' ......................... $0.31 10-line ........................... $0.91
30-line ........................... .47 45-line ........................... 1.2)
3:-line ............................ 50-lin ........................ 2. 26

I A "l[.,e" 1; equd li n one-fortietih of an inclh. 15 Per ,ntl I .; for black;.

I F W I
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B. Medium quality Italian goods, carded and boxed.
Polished solid colors: 2

Sizes. Per gro-s. Sizes Per Vross.
24-line I ........................... $0.31 40-line ............................

0-line ............................ .47 45-lino ............................ $1.10
36.line ........................... .67 50-line ........................... 1.69

Some Italian manufacturers have already established agents in this country and
they are quoting the above prices in New York and elsewhere. These prices compared
to our present average prices for similar classes of goods, namely:

A. Our fine quality carded buttons against which German and Austrian buttons
will compete.
Sizes.

21-line '

Solid colors ................
Blacks ....................

30-line-
Solid colors ................
Blacks ....... ............

30-line-
Solid colors ................
Blacks ....................

Per gross. Sizes. Per gross.
40-line --

-. $1.80 Soid Color.4 .................. $5.30
1.40 Black' .................... 1.15

45-1ine-
2.25 Solid colors ................. 7.25

.. .75 Blacks ...................... 6.00
50-line-

.. I. 10 Solid colors .................. 12. :'0
3.15 Blacks ...................... 9.90

II. Our medium and chealrpr quality carded buttons against which Italian buttons
will compete.

Pc
24-line '-

'Solid colors ..................
Blacks ......................

30-line-
Solid colors ..................
Blacks ......................

36-ine-
Solid colors ..................
Blacks ......................

r gross.

51.72:,
i. 0

1.50
1. 25

1.80
1.60

Sizes. Per grm -
40-line-

Solid colors .................. $3.75
Blacks ..................... 3.2,

45-line-
Solid colors .................. 6. 00
Blacks ...................... .5.00

50line-
Solid colors .................. 9.00
Blacks ...................... 8.00

This shows very clearly, how inadequatel, we would be protecteI azalnst the
German, Austrian, and Italian competition by the tariff proposed by the HousLe bill.

Although we are giving you these prices to show what Germany, Austria, and Italy
can do in the way of competing with us to-day, we do not wish to stress this point too
strongly as forecasting the future, because prices in these countries, especially G(Tr-
many, do not have sufficient constancy to mean a great deal, except for a given period.
However, the trend of prices in these countries is downward, when measured in
dollars, and it is a fact that Germany especially has been selling "for home consump.
tion" at considerably lower prices than she gets for export. This is made possible by
the low value of the mark and the fact that (icrmany bases her prices for export on the
world's market values, always quoting just enough'under the market price to get the
bueinek. However, it has been very apparent that Germany could cut her prices
anywhere from 20 per cent to .',0 per cent without touching her legitimate profits or
going as low a, her "home prIce.n

The ability of Germany and Austria to inake the fine quality buttons so much cheaper
than we can make them in this country is due entirely to the tremendous difference in
labor costs. The labor cost in the manufacture of vegeta)bl-ivory buttons is the largest
single item entering into such manufacture-our costs, on the average, being wade up
of 75 per cent for labor and overhead as against 25 per cent for materials. In fact, we
know of no other industry that carries 5') great a percentag- of labor against materiallin
the cast of production.

The large part taken by labor in manufacturing this article is shown by *n extract
from "Tariff Information'Series Xo. 4V' on the button indu-try. page 3 . "(Pleas(- se,
section A of Appendix, for qtuotation.

Sites.

IA I li ne" iq ctiija t o one-foWH h of an i nch. , ,5 per cent less for blacks.
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It has been impossible for us to obtain figures showing the wages paid in the vegetable-
ivory button industry in Germany at. the present time, but we have obtained through
the courtesy of the Department of Commerce, as late as July 26, 1921, figures showing
the wageo paid in Germany in a great variety of industries. The wages paid in the
button industry in Germany are generally somewhat lower than those paid in the
larger industries. Furthermore, theo figures we have obtained are the wages paid in
the Dusseldorf region and were sid by the Department of Commerce to be the highest
wages paid in Germany at that tims. (These wages are shown in section B of the
Appendix.)

So as to make a %very fair comparison, we use below for Germany, the highest wages
paid for work similar to the various operations in making buttons ani for Italy the wages
pad in the button industry. This shows a comparison with wages paid in the United
States tn.day, as follows:

Mages per day ofeight hlours.

Germany. Italy.
- -...... . United

Operation. Equva. Equlva- States.
Marks. lent. llre. ient.

Torners ............................................. A6 $0.70 9< $0.38 $5.12
Sawyers .......................................... 57 1 .71 I i .44 5.45
Dyrs........................... 57 .71 91 .36 8.25.echanlc. ............................. 55 .,9 91 .38 .35
Hand uoters ...................................... . 3 .12 5 .20 2.50
.orterr (femM e) ..................................... 3 42 ,5 .20 2.50
Foremen ............................................ 100 1.25 25 1.00 9.56

Total ................................... M ......... 7 .......... 3787

(NoTE.-In Section C of the appendix we show the industry from which we have
taken the German wages because of similarity of work. The dollar equivalent of
the German wages is figured at the rate of $0.0125. as that was the rate last July and
August when these figures were obtained.)

In other word. $1 here buys the same amount of labor as 10.43 marks does in Ger-
many or as 1.95 lire does in lialy.

It is then a simple matter to figure out in a general way the relative cost of producing
a button hero and a similar button in Germany or Italy. " We will start with an amumed
lot of buttons that cost $100 to produce in our factory and show what it would cost to
produce this same lot of buttons in Germany or Italy to-day.

A. We will first consider Germany.
As the cost of producing the buttons is divided on the basis of about 75 per cent

for labor and overhead and25 per cent for materials, we got the following comparisons:
(The following figures are, of court , general comparisons and are simply given to
prove by example that the low exchange rates do not work against our foreign com-
petitors even though thc, have to import their raw material.)

Labor and overhead in Tnited 'States. $75: in Germany, 782.25 marks. Materials
in United Sttews (due to the low value of the mark). $25: in Germany, 2,000 marks.
In United States $100 worth of buttons equals 2.782.25 marks ($34.77) in Germany,
(based on the rate of I mark being equal to $0.0125, which is a high rate compared
to recent quotations, but is used to make our figures consistent, as that was the rate at
time our figures on wages were obtained).

Thus, in a general way it can be said that a lot of buttons that costs us $100 to produce
to-day can be produced in Germany for the equivalent of $34.77. In other words, a
button which would cost us $1 per gross to pr6duce in our factories can be produced
in Germany for the equivalent of $0.347 per gross.

B. As to the situation in Italy-
Labor and overhead in United States, $7.5: in Italy. 146.25 lire. Materials in

United States, $25; in Italy, 625 lire. In United States'$100 worth of buttons equals
771.25 lire In Italy.

Lire 771.25 equal $30.85 (with all the above based on a rate of exchange of 1 lira
being equal to $0.04.)
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Then, in a general way, it can be said that a lot of buttons that cost us $100 to pro.
duce can be produced in Italy for the equivalent of $30.85. In other words, a butcn
which would cost us $1 per gross can be made in Italy for the equivalent of $0.308
per gross.

In connection with the above figure it must be borne in mind that Germany and
Austria in particular produce very good buttons at very low prices, and such com.
petition from thee countries w-;ahld make it utterly inpfssilie for uts to compete
against them or survice.

We therefore ak for a duty of not le-s than 2 1.ent. per line and 50 per cent Ld valoreni
and request that you change paragraph 1410 to read a.si follows:

"Buttr'.r of vegetable Ivory and/or horn finished or partly finished, 2 cent per
line per gros and 50 per cent ad valorem. \'egetable-ivory bank not drilled, dyed,
or finished, 11 cento per line and 15 per cent ad valorem."

We especially emphasize the great need for adequate duty on the large size.,, viz.
36 line and over.

The request for the above rates of duty is Ias.,ed on the a-umption that the American
valuation plan of assesing duties %ill he adopted. If this plan or some other plan
equally a4 good is not adopted, it is apparent that we will need a much higher duty
than that requested above.

Any duty lower than the one proposed in this brief will not lie a duty for protection
hut will be a duty for revenue only, and will mean the gradual extinction of the
domezitic industry'and the importation of all liittont used.' We are to-dav worse off
than ever before in oii'r history because foreign monies have decreased much more
rapidly than wages have increased which makes their prices lower than ever before,
when measured in dollars.

You will al.n notice that we have included horn buttons with vegetable ivory
buttons. Horn buttons formerly came under the cla.s "not specially provided for."
ThL change is very important to ui. Ihorn button s compete directly with vegetable
ivory button. and'the importation of horn buttonse will prove to be nearly as great a
menace to the vegetable ivory button industry of thi. country as; the importation of
vegetable ivory buttons unle. q we are accorded'equal protection on both.

We also invite you to read carefully the statements we .how on the following pages
which, while they do not have a direct bearing on the button industry, show clearly
in an indirect way the fact that an industry like ours facing the posibility of great
competition from Germany and Austria must have very adequate protection if the
industry is to survive it, the United StateQ and furnish employment for the itniber
of people that have been employed in it in the past.

The facts and figures which 'follow have been prepared on information obtained
through the courtesy of the Department of Commerce.

December 3, 1921.
\EOETAIiLE IVORY ASSOCIATION (INC.).

HocnnES4-n JrroN, 'o.,
ART IN Bur'ro.s (INC.).

('ompisit he ivcrir iwiirli of !?(viiclvoriesi

.\OUT'(t 23. 19q21.
To SENATE FxANX; CoMIsitrrEE. lisnington. D. I2.

GENTLEMSN: We respectfully request that the Senate Finance Committee grant us
a higher duty than contained in the House hill. as according to more recent reports
received from Germany. the vegetable ivory button industry can not survive against
the competition of Germany and Austria. unless granted a higher duty. The House
bill on the statement of the Ways and Means Committee means a rate of 38 per cent
as against the 45 per cent contained in the Underwood bill.

The Vegetable Ivory Button Association (Inc.) was organized in 1918 at the request
of the War Trade Ioard for the purpose of assisting in the allocation of raw material
which has to be imported from South America.

We attach hereto a chart prepared by the War Industries Board for the period
1913-1918 and also a diagram (prepared by a leading Chicago clothing manufacturer)
giving the relatively slight advance in the price of vegetable ivory buttons as com
p ared with the advance in the price of other commodities entering into the manu-
facture of clothing during the period 1914-1920. It is thus clearly shown that neither
the Vegetable Ivory .\siociation nor its members used the organization to advance
prices.

WVe earnestly ask that you grant our request.
'ours. very truly, VEoIrABLE lvonv ASSOJArcoN (N.),

S. P. MENDEL, President.
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APPENDIX.

Section A-Process of rnanufaeure.-The manufacture of ivory buttons is a series
of steps involving many operations and considerable time before the finished product
isreadyfor the market. From 6 to 14 months is the average time consumed in the
various processes of manufacture.

The nuts are first dried from three to six weeks, then placed in revolving drums
containing weights which crack off the hard shell. After this they are taken to the
stabbingg table," where they are inspected for small particles of the shell which

nsy not have been removed. From the scabbing table they go to the saw room,
whee they are cut into pieces or slabs. The slabs are put through a period of drying
to prevent any warping, after which the), are again sorted by machinery before going,.
to the turning roc.n. H1cre they are put into a hot bath to moisten the outer surface
and prevent cracking, after they are placed on the lathe and rapidly turned into a
finished button blank.

In the drilling room automatic machinery drills and reams the necereary h.es;
the buttons then are placed in tumbling barrels containing polishing materia which
gives a very smooth surface and prepares for dyeing.
If the buttons are to be mottled, they are first soaked to open the pores, then placed

face up on a pin board, which goes to a dyer. who places a chart over the boaid and
with the aid of an air brush sprays the buttons with a 'resist" dye. The chart is
removed and the board goes to a second dyer. who with the aid f a similar chart
sprays the buttons with the color dye.
Tfe btutions are well dried, taken from the pin board and placed in a bath, or

develrper. which brings out the spray color and makes it fast. The "resist" is now
removed, and the button is complete. though dull in appearance. In order to bring
out the color and finish, the buttns are again drummed. and when taken out have a
high luster. After the buttons have ',.en colored the finishing process depends on
the style and effect desired. The buttons may pass through three to seven different
deparimients in which there is much special and automatic machinery. Some of
these finishing processes are known as buffing. hand polishing, automatic and machine
polishing, pressing, carving, milling, sand blasting, shanking, satin' finishing, letter-
ing, etc. From the finishing department the buttons go to the carding room,
where they are individually inspected, sorted, shaded, and carded.

, clion B.-'he following figures were furnished by the Department of Commerce
and show wages paid in I)usseldorf. Germany, in a number of different industries.
it is also said'that these wages are the highest paid in Germany:

Iron industry (expert workers).

Per hour. Ierdayof8hours.

V'k.lrr nft. Marks. ! rents.
Iron fo(udry .................................................. . 0 11.0 " 08 85
IiraJc, r frrI .................................................. . O 8.5 648 71
Turncry..................................................9. 9 73

Filie uiechnie industry (epert 11orkers).

Ir hour. Z'er day ol 8 hours.

I .rarks. CI'n fi. .itrkR. O lds ,..

Over 25 ye %r ................................................... . 65.91 .6 55.52 'i
0%er21 years .................................................. 6.65 9.3 53.20 67
Over IS year, .................................................. . 1.62 5.7 .96 46

Alinienttion, .frder, heeifo'u, and drug industries, (storeroom workerss.

Perlhour. Per day of 8 hour!.

.1'rks, ' e (ns. Jf, rke. (rsit.
(ver 22 year ..................................................... 5.75 7.2 46.00 57.6
o ver 20 years ...................................... 5.20 6.5 41.GO 52.0
liver 18 ..r.......................................... 1.25 5. 3 31.0M 12.0
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Wood industry.

Per hour. Per day of S hours.

_.Uar ,. Cert. Varks. Cents.5.8J P ,oo 0.Lathe carpenters .............................................. i O 0070..
Machine carpenters ................................ , .10 S.9 6 •S0 71.0
Assistant workmen .................................6.:0 & 1 52.00 64.8

Paper industry (regular workers).
, i

Per hour. Per day of 8 hours.

aIrt. I Ce~nts, Marks. ICents.
From ........................................... 6.00 I 7.5, 48.00 60
TO......................... ...............6.30 7 50.40 63

NoT.. -The above transpositions to American money are made at the rate of 1 mark
being equal to $0.0125, which is a high rate compared to recent quotations.

Section C-Turners.-Would compare quite favorably with "lathe carpenters,"
class D.

Sawyers.-Compare quite favorably with "machine carpenters," class I).
Dets.-These are ski!Ied workers. We are thus using a high average rate for

skilled workers in Germany, and a rate higher than shown for "chemical industry,"
class 0.

Mechanies.-From clam B, over 25 years.
hawl rg rs.-Uny killed female workers ; hence, lowest wages both here and in

Germany.
Sorters. -Unskilled feiiale workers; hence, lowest wages both here and in Geritany.
Foremen.-Estimated pro rata with other labor.

OENERAL INFORMrATION.

(Frankfurter Zeltungs flgures.1

Statement A.-"The coit of German (working class) living, according to the Federal
Statistical Office, reached inJanuarylastan index figure of924 (100 in 191.4), which isthe
highest point reached. It hassince fallen to 800. The FrankfurterZeitung's elaborate
wage data show that the wage index has risen since 1914 from 100 to 1,132. It follows,
therefore, that the average German workman gets for his present wage about 30 per
cent more value in housing, food, clothing, etc., than he got in 1914; that he lives 30
per cent better. More striking still is the picture if developments since the beginning
of 1920 are separately taken. Since then the cost of living has risen only about .50
per cent, whereas the average wage in all German indu tries has more thai, ,lul.le.

.,1. 1January, i May,
Ito.1 9). 1921.

(Cot of liing index ............................................ .. 100 ,; .,
Wage-; index ..................................................... ion ,0 1, 132

DEMA?4DS OP LABOR.

"These figures show that up to the beginning of last year the German workman's
wage had not risen quite as much as the cost of living, but that since then wages have
risen much more than living cost, so that the standard-of life has materially improved.

"On this fact is based Germany's present ability to undersell rivals. A different
picture is received when one considers the German workman's willingness to accept
a lower level of comfort in order that reparations may be made possible. There is very
small prospect that the workman will submit to this. Ile accepts at present a low gold
wage merely because the cost of living, also when calculated in gold, is more than
correspondingly low."

NoTF.-Figures show that the wages in Germany are only one-tenth to one-fifth
(depending on the industry) of what they are here when figured on a gold basis.

Pw, --
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.Staternant B.-From many quarters we hear the statement that Germany has no real

advantage in International commerce because of the value of the mark, as it is necessary
for her to buy her raw material in that same depreciated currency. To a certain extent
this does affect the prices of those articles made from imported raw materials; but those
who argue this viewpoint alone apparently fail to take into consideration the fact that
Germany is able to produce many of the articles she exports from raw materials found
or chemically produced within her own country, and they also apparently fail to take
into consideration one of the fundamental principles of production, viz, that in most
manufactured articles the cost of raw material alone goes to make up a very small per-
centage of the selling price of the finished article, the balance being made up of labor
costs, overhead, taxes, interest charges, selling expenses, and profit, all of which is paid
for and figured in Germany to-day in a fiat n-oney.

In order to know where we stand against German competition to-day, in our foreign
markets or here at home, it is necessary to make comcansons of prices in Germany on
the basis of some common standard of value, and the test standard to use to-day is the
gold dollar. A comparison of prewar prices in Germany in marks with present prices
in marks and the percentage of decrease or increase in those prices, based on marks,
means very little or nothing to us, because it fails to give an accurate picture of what
it means in international commerce. The price of an article made in Germany before
the war might have been 20 marks. Today the price of that article may be 200
mars. That appears to be a very big increase. But where, before the war, we would
have had to quote $4.60 to compite with the German goods, to-day we would have to
quote %3 to compete with the same article.

Thus, to properly reflect the average increase in prices (or costs) in Germany as they
affect international commerce, it is necessary to reduce the marks to dollars at current
rates of exchange for the periods indicated. The percentage of decrease or increase in
prices is then figured on dollar values, and this gives a basis of comparison with the
increases in prices that have taken place in this country.

Only in those cases where the percentages of increase in prices in Germany, based
on the dollar equivalents, is as high as or exceeds the increase in this country for the
same period are we in as good a position to compete against German articles in foreign
countries to-day as before the war. In no case in the list of the 62 commodities shown
is the percentage of increase in Germany, based on the common unit of value as great
as the increase in this country for the same period, and some commodities in Germany
were actually lower in January, 1921, than before the war.

The average increase over the total 62 commodities shown was but 27 per cent.
That is an important figure.

Everyone knows the tremendous increase in prices in this country from 1914 to
January, 1921.

The decrease in prices of grains and building materials in Germany, as shown by the
table, is undoubtedly accounted for in part by the fact that the German Government
has been subsidizing these articles. The decrease in the price of silver is probably the
result of the sharp break in the silver market throughout the entire world in Juno and
July, 1920.

PRICES OF COMMODITIES IN OERSANY.

The following is a table giving 62 of the principal commodities, their prewar prices
in marks, and their dollar equivalents, with transportation made at prewar average rate
of exchange and the prices in marks in January, 1921, with their dollar equivalents,
transportations being made at $0.015 per mark, the average rate of exchange for Janu-
ary, 1921, and also the percentage of decrease or increase in these commodities, based
on the dollar equivalents.

81527-22-scu 14-6-
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Comparison of average prewar prices wit those of January, 1921.

Article.

Foodstuffs, etc.:
Wheat .................. per I00 kilos..
Rye ............................. do....
Oats ............................ do....
Barley .......................... do..
Maize ........................... do....
Potatoes ................. per 50 kilos..
Beaus ....... ......... per kilo..
Peas ............................ do ....
lentils .......................... do .... I
Rice ............................ do ....
Eggs ................... pe ..
Lord ............... perkilo..
Meat ................... ........ do .... '
Margarine ................ do...
Butter ................... per5kilos..!
[ilk ........................ per liter..'

Condensed milk .......... per 4 tins..'
Cocoa powder ............... per kilo..
Bur .............. per 100 kilos..:
Beer................per hoctoliter..
flay ..................... per 5 k~io..
Hops ................... do...

Textiles. leathers. etc.:

Average prewar Pr-eq of January,
pr, . 111.

Mark.

21 30
18.20

10.10
16.23
4.20
.24
.16
.19
.26

.57

.54

.54
119.00

.20
19.70
1. 10
43.00
20.00
3.20

1.. 00

Dollarelqulvd-. Mark-;.
lent.

4.b3 I178.00
4.14 150.00
4 IS 20.00
3.69 143.00
3.74 360.00
.9s 45.00

00 2.3

.0 1.0.
7.00

.0 7 " 6.25

.21 20.62

2003,300. 00

4 3W4:00

9.90 120.00
.701 72.00
3.7.1 2 00

Dollar
e iha-lent. i

Pler cent increase
or decrease bared
on dollar eqiuiva.
lent.

1)c .reae. Irs zca-s.

2.67 41 ..........
2.21 45 ..........
3.00 2 ..........
2.17 41 ........
.5.40 .......... ii
.67 31 ..........
.04 313. ..L.06 .. ........
.10 .......... ID
.09 .......... 30

39. 75 .......... 160
.21 .......... 75
.15 .......... 27

.......... 66
49.50 ..... 3
.04 2 .........

7.'2 ..........
.52 126

6.30 3 ..........
2.70 41 .....

.33.00 5 ..........

Cotton ..................... per kilo..1 .671 .151 29.00 .43 ......... 15
South German wool ......... do.... 1:72 .41 92.00 1.34 .......... 236
Silk .................... do:... 40.00 10.C0 1, WAX 00 15.75
Cotton yarn (36 ............do.... 46 9.00 ........ 123

. .kins (box calf).............. do....' 1.S i 1.0 ........
Leather (sole) ........... .do .... 2.R 64 70.00 1
Shoes (box calf) ............ per pair.. 11.00 3 10.00. 0 .......... 6Minerals: ,()as iut coal ................. per tou..1 1:.75 3.16 Z3%O 0 .571 .......... 13

Pit anthracite .............. do 11 65 2.68 1",00 2.97 10
Foundryooke .............. do 17:50 4.04 300.20! 4.00 I .. .
Rhenish brown col .......... do...., 1;1: 3 3.00 160.00 2.40 21I.
Mawhine-pressed peat ........... do .... 2.30 .53 450.00 .67 ..........
Raw spar . ............. do.... 12.90 2.97 271.00 4.06 1.......... 36
Foundry pig Iron..........do.... 71.14 17.37 1,660.00. 24.90 .......... 43
Itolled Lron .................... do .... *s7.350 20. 1 W, 9(5.t 4;.42 ........... 41
Iron scrap and Ia steel .......... do .... 46.00 10.58 1 0000ou 1 1 .00 42
Iron bar ................... do.... 9s.00 2. M 2440. 3 30.6) 62
Copper ................ ler kilo.. 1.3 .31 21.01 .:I .......... ..........
Ti ............................ do.... .4 . 0 i f0.M o . ... ..... .
7n ............ ......... do....' .46 61.7 .1 1I I ..........
Lead....................... do ..... . .73 .
Alumrinum.............. d....':: 1.70 19j 4.23 .6S ......
Nickel ........ .......... do.... 3.23 .74 43.25 .61 S1 ..........
Silver ........................ do... M3.00 .31,28 1,215.00 ts. 2 661 ..........MiscL ellan eou s:
Machine oil ............. per I00 kilos.. 40.0) 9.20 1,G30.0 2O.73 i 16S

Petroleum .................. do ....' 2L.00 . 98 7749.00! 11.6' 95
Bleziie ................. do.... 1  3.0 5. 3 sm.W 12,o ... 4S
Helizol ......................... do.... 2. 50 6.5.,30.00 8,40 2N
Paper (for newspaper) .......... do .... 21.50 .l9 -30D. W 4. .. ..........
Cement .................. per 1Otons.. 311.0O T7.43 3,10.00 46.40 ..........
Brick. ...................... Pr M..: 2.00 5.73 300. 00 4.50 21 ..........
Fertllizig salt .......... per 10 ki:o,;.. 6.20 1. 4 3A. bo .5s 0 ..........
.Aulphur ammoida ........... per kilo.. • 1.15 26 12.00 .V% 0 ..........
Nitrogenous lime ........... do...., 1. 10 10.10 .18 36Kainie ................. per 100 kllos..l ,.: ii .o 21 '7,2) 11 t ..........:;;
Brown letbher dyes ............. do.... 4. 0 .0 1 1 .......... 2
.anrlt ................. per hectolier..' W. 0 .1% 740.20) I4.11 ,
Tar oil ................. per 100kilos..' 6.00 1.3,% 260.O 3. 1 %
Calcium carbide ................ do .... 1 19..50 4.49 1 3Y). (. .2 47
German sodium saltpeler .... per kilo.. 1.2. .2s 15. 2 i ..........

7W0 .2,396
706

A 1,690
Average ncrease. ver.a]..... ..... .......... ......... .......... .......... 2
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PEARL AND AGATE BUTTONS.

[Paragraphs 1410 and 1411.1

STATEMENT OF THEODORE G. ROBINSON, REPRESENTING THE
MOTHER-OF-PE&RL FEDERATED COMMITTEE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

We address you on behalf of all tile members of the Ocean Pearl But-
bon Manufacturers' Associatlion and tl Mother-of-Pearl Industry Associt-
tIon, tog-tlher with 15 other nmanufa.tnrers of ocean pearl buttons, not members
of either association, who ]liare requesteil that we represent them. These
ntianufacturers composts practihaly 1(K) per ,,nt of the inanufacturers of ocean
pearl buttons in the United States.

On February 10 of this year we npeilared before the Conmmittev on Ways anid
Mcans of the House of ltepresentatives to nrge at change In tie duty on buttons
of pearl or shell to 21 cents per line jp'r gross, id '25 per cvint al valorem, and
a duty on pearl or shell hutton blaniks of 2 cents per line per gross and 25 per
cent nd valorem, the line button IneIsure being one-fortieth of 1 Inch. In the
bill sent to you by the House of Itepresentatives (I. It. 7450) the rate of duty
was fixed at Jj cents per line per gross mid 15 per cent lid valorem. We
desire to urge the earnest consideration of your honorable 'onlmitte4 to the
need of our Industry for the full measure of protection we asked in our repre-
sentatlons before tie Ilou-e of ItepresenitatI.es and that paragraph 1410 of
It. It. 7450, so fat as It relates to pearl autulis. be cillaiged to read its follows:

"ItittoIS of pearl or shell, tiisln10l or partly flinisled], 21 cents per Ilie per
gross and 25 Ier etittll ad valPretl: pearl Ilr shell button liluiks, lint turned,
faced, or drilled. 2 cents per line per gr'ss and 25 Iper .entun lil valoreln."

We would call your attention to the fact that the rates we ask are not without
precedent, 'aft were provided for In the tairiff hill of 1890.

On Decemberr 16, 1010, we made extensive rpresentatlons rgarding the aceel.
of outr lInlustry to a siih'onlnlttee of your liouiorilh, ,omnnittea-. We ilso tlded
In the extensive Investigation of the button industry umalae by the United States
Tariff Commission prior to that time, .esulting in its report entitled "TalIffY
Information, Series No. 4." This infornmtion was brought up to date and sup-
plemeated In the representations referred ti nibove, till to the ('omnlttee nit
Ways nnal Means of the House of heliu scltative.

In view of the extended information at your (ollllitlld. incd to conserve the
time of your honorable committee, we are not reiilestinlg your tina' ilt a hearing
but do urfge in tils mariner that ftie protection tleedlIh be provided hi tlip hilt
you recondne to the Senate, so tliat tiht present slandnrd 'f livili, of our
employees nily be nilltinhtrind iiiiI flint iau" induistv, Iy Iayv iti, inte l t i
vnuitinua' ili l1ti, country.

T1i1 ftIut i tiNa- pearl-i'nIton icust ry it, ,linii i n ic iiac f fih e si i'aiiili
cottiar. Inaldstries Is been cnlledl to tilt. nitlith of 4 langress lil the reprt-
senttaa ons referred to alove. 'Tliv iufiirii.s is iah'vicoiS of rtcrulring our labor
to compete oni an unequal basis with Ihe prduet of such indulstrips, wlihch ala
comparable to tle old sweat-shop plroilulct of this country; hut the disproporlltio
i Ih M percentage of female a1 ti illit hlhior vinhlled in tie .lil panpee icrolti
has ica t bpen called toi yiuir at tentloi. Tc'h fcalohatwiag proliortions for the Uniti-il
Sta's are calculated front tia- divislim (if I-lAr i the huttoin lithistry shown Ili
'i'ahlv 220 of the Abstract of the ('Censls itf 1inufactures rot 1014, page 531.
l'niltrd Staites Ilcuremu of the ('eliis. "lrhp la roaartlns for .jip:n are calculalttd
froni figures which appear in the exllusliv' " Itelport i .Jl st, ilimeJ.uhor " il'e
by Mr. Oswud White, Ills Majesty's vide couisilli t Osaka. In .hll'(,f'l 1010, for
pr.eentatlon tI Pa rinnient. amid tire Imsed uloiiu lie iissinjlli 'ii Ihi Ili iu' -
Iwrtioli of famntle lal ciblhl litbor Is th i. salmie In ile lh1ttoln ilnlhasty s iili i l,
11i.ar txtile ifidlltlrics.

I'rOaPortioJn of ahilch ill (canltr: (door.

. (I rti ',r . vi lI. i io al ft'.: Ie tI ,,. I'e Ceiv,.
O er 15 ycirs ............. 1 j % I),r ; ya r,............ . .. " .17
121o l5' a, S ............. .1 , l

, 
II Il ic i vi z ............... 41 "a

Vnder 12 years ........... .. .. I'ji d, r 14 'i-a r ............ Nv:ic.
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Proportion of child labor.

Ag. 'er en. A go. Per cent.

Jpa,: !Unit d States:EJver I. I ycar ...................... . . 1 over t10 y e ..................... 9A.2
12 to 15 years .. . ....... 12. 1 It to 16 years ..................... 1.8
I'nder I2 year ......... . ... .7 " iler 14 years .................... None.

The buttons iported front .Japau against which our domestic labor Is called
upon to compete not only tire produced under sweatshop conditions but are
in a very disproportionate degree the product of female und child labor.
Surely it is the h.slre of the Senate to protect our labor by an adequate duty
against unfitr competition from a product made under conditions of production
which not only ire vcometninA by pulle opinion In this country, but, 1s In the
case of Ilbor uider 14 years oif age, tire prollbltel by liw.

We have tireatly lojonted out that the Importers op)posing the enmergency
tariff bill on pearl iuttois rnlreset'ltAt before your suhconninttee that the pro-
portion of ellhlieiiey between uill- labor nd .Japanese hilor wits 1s four Is to one.
In addition too the destructive character of Japanese competition at present
wages, it Is obvious that theIr competitive invantage will Inereaso naturally
through the greater opportunity for their labor to Improve Its eflhcleney both
through acquiring skill hitherto undeveloped and the use of better iiclines.
This will bw fallltnted us they Iniltate more and more the njetll.ii we have
ulevised and developed. Thus. Iii the oplulin of those opposing the emergency
tariff bill oil pearl bttoris, the competitive ndviintage of the Jtpaiiese will con-
tinue to Inerease with a linlt four tines as great as It Is at present as their
labor approaches the effiieency of our own hbor. We feel that this prospect of
inereiislng competitive ndvntuge is only oniother reason for atlequte protection
by duty to-day.

ln our appearance before tIN ('onnittee on Ways and Menus of the House
(if ltepresentativet oil February 10 of this year, we covered nt considerable
length the ability of Czeehoslovakia to prosluce buttons at practically half
the cost of the Japanese. Since that time their ability to compete has grown
still more favorable. lit view of the length of our representations to the House
committee, we are putting nothing further before your committee herewith,
but request your earliest consideration of this. source of competition In deternmin-
lig the Justice (of the duty we advocate.

STATEMENT OF FRANK J. APPELBEE, REPRESENTING APPELBEE
& NEUMAN (INC.), NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. APPELBEE. I am an importer of pearl buttons. I import Japa-
nese pearl buttons in particular.

We find that under the Fordney bill there is a duty on buttons
of pearl or shell, finished or partly finished, of 1j cents per line per
gross, and in addition thereto 15 per cent ad valorem, which I presume
will be charged on the domestic valuation. That tariff is absolutely
prohibitive.

Senator S.0oOT. Are you speaking about )aragraph 1410?
Mr. APPELBEE. Yes. 'The present duty is 45 per cent. This duty

figures out, in round figures, about two or threehundred per cent on
various lines of business.

We have very little to say beyond that. If it is the intention of
Congr,3s to exclude the button, we are willing to abide by its de-
cision.

As a matter of fact, I do not believe that this button can really
be called competitive with the domestic article. It is made from
an entirely different shell. In the first place, it is made from a shell
not found in this country. The top one is Japanese pearl, the middle
one is domestic fresh-water pearl, and the bhttonm one is a domestic
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ocean pearl button. The Japanese buttons are all off-color. They
are not pure color.

Senator Curtis. Are they made of mother-of-pearlI
Mr. AP'PFJBEE. Of a shell called the Trocas pearl.
Senator Cuwrs. That is mother-of-pearl.
Mr. APELIEE. It is not strictly, but it is broadly known a, mother-

of-pearl. The Trocas shell has not been tisedl in this country.
It is a hard shell and difficult to work.

That is all we have to say about pearl buttons, but I would like to
call your attention to paragraph 1411, which treats with agate blit-
tons. That paragraph provides for a duty of 15 per cent on agate
buttons and a duty of 38 per cent on parts of agate buttons. We
import parts of the agate buttons and put the labor on the article
here, and then we have to compete with the completely manufactured'
article, shanked, which comes in at a dutiy of 15 per cent as against.
our duty on parts of 38 per cent.

Senator WATsoN. You import the top?
Mr. APPELIEE. We import the tops and shank them here.
Senator WATSON. Where is that done
Mr. APPELBEE. In New York City. We would like to have that

matter rectified.
Senator SMocT. What do you ask for?
Mr. APPERLBE. We would like to have the blanks at a rate of 10

per cent. The finished button carries a rate of 15 per cent.
Senator SMooT. You want 10 per cent!
Mr. APPELBEE. Yes. At the present time it comes in under a dif-

ferent paragraph, a paragraph including parts of buttons. The
whole thing says 38 per cent.

BRIEF OF FRANK J. APPELBEE, REPRESENTING APPELBEE & NEUMAN (INC.),
NEW YORK CITY.

The Fordney tatiff on pearl buttons reads, in part, as follows:
"Buttons of pearl or shell, finished or partly finished, 11 cenis ler lihe per

gross * * * and In ndlition thereto 15 per cent ad valorein."
The present tariff provides for a flat ad valorem duty of 45 per ,ent on slz,.,w

up to 24 line and 25 per cent on sizes greater than 24 line, with no specific d,,ty.
These respective tariffs work mut ns follows IIn an IIrihhu;iry 10-line A.1rt

button costing 30 cents ptxr Vross.

Fordney tariff:
First cost ------------------------------------------------------- $0.30
1i cents per line per gross (10 by 11) ------------------------- .28
15 per cent ad valorem (on, forel-n value) ------------------- .04

If the 15 per cent is figuired on domestic volue (I. e.. 15 iK-r utn! (in,

say, 70--10 cents) add --------------------- ------- . 06

Total -------------------------------------------------------- .

Present tariff:
First cost ----------------------------------------------. 30
45 per cent ad valorem on foreign value ------------------.--.---- . 131

Total -------------------------------------------------------- .411
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Protection l il,1iiestlh industry Is 1101 t-eiled, -is Is deonst rate by the
following Stlillsli's of imp lorts id eXlh ills.

Imporls. Fxports.

illll$i, aii'l 1n r :

1 ............. ................ .......................................... $1,67 , 17
19115 ......................................................................... 7,7,071 1,672, 50
1916 ......................................................................... I,0o r,?75 ,06 ,9681917 ......................................................................... I, 20 6WJ 1,$00'931
1918 ......................................................................... , 1 9+0 . . . . . .

1'earli nr shell butll.t,:
191. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
1919 .......................................................................... i, 22" 7 1V 710,727
19920 ........................................................................ 1 , 981, 235 712,714

Separate cIissifitltlon for pearl or shill bluttolls wits lt intlale until 1018-19.
This table demonstrotes that our exports of buttolls of all kinds are conslder-

ably greater than our imports, although the Imports of pearl and shell buttons,
taken alone, are somewhat greater than the exports under this particular classi-
flention. In view of this etiilarlson. or imports and exports, we can not s,,e any
need to Increase the tariff from 45 per cent to a rate that amounts to 200 t) 300
per cent, which Is practically prohibitive.

The Imported pearl buttons come alilost entirely from Japan, where they use
certain kinds of shells that can only be worked where labor Is cheap. The kinds
of shell used I):- the .Tops have tiever been worked In this country, except experi-
mentally, for this reason.

A spe(,iflc duty of I 'ent per line Per gross. with the ad valorem duty onlitted
entirely, would serve to exclude all the very cheap grades, ani still allow of a
limited quantity of buttons being Imported, We therefore respectfully suggest
that part of paragraph 1409 he rewritten, as follows:

is* * * Buttons of pearl or shell, finished or partly finished, I cent per line
per gross; pearl or shell button blanks, not turned, faced, or drilled, one-half
a cent per line per gross."

This would work out :is follows oni the example taken above:
F'irt cost (0 -------------------------------------------.------ $ 0.30
J uiin per lit per gros., (16 by 1 ------------------------------ .16

'r1tial -.- --.. - ........ .- .46
S,.hednh, 14, p;arugraph 1410: Ti'h Fordily lill provides that agote ultton,4

shall pay 15 Per cent ad valoren.
It also puovihhs that "parts (if buttons and bIutton ijiolds or Idhnks, Iilnshed

,- Unlinlisheil." of varilos imiterils. inithdlig spelciflelly agate, shall pay 33
Io'r velit till valorell.

''hiu under thl., sclhille Parts olf agmIte buttons or agate button blank%, such
nl we tIoW Iipnirt and finish lere by Anterle;in labor, would pay a duty of 3I
per vnt. while Ith, forelgiu ittons. imlade and ilished entirely by forepln labor.
No1hl iPay only 15 per c,,nt.

The inconsistpncy is olvioulsly an oversight.
We tlherefore respeelfilly suggest tlt parngnmpli 1410 be corrected to read

Its follows:
"Buttons co only known ss agate buttons. 15 per cent ad valoren; agate

button blanks. niolds, or parts of agate buttons, 10 per cent al valoreun; part
of buttons and button molds or blanks, finished or unfinished, and all collar and
cuff buttons. and studs composed wholly of bone, mother-of-pearl, Ivory, vege
table ivory, or agate, and buttons. any of which are not specifically provided for,
38 per cent ad valorem."



r* FIBER AND PAPER BUTTONS.

[I'aragraph 1411.]

STATEMENT OF M. B. WHITTEMORE, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENT-
ING THE MORLEY BUTTON MANUFACTURING C0.

Mr. WlirrExoE. I represent the Morley Button Manufacturing
Co., of Portsmouth, N. H., and Boston, Mass. I appear in refer-
eni'e to paragraph 1410, relating to that part of buttons not specially
provided for.

I woull like to ask for a 45 per cent ad valorem duty instead of
the figure now suggested of 38 per cent.

As a matter of fact, at the present time buttons are being imported
into this country at a cost, laid down here, of 25 cents per great
gross, and our actual cost to manufacture the identical button to-
dayi is over 42 cents.Senator McCUR~lm. At what are they imported?

Mr. WiirrE31onE. Between 25 and 20 per great gross.
We learned on Monday a week ago of an importer from South

America who arrived in Boston, by way of Germany, and he stated
at that time lie purchased buttons on that basis.

Senator S.%ocrr. Are you referring to 1411? You do not mean
1410, do you?

Mr. Wjir'rrE.%ioiiE. That has been changed, I think.
Senator Sioor. What do you want instead of 38 per tent ad

valorem?
Mr. WIrrE3noitE. We should like to have 45 per cent.
Senator S.IooT. Forty-five per cent?
Mr. Wuirr.ionp.. A es. Do I understand that paragraph reads

the same as paragraph 1410?
Senator SMiooT. Of the House bill; yes.
Mr. WiIrrEz. oiw. Very well.
We manufacture btuttrns entirely of papier-miche, of fiber prod-

ucts, which are the cheapest grade of buttons used on cloth and on
shoes.

Senator S. 1ooT. You want 45 per cent?
Mr. WiqiTr,.%tonE. Yes, sir; American valuation.
Senator LA Foyy.nrm. What would that be on foreign valuation?
Mr. Wmirrm.onr.. That would be according to the difference over

there. The present value in Germany is 56 marks per gross for
buttons made in Germany, all export iutie-s paid.

Senator Sroor. Fifty-six marks?
Mr. WHIVIrEMORE. Yes.
Senator Sxoor. That would be 28 cents?
Mr. WinrrE.oRE. That is 22.4 vents. based on a half cent per

mark.
Senator WATSON. I did not hear that.
Senator SMoT. It would be 28 cents.
Mr. WmrrF.,ont:. I figured it at 4.9 cents to the mark.
Senator WATSON. For 'what?
Mr. Wuirrm.ronr.. Per great gross.
Senator WATSON. .MaMfaetueId in Germany?

4065SUNDRIES.
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Mr. WHITrTwMORE. That is, including the cost of the button and
the export duty out of Germany. It is 56 marks per great gross
on steamer from Germany.

Senator WATSON. What do you make them for?
Mr. WHI rMopx. Our present price is slightly more than 42

cents per great gross.
Senator-IVATSON. What importations are coming in from (Germany

now?
Mr. WjtrrE XORE. There are no importations of shoe buttons to

any extent, because of the fact that shoe buttons are not now the
fashion. They are not now generally worn.

Senator WATSON. Does this particular provision have reference
only to shoe buttons?

ir. WnTTrEmoflE. It refers to shoe buttons and clothing buttons.
I have some samples here. These are samples of the shoe buttons
and the clothing buttons. These [indicating] are coat buttons. They
are good imitations. They are imitations of an ivory button, and are
much stronger and more durable than any other button made. They
are not, however, quite the equal in appearance of the button you
have on your own coat there.

Senator LA FoLLV,'r-ET. They are made from fiber and paper prod-
ucts?

Mr. WVIiTrMOnE. Yes; and are chemically treated. They are sold
principally in great-gross quantities, while most buttons are sold insingle-gross quantities.Senator LA, F11Om ,. This is all machine work, is it not?

Mr. WnirmOnroR. No, sir; it is not all machine work. Well. I
•ta & pose it would be classed principally as machine work.

There are buttons on that card there that sell as low as 36 cents
delivered in New York City. They are selling at that price to-day.
These [indicating] are buttons used on sweaters that are being sold,
single gross, at 24 cents. They are buttons such as are used on cheap
sweaters.

The shoe buttons are made in large quantities; that is to say, they
were made in large quantities in years gone by. There has been a
demand for them. I suppose at least 90 per cent of all the shoe but-
tons worn are the product of our manufacture. This [indicating]
is a No. 4 shoe button, such as is generally used.

We have an investment of approximately $1,000,000 in Ports-
mouth.

Senator LA FoIAErrF,. Will you tell me what your percentage of
labor cost amounts to?

Mr. Wni-rmizoR. The percentage of our labor cost is in excess of
50 per cent. Fifty per cent would be about right. I should say per-
haps 30 per cent is material and 20 per cent overhead. You can see
for yourself the cheapness of the material is in proportion to the cost
of the labor that enters into the manufactured article.

Senator LA FourrE. What is your output?
Mr. WHITrEMORE. Our output is 10,000 great gross of buttons on an

8-hour shift.
Senator LA FoLLErrE. What is the vale per day?
Mr. WirirTFMORE. It would be different on the different classes of

buttons. The only estimate that I could make would be between
,4,000 and $5.000 a day.
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Senator LA FOLLErE. Per day?
Mr. WiJrrzyonp. Yes: for that great number of buttons.
Senator LA FOLLEWrE. Have you a brief?
Mr. WjVrlE3iORE. I have not, but I wouhl like to have the privi-

lege of filing one. I have nothing more to say. I hope you will see
lit to give us 45 per cent.

Senator LA Foi,i,-r. What is the wage expenditure per (lay?
Mr. Wniii,,%tO r. At the present time?
Senator I.,A FOLLErrE. Yes; leaving out salaries.
Mr. Wi1irrE1onp. Our last week's pay-roll check was $3,800. We

are running at about one-third of our capacity. We run five days a
week on a nine and a half hour basis.

Senator LA FlT ,mE"r. You said the value of your daily output is
:iltoit $5,000?
Mr. WIrrT:.im. But not at the present time.
SeinMtr LA FOLLI'rE. What is it at the present time?
Mr. WinirT.Nro:. I should say that it is in the vicinity of $2,501)

to $3,000 per day. As a matter of fact, we are engaged in the manu-
facture of the higher class of buttons rather than the cheaper grade
of buttons. There are not any shoe buttons being worn, practically,
except for the better grade of shoes.

BRIEF OF M. B. WHITTEMORE. BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING MORLEY
BUTTON MANUFACTURING O0.

'th, bast' nimateriuls fr,,In which all of our biuttons are maiade. both shoe and
,-othing, -ire fiber, paper, and papler-mtaclch, and in order that there may be no
vonfusloit In th lie actual ivnintg of lines 6, 7. at1( 8 of paragraph 1303, page 139
of 11. It. 7450. as aienled July 22. 1921, with paragraph 1411, page 152, we
would respectfuilly ask that the words 'nd btttons composed of fiber, paper,
or lpapier-inilc(.i " he inserted after the word " agate" now appearing In line 3.
paragrath 1411. page 152; and also tlt the figures ".15 " be inserted Ill place
of the propose l figures & in line 4. based on American valuations, of this smi
paragraph. soo that fhi whio]o paragraph 1411 will thiat ead as follows:

I'~u. 1411. Buttons commonly known as agate buttons, 15 per centui ad
valorem: lars of buttons anI button milds or blanks, finished or untnilshbe.
niot specially provided for. and all collar tind f.iff buttons and studs (composed
wholly of bone, mother-of-pearl, ivory. vegetable ivory, or agate, and buttons
composed of fiber, paper, or papler-nfchtb,, and buttons not specially provided
for, 45 per centum ad valorern."

Our reasons for asking this Increas.e protection are as follows: Buttons of
I;erlnan Imanufacture can now be brought into this country, all costs and charges
paid. at tht price of front 25 c cents to 2. cents per great gross for No. 4 bright-
bla.k reguilar-finish shoe buttons. Our present actual cost of manufacture for
ihe snic identical article. f. op. b. Portsioouil,. N. If.. being in excess of 42
cents per great gross.

We are linable to give aimy actual itgure.s at this present time as pertaining to
our clothiig buttons. hut, in all probability, conditions would work much more
to our disadvantage on this particular article, as the average clothing button
.otntalis ti) teel wire In Its construction.
Frtun the, fact that 4'eriany. Franc'. Austria. and (zclioslovakia Ive

always been very arge prOdluCeis of fiber, paper, and- paper producls.Vot
will naturally see the wisdom of our argumtint in stating that we are bound
to be j,;rtly handicapped if we lo not receive adfluate protection on tle innm-
facture of ,imr articles, which is practically the entire product of our organiza-
tinit. which employs ordinarily from '00 to 700 hands ott each eight-hour shifl.
with an investtment in excess of $2,000.000. Buttons of our ntnnufac tUe tre ti(
cheapest grades of buttons used on the ordinary cas.1 of women's shoes adll
cheapest grades of ien's and boy's clothing. Our normal factory pay roll is
in the vicinity of $10,000 to $12,000 per week for 471 working hours. About
50 per cent of the value of our product represents labor, 30 per cent material, nn,
20 per cent overhead.
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Under present conditions we lust, of course, conceet the filet that export
business of our products to South America. England, und nil European countries
is a matter of further Impessiblilities to us, and from this fact also we feel
that we should he entitled to a reasonable protection oil our iwit 1hon' i1tii-
'less.
TIe application of the American valuation oil iinports appears to us, t.

best possible solution that will render the duty for which we ask a Just basis
on which to assess values, which can he a very simple value to obtail on our
particular articles of manufacture.

While recent importationis of shoe buttons have ieen comparatively .. iutil,
this is from the fact that the button shoe Ies not been generally wfoiii during
the past few years, but we are confident that the time will .ooti return when
they will again be adopted as the prevailing styli for won'ins shies. when
the demand for shoe buttons will be in all prohabillty as great as III Ill' ye'lirs
1012 to 1918.

We have endeavored to make this argument as brief as posslhile and s it-'roly
ipe you will grant us the full and rvasonable request above asked fil.

CORK AND CORK PRODUCTS.
[Paraglaph 1412.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. ARMSTRONG, PRESIDENT OF ARM.
STRONG CORK CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
I am here on behalf of the Armstrong Cork Co., of Pittsburgh. We
prepared a brief with considerable care and furnished it to the Ways
and Means Committie of the House and we have the same brief)
which has been revised as to statistics and some other minor details,
bringing it up to date. I would like to file this with the committee.

Senator ,CCumBDR. That will be done.
Senator SMOOT. The House provision is satisfactory?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

If the cork industry in America is to be preserved several changes in the present
tariff schedules are imperative.

Schedule N, paragraph 340, comprises the following:
1. Cork bark cut into squares, cubes, or quarters, 4 cents per pound.
2. (A) Manufactured cork stoppers over three-fourths of an inch in diameter meas.

ured at the larger end, and (B) manufactured cork disks, wafers, or washers over
three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, 12 cents per pound.

3. (A) Manufactured cork stoppers three-fourths of an inch or less in diameter,
measured at the larger end, and (B) manufactured cork disks, wafers, or washers.
three-sixteenths of an inch or less in thickness. 15 cents per pound,

4. Cork, artificial or cork substitutes, manufactured from cork waste or granulated
cork and n. o. p. f. in this section, 3 cents per pound.

5. Cork insulation, wholly or in chief value of granulated cork in slabs, boards,
planks, or molded forms, one-fourth cent per pound.

6. Cork paper, 35 per cent ad valorem.
7. Nfanufactures w-holly or in chief value of cork or of cork bark or of artificial cork

or bark substitutes, granulated or ground cork not especially provided for in this
section, 30 per cent ad valorem.

We recommedfd the following changes, restoring substantially the rates prevailing
under the preceding tariff act of August 5, 1909:

1. Cork bark cut into squares, cubes, or quarters, 8 cents per pound.
2. (A) Mfanufactured cork stoppers over three-fourths of an inch in diameter,

meaured at the larger end, and (B) manufactured cork disks, wafers, or washeNr
over three-sixteenth3 of an inch in thickness . 20 cents per pound.

3. (A) M1anufactured cork stoppers three-fourths of an inch or less in diameter,
measured at the larger end, and (11) manufactured cork disks, wafers, or washers
three-sixtecnths of an inch or lem in thickness, 2.5 cents per pound.
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4. Cork, artificial or cork substitutes, manufactured from cork waste or granulated
cork and n. o. p. f. in this pection, 35 per cent ad valorem.'

5. Cork insulation, wholly or in chief value of granulated cork in slabs, boarded,
planks or molded forms, 35 per cent ad valorem.'

6. Cork paper, 35 per cent ad valorem.'
7. Manufactures wholly or in chief value of cork or of cork bark or of artificial

cork or bark substitutes, granulated or ground cork not especially provided for in
this section, 35 per cent ad valorem.'

SOURCFs OF H.AW MATERIAL.

Spain and Portugal produco perhaps 60 per cent of the world's supply of cork bark,
the remainder coming principally from Algeria, Tunis, Corsica, Sardinia, and Sicily.
Cork is also grown to a limited extent in southern France and in Italy.

The manufacture of cork stoppers, formerly by hand and now by the use of modem
machinery, has been highly developed in both Spain and Portugai, whose markets are
world wide. Central Europe, Great Britain, includingAustralia, Canada, and India
and South and Central America, draw almost all of their supplies of manufactured
corks from these two countries. Spain not only turns more than 75 per cent of its
product ion of cork bark into manufactured articles but is a large importer of cork bark
from Portugal and Algeria.

The accessibility of the raw material and the skill of the workmen, combined with
ery low wages, preclude the posibilitv of competing in the United States with Ameri.

can-made liroducts unhc..s thesa advaniages arc in a large measure offset by adequate
duties on the importations.

The tariff rates of 1897 (TDingley) and 1909 (Payne-Aldrich) did not prohibit im-
Ilortations. Imports of dutiallth ork products during 1911 and 1912 were greater in
volume and'value than during 1I and 1919. This was !argelv due to the disturbed
economic conditions which )revailhd in F~irol.w and the difficulties incident to ship.
ping and tratifer of funls during the war. Thi situation, which has developed and
existed since the enactment of tll, present law. has inadvrtentlv but effectually
prevented the disastrouts competition which our industry expected from the foreign
inanitfacturers due to the radical riduction-. (,from 40 to !)0 1tr cent) made in our
schedule. In fact, the reduction in the dut-" on cork insulation wa. 95 per cent.

In submitting for your conlidmration our reasons for th, changes recommended, it
will, l-rhaps, le moie convention to take up each item in paragraph 310.

1. Imlportliobos of uOrk brk ,W ;ei,, q.('s. q1,. ,,r iirhr.x.

Equiva-r.t erag Rte of lent ad
Year. ou \ltie. D10%y I,|. valueloer; duty. valorem

poundI. rate.

Pir ceil.
.......................... ... O,13.i V.12I.A) S.Il.W $41. 51 .01 7.S1

120- First 6i inonthi ......... . 71 "fW). W) 31. St .:V) .M 13.4
Second 6 noths I ....... 5) 111.4 W ). 6 1 .2,( .01 14.3

T otal .......... ......... 7. 1)22 :, ., .I. 00 . ..............................

I ligurts for alt iteins for the last ix nonth.; of 17,2n taken from 'Foreign 'ornincree and Navigation of

the United State,"calendar year 19.4o, Tatl, No. 9, pagesanl .vp.

Under the tariff we propose of S ,.,ts ~ per 4iml. th,. 1;ov,rim, ri's rven liw V'1l!
have approximated S(0).

METHODS OF MA V .'TA I ,,II .
2

The old method (if manufaturin .raight ,ork- was to lir:! (til oiit .juare.. froin the
sheet of corkwiood. The-e square.. were afferward- rmnde(d Iv hand o'r by machines
into the desired cylindrical form. The labor inm',vlVed in making the sltuare is about

tit will be notd that the a dalorem rates recomnmemule are btls! on foreign Invoice or inatkct vatmes,
asi tietarifTof 19l3 now|n frce. ifthe principeofcitllingtitvaesmenlson the Americlnvalua-
tiar, of-o'i. i~al,,;tei, ho" (.% r, the percentage rate. s ill eme;i'arih: IOcehan.cd. Onthlsbai,-e would
ri-c zm+iriv cml the rto-, a; propo,cd in IL. I. 7415. 'aragraph 1112 (Schtmeloh It) of th[i bill els.lAi s tile
tfl rI. ii . mz .i rs ete.trlv aw~l setlv f fiil'lV. stil u r rg ii .mIriratl tv ite c omn il tee M th e Serate.

I be is h *,m hnrh'ie tht lii inelh l ef h NI tt f ir t re i tc .11v 4-h.ctte a, far a, this rounl ry k
iii! e, re.r
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two-thirds of the total labor co-t if the lini!hed cork. The rate of duty huuld, there-
fore, be p roportionate to that of the completed product. This method of nanufac-
ture, while still generally followed in Europe, has almost entirely disappeared in the
United States. A duty of 8 cents per pound on the square, cube. or quarter forms
would be equivalent to an ad valorem rate of about 20 per cent.

2. (A) Importations of ianufaclured cork stoppers orcr tra-fourils of an inch in
dhamrcr ncasurrd at the larger end.

Average ,Equiva.
Year. Pounds. Value. Duty paid. verape Rate of lent ad

valueper duty. valorempound. rate.

Per ¢tn.
1918 ........................... 101,021 172,426.00 112,122.52 $0.717 0.12 1 16.74
1919 ........................... 73,728 59,96A.00 8,847.36 .813 .12 14.74
1920-First 6 months .......... 20,90 11,13 i. 2,519.8D .53 .12 22.61

Second 6 months ........ 40,800 2S,292.0O0 5,616.01 .61 .12 19.67
1921-First 9 months I ......... 65,078 27,420.00 '7, 09. 33 .42 .12 28.52

Total .................. 307,617 199,242.00 36, 91 .41 ........... .

Figures for all items for first nine months of 1921 taken from the quarterly tables of the Departmentof Commerce.
s Estimated.

Under the tariff we propose of 20 cents per pound the government'ss revenue woulul
have approximated $61,000.

USES AND IMPORTATIONS OF CORK STOPPERS.

The larger sizps of corks are used for mide-mouth bottles and other similar con-
tainers. FormerI, straight corks seveh-eighths of an inch to 1 inch in diameter
were imported in large quantities for bottling whisky and beer. The enactment of
the prohibition law has cut off this trade, both to the American cork manufacturer
and to the importer. As the importations of these large corks in 1918-1921 show
an average foreign value of 65 cents per pound, the existing rate of 12 cents per
pound is eq uivalent to 19 per cent ad valorem. The sumested rate of 20 cents per
pound would bring the ad valorem equivalent up to about 30 per cent.

3. (A) Importotons of anan facinred cork stoppers thrce-fourtlh of an incl or lf3s i,
darmete," measured at the larger end.

Average Rate of lent ad
Year. Ion(ls. Value. Ity paid. valueper duty. aore

pound. it rate.

Pebr reld.
191s ............... ..... ....... , -I $20,--.1 $J,tl 4o 80.32 $i. I 47
1919 .......................... . 76,397 65, 50.00 11,459.5 .S%02 .15 17.-'a
1920-First 6 month- .......... . 31, 22, 2,9902. 0 5,131.20 .76 .1I 1t.71

Second 6 inonIh, ........, 69,7.53 62,514. 00 1), 4',2.(3 .00 .1 16.,;7
1I21-First 9 months ........... 36,00 49,675.00 1 S,N36.35 . i,7 .15 17.24

Total ................. .301,$23 22n, 912. 00 45, 273. 45 ...............................

I The value of the imports for 191S is evidently ini error. 'I lie last 6 months of 191sshow an average value
of 71 cents per pound, while for the entire year the average apparently Is but 32 cents. Our figures are
copied from the ieoverment "statistics of imports eoitercd for conwumption."

Estimated.

Under the tariff we propose of 25 cents per pound the Covernmeit's revenue
would have approximated $75,000.

USES AND IMPorTATIONS OF SMALL CORKS.

These are principally used b1  dru ists. manufacturing chemists. andlinanufac-
tturers of perfumes, patent medicines, toilet preparations, et cetera. The importations
under this heading during 1919, 1920, and the first nine months of 1921 show an average
foreign invoice value of 86 cents per pound.

The present duty of Nlc per pound, therefore, represents an ad valorem race of about
17 per cent. The labor cost of maniifactirin, Sma ll sizes of corks is materially greater
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than that of larger ones. It actually costs from 3.5 cents to 50 cents per pound more
to produce these small corks in the united States than the statistics ehow as the import
vahto of the foreign goods.

It should also be remembered that during this period foreign exchange was more or
lems stable. Spanish pesetas were close to par (20 cents), while today (December,
1.21) they are less than 15 cents. This depreciation gives the foreign manufacturer
a further advantage and, on the basis of cunrnt exchange, his average selling price of
S6 cents per pound is probably reduced to about 60 cents. The rate of 25 cents per
pound under the tariff'act of 10909 (Payne-Aldrich) would be equivalent, using the
importations of 1919-1921 as a basis, to an ad valorem duty of 29 per cent.

We suggest that the previous rate o" ,5 cents per pound be restored. Even this duty
will not provide adequate protection should the Spanish and Portuguese exchanges
continue at the present low levels. With normal working conditions on the other side.
the premium on the American dollar is proving most attractive to foreign manufacturers
and a steady increase in importations must be anticipated.

Directly. and through the chemical and pharmaceutical houses, the American cork
manufacturers supplied the Government and the Red Cross during the war with large
quantities of cork stoppers. It is estimated that about 50,000,000 af American-made
corks were shipped to the Army depots in France. The fact that the requirements
nf our Government in this emergency were served promptly and efficiently was due
to the iiell-equipped factories and to the skill of the American operatives employed
in the industry, both elements being most e&senlial in amiring this country a source
of supply independent of foreign tnanufacturers.

2. D lmporlations of manufactured cork dis.s, icafers, or vashlrs orer three-sixtrtwhs
of an inch in thickness.

i Average R lent art
Ye r. Pomnds. V1111e. Dtty paid. valueier ditty n

lundi. duty. valorem[ I : rate.

Per clot.

1 ........................... 71,12 $ , 05... i 3.41 $0.654 $0.12 1 & 1P
1919 ........................... 12,651 S991.O 1, 515 12 .71 .12 16. 10;
lI 4---First 6 months .......... 1:092 1, A9. 00 239.01 .93 .12 12.92

Second 6 months ........ 9772 4,,.57. 00 1,172.64 .50 .12 24
12l-First 9 months ........... 19,,531 16,3A. 00 t 2,314.56 .3 .12 14.47

Total ................... I 15. W-5 7A1% 1.00 13,'07. 10 ..............................

I Estimatel.

Under the tariff we propose of '20 ,.ents per pound the Governments revenue
would have approximated1 $23,000. Tihis is equivalent toabout 30 per cent d valorem.

3. (Bi Importatlol.t nf nunaiefiarteir d cork disk'. ,,furs, or woshcrs tlrcc-sfcntla of at,
inch or lruss in tbirksu'.i.

Average
"1?lty pi " value Rate of. Ilut.y pal'1. !1rl. dilty.Year.

SEqumis i-
tent ad
valoremt

rate.

Per ret.
191........................... 2, 010, aiI 31, 31 r ., () $P)1, 7Ai1.2 to. G4.5 0.15 22.9
1919........................... 766,917 f,2, 3A 1. (0) 11.%,,012. a) .519 .15 25.13
192-- First 6 mont hi .......... 732, 724 479, 1,95. (0 1 ro, 9as. .0St .16 21 5

Second 6 months ........ 649,973 421,53.0W 97, 495. 4W, .651 .15 '23
1921 -First 9 rinonth .......... 451,010 3JI1 ,2SJO 45, 101.50 .75S .1; 19.7s

To'l ........ .......... 1,611,4M32 ,0L,,43 Y) 61r2,1 (0.. " .......... .......... ..........

I'nder the tariff we prp ,:c of 25 ,enl- jer I mliol thw ( io\'eornifilet'- r('enrii- \u'till
hav l en apprxitatelv $ 1, 100.4).

I 'ol I til I-. V-3 I I i -
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DEVELOPMENT OF DISKS.

The old-style straight cork has been displaced almost entirely by the crown stopper.
This consists of a mete! cap about I% inches in diameter with a thin cork liner or
disk about one-tenth or one-ninth of an inch thick. These disks were formerly manu-
factured in this country in very large quantities. but it has been found more advan-
tageous, under the present atid'preceding tariffs, to make them in Spain or Portugal
and to import them in finished form. Our company at one time produced them in
the United States very extensively. but has not attempted to make them here of late.
We now manufacture then at our factory in Spain and import what we need. The
average value per pound varies according to the percentage of imports of "standard"
quality and what are known as "seconds.- luring the years shown qtuantities of
these low-grade disks were imported. Ordinarily they are unsalable.

The standard quality crown disk at prewar exchange is valued f. o. b). steamer
foreign port at about 8.5 rents per pound. The suggested duty of 2.5 cents per pound,
therefore, is equivalent to 30 per cent ad valorem.

4. finportations of cork, ,,rtie;dn, or cork substitutes, inm~a 'turrdfrom corL v, aiSt or
gran ulated cork, fttoid . n/tehrrise prot ided for in 1tis section, year 1919.

Pounds ............................................................... 175, 331
V alue ................................................................. $116, 505
D uty paid ............................................................ .$5. 259. 9:
Average varue per pouni ............................................... $0.1
Hate of duty ........................ ................. . .. $0. 03
Equivalent ad val,,ren rate (I er Cent P ................................ 4,5

Under the tariff we ]proili.i, of 35 per cent ad valorent the ( ,,vernvn t' r,-i ,nue
would have ailrixiniated $10.0M.

C'ORK CM11I'0)',,ITION IN I'HIMARY" s.ki;Ft;E

At the pre-ent tine the c,,rk-utnop-ition industry is ili the piril wa y :Iage if di, el-
opicnlont. When a 1ie is ,iliIt 1nip fir it and the denianil iecoinet ini ire -etivral, it
will beconie better kutnvi airat ,1 and, as it can be maufactured 1111,.1 cheaper ill
Europe than in thii country, it will Ie imported in quantity.

The iu niirtatini of thi. arat le durin- 1919, as above .2atei, were valued at aln
average f O; cents per ioiund. It i4 readily .een that the pre-ent inadequate rate
of 3 'ents per pound equivalentt to an a, valorein rate of 41 per tw lirivil,-
neither revenue ioir protection.

5. Importations of cork ;0sult1o,. u"Itoll'P or in ii'df atuer of !ranuftltr, cork, it, .shpi,
1ftiqrdd, ji/aid'e, oJr in ohd form.,."

Average Equh-a.
Year. 1) 11 . y paid. value Rate of lent ad

per duty. valorem
lioulid. rate.

PIer mcd.
191S ........................... 1, 3, 19, 570 J, 701.00 P, 37.3.92 10.0172 14.027 3.3
1919 ........................... .71, 41, 472.00 1, M,. 17 .0719 .oft,5 3.47
193)- First 6 nionthi .......... , , jo, 176. o0 9,.557..St .07, .0021 3.1s

Second 6 months ........ , 77,f 470,917.00 12,911.72 .099 .0021 2.75
1W2I-Fwr,t 9 innth, .......... 6,.'1,,R2 121, 1W. 00 16.259. 70 .0 1 .00:25 3.03

Total .................... 2 7 7 , 261 1,767,401.00 1 :, 13. In ..............................

I ,timatel.

Under the tariff we lil c,-e iof 3;' p er cenit il valiremn the (iiiverninent's revenue
would have heen aplrnximately :-400.(tI.

.1OST IMI'0I{TANT Ir: I IN CM1,hK siJF:i.tiE.

There was no Ii',i i II.'i-im cade ill tlie tariff art (of 1909 f,,r cirk ia-ttlaiti,
thi- arlile .i la--ified a- artificial i ,rk, iun wIhi the di tyv wa.. 0; -eu ts per ponil,.

While c-rk I iard had Ieen nmale fir many years in ,1 iain, France, Germany, and
llt-i.ia liv u-in, vari,,u- kind if tiiiders. ".tah a a p a ' It, pit,.h, ,a.ein. r, ll ,
the-e iethuul" ii tut do r,'lti an i off i ,tin ne .rly ,, (itlii'i(int a- the ,,.,-allc., "Sijil
I ir,. j--.'" ,,r "li r. , - el . in . ii.ri, aiu ir i l rli,, i l arid d .\il] . in thi-

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Cork insulation, under this method, is made by pre .. ing together the clean granules

of cork and, while pre.sed. baking the eame. 'o binder other than the natural rosin
of the cork is used. The European manufacturers are now discarding their anti-
quated methods and adopting the Ameritan " pure cork" process. "

The present tariff act provided specifically for cork insulation and reduced the rate
from 6 cents per pound to one.fourth of a cent per pound. The foreign factories were
not slow to realize that the markets of this country were open to them and that this
material could be laid down duty paid on our seabiards--Atlantic and Pacific-much
cheaper than it could be produced in the United States. Production over there has
greatly increased and new companies are being formed in Spain anti Portugal for
exploiting this American process. The result of the stimulus brought about by the
unusually low import duty is clerly reflected in the laro and rapidly increasing
imports of the material. These importations have been lmited only by the quan-
lities that tho factories have been able to produce. The rate of one- ouith of a cent
p.r pound, about 3 per cent ad valorem, affords absolutely no protection and the
revenue to the Government is insignificant. The imports f6r two and one-half years
ending June 30, 1920, valued at $775,352, yielded the Government a revenue ofdonly
$27.230.G2.

The imports for the period from June 10, 1920, to Octobor 1. 1921. were $992,052.
This is almost 30 per cent more than in the whole two and one-half years preceding.
The significance of the threatened flood of imported cork board is vetry evident from
this and from the following: During the first six months of 1921 we n'ufaictured and
shipped into the United Statis -11 o<r cent hss than for the same period in 1920. This
dcreas was principally due to general business depresion and lack of building
construction. Importations, however, actually inreased in the same period. Even
more striking is thp antount of over 5,000.000' pounds imported in the last half of
1920 and the 2.500,000 pounds imported front July 1, 1921, to October 1, 1921.
This is at th- rate of 10,000,000 pounds per aninun. or'approximately the total amount
imported in this two and one-half vears comprising 191,, 1919. and thie first half of 1920.

Unless an adequate duty is jirovided for cork insulation all manufacture will
ncces.arilv have to be transferred to the other side antl the industry lost to the
Americannianufacturer---the American home investment being wiped out.

D uring this war the greater p art of th(. production of our factories (Vainden, N. J1.,
arnd leaver 'Falls. Pa.) was allocated to the War and Navy D)epartments and to the

United States Shipping Board. The industry was -lassilied lky the War Trde Board
as .uesntial.
We miigvht niention some of this many use.s made (if cork insulation Iv our ICoverii-

Imlent:
In ships of the Navy it is uised for food compartmients anul for Ih., isolation of thei

living and heated qtuartens
The modern suhimarini, has its nmai-hinrv rwisu amd nun's living, quarters insulat(d

with cork board.
'ra'livally all of tho Shippiui.g lfoard'. stiaiiirs hav'- Ihi- food coin partmn-i ts inou-

lat,,d with cork.
C ork insulation is misf-i larg4ly iii th lioso1 i r amluio|isi -gai plai s. sll-limdii nv

statiors., and Nuld-,tera.e wxrhou.,q o onst rilitdby Ib h- (;0cvi-rlmij-t-.
Ilnimtine warehloi.,-s -n-i-id hy lv .rtin-ru-an" E']xpeiditionary :"' rc, in ',"raT,,

were instsulati-l Ibv cork liaril ;manuiacmniml rd I lhi 4-01litr%'.
All of our Arlin, rantronin-nis had ii. plantR irIilat,,i willi 4-0rk oar.
\'iewd front h)oth a national i-fi-isw - and a il 11m1 ' ; ai ll itilt. w- Il li , -.' that

ihis industry . so ussentiallv Ami-rim ail s4 ..smit jal It o itri'a, rilI mirv. prp-rprotection. . duty of 35 iwr (iit is iwtm-i- ary" (or. if .1 .4l)''ilj4
'  

i

should li I xi,d at 2 re-lts 1i-r Imuin . - i

's It 1 0|l

t+f I 70. ~1141.- ii 19 ulnnIhi..h1,10

ic-h .. ................ ....... .. . .. il -.i i-I i; "-

I Mm I M M -
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BUlNiE8 DRIVEN ABROAD.

A considerable amount of cork paper, used for cigarette tips, was formerly wlanu-
factured in the United States, but tie business during the last few years has drifted
entirely to Europe. The most of the cork paper comes from Spain and Portugal.
It wa alb,9 produced in Germany in large quantities before the war. At one tin,
we employed in Pittsburgh over f00 people on this work, but were forced to dismantle
that part of our plant and transfer our business to Spain. Ve now have a factory in
S.ville, Spain, for making cork paper. As far as we know, this material is not manu-
factured now by any of the American factories, but is all imported. Cork paper
for cigarette tips is now used in comparatively small quantities in this country. The
fad wasi dropped during the war when the demand arose for cheap cigarettes.

Importations of manufactures holly or in ddef talut of cork or of cork bark or of
artificial cork or bark substitutes,. gran ulatel or ground cork not especially prorikd for
in ids section.

Value. Duty paid. itA va.rern¢rCtate.

1911; ............................................................ . t32,517.0 $9,761.00;9
11119 ............................................................. 51,2S8.00 15,310 . ) 39)
19-First 6 months ............................................ 37, 703. 00 11,310.00 34)

secondd 6 i onthi ....................................... 57, . 00 17,170.74; 30o
9i-1-First 9 mont he ........................................... 39, g9. (O0 I1,t9 .7u 34)

Total ....................................................... 21 , 760. 00 65,627.'0o .........

Under the tariff we propose of 35 per cent ad valorem, the Goverwntent's roventui
woil have been approximatelv $75,000.

The manufacture of life.preserver blocks, seine floats, insoles, and other cork prod-
uct coming under this section, like cork paper, is already lost to the United States
on account of insufficient protection. We find it more economical to make them in
Spain and pay the percent duty.

IlPORlANCE OF INDUSTRY TO TIlE UNITED STATES.

The cork industry of the United States comprises at least 20 companies with a
probable invested capital of over $15,000,000.

These factories employ more than 6000 operatives.
The chief centers of production are in the States of Pennsylvania, New York, New

Jersey, a1d Illinois.
COSTA AND WA(i IIERE ANI) ABROAD.

The difference in cost of production in the United States and Spain. where we have
firsthand knowledge of manufacturing conditions. is due to three factors:

(I) LoWr co.4t.i ofraw mnaterials in Sp fin.-Tho cork hark does not req ire the pro.
parin, and the packing a.- when it is intended for shipment abroad. All exports of
bark are taxed .5 pesetas gold ($1) per 100 kilos (220 pounds) by the Spanish Govern-
ment.

(2) Lotrer orvtd anl fired chaqe.s.- -The accessibility of the foreign manufacturer
to the raw material gives him an advantage in that he need not buy in advance of his
actual requirement. thu reducing his working capital to a minimum. Much cheaper
omstruction als- can be used in factory buildings, owing to the milder climate.

(3) Lowrr labor ,o&t. -A comlparismn of wages paid at our Pittsburgh onil Seville
factories follows:

%vcrago rates per averagee rate, icr
WeekI~ntol 

%c eUnited
Sp n i. Spain.

States. Stae.tes

Cork bark orter ............. $,;.O) $30.00 Sorters otcork; ............... t3.2 $1.0
Cork oinihcr ............... A..' .11.00 CommonIibor ............... I.) 214_1
N1 IvC 1,Ce rat i v ' .......... .. . . I Iloys....................... . , I.0j
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At Lisbon cork bark sorters at present are paid $.50 per week and common laborers
$2.50 per week, based on current exchange.

It is the general impression that the European workman is less efficient than the
American. Our experience in manufacturing In Spain has demonstrated that this Is
not the case. Our operatives there compare very favorably with those in this country,
both in production and workmanship.

While wages in Spain and Portulal have materially increamd in recent years yet
any rise in costs on the other side is counterbalanced by the enhanced value of the
American dollar.

GENERAL.

The cork business is now a close competitive one as there are no longer any patented
processes or machines to give tny one manufacturer a monopoly or advantage over
another.

Owing to his higher cost of production, the American manufacturer can not hope to
compete in foreign markets. The trade which we formerly had with Central and
South America during the period of the war was due entirely to the difficulty of obtain-
ing supplies direct from Spain and Portugal, With the return of more normal shlppinR
conditions, this business disappeared.

CON'CLUSION.

From the (orqgoin impartial tatement of the history of the tork industry and the
facts 1.ertainin, to its present sltatus at home and abroad, it will be apparent that
ira~terial mnolilfi.ations in tihe liresent tariff s('helules are a vital nev'esity:

First, if .mneri(ha ii to be toany appreciable extelt self-equipped and self-sttaining
in the great and izroiing iiaecd,4 of theork industry in the event of military enterren.v;

Sevowd. if the lPres(, mt investment of Amnericaii capital at home is not to suffer b~y
de.,tractive omnlpetiliol fro abroad:

Third, if .\nmrivan labor ig to be Oiyen a chanc' in the future to develop its skill and
exert its in-lustr" in this constantly growing hu.iae- .;

Fourth. if the Fe.teral (lovernemit is to derive anything like a fair or juet revenue
from that portion of thi? buiti.s which is of foreign origin and which %ill always enjoy
a potential share in the ,n\eri an market;

Fifth. if the opporlunitv of the (lovernmit-i to derive a reasonable amount of cis-
loins revenue from this fi'sin.An iq rot longer to be i norcd and the Government
further deprived of the internal taxes le itimately re.ultiig from the establishment,
inainwrniance. and .iilargient of Anrieri'an industrial elterpires.

CORK INSULATION.

[Paragraph 1412.1

STATEMENT OF JUNIUS H. STONE, NEW YORK CITY.

Senator McCuINwEn. Where do you live, Mr. Stone?
Mr. STONE. New York.
Mr. Chairmen and gentlemen of the committee, I am sorry to come

before you so late in tile afternoon, as the matter I wish to speak on is
an important one. It is the matter of cork insulation and has to do
with the cost of the product to the producer and to the consumer.

Schedule 14, paragraph 1412, page 65, of the tariff bill as it passed
the House provides:

(rrantdlatt! or ground cork: Cork Insulation, wholly or In ehle value of cork
waste. gratuiilated or ground cork. in slabs, boards. planks, or molded forms;
cork tile; cork pamer wnd manufacturs, wholly or In chief value of cork bark or
mrlitlelal cork and not speelilly provided for, 25 per centum ad valorem.

'flie proposed tariff puts this material-cork board-which is stand-
ard insulation material all over the country to-day and is used for
cohl-storage plants, ice-cre,.mn plants, etc.. on the same basis as cork
paper foi- cigarette tips, fishing-rod handles. etc.. and gives it an ad

81527-22--scii 14--- -7
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valorem duty of 25 per cent, presumably on the American valuation
plan. It should be based on the lumber schedule, as it is a substitute
for lumber, and is never used in any other way.

I submitted a brief on this subject, covering some points which I
shall not repeat, to the Ways and Means Committee ol the House. I
wish to give you another angle, another slant, that I did not touch on,
but which, to my mind, is the meat of the whole situation.

Senator S ioor. Does your brief state what rates you ask for?
Mr. SOzNE. Yes.
The present tariff carries a duty of one-quarter of I cent per

pound. I have proposed, in the brief submitted to the House, a
duty of three-fourths of a cent, which is three times the present
duty. The conclusions reached in that brief submitted to the Ways
and Means Committee were these:

First, that ample Irtitec'tlon to American Industry woulh be obtained by
Imposing a specific duty of three-fourths of n cent per pound on cork-board
insulation, that Is to say. tripling the present duty.

Second, that such a iduly would produce the largest possible revenue to the
Government.

Third, that It would afford protection to the American users of the product
by preventing unreasonably high prices here.

Fourth, that it would benefit our own export trade by permitting Spain to
supply us certain of her own peculiar products In exchange for which she
would purchase our farm products and manufactures.

President Harding well expressed this conclusion when he said
in his inaugural address, referring to our foreign trade, "W e know
full well that we can not sell where we do not buy."

Since I submitted that brief last spring nothing has occurred
to detract from the statements therein made, and, moreover, the
course of wages in the U~nited States has confirmed my argument
bearing on the comparative cost of production here and abroad. On
that subject I made the following statement:

Pure cork board Is made by grinding, compressing, mid baking granulated
cork In iron molds for several hours, at a temperature of 450 to 550 degrees
Fahrenheit. There Is no skilled labor employed In this process. It Is dirty,
dusty, hot, disagreeable work, with the smoke and fumes from the baking
cork adding to the general discomfort. The cheapest ty-pe of foreign labor Is
employed, generally Poles and Italians--the type tht comes here for a few
years. accumulates a few hundred dollars, and returns to Its native village
across the seas. It Is the type Congress Is now attempting to keep out of the
country, for a while at least.

Before the war American cork-board factories paid this labor-that Is, from
1009 to 1012-$1.50 to $1.75 per (lay, and the supply was greater than the
demand. Now, it Is being paid $4 per day for eight hours' work, but within
a year, unless all signs fall, it will be working gladly for $2.50 to $3.

This is no industry where skilled American labor calls, as Is Its right, to be
protected against the underpail labor of Europe. A dozen or so mechanics to
supervise the machinery, etc., comprise the skilled labor of any cork-board
plant, of which there are Just four'in the United States to-day.

At the time these words were written, common lbor hero was pald, as stated.
$4 per day for eight hours' work, but already the reduction I anticipated has
arrived. and the same laborers are thankful If they receive $3 ]rr 8-hour
day. They are being paid from 25 to 30 cents per hour. In Spain there has
been a reduction In wages of approximately 15 per cent, while our reduction
here at home Is 25 per cent or more. so that the comparative labor cost In
the two countries Is decidedly more in favor of the American manufacturer
than it was when I wrote, and upon which my suggestion of n maximum
specific duty of three-fourths of a cent per pound was based.

If, in considering this matter, you have time to read the brief which I have
mentloneo, which gives In sequence the reasons for the conclusions to which
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I have asked your attention, as also my right to speak with some authority on
the subject, I should be very greatly obliged,

Coming now to the further argument to which I request your at-
tention, and which was not stressed in my previous brief, though it
was touched upon there, I desire to speak upon the effect that ahigh
tariff on cork-board insulation will have upon the cost of cold storage
and so upon the cost of living-.an expense which is borne either by
the farmer anti stock raiser on the one hand or by the ultimate con-
sumer on the other. It does not so nuch affect the warehousemen or
the dealers, since whatever their expense may be they pass it on. . If
the original producer, that is to say, the farmer or stock raiser, de-
sires to carry his product in storage for a better market, then the
added expense will fall on him. If market conditions permit him
to pass it on, when he sells it will continue on to the ultimate con-
sumer; if not, it is his loss. To make this matter clear, let ine say,
in the first place, that all cold-storage plants, all refrigerated struc-
tures of whatever kind, thht are of any size or importance in the
United States are to-day insulated with this material-pure cork
board. A large cold-storage warehouse will take from 500,000 to
1,000,000 square feet board measure, that is 1 inch thick. A comn-
paratively small ice plant or cold-storage plant will take from 100,000
to 250,000 square feet board measure.

In a single large plant in New York City, the Merchants' Refriger-
ating Co.'s Tenth Avenue warehouse, there is installed between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 square feet of pure cork board.

Senator Sbiooyr. What do you suggest in your brief as to the ad
valorem rates?

Mr. STO E. I do not suggest an ad valorem. We suggest a specific
rate of three-quarters of a cent per pound. Let us take as an ex-
ample the average large warehouse that will require perhaps 1,000,000
square feet. A difference in price of 10 cents per square foot, board
measure-and there has been fully that difference between prices a
year apart-means a difference of cost of $100,000 on that single
building, and the interest and depreciation upon that investment will
be at least 10 per cent or $10,000 per year. In such a case we have
$100,000 of "f rozen capital" that will never be liquefied, and the
consumers of this country, or the farmers who produce the products
that this one warehouse Preserves, will pay 5l0.000 a year indefinitely
for the privilege of contributing an excess initial profit to the cork-
board manufacturers. This does not apply alone to the told-storage
warehouses; it applies to the ice-making' plants. It goes into the
cost of icing every car of fruit that comes from the Pacific coast or
the South to northern markets, and in the same proportion it enters
into the cost of handling milk at the dairies and creameries through-
out the country. In fact wherever refrigeration goes-and it touches
on our daily life in a hundred ways undreamt of a generation back-
this excess profit makes itself felt to the detriment of the producer
and consumer alike.

The question will naturally occur toyou, How is it possible that th;s
can be the case when the usual law of competition would bring into
the business additional manufacturers if a large and unreasonable
profit were obtained by those already in the trade? The answer
is that at the present time--and for many years past it has been the
case-the trade in the United States is dominated by one large manu-
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facturing concern that produces somewhere between 50 and 75 per
cent of the total American production.

Senator LA FOLyxrrE. What is the name of that concern?
Mr. SToNE. It is the Armstrong concern, of Pittsburgh.
There are two other manufacturers in the States, making each

some 10 to 15 per cent of the production, who follow carefully in the
wake of tile dominatingg company referred to. These small manu-
facturers know that the line of least resistance, and the profitable
one for them. is to follow and maintain substantially the prices that
the dominating concern sees fit to make. In this way they secure
a handsome profit; they afford n semblance of competition which is
very valuable to the dominant manufacturer; and, as there is no
collusion or understanding of any kind between them all the require-
ments of the Sherman and Clayton Acts are met, wAile at the same
time the American consumer is "faced with what is practically a rock.
ribbed monopoly. Some 10 years ago another American concern, a
company worth many millions of dollars, essayed the manufacture of
pure cork board. For three years after they started prices were cut
until cork board was sold for less than cost, and finally they decided
that the game was not worth the candle and ceased manufacturing.

Senator LA FOJLErE. What was the name of that company?
Mr. Steer.. The Johns-Manville Co., of New York.
Thereupon prices promptly rose again to a level that enabled the

dominant factor in the situation to recoup the losses of the three lean
years during which the new competition was frozen out. This state
of affairs has had the natural result of chilling the ardor of any
others who desired to enter this well-protected field.

As to tho profits obtained by this dominant concern in the manu-
facture of cork products, it may be of interest to note from a pros-
pectus i'ued by them last fall, when they were flouting an issue of
bonds, tLat their earnings on a capitalization of $13,000,000 for the
first 10 months of 1920 were over 5,000,000, of which they proposed
to write off $2,700,000 in a reduction of their inventory, contracts,
etc., which, it will be noted, not only reduced their inventory but
also their income tax, while the physical assets covered by the in-
ventory, etc., remained in their possession unchanged.

It is certainly clear from such figures as these that this is no
struggling infant industry needing protection, but is rather an able-
bodied warrior not only competent. to defend himself but to inflict
considerable damage upon everybody else.

We come now to the question as to what is the proper tariff rait(
on this cork-board insulation, and I desire to call your special atten-
tion to the fact that it is a wood lpodit-the bark of the cork oak-
that is. made up in the form of boards or planks, that it takes the
place of spruce boards in cold-storage insulation, and that this is its
only function or use. It is therefore, properly speaking, comparable
to spruce lumber, both in its origin and its use, and it is for this reason
that the present tariff carries with it a specific duty Iractically the
same as carried in the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1909 on finished sj)rlce
boards. which was $2.50 p er thousand square feet 1 inch thick. The
specific duty on cork board of one-fourth cent per pound averages
$2.25 per thousand square feet, 1 inch thick, the cork board itself
weighing an average of 0.9 potind per square foot, board measure.
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I have made up two small models, to which I ask your attention,
one showing the insdation of cold-storage plants as It was 20 years
ago, consisting of the old-fashioned boards and air spaces, so called,
the other the pure cork-board insulation of to-day, which consists of
the cork board erected i Portland cement and finished with Port-
land-cement plaster on the interior of the room. As you will see froin
these models, we have gained in storage space by reducing the thick-
ness of the insulation, the cork boards taking up less space titan the
spruce boards used to; we have gained in efficiency, since spruce trans-
mits nearly twice as much heat for a given thickness as cork board;
and we have gained in cost, since to get an equal efliciencv we would
have to use eight spruce 1-inch boards against 4 inches of 'cork board.
We havn also gained in safety, since the cork board is slow burning,
whereas spruce boards, when erected with air spaces between them,
form a veritable fire trap. The present standard cork-board insula-
tion is therefore a long step in advance of the practice of 20 years
ago, and, as I have said, this present insulating material, pure cork
board, is the logical successor of the spruce lumber of that time and
should be dealt with on the same basis both as to the rate of duty
and the method of laying it, which should be specific, not ad valorei).
You will note that spruce boards under the pending tariff bill conie
into this country duty free, provided the country of export admits
our similar lumber free.

Senator L,% FOLLimrr. Where does that matter that is used as i
filling come from?

Mr. STo NE. Do you mean from which this cork is inade?
Senator LA FOLLMVE. Yes.
Mr. SToNE. Principally from Spain and Portugal.
Senator MCCUMBEn. There is none in the United States, is there?
Mr. STONE. None whatever, except for a few beautiful trees that

the Government has grown in California and in Arizona.
Senator McCuz21eER. It is all imported, is it?
Mr. STONE. Yes. There [indicating] is the cork board as it comes

from the tree. We take that and from it we make these bottle cork.
From those we have this cork waste, which is residue. That is made
into this granulated material. That granulated material, in turn
is made into this solid block. That enters into the construction of
insulation of these cold-storage plants throughout the country.

Senator LA FoLLErTrE. Do you know anything about the cost of
the conversion of this material from the raw state in which it conies t

Mr. STONE. The labor cost?
Senator LA FOLLE'TTE. Yes.
Mr. STONE. Yes. In the United States the labor cost is 11 cents,

approximately, per square foot, 1 inch thick, against seven-tenths
of a cent, approximately, in Spain, at the present time. The Ameri-
can labor is more efficient, but the difference in the rates of labor
makes the difference in the cost.

Senator LA FOLLFTTE. What percentage of a given quantity of that
material when ready for consumption is labor cost?

Mr. STONE. About 25 per cent in the United States and about 18
per cent in Spain,

Senator LA FOLLETTE. The total labor cost is about 25 per cent?
Mr. STON E. The total labor cost is about 25 per cent; yes, sir.
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Senator LA FoLETirz. What is the duty you ask?
Mr. STONE. The duty is put at 25 per cent.
Senator LA FouLrn. To protect that labor?
Mr. SONz. To protect that labor on the American* valuationbasis.
Senator LA FouaxrrE. What would that be on the foreign valua-

tion?
Mr. SToe. On foreign valuation that would be about between

45 and 50 per cent.
Another thing that I want to point out with respect to American

valuation is that if it goes into effect that ends foreign importation.
Senator LA FOuL Tr. Then, instead of being a protection on the

difference in the labor cost it is from 100 to 200 per cent on the total
labor cost entering into the production of the product?

Mr. STONE. Yes, sir.
One more point and I shall be through. A specific duty is gen-

erally admitted to be the best and fairest method of levying an im.
port'tariff on articles that have no wide variance in quality. It is
straightforward, simple, definite. There is no possibility of loss to
the Government through undervaluation, nor to the importer by
overvaluation through the ignorance or error of the appraisers.
Importations from every country pay the same amount of duty;
consequently there can not be injustice to anyone through currency
deprec-ation or exchange fluctuations. A specific duty can not give
any nation a feeling of being discriminated against, with a conse-
quent loss of good will toward our products and ourselves.

(ork board is made in only one general quality, and as for the
composition cork loard made by cementing cork granules togetherwith asphalt magnesite, casein, etc. they are not favored by the
users of cold-storage insulation, and lacking intrinsic merit have
no standing or sale of any moment. Taken together, they repre-
sent less than 5 per cent of the cork-board consumption of the
country.

Sometimes it has been said that these foreign cork boards are com-
ing into the country in huge quantities, etc. Here [indicating] is a
piece from Italy. They use coal-tar pitch. Here [indicating] is
a piece from France. None of them pass the test of the United
States. We all know that pitch melts below 2120 F. The minute
they try to boil it it goes to granulated cork. The total use of this
stuif, as I have said, is less than 5 per cent of the consumption of
the country. This pure cork board is the only kind that cuts any
figure.

Senator L.% FoyLETrE. It really has no competitor?
Mr. STO.E. No, sir; it has no competitor. It has become the

standard.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Nothing like this pure cork board is im-

ported at all?
Mr. STONz. The same thing is being imported. This is the thing

that I ask a duty of three-fourths of a cent on.
While I very greatly hope that the duty on cork board will be

continued as a specific duty, yet as the pending bill seek to put it
upon an ad valorem basis, I desire to show you that if this is done
and the American-valuation plan of the pending bill is adopted, it
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will absolutely prohibit any large business in foreign cork board and
leave the American consumer at the mercy of the practical American
monopoly I have outlined. My reason for this statement is that the
cork-board business is largely one in which purchases are made for
future delivery--sometimes several months ahead. Like other manu.
facturers, I usually have in hand orders for substan"i,.1 quantities
of cork board for delivery from three to four months and in some
cases six months ahead. At the present time I am taking no orders
for any large quantities for spring or summer delivery, since I can
not possibly know or even guess what my cost will be, say, in March
or April, if the proposed tariff in its present form becomes law. I
can contract for my raw material abroad; I can contract for the
finished cork board at a definite price but if the duty is to be as-
sessed upon the selling price here at the time of the arrival of the
goods, I can not possibly foresee what that will be. The very fact
that my customers wish to purchase in advance of their requirements
is clue to their belief that prices will probh'ly be higher then* and
if they are higher, the duty I have to pay .. all be proportionately in-
creased, while I must sell, if I sell at all, on present market values.

Furthermore, it will be an easy matter, as in this case, where a
single American manufacturer dominates the industry, to advance
the selling price artificially through his branches all over the coun-
try about the time that I or any other importer has a large cargo of
cork board about due. A few telegrams would raise the market
price from Maine to California 25 per cent overnight. After the
cargo had arrived and duty had been assessed on that market price,
a few more telegrams would bring it back to where it was before.
Such a state of affairs, I respectfully submit, is not one that should
be countenanced by Congress in framing the tariff upon an article of
such importance to the farmers and consumers of this country as is
the insulation 'of cold-storage plants that conserve the perishable
food products which the one produces and the other consumes.

I am convinced that three-fourths cent a pound, the duty I have
suggested and fortified with -facts and figures as to labor and pro-
duction conditions, is the reasonable and proper answer to the ques-
tion, "What import duty should be assessed upon cork-board insula-
tionI"

BRIEF OF JUNIUS N. STONE, NEW YORK CITY.

I have asked the opportunity of submitting a brief regarding the import duty
that should be assessed on cork insulation. In the tariff now in force it Is
covered as follows:

"9 Schedule N. paragraph 340: Cork insulation, wholly or In chief value of
granulated cork in slabs, boards, planks, or molded forms, j cent per pound."

In the pending tariff bill, as It passed the House and Is now before you, it is
covered as follows:

"Schedule 14, paragraph 1412: Granuated or ground cork; cork insulation,
wholly or In chief value of cork waste, granulated or ground cork, In slabs,
boards, planks, or molded forms; ccrk tile; cork paper, and manufactures,
wholly or In chief value of cork bark or artificial cork and not specialty pro.
vided for, 25 per centum ad valorem."

My following remarks refer chiefly to cork Insulation, as defined In the
paragraph I havejust quoted, Including in a lesser degree granulated cork
and cork tile, the former of which is used mainly for insulation and the latter,
to a certain extent, being used as a floor covering, with particular reference to
the warmth as well as comfort It affords by insulating, occupied spaces from
the Illeffects of cold, hard cement floors. These remarks do not refer to cork
paper or general manufactures of cork outside of the Insulation field. I sub-
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mitted a brief on this subject to the Ways and Means Committee of the House
after their public hearings %yere conclude'], being unable to appear before the
committee personally, by reason of illness, and this brief appears in part 6. page
4448, of the public hearings before the commlttp. It is not my intention at
this time to repeat in detail the arguments -wbich I then submitted, but to ask
your careful attention to further cousideiations, which I believe have a per.
tinent bearing upon this Important questioL.

That you may have a complete understanding of the situation I will, however,
sum up in a few words the conclusions reached In my brief above referred to,
drawn from my personal knowledge and experience, which has been extensive,
as I originated and developed in the United States the manufacture of pure
corkboard insulation that now, after 30 years of increasing use, has become the
standard insuliting material not only of the United States but of the world.

AMPLE PRot, CTION IN 'HEM]FOUTU8 0F A CENT PER POUND-A 200 FEB CZT"
ADVANCE.

The conclusions reached in my brief to the Ways and Means Committee were
as follows:

First. That ample protection to American industry would be obtained by im-
posing a specific duty of three-fourths of a cent per pound on cork-board
Insulation; that Is to say, tripling the present duty.

Second. That such a duty would produce the largest possible revenue to the
Government.

Third. That It would afford protection to the American users of the product
by preventing unreasonably high prices here.

Fourth. That It would ;!neflt our own export trade by permitting Spain to
supply us certain of her own peculiar products, In exchange for which she
would purchase our farm products and manufactures. President Harding
well expressed this conclusion when he said In his Inaugural address, referring
to our foreign trade, "1 We know full well that we can not sell where we do not
buy."

CHE" ALIEN LABOR USED IN AMERICA.

Since I submitted that brief last spring nothing has occurred to detract
from the statements therein made, and, moreover, the course of wages In the
United States has confirmed my argument bearing on the comparative cost of
production here and abroad. On that subject I made the following statement:

"Pure cork board is made by grinding, compressing, and baking granulated
cork in Iron molds for several hours at a temperature of 4500 to 50 F. There
is no skilled labor employed In this process. It is dirty, dusty, hot, disagreeable
work with the smoke and fumes from the baking cork adding to the general
discomfort. The cheapest type of foreign labor is employed, generally Poles
and Italian#, the type that comes here for a few years, accumulates a few
hundred dollars, and returns to its native village across the seas. It is the
type Congress Is now attempting to keep out of the country, for a while, at
least. Before the war (1909-1912) American cork-board factories paid this
labor $1.60 to $1.76 per 10-hour day and the supply was greater than the de-
mand. Now It is being paid $4 per day for 8 hours' work, but within a year,
unless all signs fall, it will be working gladly for $2.50 to $3.

"This Is no industry where skilled American labor calls, as is its right, to be
protected against the underpaid labor of Europe. A dozen or so mechanics to
supervise the machinery, etc., comprise the skilled labor of any cork-board
plant, of which there are just four in the United States to-day."

At the time these words were written common labor here was being paid, as
stated, $4 per day for eight hours' work, but already the reduction I anticipated
has arrived and the same laborers are thankful if they receive $8 per eight-
hour day. They are being paid from 25 to 85 cents per hour. In Spain there
has been a reduction in wages of approximately 15 per cent, while our reduction
here at home is 25 per cent or more, so that the comparative labor cost In the
two countries Is decidedly more in favor of the American manufacturer than It
was when I wrote and upon which my suggestion of a maximum specific duty
of three-fourtbs of a cent per pound was based.

If in considering this matter you have time to read the brief that I have
mentioned which gives, in sequence, the reasons for the conclusions to which
I have asked your attention, as also my right to speak with some authority
on the subject, I should be very greatly obliged.
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Coming now to the further argument to which I request your attention, and
which was not stressed in my previous brief, though It was touched upon there,
I desire to speak upon the effect that a high tariff on cork-board insulation will
have upon the cost of cold storage and so upon the cost of living-an expense
which Is borne either by the farmer and stock raiser, on the one hand, or by
the ultimate consumer on the other. It does not so much affect the warehouse-
men or the dealers, since whatever their expense may be they pass It on. If the
original producer-that is to say, the farmer or stock raiser-desires to carry
his product In storage for a better market, then the added expense will fall on
him. It market conditions perinit him to pass it on when he sells, it will con-
tinue on to the ultimate consumer; It not, it is his loss. To make this matter
clear, let me say, In the first place, that all cold-storage plants, all refrigerated
structures of whatever kind that are of any size or importance in the United
States, are to-day insulated with this material-pure cork board. A large cold.
storage warehouse wilt take from 500,000 to 1,000,000 square feet b. m., viz. 1
inch thick. A comparatively small ice plant or cold-storage plant will take
from 100,000 to 250,000 square feet b. w. In a single large plant in New York
City, the Merchants Refrigerating Co.'s Tenth Avenue warehouse, there is in-
stalled between 2.00000 and 3,000,000 square feet of pure cork board.

INCREASING THE SPREAD BETWEE11 PRODUCER AND CONSUMER.

Let us take as an example the average large warehouse that will require per-
haps 1,000,000 square feet. A difference in price of 10 cents per square foot
board measure-and there has been fully that difference between prices a year
apart-means a difference of cost of $100,000 on that single building, and the
interest and depreciation upon that investment will be at least 10 per cent, or
$10,000 per year. In such a case we have $100,000 of "frozen capital" that will
never be liquefied, and the consumers of this country, or the farmers who pro-
duce the products that this one warehouse preserves, will pay $10,000 a year in-
definitely for the privilege of contributing an excess initial profit to the cork-
board manufacturers. This does not apply alone to the cold-storage warehouse;
It applies to the ice-making plants. It goes Into the cost of icing every car of
fruit that comes from the l'acific coast or the s.outh to northern markets. and In
the same proportion It enters into the cost of handling milk at the dairies and
creameries throughout the country. In fact, wherever refrigeration goes-and
It touches on our daily life In a hundred ways undreampt of a generation back-
this excess profit makes itself felt to the detriment of the producer and con-
sumer alike.

HOW THE AMERICAN MONOPOLY CRUSHES OUT COMPETITION.

The question will naturally occur to you, How is it possible that this can
be the case when the usual law of competition would bring Into the bus:nesq
additional manufacturers If a large and unreasonable profit were obtained by
those already in the trade? The answer Is that at the present time and for
many years past It has been the case, the trade in the United States Is domi-
nated by one large manufacturing concern that produces somewhere between
50 and 75 per cent of the total American production. There are two other
manufacturers In the States, making each some 10 to 15 per cent of the pro-
duction, who follow carefully In the wake of the dominating company referred
to. These small manufacturers know that the line of least resistance, and
the profitable one for them, is to follow and maintain substantially the prices
that the dominating concern sees fit to make. In this way they secure a
handsome profit, they afford a semblance of competition which Is very valuable
to the dominant manufacturer, and as there is no collusion or understanding
of any kind between them, all the requirements of the Sherman and Clayton
Acts are met, while at the same time the American consumer is faced with
what is practically a rockribbed monopoly. Some 10 years ago another Amerl-
can concern, a company worth many millions of dollars, essayed the manufac-
ture of pure cork board. For three years after they started prices were cut
until cork board was sold for less than cost, and finally they decided that the
game was not worth the candle and ceased manufacturing, whereupon prices
promptly rose again to a level that enabled the dominant factor in the situation
to recoup the losses of the three lean years during which the new competition
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was frozen out. This state of affairs has bad the natural result of chilling
the ardor of any others who desired to enter this well-protected field.

As to the profits obtained by this dominant concern in the manufacture of
cork products, it may be of Interest to note from a prospectus issued by them
last fall, when they were floating an issue of l onds, that their earnings on a
capitalization of $18,000,000 for the first 10 months of 1920, were over $5,000,000,
of which they proposed to write off $2,700,000 in a reduction of their inventory,
contracts, etc., which, It will be noted, cot only reduced their inventory but
also their income tax, while the physical assets covered by the inventory, etc.,
remained in their possession unchanged.

It is certainly clear from such figures as these that this is no struggling infant
industry needing protection, but is rather an able-bodied warrior, not only
competent to defend himself but to inflict considerable damage upon everybody
else.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR SPRUCE T.UMBF.

We come now to tie question as to what is tie proper tariff rate on this cork-
board insulation, umd I desire to call your special attention to the fact that
it is a wood product-the bark of the cork oak-that it is male up in the
form of boards or planks, that it takes tile place of spruce boards in cold-
storage Insulation, and that this is its only function or use. It is, therefore.
properly speaking, comparable to spruce lumber, both In its origin and its
use, and it Is for this reason that tile present tariff carries with it a specific
duty practically the same as carried in tlu( Payne-Aldrich tariff of lo00 on
finished spruce boards, which was $2.50 per thousamid square feet, I Inch thick.
The specific duty on cork board of one-fourth.cent per pound, averages $2.25
per thousand square feet, 1 inch thick, the cork board Itself weighing au
average of nine-tenths pound per square feet board measure.

I have made up two small models, to which I ask your attention, one showing
the Insulation of cold-storage plants as It was 20 years ago, consisting of the
old-fashioned boards and air spaces, so called, tile other the pure cork-board
Insulation of to-day, which consists of the cork board erected in Portland
cement and finished with i'ortland cement plaster on the interior of the room.
As you will see front these models, we have gained In storage space by reducing
the thh-ness of the Instilatm., the cork boards taking up less space than the
spruce boards used to; wo have gained in efficiency, since spruce transmits
nearly twice as much heat for a given thickness as cork board; and we have
gained in cost, since to get an eiuail .flclency we would have to use eight
spruce 1-Inch boards against 4 Inches of cork board. We have also gained in
safety, since the cork board im slow burning, whereas spruce boards. when
erected with air spaces between, then), form a veritable tire trap. The present
standard cork-board insilatien is, therefore, a long step In advanics' of the
pritetice of 20 years ago, and, as I have said, this present insulating material.
pure cork board, is the logical successor of the spruce lumber of that tinie.
and should be dealt with on the same basis, both ois to the rate of duty and
the method of laying it, which should be specific, not ad valorem. You will
note that spruce boards, under the pending tariff bill, core into this country
duty free. provided the country of export admits our similla lumber free.

A specific duty is generally admitted to be the best and fairest method of
levying an import tariff on articles that have no wide variance in quality.
It is straightforward, simple, detiilte. There is no pu.ssbtlity of loss to the
Government through undervaluation, nr to the imilkirter by overvaluation
through the ignorance of error of the appraisers. Importations from every coun-
try pay the same amount of duty; consequently there can not be injustice to
anyone through currency depreclatibn or exchange fluctuations. A specific ditty
can not give any nation a feeling of being discriminated against, with a (.n-
sequent loss of good wiL toward our products and ourselves.

Cork board is made iq only one general quality, and as for the composition
cork boards made by cementing cork granules together with asphalt, magnesite,
casein, etc., they are not favored by the users of cold-storage insulation, and
lacking intrinsic merit, have no standing or sale of any moment. Taken to-
gether they represent less than 5 per cent of the cork-board consumption of the
country.

IMPRATIMCABILITY OF THE AMERICAN VALUATION PLAN.

While I very greatly hope that the duty on cork board will be continued as a
specific duty, yet as the pending bill seeks to put it upon an ad valorem basis
I desire to show you that if this Is done and the American valuation plan of the
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pending bill is adopted, it will absolutely prohibit any large business in foreign
cork board, and leave the American consumer at the mercy of the practical
American monopoly I have outlined. My reason for this statement is that the
cork-board business is largely one in which purchases are made for future
delivery--sometimes several months ahead. Like other manufacturers I ue-ally
.-ave in hand orders for substantial quantities of cork board for delivery from
!.iree to four months, and In some cases six months, ahead. At the present
time I am taking no orders for any large quantities for spring or summer de-
livery, since I can not possibly know or even guess what my cost will be, say
In March or April, If the proposed tariff in its present form becomes law. I can
contract for my raw material abroad, I can contract for the finished cork board,
at a definite price, but if the duty is to be assessed upon the selling price
here at the time of the arrival of the goods, I can not possibly foresee what
that will be. The very fact that my customers wish to purchase in advance of
their requirements is due to their belief that prices will probably be higher
then, and If they are higher the duty I have to pay will be proportionately in-
creased, while I must sell, if I sell at all, on present market values.

Furthermore, it will be an easy nmtter, as in this case where a single Amerl-
can manufacturer dominates the industry, to advance the selling price arti-
ficially through his branches all over the country, about the time that I or any
other importer has a large cargo of cork board about due. A few telegrams
would raise the market price from Maine to California 25 per cent over night.
After the cargo had arrived and duty had been assessed on that market price,
a few more telegrams would bring it back to where it was before. Such a state
of affairs. I respectfully submit, Is not one that should be countenanced by
Congress in framing the tariff upon an article of such importance to the farmers
and uensumers of this country as is the insulation of .cold-storage plants that
conserve the perishable foc.l products which the o:ie produces and the other
consume&,

I nm convinced that three-fourths cent per pound, the duty I have suggest
and fortified with facts and figures ns to labor and production conditlans, is the
reasonable and proper answer to the question, "What import duty shoui!d be
assesed upon cork-board Insulation?"

TOYS.

[Paragraph 1414.1

STATEMENT OF ALFRED C. GILBERT, NEW HAVEN, CONN., REPRE-
SENTING THE TOY MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA (INC.).

Mr. GILrEr. I am president of The A. C. Gilbert Co., located at
New Haven, Conn.

Senator McCu.,lw.R. To what subject do you desire to address
you rsel f?

Mr. GILBERT. To paragraph 1414.
Senator McCv.BER. Relating to what?
Mr. GI.IERnT. ]Relating to toys. I represent the Toy Manufac.

turers' Association of America, which has a membership of about
134 manufacturers who s'ald for leadership in the toy industry. I
believe that I also represent every American boy; girl, mother, and
father in the United States who is interested in seeing this great in-
dustry preserved. I do not want you to challenge that statement
until 'you have given me an opportunity to make an exhibition of the
things that we are producing in this country and to demonstrate to
you their educational influence and character. Then I shall be glad
to let you decide for yourselves.

Senator MCLEAN,. How many hands do you employ?
Mr. GILBERT. Senator, I have nine points that I would like to cover

in rotation. I think if I could cover them as I have them in mind
I would save the time of the committee.
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Senator MCLEAN. Very well.
Mr. GILBERT. The first important point, that I want to make is

the relative value of German imports. If I give you this informa-
tion, you will be able to appreciate the importance of this paragraph
to which I am addressing myself.

Toys are at top of the list of German imports into the United
States. But if the exports from Germany to ail countries of all corn-
modities are arranged according to value, toys stand eighteenth on
the list of German exports. When we turn to the record of imports
from Germany into the United States and arrange them according
to value, toys stand second, and a close second. -Tds was the case
in 1912, 1913, and 1914 and the order was practically the same in the
10 years prior to 1914. So far as German trade with the United
States is concerned, the toy industry is called upon to bear tile brunt
of German cheap labor and child-labor competition. To express the
same thought by a comparison of commodities before 1914, we im-
ported as large a volume of toys as we (lid of dye&, and you all know
what protection the dye industry must have to survive in this country.

Now, I want you to visualize the growth of the new toy industry.
Senator WATSON. What did you say about the dye industry?
Mr. GiLMERT. I say that according to Government statistics the

importations from Germany of toys into the United States at one
time and another were as large as the imports of dyes from that
country.

Senator Smoo'r. Years ago.
Mr. GILBERT. I submit a short tabulation showing the imports of

toys and dyes from Germany from 1910 to 1921, omitting the war
years.
Toys: Dyes:

1910 ---------------. $,742,000 1910 -------------- 0, 6076,000
1911 --------------- 6,038,000 1911 --------------- 6.110,000
1012 --------------- 6.680.,000 1912 --------------- 7,713,000

1913 --------------- 7,736,000 1913 --------------- 6,717,000
1-20 -------------- 4,238,017 1920 ----------------- 1,565,300

•1921 (10months)-....4,365.651 1921 (10 months) --- 1,332,148

Senator WATSON. You mean the dye importations?
-Mr. GiLBumi. I am merely trying to bring out the comparative

size of the importations of toys Irom Germany to America in order
to show you clearly the size of the toy industry in Germany. I wish
that you would look at this chart. The red line here represents
imports; the black line represents the American output. Looking at
the chart you will see that there was a continuous growth. Follow
the years 1914, 1915, 1910, 1917, 1918, 1919. You will see that it is
growin all the time.

The chart covers the business of 55 of the members of our associa-
tion from 1913 through 1919. This was the period of greatest ex-
p ansion of the American toy industry, and we have reported on these
firms because they are the ones whose business we can follow during
the entire period.
1018 ----------------- 539, 812 I 1917 ---------------- $10,085,270
1914 ------------------ 6, 485, 20T 1918 ------------------- 10391,254
1915 -------------------- 6,i, M622 1919 ------------------- 15,924,738
1916 ------------------- 8,717, 06
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Different branches of the American toy industry which had to con-
tend with severe German competition before 1914 expanded remark-
ably after imports stopped. An illustration is the development of
the American doll industry. In 1913 there were not more than 14
firms making dolls in the United States, and in 1920 there were 142
doll factories. And under the effects of German competition I will
show you in a few moments what has become of that American doll
industry.

Senator LA FOLLLrEE. Have you a chart that will show how the
prices went up?

Mr. GILBERT. I haven't a chart which will show that. You can
visualize that for yourself.

Senator LA FoLLVrrE. There is a limit to my imagination.
Mr. GILBERT. You will find a drop in 1921.
The next point that I want to make is with reference to the im-

ports and the deductions to be gained therefrom.
Senator WATSON. Won't you answer Senator La Follette's question

as to how prices went up?
Mr. GILBEr. Toys are so numerous and of such a variety that I

can not give you the definite percentage of increase in price. I should
say that the prices have doubled.

Senator WATSON. We want your best judgment, that is all.
Mr. GiLBEirr. That is my belt judgment.
I want you to flote the growth of imports. In 1913 they were about

$8,000,000, and went up in 1914 to $9,000,000. Here [indicating 1914
on chart] is the beginning of serious Japanese competition. Up to
this point, practically speaking, the only goods coming into this
country were from across the Atlantic Ocean. Now we have them
coming from both the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. The Japa-
nese imports are represented by this line [indicating 1915, 1916,
1917, and 1918 on chart], and their importations increased as shown
here. Here again, in 1919, we see the German importations reap-
pearing on the horizon. Here [indicating 1921] is the point on
the chart which shows the effect of the destructiveness of German
competition. That is proved by the fact that the Japanese importa-
tions are diminishing. This column represents Germany and that
[indicating] all other countries.

The imports of toys into the United States from 1913 through
1921 (10 months), inclusive, were as follows:

Imports of all toys except dolls.

Oermany lapan. France. Fgl All other Total.

1916 ............... !,758 63 491,244 9, 054 137,3M3 56,O03 2,541,774
1917 ............... 15,751 1 097,74 101,275 74,154 I 30,10 1,319,033
1919 ............................. 1 424356 53,: 22290 1,528,7531919 ............... 8,31,9H4 1 010,209 66'M 7 2A, 577 P.,24 3 1,719,975
192 ............. .. 3,16650 3, ,01 1 195, 131 3 ,642 1621921 (10 mos.)... 3374,616 6,714 , 206,638 360, ,

We have arranged this table to show the five countries from which
the greatest volume of imports came. France and England are the
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two countries which have stood third and fourth in order of value
of toy imports into the United States from 1913 through 1919.
During the first 11 months of 1920 Czechoslovakia took third place
with a total of $199,300. Germany is coming back by leaps and
bounds. This is the critical year, and relief must be afforded
promptly to save many of the American toy firms.

Imports of dolts and parts of.

All other Total.Germany. Japan. France. ! countries.

1913 ............................. $1,537,9% $1,505 &8,776 $14,939 $1,563,181
1914 ............................ 1,791,913 2,925 12,2S6 9,372 1,816,496
1915 ............................ 1,61,511 4.250 5,699 26,671 1, 69 , 131
1916 ............................ 617,.33 7,471 6,166 41,300 672,270
1917 ............................. 3,291 108,08 8,5 % 2,724 12, 13-
1918 ......................................... 474,.2 20,939 4,121 499,9
1919 ............................ i.82 742,537 20,432 17,549 1,252,344
1920........................... I,,)1067 17 ,4 D 6 290 289.31921.(10I, "'s1,0- 7 1,705,348 20,167 62,950 2,39,.532
1921 (1 nos-2 .................... 991,035 5 1 12,803 41,404 ,331,79

The importance of German and Japanese competition is demon-
strated by this table, which shows the big gap between the volume
of imports from those countries and imports from the next country
in order of value, France. The imports from all other countries
besides the first two are negligible.

Senator WATSON. Why are the Japanese importations diminishing?
Mr. GILnEirr. Because the Japanese can not compete with Ger-

many.
I wYill try to show you by actual examples why the German impor.

tations are so tremendous. I shall do that after I have shown you
the American merchandise that has made our American growth
possible. I haven't the time to go into all the figures shown on the
chart. and I think it would be better if I should give to you a picture
of what we are doing in America. I want to show you, by way of
illustration, examples of the types of toys that we are making in
Anierica.

I have referred several times to the "new" toy industry in this
country. I have a reason for calling it the new American industry. I
want to say to you that what we are trying to do, through this asso.
ciation, is to visualize to the American people just what the industry
means to them and to their children.

In order to give you a clear idea of what we are doing, I will pass
around various sets of toys.

We cover in the toy industry to-day in an elementary way almost
every engineering subject that is known. Here, for instance, is a set
of toys on signaling. This goes into the wigwa signal system.
With each set of toys that has a relation to an industry there is a
book that tells the child about that particular industry, the idea
being to develop leadership in boys And the engineering instinct. I
think I mentioned the fact that you will find a little book with each
set that tells the story of these toys. The book tells what the children
can do with each of them. It is our purpose to couple fun and edu-
cation.



We are pioneers in the development of educational toys. It was
never known, it was never developed until we had this opportunity
in the last few years.

I forgot to call your attention to one factor that should be men-
tioned. In 1914 there were, according to the census of manufac-
turers, 290 toy manufacturers; in 1920 there were 1,800 toy factories
employing about 40,000 people. You can multiply that number oz
employees many times when you take into account the workers who
turn out all the materials which go into the making of toys.

For example, much low-grade lumber, which would otherwise
lack a market, is used by toy manufacturers, thus giving the farmer
an opportunity to market his surplus lumber, which would not be
usable otherwise. Without this market for poor grades the better
grades can not be profitably handled. Toy makers, cutting up their
lumber into a great vciety of small shapes and sizes, can utilize
grades which are unprofitable in most other lines. In this way the
New England States have benefited very materially from the growth
of the wooden-toy industry in America. The same thing is true in
many other sections, especially in Michigan, Wisconsin, and more
recently on the Pacific coast.

Kindly look at these various toys as they are exhibited. You can
easily imagine the immense amount of material that is used in their
construction.

This set [indicating] is by way of illustration of principles of the
sciences. At the same time that we try to teach the boy something
we attempt to keep fun in front of him, so that he does not really
discover that he is being taught.

The subject of electricity is covered by sets on electricity. There
are electrical trains, and so on. With each set there is a book which
will give the boy a fundamental idea of railroading and arouse
interest in that kind of work.

Here is a wireless set.
Senator LA FoLzvrr. Is there anything to teach the boy to make

poison gas I
Mr. (LBERT.. Not poison gas; but we have chemical sets. There

is hardly a subject that you can mention that we have overlooked.
Practically all the toy manufacturers in America are producing one
or the other of these things that give the children a chance to learn
about these different industries.

This set was prepared by some Government experts and teaches
the boy what the Weather Bureau means to him.I want to empha-
size particularly the educational nature of these things and their
influence upon the child's mind.

I am sure that all of you will remember the A, B, C blocks and
the books that you read as children. I want to speak particularly of
those for the development of the child's mind in the kindergarten age.
Most of the things used in kindergartens are products of our manu-
facturers.

I am ready to make the statement that after you have examined
the variety of things we lay out here, you will agree that it is the
second, if not the first, educational influence in America to-day. All
of these blocks are built with the idea of educating the child. These
are all products of toy manufacturers.
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Leaving toys which appeal most strongly to boys, although girls
are playing with them more and more every year, for a moment, we
will take up toys for the girls. Here we have sewing sets and paint-
ing sets of every description and kind. And here is an absolutely
new toy for girls-a set of wooden parts which can be made up into
flowers, trellises, and other things which appeal to girls.

I have here only a small selection of the many samples that illus-
trate what is being done.

Here are sets of construction toys. These are things made out of
steel.

Those sets [indicating] range in price from 50 cents up to $10
or $15.

Now we go into geography. We have games and map puzzles to
put together, all of which incidentally teach geography and develop
the child along educational lines. That is why I called it the new
American business, because there were no toys of this type until we
made them.

I think there is something here representative of every sort of toy
you can imagine. I want you to appreciate fully the tremendous
educational influence. I want to emphasize that it has been a great
factor in determining the development of this business. I have
spoken of American merchandise. American ingenuity has made
this growth possible. I have illustrated our output by various sam-
ples so that you might readily see the point I am trying to make.

Here, for instance, is a fine reproduction of a train and locomotive
made by the Ives Manufacturing Corporation, of Bridgeport. This
one set represents an investment of probably $35,000 in dies, tools,
and machinery, in order to make the reproductions as true to real
trains as they can be made.

By the way do not lose sight of this, one of America's greatest
creations, the Kiddie-Kar. I want to call it to your attention, be-
cause American ingenuity has stood at the front in the invention of
the most famous of these sorts of things. That is made at North
Bennington, Vt.

*1 want to call your attention also to this item, an all-wood doll
made in Philadelphia. It is one of the finest illustrations of Ameri-
can ingenuity that I can show you. The walking doll is another
fine product.

Still another type of toy is this one, which enables the boy to see
how automobiles are put together. It shows the gears and rear
axle; in fact, it teaches the wlole construction of the automobile.
That is what we call the instructive type of toy. That, also, is a crea-
tion of American ingenuity. There is no end of them. To save your
time, I have had these things laid out that you may see them.

Now, I want to illustrate td you the type of -competition which we
have to meet. I might add that Columbia University has gotten out
a book-a very illuminating book-on whnat the American toy indus.
try has (lone for the education of the American children. You will
find that in a great many schools these toys are being used as a part
of courses of study. They are used for ihe purpose of keeping the
attention of the children while they are being taught difficult sub-
jects that they do not readily underitand.
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Now, with your permission, I should like to show you what I will
call Exhibit A. I- want to chow you comparable items from Ger-
many, so that you may get some idea of the character of the compe.
tition we are compelled to meet.

Let us pass now to Germany. Let us go back to the type of toys
manufactured there. Then you will discover why the imports of
German toys are as large as those of any merchandise. Here is a
letter, for instance, that was circulated all over the United State.

Senator WATSoN. Do they make all of these [indicating American
toys] ?

Wr. Giumirr. We have developed these only in the last few years.
I am trying to picture to you what we have done or what we did do
when we had an opportunity to develop this industry in America.
I want now to draw a parallel. Germany has not yet made most of
the toys I have shown you, but she will do so with child labor if our
industry is not adequately protected.

Here'is a letter that was sent out by a German factory to a great
many families in America asking them to send a dollar to Germany
for 10 German toys. I took one of these letters and mailed a dollar
to Germany myself. This is the picture which was with it. You can
see for yourself the little children and the aged grandmother work-
ingin their homes on these very items.

Now, here is the point I wish to make: The Germans are capitaliz-
ing the fact that they can sell their products at the prices they ask
because their toys are made by child labor. I have read trade jour-
nals in which they advertised the fact that the reason they can un-
dersell the whole world is that they use child labor in'the production
of their toys. You asked a moment ago why Japanese competition
has gone down. That is the reason. Even JYapan can not compete
against German child labor.

I want to show you now what I received in response to that letter
and my $1 bill. These toys were received in my office in New Haven,
Conn. They came to me for $1, all charges paid. I wish you would
inspect those toys, because you will see that every one is cut out by
hand. They are painted by hand. I am going to leave the photo-
graphs to illustrate this kind of competition.

I just want you to picture in your own minds what a set of toys
like that could be manufactured for here in America.

You know about the child-labor laws in the United State. You
will never find on the records that American toy manufacturers ap-
peared against child-labor laws. In fact, our association voted to
fight for laws of that kind. Yet these Germans are advertising the
fact that one of the reasons they can sell a certain class of toys is that
they are produced largely by child labor.

I want you to picture in your mind what it would cost to reproduce
the toys for which I paid $1. Just try to imagine. Those things are
cut of wood. They are all painted by hand and decorated by hand.
Notice the eyes. The whole assortment was sent to me for $1.

Senator WATsoN. Where did you buy that?
Mr. GiLBFrr. In answer to that letter I sent a dollar bill to Ger-

many. This letter was circulated among Germans in America. This
whole assortment was sent to me for that dollar bill. Just look at

81527-22-scit 14-8
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the various individual pieces. Here is a mechanical toy. Here is a
little automobile with people inside of the car. Here are toys of every
description and kind. You could not reproduce that item here by
any method of manufacturing, by any kind of labor except at an
enormous cost.

That reminds me of a remark made by a gentleman who appeared
before the committee in regard to silk. This silk man said that Ameri-
can labor was so very efficient and that he had never seen anything
that we could not make here as cheaply as it could be made abroad.
This set of toys here can not be reproduced in this country for $75.
You can judge for yourselves. Wre can not reproduce, a thing like
that.

Senator LA FOLLrTE. If we were on a starvation basis in this
country, we might be very glad to reproduce them at those prices.

Mr. GILBERT. At a dollar?
Senator LA FOLET. Yes.
Mr. GILBERT. What are we doing here? This [indicating] crawl-

ing mud turtle with natural colors is the type of thing we are making
along cheap lines. I think this is one'of the finest illustrations.
We have a gentleman in this audience who has just returned from
Germany where he went in the interests of our own toy manufac-
turers. Look at that gun! Think of the price that we have to pay
for an article of that kind. That gun cost at retail in Germany 18
marks about 10 cents. I tell you frankly, gentlemen, that we can
not taice the bolt out and make it for 10 cents. I do not believe that
you could buy the bolt in quantity for 10 cents each in America under
the most efficient factory conditions.

Here is another gun which was sold for 35 marks. Think of itI
Nineteen cents for this gun. It is almost unbelievable. Here [in-
dicating] is a finer one which was bought for 100 marks.

Senator MoLEAN. Are the Germans equipped to make these [indi-
cating educational toys]?

Mr. Gnawer. Yes.
-Senator McLwAN. Are they patented?
Mr. GILBERT. Unfortunately, they are not patented.
Senator McLEAN. Are they equipped to reproduce them?
Mr. GILBEir. They are equipped to reproduce them.
Senator Si.%oor. This is not made by children, is it [indicating an

American toy] I
Mr. GILBErT. No; that is not made by children-not those.
This [indicating a German sample] is a representative type. The

Germans specialize a great deal in what we call the trashy type, of
which a tremendous quantity is sold. In addition to that, we com-
pete on items of this character-trains and that sort of thing-that
are factory made. To illustrate the physical impossibility of compe-
tition on such toys, let me say that those guns could not possibly be
sold for any such price as that in the United States.

Senator WATSON. What would a gun like that from Germany sell
for in the United States?

Mr. GnILarr. Well, I think that that trolley car over there would
illustrate my point better. That car was bought at retail in New
York City for $2.45. At the same time it was being sold in Chicago
at 97 cents. I do not know whether you get my point. If not, it is
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this, that the importers of German toys are making tremendous prof-
its. The customers do not get the benefit. I think your own investi-
gations will bring this out. I feel that you will discover that the
American public is not getting the benefit of these low prices.

Senator DILUNOHAM. Will you please explain that?
Mr. GiLBE r. The idea is that in New York City one concern is

charging $2.45 for this article and in Chicago it is sold for 97 cents.
Senator DLuIoHAM. What do you make it for?
Mr. GILBERT. So that it will retail at ndt less than $3. It has quite

a little mechanism in it, as you can see if you will look at the inside
of it. I will tie these together; they are comparable items. Here,
for instance, is a tea set. This is the domestic one. The domestic
price of this tea set is $45 per gross. The wholesale price, so far as
we are able to find out, is $33 per gross on the German toy when sold
in New York. That is the American item; this is the German item.
That illustrates the difference. Of course, these prices, you under-
stand, are those that we got from the importer. We do not know
what the German factory price is. We rather feel that the investi-
gation you are making will probably show the differences.

Senator McLEAN. You are being driven out of business and the
consumer is not getting the benefit of low prices?

Mr. GILBERT. I made a statement before the Ways and Means
Committee to the effect that unless something is done this industry
will be destroyed. In 1920 we had 134 doll manufacturers in the
United States; there are only 12 left to-day. This industry.is being
destroyed.

Senator DILLINOHAM. What. prices do the American people pay
for the German goods, as compared with the prices that they pay
for the American goods at retail?

Mr. GmBEr. Let me have that train. A Chicago concern is sell-
ing German and American trains. Mr. Ives. what is the cost of it?

Mr. IvEs. It was landed here for $1.09. I think it sold for $2.50
to $8.

Mr. GBuEmR. What does the comparable item sell for?
Mr. Ivms. $2.75.
Mr. GILBErr. There is an absolute comparison. Does that answer

the question?
Senator McCMBzR. It will be necessary for you to bring your

testimony to a close, Mr. Gilbert, as quickly as you can, if we are to
hear the rest of the witnesses.

Mr. GILBEir. I shall not have the time to go through these other
items, but there are one or two points that I should like to make.
If your committee should find that it needs additional samples or
tables of German and American prices on similar toys we can supply
many more examples at any time.

I want to refer for instance, to the effect of this competition. The
effect has been illustrated to some extent by one department of our
business--the doll industry.

Here is an illustration that I desire to make. At a hearing in this
room we had a man representing us-a doll manufacturer. He was
also a member of the board of directors of the Toy Manufacturers'
Association. That gentleman at one time employed 250 people in
New York. He is now out of the manufacturing business, his labor
is no longer employed, and he has become an importer. When he re.
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signed from the Toy Manufacturers' Association he said that he found
on a trip to Germany, from which he had just returned, that commer-
cially Germany was beginning to win the war.

Another point, if .e can not meet this kind of competition, the
educational-toy business is not going to develop. I think that no
one wants to see that-toy business-the educational-toy business--
destroyed.

Senator MCLEAN. What percentage has dropped off?
Mr. GiLBERT. Fifty per cent or more.
Senator MCLEAN. How are prices now, as compared with a year

ago?
Mr. Gmurzr. Thirty, 40, or 50 per cent lower.
Senator WATSON. How do you want the bill changed?
Mr. GILBERT. So far as putting on a high enough tariff wall is

concerned, we know that you can not do it. We can readily see that
the question of keeping out German toys altogether is ridiculous.
We asked the House for 60 per cent on foreign value. Since then
the mark has dropped from $1.35 per hundred to $0.52. We think
we ought to have a tariff of at least 70 per cent ad valorem on foreign
value or a corresponding rate on American valuation. We need at
least a 40 per cent duty on a value that is obtainable in this country
and is tangble.

Senator SMoor. Are you asking for a 70 per cent duty, based on
the American valuation?

Mr. GIsr. On foreign valuation.
Senator Ssiooi. And 40 per cent on American valuation?
Mr. GILBERT. Not less than 40 per cent on American valuation. We

really need more.
There is one recommendation that I should like to make. We think

that some paragraph should be inserted in the tariff that would pro-
hibit the importation of merchandise made in foreign countries under
conditions that are not allowed in this country.

We are not permitted to use children in this country. There should
be some clause in the bill that will prohibit manufacturers in foreign
countries who use labor under conditions that we are not permitted
to use from importing their goods into this country. We think that
is an absolutely fair request.

Senator WATSON. How are you going to find out?
Mr. GILBERT. There is another change in the tariff that I want to

refer to. and then I shall be through. This talk has taken up more
time than I thought it would.

We ask that the portion of paragraph 1414 which refers to toy
books read as follows: "Toy books printed on paper or cloth, un-
bound, or, flexibly bound, or in binding of cardboard bearing illumi.
nated cover design for children, printed lithographically or other-
wise."

Mr. Charles E. Grahan1 will speak further on this point under
paragraph 1310. We are simply going on record as supporting his
request.

We have a man who has just returned from Germany with labor
statistics. We would like tohave this data in the hearing. We would
like to have it in to show just what our request is and why it is made.

Senator McCuMmBE. That will be printed.
Mr. GILBERT. That will save your time.
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Whenever the competition of German goods with American products is under
consideration it must be borne in mind that the foreign exchange value of the
mark has fallen far more rapidly than has the purchasing power of the mark
in Germany. In November, 1921, wages and the cost of living in Germany
were at about 15 times prewar figures, while the value of the mark, expressed
In dollars, was approximately one-fiftieth. A workman in the toy district, who
was paid 60 pfennigs an hour In 1914, received 7 marks 15 pfennigs oln hour in
November, 1921. The mark was worth 23.85 cents in 1914; it was worth less
than half a cent In November, 1921. Thus the marks, bought with a dollar, had
a purchasing power three and a third times as great when paying for labor
costs In November, 1921, as they had in July, 1914. This extra buying power of
the dollar has gone to enrich the German manufacturer, who sells at higher
prices for export, the German Government, who takes part of the difference
as an export tax, and the American importer, who sells the merchandise at the
American market price.

I w-s told by an American importer that he had purchased toys in Num-
burg in October, 1921, at a cost of less than 3 cents landed In New York; these
goods had a retail selling value here of 25 cents, and the importer said that
he would sell at $18 a gross. Imported decalcomania transfer pictures costing
35 cents a gross landed are sold at 90 cents a gross by the importer, which Is
the same price at which he sells the domestic article, for which he pays twice
as much.

The Chamber of Commerce (Handelskanimer) of Sonneberg, in the heart
of the toy district, estimated in October, 121, that workers were receiving
twelve to fifteen times prewar wages, lower office help eight to ten times, and
higher office help three to four times. Rents have been advanced in only a
.trifling degree.

In the Sonneberg district, where many varieties of cheap toys are made,
there is a single wage scale for all workers. This was, October 1, 1921, 7.15
marks for men of 25 years and 4.50 marks for women of 22 years. This is the
basic " tariff," or minimum wage. Percentages are added for increased age up
to 80, for each year of service up to 5, for married men or women who sup-
port some one besides themselves, and for economic crises, such ats a sharp rise
in the price of potatoes. Pleceworkers must be guaranteed 25 per cent above
the minimum wage. In this district there are many house workers, who are
really independent manufacturers, using their homes as factories and employ-
ing members of their own families and near-by neighbors as workers, and home
workers, who take materials from the factories and are paid on the piecework
basis.

In the Nurnberg district, making metal toys and a number of other toys of
the more expensive type, workers are paid according to the "tariff" or wage
scale of their work-metal workers, printers, lithographers, etc. The October
scale ranged from 7 marks to 9 marks an hour as the basei" figure, with
increases as above stated for age, service, etc. Foremen had a basic wage,
August 1, 1921, of 1,850 marks a month; superintendents, 2,100 marks a month.
All workers as well as all employers are thoroughly organized and readjust-
meats of wages are going on constantly.

Food costs in Germany in October, 1921, were approximately as follows:
Bread, 8 to 9 marks for a 2-pound loaf; butter, 25 to 40 marks a pound; pota.
toes, 75 to 80 marks a hundred pounds; ham. 14 marks a pound; goose, 18
marks a pound; fish, 2 to 5 marks a pound (the German pound is about 10 per
cent greater than the avoirdupois pound) ; milk, 3 marks 50 pfennigs a liter;
eggs, 2 marks 60 pfennigs each; a suit of men's clothes, 650 to 2,000 marks;
shoes, from 150 to 500 marks.

Thus workers earning from 4 cents to 10 cents an hour, wth foremen at $10
to $25 a month, are competing with our own workmen. The German workman
can buy good fish at 1 cent a pound, bread at 2 cents a pound, milk at less than
2 cents a quart, a very good suit of clothes for less than $5, and a pair of sloes
for less than $1. To my way of thinking, these are the real figures to consider
when adjusting tariff rates to meet cost of production.

There is a great and vitally important toy business which Is distinctly Ameri-
can, built up by American genius, and superimposed upon the old toy business
by American inventiveness and American vision. There are the many educa-
tional and instructive toys--the toys which lay the foundation for lives of use-
fulness, which train the hands and the brains and the hearts of American chil.
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dren. There are the new polls , which were created in wide variety and hereto-
fore unknown naturalness, and thus opened up new fields, so that sales of dolls
quadrupled during the "absence by request" of the German doll. It is this new
industry, so graphically brought to the attention of this honorable committee
by Mr. Gilbert, that must be protected against cheap foreign imitations. That
new industry, founded upon a tiew idea of education as well as amusement,
believing that American children should grow uji with American ideals, created,
not copled-this industry, with its hundreds of factories, with more than
40,000 workpeople scattered through more than halt' the States of the Union,
needs the protection of an Import duty which will take into account differences
in labor and living conditions.

BISQUE DOLL HEADS.

[Paragraph 1414.1

STATEMENT OF W. H. PULPER, REPRESENTING THE FULPER
POTTERY CO., PLEMINGTONo N. 7.

Senator McCuMinEn. What is your name and whom do you rep-
resent?

Mr. FULPR. W. H. Fulper. I represent the Fulper Pottery Co.
We manufacture doll heads. I have some figures here, which are

made up on a comparative basis.
Our wholesale price is 316 per cent above the price on German

doll heads. Our extreme price is 253 per cent higher; that is to say,
our extreme price is 253 per cent higher than what I purchased
these doll hea s for in New York.

At the present time our business is practically dead so far as doll
heads are concerned. We started in 1919. We 6uilt up quite a large
busine s, and had a capacity of 20,000 doll heads per week. We dis-
continued the manufacture of quantities of doll heads in October,
1920, and made only a few fill-ins until February 11, 1921. at which
time we discontimed all manufacturing of doll heads and had a
large unsold stock on hand. We have made no heads for practically
a year.

Senator LA FOLLEt-r. You manufacture only the doll heads?
Mr. FULPER. Yes. sir; we manufacture only the doll heads.
It is practically all hand labor. Hand labor enters into the cost

to the extent of 75 per cent. It has cost us approximately $100,000
to make possible the manufacture of bisque doll heads in America.

The Valuation Investigation Division of the Treasury stated that
our exhibit of American bisque doll heads and German heads was
the best exhibit of similar merchandise that the investigators had
seen.

The quality of American bisque doll heads is recognized by ex-
perts as being at least equal to the best German doll heads. Other

makes. such as English, French, and Japanese. are not in any way
comparable in quality to the German heads. They are inferior in
finishing and decoration.

the German doll-head industry is very large. Many thousands of
persons are employed, and their'skill has been developed from gen-
eration to generation over a period of more than a century. This
doll-head industry can not be established in America and the neces-
sary skilled workmen trained unless adequate protection is given in
the new tariff law.
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We understand that although doll heads are specifically mentioned
in the paragraph in the present tariff law which refers to Parian,
bisque, and similar products, they have been permitted to come in
uniler the paragraph on toys and parts of toys at a duty of 35 per
cent instead of 55 per cent, as specified in the other schedule.

We ask that this Treasury decision be definitely set aside or that
the rate in paragraph 1414 be made 55 per cent on American valua-
tion; 40 per cent on American valuation would not be sufficient.
However, the rate in the Fordney bill which covers Parian, bisque,
etc., is 55 per cent, and if doll heads are definitely classified under
that paragraph we have the protection we need.

However, the protection of doll heads alone is not sufficient, be-
cause the head is the most important part of a doll from the stand-
point of the cost of production, and unless dolls with bisque heads
also have a protection of 55 per cent on American value our industry
can not survive. For that reason we ask your committee to arrange
so that the paragraph under which dolls with bisque heads will be
classified shall carry the protection of 55 per cent.

May I file this statement?
Senator MCCUMBER. Yes.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

Prices of German sample.

Oat ex-Our best tremsWholesale Compares wbolesale mmufso.Numbers.pe withi oUr
aoZen, number. dozen turn'

prke. dozenprim

304 ................................................... .o* 4 49.00 $.2D
30................................1 560 21 11.5 92.0

.... 6.25 2b 20. 25 15. 20
39M ..........................7.50 2a 27.00 21.60

The average per cent of Increase over the German heads:
Ouir wholesale price Is 310 per cent. our extreme price Is 253 per cent.
Our wholesale price is 25 per cent from printed list herewith attached. Our

extreme manufacturer's price is 40 per cent discount from list prices.
Busfne8s done.-During the protection of the war we did approximately

$70,000 worth of business in doll heads, and since then we have done nothing.
Production.-During the manufacturing of dolls we reached a maximum of

1,250 heads per day on March 12, 1920. We discontinued the manufacture of
quantities of doll heads in October, 1920, and only made a few fill-ins until
February 11, 1021, at which time we discontinued all manufacturing of doll
heads, with a large unsold stock on hand.

We created skilled labor, some of which we are now using on other things.
but most of them have left us and this work has been lost.

Comparison of busines.-In 1919 we sold $27,45420 worth of doll heads; in
1920 we sold $37,838.68 worth; In 1921, to August 1, we sold $3,471.96 worth.

With our present capacity we can make 20.000 or more doll heads per week.
Hand labor enters into the cost 75 per cent. It has cost us approximately
$100,000 to make possible the manufacture of bisque doll heads in America.

Qualitly.-The quality of our bisque head is recognized by experts as being at
least equal to the best lmade.

Figures.-We have since late in 1919 to date sold over 100,500 of this figure
and similar figures at an average price of 65 cents each.

ftuhft-
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INOTON, N. ;.
Your attention Is called to bisque doll heads. In your hearing of December17 these doll heads were classified as pertaining to paragraph 1414, whereasparagraph 1414 emphasizes articles not composed of china, porcelains, parlan,

bisque, earthen or stone ware. Therefore paragraph 213 would have to apply,
according to the tariff act of 1921.

We respectfully request that a new paragraph be embodied in the act toccver the necessities of this industry that has been complete!y destroyed
ttrough importation, principally from Germany.

The field covered by paragraph 213 Is a very large one, allowing for production
of innumerable articles in vitrified wares, even in toys. Innumerable toys maybe produced in bisque, giving manufacturers an opportunity of making other
things than those that are directly competitive.

There can be no competition, however, with bisque doll heads. They are ofthe highest ceramic merit, have been produced in Germany since olden times,with efficiency that has grown with. such long experience, and the technique
has been handed down in families from generation to generation.They are all practically the same design, have the same churacteristics. andare all made for one purpose alone--to go on doll bodies. There is njo chanceopen for novelty. It Is simply a question of quality and price.

On account of the high ceramic ability and skill of the artist neces ary toproduce bisque doU heads and the low prices that have always prevailed forthe finished articles, other potters than those engaged In this industry in Ger-
many have never thought it advisable to take up their manufacture.

The war made an opening for this industry not only in America but in Eng-land, France, and Japan. Countries other than America, however, could notreach the standard set by the German product as far as quality is concerned.
America did, however, reach the German standard, and experts agree that theAmerican bisque doll heads are at least equal In all respects to the German
product.

Skilled labor was developed at great expense and trouble, many thousands ofheads destroyed during the education period, and from the beginning, whichwas about the middle of 1919, the industry developed rapidly for about oneyear, reaching a production of 1,250 bisque doll heads per day of perfect quality.When the German product began to appear on the market the industry began
to die, and at the end of 1920 it was extinct. From all reports, even as earlyas December, 1919, when n tremendous cargo of German dolls was offered InNew York, Germany has made a special effort to regain its doll business In
America.

With dolls and bisque doll heads practically on the free list the German suc-cess was phenomenal. From 100 or more doll factories in 1920 there is now abare one-half dozen, and not one bisque doll head being produced.
With the low value of German money, with the use of child labor, and viththe use of cheap labor, 40 per cent ad valorem Is not sufficient protection on

bisque doll heads.
Bisque doll heads, dolls with bisque heads, and bisque (lolls, to make theimported competitive with the domestic, will require a 55 per cent to 60 per

cent duty based on American valuation.

CRUDE ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES.
[Paragraph 1415.]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT Mac'DONALD, REPRESENTING THE GEN-
ERAL ABRASIVE CO. (INC.), NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Senator MCCUMBER. Give your name and business to the reporter.Mr. MAcDoNAW. My name is Robert MacDonald, Jr. I represent
the General Abrasive Co. of Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Senator Smoor. Have you a brief?
Mr. MAoDoNAw. Yes, sir. We are the only ones who are taking

up the matter of the abrasive industry in the Senate Finance Com-mittee hearings. In this connection I should like permission to go



over this brief quickly and to answer any questions that you may de-
sire to ask.

Senator SMoo'. Do you want any change in rates?
Mr. MAcDoNALD. Yes; we do.
Senator S1o'?. What changes do you desire?
Mr. MAcDONAW. We ask that the committee fix the duty on crude

artificial abrasives at 20 per cent ad valorem, in order to partly com-
ensate the American manufacturer for the difference in cost of pro-duction.

Senator SmcooT. Do you want it increased from 5 per cent to 20
per centf

Mr. MAcDONAuD. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. Do you want the same on crude as on refined?
Mr. MAoDoNALD. On a percentage basis, it should be.
Senator McCUMBER. I suggest that you just cover the particular

points in your brief and then file the brief with the committee.
Mr. MAoDONALD. The tariff bill, as it passed the House, carries a

duty of 1 cent per pound on emery grains or corundum grains and 20
per cent on other abrasive products, except crude artificial abrasives,
which are listed at 5 per cent. This last figure, we say, should be in-
creased to 20 per cent.

Senator Smzoor. Why do you want the same rate on crude as on the
manufactured product?

Mr. MAcDONArm. The only difference is that the abrasive grain is
the crude abrasive broken into grains. It is practically the same
thing.

Senator MCCUMBER. It should be an ad valorem rate, should it?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes.
We manufacture crude artificial abrasives which we crush into

abrasive grains. Our plant is located at Niagara Falls N Y., and all
of our operations are conducted there. Our principal raw material
is American bauxite. We employ only American labor. Our product
is being used by a large majority of the American manufacturers of
grinding wheels, by abrasive paper and cloth manufacturers, and by
the polishing trades.

Senator SMoor. Have you a brief that shows what you want?
Mr. MAcDONALD. Yes, sir.
Senator S~roo'T. Why don't you just file your brief?
Mr. MAcDoNzAL. I thought possibly there might be some questions.
I want to call your attention to the fact that before the House

Committee on Ways and Means there was a committee of the Grind-
ing Wheel Manufacturers' Association, which really represented only
the three grinding companies in the United States which have plants
in Canada. These three companies want crude artificial abrasives
left on the free list because they make them in Canada and ship them
into the United States. This committee does not really represent the
Grinding Wheel Manufacturers' Association. As a matter of fact
the majority of the more important members of the Grinding Wheei
Manufacturers' Association, outside of the three companies I have
referred to, have expressed the view that they favor a reasonable
tariff on crude artificial abrasives, so as to insure a domestic supply
of their principal raw material.

The American manufacturer of crude artificial abrasives is in great
peril if there is not more protection, because the foreign manufac.
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turer can put the same materials on the market in this country at less
than it costs to make them here. If adequate protection is not given
the industry will be doomed so far as the American production oi
crude artificial abrasives is concerned.

While this brief covers the field more or less thoroughly, will that
be given just as much consideration as if it were read here?

Senator McCuMzsx. It certainly will, because the committee, when
it takes up the schedules, will have to read the testimony, and the
briefer it is the more likely members of the committee will be to read
it in full. It will undoubtedly receive the same consideration as
though you had given the testimony yourself.

Mr. MAcDONAW. I think the importance of the abrasive industry is
not generally understood. The industry is of rather recent develop.
meant, its principal growth covering a period of about 20 years.
While no accurate figures are available for the number of men em-
ployed in the abrasive industry in America, it is estimated-and the
estimates are based upon the Government reports--that over 25,000
people are en a ed in the industry, which has an output the esti-
mated value of which is in excess of $60,000,000 a year. The industry,
as I have said, has. grown rapidly during the past 20 years, and it
may be said to be still in its infancy.

Senator McCummm. Is that all f
Mr. MAcDoNALD. Yes. I can give you the names of the foreign

manufacturers if you desire them.
Senator McCuMBR.. No; it is not necessary to give the names.
Mr. MAcDoNALD. Very well.

ZrEF OF ROBERT X&ODONALD REPRszrNTING TE GENERAL ABRASIvE 00.
(IO.), NIAOARA FALLS, N. Y.

Tariff bill H. R. 7456, section 1415, reads as follows:
"Emery and corundum grains and emery and corundum, pulverized, refined,

or manufactured, I cent per pound; emery wheels, emery files, emery paper, and
manufacturers of which emery or corundum Is the component material of chief
value, 20 per cent ad valorem; crude artificial abrasives, 5 per cent ad valorem."

We ask that the tariff on crude artificial abrasives be increased to 20 per
cent ad valorem, on American valuation.
We manufacture crude artificial abrasives which we crush into abrasive grains.

Our plant is located at Niagara Falls, N. Y., and all of our operations are con-
ducted at this location. Our principal raw material is American bauxite, and
we employ only American labor. Our product Is being used by a large majority
of the American manufacturers of grinding wheels, by abrasive paper and cloth
manufacturers, and by the polishing trades.

The rate of duty on crude artificial abrasives proposed by the subcommittee
on minerals and metals of the congressional Committee on Ways and Means
in the first draft of the section on minerals and metals was 10 per cent ad
valorem; but as finally reported this was reduced to 5 per cent at the request
of the Canadian manufacturers of crude artificial abrasives. We submit that
this rate is too low to protect the American manufacturer; that It is entirely
out of proportion to the rate of duty specified on emery and corundum grains
and on grinding wheels; that no real hardship would be imposed oni anyone
by increasing it; and that the Government revenues would be increased by so
doing. In this connection, we submit the following statement.

IMPOR, DANCE OF THE ABRASIVE INDUSTRY.

From very small beginnings in the latter half of the nineteenth century the
abrasive industry has grown rapidly in size and importance until to-day abra-
sives and abrasive products have become a necessity to practically every me-
chanical industry in the country. The whole modern system of duplicate Parts
depends largely upon the grinding wheel for the necessary accuracy and cheap-
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ness of production. Such important' Industries as the manufacture of automo-
biles, tractors, cutlery, firearms, agricultural machines and tools, shovels, axes,
carpenters' and mechanics' tools, graphophones, locomotives, metal furniture,
glassware, electrical appliances, electric motors, gas engines, machine tools of
all kinds, safes, jewelry and silverware, stoves, and a host of others, could not
exist in their present form without the use of abrasives. Many Industries that
do not use abrasives directly are still Indirectly dependent on the abrasive in-
dustry, since the tools and appliances they use must be prepared with the help
of abrasives. The United States Government recognized the lmoprtance of tile
abrasive Industry during the war by classifying It as essential and awarding it
priority orders.

No accurate figures are available for the number of men employed in the
abrasive Industry In America, but It is estimated from Government reports that
over 25,000 persons are engaged in the Industry with an output having an esti-
mated value in excess of $60,000,000 a year. The Industry has grown rapidly
(luring the past 20 years and is considered to be still In its Infancy, owing to the
many new uses for abrasives and grinding wheels that are constantly being
developed, and the increasing demand for accuracy and speed in the production
of parts in the mechanical industries.

PROTECTION IS NECESSARY FOR AMERICAN M.ANUFACTURERS OF CRUDE ARTIFICIAL
ABRASIVES.

The European manufacturer can sell crude artificial abrasives in this country
for less than it costs to produce them here. Ills principal raw material,
bauxite, Is close at hand. There are enormous deposits of high-grade bauxite
In France and Austria. In this country bauxite is found in commercial quan-
tities only in Arkansas and Georgia. The American manufacturer must pay
twice as much for his bauxite at the mines as the European manufacturer, and
In addition must pay more than twice as much for the long freight haul to his
plant, which must be located where cheap power Is available. The European
manufacturer located In southwestern France or In Switzerland, where he can
obtain hydroelectric power for less than It costs anywhere in America, has only
a short haul on his bauxite.

His labor also costs him far less. The relative cost of labor In central and
southern Europe as compared with the cost of American labor has been so
often and so fully Investigated that.no detail discussion of this subject is neces-
sary here. It should be stated, however, that the labor employed In the manu-
facture of artificial abrasives is of the unskilled class and that compensation
for the higher wages prevailing In this country can not be had In our industry
through greater skill or efficiency.

The European manufacturer of artificial abrasives has therefore an over-
whelming advantage in all of his principal costs of production, namely, bauxite,
freights, power, and labor. To these advantages must now be added the current
rate of exchange.

COMPARIsoN OF RATES ON ABRASIVE PRODUCTS.

In tihe tariff bill as It has passed the House a duty of 1 cent per pound Is
placed on emery grains, equivalent to about 20 per cent ad valorem, and a duty
of 20 per cent ad valorem on emery and corundum wheels, emery paper, and
other products made from emery and corundum grains. But only 5 per cent
is placed on crude artificial abrasives. This Is obviously out of proportion.
A duty of 20 per cent on crude artificial abrasives, if added to tihe price of
same, would Increase the cost of grinding wheels by less than 5 per cent on the
average. Five per cent on the average cost of imported crude artificial abra-
sives amounts to about two-tenths cent per lound; 20 per cent on imported
grinding wheels amounts to 4 to 5 cents per pound.

INCREASE IN REVENUE.

The average value of crude artificial ubrasives Imported Into the United
States during the past four years Is estimated at $3,000,000 per year. Twenty
per cent of this amounts to $00.000, which may be considered the probable
revenue In normal times.
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EUROPEAN COMPEITION A REAL MENACE.

Since the war the importation of European abrasiv.!s has rapidly increased.
Three of the largest European manufacturers, with factories in France and
Switzerland, have established connections for the distribution of their products
in this country and are now selling crude artificial abrasives here in important
quantities. Long before the war the need of protection for the American
manufacturer of abrasives was recognized by Congress. A duty of $20 per
short ton on abrasive grains has been in effect since the passage of the Payne-
Aldrich tariff bill. Abrasive grains are simply crude abrasive which has been
broken into granular form. If a duty on abrasive grains is necessary, a similar
duty on crude abrasives is equally so.

In 1915 crude artificial abrasive manufactured in Switzerland was sold for
$56 a ton c. I. f. New York. This abrasive is still marketed in this country. It
costs us $75 a ton to manufacture an equivalent abrasive. Abrasive grains of
another foreign manufacturer are offered In this country at 61 cents a pound,
which is 1i cents less than we can sell the same material for.

A DUTY ON CRUDE ARTIFICIAL ADRASIVES NO REAL HARDSHIP TO CANADIAN PLANTS.

Three American manufacturers of grinding wheels, attracted by the lower
rates for power prevailing in Canada, have formed Canadian companies to
manufacture crude artificial corundum in that country. These are mainly pre-
war enterprises--the largest having been established in 1910. They all use
Canadian power, employ Canadian labor, and buy In the Canadian market.
Considerable imported bauxite Is used in thpse plants. The product of these
Canadian companies is used principally for the manufacture of grinding wheels
and other abrasive goods by the three American companies with which they
are affiliated, and are not generally distributed among the grinding-wheel
makers of the United States. In the manufacture of artificial abrasive grains
about 65 per cent of the cost is in making the crude abrasive and 35 per cent
in reducing this to the granular form.

These Canadian companies enjoy the lower power and other costs prevailing
in Canada, but they do not have to pay the ocean freight which European
manufacturers incur on products shipped into the United States. The duty,
therefore, would not operate unjustly in their case. It would not affect nn-
favorably the foreign export business of these Canadian companies. In ii920
the cost of manufacturing crude artificial aluminous abrasive in Canada wap
$65 a ton, while it cost the General Abrasive Co. $75 a ton to manufacture the
same abrasive in the United States.

The three grinding.wheel companies owning and operating the Canadian
plants for the manufacture of crude artificial abrasives are the Norton Co., of
Worcester, Mass.; the Carborundum Co., of Niagara Falls, N. Y.; and the
Abrasive Co., of Philadelphia. They are opposing any duty on crude artificial
abrasives in the name of the Grinding Wheel Manufacturers' Association. It
is worth while noting that this conimlttee on tariff matters, appointed by
Mr. Tone, of the Carborundum Co., is composed of representatives of the three
companies mentioned, namely, Mr. Carl F. Dietz, of the Norton Co.; Mr. F. J.
Tone, of the Carborundum Co., and Mr. L. T. Byers, of the Abrasive Co. This
committee was appointed before the present tariff bill was formulated. No
Instructions were given it and It has never made any definite report to the
association, but It has been active in opposing a duty. Obviously the mem-
bers of this committee are Interested In preventing the imposition of a duty
on account of their ownership of Canadian plants producing crude artificial
abrasives.

None of these companies sell any'of their product to American grinding-wheel
manufacturers, therefore, all other wheel manufacturers must obtain their
supply from other sources. There are 26 members in the Grinding Wheel
Manufacturers' Association, and all of them, with the exception of the three
named above, must obtain their supply of abrasives from American producers
in this country or from other sources. Inquiry among these 23 grinding-wheel
companies, who do not own plants in Canada, has shown that a majority of
the more important members of the association (including the three having
Canadian plants) do not oppose a reasonable duty on crude artificial abrasives.
They feel that such a duty would be an advantage to all of the grinding-wheel
manufacturers, except the three aoove named, because it would protect the
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purely American producer of abrasives and thus Insure and develop a depend-
able domestic supply of their principal raw material.

In the brief, which the above-named committee submitted on May 2, 1921,
to the subcommittee on Metals and Minerals of the Congressional Committee on
Ways and Means, there Is one statement to which we wish to call particular
attention.

In the paragraph headed "Works erected In Canada under war demands" is
the following sentence: "They were very reluctant to erect these furnace
plants on the Canadian side, but were driven to It under the stress of patrioti-
cally meeting the demand for their products." As a matter of fact, the furnace
plants In Canada of these companies were operating at substantially their full
capacity before the United States entered the World .War. The conflict in
Europe stimulated the demand beyond the capacity of existing plants. Most of
the expansion to meet this excess demand for artificial abrasives was made by
these three grinding wheel companies In Canada, where power rates and other
manufacturing costs were lower.

In view of the facts above noted, and the obvious advantage to the abrasive
industry as a whole In having adequate protection for the domestic producers of
crude artificial abrasives, we trust your committee will not be misled by oppose.
tion to the duty on the part of representatives of the three companies mentioned
as voicing the opinion of the majority of the Grinding Wheel Manufacturers'
Association.

NO INCREASE IN PRICE OF ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVE GRAINS WOULD BE CAUSED BY A DUTY
ON CRUDE ABBASIVES.

A duty on crude artificial abrasives would not result in any Increase in the
price of abrasive grains now being charged by American manufacturers. It
would merely help to place the American manufacturer more nearly on an
equality with his European competitor. It would require a higher duly
than now contemplated to fully equalize the difference between the production
cost of crude artiflcial corundum inI Europe and In America.

PROTF.CTION FOR AMERICAN INDUSTRIES TlE ESTATILISIED AMRL'ICAN. POLICY.

Protection for American industries has long been the policy In this country.
It was Indorsed by the voters at the lnst national election. The manufacture
of crude artificial abrasives in the United States is of prime Importance to the
Industries of this country in times of peace and war, and should be protected
against foreign competition to the extent required by differences in cost of pro-
duction here and abroad. We ask that the Senate Finance Committee fix the
duty on crude artificial abrasives at 20 per cent nd valorem, In order to partly
compensate the American manufacturer for this difference In cost of production.

STATEMENT OF F. J. TONE, NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y., REPRESENTING
THE GRINDING WHEEL MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

We believe crude artificial abrasive should remain on the free list beicase-
1. It is the basic raw material of the industry and of American ori1mi.
2. The proposed tariff would be a revenue tariff purely and on n raw ianterial.
3. American industries should not be penalized for establishing 'amnadian

plants to meet war demand.
4. American labor Is not displaced.
5. It would handicap foreign trade.
The grinding-wheel manufacturers of the United States, comprising 27 plants,

represent an industry the manufactured products of which in 1.90 amounted to
over $28,000,000. Their principal raw material is crude artificial abrasive,
now on the free list, paragraph 479. In II. R. 7450 a duty of 5 per ent is
proposed.

Crude artificial abrasives, comprising principally carborunduni and ahmninous
abrasives, such as alundum, are products of the electric furnace and .an only
be economicaly produced where electric power Is obtainable at low price and
In large quantity. For this reason up to 1914 the principal seat of the Industry
was at Niagara Falls, N. Y. During the war a vast increase in the production
of grinding material was made necessary by the demands of the munition
manufacturers In the grinding of guns, shells, airplane and automobile parts,
railroad equipment, and in arsenals and plants making ordnance and all Classes
of munitions. It was Impossible to increase the electric-furnace production at
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Niagara Falls, N. Y., or elsewhere in the United States on account of the short-
age of electric power.

WORKS ERECTED IN CANADA UNDER WAR DEMANDS.

A power comptroller appointed by the Secretary of War allotted Niagara
power to industries in order of their importance for munition purposes, print.
cipally to the Chemical Warfare Service, and for other war chemicals and
materials for the Ordnance Department. The American abrasive manufacturers
were, therefore, obliged to expand their electric-furnace departments on the
Canadian side, where there was a surplus of electric power. The result is that
at the present time the major portion, or about 75 per cent, of crude artificial
.brasive-s used in the United States Is made in Canada but with American
materials and American capital. The abrasive manufacturers made a big coni-
trlbutlon in the winning of the war. They were very reluctant to erect these
furnace plants on the Canadian side, but were driven to it unler the stress
of patriotically meeting the demand for their products. It would. therefore,
be a measure of great injustice if they should now he penalized by imposition
of a tariff on crude artificial abrasives, which would really be at tax on nia-
terials of American origin.

AMERICAN LABOR YOT DISPL.ED.

It should be made clear that the Canadian plants herein referred to are
merely the electric-furnace departments of large American industrie. They
are not complete plants turning out a finished product, but manufacture sliiply
the crude abrasive. Nothing is (lone in Canada except to put the material
through the electric furnace. This requires very little labor. For example, In
making aluminous abrasives we start with American bauxite nined in Arkansas
and crushed and calcined In Arkansas. This Is shipped to Canada, melted in
the electric furnace, forming crude artificial abrasive. It is then brought back
to the American side, where it goes through some eight or nine refining opera-
tions, all requiring lalor. At this stage it is called abrasive grains. It is then
distributed to the manufacturers of grinding wheels and abrasive products,
the manufacture of which involves some 15 operations, which require a large
amount of labor. For every laborer used in Canada to make crude abrasive
10 laborers are required in the United States to make the finished product.

FOREIGN TRADE.

It is understood that the new tariff law will be framed not only to protect
American industries but to expand foreign trade. Manufacturers of grinding
wheels and other abrasive products have developed a large foreign market.
They are selling these products in Canada, South America, Europe, the Orient,
and most of the countries of the globe in competition with English, German,
and other European manufacturers. The American grinding wheel Is recog-
nized as the best in the world and is making headway against cheap foreign
wheels solely on basis of quality. Taxing our raw material will be a big hamli-
cap in developing foreIgn trade.

PROPOSED TARIFF NOT PROTECTIVE&

The proposed tariff would be a revenue tariff pure and simple, and we protest
that the raw materials of grinding-wheel makers should not be taxed unless
all raw materials are to be taxed'generally for revenue purpose.

ABRASIVE CLOTHS AND PAPERS.

(Paragraph 1415.]

STATEMENT OF GEORGE UPTON, REPRESENTING AMERICAN GLUB
CO., BOSTON, MASS.

I represent the American Olue Co., Boston, Mass.; Manning Abrasive Co.,
Troy, N. Y.; Herman Behr & Co. (Inc.), Brooklyn, N. Y.; and Baeder Adamson
Co., Philadelphia, Pa,, and in their behalf respectfully call the attention of
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your committee to the following facts pertaining to the duties proposed In
H. R. 7456 and imposed in prior bills on abrasive papers and cloths.

The only specific mention of abrasive paper In previous tariff bills was in
the act of 1913, which made a provision for emery paper as follows: "Para-
graph 343. * * * Emery paper * 0 * 20 per centuin ad valorem." This
provision has been inserted In H. R. 7456, paragraph 1415.

The Board of General Appraisers under the act of 1909 classified sandpaper
as surface-coated paper, and it has been since that time so classified and
treated. (See abstract 3763.)

Abrasive cloths since the tariff act of 1897 have been classified as "manu-
factures of cotton or of which cotton is the component material of chief value
not specially provided for."

Emery paper, which is the sole abrasive paper or cloth specially treated in
any tariff bill, Is only one of 10 to 15 kinds of surface-coated abrasive papers
and cloths, and for the Information of your committee I herewith submit the
following list of abrasive papers and cloths which are manufactured in this
country: Emery cloth; emery paper; flint cloth and flint paper; garnet cloth
and garnet paper; flint, emery, and garnet polishing paper; glass paper; artifi-
cial cloth and paper, 1. e., cloth or paper coated with artificial abrasives;
chalk flint cloth and paper; and crocus cloth.

The purpose of this brief Is to ask your committee to especially deal with
the foregoing enumerated abrasive surface-coated papers and cloths as a unit
and Impose on them a 25 per cent ad valorem duty, which is less protection
than these commodities now enjoy under the tariff bill of 1913 and received
under the tariff bill of 1009. For your convenience I am quoting tie duties
imposed under the tariff bills of 1009 and 1913 on paper and cloth abrasives:

Cloth abrasives.-1900 bill, paragraph 332, imposed a duty of 45 er cent
nd valorem on "manufactures of cotton or (of which cotton is the component
material of chief value."

1913 bill, paragraph 260, Imposed a duty of 36 per cent ad viorem on " nianu-
factures of cotton or of which cotton Is the component material of chief value."
H. R. 7450, paragraph 920, if passed, Imposes a diuty of 28 Iper ceit ad valorein

on "manufactures of cotton or of which cotton is the component material of
chief value."

Paper abrasre.-109 bill, paragraph 411, imposed a duty of 5 cents per
pound on "papers with coated surface or surfaces not specially provided for."

1913 bill, paragraph 324. imposed a duty of 3.5 per cent ad valorem on "papers
with coated surface or surfaces not specially provided for."

H. II. 7456, paragraph 1305, if passed, Imposes a duty of 5 cents per pound
on "papers with coated surface or surfaces not specially provided for."

It will be noted that under the foregoing tariff bills sandpipers and cloths
have enjoyed substantial protection, and it is, of course, desirable and necessary
that this industry should be properly protected. We suggest that a 2.5 per
cent ad valorem duty on all materials of this nature based on the "American.
valuation plan" is adequate protection to the industry, and that a separate
paragraph adopting the following wording should be inserted in H. R. 7456,
now before your committee for consideration, covering abrasive papers and
cloths:

"All papers, cloths, or combinations of paper and cloth, wholly or partly
coated, with artificial or natural abrasives, or a combination of natural or
artificial abrasives, 25 per centum ad valorem."

If the American-valuation plan Is not adopted and made a part of the pro-
posed tariff bill, we respectfully request your committee to Impose an ad
valorem duty of 35 per cent on all abraEive cloths and papers. This duty Is
substantially equivalent to the protection afforded the Industry by the 1909
and 1913 tariff bills based on foreign valuation.

In conclusion, I would like to point out to your committee that we are not
asking for an increase in rates on these commodities but are striving to obtain
definite recognition of this Industry In the pending tariff bill to prevent any
possible future misunderstanding as to the proper tariff duties to be imposed
on commodities of this nature.

I I
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MATCHES.

[Paragraph 1417.1

STATEMENT OF FRED PEAR, REPRESENTING THE MATOH MANU-
FACTURERS' TRAFFIC BUREAU, NEW YORZ CITY.

Senator MCCUMBER. Mr. Fear, you are to take up the subject of
matches are you?

Mr. FEAR. Yes, sir.
Senator SmooT. In order that I may have a record, I will ask you

if the House rates are agreeable?
Mr. FEAR. We desire to ask that a change be made. We recom-

mend 25 cents per gross on boxes containing 100 matches or less
and 3 cents per thousand on boxes containing over 100 matches.

Senator Sroor. The House gave you I cent and 6 cents, did it not?
Mr. FEAR. Yes.
Senator Szoor. And you want 20, do you?
Mr. FEAR. We want 25.
Senator SMoor. And you want 3 cents instead of 1?
Mr. FEAR. Three cents; yes, sir.
I represent eight small match factories situated in the various

States of the Union-two in Pennslvania, two in Ohio, one in Illi-
nois, one in -Minnesota, one in Michigan, and one in Indiana. There
are also two or three smaller manufacturers that we are not directly
in touch with, but these represent the entire match industry in the
United States, with the exception of the one big company, the
Diamond Match Co.

We would not be here to-day were it not for the fact that the
subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee informed us when
we went down to see them that when this bill was being passed they
had really paid very little attenttion to the subject of matches, be.
cause the Diamond Match Co. had not asked them for a hearing or
expressed any particular wish for a tariff.

If they had inquired a little bit into the reason why that was so
they would have found that this big company has such foreign con-
nections that it does not make any difference to them what the tariff
on matches is-whether it is a big tariff or not. If it happened to
be a big tariff, they could run their factory in Savannah, Ga., on
which they spent in the neighborhood of $1,500,000 irn order to erect
it. That factory is shut down to-day because their foreign connec-
tions bring them in matches cheaper than they can make them in this
country.

This subcommittee has very kindly told us-the entire committee-
that we were privileged to tell you gentlemen that they paid very
little attention to this subject, but that they would be very glad to
confirm this statement to you if you so desired.

The situation to-day with respect to the foreign manufacturer of
matches is this: He can lay matches down here, due somewhat to the
exchange conditions, for 15 cents per gross of 144 boxes. This same
number of matches, our style of matches, would cost the American
manufacturer somewhere between 70 cents and 90 cents a gross to
produce.

I I I l u l l
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Senator McCuMBER. They can do it for 15 cents per gross?
Mr. FEFAR. Yes; they can do it for 15 cents per gross. He is getting

in this country to-day anywhere from 50 to 75 cents for this same
match that he could lay down for 15 cent, so that our low tariff is
holding an umbrella over him for to get these profits.

Senator MCCUMI3ER. You say that he could lay them down for 15
cents, but he does not?

Mr. FEAR. No; but they could be brought over here to-day for 15
cents.

The tariff for which we ask would bring to this country consider-
ably more money than the Fordney bill, if it were put in. If 4,000,-
000 gross of matches were broughtto this country, under the Fordney
bill they would net this country about $240,000, whereas the tariff that
we request would bring the country about $1,000,000.

When the foreigner sends his matches to this country he enjoys
all the benefits of cheap chemicals, cheap lumber, and cheap labor,
with no overhead or other charges in this country. Our United
States manufacturers under this proposed Fordney tariff will pay
a duty on their important chemicals-such as: Phosphorous, 10 cents
per pound, which is, at least, 50 per cent of its fair market value;
chlorate of potash, 1 cent per pound, plus 15 per cent, or about 40 per
cent of its prewar price-whereas, the proposed Fordney duty on
matches at 6 cents per gross is only 61 per cent of the actual cost of
manufacture by the American factories of this same type of match.

The matLh manufacturers of the United States have a capital in-
vestment of approximately $50,000,000 and they employ in the neigh-
borhood of 12,000 workmen. They pay Federal, State, and city taxes,
and they pay their workmen a reasonable wage. We believe that
this American institution is worthy of and needs Government guar-
dianship in the form of a reasonable tariff on matches to prevent the
dumping of cheap foreign-made matches into our domestic market
in competition with their product.

The companies now in existence are all making a high-grade stand-
ard match, but very few of them are making a satisfactory profit on
their investment. With their present equipment, however, these com-
Panies are able to supply the entire match needs of this country, and
if the match manufacturers of the United States were making all of
the matches which are consumed in the United States, they would all
have enough business to make them all profitable enterprises.

The present type of American match is a product developed by
scientific research and practical experience. It has been designed to
conform to all fire-prevention laws and regulations and is the safest
match in the world to.da" from a fire-hazard standpoint.

Since the year 1913 all matches manufactured in the United States
have been made of nonpoiaonous ingredients, and the development
from the old-time sulphur smelly match to the present high-grade
American safety strike-anywhere match is an industrial achievement
of which the American public should justly feel proud.

It may seem that we are asking for a big tariff when we ask for
25 per cent; yet our neighbor, Canada has put a duty of 25 per cent
on matches and at least 2.5 cents tax when sold to the jobber.

During the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of
the House several of the Congressmen there expressed the fear that

81527-22-scn 14-9
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if they put a big tariff on matches it would destroy the 1-cent box.
They were afraid that the people could not get this box for 1 cent.
That, however, is not the fact. The duty of 90 per cent will still
enable both American and foreign producers to make matches that
will sell for a penny a box, if they are to be imported. That is the
small box that I have reference to. These are the domestic small
boxes and these are the foreign small boxes [indicating]..

Senator McCuIsER. These are the penny boxes of matches?
Mr. FAR. Yes.
The fear was expressed that they could not be sold for a penny if

they put a heavy duty on. There is no question at all but that the
smaller factories really need this tariff to enable them to make money.

Take my own factory as an illustration: We have invested between
$600,000 and $700,000. It has been running 12 years. In all this
period only three years have we been able to pay dividends, and that
was the time when it was hard to get foreign matches over here.
Our factory was running full, and we then made sufficient profit to
enable us to pay modest dividends.

I wish to call your attention to importations of matches as shown
in the brief that I desire to file and also in the memorandum that I
left with several Senators last evening.

In 1907 there were $201,927 worth of foreign matches imported;
in 1918 $3,856,901.

The Japanese have come in during the last few years and this is
shown by the amount of matches coming from Japan. In 1909 they
sent over only $491 worth; in 1918, $1,008,879.

Gentlemen, this tariff will not increase the price of matches to the
consumer, but it may give our factories a chance to run.

The manufacturers of matches in this country to-day are capable
of supplying every family in the United States with all the matches
they want and need. We feel that you can give this duty to us and
protect our industry without jeopardizing the interests of the con-
sumer in any manner, shape, or form.

Senator MCCUMBER. The consumer who can buy matches that are
made so cheaply in this country certainly ought not to complain
ver. much.
Mr. FEAR. NO.

U317 OF /IRD TZR, RIPRESINTING THE MATCH MANUFACTURERS'
TRAFFIC BUREAU, NEW YORK CITY.

We. the undersigned, being a number of the smaller match companies of
the United States, respectfully petition your honorable committee to recom-
mend an Increase in the present tariff on matches In order that we may be able
to successfully compete with foreign manufacturer.

We recommend the following duty be assessed on matches: Twenty-five cents
per gross on boxes containing 100 or less matches, 3 cents per 1,000 on boxes
containing over 100 matches.

The principal reasons why we feel Justified in asking for an increase in the
present tpiff on matches are as follows:

1. Amfrcan match manufacturers have demonstrated that they can make
the best match In the world, and are capable of supplying the entire needs of
this country.

2. No country in Europa or Asia has been able to produce a satisfactory
American type of match, and yet, on account of cheap labor and raw materials,
foreign-made matches are imported into this country un(ler the present tariff
and sold at prices at which it Is Impossible for the American manufacturer to
compete.
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3. The match manufacturers of the United States have a capital investment
of approximately $50,000,000, and employ approximately 12,000 workmen, and
pay Federal, State. and city taxes, and to their workmen a reasonable wage;
und this American Institution is worthy of and needs governmental guardianship
In time form of a reasonable tariff on matches to prevent the dumping of cheap
foreign.munde nmittelw.s into our doniest:c markets lit competition with their
product.

DEVELOPMENT.

'rile development of tilt, iitch Iiulustry iII tile Umitel S tlt*, liis beell 11 diall-
eillt aid uphill nnilertilking. It is est'mnted that in tihe past 30 years firingg
tile development of the nurteh Industry in this country at Ileast 300 to 400 nintch
cipiiianles have begun operations. and yet the actual number existing in the
Unllited States to-day does not exceed 20.

Tile companies now in existence are all making a h'gh-grade, stitudard mateh,
lut very few of them are mnnking it satisfactory profit on their Investment.
With their present equipment, however, these companies are able to supply the
entire match needs of tis country. and if the niitch Ina nfacturers of the
I'nlted States were nailng nil of the nmtches which more consumed it tihe
I'nlted States they would alli have enough business to make them all protlithle
,,iterprises.

Tile present type of American match Is a product developed by scientific re-
search and practical experience; it has been designed to conform to all fire-
prevention laws and regulations, and is the safest match iln the world to-day
from it fire-hazard standpoint.

Since the year 1913 all matches manufactured in the United States have been
imide of nonpoisonous ingredients, end the development fron the old-time sul.
phur, smelly miateih to the present high-grade American safety strike-anywhere
mitch Is nit Ilhustrial nehlevenient of which tile Ammerican publ:e should justly
reel proud.

The match industry of the United States is threatened by the Scandinavlan
countries on the east and the oriental countries on the west. Sweden Is a
niatch.n:qkIng country, and their association with Gerniminy gives then? an
ample supply of potash, and their nearness to Russia gives them a supply of
suitable match timber.

Japan Is a country abound:ng in cheap labor, and this labor Is very skillful
with their hands; and Japan is likewise able to draw from eastern Russia a
supply of timber and is itself a producer and exporter of potash.

It Is safe to say that but for the recent regrettable war America would have
been flooded with oriental and Scandinavian nintches as the result of the re-
ductlon in tariff which became effective with the act of 1013, and the very
existence of the American match Industry Is now threatened by the importa-
tions now being made from these two countries.

MATCH PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES.

The match production of the United States covering the years 1913 to 1920
Is as follows (estimated) : Gross. Gross.

1913 ----------------- 22,394.000 1917 ----------------- 28.805,000
1914 ------------------- 20, 05,000 1918 ------------------- 26, 565 000
1915 ----------------- 22,549.000 1919 ------------------- 13,282.000
101 ----------------- 2,362, 000 1920 ------------------- 25,480,000

MATCH IMPORTATION INTO THE UNITED STATES.

As above stated, the principal countries from which matches are imported
into the United States are Sweden and Japan, and below Is given the importa-
tion of matches Into the United States for the years 1910 to 1920, Inclusive:
Fiscal year- Fiscal year-

1910 ---------------- $372,945 1916 ---------------- $975, 05
1911 ----------------- 588, 309 1017 ---------------- 1,969,908
1912 ----------------- 510. 146 Calendar year-
1013 ----------------- 730,170 1918 ---------------- 8.675,728
1014 ----------------- 882,795 1910 --------------- 1,249.452
1915 ----------------- 662. 07 1920 ---------------- 912,136

IS
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Importation of matches from Japan for the years 1910 to 1910, inclusive:

Fical year- Fiscal year-
1010 ----------------- $1,016 1910 ---------------- $257, 455
1911 ------------------ 4,067 1917 ---------------- 037,047
1912 ------------------ 5,980 Calendar year-
1913 ------------------ 10,928 1918 ---------------- 858,738
1914 ------------------ 22,876 1919 ----------------- 730. 38
1915 ------------------ 50, 39

WAGES.

In the record of hearings before tle Comilttee on Ways and Means. Schedule
N, held January 29, 1913, and printed by the Government Printing Office, Tariff
Schedule No. 22, on pages 4329 to 4332, Inclusive, is a brief presented by
some of the match manufacturers of the United States. This brlef contains
a schedule showing the rates of prewar wages paid inn the various imatch-tilanu-
facturing countries.

We have no data at hand as to what these part'culHr countries ore, now pay-
Ing their labor, but we do know that the American match manufactturers'
costs have increased fully 100 per cent, and to date we have heard of no
match manufacturer in this country reducing wages in his plant.

During the year 1917 a report was prepared by an Investigator on the ground,
showing the average earnings per day of Japanese match workers, which wis
as follows:
Child labor: Cents.

Matchbox making ----------------------------------------------- I0 -12
Labeling boxes ---------------------------------------- 10 -12
painting boxes --------------------------.--------------------- 12

Woman labor:
Framing match splints ---------------------------------- 171-20
Unframing match splints -------------------------------- 171-20
Unskilled ----------------------------------------------- 174
Specially skilled ----------------------------------------------- 22i

Male labor:
Dipping splints ------------------------------------------------ -35) -4o
Unskilled ------------------------------------------------------ 20 -40

It is tiifli-1'it to gi'v4 thp eonlarative coists of the foreign inaitchles ns coiui-
pared whit the ifoinetle inatches, for the reason that the foreign matches are
nil packel In smll boxes containing between 50 to 60 matches, whereas Amerl-
cadn nuutches are mostly packed In large boxes containing 400 to 500 matches.

During te prewar i-riod foreign iintches were brought to this country and
.olId as low is 2.5 cents i*-- I gro.,s of 144 boxes. duty paid. To-day the price
at which thee same matches are sohl is $1 per gross. We are reliably In-
formed that these saine ttitelips tire being sold In Sweden to-day for $1.40 per
gross. proving that tht. United States ecan be used by the foreign manufacturer
as a dumping gr-ounid. and that under the present tariff they are able to sell
their output for less money in the United States titan they are imskiig ftr Ihv
sane product in their own country.

In connelston and to reiterate, we beg to .) that for the reasons above given,
and particularly In view of the fact that the American match manufacturers
are able to supply the American people with a match peculiarly suited to their
needs, nni which Is recognized ad the best match made in the world to-day,
that this American industry should be protected by reasonable tariff, which
would at least enable the American manufacturer to compete with imported
matches made under Insanitary conditions sind with the cheapest of labor and
raw material.

We feel that the tariff asked for Is reasonable, and we request the careful
consideration by your committee of the facts above stated.

I Average.
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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF.

li addition we desire to state a few reasons why tbhe tariff on Imiatches its
proposed in the Fordney bill is not adequate for the protection of tile match
industry, particularly tile smaller companies.

It Is acknowledged by the subcommittee who had charge of Schedule N in
the Ways anti Means Committee that the subject of matches received scant at-
tentlon and that the addition of tie 3 cents per gross of 144 boxes on "strike
on box " matches has simply put them back to the same duty as existed under
Ilie I'uyne-Aldrlch bill, and it Is simply no protection at all. (See speech of
C'ongressnnan Mott, Congressional Record, July 14, at foot of page 3954.)

Because the largest manufacturer of matches in the United States (Diamond
Match Co.) (lid not appear before them it was taken to mean that there wits i1o
need of a high tariff, and, therefore. the subject was piractivally ignored;
whereas, the truth is, this large company Is so fixed. due tI. their foreign con-
Ilectlojis alnd interests in foreign plants, thiut 11o inllltter which wily te titrilff
wa aIed i 1 would Itnike no difference 1to thel. If there was in. duty they
wonh i, hf' Stisfled 11 they coulh bring Illatlies i11 fruomli 1tilroal ind unlike i

profit. if 1lher' wa.s a high luty IMien they (ould1 afford to mIaike Ie Illtlies

in this country, because during Oilt' war they erected it hirge fitellry at Savan.
nol. 4Ia.. foot- iiinufacturi g tills foreign type (of iljitiles, speliidilg $1,r0.000
a same. When tlie war elded Illd thi-r fiore;gli countlilois villil Illike

liuuitehies (.healier tlian tly could anike thein In tills country, they closed it
IwI. lind it Is now closed down. If a proper duty was lae(d5il on Iatches.

undoubtedly this factory would be now running, employing a large nutmiber of
workieni here, and all oilier match companies itn the United States would be
enabled to compete with the fcieigner.

lin the'act of 1883 the duty on matches was 35 per cent ad valorem. There.
fore, the amount asked, 25 cents per gross, is not excessive.

Matches of "strike on box" type cost to produce In this country from 80
to 90 cents per gross. Foreign matches are now being imported here and sold
duty paid for from 45 to 75 cents per gross.

It is estimated that the match Industry of the United States has invested
about $50,000,000 and employs approximately 12,000 workmen. These factories
and workmen are making the highest quality of match produced in the world.
The present type of match made In the United States is different from any
other match made in any country iln the world, and no other country has been
able to match It.

Every consumer knows the cheap and inferior matclies that are behg brought
to this country from abroad, and the American match ninnufa.ituretr should be
protected against such matches and competition.

Tile output of tile American inatich factories has growing very lithe, sile
1913. (See page 328. Book No. :31. Tariff Inforniatlil, lfr2t. ' ill tIht
growth of the Anerican inatch factories with tie illortatoll if innt'lies:

Iii 1007 importation inatclues vahltion was $201.927: ili 1011..,3..54i;.511.
Note tie competition from .11110in: li 100T .1al 4n niituithlllll 1iatt'lie.; vlla-

lon wits $972; in 1018, $1.0(6.810.
These phenomenal increases take .lust tllt 1iiiii1. ill-silsl.s frlolhl tfili A lllvriii.ll

Ioli'Oxloer and hold their output down.
Canada has a duty of 25 per cent on matches, pits 21 per 4'iit tax when sill

to jobbers. Sir Alexander Mcfuire. C. M. G., Is now In I 'aliaila iirganiziig
lind building a $5,000,000 lmatci corporahtin. with fle idea that onust of the
output will he exported. Tile United States beilg near. uinhriuhteilly tIly wil
work there the hardest, unless the Americaln mnuifacttirers uire lrottx-ted by
a reasonable tariff.

A tariff of 25 cents per gross oil thi small boxes of "strike on ilix" inatche.
will not increase the price to consumers; they will still be retailed for 1 cent
per box.

Our country is looking for revenue. If 4,000.000 gross nutciies tre linorted
under the Fordney bill the revenue will be $240,000; lake the dlty 25 cents
per gross, it will be $1,000,000.

The raw materials, chemicals, etc.. used in ntluiniakliig hear a high duty
which the American manufacturer has to pay. Surely. then. lnatchles made
broad witl cheap chemicals, cheap lumber, cheap labor. etc., should carry a
high duty.

The foreigner has no overhead charges on his matches. Iln this country the
American manufacturers have. and they in addition have to pay Feleral taxes,

I P
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State taxes, and are subject to the Interstate Conuerce CoIml"isuii,. ml'tieall
of Explosives, State compensation inspections, etc.

The present returns to the manufacturers In the United States of aintches nre
Inadequate for fair profits. Their Investments Ii their plants are enormiols.
their traveling expenses and costs of selling higher than ever before.

The capacity of the match factories In the United States are sufficient too
supply the whole country if no matches were Imported here. We do not ask
that foreign iatt.hes he prohibitel fnom this country: bit we do ask thot a
proper duty he put u1on them, so that the Amilericaul riatch iiinufaciurers (ii
compete with their high quality matches. which the foreigner cin not make Hill
can only undersell us by sending us cheap and inferior matches.

The price of foreign matches were Plot reduced when thP Uduerwoodl bill
reduced the tariff. and the price to the consumer will not be Increased if you
place a 25 cents per gross duty on same now. We have recently heard of a
purchase made by the Tobacco Proilucts Co. of this icmutry front at foreign
manufacturer wheri4,y they bought 4.00N) gross of matches tit 15 ents Joel-
gro,,s, which included the present duty of 3 vents.

(Signed by Pennsylvanila Match (Vo., liellefonte, I'a.; Natlonal Mtch Vo..
Joliet, Ill.: Som;mers Bros. Match Co., Suginaw, Mich.: Union Match ('o.. I)u-
luth. Minn.: Ohio Match Co., Wadsworth, Ohi: Itelhtzle intei Co.. slaili,
Ohio; lndlaiiua Match (o.. Crawfordsville. Ind.: Fred Fear Mt ('o.. I11nl11i,-
burg. Pa.)

PREPARED FOLIAGE.

(['aragrailo 1419.1

STATEMENT OF HON. ANDREW J. HICKEY, A MEMBER OF CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hickey, you are not on the list. but you speak
for some one?

Mr. HICKtx. I speak for Mr. Fred Hensch, of La Porte, Ind.
Senator WATSON. Who is on the list?
M'. HicKjEy. Who is on the list. My name is Andrew J. ikey.

I am a Member of Congress from the thirteenth Indiana district. I
wish to thank the chairman very much for his courtesy in permitting
me to speak very briefly to this subject out of order, and I assure the
chairman I will not take more than four or five minutes' time. Mr.
He'nsch, the president of this concern, owing to a death in his family,
was prevented from being here today, else I would not ask this
courtesy. I do so because I have matters on the other side that re-
quire my attention.

Senator DJILN-01AM. You are speaking in relation to what para-graph?AK. HicjEY. "The para raph in which I am interested is No. 1419,

in relation to prepared Toliage. In the House bill it was 1418, on
page 64, but in the Senate Document No. 60 you will find it as para-
graph 1419. It relates to prepared foliage, and the particular item
that I am interested in is:

Natural leaves. plants, shrubs, her,.., trees, anoi parts thereof, chemically
treated, colored. dyed. or patnted. not. siieciily provided for, 45 per cent nol
valorem.

We feel that the duty should be increased to what it is at present,
or what has been ruled by the Treasury Department to be the duty
at present, if not higher. The duty as imposed by the Treasury De-
partment, while it is not specifically provided for in the 1913 act,
this product has been charged in certain provisions of that act with
a duty of 60 per cent ad valorem.
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This is practically a new industry, gentlemen. Prior to 1913 this
product was not made in the United States at all. In 1913 Ove
Gnatt organized a small company at Hammond, Ind., and began the
manufacture of this product. Later, in 1914 or thereabouts, he
located at La Porte, Ind., and built a plant there and began the
manufacture of this product.

I may say in this connection that this product consists of leaves,
twigs, branches, and trees treated chemically and made into wreaths
for funeral purposes and Christmas foliage, and also made into
baskets, and also carried as novelties. This industry has grown be-
cause of war conditions until at present in the sections of the country
where it is made I think there are employed about 2,000 men. In
addition, of course, a good many men are given employment in mak-
ing the crates in which this product is shipped, and the boxes in
which it is shipped, and things of that kind. Quite a large number
of people are employed in gathering the product, part of which is
grown in this country and part of which is grown in foreign coun-
tries.

Now, prior to the war this American market was supplied very
]argely-I think almost entirely-by Germany, Italy. France, and]
the &andinavian countries; bd the war itself imposed one of the
best tariffs that could be conceived of, and that enabled the industry
to grow until it is in a very prosperous condition at this time.
Taking into account labor conditions in Europe and other conditions
there, we feel that unless a very substantial duty is placed upon this
product the industry will undoubtedly not be able to succeed. And
so mypurpose in coming before you today is to emphasize this fact.
and, it possible, have a duty that will be high enough to protect the
industry and encourage its *growth in this country.

Senator Smoor. What are you asking for?
Mr. HicKEY. Sixty per cent.
Senator SMoor. On the American valuation?
Mr. HicKF.Y. On the American valuation; yes.
Senator Smoor. The present duty is 60 per cent on the foreign

valuation?
Mr. HicKzy. Yes; the present duty is 60 per cent.
Senator Currs. Have you a brief there?
Mr. HIcKE.Y. I have a brief covering the question very fully. I

wish to submit it in connection with my remarks, and I thanks youvery much for giving me this opportunity to present my case.

n1zr o TRED HESON, LA PORTZ, IND., REz IBENTING THE OVE GNATT
00. (INC.).

We are taking the liberty of offering for your consideration a few tlhomigits
with respect to paragraph 1419 of the pending tariff bill n4 it recently pa.sed
the House of Representatives of the present Congress. In this paragraph, on
page 155, line 15, after the semicolon the following was Inserted.:

"Natural leaves, plants, shrubs, herbs, trees and parts thereof. cheihlically
treated, colored, dyed, or painted, not specially prov!dd for. 45 per cent nil
valorem."

This refers particularly to what Is comnercially known to the florists aund
decorators' trade as "prepared follages."

There are many Items of prepared foliages made in this country which will
be detrimentally affected by foreign competition unless ample protection is af-
forded in the pending tariff legislation, but we will here mention but a few
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which are manufactured by ourselves, as these few we can speak about witl,
authority and full knowledge.

The manufacture of prepared foliages In the United States Is comparatively
new, the first made being In 1913. Prior to that time the goods were nil ;iu-
ported from Gernrany, Italy, France, and the Scandinavian countries. In 1913
Mr. Ove Gnatt started the development of that industry in the United Stttes,
and a slow but steady development ensued;'and with the advent of the war,
which practically established a prohibition against the importation of tills coin-
modity, the entire home consumption of the products was made In America,
until to-day In excess of 2,000 people are employed in the manufacture of tht.,e
items and are directly dependent upon the industry for n lTvelihood; It is iha-
possible to estimate the number Indirectly benefited, as hundreds of thousands
of cartons and packing cases are used In marketing the products. fand the dyes,
paints, chemicals, and other items wh~ch go into their preparation approximate
enormous proportions.

Prepared foliages under the tariff bill of 1013 are not specifically provided
for, but under a Treasury decision were construed to come within pacagrilhl,
438 of the tariff act of 1909 and paragraph 347 of the tariff aict of 1913. aind
carried a 0 per cent duty. As to the difference in wages paid in this conat-
try compared with the wages In Germany, Italy, and the Old World countries.
you gentlemen of the committee know better than we can tell, hut we feel stfo
In saying that our waige scale, in Amer~can value, Is from five to ten tinis
greater than that paid In these foreign countries.

An Item of serious Iolnetit in the estbihiluaitent of costs here 1ts ollipartel
%vith foreign vIluatlon. Is the enormous ttiivtti'es li tri'ilt.ssrttitioni. hoth oeti
and inli ad, miud whereas inany of tile l)hints which we prepare are natives or
the (ld World, at tile foreign toanufucturer receives his raw imuterial tit it
minilatuni of cost, we in America must neues.arlly provfha alimuly for tiamnsportat-
tlion charges to obtain our raw material.

Since the closing of the war many of these goods of foreign mnnufaeture have
appeared on the Anierican market at prices which are absolutely ruinous to
tie home manuitcturer; in many cases at far less than the American cost of
production without regard to profit or expense of carrying on trade.

For your Information we are pleased to review briefly n few of the most stable
Items of prepared foliage made In America to-day, the manufacture of which
can only continue providing ample tariff Is afforded to care for the difference
In cost and rates of exchange in this country ms compared with the foreign:

Oak leaves.-There are about 400,000 pounds of these used in this country
annually, of which all have been prepared here during the period of the war.
Since the war these goods are being brought over from Germany and Italy in
large quantities, at a price about 50 per cent less than they can be produced and
sold for here at a living profit.

Beech Ia'es.-The same applies to this article as to oak leaves, except that
there are only about 150,000 pounds used per annum.

Cycas leaves.-Thls is a palm leaf that grows only on the Island of Formosa,
Japan, and there are about 3,000,000 leaves used In the United States per an-
nu). Before the war, the greater part were sent from Kobe to Germany,
where they were prepared, and distributed throughout the world. During the
war the entire amount consumed In America were prepared here, but at present
they are again appearing on the market from foreign manufacture, at prices
50 per cent less than our cost to manufacture.

LJycopodium tir ground pine.-This article Is a stubby pine, which grows In the
colder parts of the country, as northern Michigan and Wisconsin, and through-
out the New England States. There is about 500,000 pounds consumed In the
United States annually and during the season furnish employment to the
pickers (many Indians) to the extent of about 500 to 700 people. These goods
also grow In large quantities In the colder climates of Europe, and a consider-
able quantity In Japan. Tariff on the raw product would not affect this article.
as a sufficient quantity grows in this country to supply all of the demand,
although some is brought In In small quantities from Japan and Scandinavian
countries, but an Import duty on the prepared or finished article. in our judg-
ment, should be further Increased to equalize foreign labor and exchange, conli-
tions.

Rucn*.-This Is a bushy foliage growing in Italy, Switzerland, and parts of
France. It is imported to this country In both the natural and bleached state
to the amount of about 400,000 pounds annually, which when prepared and
finished weighs about 500,000 to 60,000 pounds. The preparation of the same,
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in many different ways, .sice the war has developed into tn industry of some
magnitude In this country, but since the termination of the war the German goods
are again offered in this market at from 50 to 75 per cent less than they can be
sold for nt the cost to manufacture here. The raw material, both natural and
bleached, In our opinion should continue to come In duty free, as they do now.

Magnolia IcaLc.-The foliage of the magnolia tree, which grows In abundance
In Florida, Georgia, and Alabama. Sanme also grows in profusion In Italy, and
some are now coming In froih there, although during the war nil that were con.
sumed In this country were prepared here. In excess; of 1,000,000 pounds are
annually used In the United States. Tihe. are not brought here from abroad in
their natural state. as they do not arrive sifter the long Journey lit condition to
stand proper preparation.

Inasmuch as the Ainerlmi, market is simple to absorb the entire product of
our factories there is no valid reason why foreign prepared foliages should be
permitted to compete, as long as our manufacturers do not unduly ndvnince the
prices to anit unfair degree. We believe it safe to assume tVit our manufacturers
will not be guilty of such Indiscreton is vvidemced lby the fact hint despite the
eniornlouls advances in costs of both lal" aind 1 imaterill lrilng tili, ewai, with
foreign competition uilinost sill, the prices on these conmmtiltles were wiit itd-
viuiced on any item in excess of 50 per ,elit-triely snilliclent to libhirb the in-
i.reased cost of production.

This new American Industry mnost Ie lr'eservid. All rasiilmale incentive
should be offered for its further development, and that cai mily lie accompllshed
by the Impositiom of n reasonable tariff on the finished products.

We believe on ad volorein duly of 70 per cent Insteud of 45 peir cent, its prv-
vided hiy the lHouse. is highly essenthl and very necessary if the finilstry Is to
thrive.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS AND FEATHERS.
[Paragraph 1419.]

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL ZUOKER, REPRESENTING FLOWER AND
FEATHER IMPORTERS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Zucker, will you state your full name.
Mr. ZUCKER. Samuel Zucker.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business ?
Mr. ZUCKER. We are manufacturers and importers of flowers and

feathers.
The CIIAJRMAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. ZUCKER. At No. 6 West Thirty-sixth Street, New York.
The CHnAIMAN. You speak as bo h manufacturer and importer?
Mr. ZUCKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAiRMiAN. Which is the larger part of your business?
Mr. ZUCKER. Importing.
The CHARM.AN. Do you manufacture in this country or abroad?
Mr. ZUCKER. In this country.
The CHMRMAN. Will you go on now and explain to the committee

your views?
Mr. ZUCKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

relative to the tariff as it applies to artificial flowers and feathers, we
might state that our house imports and manufactures these goods,
and from our experience of more than 30 years we have found the
facts to be practically as follows:

Merchandise that can be imported profitably in large quantities
in competition with that of the domestic manufacturers must be con-
fined to a very large extent to such articles as forget-me-nots, lilacs,
lilies, small fruits, etc., and these are in fact the raw material of
American manufacturers in conjunction with the domestic product
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in assembling into leaves and other millinery decorations. The large
flowers, such as roses, wreaths, poppies, camelias, gardenias, etc., are
more likely to be of domestic manufacture. The small work is and will
be confin,,d to small towns and villages in Europe, and these goods
are made during the winter season, as the women employed or who
do make these articles work in the fields during the entire summer.
This condition will always remain, and for this reason, during the 70
years which our industry has existed, we have never been able to
make or produce these goods and we never will. The work is tedious
and is not the kind of work that our women would want to do, as
there are so many other fields of employment for our women we can
not get them to do this kind of work. And even at the suggested
rate under the American-valuation plan we could not produce similar
articles on account of the tediousness of the work and the small
quantities that could be produced.

The claim made by the domestic manufacturer that these goods
are made to-day in Germany by child labor is not true. These con-
ditions may have existed prior'to the war, but in no instance can it
be proven to-day that child labor is employed in our industry. This
can be easily verified, as the labor unions connected with our industry
in Saxony insisted that they dispense with child labor.

Senator SMOOT. How long ago is that?
Mr. ZUCKER. Within the past year.
Senator SMiooT. It must be recently, because I do know that child

labor was used in this business.
Mr. ZUCKER. It does not exist to-day, Senator. I would not make

the statement if I was not absolutely certain about it.
Senator S.IooT. That is the reason I asked you when it was.
The CHLRMAN. Is it forbidden by law?
Mr. ZUCKER. Yes, sir; it is forbidden by law; they are compelled

to go to school in Saxony, which is the home of our Industry.
Our industry has been fully considered by the American Tariff

Commission, and it has prepared a survey thereof entitled "Tariff
Information Surveys" on the articles in paragraph 347 of the tariff act
of' 1913.

From this it will be seen that the articles to which we refer are not
ones requiring greater protection, and any increase in the duties
thereon vill result only in additional expense to the American woman
and voter and of no advantage whatever to American labor.

For a period of five years, during which the markets of Germany
were entirely closed to us, and those of France so demoralized as to
be barely productive, our home industries had ample opportunity to
turn theirhands to such articles as have been strictly the product of
foreign countries. The failure of their efforts, if any, could not pos-
sibly have been due to competition; and, if price was the determining
factor, it was because the article could not be made here at less than
a prohibitive price and could therefore not be made salable.
The CUaiMAN. Is your opinion that the committee might endanger

the loyalty of the women voters by adverse action ? [Laughter.]
Mr. ZUCKER. Absolutely, Senator. There is no question about it,

and I am strong for the girls. [Laughter.]
To endeavor to equalize prices by an exaggerated tariff would give

no benefit to the manufacturers other than positively to prevent the
importation of goods which they themselves can not make. For im-
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ported merchandise at prohibitive prices is no more salable than
domestic. We maintain that there is no conflict between items of
domestic manufacture and items of import. What is made in this
country can not be imported at anything near the home price; what
is imported can not be made here at any price.

That is the contention on this small work that the great fuss and
argument is made.

Senator SM00oT. What percentage of your business do you make in
the United States?

Mr. ZUCKER. I should say, offhand, about 20 to 25 per cent.
The CHAIRMA . Where is your manufacturing plant located?
Mr. ZUCKER. At No. 6 West Thirty-fifth Street.
The CHAIRMAN. How many people do you employ?
Mr. ZUCKER. In our factory
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ZUCKER. About 50 or 60.
The CH1AIRNIAN. Proceed.
Mr. ZUCHER. We desire to submit for your approval a brief of the

Flower and Feather Importers' Association of America, and there are
certain points we wish to call to your particular attention.

The claim made by the domestic manufacturer that the present
rate of duty of 60 per cent, under the present form of valuation, on
our article is not ample can not be substantiated by facts, and under
any other form of valuation this rate of duty should certainly be very
materially reduced.

The flowers imported into this country, while they are the finished
product of the foreign work people are the raw material of the Ameri-
can manufacturer of hats and millinery, and any enhancement of the
present rate of duty will be reflected in continuing the prices of such
articles or an increase thereof, and the blame for which vill be placed
upon your committee by the milliners and retailers and will certainly
be resented by the American woman, the ultimate consumer of all
of this importation, and she will doubtless record such resentment in
a form disastrous to the present administration. [Laughter.]

We have here a varied line of samples that can be made in America.
They show the exact foreign cost, the exact landing price, when the
goods were bought, the conditions under which they were bought.
The bulk of these goods were bought about June 18, 1921, when the
mark was 1.46 an a fraction; deliveries wore promised for July and
August, and were only delivered in October. -The fact remains that
these goods were not delivered in July, making the element of specu-
lation which is so serious in our business a very expensive thing to
the importer. We are perfectly willing to have this committee show
these samples now to any domestic manufacturer in our line who hap-
pens to be in the room at this moment and lot him state honestly
whether he could not produce every single article at a profit at the
same price ththey cost us to lay down in this market.

If you will permit me, here are the samples [exhibiting samples to
the committee]. There are no secrets; everything is there.

I would like to speak to you, first, about this particular thing;
this [referring to sample] is the original that I bought in June; it cost
us $9 a dozen to lay down. Here are all the facts, right on this ticket.
The man in this room copied the thing and sold it for $5.25. We did
not btiy it from him in the domestic market. We bought it from
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another manufacturer. His price is $3.871. If the price of $5.25
is not correct, you can have me put down as the biggest liar out of
jail. Mr. Engel, was this your price?

Mr. ENGEL. Yes.
Mr. ZUCKER. $5.25?
Mr. ENOEL. That is right.
Mr. ZUCKER. Here is my original, imported August 9; here is the

other fellow's copy at $3.87J.
Senator SmooT. Is your article just as good as the imported article?
Mr. ZUCKER. Here [indicating samples to the committee] they are,

Senator.
Senator DILLINOHAM. You perhaps are a better judge than we are.
Mr. ZUCKER. I will say it will answer the purpose. And these

are German goods.
Mr. ENOEL. Are these made in Germany?
Mr. ZUCKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Engel is the largest domestic manufacturer of flowers in

America.
Senator McCumBER. Why do you buy the German product when

you can get it for about one-third_ in thg United States?
Mr. ZUCKER. When I bought this thing I bought it in June, and I

thought I would have it here before the other fellow-and there is
where my business is so hazardous-that instead .of having it here
before the other fellow, he had it ahead of me.

Senator McCuMBER. What did the American product sell for at
the time you bought your product?

Mr. ZUCKER. It was not made then. This is comparatively a new
thing.

Senator SMoOT. What would it cost to-day?
Mr. ZUOKR. These goods cost me $9 a dozen.
Senator SMOT. You said they cost 4.50 marks?
Mr. ZUCKER. That is $9 a dozen laid down. When I bought these

goods the mark was 1.46 and a fraction, and while we paid duty at
the rate of 3 mills in 93-

Senator McCumBER (interposing). If you would order them to-day,
what would they cost you?

Mr. ZUCKER. If I ordered these goods to-day?
Senator MCCuM.ER. What would they charge you?
Mr. ZUCKER. Four hundred and fifty marks.
Senator SMooT. That would be $2.25 a dozen; what would you

pay for them?
Mr. ZUCKER. I am not figuring duty and landing charges.
Senator SMooT. That is what I want to figure. The duty on

those is-
Mr. ZUCKeR (interposing). Sixty per cent.
Senator SmooT. That is eight; that would be $1.35.
Mr. ZUCKER. Landing charges, 15 per cent.
Senator SMooT. Fifteen per cent would be $3.971.
Air. ZUCKER. There is the record-3.87i, less 10 per cent.
Senator SmooT. That is what you say you paid?
Mr. ZUOKER. These are facts. I have here simply articles that

can be made in the United States. The great bugbear is on this
question of flowers that we have never made,. never could make-we
could have made them during the war, there is no question about it,
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but they did not make them. This is one of the big questions to put
to the domestic manufacturers. Do they want to protect American
labor I Not by a jug full. They want to increase their profits, which
is easily proven. There is no question about it. You can call upon
Mr. de Jong.

Here is an article that cost $12 a dozen. Let him state whether he
can produce it for that price. Here is another article that cost us
$14;40. Mr. Goodman, did you make a similar article to this for $3
a dozen, not quite so goodI

Mr. GOODMAN. Not anywhere near as good.
Mr. ZUOKER. But there is a difference between $14 and $3, is

there not?
Mr. GOODMAN. There is also a difference between yours and that

we made, but $3 margin is some margin.
Mr. ZUcKER. We do not need to ask you. I have just returned

from Germany, and I know the condition of the value of the mark
as well as any man. We can pick out items we just bought and paid
dut on that would be more comparable than any of these items.

Te CHAIRMAN. The cross-questioning is an irregular proceeding
before the committee. Go ahead and make your statement without
entering into discussions and arguments with others.

Mr. ZUokER. I want to speak about another item that I bought
foreign. It costs to-day $3.60 a dozen to lay down. I buy in this
market that article at $4 a dozen, 10 per cent, which is $3.60, which
is an item now on order with a domestic manufacturer, and I have
ordered in very large quantity [exhibiting samples to the committee].

The CHAIRMAN. How do you describe it?
Mr. ZUCKZR. We call it a chiffon grape pattern, silk and chiffon

and made of artificial silk. We buy goods in this market, and
wherever we can buy them we do buy them. That is the domnestio
copy [indicating] and this is the pattern [indicating another sample].

I just merely want to say that I did not pici these samples out
intentionally to deceive the committee. These are goods which can
he made in the United States to-day successfully, and the domestic
manufacturer can undersell us in every single instance.

While goods bought in Germany in 1919-20 were cheap, conditions
to-day are entirely different. We were able, until several months
ago, to buy goods in marks. This condition does not exist to-day;
and the German manufacturer to-day refuses absolutely to sell in
any other money excepting dollars and cents, which fact, in itself,
prevents us doing business on a number of articles that are highly
necessary in our industry, particularly of great value to the domestic
manufacturer in making his own product a fashionable and salable
one.

We have been forced in the past few weeks, instead of being able
to place orders in Germany, to cancel. They have not kept up with
their deliveries.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the trouble?
Mr. ZUOKER. The trouble is that the depreciation of the mark put

these people in a position, a great many of them small manufac-
turers, where they really could not afford to deliver, the mark drop-
ping from 1.46 to what it is at the present time. Those people who
could fill orders did so, and others refused to fill orders because they
were not in a position to stand the loss.
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If any form of valuation other than that now used should be
adopted, we desire to state to the committee the decrease in the
present tariff rate that should properly be made in order not to
increase to the ultimate consumer the price of these importations.
The present rate of 60 per cent based on foreign valuation should
not exceed 15 per cent.

Our reasons for making it clear that the tariff should be 15 per
cent under the suggested American valuation plan are as follows.

We bring over qn article, for example, costing $4 a dozen in Ger-
many. We pay a duty on this article at the present time of 60 per
cent, which is $2.40, and the cost of landing these goods would be
another 15 per cent, or 0.60, making the article cost us $7 a dozen.
Ordinarily we would sell this article for $10.50 a dozen-when I
speak of that price, that is when we sell them quickly. But if you
knew the mistakes and blunders I make-and I happen to be the
buyer for our institutional; and if you do not think I make them, you
ought to ask my junior partner. The risk is so great that where we
buy 10 colors in the pattern, nobody living has ever demonstrated
tMat he could buy 10 shades all of which were good--three or four or
five might be good, and the losses which do occur through bad pur-
chases of the different shades makes our business hazardous.

Senator SMOOT. The manufacturer has that same risk, does he not?
Mr. ZUOKER. The manufacturer makes up a line of samples, and

he goes out and takes orders, and carries no made-up stock. There
is where he has distinct advantage over the importer.

As I say, ordinarily we would sell this article for $10.50 a dozen,
less the customary discount, which would be 84 cents a dozen, or
$9.66 a dozen net, figuring the net cost of importing an article costing
$4 in the country of origin.

Under the suggested plan, take the same article costing $4 a dozen,
and we are compelled to put a selling price on this article of $15 a
dozen; we would then have to pay a duty of $7.50. Imagine paying a
duty of $7.50 on an article costing in the country of origin $4.. The
expense of bringing in this article would be 60 cents, making this
article )st $12.10 net. At $15, with the customary discount of
$1.20, would bring this article down to $13.80 instead of $9.66 as at
present.

The reason for making the claim that under the suggested plan
a duty of 15 per cent or less would be ample is as follows:

Is it fair to assume or provide by tariff law that an article costing
$4 a dozen the country of origin must be sold in America for $15
a dozen in the face of a 60 per cent duty, which exists at present,
which price will be necessary under the provisions of the present House
billI

It has been stated before your committee that if the imported
article were gotten out of the way factories could be kept running
for 12 months in the year. This is absolutely a misstatement. Our
article depends entirely upon the whims of fashion. When Dame
Fashion suggests that flowers are the wanted article the domestic
manufacturer becomes so busy, and at the same time so independent,
he will not listen to you, much less talk to you. In the past few
weeks business with the importer has been so very bad that the matter
of receiving duplicate orders, which at this season of the year we
would have a right to expect and look for, have been nil. This is due
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simply to the reason that at the present moment fashions are against
us. Women are wearing hats at the present principally embroidered
and have no other trimmings, and therefore the price of an article,
whether cheap or ex pensive, does not enter into any argument.
But there is a probability that flowers will be the fashion next spring
or summer, and at a tinie when it will bring to the women most for-
cibly an increase in the cost of her millinery, and the proposed base
selling price of $13.60 net instead of $9.66 net. Under the present
plan we sell these goods for $9.66 a dozen net, and will be forced to
sell them under the proposed plan at $13.80 net, and the women,
who, after all, is the ultimate consumer, would not be able to buy
this article, as the retail price would be prohibitive, and under the
present rate and plan, though we are paying 60 per cent, she can buy
this article at retail at a price which she can pay. It is not worth
more than $1.75 to $2 apiece, and under the proposed plan she would
be compelled to pay $2.50 to $3.50 apiece for identicall y the same
thing. It would not be hard to imagine what the feeUngs of the
American woman will be against this present administration if you
make this law effective or make it a law. When you take into con-
sideration the very few people engaged in this manufacture in this
country and the very large number of consumers of this product,
in fixing this rate of duty--one, in the few thousands and the other
in the many millions-the American importer is really the protector
of the Ameiican woman in what is to her an absolute necessity in this
appearance before your committee.

Senator MCLEAN. Why is it that goods cost so much in GermanyI
Mr. ZUCKER. At the present moment ?
Senator M cLEAN. You say it costs more to make these articles in

Germany than in this country? Why is it?
Mr. ZUCKER. Because the mark has depreciated so. Nobody has

ever accused the German of not being an arithmetician. He can
figure as well as we can, and the minute the mark decreases he raises
his price. Further than that, they have had about four advances in
the price of labor. That is really the reason these goods have in-
creased in price so materially.

Senator McLEAN. Then you want the committee to understand
that the reason these goods cost so much is that German wages are
so high?

Mr. ZUCKER. They have gone up so much-I do not mean to say
that German wages are as high as they are in this country, but the
duty is theprotection against that and everything else.

Senator j.LLINOHAmi. Do you know what the wages are there?
Mr. ZUCKER. I do not, and no man can tell you that, manufac-

turer or importer. The German to-day wants exactly 2* cents a
mark for every single article he sells you. I do not know what the
mark is to-day, but yesterday 100 marks could be had for 56 cents;
and lie insists on 21 cents a mark, and that ought to answer your
question.

Senator MCCUBIDER. Is not this a fact, that the German exporting
to the United States without reference to what it cost him to produce
will sell the product for everything he can get in the United States
and will sell them as near the American price as he can?

Mr. ZUCKER. Do you think that is against the German manufac-
turer?
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Senator MCCVMBER. I am asking you if that is not the fact?
Mr. ZUOKER. I think it is.
Senator McCtm EBR. Every country would do that?
Mr. ZUCKIRR. Yes.
Senator MCCUMBER. And that accounts, does it not, for the price

they are chargingfor the importations which you have mentioned?1. ZUCKER. Yes.
Senator McCumBER. Rather than the cost of manufacturing in

Germany?
Mr. ZUCKEe. I am not prepared to say absolutely whether your

question is exact, but I should take it that it was; and if that is so,
where does the cry and howl come from of the American manu-
facturer at the present moment? If we can not bring goods in
as cheap as these people produce them, where are we going to land?

Senator SMooT. There is a difference between what you land them
for and what you could land them for if you bad a disposition to take
the market, and, of course, that is what you will do. if you have got
to sell cheaper and will sell cheaper, you are going to do it.

Mr. ZUCKER. Right.
Senator SmooT. And that is the only reason we want to protect

the American manufacturer.
Mr. ZUCKER. So do I, and so does every importer in our business.

We want to protect the domestic manufacturer to the very hilt; and
above all we want to protect the American labor.

If you increase your duty to what you please, I am frank enough
to state that labor will not profit one scintilla. The prices these
people pay to-day are the top-notch prices that they can afford, and
there is no question about it in my mind that it will only give the
manufacturer an extra profit, and his profit is big enough now,
because there is a manufacturer m this room at the present time
who stated openly that his profits last year were over $200,000 per
year and I want to say to you, Senator, that there is not an import-
ing house in our business that could even dream of quoting any
such figures as that.

Senator SMoor. How much does this manufacturer import of
these goods?

Mr. ZUCKER. I do not know.
Senator SMoOr. He is an importer as well ?
Mr. ZuOKEn. He is about 95 per cent manufacturer and about 5

per cent importer, possibly not that.
Senator SMoor. The manufacturer of this article [indicating]?
Mr. ZUCKE . Yes, sir; that is the man I had in mind. [Meaning

Mr. Engel.)
Senator SMoOr. Are you an importer?
Mr. ENOEL. No.
Senator SMOOT. You do not import any goods at all?
Mr. ENOEL. Very little.
Senator SMocr. You want 15 per cent on this per gross, do you?
Mr. ENGEL. We want more if we can get it.
Senator SMoor. Is 15 per cent enough to protect you ?
Mr. ENGEL. It is not.
Senator SMooT. That is what Mr. Zucker was asking for. What

do you think you ought to have?
Mr. EN EL. About a thousand per cent.



* Mr. ZuoKER. Do you think they are modest, these domestic manu.
facturersI

Mr. Exor,. It is an extreme case.
Senator Sxoor. I knew it was extreme, and that is what I was

going to ask you. Why do you sell this article for less than that
can be imported 'from GermanyI

Mr. ENGEL. What is the useI
Senator Sxooi. Is there local competition I
Mr. ENGEL. No. We did not know that that was brought into

the market at that price.
Senator SMoO'. If it was, you would have sold it at that price?
Mr. ENGaL. Sure. We sell everything at 10 per cent profit. Our

business is all done on 10 per cent profit.
Senator SMoOT. No matter what classes of goods ?
Mr. ENGEL. Yes.
Senator Cuars. It is a fixed rule of your cornpany?
Mr. Eaoil. Yes; 10 per cent profit, and Mr. Zucker said we

made $200 000-
Senator AILEAN (interposing). Let him answer that. Yours is the

firm that made $200,000 1
Mr. ENGEL. That is what Mr. Zucker said.
Senator SMOoT. You are going to be a witness, are you?
Mr. ENOEL. Yes.
Senator SMooT. Then you can answer that when you are making a-

statement.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF -YACOB DE TONG, NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. DE JoNG. Mr. Zucker has shown to you samples which were
imported by Mr. Zucker for the purpose of exhibiting to your com-
mittee. It is not an article of general importation and I do not
think th at one-tenth or one-hundredth of I per cent of the importations
of artificial flowers are represented by those samples. In those samples
the material forms 90 per cent of the cost and the labor practically
very little; and they are made by an exclusive manufacturer in
Berlin, the same as you can buy a suit of clothes for $200, and if you
canget a good suit of clothes at $25 or $30. These [indicating] are the
goods that are being imported and come over in quantities at the rate
of a thousand cases a month. (Exhibiting numerous samples to the
committeee] Tlize are the goods because they have arrived within
the last week. Here indicatingn] is an article that is being sold, not
the other one [indicating Mr. Zucker's sample].

Here (indicating] is an artificial flower of silk and velvet of the
same kind and class as Mr. Zucker showed. This cost in Berlin, where
the manufacturing is dearer, 180 marks. This was bought in Berlin
in the last weeks of November for 180 marks a dozen. This [indi-
catng another ample] was bought at 150 marks per dozon.

Senator LA' FOLLzE. Was that specially purchased for this com-
mittee's inspection?

Mr. ZucKER. No; pardon me.
Mr. DE JONO. These are the goods coming in.
Mr. GOODMAN. They just arrived-this week.
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Mr. DE JONo. At a price of 180 marks, landed to-day, and this is
the class of goods wanted (referring to samples]. This is imported
in hundreds and thousands of dozens. Here is the staple article.

Mr. ZUOKER. What does this cost?
Mr. DO JONG. The price is on there, and the manufacturer's name.
Mr. ZUOKER. What is the present price I
Mr. DE JONG. There you see the present policy of foreign valuation.

These goods do not come in at half the duty paid,- and goods that
come next week which pay "100 per cent more duty, just according
to the rate the German manufacturer fixes the duty.

If the article that Mr. Zucker showed is sold for less in this country
than abroad, what objection can they have to American valuation?
Why do they claim that American valuation would keep out those
goods or make it so they could not import them ? It would be less
than at present foreign valuation.

These are the kin of goods we are competing with.
I employ ordinarily 400 or 500 workers. I sold Mr. Zucker during

the war tens and tens of thousands of dollars' worth of my product,
and since the war I have not sold him $200 worth of goods. He had
a big factory during the war which he scrapped. An importer told
me that last month was the biggest month this importer had had in
the history of his business, andwe as manufacturers can say that
last year was the most disastrous year we ever had. 'In my own
business we did a business of half a million dollars, and I will prove
to your committee by certified accountant's statements that our
profits have not amounted to anything, and that we have worked
at a loss.

Senator WATSON. On account of importations ?
Mr. DE JoNG. On account of importations, absolutely.
Senetor WATSON. And not on account of the general depressionI
Mr. D JONG. These goods are not affected by general depression;

they are an article of fashion. Whether you make the duty 25, 50,
or 100 per cent, if this is wanted you can not keep out a single bunch
or dozen. It does not make any difference. The duty does not
regulate it.

'Here is an article (exhibiting sample] imported in quantities. This
cost 17 cents a dozen to land. Is it not natural to you gentlemen of
this committee if the labor that worked on that sample Mr. Zucker
showed you gets $2 a week, as you can tell by your statistics, and
the same worker gets $25 a week here, that this must be an extraor-
dinary exception? How should it be possible that the German
article that cost to produce in Germany ls than $1 should be
landed at $9 per dozen?

These are the conditions. We can under no circumstances com-
pote with the foreign article that is being imported in quantities,
and not the exception that is brought over in order to mislead your
committee, because that is not the article of general trade and that is
not the one that hurts. We would not have to lay off thousands of
employees; bankruptcies and receiverships would not take place.
The manufacturers are driven out of business. Mr. Zucker was
driven out of business. He can not deny that. Some of his employ-
ees came to me for work, and I gave them work.

Those are the actual conditions, and it is only a question of whether
these goods .should be imported, and whether the importers should
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control in this business, or whether the American industry should
survive.

These. [indicating] are the goods that come in, and the prices on
them will convince you that it is utterly impossible for American
manufacturers to compete.

There is no camouflage in this. The facts are very simple. If we
could make goods in competition with foreign manufacturers at the
present rates of duty, there would not be 5.000 or 6,000 people out
of work in our industry.

There [indicating sample] is a product manufactured in our factory
considered superior to any goods imported into this country, evenby Mr. Zucker. In fact, these were made by us two years ago,
during the war. This article Mr. Zucker will admit and other im-
porters will admit is a creation of mine; aind these importers took
these samples and gave them to German manufacturer to copy
and they landed them here at prices that were utterly impossible or
us to compete with.

ORNAMENTAL FEATHERS.

[Paragraph 1419.]

STATEMENT OF FREDERIOK X. OZAKI, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRE.
SENTING THE MILLINERY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES.

Mt. CZAKI. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I ap-
pear on behalf of the Millinery Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, who urge the retention in the bill, as it came from the House,
of an amendment to old paragraph 347 of the present tariff act in
paragraph 1419.

The present change is to add birds of paradise to the list of birds
the bodies and plumage of which are specifically prohibited from
importation by the terms of the old act. As stat in our brief:

The hill Annexed proposes to add birds of paradise to the class of plumage the lint
portation of which is exprevsly prohibited by the proviso at prevent contained in
para1,rph 317, Schedule N, of the tariff act, and to add a further provio which shifts
the burden of proof to the possessor (I prohibited plumage to afirmatively establish
lawfol pose&%ion in vase of seizure or forfeiture proceeding. It also adds an ex-
planatory provision making it clear that the act of 3March 4, 1913 (the migratory bird
law), remains unaffected, and requires the appropriate governmental officers to report
infractions of that or any other State or Federal aw to the proper authorities having
control of their enforcement in cases. where the facts developed show that there have
been infraction of those laws. but no illegal importation.

The necessity for this legislation, gentlemen, is due to the fact
that the present inhibition has become a practical farce. The
smuggling of prohibited feathers has become a scandal, and it has
been impossible with the machinery at the disposition of the Govern-
ment to stamp out the illegal trade in these prohibited birds.

I may say that the gentlemen whom I have the honor to represent
have the indorsement and backing of all of the Audubon societies of
the United States, of the representatives of the biological depart-
ment of the Government, of Dr. Hornaday, whom you all know;
and there has been, so far as I lave been able to learn, no opposition
whatever to the provision which we have proposed to be incorporated
in this new act.
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Senator SMOOT. Have you a brief that sets forth your proposed
amendment ?

Mr. GzAK. I have, and I have filed a number of copies with the
clerks and wish to have one inserted in the record.

Senator McCumBER. It may be inserted in the record.
(The brief is as follows:)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED MEASURE.

(Before the Commit tee on Ways and Means In the matter of the bill Introduced by Ilspresentaive Luther
W. Mott of New York, amending Par. 347, Schedule N, of "An act to reduce tariff duties and to provide
revenue for the Oovernment an (or other purpose," approved Oct. 3,1913.1

In order to make more effective the means now provided by statute for enforcing
the prohibition against the importation into the United States of prohibited plumage,
Representative Luther W. Mott, at the request of the Millinery Chamber of Commerce
of the United' States, has introduced a bill, H. R. 14661, which, on December 7, 1920,
was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. Since then hearings on this
bill, in connection with the hearings on the proposed new tariff act, were held by
that committee on February 8 and 10, 1921, and the following gentlemen heard in
support of the measure: Mr. Frederick Bode, president of the li llinery Chamber of
Commerce; Mr. Rufus Davis, chairman of its plumage committee; Mr. T. Gilbert
Pierson, president of the National Association of Audubon Societies, and Mr. WMiarm
T. Hornaday, director of the New York Zoological Society and the Permanent Wild
Bird Life Protection Fund.

The action of the Millinery Chamber of Commerce of the United States in sponsoring
the proposed legislation has received the commendation of the Treasury Department,
the Department of Agriculture, the Biological I urvey of the United States and the
Audubon societies interested in the preservation of wild bird life, and it has every
reason to believe that the proposed leglation will receive the official approval of
said departments when it is submitted to them for that purpose by the Ways andMeans Committee.

As the result of conferences held at Washington on February 10 and 1I, 1921, between
the representatives of the governmental departments and the presidents of these
societies, suggestions were maide which it was thought advisable to adopt necessitating
certain changes which are embodied in a new bill now proposed and, as annexed
hereto, this bill meets in all respects the views and suggestions inforlly expressed,
of the representatives of the departments of the Government with whom the adminis-
tration of the law rests.

At the conferences referred to the question was considered whether it was advisable
to incorporate in the proposed new legislation on the subject and advocate a provision
prohibiting the sale of the plumage of all wild birds the importation of which is pro-
hibited. Such a suggestion had been made and addressed to the Ways and Means
Committee by one Alexander Luban, doing business as Wolpins (Inc.), Restaura-
teurs, Newark, N. J.

The incorporation of such a provision would be disastrous in the extreme to the
entire fancy feather trade of the country and for the following reasons: Many of the

Sdealers, prior to the enactment of he tariff act of October 3, 1913, anticpati
that the importation of the plumage of all wild birds would be prohibited purch
abroad valuable stocks of the plumage, bodies, and parts of wild birds. dealers still
have large and valuable stocks of such merchandise, the importation of which is now
prhibited. Many of the varieties of wild birds are permitted to be sold and freely

dealt in under the laws of the various States of the Uanion, such as game birds and
others for which there are open seasons. Therefore, to prohibit by Federal legisla-
tion the sale of the bodies and plumige of all wild birds would simply destroy the
entire industry result in wholesale confiscation, and cause a resulting lees so large as
to be incalculaole.

Furthermore, as the result of the prohibition of importation, a new industry, Involv.
Ing lar capital, has been created by the manufacture from the feathers of domestic
fowls of imitations of prohibited plumage. This Industry now employs a very larg
number of skilled workers, mostly women and young girls whose product is so like
the real that experts are frequently deceived. Hence, to forbid the sale of the plumage
of wild birds would discourage the sale and consumption of imitations for fear of Ia.

abilityy to detect the difference. The jobber, the dealer, the milliner and certainly
the women who use the article will never feel safe that they are not infringing upon the
law.
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These considerations were sufficiently persuasive to convince all those interested
in the matter to abandon the Idea of requesting that the sale of such plume be pro.
hibited, especially as no question of the public-health, morals, or other such conAtdera.
tion was involved which would otherwise justify so drastic an employment of the
police power which alone renders such leilation constitutional. Accordingly, when
Messrs. Pierson and Hornaday addressed- the Committee on Ways and Means they
offered no such suggestion and unqualifiedly advocated the bill without such pro.
vision and as it is now proposed,

Wer are advised that, at the conclusion of his remarks, Mr. Pierson inadvertently left
upon the table In the committee room a written memorandum previously prepared
by him, but which he had no intention of flng, containing the suggestion that the
sale of the plumage of all wild birds be prohibited. T memorandum was thus
inadvertently printed as a part of the record. Mr. Pierson has, since his attention
has been called to the fact, repudiated any intention to advocate such suggestion and
will, as he informs us, withdraw from the consideration of the committee, so far as
he is concerned, any request in this respect.

The bill annexed proposes to add birds of paradise to the class of plumage the im.
portation of which is expressly prohibited b the proviso at present contained in pars.
graph 347, Schedule N, of the fariff act and to add a further proviso which shifts the
burden of proof to the possessor of prohibited plumage to affirmatively establish lawful
possession in case of seizure or forfeiture pro6e ngs, and in effect makes possession
of all prohibited plumage presumptively unlawful except when in actual use for
personal adornment or held for scientifc or educational purposes, and makes the
posesor affirmatively establish lawful possession. It also adds an explanatory pro.
vision making it clear that the act of March 4, 1913 (the migratory bird law) rem Ws
unaffected, and requires the appropriate governmental officers to report infractions
of that or any other State or Feeral law to the proper authorities having control of
their enforcement in cases where the facts developed show that there havo been
infraction of those laws but no illegal importation.

THE NECESSITY FOR THE AMENDMENT.

It is believed and respectfully submitted that there have been large quantities of
imported feathers of the prohibited category, aggregating in value many hundred
thousands of dollars' smuggled into this country sincee the act of October 3, 1913, and
thrown on the market in competition with other varieties of feathers and plumage
not prohibited, which have been lawfully imported or acquired from birds in this
country, by law-abiding dealers. A notable case is that in which the opinion of May
26, 1920 of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals hereinafter referred to was
rendered. There, we are told, the value of the feathers seized was $75,000 or there-
abouts.

Some time age a very large seizure of plumage of birds of paradise was reported as
made by the customs officers in Texas. The value there, we are told, was in excess
of $1001000. Quite a large lot of smuggled paradise plumage is reported to have been
seized in July, 1920, in Jrooklyn, N.Y. Another such seizure in New York City has
been reported within the past tew days. Ithah Leen indicated to dealers in legitimate
plumage that there is in existence and being offered freely and openly for ale, a
arger quantity of feathers of prohibited birds than could reasonably be expected to
be in existence here, over seven years after the act of October 3, 1913. These goods
must have been brought into the market through ille itimate channels, but the law
as it stands affords no satisfactory means by which the authorities can develop the
facts from suspicious circumstances alone.

We submit that the main purpose of the at is to protect wild birds from extinction.
To accomplish this the Government must protect* the legitimate industry in those
kinds of feathers, the use of which the law intended to encourage, from competition
with the violators of the law. We think the proposed amendment will tend largely
to accomplish that end.

THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES.

The first change adds birds of paradise to the list of birds, the bodies and plumage
of which are specifically prohibited from importation by the terms of the old act.
As that act now stands, the question as to whether any particular lot of birds of par.
dise, or their plumage, in possession of an individual falls within the* prohibition,
depends upon whether they are comprehended within the designation of "wild'
birds.
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Wild birds of certain kinds have been reared in captivity for several generations
and It would always leave open, as a question of fact, as to whether a particular bird
of paradise or lot of its plumage came from "wild" birds or birds held in captivity or
domestically reared, however rebuttable by evidence such contention may be, or
whether the court or jury may not indulge the presumption, in the absence of specific
evidence, that the bids from which the plumage came were not "wild" birds. It is
believed and respectfully submitted that the extent to which smuggling of the
plumage of birds of paradise has taken place warrants its specific mention As pro.hibited.

The second change: The new provision in regard to procedure is necessitated by
a consideration of the procedure now relied upon to enforce section 347, as illustrated
by the decision of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, second circuit (not
yet reported), in the seizure case of Nine Cases and Eight (artons of Feathers, Arbib,
claimant, v. The United States, decided May 26, 1920.

In that case, which was a seizure of plumage undersectlon 347, "khedule N, of the
tariff act of October 3, 1913 the court, refering to the provisions of section 3082,
Revised Statutes, which maies it a crime, and subjects the goods to seizure, where
any person knowingly imports or receives or sells merchandise after importation
contrary to law, construes it in connection with subdivision T, section 3 of the tariff
act of October 3, 1913, which provides that where seizure has been made and infor-
mation or suit brought or cim made, the burden of proof is upon the claimant,
provided "that probable cause is shown for such prosecution, to be judged of 4y
the court," and held, that mere possesson did not shift the burden of proof to the
claimant to show that the seized feathers were lawfully imported, but that the Gov.
enment was put to its proof to show circumstances other than mere possession, in
order to raise the presumption of probable cause to believe that the seized goods
were illegally Imported.

It is submitted that the present method of procedure places an unnecessary burden
upon the Government without any corresponding benefit to innocent dealers or
possessors, who would have no difficulty In disclosing the source from which they
derived poaession, whereas the unlawful possessor is not bound to disclose the facts,
and the collector frequently can not obtain any evidence further than the possession
of such feathers under unexplained circumstances, which may or may not amount
to probable cause.

The proposed additional "proviso" takes into consideration that the importation
of merchandise of this kind has been prohibited ever since the act of October 3, 1913,
so that the possible supply of such feathers now in the United States may be said to
consist of the following :

(1) Those imported into or plucked in the United States prior to October 3, 1913,
not yet consumed, of which the supply is so small that any claim that any particular
lot held by a dealer came from good in that clam ought to call for and require some
proof from the holder to raise tht presum ton other than his mere ipsa dixit.

(2) Those plucked in the United States from birds therein since October 3, 1913.
thesee might be claimed to be derived in small quantities from birds held in captivity
in the United States or otherwise from birds in this country not illeg.lly Imported,
a contention as to a very improbable state of facts. But the possibnity that they
may have been so derived would, In the absence of other incriminating circumstances,
throw the burden upon the Government to negative by proof that hypothesis on the
presumption of innocence.

It is believed that the suggested proviso cures these procedural defects. At the
same time It protects the innocent holder both from improvident seizure and an
unfair trial. It provides:

(a) That the mere possession of such feathers, other than those in actual use for
permnal adornment, or held for scientific or educational purposes, makes them liable
to seizure, and it is the duty of the collector to seize them, unless the possessor shall
establish to the collector's satisfaction that they do not belong In te prohibited
category. This gives the collector large discretion, which, if properly exercised,
will enable the innocent possessor to show his lawful possession thus avoiding seizure.

(b) In case of seizure and in legal proceedings to enforce lfeiture, as in case of
violation of the customs laws, the burden is placed upon the claimant to overcome
the presumption of illegal importation and show that the goods do not come within
the category of illegally imported feathers. The proviso excludes an intent to create
statutory eidential presumptions in criminal prosecutions and leaves the law in that
respect as it now stands, but does throw the burden of proof of innocent possession
upon the claimant in the trial of seizure eae. And it still, as in all other cases of
eizure, leaves a personal liability over against the collector, if, upon the showing
made to him by the possessor before seizure he arbitrarily and without probable
cause makes the &Azure. In other words, the burden of proving probable cause is not
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put upon the collector or Government when the poessor makes no satisfactory show.
nz of lawful n to the collector at or before seizure.

The third change adds a provision preserving from the possibility of inference that
the migratory bird laws (act Mar. 4 1913 chap. 145 37 Stat. L., 847; act July 8, 1918,
40 Stat L 755) were intended to te repeated by tais later legislation and providin,
in cases of infractions of that or other laws in force being brought to light bY -

that~~ ~~ it shl eth u thewings for seizure or seizure of feathers not imported, that It shall be Me 26 o eappropriate governmental authorities to report the facts to the proper State or federal
officials chased with the duty of enforcing such laws.

Womay summarize the reasons for this proposed new legislation as follows:
To eive the Treasury Department adequate authority to enforce the existing tarifflaw by means whereby there is placed on the possessor of plumage which has been

prohibited of importation since the act of 1913 the burden of proof of legitimate posses-
don, instead of having the proof of illegitimate poss.on rest on the Government,
and should this bill be passed as proposed, no retailer, jobber, or wholesaler will care
to take the risk of having in his &ee§Won a stock of prohbited plumage when he is
fully aware of the fact that such plumage can be confiscated by the government
without recourse, unless he can postively prove that it was imported prior to Octobyt
3,1913. Precedents in support of seizure by the Government of merchandise ille pay
held are to be had in the provisions of the Harrison Antidrug Act and the Volstead
prohibition enforcement law, both of which have been upheld-by the Supreme Court.

Upon the hearing before the Ways and Means Comittee previously referred to
certain of its members suggested two questions--first, whether this proposed new
legislation should not more proely be incorporated as an administrative provision
of the new tariff act, and, second, ,bein in p a procedural matter dealing with the
questionn of the burden of proof, ftshould more properly be referred to the Judiciary
committee rather than the Committee on Ways and Means

Regarding the first suggestion as to the proper place of this legislation in the neA
tariff act, counsel have taken this matter up with the Assistant Secretary of the Treas-
arv in charge of customs legislation and its enforcement and have been advised infor-•
mllv that the Treasury Department considers the new provisions as drawn are prop-
erly corporated as integral parts of pargraph 347, S.hedle N, and do not belong
to that portion of the act which dealt with administrative features alone.

Regarding the question whether these new provisions should or not be referred to the
Judiciary Committee for approval before being incorporate.| in the new ac by the
Committee on Ways and Nreans is purely a matter of practice which the latter commit-
tee must, of course, decide for itself; but in order to avoid the delay that a reference to
the Judiciary Committee woula entail anti to assre the members of the Ways and
feans Committee of the constitutionality of the provisions placing the burden of

proof on the possessor to show lawful possession, we respectfully invite attention to
the followin legal authorities pon the subject.

The provision does not punish for the _peon past or present, but only creates
a rule of evidence on the question as to whether artiles have been illegal Imported,
the importation of which has been prohibited for over seven years, an subject to
seizure and forfeiture. The creation of such statutory resumption throwing the
burden of proof upon the party in the best position to esfabliph the facts is no new
pnnciple.

As far back as the act of August 8, l1)), Congress pro ided that-
"In sults or informations brought, where any seizure is made pursuant to anv act

providing for or regulating the collection of duties on imports or tonnage, if the irop-
erty is claimed by any person, the burden of proof shall lie upon such claimant:
Prbrided, That probable cause is shown for such prosecution, to be judged of by the
court. " (IT. S. Rev. Stat., se.. 909.)

In Ifawker a. New York (170 1. S., 189-197) the Supreme Court of the United
States said as to such presumptions created by statute:

"In a certain sense such a rule is arbitrary, but it is within the power of a legia-
ture to prescribe a rule of general application based upon a state of things which is
ordinarily evidence of the ultimate fact sought to be established. It was obviously
the province of the State legislature to provide the nature and extent of the legal pre.
sumption to be deduced from a given state of facts, and the creation by law of such
gpresumptions is after all but an illustration of the power to clasify." oness r.
Brim. 163 U. S., 1W0-13.)

Again, by the aet of ('ongems of July 13, 1866 (14 Stat L., 163), it was provided that
on removal tf liquors from onded warehouses certain things were required to le done,
such as stamping marks on the barrels, etc., and in cae of seizure of liquors In the
posseion of any person without such stamps and marks the burden of proving that the
law had been complied with was thrown on the claimant.
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This act came up for construction and consideration by the Supreme Court in 191)
Bbls. of Whiskey Charles Andre, claimant (94 U. S., 86). In that case a seizure
had been made of iquors in package. not stamped as provided by the act. The claim-
ant asserted that the liquors sealed had been produced In the United States and
legally exported to Mexico before the passage of the act of July 13, 1866, and sub-
sequently reimported into Toxa, and that in such case the presumption did not
apply, and the burden of proving that the law had been violated rested upon the
Government and not upon the claimant. The Supreme Court sustained the legality
of the provision throwing the burden of proof on the claimant and held:

"Under section 45 of the act of July 13, 1866, upon seizures made for the causes
there stated, the burden of proof is on the claimant to show that the requirements
of the law have been complied with" (headnote).

So again, in section 3333 of the Revised Statutes Congress placed the burden of
prool on the claimant of seized spirits in forfeiture proceedings "to show that no
fraud had been committed."

The question of the legality and propriety of throwing the'burden of proof upon a
claimant by legislative act, in cases of the character we are considering, is too well
established, therefore, to need extensive citation. The propriety of such statutes
rests upon the broad principle that the party within whose peculiar knowledge the
means of information ties should carry the burden of proof of the facts which would
establish his right. (Greenleaf v. Birth, 6 Pet., 312.)

Respectfully submitted.
THU MIMNKRY CHAMBER OF COMMERCi OF THE UNITED STATER.
FREDERICK BODE, President.
Ruqrus DAVIS, CNairman Plumage Committee.

A BILL To amend the act entitled "An act to reduce tariff dutes and to provide revenue for the ;ov.
ernnent, and for other purposes," approved October 3,1913.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprefentatires of the United States of Amlerioa
in Congreu assembled, That Schedule N, paragraph 347, of an act entitled "An act to
reduce tariff duties and to provide revenue for the Government, and for other purposes,"
approved October 3, 1913, be, and the same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:

"Feathers and downs, on the skin or otherwise, crude or not dressed, colored, or
otherwise advanced or manufactured in any manner, not specially provided for in
this section, 20 per centum ad valorem; when dressed, colored, or otherwise advanced
or manufactured in any manner, and not suitable for use as millinery ornaments,
including quilts of down and manufacturers of down, 40 per centum ad valorem
artificial or ornamental feathers suitable for upo as millinery ornaments, artificial and
ornamental fruits, grains, leaves, flowers, and stems or parts thereof, of whatever
material composed, not speciallyprovided f rin this section, 60 per centum ad valorem;
bow, boutonileres, wreaths, and all articles not specially provided for in this section,
composed wholly or in chief value of any of the feathers, flowers, leaves, or other
material herein mentioned, 60 per century ad valorem; Provided, That the importa-
tion of birds of paradise, and the feathers, quills, heads, wings, tails, skins, orparts
thereof, and aigrettes, egret plumes, or so-called osprey plumes, and the feathers,
quills, heads, wings, tails, skins, or parts of skins, of wild birds, either raw or manu-

ctured, and not for scientific or educational purposes., is hereby prohibited; but this
provision shall not apply to the feathers or plumes of ostriches or to the feathers or
plames of domestic fowli of any kind: Providfurder, That birds of paradise, and the
feathers, quills, heads, wing, tails, skins, or parts thereof and all aigrettes, egret
plumes, or so-called osprey plumes, and the feathers, quills, heads, wings, tails, skins,
or parts of skins, of wild biids, either raw or manufactured, of like kind to those, the.
importation or which is prohibited by the foregoing provisions of this paragraph
whicfl may be found in the Unit&d States, on and after the pasage of this act except
as to such plumage or parts of birds In actual use for personal adornment, and except
such pluma io rs, or parts thereof, imported therein for scientific' or educational

shall be presumed for the purpose of seizure to have been imported unlaw-
fully after the 3d day of October, 1913 and the collector of customs shall ieize the same
unless the oeses.or thereof shall eatafilish, to the satisfaction of the collector that the
same were imported into the United States prior to the 3d of October, 1913, or as to.
such plum ae or parta of birds that they were plucked or derived In the United States
from birds lawfully therein; and in case of seizure by the collector, he shall proceed
as in case of forfeiture for violation of the customs laws, and the same shall be forfeited,
unless the claimant shall, in any legal proceeding to enforce such forfeiture, other than
a criminal prosecution, overcome the presumption of illegal importation and establish

I I
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that the birds or articles seized, of like kind to those mentioned the importation of
which is prohibited as above, were imported into the United States prior to the 3d of
October, 1913, or were plucked in the-Unitod States from birds lawfully therein.

"That whenever birds or plumage the importation of which is prohibited by the
foregoing provisions of this paragraph are forfeited to the Government, the Secretary
of the Treaqury is hereby authorized to place the same vith the departmentsor bureaus
of the Federal or State Governments or societies or museums for exhibition or sci-
entific or educational purposes, but not for sale or personal use- and in the event nf
such birds or plumage not being required or desired by either FeAeral or State Govern-
ment or for educational purposes they shall be destroyed.

"That nothing in this act shall be construed to repeal the provisions of the act of
March 4, 1913, -chalter 145 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large, 847); or the act of
July 3, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, 755), or any other law of the United States
now of forte, intended for the protection or preservation of birds within the United
States; that if on investigation by the collector before seizure, or before trial for for.
feiture. or if at stch trial-if such seizure has been made, It shall be made to appear to
the collector, or the prosecuting officer of the Government, as the case may be, that
no illegal importation of such feathers has been made, but that the possesion, acqui-
Ailion, or purchase of such feathers is or has been made in violation of the provisions
of the act of March 4 1913. chapter 145 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large, S47), or
the act of July 3, 1918 (Fortieth Statutes at Large, 755), or any other law of the United
States, now of force, intended for the protection or preservation of birds within the
United States, it shall be the duty of the collector, or such prosecuting officer, as the
,.aqe may be, to report the facts to the proper officials of the United States or State or
Territory charged vith the duty of enforcing such ]awe."

Mr. CZ.Ku I want to say so far as the constitutionality df the pro-
vision is concerned, it has been submitted to the law officers of the
Government, and has been approved and I wish also to emphasize
the fact that it has been presented to the Treasury Departm'ent
and received their indorsement, so that I honestly urge that the bill
in the form in which it comes from the House will be retained with-
out change. I thank you.

DRESSED AND RAW FURS.

[PAragraphs 1420 and 1573.]

BRIEF OF SAMUEL ULLMAN AND EDWARD FILLMORE REPRE-
SENTING THE BOARD OF TRADE OF THE FUR INDUBTRif OF THE
01TY OF NEW YORK.

Weappearon behalf of the Board of Trade of the Fur Industry of the City of New
York, which is composed of the Fur Merchants' Association, Fur Dressers & Fur-
Dyers' Association, and the Associated Fur Manufacturers (Inc.), in which respective.
associations all interests of every kind pertaining to the fur industry are represented.

In addition to these bodies we appear in behalf of the Raw Fur Dealers' Association
of the State of New York New England Association of Fur Dealers, Associated Fur
Industries of Chicago, Minneapolis Fur Merchants' Association, San Francisco &
Northern California Fur Dealers' Association, Southern California Fur Dealers' Asso-
ciation, the Fur Division of the National Garment Retail Association, International
Fur Workers' Union, and the fur dealers and manufacturers of St. Louis, St. Paul,
Seattle, and the principal cities wherein furs are dealt in and manufactured.

Prior to the introduetlon in the House of H. R. 7456 the fur industry appeared before
the Committee on Ways and Means at the hearing held by this committee with refer-
ence to the general tariff revision, and an exhaustive brief was then filed, which Is
printed in the record on page 3664, to which brief we beg leave te refer for more detailed
facts.

At this time we respectfully urge upon the Finance Committee of the Senate the
following:

1. That if the American valuation be accepted b the Senate, as provided for in.
I. R, 7456, that the rates of duties on dressed, dye, and manufactured furs, as pro-
vided for in paragraph 1420 of H, R. 7450, be retained.

2. That raw furs remain on the free list, as provided for in paragraph 1573 of H. R..
7456.

NUNN.-
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DREBSED, DYED, AND MANUFACTL1WD FURS.

Under the existing tariff actof 1913, p h 348, the tariff rates on dressed, dyed
and manufactured furs were slightly higher than the rates fixed in the pro.pse
tariff act of 1921. now under consideration, but with the proposed American-valuation
Iplan the duty in reality Is greatly increased, so that if the American-valuation plan
Is adopted the rate fixed in the new proposed bill would amply protect the American
manufacturer. but in the event the American-valuation plan shall not prevail, then
we respectfully submit that the rates on dressed, dyed, and manufactured furs be
increased proportionately so that the American manufacturer receive the proper
protection against European competition.

RAW FURS.

In the tariff act of 1913 furs and fur skins, undressed (raw furs and skins), are on
the free list.

The proposed tariff act of 1921, H. R. 7456, under paragraph 1573. retains furs and
fur skins, undressed, on the free list, and we respectfully ask that this provision be
not disturbed, because to impose a tariff on this raw product would not only deetro)
the United States policy of conservation of our national resources, but would Also
destroy the business which the fur industry of the United States built up since the
recent war, and the Imposition of a tariff would drive all the business in the fur industry
to Germany, England, and Canada, from whom we succeeded to wrest the monopoly
of this very important branch of the industry since the war.

There never was a duty on raw furs in this country, and no country, with the possible
exception of Russia, to our knowledge, has a duty on raw furs.

Prior to the war the international fur trade was almost wholly in the hands of the
British and German. America did little direct business with the countries of origin
of the raw furs consumed here. We shipped a considerable part of the American
catch of raw furs to London to be distributed throughout the world. We went to
London and to Leipzig to secure furs gathered from all parts of the world. In either
case we paid tribute to European merchants, steamship companies, insurance com-
paiies, bankers, etc., thereby appreciably increasing the invisible trade balance
against America.

Germany, the source of an insignificant supply of native furs, imported in the year
before the war furs and skins to the amount of $46.750,000 and exported $5 750 000.
Its fur dressing and dyeing plants had a combined capital investment of $49,006,000
according to an English authority, and that Investment was predicated upon inter-
national traffic.

A not inconsiderable part of this business has been acquired by the American fur
industry. The report of the Aien Property Custodian Is interesting in this connec-
tion and we take the liberty of quoting it, directing attention, however, to the fact
that a report of this nature compiled by one unfamiliar with the industry is neces-
saiily subject to correction in its details:

"The outbreak of the war found the American fur trade, in so far as dealing was
concerned as distinguied from the manufacturing of furs, divided into two classes.
One class confined itself almost exclusively to the importation of foreign furs and the
other class dealt chiefly in furs caught on the North American continent. Between
these two great classes of dealers, was another class, most of whom did business on a
small scale and who dealt in both domestic and foreign furs, getting their supplies at
practically all times-from the other two classes of dealers.

"The great importing houses did business chiefly through Leipzig, Germany, with
either branches o Leipzig firms or with American firms who maintained a largetbranch
establishment in Lelpzi-. These houses dealt in Russian and Siberian furs, a large
portion of which were first brought to Leipzig, either for dressing or dyeing purposes.
American merchants had to look exclusively to Germany for these foreign furs. In
the case of Leipzig concerns having branches here, the method of business between
the branches and the main house was so contrived as to benefit the Leipzig house in
all cases. Goods were consigned to the branch houses here with a liberal profit added,
which made it just about possible for the American house to make its overhead ex-
penses. This accounts for the fact that with a few exceptions none of the branches in
any years were conducted on a profitable basis, although the foreign house made tr.-.
mendous profits on the merchandise consigned to Americans to be sold at a fixed price,
determined in advance. * * *

"The first effect of the war was to cut down importation of furs to an almost neg.
ligible quantity, as well as the Leipzig market, and to make it practically impsibe
toship furs to Leipzig via London, as had formerly been the custom. All the United
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States fur merchants, and even the German-owned branch houses, took to dealing in
American furs in proportion as importation from European sources ceased. Taese
branch concerns have since all become Americanized and have continued to del
almost exclusively in American furs. On the other hand, the larger American houses,
which previously did very little importing business, were remarkably successful in
opening up sources of supply in Russia, Sibeiia, and China, and, at great risks, bringing
these foreign goods Into a market anxious to consume the same."The first effect of the war was therefore a revolutionary one which worked to the
advantage of America.

"A rtIh er result of the war and of the enforcement of the trading with the enemy
act, a result of tremendous importance to the American fur trade, is the establishment
of great public auction sales conducted in the spring, winter, and fall in New York
City andat St. Louis. Both cities now vie for the title of " th e fur market of the
world," a title formerly claimed by and accredited to London and Leipzig. Starting
late in 1915, the first St. Louis sale amounted to considerably less than $1,000,000,
whereas the January sale was said to have been in excess of $9,000,000. The first
New York sale in 1916 disposed of merchandise worth about three-quarters of a million
dollars, while the sales there in February 1919, covered merchandise of the value
of almost $6,000,000. But New York, besides holding the auction sales and besides
being located in the greatest port of the world, is the center in which 85 per cnt of the
Ameiican furs are manufactured and 95 per cent of the American fur catch is dree-d
and dyed.

"For almost a century prior to the war such auction sales had been held in London,
England, but owing to the difficulties of transportation growing out of the war the
sales were begun in this country, and It is confidently expected in both American
cities not only that the American trade will hereafter purchase Its American furs in
America but that foreign dealers will ship considerable portions of their seasons'
collections to the American fur auction sales to be dispose of to American dealers.
The curious phenomenon existing before the war of American dealers shipping a ar
portion of the American catch to the London sales, of other American dealers traveling
to London in order to purchase the same American catch and bringing it back with
them to America, and of other portions of American goods being purcaied by Leipzig
merchants only to have American dealers travel to Leipzig to repurchase these same
American goods, either dressed or dyed, to bring them back to America plus freight
and tariff duty, is therefore no loner apparent.

"One reason for the general involvement of the American with the Leipzig fur trade
was not so much the iiiestment of German capital as such in this country. German
interests mostly appeared in the form of debts due Germany from American firms.
One of Germany's great policies was the systematic practice of a credit plan more
liberal than that offeredby any other country in the world. So liberal was It that it
was a common practice to send American paper to Germany for discount. American
firms could afford to-pay almost any profit to the German because of the credit facilities
they received and the consequent freedom they enjoyed in the work off of the
merchandise purchased. Nof more insidiously destructive of the in dependence
of the American fur merchant could be conceived. * * *

"With the elimination of the foreign market by the war, with the elimination of
German capital by the enforcement of the provisons of the trading with the enemy
act, theseare the net results:

'1. American furs dressed, dyed, manufactured, and sold in America.
"2. Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and Siberian markets taken from Germany, and

direct connection established with the United States.
"3. The sale through American auctions of the raw catch, both foreign and domes-

tic, and the consequent creation of the Americau fur market of the world * * *.
'In the case of our friendly but no less keen competitor, England, we can take

much satisfaction in the fact that New York and St. Louis have supplanted London
as the center of distribution, by public auction of the annual American for catch
throughout the world. We are destined to mintain the supremacy that we have
achieved, provided that we are permitted by Congress to proceed on our present
line of endeavor."

Canada is making a strong effort to gain for itself a foothold in this international
traffic in raw furs and skins and with success. We quoto the following from a re-
cent report of the Bankers' Trust Co. of New York relative to this subject:

TUB FUR TRADE.

"Finally, in the list of Canada's natural products we have the fur trade, which
has been an important part of Canada's industry since the earliest years of the French
regime, when it was a monopoly of the proprietary companies. Until recently the
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operation of the trade were in the main confined to the trapping of the fur-boaring
animals and exportation of the furs In an undressed state to London or the United
States either for the sale at public auctions or consigned to dealers in those places.
The war has brought about an important change in this respect * * *. The
exports of dressed and undressed furs from Canada to England and the United Stares
for the years 1914, 1918, and 1919 are shown in the following table:

Eriports offurs from Canada.

UNDRESSED.

To-- 1914 1918 1919

Enfland ............................................................ , $41000,000 s 6 00 Oo &,00,00
Unfted Statei ...................................................... 2,100,000 0,300,000 9 W ,000

ALl, FUR8.

All exports ........................................................ . $5, 0,000 58OD 00,000? $13,500,000
Imports ............................................. 2,20, O 2, 2, O, 0 o3, 300.00)

"In 1914 England received the greater part of the Canadian fur exports. By
1918, 78 per cent of the exports were going to the United States and only 20 per cent
to England. In 1919 the percentageS. were, respectively, 71 per cent to the United
States and 27 per cent to England. Canada's fur resources are very great. Labrador
the maritime provinces, Qu~bec, northern Ontario, the Northwest Territory, and
Brimish Columbia all contribute to the annual production.

"Prior to the war the principal market for furs was in London. In 1915 the first
American fur auction was held at St. Louis; in 1916 auctions were commenced in
New York. Auction sales are now held in Montreal, and it is expected that they
will take place three times a year-in the winter, spring, and fal[ It is believed
that these auctions will attract the most important of the world's fur buyers and
insure a higher level ofprices, bringing to Montreal furs for sale from all parts of the
world and establishing Montreal as an international center for the trade.'. Canada, Germany, and France are definitely committed to a protective tariff
POfc, but they do not extend that policy to their raw fur imports.
it universally recognized that raw furs are not products of labor in the sense

that other commodities are and that they are consequently not in need of 'a pro.
tective tariff. Then, too, in Canada as in the United States the latent supply is
unquestionably diminishing, and as an import duty is equivalent to a bounty on
the domestic supply, It Is contrary to that public policy summed up in the phrase
"conservation of national resources." But principally it is recognzed that the
possible income from such a tariff would not be worth the damage it would incur
to international trffic.

The immediate effect of a tariff on raw furs in this country would be to remove
America from international competition, and to destroy whatever we have constructed
in recent years. Unquesttonably an import duty on raw furs by the United States
would be received with pleasure in the fur markets of London, Leipzig, and Mon.
treal, but it would be positivey calamitous to American fur markets, for it would
utterly destroy our trade in 'export of merchandise of foreign origin," thereby
timitig us to trade in "imports for local consumption" and "exports of furs ofdomestic origin."

It would unavoidably destroy our prospects as a center -of distribution of the
world's peltries and by so do' would mental the eventual lose of our present position
as the center of distribution of peltries of American origin. For the European fur
merchants will not sail across the Atlantic to buy in our auctions, of a limited selec-
tion of furs originating in the United States, when he can, by merely sailing across
the Engi Channel, buy from the extensive and varied collection of the greater

9of globe, includin- skins taken on the north side of an infinitely thin imaginary
line known as our Canadian border.

EFr ON DRESSRSa AND DYERS.

The effect of a duty on raw furs on the American dressing and dyeing industry
would be severely restrictive. The fur dressers and dyers in the United States have
pefected their processes to a very high degree of efficiency and for some time past
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have been successfully competing with European dressers and dyers, not only in the
local market but in the European market Itself. There is a rowing demand for
American dyed furs in Europe. A tariff on the raw furs would not only.check the
development of this phase of the dressing and dyeing business, but it would seriously
interfere with the cresing and dyeing of furs for domestic consumption, because of
the fact that it would be in many instances very advantageous to import the dressed
and dyed skins rather than import them raw and run the nsk of damage or lose in the
dressiiig and dyeing processes plus a tariff cost.

EFFECT ON FUR MANUFACTURJo.

Our experience in the past se-ason is convincing in its emphasis on the fact that the
buying public demands a reduction rather than an increase in manufacturing costs.
The effect of a tariff on the raw material is inevitably an increase in the cost to the
buyer, and we believe that this would work a grave injury to the manufacturing fur
trade. especially under present conditions. But by far the most important considera-
tion in this connection is the fact that the manufacturer, in order to progress in the
development of the industry, must have at his immediate command an almost un-
limited supply of raw merchandise of all kinds, grades, and varieties. On this account
the international aspect of the American fur trade is of tremendous importance to the
American manufacturer.

EFFECT ON DEALERS AND TRAPPERS.

Finally, let us consider the effect on the domestic raw.fur situation. Wotld a-tariff
on imports be of benefit to anyone?

We believe it would benefit temporarily the present holders of both foreign and
domestic furs and skins at the expense of the industry as a whole. Beyond that
limited Qroiup no one would benefit.

CONCLUSION.

\Ve earnestly urge itpon the Finance Committee of the United States Senato the
following:

1. That the present rate of duties on dressed, dyed, and manufactured furs as fixed
in 1)ragraph 1420 of If. R; 7456 be retained, provided that the American-valuation
plan he accepted. as contained in the new proposed tariff act, by the Senate.

2. That if the Senate or this committee shall conclude to retain the foreign-valuation
plan as it exists under the existing law, that then the rates of duty on dressed, dyed.
and manufactured furs be advanced and fixed at the same rate as contained in the
tariff act of 1913.
3. That raw furs and skins be retained on the free list as tinder the existing law and

as provided for in paragraph 1573 of H. R. 7456.

RABBIT SKINS AND HATTERS' FUR.

(Paragraphs 1420 and 1421.1

STATEMENT OF HAROLD L. ALLEN, NEW YORK, N. Y., BEPRE-
SENTING THE FURRIERS' ASSOOIATIO14 OF PRANOE.

The CumA1mA. Where do you reside, Mr. Allen?
Mr. ALLEN. My residence is at 21 Claremont Avenue.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. ALL.. I am an attorney; a member of the New York bar.
The CHAIRMAN. You are here as an attorney?
Mr. ALLEN. I am here on behalf of the Furriers' Association of

France; the Professional Union of Tanners and Dyers of France and
Belgium- the "Belgian Union of Fur Cutters.

liankiy, we are here representing foreign interests this morning
and I hope I find the committee in no unha py frame of mind toward
such interests, which are with regard to rabbit skins and hatters' furs
identical with the interests of the American consumer of imitation
furs and hate, even if they are in conflict with those of the American
manufacturer.
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The CHAIRMAN. On what article do you appearI
Mr. ALLEN. Rabbit skins and its principal by-product, rabbit.

hair, prepared for hatters' use, covered by paragraph 1420 and 1421
of the bill as it is in the Senate.

The CHAIRMAN. You may briefly state what you want.
Mr. ALLEN. We desire to urge on the committee that pelts of

rabbits dressed on the skin, but not advanced further than dyeing,
covered by the provisions of paragraph 1420, which are subjected to
a proposed tax of 20 per cent ad valorem, be taxed 15 per cent; and
that hatters' furs, including fur skins, carrotted, covered by the
provisions of paragraph 1421, subjected to a proposed tax of 22 per
cent ad valorem, be taxed at 10 per cent;, and that rabbits now
included with rare furs in paragraph 1420 be subject to a special
classification.

I have a memorandum which I desire to submit, and which I
wish to supplement by a few remark. on the general situation of the
European rabbit-skin industry.

Let me say at the outset that the United States products nt
rabbit skins which are suitable for the manufacture of imitation
furs'or for the production of hatters' furs, the basic raw materials
from which the ordinary felt and derby hat is manufactured.

The chief source of supply is Franice and Belgium. Formerly
Russian Poland and Russia were sources of supply. The production
of those countries has been so curtailed as to be practically nil.

In the two European countries I have mentioned the industry
producing the skins is impressed with the people's national character-
istics of thrift; that is to say, rabbits are produced for purposes of
food and the skins their by-product are collected through agencies
closely allied to the food-distributing organizations in the two
countries. Local butchers and dealers collect the raw pelts and sell
them in the fur centers to the manufacturers I represent.

Rabbit fur, known as hatters' fur, is a product which has been
razored or cut from the skin, after being chemically treated, and is the
basic raw material from which the domestic American hat. is pro-
duced.

Senator S.iooT. What will you suggest in plac4! of 22 per cent on
that?

Mr. ALLEN. We ask that it be 10 per cent ad valorem. It. %as
15 per cent under the old act, and under the present act is 22 per
cent. We ask that it be 10 per cent, in order to enable the French
and Belgians to continue to sell their product in this country in com-
petition with the recently established American fur-cutting industry.
Unless this is done, a basic rate material entering into the manufacture
of American hats will fall into the control of a small monopolistic
group which will reap enormous profits at the expense of the Americanpeople.

I wish to impress upon the attention of the committee the fact
that the American manufacturer of hatters' fur is asking you to-day
that a 33 per cent ad valorem tax be placed on the hatters' fur.
I do not think that if the processes which are now at work in Europe
come to a successful conclusion from the viewpoint of the European
producer that the 25 per cent asked for would inure to the benefit of
the American hat manufacturer, fur cutter, or consumer.

4186
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The fur-cutting industry in the United States, such as it is, is predi-
cated entirely on the ability of the American fur cutter to import his
material duty free. His chief source of supply of raw mateial, theundressed pelts, is in France and Belgium, from which countries the
pelts are imported into the United States duty free, and so the
Belgian and French producer finds himself in this unique situation.
The American operating under favorable rates of exchange comes in
the market and with higher prices drains it of the choice supply of
pelts suitable for use in the trade, and transports them to the United
States, where their product is sold in competition with Europe.
When the French and Belgians seek to market their finished fur in
the United States they find themiolves met with an almost pro-
hibitive duty, which this committee is now &4ked to increase.

This situation has produced a ,ritical condition in the rabbit-fur
industry in France and Belgium, and a collective petition has been
addressed to the ministries of commerce and finance of those countries
requesting that if the duties imposed by the country which is the
chief market and practically the only remaining market be increased
that a compensating export tax be placed on the raw untreated pelt
from which the American hatters' fur is manufactured.

If that is done by an economic process which is too well known for
me to detail to this committee, the price of the hat will be increased
to the American consumer in direct proportion to the tax levied, plus
whatever the dealers add, and they always add two or three times the
amount of the tax, the increase will flow into the treasury of the Euro-
pean countries rather than into the Treasury of the United States,
and into the pockets of small groups of manufacturers.

Senator MCLV.AN. What percentage of the fur used in hats is im-
ported?

Mr. ALLEN. The entire supply is either imported or cut from skins
imported.

Senator McLEAN. There is no domestic fur ?
Mr. ALLEN. There is no domestic fur. The rabbit skin now is

included in the same paragraph as costly furs, such as the silver fox
which, I believe, is the rarest fur produced in North America; and
because of that there has been no separate collection of statistics on
the subjects of rabbit skins themselves.

Senator MoLEAN. Why is it that the hatters want a tariff on this
fur if there is none produced in this country?

Mr. ALLEN. I hadintendod to explain that later, but I will be glad
to answer the Senator's question. That is an apparent inconsistency
ofposition which can be easily explained; when we find that the hatter
asks for a tariff on his finished product and also a tariff on the raw
material from which he manufactures it and it can only be explained
by the fact that the hat producer and the fur cutter are in many
instances in the control of identic interests. It is an industry so
interlocked and interrelated that the interests of one economically
can hardly be separated from the other.

We find, for example, that the leading hat manufacturers are also
engaged in the fur-cutting industry. Among these are the Danbury
Hatters' Fur Co., John I. Stetson Co., and the Waring Hat Manu-
facturing Co., all of whom are large hat manufacturers.

If the present, duty is increased it will operate to the enormous
benefit of these interests by creating practically a monopoly in their
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favor. The hatters' fur produced in Europe will be unable to com-
pete with domestically cut fur, and the only available supply will be
in their control. They will be in a position to supply themselves at
cost and to sell to the small hat manufacturer at any price necessary
to insure a competition so feeble that the domestic' at business wil
pass into the control of a small group. This argument is not extreme.
The fate of small manufacturers under such conditions can be readily
foreseen. He will be made tributary to his more powerful competitor,
who can drive foreign fur from the American market at any time by
the simple process of underselling in destructive competition.

The request that the duty on hatters' fur as well as'hats be in-
creased is an economic absurdity in the face of any other intention.

The request has for its only object the creation of a monopoly
whereby a small group will be made complete masters of the American
market.

If the Congress of the United States gives them satisfaction the
results are obvious. The small American manufacturer will be
oppressed, the price of hats will be increased to the American public,
and the French and Belgians will have no alternative but to insistently
press their governments to levy a compensatory export tax which
vill interpose itself between the American manufacturer and his

supply of raw material. The argument advanced before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means that a tax on raw material does not
affect the price of the finished product is more evasion.

The comparative difference in cost of producing hatters' fur abroad
and in the United States is not clearly established. Statistics are
lacking, and it is impossible to compute what difference in the
retail price of the hat the proposed duty of 22 per cent will make.
When the probability of the export tax is considered, it is safe to
say, however, that each hat sold at retail (with all of the retailers'
increased profit added) would be from 40 to 50 cents more than it
now is. If it be conceded that the increase would affect 50,000,000
hat users, it would extract from the pockets of the American people
from $20,000,000 to $30,000,000, and this for the exclusive benefit
of a few manufacturers.

This is the only time which has come to my attention where a
protective duty has been asked 'on a product of which the United
States produces absolutely none; a request which is accompanied
of course, with the further request that raw rabbit pelts be retained
on the free list, for an additional reason that some of the cutters
are also dyers and manufacturers of imitation furs made from the
same raw pelts.

It may be interesting at this time for the committee to note that
the proposed export tax, accmprding to the Goveyrment figures for
1919, would apply to 114,818 707 undressed rabbit skins of a value
of $19,439,835, which entered this country during that year. Let
me emphasize again that the free importation of these skins is a
sine qua non for the American industries, both fur cutting and fur
dyei'g, as they are now organized.

May I say a few words on the question of rabbit skins advanced
not further than dyeing I This is considered in my memorandum,
but I would like to add some observations.

These furs are now included in paragraph 1420 of the bill along
'with rare and costly furs with which they can never compete. The
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rare fur is a luxury of the rich, while the imitation fur is an essential
article of wearing apparel to the farmer and middle classes, particu-
arly in the North and West, where it is indispensable.

No American industry is threatened, and no substantial revenue
impaired, by reducing the duty on the dyed skins to 15 per cent.
The American dyers have sought to create the impression that the
dyeing of rabbit skins is their chief industry. A glance at the sta-
tistics will dispel this impression. In 1920 the value of rabbit
skins dyed in the United States according to statistics given before
the House committee was $203,09.5, while the value of all kinds of
furs dyed during the same year was $52,910,589.42. Rabbit skins
represent about one two hundred and fiftieth of the value of their
output.

The old argument that the duty is necessary to protect American
labor is not as potent as formerly. True, a difference in wages
does exist, but it is not as great as before the war, and the output
of the European workman is far below that of the American. The
actual labor cost is not known, but the discrepancy is not great.
Conditions existing before the war are now changed. Budgets
have increased five times, and in order to enable him pay taxes the
wage of the worker has been increased. Social legislation, such as
the 8-hour day and child labor law, necessary and beneficial as
they are, have nevertheless operated to decrease the difference in
labor cost. And psychological conditions directly attributable to
four years of war have impaired the efficiency of the nations' man-
hood, while the rising generation lack trade education necessary
to produce efficient workmen. I mention this merely in passing in.
order that the members of the committee may note that n Ameri-
can manufacturer can not with old time fluency use tbh argument
about differences in labor costs.

My time is growing short, but I wish to just briefly invite the
attention of the committee to another phase of the situation, that
there is an absolute lack of reciprocal treatment between the tariffs
obtaining in France and Belgium and the tariffs which are pro-
posed in the United States. In France specifically the general
and ordinary merchandise of the United States of North America
is given a preferential treatment under the decree of March 28
1921. The law of July, 1019, was in effect, an emergency tariff
act of France, by which the general and the minimum tariff rates
were subjected to certain "coefficients of majoration," by which
the old tariff was multiplied in computing duties instead of revising
the entire set; certain coefficients were placed thereon by which
the old tariff was multiplied in order to determine the duty which
would be applied at the present time.
*The ministry of finance on March 28, 1921, issued a decree, pos.
sible under the French law, giving this country preferential treat-
ment, paragraph 2 of which reads:

With regard to the United States of North .\meiva. the importations of which
areisubJected to the general tariff for a certain number of articles and which would
have suffered under tho now measure, it has been understood that the benefits of the
actual general tariff will be conserved to them by the application of the provisions
of the law of July 29, 1919.

81527-22--c x 14-11
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That was in the preamble, and then in article 2 of the same de-
cree it was provided that notwithstanding the addition of these
so-called "coefficients of majoration" that-

There will remain admissible under the duties of the general tariff anterior to the
present decree. without prejudice to the coefficiency of majoration. the ordinary
merchandise of the United States of North America. other than that already benefiting
under the minimum tariff or the intermediary tariff of March 29, 1910. The appli-
cation of this provision will be subordinated to proof of origin and to regulations of
transport.

Which latter is merely an administrative provision.
And we submit here that when a European industry situate in

two friendly countries has been threatened with practical destruc-
tion by a peculiar combination of economic circumstances, of which
our tariff is an important factor that the Committee on Finance of
the United States Senate shoulA be disposed to accord them some
reciprocal treatment.

Senator SMOOT. Have you a brief to file?
Mr. ALL.. Yes; I have.
Senator SMOOT. It will be printed as part of your statement.

3RI3 OF . L. ALLEN, NIW YORK, N. T., RZPRRBIRTZING THE FURRIZRP'

ASIOOIATION OF FAN03.

OENRTAL STATEMENT.

We wish to urge upon the Finknce Committee of the Senate that the pelta of rabbits
dressed on the akin, but not advanced further than dyeing (covered by the provisions
of par. 1420) which are subjected to a proposed tax of 20 per cent ad valorem, be
taxed at 15 per cent; and that hatters' furs, including fur skin,, carrotted (covered
by the provisions of par. 1421), subjefted to a proposed tax of 22 per cent ad valorem,
be taxed at 10 per cent; and that rabbit skins now included with rare furs in paragraph
1420 be subject to a special classification.

Duties levied and proposed.

Preseatt Propoo Tariff
tariff, tariff. asked for.

a Per ce.t Per cent. Per rent.
Skins advanced no further that dyeing ................................... 11 15Hatters, furs .............................................................. 1.5 T2 to

While these articles may at first sight appear to be inconsiderable in the commerce
of the country, their importance becomes apparent when it is considered that dyed
rabbit skins imported from France and Bel *um constitute the chief source of imitation
furn, extensively worn ioy the rural and middle classes of the United States. and that
hatters' fur, imported from the same sources or cut in this country from undremed
pelts imported from France and Belgium, is the basic raw material from which are
manufactured the ordinary felt and derby hats for both men and women.

The United States produces practically no skins or hatters' furs suitable for the trade.
The entire source of supply Is from'France and Belgium, where the domestic house
rabbit is extensively br for that purpose, the pelts of which find their way into the
channels of commerce through agencies of collection closely allied to the food distribut-

organizations of the two countries. The rabbit of the United States, including
the Texas wild rabbit, has a very thin pelt, unsuitable for tanning, which falls to pieces
before it can be commercially prepped, and which is otherwise unsuitable for the
trade.

The trade of Mrance and Belgium with the United States in the affected commodi-
ties may be thus briefly summarized: Bel um exports to the United States brown
and black dyed rabbit skins, retaining thenatural on hair, which are called black
long-haired coneys and sable coneys. These are articles of simple manufacture and
low price. France, on the other hand, produces a more expensive product, a skin
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from which tho long hair has been cut or razored, and which is old as electric seal
aud extensively worn by the poor and middle class" of the United States. In brief,
long-haired imitation furs manufactured from rabbit skins are essentially Belgian
and the short.haired imitation furs usually French, both countries being producers
of hatters' furs and skins ctrrotted for hatters' use.

The request that the duty on the articles named be reduced is predicated upon the
contentions:

(1) That the United States should reciprocate the preferential treatment now
accorded the products of the United States under the French general tariff, and the
low duties imposed by the Jielgian tariffs on furs imported into that country front the
United States.

f2) That an Important Huropean industry threatened by destruction by the pro-
posed tariff, will seek protection by the imposition of an export tax or embargo on the
only American source of raw materials, which tax or emargo if imposed will operatS
to destroy the fur-cutting industry in the United States.

13) The proposed duties will reult in an increase In the cost of imitation furs to the
middle clam of American corsumers, and the cost of hats to the entire American public.

RABBIT AKINfl, RAW-ADVANCED NO FURTHtER TiHAN IYEIVSG.

It is to he noted at the outset that at the present time the European rabbit fur in.
du4ry In all branches finds itself in a critical situation: it is actually threatened with
destruction by a peculiar combination of economic circumstances resultin; from the
war, of which the tariff of the United States is an important factor. The imposition
of higher dutici or the maintenance of the prezent one will destroy it or will produce
retaliatory legislation which will vastly increase the price of the tr and its products
to the American consumer.

The exchange situation had eliminated from tlh market Gerinany and Austria.
which countries were important prewar customers; anarchy had destroyed Itussia.
and the only remaining market is the American, which. as'we have seen. is hedged
in by high duties.

In speaking of dyed rabbit skins, the error should be avoided of considering them
as a single article of merchandise of a uniform value. These skins art inan ifat tired
into imitations of rare furs, and am such present a diversified commercial Atspect. SOlne
are made into imitation seal, some into imitation beaver, and some into imitation
polecat. Each indicates a different process of manufacture and tho )r)dtit is of
variable value.

The present tariff permits the raw rabbit pelts from which those imitat ion furs are
manufactured to enter duty free at a time when an abnormal rate of foreign exchange
enables the American manufacturer to underbid th- French and Belgian producers
in their home market in competition for choice pet, . The situation of the French
and Belgians is thus unique. Their best raw materials are purchased by about six
competitors who market the finished product under the protection of a'hlgh tariff.
Thls double protection, if continued, calls for protective action by thm French and
Belgians, whose Governments are, in these critical times, sensitive to the nec mity
of conserving industry.

It is further submitted by the French and Belgian manufacitirerm that it is al
error to classify cheap imitation furs made of rabbit skins with rare and costly furs,
as has been done in paragraph 1420 of the present bill. Expensive firs, the itative
prod uct of some foreign countries, when "unported into the tViiled States, compete
with the native American product, and their importation uider low rates of duties
would doubtless affect American trappers, manufacturers, and merchants. This,
however, is not true of rabbit skins, wh as we have pointed out, are not produced in
this country in appreciablequantity; their importation does not affect Ihe Americai-
fur producing industry, and it is an obvious error to include them in the same clam.
ification with rare furs, with which the), can under no posible circumstances agipete.
Rabbit skins not advanced further than dyeing should be "piraltvly ela.ifi(l4 and
subjected to a duty not higher than 15 per cent ad valorem.

IIATTERS FURS.

Compared to its enormios consumption of hatters' furs, the l'nitled Slates produces
practically no rabbit skins from which this product can be cut, on(! is dependent in
chief on an European supply of raw materials from which its don eslic hats are manu-
factured. Some fur is cut in this country-au industry which Jia been established
since the war-from imported skits, but the chief supply is by dir-ct inupirlation of
the finished fur.
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On this commodity the present tariff fixes a rate of 15 per cent ad valorem, while
the proposed act now under consideration increases the duty to 22 per cent ad valorem.
The avowed purpose of this increase is to conserve the interest of the fur cutters and
not to yield revenue.

The situation of the French and Belgian producers of hatters' furs Is similar to that
of the allied industry, which manufactures rabbit skins for use as imitation furs.
American manufacturers have entered the European raw-akin market and, operating
under favorable rates of exchange, are purchasing the best raw skins from which the
fur is produced, at prices with which tho, French and Belgian fur cutters can not
compete. The skins are now imported into the United States duty free, and when
the European manufacturer seeks to sell his products in the United States a 15 per
cent tax, now increased to 22 per cent, prevents them from entering the market In
competition with a product manufactured from their own raw material. In self.
.protection they must petition this committee to lower the duty on hatters' furs cut
in their countries, or petition their own Government to tax the raw material supply
of their American competitors. The former will tend to lower the price of hats, the
latter to increase it, without In any way compensating the American public.

From the American point of view protection of American fur cutters may seem a
desirable and logical economic result of the tariff but in addition toits direct economic
effects, the situation has produced the indicated political reaction abroad which must
ba consdered and which threatens, if necessary, to produce a retaliatory export tax,
which will prove costly to the American public. In addition, there are direct econ-
omic consequences which can not fail to increase the price of hate and other fur
products to the American public if the duty is Increased. The tax is paid by the
consumer many times over. It may be observed that the interests who are appealing
to this committee for Increased duty on raw hatters' furs are, at the same time, ped.
tioning the committee to increase the duty on hats in order to insure absolute control
of the price of the latter product. The object is only too plain. It is to bring about
a situation in the American hat trade where the consumer will be forced to pay more
for the finished product and to arrest the tendency toward lower prices now prevailing.

Co)MPARATIVE EUROPEAN TARIFFS.

A glance at the import duties imposed by these two countries discloses the absolute
lack of reciprocal treatment, not justified by the status of the fur trade in the United
States and the affected European nations. The United States exports to Belgium
cotly furs of all kinds, including rare and common varieties. These American furs
pav, on entering Belgium, 0.90 franc per kilo. even for the rarest furs, which means
that the Belgian tax is negligildle and that an important market is opened on favorable
terms for the American fur producer. l;elgian rabbit imitation furs, on the other
hand, on entering the United Sates, pay :10 per cent ad valorem. In other words,
America experts at ne4ligible duty rates* valuable furs and Belgium is compelled to
export to us in return rabbit skins prepared as cheap imitation furs at exorbitant
rates of dut'. The inequality of this become-i very apparent when it is considered
that these imitation furs-compete with no domestic product: that we produce no
rabbits suitable for such trade; and that the.e .kins are the only article which can be
exportedl to us in return for the valuable .American furs and thus tend to equalize the
trade balance.

The situation i4 not leis inequitale as to France. which is also an important market
for American produced firs. In that country the ordinary merchandise of the United
States is accorded preferential treatment. the French general tariff, enacted March29, 1910, wa amended by an emergency measure on July 29, 1919. The law of July
29, 1919, was in the nature of an emergency legislation to provide revenue and in-
crea.sed the duties by establishing certain "coefficients of majoration," by which the
general tariff rate would be multiplied in computing the duty on articles imported
into the country. There was a t reatdifference between the maximum under the new
law, and the minimum tinder the general tariff: but the goods of the United States,
however, were subjected to special preferential treatment under an administrative
decree oi March 28. 1921, which reads in its applicable paragraphs:

Paragraph 3 of the pwamble to the decree: "With regard to the United States of
North America. the importations of which are subjected to the general tariff for a
certain number of articles and which would have suffered under the new measure, it
has been understood that the benefits of the actual general tariff will be conserved to
them by the application of the provisions of the law of July 29, 1919."

Artiee 2 of the decree of March 28. 1921: "ART. 2. There will remain admissible
under the duties of the general tariff anterior to the present decree, without prejudice
to the coefliciency of majoration. the ordinary merchandise of the United States of
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North America, other than that alrevJy benefiting under the minimum tariff or tha
intermediary tariff of March 29, 1910. The application of this provision will be sub-
ordinated to proof of oriin and to regulations of transport."

It will be observed from the foregoing that the French and Belgians are already
according the merchandise of the United State. a preference. This ebould, in a meas-
ure, be reciprocated, and when an important European industry is threatened with a
tax which confers no measurable benefit on the United States, the reciprocity can take
no better form than a reduction of that tax.

If the present proposed duty rates are enacted Into law, an equalizing export tax or
embargo is contemplated by France and B1elgium as a measure neceary to preserve
their industry. Such action will operate to increase the price of hatters' and imitation
furs to the American public, and is bound to affect millions of people of small means.

EXPORT TAX.

If the A merican duties are not lowered to permit hatters' furs, rabbit skins advanced
not further than dyeing, to enter this country on terms which are comparatively
equitable to the French and Belgian producers, the political reaction in the countries
indicated will probably take the form of an equalizing expert tax or embargo impo !
by the European nations on the exportation of raw skins to America.

This measure, it will be observed, is expedient, since the success of the American
fur cutting industry, such as it has been since the war, Is predicated on the ability of
American manufacturers to import their raw materials duty free. The situation has
been accentuated by the recent increase in German competition, which has stimulated
the activity of the French Siinistry of Commerce, which has already been petitioned
to levy an export tax on the French raw materials, but to except from the operation
of the decree the United States and Belgium. if the 'niled States is included in,
rather than excepted from, the operation of this decree, the result is not difficult to
perceive. The price of raw materials from which American goods are manufactured.
would be increased. This applies not alone to hatters' fu s but to imitations as well.
This increase in the price of raw materials would increase the price of hats purchased
by the American consumer, and the increased cost will flow indirectly into the treas-
uries of France and Belgium. [ow large this increase in prie would be Is problemati-
cal in view of the recognized tendency to increase a tax by addition at the material
affected pawes through successive hands, and in view of the further fact that this
committee is now being petitioned to increase not alone the duty on the raw material,
but the duty on the finished product-the hat--as well.

The French and Belgian prbducers are. however, opposed lo such action, if it can
be avoided. They are reconciled to tCe imposition of some duty, but maintain that
this duty should be no higher than is -auessary to enable Ameri;un manufacturers to
compete on an equitable bais.

STATEMENT 0F AARON NAUMBURG, NEW YORK, N. Y.0 REPRE-
SENTING THE HATTERS' FUR INDUSTRY.

T'he CHMIA1 N. At the request of Senator Calder, the committee
will now hear Mr. Naumburg, hatters' fur industry of the United
States. Where do you reside?

Mr. NAuMIDuRo. 'ow York.
The (.,AIRMAN. What is your business ,
Mr. NAUMBUR. Hattersrfurs.
The CH .11MAN. I)o you address the committee as a manufacturer

or importer?
Mr. NAUMLIRO. I address the committee as a manufacturer and

a representative of the hatters' fur industry of the United States.
The (CU1AJfA-N. Will you go on and recite your views?
Senator DILLIN1O .M. What is the paragraph you will speak on ?
Mr. NAUMBURO. Paragraph 1421. rhat paragraph 1421 has been

introduced as the result of the hearing that I had before the Ways and
Means Committee, in which I set forth the absolute distinction be-
tween the hatters' furs and other furs, which had previously been
mixed very woefully in all departments of our industry.' That
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having been established, very little remains for me to say on the
subject, except that we are satisfied with the apportionment of du ty
of 22 per cent ad valorem, provided, as we weregiven to understand,
it was to be on the basis of an American valuation.

Senator SMlOOT. What would be the difference in your opinion -
whether on foreign valuation or American valuation You are
satisfied with 22 per cent American valuation?

Mr. NAU.IBURO. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. What do you want on the foreign valuation .
Mr. NAUMBURO. We ask for 35 per cent on the ist at least, in the

event that the American-valuation plan should be not feasible or found
unworkable. We naturally feel that our contention as outlined in our
brief before the Ways and Means Committee, which will undoubtedly
be part of the record of this committee, should receive its full con-
sideration, based, of course, primarily upon the fact that the raw
material which is the basic element of our product should remain
free as heretofore and absolutely, undisturbed as it has always been.

I do not want to take up the time of the committee. I have a brief,
which I am willing to leespeak for us, with your permission, and unless
there is something I can say to you I will not intrude any further.

The C1nA1Rr..x'. Your brief Mill he printed and carefully con.
sidered.

Mr. NAUMDuio. Thank you.
(The brief referred to is aq follows:)

I. I speak in behalf of 17 manufacturers of hatters' fur of the United States. The
firms presenting this brief represent fully 75 per cent of all of the manufacturers of
hatters' fur of this country. The details concerning our industry were gone into
extensively before the Ways and Means Committee and can be found on pages 3295 to
3300, Part V, leaningss on General Tariff Revision, 1921.

II. The product of this industry goes into fur felt hats and is purchased by hat
manufacturers. All of our raw material is imported. principally from the temperate
regions of Europe and Australasia. The skins used come almost exclusively from
animals not indigenous to North American climates, nor has it been possible to breed
them in any climate but that of the above mentioned countries and Still retain the
commercial characteristics of the fur proper (or fiber), which solely determines the use.
arid value in the manufacture of hatters' fur.

Iil. The duty which we are given in the bill as it passed the House Is satisfactory
to us. That duty is 2'2 per cent ad valorem on the basis of American valuation. We
wish the retention of this rate of duty and we are in favor of the principle of American
valuation and trust that this committee will find a feasible method for its application.
should the American valuation basis not be adopted for ad valorem duties, we will
need a duty of fully 35 per cent ad valorem on the baiis of foreign values. An examina-
tion of the facts presented before the Ways and Means Committee as to production
costs, and an' inquiry made into comparative selling prices of American and foreign
products, will prove that such a claim is absolutely valid if our industry be protected.
We urge that the classification of hatters' fur In the House bill be retained as this
product had no proper place in paragmph 348 of the tariff act of 1913.

IV. The halt.rs' fur industry needs effective and prompt tariff protection. The
imports of hattvm' fur under the existing rate of duty are constantly on the increase.
From July 15 to Novemxr 15 of this year these Imports amounted to 529 cases, as
compared to 165 cases during the came period In 1920. Each case contains .300 pounds.
The recovery of this ind ustry abroad and the competition we have to face are evidenced
by these ligures. We ask only for the duty that the industry absolutely needs under
present conditions and those that are certain to exist in the uture.

V. 'I he ultimate consumer--that is, the buyer of the hat over the store counter- is
not at all Affected by the duty that is put on hatters' fur. The whole ainount of this
product that goes into the finished hat reqrtaents loss than 10 per cent of its selling
price in the store. If the duty on hatters fur were entirely removed, it would only
mean a savln , on the cost price of the hatters' fur to the hat maker of 5 cents or Is
on every hat iurchas"I at retail by the consuming public.
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VI. We are asking for 22 per cent ad valorem on the Amurican valuation basis, or
35 per cent ad valorem on tie foreign value basis, on the amumption that our raw mate-
rial will remain on the free list, for, as previously stated, there ii no rabbit-skin industry
in the United States to protect by a duty, and so we asume that the practice of many
years will be continued and such skins remain on the free list. Should any duty be
put on such skins it would, of course, necemtate a compensatory duty being added
to that which we now ask.

HUXAN-HAR PRESS CLOTH.

[Patagraphs 1424 and 1426.]

STATEMENT OF OHARLES C. TOMPKINS REPRESENTING J. T.
PERKINS CO. (INC.), BROONIYN, N. Y.

Mr. 'roMIKiNS. My residence is Brooklyn, N.Y. I am represent-
ing J. T. Perkins Co. (Inc.), Sugden Press Bagging Co., and oriental
Textile Mills. I present a sample each of human-air press cloth and
camel's-hair press cloth for your examination, and ask your attention
to paragraphs 1424 and 1426, Schedule 14, sundries, in the proposed
tariff now under consideration, where human hair, raw, in paragraph
1424 is given a duty of 10 per cent ad valorem, which is equal to about
3 cents per pound, and paragraph 1426, where human-hair press cloth,
as hair press cloth, is given a duty of 35 per cent ad valorem.

We also ask your attention to paragraph 1101, Schedule 11, wool.
whern camel's 'hair, raw, as wool, is given a rate of 28 per cent ad
valorem, but not to exceed 7 cents per pound.

Now, as human-hair press cloth is the principal and formidable
competitor of camel's-hair press cloth, and as these are stocks which
are not grown in this country in either case, and as 90 to 95 per cent
of human hair imported into this country is manufactured into
human-hair press cloth, in direct competition with camel's-hair cloth,
we ask that human hair, raw, be given a rate that will be on a parity
with raw camel's hair, as, by such a change in paragraph 1424, a large
amount of additional duty will be paid to the Government.

Such change would also justifyand require that the duty on human-
hair press cloth in paragraph 1426 be given a compensatory duty of
50 per cent ad valorem.

As a war development when camel's hair could not be procured
the human-hair business, has come to such proportions that it should
have the same treatment as camel's hair in the matter of fixing
duties in just proportions.

Senator SHooT. Are you asking for an increase?
Mr. TosiPKINs. We would ask th at human hair be put on a parity

with camel's hair.
Senator SmoOr. Is there very much human hair sold in America I
Mr. ToMPKINs. Human hair all comes from China.
Senator Smoor. I know all that is imported comes from China,

but do you collect any in AmericaI
Mr. Tou MiSS. No, sir; there is nothing collected in America.
Senator SMoor. Then, why do you want more than 10 per cent?
Mr. ToMPKiNs. Because it comes in competition with our main

business, which is camel's-hair press cloth.
Senator SMooT. There is not enough of it, is there; there is not so

much made?
Mr. TOMPKISs. In 1919 there were 2,000,000 pounds of human hair

imported into this country and in 1920 there were 2,350,000 pounds.

SUNDIEs. ,
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Senator SmooT. That is for all purposes?
Mr. ToMPKms. It all goes into press cloth; that is, 90 to 95 jper

cent goes into press cloth; it is not used for any other practical
purpose.

Senator MCCUMBER. Is that about the period the Chinaman began
to cut off his pigtailI

Mr. ToMPKiris. It was before that. It found its market here
during the war when camel's hair could not be imported into this
country at that time.

Senator LA FOLLETFE. What is it used forI
Mr. ToMpm1s. The cloth is used to press through it the oil con-

tained in cotton seed, flaxseed, mustard seed, coconut beans,
peanuts, etc.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. It is used as a strainer?
Mr. ToMPKINs. Yes; and the great pressure put upon these cloths

sometimes run up to 6,000 or 6,500 pounds per square inch.
Senator MCCUMBER. It is used for straining
Mr. TOMPKmNs. It is used for* straining vegetable seed, as before

stated.
Senator McCuMBER. Used for food?
Mr. TompxxNs. The oils are.
Senator McCUMBE.R. After they are squeezed through Chinese

hair?
Mr. TOMPiKNs. Yes; it has become very popular. Competition

does a great many things in these days. gSenator MOCv~lBER. I presume it is thoroughly disinfected.
Mr. ToMPKINS. It is cleaned. If the change" in paragraph 1424

is made up on parity with camel's hair, we respectfully suggest that
that change would justify and require that the duty on human-hair
press cloth, 1426, should be iven a compensatory duty of 50 per
cent ad valorem, which wouldcarry it along in the same proportion
as it had been advanced to meet the parity on camel's hair.

This human-hair press cloth was a war development when camel's
hair could not be procured, and having grown up to such proportions
that it should have the same treatment as camel's hair in the matter
of fixing duties in just proportions.

Senator McLeAN. How does the price of human hair compare with
that of camel's hair?

Mr. ToMPKws. There is a difference of about 15 cents per pound.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. In favor of the camel?
Mr. TOMPKINS. In favor of camel's hair-camel's-hair press cloth;

that is, the price of camel's-hair press cloth is about 15 cents per
pound higher than the price of human-hair press cloth.

I leave our brief with you.

So1 CH LIS o. ToMPKs, RIPUSsZITING J. 0. PERKIES o. (INC.).
BROOKLYN. N. Y.

Under the tariff act of 1913 the duty upon raw human hair is approximately four
time as much as the duty upon human.hair press cloth. We ak that thisbe corrected
and the duty upon the press cloth fixed at a rate which will be properly proportioned
to the duty on the raw h'man hair and so as to give the nece-sary protection on the
human.hair press cloth.

Under paragraph 351 (tariff of 1913) a dut)" of 10 per cent ad valorem is placed on
raw human hair. Under paragraph 353 (tariff of 1913) a duty is placed on air rss
cloth of 15 centb per square yard. This hair press cloth ha been construed to include
human-hair press clotV.

VF -
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fluman.hair pros cloth weighs approximately a pound per square foot, or 9 pounds
to the square yard. The rate of 1 cents per square yard, therefore, amounts to less
than 2 cents a pound. The cost of human hair has averaged around 60 cents per
pound during the last several years. Allowing for the loss in waste and dirt, the cost
in 1 pound of finished product is approximately 80 cents. The duty on thi, at 10
per cent ad valorem, would be 8 cents, which is over four times as great a duty per
pound on the raw material as on the fitilshed product.

Merely assming that the present duty on the raw material sill be continued in the
tariff now In preparation, or a similar duty imposed for purposes of revenue at least,
we ask that a duty of 50 per cent ad valorem on foreign value as fairly providing the
protection needed. This relative difference between the raw material and the finished
product should be maintained, whatever may be fixed as the rate of duty on the raw
material.

The companies filing this brief manufacture camel's-hair press cloth, and two of
them also manufacture human-hair press cloth. The camels-hair press cloth was
originated and developed in America. The human-hair pres cloth originated in
Europe: but since the tariff of 1913, and largely due to the neoeities of the war and
the difficulty of obtaining camel's-hair, the manufacture of human-hair press cloth has
been developed in the United States until, in 1919, over 2 000,000 pounds of raw
human hair were imported into this country, paying a duty of¥136,400. During the
first six months of 1920, 1,142,760 pounds were imposed, paying a duty of $86,888.

Probably 90 or 95 per cent of this hair was for the mndfacture of human-hair press
cloth, and human hair does not come In competition in any respect or particular with
any American grown fiber, but its usefulness and benefits are infinite for the making of
the essential item of proe cloth when the other press-cloth fibers are not available,
as was the case during the war, for our food and ammunition supply.

We firmly state that the oil-milling business of America--cot ton seed, with all its
by-products, linseed and its by-productq, and numbers of other essential industries-
could not be operated without these press cloths; were of no value substantially before
the discovery, the production, and the development of these press cloths, and would
to valueless without them. Around $5,000 000 are invested in the plants of the
companies filing this hrief,which are engaged exclusively in the manufacture of press
cloths.

Conditions during the war prevented importation of this press cloth into the United
States. It is impossible to give costs in foreign countries at the present time or for
the future until conditions become more stabilized in Europe. The human-hair
press cloth originated in Austria. where we understand the costs are probably among
the lowest in Europe.

Iltman-hair press cloth is now the principal competitor of camel's-hair press cloth,
which latter is a worsted, and grades of which can compete with American clothing
and American dress goods if dyed. We submit, therefore, that It is necessary that all
classes of press cloths be considered in fixing the (uties upon the different classes.
With the duty fixed upon camel's-hair press cloths the same upon other worsteds, and
with the suggested duty upon human.halr press cloth, the duties will be properlv
proportioned upon all kinds of press cloth; proper regard will be ien to the dlffei-
ence in cosrs in the United Statles and foreign countries, and the du1tis will IN, fairly
distributed.

As we have stated, th us, of human-hair press cloth for oil-milling purposes was a
development largely of the recent war to meet war needs. While hair press cloth
was referred to in pr'cediniz tariffs there was. in fact. com larativcly little of the pr.sent
human-hair press cloth used for oil-milling purposes in existence or used in thiscountrv
prior to the war. The hair press cloth referred to in former tariffs was a very light
weight cloth. similar to crinoline and hair cloth known as hair seating--with which
it was classified in the tariff-and could not have been used for the same or similar
purposs for which human-hair press cloth is now used.

Tho provisions of former tari ffs as to heir pres cloth nit nife.tly have no real appli.
cation to the product now in upe, and the tariff history of "lir press cloth" throws
no light upon the present question. In fact, the "hair pret cloth 'in uso ahei these
tariffs were utitten wps not only a light hair cloth, doubtless meagerly used for some
filtering prporo.e und mde of goot brir and horshrir, but tohich constructi-n can
not be uKd for oil-millin r(". cloth.

However, as a matter o Information in the tariffs o1 1897 and I909 ordinary manu-
factures of human hair bore a duty of 35 per cent ad valoreir', with raw uncleanod
human hair on the free list.

It is necesry' that manufacturers of human-hair press cloth be given the same pro.
tection afforded olher manufacturers under the American policy of protection. It is
also nece.sary that the duty on human-hair pre.s cloth be placed end proportioned u ith
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reference to the camel's-hair press-eloth industry, which was originated and developed
in America.

During the war to meet the requirements and urgent demands of the Government
in order that the oil mills might run and material for food and ammunition be supplied
for our Government and that of our allies, which could not have been furnished unless
we produced the necessary prom cloths, we stressed production to the utmost limit,
and large addition were made to plants at great expense. When European press
cloth again enters this field those investments, as well as previous investments in this
industry, will be destroyed, unless due recognition and protection is afforded this
important and essential American manufacture.

FUR-FELT HATS.

[Paragraph 1427.]

BRIEF OF EDWARD W. BILL REPRESENTING DILL & 0ALDWELL,
NEW YORK OITY, AND *iLLIAM C. HESSE, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

This statement is made in behalf of Bill & Caldwell, wholesale importers of men's
hats, New York, and William C. Ifesse, wholesale importer of men's hats, Philadelphia,
these two firms, with one or two others, being the only firms regularly and solely en-
gaged in the importing of men's hats. Our sales throughout the United States are to
the detail merchants only. All imports, other than those handled by those firms, are
those which are only occasionally undertaken by the retailers themselves at infre-
quent intervals when a passing style or unusual conditions of the home or foreign
market may for the moment prompt them to bring over a few isolated shipments.

The limited number of firms ongaed in the business of importing is simply because
the present duty is and the duties during the last 20 years have been so near prohibi-
tive that any volume of imports of foreign hats is absolutely out of the question. No
stronger argument can be advanced to sustain this than the past and present insignifi-
cant showing of imports, due to the near prohibitive rates existing, all of which will be
outlined.

We wish to protest against the rate of duty and the valuation plan proposed in the
new tariff bill now under consideration for the reason that they would absolutely pro-
hibit the importation of fur hats, and we do not believe it to be the intent of Congress
to enact a prohibitive tariff. r

RECOMMENDATION.

We suggest to your committee that no duty on fur-felt hats be enacted that will in
effect be a greater handicap than the present 45 per cent duty based on a foreign val-
uation, this duty, as will be shown, being practically prohibitive and certainly, to
the fullest extent, protective of domestic industry.

HISTORY 0? IMPORTATIONS PREVIOUS TO 1919.

Statistics available to your committee of the hats manufactured in this country
and of the imports of hats during a period from 1904 to 1919 show a most insignificant
amount of hats brought Into this c6untry. It will be found on investigation, for in-
stant-, that the percentage of the value of imports to the value of manufactures at
intervals of five years from 1904 (the years the comparative statistics are available)
are the following:

During the year 1901 only thirty-two one-hundredths of I per cent of the amount
manufactured were imported.

During the year 1909 only eighty-one one-hundredths of 1 per cent of the amount
manufactured were imported.

During the year 1914 only 1.23 per cent of the amount manufactured were imported.
During the year 1919 only fifty-eight one-hundredths of I per cent of the amount

manufactured were imported.
Furthermore, to express it another way, the number of dozens imported (luring each

year from 1904 to (late is as follows:
Dozen. Dozen. Dozen.

1904 .............. 8,817 1910 .............. 42,942 1916 .............. 24,904
1905 .............. 8,143 1911--------. 41,002, 1917 ........ 20,900
1906 ......... 14, 38 1912 .............. 47, 9768 1918 ...... 20,747
1907 ...........-. 19,195 1913 .............. 37, 942 1919 ...... 15,066
1908 ............-- 21,893 1914-------. 26, 709,
1909 .............. 32.716 1915 .............. 15,058 -
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In this showing for the last 15 years one falls to find any menace to the domestic hat
industry, particularly when it is noted that the value of hats made in the United
States Inecasod from $37,000,000 in 1914 to $82 000,000 in 1919, or had more than
doubled since the enactmentof the 1913 tariff. Tiere is no evidence of anything buta
most insignificant importation, and certainly there is no evidence that additional
protection is needed.

SHOWINn FOR THE YEAR 1919.

Coming to more recent years, no stronger argument need be advanced to sustain
our recommendation that no duty higher than the present be enacted than an exami-
nation of the record for the calendar year 1919 (the last year complete data are avan-
able). In that year the manufactures of hats In the United States were $82,745,000.
The exports were $1,699,000, and the imports were only $484,000. Just a trifle more
than one-half of 1 per cent of the total production of domestic hats were represented
hy goods imported. There were almost four times more exported than imported.
set, in the fae of this showing, an increase over the present near prohibitive rate

of 45 per cent Is suggested.
SOWINO FOR T E YEAR 1920.

Then comes the -big" year of 1920, viewed with such alarm by the domestic fac-
tories, a year during most of which they could not turn out goods fast enough. Dur-
ing that year a most conservative estimate indicates $100,000,000 worth of fur-felt'
hats made in the United States. (One domestic firm alone is reported to have done
a business of $19,000,000 during 1920.) During the year 1920 exports, in the face of
"ruinous foreign competition, were $3,145,000. During the year 1920 the imports
were $1,159,000, and these are the largest in the history of the business (due to some
extent because many merchants could not get their wants filled at home, and due,
further, to a posing demand for foreign velour hats). Nevertheless these Imports
were only a little more than 1 per cent of the manufactures. In other words, esti-
mating conservatively, there were 2,000,000 dozen fur hats made in the United States
during 1920, and exactly 30,73,5 dozen were imported. This means, for example,
that the hats imported might have covered the men living in the State of Arkansas,
which leaves every other man of the remaining 108,000,000 population living In every
other State, city town, and hamlet throughout the large United States to be covered
by the hats maie by domestic factories. Still, in the face of this showing and the
further fact that almost three times more were exported than imported, the demand
is made to increase the duty above the present near prohibitive rate of 45 per cent,
this rate by the way, being the highest in the present tariff, with the exception of a
few notable luxuries.

SHOWING FOR THE YEAR 1921.

In case it may be considered that fur hats are coming in during the year 1921 in
large quantities, reference to the statistics of the Bureau of Foreign Commerce will
show a decided falling off from 1920. The eight months to August 31, 1921 showed
an Importation of $3,000; so, practically to date (and the heavy months are included
in each case), the 1921 imports are only 47 per cent of the 1920 Imports.

CI.AIMS 01 IOFDOMErTI MA NXLKMURLVHS.

Inasmuch as paragraph 1427 (11. R. 74,56) i6 a substantial change in form and also
means an increase in the rates to be collected on fur hats, it must be assumed that this
decision was influenced by statements made to the house Ways and Means Committee
by the representative of the domestic manufacturers and also in their brief. (See
hearing before the Ways and Means Committee, Schedule N. February 10. 1921.
$31. p. 319.) Empsis is laid on the detailed data supplied in support of claims
for an increase by citing the case of a hat made in Ewdand in 1913 compared with
Americanmade hats of that same time. We are not in position to comment on the
figures in this comparison, but we can say that at that time we were never able to buy
such a hat as is cted, and, If we had been, we certainly were not smart enough to
transprt a dozen of such hats from England to the .United States for any such figure
as is allowed for freight, insurance, and charges in the computation set forth. Aside
from these minor points, the statement and argment fail to carry weight-

First. Because $ hats are to-day no factor in the hat bugine.s. They can not be
produced, here or abroad. Everybody knows that.

Second. A comparison of labor and material costs of 1913 is o1 little value to-day;
1913 was a long time ago. and there have Ieen many changes since.
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Third. Costs of hats in England since 1913 have advanced much faster than costs
of hats in the United States. One English manufacturer cables, "To-day's prices
160 per cent over 1913." Another English manufacturer cables, "Price of 6142 is
200 per cent higher than October, 1913" (style 0142 being a representative style of
this maker).

Reversely, the price to-day of domestic-made hats shows no such advance since
the enactment of the tariff ol 1913. One notable domestic hat shows to-day an advance
of only 80 per cent over the price of 1913. Another well-known make shows an
advance, at to-day's price, of not more than 33 to 40 per cent since 1913. We must
assume that the quality of the domestic hate advertised reniains the same and, even
allowing for the small discrepancy in the value of sterling to-day compared with 1913,
there is a vast increase in the percentage of advance of the ERnglisqh hat as compared
with the advance of the domestic hate.

Fourth. Naturally, few hats have been brought in from England during the last
few years, as compared with former imports. In the year 1020, which was a big year,
only 2,816 dozen were brought in from England.

Furthermore, claim was made that the change in the wording of the schedule was
necessary to cover higher priced hate being imported, a large part of which are the

- velours from Czechoslovakia. Referring to these same velours, the spokesman for
the domestic hatters said (p. 319):

"The sole reason why we want to get this classification changed is that there is quite
a tendency toward the higher priced hate, which are imported, which, in fact, are not
made in this country to any great extent, at least the very fine hats in Austria, etc."

This statement is entirely true, and yet, in spite of it, the request was made and the
request was granted, which'means that the rate of duty on these hate, which admittedly
do not compete with hats made in this country, was increased from the rate of 45 per
cent of foreign valuation to the equivalent of about 63 "i per cent of foreign valuation.

However, all statements made by any party at interest in this matter will be thor-
oughly checked up by your committee, so it s quite unnecessary to elaborate further
on the insufficient evidence produced to support the change in the rate of the par.
graph as relating to fur-felt hats.

FOREIGN COSTS OCTOBER, 1913, TO OCTOBER. 1921.

We quote above cables from two English manufacturers, one showing an advance of
200 per cent during this interval and-another an advance of 10 per cent. Large
Italian manufacturer cables, regarding a representative hat in his line. " Price is 105
per cent higher than October. 19J13. on gold basis." The advance of hats from Czecho-
slovakia (so-called Austrian velours) run from 75 to 100 per cent, figured also on a
goldbasis. These advances in practice are even more than the percentages mentioned,
bause of the very large increase in the cost of packing and expenses tol and the goods
in America, when landing costs of October. 1913. are compared with those of October,
1921.

Contrasted with these large advances. running from 715 to 200 per cent, are the
advances in representative American hats from 33 to 80 per cent, as already explained.
The question of exchange is not a factor, except so far as the English hats are con-
cerned, as will be explained later. This comparison is made of October, 1913. as
compared with October, 1921. for the present tariff bill was framed in the former
year. We maintain that. with the relatively higher foreign costs, anything like the
enactment of the tariff of 1909, or any modification of it in form or scheme, is entirely
illogical, unnecessary, and prohibitive, for assuredly. in view of the showing, we are
entitled to no greater handicap than the present duty. namely. 4.5 per cent, straight
ad valorem of foreign valuation enacted in the bill of 1913.

EXCHANGE QUESTION.

The question of exchange depreciation is not to be considered. Personal knowledge
of foreign business plainly shows that there has been no advantage gained because of
exchange depreciation--uito the reverse.

In October, 1913, a c'2rtain French hat cost in France 7.50 francs each.
In October, 1921. t.o identical same hat cost 39.50 francs each.
Thia shows that s'nce the enactment of the present tariff the increase iu the coit

of this Lat in Franr. has been 425 per cent. or. in other words. to find wiat increase
in American monoy this hat actually cost. we find:

In October, 1113, the hat coat 7.5(1 francs each. which at 19.3 cents to a franc, equals$1.45.

=" -I I
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In October. 1921. the same hat cost 39.50 francs each, which at 7.60 cents to a franc
equals $2.96. This shows an actual advance in the amount of United States money
paid for the identical hat of over 100 per cent. Furthermore, and this has particular
hearing on hat schedules, practically every hat brought in from Czechoslovakia,
Austria, Germany. and Italy must ie bought in American dollars. Those people
know that American money has a real value, and sales are made in the United States
dollars or not made at all."

COST TO LAND GOODS IN AMERICA.

As bearing on the adjustment of any fair rate of duty, it must be conceded that
men's hats are bulky, expensive to pack and transport. The cost of packing-that is,
cases and cartons-are not included in the cost price of hats. as is the custom on do-
mestic merchandise. These packing charges are high, and in addition the importer
is required to pay duty on those high charges. The freight, for instance, from Italy
to New York is a arg item. The insurance rates for full coverage are high. At every
tum there are varied and increasing expenses to be overcome. In practice it costs
$6 a dozen to cover all the above-mentioned expenses and to land I dozen hats from
Italy or Czechoslovakia. in New York. Naturaly, this does not cover any duty on
the hats themselves. This handicap in itself affords the domestic just that much
additional protctioi and asuredly is to be taken into account.

COMPARAnlLITY OF FOREIGN WITH DOMESTIC HATS.

Any plan tn assess duty on men's fur hats on the basis of comparability it is sub-
mitted, is and can not be in the least feasible. There are not and never have been
any points of comparison between a domestic hat and a foreign hat. They are entirely
dissimilar. If they were not. then even the small amount now imported would be
entirely eliminateA, for even the present duty effectually prevents the sale of foreign
hats on a competitive ba.is. The retail prices range so much hither as to prevent any
generally popular sale. The only reason a few foreign fur felt hats can be sold to-day
is because of the energetic pushing and advertising, emphasizing the specific styles
as poascssing an individuality, as having peculiar earmarks or characteristics different
from the ordinary run of domestic hats, and in this way an appeal can be made to a
limited number of men willing to pay the price. For tiLs, and for no other reason
whatsoever, is the small business (lone on foreign hats. If they were or could be Sol 1
on a competitive value basis, why were the import.,s of 1i1, even under a 45 per cent
tariff, onlv one-half of 1 per cent of the hats mantifaeitiredl here?

WHIAT 1.,; A TRA F.-ITARi wonrl?

To suggest an as se.ment of any duty on a comparable basis one must of necessity
lake into vonideralion the (omputing of thme value of a trade-mark. Who can do that?
This is a mot intangible lorop*ition, certainly in so far as foreign hats are concerned.
One domestic maker seents to have put a value of $18 a dozen on his name. Another
a value of about " a dozen on his name. No effort .an be male to estimate the value
of a foreign trade-niark. Assuredly this feature aliu, intuodu(tc an element of great
uncertainty into any sitrzested liasis o! omparisoit.

'3MPOUNII lITY UNWORKABLE.

The suggested hill provides for a compound duty on fur felt hats; that is, a duty
both specific , anl ad valorem. This, it is sibmitted, is eniirely unworkable. No
reason was advanced for its insertion in the bill undor discusion in preference to the
easily administered and entirely satisfactory straight ad valorem of the art of 1913.
The straight ad valorem method of assessment is in every way, in connection with a
proper rate of duty, entirely protective of thu interests of the domestic manufacturers.
1t is easy of admInistration and, with a few justifiable exceptions, is the method of
assessing duty for all articles kindred to hats. No good reason exists for any com-
pound duty on hats, and there is every stron g argument against it. The statement is
not open to contradiction-that no man, no matter how expert lie may be, except the
man who actually makes the hat, can accurately judge t0e value. Some of them can
not tell within f83 a dozen, others say within $3 a dozen. One foreign authority says
price can not he established-,' not within 20 to :30 per cent of .he value." Another
foreign authority says. -s to worth, one can not judge even approximately." Many
Opinion,. all in ithe san strain, can be set forth, but it seeing sulerfluous, as even the

I a
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domestic manufacturer knows the imposibility of placing any value except an
approximate one, on any hat; except he knows the cost of material and labor which
go into the hat. Yet the examiner in the appraisers' stores will be called upon to say
whether a certain importation is worth $35.0 a dozen or $36.10 per dozen. If he says
the former, the Government is out $3 per dozen. If he says the latter, the importer
is out $3. It is admitted that previous experiences with compound rates on hats have
been entirely unsatisfactory. It just simply can not be done, and assuredly under
the present condition it is not the intention to legislate an impossibility into the tariff
act.

Therefore we object very strongly to the various brackets suggested in paragraph
1427, regulating duties in progressve ratio@, or steps, based on "values per dozen."

In the past, during the operation of the Payne tariff law, we found, as already men-
tioned, that this feature was very objectionable in that it was a constant source of
annoyance and irritation at the customhouse when It came to determine whether the
actual value should be fixed a trifle above or a trifle below the line of demarcation.

For all these reasons we are strongly in favor of a straight ad valorem duty similar
to tht now in force under paragraph34 of the tariff iwt of October 3 1913 We feel
that ?t will be more satisfactory in every way and a great relief and aid to customs
officers in administering the tariff and appraising the merchandise.

COMPARISON OP PRESENT AND SUGGESTED DUTY.

Should it be decided that there is no basis for comparison of domestic with imported
hats, then an alternate plan of assessing the duty on the American wholesale price
might be taken under consideration by you. Should this situation come about and
the wording of paragraph 1427 (H. R. 746) be followed, then, considering the quality
of most of the hats now being imported, it would mean a duty equivalent to 90 to 120
per cent on the foreign value instead of a duty of 45 per cent on the foreign valuation,
as at present.

There are now being imported by the firm in Philadelphia hats which actually cost
$36.02, foreign valuation. Under the present rate.of 45 per cent duty, based on the
foreign valuation, it figures:

Net cost abroad per dozen ................................................. $36.02.
Present duty, 4.5 per cent .................................................. 16.20
Charges .................................................................. 6.00

Net cost landed ................................................... 58.22
If this same hat were imported under the suggested paragraph 1427, but on a foreign

valuation, it would figure cost and approximate selling pnce as follows:

Cost abroad ............................................................... *36.0 2
Specific duty ............................................................ 13.00
Ad valorem duty .......................................................... 7.20
Charges .................................................................. 6.00

82.22
Profit. discount, all overhead charges, including commisionsl)aid, :0 l)er cent. 18.66

M0.88
According to the American valuation plan, in cases where it is not possible to make

a comparison with a domestic article, the duty would be a on the selling price,
in accordance with section 02, and the result wold be as follows:
(o" t abroad ............................................................... $36.02
Vharges ................................................... 6.00
Specific duty ..................... : ...................................... 16.00
Ad valorem duty, 20 per cent of $80.88 ..................................... 16.18

Actual net cost landed ............................................... 74.20

This brings the actual net landed cost to $74.20, as compared with the actual net
landed cost of $58.22 as at present. In the last example quoted the duty of $32.18 is
approximately 90 per cent of the foreign cost instead of the present 45 per cent on the
foreign cost. This plainly shows an increase of approximately 100 per cent over the
present rate.
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CONCLUSION.

Should any duty be assessed that in practice means any larger penalty on importa-
tions than the present 45 per cent of foreign value, then the firm presenting thii.data,
and possibly other firm, will be obliged to discontinue the importing business, for
unquestionably the handicaps would be such as to be impossible to overcome. It
would appear that the Govemment should not lose the duty now collected on the small
amount imported, an amount of, approximately $245,000 yearly average for the last
14 year. The firms in question believe thoroughly in the principle and practice of
protection of American industries but believe, furthermore, that the hat manufac-
turers have during the last 20 years been largely overprotected axis evident to anyone
who would study the situation. As far as the rates oifur felt hats are concerned, the
enactment of still further prohibitory rates would be disastrous.

We place ourselves in your hands with confidence that you can readily realize the
definite handicaps we have been confronted with during these rast years and that they
will not now be made entirely impossible to overcome.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM V. OAMPBELL, YONKERS, N. Y., CHAIR-
MAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FUR AND WOOL FELT HAT
MANUFAOTURBERS.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I represent as president, the National Association of
Fur and Wool Felt Hat, BManufacturers, and wish to submit for your consideration a
very short brief relative to fur-felt hate covering paragraph 1427, Schedule 14.

It was not my intention to speak before you relative to the brief we submit, as we
consider that the brief filed with the Ways and Means Committee fast February gave
in detail what we consider our tariff needs but, inasmuch as the gentleman who has
just spoken before me has requested your committee to conider placing a duty upon
raw skins which are imported for the sole purpose of cutting hatter's fur and has also
requested that the duty on cut fur be reduced, therefore, with your permission, 'I
would like to oppose his request and say to you that we consider it very important to
the welfare of our Industries that rabbit skins for hatter's fur be allowed to come in
free of duty, because there are practically no skins in this country that can be used
for the cutti ng of hatters' fur, and it would be a burden on the hatrbuying public and
would have a great tendency to pull down an industry which depends entirely upon
foreign raw material for its existonce. This is not so, however, with the hatter's
cut fur, which neeos all the protection that has been asked for by the hatters' fur
cutters of the United States, as the entire cost of transforming fur from the rabbit
skins into hatter's fur is one of lAbor, and it is absolutely necessary that a substantial
duty be placed upon cut fur so that the labor employed by the fur cutter of this coun-
try can be protected.

rfr. Aaron Naumburg, who spoke to you earlier in the day, representing the hatter's
fur cutters of the United States, was obliged to leave before the testimony of the gen-
tleman who has spoken before me, and [ take the liberty of asking you to consider
the few facts I present, inasmuch as the hatter's fur cutting industry and the fur-felt
industry are so closely linked one to the other.

If there is anything further that you would like an explanation on, we will be very
glad to give it to you.

We ask your consideration of the following brief:
1. The N ational Association of Fur and Wool Felt Ilat Manufacturers is a permanent

organization which represents the entire fur-felt hat industry of this country and is
affiliated with the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. This association filed
a brief with the Ways and Means Committee last February which gave in detail the
history of the industry and our tariff needs. This brief appears on pages 3315-3324,
lfearings on General Tariff Revislor, Part V, 1921.

II. fi the sale of men's fur-felt hats American manufacturers are confronted with
keen competition from Italy, Austria Czechoslovakia France, and England, as the
foreign manufacturers are able to lana their products In this country, duty paid, at
lower prices than American manufacturers can make them. Foreign manufacturers
also have the advantage of being able to obtain their raw materiel In European coun.
tries which means a large saving on transportation charges.

III. Our source of supply is largely foreign, and the cost of these raw materials is
subject to the duties which are levied for revenue and protection, ranging from 15 to
45 per cent under the present tariff act. If the duty on our raw mate alss increased
it would necessitati, a proportionate increase of the rate of duty which we ask on our
finished product.
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IV. Imports of fur-felt hats doubled in 1920 over those of 1919, while the pro.
duction for the same year in this country decreased more than 50 per cent. This
doubling of the volume of Imports in one years a serious one toourinduatry, and shows
that the present tariff rate is entirely inadequate.

We respectfully ask the same specific and ad valorem rates of duty as in the bill
as it passed the House, and which are substantially the same as those in the Payne.
Aldrich tariff bill, with the exception that additional classifications have been made
to cover higher grades than were contained in that law. Higher classifications for
speci3c duties were not required at the time of the passag of the Payne.Aldrich law
as foreign hats were not then made to any great extent in grades higher than the $14
price abroad. Higher costs of labor and materials in both this country and abroad,
however, PWle new prices abroad as well as In this country.

V. We are in favor of American valuation and hope that the committee will find
,, way in which to utilize this principle. If it is not found possible to base the ad
valorem duties on American valuation, we ask, in addition to the specific duties, an
ad valorem duty equivalent to 20 per centum on American valuation, which Is the
least on which this industry can possibly hope to compete with foreign manufacturer
and still reaialn in business.

NOVELTY JEWELRY.
[Paragraph 1428.1

BRIEF OF HENRY G. THRESHER, REPRESENTING TARIFF COMMIT-
TEE OF THE NEW ENGLAND MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND
SILVERSMITHS' ASSOCIATION.

The New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As qociation
represents the manufacturing jewelry Industry of Providence and the Attle-
boros. This vicinity has for over a century been the great center for the
manufacture of medium and low priced jewelry.

We respectfully ask the attention of the Committee on Finance to the brief
filed by this association with the Committee on Ways and Means during its
recent tariff hearings, which appears on pages 8327-3331, Inclusive, of the vol.
ume entitled "Tariff Information, 1921, Hearings on General Tariff Revision
Before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Part V."

We now and herein respectfully petition the Committee on Finance-
1. To retain unaltered the wording or classflcajion of the jewelry paragraph,

No. 1428, of H. R. 7450, wnilch is also the wording or classification of the
jewelry paragraph of the act of 1913.

2. Assuming that the American valuation, as a basis for applying ad valorem
rates of duty, is to become the law, to change the rates of 55 and 45 per cent
aa valorem, appearing in paragraph 1428 of H. R. 7456, to 60 and 50 per cent
ad valorem, respectively.

3. If the foreign wholesale market value is made the basis of applying ad
valorem rates of duty to grant rates which will be the equivalent of 60 and 50
per cent, respectively, when applied on American valuation. In other words,
we ask for protection that protects.

4. To inspect the exhibts, which were presented to the House Ways and
Means Committee, which we are submitting herewith, and also to take careful
itote of the additional exhibits, prepared for the Committee on Finance, also
submitted herewith.

The wording of paragraph 1428 of 11. R. 7450 is the same as that of the jewelry
paragraph. No. 350, of the act of 1913. and Is practically the same as was recoin-
mended by this association In 1918. There has always been a great amount of
litigation In connection with the jewelry paragraphs of the several tariff laws
and the jewelry paragraph of the tariff acts prior to the present one have gen-
erally been interpreted unfavorably to the Government. On the other hand, the
jewelry paragraph of the act of 1913 and of H. R. 745 has been interpreted in
harmony with the intent of Congress and favorably to the Government and the
American industry as Is shown In our brief filed with the Ways and Means Coni.
mittee where reference is specifically made to the following favorable decision-
of the Court of Customs Appeals, T. D. 36259, T. D. 36507, T. D. 85343, T. D.
35434, and T. D. 37048. We submit that the interpretations of this paragraph
rendered by the Court of Customs Appeals should, for the purpose of revenue
for the Government and of protection for the industry, be conserved by the enact-
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meant into the new law of paragraph 1428 of H. It.. 7456, without any change
whatsoever either of elimination or addition in the wording or classification.

As regards the rates of duty, assuming that the American valuation as a basis
for applying rates of duty is to become the law, we respectfully ask the Com-
mittee on Finance that the rates of 55 per cent and 45 per cent ad valorem ap-
pearing iv paragraph 1428 of H. R. 7456 be changed to 60 per cent and 50 per
cent, respectively. That even with American valuation these rates will not pro.
hibit imports is demonstrated by the prices of foreign goods which have been
coming into this country in great volume since we presented our brief to the
Committee on Ways and Means. Since then foreign-mmade Jewelry and Jewelry
novelties have been coming into the United States laid down at prices far below
any figures which could possibly have been anticipated and In volumes which
Imperil domestic industry. In addition to the exhibits referred to In oir brief
to the House committee we also submit other exhibits showing tie competition
which has developed In recent months. Those of foreign manufacture have been
Imported since our brief was filed with the Committee on Ways and Means. In
order not to trespass unduly on the time of your honorable committee we have
limited time number of these exhibits. The number, however, could be Increased
indefinitely and all would tell the same story.

Exhibit No. 25A Is a white stone bar pin made in Providence. It. I. The
actual cost of production without any profit added Is $34 per gross.

Exhibit No. 25B Is a white stone bar pin umade in Gaiblonz, Czechoslovakia,
and is a copy of Exhibit No. 25A. It Is laid down in the United States, duty
paid. at $13.60 per gross.

Exhibit No. 26A is a white and blue stone bar pin made in Providence, R. I.
The cost of production without any profit added is $6 per gross.
F xhlblt No. 26B is a white and blue stone bar pin made In Gablonz, Czecho-

slovakia, and is a copy of Exhibit No. 26.%. It Is laid down ii the l'itited
States, duty paid, at $18 per gross.

Exhibit No. 27 is it white stone brooch umade in Gitblonz. 0'echoslovaida, find
is laid down. in the United States, duty paid, at $5.23 per gross. One gross of
these hrooches represents 9.448 pieces of metal, 864 stones, 2,736 pieces of
sldIer, and 4,176 operat'of, , )r a total of 10,224 pieces of material and oper-
ations.

Exhibit No. 28 is a fancy brooch stone set, made in Gablonz and laid down
in tMe United States, duty paid, at $5 per gross.

Exhibit No. 29A is a silver.plated, unsoldered mesh bag made In Plainville,
Mass. The cost of production without any profit added Is $3.80 each.

Exhibit No. 29B is a foreign copy of No. 29A. It was made In Pforzhelm,
Germnny, and laid down in the United States, duty paid, at $1.78 each.

Exhibit No. 30A is an Imitation Ivory and enamel cigarette holder made in
Providence, R. I. The actual cost of production without any selling expense
or profit added Is $41.12 per dozen, including an inexpensive container.

Exhibit No. 30B is a German-made cigarette holder of genuine Ivory and
enamel. It comes in a container superior in value to the American container
and is laid down in this country, duty paid, in the wholesale market for $2
each, or $24 per dozen, including the container.

Exhibit No. 31A Is a sterling sliver, enamel pencil, the sterling being gold
plated, made In Providence, R, I. The actual cost of production without any
sellhig expenses or profit added Is $42.67 per dozen.

Exhibit No. 31B is a sterling silver enamel pencil made In Germany and is
a better article than the American pencil for the reason that It has a clip
anti the enamel is deposited to the very point of the pencil. It Is laid down
in this country, delivered to the consignee, for $1.06 each or $12.72 per dozen.

When It Is understood that the figures given tire in tile cast, of the American
articles, the bare cost (of production, al(l i the case of the Imported articles.
the actual prices tit which suci imported articles are sold in the Americani
wholesale market. the exhibits will, we believe. Justify our request for a rate
of 0 per vcnt ad valorem based on Anmericam valuation, especially when It is
remembered. ns shown In our brief to the Committee on Ways and Means. a
very large percentage of oiir total cost of production is a labor cost. Tia mnny
lines of Jewelry the rate could be very much higher than that requested without
becoming prohibitive.

If the present method of figuring ad valorem rates of duty on foreign whole-
sale market value, which in vlany cases means merely the foreign Invoice
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value, Is adopted in place of the American valuation embodied in the House bill,
we respectfully ask for ad valorem rates of duty which will furnish protection
that protects. Our brief to the Committee on Ways and Means requested ad
valorem rates of 85 per cent and 75 per cent. Since that brief was filed, how-
ever, conditions have been radically changed by the importations which have
been coming into this country. The almost incredible prices at which competing
foreign merchandise is being laid down in our domestic market, as indicated by
our exhibits, demonstrate that even 85 per cent ad valorem Is utterly Inadequate
and will not afford protection.

As bearing upon the matter of rates in the jewelry paragraph, attention is
called to the fact thAt although the pri ent rate of 60 per cent foreign valuation
Is changed to 55 per cent American valuation in House bill 7450, the rate
on most of the Imitation precious stones which the Industry uses and which con-
stitutes a large Item of our cost Is raised from the 20 per cent foreign valuation
rate of the acts of 1909 and 1913 to 45 per cent American valuation in paragraph
1429 of House bill 7450. These Imitation precious stones, both white and
colored, are not manufactured, have never been manufactured In this country,
and, In our judgment, can not be made here. They are made by secret processes
which have been handed down from generation to generation of workers who
have spent and are spending their lives exclusively in the making of imitation
precious stones. An increase of 125 per cent In the rate of duty on our raw
material in the form of imitation stones over that of former tariff acts will
greatly Increase the diffmculties our manufacturers will have in meeting foreign
competition in our home market if this increase prevails.

We believe it a fair contention and a self-evident truth that in view of the
fact that the imitation precious stones to which we refer are made in the same
countries which are now laying down in our markets finished jewelry set with
these very stones at prices from one-half to one-third the American cost of pro-
duction, the rate of duty on such imitation precious stones should not be raised
above the rate carried by them in the acts of 1909 and 1913. The raising of
the rate on this necessary raw material of the manufacturing Jewelers will
result in making it just so much tho easier for the foreign jewelry manufacturer
to put the American manufacturer out of business and the American workman
out of employment.

The rates of 60 per cent and 50 per cent. respectively, with American valua-
tion or the equivalent thereof, In foreign valuation should be adopted, ore essen-
tlal to the welfare of the industry and the livelihood of.its wage earners. At
the present moment many of our factories are without business and their
operatives without employment because of the fact that under a 60 per cent
rate based on foreign valuation foreign merchandise is being imported in such
quantities and ft such prices that It is driving the American product out of the
market. Not only are many factories without Msiness. butt already former
Jewelry manufacturers are turning to the importing business., with the resullt
that their former employees are idle.

We, therefore, respectfully ask for the enactment into law of the following
paragraph, which as respects its classification or wording is the same as the
Jewelry parngrolph of the act of 1913 and of H. R. 7450. The indicated rates of
60 per ent and 50 per cent are asked for on the nssumption that American
valuation Is to be adopted:

"Jewelry, commonly or commercllily so known, valued above 20 cents per
dozen pieces, 00 per centum ad valorem; rope, curb, cable, mnd fancy patterns
of chnin not exceeding one-half inch in diameter, width, or thickness, valued
above 30 cents per yard; and articles valued above 20 cents per dozen pieces
designed to be worn on apparel or carried on or about or attached to the
person, such as and including buckles, card cases. chains, cigar cases, cigar
cutters. cigar holders, cigarette cases, cigarette holders, coin holders, collar,
cuff, nnd dress buttons, combs. match boxes, mesh bags, and purses, millinery,
military, and hair ornaments, pins, powder cases, stamp cases, vanity cases, and
like articles; all of the foregoing and parts thereof, finished or partly finisheil,
composed of metal. whether or not enameled, washed, covered, or plated, in-
cluding rolled gold plate, and whether or not set with precious or semipreclous
stones, pearls, cameos, coral, or amber, or with imitation precious Stones, or hid-
tation pearls. 00 per centum ad valorem. Stampings, galleries, mesh and other
materials of metal, whether or not set with glass or paste, finLthed or partly
finished, separate or in strips or sheets, suitable for use in the maniufacture of
niy of the foregoing articles in this parngraph, 560 per centiun ad valoremn."



PRECIOUS STONES.

[Paragraph 1429.1

STATEMENT OF R. G. MONROE REPRESENTING TIE AMEBRIOAN
JEWELERS' PROTECTIVE A6S0OIATION, NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. MONROE. My name is Roland G. Monroe; residence 190 River-
side Drive, New Y6rk. My business is that of an importer of precious
stones. I represent the American Jewelers' Protective Association
which is a national organization including in its membership all of
the prominent importers of diamonds and precious stones and all
of the important cutters of diamonds in the United States.

Gentlemen, the present rates of duty are 10 per cent on rough or
uncut diamonds and 20 per cent on cut diamonds, other precious
stones, and pearls.

Senator SkooT. Whatwould you suggest I
Mr. MONROE. We suggest that the rates imposed in the McKinley

bill of 1890 and the Dm-gley bill of 1897 and the Payne-Aldrich bill
of 1909, namely, free entry of rough precious stones and 10 per cent
on cut diamonds other precious stones, and pearls be reinstated.

It is obvious that merchants would not recommend a reduction in
the rate of duty, which would automatically lower the value of their
stock on hand *b) 10 per cent, without good and sufficient reason.

It is very clear that the higher the duty the greater the temptation
to smuggle and the greater the gain, if success ful, and everyone must
admit that under the present rate of 20 per cent on cut precious stones
the honest importer positively can not compete with smuggled
merchandise. As a man can easily carry in his pockets a huge fortune
in diamonds and pearls without even a bulge being noticeable, and
as passengers on incoming liners and those crossing the Canadian or
Mekican frontier are never searched-except in cases where specific
information-it is at once evident that smuggling in our line is com-
paratively simple and extremely profitable. in this connection,
it is fair assumption that the successful smuggler who keeps no
regular books is equally expert as an evader of taxes.

"During the past 8 or 10 years our association has frequently fur-
nished Government officials information which resulted in the de-
tection of smugglers and at the present time we are advertising in
the newspapers of the chief diamond markets and shining ports of
Europe, offering a reward of $4,000 for information eading to the
arrest and conviction of commercial smugglers. As a result of this
advertising, our association has received a great deal of information,
all of which definitely corroborates our previous conviction that
smuggling of diamonds, precious stones, and pearls is very extensively
carried on.

Furthermore, we are more than ever convinced that the best and
practically the only way to prevent the smuggling of an article
where very largo value can be carried in small space is to establish a
rate of dty under which it will not pay crooks and thieves to operate.

In this connection I would like to say that the Canadian Govern-
ment has recently taken off a verse small duty-I think it was 71 per
cent - -on ,liamondis from countries other thun England, and 5 per cent
on imports from Ingland: and I am quite sure that the officials there
state([ as the reason for eliminating that dIuty is that they found it

- -
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impracticable to collect; that the honest man could not compete
andl pay duty on a rate as low as 7& per cent.

Senator S;tooT. Do you know what our Department of Commerce
and the State Department are doing in foreign countries to prevent
smuggling of diamonds into America i

Mr. MONROE. No, sir; I am not familiar with that.
Senator S.%iooT. Have you any real information that could be used

as to what extent smuggling of these precious stones is being car-
ried on?

Mr. MoNROy.. Personally, I happen to be the head of this organi-
zation, and have been for five years, and one of our principal objects
is to cooperate with the Treasury officials in the detection and pre-
vention of smuggling.

Senator S.OOT. Are there any cases?
Mr. MONROE. There are a great many a ses, Senator, where- we

know definitely; and we. know the people that are doing it, and we
have given information to the Government. But the aw is such
that it is necessary, apparently, to catch the man with the goods in
his possession at the time that he crosses the border. You take the
Canadian border, where you can enter a fishing village like Megantic,
take a steamer across the lake, and go from one camp to another, and
finally come out on the United States side.

As another example, you can take a motor boat across the St.
Lawrence River. After any ship docks at the docks of the big liners
we know that there is a regular business carried on by the steward,
and in some cases by the officers. We have had some arrests as a
result of information furnished the Government where it was (lone
in this way:

When a boat (locks at the immediate pier from which passengers
go out there is a customs guard. But there is one pier below the
entrance, right down below that string of piers on North River,
and anybody can go on them and can walk off, and there is no guard
there at all.
. Aside from the statement I have just made, a man can carry in

his pocket, and you can not see, a half million dollars' worth; he can
walk off the pier without danger, as he is never searched. Women
are also employed as carriers.

We do know, in answer to your question, that smuggling is carried
on extensively; and under a duty of 20 per cent, where a man can
make $20,006 on $100,000 worth of goods, it is a perfectly reasonable
assumption to be undertaken.

Senator [A FOLLETTr,. Do you know how many convictions there
have been for smuggling diamonds and precious stones across our
borders?

Mr. Mo.miot:. There have been very few convictions, Senator.
Senator IA FOLL.rrE. I mean in the last year?
Mr. MONnoE. There have been several minor convictions, but the

commercial smuggler, the man we are after, is very shrewd and sharp,
and they go to Canada mostly and they come across to Buffalo, or
Toronto'or Rouso's Point, and the reason there are practically no
convictions of an important kind and amount is that they can not
catch them. We know of instances where packages have come to
banks in Canada. I know recently where $200,000 worth of goods
were sent from England to Canada: we notified our Government, and
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they cooperated with our bank and shipped those goods back to Eng-
land because we knew who had shipped them, and because they knew
they were watched and could not get them out.

'The CHAIRMAN. Is it not a fact that this smuggling in connection
with jewelry has been going on since time immemorial ?

Mr. MONROE. Yes, sir; it has been going on and always will go on
as long as the rate of duty invites it to go on. If a man can make
$20,000 on $100,000 worth, what will not anybody do? The whole
revenue forces of the United States can not keep liquor out of this
country.

Senator S ooT. Would 10 per cent prevent it?
Mr. MONROE. Reduce by half the amount.
Senator SmoOT. Of course, if they could make $10,000 they still

would do it. I was in favor of free diamonds and 10 per cent, the
same as the Payne-Aldrich bill, because of the facts as stated.

Mr. MONROE. I could bring you any number of articles, for exam-
ple, a pearl necklace that could be put in the vest pocket, and would
require no more space than the ordinary sized watch, and yet that
string of pearls would be worth, at to-day's prices, $250 000. There
is another item I want to deal with, and if there are no further ques-
tions I will proceed with that.

The CHAIRMAN. The heavy duty undoubtedly militates against
honest men I

Mr. MONROE. It practically does not put us out of business, because
there are people who will not deal with smugglers and who are careful
as to the source of goods. But it reduces profit. The Government
finally reduced the duty, but they allow taxes, and we tire o liged to
pity both.

I neglected to state that the differential of 10 per cent between
rough and cut stones is necessary to protect the American labor
employed in the cutting factories of the United States. Importers
of rough stones aid the president of the Diamond Workers' Union,
who is a member of our committee, agree that 10 per cent is a proper
differential.

The following-named gentlemen, occupying positions indicated in
previous administrations, have expressed their opinion, based on
experience in office, that a 10 per cent rate is as high a can be suc-
cessfully levied on precious stones: Win. Loeb, jr., collector of the
port of New York; F. M. Halstead, chief of customs div isions, Treas-ury Department, Washing ton; J. E. Wilkie, supervising agent,
Treasury Department; J. H. Wheatley, special agent in charge, New
York City.

I will say, further, that the present corps in the special agent's
office in New York have stated recently to my knowledge that in
their judgment they can not collect 10 per cent duty the way the
law is framed and'the ease at which large value cai be carried in
It small space.

There are two other matters connected Aithi the administrative
feature of the present tariff law which, with the consent of your
chairman, we wish to bring to y3ouri attent ion: "Th'le appropriation
for the prevention of fratudl against the customs" tit the, disposal of
the Treasury Department, is $200,000. This amount must be spread
over the entire United States and includes the expense of detecting

I N N N
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undervaluations as well as the fraudulent entry of all kinds of
merchandise.

The CIAIRMAX. I want to say on that point that the attention of
the committee, or some members of the committee, has been very
strongly called to it, and the subject taken up with the Department
of Justice and the Treasury Department with the intention of very
substantially increasing the appropriation.

Mr. MONROE. Would you like to hear our suggestion along that
line? I would like to suggest that we might file brief subsequently
with your committee embodying some of the suggestions.

The CHAIRMAN. I consider it a very important subject.
Mr. MONROE. Thank you; we do also. We ask that this appro-

priation be increased by an amount sufficient to enable the Secretary
of the Treasury to employ a special squad of at least six men, whose
efforts shall be confined to the detection of fraudulent importations
of precious stones.

Senator SMrOOT. They have a squad of four now.
Mr. MONROE. This plan, if adopted, we are confident, will prove

to be one of the most profitable investments the Government has
ever made, because such a squad, if properly selected, would add to
the revenue annually an amount at least ten times the cost.

We also ask that the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in charge
of customs have the same power under the now law to inspect books
and records as is now conferred upon- the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue. We believe that such a law would tend to reduce com-
mercial smuggling to a considerable extent.

Lhstly, we ask for a change in paragraph 642 of the present tariff
act, which provides that nonresidents may bring into the United
States any amount of personal effects, commensurate with their sta-
tion in life, free of duty, provided such effects are declared to be
brought in without the intention of selling them. We know that
large amounts of jewels have entered this country under this para-
graph which were sold later, us there is nothing in he law to prevent
a nonresident, even though he may honestly have had no intention
of selling the goo& when he entered the country, from changing his
mind and selling them without the payment of duty. It can readily
be seen that the door is wide open under paragraph 642 for the entry
of jewels to a very large amount and their subsequent sale without
payment of any duty whatever. We can see no reason why jewelry
or personal effects of large value should not pay duty when sold, if
within a reasonable period of time after entry their status is changed
and they become merchandise.

It is comparatively simple, in fact, it is very simple, for any non-
resident abroad to bring over here a string of pearls to buy any num-
ber of loose pearls of any size, in the market over there, when a mer-
chant can go out and employ a nonresident to wear them over here
and declare them openly. They may be worth a quarter of a million
dollars. ie can say, "TIhis is my property, as a nonresident, and I
am bringing them in," and the next week they can sell them if they
choose and evade all the duty. That is a paragraph that ought to be
changed. The only other matter that I wish to bring to your atten-
tion is the bearing of the American valuation on our commodity.
There is no comparable American production in diamonds. I under-
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stand that in such cases the intention of the Congress is to establish a
flat rate of 16 per cent increase on foreign costs. I am not sure that
that is correct, but that is what I have been told. If that. is so it
would increase the present duty of 20 per cent, and would Aimount
to practically the duty that was levied under the Wilson Act, 1894,
which was 25 per cent, and was almost immediately taken off be-
cause all the Treasury officials and all the Government officials who
had to do with the collection of that duty admitted it could not be
collected. Under the proposed American-valuation plan we must
beg, if necessary, that if that goes through that this 20 per cent duty
be reduced; and we strongly urge that the duty be what we ask, which
has been in force under all previous bills, with the exception of the
present one and the Wilson bill, which was free on rough and 10 per
cent on cut diamonds.

IMITATION PRECIOUS STONES.
[Paragraph 1429.1

BRIEF OF EGBERT B. SHEPARD, REPRESENTING IMPORTERS OF
IMITATION PRECIOUS STONES AND PEARLS.

The firms whose tames are signed to this brief are importers of imitation
precious stones or of precious and Imitation precious stones. They are located
in Providence, It. I., or New York and Providence. They Import from Europe
and sell to the manufacturing Jewelers and the manufacturers of combs and
celluloid novelties of 'New England large quantities of Imitation pre.io s
stones for use In the manufacture of medium and'low-priced Jewelry, jewelry
novelties, combs, and celluloid novelties.

We respectfully invite attention to paragraph 1420 of 11. R. 7450.
The first part of paragraph 1429, which provides rates of duty on diamonds

and other precious stones, uncut; pearls, not set or strung; diamonds and other
precious and semiprecious stones, cut, but not set, and suitable for use In the
manufacture of jewelry, we concur in.

We, however, respectfully solicit the careful attention of your honorable
committee to the remalulng portion of the partigraph, which Is as follows:
"Chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut stones, used In the manufacture of
Jewelry and other similar articles, 20 per cent ad valorem: Imitation pearls
of all kinds and shapes, of whatever material composed, pierced or unplerced,
mounted or unmounted, and Imitation precious or semiprecious stones, except
chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut stones of any kind, of all kinds and shapes,
of whatever material composed, 45 per cent ad valoreur."

This part of the paragraph, if enacted Into law, will increase the present
rate of 20 per cent ad valorem, which was alsp the rate-provided for in the act
of 1909, to 45 per cent ad valorem on nearly all of the Imitation precious
stones which are used by the manufacturing jewelers and the manufacturers
of combs and celluloid novelties of New England and which are an absolutely
essential raw material of that Industry. While it Is true that 20 per cent ad
valorem Is provided for "chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut stones," we call
attention to the fact that such are but an exceedingly small percentage of the
imitation stones used by the American Industry. A chaton Is an elght-facetcd
stone In imitation of a diamond or some other precious stone. We therefore
have the anomaly in paragraph 1429 that If a stone has eight facets It Is to
be dutiable at 20 per cent ad valorem, while If it has 10 or 24 or 82 facets,
even though it be made of the same material, be of the same color and same
general appearance, it shall pay 125 per cent more dut" or 45 per cent ad
valorenl.

We ask that the rate of duty on Imitation precious stones, cut or faceted,
suitable for use in the manufacture of jewelry and similar articles, be lixed
at 20 per cent ad valoreny. Thlse stones are not made in this country,
never have been made here, ond. In our Judgment, can not possibly be made
here. They are manufactured in Europe by secret process which have, been
handed down from generation to generation, and such a high degree of skill
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obtoilns in their making that American producers have never been tible to
compete with the forelgni.mide Irtlle. We do lint understand hint It Is tle
plur ose of the (ongresq to litrenilot tIt protect an Industry which does tiot
exist, especially when the iet resilit of such it policy will result In a great
hardship to ain Amerlei Industry which already exists jimlt Is furnishing eiii-
Ihoynrent to many thousands of Anieriean artisaiis.

We also request tihaet initatiot half pwarls. mid hollow aind tilled 1 station
Iwarls of all shapes without lole c or wvith the hole partly through .4hall be
unlade dutiable ilt 2) per cent d valorem. Imitation pearls of this varhty
tan not be ninle iti this couhitry. but lre a necessary raw material of the
ninnufactring Jewelers. The 2) per vent rote that wt. request for these
half iwarls and hollow or filled Iwarls without holes or with holes hut part
way through Is not, as is shown IIi the proposed amended iaragtuuph here, sug-
gested for the solid or Indestrctible pearl nindle of fusible ntialnel.

We have, iiS importers of nriltntiont lirmcious stones nnd Imitation larls, volE-
ferred with the officers and tariff eoi inttee of the Assocntlen of Anmcrlcan
3fni'lfaeturers of InllitAtIon 1oarbi nid Spc(ialtes In, Fu"!ble Enamels -ela-
live, to paragraph 1429 of iI. It. 74-6. aiind till two holles have agreed ulponi
the cliinges which il their best Jndgnient should be nde in tie paragraph liit
the Interest of Americmn blsinc. amnd Anivi| mel1n Walge earners. The sahi
Association of Awerican Mnnufacturers of Iniltmthon Pearls ann Specialtle
in Fusible Emjinncls. which presented it brif to the Ways ammIii Means ('omi-
mittee of the House of hleprtpientiitives on February 8, IWf2i, asking for nde-
quate protection for the product of their members, recognizes that plrilgrapih
1429 of II. It, 7456 Iposes tin unfair rate of duty nii certain Iiutationl stones
and initation pearls not nnide il this country, lit ised i tilel manufacture
(of American jewelry, ainl llerefore coacnir In the following proposed sub-
stitute for paragraph 1429. which we hereby respectfully recninuend to vou,
holiorable cinflnIttee s a stone iaragraph which will afford adequate pro-
tetlon to the members of the Asswiaition of Anmerlein Manufacturers of
Imitation Pearls nnd Speialties In Fusible Emtnleis nnd itt the siaiiie tita
make it possible for the Anerlcan manifnturers of jewelry and ulanufac-
turers of conms awd celhllohl noi. ties to wholII we sell our inerlihanilmo to
obtain their raw innterlnl at a prhce which will not be IlorolVilitiv':

S)iiinonds l4llil other previous stones, rough or uncut, )aid not aivalicedl ill
conilitIn or value from their natural state by cleaving, splitting, (.itting. or
other process. whether ia their nattral form or brokei. any of the foregoing
iot set. and diamond diust. 10 per ceituli mid valoremi; iParls and parts tliereof.

drilled or tinlrllle, but not set or strung; dhiumonlds. coril. rubles, ctlivtO,,
mid oilier preclons stoles and "cenilpreclous stones, ciit but not set, and suiltable
for use in the manufacture of Jewelry, 20 per cenin nil valorein; Illitation
precious stones. (It or faceted. iiiltaton. seiiprecios smile. faicetedl. Inlta-
tion half pearls and! hollow or tilled Imitation is'ari. of al shapes without
hole or with hole partly through oliy, .0- per centuni nil valorem ; station
precious stones. not cut or faceted, llitatlon seliiiireclOus stones tnt t1a.till,
imitation Jet buttons. clut, pollsheo. or feted, 45 per .entl aid valorem:
imitation solid pqarls wholly or partly plerced, mounted or ulmlonted, 45 per
centum ad vAlorem."

(Submitted by Albert Lorsci & Co. (In.), II. Nordlinger's Sons (Inc., John
F. Allen, I,. Heller & Son (Inc.), Nnthnn Kaufman Co., William H. Shackleford.)

BRAIDS AND TRIMMINGS.

[Paragraph 1430.1

STATEMENT OF ALBERT S. WAITZFELDER, BROOKLYN, N. Y.,
REPRESENTING BRAID MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Senator McCumaER. Mr. Waitzfelder, will you state your full
name and address and tell us whom you represent?

Mr. WAITzFELDER. Albert S. Waitzfelder; address 30 Main Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. I represent the Braid Manufacturers' Association,
New or City.

In our industry th.ro are employed approximately 35,000 people,
and there is about an equal number in the industries subsidiary to

I I



ours. We manufacture braids and trimmings from various materials,
principally from artificial silk and from metal threads. Our raw mate-
iials are coveredin thevarious textile schedules. Our finishedproducts
are covered in the sundry schedule--Schedule 14-paragraph 1430.
That provides for braids made of any material whatsoever, whether
silk, cotton worsted, artificial silk, or metal threads.

Senator SMOOT. Braids fall in paragraph 1208, do they not?
Mr. WArrZFELDR. Paragraph 1430, in the sundry schedule.
Senator SMooT. You are interested only in braids?
Mr. WAITZFELDER. Braids and trimmings made from all materials;

yes, sir.
Braids are manufactured principally from two materials--artificial

silk and metal threads.
In paragraph 1430 of the Fordney bill braids are assessed at 45

per cent ad valorem.
For the purpose of enabling your comniftee to decide upon the

prope,- protective rate, we have submitted actual samples of these
gioods made in Germany, with the original price list, the samples
heing in possession of te Way8 and Means Committee, and have
embodied figures on foreign anddomestic costs of these braids, which
we will submit to your committee.

The difference in labor cost between these goods made in Germany
and those manufactured in the United States is very great. Accord-
ing to the report of wages in the Barmen manufacturing district of
Germany, which is the largest braid manufacturing district in the
world, the price paid for skilled male labor is equivalent, at the present
rate of exchange to 3.1 cents per hour. The price paid for skilled
female labor in the same district is equivalent to 2.3 cents per hour.
In this country the wages for similar labor is for males 50 cents per
hour and for females 35 cents per hour.

Senator SMooT. Will you p ease state what you desire?
Mr. WAITZFELDER, Yes.
Senator SMooT. What changes do you desire?
Mr. WAITZFELDER. I will come to tlat presently. In these goods

the labor cost is about 60 per cent of the total cost. The samples
of these foreign braids which we have submitted show that the aver-
age selling price per pound in Germany is equivalent to 63.42. The
cost made in the United States, of the same braids, is approximately
$8 per pound, being a difference of $4.60 a pound. To cover this
difference based on the American cost would'require approximately
60 per cent ad valorem. On braid made from metal threads -

SenatorS.tOOT. Give the foreign value. Have you that figured out I
Mr. WAITZFELDER. On the foreign it would be the same difference

of $4.60 per pound on the foreign cost of $3.40 per pound.
Senator SMOOT. The foreign cost is what?
.Mfr. WAITZFELDER. $3.40 per pound, and the domestic cost is $8

per pound.
Senator SMOOT. That would be what?
Mr. WAITZFELDER. Approximately 150 per cent on the foreign

vnlue.
Senator SMooT. So you want about 150 per centI
Mr. WAITZFELDER. 'That is what the difference represents at the

present cost, due to the tremendous difference in the cost of lab(
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and the large percentage of the total cost which is labor cost, and
after allowing for the duties on our raw materials.

On braids made from metal thread, the foreign cost is $1.54 per
pound and the domestic cost $4.05 per pound, there being a differ-
ence of $2.51 per pound, which would show approximately the same
percentage that is necessary to cover the difference so that the
braids made in the United States can compete.

Senator SMOOT. What is the foreign cost?
Mr. WAITZFELDER. Do you mean of braids made from metal

thread?
Senator SMOOT. Yes.
Mr. WAnrzFELDE.. $1.54 per pound.
Senator SMOOT. And the American cost?
Mr. WAITZFPELDER. $4.05 per pound. $2.51 per pound is the

difference.
I might also state for the consideration of the committee that our

industry strongly favors duties beig based on the American valua-
tion, that being,. in our opinion, the most practicable way to deal
with existing conditions, in view of the unequal depreciation in
foreign currencies. That would eliminate, wA think, the evil of the
present method, which results in having higher duties on the higher
cost producing countries awi lower duties on the lower cost pro-
ducing countries, whereas, basing them on the ,,merican valuation,
they would all pay the same rate of duty. Our industry is unani-
mously in favor of the method proposed in the Fordiey bill, of
having ad valorem rates based upon American valuation.

Senator McLEAn. Will you state the condition of your industry
to-day I

Mr. WArIZFELDER. I have not stated it, but I might for the
benefit of the committee. I might say that to-day the industry is
working at less than 50 per cent of its capacity; that large orders
are being placed by American buyers in Germany because they are
able to hand goods at very much less than they can be produced
and sold for in this country.

Senator WATsON. What have the imports of this particular prod-
uct been during the last 10 months?

Mr. WArrZFELDER. That is difficult to say. They are covered in
various paragraphs and they are included with other articles which we
do not manufacture. I can say that imports are increasing rapidly,
and unless this industry is relieved through an adequate duty a
large number of the people at present employed therein will be
thrown out of employment. The industry can not survive unless it is
put on a parity with foreign competitors. We do not desire prohibi-
tive rates; we simply desire rates that will enable us to produce
goods in competition with prices at which they can be imported.
Braids are luxuries and, therefore, ideal revenue producers. They
are used for purposes of adornment. Their use depends upon fashion.
In certain months of the year our machinery is idle, due to the
whims of fashion. No one will be injured by adequate duties thereon
except the foreign manufacturers.

Senator McLEAN. Is it a new industry
Mr. WAITZFELDER. No; it has been in existence for a great many

years. It has had its ups and downs. During Republican admin-
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istrations, when we had the adequate duties, it was fairly prosperous.
When the duty has not been adequate, it has been very haid sledding.

If there are any other questions, I shall be very glad to answer
them. If not, I should like to submit my brief to the committee.

Senator MCuMER. We are very much obliged to you.

BRIEF OF ALBERT S. WAITEFELDER, BROOKLYN N. Y.. REPRZSENTING THE
BRAID MANUFACTURERS' ASSCikTION.

I nparsgraph 1430 in proposed bill braids are assessed at 45 per cent ad valorem
(on .n, e 1). Braids are manufactured principally from two materials, arti-
ficialsilk or metal threads.

BRAIDS MANUFACTURED FROM ARTIFICIAL SILK.

Wo submitted to the Ways and Means Cohimittee of the House of Representatives,
under date of April 21, 1921, a brief, accompanied by samples of German braids; also
original price list. This price list showed that the foreign selling price of these braids
was W4fl9 per pound, as follows:

Foein Foreign

.Arnite Xs. Prilc~eper perligne. pr ep
l'pe. pound.

Cents. Ou ne*.
:Iw ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 1 &.36
................................................ 2 2.63 .

...................................................................... 11.3 1.4 .W

Total ..................................................................... 1A.6
A acr 'e r pound ....................................................................... . 3. 4i

The duty assessed lpon artificial silk yarn, under the propoe bill (Schedule 12,
par. 1215) s23 per cent ad valorem. At present American value of $2.75 per pound,
this amount' to 63 cents per pound.

The cost of domestic, as compared with the above landed cost of foreign artificial
silk braids. would be as follows (in American braids the material consumed averages
about 40 per cent of the total cost):

Domestic. Foreigij.

Cost of artificial silk 'a n per pound ................................................. 2.7. 5 $1.0
I p(oind braid takes'l pounds yarn ................................................ . .4 .32

Cost of material, I poidtu bra! ' (40 per cent of total lojeslc cost)............. 3.2 .22
lost of conversion (VA per cent of total domestic cost) .......................... 4.80 1.19

Totalcost perp x nd ......................................................... 00 3.40

I)ilTrren(c, $1,() per ponnl.

At 4.5 per cent ditty on American value, duty would be only (15 per cent on $8)
$3.60 per pound.

To cover the difference of $4.60 per pound, the duty should be 60 per cent ad ya-
lorem (on the American value), which is the rate we request. If duty on artificial
silk yarn should be increased, proportionate increase is necessary.

BRAIDS MANUFACTURED FROM MI-;TAL TIIREAl'S.

The rate assessed upon metal threads(Schedule 3, par. 382) is 10 cents per pound
and 35 per cent ad valorem. Present foreign value of 7s. metal thread, which is the
principal s;ze used in braids, is $1.75 per kilo, equivalent to 80 cents per pot.td.

I I -.
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The cost of domestic as compared with the landed cost of foreign braids made from
etal threads would be as follows:

I)onestlic. Forelg,.

Cost ofinetal threads per pound (duty per pound, 10 teils) to............
M.$ per cent oin domestic salue-M Ipr cent on forpigi value , .59 ............

Landed cost per pound of metal thread............................... .139 V. W
I pound braid takes 11 pounds metal threads .................................. 3 .I

('ost of material, I pound braid (40 per cent of total cost) .................. 1.62 .9W1
Vost of conversion (60 per cent of total cost) .................................... 2. 41t 6

Total cost per pound ..................................................... 4. W(t .5

I One-fourth domestic.
Difference, $2.51 per p001idl.

At 45 per cent duty on American value, duty would be (45 per cent on $4.05) $1.82
per pound.

To cover the difference of t2.51 per pound, the duty should be not lem than 60 per
cent ad valorem (on the American value).

In Schedule 3, paragraph 382. the duty proposed on woven fabrics, fringes, and
tassels made from metal threads is .55 per cent ad valorem. The duty required on
braids is at least as much as that Tequired on these articles, as the difference in con-
version costs is fully equal.

We therefore respectfully request that the rate on biaids in paragraph 1430 be
changed from 45 per cent ad valorem to 60 per cent ad valorem, go that the domestic
braid industry may be able to compete with the foreign manufacturers.

In paragraph 1430, page 162, line 1.5. a comma should be inserted after the word
"braids," same as in present tariff.

In paragraph 1215. page 137. line 9, the compensatory duty on fabrics and articles
composed wholly or in chief value of artificial silk yarns should be 70 cents per pound
(instead of 45 cents per pound.)

Duty on the artificial silk yarn is 23 per cent on American value of $2.75 per pound,
which equals Wi3 cents per pound. One pound of goods requires 1 pounds yarn,
making 70 cents per pound necessary to compensate for duty on the yam. If artifi.
cial silk yarn duty is increased, proportionate increase is necessary.

Vages paid per'hour in the Barmen district of Germany, which is the largest braid
manufacturing district in the world, are for: Males. 5.15 marks per hour. which at
six.tenths cent per mark=3j16 cents: females, 3.90 marks per hour. which at six-
tenths cent per mark =21$, cents. (.See lleearch Report No. 40.!ited August. 1921.
by National Industrial Couference Board. p. 70.)

In this country the wages per hour for similar labor are: N1alep. 50 vents per houtr;
females, 35 cents per hour.

EMBROIDERIES AND LACES.

paragraphh 1430.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. BILLER, WEST NEW YORK, N. J.,
REPRESENTING UNITED STATES LACE AND EMBROIDERY
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The CAIRM.AN. Will vou state, for the information of the com-
mittee, where you reside .

Mr. BIHLER. My name is Charles A. Bihler. My address is 313
Eleventh Street, West New York, N. J.

The CIHAIRMAN. What is your business, Mr. Bihler ?
Mr. BIllLER. Manufacturer of laces and embroideries.
I represent the United States Lace and Embroidery Manufacturers'

Association, of Vest New York, N. J., the American Schiffli Em-
broidery Manufacturers' Association, West Hoboken, N. J., and the
Alli(ll LaCe( t11d Enibroidery Manufneturers, New York.

0/
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I do not suppose it is necessary to demonstrate the luxury of this
article, but I have brought with me some samples so that you may
convince yourselves of the type of luxury presented. These are all
manufactured by me.

I want particularly to say that I am going to address myself to
you with regard to paragraph 1430 and that part of paragraph 1403
relating to articles and fabrics made of beads and spangles.

The industry is probably very well known to all of you. I think,
therefore, there is no need to state how many machines we have in
this country. If you wish, I can do so. Nor do I think you care to
know how many people we employ when we are running at full
capacity. At thio present time, however, I will say that we are 85
per cent idle, and there is no concen, of course, that can continue
for any length of time at that rate.

Senator McCu~mEIR. Is that condition due to general depression
or to importations from abroad?

Mr. BIULER. Chiefly by reason of importations. The embroidered
laces can be obtained'from Germany at lower costs than they can be
produced here.

Senator McCUMBEa. Are thev being so obtained?
Mr. BIiLE. Yes: they are.

Senator L. FOLLFM.r:. How extensively ?
Mr. 1butLER. I will submit that in my brief, if you will permit me.
When we were before the Ways and .Means Committee last Februi-

ary, I told them that they could leave embroideries alone. The con-
ditions in Switzerland were such that an increase would not have been
justified then, although we could not make all classes of embroideries.
Since then Switzerland has reduced her labor costs to the point where
they have reached the 1913 level, aml 'they have reduced the stitch
rates approximately 20 per cent.

Senator LA FoLLT'trT. What is tho evidence of that fMr.IIILER. It is the promulgated stitch rate basis, of the special
Treasury Department agent in St. Gall, Switzerland.

Senator L. FOLLETTE. That is since you were before the Ways and
Means Committee?

Mr. BIIILER. Yes.
I have submitted also in this brief labor compensation for similar

work or like work ([one in the United Statv.es, Germany. and Switzer-
land. I will give you some of the ligu-res so that you can get your
own im region of that.

The s-killed stitcher in the United States receives from $12 to $50
per week for a week of 47 working hours. In Germany the same kind
of worker receives from four to live hundred marks, which is from $2
to $2.50.

In Switzerland the same man receives 50 francs, which, at 19.3
cents, equals $9.63. The Swi-;s have, however, increased their work-
ing hours to 50 per week.

Similar conlitons exist with other auxiliary help, like the watchers,
for instance.

In America, for instance, the rate is $17 top R24 per wevk: in (h'r-
many, $1.25 to $1.50; in Switzerland, $4.83.

Thie shuttler in America receives $13 to $11.50: in Germany, $1; in
Switzerland, 93.86;.
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Menders receive, in America, $23 to $25; in Germany their pay is
equal to $1.25 to $1.75; in Switzerland, $5.40.

Punchers in America receive from $50 to $60 per week; in Ger-
many, $3 to $4 per week.

Senator MCCUMDER. What is that last one?
Mr. BIBLER. The p.unchers. That means the card puncher. In

Switzerland they receive-
Senator MCCUMBER (interposing). You pay for that about $250 a

month?
Mr. BIIILER. We pay for that all the way from $220 to $260 or

$270. There are exceptions to that, of course, but that is about the
average.

Our industry is located in 14 different States. The increase in
working hours that the Swiss have brought about recently leads us
to believe that, in competition with the Germans, they will increase
them still more.

Senator SHxOOT. Are you asking for a greater per cent than that
provided for in paragraph 1430?

Mr. BiHLER. We are asking to include embroideries in that'por-
tion of 1430 which represents laces, because embroideries are sadly
in need of the percentage that the laces need. We will demonstrate
that with about 90 samples that we wili submit with our brief, showing
the calculations on these goods manufactured abroad, on which we
need 55 per cent ad valorem.

Senator S.MOor. As I understand it, you want embroideries trans-
ferred to the paragraph providing for 45 per cent under the head of
laces, and then that 45 per cent you want changed to 55

Mr. liHI.L.R. Yes, sir.
Senator McCu.%imi. What did you say a puncher of cards gets in

GermanyI
Mr. BIjILER. From 600 to 800 marks.
Senator MCCUMBER. Per month?
Mr. BIULER. Per week.
Senator MCCUMBER. That is how much per month?
Mr. BIJILER. $13 to $17.50.
Senator McCu.MBEF.R. An average of about $15 per month?
Mr. BmLER. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. And you pay for the same class of work from

$230 to $270?
Mr. Biimun. Yes, sir.
Senator McC.%mrR. And you want protection sufliciently high to

allow you to maintain the vage scale for a puncher at $260 per month
as against the German rate oT$15 per month?

Mr. BH1I.E.. Yes, sir; even. that rate will not sufficiently take care
of us.

Senator .McCtUmmBi. How is that ?
Mr. BiILII.F. I say the rate of duty that we are asking will not

sufficiently take care of us. We are relying on our being on the
ground and the fact that we shall be aile to make delivery morv
quickly than the importer will be able to make it.

Moreover, I should like to call your attention to the fact that'for
the past 25 years they have imported embroideries and embroidleiI
laces froii ,Switze'lanil on (onsignztlment. Iaseid (n i co'4(t of prodthi-
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tion promulgated by the consular ..gent in St. Gall, under certain
presciibed additions for profit and expenses, under the claim that it
was practically impossible to ascertain selling prices in SwitKrland.
We claim it was possible at all times to ascertain selling prices in
Switzerland, and that theirs was an improper claim.

Senator S.fooT. You have a brief, have you?
Mr. BnTLER. Yes, sir: I will have.
Senator S.MOT. You can put that in the record.
Mr. BIllLER. The embroidered lace industry was mainly built up

during the war, because laces did not come in from Gennany. We
have furnished to the American consumer upward of $25,000,000 of
lace per annum during the war. We originated our own designs and
our own novelties.

The importers have claimed that it is unsafe to take the American
valuation because their latest novelties would be disclosed. They can
find ready relief in the patent law.

We have (lone so in hundreds and hundreds of instances.
I want to call your attention to something further. We are, of

course, working under the laws which Congress deemed wise with
regard to contract labor. We are not pleading that these laws
should not be. We have State laws limiting the licurs of labor, par-
ticularly with regard to our female workers. We think that you
should not tie our hands and send us into competitive warfare Nith
Europe unless you equalize conditions. If you do not do something
for us along the line of protection which will equalize those condi-
tions, there will be bankruptcy prevailing in very inany cases.

There is no man in our industry that I know of who is making
any money this year. I know th,t so far as I ami personally con-
cerned I am losing a lot of money. I can not afford to continue
to do it. I can not, under present conditions, find a buyer for the
mill or factory that I have. I can only sell it to the junk man.

We are not pleading for something that is unfair. We are pleading
for a continuation of our existence. The importer is pleading against
the American valuation, having in inind the possibility of reaping
inordinate profits such as lie has gathered in the past.

Senator S3toOm. You want 55 per cent ad valoremn on the American
valuation plan?

Mr. BDILER. Yes. sir.
Senator S3ioo'r. And what do you want mi the foreign valuation .
Mr. BIJILER. The equivalent.
Senator S.MOoT. What is the equivalent?
Mr. BUILERt. Around 115 per cent.
Senator SM OOT. One hundred and fifteen per cent.
Mr. BlLER. Yes, sir.
'o prove my contention, there nre several importers here on a

committee. One of them owns a factory in Austria. lie would
surely manufacture in the United States if lie saw thme slightest
advantage to himself in manufacturing over here.

'J'here is another gentleman on that committee who not very long
ago sold his factorylere. For what reason ? That is the best proof
that we are not properly protected. We must have protection if we
want to continue our existence.

Senator IA For.irFrrn. What do you produce in Your ,wii mill
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Mr. BILER. Do you mean in amount?
Senator LA FOLLETrE. In the first place, what articles do you pro-

duce; what class of work do you do?
Mr. BmLER. These are the thing [indicating).
Senator LA FOLLETTE. I mean besides these samples.
Mr. BMLER. Novelty embroideries of this class [indicating].

Gold and silver embroideries of this type. We also manufacture
embroideries on nets, such novelties as these [indicating].

Senator DILLINOIIAM. Give the names of them, so that the record
will show.

Mr. BAILER. Dress novelties.
Senator CALDER. They are used for making women's gowns?
Mr. BulLER. Yes; they are used for making women's gowns out

of goods of that character.
i Senator LA FOLLE:rE. What is the total value of the production
i this country, if you know?

.Mr. BlLE:R. It is impossible to compile those statistics, Senator.
lere are no figures available that I could give you. I could not

give them to you without relying on guesswork. But I am quite
satisfied that we delivered upward of $25,000,000 (luring last year.
I know that I personally sold in excess of $800,000. I do not believe
I shall do a business of $200,000 this year. I can not dispense with
my overhead charges."Senator LA FOLLETI'E. Importations have been declining rather
than increasing, have they not?

Mr. BuILxtI. Not if I am correctly informed.
Importations during the year 1918 of lace and embroideries

amounted to $13,293,290.
Senator LA FOLLT'r. Laces and. cmhroideries ?
Mr. 1Imru.:e. That is the dutiable importations.
Senator LA Foitr'r,. What was the amount?
Mr. l3nEI.E. S13,293,290. The total was $17,663,922.
In 1919 Ic'es an( embroideries increased to 820,692,206.
In 1920 tihey aniounted to $35,097,130.
Senator l.A IOLLETTr. Wlere did you obtaiii tltose figures e
Mr. 1iniLxi. From the i),partiient of Commerce.
Senator M'cCu.mII. Iave votI the Iig'iiei'; for 1921 ?
Mr. lhlu p:n. ()ilv for the'six monilis of 1921. 1 do not know

the figures for tihtlable laces tmud embroileries. I have the total
iml mrtatioils for tie six months, which amounted to $17,136,655.

[f we take into (misideration the redu ltion in price between 1920
and 1921. that $17,000,0fl corresImmids to it very large amount in
comparison wit Il previous figures.

Senator .Md'(UtM.hr. hiaiL pen'cmtarge 11m the quantity increased
from 1920 to 1921 .%

I'. I1iL.:Ui. I take it that between 1918 and 1921 the im)ortations
have more than triple(.

Senator L.A Fo rrE. Between iwhit years
Mr. BIL.I-. 1918 and 1921.
Senator MclA:AN. Ii value or in quantity .
Mr. 111lLER. [Il 1oth.
Senator M'Ct.wMBEa. 1918 was a war year. It is not a fair ,ear

to base an estimate on. Take the .ear-, 1919. 1920, and 1'921.

11110
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Can you give us figures showing the increase in quantity there I
You have given us the increase in value.

Mr. BIHLER. I have not the detailed figures as to quantity. They
would not be reliable because if you take the cheap, narrow embroid-
eries, you can send 100,000 yards that would not amount to as
much as one of these fine articles. The quantity really can not be
taken into consideration. You have to take the sums in dollars
and consider the average as to quantity.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. But, knowing the general percentage of
decline in price, you can form a fair estimate of the increase in
quantity to meet that valuation.

Mr. BIHLE R. Not necessarily; hardly. You can not do that
because if the cheap embroideries are imported a tremendous quan-
tity amounts to very little, while if you should import fine laces,
a small quantity would amount to as much as that.

Senator LA FOLLETFE. Are these cotton laces and embroideries?
Mr. BIlILER. These are cotton laces. They are lace collars.

These [indicating] are silk or other fabrics. These ae silks and
metals. These are nets. Particularly when it comes down to nets,
we can not compete with the Germans. We can not compete at
all with them.

I wish to state, however, that there does not seem to be any
reason for the importers to oppose a proper protection of the industry.
They can act as distributors for us as well as for the foreign manu;
facturers. They (lid so during the war, and I see no reason why
they can not do it again. They are claiming that we are not able
to produce, but I have proved by my own personal production
that their claims are unfounded.

I would like to have your permission to submit my brief later
with samples.

Senator McCuMnEr. Very well.

Comparative table of wage. being pad ine Nov. 1, 1911, and at present in the United
States, Germany, and Suitzerland in the embroidery and embroidered lace industry.

United States Germany (hours per Switzerland (hours

wkOur (). week, 44)1 per week, w.week,s47.

MI rIs Francs.
Skilled stitcher (rer week) ................. 842. 00- 2.50 so -9.35
Watcher (per week) ................... 17. (0- 24. 00 2503 1.25- 1.50 25 4.83
Shuttler (per week) ................. 13.00- 14.50 200 1.00 201 3.
I ender(perk ..................... 00- 2. 2Y-350 1.23- 1.73 2 40
Puncher (pe . 50.03- (.XO 600-800 3. 00-- 4.00 75 11.4$

I Mfark exchange, 0.5 cents. 5 Frane exchange, 19.3 cents.

BRIE..' OF CHARLES A. DIHLER. REPRESENTING THE U?'ITED STATES LACE 4ND
EMBROIDERY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

E3MBROIDERIES AND EMBROIDERED LACES UNDER VARIOUS DESIGNATIONS.

We respectfully refer to exhibits of embroidered laces and lace collars, 246, 145,
186, 274, 177, 187, 243, 188, 100, 273, 161, 178, 109, 272, 244, 189, 102, 111, 120, 105,
162, 170, 175, 192, 232, 163, 303, 3290, 3291, 304, 305, 306, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314,
500, 501, 502, 171, 226, 210, 256, 238, 152, 223, 185, 148, 153, 168, 221, 233, 151, 204,
224, 114, 150, 180, 258, 230, 271, 241, 255, 176, 179, 248, 253, 137, 173, 227, 104, 259,
261, 184, 250, 136, 225, 2.39, 260, 2.51, 503, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 320A, 321, 322,

81527-22-scn 14- -13
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323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, and exhibits of embroideries
102, 112 and 116, with detailed cost figures if imported from Germany or Switzerland,
and we have also stated thereon our cost and selling figures of identical or comparable
goods made in the United States.

REASONS FOR RlECOMMENDATION@

The comparison of these figures will show that if a 56 per cent duty on American
wholesale selling price is imposed it will permit the foreign manufacturer to undersell
us from 6 per cent to 47 per cent. Our advantage, however, in being able to make
prompter deliveries will, we believe, enable us to compete with the foreign manu-
facturers.

On the other hand, neither the foreign manufacturer nor the domestic manufac-
turer would be able to charge exorbitant prices because of the balanced competition.
We offer the following reasons for the adoption of the American Yaluation plan as
also the increase in duty:

1. The very large difference between our labor costs and these which obtain in
Switzerland and Germany. We have appended a comparison table of labor costa of
the three countries.

2. Embroideries and embroidered laces ure of the highest type of luxuries. They
are never even essential to conventional use. A high duty can therefore be imposed
for the reason that such a tax would be a tax deliberatey sell-imposed by the pur-
chaser of such articles and as such would be the least objectionable form of ta .ation. If
the entire revenue needed by the Government could be obtained through the imposi.
tion of high rates of duty on a few imported luxuries, one would have found the most
ideal form of taxation. It is logical to carry out this idea to the fullest extent posible
by collecting from embroideries and embroidered laces the maximum amount of duty.

3. Since list February the conditions in our industry have become very much
worse, owing to European competition. There has been a great fall in the value of
German andAustria~n exchange. Besides the Swim manufacturers, through greatly
reducing their labor costs and increasing the hours of labor, have again entered the
market as competitors with Germany and Austria. Since August 1, 1921, the date
set by the Treasury Department for investigation of American valuation, the Swiss
have reduced their labor costs to prewar levels. It is more than probable that they
will further reduce their labor because of these conditions, hence our request for a M
per cent duty on the American wholesale selling price has become a reasonable one.

4. There are approximately 900 manufacturers engaged in the embroidery and
embroidered-lace industry In the United States. Moat all are working in keen com-
petition with one another. As the variety of patterns or designs is enormous, it
would be next to impossible for them to have any understanding in relation to the
regulation of prices. Each manufacturer fixes his prices according to his own judg-
ment.

.5. Our industry is carried on in the following States: California, Connecticut,
Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee. Thus reasonable protection
would assist all sections of our country.

6. During the last 25 years almost all of the Swiss-made embroideries such as we
manufacture have been consigned to this country (not sold). Their value has been
determined according to a method of calculation based on %%hat is termed the stitch
rate, overhead charges, expenses, profit, etc.; thus they arrive at a so-called foreign
value. The disadvantage of this is that many of the expenses were not properly,
allowed for; consequently, the Government lost quite a percentage of duty. This
was done as there was no way of compelling the foreign manufacturers to furnish the
correct foreign sales price, but the importers knew what the foreign sales prices were,
bvause they could not have arrived at their purchasing valus otherwise. The
Government has lost millions of dollars in duties because of this fraud practiced by
the importers.

The importers know very well that our Government (as they will have access to
the books of domestic manufacturers) will be able to determine what is the wholesale
value, and as soon as this act becomes a law they will present plans to make sure of
only the lowest wholesale value being accepted for the purpose of asseaing duty.

We recommend the following phraseology for the paragraph covering our hmanu.
factures:

"laces, embroideries, lace window curtains, handkerchiefs, napkins, wearing
apparel, and all other articles or fabrics of lace, or made wholly or in any part, however
small, of lace or imitation lace, cmbroidcry, or applilue of ahiy kind, nd all articles,

- - I E0 N]
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fabrics, or wearing apparel embroidered, beaded, spangled, appliqued, taniboured,
or scalloped in any part or in any manner, however sinall. by hand or machinery, or
from which threads have been omitted, drawn, punched, or cut. and with threads
introduced after weaving, to finish or ornament the openwork, not including plain
straight hemstitching, edginus, insertings, balloons, nets, netting, veils, veilingo,
n eck rufflings. ruchings, tucking". trimmings, allovers, flouneings, flutings, quillings
ornaments, 'ribbons ornamented in the process of weaving, braids loom woven and
ornamented in the process of weaving, or made by hand, or on any braid machine,
knitting machine, or lace machine, and all articles composed in any part, however
small, of any of the foregoing fabrics or articles, all the foregoing commencing with the
first word 6f this paragraph (except plain Rauze or plain leno-woven cotton net or
nettings, and the plain materials and articles specially provided for in paragraphs
919, 100G, 1403, 1401, 1100, and 14'.21 of this act, when not advanced further in manu-
facture by process' mentioned in this paragraph), by whatever name known and to
whatever use applied, and whether or not na'ied, described, or provided for elsewhere
in this act, when composed wholly or in part of yarns, threads, filaments, tinsel wire
lamin, billions. metal threads, spaigles, or beads,'55.yr cent ad valorem (to be assessed
on the prevailing wholesale selling prices in the United States)."

A reason for establishing one rate for both embroidery, laces, spangle and beaded
work is as follows: Embroidered laces, of which a very large quantity are imported
principally from (,ermany, are in their first stages embroideries, which is evident
upon reference to Exhibit .503. Iv a chemical process the foundation is destroyed,
which transforms the embroidery irto a lace.

The mrut expenive laces sold, with the exception of the fine classical styles of
handmade n'edh, or bobbin laces, are to be found in this class of lace, and the duty
of 55 per cent will not protect sufficiently the expensive articles made of this kind
of lace, and will not b- excessive on fine embroideries. The cheap embroideries
which can easily le made by any manufacturer will, because of the keen competition,
be sold practically without profit in this country.

Relative to th6 beaded and spangled goods being included in this paragraph, we
have to say that the verbiage in the law of 1913, paragraph 333, specified articles coni-
posd wholly or in chief value of beads or spangles. Such qualification is the very
oppoeite of what it should be. There is a greater proportion of expensive handwork
in attaching beads or spangles to fabrics when the articles are not literally covered
with beads and spangles in continuous lines. The labor in Europe as well as here
of sewing the beads or spangles in almost all cases greatly exceeds the cost of the
beads or spangles. They should have said that when the addition of beads and
spangles increased the s- Iing value of the article beaded or spangled to the extent of
more than 25 per cent then the duty should be imposed.

The further mistake was made of saying in chief value of "beads cr spangles
instead of "beads and spangles," as* practically few articles would consist entirely
of beads or entirely of spangles; thus the material combined with either beads or
spangles being of chief value caused the article to be cla-sified under some other
paragraph. We give the imports of beaded and spangled articles, etc., under para-
graph 333. Beaded and spangled goods'are the very highest type of luxury, and if
included in this paragraph will probably bring the Government several million
dollars revenue, except they should be unfashionable, and fashion alone (Iictatus
their use. The cost in Europe as compared to the cost here is so trifling that a duty
of 661 p,r cent on the wholesale value here would not seriously curtail their impor-
tation.

By adopting the language as we suggest. "articles made wholly and in part of beads
or spangles," the Government will receive a much greater revenue fr,. this class
of luxuries.

IMPONTS OF HEADED A.ND 9IAiWIE11 AITICLEA.

Under paragraph 333: 1918, $506,512; 1919, $2,143,177; 1920, $1,575,352: 1921
(6 months only), $1,751,153.

The above figures speak for themselves, considering that a very large quantity of
beaded and spangled articles were classified under other paragraphs, bccause'the
language of the tariff law of 1913 covered only a very small portion of the beaded or
spangled articles and fabrics.

The continuous fall in the costs of foreign production, especially since last February,
has forced the domestic manufacturers to operate at 25 per cent capacity or even less,
with great pecuniary loss. The enactment of a favorable tariff bil th at will meet
these unprecedented conditions can alone save a large number of manufacturers frcni
their impending bankruptcy.
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Dutiable imports during calendar years 1918-1921 are published by the Department
of Commerce as follows:

Under paragraph 358: 1918 $17 663,922; 1919, $27 896 676 1920 $42,192,152; 1921
(6 months only), $17 136 ,5 Laces and embroideries included therein: 1918,
$13,293,390:1919, $20,692,206; 1920, $35,097,130. Later figures we have not been able
to obtain.

The foregoing figures indicate that in two years imports of Isc and embroideries
almost tripled, while our home Industry has come to almost complete stagnation.

If you Will add to the above figures imports that came In under paragraph 258 at 35
per cent instead of under paragraph 358 at 60 pr cent, s they should have paid, you
will get larger amount. and more correct statistics.

The policy of our Government, for which we have every commendation is to protect
labor, so as to greatly Increase their comfort and earnings. With this in view, our
contract-labor law and laws restricting immigration have boon passed.

If the duty is to be retained at the lowpercentage of to-day, the domestic industry
will be destroyed and the United States Government will receive less revenue, while
the consumers will pay more for their embroideries or embroidered laces than If the
change which we advocate is made, because of the balanced competition between
Europe and here. The reasons for this are obvious. There are about 900 manufac.
turers of embroideries and embroidered laces in the United States who compete
keenlv with one another.

On'the other hand, in many cases the Importers will demand profits on foreign
goods exceeding 100 per cent when they are of a class which can not be made profitably
by domestic manufacturers. In other words, with the proper duty imposed the
importer and foreign manufacturer will In a great measure pay the duty and not the
consumer.

The duty imposed on a basis of wholesale domestic value will furnish a means of
obtsaing for the Government, in the way of duty, a large portion of the exorbitant
profits which the foreign manufacturer or Importer might extort otherwise.

We maintain that, as all articles made in this industry are luxuries, there is no
objection to advancing the rates for purposes of revenue.

An advance in the cost of luxuries as contrasted with the cost of necessities of life
does not increase the cost of labor.

There is no pyramiding effect in the cost of labor through the imposition of taxes on
high luxuries; but there is still another phase which is a potent reason for the main.
tenance of the industry in the United States-it is a matter of fact that through inven-
tions made in the United States the cost of embroideries and embroidered laces have
been materially reduced all over the world.

Whatever that is, so long as there is competition between the domestic manufac-
turer and the foreign manufacturer that economy will figure in the lower cost of such
products to the consumer.
. It is for the Government to determine whether or not to crush out this industry

which afforded a livelihood to more than 25,000 people employed in it, through not
Advan ihg the duties or to so far equalize conditions that the existence of the industry
here is further possible.

In order to fix the same duty on French, English, Swiss, Italian, and German
goods, which is a matter of fairness, the American valuation is essential.

Merchandise from all these countries would then pay exactly the same duty on
similar articles.

On the other hand, if a straight ad valorem rate on the foreign value is used, coun-
tries having a higher cost than Germany, would be discriminated against, if a tariff
on foreign value should be provided on paragraph 1430, an Increase of 50 per cent of
imposed rates, that would affordprotection in all known instances, would not afford
protection against imports from Germany.

if American valuation as a basUi for the rate of duty impoer on paragraph 1430
will be used, which we urgently recommend as the only effective means of balanced
protection, we submit tho importers will doubtlessly establish new American whole-
sale selling prices by having imports of their merchandise sold to them by agents
appointed-by themselves and selling such merchandise at an advance of only 5 per
cent or less over foreign cost plus duty and landing charges, thus establishing much
lower price levels than are now indicated by them on samples submitted to
the American-valuation investigators chiefly through the importers' own Selections.
Thus, if you refer to exhibit 320 and exhibit 320A, they will show how importers will
be able to establish new and materially lower selling prices than have existed for 30
years in the United States, for purposes of paying duties.
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STATEMENT OF LEMUEL T. PRANCE, NEW YORK CITY, REP-
RESENTING THE LAOE AND EMDROIDERY ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA.

Mr. STERN. Since the lace industry covers such a wide field, and
having in mind the instructions of your chairman and his Suggestion
that it would be impossible to hear many witnesses along thesame
lines, we have tried to limit the number of our witnesses as far as
possible. Consequently, we appear as a committee of three, com-
posed of Mr. Max Neuburger, ovho is a skilled specialist on embroid-
eries; Mr. David E. Schwab, who is an expert on laces; and Mr. L. J.
France, who was formerly an examiner in the United States ap-
praiser s office at the port of.New York and who is now a merchant
importing laces and embroideries.

I request that you hear this committee, and now present Mr. I. J.
France, who will make a statement on behalf of the Lace and E.m-
broidery Association of America. (Inc.).

Mr. FANCE. I appear on behalf of the Lace and Embroidery Asso-
ciation of America, many of whose members manufacture in this
country as well as import laces, embroideries, and kindred lines of
merchandise, and many more of whom handle domestic lines of such
merchandise on a largo scale as selling agents and distributors for
American mills. The dealings of the association's members include
fully 90 per cent of all this kind of merchandise imported at the port
of New York.

Because of the wide range of articles covered by the lace and em-
broidery paragraph and because we are chiefly interested in laces and
embroideries alone, I shall confine my remarks to-day to those two
principal items.

Laces are imported into this country principally from France,
Switzerland, Great Britain, Germany, andrt a lessr extent from
other countries. They include, as you know, a wide variety of styles
and patterns, both in machine-male and hand-made goods, ranging
from the simplest kind of cotton laces which sell for a few cents per
dozen yards to the more elaborate and expensive styles. The bulk
of laces imported are machine-made and are chiefly the product of
the so-called Lever machine or the Schiffli machine.

The Lever machine goods originated in England many years ago.
A similar indIustry was started in this country shortly before 1009.
Since 1909 the industry in this country grew very rapidly until there
were 44 domestic plants established by 191D. The establishment of
our own Lever machine lace industry has as a consequence supplied
the demands of this country for many articles of this character which
were previously made in England and France. In fact, as statistics
will show, it has practically shut out importations of such goods from
England and has caused a, substantial reduction in the imports from
Fiance.

The Schiflli machine, which produces so-called burnt-out laces and
oriental laces, has also become a factor in this country. That branch
of our domestic lace-making industry has also made remarkable head-
way since 1909.

E~mbroideries are imported principally from Switzerland, smaller
9junntities coming from Germany and Italy. The embroideries from
Switzerland are also produced on the Schiffli machine and conic in a
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great variety of patterns, styles, and widths, from the simple, narrowind to the wider and more elaborate selections.
To give you some idea of the progress made in this country by the

S hiflii machine embroidery industry, let me cite a com parison of
the tatal exports of such goods from Switzerland to the United
States and England for the years 1911, 1016, and 1919. In 1011
Schiflhi machine embroideries exported from Switzerland to the
United States amounted to 78,000,000 Swiss francs. In the same
year Switzerland exported to Great Britain only 45,000,000 Swiss
francs worth of suchembroideries. During the following five years
the exportations of that class of goods -fromn Switzerland to the
United States steadily diminished until in 1910 they amounted to
only 32,000,000 Swiss francs. Such exportations to Great Britain
on the other hand in 1916 had increased to 75,000,000 francs. In 1919
the figures for the United States were only 0,000,000 francs. while for
Great Britain they were 61,000,000 francs.

These figures were taken from the records of the Swiss consulate
at New York City, and, although the steadily diminishing imporLs
into this country were in part attributable to tle change of fashion
and a smaller demand for the goods here, nevertheless the decrease
was chiefly due to the growth of our own Arerican industry. In
this connection your attention has probably been called to the number
of Schifi embroidery machines which ar now idle in this country.
While that unfortunate condition does undoubtedly exist at the
present time, it is well to remember that the same conditions exactly
exist in Switzerland to-day, and that the lack of business in both
countries is in no sense due to foreign competition but rather to the
change of fashion and general economic causes. Switzerland, os you
know, is in very much the same situation as the United States.
She ha'. suffered no appreciable depreciation in her currency, which
has ren:Ained close to par during the trv'g postwar period and is
to-day actually selling at a premium over the American dollar.

Wages and living costs there have increased to approximately
the same extent as in this country. She has her minimum wage
scales the same as we, and the working hours of her industries are
equally as favorable to labor as are our own. In faot she has been
far more liberal in the treatment of her laboring classes than has
America, inasmuch as the working man in that country receives a
substantial part of his wages during the periods of unemployment.
As a result of these conditions, Swiss embroidery costs to-day are
very much higher than prewar costs.

We have prepared a tabulation showing the total importations of
laces and embroideries, including both machine-made and hand-made
goods, imported into the united States from the chief countries
which produce them, namely, France, Switzerland, England, Ger-
many, and Italy. In compiling this statement wo have included the
figures for the years 1912 and 1913-the last two years of the Payne-
Aldrich Tariff Act-1914 and 1915-the first two years of the Under-
wood Tariff Act and the full calendar year 1920. Our figures used
in this table were copied from the Department of Commerce reports
for the years mentioned. I shall not attempt to read them, knowing
that your conmitteo will examine the statement carefully.

We have also prepared for the information of your committee a
second tabulation showing a like comparison of similar imports from
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the same countries for the 10 months ending October 31 of last year
and for the same period of this year. These fl res were also copied
from the Department of Commerce reports. -Ishal1 not undertake
to read these either; but, inasmuch as these current figures indicate
the trend of importatio) . whether upward or downward, I just want
to say that they show a reduction rather than an increase in the
values of such importations for the present year as compared with
the same period of last year.

Senator IA FOLyT.r.rP. In view of the fact that prices or values
of these articles have increased, that would indicate a much greater
falling off in quantity, would it not ?

Mr. FRANCE. Where prices have actually advanced that would
be true, but it is not true that they have actually advanced in all
cases. There have been cases where they have declined, as is always
true with respect to articles of fashion. Even in the case of laces
and embroideries imported from Germany, about which country you
have heard so much during the progress of these tariff hearings and
which is alleged to be the principal source of danger to American
industry, the official figures show that the quantity in yards of laces
and embroideries imported during the current year was only 15 per
cent more than the quantity imported during the same period
last 'ear.

With regard to the rates of duty formerly and now provided for
laces and embroideries, you will recall that under the Dingley Act
of 1897 laces and embroideries were dutiable at a uniform rate of
60 per cent on foreign value: under the Payne-Ald-Ach Act of 1909
also laces and embroideries, with the single exception of such laces
as were made on the Lever or go-through machines, paid a duty of 60
per cent: and the same rate, 60 per cent, was continued in the Un-
derwood tariff act of 1913. The Lever machine and go-through
machine laces, which were treated separately under the Payne-
Aldrich Act, paid a duty of 70 per cent, the purpose of the higher
rate being to encourage the uphuilding of the Lever lace industry
in this country, whicx at that time had just been started. As a
further incentive to that end, Congress under the same act also
td!owed the free importation of so-called ever machines for a short
period.

From this it will be seen that, with the one exception mentioned
for the past 24 years neither laces nor embroideries have ever paid
a higher rate of duty than they are now paying. For that matter,
so far as our knowledge goes, they never paid a higher rate under
any of the earlier tariff acts prior to 1897. We may say further
that the 60 per cent rate on laces and embroideries in the present
tariff act is the highest ad valorem duty now provided for any line
of merchandise. Surely then there is no adequate reason at this
time, when we are not confronted with larger importations of this
class of merchandise, to impose a greater tar i burden on these lines.

T'ie imposition of a greater duty now will, we believe, be pro-
ductive of two certain re.sults. It will afford a somewhat greater
protection against German goods but will at the same time seriously
curtail, if not altogether shut out, importations from the countries
lately allied with tus in the war and from Switzerland.
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Senator SMOOT. You are speaking now of the Fordney rates?
Mr. Fa.aiRo. I was a kiin of the present 60 per cent rate.
Senator SmooT. You have no present 60 per cent rate.
Mr. FRANcE. I mean in the Uiderwood Act.
Senator SmooT. Will you, ir- your brief, state what you want?
Mr. FaANcz. Yes; I wil cover that later. If greater protection

is needed because of the situation in Germany, surely there is no
reason why the remedy to be applied should be of broader application
than the source of the difficulty. The cure should not be worse than
the disease. To meet the peculiar and, we believe, temporary eco-
nomic conditions in Germany, on which so much stress has been laid
in your committee's tariff hearings, why would it not be possible,
andat the same time feasible, to provide for an additional duty the
size of which would depend on the extent of the depreciation of the
currency in the country from which the goods were imported, or, in
the case of indirect shipments, the country of originI If such a duty
were provided for and if it were further proviTed that such duty
would be levied or not in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, accordingly as he might find that American industry wasbein jured, or likey to be injured, by certain importations because
of the depreciation in foreign currency, we sincerely believe it would
prove a full and complete remedy for the present difficulty with
Uermany.

A provision of that kind would be closely analogous in its method of
application to the provision for an antidumping duty enacted by
Congress in title 2 of the emergency tariff act. It would at the same
time give a certain flexibility to the tariff, as recommended by the
President in his recent m eto Congress, and all the while without
encroaching upon tegilatve functions of Congress by permitting
the executive branch of the Government to fix rates of duty.

Such a provision, if surrounded by proper safeguards and appliedon reasonable notice to the importer after an ojIpOrtunty to be
heard could not be objectionable to any fair-ramded citizen and
would, we believe, furnish all the protection needed to meet emer-
gency cases.

theo not believe any single rate of duty which you would ite inthe tariff would meet that condition all the way tanugh. r

Senator Smoom. Would a 30-day notice be long enough?
Mr. FRAoj. Generally speaking, I should say yes.
We believe in a tariff that is just and fair and sufficiently high to

guarantee to the domestic manufacturer a legitimate return on his
investment and efforts. However, we also desire to express the wish
and hope and belief that the law should be so framed that it will
admit of easy administration from all angles. We have already gone
on record as being utterly opposed to the American valuation of
imports as a basis for the assessment of duties, and we have stated
our reasons at some length. Without knowing what the ultimate
decision of your committee will be on the subject of American valua-
tion, however, we find it necessary to point out the impossibility of
suggesting any proper rate of duty for laces and embroideries on that
basis. The Foidney tariff bill, as you know, provides a duty of 45
per cent for laces and 37* per cent for embroideries-both on Amer-
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ican valuation. These rates, however when reduced to equivalent
percentage on foreign value, produce tie most extreme and startling
results. -ot only do they greatly exceed the Payne-Aldrich duties
on foreign value, but they are as iwidely different as the many kinds
of laces and embroideries imported. On laces alone, for examp le,
such duties are equivalent to from 123 to .18 per cent on foreign
value.

A few moments ago you were called upon by one of the witnesses
to look at samples in which were woven some gold and silver threads.
A domestic manufacturer showed me a sample only a few days ago
of similar merchandise which is made to sell at $6.50 per yard. It was
an extreme novelty. Some of it did sell at the begiining at that
price, but he had a big lot left over and he got for it 25 cents per yard.
So you can readily see that some of these things may sell well at the
start or at the beginning of the season, but later they may have to
be disposed of at a very substantial loss.

During the hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means the
chairman of that committee announced on many occasions that it
was not the purpose of American valuation to increase the amount
of duties above the level of the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Act. It is quite
evident, however, and can readily-be demonstrated, that the formula
used by the committee on Ways and Means in reducing the rates of
duty on foreign value to alleged equivalent rates on American value
took into account only the foreign cost plus the duty and omitted
the many other elements and factors which enter into the selling
price of imported merchandise in this country. As a result the rates
of the Forney tariff bill when applied to a value in this country,
which includes such additional elements, works out to a much higher
equivalent on foreign value than the Payne-Aldrich rates, which
presumably they were intended to equal.

These additional factors entering into the selling price of imported
goods in this country include not only ocean freight, insurance, and
other expenses from the foreign country to the point of delivery in

the United States, which items are fairly constant on all lines of laces
and embroideries and are comparatively small; but also include all
overhead expenses incurred in this country by the importer and the
profits anticipated or realized in selling the merchandise here. These
latter items, the importer's overhead expense and profit, are not by
any means constant, but, on the contrary, are as different as the many
kids of laces and embroideries imported. They depend, indeed, not
alone on the character of the merchandise imported but equally on the
importer'smethodof doing business, the class of tradewhich he supplies,
and the inherent risks in-handling laces and embroideries, which are
in all cases fashionable and seasonable articles, some perishable, too,
and which may sell woll to start with at the beginning of a season
but ater have to be disposed of at a substantial loss.

As stated before, therefore, it is impossible for us to suggest a rate
of duty for laces and embroideries based on American valuation which
would be equivalent either to the present tariff rate or the Payne-
Aldrich rate. In fact, to produce anything like an equivalent
amount of duties on American valuation would entail subdividing the
lace and embroidery paragraph into as many sections as might be
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required to exhaust the infinite variety of laces and embroideries with
a separate rate for each such subdivision,

We feel safe in leaving this troublesome question of American
valuation to your consideration without further discussion, as you
have already caused an investigation of the matter to be made under
the supervision of the Treasury Department. Gentlemen, you know
how long it has taken to gather that data. You know what efforts
have been put forth and how many people have been necesary to
get it. Think, now, of every importation coming in, and you will
realize that you have the same condition to meet. These people have
merely scratched the surface; they have not gone nearly the length
or breadth of the subject by any means. It has been impossible.
The whole thing is not feasible by any means. An examination
of the schedules prepared and filed by the Government investigators
should demonstrate unmistakably the point %.o are now endeavor-
inato make.

In conclusion we earnestly request your committee to retain the
tried and proven system of foreign valuation as a basis for taking
ad valorem duties, and further request the retention of the Urderwood
tariff rate of 60 per cent on laces and embroideries, which is the same
as the Payne-Aldrich rate with the one exception heretofore men-
tioned, the r..ason for which exception has long since ceased to exist.

(The statistics submitted by Mr. France are as follows:)

Rate of Amrt Nece
phetduty Amtn N~s

rate of unler f Present of duty Present ce
Merchandise, duty on Fodney Famn under

fcre bill on .fo of duty. Fordney price. Fordney
value. American value. bill bill.

value.

Article with 20percent mark up Pa esnt. Per cW. Per cent. i

on cost ....................... 60 45 123 1 60 $1.23 $l.9 V2.74
Article with 25 per cent mark up 1on cost ....................... 60 45 135 ,60 1.35 z.oo 3&00
Article with 331 per cent mark

u n co..... ...... .... 60 4M 155 .60 1.3 220 3.50
Irtl wih percent mrk up,on cost ....................... 1 60 45 2181 .60 218 .48 4.9

Comparison of imports of laces and embroideieJrom principal European comnries for
tW. yers II . 1913. 1914, 1915, and 1910 including lvdmade 14M, lace edgings,
tnlinpgs, ga~loon, ndes and nelting, embroidered edgings, embroiered ineerlingu,
embroidired galfoon. and other articW made thereof except wearing apparel, lace cur-
tatn., reds, and vexing.

LSttstlcs of Bureau of Foreign and DoeteCommerce, 1 "Foreign Comnmerce and Navigation of theUnited States."]

France. land England. oemany. Italy. Total.

Fiscal eat:
191 ............... $7 7"19 11,711,26$ 8:5201 ,SAM, #M 162 34845
1913 .......... 088 1033,8404,87Y 491 274,627 3297331
191.............:: 790,09 812,7w17:8 S,%26l6 3 729 20 . 4,2 4 62 7U
1915............... , S.724 8,59, 18318 131,IM845

Calendar year 1920........ 61,79,74 1 44,18 77 6 199, 3 , 1,28,295 858144 17 90215
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Comparison of import of lace arn emoerieefrom pincipal European countries.frst10 months of years 19tO an1192,l.

[St ati cts of Bureau of Foreign and Domest ie Comme'ce "Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the
United itatei."i

Frace. Switzerland. England.'
PerlrA. I - I---

Quantity. Value. Quantity. jValue. jQuantity. Value.

Y a . ... Yarrs.10 months ending Oct. 31, 1920. 9-,763,901 N,&96,273 27,971,6211 $3,010,033 7I,679,451 S1,001,M
l0 months en dIng Oct. 31, 1921.'179,627,21 3:6W,511 22,364,201 3 1,203,093 33,334,291 767,940

Germany. TotaL
1'crirA.--_ _ _ _

Quanlty. Value. Quantity. Value.

Yards. | Yards.
i0morti.s.ending Oc.3, 1020 .......... ......... 20, 8i,44,0 $875,129 19,156,428 412,483,113
1in cri th.tend 1n gOc t.31: 1921.................... 3,99M, PA 710,927 171,222,576 6,383,073

I lnciude. England and elsewhere In Great Britain.

Nom.-These figures do not include note and netting, whicb are not reported by
countries for the 10-month period. Total importations from all countries of nets and
nettings for 10 months ending October 31, 1920, equalled $1,868,270; for 10 months
ending October 31, 1921, equalled $1,611,040.

STATEMENT OF DAVID E. SOHWA , IW YORK 0ITY, REPRE.
SENTING LACE AND EMBROIDERY AO00IATION OF AMERICA.

Mr. SCHWAB. It is my purpose to be very brief and answer any
questions you desire to ask, but I would like to draw attention to the
statement made requesting 60 per cent duty on the American valu-
ation. If I may ask this committee, bearing in mind that laces are
fashionable articles, which naturally have their ups and downs in
accordance with the decline of fashion, what would be considered a
fair profit in the opinion of this committee? I would like to arrive
at just what it would mean to make a rate of 60 per cent, as sug-
gested, on the American valuation. Would it be fair to assume 25
per cent on the selling price as profit and overhead?

Senator SMOOT. Do you want to instruct the committee on that?
Mr. SCHWAB. No, sir; I would like to give a demonstration.
Senator SMOOT. The committee can figure that out in a few minutes;

do not take any time on that.
Senator JONES. I would really like to have an illustration of what

the witness has in mind in that respect. He has evidently put into
his calculations such factors as he deems important, and I would
like to have them.

Mr. SCHWAB. I figure that if an article would sell in this country
at $6 and that the American selling price includes the 60 per cent
duty on the selling price and 25 per cent for profit and overhead, it
would mean that 85 per cent is taken up by profit and duty. Figur-
ing about 11 per cent for charges of packing, commissions, transpor-
tation, insurance, brings it down to 131 per cent remaining as the
total foreign cost of the article. That would mean the article would
sell in the United States for over six times the foreign cost. It
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would make the selling price here over 600 per cent over the foreign
cost.

Senator JOES. How much do you estimate is the ordinary profit
for the importer, including his expenses I I mean the cost of impor-
tation, including his profit. How much do you qstimate that to beI

Mr. SCHWAB. figured in this calculation, Senator, 25 per cent onthe selling price. . .
Senator JoNEs. Is that about the usual amount you figureI
Mr. SCHWAB. That includes overhead, and I should judge it would

be, except, of course, in a period as the past year, when the deflation
was so enormous and we had large stocks on hand that it was the
other way.

Senator JONES. But in normal times would you say so?
Mr. SCHWAB. In normal times I should think that would be a fair

average.
Senator JONES. And in addition to that you add about 11 per cent

for transportation?
Mr. SHWAB. I do not believe, Senator, that would quite cover it.

My figures for the purpose of this calculation are very close in order
to give the other side the benefit. One and one-half per cent for
packing charges, transportation to the port of shipment, transporta-
tion across the ocean as well as commissions and landing charges
here, would probably bo very small.

Senator S.mooT. I do not understand your statement, and I want
you to repeat it again, slowly. I do not see how you get 600 per cent.

Mr. SCHWAB. If the selling price is $6-Senator SMooT (interposing). The American price?
Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, Senator. There would be included in this

American wholesale selling price a duty of 60 per cent on $6, or $3.60,
a profit of 25 per cent, or $1.50, making a total of 85 per cent for
profit and dut , or $5.10. Assuming that the other charges I re-
ferred to woul3 be It per cent, or 9 cents that would leave about
131 per cent for the actual foreign cost of the article, or 81 cents.
Eighty-five per cent is six times 131 per cent. It would mean that
the- foreign cost would be less than one-sixth of the selling price, and
the duty on foreign cost about 450 per cent instead of 60 per cent
as now.

Senator Cu s. What would you sell it for?
Mr. SCHWAB. $6 is the assumed selling price here for the purpose

of illustrating what the suggested 60 per cent duty on the American-
valuation basis would mean. Included is 25 per cent for profit and
overhead, probably a fair average. When you mark these goods you
must mark them with a profit, because frequent change of style means
eventually you must have a loss.

Senator JONEs. My information was just the same as you have
given, but I wanted to bring it out for the record, that that was the
usual figure of the selling profit and overhead charge in expenses and
that sort of things

Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, Sir. I would further like to say that the gentle
man who appeared before also referred to a certain class of laces
which were shown here as made on the Lever go-throu.h machine,
and that he is meeting with destructive German competition on these
goods. This committee has means of finding out that there is no
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industry established in Germany with the Lever go-through ma-
(hines. The gentleman is apparently mistaken. There is a class of
goods sold in Germany which is a different class o" goods. Our
committee stands committed to provisiong to protect the American
manufacturers against an influx of goods.

There is another matter with respect to a certain character of
goods which are made on the Lever go-through machines. They
are a popular-priced article and vary in price from 5 cents up. Thebulk of them sol for 5 cents. They sell very largely in the 5-cent
stores, and are used by the ma.ises for trimming inexpensive gar-
ments. I think there is no doubt that these goods have not been
made efficiently or come down sufficiently in the United States and
could have come down further. I will demonstrate, on the other
hand, during the war we were not getting the French goods to any
extent, and we could not take the goods here as they were poorly
made, not finished correctly, even from England, who is the originator
of the Lever machine and Lever goods. It would deprive the people
of satisfactory goods of this character if we could not get the French
goods. They are called Val laces. I would like to leave for com-
parison samples of these articles made with the same material and
the same construction in the various countries, and the difference
will be obvious.

However, this same Lever machine makes other articles of the
character I have here most successfully in America.

Senator WATSON. Did I understand you to say they do not have
that kind of machines in Germany?

Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, sir; they have no Lever machines in Germany;
they are not used there.

Senator WATSON. They are not used by the lace-manufacturingindustry in Germany?Mr. SCuWAn. No, sir. It is in the hands of the French and

English abroad. On some goods the English excel and on some the
French excel. Here are a few classes of goods made on these ma-
chines which indicate the various styles. These are manufactured
in America. Here is one article I can get for $1.60 a yard in this
country.

Senator WATSON. Is that made in this country?
Mr. SCHWAB. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. That first article you laid down?
Mr. SCHWAB. This article here is made in America at $1.50. I

have here an article offered from France. I have just received
these samples, and it will cost us $2.50 to land the Fiench article.
Here is an article furnished by another firm. The American article
is from $2.50 to $1.50. The European cost landed originally is
about $4 on the same article.

Senator WATsoN. Why does it cost more to make it here than it
does over there?

Mr. SHWAB. Senator, I have illustrated the contrary is the case.
The fact that they are 36 inches wide with a large amount of material
in them would have something to do with it. These large articles
are less here than abroad. The smaller articles shown before
require more labor. Here is another article we buy for 75 cents
here. The cost of this article to land from France would be $1.05.
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Senator SUTHERLAND. The French article is wider ?
Mr. SCHWAB. No, sir. They are all 36 inches wide. I have several

others, but I believe that Will serve the purpose. Here is also
from this Lever go-through industry another article made of heavier
weight than this article here, which also can not be brought over
from England or France, as the American-made article is cheaper.

Senator SUTMERLAND. The French or English article costs more
laid down here than the domestic article?

Mr. SCHWAB. By far, Senator.
Senator IVATSO.N Do you want us to understand that the wages

paid there are higher than those paid here in the same branch of the
indust r

Mr. 2CUWAB. Senator, as I explained before, the articles which I
show have a large amount of material. While requiring much labor,
the amount of fabor is smaller in proportion to the large amount of
material used. The most stylish articles to-day yielding the largest
volume of business and profits in laces have been of American
manufacture.

Senator SUTHERLAND. What is the duty on the French and
En lish articles?

Mr. SchwAB. Sixty per cent on the foreign cost.
Senator SUTHERLAND. The price is quoted including the duty?
Mr. SCHWAB. Including the duty and charges of landing in Nos

York.
Senator SUTHERLAND. Does that account for most of this excess

over the domestic price?
Mr. SCHWAB. Naturally it adds to the cost and ispartially respon-

sible and fully protects American industries. We are perfectly
satisfied with this 60 per cent duty on foreign cost. We have gone
further and on German goods stand committed to a just provision
for additional duty if found necessary.

Senator SuTHERLAND. Generally speaking, you prefer the foreign-
made article to that made inAmerica I

Mr. SCHWAB. Not necessarily. It is a question of style and price.
There is one matter I would like to call attention to. The gentle-

man who spoke before on so-called Schifili laces and embroideries
mentioned my firm having a factory in Austria. He is misinformed.
The firm of which I am a member formerly had for many years a
factory in Austria, which in 1912 or 1911 was scrapped.

The gentleman also showed some net flounces made on Schiffli
machines. I might say I have used thousands of yards of these
ounces made in America as against 100 yards or 50 made abroad,
and they can be made here in competition now.

STATEMENT OF MAX NEUBURGER, REPRESENTING THE LACE
AND EMBROIDERY ASSOCIATION OF AMERIOA (INO.).

Mr. NEUBUROF.. I have very little to add to what has been said
in the brief which Mr. France has submitted, and what Mr. Schwab
hs said.

I want to say in regard to the statement made by a representative
of a domestic manufacturer, who spoke about there being a dis-
crimination, and many idle machines in western New York or wher-



ever the industry is located. That is usually true all over the world
in regard to these laces and embroideries, with the exception of Ger-
many. In regard to laces and embroideries, they are subject to
fashion, and it is unfortunate that embroideries have not been in style
or demand by the trade to which we are selling. The people who
have made big money during the war, when importations were not
coming in, should not cry out suddenly now and want protection ad
infinitum, simply because their business is slack now. That condi-
tion exists all over.

It was stated, referring to me I think, that one of the importers
who was here formerly had machines and sold them two years ago.
I have operated machines both here and in Switzerland, and I sold
them out because I am a dealer in laces and embroideries, and did
not care to be a manufacturer in order to have an open market to
draw from. That was the reason I sold the machines. The man to
whom I sold them has made a fortune since he had them. Sometimes
in the manufacture of an article wherd a man is resourceful, that is
what will happen.

All I want to say in answer to this same gentleman's statement
that instead of selling imported goods we should sell domestic goods
hereafter is from the statement he has made that he wants 55 or 60
per cent protection on American valuation, what chance is there for
anybody to sell any goods at such a terrific price, which can be re-
tailed to the ultimate consumer only at a prohibitive ratel There-
is no chance for anybody to exist that way. The importer who brings
the goods in from other lands is, in my estimation and I think that
of the committee, just as necessary a link in the chain of commerce
as the domestic manufacturer.

That is all I have to say.

LEVER LACES.

[Paragraph 1430.]

STATEMENT OF HENRY N. BERRY, LYNN MASS., REPRESENT-
ING THE RICHMOND LACE WORKS.

Mr. BERRRY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy in letting
me appear at this time. I was quite ill this morning anlast night,
which explains my not appearing here this morning. I am ill now,
but I am ready to make a try of it, and I crave your indulgence for a
few moments.

My name is Henry N. Berry and my residence Lynn, Mass. I am
vice president and the largest stockholder of the Richmond Lace
Works, and we manufacture lace on the Lever go-through machine.
The Lever go-through machine manufactures lace.

I am representing the Richmond Lace Works and also the Lace
Association Manufacturers of New England.

I came here not as an expert but as a business man with practical
experience, particularly in building up the Rich"._nd Lace Works.

In 1908 two or three of my business friends and myself decided
that we would invest in the establishment of a Lever go-through
lace plant, and we did establish in the village of Alton, H. I., near
Westerly in that State, a go-through plant, which at that time con-
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tained three of the Lever go-through machines. The plant was a
very small one at that tine. We gradually increased our invest-
ment. We increased the number of Lever go-through machines,
and we developed the plant until to-day we have thirty of the Lever
go-through machines ind our investment, which started somewhere
around $40,000, as I remember it, is to-day in excess of $6,000.
We have now a complete plant, not only for making the fabric on the
Lever go-through machines, but also for doing thebleaching, dyeing,
and finishing, so that we now get out the complete product.

Our company is typical of practically all the go-through lace com-
panies in tie country.

Senator WATso. What do you mean by a go-through machine I
Mr. BERRY. It is the name gven to the machine. It is a sort. of

weaving process based on a card. I am not an expert:
Senator WATSOn. Is there a lace called go-through lace?
Mr. BERRY. No; that is the name of the machine.
Senator WATSON. That is the machine?
Mr. BERRY. Yes; it is the Lever go-through machine. The name

"Lever" comes from the man who invented it, while the term
"go-through" comes from the process, which means a certain kind
of weave. These machines are used by practically all the lace com-
panies in this country.

Senator Smom. Didn't you get the machine in free of duty?
Mr. BERRY. Most of them came in free of duty; yes, sir.
Senator SmOOT. I remember that we put them on the free list in

order to get you started in business?
Mr. BERRY. Yes. We took advantage of that. We heard rumors

that they might be gotten in free.
'We started in 1908. At that time we -had three machines. In

1909 and 1910 the duty was taken off the machines, and we imported
most of our machines during that period. We have had to buy one
or two more since. We have gone ahead until our investment now
is in the neighborhood of $600,000. The product that we get out in
the course of the year will, perhaps, run up to somethi-g over a
million dollars. I am speaking now of the Richmond Lace Works
alone.

Senator SmooT. What do you want? Just what are you asking for?
Mr. BERRY. Briefly, this is what we want. We want 60 per cent

on the American valuation.
Senator SMoov. Instead of 45?
Mr. BERRY. Instead of 45, because I am satisfied from my prac-

tical experience that that is the minimum that we can live on.
Senator SMoOT. On the foreign valuation what do you want?
Mr. BERRY. As to the foreign valuatio,,, I can not tell you. I

should have to leave that to the experts, hut I know it would be
a figure that would be absurd. I have heard it estimated here by
some of the people who have been asked at 130 per cent. I am not
sure of that, butI am sure of the 60 per ceat.

After investing our money and putting up a plant on 70 per
cent originally, then 60 per cent, and having accepted the invitation
of the Government to buy these machines, we find that we are com-
peted with to such an extent that unless we are protected to the
extent of 60 per cent ad valorem on the American valuation we shall
soon be extinct.
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Senator WATmox. What is the condition of your business now I
Mr.- BERRY. We are hustling to find a place to put our goods.

We are not succeeding in runfiing at full capacity. We have run
more than we should otherwise have run for the reason that we have
piled up our business hoping big business would come, and hoping
or and relying on adequate protection to save the investment which

we have made based on a tiriff of 70 per cent and 60 per cent and
also by reason of having brought in machines during that one yearfree or duty.

Senator WATSOn. Do you think that this condition is due to im.
portations.

Mr. BERRY. I am absolutely convinced that that is a large portion
of it. I will cite some cases very briefly, because I do not need to
take up time on it.

We are putting out a pattern which we are selling for $2.80. Apattern that is exactly id-entical is being offered in competition with
us in all directions to-day at $1.80, substantially less than our cost.

A pattern that we are putting out for $4.10 is manufactured in
Germany and is being offered on al sides at $2.15.

A third pattern that we are putting out at $4.50 is being offered by
Germany at $3 in our markets.

A fourth one that we are putting out at $5.85-
Senator WATSON. Does that mean the yard?
Mr. BERRY. No; that is the gross.
Senator WATSO.. We want to know the unit.
Mr. BERRY. Oh, yes. I am glad you spoke of that. Our unit is

the gross. These figures that I am giving you are for the gross.
The fourth pattern that we are putting out for $5.85 is being

offered by Germany in competition vith us at $4. Those are four
important patterns for us. In all those cases they are being offered
at substantially less than our cost.

Senator DILLINOIAM. To whom are they offeredI
Mr. BERRY. To the manufacturers and ivholsalers.
Senator WATson. Are they offorel in the same market
Mr. BERRY. Yes; in the same market. Our salesmen first find it

o.t by going to these men. They say, "Oh, no; I do not want to
talk to you; I have this pattern, this same thing, that I can buycheaper. Good day."

cenatr DILLoi. Does that correspondingly low price go on
through to the consumer?

Mr. BERRY. I do not know about that.
Senator DLL1No1'xA. I did not know but that you had looked into

the retail trade.
Mr. BERRY. I have to a slight extent. Do you mean iie public?
Senator DILUIGHAN. Certaily.
Mr. BERRY. Oh, I do not know, sir. I speak of the consumer as

the manufacturer to whom we sell our lace. He builds it up in theway of trimmurings.
Senator ILLINOILAM. I was speaking of the general public when

I said "consumer." I was wondering whether the Germans sold
their goods to the ultimate consumer at a less price than you do.

Mr. BERRY. I do not know about that. The sales that I am
talking about are sales in large quantities. My experience has been
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solely confined to where we sell them in competition, namely, to the
manufacturer. We sell only to the manufacturer.

Senator WATSOn. What Senator Dillingham was trying to get at
was whether that smaller price goes on thr-ough to the ultimate con-
sumer or whether the retailer makes an exorbitant profit.

Mr. BERRY. I doubt if it does. My belief based upon experience
is that the general public has to pay a high price and that a great
big profit is made by the retailer. However, we never sell except to
the manufacturers. That has been our business solely. That
illustrates, in a general way, what we are up against. I am satisfied
that we must have the American valuation in order to be protected.
In the fir.t place, I feel that to put a huge per cent of duty-perhaps
140 per cent-on the foreign valuation is not businesslike nor the
proper thing to do.

Senator SMoOT. What is the difference if that is what it amounts to?
Mr. BERRY. Well, if it were the equivalent mathematically, it

would be the same, but I believe there are two differences, and
differences that we know, namely, that the same goods come from
different countries and they have different foreign invoice prices.
Therefore it tends to make the market unsettled. I believe, further,
with a big ad valorem duty placed on the foreign valuation, the
temptation is going to be much greater to have those invoices from
abroad manipulated. I believe that the American appraisers on
this side will be perfectly helpless and will not be able to have the
data in front of them or to veiify that data in any proper way if the
foreign valuation is used, whereas, if the American valuation is used-
that is, the local wholesale price on this side-the American valuers
can determine that and have the data and methods of checking up
the data before them.

Senator S'.%ooT. You do not think for a moment that the importers
of foreign goods do not put the price down, or that they have not
put it down in the past, as low as they could possibly do it.

Mr. BzVRY. I suppose that is true, Senator. I am not an expert
along this line. I simply am a practical manufacturer. I am by
fai the largest stockho der in the-Richmond Lace Works. It is my
money that went into it, and I have come here to tell you what. I
believe and what I feel from my personal experience. I further
believe, from the best study that I can give to the subject, that if
we.put on a duty of 60 per cent, American valuation, it is not going
to be an easy picnic; it is going to be, as it has been in the past,
rather difficult. It is not going to be a snap.

In thepast we have had to use the closest management in the mill
.and we have had also to employ the closest buying of our yams.
I think, at that, we have been rather fortunate in our buying of the
yams. I believe from all the facts before me, as far as I can see as a
manufacturer, that we need that 60 per cent on the American valua -
tion. I further believe that it is not going to be an easy thing in
the future. In other words, we shall have to continue this very
careful buying, and we shall have to have prudent management and
shrewd manipulation of our business.

I, therefore, most earnestly ask that rate. I further wish to say
this-and I believe it to be a fact-that at my plant, as I am pleased
to call it, we have figured closer, and so far have had better manage-
ment in our operations than almost all of the other lace companies.



Therefore, I state with great confidence that all the lace companies in
our line of manufacture using the Lever go-through machine need
that minimum. I believe some need it more than we do.

Gentlemen, unless you have some questions, I have nothing more
to say. I have tried to tell you in a practical way what we need and
why we need it.

I am going to take the liberty of filing a memorandum, which is not
a technical brief, but merely a memorandum which I dictated before
I left Boston. It is along the lines I have already indicated.

I crave your indulgence for my inability to appear this morning,
and thank you for your courtesy in hearing me this afternoon.

BRISF OF HMNRY X. DBRRY, RXPRZSENTIiYG THE RICHMOND LACE WORKS.

The plant of the Richmond Lace Works is in a way symbolical of the plants of the
various lace companies in this country. They were al started under the protection
of the American tariff. Take, for instance, the case of the Richmond Lace Works.
In 1908 two or three business men looking about for an advantageous investment
and for a legitimate bt.Ainess looked into the manufacture of lace by means of Lever
go-through machines, which had been used for some considerable time extensively
in France and in Great Britain but which were comparatively little known in the
United States. To carry on the manufacture of lace with these machines in the
United States was to a considerable extent an experiment. On the other hand, the
business had been a success in Great Britain and in France and there was in force
a United States law placing a 70 per cent ad valorem duty upon the importation of
merchandise of this character. These investors, believing in the possibilities of the
business and relying on the tariff duty contained in the United States revenue law,
established the plant of the Richmond Lace Works in the year 1908, starting the
manufacture with three Lever go-through lace machines. The plant was located
in Alton, R. I., near Westerly, in that State, and the investors continuously from
1908 on increased their investment and developed the plant and the business of
selling the product of the machines. The number of the machines gradually increased
until at the present time the Richmond Lace Works is operating 3) Levers go.through
machines and the investment to-day is approximately $600 000 The company,
on the whole, has been distinctly successful and has improved in value and in effi-
ciency during that period and up to the present time.

Around the year 1910 the Government enacted a law exempting these Lever go.
through machines from any duty for a period of about one year. We increased the
number of our machines largely during that period. This was an invitation to us
to inveat American money in this business.

The inception of the company, the original investment, the additional investment
as the years proceeded, and the development of the business have all been under-
taken relying on the duty in force under the tariff laws and further relying on a con-
tinued reasonable protection on the part of the United States Government; and
what is true of the Richomnd Lace Works is in general true of every lace plant in
the country.

At the present time the plant of the Richmond Lace Works comprises not only
the 30 Levers go-through machines above mentioned but also a very considerable
amount of necessary auxiliary machinery. including machinery and equipment for
bleaching, dyeing, and finishing lace goods. Our power plant is a combination of
coal and water power. including two water-wheels, two steam en lines, and two elec-
tric generators. In addition to the plant the Richmond Lace Works owns practically
all the land on which the village of Alton is located. It owns the houses where a
large proportion of its workmen live, these houses accommodating 50 families. The
Richmond Lace Works also has a store building, a water supply system, and generates
and supplies electric current for lighting, power, etc., throughout the village of Al-
ton. This company employs from 13,5 to 150 persons in the mill and also supplies
work for approximately 130 families outside the mill-this for thread drawing,
these families being scattered over a radius of about 10 miles from the factory. The
pay roll of the Richmond Lace Works for four weeks in October, 1921 was approxi.
mately$20,000. The character of the laces manufactured is largely Cluny and lorchon
laces with some vals. During the history of the Richmond Lace Works we have had
competition, and at times very close competition, from the laces imported from
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abroad, and it has only been by the closest management, coupled y$ith very careful
purchase of yarns, that we have been enabled to compete with any success against
the imported laces.
. Recently we have been threatened with a competition which, unless checked,

spells ruin for the lace industry. Under conditions existing prior to the Great War
and during a considerable portion of the war period the business of manufacture of
lace on Lever go-through machines was a normal business which, if most carefully
managed with shrewd buying and careful management, insured a reasonable rate of
return, but never hugo returns and never any returns except under the most careful
manipulation; and this business was always barried on in close business competition
with the-imported laces.

This business could only have been started under the 70 per cent ad valorem duty
prescribed in the tariff laws of the country. It could only -have developed and con.
tinued to live under an adequate protection by these tariff laws. It can only exist
now and in the future under a suitable tariff protection. Givenaninadequate tariff
protection the result inevitably will be the speedy extinction of the business as a
whole ana this is not a matter of speculation or of guesswork.

Within the past few months the market has been flooded with German and French
laces of the same character and style as those manufactured in this country, and
these laces are being offered in our markets and in competition with our goods at
prices substantially less than our cost of manufacture. This is the simple fact. It
does not require any argument to show that unless this state of things is corrected
the lace industry in this country is doomed.

Under these circumstances there is one means and one means only for maintaining
the present and future existence of the lace indust and that is an adequate tariff.
The precise question before your committee is Rat is an adequate tariff? The
amount of tariff varies somewhat with the different classes of lace manufactured.
The experts of the American Lace Association have computed from an exhaustive
examination of data a schedule recently submitted to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House, showing that the protection needed by the lace business requires
an ad valorem duty of at least 60 per cent on the American valuation.

Any material valuation from such ad valorem duty of 60 per cent.would be totally
inadequate. And this duty of 60 per cent would not give us any easy task. In order
to continue in business to compete successfully with the foreign importations and to
give any adequate return whatever to the investors in these lace works the business
in the future would have to be conducted with the same degree of close and careful
management as has been the practice in the past. Not only do we need adequate
protection as indicated herein but we need it quickly. e can not indefinitely
maintain our organizations in the face of this foreign competition.

We are advised that our views are combated in various directions by the importers,
by retailers who import, by the organized trades of Germany with the possibility of
subsidization, and these various influences exert themselves through a more or less
effective propaganda. We have no propaganda to put forth. We come before you
and give you the facts in relation to our business and th@ existing difficulties and
future dangers. We offer to prove the facts which we assert. We ask for protection
from you-for adequate protection, and we -place our case in your hands with the
utmost confidence.

The Richmond Lace Works is a member of the New England Lace Manufacturers'
Association and we are authorized to ask on behalf of that Association for a tariff pr.-
tection of at Meast 60 per cent ad valorem on the American valuation. This associa.
tion comprises an investment of between $2,000,000 and 13,000,000.

STATEMENT OF HUGO N. SCHLOSS, REPRESENTING THE LIBERTY
LACE AND NETTING WORKS, NEW YORK, N. Y., AND AMERICAN
LACE MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION.

Senator SMOoT. If you have a brief you may file it with the com-
mittee.

Mr. SoHoss. Yes; I have a brief which I would like to submit
later to the committee.

I represent the Liberty Lace & Netting Works, of New York, and
am also a member of the tariff committee of the American Lace
Manufacturers' Association.
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The industry which I represent is principally the Lever lace. The
manufacture of Lever lace was established in this country in 1909
and 1910 under the Payne-Aldrich bill when we started in business,
and we imported our machines free of duty at that time, under a
protection of 70 per cent on our goods. Since that time the Under-
wood bill has reduced that to 60 per cent.

To start with, I would like to answer the former speaker about.
these laces [indicating). I believe some of these are our goods. At
least they look like ours.

Are they, Mr. Schwab I
Mr. SCHWAB. I think they are.
Mr. SHmOss. Mr. Schwab said we sell them for $1.50 a yard.

They are made of artificial silk.
What I want to bring out is this: These goods were imported from

France at $4.50, $5, and $6 a yard. The article is a distinct nov-
elty. It comes somewhat undei the category of the flower shown
to you this morning. The Calais manufacturers produce artistic goods.
They make the more elegant and higher quality of merchandise.
The article comes to this country, and the importer or the retailer
who sometimes buys his goods in Europe puts them on sale at a
very high price, and I have found on that particular item the profit
put on by_ the foreign manufacturer was so tremendous that it was
possible for us to compete. We have commercialized the article,
reducing qualities, making sometimes the same pattern and some-
times similar patterns, and we are selling those goods to-day at
$1.50 a yard, permitting the importer to make his profit at, Mr.
Schwab says, 25 per cent, and allowing the retailer to make a profit
of 50 per cent on his cost, and sometimes more than that. That
allows that merchandise to go to the consumer or buying public for a
good deal less money than the importer could have imported them
ior.

If these goods come in at $4 a yard, why does the American manu-
facturer sell the goods for $1.50? He has protection, according
to this gentleman. Why does he not take advantage of it? Does
not competition among the American manufacturers take cere of
that S-oI do not think we need fear overprotection. Competition
will take care of that matter.

Senator SMooT. If there is only one manufacturer it will not take
care of it.

Mr. ScHwss. If there is only one manufacturer?
Senator SxoOT. Yes.
Mr. Sruwss. Oh, no. But Marshall Field & Co. are beginning to

make them now in their factory. There are five or six others in this
country making them.

Senator IA FOLLETfE. Are they all selling them at the same priceI
Mr. S wsS. About the same price. The market price is usually

established by the different manufacturers.
As I say, this is the novelty end of the line. The standard-grade of

lace made is a different kind. We make the same goods in this
country as are made in France. We can tell how much it costs to
make goods in France. This happens to be the only item that we
are able to compete with, because the foreign manufacturers have
put on such a tremendous profit.

.: .. ;'$JVlIgI IIIII ;; ! T
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When this lace paragraph was written in the House, Congressman
Garner, at the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee, made
this remark in regard to lace, and it is in the record:

This being one of the mest intricate and difficult schedules In the tariff law it seems
to me you ought to have a thorouh survey of it by the Tariff Commision in order
that the committee might get, as far aa it can, the impartial viewpoint of that body.
Undoubtedly the statistics in this instance would shbw that it would stand. frm a
revenue standpoint, a considerably larger rate than it has now.

When the bill was reported to the House Mr. Green, who really
wrote the paragraph as chairman of the subcommittee, made this
statement on the floor of the House:

Even a rate of 45 per cent would not be sufficient to permit American manufacturers
of laces to continue in business. Laces can be brought In at one-third the cost of
domestic production.

That is absolutely true. The goods are sold on a close margin of
profit. The great disparity in the cost of making lace in this country
and Europe is entirely due to the tremendous difference in the labor
cost. As an example of the difference, I want to speak of the
weaver. A lace weaver in Lyons, France earns $9 a week; we pay
from $55 to $60.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. How many machines does the American
weaver operateI

Mr. SCHLOSs. One machine.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Just one machine?
Mr. ScnLOss. One machine. The usual work on a lace machine

is 18 hours a day. The weavers work in shifts. The machines are
very expensive. The cost before the war was about $7,000 to build
and set them up. Naturally, to produce economically, we must get
all the work out of them that we can. The trade m Europe, the
same as here, works these machines 18 to 20 hours a day, 18 hours
now. I mean under normal conditions. To-day we are not working.

A warper earns in Lyons, France, $6.50; in this country we pay
them $42.

Senator JoNEs. How do you figure that $6.50?
Mr. Sewss. Convert the foreign wage per week in the current rate

of exchange.
Senator SMOOT. Those figures are all in your briefI
Mr. Scmoss. Ye, sir
Senator SkOOT. You may file your brief.
Mr. SCHLOss. I will do so.
Our industry is practically demoralized. Last Friday we received

a telegram stating we would have a hearing to-day, and we im-
mediately sent out form telegrams to all the members of our associa-
tion and some of the manufacturers who are not members of the
association, reading as follow:

Your tariff committees scheduled for hearing before Senate Finance Committee
Friday morning. Wish to report actual present condition of industry as portrayed
by eachplant. Wire us what percentage of normal yqtt are running; also all possible
information which the Finance Committee should have as to condition of industry.
Immediate telegraphic reply imperative.

Here are the replies. I will not read all of them, but I would like
to read a few of them. Here is one from the Van Raalto Co.:

We report 90 per cent standing idle at present.
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Seekonk Lace Co., Pawtucket, R. I.:
Operating one-third of plant with no prospects of any future business.

New England Lace Mills, Pawtucket, R. I.:
Business very poor. Running of plant varies 10 to 15 per cent of normal.
Jennings Lace Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.:

Lace business most unsatisfactory. Running at times about 20 per cent normal.
Phoenix.Lace Mills, Phoenix, R. I.:

Running about 25 per cent of normal. Business very dull. One customer who
could keep mill busy buying from Germany to our entire exclusion.

Senator SMoor. They all run about the sameI
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes, air.
(The remaining replies are as follows;)

Philadelphia Pa.-Present time running 24 per cent of employees and 76 per cent
of time. In other words, running 7 hours a day instead of 9 and 13 men instead of
59.-Bromley Lace Co.

Riverpoint, R. I.-Operating 35 per cent of normal. Never saw domestic lace
business so poor. This Is caused by flooding of market with foreign goods. In our
own case the competition is principally from France, while we can not get cost for
our merchandise, foreign laces are being dumped into New York and sold.-Warwick
Lace Works, Geo. H. Clark, general manager.

Now York, N. Y.-TRepying to your te egram, we wish to state that our looms are
only partly employed, and those which are working are on goods sold at cost in order
to keep machinery in operation and workers employed.-Patchogue Plymouth Mills
Corporation.

Pawtucket, R. I.-Operating one-third of plant witt no prospects of any future
businew.-Shokonk Lace Co.

Phoenix, R. I.-Running about 25 per cent of normal business. Very dull. One
customer who could keep mill busy buying from Germany to our entire exclusion.-
Phoenix Lace Mills, Dana C. Hyde, Secretary.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-Lace business most unsatisfactory. Running at times about
20per cent normal.-Jennings Lace Works (Inc.).

Philadelphia, Pa.-Have been ave. ang about one-fifth normal production on
Levers lace machines. Closing down Friday night for two weeks. Future prospects
not encourging.-North American Lace Co.

New York, N. Y.-Plant working now one-third normal without profit. Face
shutdown in near future. Was clos& twice in 1921 for several weeks. Impossible
to compete on veilings owing to depreciated French curreucy.-American ceiling
Co., Southlanghorno, ra.

Pawtucket, R. I.-Business has never been worse in our experience, and our con-
cern was founded In 1899. We can not compete with French vals or German cluny.
Our employees have shrunk from 465 to 82. Without tariff relief with American
valuation we can see no way out.-American Textile Co., P. T. Phillipe.

Reading, Pa.-Lace machines now running 43 per cent at normal . Cluny laces
bein, imported at less than 50 per cent of our cost of production. Absolute paralysis
of industry unless adequate protection is secured promptly.-Narrow Fabric Co.

Elyria, Ohio.-Prices at which laces are being imported have already compelled
us to discontinue manufacturing certain lines, and unless adequate protection is
given qdckly the unemployment situation already grave will get worse at this time ofear. we usually have from one hundred to hundred fifty thousand dollars advance

usiness booked. We have absolutely n6 orders nbw and operating 10 per cent
capacity.-The American Lace Manufacturing Co.

Philadelphia Pa.-Replying to your telegram of the 19th we are working at 70 per
cent of normal f asis and at a loss of 20 per cent; this is on account of foreign competi-
tion and inadequate protection from low foreign exchange rate.-Fine Art Lace Co.

Newburgb, N. Y.--perating about 40 per cent of normal due to foreign competi-
tion.-Amencan Bobbinet Co.

Pawtucket, R. I.-Budness ver. poor. Running of plant varies 10 to 15 per cent
of normal.-New England Lace Mills.
. New York, N. Y.-We are running 50 per cent time and employees.-Martin Hinkel

L;ace Co.
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New York, N. Y.-Our plant is running about 10 per cent of normal. The goods
which we are producing at the present ohly novelties. Business and staple gode
stopped completely on account of foreign competition. Unless immediate relief

r .by protective tariff our industrycannotsuirvive.-LbiyLc n etn

New York, N. Y.-Answering your telegram, our plant is working about one-third
normal and will show a loss for this year. Foreign competition due to depreciated
currency being cause.-Wiliam J. Urchs, President International Veiling Co., Paterson,
N. 3.

West Barrington, R. I.-Our plant of 46 machines is idle except for a few machines
which aresampling. We find it absolutely inpsi ble to compete with foreign manu.
factured articles that are flooding the market to-day. Unless some protection
against these foreign s is given us at an early date we will have to go out of busi.
ness.-Rhode Island Lace Works.

Lehighton, Pa.-We are working a little better than 60 per cent normal undei
degesied business conditions. Mill was closed entirely during month of November,

also eight months during year of 1920. The lace industry of America needs better
protection than it has thus fa received in order that the mions invested may live
employment to large classes of skilled labor and help in operation about 600 machines
in t country.-Lehighton Lace Co.

Jersey City, N. J.-Our lace plant is not more than one-third employed at the
present time, and unless we get relief we will have to clooe down altogetber.-Hall
Lace CO.

Somerville, N. J.-In reply to your inquiry, wish to say we are not runng 2 per
cent of our plant and we are selling below cost. We sincerely hope relief is forth-coming on te tariff, otherwise we shll be compelled to close our mill indefinitely.-
Redfen Lace Works.

Senator SmooT. What rates are you askingI
Mr. So wss. Sixty per cent on the American market valuation.
Senator LA FOLLEIrE. What would that be on the foreign valua-

tion?
Mr. ScHLoss. Mathematically figured, 150 per cent.
Senator JoiFs. What do you mean by "mathematically figured"?
Mr. SoHLOSS. When the House wrote the bill, I believe they figured

out a mathematical formula. If we say 45 per cent on American
market valuation, it is 45 per cent of 100 per cent, leaving 55 per cent
for the foreign cost. Dividing 60 by 40 would give 150 per cent.

Senator Joixs. What about the figures Mr. Schwab gave to us
awhile ago

Mr. SCHLOSS. I don't concede his figures are correct.
Senator JONES. What is the fault with his figures ?
Mr. Sorwss. I could not quite follow Mr. Schwab's figures, when

he said $6 was the market price on which he was to pay duty. He
said that was six times the original cost.

Senator JONES. If we assume that the wholesale price of the article
is $6, and 60 per cent of that is your tariff duty, then he allowed 25
per cent of the $6 as the expense and overhead charges and profit of
the dealer. That would make 85 per cent. Then he allowed in
addition to that cartage and packing charges, which I think he put in
conservatively at about 1 per 'cent, which would give a total of 86
per cent.

Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes sir.
Senator JONES. Which would only leave 131 per cent as the foreign

cost of the article.
Mr. SCHLOSS. The way I would figure it would be to divide the 86

by 186 per cent, which would give you the foreign cost.
Senator JoNzs. You can not do that and allow 60 per cent on the

American valuation.
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Mr. Somos. Senator, it depends on who makes the American
market valuation.

Senator JONES. We have assumed that the American market value
is $6 per yard.

Mr. ScnOss. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And 60 per cent of that would be the tariff.
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And 25 per cent of that would be the importer's

charges.
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And another 11 per cent would be the packing and

cartage charges.
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. Which would only leave 13j per cent for your

foreign value. I do not see how you can escape the figures which
Mr. Schwab gave us.

Mr. SCHLOss. I think the intent of the law is to take the American
price.

Senator SmooT. These are not comparable goods. If you figure
as the witness did, and take 25 per cent of the article assumed to be
$6, what the witness said was correct; but that is only in case there
are no comparable goods. You can not apply that to 99 per cent of
the goods that are being shipped in here.

Senator JONES. Take it comparable or noncomparable and if you
have a rate of 60 per cent it will figure out the way Mr. Schwab
figured it.

Senator CuRTIs. You can illustrate it better by those made in
France and Great Britain and made in this country. There is a
piece of goods made in France, and here is a piece made in this
country. Those are comparable. The American price here is $1.50.

Mr. SCHLOss. Exactly.
Senator SMoorr. Where the goods are comparable it will not

figure that way.
Senator JoNEs. It strikes me that it does not make a particle of

difference whether they are comparable or not. If the tariff is 60
per cent on this article, the wholesale price is $6--60 per cent of it is
tariff, 25 per cent of it is importer's charges, and 11 per cent packing
and cartage charges; it only leaves 13j per cent of the cost of the
article abroad.

Senator SMooT. Slxty per cent of $1 is 60 cents, but 60 per cent of
60 cents does not make $1.

Senator JONES. But 60 per cent of $6 makes $3.60. Twenty-five
per cent on $6 makes it $1.50.

Senator SMooT. We can figure that ourselves.
Senator JoNEs. I am trying to get this witness to explain the fault

in Mr. Schwab's figures. I do not think thus far he has made any
explanation, and I would like to have him make one, if he can.

Mr. Scmoss. I can only.say that 10 per cent on the foreign
valuation is the equivalent of 60 per cent on the American valuation.
Mathematically it figures out that way, the same as 45 per cent
figures 81.7 per cent.

Senator Jozs. Let me give you this problem. We have an article,
call it what you will.

Mr. Scuwss. Yes, sir.
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Senator JONES. It sells at the wholesale price in this country at $6.
Mr. Scmoss. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs. The duty on that article is 60 per cent on the

American valuation.
Mr. SucLoss. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs. The importer makes 25 per cent upon his sale

price here.
Mr. ScHLoss. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. I will ask you to figure in that case how much

that article costs abroad.
Mr. ScuwsS. It costs about $3.25, sir.
Senator JONES. I do not see how you can get that. It sells for $6

in this country.
Mr. ScHLoss. Yes, sir. That is 185 per cent of the cost.
Senator JoNEs. Sixty per cent of that is tariff.
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. That is $3.60?
Mr. SCHLOSS. Yes sir
Senator JONES. The importer has made 25 per cent, or $1.50?
Mr. SCHLOSS. No, sir.
Senator JONES. That amounts to $5.10.
Nfr. SCHLOSS. It is the other way.
Senator SmoOT. He figures discounts the other way.
Senator JoNEs. I would like you to explain why it does not work

-out that way, if you are going to have 60 per cent as the tariff on the
American valuation.

Mr. SCHLOSS. Take $3.25 and add 85 per cent and see where that
brings you. That is the foreign cost. That brings you to $6.

Senator JoNEs. I suppose it will.
Mr. SCHLOSS. That is the way I figure it.
Senator JONES. By what authority do you figure it in that way?

Where does that get you a 60 per cent tariff?
Mr. SCHLOSS. The $6 include the 60 per cent and the 25 per cent.

It is really 185 per cent of the -ost.
-Senator JONES. If the wholesale price is $6, and if the tariff is 60

per cent on the American wholesale price, does not that tariff amount
to $3.60?

Mr. ScHLOss. I suppose it does, if you figure it that way.
Senator JONES. If the importer has charged 25 per cent as his sell-

ing price, has he not charged another $1.50?
Senator SmoOT. No; because his selling price was not $6.
Senator JoNFs. His selling price is $6.
Have you made the only explanation, of that which you care to

make?
Mr. ScHLoss. At this time;°yes, sir. I would like to have a little

time to explain it to you. I will write you a letter on that, and then
I can explain it.

Senator L& Fou.xrrm. You would like to explain it in a private
way and not for the recordI

Mr. SCHLOSS. I should like to.
The point I wish to make is that when we American manufacturers

are asking a certain amount of protection we are not really in compe-
tition with the importers. We are in competition with foreign manu-



facturers. There is where we want to be protected. The importer
can buy his gobds in Europe and compete with us, keep us out of
business, but it is the foreign manufacturer who makes the profit
over there. He sells it to the importer and pays the duty, and the
importer adds his 25 per cent profit and we can not compete.

All we are asking for is a rate of duty that will allow us to compete
with the foreign manufacturer. We are perfectly willing to sell to
the importer. We have done it, and we do it to-day. 1During the
war none of the importers, I believe, lost any money. I think they
were very prosperous, and they were dependent to a very large extent
upon the American manufacturer of an infant industry. This in-
dustry has really only started to get on its feet, and we got this knock
in world's condition which has made it necessary that we have some
protection. We have no protection to-day.

If the American manufacturer can be gotten on his feet, I do not
think overprotection or too much protection will increase the price.
The competition among American manufacturers has always resulted
in bringing down the price to the consumer. The importer is using
the foreign goods to get a very considerable profit.

A matter which has not been touched upon at all, has been the
competition which we have to-day with China. The Chinese are
employing over half a million girls making lace by hand. In the
statement made by the secretary of the retailers' association, he said
that hand-made lace is sold by the Chinese manufacturer at 6 cents
a yard. That is hand made, not machine made. I figured that
labor is the largest part of that, and put it at 4 cents a yard for labor.
A Chinese girl certainly can not produce a yard in less than three or
four hours. With a 48-hour week, and 4 cents for a yard of lace,
that amounts to about 48 cents a week for a 48-hour week. We
are paying $50 to $60 a week to our machine workers. We do not
make hand-made lace. Our machine-made lace is in competition
with that hand-made article of China.

To demonstrate that, I call your attention to veiling. In the
years gone by we have been very large manufacturers of veilings.
We are entirely out of the business now. All of the veiling that is
now selling on a large scale is what is called chenilled veiling. These
dots are put on by hand. To do that work in this country costs about
60 cents a thousand dots. We can not and do not ask for enough
protection to allow us to produce that article here in competition
with France. It is landed here to-day in large quantities at 20 to
21 cents a yard. One yard contains about 1,500 or 1,600 dots.

Senator McLEAN. What does it retail for?
Mr. SCHLOSS. Somewvhere between 85 cents and $1 a yard.
Senator LA FOLLETE. The total value of veilings imported in

1919 was $2,626: in 1920, $20,684; in 1921, $34,217.
Mr. SCHLOSS. Of course you have the values there.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes.
Mr. SCHLOSS. But when you take yardage or quantity, I think you

will find quite an increase. We are in competition with France on
this article.

Senator JONES. Is that article made in China?
Mr. SCHLOSS. No, sir.

I I
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Senator JONES. None of it is made in this country?
Mr. ScOnwss. No, sir. We can not compete with vellings. We used

to do a large business on it. This article (indicating] made by machine
is somewhat like it, and costs us about 321 cents a yard to make.
If we had a sufficient amount of protection on this article which
would prevent it being landed at 20 cents, we could sell our article
at 321 cents and 35 cents or 371 cents.

Senator JONES. How much of your article did you produce?
Mr. SexLess. In 1919 and 1920, I think, our veiling business

amounted to possibly $600,000 or $700,000. Our principal business
was in this article [indicating].

Senator JONES. You have been competing with that?
Mr. ScLOss. Up to the time of present conditions, when the pro-

tection which we had was wiped out.
Senator JONES. When did you first begin making this machine

article?
Mr. SCHLOSS. In 1910. Really, in 1911 we started'manufacturing.
Senator JONES. You were able to compete then, were you not?
Mr. ScuLOss. We were able to compete to a certain extent only.

We could make a low quality in competition with the better quality
that they made on the other side. We could never compete with
an article that represented quality, because there was too.much
labor in that, but we tried to imitate the imported articles with
cheap domestic articles, and in that way did some business.

Senator JoNzs. How many concerns in this country produce the
article you hold in your hand?

Mr. Soenws. Nobody now. We have not sold any since last
March. Van Raalte Co. were engaged in it, and a concern in Lang-
home, Pa., the American Veiling C6.

Senator JONS. When did they begin to make that particular
article?

Mr. Soreoss. The American Veiling Co. started in 1918, I think.
Van Raalte started about the same time we did, in 1911. They
started before we did. There was a concern that is now out of
busines, which started about 1909.

Senator JoNES. Why did you start in a business in 1910 or 1911
when you knew in advance that you could not compete with the
foreign product?

Mr. Sowiss. We did not know that, Senator. We thought we
could. We had 70 per cent prtection. Under the Underwood bill
it was reduced to 60 per cent and we could not have lived under the
Underwood bill if it hiad not been for the war.

Senator Jo~zs. What are you asking for now ?
Mr. SCHLOSS. Sixty per cent on the American market valuation.
The CHAmmAN. Your industry would have been ruined if it had

not been for the war?
Mr. SCHLOSS. Absolutely, sir.
The CAuuN. Under the Underwood bill?
Mr. Sowoss. Absolutely.
Senator JoNzs. You want 60 per cent on the American valuation i
Mr. SoHLoss. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. We will assume that this Chinese veiling costs 20

cents a yard.
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Mr. Souwss. There is no Chinese veiling here was talking
about Chinese lace.

Senator JONES. This French veiling.
Mr. Souioss. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNs. It costs 20 cents a yard?
Mr. Somwoss. To land here.
Senator JONES. To land here?
Mr. Soness. And 60 per cent duty.
Senator JONES. If 20 cents is the foreign cost, at what price

would that veiling have to sell in this country in order to pay a 60
per cent tariff on the American valuation ?

Mr. SCHoss. To whom I To the wholesaler?
Senator JONES. How much would the wholesaler have to sell this

article for, if he paid 60 per cent tariff based on the American valu-
ation plan and allowed 25 per cent for overhead and profit?

Mr. ScuLOss. About 44 or 45 cents.
Senator JONES. How do you make that?
Air. Sorenoss. That is not a competitive item.
Senator JONES. Under this bill it does not make a particle of

difference whether it is competitive or noncompetitive. 7f you sell
an article at a fixed price and your tariff is based upon that price,
it does not make any difference how you arrive at the price. The
price is so much and the tariff is so much of that price.

Mr. Soreoss. i figured that 60 per cent is about 150 per cent of
the foreign market value.

Senator JONES. Sixty per cent is not 150 per cent. You want 60
per cent on the American valuation?

Mr. SonLoss. The wholesaler usually establishes his selling price
on his goods when he imports them.

Senator JONES. Let me figure for a moment.
Mr. SciLoss. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. If this wholesales at $1.33 a yard, and you take 60

per cent of that for your tariff, 25 per cent for your overhead and
expense and profit of the importer, and your cartage and packing
charges, it, would leave you 15 per cent.

Mr. SCHLOSS. That is the same problem you gave me before. I
can not figure it the way you do. a

The few examples that I have shown you show that we require
about 66 per cent, but we are asking for 60.

One other point is that in paragraph 1430 we should like to have,
and we think you will see the justice of it, the words inserted "whether
finished or unfinished." Those words are not included in the para-
graph, and lace has very often been imported in the raw state, or in
an unsewed condition, or unfinished condition of some kind, and I
think those words should go in that paragraph, "whether finished or
unfinished." We have written a letter to the committee embodying
that suggestion.

The CvAmAN. The committee will give very careful consideration
to your suggestion.

Mr. ScrnOss.. I think that is all, unless there are some further
questions.

The CHARI AN. I think you have been fully questioned.
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STATEMENT OF H. A. PHILLIPS9 BRIDGEPORT, CONN., REPRE-
SENTING THE AMERICAN LACE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOOIA-
TION.

Mr. PmLLIPS. Mr. Chairman, I do not think I have anything to
say in addition to what Mr. Schloss has said. I think he has covered
the subject. I should like to submit this brief for your information.

The CnAx.nAN. It will be printed in the record.
(The brief is as follows:)

We urge your committee to increase the rate provided for our industry under para.
graph 1430 of H. R. 7456 from 45 per cent ad valorem on American valuation to 60
per cent ad valorem on American valuation.

In granting the 45 per cent rate, as is shown by the Congressional Record of July 21,
Hon. William R. Green, under whose supervision paragraph 1430 wag prepared for
the Ways and Means Committee, stated on the floor of the House:

"Even a rate of 45 per cent would not he isufficient tr. permit American manufac-
turers of lame to continue in busine-i'. Laces can be brought in at one-third the cost
of domestic production."

The statement made by the Congressman frdm Iowa is an exact recitation of the
facts and it is because of the accuracy of this statement that our tariff committee is
pleading with your committee to give us a higher rate, such a will afford us protec-
tion nece&9ary to permit the industry to live.

In order that the committee may thoroughly understand the situation with relation
to our industry which is vastly different than that existing in most of the industries
in the United Atates, we refer you to the following fact:

It wai not until the passage of the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill in 1909 that it was at all
possible to establish the lace industry in America, notwithstanding many unsuc.
cessful attempts made prior to that, under an ad valorem rate of 60 per cent. Con.
gres, in 1909, provided an ad valorem rate of 70 per cent and allowed lace machines
to be admitted into this country free of duty for the period of about a year. This
provision was made to encourage the creation of a lace industry in America and for
no other reason. As the result of the adoption of the tariff law of 1909 there are to-day
more than 600 Lever or go-through lace machines and approximately 1,000 circular
lace machines engaged in this industry in this country, while prior to 1909 there were
but 83 Lever or go-through maclhines and no circular machines.

These mahines are coated in Rhode Island, (onnecticut, New York, New J.r.,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, an I Illinois.

It is interesting in this connection to note that as against the 600 Lever or go-through
machines operating in this country there are approximately 9,990 Lever or go-through
machines located abroad, in England, France, and Gernany, and approximately
50,000 circular lace machines in Germany.

There is to-day invested in this industry. an a approximate capital of $21,000,000,
with opportunity for employment for approximately S,000 people, which number was
actually employed until the great influx of foreign mer':handire into this country
made it impossble for the la -e industry hero to compete.

While it must he obvious that this iA but an infant industry, it must nevertheless
be remembered that it is in competition with years of experience in la-e making
handed down from one generation to the next and from father to son in many of the
principal countrie3 of Europe. In addition to the many thousands of men and women
working on ma-hine-matle lacesi in Europe, there are man), thousands of men and
women still engaged in making laces by hand on the Continent. and it is reported
that there are to-day one-half million persons in southern Ohina en geel in making
la~es by hand. A very large part of this labor is about the lowest paid labor of Europe
and the Orient. Lace4 are mainly made of cotton, silk, and linen, ani other materials
are also uied, as fashion, dictate.' All the before-mentioned advantages of producing
facilities and experience, combined with advantages in the procurement of raw ma-
teriali. giveg the European manufacturers a dominating advantage.

It can har-Ilv be expected that a youne industry of strh endless variety, so compli-
cated, and of suc-h intriva-v of Manufacture as the lace manufacturing g industry,
where so much skill is required. should be able to compete with a competitor of more
than fifteen time. its productive capacity and more than ten' times its age and
experience.

We are submitting herewith examples which we believe will prove conclusively
toyour committee that the rate of 45 per cent on American valuation does not afford
su ficient protection to permit our industry to continue.
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Selling price, of American andforeign manufacturers.

seeing
Price of
SAmeua
manufac-

turer.

1. Velting ................................... per yard.i
2. Veiling .................................................... do....
3. Veiling ..................................................... do....
4. Veiling ................................................... do ....
5. Veiling ............................................ do ....
I. Valen .I nne a .................................... per 12 yards..
1. Valenclenne lace ........................................... do....
R. Valenclenne lace ........................................... do....
9. Valenclenne lace ........................................... do....'

10. Valenclenne lace ..... ............... do
II. Vatenclenne lace ........................................... do....
12. Valencienne fare ........................................... do .... '
I.1. Valenclenue lae ........................................... do ....
II. Va'enclenno lace ........................................ :..do..
15. Va'erdenne face ........................................... d
16. Va

T
enolenne lace ........................................... do ....

17. Vslenclenne lace ........................................... do....1
& Asworted .......................................... per 144 ya rds..119. Cluny ...................................................... do...

20. Torthon ................................................... do...
21. And filet ................................................... do....
21. Laces ...................................................... do....'

Average .........................................................

7. 64
201.0
19.38

164.40
5.53

107
40
54
71

140
.30
38
4S
Mt
70

21. 65
13. 10
6. 74
5.95

Selling Amed,.an
price of valua.
foreln. lion rate

manu of duty
turer. required.

Cent'. Per Cerl,
2.42 68
7.39 64
5.281 73

19. r  8
1.26 7731 71

12 70
17 69
22 69
12 69
15 70
40; 72
14. 4 I2
1', 61

23 60
2&. 8 59
84.2D 515
9.36 57
4.C (A 64

3.001 49

............ 1 66

From these examples it is obvious that the rate required in our industry is over
GO per cent ad valorem on American valuation. The samples applying to the above
examples are on file with the Ways'and Means Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives, where they were filed under date of February 18, 1921.

The great difference in the costs of these articles between the United States of
America and the European markets is entirely due to the great difference in wages
paid to the workers in the different branches of the industry, as made plain by the
following schedule of comparative wages as presented to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee under date of February 8, 1921:

Comparative union icages in Lyon and New York, per week of 48 hours.

New York,
Lyon, Liberty Lace

France. & Netting
Works.

Plain net weavers .................................................... $9.00 50-00-85.00
Lace weavers .................................................... 9.00 MOD-60.00
Warpers ....................................................... 6.60 4&00
drambobbinwinders ............................................6....... ... 6.60 30.00- 35.00Silk winders .. ..................................................... 5.0 t2,00
Threaders ........................................................ .0 .00- 3000

Comparati'e wages in Nottingham and New York.
New York,

Nottingham, Liberty Lace
Englnd. & 'Netting

Da work, per hour ......................................................... $O.18 80.69ng in warps, per thousand thread&. ............ .. ..................... .38 1. 80
U eating laocs or veilUngs ( )-inch aualty), per rack ........................ .18 .40
Brn bobbn winding, per thousan8 ................................ 12 .40

Theadin&~e .15 .50.. d n, per thousan.. ..................................................
Glirland noylearners,perbour ............................................. .09 .30
Mending:

Per rack .................................................................03 .10
250racks ............................................................... 7.50 25.00

Dratfsam, per week:Apprentie ... .......................................................... co 15.00

Improvers .......................................................... 11.00 2..00
Draftran .............. ................................ $23.00-3 .00 $W0,00- D ,00
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We would like to direct the attention of the committee to the fact that all the
members of our association are prepared at any time to permit of the freest inspection
of their books and records and to supply thi committee with any information in
their possession to substantiate the statements made herein.

MADEIRA EMBROIDERY.

[Paragraph 1430.1

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. LANE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT-
ING MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN MADEIRA EM-
BROIDERY.

The CHAIRMAN. Please state your business.
Mr. Lami. I am an attorney and my office address is 149 Broad-way Now York CityRhe CHAmrAN. What is your business?

Mr. LANz. I represent manufacturers of and dealers in Madeira
embroidery. I speak for Mr. David Metzger, whose name appears
in the list of witnesses.

The CHAxnmaL&. Do you appear as a manufacturer or as an at-
torney?

Mr. IA1z. I appear as an attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you familiar with this business I
Mr. LANE. Senator Penrose, the obvious answer is that I am not a

ractical man. Mr. Metzger, who is a practical man, could not be
ere to-day. 0
We appeared before you when the American-valuation plan was

under discussion, and at that time we submitted a brief which went
into the facts that we desired to submit to you very fully. What
I have to say is merely to recur very briefly to the propositions
advanced at that time with reference to the rate imposed by para-
graph 1430 on Madeira embroidery. It was intimated by one or
more members of the committee at that time that a discussion of
the question of rates was hardlT germane to the question of Ameri-
can valuation, and we simply wish to call the rate to your attention.

The trade which I represent manufacture and import hand em-
broidery from the island of Madeira and adjacent islands. The
product is what is known as Madeira embroidery. The names
signed to our petition represent all or practically all of these con-
cerns engaged in business in New York, which is to say substantially
the Madeira embroidery trade of the country. We appear at this
time merely to say that the rate of 371 per cent imposed upon em-
broidery by paragraph 1430 of the bill will have to be materially
reduced if the American valuation plan is retained, or the importing
trade in this commodity will be wiped out and incidently $2,000 000
of revenues which the Government collects from it. The hiZest
rate which this product will bear on the American valuation basis
is 221 per cent, which is the equivalent of 60 per cent on the foreign
valuation, computed upon the normal ratio between foreign prices
and domestic prices. This product has paid 60 per cent for 30 years.
These importers have no objection to a contiiance of that rate.

Senator SMoor. Would that rate make 150 per cent on the for-
eign valuation or the American valuation?

)Mr. LANE. The rate of 37J per cent, Senator Smoot, as we have
computed, would amount to about "135 per cent on the foreign
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valuation. That would make necessary an increase in the whole-
sale selling price of the commodity of about 35 per cent without any
increase in the normal wholesale profit. Even under the most
favorable conditions of the industry no such an increase would be
possible. Much less so when the trade is faced, as it is now, with
an era of declining prices.

The most important thing in connection with Madeira embroid-
eries is that they are an abolutely noncompetitive product with
anything manufactured in this country in any fair sense. They
are not produced here and never will be produced hero in com-
mercial quantities. They are a native product of Madeira, peculiar
to the island, purely handwork, no machine work whatever on them,
obtainable only in limited quantities, and could not be commer-
cially produced in commercial quantities except by a class of labor
such as is found among relatively primitive people, where you get
the painstaking patience and skill in handiwork that is found among
that population.

There is not only no compensating benefit to any American industry
under this prohibitive rate of 371 per cent ad valorem, but the
result of 15 years of American industry and enterprise in developing
the industry in Madeira and nearby islands will be wiped out.
American capital has been very largely invested in Madeira and con-
trols 75 per cent of the production.

Senator JONEs. What is the wholesale price of that commodity in
this country?

Mr. LANE. It is impossible to answer that question without some
specific article being in mind. It consists of art linen, doilies, table
covers, napkins, handkerchiefs, and things of that kind. There is an
infinite variety of articles with a range in prices as wide as the variety.

Senator JONES. Would you have much difficulty in ascertaining
the valuation on which a tariff should be figured under the plan as
proposed by the House bill?

Mr. LANE. The industry has already expressed itself upon that
subject, and feels that the difficulties of this plan would be absolutely
fatal to its existence. I do not want to take up your time to discuss
that now, for we have already spread it upon the record quite fully.
The uncertainties of it are great.

Senator JoNEs. Have you discussed that before this committee?
Mr. LANE. We have discussed that before this committee.
The CQAIRMAN. That has been thoroughly discussed before this

committee and is in the printed record.
Have you anything further to state? The hour is growing late.
Mr. LANE. I want to say that the industry employs a Iarge number

of people in this country to handle, box, launder, sell, and ship the
goods. - They are not in competition with any American industry.

The CHAIRMAN. That has been stated.
Mr. LANE. There would be a large number of people thrown out ofemployment.
The rate on embroidery should not be higher than 221 per cent

on the American valuation, if that plan is retained. It is appreciated
that machine-made embroidery may, in the estimation of the com-
mittee, require different treatment. In that event, it would be a
very simple matter to place a separate classification in paragraph

81527-22-scu 14-15
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1430 for articles embroidered exclusively by hand. I think that is a
class generally in which there is no competition with the domestic
product, of a serious character at all.

I should like to file this brief for printing in the record.
The CHLAI.MAN. It will be received and printed.
-Mr. LANE. In the memorandum we submit we refer to our former

brief. I merely wish to suggest that if it is more convenient to have
that printed in this part of the recor,---

The CHAIRMAN. It is not. We can not reprint matter. You can
refer to it.

Mr. LANE. We have referred to it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all that is necessary.
Mr. LANE. That is all we care to do. I thank you very much.

%R3B1 OF THOMAS M. LANE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING THE MADEIRA
EMBROIDERY INDUSTRY.

The signers of this memorandum, who are manufacturers and importers ol Nfa-
deira enibroideries, submitted to your committee on July 27, 1921 (Committee
Print, part 3, pp. 179-187), orally and in the form of a brief a protest against the
adoption of the American valuation plan as impossible of application to Madeira
embroideries, now made dutiable at 371 per cent ad valorem in paragraph 1430 of
H. R. 7456. The objections expressed at that time have not been lessened but con.
firmed by further consideration of the proposal. It promises to annihilate this industry
and wipe out the substantial revenue which the Government derives from it, if adopted
in anything like the present form.

Your committee has since announced that it favors the American valuation plan,
although there have been intimations that the plan as tentatively adopted may be
modified; to what extent we are, of course, not informed and assume tis not been
determined.

Nevertheless, while paragraph 1430 is under consideration, it is important to recur
toan objection to the rate now proposed on embroideries, which is entirely independent
of the merits or demerits of the American valuation scheme.

As affecting Madeira embroideries, the rate of 371 per cent ad valorem is the equiva-
lent of approximately 135 per cent on foreign valuation and would necessitate an
increase of about 35 per cent in the wholesale selling price of the commodity without in-
creasing the normal wholesale profit. Nosuchincrease in the selling price is now pos-
sible nor is it conceivable that it ever will be possible. This rate, or anything remotely
approaching it, will destroy the import trade in Madeira embroideries and deprive
th'e Government of $2,000,000 collected annually in duties. It will practically wipe
out the commercial production abroad of these embroideries. This will be to the
injury of American industry, enterprise, and capital, for American interests are domi-
nant in the embroidery industry of Madeira and control 75 per cent of the production.
A large number of people in the United States whose labor is required for handling
boxing, laundering, selling, shipping and distributing these goods after they arrived
here will be thrown out of employment.

There will be no compensating benefit to any American industry. Madeira em-
broideries are not made in the United States and no product that is comparable or
competitive in any fair sense is made here. Nor is there the remotest probability
that anything like them will ever be produced in this country. They are entirely
handwork of peculiar construction and design and are a native product of Madeira.
pure and simple. They require a patience, skill, and aptitude in handicraft pressed
only by the local workers and not to be found except among relatively primitive
populations. The quantity obtainable is at all times-limited.

This product has paid a duty of 60 per cent ad valorem on foreign valuation for over
30 years, under the McKinley tariff of 1890, the Dingley Act of 1894, the Payne-Ald-
rich Act of 190) and the Unaerwood-Simmons tariff of 1913.

This is the hIghst rate which any of the protective tariffs have imposed upon
embroideries and your petitioners have no objection to its continuance. The rate of
371 per cent on American value, as proposed in the pending bill, would considerably
more than double the duty that has been collected for three decades, without
advantage to any domestic industry and with great injury to an American enterprise
abroad. As a revenue measure it would be selfdestructive.
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'lhese considerations were discussed in more detail in our brief filed on July 27,
1921 (Committee Print, part 3, pp. 179-187), to which the committee is referred.

If the duty is to be computed at the American selling price, a rate of 221 per cent
would be fully equivalent to the rate of 60 per cent on foreign valuation, which has
prevailed for the last 30 years. This may be illustrated as follows, with reference to
a typical article selling at $10 in the United States and costing $3.75 in Madeira:
Foreign price ............................................................. $3. 75
Duty at 60 per cent on foreign value, $3.75, or at 221 per cent on American sell-

ing price, $10 .......................................................... 2.25
Landing charges (including freight and insurance, customhouse entry fee, con-

sular fee) and packing charges ............................................ .50
Overhead in United States, 20 per cent on the selling price .................. 2.00
Profit .................................................................... 1.50

10.00
Petitioners respectfully submit that no higher duty than 22J per cent ad valorem

should be imposed on embroideries, if the American valuation principle is to be
retained.

In the event that it is desired to impose a higher rate oa machine embroideries
that may compete with thcse of domestic production, then we submit that hand
embroideries, which are noncompetitive, should be given a separate classification in
paragraph 1430 and to this end suggest that the follo-ing amendments be inserted
in the paragraph as now framed.

MI. R. 7456, section 1430:
1. On page 163, line 4, after the word "manner," strike out the words "hand or."
2. On page 163, at the end of paragraph 1430, insrt the words:
"All the foregoing articles or fabrics embroidered or scalloped in any manner

by hand, whether with a plain or fancy initial, monogram or otherwise (except.
plain gauze or leno woven cotton nets or netting, and materials and articles specially
provided for in paragraphs 919, 1000, 1403, 1404, 1406, and 1424 of this act), 22j per
contum ad valorem.'

(Submitted by Aladeira Embroidery Co., Loacock & Co., Charles If. Strob (formerly
New York Funchal land Embroidery Co.), N. J. Richman Co., and the Madeira
Importers' Association, representing various firms located in New York City.)

LACE NETTING.

[Paragraph 1430.]

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. DIAMOND, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN BOBBINET CO., NEWBURGH, N. Y.

Mr. DIAMOND. Mr. Chairman, I don't' think it is necessary to say
any thing. The other gentlemen have covered the subject.

Senator SooT. Do you desire to file a brief?
Mr. DIAMOID. Yes; I have a brief here which I should like to file

with the committee.
(The brief is as follows:)

The undersigned manufacturers of lace netting respectfully submit for your favor-
able consideration sample and data relative thereto to prove the need of fixing a rate
of duty sufficient to protect our industry from the very cheap kind of competition we
have to meet from Asia and Europe, more especially, at this time, from Germany,
where the rate of exchange is so low and equipment to supply this class of goods is
so great, that unless adequate protection is given our industry, we must cease to oper.
ate our plants or reduce American labor to the level of Asia and Europe.

For 20 years we have been endeavoring to build this branch of the lace industry
to proportions sufficient to care for our home wants, but could never meet European
competition, especially in the finer grades, as the yarns used in the manufacture of
these finer grades must be imported (our American spinners do not spin the very
fine counts of yarns, in fact they do not spin finer than 120s and these finer qualities,
say a 50*hole net, are made of 200a), so our-European competitors have such an advan.
tage in cheaper yarns, not having to pay an import duty the same as we, they have
always been able to undersell us, consequently, no attempt is made by American
manufacturers to make these finer grades. Now, since we would have to pay duty
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on the yarns needed to make these finer grades, we should at least get a proportional
increace in protective rate. To produce the' quantity consumed in this country we
would require about 1,000 machines, and at the present time there are only about
50 here.

It can be easily understood that American capital will not lend itself to any enter-
prise which has such little chance of success unless the protection given this industry
is sufficient to overcome the European manufacturers' advantage.

The attached is a sample of what is known in the trade as a 35.hole "Brotonne net"
made with 40s single yarn in the bobbin and 80s two ply in the warp, all American
yarns, and costs to malce 25.10 cents per square yard. WNow, if we add 10 pe cent for
profit and 8 per cent distribution, it will ie necessary to charge $0.2981 for it.

A net similar to sample can be imported from Nottingham, England, for $0.1237 per
square yard with exchange at $3.60 to the pound, and from Saxony Germany, for
about one-third of this price. You can see from these comparisons'how impowible
it is for us to continue in business unless we are sufficiently protected. This is a
very popular selling grade, and all other grades, both finer and coarser, bear the same
relations as to costs.

You will please note that there is a difference of $0.1744 to equalize this difference;
If we are ever to make this gade of netting successfully in this country, we would
require a 60 per cent rate of-duty on the American market value, and 141 per cent
on the Nottingham value, and about 400 per cent on the German value.

Now, if your honorable committee wants us to make this branch of the lace industry
a success, give us the protection we need, and we will bend every effort to produce
the quantity we require for home consumption.

The importation of )arns will provide as much revenue as the Importation of the
finished net.

We earnestly ask your favorable consideration of our appeal.
BROMLEY MANUFACTURINO CO.,

Pkiladelphia, Pa.
AMERICAN BOBBINET Co.,

Newburgh, N. Y.
LIBERTY LACE AND NETriNo WORKS,

New York City.

FINE GLOVE LEATHER.

[Paragraph 1431.1

STATEMENT OF A. R. WHITE, GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y., REPRESENT-
ING THE FINE GLOVE LEATHER MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. WTE. Gentlemen, I represent the fine glove leather manu-
facturers. We are about 40 in number. We produce about five
or six million dollars worth of fine leathers. It is an industry that
has been protected under the Payne-Aldrich bill and also under the
Dingley bill at the rate of 20 per cent.

Prior to that time, under the McKinley bill and the Wilson bill,
the rate of duty was 10 per cent. That was no protection to the
industry itself. It simply brought 10 per cent revenue to the Govern-
ment. The manufacturers at that time convinced Mr. Dingley or
the committee that the industry needed protection in order to get
the raw material to the glov6 manufacturers as nearly at home as
possible. As you all know, being practical business men, the nearer
the manufacturer can gdt. to his raw material the cheaper the article
can be produced.

So a 20 per cent duty was given us under the Dingley bill and
also under the Payne-Aldrich bill. n Under the Underwood bill we
were reduced to 10 per cent. I must say for our Democratic friends
that at that time glove leather, with the exception of two others,
was the only leather that was protected. All others went on the
free list except gloves, chamois and pianoforte. That protection
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was not sufficient, however, and if it had not been for the war we
should have been in bad shape. However, you can find from the
records of importations of fine glove leathers during the years 1911,
1912, 1913, and 1914 just where we stood. I have them jotted down
here. I believe I am correct in my figures.

In 1911 the imports tanounted to $1,350,000. That was glove
leather that was imported. It does not include chamois, which
amounted to about $105,000. In 1912 there was imported $1,783,000;
in 1913, $2,307,000 of fine glove leather and about $107,000 of the
chamois leather.

In 1914 the importations amounted to $2,125,000. Practicall--
all this leather was imported from Germany, the source of supply ot
fine leather. Then the war ame, and in 1915 the importations
dropped to 8562,000.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How much?
Mr. WriTE. $562,000.
In 1917 they amounted to $86,000; in 1918, $29,000. In 1919 tho

importations commenced to climb again and amounted to nearly
a million dollars. In 1920 they did reach $1,000,000. For this
year, 1921, we haven't the records.

We appear beforoyou, gentlemen, to-day requesting, or suggesting,
that if you are working under the foreign valuation we should receive
a protection of 30 per cent; if under the American valuation, we
feel that we should have 20 per cent; 20 per cent might perhaps be
sufficient to protect the industry so as to give the glove manufacturers
the raw material.

I have a brief here which was presented to the Ways and Means
Committee and which I should like to file with you.

Senator McCusmER. That may be (lone.
The brief referred to is as follows:

The fine glove leather manufacturers respectfully urge that the rate of duty fixed by
section .359 of the tariff act of October 3. 1913. usually referred to as the Underwood
tariff, be increased from the rates fixed by said section at 15 per cent ad valorem on
chamois skins and 10 per cent ad valoren on glove leather to a rate of 3operentad
valorem on chamois skins and a like duty of 30 per cent ad valorem on glove leather.

Prior to the passage of the tariff act of 1913 the importation of fineglove leathers,
under section 438 of the then existing tariff law, included under the term "all other
leather," was subject to a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem.

Under that rate of duty the fine glove leather manufacturers of Fulton County,
N. Y., under the then existing trade and other conditions including the then pre.
vailing rates of wages paid, were able. although to a more or less limited extent. to
manufacture glove leather of the finer grades and qualities similar to that which was
then being imported from Europe. The rate of exchange prevailing during that
period did not militate against the American manufacturers.

Under that tariff, for the year ending June 30. 1911, the importations of chamois
skins aiz:ounted in value to $13-3.384. and pianoforte and glove leatheraggregated
$1,356,153 and for the year ending June 30,1912,pianoforte and glove leather imported
aggregated in value 81,78 .950. and for the year ending June .30. 1913, just prior to the
passage of the Underwood Tariff Act, the value of chamois skins imported was $105.622
and of glove* leather alone $2,307,057 and for the year ending June 30, 1914 ,the value
of chamois skins imported was $107,424, and of glove leather $2,125.645

The importations referred to above demonstrate the ability of European glove
leather manufacturers to compete with American glove leather manufacturers tinder
the 20 per cent rate of duty to a serious extent.

By the tariff act of October 3, 1913, the present tariff law, the rate of duty upon
glove leathers was reduced to 10 per cent ad valorem and by the same section the duty
on chamois skins was reduced to 15 per cent ad valorem. It will be noted that for
the first time glove leather and chamois skins are specifically mentioned and not
included under the term "all other leather."
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Section 359 of the tariff act of October 3, 1913, reads as follows:
"Chamois skins, 15per cent ad valorem; pianoforte. pianoforte action, enameled

upholstery leather, and glove leathers, 10 per cent ad valorem."
The outbreak of the war involving all of Europe substantially, and ultimately the

United States. prevented to a very great degree and at times wholly the importation
of European glove leather, thus preventing what glove leather manufacturers thereto-
fore, and after the passage of the Underwood TariffAct. believed inevitable, viz, the
ruin of the industry of fine glove leather manufacturingin the United States.

Prior to 1915. a very large percentage of men's fine leather gloves was made in the
United States from leather imported principally from Germany, except as to mocha
and suede leather, of which Germany exported but little.

The process of manufacturing mocha and suede leather originated in Fulton County,
as did later the chrome tan process by which washable glove leather is made. "these
processes were soon learned and adopted by Germany; the chrome tan extensively
and the mocha and suede processes to a limited extent.

During the years from 1915 to the close of active warfare and since, as the following
statistics show, the fine glove leather manufacturers of the United States were furnish-
ing nearly if not entirely the leather from which all gloves manufactured in the United
States were made, thus showing the rapid and possible development of this industry
under more favorable conditions. A continuance of this development we firmly
believe is not only possible but probable under a tariff rate sulficiently high to protect
American manufacturers and labor.

The total importations of glove leather for the years 1915, 1910, 1917, 1918, 1919,
and 1920 are as follows:

(1915-1916-19172 and 1919 are compiled from monthly reports running from January
1 to December 31 in each year.)

1915 .................................................................. $ 562,438
1916 .................................................................. 301,345
1917 .................................................................. 86,34 3
1919 .................................................................. 789,098
1920--first 11 months ................................................... 936, 273

In 1918 the statistics of the Government show importations of only $29,559.
In 1919 and 1920 the principal amount of fie glove leather imported into this

country came from the tanners of France and Italy.
Prior to 1914 the German tanners exported to this country ever 75 per cent of all

nappa and glace fine glove leather used in the manufacture of fine gloves in the United
States.

CHARACTER OF BUSINESS.

There are about 40 fine glove leather establishments in Fulton County, N. Y., alone,
representing an investment of capital of over $4,000,000. These tanneries during
the year 1919 were employing about 3,500 men at average wages of $32.50 per week.

fTie business of manufacturing fine glove leathers has been a developing one under
the encouragement given by prior tariff measures and has gone hand in hand with
the development of the manufacture of fine gloves by the glove manufacturers of
Fulton County, N. Y.

The manufacturers of fine leathers in the United States are producing the different
leathers in every way equal and in some instances superior to any leather imported
from European countries.

LABOR.

Labor is the principal element that makes up the difference in the cost of produc-
ing glove leather in this country and in Europe. In the manufacture of glove leather
the quality of the leather is the main requi ite. ,Machinery can be used only to a
limited extent. In order to proviuco good leather, it is necessary to have the greater
part of the work done by hand labor In order to produce soft, pliable, supple, mellow
and stretchy glove leather, and good results can be produced in no other manner.

Germany in the past has been the main competitor of the United States because it
was from Germany most of the glove leather was imported. The scale of wages in
Germany at the present time can not be obtained with any degree of accuracy, for
Germany its industries, and its labor conditions are undergoing from day to day
changes due to the ravages of war and the readjustment following the same. fow.
ever, it is reasonably safe to assert that the wages of the workers in the leather factories
and tanneries in Europe are at least 50 to 60 per cent lower than are wages in this
country for corresponding and similar work. In addition, in the past, and probably
that condition now exists and will to an even greater extent exist in the future, women
do considerable of the work in leather factories, and besides that, the apprentice sys-
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tem is used there and elsewhere in Europe, in which only a nominal wage is paid.
In the manufacturing of fine glove leather in the United States there are no women
leather workers employed and no apprentice system obtains. Again, the hours of
labor in Europe formerly were from 10 to 12 hours a day, while at that time 9 hours
and later 8 hours constituted a day's work in this country.

In addition to the above, the various chemicals and coloring Ingredients cost the
American manufacturer more because, until comparatively receently, he was com.
pulled to pay a duty on chemicals and coloring ingredients the manufacture of which
had not then been developed and perfected in this country.

It is clear that the principal and main feature in expense to the American manu.
facturer as compared to the European manufacturer is the Item of wages.

In the United States the manufacture of glove leather is competitive.
All of the fine glove leather is made in the United States from raw stock purchased

abroad for the reason that fine glove leathers can only be produced from sheep or
lambs of a hairy nature, none of which are raised in 'the United States, and conse-
quently the industry here is at a disadvantage as compared to countries producing
them, especially Italy, France, and England, each of which countries produces
certain kinds of that nature of raw stock within its boundaries or in its colonies, and
Germany, which is nearer the countries producing that kind of raw stock than is the
United States; and again at all times, and especially now and probably continuing
for some time, the rate of exchange is another serious question to be considered.

It is true that all foreign currency has depreciated, but in nocountryhas it depreci-
ated internally to such an extent as is indicated by the foreign exchange value of our
dollar, and tfils makes it possible for a foreign manufacturer who is able to use his
own national raw material produced near by and his own national labor to have even
greater advantage than was formerly the case.

Formerly Italy manufactured but little fine glove leather which came here, but
during the past year of 1920 the records show that about $1,000,000 worth of Italian
glove leather was imported into this country.

Millions of dollars-have been spent in the perfecting and improvement of the fine
glove leather tanning industry in the United States.

Fine glove leather used for the manufacture of fine gloves is classified as follows:
Glace, lambskin; nappa-tan; freized mocha and suede, and chamois.

The fine glove leathers above classified imported into the United States come
either colored, in the white, or in the crust. The words "in the white" and the
words "in the crust" above mentioned should be contained in the tariff provision
as finally written in order that the Government may not be deprived of the fixed
rte of duty covering the above classified fine glove leather by the importer declaring
that such "in the white" or "in the crust" leather entering the United States has
been imported for purposes other than use in the manufacture of fine gloves.

EFFECT OF FAILURE TO INCREASE TARIFF ON FINE GLOVE LEATHERS.

Unless the present existing tariff of 10 per cent ad valorem be increased to at hast
30 per cent there are two alternatives left to the American fine glove leather manu-
facturer, viz, either the reduction of wages to the European level based on existing
rates of exchange or the discontinuance of this class of manufacturing. In either
instance labor is injured as well as the manufacturer.

If the manufacturing of fine glove leather in this country is injured or destroyed it
will give to the European glove leather manufacturer the uncontrolled American
market subject to no competition or regulation and leaves him free to charge whatever
prices he sees fit for his product.

The requested and desired duty of 30 per cent ad valorem would not be prohibitive.
The love leather manufacturing is.a highly competitive business, so that no pretense
could be mado that it is any way restrictive in its prices for its product.

The proposed duty would permit the American manufacturer to pay American
waoes and carry on his business with a consequent steady development and increase
both as to the amount and value of product and as to wages.

The proposed duty would not render necessary any ad vance in the retail price of
fine gloves. On the contrary, the development of the industry of manufacturing
fine glove leather would assure the glove manufacturer of a steady supply obtainable
without delay and at prices necessarily reasonable because of the competition between
the fine glove leather tanners. If, however, the necessary rate and tariff is not fixed
so as to preserve and develop this industry, but a short time will elapse before the
American glove manufacturer will be dependent entirely upon the caprices of the
European tanners and the manufacturers' prices for the finished fine gloves will be
entirely dependent upon the price he is then compelled to pay for the imported
foreign fine glove leather.
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LEATHER BAGS AND LUGGAGE.

(Paragraph 1432.]

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL F. LEBER, REPRESENTING K. KAUF-
MANN & CO., NEWARK, N. J.

The CAIRMAN. State your business.
Mr. LEBER. I am the attorney and representative of K. Kaufmann &

Co., a New Jersey corporation engaged in the business of making
leather luggage, bags, and suit cases.

The C,1AIR.M4AN. Do you represent them as an attorney?
Mr. LEBER. Yes, sir. Mr. Kaufmann is here personally, and if there

are any technical questions upon which I can not make answer, he
will be glad to do so; but I do not think there will be.

The CH1AIRMAN.. Makeyour statement brief.
Mr. LEDER. I will confine myself within 10 minutes.
The CH1AIR MAN. All right, sir.
Mr. LEBER. It is stated in the calendar for to-day that we are inter-

ested in three sections of the proposed tariff bill, but that is an error.
We are really interested only in paragraph 1432, which deals with the
specific articles that we manufacture.

We have been engaged in this business for about 40 years, and upon
learning of the proposed provision contained in the section just named
we conferred with other persons engaged in the same line of business,
and we have come to the conclusion in comparing figures that the
proposition of levying an impost on what we call nonfitted articles
of 25 per cent ad valorem, and 30 per cent on the fitted articles, is not
sufficient protection to our industry. I have been here all day, and
I have listened to all kinds of discussion upon the question of what
the tariff ought to be on different industries. I came to the con-
clusion that it is an incontrovertible fact that our industry is in the
very same position as any other industry in this country-that is to
say, that we are proportionately affected in the same way by the
same conditions now pertaining to any other industry; that the high
overhead cost, the high wages' that wopay in this country, make it
impossible for us to compete with the European-made article if the
impost to be charged will only be 25 per cent on nonfitted bags and
luggage and 30 per cent on fitted bags and luggage. The trade
generally feels that-a proper impost would be 60 per cent on the non-
fitted article and 65 per cent on the fitted article.

As a concrete example of whether our opinion is worth while or
not, I brought down a small case which is made in Germany. It is
called a vanity case. It has been imported. It is fitted, as you will
see, with nice-looking fittings, such as'brushes, different kinds of
bottles, a very nice mirror, and, several similar articles. As you will
see, this article was obtained from a dealer in this country who im-
ported it for $10. Here is his bill. We can make this very same
article. We are not afraid of the competition as to the quality of the
goods or the quality of the fittings. We have figured out on our cost
sheet that if we made this article as it stands now it would cost us,
without figuring the overhead, $10.53.

Senator CURTIS. It sold here at retail for what price?
Mr. LEBER. $10.



Senator JoNEs. At retail?
Mr. LEBER. Yes, sir.
Mr. KAUF31AN. That is manufactured and sold here cheaper than

I can make the goods.
Air. LEBER. What is true as to that article is true, relatively speak-

ing, of every bag that you can think of, large handbags, or any sort
ofl uggage.

Here is an advertisement that appeared in the Now York Times
last August, which speaks volumes, and I have cut it out and pasted
it in the short memorandum that I have here ready to submit. They
advertised London-made goods-this is Saks & Co., of New York-
"featured Monday, men's London-made fitted suit cases at $88.25,
including tax. One of the finest suit cases we have received from the
hands of the British craftsmen. Made with a thoroughness that
assures a lifetime of service, in selected nut-brown cowhide, with
sowed hinges and genuine leather lining. Complete fitted with 10-
piece ebony-backed toilet set. Domestic-made suit cases of like
quality heretofore sold at 8150."

That is not a lying ad. It is true.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What does "heretofore" moan?
Mr. LEBER. It means immediately before.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Does that not mean the highest price sold

at during the war period?
Mr. LEBER. It may be the highest price sold during the war period.

and may be that very article vill be somewhat reduced by a small
percentage, but even then we would not compete with our class of
labor in this country and our cost of selling merchandise.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. IS not that advertisement for a special
sale on that particular day at reduced prices?

Mr. LEBER. I suppose it was. That was last August. You will
probably find they were carrying a regular lot without special sale
that featured London-made bags fitted, as they advertise them for
about the same price, may be a dollar or two more. We figured that
in order to be able to compete with the London-made bags and. the
German-made bags, figuring the difference in our overhead and what
the overhead is in the E:uroean countries, if you want to properly
protect our industry under this competition you will require an im-
post of 60 per cent on nonfitted bags and 65'por cent on fitted bags.

Just one more argument, and I am through. If we were to get
from Europe the different articles that go to make up a bag and its
fittings, such as the lining, the fiber board, the trimming, etc., and
% i were to pay the duty on the imported ingredients, as I-call them,
the duty first imposed in the House bill, we could not make that
article 6f the imported stuff for a price equal to the price that the
imported competing article would cost with the low impost that is
here proposed. It would cost us a good dcal more to do that. Those
figures have been gone into, and we believe this committee is in pos-
session of facts that will substantiate our argument on this point.
We trust you appreciate the thought that we have submitted to you,
that we ought to have a larger duty than we enjoy at the present
time on these different items, and we submit that in order to protect
our industry we ought to have that large impost.

Those bags, gentlemen, are made largely by hand labor. There
is very little machine work on them. You all know that wve pay more
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for our labor in this country than they pay anywhere else in the
world, and we think we are entitled to that protection. We respect-
fully submit a short brief containing those points.

The CHAIRMAN. The brief will be received.
Senator JoNEs. You sell your handbag of similar quality at $150 1
Mr. LEBER. Oh, no.
Senator JONES. The one referred to in that advertisement?
Mr. LEBER. We do not sell it at that price. I don't think we make

as high a priced article as that in our factory, although we have the
reputation of making a very good line of goods.

Senator JONES. But if you were to make the same kind of an article
as is advertised there, you would expect to sell it for $150, would you
not

Mr. LEBER. On the present reduction, probably at about $120 or
$125. You know, there have been reductions. There has been a
reduction in the last year of 10 per cent in labor, and there has been
a reduction in the cost of material as well, and we would have to come
down on our prices proportionately.

Senator JONES. For the purpose of your hearing here you mention
the price of $150.

Mr. LEBnR. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. If we figure a tariff on the basis of $150, the tariff

being figured at 60 per cent on the American valuation, that would
be 60 per cent of $150, or $90 tariff. Do you usually allow about
25 per cent for your overhead and other expensesI

Mr. LEBER. We make the customary allowance that every manu-
facturer does.

Senator JONES. Twenty-five per cent of that 8150 for the overhead
and importer's expense, etc., and if you allow 11 per cent for ,your
packing and carting charges, you will have a total of $127.50. Chat
would leave only $22.50 as the foreign cost. Do you think you
need that much protection, which would figure up to $90 on an article
procured abroad at a cost of $22.50? Do you think you need $90
protection on that?

Mr. LEBER. The trouble I find with the Senator's question is that
you are taking a tariff on a supposed price of $150, which is the retail
price.

Senator JONES. What is the wholesale price?
Mr. LEBER. We started with a figure which is somewhat different

from that. I do not know the exact figure, but suppose you take a
bag that we. make in this country at a cost, including the overhead
and all the other items you have just referred to, of $30.

Senator -JONEs. $30 is the wholesale price?
Mr. LEBERn. Yes, sir. That bag fitted might cost us $45. Let

us take the unfitted bag at $30. We have compared that to a
European bag costing a price far less in proportion than the cost to
us, but more than the present proposed impost, but if you impose
a duty of 60 per cent on the article that they produce then we could
compete with them.

Senator JONES. Do you mean American valuation?
Mr. LEBER. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs. You say the wholesale price is $30.
Mr. LEBER. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. Sixty per cent of that would be represented by the

tariff?
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Mr. L~BER. No, sir. That is our price of $30. You have to go to
Europ, to find out what they produce that article for. It is our
belief that that same article which costs us $30 in this country costs
the European manufacturer probably not as Much as $20 to produce.

Senator JONEs. I am trying to get at that.
Mr. LEBER. When that man produces the $20 article and brings

it over to our port, we can not compete with him.
Senator JO.,Es. We have an article here that is sold at wholesale

for $30.
Mr. LfEnA. Yes, sir.
Senator JoNEs. We will assume that on the American market, or

under the American valuation plan, if that is a foreign article, 60
per cent of that $30 is represented by the tariff?

Mr. LEFDER. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator Jo.irs. Which would be $18?
Mr. LF.B EJ. No, that is not right. Yes, it would be $18.
Senator Jones. $18 would represent the tariff?
Mr. LE E. Yes, sir.
Senator JONFS. If the dealer gets 25 per cent of the $30 for his

expense, profit and so on, he would get $7.50, would he not?
Mr. LEBER. We could stop right there without going any further.
Senatqr JONFS. But we do not stop there in actual business.
Mr. LEBER. We do stop right at that point, so far as the manu-

facturer is concerned, for the manufacturer sells that article at $30.
Senator JoNF.s. If the importer brings it in he gets 25 per cent,

so that would be $7.50 to be added to the tariff or $25.50. There is
usually allowed another 1j per cent for packing and cartage, which
would be 45 cents more, or in round numbers $26 altogether, leaving
the cost of that foreign article which sells at $30 on this market only
$4 where it is produced. Do you want that much protection? w

Mr. LEBEn. We do not want any greater protection than the
pan would figure out on the equivalent basis that the prices will
be equal.

Senator .JoNsE. What is the fault with my figures there? If the
foreign article sells for $30 on the American market, and you want a
tariff of 60 per cent on the American valuation plan, you said that
tariff would be $18. If you allow that dealer the usual profit of
25 per cent that would be 87.50; and if you allow the cartage charge
it would be 45 cents more, which would make $25.95, leaving $4.05
as the cost of the article on the foreign market.

BRIEF OF SAMUEL F. LEBER, REPRESENTING K. KAUFMANN & CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

1. K. Kaufmann & Vo. is a New Jersey corporation, owning and operating a large
leather l,ae factory at .ewark, N.J. It haq been engaged in this business for a great
many),ears and employs between three and four hundred hands. It is partk ularly
interested in paragraph 1.132 of Schedule 1.1 of the proposed tariff hill, and it urges that
the propose,! tariff of 2.5 per cent ad valorem for nonfitted bags and 30 per cent for
fitted baes ig far too low to adequately" protect this industry against a strong European
competition. In its judgment. an ad valnrem duty of 60 per cent on nonfitted and C5
per cent on fitted bag- would properly protect this industry.

11. Since 191.1 the wages paid in ou'r factory have increased from 100 to 10 per cent
and have within the last yer only been reduced 10 per cent. Our overhead. Mhich
includes expense of selling merchandise, is still very high. and it Feenis that it will
remain high for some few years to come. Our industry is the subject of keen domestic
competition, for the reason that a large number of small manufacturers have sprung
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up in this country. Although it is known throughout the trade that we manufacture
a fine line of merchandise, yet we are compelled to admit that European made bags
are better from every point of view than Lasg made in this country; they are Letter
from the standpoint of material, and the, are better from the standpoint of worknian-
ship. If. therefore. in addition to domestic competition, the American-made traveling
bag and suit case will be confronted by the imported article at a price equal or even a
little lower than our product our industry will lie threatened with ruMin. o far.
the conditions resulting from the war have protected our industry to quite an extent,
but it will not be long before our market will fie flooded with the imported article,
to the dismay of the'American-made merchandise, unless we will he protected as
quickly av possible by a sufficient duty.

III. 'Another poinf that must not be lost sight of is the fact that leather luggage is
largely made by hand labor and that very little machine work is bestowed on it. A
comparison of thb cost of European labor with the wages paid in this country will
discIose the fact that European labor is cheaper than American labor by more than the
amount of duty proposed in the present bill.

It a duty will be imposed upon leather, the domestic leather will undoubtedly
advance in price, and to that extent alone, the cost of production in this country wil I
be much greater than in Europe.

IV. An ad valorem duty of 25 per cent on the nonfitted and 30 per cent on fitted
bags is absolutely out of proportion to the duties propped to be levied on the articles
which go to make up a leather bag. If the committee will examine the proposed
imppet on the following goods: Metal locks and frames, silk linings, cotton linings,
sewing threads, fiber board, celluloid fittings, cut glass fittings with gilded metal tops,
mirrors, brushes, scissors and other like articles which go to make up modern bag
fittings, it will And that if we were to import these articles so as to have the same
merchandise employed by a European manufacturer, it would be impossible to make
a bag that we could sell at a price equal to the price at which the imported bag can be
sold in this country; and the only cure for this disproportionate and unfair conditions
is to impose a duty of 60 per ceft on the nonfitted and 65 per cent on the fitted bag.

V. At the time when the present tariff bill was introduced into the lower House the
freight charged by ocean-going boats was still high, but since then freight rates have
come down, and no doubt they will continue to come down, probably faster than we
can reduce our overhead, and we therefore respectfully call the committee's attention
to this important item as an additional argument in favor of the duty we advocate.

VI. We have conferred with many manufacturers of leather luggage in this country
and it seems to be the consensus of opinion in our trade that the only tariff that will
guard this industry will be a duty of 60 and 65 per cent ad valorem.

We respectfully hope that the Senate will take these matters into consideration and
adequately protect our industry against keen European competition.

STATEMENT OF A. KAUFMANN, REPRESENTING K. KAUFMANN
I & CO., NEWARK, N. 3.

Mr. KAUFMANN. I am the manufacturer of this article, and I under-
stand more about making the article than Mr. Leber (loes.

The CIAiRMAN. We are not hearing any argument.
Mr. KAUFMA NN. I just wanted to set one thing right.
The (,IAIRMAN. You are not called as a witness.
Mr. KAUFMANN. I understand what this argument means. We

do not want a tariff on the American valuation. We want 60 per
cent on whatever we can get them at.

Senator JONES. That is quite, different.
Mr. KAUFMANN. Mr. Leber has not understood that. That is all

we want.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. KAIFMANN. I am Mr. Kaufmann, the manager of this company.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon, sir. I did not understand that.
Mr. KAUFMANN. We do not want anything on the American valua-

tion. That will never work out right. When a manufacturer
brings in a new style, which you would not know anything about
until it would be sold at retail, by the time it would got to the cus-



tomhouse that is worth a good deal more. It would do harm. I
feel that if we get sufficient protection so we know that no matter
whatever comes in at all under the same basis, we are sufficiently
taken care of.

The rate 8 or 10 years ago, in the old tariff, was 50 per cent on
fitted goods, and later on it was reduced-eight years ago; I don't
know just which bill it was. The war broke out, and it didn't have
sufficient time to work out, because the American styles of luggage
change every so often, and they were not equipped in Europe to make
merchandise, because they needed all the leather for making war
materials. As soon as they became a little more settled over there
and men got back to their old positions and factories got reorganized,
and the traveling public over in those European countries, which
had been at a standstill, in which bags are used to a great extent,
the country over there had to keep their men busy to supply their
own trade. They are just beginning to find out that the American
wants luggage, and there are American buyers who like to take a
trip to Europe and would rather go over there and pay just a little
bit more for the sake of going to Europe and having a good time for a
couple of months and buying goods. They are trying to make
some money for their concerns over there so they'can go over. They
go over there and buy these goods.

When they go over to Europe they find cities there which are
almost altogether devoted to some particular kinds of goods, which
we don't have in this country. Take Auerbach in Germany, and the
whole city is devoted to the manufacture of leather goods. Buyers
go from one house to another, and the manufacturers have their
samples displayed. It don't cost them a cent to sell their mer-
chandise. Under those conditions the manufacturer can sell his
goods cheap.

In this country we take our goods out and retail them, spend
money on our customers entertaining them, trying to get them to
have a little good will for you so that you can get their business.
We have to take out six or seven trunks. We are allowed 250 pounds
baggage. We take six or seven trunks of these big bags, and we
can put about 15 to 24 in a trunk. We have to go to the big
hotels and try to make a bold front, because the old hotels had one
big room and the big hotels have a number of little rooms. You
have to take four or five rooms, and you have to display your goods
and pay the porters and all the men more money than you would
pay for a ride from Berlin to St. Petersburg, just for the tipping of
porters throughout this country.

The CH1AIRMAN. Does not prohibition save you considerable?
Air. KAUFMANN. Sometimes if you could give your customer a

drink you could more easily get his trade, I think.
To pay all those things costs us an awful lot of money. We have

big jumps. We go from coast to coast. That is a big item. The
cost of selling our goods is from 10 to 12 per cent.

Senator JONES. But you think 60 per cent on the foreign valuation
would be sufficient protection?

Mir. KAUFMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And you think the American valuation plan would

cause you all sorts of trouble in its administration?
Mr. KAUFMANN. I certainly do.
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Senator JONES. And you are a manufacturer of these goodsI
Mr. KAUFMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONEs. How long have you been manufacturing them?
Mr. KAUFMANN. I am about 40 years old, and I have been in there

since I was 15. I have got experience all the way through.
If there were real honest experts in my line of business that under-

stood them as well as the manufacturer, the American valuation
would be a very wonderful thing; but the customhouse people don't
know enough about merchandise to dissect an article. I can take
two or three articles from different countries, and they would not see
the difference, but if you would take the thickness of the leather or
the quality of the silk, and the quality of the locks, and such as that,
it would make a difference lots of times of from 20 to 50 per cent.

Senator JONES. You mean it might vary 50 per cent in the Amer-
ican wholesale price?

Mr. KAUFMANN. Yes,sir. When you get those articles together and
the appraiser looks at them, and he appraises all kinds of things, and
you tk him to take them and sit down and tell you how many feet
of leather or how much silk is in it, or how much labor it takes, he
will not know any more about it than I know about making those
laces over there. If the importer is in the good graces of a fellow
like that, he will say, "Oh, r guess it is all right; let it go through."
The manufacturer sells it out, and all his other customers are com-
plaining how the other fellow is selling imported goods. You go
down there and the appraiser will say, "Well, I thought it was all
right, but I will look into it. How much do you think it is worth?"
That is too late. I think the plan is to find out what a fair dut is
on each individual line of business. I hope I have made that clear
to you, because Mr. Leber did not understand.

Senator JONES. I think you have made it very clear.
Mr. KAUFMANN. I have something in mind, in reading the tariff on

the metal goods. It will only take a moment to explain. I would
not explain it if I was not real sure I was right.

We at times have to meet foreign competition whore they make
certain locks and fittings of different things and they laugh and say,
"You fellows can't produce anything like that." The old tariff said
that all metal goods, if they were gold or silver plated, would be 10
per cent, but somebody put in that tariff law "gold lacquered." Do
you know what "gold lacquered" is? I will just show you in a
minute what it is.

All brass goods, when they are polished, if they are not lacquered
they will tarnish right away. They have to take a little lacquer like
this and put it on and that keeps them from tarnishing. Now, in this
combination of colors, if you put a little red aniline in there, and you
take it and put it on a plece of 'brass which is yellow, that looks like
gold. This one that I stow you here has not been lacquered on top,
but the sides have been. T at is the whole thing, and I don't see
why it was put in there. Somebody must have made a mistake.
You take a little of this and put it on there and you have gold lacquer.
If somebody should tell me why gold lacquer should pay rny more
than plain lacquer I would like to know it.

Senator JONES. I am sure the committee is glad to get such infor-
mation as that.
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Mr. KAUFMANI. I would not come here and mention that if I did
not think it was fair. It is just aniline color. That refers to park-
graph 393.

I am quite a practical man, if I have to boost my own self, because
you gentlemen don't know me. Eight Years ago I came down here
on the leather schedule. It does not make any difference to me if
leather is free or 50 per cent, because no matter if you raise the duty
on leather 50 per cent, natilrally we will have to pay more for leather.
There is one thing that I would like to see done. There are a few
concerns in this country that have a monopoly on seal leather made
of seals. I was importing seal leather for a good many years, and
they didn't like it because we got our own skins over there and
dressed and grained them and put them up into leather goods, and
we can produce them cheaper because we saved the extra profit.
We gave them better merchandise for the same money than other
people. These concerns came to Washington for the purpose of trying
to put a duty on seals. I don't mind a luty on leather, but I don't
like to see a discrimination. If you are going to put a duty on cow-
hides, then don't take off the duty on all leather and say, "Jaust show
us you need protection on seals." I don't think it is fiir.

DRMF OF X. KAUFMANN & 00. (INC.). NEWARK, N. :.

During the hearing, one of the members of your committee, the Senator from New
Mexico, put the question as to whether we ask for a tariff of 60 per cent on nonfitted
bags and 65 per cent on fitted bags, based upon American valuation or based upon
European valuation. Our counsel replied that the request we made was based on
American valuation, whereupon the Senator drew an example by which he attempted
to show that we were unreasonably high in our request. The computation he made
seemed to our Mr. Kitufmann asindicativeoftoohigh a tariff, and he, without having
an opportunity of proving the Fenator's figures, and believing, for the moment, that
the Senator's calculation was correct, arose and stated that our counsel was in error
and all that he asked was a tariff on the above percentage, based on European
valuation.

Since the hearing our Mr. Kaufmann has had opportunity to make accurate calcu-
lations and he finds that the testimony he gave before you on the point of European
valuation is wrong, and that if a tariff of 60 per cent and 65 per cent, respectively,
was based on European valuation, the American manufacturers of leather bags would
not be sufficiently protected against European competition. Mr. Ary Kaufmann
therefore desires to change his testimony in that respect and asks that the record be
amended so as to show that the positiou he takes is based on American valuation.
He makes this frank admission of error not only for his firm's sake but also in justice
to the trade at large. ie finds, wn actual investigation, that the retailers importing
bags from Europe are selling the imported article at a price equal to the wholesale
price of the American.made goods and desires to submit the following example in
further support of the brief already submitted:

A bag made in this country to sell at wholesale for $20 can be purchased at wholesale
in Europe at about $10.89. Now, if you add to this price a tariff of 65 per cent on
European valuation, plus 3 per cent landing expense, the price to the retailer of the
European-made bag would be $18.30, whereas, if you add a duty of 65 per cent on the
American valuation of $20, the same bag would cost the importer $24.22, which would
result in the American manufacturer being able to sell his article in preference to
the imported article. The same calculation above stated is true both in lower and in
higher priced bags.
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EMBELLISHED LEATHER GLOVES.

[Paragraph 1433.]

STATEMENT OF LUOIUS N. LITTAUER, REPRESENTING THE ASSO-
CIATED LEATHER GLOVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED
STATES.

Mr. LrrrAUER. I desire to call your attention to two lines of
thought. First, I want to propose an amendment to tho bill as it
passed the House, and, secondly, I want to explain and justify the

ill as it passed the House.
First, in all tariffs there has been an allowance in addition to the

specific rates, beginning with the McKinley bill, of 50 cents a dozen
for elaborate and costly sewing over and a ove the ordinary sowing,
and for elaborate and costly embroidery and embellishment over the
plain back of a glove.

The Dingloy and the Payne-Aldrich bills allowed for each of these
purposes 40 cents a dozen. When we come to the Underwood bill,
on the elaborate sewing a reduction was made from 50 cents to 25
cents, while on the embroidery it was omitted altogether.

Now, through what I can plainly show was a misapprehension, a
mistake, or an omission, the bill as it passed the House left out even
the 25 cents a dozen for the costly sewing of gloves of the Underwood
bill but replaced the old embroidery item at the same rate as the
Payne-Aldrich bill and the previous Dingley bill. With that in mind,
I desire to offer an amendment to paragraph 1433, line 19, by insert-
ing before the word "Provided" the words "when sewed piqu6 or
prixseam, 40 cents per dozen pairs."

That would be replacing the Payne-Aldrich provision.
If you care to know what this means, 1 have samples here showing

the difference between piqu6 sewing, prixseam sewing, and the ordi-
nary sewing. The ordinary sewing is done on a machi ne that runs at
a very rapid rate as compared with piqu6 sewing where two seams
are superimposed one over the other. That is one of the things
which tl v say can not be done'in the United States, but I want to
say to youl that-we have done it in the United States.

That [indicating] is piqu6 sewing, and this is prixseam sewing, used
in men's gloves. 'I request now that that item be replaced.

Gentlemen with your permission, I should like to take up the
justification for the House bill as it is. Gloves paid 50 per cent ad
valorem before the McKinley bill. In the McCmloy bill they paid
50 per cent ad volorem plus $1 on men's gloves. That 81 was the
start of the American men's gloves industry, which has prospered here,
and which has finally developed to the point where the men's glove
to-day as sold in the United States, is a better value at a cheaper
price than any glove that can be imported.

I have personally for years implored the committees of Congress to
do the same thing for ladies' gloves, but have never succeeded.
Ladies' gloves have always been at a lower rate of duty than men's
gloves.

During the period of 1909 to 1913 I felt that I had accomplished
something, because I can explain to you that the operations for which
protectionists asked are practically the same on the men's gloves as on
the ladies' gloves. 'But the progress of tariff legislation brought us,
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frankly, up to the point where we were compelled to ask for a specific
rate of duty instead of the previous ad valorem rate of duty. In our
attempt to succeed in persuading Congress to give us the specific
rates of duty we were aided by the reputable importers. The reason
that we asked for it was simply that under an ad valorem rate of duty
the undervaluations were so extensive that the largest American
houses of reputable, standard merchants had to go out of business.
French and German manufacturers have agents in New York and
goods were bought from them at prices based on undervalued values.

Since the Wilson bill we have had uniformly specific duties, and
those specific duties, in order to meet various kids of gloves, were
divide- into classifications. The first classification was as to leather;
then there were cla~sifications for men's, women's, and children's
gloves, and then more or less elaboration of the glove, with the
result that these classifications numbered so many that in the record
of statistics of imports and duties running from 1908 to 1918 it took
273 paragraphs of different kinds to cover the various rates of duty.

Senator SUOOT. Are you objecting to the provision in the House
bill?

Mr. LiTFAUER. No, sir; I am trying to justify it.
Senator WATSON. Is anybody going to assail it?
Mr. IArrAUER. I do not know. I did not know whether you

wanted to understand about it. I can drop that line.
Senator SiMooT. We understood it when the Payne-Aldrich bill

was up.
Mr. LITFAUER. I will skip over this matter of classification entirely

and bring myself down to just what we want.
In this bill, a it passed the House, we asked not only for prac-

tically the same Aldrich rates over again, but we also asked for an
ad valorem rate of duty, and the basis of our demand for an ad
valorem rate of duty can be stated in a few words. I shall not bother
you on that score unless you care to hear me.

Senator 83ooT. Go on.
Mr. LrrAuJR. Gloves have been imported for years at about one

standard amount. The importations from 1898 to 1913 amounted,
in value ech year to $7,000,000-$100,000 up or down-and the
duties collected (luring those years amounted on the imported
gloves, based upon foreign valuation and a specific duty, to $3,200,000,
or an average of 52 per cent ad valorem.

In 1920 the value of gloves had increased until in the calendar
year there were imported $14,044,283 worth. That is about twice
the former imports. But the duties had been falling from $3,200,000
to $1,297,000, or approximately $2,000,000. The (uties had fallen
off more than one-third, and as the value had doubled, the ad
valorem rates now being collected are 14 per cent a3 against 52 per
cent previously.

Senator SMooT. The equivalent ad valorem.
Mr. L1YrAUER. The equivalent ad valorem as given in these sta-

tistics computed on the ad valorem rate paid on duty.
On men's gloves the importations from 1898 to 1913 amounted to

$600,000 yearly, with duties of $400,000, or an equivalent ad valorem
rate of 66 per cent.

81527-22-scH 14-10
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In 1920 men's glove imports reached $665,687 in value, and the
duties had fallen from 8400,000 to 681,000, or down t&12 per cent ad
valorem.

I want now to call your attention to the Monthly Sununary of
Commerce for 1920-21 which shows the imports of gloves in quantities.

In 1919 there were 338,821 dozen gloves imported; in 1920, 582,018
dozen; in 1921, 905,000 dozen, for the 12 months ending June 30.

Senator WATSON. That is, for the fiscal year?
Mr. LirTAUER. Yes. That simply shows you the way the impor-

tation of gloves has gone up. It has gone up and brought in less
duty, and it Ls interesting to go one step further with reference to
the progress of importations.

France imported in 1919 209,000 dozen; in 1920, 379,000 dozen;
in 1921, 599,000 dozen. Germany, on the other hand--

Senator DILLINGOAM. France dit what?
Mr. LIrrAUER. Exported to the United States.
Senator DILLINOHA.M. Oh.
Mr. LirrAUER. Now, take Germany. - Germany's exports to the

United States in 1919 amounted to 342 dozen, or practically nothing;
in 1920 .they jumped to 57,130 dozen; in 1921, they jumped up to
174,790 dozen, and each month this increase goes on. Since June
there have been still greater exportations to the United States.

Senator L.%. FOLLEW'rE. Will you state the values?
Mr. LTrrAUEIC. Do you mean by the year?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes.
Mr. LiTrAuER. The values in 1919 of all gloves imported were

$4,882,000: in 1920," 87,920,000; in 1921, $16,486,000, and prac-
tically double in 1921.

Senator L.% FOLLETTrE. For how many months?
Mr. LirrTAUEi. That is for the one year ending June 30, for each

of these years. That is the total. I.'am reading from the Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce for the 12 months ended June 30.

Gentlemen, please notice that each year the imports are doubling-
actually doubling. They have gone from $4,S00,000 in 1919 to
87,000,000 in 1920 and to $16,000 000 in 1921.

Senator DILLINOGAM. How much does that reduce the cost at
retail I

Mr. LITrAUER. If you want me to go into that side of the subject,
I beg to tell you that the importation of gloves is an exceedingly
profitable affair. They are brought in to meet the styles required
by the ladies. If you take a glove that was worth last 3une, we will
say, $48 a dozen, it now sells for 864. That would be the same line
of'gloves. Gloves that were brought in about August, including a
duty, at 840, have jumped Ap because the ladies want to wear the
black kid glove at this time without increase in lande.1 cost. The
glove in the fancy and luxurious line that pays the least amount of
duty in dollars and cents is selling at an exceedingly high price, while
the cheaper glove, the common glove, which is to-day not greatly
demanded by wearers because it has been largely driven out by the
cotton glove, has gone down in price to such a point that the manu-
facturer can not dream of competing. That condition arises very
strongly by reason of the fact that there has been such depreciation
in the currencies of the world.
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Senator SMooT. Didn't you cover that the other day, Mr. LittauerI
Mr. LITrAUER. I did in connection with cotton gloves.
Senator SMOOT. I thought you covered it very fully.
Mr. LITTAUER. The result is that we asked before American valua-

tion was being considered, or before a conclusion had been reached
by the House, that in addition to the specific rates of the past there
be given us ad valorem rates, so that the rate will be not less than
60 per cent ad valorem. 'Tho men's gloves have paid 601 per cent
in the past and the ladies' gloves 52 per cent.

The Fordney bill, as passed by the House, allowed us 37.5 per cent,
American valuation, which is practically the salmon thyig.

We believe that the only way you can overcome the depreciated
currencies of Europe is by granting ad. valorem duties based upon
the American valuation, and we trust that in your wisdom you can
follow out the scheme earned out by the House. We need more
protection to-day than we needed before ,. qr.

When the Unilerwood bill wais framed (t n" the Pavne-Aldrich
bill was framed the wages were lower in the United states than
they are to-day by far. In fact, the wages we pay to-day in the
United States tire at this very moment about 95 per cent higher than
they were in 1912, 1013, and 1914. They have gone up 110 or 112
per cent. We made one reduction of 12 per cent, andi our people
have, of their own accord, made a further reduction to take cfect
after the 1st of January, of from 6 to 10 per cent, in the hope that
they may be able to get regular employment.

The production of American gloves, while the tide of imports was
being doubled, has this year dropped to about 40 per cent of its
ordinary value, and the number of dozens manufactured is about 25
per cent of what it was, with the result that we have distress beyond
measure in the community devoted entirely to the manufacture of
gloves; that is, in Gloversville and Johnst6wn. The worst of it is
that we have been brought right up to the coming year of 1922 prac-
tically without a single order. We do not know how we can employ
those who are on dur force. We have only given them intermittent
work two or three days a week this year. The future has brought
us to a standstill. There are no orders in for next spring.

Senator WATSOX. What orders do you generally have at this time
of the year ?

Mr. ITr-tAUER. My firm has usually been sold out by the 1st of
January, and surely by the Ist of February.

Senator WATSON,. PIor the whole year?
Mr. LrITAUER. For the whole year. The jobbers throughout the

West come to us in December and place their orders for the next
year. They have usually placed their orders for spring in August
and September. This year they have not placed any. That is be-
cause of the uncertainty with regard to the tariff, for one thing, and
the flood of goods coming in that we can not compete with, for
another.

Senator S.MOOT. You ask for 40 cents a dozen for the elaborate
sewing?

Mr. LiTrTAUER. Yes.
Senator SMtooT. Isn't there a provision there that covers that?
Mr. LITTAUFR. Members of the House committee thought that

sewing was included in that.

0 K
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Senator Ss!OOT. What do you call embellishment?
Mr. LIrrAUER. Embroidery of that character of stitch (indicating].

That is known in the trade as embellishment. Embellishment would
be such a stitch as this, with a spear point on it. That is hand work.

Senator SMOOT. Wouldn't embellishment be this sewing?
Mr. LITTAUE:R. No. At any rate, every tariff bill prior to this time

has included the words piqu6 and prixseam in a provision therefor.
Senator SxooT. What is your amendment?
Mr. LITTAUER. I want this inserted on page 164: Insert before

the word "Provided" the words "when sewed pique or prixseam, 40
cents per dozen pairs."

Senator SMOOT. When you say "embroidered" or "embellished"
is there any need for any further proviso? If you just add those
words, won t that suffice?

Mr. LITrAUER. I do not believe that the customs officials will
allow that interpretation. At least, they have never done so in the
past.

WOMEN'S LEATHER GLOVES.

(Paragraph 1433.1

BRIEF OF T. R. LEWIS, REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF
GLOVE IMPORTERS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

We respectfully submit that the rates of duty on women's leather gloves
(par. 1433), provided for in the tariff bill (II. R. 7456) as passed by the louse of Rep-
resentatives, would, if enacted, be unreasonably burdensome, and wold add greatly
to the selling price of gloves that the women of the United States must have as neces-
sary articles of wearing apparel. These rates of duty now in the bill would add from
$1 to $1.50 per pair to the cost of the most popular women's lightweight short kid
gloves, worn by women in all circumstances.

Women's kid gloves are known to be actual necessities and in no sense luxuries.
No better evidence of this Is needed than the fact that under the existing war revenue
act, which because of the extraordinary need for revenue at the time of its enactment
taxes the sale of luxuries wherever possible, no such luxury tax is put on women's
kid gloves.

There is no occasion whatever, from any viewpoint, for the imposition of such
rates as are now written in paragraph 1433. The Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1909 is well
known to have been the highest protective tariff in our history. To impose now on
women's kid gloves a duty more burdensome than that of the Payne-Aldrich tariff
could not possibly be justified. The rates now provided for in paragraph 1433 are
almost prohibitive, and if enacted would cause importations to decline to a very
small percentage of their present volume.

Paragraph 1433 of the tariff bill as passed by the Ifouse of Representatives reads aq
follows:

"PAn. 1433. Gloves made wholly or in chief value of leather, whether wholly or
partly manufactured, shall pay duty at the following rates the lengths stated in each
case being the extreme length when stretched to their full extent, namely, men's
gloves not over twelve inches in length, $4 per dozen pairs; and women's and chil-
dren's gloves not over twelve inches in length, $3 per dozen pairs; for each inch in
length in excess thereof, 50 cents per dozen pairs: Prorided, That, in addition thereto,
on all of the foregoing there shall be paid the following cumulative duties: W hen
lined with cotton, wool, or silk, $2.40 per dozen lalr; when lined with leather or
fur, $4 per dozen pairs- when embroidered or embellished, 40 cents per dozen pairs;
Providedfuriher, That all the foregoing shall pay a duty of iot less than 37J per centum
ad valorem: Protided further, That glove trunks, with or without the usual accompany-
ing pieces, shall pay 75 per centum of the duty provided for the gloves in the fabri-
cation of which they are suitable."
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A SPECIFIC DUTY ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

This paragraph should be amended by striking out the provision "tht all the
foregoirg shall pay a duty of not less than 371 per cenlum ad valorem." The effect
of this clause would be, if enacted, tomake he duty on women's kid gloves ad valorem
rather than specific, as to almost all of the importations. It would also in effect make
the duty higher than it has ever been before in the history of the country. It would,
in fact, mean an increase over the rates of prior tariff laws of from 300 to 500 per cent.
Such a tremendous increase is contrary to the avowed purpose of the pending bill.
It would be detrimental to the revenues as well as very burdensome to the American
women.

Ad valorem duties on leather gloves are, In fact, entirely impracticable. They were
tried for n number of years and proved to be a costly failure. It is imposmible to fairly
determine actual values, because the leather in the gloves is a natural product that is
constantly varying and fluctuating in quality and value. Ever, shipment of such
gloves from abroad varies corsiderably in value from every other shipment. Even
when successive shipments of gloves are made in the same place from a standard grade
of leather there is so much variation in value that an attempt to amess an ad vdlorem
rate of duty would result in chaos.

A number of years ago ad valorem duties on leather gloves were enacted. The
efforts to collect them, however, led to expensive and vexatious litigation and re-
suited in so much confusion and difficulty that about 25 years ago such duties were
changed from ad valorem to specific rates. This change was demanded by the ap-
praisers and collectors of customs, because of their experience with the constant
complaints and with the losses and annoyances to the Government under an ad
valorem duty. It was only after careful consideration and because of insuperable
difficulties of administration that the change was made. There would be even greater
difficulty to-day in attempting to collect an ad valorem duty, and to attempt to do
so would be an expensive mistake for the Government, bringing another long train of
disputes and trials. Specific rates have now prevailed for many years, during the
Dingley as well as the Payne-Aldrich tariff, are still in existence, andhavo throughout
been entirely successful, enabling the Government to get the full amount of the
duties without friction or litigation, since the specific rates necessarily avoid all
doubts and disputes incident to questions of value.

TilE NECESSARY AMENDMENr.

This paragraph 143.3 should be amended by striking out the clause above quoted,
providing for ad valorem duties, and also by chatgig from 50 cents to 25 cents the
rate for each additional inch above 14 inches as ws. provided for in the Payne.
Aldrich tariff. The rate of 50 cents for each additional inch in length is unreasonable
and out of all proportion to the basic rate, and the rate of 2.5 cents for each additional
inch is fairly in proportion and would assist in making the scale of duties about as
they were under the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 199. The rates of this former high
tariff should not be exceeded now.

It was stated in an argument submitted by certain manufacturers of leather gloves
in this country that a higher duty than that which now prevails under the existing
tariff would enable them to manufacture kid gloves for women as fine in quality,
finish, and style as the imported articles which women have required for many years.
But the American people have not lost their memory and they know that the Dinglev
tariff of 1897 and the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1009 established high protective duties
to give all possble encouragement to domestic manufacturers to produce, if they
co ld, leather gloves for women that women would wear.

I here is but one locality in the whole United States in which leather gloves are
made in any quantity and the manufacturers in this locality have been for a genera-
tion (from the McKinley tariff of 1890) demanding, and most of the time receiving,
protective duties on women's leather gloves, with the promise that they would estab-
lish in this country the manufacture of such gloves to meet the demand of American
women. These manufacturers have had the benefit of high protective duties contin-
ually for many years, but have completely failed to manufacture the light-weight
leather gloves of the style and finish that American women insist upon wearing
TPhe American manufacturers have succeeded in producing heavier leather gloves for
men'ss wear and practically all kinds of working gloves, and have given special atten-
tion to the development of a large and proooerous business in such articles. Since
long experience and repeated efforts have proven conclusively that the 4light-weight
kid gloves for women's wear can not be manufactured successfully in this country,
it would be entirely beyond the bounds of reason for Congress to impose now an
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additional and annoying burden upon all the women of the United States with the
idea that this will assist a few manufacturers in one locality to experiment further
with a proven failure.

The women of the United Stites have endured heroically the deprivations and
losses of the war period, and (luring the struggle to maintain their homes and keep
up appearances have borne without complaining the heavy burden of taxes made
necessary by the requirements of the United States Treasury. Now, when they are
demanding relief from burdens of taxation, what excuse could be given for imposing
upon them a new and irritating tax, of which they would be frequently reminded,
and which would yield not increased but decreased revenue to the Treasury?

WilY TilE REQUIRED GLOVES ARE MADE BETTER IN FRANCE AND OTHER COUNTRIES.

The American women need the imported light-weight kid glove because of its
greater delicacy of texture, style, and finish. They demand the imported glove
because it is the only one made to meet their requirements. The glove is an essential
part of a woman's apparel, necessary for health, comfort, and personal appearance.
It can not be demanded of American women that they be satisfied with a glove of
domestic manufacture that (loes not compare in quality or appearance with the im-
ported article, and an attempt to compel such usage by mere force of taxation would
be merely annoyance to no useful purpose.

The gloves of superior style and finish that the American women demand are wade
in certain foreign countries-France especially-principally because of the greater
skill and care of the labor there. In France all the work incident to the making of
women's kid gloves is the result of the experience of a great many years. The ind ustr v
is for the most part a village industry, carried on largely by the same families genera-
tion after generation, a great deal of the work being (lone in the homes of the people.
Years of such (mining are required before the most patient and careful labor cal
acquire the skill necessary for making light-weight gloves.

Our labor in the United States has never developed the patience and devotion to
the task that must be the basis for acquiring the skill necessary to make such gloves.
In fact, skilled artisans have been brought into this country from France at various
times to make from imported skins the same sort of gloves they made in their native
country, but the result has been that away. from the habits and customs of their
native villages they could not maintain their former skill and care and could not
make gloves of the desired quality here because of lack of collaboration by different
allied operators, such as exists only in centers where the industry origiated and
where it constitutes the livelihood of a large percentage of the inhabitants.

GLOVES FROM FRANCE NECESSITIES FOR AMERICAN WOMEN.

The women's and children's leather gloves which would be made so much more
expensive by the provisions now in the tariff bill are articles of necessity. Thestatc.
ment sometimes made that the imported gloves for women are merely articles of
luxury is thoroughly misleading. About 90 per cent of the imported leather gloves
for women and children are light-weight gloves, which can not be manufactured in
the United States. They are bought by women in moderate circumstances in all
parts of the country, and are so bought because the women find it necessary to have
them for certain seasons and circumstances in which the gloves of domestic manu-
facture cant not powibly be made to serve. Light-weight leather gloves are as much
necessities for women as are light-weight leather shoes. Necessities are such because
they are found indispensable by the people. If our American manufacturers of shoes
found themselves after many years of experiment unable to produce a light-weight,
neatly fitting, stylish shoe to meet the requirements of women, would anyone pro-
pose to put a heavy tax on shoes imported to meet the requirements?

HIGHER PRICES F)R SUCH NECESSITIES WOULD BE INTOLERABLE.

In all parts of the country the people are demanding reduced prices and lower cost
of living. Increased prices have brought lessened purchases. Prices must be ad-
justed to the buying power of the general public, which has been reduced. To-day
the most vexatious burden upon the great majority of the women of the United States
is the cost of providing the articles of wearing apparel necessary for maintaining a
suitable appearance. The American woman, however, will not willingly lower her
standard ofliving, and it would be a public misfortune if she should be compelled
to do so. If the gloves she needs are made more expensive, she will buy fewer, but
she will have the style and quality she wants, if possible. Under such a high duty
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on kid gloves as Is proposed in the pending tariff bill the importations would decline
greatly and the revenue correspondingly. The higher cost of the imported gloves
caused by the tariff would, of course, put up the selling price of the domestic g ve.

The special object of the pending tariff bill is to provide additional revenue from
imports. The special purpose of the women of the United States is to put themselves
in a position to buy necessary articles of wearing apparel, including imported leather
loves, at prices within their reach. Both of these necessary purposes will be served
by enacting the rates of the Payne.Aldrich tariff on women's leather gloves. These
rates are not less than 50 per cent higher than the existing tariff rates, and a greater
increase than this would be intolerable.

CATGUT, WHIP GUT, AND WORM GUT.

(Paragraph 1434.1

STATEMENT OF THOMA& J. MEE, REPRESENTING CHICAGO OUT
STRING MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. MEE. My name is Thomas J. Mee, and I represent, the Chicago
Gut String Manufacturing Association. Our industry comes under
paragraph 1434. In connection with this paragraph I have a short
statement which I would like to make, and I believe it covers all
the points, and I will not take much of your time.

The gut-string manufacturers of the country ask that the duty
be increased on the articles which they produce over that given in
the tariff bill as it. passed the House and is now before the coin-"
mittee. The rate there'in given is not protective.

The paragraph in which we are interested is 1434 and reads as
follows:

Catgut, whip gut, worm gut, oriental gut. and manufactures thereof, 2.5 per cent
ad valOrem.

The phraseology we approve as covering well our different lines
of manufacture, but the (duty given is insufficient.

Senator SMOOT. What do you want; what percentage do you ask?
Mr. MEF,. Later on in my statement I have prepared, we ask

35 per cent.
Included in the phraseology, however, is the term "worm gut."

We understand that manufacturers of certain kinds of fishing tackle
oppose a duty on tis as it is their raw material and making it
dutiable would seriously injure them. If such is the case we are
willing that silkworm gut be taken from this paragraph and be put
on the free list.

Senator S.ooT. Mr. Pflueger wanted worm gut on the free list.
Mr. MEE. That is perfectly satisfactory.
Senator S31OOT. ie wanted worm gut stricken out, anl that

leaves the rest of paragraph 1434 as it is.
Mr. MFE. Yes; it will then leave the new paragraph 1434 to read:

"Catgut, whip guIt, oriental gut, and manufactures thereof."
Senator S.I0OT. I will look at his last testimony.
Mr. ,Mr, E. Yes. It does'not enter sufficiently in competition with

our products for us to desire to have it kept on the dutiable list to
the injury of another American industry.

Our tree lines of production are tennis strings, music strings, and
surgical gut. The tennis. strings that we make and sell in this
country for about 82(0 a gross can be bought abroad for about half of
that amount of money. The cheaper grade tennis strings, which we
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make and sell for $160 a gross, can be bought abroad at a cost of
less than $100 a gross.

Senator JoNES. How can you compete with them at 35 per cent?
Mr. MEE. Well, 35 per cent-my first statement was-the tennis

strings that we make and sell in this country for about $200 a gross
can be bought abroad for half that amount of money.

Senator JoNEs. Yes.
Mr. MEE. Well, the foreign price approximately runs $120 a gross.

If we get 35 per cent protection on $200 valuation, that will bring us
up to about $200, which gives us a chance to exist.

In music strings we have our strongest, foreign competition. The
foreign cost of these strings is about one-fourth of the American
selling price. 'Music strings of American make that are sold in this
country for 84 a bundle can be bought abroad for $1 a bundle. And
the American high-grade strings, the price of which is over $7 a bundle,
can be bought a road for $1.50 a bundle.

Senator JONES. Would 35 per cent help you out there?
Mr. ME:E. This is a part of the industry which, taken of itself, we

can not exist; we could not start even to manufacture. But we have
three branches to the catgut industry-tennis goods, music goods,
anti surgical guts, which I will come to-and in manufacturing the
entire three it will allow us a generim average, with 35 per cent pro-
tection, to exist and to meet the competition.

Senator JoNEs. Then you would lose on one article and make on
the other?

Mr. MAfE. We might say that, and the music-string production has
necessarily been kept to the smallest volume just because of the price
conditions that have been existing.

Surgical catgut can be bought abroad for one-half the price of the
American artic le in this country. The surgical gut of American make,
the price of which is around $13 a thousand feet, can he bought from
foreign manufacturers for about 86 a thousand feet.

In all three lines of our product, therefore, there is need of a higher
rate of duty than that given in the House bill. We ask for a rate of
thAty equivalent to at least 35 per cent on the American value for
tennis strings, surgical catgut, and on music strings as high a rate of
duty as this committee can give, in order to meet foreign competitive
conditions and industrial differences between the United States and
our competing countries.

In our brief before the Ways and Means Committee we went thor-
oughly into the details of our industry, what it has to face, production
costs, and other details. We will not repeat those statements here
but refer you for such information to our brief at the time the bill was
being considered by the House committee. We are asking merely for
a duty that will equalize industrial conditions here and abroad, and
we are positive that an investigation of our statement as to our needs
will prove that we are fair in our request and accurate as to our figures.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH E. PFLUGER, OF AKRON, OHIO.

Afr. PFLUOER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Joseph
E. Pfluger. I am a brother of E. A. Pfluger, whose name appeared
upon the list of witnesses for to-day. He could not be present, and
I am appearing in his place. My residence is Akron, Ohio.
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There has been either a misunderstanding or a mistake made. I
see that the calendar refers to paragraph 344 as the one upon which
I am to speak. That should have ten paragraph 1433. I am just,
wondering whether I am out of order or whether, while I ani here,
you care to hear me at this time.

Senator S.iooT. You are here now and had better proceed. But
paragraph 1433 relates to leather gloves, does it not ?

Mr. PFLUGER. No; to worm gut.
Senator DILL12OIIAMf. Paragraph 1433 relates to gloves.
Senator SMOOT. I think you are interested, Mr.Pfluger, in para-

graiph 1434.
Mr. PFLUGOH. Well, apparently I made a mistake about that. The

Fordney bill placed a duty on worm gut. Paragraph 1434 reads:
Catgut, whip gut, worm gut, oriental gut, and manufactures thereof, 2.5 per cent

ad valorem.
I am interested in having worm gut in this paragraph stricken out

and placed on the free list, for the reason that worm gut is strictly a
raw material and none of it is produced in this country on account
of the climatic and other conditions. Spain and Italy are the
greatest producers.

Were a duty placed on worm gut it would seriously handicap the
American tackle makers and would give the foreign makers of tackle
a very decided advantage.

Wfiile the greater part of the worm gut brought into America is
used by the fishing-tackle makers, there is a small quantity used in
our hospitals and 1y surgeons, principally for surgical work.

Senator WATSO,,. What (1 they use it for? I would like to know
the distinction between the different kinds there.

Mr. PFLUOE.H. Catgut is used for surgical work. Sonic of it is used
for tennis rackets.

Senator WATSON. They also make violin strings out of it, (10 they
not?

Mr. PFLuOEH. Yes; they use it for that also.
Senator WATSo.X. What about those other kinds of gut?
Mr. PFLU OER. I am not familiar with whip gut, but worm gut is a

silk worm. It grows in Italy and Spain and in the southern countries
of Europe, and it is used very extensively for the making of fishing
tackle. It is especially adapted for fishing tackle because when it
gets wet it is stronger than when it is dry. It will not dissolve. Cat-
gut will get soft and will dissolve. Consequently it is not used in
the fishing-tackle industry.

I called on Mr. Fordln cy the chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House, after I discovered that this gut was placed
on the dutiable list, and I found that it was a mistake. Mr. Fordney
admitted that it was an oversight on the part of the committee having
charge of that matter, and that it was the committee's intention to
place catgut on the dutiable list only, qnd that worm gut should not
have been so listed, but that worm gut should have continued to come
in free. lie said that they attempted to put a duty on catgut to
protect some American manufacturers of it,.and inasmuch as catgut,
whip gut, and worm gut heretofore were placed in one paragraph they
just threw the whole thing in the dutiable list.

Senator SMIOOT. Catgut and hip gut and worm gut are in one
paragraph in the Payne-Aldrich bill.
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Mr. PFLUOER. Yes; but they were on the free list there.
Senator SMOOT. Oh, no. You are not speaking now of manu-

factures, but you are speaking of the raw material?
Mr. PFLUOER. Yes; the raw material. I am talking about the

manufactures of it. There is a paragraph in the Payne-Aldrich bill-
paragraph 366, I think-where they have a duty on that.

Senator SMioor. Yes; that is in the present law. In the old law
it was paragraph 403.

Senator McLEAN. Do they expect to make oriental gut in this
country?

M r. YFLLOER. No, sir.
Senator DILLINGIIA31. Is any worm ut made in this country?
Mr. PFLUOER. Catgut is the only thing. They attempted to grow

the worm gut in this country, and they could not do it.
SenatorVATSO'. Here is something I never knew before:

Catgut is made from the intestines of sheep, sometimes from those of the horse, a.s,
or mule, but never from thoso of the vat.

Mr. PFLUGER. I know that it was made from the intestines of the
sheep. I was just saying that I had a talk with Mr. Fordney of the
Ways and M1 means Committee of the House, and when I called his at-
tention to that paragraph he admitted that it was an oversight on
the part of the subcommittee. They did not intend to cover worm gut
in the dutiable list, and they said they would speak to your com-
mittee about it. I do not know whether they have done so or not,
but they felt that it was justifiable, and no doubt they will do so.

Senator McLEAN. Whatwould be the value of the total importation?
Mr. PFLUOER. As nearly as I could arrive at the amount, on worm

gut it would run between $200,000 and $225,000 a year. That was
only my estimate. As you will find in the Payne-Aldrich bill and
the Underwood bill, worm gut has been admitted free. It was
always recognized as a raw material never made in this country.

Paragraph 443 of the Underwood tariff bill of 1913 reads:
Catgut, whip gut, or worm gut unmanufactured.

We are satisfied to have this paragraph stand so far as it refers
to worm gut. We do not use catgut or whip gut in the tackle
business. Hence we are not affected if classed with a duty.

Senator SMOOT. Under the Payne-Aldrich bill catgut and whip
gut, unmanufactured, also came in under the free list.

Mr. PFLUOER. Yes; they always did. If it is the intention of this
committee to lace a duty on catgut or whip gut, then I would
suggest that a paragraph bo written to read the same as pararaph
443 of the Underwood tariff of 1913, with catgut or whip t strickenout, leaving it read: "Worm gut, unmanufactured," which would
be satisfactory to us; and write another paragraph the same as or
similar to paragraph 366 of the tariff act of 1913, which now reads
as follows:

Catgut, whip gut. or manufactures of catgut, or whip gut, or worm gut. including
strings for musical instruments, any of the foregoing or of which these substances.
or any of them, is the component material of chief value not specifically provided
for in this section - per cent ad valorem.

Senator S.OOT. We will look after that when we reach it.
Mr. PFLUGOE. Paragraph 344 of the Fordney bill as it now reads,

referring to fishing tackle, is satisfactory. That covers worm gut as
it is manufactured into fishing tackle and provides specificallyfor it.

4228
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GAS MANTLES.

[Paragraph 1435.]

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. SHERBURNE, PRESIDENT LINDSAY
LIGHT CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

Gas, kerosene, or alcohol mantles, and mantles not especially provided for, treated
with chemicals or metallic oxides, wholly or partly manufactured, 20 per cent ad
valorem.

In 1914 and prior thereto the German manufacturers and some Japanese were
steadily increasing their shipments to this country, and had it not been for the war
it would have certainly affected American production, As soon as possible after the
war the German manufacturers of gas mantles began to flood the market with letters
naming very low prices. Quotations had been made as low as $45 per thousand,
which, with the present duty of 25 per cent ad valorem, made it posible to bring
mantles of a very good quality" into this market under ICO per thousand. It is impos.
sible for American gas-mantle manufacturers to duplicate these qualities at less than
$85 per thousand. The possibility of still lower foreign prices confront the industry
because of the declining value of the German roarket. The ingenuity and capa-
bilitv of the German manufacturers is well illustrated by the following statement
which appeared in the Electrotechnischi Zeitschrift, volume 24, June 16, 1921, pages
5 and 057:

"TilE GAH MANTLE AND THE WAR.

")r. Geisel, of the Auer Light Co., spoke at the twenty-second meeting of the
German Society of Illuminating Engineers about the difficulties which were encoun-
tered in the manufacture of mantles during the war. In the year 1910 the total
production of German mantle manufacturers amounted to 120,000,000 mantles, of
which more than half was exported, because the foreign factories could produce only
limited numbers of mantles of inferior quality. Of the price of the mantle approxi-
mately two-thirds was for material and one-third for wages. The raw materials are
almost without exception of foreign origin. Toe web is mostly manufactured from
ramie thread, which is manufactured in Germany from the (hinese ramie bush, the
light silts thorium nitrate and cerium nitrate are prepared from the Brazilian monazite.
To varnish the imished mantle there are used, among others, camphor and castor oil.
The dependence on foreign countries was then very great. It was fortunate that the
stocks of monazite at the beginning of the war were sufficient to last at least a decade.
Ramie thread was decidedly scarcer; of this material at the beginning of the war I ton
was woven daily at the Auer Light Vo.'s plant alone; while in 1918 there was avail-
able only 18 kilograms per day. Art it cial silk, which even before the war wasa very
desirable material for mantles, was cnl seated during the war, and, for example, the
Aner Light Co. in the year 1918 had only 80 to 100 kilograms of artificial silk available.
Finally even the artificial silk supply ga,,ve out. so that only paper thread remained.
The uini of Julius (ilatz, of Gnaden rer, rendered a great service in the preparation
of a paper thread suitable for the manufacture of mantles. The most important
demand for a paper mantle with a high candlepower is the freedom of the paper
thread from inorganic constituents; however, the freer the paper is from inorganic
constituents the more difficulty there is experienced in its manipulation. Finally
we were successful in prejparing'a nearly ashless paper thread, and, what was still more
difficult, we succeeded in weaving it. The strands of the ramle thread are about
25 centimeters long, and those of artificial silk are practically infinitely long, but the
strands of paper thread are at most only 2 or 3 millimeters in length, the tensile strength
of the paper thread being therefore ve ry low.

"'At the beginning of the scarcity of ramie the mantles were made of two kinds
of thread-ramie thread and paper fiber. Finally only the pure upper thread re-
mained. The candlepower of the pure paper mantles was only wD to 70 per cent
of the candlepower one might expect from a ramie mantle.

"In the upright mantle the head of the mantle was strengthened by a structure in
which a frame of asbestos thread was woven. This weave had to be abandoned during
the course of the war, and 'in its place crepe paper was used. The importation of
asbestos from neutral countries was also tnally completely denied.. Fortunately
there were found in the storerooms of the mantle manufacturers the ends of the asbestos
threads which had been thrown aside as being useless, end which in time of peace
could not be sold because they were entirely worthless. They were now used as a
remedy, and in this way we obtained a frame which, though not preferable, was still
usable. Itut finally oven these asbestos ends became exhausted, so that nothing more
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remained excepting the use of iron wire. In the meanwhile the wsarcity of coal had
also manifested itself, so that the gas had only a limited heating value. The smaller
heat value, it is true, produced a hotter flame, which was, however, shorter, so that
the wire hook was out of the range of the flame and showed good durability.

"In the case of the inverted mantles difficulty was experienced in fastening the
mantles to the magnesium ring when the supply of sabestcs stopped. Fastening
with a wire was not satisfactory, because in time the wire ring expands, and fInally
the mantle, together with the wire ring, falls off the magnesium foundation. As a
last resource one enameling process was used. The magnesium ring was painted
with a ceramic material at the point where the mantle was joined; when the body of
the mantle was burned off this substance melted and in this way fastened the mantle
inseparably to the magnesium ring.
S"For varnishing the burned mantle a solution of collodion, camphor, and castor

oil in alcohol and ether is used. All of these raw materials were commandeered
du ring the war and only a very limited amount wis available. ('astor oil and camphor
were hardly allowed to be used at all because they were used for military purposes.
The chemical industry here provided a substitute in condensed phenols.

"It was necessary during the war for foreign countries to make themselves inde-
pendent of the German mantle industry, and-this was easy because they could con.
fiscate the German factories in the hostile foreign countries. 'he products are, how-
ever, of such inferior quality that, for example, the English mantle industry is already
experiencing the greatest difficulty in protecting itself from the importation of German
mantles, and it is undoubtedly trie that, in the not far distant future, the German
industry will again regain its leading place as before the war."

'The present price of gas mantles made in America, for first quality goods, is from
$70 per thousand upward, depending upon size, type, and quality. The American
manufacturers have always aggressively competed with each other so much so that
it is cuite well established that the average profit per thousand wili not exceed $5 to
$6, which profit is and always has been very little on the sales value of the product.
It is impossible from any angle for the American manufacturers to meet the present
German competition. A30 per cent ad valorem tariff upon American valuation will
not do it. Liquidation of high-priced inventories, production, and cost of labor and
replacement cost of material have been reached in this industry in this country and
it Is believed that the present selling prices represent a minimum for some time to
come. The gas.mantle business has had a tanff of 40 per cent under the Payne-
Aldrich bill and 25 per cent under the tariff now operating, and that the tariff in the
past has not been high enough is clearly demonstrated by the fact that in 1910 there
were 99 manufacturers; in 1921 there are 23.

Gas mantles are not only used in cities; a very large quantity, which is annually
increasing, is required by the farmer on gasoline lamps.

It is useless to consider any tariff that will not give to the manufacturers an oppor-
tunity to meet foreign competition and show a nominal profit. It is the opinion of
over 80 per cent of the industry that nothing short of 50 per cent ad valorem based on
American valuation will (to this.

STATZrMENT OF SIDNEY MASON, GLOUCESTER CITY, N. 3.,
REPRESENTING THE WELSBAOH CO.

Mr. NfAsoN. I am president of the Welsbach Co. I am appearing
in reference to paragraph 1434-gas mantles.

Senator SHOOT. In our bill it is 1435.
Mr. MASOIN. Yes. The proposed duty is 30 per cent and the old

rate was 25.
Senator Sstoor. That is the American valuation I
Mr. AfsoN. Yes.
Senator S~iooT. What are you asking for I
Mr. MASON. Fifty per cent.
Senator SmOOT. Instead of 30 per cent?
Mr. MAsoN. Yes, sir; instead of 30 .per cent.
Paragraph 84, thorium salts, carries a duty of 25 per cent ad

valorem American valuation. The previous bill carried 25 per cent.
The basic material of the gas mantle industry is thorium, the

commercial source of which is monazite sand. That is on the free



list. I see no objection, should you desire to do so, to continuing
it on the free list, but I want to point out that it was formerly 25
per cent under the Sinmmons bill. The proposed change to the free
list reduces the manufacturing cost of nitrate of thorium 94 to 10
cents a pound.

Senator SiooT. What do you want in paragraph 84?
Mr. MASON. In 84 we want 45 per cent.
Senator S.:ooT. Instead of 25?
Mr. MAsON. Yes, sir.
That difference of 10 cents in the cost of producing a pound of

thorium salts would reduce the cost of thorium in gas mantles one-
thirtieth of a cent. I simply mention that fact in order to emphasize
that free monazite is a very slight economy in both the manufacture
of thorium salts and gas mantles.

There are three manufacturers of thorium in the United States.
One is totally closed. Our plant is simply cleaning up, and the
Lindsey plant in Chicago, I believe, claims to be working on a 25 per
cent basis, but I understand that is simply to meet its own
requirements.

Tihe price of thorium in the market is $3.75, which is 10 per cent
above the prewar price established in this market by the German
trust. The German present entry price is 82 plus the 25 per cent
duty, or $2.50, duty paid New York. That is 33. per cent below the
American manufacturer's price. The proposed duty of 25 per ceit
ad valorem on the American valuation would make the (uty 94 cents
and would raise the German price to $2.94 per pound, which is still
22 per cent below the American manufacturer's price.

The present entry price of the Gernan thorium is equivalent to
400 marks as against 8 marks prewar, so that the difference is fifty
times greater, clearl indicating that the Germans can sell in the
American market be ow the price at which they are to-day selling.
The American manufacturer, therefore, simply has to go out of
business.

Senator JoNEs. Won't he go out of business unless you increase
it beyond the rate fixed by this bill?

Mr. MASON. He may have to go out of business even then, because
I do not know whether you will increase it sufficiently. I think that
45 ptr cent on American valuation would protect the American indus-
try. In granting 45 per cent, owing to the reduction in free sand,
which would amount to 10 cents a pound, and to the probable reduc-
tion in other material costs that will come along in due time, the
American manufacturer may sell at $3.50 per pound; 45 per cent of
$3.50 per pound is about $1.575, so that the German product would
then enter at $3.575. The difference between the price of $3.50 to the
consumer of thorium nitrate and the present German price of $2.73
is 77 cents a pound, which is equivalent to about one-quarter of a
cent on each gas mantle, so that in granting the American manu-
facturer 45 per cent American value it would very slightly increase
the cost of the thorium used by the mantle manufacturer.

The importance of the industry is very well described in the report
of the Tariff Commission. Of course, the thorium industry is de-
pendent upon the preservation of the mantle industry.
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The present bill proposes for gas mantles 30 per cent ad valorem,
American valuation. The Simmons-Underwood bill proposed 25
per cent.

The German mantles, Holland mantles, and Netherlands mantles
are entered in the American market at from $32 to $35 a thousand.

Senator JoNEs. What is the actual difference between the 25
per cent rate under the Simmons-Underwood bill and the 30 per
cent under the American valuation plan?

Mr. MAsON. The Underwood bill, taking the entering value at
about $36, would make $8.75 to $9. The American wholesale price
for the corresponding mantle is $65. At 30 per cent American value
it is $19.50, or more than double the duty.

Under the Payne-Aldrich .3ct the duty was 40 per cent on gas
mantles. That figured, taking the entering value at that time,
about $14 to $16. Gas mantles vary in value due to variation in
quality, but the popular mantle's retail price is from 10 to 15 cents.
These prices prevail even though foreign mantles are sold, duty paid,
at $45 a thousand wholesale. Even tlen they sell at 10 or 15 cents
retail. So we have to consider that the fraction of a cent difference
in the cost at wholesale does not affect the retail price on a stable
article like a gas mantle.

The gas-mantle rate, which is 30 per cent in the Fordney bill, should
be raised to 50 per cent, as there is an increase in the cost of materials
and labor in the making of gas mantles running from $15 to $27 a
thousand. The wage rates are at least 70 per cent. above those in
1914. The cost of materials will average over 60 per cent, so that
the American gas-mantle manufacturer is producing gas mantles at
a cost from $58 to $60. Prewar the cost was about $42. So, if we
take the Payne-Aldrich rate, which gave $14.40 protection, and take
the difference in the cost, say, $16 to $20, and add those together, it
brings the value of duty, in order to put us on a similar protective
basis, to about $30 a thousand, or 3 cents per gas mantle, or about
double the Payne-Aldrich rates.

I find that in some months the statistical information reported by
the Department of Commerce incorporated mantle rings, and I want
to ask permission to revise a brief that I had prepared and submit
it, based on the new figures. The confusion arose through the impor-
tation of mantle rings, which are classified as "gas mantles," whereas
they are merely mountings for mantles.

There is one other point I would like to make in connection with
the present bill: The duties in the present bill on American valuations
on the materials which enter into the manufacture of gas mantles,
which I do not object to, but I wish topoint out that it amounts to
$12.18 a thousand in the cost.of manufacture of gas mantles. The
1913 act on the same cost values of material-they are all on an ad
valorem value in that bill-is $4.72. So that there is as between
the Simmons bill and the pending bill an increase of about 88-200
per cent-in duties.

The Payne-Aldrich bill duties were all pretty much ad valorem,
and when that bill was in effect prices of material were very much
lower than they are to-day. Hence under the Payne-Aldrich Act
the materials that enter into the manufacture of a gas mantle paid
less duty than now under the Simmons Act, at present prices. So
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that the duty on materials entering into the manufacture of gas
mantles has practically been increased 200 per cent under the pending
bill.

Senator S.tooT. You have all those figures in your brief, have you
not?

Senator CURTIS. File your brief with the clerk.
Air. MAsoN. I asked permission to file the brief when I can include

the other data.
Senator MCCUMBER. Thank you.

HARD-RUBBER PRODUCTS.
(Paragraphs 1437 and 1438.]

STATEMENT OF A. L. VILES, GENERAL MANAGER RUBBER
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. VILES. Gentlemen of the committee, I am general manager of
the Rubber Association of America, representing 90 per cent of our
rubber manufacturers. We approve of paragraphs 1437 and 1438
regarding rubber articles. We want to emphasize our belief with
respect to tires, calling for a 10 per cent duty, that the duty should
not be higher, as we fear reprisal tactics of other nations in our for-
eign markets more than we do the competition from importation.
That is all we have to say.

Senator McCuMnER. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JUDSON DRAYTON, REPRESENTING THE VUL-
CANIZED RUBBER CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. DnAYTON. Mr. Chairman, in order to conform with the request
of the chairman that we confer where there are several representa-
tives present for one industry, I have agreed to file a brief and will
defer to Mr. Achelis, who will present the matter for the hard-rubber
industry.

Senator McCu.mER. Your brief will be printed.
(The brief is as follows:)

The manufacture of hard-rubber goods request that the following two changes be
made in the prposed tariff law:

1. That there be R s rate Paragraph or clarification for hard-rubber goods as dis-
tinguished from rubber goods in general.

2. That the proposed duty of 30 per cent ad valorem be increased to at least 45
per cent ad valorem, or if the duty remain at 30 per cent, there be in addition a specific
duty of at least 40 cents per pound.

lleasons for a different classification:
I. The manufacture of hard.rubber goods is an entirely different process from tho

manufacture of soft rubber, requiring many more finising processes and the per-
centago of labor cost to total cost is very much higher for hard-rubber goods, being
from GO to 70 per cent of the total cost of the article. The other important reason for a
different classification is the fact that hard rubber is forced to compete with many
other materials, whereas soft rubber has no such competition.

2. The reasons that the proposed duty should be increased are first, the cost of labor.
Labor is by far the largest item in the cost of manufacture, and wages paid in this
countFy are from four to six times as high as wages paid for the same work in (iermar.y,
Austria, and Japan, which are the principal exporters of hard.rubber goods to this
country. The hard.rubber business has demonstrated its importance in time of war
as well as in peace and includes very many necessary articles. The industry em-
ploys when running to capacity about 7,000 hands and it is our desire to keep these
hands employed full time at good American wages. This can not be done unless there
is a protection which will to some extent offset the very much lower labor costs of our
foreign competitors.
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STATEMENT OF F. G. ACHELIS GENERAL MANAGER AMERICAN
HARD RUBBER dO., NEW YORK CITY.

Mt. AcJIEUs. I wish to state about paragraph 1437 or 1438 that
the American Hard Rubber Co. is the largest established concern in
that material, and in connection with Mr. Vile's statement I wish to
say that I have conferred with one of the largo tire concerns and
that we consider ourselves rather apart from their industry. We
are given here a 30 per cent ad valorem where we had previously 25
per cent ad valorem, and in the prewar period, until 1913, we had
35 per cent so we have an increase of 5 per cent, which is a very small
amount, even on American valuation, a very small addition for us to
contend with our very high labor costs and the changes that have
come about through the war. We feel that we are really a separate
industry from the general rubber business. It is a highly specialized
technical article, and we are asking preferably for 50 per cent.

Mr. SuooT. American valuation?
Mr. AcimLs. And we want to indorse fully the American valuation.

I would like to give you briefly a short brief which I have here, and
I will take a little of Mr. Drayton's time that he kindly surrendered
to me. At a meeting on the subject by the rubber association of
which Mr. Viles was secretary, and at which there were prcsent
representatives of six manufacturers, thoy suggested that the tariff
matter be left in my hands as I had given a special study to that
subject.

Senator DILLNOIAM. What proportion of your rubber goods
used in this country are produced here?

Mr. ACIELIS. The import statistics are very inadequate and
always have been. There are statistics given at the end of this
brief. The product that comes in competition with the American
product here is German and Austrian, except recently the pro-
duct which hrs come from Japani and is particularly evident on the
Pacific coast. What the total product is I do not know. We
compete so stroggly among each other that practically none of us
have statistics of the other.

Senator MCCLJMBER. You use rubber in the manufacture of
buttons?

Mr. AcHims. No, practically none, because it is black and we
can not color them, and we lose all the fashion appeal; but some
of these things are taken out of this paragraph, and combs are really
a very important hand-worked article. In 1920 we had 3,000
employees, and on December 1, 1021, we had 1,789.

Senator CURTIS. You are mentioning one concern now?
Mr. ACnELIS. Yes, one concern with three factories.
Senator CURTIS. How many men are employed in the industry

in this country ?
Mr. AcuELIS. I do not know.
Senator MCCUSIBER. You have just stated that the .competition

was very active.
Mr. ACHELlS. There are 12 concerns, and I do not know how

many people they employ nor what their sales are. It is almost
impossible to find these things out. I am speaking only for one
concern, which is really the irgest, because it operates three fac-
torias.
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Senator MCCUMBER. What did you ask for before the Ways and
Means Committee I

Mr. AcnLEus. I did not get a hearing before the Ways and Means
Committee. I asked for one, but I did not get it. I know the
wages in Germany. There is a very large concern in Hamburg
and one in Vienna, and the wages are very low. In 1913 they got
1,000 marks per annum, which at 24 cents amounted to $240 per
annum. In 1921, when the mark dropped to 1 cent, wages went
up 10 times, but the 1,000 marks he uWd to get amounted to more
in American money than he gets now, and we pay that same work-
man, for the same operation, $1,500 a ear.

In 1913 I was export manager. When the war came, England
was caught without any hsrd-rubber industry and had to call on
us to do their work. We did all their war work, their electrical
insulations, etc., because they were absolutely frozen out by G(r-
man competition.

Senator MCLEAN. Do the Germans make equally good goods.
Mr. Aoirrus. Very excellent, and we make excellent goods.

On quality we can compete but we can not compete on wages.
I have put in my brief, because this is a very peculiar industry

and it is not well known.
Senator MoLEAN. You might give the committee a little more

extensive information with regard to the industry as a whole.
iMr. AcIIEzs. This is an important industry, but I woei d not say

it was vast. It does not compare with the tire business. I would
like to show you a few samples. This is brought in as hard rubber
at 25 per cent [indicating sample]. After it is brought in here it is
cut in half and then it becomes a smoker's article. Ifit had been cut
in half before it came in, it would have to pay 50 per cent. That is a
pipe mouthpiece. That is sold for $2.30 a gross and the cost to us
is $2.68.

Senator Cuntis. It costs you that ?
Mr. ACnuLus. It costs us that at the factory, and they sell it at

$2.30. The labor is the whole thing. It can not be compared to a
tire. It comes in as you see it in this form, and then it is cut in two.

Senator McLEsw. Would the appraiser let that come through as
hard rubber ?

Mr. Aoa EIs. I have been after the appraisers, but they say,
"Thank you; we will see that it does not happen again;" but that
was common practice at one time. We will catch that every time
I can, but we can not do it every time.

Here is a Japanese celluloid comb [indicating]. That looks almost
like hard rubber. We have to compete against that because the
consumer hardly reco 'nizes that it is not hard rubber.

Senator McLAN. Do they make celluloid combs in this countryI
Mr. Acn Las. Yes; because they Xave. a good tariff. There is a

hard-rubber comb [indicating]. That is car~fully sawed and care-
fully hand-polished. We pay women 60 cents an hour for polishing
that. Our average wages run from 60 to 65 cents an hour.

The merchants who buy from us tell us that the prices of the
importer's article ar such that they will not be able to-buy from us.
All these combs are standard. They sell in a 10-cent store for 10
cents and in the drug store for 25 cents, and it makes no difference

81527-22-scH 14--17
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how cheaply they are bought, they are sold as a quarter comb or a
15-cent comb or a 10-cent comb, and yet we have lived by this
industry and worked it up since 1851. This one here is hard rubber.
[indicating].

Senator MoL AN. Is the rubber comb better than the celluloid
comb?

Ar. AcHus. In some respects, from the aspect of cleaning and
washing with warm water; and it is absolutely acid proof.

Senator JONES. In what form is that imported ordinarily?
Mr. AcuExis. We import this material as crude rubber, and manu-

facture it from the crude rubber into the finished product.
Senator JONES. I say, in what form is the hard rubber?
Mr. ACHELIS. They bring it in combs or mouthpieces. This para-

graph refers to the manufactures of hard rubber.
Senator JONES. I understood you were speaking of paragraph 1438.
Mr. Ac-Eus. It is only manufactures of-hard rubber. Itis a hard,

horny substance when it comes in.
Senator SMOOT. Do you color it?
Mr. Acnoxus. There is only one color we can use other than black,

and that is red. We can not make it white. The celluloids have
that field, and they call it French ivory. But we use it for other
articles- the electrical trade uses it, and the chemical trade uses it.
We maie pumps and pipe lines out of this material. It is used in
the chemical industry and the dye industry, which never existed
before. They have not come in largely for those uses, because
there is a question of bulk; but this little stuff can come in readily.
You can put two or three gross of combs in a cubic foot of freight.

Senator JONES. What kind of manufactured articles from hard
rubber come in competition with your products?

Mr. Aqc Lis. Mostly combs and syrines for medical use, and that
kind of thins; thermometer cases and fountain pens. I understand
parts come in to the fountain-pen manufacturers ana they assemble
them.

Senator JoNES. Is there a standard make which is imported of
those combs?

Mr. Acuzus. There are 300 different types in our line alone, and
they copy pretty nearly every type.

Senator JONES. What are the prices at wholesale, and how do
those prices vary with respect to the different classes?

Mr. Acmus. They will run from $9 a gross, and there are combs
that will run as high as $100 a gross.

Senator Joirzs. From $9 to $100 a gross ?
Mr. Acmmus. You would only sell a very few of the combs that

sell for $100 a gross. We do not need the protection so much on
those high-class combs, because there we can compete. Sometimes
we get the high price on account of the ingenuity of the design.
There is one [indicating]. That is a fancy comb.

Senator JONES. What would be the wholesale price of that fancy
article?

Mr. Acaxus. $45 per gross, and you can not sell very many of.
them. That would be a lu article, just like jewelry; but it is
a nice American product, and we are very proud of it.

Senator JONES. Do you think you would need $15 gross duty
on that?

'W -I
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Mr. Aomxus. No; but you would only import 5 or 10 gross a
year of that kind.

Senator JoNEs. You want this duty raised to 50 per centI
Mr. Aomus. Yes; instead of 30 per cent. It used to be 25 per

cent. In 1914, in the first part of the year, when it was cut to 25
per cent more stuff came in than I have ever seen before, and we
were running our factories four days a week and closing at 3 in the
afternoon.

Senator SMooT. Is the rubber in this high-priced" comb of any
better quality than the rubber you put in the $15 a gross?

Mr. Aomrus. No, sir; the material mixture is practically the
same. It is about 30 per cent sulphur, and that sulphur comes
chiefly from Louisiana and Texas. That is about a third of our
material, and two-thirds is crude rubber from Ceylon and South
America, and so on. Soft rubber contains only about 3 per cent
of sulphur.

Senator JONEs. I believe you said you did not have the figures
showing the importations.

Mr. AoHELIS. I have some in my brief which I have filed. I
have not the old figures, but in 1919 Germany exported 22 metric
tons, and in eight months time that went up to 95 tons. They
practically make all of their own; they really supply the world out-
side of the United States. There is one concern in England that
makes them.

Senator JONES. You have put all these statistics in your briefI
Mr. AciES. Yes sir.
Senator JONES. What were the imports in 1913 and 1912?
Mr. ACHEUiS. I have not got that.
Senator DILLINOHAM. You do not claim there has been any in-

crease in importations from year to year?
Mr. AoHELS. Yes; as far as I know, it has been growing. It grew

very rapidly prior to 1914.
Senator DLLIuN UM. I find from a report here that in 1908 it

amounted to $293,000; in 1909 it amounted to $236,000; in 1910 it
amounted to $255,000, and then it dropped off in 1911, 1912, and
1913; but in 1913 it was $254,000, and ii 1914 it amounted to nearly
$400,000 all told. In 1915 it amounted to $186,000, and in 1916,
1917, and 1918 it amounted to substantially nothing.

Mr. AcHELus. That was during the war. It all comes from Ger-
many and Austria.

Senator DaLLINOHAm. In 1920 it is only $88,000.
Mr. Acmris. Yes. They are only beginning to get going. One

foreign exporter told one of our men the other day that they would
sell nothing more right away because they were sold out.

DREF OF F. 0. AOJELIB, RZPRKENTINO AMBRCAW HARD RUBBER CO., NEW
YORK CITY.

It is very important to fully understand the difference between hard rubber and
other rubber product., particularly automobile tires. The hard-rubber industry hab
been highly s ecialized for 70 years. The material is a black, hard, horny substance
from the mixture of a large quantity of sulphur to rubber, cured under pressure at a
high heat for a long period of time. It is the material of which combs, fountain
Feno, and the mouthpieces of smokers' pipes are made. (See Appendix A.)
represents a great deal of hand labor on a small quantity of material. A gross of
8-inch combs (No. 1024) take 81 pounds of material. A single 32 by4 Ford tire weighs
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25 pounds. Labor is our large factor of cost. In 1920 it was 65 per cent of the cost of
our total product, and it Is against cheap German and Japanese labor that we ask a
high tariff for protection. (Appendix B)

The soft-rubber industry, cu ary tire companies, have an entirely different
problem and do not ask for increased protection.

It is highly Important, therefore, that the hard-rubber tariff be considered apart
from the rubber industry as a whole.

Hard rubber, known as "vulcanized india rubber," and in Eland as "ebonite" or
68vulcenito,"1 also competes with other-plastics, such as celluloid, galalith, bakelito
Condensite,' redmanol, etc. Many of those receive greater protection than h;a
rubber, the oldest plastic compound of them all. For instance, cellulose finished
products are dutiable at 65 cent per pound and 25 per cent ad valorem; compounds
of casein known as galalith, finished 40 cents per pound and 25 per cent ad valorem,
whereas hard rubber, 30 per cent ad valorem but no specific duty per pound.

The present tariff increases the hard-rubber duty from 25 to 30 r cent. The act of
1909 was 35 per cent. The entire question of protection by aJvaorem percentage
depends on the vale of the currency to which this per cent is added. Even on
American valuation, 30 per cent will be merely an increase in tax. The cost of the
goods to the importer will still be very low because of wages, and 50 per cent would not
be unreasonable to ask, or, as an alternative a specific duty per gross of combs or per
pound of product, asis so frequently done. buttons of vegetable ivory have a separate
paragraph for this purpose. The balance of vegetable-ivory products are in the came
paragraph with haid rubber.

Canada assesses 35 per cent on home consumption value plus the premium on ex-
change. Spain increased the duty on combs Deember, 1920 fr6m 60 cents a kilo to
$1:80 akiloon a old basis. Ourinc aso is5 per cent, and leavesus under present
labor conditions 5 per cent lees duty thin before the war.

The American Hard Rubber Co. operates factories in Butler, N. J., College Point,
N. Y., Akron, Ohio. We had 3,000 employees in 1920, and on comber 1, 1921,
1 789 Their standard of living is high and their wages are high. Wo believe that is
the correct American industrial life. A German comb preeman earned 1,000 marks
per annum in 1913, or $240. In 1921 he earned 10 times as much, 10,000 marks, equal,
however, to only $100. For the same operation we pay $1560 per annum. American
labor can not compete against such odds. (Appendix B.)

Our export market has been ruined, not by retaliatory tariffs, but by the flood of
cheapJapanese and German products. Germany's exports of hard-rubber goo. in 12
months of 1919 were 22.2 metric tons aud in 8 months of 1920 were 95 metric tons, an
increase of 400 per cent. (Appendix C.)

In conclusion, we appeal for American valuation as a method for assessment. A
higher per cent ad valorem, say 50 per cent, or a specific duty on combs and
syringes on account of the great amount of labor on these light-weight articles.

APPENDIX A.-WHAT Is HARD RvUDER?

1. hard rubber is a plastic compound of rubber and sulphur.
2. Crude rubber is mixed with approximately 30 per cent of sulphur and sometimes

various fillers, and then is molded,-pressed, or formed, and vulcanized from 3 to 10
hours or more at high temperatures, until it becomes a hard black horny mass.

3. This material can be turned, tooled, cut, sawed, drilled, and highly polished.
4. It is best described by its common products, such as ordinary black hair-combs,

fountain pens, and the mouthpieces of smokers' pipes.
5. It was discovered and invented by Nelson Gooc.:!ear in 1851 as a further devel-

opmont of Charles Goodyear's vulcanizing patents of 1844. It is therefore entirely
different from the great soft-rubber industry. The material is hard, rigid, rather than
soft and flexible or elastic.

APPENDIX B.-WAoZ8 AND LABOR.

1. A pamphlet called "Wages," prepared in 1921 for the House of Representatives
Ways and Means Committee, makes the following statement: Wages in United States,
1914, $2.05; in 1920 $4.78. Wages In Germany, 1914, $1.23; in 1920, $0.80 to $1.20.
Wage in Japan, 1914, $0.48; in 1920, $1.44.

2. Labor in the hard-rubber industry Is mostly skilled and highly paid.
3. Employees in Am'rican Hard Rubber Co. reached a total of 3,000 in 1920.

December 1, 1921-Butler, N. 1., 637; College Point. N. Y., 821; Akron, Ohio, 331;
total, 1,789.
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4. In 1921) the costof labor was 65 per centof total cost. Labor in the United Statesis

very much higher than In Germany and Japan, and is the greatest element of cost, as
the'labor is skilled and applied to articles of small material weight.

Iiummizeitung, Berlin, May 14, 1915.

WAOES IN TIlE HARD-RUBBER I.NDI 4TRY FOR THE YEAR 1913.

Comb manufacture: Mfaiks per annum.
Average wage for plating .............................................. 1,000
For pressing ......................................................... 1000
For krlnding .................................. ....... ............... 1,000
For pumicing and rubbing .............................. ........ .... , 100
For washing ......... ...................................... 950
For polishing ..................................................... 1.053
Stamping ......................................................... 980

The above are the maximum in hard-rubber business.
In the preparation of technical articles, vulcanizing work, the wages per week are:

Women, 9 marks per week: men, 23.56 marks per week.
l'reparation of electrical insulating material: Women, 14 marks: men, 29.30 marks.
In the manufacture of combs, finishing work: Women. 12 marks: men, 24 marks.
For tUrning: Women. 16.33 marks: men, 28.37 marks.
From information from travelers, etc.. that when the mark dropped to $0.01 (1 cent)

wages were ten times those of 1913. or a man earning 1.000 marks in 1913 was now
earning 10.000 IKer annum. For the same work in United Ntate currency he then
receive, 1-240 per annum and now $100 per annum.

lerrmany. i'ritcd lattl.

("nl24. o10,r00 io l. 1( 2 1921

Nla rk.. D ollas.. Mfirkq. Wlar].. Femlel. Stale.

la li ........ .............................. I ,O M AX 10,000 100. ,00 . ..1 ..0
i'rm tng ................................... , 1.000 210.00 11,000 I10.o . W .00 .
44ie1d(ing ................................ 1.00D 240.00 10,0 I 10000 1,610.00

..................... 1 100 2 .00 1I'O0 9i3.00 18:(40.00.
W&blng ............................ l950o 228.0 9': 95. Or 1.61,5,00I'oli ing ... o...................... .. .. ::, -:* 0. . o.I. : r, o "i.i;
Stsmplng .............................. . 2 1 9. WO 91S. O "1. 29.00 1.720.n

Above average earnings per annum.

APPENDIX ('.-hPORTATION8 AND EXPOIRTATIONS.

India Rubber Journal of April 23, 1921: (erman imports of hard-rubber goods,
1919,14.2 metric tons: imports eight months of 1920,17 metric tons. Exportsof hard.
rubber goods, 1919, 22.2 metric tons: exports eight months of 1920, 95 metric tons.

India Rubber World, reports of Department of Commerce: Imports into United
States, 1914, 6312,030 (this was practically only till August); imports, 1919, $4,624:
imports, 1920, $88,058.

Hard-rubber tariffs of other countries: Canada, 35 per cent on home consumption
value plus exchange premium. Spain. duty on hard.rubber combs was raised Decem-
ber 1, 1920, from 60 cents per kilo to $1.80 per kilo. gold basis. England, hard.rubber
battery jars or other auto accessories, *II per cent.

APPENDIX D.-PRODuCT OF IfARD RUBBER.

fair combs for men, women, and children.
Druggists sundries and surgical supplies, such as syringes, syringe pipes, pile pipes,

psaes, atomizers, sprays, spatulas, thermometer cases, specula, funnels, scoops,
truss Pads, etc.

St&Uioners'_upplies: Penholders rulers, ink wells. .
Sheets, rods, tubes, various molded insulations for electrical trade.
Mouthpieces, ear caps, receivers, knobs, buttons, microphone handles for telephone

and telegraph trades.
Jars, covers, vents, separators for storage batteries, motor-car steering wheels,

lever knobs, body trimmings, auto accessories.
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Rods, tubes, barrels, and caps for fountain pens.
Gripe for pistols and revolvers, butt plates for shotguns.

Pumps, pipe, fittings, for conveyance of acids and chemicals, containers for co.rosive ludi.
Cigar rnd cigarette holders, smokers' pipe stems.
Razor, knife, and fork handles.
Photographers' developing tr.ye and fixing boxes.
Arterial tubes, stopeoctks, pumps, etc., for embalmers.
Sporting goods, such as bowling balls, croquet balls.
Molded pieces and specialties of every description for magneto insulation, musical

instrument parts, meters, and various industries.

APPENDIX E.-.NfANUFACTURERS OF HARD RUBBER.

American Hard Rubber Co., 11 Mercer Street, New York City. Plants at Akron,
Ohio; Butler, N. J.; College Point, Long Island.

Vulcanized Rubber Co., New York. Plant at Morrisville, Pa.
Lucerne Rubber Co., Trenton, N. 3.
India Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J. (branch of United States Rubber Co.).
B. F. Goodtrich Co.. Akron Ohio (hard-rubber department).
Hood Rubber Co. (hard.ruber department).
Brunswick.Balke-Collender Co., Chicago (hard-rubber department).
Joseph Stokes Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.
Seamless Rubber Co New Haven, Conn.
Aetna Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Bowling Green Rubber Co.
General Rubber Manufacturing Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Stowe Woodward, Newton Falls.
Atlantic Rubber Manufacturing Corporation, College Point, Long Island (formerly

Trauma Rubber Co.).
Boonton Rubber Co., New Jersey.

PLASTER OF PARIS STATUETTES AND CRUCIFIXES.

(Paragraph 1438.)

STATEMENT OF T. M. O'CONNELL, REPRESENTING T. M. O'CON-
NELL CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. O'CONNELL. Gentlemen of the committee, my name is T. M.
O'Connell, of T. M. O'Connell Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

I am speaking of Schedule 14, paragraph 1438. 1 am engaged in
the manufacture of plaster of Paris ecclesiastical and other statuettes
and crucifixes. These statuettes are 3 feet and under, and are made
of plaster of Paris, being cast in mold and are afterwards decorated
with oil colors, and not used for churches. The workmen consist of
casters, cleaners, assemblers, andpainters; -the painters being drapery
and flesh painters, the latter being the highest paid employees.
Ninety-five per cent of the work is handwork. I have presented to
the Ways and Means Committee a comparative statement of prewar
wages and the present wage of our employees. We offer a letter
showing German wages from a German manufacturer. This letter
was received by one of my employees in confidence. Part is per-
sonal, part business. I will offer the business part. The translation
as follows was made by the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia:

Now to your request. Ifere, too, the pay has increased a type caster is earning
300 marks, a polisher 280, and the painters are earning 354 per week, but for these
places that means a good pay. All the material is expensive, too, for instance, the
plaster, which in peace time used to cost 1.20 the bag now cots 36; colors have gone
up more than 500 per cent, lceidest nobody speaks about it; everything has gone up
from 500 to 1,000 per cent.
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Our men are earning at this time, casters $40 per week, or 8,000
marks per week; polishers, averaging $35 per week, or 7,000 marks;
painters from $30 to $50 per week, or from 6,000 to 10,000 marks per
week. Plaster, the principal commodity used, which costs them 15
cents per bag, costs us about $1.55 per bag.

Senator SMOOT. What rate are you asking for?
Mr. O'CONNELL. My contention is that plaster casts have always

been mingled in various schedules and never were particularly taken
notice of by any tariff heretofore, so there has never been any tariff
heretofore to give adequate protection. Under the Underwood Act
it was 25 and 30 per cent. In prewar times 75 per cent was needed
to give protection.

Senator SMOOT. That is 30 per cent on American valuation?
Mr. O'CONNELL. On American valuation. I feel that under

existing conditions we should have 75 per cent.
Senator SmooT. On American valuation?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir. My reason for that is that small

statuettes were never manufactured up to the time of the war in
this country to any extent. From 75 to 90 per cent of them were
imported from Europe, and that was because no adequate protection
was given the American manufacturer.

The small statuettes consist of two kinds single figures and groups
known as crib sets. These goods are such sizes that they can be
and are packed and shipped from Europe with little or no breakage,.
and the greatest competition is in these] ines, and they should have a
higher duty than larger statues because they are carried in bulk and
open stock, and are used mostly in homes and sometimes in schools
or private chapels or convents, but seldom, if ever, in chur-hes.

Prior to the war we manufactured a general line of fancy articles,
including some religious subjects, but as Europe supplied America
with between 75 and 90 per cent of plaster statuary, of which most
came from Germany and the balance from France, Holland, and
Italy. When Germany was shut off from American markets on
account of the war, we devoted ourselves exclusively to the manu-
facture of religious goods and now have the largest selection of models
in America. We must have adequate protection or abandon our
business.

No tariff has ever been sufficient to protect, so until the war
stopped competition the American industry never developed. Now it
has and should be protected. These statuettes are not a necessity
and no hardships can result from sufficient protection.

We have produced before the Ways and Means Committee a com-
parative schedule of the selling price of these crib se, f. o. b. Phila-
delphia, of our own and Italian manufacture. These are two groups,
having a total European cost f. o. b. Philadelphia of $4.44, K1le the
American cost to produce is $10.01.

As shown there has been a great increase in American labor since
the Payne-Aldrich bill when the tariff was 35 per cent ad valorem.

We have resented schedules showing foreign quotations for
crucifixes and our own quotations for the American costs. These
comparative costs show that the ad valorem necessary to protect
statuettes are necessary to protect crucifixes.
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Senator WATsoN. How many of those do they sell in the United
States, those various statuettes I

Mr. O'CONNELL. There are manufactured in Philadelphia $300,000
worth of them. There are three manufacturers in New Jersey and
several in New York, and some in Boston and some of the other large
cities. I really am not able to answer except for our own city, but I
would say as a whole it would amount to a million dollars.

We would also ask that a similar tariff be put upon metal crucifixes
or any crucifixes made of other substances, for they all entor into
competition with the plaster crucifixes, that is, if they are on a
wooden cross, and the cheap importation of wooden crosses with
corpuses of other material would do almost as much harm to the
manufacturer of crucifixes with plaster corpus as would the impor-
tation of crucifixes with plaster corpuses. Crucifixes with metal
corpuses which have been brought in under the metal schedule only
paid 20 per cent while, as plaster, they paid 25 per cent under the
present tariff.
- The costs we have quoted are our own costs, and we quote them

because we believe we have greater production and are, therefore,
able to produce the article cheaper than any other American manu-
facturer, having comparatively no selling expenses, selling jobbers
who formerly were importers from Europe. Foreign manufacturers,
realizing their advantageous position, are now soliciting orders from
American manufacturers, knowing they can sell to them cheaper
than they can manufacture. The American manufacturer is now
confronted with prewar conditions, when he got only such orders as
filled in when importers were out of imported stock.

We would call your attention to the necessity of the separate
classification and would suggest the phraseology as follows:

Manufactures of plaster Paris, casts of sculpture statuettes made of plaster Paris,
papler-mAchd, carton pierre, metal or other material, and crucifixes, over 7 inches
in length, with wooden cross and corpus of any of the foregoing matenals.

Statuettes made of bisque or china have had under the Underwood
tariff a duty of 55 per cent ad valorem, if plain; if decorated, a duty
of 60 per cent.

Statuettes of these materials, for these purposes, never manufactured
in the United States, were highly protectedunder prewar conditions,
while statuettes of plaster, the material from which the great bulk
of them are made, were left to struggle with a 25 or 30 percent duty.

DR!ZF OF T. M. O'CONNLL, PmILADZLPN1A, PA.

We request the insertion of a new paragraph to read as follows:"Ma, i acturesof plasterof Paris, casts of sculpture, other than metal casts, statuettes
statues under 3 feet in height, crucifxes over 7 inches in height, with a wooden cross
and corpus of plaster or other material of which plaster of Paris is a part, 75 per cent
ad valorem."

And the elimination of the words "manufactures of plaster of Paris" from paragraph
1438.

Comparison of wages per week:
Cater--German, $3; American, $40.
Polisher--German, $2.80; American, $30 to $40.
Painter--German, $3.50; American, $30 to $50.
,Comparative material costs show German plaster of Paris costing 1.20 mark a bag,

while American plaster costs $1.55; other materials is proportionate.
Comparative costs of merchandise, crib set:
European, f. o. b. Philadelphia. $4.44; American manufacturing costs, $10.91.
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We ask 75 per cent, because the American wholesale value would be about $15,
which is $112.5 added to $4.44, making European cost $15.75. The $4.44 is high, for
this was a small shipment by parcel post. and the amount being small the foreign
selling price was higher than on a large shipment.

This tariff would mean little to the consumer, who only purchases one or two statues
in a lifetime, and the price is low, as shown by the following statement: Size, 8 inches,
American value, $0.321; 12 inches, $0.50; 16 inches. $0.80; 21 inches. $1.2.5; 24
inches. $2.25.

On the German price of the 8-inch article would be added 24 cents; the 12-inch,
37I cents; the 16-inch, 60 cents; the 21-inch. 93 cents; the 24-inch. $1.56; but for
something not a necessity of life. p'irchauki but once in a lifetime, this would work
no hardship.

Since Mr. O'Connell testified, a more careful examination of the figures show that
75 per cent ad valorem duty wouldd give us ample protection.

These statues and crucifixes are not the type custoinarily used in churches, there.
fore a tariff would not be a burden on a house of worship.

ROSARIES.

(Paragrajoh 1444.]

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. RAFTER, NEW YORK CITY REPRESENT.
ING IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ROSAIES.

M1r. flAtrr. I appear on behalf of dealers in religious articles in
New York City and elsewhere, who tire interested in having the special
provision whih is made for rosaries in the Fordney tariff bill, with-
out reference to rates of duty, retained in the final tariff act. I do
not care to consume the time of the committee in a discussion (if the
matter, but I ask permision to file a brief for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Your brief will he received and printed. The
committee thanks you very much.

(The brief is as follows:)
As importers of and dealers in rosaries and other religious articles, we appeared be-

fore the Committee on Ways and Means of the Ifouso of Representatives and urged
the necessity of a qeial provision or paragraph in the tariff act for rosaries which
would once and for all jive them a fixed and certain tariff classification and do away
with the endless litigation and uncertainty to which they have been subjected in
the pu~t.

Tfie House of Representatives approved our recommendation and adopted the
following provision for rosaries in paragraph 1444 of Schedule 14, It. R. 7456:

"6PAR. 1444. Rosaries chaplets, and similar articles of religious devotion, of what-
ever material composed, valued at not more than - per dozen, - per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than -- per dozen, -- per centum ad valorem."
(Rates omitted.)

We make no recommendation as to rate or rates of duty, being primarily interested
in certainty of tariff classification and the avoidance of customs litigation. We do,
however, respectfully urge your committee to retain the eo nomine provision for
rosaries, as adopted by the flouwo of Representatives, or in substantially the samo
form.

In support of this request it is submitted that rosaries are in a class by themselves
separate and distinct from all other articles of commerce. They are all intended ani
used for the same purpose. Regardless of variations in size, material, and construc-
tion, they all possess the same general characteristics, and their identity as rosaries
is unmistakable.

Only by means of a speci, (eo nomine) provision of the kind mentioned will
rosaries be clasified at a uniform rate of duty, as they should be classified. In the
absence of such a provision they will continue to be assessed for duty, as now and
heretofore, at various rates, dependent on their component material of chief value-
a most unsatisfactory rule of tariff classification both from an administrative and
business standpoint, and one which has produced, and is even now producing, the
most anomalous and absurd results.
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STATBNMNT.

Desciption of rosore.- rosary Is a series of beads strung on a metal chain in
combination with a lat metal piece in the shape of a heart and a cross, or medal.

Compoition.-The beads am made of a variety of materials, e. g. wood, glass,
metal, bone, etc. The chain, heart, and medal are invariably made R metal. The
cross is also metal though sometimes in combination with another material, e. g., wood.

Use.-A rosary is an article of religious devotion. It is used in church or at home
for counting or reckoning a specific s"res of prayers, each bead and the cross or medal
representing a prayer.

Va e ies.-Rosaies are of several kinds, according to the special devotions for which
they are used. They will, accordingly, differ one-from the other in the number and
arrangement of the beads. Each variety, however, possesses all the physical char.
acteristics necessary to identify it as a rosary and to distinguish it from every other
article of commerce.

Names.-All varieties are commonly and commercially known as rosaries. The
dictionaries, however sometimes refer to the smaller rosaries as chaplets or coronse.
The term chaplet Is alo used in France to signiy a small rosary.

Domestic manufafture.-According to the best Information available, the only
rosaries made In the United States are those composed 6f precious metal or of precious
metal in combination with beads of semiprecious or Imitation precious stone.

Importations.-Practically all rosaries imported are made of base metal solely, or
of base metal in combination with other common material, e. g., wood, glass, bone, etc.

The Government's import statistics do not reveal the quantity of r6saries imported.
According to the importers' estimates, however, verified by inquiry at the appraiser's
deamnt, port of New York, the average annual importations approximate invalue $300,000.According to the best information obtainable, rosaries are imported from the fol-
lowing countries in relative proportions as follows: France, 75 per cent; Holland,
15 per cent; Czechoslovakia, Palestine, Ireland, Germany, Italy, 10 per cent.

UNCERTAIN STATUS OF ROSARIES UNDER PRESENT TARIFF ACT THE CAUSE OF MUCl
MTIOATION.

Prior to the passage of the tariff act of 1897 rosaries were clarified for duty accordin
to their component material of chief value, I. e., as manufactures of wod, metal
glass, etc., or as nonenumerated manufactured articles as the case might be. They
were, accordingly, subjected to various rates of duty.

During the pendency of the tariff act of 1897 afi attempt was made to clafy them
as "Articles * * * in part of beads," under pagraph 408 of that act. The
Board of United Statks General Appraisers so held them. Benziger's case, T. D.
28883 (O. A. 0739t).

But the United States Circuit Court, Southern District of New York, finding that
rosaries were not ejuadem generis with the other goods (ornaments, etc.) included
in the context of paragraph 408, reversed the board. (Benziger r. United States, 172
Fed. 28O.)

The Circuit Court's decision was affirmed by the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, Second Circuit. (United States v. Benziger, 178 Fed. 1006.)

lnder the tariff act of 1909 another attempt was made to include rosaries in the
bead paragraph (421) as "Articles * * * in chief value of beads;" but the Boardof General Appraiser, following the princille of Benziger's case supra, held they
were not so dutiable. So rosaries continued to be dutiable according to their com-
ponent material of chief value.

Their varied classifications under the present tariff law will best be appreciated
from the following brief summary of the courts' decision on rosaries:

Rosaries composed in chief value of wood beads, held dutiable as manufactures
of wood, paragraph 176; rosaries In chief value of coco beads and seed beads, held
dutiable as nonenumerated manufactured articles, paragraph 385; rosaries composed
of metal beads held dutiable as manufactures of metal, paragraph 167. (Kennedy &
Sons case, T. D. 34704, Abstract 36265.)

Rosaries in chief value of metal and bone, held dutiable as manufactures of those
materials under p phs 167 and 368, respectively. (Pustet & Co.'s cae, T. D.
34984, Abstract 37009.

Rsres assessed for duty as "Articles valued above 20 cents per dozen pieces
designed to be worn on apparel or carried on or about or attached to the person"
under a ph 356, held dutiable as manufactures of metal, paragraph 167. (Hemp-
stead & Sons' case, T. D. Vol. 29, p. 140, Abstract 38193.)
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Rosaries assessed as Jewelry under paragraph 356, were found to be composed of
coco beads, steel chain and brass cross, in chief value of metal, no part plated withrld or silver, held dutiable as manufactures of metal at 20 per cent, paragraph 167.
Aubry's case, T. D. Vol. 29 p. 339 Abstract 38522.)

ovaries assessed as "Articles valued above 20 cents per dozen pieces designed to
be worn on apparel or carried on or about or attached to the person" under para-
graph 356. Cas submitted without evidence on appraiser's reports which s ted
merchandise was composed in chief value of metal, but did not state what metal
or whether plated with gold or silver. Held dutiable at rate provided for articles
composed wholly or in part of precious metals (50 per cent), paragraph 167. (Case
of Woolworth, Malham et al., T. D. Vol. 29, p. 339, Abstract 38523.)

Upon appeal by the Government from the decision last cited, the Court of Cus-
tome Appeals found the rosaries to be in chief value of metal, and valued above 20
cents per dozen pieces. Held in the absence of evidence, the collector's assessment
under paragraph 356was presumptively correct. Decision of board reversed. (United
States r. Malhami et al., 7 Cust. Appeals, 175 T. D. 36493.)

Rosaries of silver.platd metal and colored glass beads assessed as "Articles valued
above 20 cents per do7en pieces designed to be worn on apparel or carried on ox about-r attached to the person." paragraph 358; claimed dutiable as articles plated with
silver. paragraph 167: held dutiable under paragraph 167. (American Bead Co.'s
case, T. D. Vol 29, p. 505, Abstract 38766.)

Upon appeal by the Government from the decision last cited. the Court of Customs
Appeals afirmed the board's decision. (United States v. American Bead Co., 7 Cust.
Appeals 132, T. D. 36456.)

Rosarie sm,sed under the jewelry paragraph (356). held dutiable as metal articles,
paragraph 167. Case of Klein & Son etal., T. D. vol. 29, p. 505 (Abstract 38767).

Rosaries composed of seed beads and motal held dutiable as "Articles not em-
broidered nor appliqud, * I In chiei value of beads," paragraph 333.
Benziger Bros. case, T. D. 36763 (G. A. 7975).

Rosaries assessed as articles in chief value of beads, paragraph 333: claimed dutiable
as manufactures of wood, metal, and as nonenumerated manufactured articles under
paragraphs 176, 167, and 385, respectively, held: Those In chief value of coco beads
dutlible as nononumerated manufactured articles, paragraph 385; those in chief value
of iron or steel dutiable as manufactures of metal, paragraph 167; those in chief value
of porcelain ware, colored, dutiable under paragraph 80. American Express Co.'s
case, T. D., vol. 32, p. 745 (Abstract 4086).

Upon appeal by the Government from the decision last cited, the Court of Customs
Appeals (one member dissenting), finding the rosaries to be in chief value of beads,
held them dutiable as articles made of beads under paragraph 333. United States v.
American Express Co, 8 Cust Appls. 157 (T. D. 37286). .

In commenting on the position of rosaries under the present law, the Tariff Commis.
sion summarizes the situation as follows:

"The classification of rosaries is also difficult. Three provisions are principally in.
volved, this paragraph (333), paragraph 167, and paragraph 360. Rosaries having de-
votional use have been held not to come with para graph 350, and are dutiable
according to the component of chief value. W h ghving a simple metal crucifix,
rosaries might be dutiable at 50 per cent under this paragraph (333J, and wljen having
an elaborate crucifix of base metal, at 20 percentunder paragraph 167. (Summary of
Tariff Information, 1920. Prepared for Committee on Ways and Means, p. 619.)

OBJECTIONS TO EXISTING TARIFF PROVISIONS FOR ROSARIES.

Admin'*tralire difficulties.-Whether rosaries shall be clarified at 20 per cent under
aragtph 167 as manufactures of metal or at 50 per cent under paragraph 333 as arti.

cles in chief value of beads depends on their dominant element of value. This Is
usually a close question and difficult of solution. Its determination entails not merely
a comparison of the value of the metal as raw material with the value of the raw
materl in the beads, but rather the value of the finished metal pa'ts with the
value of the finished beads when both are ready for assembling into the complete
article.

With the exception of certain kinds of crosses, the metal parts of rosaries are seldom
imported-certainly not as parts of rosaries. Beads similar to those used i n ain"
rosaries are imported more or less frequently for a variety of purposes. Generally
speaking, therefore, the appraisers have no definite knowledge of the values of the
eparato parts of the rosaries except perhaps of the beads.

1 o meet this difficulty, the foreign sellers in many casee have been requested to
state the relative values of the wetal parts and the beads op their consular invoices.
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Their statements however, have not proved very helpful. Whether from reluctance
to reveal the profit in the transaction or for some other reason, the proper distribution
of overhead on the competing elements and the elimination of the cost of assembling
and the profit on the completed article have not been adhered to.
Lack "f uniformity in clofjation .- Under the circumstances, therefore, the

assessment of duty at 20 per cent or at 50 per cent depends very much on the judgment
of the individual appraiser. This makes for lack of uniformity in clasmilications at
the different ports of entry.
.Anomalous results.-In order to insure uniformity of classification, the appraisers

nowadays are largely guided by the character of the cross attached to the rosary; for
the metal parts and beads are so close in value that the size and style of cross metal)
generally controls the classification. Of two rosaries, therefore, the same in all
respects except as to the cross, the one with an elaborate cros will vav 20 1wr cent in
duty while that with a simple cross will pay .50 per cent. In other word. the inferior
article takes the higher rate-an anomaly in customs practice.

A like anomaly is presented in the cost of the merchandise to the importer. In
some instances the duty.paid price of a superior article (assessed at 20 per cent i is less
than that of an inferior article (assessed at 50 per cent).

Effect on rerenue.-It needs no demonstration to show that. if the present pruvsions
are continued, few rosaries will be imported with plain crosses, and aiw-wmeiitv at
50 per cent under the bead paraffaph will diminish.

Embarrass nt to importer.-pTe uncertainty of classification, involving as it ,q.ho
a difference of 30 per cent in the rate of ditty (referring to rosaries without precious
metal), has been a constant source of embarrassment to the importers in ihe c ondtct
of their business, particularly in the matter of fixing the selling prices of their ,

CONCLUSION.

We respectfully urge your committee to include in its riprt the V01 onlikt, pro.
vision for rosaries as in paragraph 1444, Schedule 14, II. R. 745;, or in substantially
the same form.

(Signed by: Benzige r Bros., K. Beotar, Malhami & Co,, Pustet & Co., and
C. Wildermann Co., all of New York; Diederich.Schaefer Co.. Milwaukee.)

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS J. SMITH, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRE-
SENTING ASSOCIATION OF CATHOLIC PUBLISHER MANUFAC-
TURERS, AND DEALERS IN CATHOLIC GOODS OF AMERIOA.

Mr. Stirrit. Gentlemen of the committee, I am speaking in the
place of Mr. Frank Quinn, of Philadelphia. I represent the Associa-
tion of Catholic Publishers, Manufacturers, and Dealers in Cliurch
Goods of America.

I would urge the separate classification of rosaries. The present
clause is one framed as a result of a conference between Mr. Tilson,
of the Ways and Means Committee; Mr. tvan, legislative agent of
the National Catholic Welfare Council; Mfr. Quinn; and myself,
representing the association. In fact, Mr. Ryan anti myself, itt the
request of lr. Tilson, prepared the present clause. Neither Mr.
Ryan nor the association were interested in rates.

This separate classification of rosaries was requested by repre-
sentatives of importers, recommended by the Tariff Commission and
the customhouse appraisers, and inserted in the bill by the louse.
We urge the retention of separate classification. We re not inter-
ested in rates, whether they are high or low.

The question has arisen as to whether the words "similar articles8
of religious devotion" should be ornittedl. We have no objection to
the omission in the new act of the words "similar articles of religious
devotion."

Senator SMOOT. Do you want to scratch out those words "similar
articles of religious devotion" ?

Mr. SrrH. -We believe that they will lead to confusion.



STATEMENT OF EMIL XLEIN, PROVIDENCE B. I REPRESENT-
ING MANUFAOTUREBR OF ROSARIES, OAPLETS, AND EELI-
GIOUB ARTICLES.

Mr. KLIN. I represent a group of manufacturers of rosaries and
religious articles, who are located at Providence, R. I., and Aifferent
cities in Massachusetts who respectfully invite attention to para-
graph 1444 of H. R. 7456, which provides for rates of duties on
",Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of religious devotion." We
recommend that paragraph 1444 be amended to read as follows:

Rosaries and chaplets of whatever material composed valued at not more than
$1.25 per dozen, 15 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.25 per dozen,
30 per centum ad valorem; any of the foregg if made in whole or In part of gold,
silver gold plate, silver plate, precious or imitation precious stones, 50 per centum
ad vaiorem.

All the manufacturers whose names appear on this brief that I
will file got together and agreed upon what we need.

The rosary industry is not new. It was established more than
20 years ago. We submit that while the rates of duty provided in
paragraph 1444 are adequate for some types of rosaries or chaplets,
they are utterly insufficient, even with the American-valuation plan
of assewsig duty, for other types which these manufacturers have
for many years manufactured for the American market.

Senator-MCLEAN. Why was it that this matter was not brought
up before the Ways and Means Committee I

Mr. KLEIN. We had no information about the matter at that
time; we had always been protected heretofore. I would like to
file this brief with the committee.

Senator McCuMnEa. That will be printed.
Mr. KLEIN. I have here some samples that I would like to show you.

Exhibit No. 1 here (indicating] contains two rosaries made of imitation
cocoa beads strung on nickel-plated chain with the customary corpus
attached. This article sells n the American market for less than
$1.25 per dozen. The duty specified in paragraph 1444, in which we
concur, is 15 per cent ad valorem.

Exhibit No. 2 contains two rosaries, one made of imitation cocoa
beads and nickel-plated chain, the other of nickel-plated beads and
chain. These rosaries are valued at more than $1.25 per dozen. The
duty provided in paragraph 1444, in which we concur, is 30 per cent
ad valorem.

Exhibit No. 3 is a rosary of pressed beads and gold-.plated chain
and is of American manufacture. The cost of production is $16.63
pr gross. Of this amount $3.67 is for material and $12.96 for labor.
Thecost of the same rosary made abroad and laid down in this
country, exclusive of duty, is $8.71. A duty of 30 per cent, American
valuation, would bring the cost laid down horse to $13.70. A duty of
50 per cent, American valuation, would result in a cost laid down in
this country of $17.02 per gross.

Exhibit No. 4 is a rosary of fine cut beads and gold-plated chain
and is of American manufacture. The cost of production is $21.61
pr gross, of which amount $8.65 is for material and $12.96 for labor.
The cost of the same rosary made abroad and laid down in this
country, exclusive of duty, is $11 per gross. A duty of 30 per cent
American valuation would bring the cost laid down here to $17.49
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per gross. A duty of 60 per cent American valuation would result
i a cost laid down in this country of $21.80 per gross.

Exhibit No. 5 is a rosary of fine oval beads and gold-plated chain
and is of American manufacture. The cost of production is $34.16
per gross, of which amount $21.20 is for material and $12.96 for labor.
The cost of the same rosary made abroad and laid down in this
country, exclusive of duty, is $21.79. A duty of 30' per cent American
valuation would bring the cost laid down here to $32.03. A duty of
60 per cent American valuation would result in a cost laid down in
this country of $38.87 per gross.

We ask for a rate of 50 per cent ad valorem American valuation
on this class of rosaries and chaplets, and desire in this connection to
call the attention of the committee to the important fact that H. R.
7456 has materially advanced the rates above those of the present
tariff law on both beads in imitation of precious and imitation precious
stones, which form a large part of our raw material.

Senator McCumBER. You assemble these [indicating samples]
Mr. KLr N. We buy them from the importers.
Senator MCOJUBER. You give all those statistics in your brief I
Mr. Kiui. Yes, sir.

BRIEF EMIL KLEII, FS0VDENOZ, R. I.
The firms whose names are affixed to this brief are manufacturers of rosaries or of

rosaries and other religious articles and are located in Providence, R. I., and the Attle-
boros in Massachusetts.

They respectfully invite attention to paragraph 1444 of H. R. 7456, which provides
for rates of duty on "rosaries, chaplet:and similar articles of religious devotion"

In the present and former tariff laws rosaries have been assessed at varying rates
of duty under different paragraphs according to the component matter of chief
value. In the tariff bill now under consideration we find I paragraph 1444 a specinc
paragraph for all rosaries of whatever material composed. This provision ts evi.
dently made in order to prevent rosaries of precisely the same character and materials
being assesed at v g rates at different ports of entry. We concur in this view
and concede the desirability of a paragraph providing rates of duty for imported
rosaries or chaplets.

Rates of duty.-Paragraph 1444 is as follows:
"Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of religious devotion, of whatever material

composed, vAiuedat not more than $1.25 per dozen, 15 per c'?ntum ad valorem; valued
at more than $1.25 per dozen, 30 per centum ad valorem."

We respectfully submit thatwhile these rates of duty are adequate forcertain types of
rosaries or chaplets, they are utterly insufficient, even with the American-valuation
plan of assessing duties, for other types which the undersigned manufacture and
have for years manufactured for the Ainerican market.

For rosaries or chaplets valued in the American market at not more than $1.25 per
dozen we believe the specified rate of 15 per cent ad valorem to be adequate. For
rosaries or chaplets valued at more than $1.25 per dozen and made of other than gold,
silver, gold plate, silver plate precious or iniitation precious stones, we believe 30
per cent ad valorem to be sncient. For rosaries and chaplets, however, which are
inade in whole or in part of gold, silver, gold plate, silver plate, or precious or imita-
tion precious stones we ask a 50 per cent ad valorem rate, with duties assessed on
American valuation.

As illustrative of the actual facts bearing on the situation we submit herewith the
following exhibits:

Exhibit I contains two rosaries made of imitation cocoa beads strung on nickel-
plated chain with the customary corpus attached. This article sells in the American
market for les than $1.25 per dozen. The duty specified in paragraph 1444, in which
we concur, is 15 per cent ad valorem.

Exhibit 2 contains two rosaries, one made of imitation cocoa beads and nickel-
plated chain, the other of nickel-plated beads and chain. These rosaries are valued
at more than $1.25 per dozen. The duty provided in paragraph 1444, in which we
concur, is 30 per cent ad valorem.
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Exhibit 3 is a rosary of pressed beads and gold.plated chain and is of American
manujactuxe. The cost of production is $16.63 per gross; of this amount $3.67 is for
material and $12.96 for labor. The cost of the same rosary made abroad and laid
down in this country, exclusive of duty, is $8.71. A duty of 30 per cent, American
valuation, would bring the cost laid down here to $13.70. A duty of 60 per cent,
American valuation, would result in a cost, laid down in this country, of $17.02 per
gross.

Exhibit 4 is a rosary of fine cut beads and gold-plated chain and is of American
manufacture. The cost of production is $2.61 per gross, of which amount $8.65 is for
material and $12.96 for labor. The cost of the same rosary made abroad and laid
down in this country, exclusive of duty, is $11 per gross. A duty of 30 per cent,
American valuation, would bring the cost, laid down here, to $17.49 pergross. A duty
of 50 per cent, Americah varuation, would result in a cost, laid down in this country,
of $21.80 pergross.

Exhibit 5 is a rosary of fine oval beads and gold-plated chain and is of American
manufacture. The cost of production is $34.16 per gross, of which amount $21.20 is
for material and $12.96 for labor. The cost of the same rosary made abroad and laid
down in this country, exclusive of duty, is $21.79. A duty of 30 per cent, American
valuation, would bring the cost, laid down here, to $32.03. A duty of 60 per cent,
American valuation, would result in a cost, laid down In this country, of $38.87 per
gross.

Exhibits 3, 4, and 5, which could be increased indefinitely, indicate that even with
the American valuation method of figuring import duties 30 per cent ad valorem
is an utterly inadequate rate of protection-if the American manufacturer and wage
earner is to compete with the foreign article.

We therefore ask for a rate of 60 per cent ad valorem American valuation, on this
class of rosaries and chaplets and in this connection desire to call the attention of the
Committee on Finance to the important fact that H. R. 7456 has materially advanced
the rates above those of the present tariff law on both beads in imitation of precious
stones and imitation precious stones, which form a large part of our raw material.
Beads in imitation of precious stones have been raised from 35 to 45 per cent and
imitation precious stones have been raised to 45 per cent, although in the acts of 1909
and 1913 they bore but 20 per cent ad valorem. On the other hand, rosaries which
under the act of 1913 are assessed at 0 per cent tunder paragraph 333 and paragraph
167, are provided for in paragraph 1444 of H. R. 7456 at 30 per cent.

We further recommernd the elimination from paragraph 1444 of the words "and
similar articles of religious devotion." This phrase probably would be made to
comprehend a large variety of articles which have in all previous tariff laws been
asese under various paragraphs at varying rates of duty, most of which have been
higher than those prescribed in paragraph 1444 of H. R. 7456, but which, if paragraph
1444 is unamended, will be asessed at either 15 or 30 per cent according to their
value. As Illustrative of this fact attention is called to the following:

Base-metal religious medals now assessed at 20 per cent under paragraph 167 of
the present law would under an unamended paraph .1444 carry but 15 per cent.
With this phrase eliminated they would bear Per cent under paragraph 393 of the
new law.

Gold, silver, gold.plated, and silver-plated religious medals now aasessed at 50 per
cent under paragraph 167 of the present law would, under an unamended paragraph
1444, carry but15 or 30 per cent. With this phrase eliminated they would bar
45 per cent under paragmph 393 of the new law.

Religious ewelry, such as scapular lockets, scapular bracelets, scapular rings, and
emblems of large variety now dutiable at 80 per cent under pararph 356 of thepresent law would under an unamended paragraph 1444, cary but 30 per cent.
With this phrase eliminated they would bear 65 per cent under paragraph 1428 of
the new law.

Gold and gold.plated crises worn suspended from neck chains, now dutiable at
60 per cent under paragraph 358 of the resent law, would, under an unamended
paragraph 1444 carry but 30 per cent. With this phrase eliminated they would bear
5per cent under paragraph 1428 of the new law.
Coes of gold, silver, gold plate and silver plate not Jewelry, now dutiable at

50 per cent under paragraph 167 ot the present law, would, under an unamended
paragraph 1444, crr15 or 30 per cent. With this phrase eliminated they would
bear , per cent under p ph 393 of the new law.

Crosses of nickel plat6, not jewelry, now dutiable at 20 per cent under paragraph 167
of the present law would, under an unamended paragraph 1444, carry but 15 per
cent. With this phrase eliminated they would bear 35 per cent under paragraph 393
of the now law.
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Religious medallions and plaques, which are now dutiable according to material at
30, 40, or 50 per cent would be dutiable at 15 or 30 per cent under an unamended
po h 1444. With the paragraph amended as suggested they would be dutiable
under e new law at 40 or 45 per cent, or 25 per cent plus 65 cents per pound, accord-
ing to material.

In addition to these articles many others could be mentioned which now bear a
higher rate of duty than the 15 or 30 per cent mentioned in paragraph 1444 and which,
with the retention in that praph of the phrase "and similar articles of religious.
devotion " would be susceptible to classification thereunder, such as marble and
plaster of Paris images, scapulars of wool and felt, holy-water bottles of glass, sanctuary
candles sanctuary oils, pyxes, incense, religious pictures, altar laces, scapular points,
prayer books, reliquaries, candlesticks, and altar vessels.

The inclusion of all or any of these articles within paragraph 1444 would result not
only in a loss of protection to the American manufacturer and artisan but in a loss of
revenue to the Government.

Furthermore, the phrase "and similar articles of religious devotion" will nullify
the purpose of a distinct rosary para ph, in that whereas customs officials have had
difficulty in the past in classifying rosaries correctly still greater difficulties will
arise through their being unable to determine what articles may come within the scope
of this provision.

We submit that the presence of this phrase in paragraph 1444 is contrary to the
theory of the protective tariff. That theory is that the tariff should equal the differ.
ence between the cost of production in the United States and in foreign countries,
and that upon a tariff being enacted competition between American and foreign
manufacturers will arise whikth will tend to keep prices within reasonable bounds,
notwithstanding the duty paid. The classification of an article according to its use
is contrary to this principle, as the difference in the cost of production at home and
abroad is the same regardless of use.

We therefore respectfully ask and recommend that the phrase "and similar articles
of religi)rs devotion" be stricken out from paragraph 1444.

In con uim and in conformity with the facts as herein set forth we respectfully
submit the following as a rosary pararaph which will cover all roaries, yet at the same
time give protection to the domestic manufacturer and will not contain a clause or
phrase capable of defeating the intent of Congress as indicated in various paragraphs
of the act:

"Rosaries and chaplets, of whatever material composed, valued at not more than
$1.26 per dozen, 15 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1.25 per dozen,
30 per centum ad valorem; any of the foregoing if made in whole or in part of gold,
silver, gold plate, silver plate, precious or imitation precious stones, 50 per centum
ad valorem."

(Submitted by: Louis Stone Co.. Providence, R. I. Waite Evans Co., Providence,
R. I.: Wolcott Manufacturing Co., Providence, R.,.: IThe Bassett Jewelry Co., Provi.
dence, R. I.; Costello & Co., Providence, R. I,; The Williams & Anderson Co.,
Providence, R. I.; Chapin & Hollister Co., Providence, R. I.; Payton & Kelley Co.,
Providence, B. I.; Theodore W. Foster & Bro.'Co., Providence, R. I.; The H. N. H.
('o., Pawtucket, R. I.; William A. Wallace, Providence, R. I.; R. J. Ward Co.,
Providence, R. I.: Bliss Bros. Co., Attleboro, Mass.; R. F. Simmons Co.,
Attleboro, Mass.; S. 0. Bigney Co., Attleboro, Mass.; Whiting & Davis Co, Plainville,
Maas.; H. D. Merritt & Co., North Attleboro, Mass.: Swift & Fisher, North Attle.
boro, Mass.; H. F. Banous & Co., North Attleboro, Mas.; Doran Bagnall Co. Bal.
low Manufacturing Co. (Inc.), Attleboro, Mass.: Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, kmas.:
G. Klein & Son, Providence, R. I.; The Geo. L. Vose Manufacturing Co.. Providence.
R. I.; Gorham Manufacttiring Co.)

CHURCH STATUARY.

[Paragraphs 1447, 1660, and 1685.]

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. KIRBY, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT-
ING MANUFACTURERS OF CHURCH STATUARY.

Air. KIRBY. I represent eight or nin3 manufacturers of church
statuary-the Bernardini Statuary Co., New York City; Da Prato
Statuary Co., Chicago, Ill.; A. T. Kaletta & Co., St. Louis, Mo.; A. D.
Prato Co., Boston, Mass.; Munich Statuary Co., Mil, aukee, Wis.;
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Dubuqud Altar Manufacturing Co., Dubuque, Iowa; European Statu-
ary Co., Milwaukee, Wis;; Joseph Poli, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Biagi
Statuary Co., Chicago, Ill.; and St. Paul Statuary Co., St. Paul,
Minn. They manuacture what is known as church statues, which
vary in size from a few inches to 6 or 8 feet.

Senator WATSON. What paragraph do you refer to?
Mr. KMRBY. I tako it we come under 1447. We are in no sense

manufacturers of works of art. The main competitors which these
companies have in the sale of this statuary are the German manu-
facturers. I have compiled and will submit to the committee in brief
form a comparative statement of cost to domestic manufacturers and
our German competitors of a typical statue, a 5-foot statue, which is
retailed in this country at, say, about $100. We do very little
wholesale selling, but when it is sold at wholesale it sells for about $85.

Senator S.foOT. What do you askI
Mr. KIRBY. We think we ought to have 50 per cent on American

valuation, instead of 15 per cent, for the reason that, duo to German
labor and material costs, this same statue, which costs us $77.22 to
make, costs the German manufacturer $18.26, and if we got protec-
tion of 50 per cent that would give us protection to the extent of $50
on these 5-foot statues, which, added to the $18.26 which it costs the
German manufacturer to produce, would require them to bring them
in at a cost plus duty of $68. We think if we get that protection we
will be able to compete with them.

Senator JONES. Can you manufacture them for $68?
Mr. IRBY. We can manufacture thexh for $77.22.
Senator JONES. How can you compete with a German manufac-

turer who can make them for $68?
Mr. IRnY. We believe that the German mark is going to he very

much higher in the future than it is to-day.
Senator JONES. The general belief is that it is going lower.
Mr. KinBY. I do not see how it can go much lower without going

out of sight.
Senator JONES. The general belief is that it is going out of sight.
Mr. KIRBY. I think that because of the fact that we have greater

efficiency and better salesmanship than they have there, if we can have
protection to the extent of $50, or 50 per cent of the Americpn valua-
tion, we can compete with them.

Senator McLEAN. How are these statues made?
Mr. KIRBY. They are cast from a mold.
Senator McLEAN. What does the labor cost?
Mr. KIRBY. The total factory cost is $44.78. The labor cost is

$30.20 on that statue.
Senator SMoOT. You would need 400 per cent, based on the cost to

manufacture in Germany.
Mr. KIRBY. At least 250 per cent on such basis. If the duty were

to be put at 15 per cent, as recommended in the Fordney bill, we
would simply have to go out of business; we could not compete with
them.

Senator JONEs. Your statues are used in churches, are they not?
Mr. KIRBY. They are used almost entirely for devotional purposes

in churches.

81527-22--son 14-18
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Senator JoNEs. How large a factory have you I
Mr. KIRBY. We have a factory that comprises an entire building,

which employs 40 men. All of these companies employ between 800
and 900 men. They have a total annual output of 100,000 statues, of
various sizes, the average price of which is about $25-the selling
price. This 5-foot statue would sell for about $i00, but we manu-
facture statues from 6 inches up to 6 feet.

Senator SMoOT. I should think there would be just as much differ-
ence in the cost of tL3 smaller statues as in the cost of the large ones.

Mr. KIRBY. I think there is, and we take the large statue only as
typical, and we think the same protection ought to extend to any
statue of any size.

Senator JONES. If you were to close up your business the churches
could get a statue of that size for $20, which you want them to pay
$100 f6r?

Mr. KiRBY. We want to protect the American workman by having
fair competition.

Senator JONES. But that is the result?
Mr. KIRBY. That would be the result, and the result would also be

that you would throw out of employment 900 to 1,000 men, and these
companies which have built up their business during 25 years. We
have consulted with prelates, and as far as we have been able to
discover they are not opposed to reasonable protection. They believe
as well as anybody else that the American workman ought to be pro-
tected and ought not to be thrown out of employment, after we have
won the war, by permitting goods manufactured at such costs to come
in from Germany.

Senator SmOoT. I thought even the churches were having a hard
time.

Mr. KIRBY. I can not speak for the churches, but I believe they
think the American workman ought to be protected, and I think the
churches are willing to have this done, and so far as I have been able
to find out they do not oppose this.

Senator SMOOT. The churches can be supported if their members
are always employed?

Mr. KIRBY. Exactly, if their members are employed. I think it
would furnish a very sad commentary on American life if the churches
were willing to profit at the expense of the American workman.

BRIEF OF JOHN J. ZIRBY, REPRBESNTINO THE ASSOOL&TION OF DOMESTIC
MANUFACTURERS OF CHURCH STATUARY.

We are domestic manufacturers of articles termed "church statuary" and techni.
call known as casts of sculpture painted and decorated.

The article is admitted free of duty (a) under the provisions of paragraph 611 of
Schedule N of the tariff act of 1913, when it is to be used for art educational purposes
only, and (b) under the provisions of article 655 of Schedule N of said act, where it is
a work of art and is imported expressly for presentation to national institutions, etc.

In all other instances the importation of the article is subject to a duty of 35 per
cent ad valorem (if not painted or colored) and 40 per cent ad valorem (if painted or
colored) based upon a chief component part, earthenware, pursuant to the provisions
of paragraph 79 of Schedule B of said act, and 25 per cent ad valorem based upon
another chief component part, viz, plaster of Paris, under section 369 of the act.

Under the Fordney bill (par. 1447) it is proposed to levy a duty of 15 per cent ad
valorem on statuary.

The duty levied upon statuary under the tariff act of 1913 (viz, 35 to 40 per cent
ad valoren on earthenware, a main component of our product, and 25 per cent ad
valorem on plaster of Paris, another main component of our product) is utterly inade.

u-NI
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quate for a protection to our industry. The duty propoed to be levied upon statuary
by paragraph 1447 of the Fordney bill (15 per cent ad valorem) is also utterly inadequate
for a protection to our industry.

We earnestly recommend that a duty be levied upon the American valuation of our,
product, 1. e., the sale price of the article in the United States, and that a duty based
upon such valuation, or sale price, be fixed at 50 per cent. If the basis upon which
the duty is levied is the valuation of the imported article abroad, or its cost to manu-
facture abroad, we would require for our protection a duty of at least 250 to 300 per
cent.

Any smaller percentage of duty than these here suggested would be utterly runious
to our business, because of the conditions now existing in Germany, the foreign country
where our product is to a very large extent manufactured.

At the time the tariff act of 1913 was enacted the scale of wages in our industry in
the United States was less than one.half that now being maintained, and the cost pf
materials entering into the composition of our product ias more than doubled in the
intervening years.

The present scale of wages among those employed in our industry in German),, our
principal competitor country, is about 20 per cent of that which obtains in the United
States, and the cost in Germany of the materials entering into wir product is about
10 per cent of the cost to us of these same materials. We shall explain these labor
costs more in detail in a latter part of this brief. The loss in the value of the foreign
medium of exchange, the mark, has greatly aggravated the conditions of competition
which we must meet. It is no answer to our claim for adequate protection because of
ihe great advance in our scale of wages to say that the wage of the Gerrman working.
inen in our industry' has also been increased. While these wages may have been
increased in point of number of marks, they have not increased in gold value, because
,)f the diminished value of the madiumi of exchange.

We are a temporary association recently former for the purpose of presenting to
congress , through your committee, the subject of adequate protection to our industry.

We represent the great bulk of the industry in the United States.
Our industry is an important one, which is carried on in several of the large centers"

if population in the United States, notably New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston,
Phila6delphis, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and Dubuque. It employs hundreds of men
who are engaged in ., occupation that is a highly skilled one, in which no ma-
chinery is used, ane Iu' ie, no method of labor saving is possible. Our workmen
are, therefore, brought ;.tto direct competition with the low.priced hand worker in
Germany. Taking the year 1920 as a basLs, upwards of 100,000 religious statues were
cast and sold by the domestic manufacturers of the United States. This includes
statues over I foot high and embraces statuary, bas-relief, etc., up to a height of 6|
feet. The average sale price per piece of our product is $2.5, so that the yearly value
of our industry is upwards of $2,500,000.

The article manufactured by us is best described as a hollow figure of a religions
subject, cast from a mold. The cast is made up of earthy substance, plaster of Paris,
cement, or terra cotta, which is painted and decorated. It is used largely for devo.
tional and decorative purposes in churches, religious institutions, and private houses.
Many of the figures are life size and they range down to a few inches in height, but
the larger figure. form the bulk of the industry. The figures are in the round, in
single, in groups, and in bas-relief. The market price ranges from $8.5 to $100 for
a 5-foot statue of "rich" or "extra rich" decoration, varying according to the com-
ponent material or the value of the decoration used.

Our product is not a work of art in any sense of the word. A man of some Qkill
makes a clay model, from this clay model molds and casts are struck off until a final
mold is male for permanent us." The mold is either made of glue and plaster of
Paris, or plaster of Paris alone. One is called "a glue mold," the other a "piece
mold." From this final mold the statue is cast. either the original creation, the
glue model, nor the final mold as cast and decorated is recognized by art schools or art
authorities as a work of art. They are properly classified ae trade articles, the products
of a factory or workshop similar to the clapoification given to profane statuary and other
articles cast from stock molds,

The item of labor forms a largo percentage of the cost of production of the article,
and for this reason we should receive adequate protection, since the main purpose of a
protective tariff is to protect American Iaborand to maintain the high standard of
living now enjoyed by the American workman in which we all take so just a pride.
The men engaged in the manufacture of our products are classified in five groups, viz,
casters, cleaners or finishers, flesh painters, drapery painters, and free-hand workers.
Our main competitors are the German manufacturers. Our casters and cleaners or
finishers are paid $6 a day, our flesh painters $7.20 a day, and our drapery painters
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and free-hand workers $6.40 aday for eight hours' work. The German Casters, cleaners
and finishers are paid $1.12 a day, the flesh painters $1.44 a day, and the drapery
painters and free-hand workers $1.28 a day. in other words, our workmen are paid
about five times the wages of the foreign workmen.

Taking the price paid[ per hour the following are the comparative labor costs in our
industry in the United States and in Germany:

German. Ameri-

' I
warki. Dollar. IDollar.

Casters ................................................................... . l X 75
C eaners or flnL~her .................................................... .7 .14 .7.Flesh painters .................................................... ...... .t .90
Drapery painters ........................................................ .. 16 .N)
Free.hand Aorkers ..................................................... X .16 .s

These figures are based upon the supposition that the German mark has a value in
American money of 2 cents, which was its value when the figures set forth above were
prepared for submission to the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives. The value of the mark is now a trifle over half a cent, so that the amount
paid per hour to-day to the German workman is only one-quarter the amount in cents
set forth in the figures above. We have not, however, changed these figures, because
we believe that the mark will eventually again be worth 2 cents in our money.

As a fair basis of comparison we have taken a 5-foot statue cast in composition plaster
cement, etc., of "extra rich" decoration (that being the most popular in size and mate-
rial of the products of our industry) and compared the cost of this statue, based on labor
wages, materials, and overhead, in America with the cost of a like statue manufactured
in Berlin or Munich. Our figures are based on data obtained from various sources,
including that given by impartial experts in these cities:

Cost of production rif .5-foot cAurdh statue cast, tchnically knoun as religious cost of
sculpture, pointed and decorated.

Dnmes- Foreign.tie. Preg.

Labor, including preparing mold, pouring In and removing, casting, finishing, doe-
orating, making cases, packing,andshippirig ............ .......... .10.20 56.04

Materials, Includ img casting plaster, fiber, lron, dextrI,, oils, turpentine, paints,
gold leaf, use of brushes, excelsior, and word ....................................... 1.54 5..3

Prime cost ................................................................ 4 1. 78 11.87
Overhead expense, including rent, salaries, commission', heating, gas, light, ex-

penses of salesman (100 per cent of labor cost) .................................... 30.20 6.01
Loss and collections (. per cent) ........................................... * ..... 2.24 .35

Total factory cst ........................................................... 77.22 1q. 26Ifaduty cf30percent of the American valuation (t0) Is i mposed,this will amount to. .......... A00
The total o.t of a domestic as oinpared with a foreign i st atue will be ............ 77.22 65.26_ _ I _ I 6

These figure do not include interest on principal, or capital or profit of any kind.
They represent rock bottom cost and show that even with the duty imposed which
we ask for, viz, 50 per cent of the American valuation, theimporter can undersell us.

Itis also tobe noted that the German cost to manufacture, viz, $18.26, is based upon
a mark valued at 2 cents in American money. Since these figures were prepared, as
has been before stated, the mark hasdiminished in value to-half a cent. We have
made extensive inquiry and so far as we have been able to ascertain the German
workman is now paid no more marks per hour than when the mark had an exchange
value of 2 cents. We have not, however, changed our figures, because we believe
that the mark will in time be again worth 2 cents.

Prior to the outbreak of the World War, it is a well-known fact in the industry that
foreign manufacturers of church statuary, particularly the German manufacturers,
had orders from numerous commission houses in the United States which when the
war broke out they were unable to deliver, and we believe that if adequate protection
is not given us, these statues will be dumped upon the American market at prices that
we can not possibly meet and make a profit, or even without serious loss. The utter
ruin of a business which we have built up and improved in the last 20 years will

I
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inevitably result. The signs of this foreign Invasion are already numerous. Repre-
sentatives of these domestic commission houses have been in Germany since the
close of the war and some of them are now in that country. Some of these representa-
tives have actually brought over to this country products of church statuary made in
Germany, and sold them at prices far below the cost of manufacturing the same goods
in America. This is a fact that can be substantiated, if your committee so desire, by
names of commission houses, of foreign manufacturers, date and price for which the
foreign product has been recently sold.

If adequate protection is not given us it will mean one of three things for us, either
ruin, closing of our factories, or the removal of same to Europe (as was contemplated
by more than one of our largo manufacturers following the Sup6reme Court decision
hereinafter referred to) and there manufacturing our articles for purposes of sale in
the United State3.

Our fear is not alone from the European manufacturer, but from the Canadian
manufacturer, and in this connection it is well to note that Canada imposes a large
duty on our article going from the United States to (anada and does not afford any
release from duty whore the article is to be used as models or for art educationalpurposes only."

With any uth duty on our article as now obtains, viz: 25 to 40 per cent ad

valorem, or such as isproposed by the Fordney bill, viz, 15 per cent ad valorem, all
the foreign manufacturer will have to do when the production of any style of article
of an American house interferes seriously with the sale in the United States of his
similar product, is to drop the scale of prices on such article Lelow even the cost
of the American manufacturers, uhich he can readily do and still make a handsome
profit as is demonstrated by the cost figures presented above.

The profits in our industry are not large, as we are obliged to sell the product at a
small relative percentage over the cost. Our industry has greatly increaFed in vol-
itme in the last decade. It is by virtue of this increase in volume and by superior
methods of salesmanship, as well as by careful management, that we have been able
to make sufficient profit to justify our'continuance ofthe business. )espite the fact
that prices of materials and wages mounted to such heights within the post three
years, we have still been able to keep our heads above water by reason of the fact that
the war prevented the importation of our product. The gnat manufacturing centers
of our competitors in Germany could not export anything. Now that the war is
over, if this labor cost to Us and the price of materials'ip to continue, not only at its
present level, but far below same, we shall still need the assistance Of a very high
protective tariff to prevent our being submerged by the product resulting from the
low scale of wages and material cost now prevailing in'our competitive countries in
Europe. At the time the present tariff was enacted wages in our industry were less
than half what they are to-day, and at that time the value of the marks was 48 times
what it is to-day. We pay our men $6 to $7 per day, whereas the German workman
in our indtu'try is paid about 75 cents to $1.50 a day, based upon a mark worth 2 cents
and one-quarter of this amount at the present rate of exchange. 'The labor item is
the great item of expense in the manufacture of our product, the factory labor cost
alone being about 70 per cent of the total factory cost.

We can not get along with any rate of duty suc as that now existing, or without one
several times as largo as the present duty.

We have conferred with prelates and other churchmen, the principal purchasers
of our product, and they have no opposition to the imposition by Congress of a tariff
upon the importation of foreign church statuary suffidient to protect our industry.None Is more responsive than they to the necessity for protecting the American work-
i gman at this time from unemployment that will necesarily result from permitting
the product of the underpgdd and underfed workingman of Europe to come to our
shores without the imposition of an adequate duty. It would be one of the crimes of
the ages if the American workman should be thrown out of employment after he had
saved Europe and civilization by failure to prevent German manufacturers from con-
trolling our market by a scale of prices which we can not meet and employ American
workmen.

We ask therefore that the duty on statues be fixed at 50 per cent of the American
viduation or American sale price.

We wish only such protection as may be necessary at any future time to bring the cost
of production abroad up to or nearly up to the coat of production in the United States.

FREE LIST PROVISIONS AFFEOaiNG STATUARY.

So far as the provisions of paragraphs 611 and 655 of Schedule N of the tariff act of
1913, which are applicable to statuary and casts of sculpture, are :oncerned, we
respectfully recommend to the committee that thea, provisions be not changed in the
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proposed revision of the tariff. Sections 1660 and 1685 of the Fordney bill practically
reenact these provisions of the present tariff act. These provisions were enacted so
as to confine the importation free of duty of statues and casts of sculpture to uch
statuary and casts of sculpture as are to be used "as models," or "for art educational
purposes only." and to such "works of art or productions of American artists residing
temporarily abroad," or "other works of art' as are 'imported exiprssly for presen.
station to a national institution or to any State or municipal corporation or incorporated
religious society, college, or other public institution.' subject in every instance to
such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.

The policy of the framers of the act of 1913 was to give what was then adequate
protection to our infant industry by an ad valorem duty sufficient for that purpose and
at the same time not to injure the prospects of art education within our borders, or
discourage American artists abroad by levying a duty upon importation of art objects
for educational purposes or upon the products of American artists residing temporarily
abroad. In these two instances, therefore, they made an exception and permitted
the importation free of duty In the one instance of statuary or casts of sculpture when
used for art models or for educational purposes only, and in the other instance, of
works of art or productions of Aimerican artists residing abroad. The only other
exception which was made in the act of 1913 in favor of free importation of statuary,
is in the instance of "works of art specially imported not for sale but for the use and
by the order of a society established for religious, etc., purposes." It was to encourage
the importation of works of wat strictly so caled that the legislators made this latter
exception. We have no fault to find with the exceptions thus made to the levying
of duty upon statuary, but we earnestly recommend that no further exceptions be
made, in order that bars may not be let down to the further importation of our articles
free of duty, because this would ruin the business which we have built up after years
of striving and earnest effort.

A brief statement of the history of this limitation on the free entry of casts of sculp.
ture may be helpful to your committee. Prior to the tariff act of 1897 the church
statuary industry was not recognized to any extent in the United States. Paragraph
649 of that act, however, aimed togive to our industry a protection against the flooding
of the American market with European church statuary admitted free of duty, and
provided that "casts of sculpture where specially ianpored for the use and by the
order of any society incorporated or established solely for religious, philosophical,
educational, scientific or literary purposes," etc,, should be admitted free of duty.
From the enactment of this law in 1897 down to the month of January, 1904, the term
"casts of sculpture" contained in this section was construed by the Treasury Depart-
ment and the custom authorities as not including church statuary, upon the theory
that the words "specimens or casts of sculpture" referred to works of art, the exclusive
production of an artist or sculptor, whereas "church statuary" was construed to mean
a cat, painted and decorated, a manufactured product, the production of a mechanic
or laborer, which was made on lines conflicting with true art. Under this construction
of the words "specimens or casts of sculpture" appearing in the act and the term
churchh statuary," a duty was levied and collect upon church statuary from 1897
until 1904, varying from 35 to 60 per cent, depending on the material entenng into the
production of the statuary. For example, a statue cast of composition of earth, cement,
etc., paid a duty of 35 per cent; one cast of plaster of Paris, a duty of 45 per cent; and
one cast in terra cotta, porcelain, etc., 60 per cent; under respective paragraphs 67,
450, and 95 of that act. The collector of the port, the board of appraisers, the Circuit
Court of the United States, and the Circuit Court of Appeals upheld this construction.
The Supreme Court of the United States, however, in Benziger v. United States,
reported in 192 United States at page 38, in January, 1904, reversed these decisions
and held that "church statuary" so called, came under the generic term "specimens
or casts of scul ptre" as used In paraph 649 of the act of 1897 and permitted "church
statuary" to be imported free of duty when imported for use and by order of such
associations as were mentioned in the act. As a result of this decision from that time
on until the enactment of the tariff act of 1913, churches, which formed the bulk of
our trade, were permitted to import our product free of duty, and our industry in
America was threatened with utter destruction. The matter was brought to the
attention of the Congress which enacted the present tariff act and it immediately
corrected, at the instance of our representatives, and for our protection, the faulty
wording of the act of 1897, and enacted by paragraph 811 of the present act what its
predecessor intended to enact in 1897, viz, that "statuary and casts of sculpture for
use as models and for educational purposes only" shouldbe admitted free of duty.
It is respectfuUy submitted that so w a policy now in existence for over seven years
and in existence for sixteen years prior to 1913, except for the short period that the
extreme construction given to the act by the Supreme Cotrt changed the policy,
should not now be changed.



LEAD PENCILS.

[Paragraph 1449.]

STATEMENT OF NATHAN BILDER, VICE PRESIDENT A. W. FABER
(INO.), NEWARK, N. Z.

Mr. BILDER. I am vice president of A. W. Faber (Inc.), a New
Jersey corporation, with its place of business in Newark, N. J.
Among other things, it is engaged in importing lead pencils. This
industry is American owned; it has American stockholders. We are
opposed to the increase in duty as proposed in the bill of the House.

Senator McCuMBE. In the pencil, or in the material?
Mr. BILDER. In the pencil, the finished product. We believe that

the duty which has been paid since 1913 is sufficient to protect the
industry.

Senator Joxzs. How much was that ?
Mr. BmIDR. It is 36 cents per gross minimum, or 25 per cent ad

valorem. That is the present duty.
Senator SxooT. The House bill has in addition 50 cents per gross

and 25 per cent ad valorem.
Mr. BxLDER. Fifty cents and 25 per cent ad valorem and some

cumulative duty on caps, which I will speak of in just a moment.
Senator McCumBER. Is that too much?
Mr. BxLDEr. Yes;'ft is. We think that the present duty of. 36

cents per gross minimum, or 25 per cent ad valorem without any
cumulative duties, 'are sufficient and have been sufficient to protect
the American industry.

Senator JONES. Are you a manufacturer of pencils ?
Mr. BmLDER. We are importers of pencils.
Senator SMOOT. Do you not also manufacture?
Mr. BuLDER. We do not manufacture.
Senator McCumBER. What is your company?
Mr. BILDER. A. W. Faber (Inc.).
Senator MCCUMBER. Your product is from abroad?
Mr. BiLDER. All the pencil product is manufactured abroad.
Senator McCuMBER. Are they manufactured by your company

abroad?
Mr. BILDEiI. No. If I may just take a moment to explain, this

industry was purchased by Amner'can capital from the alien enemy
property custodian, in 1917 I believe. Before the war it was Ger-
man owned, but it was purchased during the war from the alien
enemy property custodian.

Senator WATSON. German owned, but operated in the United
States,

Mr. BILER. It was before the war.
Senator WATSON. And it was taken by the Alien Property Cus-

todian?
Mr. BiLDER. Yes, sir; and purchased by Amorican capital. It

manufactured abroad and sold over here. It had a plant for the
manufacture of pencils, and the pencils were imported from the other
side.

Senator WATSON. So that all the Faber pencils used in this country
came from abroad?
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Mr. BILDER. A. W. Faber pencils. There is another company
known as the Eberhard Faber, which has an American product
manufactured in this country.

Senator JONES. Do those other manufacturers want this reduced?
Mr. BILDER. The manufacturers of pencils in this country want

this proposed increase, I suppose.
Senator JONES. You will have to meet their argument. Why do

you want it reduced?
Mr. BRDER. We want it reduced because we believe that is all

the protection required, as afforded in the present tariff rate; that it
does not require any increase in the tariff rate in order to give them
protection.

Senator JONES. What does the German laborer get who makes
these pencils ?

Air. BILDER. I am unable to tell you what the German laborer gets,
but I am able to say this, that this industry which has grown to the
tremendous proportions that it is to-day, the American industry,is
controlled at the present time by what is known as the Big F our.
These four companies practically control and have for some time
controlled 95 per cent of the pencil distribution in this country.
German competition has not hurt them any. They have been able
to build up this ptujendous business, which controls 95 per cent of
the pencil industry, in the face of a tariff which was 36 cents pr gross,
or 25 per cent ad valorem, or, during the earlier tariff, 45 conts per
gross and 25 per cent ad valorem. So that your present rate is all
that is necessary, unless you want to drive out competition entirely
and create a monopoly which will enable the American mhnufac-
turer to'fix any price.that he wants on this article without fear of
reasonable competition- unless you want that, it is unnecessary,
unjustifiable, and uncaled for to have an increase.

Senator JO.NES. Even under the figure you ask they have built
up this monopoly-, have they not?

Mr. BiLDER. They have built it up to a figure which at the present
time is adequate for their protection, and which has enabled them
to build up this tremendous business.

Senator JoNs. You are not asking to have it reduced?
Mr. BILDEt. I am asking that they leave it as it is and let us do

our little import business and not drive us out of business.
Senator WATSON. How much did the imports increase before the

war?
Mr. BLD.R. I can give you the figures. In 1019 the exports by

American manufacturers amounted to $3,565,347.
Senator WATSON. Exports?
Mr. BILDER. Yes, sir. In 1920 they amounted to $3,849,231. Th3

imports in 1920 were $225,578, or less than 6 per cent of the Ameri-
can manufacturers' export business. In 1914 this business was Ger-
man owned, and when the importation of pencils into this country
was done by practically two or three importers the totel business
which A. W. Faber did at that time, in 1913, before the war, was less
than $150,000, and they did pretty nearly half of the importing busi-
ness. So that the importation of pencils has not been a menace to
the American manufacturer of pencils.

Senator MCCUMBER. The protection which might have been per-
fectly adequate before the war, when the relation between American

1 14 l
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labor and German labor remained about stationary for a number of
years, might present an entirely different case when American labor
has doubled and German labor has been cut about half way in two
in actual earning capacity?

Mr. BLDER. That might be so, and yet it has not reflected itself
to any extent in 1920.

Senator SMOOT. It has scarcely had time to reflect itself.
Mr. BILDER. We have had the opportunity of getting the pencils

under the present duty of 30 cents per gross, or 25 per cent ad va-
lorem, and we can not import pencils in large quantities and compete
favorably with American manufacturers on that. My argument is
addressed to the fact that the American manufacturer of pencils
to-day is practically controlled by the Big Four, who control 95 per
cent of the business. The proposed increase would give them an
absolute monopoly, with no fear of one dollar's worth ofpencils being
imported into this country. Let me just give you an example of
what would resist if the features of this cumulative tariff which are
contained in section 1440 are maintained. Take a pencil costing in

foreign port $1.40 per gross:
Twenty-five per cent ad valorem equals, per gross, 85 cents; spe-

cific duty, per gross, 50 cents; because the Lead pencil bears an im-
print other than the manufacturer's, an additional 50 cents; maldng
a total of $1.35, which is 276 .er cent higher than the present duty
of 36 cents per gross and nearly 100 per cent of the orig al cost.

Now, take a popular brand, the School Boy brand, of pencil, at $2
per gross: Twenty-five per cent duty, 50 cents; for name other than
manufacturer's, 50 cents; specific duty, 50 cents; rubber tips, 25
cents; total, $3.75. Add to this the cost of insurance and freight,
15 cents, the importer's cost would be $3.90.

Senator JONES. At what price do those pencils sell wholesale in
this country.

Mr. BILDER. Those pencils would sell at about $3.60 a gross in this
country. Under this new law they would cost the importer $3.90.

Senator JONES. Would it not be even worse than that? You say
they wholesale at $3.60?

Air. BILDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. JONES. And the ad valorem duty is 25 per cent, which would

be 25 per cent of $3.60.
Mr. iIILDER. That would be on the American valuation.
Senator JONES. That is what tis bill provides for.
Mr. BILDER. I have not worked this out on the American valua-

tion. I have not gone into that yet. It would be considerably
more than that with American valuation.

Senator JoNEs. Twenty-five per cent of $3.60 would be 90 cents.
Figuring that way how much would you have?

Mr. BiLDEtt. I have not considered this thing from the standpoint
of American valuation at all. If the American valuation feature is
adopted, all of the arguments that were put forward by the opposite
side fall because they say these things are valued on the other side,
and in that way they ask that the duty be increased. But I can see
what you have in nnd, and if it is based on the American valuation
that pencil would cost very considerably more than $3.90.

Senator JONEs. That is what I wanted to bring out. I thought
you had overlooked that.
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Mr. BILDER. It would bring it nearer between $4.50 and $5 for a
peneil which they are able to sell for $3.60. In any aspect in which
you fiWure the valuation on this pencil under the cumulative features
contained in this act, you will find that in no conception of the calcu-
lation will your increase run below 135 per cent of the present duty,
based upon a foreign and not American valuation, and if you take it
upon American valuation it will be over 250 per cent.

These cumulative features that are contained in the proposed act
are 50 cents per gross additional for the imprint'and 25 cents addi-
tional because of the tip on the pencil. Those were unknown to any
other previous legislation on this subject. They are entirely new
features that have been adopted and will completely eliminate any
possibility of compotition-fair, honest, legitimate competition-with
the American industry.

Senator JONES. Wha1f is the German price of that pencil that bells
wholesale here for 83.60 per gross? Wat is the German price of
thatI

Mr. BILDER. $2.
Senator JONES. $21
Mr. BuILD.R Yes sir; on the other side.
Senator JO;Es. I am a little bit surprised at the German price

because gentlemen who testified before you about the German fac-
tories here have generally put the German cost at about one-tenth
of what it is in thiis country. I notice you put it at about one-half
or perhaps more than one-half.

Senator MCLEAN. That represents the price that they sell at.
The do not cost anything.

7r. BILDER. They get their cedar and their graphite here, so I
suppose they do cost something.

Senator JONES. Do the German people get their cedar and their
graphite in this country?

Mr. BUDER. They get the cedar in this country. They get a
great amount of their graphite from Mexico. Most of the graphite
comes from Mexico, I think.

.I have set forth comparative tables in this memorandum which I
am going to file.

I a only one more word to say, and that is that we are not, of
course, opposed to a law which will permit American citizens to thrive
and per We contend that this industry has prospered on a
tariff-which has afforded them ample protection before the war and
since the war, and that the features of the present law, or the pro-
posed law, rather, if enacted, will drive us completely out of business.

Senator JoNEs. If you are going to protect them so that they have
control of 95 per cent of the business, why not let them have it all?

Mr. BILDER. I suppose we want to do our little share of the business,
little as it may be. We have a sort of abiding faith that that little is
going to keep us going.

Senator JONEs. Don't you think it would be in the interest of the
American people for these people to do a little more business rather
than let the others have the lion's share of the prosperity?

Mr. BILDER. I have no doubt that it would be, especially on an
article that is used by millions of school children. -If you should
eliminate even this small amount of competition, small as it is, then
you will have maintained a monopoly.

I,



Senator JONES. I believe in most of the States of the Union the
schools themselves purchase the pencils for the children, so that
would have a tendency to reduce the taxes.

Mr. BILDER. I have no doubt about it.
Senator JONES. I think you are too modest. I think you ought to

demand a greater share of the business.
Mr. BILDER. I hope the committee will think my request is modest.

If we can succeed in maintaining the present rate, we will feel that we
have accomplished something for the American public consuming this
large amount of pencils, and at the same time bo able to live ourselves.

[have scanned the brief of the Eagle Pencil Co., which is the largest
of this Big Four combination, for any real reason, based upon facts,
other than the mere assertion of a conclusion-

Senator JONES (interposing). Don't you imagine they will come
in and tell us that labor over there is obtained foe 4 cents a day, as
one gentleman did, and that they hfAve got to hbve a tariff even
higher than this mentioned in this bill

Mr. BILDER. The only reason that they urged in their brief before
the House-I may not have been able to find something that was
there, but I looked it over carefully and was unable to find any real
reason for an increase, except that they say that the invoices on the
other side ere undervalued and that, therefore, they are able to come
in here cheaper. I do not think that can be substantiated by facts
here, and if the American valuation feature is adopted that argu-
ment necessarily falls, because it will not matter what vaue is placed
on the things over there. It will be what the value is here.

Senator JONES. If you take even the present law under the Amer-
ican valuation plan, it would be a great increase over the present
d .BiLDER. It certainly would be on every one of these articles.

Senator JONES. That would be too much to answer your purpose,
would itl

Mr. BILDER. Yes; I think it would. I am not in favor of the
American valuation.

This Eagle Pencil Co., which, as I say, is the largest, proposed a
duy to the House, and the House adopted almost verbatim the lawas th ey proposed it.

DRIZY OF NATHAN DILDIR, REPRRBINTING A. W. IFADBZR (IWO.), NIWARK, N. 1.

A. W. Faber (Inc.) is an industry owned and controlled by American capital, with
its place of business at Newark, N. J.

Among other things it is engaged in selling lead pencils imported from Germany.
There are perhaps at the present time only two such importrs, eliminating a scat-

tering few who do a spasmodic business.
The pencil industry of this country is controlled by four manufacturers popularly

known as the "Big Four.1'
They control 95 per cent of the pencil industry in this country; the other 5 per cent

being i. the hands of approximately four other manufacturers.
It is to be seen, therefore, that this enormous industry filling an everyday want is

monopolized by four manufacturers who have in the last 25 years built this enormous
business under the protection of a tariff which in 1897 was 45 cents per gross and 25
per cent ad valorem, and at the present time, and since 1913, has been 36 cents per
gross or 26 per cent ad valorem.

Certainly an industry which has been able to thrive to a point where it is controlled
by four manufacturers who furnish 95 per cent of the consumption of pencil- I- this
country and which Is no longer and has not for siome time been an infant 1.,.ustry,
does not require greater protection now at this point. than it did when it was younger,
less well organized, and less able to stand foreign competition.

I
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At the present time, with ariff regarded by the Big Four as unfavorable to the
American manufacturer, they are not only able to thrive and prosper and control 95
per cent of the pencil consumption of this country, but, as wll be seen presently,
export in large volume and in competition with foreign product.

Again, with the existing tariff, the Big Four, with at least a subconscious under-
standing between them by which prices are maintained at a certain level, are able
to control practically the entire output and consumption of pencils in this country.

That they are abl6 to do it successfully here as well as abroad and in export busin's
successfully compete with foreign manufacturers, is demonstrated by the following
figures:

In 1919, the export of pencils by American manufacturers was $3,565,347. In 1920
it increased to $3,849,221, as agajiat imports in 1920 of $225,578.

It will be seen, therefore, that in 1920 the importation was in dollars less than 6 per
cent of the American manufacturers' export business and doubtless less than I per
cent of the American manufacturers' domestic business.

If the proposed tariff is enacted into a law, it will simply mean that the Eagle Pencil
Co., the biggest of the Big Four, which advertises as the largest pencil manufacturer
in the world, will practically monopolize with the other three large manufacturers,
the entire pencil industry of this country and in that way hold at its mercy millions
of school children who, in their everyday wants require tiis important uteriil: it will
enable this company to tle so powerful'that, without any competition-becaue the
proposed tariff lawwill eliminate all foreign competition, and there is practically
none in this country--they will be able to regulate the price of the pencil to AtLdt
themselves.

The House committee adopted, practically word for word. the law as drafted by
the Eagle Pencil Co. Its adoption in that form will legislate us out of business, as
it will every other importer of lead pencils.

Thus all foreign competition and, in fact. any competition will I eliminated and
the revenue-producing benefit, small as it is. of a fair tariff law entirely eliminated.

It may be said on the other side that the small volume of importation at the present
time is not a fair test of what may be expected if the present rate stands. The answer
is as follows:

1. The industry was built up in this country to its present stupendous proportion
by a law which is not nearly as drastic as the one proposed.

2. The statistics show that under the most favorable law to the American manu-
facturer the foreign importations, long before the war. were never sufficient in volume
to retard the enormous progress made in the American industry or to result in unfair
or unfavorable foreign competition. .

We have scrutinized meet carefully the brief of the proponents for the law filed
with the House committee and find absolutely no stated reason (aside from mere
conclusions not based upon a statement of facts) for any change in the existing law.

Caps and protetor. -Section 1,448 proposes an additional tax of 50 cents per gross
for imprints other than the manufacturers and 25 centb per gross for pencils prepared
for. attached to cape or prote etors, or cape or protectors separate.

In the brief filed by the Eagle Pencil Co. above referred to. the only reason assigned
for the additional tax on the pencil, if it has attached to it a ceP or protector, or if
the cap and protector comes separate, or if the pencil is prepare for a cap and pro-
tector, is that this character of pencil is especially adapted for the American markets
and that the foreign manufacturers deliberately placed a low valuation on these
products in their own country so as to get the benefit of a lower duty here. The
answer to this again may be stated in two parts:

1. There is no basis for.this statement in fact; and
2. If the American valuation feature of the tariff law is to be written into the law,

the foreign valuation, or home valuation, will play no part in fixing the amount of
the duty.

Ifuch was said before the House Committee respecting the unfairness of Japanese
competition, because of the unfair imitation of American products.

It is sufficient answer to say that all the protection which American manufacturers
require in this respect is at present on the Federal statute books and that relief is and
can be readily obtained not only by injunction in a court of equity, but also from the
Federal Trade Commission dealing with unfair competition and with the customs
officials who have and who exercise the power of preventing the distribution in this
country of foreign products, which by reason of imitation in violation of copyright
and trade-mark laws, constitute unfair competition.

It has never been known or successfully argued that a tariff law must be given as a
substitute because of an inadequate legal remedy.
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That the present or proposed tariff law will be most disastrous and unfair is shown
by the following few examples:

Take a pencil costing in a foreign port $1.40 per gross:
2.5 per cent ad valorem equals, per gross .................................... $0. 35
Specific duty, per gross ................................................... .50
Because the lead pencil hears an imprint other than the manufacturer's, an

additional .............................................................. .50

Total ............................................................... 1.35
which is 275 per cent higher than the present duty of 36 cents per gross and nearly
100 per cent of the original cost.

The price of a pencil with a tip, in a foreign port. taking for example a popular
brand, is $2 per gross.
2.1 per cent duty .......................................................... $0.50
For name other than manufacturer's ....................................... .50
Specific duty ............................................................ .50
R ubber tip ............ ................................................. .25

Total ............................................................... 3.75
Add to this, cost of insurance and freight ................................... .15

Importer's coot, total ............................................... 3.0
That pencil iA .sold, or a pencil of a sniilar type is stald, by the American manufacturer

for $3.60 per gross.
Under the present law, the tariff is 50 cents per gross , compared with $1.75, which

i4 what the duty would be under the prolsed law; the increase is 250 per cent.
The .ame pencil eliminating the tariff rate for name other than manufacturer would

.show, under the propoed law, an increase in tariff of over 150 per cent.
The first example shown on page 4 of this brief, eliminating proposed duty foir

marking other than manufacturer's name, would show an increase under the proposed
law of 136 per cent in the tariff rate.

The.se example.s sufficiently denionstrate the absolute unfairnesm of the proposed
law. as written by the Eagle Pencil Co., and its absolute purpose of eliminating all
healthy foreign competition, with the inevitable result of driving the importer, in-
cluding this company, out of the pencil lausine.s.

We respectfully mtist that the pres-ent law adequately protects the American in-
dutrv and that it is our proposal that the law shall stay a. it is; however, if the com-
mittee should feel that the industry can and should have a still further protection,
not too exeed 15 cents per gr, --, the iniquitous, drastic and ab!Folutely business-
destroying features of the cumulative provisions of the proposed law, -Which never
existed in any previous law, should be eliminated.

If the cumulative duties, namely the duties on caps or protectors, and on pencils
prepared for caps or protectors., as well as the duty on pencils stamped with names
other than the manufacturer's, i. written into the present law, the importer will be
absolutely legislated outof business, and the Big Pour will control and dominate the
pencil ini Iistry in this country with all the attendant vices and monopolistic features
usually incident to such a condition in the trade.

This brief does not attempt to deal with retaliatory measures which may be passed
by foreign countries., which necessarily will follow the impoition of a tariff here which
will keep out foreign pencils; the same argument applied. in this case as has been so
frequently and in a more definite way presented to this committee, with regard to
other commodities.

STATEMENT OF FRANK W. LILLEY, REPRESENTING THE JOSEPH
DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. AND OTHERS.

Mr. LILLPY. I represent the American Lead Pencil Co., Hoboken,
N. J.; Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.; Eagle Pencil Co.,
New York City; Eberhard Faber Co., Greenpoint, N. Y.; Houston
& Liggett (Inc.), Richmond, Va.; United States Pencil Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; M. A. Ferst
(Ltd.), Atlanta, Ga., and others.
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Senator JONES. You are included in the Big Four who have been
mentionedI

Mr. LILLEY. Yes; the Big Four who have grown so large and
prosperous under a Republican tariff.

I want to say at the outset that I am surprised at the remarks
made by the previous s speaker and at his coming before you gentle-
men of intelligence, if he really represents an honest-to-goodness,
100 per cent American institution, and kicking about the little
increase that the Ways and Means Committee of the House gave us
above the Underwood-Simmons rate.

The history of the concerns he represents is this: It is the old
A. W. Faber German concern established in 1763, 160 years ago. It
is owned and controlled by Count Castell, who has a *beautiful resi-
dence on the Rhine, and who was knighted by the Kaiser. This A. W.
Faber concern had a branch in Newark, N. J., and they were taken
hold of by the Alien Property Custodian. Whether that concern
to-day is really a German concern, I do not know, but by the way
the gentleman has spoken I imagine there is German capital behind
it and that it is a German concern still.

'%fr. BILDER. May I interrupt the speaker to say that I ai rady
to disprove the statement at any time this committee desires it. 1
am ready to prove in any way that this committee sees fit that that
statement is absolutely unfounded; that there is not one dollr of
German capital invested in this business, and that it is entirely
American owned and American controlled, and that the German
interests have not a penny in it, directly or indirectly.

Mr. LiLFY. I was surprised at his standing here before the Finance
Committee and---

Senator WATSON (interposing). Let Mr. Lilley make his own case
and not refer to these people. So far as the tariff is concerned, it
does not matter whether it is a German concern or not.

Senator MCLEAN. The preceding witness admitted that he is an
importer.

Mr. LILLE Y. Yes. He says if this tariff goes into effect they vill
go. out of business. I can not see how that will happen.

This Castell pencil used to be laid down at 60 marks, which I think
would be about $10, but they gave a commission, or a discount, off
that. To-day that pencil is still sold at 60 marks. The mark is
worth one-half of a cent, so that that would be about 30 cents.

Senator S.MOOT. Do you mean that you can buy it for that?
Mr. LILL.Y. The German Government adds 530 per cent to that.

That would make it $1.80 per gross. That is the condition, owing
to the exchange and to labor, that exists to-day in Germany.

Senator SMOOT. I do not understand how- that can be. That
would be less than 30 cents, op about 30 cents per gross.

Mr. LiLLEY. I have a statement in my pocket that came from Mr.
Dreyfuss, who represents the American tea'd Pencil Co. and who was
in Germany a short time ago, and he stated that that was positively
so. He wrote a letter to the American Lead Pencil Co. that that
pencil was billed at 60 marks.

Senator S3IooT. That would not pay for the graphite in it.
Mr. LiLLF.Y. The German Government adds to that 550 per cent.

export duty, which would make it $1.80.
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Senator SMOOT. You do not believe that Germany makes those
pencils for 30 cents, do you?

Mr. LiLLEY. I have seen pencils in New York that were sold for
$1.10.

Senator SMOOT. You could not have your casing or your cedar
made for that price.

Mr. LILLEY. No.
Senator SMooT. You buy that as cheaply as Germany does, do

you not?
Mr. LILLEY. I think our labor is higher.
Senator SMOOT. But I mean the cedar itself.
Mr. LLEY. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. You know there is more than that in the cost of

the gra white.
Mr. LLLY. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. So that there is something wrong about that

report.
Senator MACtMnE. Did you say only 30 cents?
Senator WATSON. Does that included 1oth the cedar and the

graphite ?
IMr. LmiF.Y. Both; yes, sir. Sixty marks, of course, was the

price in the ol days.
SenatorJoNEs. You have made another interesting statement,

and that is that the German Government charges 550 per cent
export duty. Fhat, of course, may be (lone. If the German Gov-
ernment is'charging any such export duty as 550 per cent, are we
concerned here so vitally then with respect to the actual cost of
the pencil over there ? Are we not confronted with this situation,
that we have to compete with whatever price the German Govern-
ment is willing to have the commodity sold for?

Mr. LIu.LLv. It looks like that, Senator.
Senator JoNrFs. And an increase of duty here would compelT'a

decrease of the export duty by the German Government, and that
is what you want. You want to force that b- increasing the duty
here. That would have the effect of decreasing the export duty
imposed by Germany.

Mr. LILLEY. Then the industry over in Germany is a large one.
It has been built up during the course of many years. There are
some 17 factories. There was a big one in Vienna. They all ex-
ported. The imports into this country used to run about five or
six hundred thousand a year.

There is no big trust among the American manufacturers at, all.
They are entirely separate. They are as separate as they can be.
There are several smaller independent concerns that are not coming
here kicking about a little bit of increase in duty. There is, for
instance, the United States Pencil Co., of Philadefphia. There are
several other of the smaller concerns that are to-dtay doing a nice
business. They are selling goods at a low price.

Senator McLEAN. flas, the cost of pencils been reduced in the
last 10 or 15 years ?

Mr. LILLEY. Yes; and in the last 10 or 15 weeks.
Senator MCLEA.%N. Did I understand some one to say that Germany

at one time got $14 a gross?
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Mr. LILLEY. That is the Castell pencil. That was 60 marks in
the old days.

Senator McLE AN. That was in the old days?
Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEA. These same pencils will probably go back to

$14 a gross if competition is removed, will they not?
Mr. LILLEY. I think they would.
There is another thing that we have to contend with, and that is

the little Jap. There [indicating] is a pencil which shows how they
have imitated us. They have even imitated our factory. You
can see the people walking on the curbstone, on the en d. They
have the same cut. They refer to the highly polished cedar, to the
rubber, and so on. That is made in 'okyo. These pencils are
sold in Tokyo at 35 cents per gross. Theyf were not satisfied with
this cut here [indicating]. They wanted" to get. nearer to ours.
They have even the little old building imitated. They have copied
ours exactly.

Senator WATSON. These were bought in Japan, were they?
Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator JoxEs. They sell at :35 cents a gross ?
Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir:.
Senator Jo.Es. What do you sell them for here.?
Mr. LILLEY. $1.25. They have imitated oyr label. They put

on the inserted rubber. They have put the Eagle on the 'pencil
and No. 140 on the band. That is another thing we arc up against.

Senator JONES. Is it as good a pencil as yours (
Mr. LILLEY. I do not think it is quite as good graphite. They

do not seem to be able to make them as good.
Senator W.,TSO,. How do you know they sell in Tokyo for 35

cents?
Mr. LILLEY. They have been brought in by different brokers in

New York and sold again to the robbing trade: We traced them.
Senator WATSON. 'rhat is the general price and not an isolated

instance?
,Mr. LILLEY. No.
Senator MCLEAN. Hlow many hands are employed in this industry?

Perhaps that information is contained in your l6rief.
Mr. LILLEY. Yes.
Senator McLE.AN. Then do not take the time to state it.
Mr. LiLLEy. About four or five thousand.
I may also tell you that when the Underwood-Simmons bill went

into effect there were $80,000 worth of German goods lyin New
York in bond waiting to be released. It is my opinion that if the war
had not come on when it did there would not have been any Big Four
or Big Eight; I doubt if there would have been a Big Two left.

Senator WATSON. Are you absolutely satisfied with this rate?
Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir; we are absolutely satisfied with the rate.

We are satisfied with tb, bill. We do not ask for any change in it.
It is adequate protection, and I hope the Senate Finance Committee
and the Senate will continue that same rate, because it is just and
fair.

Senator JONES. If that pencil is sold for the price you men-
tioned-I think you said it cost-



Mr. LILLEY. It is pretty hard to toll what the German prices are.
They are trying to sell goods in Now York on the American dollar
plan. We have seen pencils in New York all the way from 85 cents
a gross up to $1.70, and they were good-looking pencils.

senator JONES. You siqy you sell them for S1.70-the German pen-
cil. What do you sell that for in this country?

Mr. LILLEY. In this country?
Senator JONES. Yes.
Mr. LLLEY. We sell that at about $2.50 to $2.90 per gross.
Senator JONES. You want a specific duty of 50 cents and 25 per

cent ad valorem?
Mr. LILLE'Y. 50 cents and 25 per cent ad valorem, because if you

take the 83 pencil, that woull be only 50 cents and the 25 per cent
ad valorem would be 75 cents. We want this protection because wo
sell this pencil at $4.50.

Senator JoNEs. If you sell them at $4.50, the duty would be more.
It would be 25 per cent of $4.50, which would be $1.25.

Mr. LILLE.Y. But I was figuring on the prices they sell at. They
bill it out in marks. I was not taking into consideration the Ameri-
can valuation.

Senator JONES. It makes a vast difference whether you take the
American valuation or not. Would you be content with these figures
on foreign valuation?

Mr. LiLLE.Y. We will have to have something, because if you take
the pencil billed at 60 marks and bill it at 60 marks to-day, it makesa ,reat difference.

Senator JONES. Do you mean to say that this pencil which is made
in Germany is worth only 60 marks ifi Germany, or that it costs only
G0 marks in Germany, which would be about 30 cents I Plus the
550 per cent.

Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And you want to sell that saime pencil in the

American market for $4.50. Do you want that sort of result in this
country?

Mr. LiLLEY. No. That pencil that they sold there ought to be a
higher priced pencil. It ought never to be sent into this country at
any such price as 60 marks plus 550 per cent.

Senator JONES. But that is what you think this means; that is,'
that a gross of pencils that is sold over there for 30 cents ought to
be sold to the American people for $4.50.

Mr. [ALLKY. Oh, no. There is a difference in the pencils. The
pencils run from this pencil [indicating] to pencils selling for 85 a
gross.

Senator JONES. That same pencil sells for what ? I am referring
now to the 30-cent pencil made in Germany. What grade of pencil
is that,?

Mr. [ALLEY. That is. a high-gra(e pencil. That is the Castell
pencil. It used to sell at 60 marks. That is what we can not under-
stand. We can not understand why they still bill it at 60 marks
and add 550 per cent. That is a part of the manufacturer's price
and makes up the $1.80.

81527-22-sci 14-19
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Senator MCCUMBE R. The pencil that they bill at 30 cents they do
not sell in this country at 30?

Mr. IALLEY. No.
Senator SIOOT. They can sell it here at 30.
Mr. IALLEY. They can sell it at 60 marks, which is 30 cents, plus

550 per cent.
I have just been told that that is done by the factory. The Gov-

ernment does not add it. It is (lone by t factory. That would
bring it up to $1.80.

Senator SMfOOT. The Government takes part of it and the factory
takes a part..

Senator JONES. If it costs only 30 cents to make those pencils,
can't they compete and continue to compete? They can keep
reducing the price. So I think you may be too modest in what
you ask.

Mr. LILLEY. We are perfectly satisfied with that bill. That is
about the Pavne-Aldrich rate.

Senator SMooT. Let us take this Japanese pencil to which you
referred.

Senator JoNEs. le says this is about the Payne-Aldrich rate. Do
you mean to say that you would be willing to accept the provisions
of the Payne-Aidrich bill?

Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir. I think it is about the same as the Payne-
Aldrich bill. I mean the duty on pencils is about the same.

Senator SMooT. That is a great deal higher than the Payne-
Aldrich bill.

Now, take this Japanese pencil at 35 cents in Japan. That is the
price they are selling for. Under this provision there is a specific
duty of 50 cents per gross and an ad valorem rate of 25 per cent.
That is on the American price, which is $1.25. Twenty-five per cent
of that is 314, and then, on account of the tip on the pencil, there is
25 cents again per gross, so that--

Mr. LALLEY (interposing). I do not think that applies to this,
Senator.

Senator SM!ooT. I think it would. It says caps or protectors.
Mr. LILLEY. I think that is a different thing. Those are caps or

protectors that fit on the end of the pencil, like this style here
[indicating]. That is a rubber-inserted pencil.

Senator SMlOOT. I know it is.
Senator McCu-mBER. The cap is something that is put over the

lead in the pencil?
Mr. LILLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. Take that 25 per cent off. That would be $1.161.
Mr. IALLEY. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. Under this provision here?
Mr. IALLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. What can you produce that pencil for?
Mr. LILLE.Y. For $1.24,. We sell it at $1.25 now.
Senator MCCUM1BER. And they can bring theirs in for $1.16?
Senator SMbOOT. But there is a difference in the pencils. You

would not have the same competition on that.
Senator MCCUISBER. We thank you, Mr. Lilley.

p 1 .qpmqrmp.q 0
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BRIEF OF FRANK W. LILLEY, REPRESENTING PENCIL MANUFAOTURRU8 OF THE
UNITED STATES.

The industry of lead pencils and pencil leads in the United States is composed of
13 manufacturers, who compete with each other and are selling their product at a fair
market value. It is not true, as stated in A. W. Faber's brief, that four factories control
95 p r cent of the Industry.

When the law existing at the present time, imposing a duty of 25 per cent, went into
effect, it enabled importers, particularly A. W. Faber to import large quantities of
pencils from Germany at prices against which the American manufacturers were
powerless to compete. All the American manufacturers were compelled to reduce
their output materially as a consequence of the imported article from Germany and
to discharge a large number of their employees. Then, when the war started in Europe
and the German manufacturers of pencils were stopped from exporting from Germany
the situation changed, and the business in the Un-t&d States increased very largely in
pencils, the sme as in other articles. This is the reason that the export of pencils
from the United States during the war and after the armistice, in 1919 and 1020, in.
creased largely, and that the imports of pencils In that same period decreased, but thin
was only a temporary condition, due entirely to the war, and the exports of pencils
from the United States in 1921 have beea very small. This statement is made in
answer to A. W. Faber's brief.

Answering A. W. Faber's remark regardingschool children, we wish to state that a
good, serviceable pencil, manufactured in the United States is placed in the hands
of any school child or anybody else at a penny for each pencil.

A. \V. Faberdenied that they unilervalued pencils. Goods imported from Germany
by A. W. Faber were undervalued, and some of the members of the firms representing
the American manufacturers were witnesses for the Government in the case against
A. W. Faber. They were condemned to pay a large fine, and the records in the
New York customhouse will support this statement.

A. W. Faber in their brief also stated that the tariff on pencils asked for is too high
and that the present law affords adequate protection. We wish to state that A. W.
Faber do not manufacture pencils in this country but import them from Germany,
and, consequently. know nothing at all about the American costs of production, and
their statement is not true. as shown by the annexed comparative table. Samples
of the German pencils mentioned in the table, together with samples of similar Amer-
ican products, are submitted. Attention is respectfully called to all of the cheap
German pencils. which are incased in German wood known as "alder," and the lead
is made of graphite mined in Germany, Austria, and Bohemia.

When A. V. Faber imported pencils with caps and without caps the charge they
made for pencils with caps was very little more than for pencils without caps; in fact,
les than the caps actually cost. A special duty of 25 cents per gross for pencils with
caps is therefore justified.

Pencils with tips are largely, sold in the American market but they are not sold in the
German market. In order to save duty, the firm of A. NV'. Faber, of Nuremberg, Ger.
many. published a German catalogue, showing styles of pencils with tips and erasers,
which are not sold in Germany, and offered the same to the German trade at a low
price, in order to establish a low invoice price for this country.

The business of four of the smaller companies consists largely of pencils for imprinting
purposes. Although pencils specially manufactured for customers with their riame
and without the manufacturer's name elst more to produce. A. W. Faber imported
these pencils without charging anything extra for mak ing them with special imprints.
and therefore an extra charge of 50 cents per gross for such pencils is justified.

In A. W. Faber's brief and at the hearing hestated that a pencil costing in Germany
the equivalent of $2 per gross cost in the United States $3.60 per gross. This is untrue.
A pencil costing in the United States $3.60 pergross coals in Germany considerably less
than $2 per gross, as is shown by the well-known "Castell" pencil, which is the best
product of the German factory of A. IV. Faber, owned by Count Castell, the pencil
being named for him, and costing in Germany only $1.48 per gross. A similar pencill
made bv an American manufacturer sells in this market for $6 per gross, which was the
price of the Castell before the war.

The cost of labor in Germany at the present time is equivalent to 40 cents a day per
man, equal to $2.40 per week.

We submit herewith samples of pencils made in Japan in imitation of American
products. The Japanese manufacturers not only use the trade-mark but they even
put the American manufacturer's name on the pencils, as well as on the labels, and
show a picture of the American factory on their boxes.
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The reason we mention this is that in the tariff law provision is made for filing Amer.
ican trade-marks with collectors of customs and that the collectors of customs are
directed not to allow merchandise to enter the United States which Infringe or imitate
the American trade-marks, Unfortunately, all too frequently, even such flagrant
imitations as these escape the notice of customs officials.

We submit herewith table showing that the rates even under the American valuation
plan are no more than sufficient to adequately protect American-made pencils from
dumping from countries with greatly depreciated currencies and cheap labor, like
Germany or Japan. These rates are just and will permit the continued importation of
foreign pencils on a fair basis, as this table clearly demonstrates.

banded
Duty I "t of
tiunder i foreign

rmau. ., proA Pencil Amerl-
Germn pecirr Inetic ub01,I under canc (; rren baq, on, proposed selling

many. (Ien Amr - I bill, price.
can j Amer-

value, cal

Har ks.
Vera PenciCo.'s No. Rapid writer .............. It0 $0.70 ll.3j v 0 2.
Johann Faber's Dessin No.'301 ...................... 101 .51 1.0 r .5 i 2.00Johainn Faber's Jupiter No. 120' ..................... 27 0 1.33 1:371 2.:721 3,.450

A. W . Faber's (astell ............................... 290.50 1.49 2.00 3.16 I .00

The industry in the United States employs directly and indirectly 20,000 persons,
and we ask that the rates as shown in paragraphs 1449 and 14.50 of the Senate bill be
allowed to stand.

(Firms represented: American Pencil Co., Ifoboken, N.J.; Joseph Dixon Crucible
Co., Jersey City, N. J.; EagIe Pencil Co,, New York City; Eberhard Faber Greenpoint
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Houston & Liggett (Inc.), Richmond, Va.; United States Pencil
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; M. A. Ferst (Ltd.), Atlanta, Ca.; ltudson Lumber Co., San
Leandro, Calif.; American Crayon Co., Sandusky, Ohio- F. & 0. Cedar Works, Ne,
York; Cumberland Cedar Works, Shelbyville, Tenn.; Bl'ai3dell Pencil Co., Philadel.
phia, Pa.)

PENCIL LEADS.

[Paragraph 1450.)

STATEMENT OF E. C. BROKMEYER, REPRESENTING M. A. FERST
CO. (LTD.), ATLANTA, GA.

As a manufacturer of leads for lead pencils only, upon whom American inanufac-
turers of the finished product depended for their leads during the war, when their
supply from Germany and Japan was cut off, we respectfully urge the amendment
of i. R. 7456 to read as follows:

"PAR. 1450. Pencil leads not in wood or other material, 71 cents per gross and 25
per cent ad valorem; thin leads, small-diameter leads, not exceeding 0.0060 inch
diameter, and 11 inches in length, or refills for American pencils, 10 cents per gross
and 30 per cent ad valorem,"

Most of the lead imported to this country comes from Germany and Japan. In
Germany the average laborer in this industry receive 5 cents per'hour, in America
35 cents'per hour, a difference in coetof 6 cents per gross. There is the same difference
in overhead expenses, making an increased cost in this country of 6 cents per grosS,
and there is also a difference in raw material of 5 cents per gross. This rep-esdnts a
total excess cost in this country over Germany of 17 cents. This is confirmed by a
comparison of the prices of American leads, 45 cents, with German leads, including
duty and freight, 25| cents, making a difference of 191 cents. In Japan the difference
will amount to about 22 cents per gro-s, the cost in Japan being that amount per
gross less than the cost in this country.

A tariff of 71 cents per gross and 25 per cent ad valorem on pencil leads will make
the price on (erman or Japanse leads equal to or less than the price of American
leads, which would allow German and Japanese merchants to compete, and at the
Kime time permit American indlustries to live and yield the governmentnt a revenue
also.
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The rate on lead pencils in the pending bill is 50 cents pergross and 25 per cent
ad valorem, with cumulative duties as high as 75 cents per gross and 25 per cent ad
valorem for pencils with erasers or caps. This is out of all proportion to the rate
of 15 per cent ad valorem fixed in the bill for pencil leads. Pencil leads cost more
than 10 per cent of the finished pencil.

On the refill leads for mechanical or metal pencils there is no provision covering
the lengths, the standard length being 1 inches. The duty should be based upon
the 11-inch length, and any leads longer than this should carry an increased duty in
proportion.

On the colored, copy, or indelible leads the duty should be at least 75 cents per
gross plus 25 per cent ad valorem, as the cost of methyl violet or aniline dye in this
country is from four to five times as much as in Germany and it is the main cost of
the copy lead. Further, there ii a proposed increased (uty on aniline and other
chemicals which will make domestic aniline and chemicals continue at the present
or a higher price.

The proposed tariff on pencil leads is lower than in the existing law, in view of
the fact that the pending bill provides for a duty of 10 per cent on imported graphite
and an increased tariff on clay of 100 per cent.

The Ferst Co. ha.i just been advised by a concern in England which it furnished
soine copy or indelible leads at $1.75 per gross that while it was pleased with the
American leads it is in a position to buy a Laimilar product at approximately 60 cents
per gross , about one.third of the price of the American product under the existing
law. The selling price in England of pencil leads to-day is lem than one-half the
actual cost of manufacturing of the Ferst Co.

The labor cost on pencil leads is higher in proportion than the labor cost on finished
pencils in this country, and there is no good reason why there should be such a great
difference in the rates prod in the pending bill on lead pencils and pencil leads.

The Eagle Pencil Co., Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., and the American Pencil Co.
are said to have protested the proposed duty on pencil leads and the committee is
earnestly urged to change the rates in the pending bill in accordance with the amend-
ments herein suggested.

MOVING-PICTURE FILMS (EXPOSED).

[Parazraph 14151.1

STATEMENT OF SAUL E. ROGERS, REPRESENTING FOX FILM
CORPORATION AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Ro(;Es. So far as the question of presenting the proposition
again-st the 30 per cent ad valorem (luty .-n the finished product-
Nat is, the motion picture ready for production in a motion-picture
theater-I anm here representing the National Association MIotion
Picture Industry, presenting our side of the question and requesting
that that be stricken out of the House bill.

So, I have joined my forces on that end of the question. I do not
know just what the opposition has done.

Senator SMOOT. You speak for those who are opposed to the 30 per
cent on the finished film

Mr. Roarlis. I do; Senator Smoot.
Senator McCu.tnin. You are interested, in the exposed film
Mr. Rocims. We are interested in the exposed film, ready for vx-

hibition.
Senator SMOOT. In other words, you want it to reninaii where it is

to-day?
Mr. Ro ERs. We want it- to remain where it is to-dav-- that i, the

specific duty.
My appearance i, in behalf of the National Association Mltion

Pitire industry, which represents tipproximnaely between 90 ind
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95 por cent of the total motion-picture films produced and exhibited
in the United States of America.

Senator McACuMDER. What percentage of those used in the United
States were imported I I suppose you would have to give it in value
or linear feet?

Mr. ROGERs. It would be difficult to do that, for this reason, that
while there is quite a quantity of foreign motion-picture film produc-
tions brought into this country, millions of feet of it never see the
theater and are never exhibited, because they are not suited to
American audiences or American theaters. I think I may best
answer that by saying this: That in the past three and a half or four
years there have been approximately 350 foreign productions brought
into this country, and in that period less than a dozen of thom-I
should say less than 10 of them-were found worthy of exhibition.

Senator CURTIS. Then you better change your foreign manage-
ment.

Mr. RoERs. I think I might better answer that by saying we
have nothing to do with that; we do not produce those foreign films.

Senator CURTIS. Whoever buys them are surely responsible. How
could you ask Congress to protect you if you are buying a lot of
worthless films ?

ir. ROGERS. We are not asking protection. They have brought
in these fdms in the hope that they were going to make fortunes over-
night exhibiting the foreigr films, but the profits were not forthcom-
ing, for the reason that the films were not suited for exhibition in
this country.

Senator SMooT. Americaleads the world in the production of films
for motion pictures?

Mr. ROGERS. We feel we do, Senator, by reason of the fact that
between 80 and 85 per cent of the films exhibited in foreign theaters
are American films.

Senator SM1ooT. In other words, your exportation of films are
many, many, many times greater than the importation of films from
the balance of the world?

Mr. ROGERS. Undoubtedly; there is no question about that.
Senator McCutMBER. That is, the exposed film?
Mr. ROGERS. That is the exposed film; yei;, sir. The duty under

the act of 1913, which is the present duty, has provided under para-
graph 380 a specific duty levied in the following manner: Photo-
graphic negative film, exposed but not developed, 2 cents per linear
or running foot; if exposed and developed, 3 cents per linear or run-
ning foot.

If the positive is brought into this country, the specific duty is 1
cent per linear or running foot. The House bill proposed a levy of
30 per cent ad valorem duty,. American valuation.

The motion-picture industry to-day, as I understand it, is prac-
tically the fifth or sixth industry in this country. Its development
has been rather rapid, but it has been a progressive development and
a rather constructive development. It would be almost impossible
for me to state with any degree of accuracy the vast number of people
employed in our industry, by reason of the various ramifications of
it; that is, there are quite a number of people employed on the studio
floor as architects, technical people, electricians, scenic artists.
There are thousands of people employed in laboratories throughout
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the country; that is, the laboratory organization where the exposed
film is developed and where the positives are trained ready for
exhibition.

In addition to that, there are any number of industries throughout
the country that are kept busy supplying properties, scenics, cos-
tumes, effects, and mechanical appliances necessary in the production
of these pictures. I should judge, directly and indirectly, there are
employed in this industry between 250 000 and 300,000 people.

Senator SMooT. Mr. Rogers, are tiere any objections on the
part of foreign producers to the present rates of duty of 2 cents on
unexposed and 3 cents on exposed films?

Mr. RooEiRs. No, sir.
Senator SMooT. You want what?
Mr. ROGERS. We wish that to remain undisturbed.
Senator SsiOOT. There would be no retaliation at all on the part

of foreign countries if this duty remained as it is to-day?
Mr. RooERS. No, sir.
Senator McCuMBER. Have you any objection to the increase con-

tained in the bill on the unexposed?
Mr. RooERs. That is, raw stock?
Senator McCuMBER. Yes.
Mr. RooERS. I do object to that, too.
Senator MCCu BER. W hy7?
Mr. ROGERS. The objection to the raw stock-and in that respect

I mean to say that I do not appear for the National Association, but I
do appear for practically every large producing, distributing, and
importing firm in this country. I appear also for the Metro Pictures
Corporation, Associated First National Pictures (Inc.), Reaart
Pictures Corporation, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Universal
Film Manufacturing Co.. Fox Film Corporation, Educational Film
Exchanges (Inc.), R-C Pictures Corporation, Associated Exhibitors
(Inc.), Goldwin Pictures Corporation, The Bray Productionq (Inc.),
David P. Howells (Inc.), Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, Export &
Import Film Co. (Inc.), and Selznick Pictures Corporation.

The reason I do object in behalf of those companies to the impose.
tion of the 20 per cent ad valorem duty on the sensitized but unex-
posed films is that that branch of the industry to-day is practically
monopolized by one company, the Eastman Kodak Co.; in fact,
that monopoly is admitted practically by the Eastman Kodak Co.,
and was admitted by Mr. George Eastman himself in his own evidence
before the Committee on Ways and Means of the Houso of Repre-
sentatives in the hearing on Schedule N, February, 1921. It is a
known fact that the Eastman Kodak Co. has a capacity in excess
of 90,000,000 linear feet of film per month; in fact, it may be safely
said that their output is in excess of 100,000,000 linear feet of film
per month.

Senator WATSON. How much do all the others make?
Mr. RooERs. So far as the others are concerned, there are really

two other companies. One is the Bay State -
Senator WATSON (interposing). How much do they makeI
Mr. RoERs. I will give you those figures. I think I have then

here. The Bay State produces approximately two and a hialf million
a month, and the Eagle Rock produces nothing, and Powers produces
nothing to-day at all; he is shut.
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So far as foreign competition is concerned, the only real competition
is tle Patho Co., which has a capacity of about two and a halfmillion
per month; the Belgian Co., wit h approximately 5,000,000 per
month, 50 per cent, however, of which is consumed by the Belgian
and French markets: and the Agfa Co., a German company, with a
total output of approxmately 9,000,000 per month, 50 per cent of
which is consumed in the German market.

Senator MCCUMBER. Where is the other 50 per cent consumed I
Mr. ROoERs. It is practically sent into this country; some of it is

sent into Switzerland.
Senator McCUMDER. About 4,500,0001
Mr. RooRs. Approximately; part of it goes into Switzerland,

some filters through into France and maybe some gets into Belgium.
But we get about 4,000,000 feet a month out of them.

When you take into consideration that the Eastman Co. has an
output of about 100,000,000 feet per month, it is readily seen that
the Eastman Co. controls over 90 per cent --

Senator WATSON (interposing). Wat is the total consumption?
Mr. RooERs. The total consumption in the United States is about

900,000,000 to 915,000,000 a year.
Senator WATSON. And then of this 900,000,000 that the Eastman

peoplop roduce the surplus is sent abroad ?
Mr. Rooss. Yes; and in addition to that the Eastman Co. has

made very elaborate plans and a very elaborate program for pro-
ducing films abroad. They are projecting plans abroad to go into
the foreign market and to compete in the foreign market.

To show how secure they feel in their position-the Eastman Co.--
they have used almost every possible means to absolutely insure this
monopoly. Let us take the example recently brought before us: The
laboratory men canie down here and submitted a-brief by Mr. Tom
Evans, ir, which every laboratory joined. These laboratories-these
developing and printing plants-thoe came (town hero and pointed
out to you that they were in danger of being forced out of business by
the Eastman Co. fhe Eastman Co., in order to bring this about and
to bring these laboratories absolutely under their control- because the
laboratories after all were the means whereby they put their output
into circulation, acquired three laboratory concerns-one was G. N.
Morris, the other was St. John, and the other was the Paragon Labora-
tory of Long Island City. When they acquired those three labora-
tories they served notice on all the other laboratories in the country,
saying, "If you (1o not limit your purchase of stock to the Eastman
Co., we will'open these three laboratories; we will operate them our-
selves, and we will use that as a club over your head."

When the laboratories were confronted with that situation they
entered into negotiations with the Eastman Co., and as a result of
negotiations there was a contract made under which the Eastman Co.
specified that so long as these laboratories used American stock-
meaning the Elatnian stock-the Eastman Co. would never op en
these laboratories in competition with these other laboratories, tut
that as soon as there was any evidence of any departure from that
plan these laboratories of the Eastman Co. would immediately open
the doors of the3e Laboratories and go into competition with these
other laboratories, undersell them in the market, and practictilly force
them out of Illsiless.
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Senator McCum.BER. When was that contract made?
Mr. RooFRs. It was made in the past four or five months.
Senator McCuMDER. Has it been presented to the Attorney

General?
Mr. RooEns. It has not been.
Senator McCuM.mEn. D( you know why?
Mr. ROedRS. I think the only reason Mliy it was not presented to

the Attorney General was that these laboratories are happy in the
fact that they were given a new lease on life and that they were
perfectly content to fo right along and remain alive and ready to
do business instead o having the matter presented to the Attorney
General. They filed with this committee a brief, but as soon as that
contract was perfected they were directed to come. down here and
to withdraw this brief and to withdraw every remark they had made
against the Eastman Co. Somebody (d come down hoero and with-
draw every remark and I understand (lid withdraw the brief. I,
however, have a cop) of the brief in my possession, which I would
like to submit to this committee.

(The brief referred to is as follows:)

MEMIOIANDUM IN OPPOSITION To TILE IMP0sITION OF A TARIFF ON MIOr)N PICTURE
RAW STOCK (SENSITIZED MOTION PICTURE FIAI UNEXiOSED AND UNIEVEI.OPFD).

The following reasons are respectfully submitted to Ili" Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Rhelresentatives wh, tke proioS.,d tariff of'30 per cent ad valorem
on raw stock, now on tile fre list. should not Ie imputed an( wIy Ai6 raw material
should be continued on the free list:

I. Motion picture filn. sensitized but riot exposed or developed, is the basic material,
known in the art as raw stock. on which motion pictures are produced.

The raw stck serves no useful or commercial purpose other than as a base for the
making of the motion picture known to commerLe. It can le uted for no other pur-
pose and has no other market.

II. Raw stock is nanit~fctIred in the United s tates. almost ex.clusively, by one
concern-the Eastman Kodak ('o.

This is confirmed by the statement of the .astmarn Kodak ('o., signed by (eorgo
Eastman. president, sworn to on the 31st day of January, 1921, and appearing in
Tariff Information. 1921. hearings before the (oinruittee on Ways and Means. House
of Representatives. on Schedule N. I'eliri ar" 10, 1921. Print No. 31. pages 3187,
et seq.. in which Mr. Easiman swears to the following:

"In the year 1920 the Eastman Kodak ('o. *.sales of motion Ipiclure film in the unitedd
Slats was over six times as large as they" were in 1910.

"In the year 1920 the Eltman KcdaL Co. 's output of motion picture film was over
800.000,0W linear feet. * * *

"The E'astman Kodak (o.. having 1iraptically created the business., has maintained
its lead. solely by reason of the high quality alill uniformitV of its produWts.

"The field'was open to (ompetition and'motion picture film has not Ibeen mar,-
factured to ammy (onsideraiL extent ilk the 1 mted States by others simply because
others have heen unable to make a (coiapeting lilm." * * *

The amount inlicated biv Mr. Eastman is practically the quantity of motion picture
footage consumed in lie United States dliring the year 1920, thus suislantialing b y
his statements that the E.astman Kodak ( o. practically controls ard has a monopoly
upon the manufacture of this material in the Unihite States.

In the same report of hearin,. Is.elruary 1. 1921. Mr. .1. E. lidrlalonr. who is the
exclusive distributor for muse in the IUnited States of IEastinan raw stock. in also pleading
for a duty of 30 per cent. complains about the increasing amount of importation from
lelgium and F.rance of this material and particularly of the importationis for the year

1920. This is a plea for protection to the .\mnermuan|nanufa(cturer.
The E;astman (o.. now enjoying the monopoly and seeking the prote 'tion of a tariff

of 30 per cent. paid over $8.000.000 in (Iividends in 1920 and had Ic.ft ower for the y(ar a
surphis of over $10,300,0W. This (omnliany has for the year 120 again eayrwd almost
Its entire cajoitalization.
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The report of the earnings of the Eastman Kodak Co., published In the New York
Globe on May 20, 1921, follows:

"The Eastmn Kodak Co.'s annual report for the year ended December 31 1920,
shows net profits after Federal taxes of $18,66,211, equivalent after preferreA divi-
dends to 2.53 a share earned on the $19,664,600 common stock. This compares
with net profits of $18,320,188, or $91.78 a share on the $19,503,400 outstanding stock
in the previous year.

"The income account for the year 1920 compares as follows:

1920 1919

Not profl .................................. $1%,58m,211 818,326,188
Pref rred dWv9e 9...............................,942
Ccomdriden.............................7,885,840 7,519,110

Surplus ........................................................... 10,30,429 10,1inIN

After Federal taxes."
The earnings for the year 1920 are said to be the largest in the history of the concern

and yet were earned in a period of the largest foreign importations.
Il1. A tariff of 30 per cent upon foreign raw stock would not produce a revenue to

the Government of the United States. On the contrary, it would result in practicall)
a prohibition of import.

'e best obtalnalble information covering the imported product indicates that the
raw base, i. e. celluloid, Is imported to a very large extent from the United States,
treated abroad, and returned to tho United States as finbhed product. This base,
celluloid material, an American product, constitutes more than two-thirds of the cost
of the finished article, the labor entering into the manufacture being the smallest
item of expense.

(See statement of Paul H. Cromelin, president of the Inter Ocean Film Co ration,
and communication from Louis Destenay, vice president of the Gevaert Co. o'-America
(Inc.), in printed report, Tariff Information, 1921, hearings before the Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives, on Schedule N, Feb. 12, 1921, Print
No. 33, p. 3635, particularly 3637.)

IV. A 30 per cent ad valorem tariff upon imported raw stock would make absolute
the monopoly of a single American manufacturer.

While the imposition of the 30 per cent tariff, sought by the Eastman Kodak Co.,
would prevent importation of foreign raw film, such tariff is pregnant with a much
greater menace to the motion-picture industry in the United States. While all
picture producers not affiliated with the Eastman Co. would be adversely affected,
thl very existence of the motion-picture film laboratories is threatened.

hose laboratories receive from the producers of motion pictures the negatives
from which are printed all the positive copies required for showing in the theaters.
These copies are printed on raw stock. The laboratory, in order to proceed with its
manufacture, depends absolutely on a steady supply of raw stock of a uniform grade
and quality. To deprive the laboratories is to forthwith cancel their operations and
put them oat of buiiness. There are no substitutes. To impose a duty of 30 per
cent on imported raw material is to deprive them of the only available competitive
source of supply and to subject them vnthout recourse to the whims or mercy of the
one manufacturer in the United States controlling this supply.

This is no idle academic contention. For the past activities of the Eastman Kodak
Po., seepage 3635 of Tariff Information, hearingV before the Committee on Ways and
Mfeas, House of Representatives, February 12, 1921, Print No. 33.

The Investments in the motion-pitture laboratories aggregate many millions of
dollars.

The motion-picture laboratories givo'employment to thousands from coast to coast
of the United .States.

It is common knowledge in the motion-picture industry that Mr. J. E. Brulatour,
the sole distributor of the Eastman Kodak Co. raw film ii the United States has for
some time past been, though not openly, In the motion-picture laboratory business
and that he is largely Interested in exteiisive laboratories capable of printing a large
percentage of the films required for use In the United States.

To impose a tariff of 30 per cent would make It entirely possible for Mr. Brulatour
or the Eastman Kodak Co. not only to maintain the monopoly on raw stock but to
enjoy for all practical purposes a monopoly of the film laboratory business.



V. The Eastman Co., by the testimony of Mr. George Eastman, is practically the
only company making raw stock in the United States. The other three concerns,
which have attmp from time to time to produce, have a total output, which ih
known to those in the industry, to be almost negligible.

Attention has been called to a statement filed with your committee by Mr. P. A.
Powers, of the Powers Film Products Co., ale of Rochester, N. Y., in which he pleads
for protection against the possible dangr of foreign importation of raw stock. In his
communication, Mr. Powers has referred to the fact that he Is a small manufacturer
and that he would probably have to discontinue manufacturing unless the duty is
imposed, and he al states that the Agfa Co. is selling raw stock in this ,arke't at
$0.015 per foot where it costs him, Powers, $0.0211 per foot to manufacture. We havepositive and definite Information that the Agfa Co., which., until the latter part of
March, 1921, imported no raw stock to the United States since before 1914, has not
sold Its product at any such price and Mr. Powers's statement in this regard can be
emphatibally and indisputably denied and further proof can be submitted ifUnecessary.

Whether there is any connection between the Eastman Co. and Mr. Powers, we
are not advised, but your committee should know that Mr. Powers is not the poor
little manufacturer which his letter to your committee might lead one to suppose.
He is a man of large means, one of the oldest distributors of motion pictures in the
United States, formerly for many years treasurer of Universal Film Manufacturing
Co. and maker of Powers films, formerly exclusive distributor for Agfa stock in this
country, and his recent venture in raw-stock production is but one of his many activi.
ties in his various ramifications in the motion.picture industry.

A tariff upon rw stock would create an absolute monopoly in favor of the Eastman
Kodak Co., would be against the best interests of the motion.picture industry, would
place the monopoly in a position to drive out of business all competing motion.picture
laboratories, and would bring no revenue to the Government.

Respectfully submitted. Maj. Tom ErAse.

(On behalf of Bigraph Co. of America, Craftsmen Film Laboratories (Inc.), Nicholas
Kessell Laboratories, Evans Film Manufacturing Co., Republic Laboratones (Inc.),
Claremont Laboratories, Eclipse Laboratories, Film Developing Co., Cromlow Labora.
tories, Dobbs Laboratories, Tremont Laboratories, and National Laboratories.)

Mr. FORBES. September 9 was the date of the contract, and I
want to say, Mr. Rogers, that I filed a brief setting forth concerning
the making of that contract on the part of the laboratories in the
raw stock; 'hat is in a brief already in the hands of the committee.

Senator SmOOT. Mr. Cole was representing the Eastman Co.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Cole is directly connected with the Bay State.
Senator SmOOT. He testified before the committee the other day.
Mr. ROGERS. I was coming to that, Senator Smoot. It seemed to

me rather peculiar that Mr. Charles Cole, who is one of the officials of
the Bay State Co., should come down here representing not only the
Bay State Co. but the Ansco Co. and the Eastman Kodak Co., and
come walking in here hand in hand with his deadly competitorraying for protection. I think when we have an evidence of that

ind of the only two companies in existence in this country, one the
great, big, tremendous company, and the other the small competitor,
coming down here hand in hand it augurs for a combination in the
future of the two companies if this tariff is lifted.

Senator SsfooT. As I remember, he requested a duty of three-
fourths cents per linear foot on plaster films and 1* cents per linear
foot on negative films. That, I think, was what he requested in
way of protection.

Mr. ROGERS. Was that by way of compromise I
Senator SMOOT. No, that was suggested rates that he asked the

committee to provide.
Mr. ROGERS. Instead of 30 per cent ad valorem ? It is my under-

standing he complained that 30 per cent ad valorem was even too
low.
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Senator SMooT. I did not get from him directly whether it was to
take the place of 30per cent ad valorem or not; but those were the
figures that he asked for.

Mr. RoGERs. It was my understanding that he complained that
30 per cent ad valorem was too low.

Senator SMOOT. Mr. Walker tells me that I am correct, that he
asked for specific duties and, in fact, I know that he did, because
I have a note of it here in my book, asking for a specific duty of
three-fourths of a cent per linear foot on plaster films and 1i cent
on negative films.

Mr. ROoERS. That would be lower than the present specific duty.
Senator SMOOT. Yes, I am aware of that, and that is why I wanted

you to explain his request.
Mr. ROoERS. I can not explain his request. On the contrary, so

far as I know, the Bay State Co., in speaking to me through their
representative, complained that the present contemplated 30 per
cent ad valorem duty was too low, and that there should be a higher
ad valorem duty to protect them. So if Gen. Cole came down here
and asked for a lower specific than the present ad valorem I must
say that I can not quite comprehend that.

Senator SMxOOT. It. was Mr. H. C. Cole ?
Mr. RooERs. Then that Mr. H. C. Cole is the Mr. Cole of the

Robbins-Cole Co., of the Distributing Film Finished Product Co.; he
is not of the Bay State.

Senator SMooT. It is Mr. H. C. Cole who testified before t1be com-
mittee the other day and filed his brief, but I thought perhaps he was
only talking as to dry plates rather than to the regular films.

Mr. RoGERS. I hope I may now refer to the other question of the
finished product that I was discussing before the committee.

My position on the finished product is not in the event that this
30 per cent ad valorem duty is retained as set out in the House bill
that the result will be the following:

That in the event of the imposition of the contemplated 30 per cent
ad valorem duty, retaliatory duties will be imposed by foreign coun-
tries which will jeopardize the foreign market, which is practically
80_per cent controlled by American manufacturers.

I know there have been other men before you on tariff schedules
who have held themselves out to you and said there was fear of
foreign retaliation. I am not merely holding this forth to you as a
possibility, but as a fact, because I have garnered from all over the
globe press clippings in which we are openly told that if the American
producers wish not only to control and dominate the foreign market
as he does to-day, but in addition thereto exclude the foreign product
from the American market, .that he will not teike that blow lying
down; that they are going to fight back and that they will fight back.
This question of film duty has assumed such important proportions
that the foreign press has come to the point of publishing cartoons as
well as editorials. When the conservative old London Times devotes
columns and double-column statements to the question of the Ameri-
can film ban and the American tariff on films, it is a fair indication.

(At this point Mr. Rogers filed with the committee certain pressclippings, etc.)Center McLEA. Why is it that the American manufacturer can

control the English market?



Mr. ROoERS. Well, there are two reasons for that: One reason is
that just as the World War came on the American film had arrived
at its climax of perfection. During the war Great Britain did not
produce, neither did France, by reason of the depletion of their man
power and by reason of the fact that they were compelled to use all
of the component parts and elements that went into the production
of motion-picture films for war purposes-the celluloid was used for
the manufacture of guncotton; and so on through the industry-
they produced nothing. During that period the American industry
was built up in tremendous strides; tremendous improvement was
made in toohnical handling and technical direction in motion pictures
was discovered by American industries; wonderful improvements were
made in..cameras, stage effects, and stage lighting. So by the time
the end of the war had arrived the United States had been furnishing
the world all its motion pictures.

When the war was over the resources of these countries had been
depleted; their ready liquid capital was not at hand to launch ven-
tures. The upbuilding policy of those countries was active; there
was no surplus capital, but, instead, tremendous war debts. We
kept right on going into the production of films, and they rather
lagged behind.

Taking England specifically: Atmospheric conditions in England
are not conducive to motion-picture production. They have not
the ideal conditions there that exist in this country. In the winter
time we can send a company down to Florida, Louisiana, or to
Southern California. In fact, we can produce motion pictures in
California from 91 to 10 months of the year.

Senator McLEAN. They can send their companies to Australia
and Africa?

Mr. RooERs. There is a physical possibility of doing that. But
after their man power had been depleted, then after their resources
had been depleted during the war, they were more concerned with
building up the necessities that they required rather than going in
for entertainment and amusement. Capital was not available.
Furthermore, there had been tremendous confidence built up in the
American production. American production had shown every possi-
bility of attainment of the ultimate ends and had made tremendous
strides.

:Senator MCLEAN. What per cent of the production of pictures is
labor cost?

Mr. RooERS. That is a very, very difficult question to answer, and
I would not care to hazard a guess on that-it is too important.

Senator MCLRAN. Suppose the Germans should become active?
Mr. ROOERS. The Germans have become active.
Senator McLZAN. And they have a much lower labor cost?
"Ir. RooERs. They have been active.
Senator McLEAN. How can we assume that they will not develop

this industry and the processes that are necessary to displace our
pi oducts, certainly at least abroad?

Mr. RoGERs. I think the best answer that I can make to that is
this: That at the present, although several hundred of German pro-
ductions have come into this country, only six or seven since the
signing of the armistice have been deemed fit for exhibition to the
Ainerican public.
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Senator MCCUMBER. WhyI
Mr. ROGERS. The reason seems to be this, sir: You take the ordi-

nary domestic drama or social drama produced abroad. They
reflect foreign thought, foreign manners, foreign customs that are
not readily grasped or accepted by the American audience.

Senator MCLEAN. I know, but we export what to them are foreign
customs.

Mr. RooEss. But the peculiar part of that seems to be that the
American film speaks in universal language and their films seem to
be so clothed hi the particular thought and the particular atmos-
phere of that particular country that it speaks the language of that
particular country. Why that should be I do not know, but it is a
fact. Why it should be that they produce, for example, Les Mise-
rabies so it would not take, but this country could produce Los
Miserables and play to tremendous houses. Here is another mystery
I can not understand.

Senator MOLEAN. Conditions may change.
Mr. ROGERS. They may change. But the question before us is,

Is this the time to impose a duty?
Senator MCLEAN. You want to impose a duty before the change

takes place; in other words, 'you lock the barn before the horse
is goneI

Mr. ROGERS. That may be true. But you may also kill an industry
which has grown up tremendously in this country and which has
yielded tremendous taxes to this Government.

Senator McLEAN. You may kill the industry in this country?
Mr. ROGERS. You may kill the industry right here.
Senator McLEAN. That is, assuming that the Eastman Co. is a

monopoly?
Mr. ROGERS. No, sir; this has nothing to do with the Eastman

question at all. If this retaliation takes place in the foreign mar-
ket--

Senator McLEAN (interposing). Retaliation?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. Why is it that the manufacturers are not wise

enough to comprehend this danger as well as the importers?
Mr. ROGERS. I do not quite grasp your question, sir.
Senator McCumBER. Why, if there is danger of retaliation, why is

it that the manufacturers do not seem to have the same fear about
the retaliation that you have? If there is danger, I should think
they would sense it quicker than anyone.

Mr. ROGERS. But I am here representing those manufacturers.
They are the ones who are expressing this protest; that is what I am
here for. Every manufacturer in this country is registring his pro-
test against this. We do not want it; we did not seek this tariff pro-
tection. We see nothing but danger in it. We see the ruin of our
industry in this, because there must be retaliation; there is bound to
be. That tells the story.

Senator McLEAN. M is it that is asking for this protection?
Mr. ROGERS. That is what I do not know.
Senator MCCUMBER. That is what I am trying to find out. If the

manufacturers do not want it-
Mr. PAuL M. TURNER. The independent producer, and the peoph

who work-there is a difference of opinion between the producers on
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this. I think that the only people who spoke in favor of the bill are
the independent producers and the people who are employed.

Mr. RooERs. (wanted to come to that as well. From the point
of the independent producer-there is only one independent -
ducer that Ihave discovered in the entire industry, after a complete
canvass of the industry,who is in favor of this ad valorem duty, und
that is a man whom you all know-Mr. David Griffith. He is the
only one in the entire industry who objects. When you take into
consideration that the American manufacturing producer produces
between 840 and 860 productions a year, and of that entire number
Mr. Griffith contributes two or three a year, you can readily see that
the rotest of Mr. Griffith is not a very powerful one.

The only reason why Mr. Griffith protests is this, as I understand
it-that through the course of the year he will make two or three
pictures. These are stupendous productions, and he feels that the
only foreign pictures that can come into this country successfully, as
is evidenced by pagt experience, are these massive productions, or
these so-called historical productions, or a spectacle Tike "Passion"
and "Calefara's Cabinet" and "Gypsy Blood," which is another
version of 'Carmen." He feels that those tremendous productions
that come in here, which are the only ones that can come in on a pay-
in basis, will come in competition with his paying productions in
this country.

But it seems to me that that is a proposition where the tail is*
endeavoring to wag the dog, when two productions out of 850 are
trying to control the industry, and it is a rather peculiar thing that
when Mr. David Griffith wished to produce "Hearts of the World"
he was very careful to go abroad and produce that picture abroad
in order to get what he claimed was the "foreign atmosphere" and
the battle fields over there, and the trench life of the soldiers and
the life in the cantonments and the life in the French villages. When
an American producer other than Griffith goes abroad and tempo-
rarily leases a studio over there to produce some historical studies
such as "Nero," where he requires the background of Rome, Mr.
Griffith says "There is grave danger in American producers going
abroad." So far as the people employed in the industry are con-
cerned, I can not understand by what classes of reasoning they can
claim a tariff of this kind is going to help them. If it is true-and
it must be true-that an ad valorem duty here will mean retaliation
abroad, the inevitable result will be that, knowing that instead of
an assured foreign market we are going to have, at most or at best,
a speculative market abroad for a profit, and knowing to-day that
with present cost of production we can count on the American
market for amortization of production plus a very small profit, and
our foreign business is almost entirely profit-

Senator McLEAN (interposing). England put a duty on her key
industries--6,000 of them or more. Do you know whether this is
included or notI

Mr. RooERs. Not yet, sir. It is contemplated only in event we
do pass ours.

Senator MCLEAN. Would not the movie patrons over there pro-
test a tariff on importations of these films I Everybody goes to the
movies over there as we do here, I suppose; and I suppose there
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would be strong popular opposition to a tariff on new film coming
from this country, if they are as popular as you say they are.

Mr. RooERs. It comes clown to your proposition of formulating
public sentiment; in other words, if the British press can be brought
to bear-and they will be brought to bear-on the national propo-
sition by insidious articles here and there to attack the American
as an American, and as a greedy individual, and to attack your
American films little by little, they will get the British public into
an acceptable frame of mind.

Senator WATSON. Are any of these American companies manu-
facturing in foreign countries? Have they set up establishments
there for that purpose?

Mr. RoEaRs. There is one company that has, and that is Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, but not on a large scale. The great part
of their production is done in this country. I do not think 6 or 8
per cent of their production is done abroad, although they have
studios abroad.

But it can be done the same as they are doing in Australia to-day.
To show you just how far they will go, here is a communication from
our Department of Commerce, setting out what the New Zealand
press and the Australian press is doing now, in order to bolster up
toward this feared American tariff. Here is one from the New Zea-
land Herald of September 22, 1921, in which they say: "The sugges-
tion of New Zealand should assist the British moving, picture industry
by imposing a surtax on foreign films is one that wil be very widelyap p roved.".And, y the way, Australia has started the ball rolling by increasing

the present duty 100 per cent. It was I pence, and now we have
made it 3 pence, with a differential in favor of the British film, how-
ever.

Senator McLEAn. Yes, but there is big money in this business, and
what effect will that have on the price of admission to the movies?

Mr. ROOERS. The prices of admissions, where?
* Senator McLEAN. To the movies. What effect does it have on the

consumer?
Mr. RooERs. The effect it will have will be this, sir: I was right on

that point-that if we are to depend on a speculative market abroad,
or nonproductive, nonprofit making abroad, it will mean that if we
are to maintain the standard of the motion picture in this country,
which it has taken us years to attain in the United States, we will
have to get the amortization of cost of production out of this country
as well as our profit out of this country, because there will be no assured
foreign profit. Our foreign business to-day is all profit. That being
so, the only way in which ue cah get back our amortization of cost
of production and of fair return on our investment in our business
would be by passing the burden to the consumer; or, the other altern-
ative would be to lower the standard of production, cheapen our pro-
duction, and in that manner lose our superior position in the world
market, and allow the foreigner to come in and outstrip us very
shortly. Now, the curtailment of preoduction-

Senator MCLEAN (interposing). What is the price of this article
now compared with 1918? Are the prices higher or lower than in
1918-19?

Mr. ROGERS. The cost of production to-day, sir? Lower.
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Senator MCLEAn. The cost of production is lower and prices are
lower to the consumer?

Mr. RooERs. They are a bit lower. There has not been any appre-
ciable reduction. It is somewhat lower than in 1918; there has not
been any tremendous reduction.

Senator McLEAN'. About what profit do you figure on ?
Mr. ROGERS. That all depends on the production, and we do not

really figure on any specific basis of profit, nor is there any particular
budget.

Senator WATSON. You get all you can, and that is all you can do ?
Mr. ROoERS. Some lose and some make.
Senator McLEAN. You get all the trade will bear, and it has borneup pretty well?
Mr. ROGES.w I will say fairly well, because at present the industry

is not in a very prosperous condition.
Senator McLEAN. About what percentage?
Mr. RooEs. I think we have fallen offin production between 55

and 60 per cent, sir. I know that in our company, where we worked
seven companies on our studio floors in the East last year and the
year before, we are only working two companies this year. I know
Coudert worked five or six in his eastern studio, but they are now
closed entirely and are working nowhere. Famous Players are closed
entirely; they are doing nothing there.

Senator McLEAN. Is that duo to a decrease in your sales?
Mr. RoaRs. Yes, sir; it is due to an absolute stagnation in this

industry to-day.
Senator WATSON. It is due to the industrial condition and the

inability of the people to pay the price, and not due to foreign imports ?
Mr. ROGERS. Absolute y; no, sir.
Senator McLrAN. You do not notice that the theaters in Wash-

ington have closed, do you?
Senator S31OT. Not in the District of Columbia.
Mr. RooERS. In Minnesota and North Dakota alone there have

been 260 moving picture theaters closed. But you can not find in a
transient city lige Washington, with the tremendous visiting popula-
tion all the year through-

Senator S31o0T (interposing). And having a Government pay roll?
Mr. ROGERS. And having a Government pay roll, really a public

playground compared with cities that have their normal population.
Senator MCLEAN. That depression that is now extant here is not

due to the foreign competition, but to the general depression of
business?

Mr. RooERs. Yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. And the lessening of the purchasing power of

the people?
1%r. RoGERs. Yes, sir.
Senator MCLEAN. And their inability to attend these entertain-

ments ?
Mr. RooERS. Exactly, and the general stagnation throughout the

country.
In view of these conditions, it is my position that this is no time

to tinker with a tariff of this kind, and to indulge in dangerous ex-
periments. It may be all right to say that it is better to "lock your
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stable before the horse is gone," but there is such a thing as locking
your stable and smothering the horse.

Senator JONES. Or locking the horse outside ?
Mr. ROoERS. Exactly; locking the horse outside.
Senator McLEAN. There do not very many smother. They are

well fed and groomed.
Mr. ROoERS. If you will guarantee to feed them and groom them,

you may close the stable.
Senator McLEAN. If the American people stop buying American

goods, you will find out what will happen to your horse pretty soon.
Senator SM1OOT. I wanted to ask you if the wording im paragraph

1451 meets the situation as it exists to-day in the moving-picture
industry ?

Mr. ROOERS (reading):
Photographic cameras and parts thereof, not specially provided for, 30per centum

ad valoren; photographic dry plates, not specially provided for, and photographic
and moving-picture films sensitized but not exposed or developed, 20 per centum
ad valorem.

That is the Eastman proposition, just spoken of.
Senator SMOOT. You are satisfied, then, with three-fourths cent

per linear foot on positives and 1| cents on negatives; that is, apply-
ing now to photographic dry plates only?

Mr. RooEns. I do not care anything about that; we are satisfied
with that as to dry plates only, not the films.

Senator SMoor. What I wanted you to do is to read the next item.
Mr. RoGERs (reading):
Photo aphic film negatives, imported in any form, for use in any way in con-

nection With moving.picture exhibits, or for making or reproducing pictures for
such exhibits, exposed whether developed or not, and photographic film positives,
imported in any form, for use in any way in connection with moving picture
exhibits, including herein all moving, motion, mote-photography, or cinematography
film pictures, prints, positives or duplicates of every kind and nature, of whatever
substance made, 30 per centum ad valorem.

Senator SMOOT. You want 3 cents per linear foot?
* Mr. RooERS. I say I want the present specific duty of 2 cents per
linear foot on positive negatives exposed but not developed, 3 cents
on negatives exposed and developed, and 1 cent on positives.

Then the rest of it about partially produced abroad, I object to
that, as well. If it is vicious to have 30 per cent in any event, it is
vicious to have this subsequently to be produced partially of the
film abroad as well.

Senator SMIoOT. Now, the proviso, beginning line 9, page 169, does
that express the idea that you had in mind in relation to the impor-
tation of the motion-picture films or film negatives taken from the
United States and exposed in the foreign countries ?

Mr. ROGERS. I see no necessity for that, unless the 30 per cent ad
valorem is invoked. You see, if the 30 per cent ad valorem is invoked
against foreign productions, then the logical step would be to afford
protection so that the American producer .can go abroad and take
part of his factory. If the 30 per cent goes out, that should go out.

Senator SMOOT. If we should put on 2 cents per linear foot on
negatives exposed but not developed, 3 cents on negatives exposed
and developed, and I cent positives, then there would be no necessity
for the proviso?

Mr. RooERs. None whatever, sir.
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BRIRF OF SAUL X. ROGERS. RZPRESENTIrG TU NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

NOTION-PIWTURZ INDUSTRY.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND MOTION-PICTURE FILMS SEN81TIZED BUT NOT EXPOSEL OR DE-
VELOPED.

The undersigned. consisting of the largest motion-picture film producing and dis.
tributing companies in America enter their protest against the imposition of a 20 per
cent ad valnrem duty on motion picture film raw stock described in the House bill as
motion picture film sensitized. unexposed and undeveloped, and respectfully request
that this film be permitted to remain on the free list.

The only object that will be served by imposing any ad valorem duty on raw stock
will be to further enhance, develop and maintain the present monopoly enjoyed by the
Eastman Kodak Co.. which at present controls between 95 and 98 per cent of the
American market, and a large part of the foreign market. It is readily ascertainable
that the Eastman Kodak Co. sells approximately 90.000.000 feet of film per month,
and is reputed to sell in excess of 100.000,000 feet per month.

The only other independent producers of film in this country are the Bay State
Film Co. which produces approximately 2.000,000 feet per month. and the Powers
Co.. which at present is producing practically nothing. Ilitherto there was a third
company. known as the Eagle Rock. but this has been since acquired by the Eastman
Kodak Co. in order to curtail competition. The present real foreign competitors of the
Eastman Kodak Co. are the Pathe Co.. with a total output of approximately 2,50,000
feet per month; the Gravaert, a Belgian company with an approximate capacity of
5,000,000 feet per month, 50 per cent of which, however, is consumed by the Bel ian
and French markets: the Agfa Co., a German company, with a total output of approxi-
mately 9,000,000 feet a month, 50 per cent of which, however, is consumed by the
German market.

It is recognized that the imposition of a duty is necessitated either as a measure of
protection to an American industry or in order to obtain revenue. From either point
of view a tariff will be nonproductive. The Eastman Co., which has practically a
95 per cent monopoly of the motion.picture films sold in this country, surely
-:quires no protection, and so far as revenue is concerned, the foregoing figures
readily demonstrate that the revenue received will be practically in-ignificant. Prior
to the entry of the foreign product into this country the Eastman Co. could dictate any
prlce it pleased for its motion-picture film raw stock. Since the entry of :'. foreign
product, the Eastman price has fallen, and the Eastman Co. still earns tremendous
profits on its sales in this country as well as abroad. Extensive preparations are being
made by the Eastman Co. to establish large plants in Europe, and it is a matter of
common knowledge that the Eastman Co. sells its American product abroad at a lower
price than it does in this country.

The only result that will follow from the imposition of a duty mill be to more securely
bolster the monopoly of the Eastman Co., to throttle competition, and to increase the
price of raw stock in thm country.

It is therefore respectfully requested that the said motion-picture film raw stock
remain on the free list.

(Representing the following companies: Metro Pictures Corporation Associated
First National Pictures (Inc.), Realart Pictures Corporation, Famous Players 1asky
Corporation, Universal Film 'Manufacturing Co., Fox Film Corporation, Educa-
tional Film Exchanges (Inc.), P.-O Pictures Corporation, Associated Exhibitors
(Inc.) Goldwin Pictures Corporation, The lray Productions (Inc.), David P.
Iowells (Inc.), Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, Exp~ort & Import Film Co. (Inc.),
Selznick Pictures Corporation.)

iIOTION-PICTURE PRODUCTIONqR.

This appeal is made on behalf of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry of the United States of America, which represents approximately 95 per cent
of the motion-picture film productions produced and distributid in the United States
of America, in protest against levying the contemplated tariff of 30 per cent ad valorem
on foreign motion.picture film productions. By foreign motion.picture film produc-
tions is meant the finished motion-picture play or story, fully complete and ready for
exhibition in theaters.

Under the act of 1913, paragrph 380, which fixes the present duty, the tariff is a
specific duty levied in the following manner: Photographic film negatives, exposed
but not developed, 2 cents per linear or running foot; if exposed and developed, 3
cents per linear or running foot; photographic film positives, 1 cent per linear or run.
ning foot.

The relief requested is that the present aforesaid specific duty remain undisturbed.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPORTANCE OF THE INDUSTRY.

The motion.icture industry at present is supposed to rank fifth among the indus-

tries of the United States. Its development has been rapid, progressive, and contruc-
tive. It is difficult indeed to give an accurate estimate of the number of people
employed in that industry to-day by reason of the fact that there are a number of
independent producers producing on a small scale who are not members of our national
association. -The industry is divided into three main groups, namely, the producing
group, the distributing group, and the laboratorygroup. The produci group is the
one engaged in the actual production of motion-picture photoplays. The releasing
group functions as the distributing agency of the finished positive motion-picture
prints. The laboratory group is engaged in the business of developing exposed
negative and printing positive for either the large producing compares or independ-
ent producers. In some of the large companies all three groups are combined.

It would be impossible to even approximate the total number of persons directly
and indirectly engaged in this industry by reason of the far-reaching character of the
work involved. n the studios, for instance, the number employed varies practically
from day to day. On one day several thousands of extra persons may be employed ih
large scenes in the studios, whereas on the succeeding day this number would be
greatly diminished. The artisans of almost any number of other industries are em-
ployed to furnish materials, properties, costumes, and effects required in the produc-
tion of motion pictures.

This very brief rksum6 of the facts tending to show the importance of the industry
can only in a very vague manner convey the real status of the industry. The writer,
however, feels there is no necessity for dwelling at any great length on this aspect
because the importance of this industry has been made apparent to the entire world,
and particularly to this nation, during its period of stress throughout the World War.

The motion picture has brought entertainment and happiness to outlying, segre-
gated, remote farming, mining, and grazing sections of the country, which formerly
were without amusement of any kind. By the educational, travel, and news subjects
produced the motion picture has brought these people in contact with the world that
is outside their doors, the wonders and beauties of which they could only vaguely
dream of.,

REASONS FOR THE RECOMMENDATION.

The reasons for the recommendation for the maintenance of the present specific
duty are briefly the following:

1. That in the event of-the imposition of the contemplated 30 per cent ad valorem
duty, retaliatory duties will be imposed by foreign countries, which will jeopardize
the foreign market, which is practically 80 per cent controlled by American manu-
facturers.

2. That if the said proposed tariff is passed the American manufacturer will be
compelled to go abroad and produce on a larg scale in order to be afforded entry into
the European market on a basis equal to that of European manufacturers and com-
petitors.

3. That if the proposed tariff be imposed the American consumer will ultimately
be compelled to pay a higher price if the preent standard of productions is to be
maintained.

4. That by reason of the foregoing, if such tariff be imposed, a large number of
American actors, directors, workmen, artLsans, and laborers will be thrown out of
employment.

5. That the tariff is unnecessary either from the standpoint of nece;sity for pro-
tection of the American industry or from the standpoint of yielding any appreciable
revenue.

6. That the industry requires no protection because it dominates the home market
and controls practically 80 per cent of the foreign market.

7. Foreign productions have not made any material inroad.q in the American market
and have not as yet become a real competitor in the home market, an4 the compar-
atively small number of productions that have been imported and will be imported
in the near future yield an insignificantly small revenue.

The 30 per cent ad valorem duty contained in Schedule 14, paragraph 1451, of the
house bill was not requested by the National Association of the Motion Picture Indus-
try nor by anybody acting in its behalf or with its Fanction. In fact, the industry
was not afforded an opportunity to appear before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee to protest against that measure, because it was not until the committee was
practically ready to report that it was understood that such a provision had been
written into the bill and would shortly thereafter be reported out of the committee.
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it is the opinion of this industry, after very (reful consideration of this question,
that if this tariff measure is paeed, it will be d6astrous to the industry and the labor
employed therein. It will mean either driving American producers abroad in order
to enter the foreign market or a material reduction in the wage scale of labor em-
ployed in our industry in order to meet a material diminution in business and profits.

If the 30 per cent tariff becomes law, there is no doubt that the foreign nations will
retaliate by imposing equally high or higher ad valorem duties against the American
product, and they will be careful to base their tariff on American valuation in order
to make the tariff yield ashigh as possible. Bearinginmind the fact that the American
film producers have practically a monopoly in the motion pictures exhibited in foreign
countries, a tariff barrier raised against the American product would mean the loss of
millions of dollars to this industry. The American control of the foreign market
with respect to motion-picture films is approximately the following:

Great Britain. approximately 85 per cent of the films exhibited.
Australia, 90 per cent of the films exhibited.
South America. 95 per cent of the films exhibited.
Continental Europe. 85 per cent of the films exhibited.
Far East. 80 per cent of the films exhibited.
It will thus be readily comprehended that a high tariff imposed as a retaliatory

measure by those foreign countries will make it practically impossible for the Amer-
ican product to compete with the foreign product in the foreign market and mako a
profit. At present the American market affords s an opportunity to amortize the
cost of production plus a small profit. and our foreign business is practically all profit.
If we are confronted with a retaliatory tariff abroad this industry will be compelled,
in order to enter the foreign market under favorable conditions, to either organize
producing companies abroad and carry on a material part of our production abroad as
foreign companies, which would throw thousands of people out of employment in this
country; or the other alternative would be for us to curtail the cost of production in this
country very materially in order to obtain the amortization of production and a reason-
able profit in this country, knowing that we will be compelled to speculate in the for:eign market for a profit.

In the latter event curtailment of salaries and discharge of a considerable number
of employees throughout the entire industry will be necessary and labor employed in
this industry will naturally suffer. If material curtailment in the expense of pro-
duction is necessitated by such a measure it will mean that the high standard at present
maintained in American production will of neesity be lowered and the present
superior standard of American production, recognized throughout the world, mill
immediately fall, and our foreign competitors will then beina position to easily control
the entire market and force American productions into a minor position. If, on the
other hand. the standard is to he maintained and we are compelled to obtain amortiza-
tion of production and a profit out of the American market, it can be readily realized
that the American consumer would be compelled to pay a considerably higher price
for American productions.

The fear of retaliation by the foreign countries is well founded, as will appear from
the mass of press clippings which have been gathered from foreign newspapers and
foreign trade periodicals, which have been submitted to this committee. Great
agitation for retaliation has appeared in the British pre,- and trade papers. In addi-
tion thereto this industry has been served with a protest from the Canadian Motion
Picture Dimtributomr' Association against this tariff and informing us in no uncertain
terms that Canada will follow in the footsteps of Great Britain in bringing about
retaliation against the American film. This protest is included among the exhibit,
filed with your committee.

The imposition of an ad valorem duty, however, high, will not keep the foreign
product out of this county. nor will the present 30 per cent ad valorem d.ty equalize
the difference in production cost between that of the foreign market and that of the
American market. If the argument of the agitators for this tariff is to be believed,
then it must be presumed that a motion-picture production can be made abroad for
approximately one-fifth or one-third of the cost of production in this country. If that
be true then it would take a tariff of between 300 per cent and 500 per cent ad valorem,
based on the foreign market cost of production, to equalize it, and it would require a
duty of 100 per cent ad valorem, American valuation, to likewise equalize it. A 30 per
cent ad valorem duty would not act as a deterrent became i fa foreign concern produced
a motion-picture production with merit and with the possibility of fair earnings in this
country, the matter of an ad valorem duty of 60 per cent or 60 per cent will not deter
the foreign producer from introducing the film into this country. It will merely mean
that the profit of the importer will be somewhat diminished, but eventually a fair and
reasonable profit will be made. This is particularly true in view of the fact that he is
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not compelled to bring his entire product or entire production into this country. He
merely causes the negative film to be imported, pays his duty thereon on the basis of
a fair appraisement, and then causes as many positive prints to be made from this
negative as he deems necessary in order to exploit it in this country. Thus it can be
readily seen that this duty will not act as a deterrent.

So far as productions whi(h lack merit are concerned, the question of duty or lack
of duty will not affect the American producer because if it is a poor production,
whether a duty is or is not paid will be immaterial because it can nbt seriously compete
with meritorious productions and will not even be acceptable to American audiences.
anhe Amencan production is far superior in every respect to foreign productions, 8s
is evidenced by the fact that practically 80 per cent of the pictures shown abroad are
American. The only foreign productions which will be acceptable to the American
market are the mas productions, historical productions or spectacular productions.
Only a very small number of these can be made in a year. The ordinary domestic
or s&ial drama produced abroad will not meet with a cordial reception in this country
because they reflect foreign customs, manners, and habits, and thought, which are
not readily grasped or accepted by the American public.

From the point of view of revenue the duty will not cause any appreciable yield
to the Government. This can be readily comprehended from the fact that the nega-
tive only of the production is brought inito this country. However, if the duty were
levied on the basis of American valuation, the appraiser would of necessity be com-
pelled to make a fair allocation of its value at the ratio which the total vale in the
entire world bears to the United States. Thus the duty levied would not be on the
bagiq of the entire value of the production, but only oti the fair value of the United
States rights as compared with the rights in the rest of the world.

In the past two years approximately 350 foreign productions have been imported,
and of that number not quite a dozen were found suitable to be released and ex-
hibited to the American public. It is a matter of common knowledge among repu-
table importers in this country that large quantities of foreign films are lying in the
customhouse in New York unreclaimed because the importers will not even pay
the two or three cents per linear foot specific duty to release these films, and that
periodically sales are held at the customhouse of foreign films for nonpayment of
duties, and that these films so sold bring insignificant prices. It is also a matter
of common knowledge that hundreds of foreign films are lying idle in the vaults of
importers because they know that they are unfit for release in this country, and that
these films are being sent to reclamation plants to obtain the little physical salvage
thft is in them in the way of scrap film, and the silver that can be reclaimed from the
films.

The motion-picture industry at present is in a stagnant condition. A number of
large companies have closed their studios. Others have suspended business, and
some companies have gone into the hands of receivers. Production has been cut
down to between 35 and 40 per cent of normal and the industry requires assistance
and acceleration and a world market in order to return to normal. A tariff at this
time would be nothing short of a calamity because it would absolutely destroy our
foreign market.

STATEMENT OF PAUL N. TURNER, REPRESENTING THE ACTORS'
EQUITY ASSOCIATION.

Mr. TURNER. I am here to speak on film negatives.
Senator SmooT. Are you asking for a 30 per cent ad valorem rate?
Mr. TURNER. We are asking for more.
Senator SMOoT. You want that?
Mr. TURNER. We want more than that.
Senator SMoOT. Three cents a foot will not do?
Mr. TURNER. No, sir.
Senator SMOOT. Please tell the committee briefly, if you can, why

it will not do.
Mr. TURNER. I represent the workers in this matter. I can not

tell you briefly. It will take a few moments to do it, because we
have to take issue with Mr. Rogers on some of the most important
facts mentioned. We feel that so many of these are basic facts.

Senator SMooT. Will you tell me briefly what you do want?
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Mr. TuRNER. Yes. We wish an increase, in accordance with an
investigation which this committee has made, which will be shown
is necessary to keep the industry alive in this country.

Senator SMOOT. What do you ask?
Mr. TURNER. Fifty per cent.
Senator SMOOT. Then you want 50 per cent?
Mr. TURNER. We asked the Ways and Means Committee of the

House for 60 per cent. We got but 30.
Mr. Rogers has stated-and I will not take issue with him on

that-that a quarter of a million people are dependent, directly or
indirectly, upon this industry. When I investigated the matter in
order to be able to take it up intelligently before the House, the best
figures that I could obtain showed that the capital investment in this
country is between $150,000,000 and $200,000,000. There are
18,000 theaters in operation. Of course, I represent immediately
only the actors. There are about 10,000 men and women who have
become part of a settled industry who make a regular, or, rather, an
irregular livelihood from it.

Senator SMOOT. Do you represent the stars?
Mr. TURNER. I represent all of them who belong to our association.
The first thing that I want to call your attention to is the fact

that Mr. Rogers spoke of, and that is that we made this industry in
this country and that this body of men and women numbering
approximately 250,000 has adopted it as their means of livelihood.
We have put it where it. is in this country, and our present produc-
tion is sufficiently large so that. up to about one year ago foreign pro-
duction did not dIeserve or receive serious consideration.

Our feeling is that this tariff stands between us and practical
extermination. We hope to give the reasons for that statement.

Of course, we do not have to argue here about costs, because you
all know that in Germany they can make a picture at about 10 per
cent of what it costs us to make it here. The cost of production is
considerably greater in England.

Mr. Rogers was correct when he stated that the climatic conditions
in England prevent that country from being a close competitor,
but that is not true with reference to France, Italy. and Germany.
The result is that if you take the pictures that are grossing in sales $300,-
000 and $400,000 in this country, and on which you receive only a few
hundreds of dollars of duty, you will find that they are made largely
in Germany and brought into this country. They are also made, as
I have said, in France, Italy, and England. Probably not a single one
costs over $30,000, the average being between $10,000 and $12,000.

Senator WATSON. How many German pictures-that is, finished
products-have been sold here?

Mr. Tun.-ER. I am coming to that in a moment.
The next thing that you are naturally interested in is, if they can

make them cheaply over there, what about wages over here? I havb
found from an exhaustive examination of employment conditions
in this country that 96 per cent of the labor that goes into films does
not make more than a living wage. Eighty per cent of these people
working in films work but a comparatively few days a week.

Senator WATSON. Do you mean the labor I
Mr. TuRIVER. I mean the labor that goes into the play-the actor,

the electrician, and so on. The electricians really get more for their
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work than the actors do, but I am going to take the actors as an
illustration.

The average actor who works in a film, and who, we feel, con-
tributes more largely than any other person to the success of the film,
gets no more than a living wage. That applies to 96 per cent of them.

will tell you in a moment just what the wages are.
Eighty per cent of them are the people who work in what we call

the crowd, They take small parts. They are not distinguishable
from the crowd. I refer to such people as the dancer who goes
across the stage. Taken by and large, they form 80 per cent of the
total number of employees. I am putting it high when sa that
their average wage is $10 ($7 would be fairer) for every day they
work, which would be less than $5 if you spread it over the entire
year. Our best survey shows, in fact, that the best wage, year in
and year out, is about $23 a week.

There remains 16 per cent who are in the small-act class, or who
play parts that are of comparative unimportance. There are, then,
always in the cast two or three high-class people. We are treating
them in an optimistic spirit if we say that the 16 per cent make $90
a week, which would be about $45 a week on the average. It is
really less than $45. Of course, their work requires special training.
They have to have a special background. One can not get on the
screen even, except in a few special cases where stars have been
made overnight, without having quite a long background of experi-
ence. If they get $45 a week, they are lucky.

Then there is another 4 per cent, and that is the 4 per cent against
which there is a great deal of criticism, some of which is well founded
and some ill founded.

Take, for instance, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks and
Charlie Chaplin. I do not know whether you Know that they are
business men and women who risk their own fortunes.

Senator WATsoN. What do they make?
Mr. TuRNER. Dotiglas Fairbanks, you may be surprised to know,

put five or six or seven hundred thousand dollars into the picture
e has been playing recently-The Three Musketeers. If that

picture makes money, he makes money. It is the same way with
Charlie Chaplin. As a matter of fact, 1 was talking to Mr. Emerson,
and he had the same point of view.

Senator S.tooT. How did "Doug" make his $750,000 to put into
a picture?

MTr. TuRNEn. Mr. Emerson directed Mr. Fairbanks, so he knows
more of the particulars than I do. I think it was borrowed money.

Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Fairbanks had to borrow some of the money.
Senator S. *ooT. I could not live like Fairbanks does unless I

made a great deal of money.
Mr. TuRNER. These happen to be the facts in the matter, no

matter what the newspapers may say about it. There is no question
but that there is a considerable number, perhaps a hundred, in the
business among the leaders who are perhaps what might be called
overpaid.

Mr. EMERSON. There are not more than five.
Mr. TuRNER. I am saying 100 because I want to be on the right

side.
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I have shown here that these people, on the average, are not
overpaid.

What I do want to point out at this time is that, considering the
wages that are paid, any overpayments that are made, if applied
to the whole, are not large enough in comparison with the total cost
to influence the final box-office price.

For instance, if we say that a star gets $2,500 a week and ought to
get only $1,000, that would be $1,500 in excess for, we will say, five
weeks. That picture's sales would be practically $250,000. So,
when you take this overplus and consider it in proportion to the total
sales, it is so small that it will never reflect itself in the box office.
That is the point I want to make in that connection.

Mr. Emerson and I have tried to divide the facts a little bit. I
am to speak on some of them and he is to speak on others.

The point that I wish to impress upon you is that connected with
foreign invasion. When that point was raised before the Ways and
Means Committee in the House, a great deal of consideration was not
given to it. It was thought that nothing could happen. One of the
reasons that we got only 30 per cent was that this invasion then did
not mean anything. I do not know where Mr. Rogers gets his infor-
.mation, because it is terrible, and I am going to show you that it is
in a moment.

I have taken Wids, which is a recognized daily, and which tells
us a little about the foreign motion pictures presented in this country.
I have taken the trouble to go back for a few months and have picked
out the foreign pictures to find out what the cost is and their gross
in this country. I want to give you a few of them. I have here 54.
You will remember in this connection what Mr. Rogers told you.
He said probably five or six had made money. I have hero a list
of 54. Some of these are only advertised for distribution and have
not been exhibited vet. I am going to file the list with the com-
mittee. I want to give you two or three of them just in order that
you may get an idea.

One Arabian Night is a German picture released by the First
National. That is a picture that brought over $250,000.

Passion is a play that brought in the neighborhood of $400,000. It
has brought that much already. Remember, gentlemen, that you
get practically no duty on these. The duty is, perhaps, 3 cents a
oot, making, possibly, $150. Those fellows on the other side have

drawn over $2,000,000 and have taken it out of this country.
Senator SMOOT. Do you know how much we have drawn from

foreign countries?
Mr. TtMNER. Oh, we sell a lot to foreign countries. I should say

that we sell 15 or 18 per cent.
Senator SMOOT. Of American production?
Mr. TURNER. Yes. Of course, that is not in these particular coun-

tries that, we are talking about when they begin to talk about retalia-
tion. You see, the only countries that are producers abroad that will
hurt us are Germany, Prance, and Italy; and you can only consider
those three countries in this connection.

Senator WATSON. Was Passion a German play?
Mr. TuRNEn. Yes, sir.
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Senator WATSON. Did they produce it in this country or sell Ameri-
can rights?

Mr. TURNER. Mr. Emerson is going to cover that ground.
Senator WATSO.N. Very well.
Mr. TURNER. We are going to show you the reasons why, for the

first time, American manufacturers do not want a duty. There is
going to be a better reason given you than was disclosed this morning.

Now, take the play Gypsy Blood. That is a German picture.
That has grossed over $300,000.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligara has brought in over $200,000.
Theodora is reliably reported to have brought in already over

$I .000,000.
I could go on through this list and mention a great many of these

pictures. I have here a tabulated list. Of these, about 65 per cent
are German, 15 or 20 per cent English, and the rest scattered between
Italy and France. The Norwegians, I might add, are doing quite a
good bit of work.

Mr. Rogers had a great bunch of stuff, some of which I feel was
inspired. Certainly none of this is. I have here data showing the
activities of nearly all of our producers in this country abroad. There
is a reference in this file to the Hearst Co. being abroad, and then a
reference to the foremost of American companies backed by American
capital in Czechoslovakia. There is a reference to the work of Mr.
Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., who
plans active production work in Germany.

Here is a leading in the Exhibitors' Trade Review to the effect
that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation officials returned to
New York after a European tour.

Mr. Lesley Mason, editor of Exhibitors' Trade Review, writing from
the other side, said:

As for German films in America, most of the films enumerated in the early lines of
this article have been bought for the United States, entirely apart from whatever
plans Famous Players may have ior presenting their choice of Ufa productions to
American audiences.
. Nor will the Germans be content to wait in Europe for the American buyers to come

to them. This winter will see at least one prominent German producer in New York,
according to his own expressed intention, and he will bring 10 or a dozen of his best
productions with him. Before he leaves America, in his own words, he will have
ascertained whether his pictures are wanted or not. If they are, he will be there
to dispose of them. If not, he will return to Berlin, bide his time, and continue his
work.

I have referred to these pictures particularly because I want you
to feel from the labor standpoint or from our point of view we are
headed right straight for destruction. I do not want you to think
that that is a foolish point of view. I may say to you that if anybody
had told me of these facts six months ago-facts that I know are true
to-day-I should have laughed at him. I did not realize what was
behind it. I did not realize that the producers in this country have
already decided among themselves to go abroad to produce. The
reason they are doing it is one that Mr. Emerson can give you more
particular information about than I can.

Senator SMOOT. Have you a brief I
Mr. TURNER. Yes; we nave a short brief which was presented some

time ago.
There is another point to which I should like to refer. In Los

Angeles, where we have had an opportunity to live a settled life under
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settled conditions, we are making great strides. For the first time
the actor has become a member of the community out there just as
he has become so in Fort Lee in New York. If I had the time to go
into details, I could show you that he is becoming a good factor in
our daily life. We do not think it is fair to him, after he has spent
years in training in order to make a livelihood, to take his means of
livelihood away from him.

Senator WATSON. You spoke of some company making $250,000
gross. Didn't you say "gross"?
Mr. TURNER. Yes; that is what we call it.
Senator WATSON. Do you know what that is net?
Mr. TURNER. It means, with the exception of the cost of distri-

bution, that it is already net. What it really means is this-I will
take an average example: Take, for illustration, the play Passion.
You can take outside figures on that. Passion is estimated to have
cost, in Germany, at the outside, $30,000. Mr. Griffith told me
personally that he had carefully analyzed the matter and that he
could not produce it in this country under $400,000; as a matter of
fact, he said $500,000. So when I say that it means so much money
gross it means that somebody brought it over at a cost of perhaps
$30,000 and paid a duty of 9200 or $300 and sold it to the American
public for $300,000 or $400,000.

That was played at the Capitol Theater. It played there for some
time. The first two weeks the box-office receipts, as I recollect the
figure, amounted to $100,000 or over. That is not unusual at all. It
shows, however, what is being done. It is no more than natural, if our
producers, as Mr. Emerson will show you, control in great measure
distribution-control what is going into the theater-and hold the
theaters by the nape of the neck, that these people should go abroad
and get their pictures made cheaper. The complaint of the Federal
Trade, Commission against the Fampus Players-Lasky, filed about
September 1 1921, shows the amount of control already secured by
one firm. If they can keep up the prices over here, that is what they
are going to do.

Senator JONEs. Just what production is this on which you want a
50 per cent duty?

Me. TURNER. On the motion-picture negative.
Senator JONES. In what form is that imported into the United

States?
Mr. TURNER. The negative is imported; also one or more positives.

In other words, they might make a picture of this room. The film is
run across and the people in the room are exposed on that film.

Senator JoNEs. What is the unit of importation?
Mr. TURNER. A foot of film.
Senator JONES. What is the American price for that film by the

foot ?
Mr. TURNER. There is no price. The price is by the picture. A

foot of film, a yard of film, or 10 or 100 yards of film might contain
a group picturized on that film that might cost $10,000. You see,
it is the picture itself that you see, only you see it on the screen. The
film is made abroad, just like your photograph would be.

Senator JONES. Each picture is a separate importation, is it not?
Mr. TURNER. Yesq.
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Senator JONES. How would you fix its value in the American
market?

Mr. TURNER. You have to do it in the same way as you do when
you consider statuary or paintings or anything of that kind that
comes in un(Ier "objects of art." The Ways and Means Committee
brought in customs officials and statisticians who went over the arti-
cles with us at the time, and this was then formulated, and it was
decided that it should be (lone in this way.

Senator JONES. How would you ascertain the amount of duty?
Mr. TURNER. By running the picture through and showing how

much work was (lone on it and the probable cost in this country.
Senator JONES. You would not estimate the probable cost in this

country; you would estimate its probable value in this country.
Mr. TURNER. Yes: that is right.
Senator JONES. What is the method of ascertaining its value in

this country?
Mr. TURNER. Primarily, of course, it would be based on cost.
Senator JONEs. What per cent of profit does the American pro-

ducer expect to make?
Mr. TURNER. I am afraid, Senator, that if we figured on what he

expected to make or hoped to make, it would be p rohibitive, but I
can say, I think, that the leading companies in the ast three or four
years have averaged about 15 or 20 per cent.

Senator JONEs. What I am trying to get at is how the customs
officials would ascertain the amount of duty to charge on a givenimprtation.Mr. TuR ER: I am sorry, Senator, that I can not answer that,

except to say this, that when we appeared before the Ways and Means
Committee they brought their statisticians in and went over this par-
ticular paragraph and determined that it should be handled along the
same line as other matters that they handle in connection with similar
goods for which there was a precedent and which they had already
worked out.

Senator JONES. Was this picture Passion sold to an American
bu yer?

Mr. TURNER. Yes, sir; it was.
Senator JONES. For what price?
Mr. TURNER. I understand the price was about $30,000.
Mr. EMERSON. The price was $7,000.
Mr. TURNER. Mr. Emerson says it was $7,000. Mr. Emerson

knows better than I do.
Senator JONES. Could you say that there is any market price for

such apicture as that ?
Mr. TURNER. No, sir; it would have to be appraised. There is no

doubt about that.
Senator MCLEAN. Wouldn't' a reasonable duty be justified as a

revenue duty under any circumstances?
Mr. TURNER. If I were allowed to go into the revenue figures I

think I could show you that there is no question at all but that this
duty of 20 or 25 per cent, while it is not going to save the industry, is
go*g to produce a substantial revenue.

Take a picture that is made abroad for $10,000 and that would
cost in this country $100,000. With a 30 per cent duty, that picture
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would be laid down at approximately 840,000. Obviously that is
not going to save us. If you allow this duty of 25 to 30 per cent to
remain, we will lose half the industry anyway. If you increase it a
bit, we can keep more of it. The fear I have is that if we lose half
of the industry, the morale will be disorganized. We would be very
much disorganized on a half basis.

Senator oNEs. You say there are no comparative pictures pro-
duced in this country which would justify the fixing of value for the
purpose of levying a duty.

Mr. TURNER. MV thought is this: If you will show me a picture,
or run it across th; screen, I can look at that picture, and by analyzing
the actors in it and the sets that were used, can approximately state
what that picture would cost in this country to make.

Senator JoNEs. But you can not compare one picture with another
any more than, to use your own illustration, you can compare one
piece of statuary with another.

Mr. TURNER. They are all different, of course.
Senator JONES. They are all different, and one piece of statuary

does not compete with another piece of statuary, does it?
Mr. TURNER. Yes.
Senator JONES. In what way!
Mr. TURNER. Well, it does in instances. I do not say that it

always does. Of course, one antique might not compete with
another. However, I went into a gallery the other day to choose-
a piece. They certainly competed with each other, because it took
me some time to decide on the piece I should buy for my wife.

Senator JONES. In what way does the foreign picture compete with
the domestic picture?

Mr. TURNER. They are the same picture. The foreign and domestic
pictures are the same, except in two respects. The foreign picture
costs about one-tenth what the American picture costs, and the
foreign picture, in the making, is often atmospherically different;
that is to say, the Italian pictures, for example, show up differently
from the American pictures. There is anentirelydifferent atmosphere.
Many are brought over here that are not suitable for use in this
country. I have pointed out to you only the successful ones. Every
one of these has made a lot of money.

Senator JoNEs. You would not sell the foreign picture in com-
petition with the domestic picture. How would they compete?
Iow would the one interfere with the other?

Mr. TURNERJ. Here is the way they interfere: If 54 pictures
made abroad are introduced into this country and it has been shown
that that number is being brought in or advertised, then they are
competing to just that extent. In other words, our studios are idle
and foreign studios are used to make these pictures.

Senator JONES. You gentlemen want the American people to see
that picture, do you?

Mr. TURNER. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator JONES. You would not make the same kind of pictures,

would you?
Mr. TURNER. Well, we make the same general kind of picture.
Senator JONES. You think it is good enough for the American

people, do you not?

I W "1
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Mr. TURNER. Oh, mind you, their pictures on the average, are
no better than ours.

Senator JoNS. But the particular picture itself has some value
to the American people, has it not?

Mr. T1URNER. Surely.
Senator JONES. Your plan would tend to deprive the American

people of the opportunity to see these pictures, would it not?
Mr. TURNER. Your present proposed tariff would not deprive

them of the opportunity because it is not large enough.
Senator JoNEs. But you want a larger tariff, do you riot
Mr. TURNER. We want a tariff so that our industry will not be

taken to the other side. We don't want to be wiped out.
Senator JONEs. In other words, you want a tariff raised to a point

where the foreign picture will not be able to come in at all ?
Mr. TURNER. No, sir; we want them to come in.
Senator JONES. If it does come in and is exhibited, how can you

compote with that picture? The picture either takes the place of
one of yours or it does not.

Mr. TuRNER. We do not want to eliminate anything that is
artistic.

Senator JONES. If you assume that it comes in hero and is going
to be exhibited to the American people, and they are to have the
opportunity to see it., how does it affect your business?

Mr. TURNER. It means one picture more that we do not make in
this country.

Senator JoNES. But you say it is going to come in,.
Mr. TVRNER. I have* answered the question only partially. I (to

not want to desroy things that are artistic in this country, but if
they are made abroad for one-tenth of what we can make them for
here, they could be brought in under a heavier duty and produce
more revenue. If a man has to put up 30,000 or $40,000 in order to
bring a picture into this country, he will do it, but he will not do it
in as many instances as if there were no tariff at all.

Senator JoNEs. Your point is to exclude as many as possibleI
'Mr. TURNER. Not exactly.
Senator JoNEs. Is that your purpose ?
Mr. TURNER. Our purpose is to exclude all except those that have

artistic value. They will be sold to the American public. Remem-
ber, they have salacious pictures. They make pictures that can not
be shovin in this country. They do not cater only to beauty.

Senator S.%ooT. They have to pass the censors, do they not?
Mr. TURNER. I wish they did.
Senator SsiooT. Well, under this bill they do.
Senator CURTIS. In a number of States they have no censors.
Senator S.%fooT. But under'the bill itself they have to.
Mr. TURNER. I want to add one thing on the question (if revenue.

These 54 pictures, for instance, that I have referred to several times,
will average 5,000 feet, we will say. That makes approximately
2,700,000 feet. Now, your total revenue that you got from those
pictures was $8,100. That is all that you got. 'The intake of those
pictures-and I have made it so low tlat nobody can quibble about
ic-is $13,500,000. The American cost of those pictures-I am mak-

ing a rough guess and am still giving you the benefit of the doubt-
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is $6,750,000. That would be the cost in this country. If we add
50 per cent tariff to that, we would receive from those 54 pictures
alone $3,375,000 instead of-

Senator WATSON (interposing). Under 50 per cent, would they all
have come in?

Mr. TuRNER. No, sir; under the 50 per cent rate they would not
all have come in. I do think, however, a large percentage would
have come in. I can give you the returns from a number of them.
They gross over $200,000.

Now, I do not know what is going to be done about the American
valuation, but there is one thing sure, and that is that no matter
what is done with other industries, if you want the film industry
to stay in this country, you have got to iase your tariff on the Amer-
ican valuation in this instance, because you can put 1,000 per cent on
the foreign value and it will not (to any good.

Senator McLEAN. If we put on a tariff that will half equalize the
difference in cost, you are willing to take your chances, are you not?

Mr. TUimER. Yes, sir; we will have to take our chances.
Senator CURTIS. I submit that Mr. Turner should file a brief and

lay these facts fully before us.
Senator SMOOT. Yes, it would be well to (to that.
How many more witnesses arc there on this film question?
Mr. ESso8N. I should like to speak.
Senator S.O0T. We have been on this que-ition for two hours. We'

have a list here which is quite a long one and which we want to
finish to-day. We can not hear everybody to-day and get through
unless you pool your isues.

Mr. %IERsON. There are only one or two of us in opposition to
this, and I think that we should have a chance.

STATEMENT OF PAUL M. TURNER. REPRESENTING ACTORS' EQUITY ASSOCIATION.

AN AD VALOREM DUTY BASED UPON AMERICAN VALUATION IS NECESSARY.

Paragraph 1451 of the Fordney tariff act provides for a duty of 30 per cent ad valorem
upon film negatives or positives "imported in any form for use in any way in con.
nection with motion picture exhibits.

Application is hereby made for an increase in this duty to 60 per cent ad valorem.
.anufacturing costs in Germany, Italy, France, and England are so very much

lower than in this country and there is Sucha very wide variation in the cost of making
negatives that neither a specific nor a footage tax will be feasible or equitable.

Manufacturing costa in the United States range from $10 per foot, or $50.000 for an
ordinary five-reel feature of 5,000 feet, to $60 per foot in cas of a superspecial.

Abroad the average cost varies according to the country, but an approximate average
is less than $2 per foot, or $10,000 for a completed 5-reel feature, and less than $50,000,
or less than $10 a foot, for a superspecial.

The average cost of such a superspecial in the United States would not be less than
$300,000.

It is apparent from these figures that not only is an ad valorem duty necessary, but
it muat be based upon an American valuation.

A 60 per cent ad valorem duty based upon foreign value is, under usual circum-
stances, only equivalent to a duty of approximately 10 per cent based upon American
valuation.

STATISTICS RELATING TO THE MOTION-PICTURE INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES.

The admission fees annually paid to see motion pictures exceeds $70,000.000.
The estimated investment in the making of motion pictures and accessories (such

as electric lighting, building of sets, transportation, costuming, etc.) is $250,000,000.
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Mr. Saul F. Rogers, representing the producers before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, stated that the number of people directly or indirectly dependent upon the
industry exceeds 250,000. We concur in this.

The number of motion-picture houses is approximately 18,000.
Story films (as distinguished from comics, news reels, etc.) of importance are divided

into three classes: (1) Ordinary feature films, about five reels in length, costing between
$50,000 and $80,000. These comprise in number more than three-fourths of the
output; (2) specials, featuring leading actors, or of a spectacular nature, costing from
$100.000 to $250.000; (3) superspecials, such as "The B1irth of a Nation," costing from
$250,000 to $750,000 each; in this class of films a large number of people, often as
many as 5.000, are employed.

The principal producing centers are California and New York. Until about a -ear
ago the investment of several million dollars in a half dozen or more studios at Fort
Lee, N. J., was being used, but there is practically no output from there at this time.

The annual production of feature films of the above classes is approximately 760.
The principal divisions in the industry are: (a) Producers, (b) distributors,

(c) exhibitors.
I, production the principal employees and contributors are authors, scenario

writers, directors, actors, electricians, scenic artists, camera men. scene and set
builders, and many specialists in matters of detail.

The large producers are few, less than a half dozen in number, and nearly all of
them are also distributors, and in addition to being producers and distributors, own or
control a large number of theaters for exhibition purposes.

LABOR DOES NOT RECEIVE MORE THAN A LIVING WAGE.

While it appears that in Germany. Italy. and Franc-e average five-reel pictures.
including specials and superspecials, are being manufactured at from one-tenth to one-
third the cost in the United States, yet the annual earnings of fully 96 per cent of those
employed in making motion pictures in the United States are no more than, and in
many cases less than, a living wage.

Figures regarding the actor illustrate the situation: Over 80 per cent are employed
by the day, and, figuring high. receive an average of $7.150. Again, figuring high,
these workt-rs in normal times receive less than 26 weeks' work per annum. The best
available survey shows approximately 23 weeks. In any event, the average wage
in normal times is $3.75 per day or less.

Approximately 16 per cent employed by the day or week receive from $8 to $16
per working day and average during the year approximately half-time employment,
making the average wage from $4 to $8 per day. Among the 4 per cent remaining
are included the well-advertised stars, a large percentage of whom are employed
upon a profit-sharing basis, their compensation being dependent in whole or in part
upon the success of the picture.

This latter class will be least affected by any transfer of production from the United
States to Europe, as a large percentage of these will be employed wherever production
is made. The smaller actors, electricians, scenic artists and scene builders. car-
penters, etc.. who have devoted themselves to motion pictures as a specialty, will be
most affected.

DECLINE IN PRODUCTION-INCREASE IN IMPORTATION.

On the 1st of July, 1920. 145 companies were making plays in Southern California
and 63 companies in and about New York. On the 25th of December, 1921, 61 com-
panies were making pictures in California and 22 companies in and about New York.
In other words, the decline in production, figured according to the number of com-
panies employed, has been well over 60 per cent.

Since the armistice and prior to the 1st of January, 1921 (a period of over two years),
not more than four foreign-made pictures were being exhibited in the United States.
Between the 1st of January, 1921, and the 30th of December, 1921, at least 25 foreign-
made pictures (over 75 per cent being made in Germany and the balance being
divided among England, -France, Italy. and Norway) were imported into and have
been exhibited in this country. The names of the principal pictures are as follows:
One Arabian Night, Passion, All For a Woman, Vendetta, Gypsy Blood, Deception.
The Great Impersonation, The Bonny Briar Bride, The Golem, Cabinet of Dr. Cali-

gi, Theodora, Our Mutual Friend,'1 Accuse, Carnival, Hamlet, Road to London.
Tlanchette, Mirarka, and The Polish Dancer.

A low estimate of the receipts from the above pictures is $250,000 each.
Practically the whole distribution has been made by the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation:the First National. Goldwyn, the United Artists. and Path(- Frres.
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The following foreign-made motion pictures are now being advertised for early
release in the United States: Sultanas of Love, All's Button, Intrigue. The Call of
'Youth The Red Peacock, John Forrest Finds Hiniself, Sir Arne's Treasure, Nero,
lady 4odivs. The Orderly, The Last Payment, Indian Tomb, Mistress of the World,
Pharaoh's Wife, King. Queen, and John Dangerous Lives, The Ship. Possession.
Bigamist, Sherlock Holmes, Judgment, L'Atlantide, Power of the Borgias, and Fabiola.

n neatly every instance these pictures are being released by the firms just named.
In other words. within the last 18 months Ameiican production has gone off over
per cent while foreign importation and exhibition has increased more than 500

per cent, with the reasonable probability that the importations for the year 1922 will
largely exceed those of 1921.

A very large percentage of the above pictures were made by German, French.
Italian. and English firms, but among those advertised to be shown there are several
made by American firns abroad. For instance, Mr. Fox made "Nero" in Italy.
[ad he made it here. he would have kept a large studio busy for a half year and
given employment to several thousand people.

The pictures made by American firms abroad will continually increase, as some of
the large concerns, like the Famous Players.Lasky, already have studios abroad.
and others are arranging to purchase or build studios.

The reason the producers object to a tariff is because they now in large part do,
and eventually intend to entirely, control distribution and exhibition, and thus be
able to regulate the admission price, and therefore it is to their interest to manufac.
ture cheaply abroad. The argument based upon expected foreign retaliation is
without merit.

The Actors' Equity Association represents the workers in the motion-picture field.
It respectfully submits that the specious and dust-throwing arguments of the motion-
picture producers in this country against the imposition of a duty means one thing.
and one thing only-that they, being few in number. and practically controlling
among them not only production and distribution but also exhibition, have decided
that at the proper time these controlling companies can get together and by mutual.
agreement and for mutual protection can and will control the price of admission in
this country. and therefore that the producers are in a position where it is to their
advantage to manufacture where it costs the least, even though this may mean the
transplanting of a major part of the motion-picture industry to Europe.

The largest single concern, the Famous Pfayers-Lasky Corpration, is already being
proceeded against by the United States as a violator o the Sherman Act.

It must be remembered that switching the industry is a comparatively easy task.
A studio is but four walls. It is easily convertible for other uses. Inside the studio
the main equipment is the electrical equipment. This can be boxed and sent any-
where. The rest is negligible in amount and in value.

It is learly apparent that if American producers had not made definite plans to
go abroad they would fight for a tariff instead of against it.

The Government reports plainly show that the industry in Europe is coming back
and coming back fast. A fate trade report says that there are now in operation or
preparing to operate 1,600 films companies in Germany alone, and that it is even
now the second largest industry in Germany. Even though this statement be dis-
counted 50 per cent it spells immediate and vital competition, and it is perfectly
apparent that if the four or five leading producers-distributors-exhibitors who virtually
control and practically own the industry in the United States had not decided to
manufacture abroad they would be fighting this situation which is sure to come by
every means in their power.

The argument advanced by them against the tariff that England, France, Italy
and Germany will retaliate is futile. Germany and France have already acted, and
it is only common sense to assume that as each of the countries just named badly needs
revenue they will, regardless of any action we may take, place a tax on our exports
to them.

Moreover, it is perfectly apparent that these countries who have not acted have
every motive to do so in order to furnish an incentive to their own manufacturers
to rebuild a native industry, just as Germany has done.

From a revenue standpoint a 60 per cent ad valorem duty should yield the largest
return. Even this percentage of duty will, with present manufacturing costs, permit
of importation at a substantial profit.

A mere comparison of European and American manufacturing costs makes it
apparent that a substantial ad valorem duty based upon American valuation is
necessary to save the industry from going abroad.
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The disproportion between such manufacturing costs is so large that it is not expected
that even a duty of 60 per cent will prevent a large proportion of the industry from
going to Euro..

Its effect w.ll be to make the producer careful to import into this country only
pictures *eeally suited for the American market.

An an ly=s of the _figures makes it evident that once this fact of suitability is decided
upon a 60 per cent duty is as readily leviable and will be as readily paid is a 30 per
cent duty. For instance "Deception" cost less than $30,000 to make in Germany.
David Griffith estimates that it would have cost in excess of $500,000 to make in this
country. Let us assume, however, that "Deception" cost $50,000 to make instead
of $30,000. A 60 per cent duty based on $500,000 would be $300,000. Add to this
the foreign cost of S5000 and we have a total of $350 000 which the producer would
pay to lay down the in the United States as against a $500,000 cost here. In
other words, a saving of $150,000.

Again, let us assume the case of a picture costing $20,000 to make in Europe and
$100,000 in the United States. In such case the duty would be $60,000, the cost
$20,660, and for $80,000 the producer owns a picture which would cost him $100,000
in s country, a savin; of $20000.

The revenue to be derived wil be very larae. Let usassumethatwitha60percent
duty two-thirds of the industry is saved to this country and only one-third goes abroad.
Let us further assume that the annual consumption is 750 films, at an average cost
of $75,000. This covers, of course only feature films and has nothing to do with
news reels, comics, educational and other features which go to make up a program.
The total value of these is $58,250,000. One-third of this is $18,750,000, and 60 per
cent of this is $11,250,000.

CONCLUSION.

It is not only unjust but impossible for American labor to compete with European
labor upon the resent 10 to 1 basis.

The men and women who work in the industry have spent many ears equipping
themselves for the work and have rendered valuable service in e creation and
upbuilding of this industry, which is clearly entitled to be labeled "Made in
America."

The employers--the producing class-should not be permitted to abolish this
industry for purely selfish reasons. Neither should they be allowed to spend abroad
for European labor and European materials the millions of dollars collected in admis-
sion fees in the United States without paying a substantial tribute to the United
States.

The proposed tariff of 60 per cent will yield a substantial revenue, and at the same
time a ord a fair measure of protection to the workers in the industry, and should
be allowed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN EMERSON, NEW YORK CITY, INDEPEND-
ENT PRODUCER.

Mr. EMERSON. I should like to make it clear at the outset that I
have no inerest in the raw stock. I know nothing about it. It does
not mean enough to me to count. I am interested solely in the
finished product.

I am going to try to answer your questions as to why the producers
are not interested in this tariff. I shall be very glad to answer any
questions that you wish to ask because I have no secrets and walt
to be perfectly frank about it.

Mr. Rogers said that Mr.,Griffith is the only independent producer
who is in favor of the tariff. I am another. I want to say that there
are other independent producers who are in favor of the tariff, but
they do not dare to come here and say so.

Senator McCuMBER. Do I understand you to say that you are in
favor of the tariffI

Mr. EMERSON. I am in favor of a high tariff.
I am speaking as an independent producer of motion pictures in

America, with no financial interest in the importation of foreign films.
The independent producers who (I say it with all modesty) have



always led the way in the artistic development of the motion picture,
are finding it increasingly difficult to market their productions be-
cause of the ruinous competition of cheaply made foreign films.

Senator SMocv. What do you want?
Mr. EMERSON. We would like what we can get.
Senator SMOOT. Well, what is it--50 per cent?
Mr. E ERSON. Fifty, but, better yet, 60. '
The leading independent producer of America is and always has

been Mr. D. W. Griffith, a man who has done more for the develop-
ment of the motion picture than all the rest of us put together. Mr.
Griffith had hoped to be able to attend this hearing and speak for
himself but, unfortunately, the hearing comes at a time when he is
engaged in putting on his new picture in Boston and he could not
possil be here. Last Saturday the secretary of his company tele-
phoned me and told me that Mr. Griffith wished me to speak for him.
He later sent me a letter. I may add that Mr. Grilfith is thoroughly
familiar with what I am to say to you and is in hearty accord with
every word.

The other independent producers are also in favor of the tariff,
but do not dare to say so.

Senator MCCuMBEB. Why?
Mr. EMERSON. Because their pictures are distributed by these big

corporations who are making the pictures in Europe, and they areopposed to it.Mr. ROOERS. That is an unfair statement. The only dissenting

view was expressed by-
Mr. EMERSON (interposing). I will tell you that every independent

producer that I have spoken to has said that he is in favor of it.
Mr. ROGERS. That is an unfair statement.
Senator MCCUMBERI. Just a moment please. You were given an

opportunity to testify and others will have an equal opportunity
without being interrupted.

Mr. Roonas. I beg the committee's pardon.
Senator MCCUMBER. The language which you used was improper

language to be used before this committee. You have had an oppor-
tunity to speak, and the committee desires to accord that same
opportunity to other witnesses, who should be courteously treated,
not only by the committee but by all others in the room.

Mr. EMERSON. We are not asking you merely to adopt this schedule
of the Fordney House bill, which provides for a 30 per cent tariff
based on American valuation, but we are asking you, on behalf of
250,000 American citizens engaged in the production of motion
pictures, that you should at [east'double that 30 per cent tariff,
making it 60 per cent, or at least 50 per cent, on the American
valuation. I do not come before you as an expert in economics.
My training and experience have not been along that line, and it
would be presumptuous of me to try to tell a committee of experts
such as yourselves what the British Government or the Fiench
Government, or any other Government, is likely to do in retaliation
in case America puts a tariff on foreign films. That is a matter it
seems to me, that we can safely leave to your superior knowledge,
as you certainly know better than we do what has been the reaction
of foreign Governments to our tariff legislation in the past, and what,
therefore, it is likely to be in the future.
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The mere fact that an interested individual or a group of interested
individuals in England or France or anywhere else may have uttered
certain threats, it seems to me, neans very little, because, after all,
the imposition of tariff duties is a governmental function. But it
does seem to us simply common horse sense to assume that European
countries are going to, put a tariff on films whether we do or not,
because they are all desperately hard up and aro going to raise
money from every possible source. They have already done it in
France and in Adstralia, and to me it is ridiculous to assume that
the action of these countries is to punish us for our misconduct in
passing a tariff bill which hasn't yet been passed. At any rate, they
have put the tariff on. It is a part of the law of these two countries,
and they are not likely to take it off, even if you do not. pass this bill,
so what are we going to do about it I

As to the action of Australia in raising its tariff, that is a joke. It
means nothing at all. They have raised their tariff, I am informed.
from lid. to 3d. per foot of film, which means, of course, that the
raise itself amounts to lid. per foot.. Now, what does that amount. to
on a 5,000-foot feature picture? It amounts to exactly £31 5s.. which
equals, at the present rate of exchange, $128.75. Who cares a hoot
about a tax of $128.75 on a feature film, the sales of which run into
hundreds of thousands? If that is a sample of the retaliation they
speak of, we needn't waste any sleep over that.

I wish to emphasize the fact that we are not asking for a pro-
hibitive tariff. We welcome the better European films as providing
a healthy artistic stimulus and competition. But we do ask a
tariff sufficiently high to bring the cost of these imported films some-
where near what they would cost if made in America, and thus iot
only secure from these importations funds for the Government,
but also protect from destruction this great industry which has
been built up chiefly since 1914.

I have said that we do not seek a prohibitive tariff, and we do
not. But if a tariff battle should by any chance ensue between

'America, on the one hand, and those foreign countries which pro-
duce pictures, on the other, I can not for the life of me see where
they would have a possible chance to win, for the simple reason
that the American market is more than four times greater than the
market of all the other nations in the world combined. I have
talked many times with the largest producers and distributors in
this country, and I have never heard of a case in which their for-
eign sales amounted to more than 18 per cent of, their total sales,
and in most cases it is very much less.

The largest producing organization and the largest distributing
organization in the world to-day is the Famous Piayers-Lasky
Corporation. They also have a most complete and effective or-
ganization for the foreign distribution of their products. Nat-
urally they are not spreading broadcast the details of their busi-
ness, but I have it on what I consider very good authority that
their total sales last year were around $37,000,000, while their
foreign sales were around $4,000,000. So it is easy to figure out
that their foreign sales amounted to 10.8 of their total sales. Now
these figures may be challenged, but in that case I feel so confi-
dent of their approximate accuracy that I would suggest, if I may
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,o far presume, that an investigation on your part could very easily
establish their truth or their falsity.

The whole point of mY contention is simply this, that if all the
markets of the world were cut off from American pictures, and if,
in turn, the American market were cut off from foreign pictures-a
condition, mind you, which I neither anticipate nor wish-but if
by any chance it should happen, American producers with nothing
but their American markets to draw from could still pay goo P
round, living American Falaries to everybody concerned, and at
the same time make for themselves a very handsome profit. I do
not believe that statement can by any possibility be convincingly
or successfully contradicted.

Of course, I do not believe that any such situation is ever coming
to pass, because I take no stock in all this hysteria about retaliation.

As I see it, an adequate tariff will have two results and no more:
First, it will raise funds for the Government, and, secondly, it will
preserve to America at least a part of our industry instead of letting
it be transferred bodily to Europe, a process which is taking place
at the present time with alarming rapidity.

I hope that you will realize, gentlemen, that it is not the high-
oriced stars who are going to suffer by the destruction of the indus-
try here. The producers will still deal with these stars because
they need them. Nor will the highly paid directors be affected.
It is the little fellows, the rank and file, the artisans and the work-
people, who are being driven, more and more every day, out of
employment. What many producers are doing to-day and what
every one of us will have to do unless we have this tariff is to take
an American director or an American star and go over to Europe
to make our pictures. We shall employ European actors, scenic
artists, carpenters, electricians, and all the rest of them, while all
these classes in America will be thrown out of work.

Senator JONES. Do you think these pictures made over there
would be as popular as the domestic pictures?

Mr. EmERSON. The proof of the pudding is in the eating, Senator.
One picture ran 16 weeks at the Criterion Theater.

Senator JONES. How many pictures have been imported?
Mr. EMERSON. How many?
Senator JONES. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. I should say four or five hundred, at a guess. The

Famous Players Corporation said that they had about 200 pictures
that were bad. They were German pictures and they could not use
one. That may be true, but one came out named "Deception."

Senator JONES. Do you think it is the case that our people would
go there and make the pictures?

Mr. EMERSON. I not only think they would, but they are doing it.
Senator JONEs. Are they making that kind of picture?
Mr. EMERSON. I do not mean that they are making the bad pic-

tures. They are making good ones.
Senator JONES. Perhaps I misunderstood you.
Mr. EMERSON. "Theo dora," for instance, had a run of about 12 or

13 weeks. "Hamlet" had a run at the Astor Theater for weeks.
"Passion" ran for weeks and broke all records. "Deception" ran for
4 weeks at the Riviera, breaking all records.

nl 0 0 IN
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These German pictures have smut in them which won't go in
America. They bring them over and they get clever men who retitle
them and fix them up and make them fit for American consumption.
They sell them for fortunes in this country and the importers get the
money. The Government gets nothing. The American workman,
of whom there are 250,000 in the motion-picture business, is being
thrown out of work.

This, gentlemen, is not a prediction as to what may happen; it is
happening to-day. The Famous Players-Lasky organization '"ave a
studio in London, another in Berlin, another in India, and, I under-
stand, they are planning one in France. They have engaged the
German director, Ernst Lubitch, and are bringing him to America
for six weeks to study the latest improvements in American produc-
tion, so that he can then go back to German y and make pictures
which will have even a better sale in America than those he has sent
over here already; and he will make them with German actors
receiving from 4 cents a day up, and not very far up, either.

Senator JONES. Four cents a dayI
Mr. EMERSON. Yes.
Senator JONES. Well, at4 cents a day he will not last very long.
Mr. EMERSON. Yes, he will; because he is getting 8 marks which,

normally, means $2. The same man in America is paid $7.50 for the
same work, and the other salaries are in proportion.

Senator JoNEs. I still think that the 4-cents-a-day man dl starve
to death before he competes with you in this country.

Mr. EMEnSON. No: because 4 cents means 8 marks.
Senator JONES. That does not amount to anything, even in Ger-

mafty.
Mr. EMEnSON. In Italy you can get an extra man for 40 cents a

day, American money.
Senator JONES. That may be the fact, but it is also the fact that,

in my 'udgmont, that a 4-cents-a-day man can not last very long.
Mi. EMEuso. As the exchange situation improves, the situation

generally will improve.
- In England and France the Famou's Players did not find any good

directors, so they sent over American directors to make their pic-
tures, with European actors, scene painters, carpenters, electricians,
and al the rest of them, the cost of the pictures, of course, being
but a fraction of what they would cost in America.

Meantime the Famous Players' studio in New York is closed, and
their Los Angeles studio, which d year and a half ago was working
10 companies, is to-day working 3. European actors and workmen
are getting employment and the Americans are walking the streets,
or are out of work.

Mr. Fox is doing exactly the same thing. He sent his best director,
Mr. Edwards, to Rome,' where" he has just completed a picture called
"Nero," and is just now about to start another, to be followed, un-
doubtedly, by another and another and another. Meanwhile the
activities of the Fox studio in New York have been reduced from 6
companies to 3, and in Los Angeles from 12 companies to 4. And
that brings us, gentlemen, to the milk in the coconut. You are
confronted here by an anomalous situation which you must have
noted.
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One of the Senators asked why are these producers not here to
speak for this tariff. I will tell you why. Here we'are dsking for a
tariff on foreign films, and the big producers of the country are not
with us. Now, why? There is a good reason, and it is not far to
seek. It is simply that the oig producers have made up their minds
to shift the industry to the place where they can produce at the low-
est possible cost and then bring their products back here where they
can sell at the highest possible price. You might remember, gen-
tlemen, that the distribution of pictures in America is concentrated
in the hands of a very small number of distributing organizations,
nearly all of which are controlled by the same big producers who are
opposing this bill. Among them they practically control the thea-
ters of this country, and they consequently can almost dictate the
prices at which their pictures shall be sold.

What has been' the effect so far upon the industry in America?
It is about a year and a half since the effect of this foreign invasion
began to be felt. So, I should like to give you some comparative
figures as to the condition of the industry a year and a half ago andto-day.In "New York a year and a half ago 61 companies were working.
To-day but 22 companies are at work.

In Los Angeles a year and a half ago 147 companies were working,
while to-day but 61 companies are working. The total number of.
companies working a year and a half ago in New York and Los
Angeles was 208, while to-day they number but 83.

Senator.JoNs. What is the percentage of exportations of these
pictures, about 15 or 18 per cent?

Mr. EMERSON. Not, possibly more than 18 per cent.
Senator Jo.;Es. What is the percentage of pictures imported?
Mr. ESIERSO.-. I have not figured the percentage, but the point is

this, if I may say so, that the exportation, as against years of importa-
tions, has just begun, so that the percentage would not be a fair one
in any case.

Senator JoN.%s. The point I want to make is this, that if these peo-
ple export 18 per cent of their product, how are they going to get
paid for 18 per cent of their product unless we import someI

Mr. EMERSOx. I do not quite follow you.
Senator Jo,-Es. How are these people who are exporting going to

get aid for their exports unless we import something?
Mr. EmERSON. We have no objection to importing something. All

we ask for is a tariff whioh will bring the cost of the imports somewhere
near the American costs. That will decresse the importations, of
course.

Senator Jo.NES. Don't you hope to exclude a lot of these pictures?
Mr. EMERSOx. A lot of them should be excluded.
Senator JONFS. And isn't that stopping importation?
Mr. EMFRsO',. Certainly. Doesn't any tariff stop importations?
Senator JoNEvs. I think'it does, but I understood you a moment ago

to leave the inference that you did not want to exclude then. Did
you want me to draw that inference?

Mr. EM.%ERSONx. I said that I did not ask for a prohibitive tariff, but
that the good ones would-
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Senator JONES (interposing). But you want to keep a lot of them
outI

Mr. EMERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. How are these people who export 18 per cent of

their product going to get paid for it ?
Mr. EMERSON. hey exported that same 18 per cent when there was

not a picture made in Europe.
Senator JONES. It is a pretty hard job to keep up the export trade.
Mr. EMERSON. I tried to make it clear that if it comes to that the

American market is sufficient to supply this country.
Senator JONES. You want to confine these people to the American

market?
Mr. EMERSON. No, sir.
Senator JONES. Would you not by doing that throw out of employ-

ment the very people for whom you pretend to be pleading?
Mr. EMERSON. In the first place, we would be affected only by

those countries which make the pictures, which are comparativelyfew.
Senator JoNEs. Three of them?
Mr. EMERSON. Yes; France, Italy, and Germany; that is, assum-

ing that they are going to retaliate.
Senator JONES. Those countries want wheat, corn, oats, and

products of that kind, do they not?
Mr. EMERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. How are they going to compete unless they can

send solnething to this country?
Mr. EMERSON. I understand what you mean, but we do not want

them to compete to the extent of destroying the industry.
Senator JoNEs. Some of these gentleman say that it is not going

to destroy the industry.
Mr. EMERSON. Who says so ?
Senator JONES. One of the gentlemen who spoke said so.
Mr. EMERSON. Then how does he account for the fact that 60 per

cent has already been destroyed? He belongs to one of those classes.
Senator JONES. They make these pictures here to-day, do they

not?
Mr. EMERSON. They make them cheaper over there than they can

here.
Senator JONES. If this country gets pictures and we are able to

exchange some wheat and some corn and some beef and cotton for
those pictures and our people are not hurt-

Mr. EMERSON (interposing). But they are hurt. Sixty per cent
of them are out of employment now.

Senator JONES. They say they are not.
Mr. EMERSON. But I can prove it. He said his activities have been

reduced 60per cent.
Senator JONES. But that has not been caused by these importa-

tions.
Mr. EIERSON. Very largely, sir, by these importations.
Senator JONEs. How many pictures have come in from abroad?
Mr." EMERSON. I think I can tell you fairly accurately. The

general concensus of opinion among distributors is that the business
has fallen off 30 per cent this year from normal.
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Senator JONES. I think a great many businesses have fallen off
much more than that.

Mr. EMERSON. But the production activities have fallen off 60 per
cent, whereas the other is 30 per cent. It must be because of foreign
importations. Of course I am assuming that you want to protect
the American industry. if you do not want to, Ihave nothing further
to say.

Senator MCCtMBER. Your 10 minutes have run to 20. Will you
close quickly I

Mr. EMERSON. I am very sorry,. I can stop now, if you wish it.
Senator McCUMBER. No;-you may conclude.
Mr. EMERSON. I was referring a moment ago to the effect upon the

industry in America. This result has come about in one year and a
half since the importation of foreign films began. In other words,
60 per cent of the industry in this country has been wiped out in one
year and a half.

It may be claimed that a large part of this decrease in production
is due to hard times, and undoubtedly a large part of it is, but not
nearly so much as you might suppose. The motion-picture business
is peculiar. It is not affected in the same way as the clothing business,
for example.

In, hard times a man will wear an old suit or overcoat another
year, although it may be a little shabby. Consequently, consump-
tion of and demand for clothing are lessened. Not so with the pic-
tures. The demand for pictures to-day by the theaters'which ex-
hibit them is by no means 60 per cent less than it was one and one-half
years ago, because comparatively few theaters have closed. The
exhibitors are making less money than they made two years ago,
but they have to have pictures to keep their houses open, and you can
bank on it that they are not using anything like 60 per cent fewer
pictures than they used a year and a half ago. And yet the number
of pictures made in this country has decreased 60 per cent in a year
and a half.

A similar situation prevails in the theater to-day; that is, on the
speaking stage. As far as patronage is concerned, there is the worst
season the theater has known for 20 years. And yet more plays
have been produced in New York this season so far than were produced
in a similar period last season or the season before, which were banner
seasons. Tey must keep their theaters open, and so must the pro-
prietors of the motion-picture theaters, and to keep them open they
must have pictures. To be sure, they can occasionally ring in an
old picture which they can get cheap, but let them do that 60 per cent
of the time, or 50 per cent or 40 per cent of the time, and see how
long they will hold their patronage. They do not dare do it. They
must have new pictures. And yet production has decreased 60 per
cent in a year and a half.

Will the importation of cheap foreign films lower the prices of ad-
mission to the public? I thin not, and for the very reason that
the men who are making the pictures abroad or are bringing the
cheap foreign-made pictures, are the men who virtually control
distribution in this country and so have the power to keep prices to
the highest notch that the traffic will bear.

During the past years dozens of these European pictures bought or
made at a ridiculously low cost have been distributed and shown in
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every theater of any consequence in this country, but I have yet
to learn of a single instance where a lower admision price was
charged for these pictures than for the costly American products.

Senator CtRTIS. Some of them have increased the price.
Mr. EHNERSO.. Yes.
The public has not profited, the exhibitors have not profited, but

the men who have brought those pictures into this country and dis-
tributed them have made millions. It has been very fine for them,
but rather tough on everybody else concerned, including the Govern-
ment, which means the taxpayers.

Senator JoEs. How are they affected by domestic production,
if it does not result in reducing the price of admission, except by the
exclusion of these pictures altogether ?

Mr. EMERSON. It seems to me so obvious. If we have, for instance,
in New York, we will say on Broadway, five high-class motion-picture
houses, they must change their pictures once every week. That
means that they must have a picture every week. If a picture comes
from Germany and plays at the Capital Theater, for instance, and we
make a picture, it can not play there that week. [ am not advocating
the entire destruction of competition.

Senator Jo.FIs. It seem to me that the cost of pictures i, after
all, a very small item. It is rather a question of the desirability or
attractiveness of the picture which controls the last analysis.

Mr. E&~qsox. That controls the receipts in the' last analysis to a
very large extent. But they can make as attractive pictures as we
can. The good ones are as good as ours are.

So, gedtremen, we beg of you, if it is a possible or practicable
thing, to investigate this matter, to look up the comparative costs
of pictures here and abroad, and then to ascertain the average
selling price of pictures in this country for we honestly believe that
the results of such an investigation will be that you will conclude that
the greatest revenue will accrue to this country as well as the greatest
protection to our industry here by raising this tariff from 30 per cent
to.60 per cent, or at the very least 50 per cent, on the American-
valuation plan.

STATBXMNT OF SIEGFRID F. HARTMAN, REPRESENTING THE
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO.

Mr. HARTMIAN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I represent the
Universal Film Manufacturing Co., one of the largest manufacturers
and prQducers of motion pictures in this country. It was stated
to-day by Mr. Turner that the company which I represent purposed
to proceed to Germany for the purpose of making motion-picture
films in this country. I am irt a position to state that that is not an
accurate statement of the facts. The Universal Film Manufactur-
ing Co. has an investment in this country of over $6,000,000 in plants
and equipment, located mostly in the West, and some of it in New
Jersey. That plant and equipment is now being utilized at pretty
nearly its full capacity in the production of motion pictures. We are
not afraid of foreign competition. We do not want any tariff on
finished motion-picture negatives, simply because we do not wish to
face retaliatory legislation, which we feel certain we will have to meet
in connection with high tariff on finished motion-picture negatives.
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Our experience is that the receipts that we derive from our foreign
exploitation of films represent our profit, and if the foreign markets
are cut off our profit will be gone.,

Senator SMooT. Whom do you representI
Mr. HARTMAN. The Universal Film Manufacturing Co. Thank

you very much.

MOVING-PICTURE FILMS (UNEXPOSED).

(Paragraph 1451.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. COLE, SHARON, MASS., REPRESENT-
ING THE MOVING-PICTURE FILM INDUSTRY.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you go ahead and make your statement?
Mr. COLE. In compliance with the request of the committee to

have those industries that are taking the same position on items of
the tariff represented by one spokesman, I have been selected to
represent the Ansco Co., of Binghamton, N. Y.; the Bay State Film
Co., of Sharon, Mass.; the Eastman Kodak Co. and the Powers
Film Products (Inc.), both of Rochester, N. Y.,. all manufacturers
of moving-picture film, sensitized but not exposed or developed.
I am, with your permission, filing briefs with your committee for
these four companies to-day.

Moving-picture film sensitized but not exposed nor developed is
now on tho free list under the present tariff act. Under House bill
7456, paragraph 1451, a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem, American
valuation, is imposed on moving picture films. We urge that this
duty is not high enough even to cover the difference between the
price at which foreign film is sold in this country and the actual cost
of making American film, and of course the cost of making foreign
film is necessarily lower than the selling price.

At the time when the arguments in favor of a dut on moving
picture film were presented before the House in the early part of the
year a less amount of protection was requested than we now ask.
Since that time the rate of exchange and further evidence of lowering
foreign cost of production, have made it necessary for us to ask for
the additional -protection that we now do.

We would therefore urge the committee to impose a specific duty
of riot less than three-quarters of a cent per foot on positive film
and not less than 1* cents per foot on negative film.

Senator S3ooT. Is that per square foot ?
Mr. COLE. That is per linear foot. If this specific duty is not

imposed we request and urge an ad valorem duty of 35 per cent
American valuation. If the bill is passed on the basis of foreign
valuation we would ask an ad valorem duty of 50 per cent.

If a specific duty is imposed, all uncertainty as regards cost will
be removed and both the importer and the American manufacturer
will know exactly where they stand.

Moving-picture film is produced by coating celuloid pyroxilin with
photographic emulsion. To manufacture a satisfactory product of
uniform standard and quality requires special plants and machinery
of expensive construction as well as long'experience and technical
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skill of the highest order. Approximately 90 per Cent of all film
sold is positive and 10 per cent is negative.

This industry is essentially American, created by the genius ofA'mericans, andits supremacy here should be maintained; but to do

this, the basic patents now having expired, will require the duty we
advocate.

On January 1, 1921, there were five manufacturers of moving-
picture film in the United States, namely: Ansco Co., Binghamton,
N. Y.; Bay State Film Co., Sharon, ass.; Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.; Eagle Rock Film Co., Eagle Rock, N. J.; Powers
Film Products (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y. The two last-mentioned
plants have been closed for some months because of foreign com-
petition.

The total investment of American film manufacturers for plant
and equipment not suitable for other purposes represents an aggre-
gate of approximately S5u,000,000.

We believe it is absolutely necessary that the duty we ask be
imposed as evidenced by the following facts:

(a) The cost of production to the American manufacturer is $1.92
per hundred feet. This is based on the actual figures for the first
11 months of 1921 as taken from the books of the Bay State Film
Co. of Massachusetts as follows

Celluloid per hundred feet celluloid (film be) ........................... $1.00
Silver nitrate, gelatin, and other chemicals ............................... 3. 12
Labor and manufacturing expense ...................... .......... 51
Overhead ................................................................ .10

Total ............................................................ 1.9322
This total does not include any allowance for depreciation or

return on invested capital.
These figures include average wages to employees of $4.80 per day.
The present selling price of American positive film is $2.25 per

hundred feet.
(b) As against the American cost of $1.92 per hundred feet the

se'llingprice of Agfa (German film) in Germany is from 92 cents to
$1 per hundred feet. This includes the manufacturer's profit, there.
fore thb cost of production must be less.

(c) The following letter from an American consumer is submitted
as proof of recent prices of German-made film:

210 FinH AvENuE, NEW YORK Crrv,

BAY STATE Fim, Co., Sharon, Ma. September 19,1921.

Gzvrunlui.: Replying to your letter requesting information regarding priceson
foreign film stock.

In June, 1921, my representative; Mr. Milton P. Schreyer, purchased for me in
Berlin 1,000,000 feet of Agfa moving-picture positive film at a price in marks equiva-
lent at the then prevailing rate of exchange, to 97 cents per hundred feet. The
total cost to me of this filui, all exports duties and other expenses paid, landed in
New York, was $1.31 per hundred feet.

About a month later my representative in Berlin was offered a contract covering
a large quantity of Agfa film at a price equivalent to 1 cent per foot, f. o. b. German
port. ? Fburg ver trly IITO .. u ....
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(d) As additional support of cost figures of foreign film I submit:As additional support of the cost figures on a foreign film, I submit

Exhibit A, copy of invoice dated September 23, 1921, showing
249,490 feet of German film sold to the Powers Film Products (Inc.)
at 1.01 marks per foot. On that day the mark was $0.0093, which
should make the price of this film in American money 94 cents per
hundred feet laid down in New York City, all cost, transportation,
and export duties paid.

ExMSIT A.

Invoice of Omnia Import Corporation, 261 Broadway, New York City.
To Powers Film Products (Inc.), 10 Broadway. New York City.
Seven cas containing positive motion-picture film stock, not perforated, 249,490

feet, at 1.01 marks, 251,984.90 marks.
One and one-hundiredth marks per foot at the rate of exchange September 23, 1921,

nainely, 0.0093 per mark, equals 0.0094 per foot, or 94 cents per hundred feet.

CENTRAL UNION TRUST CO.,
FIew York, Derembtr 6, 1911.P'OWE1RS FILM 1'aoODUC'ir (INC.),

VteC. York City.
GENh EmEN: As requested by telephone to-day, we are giving you below our

average selling rato for marks, in check on Berlin on the dates mentioned: September
23 1921, 0.0093 per mark; November 7, 1921, 0.00351 per mark; November 17, 1921,
0.&038| per mark.

Your, very ruy, E. IIENNEssy, Aimiant Treasurer.

I also submit Exhibit B (omitted), letter from James H. White, of
New York City, formerly an agent for foreign film, dated Septem-
ber 23, 1921, in which he states that he is quoted a price on German-
made positive film landed in Now York at $1.20 per hundred feet.

I also submit Exhibit C on-itted), quotations ofAgfa film in Ger-
many from 1913 to date with equivalent cost in American money.
They run from $2.61 per hundred feet in 1913 down to $0.825 per
hundred feet on October 10, 1921.

e) Furthermore, the American manufacturer is at a tremendous
disadvantage with the foreign manufacturer, because he now has to
pay a duty of 40 per cent on the celluloid base, which comprises 75
per cent of the total cost of the materials that enter into the manu-
facture of the film. This amounts to 40 per cent per hundred feet
of film under the present tariff act, and under House bill 7458 the
duty would amount to 50 cents per hundred feet of film (American
valuation). As roll celluloid, it is subject to this duty, but by coating
it with a photographic emulsion it is allowed to come in free, a great
injustice to us, if we are not given an equivalent duty on film.

(f) I would also call your attention to the brief of J. E. Brulatour,
of ew York City, who while acting as selling agent for French film
in 1910 was able t9 import this French film, pay the 25 per cent duty
in effect at that time, and then made handsome profit of. one-haIf
cent per foot.

As evidenced that the importations of foreign films is increasing
by leaps and bounds under the present free list, I submit the following
figures showing the actual imports into this country of foreign un-
exposed film according to the Government record (reading]:
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Elimated tuale of imports of unezposedfilMn.

Fiscal yea? ending June 30, 1919, 21,201,874 feet ......................... $424,000
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, 48,485,434 feet ......................... 920, 000
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, 134,118,621 feet ........................ 2,680,000
Month of July, 1921, 13,990,500 feet .................................... 272,000
Month of August, 1921, 15,124,600 feet .................................. 221,000
Month of September, 1921, 19,30,100 feet ............................... 454,000
Month of October, 1921, 23,828,100 feet ................................. 397,000

The CHAIMAN. Would there not bo a natural demand for many
of these foreign films on account of the subject of the pictures?

Mr. CoLE. This is unexposed film, not the exposed film. This is
purely a manufacturing proposition.

The CHTAMMAN. I did not know whether you also included in your
observations the exposed film. .

Mr. Couz. No, sir; I only represent the manufacturers of the
unexposed film, which has nothing to do with the pictures at all.

The importations for the first four months of 1921 have been at
the rate of 216,906,000 feet per year, with a value of more than
$4,000.

The rate of importation for these first four months shows a gain of
more than 63 per cent over 1920-21 of more than 400 per-cent over
1919-20 and more than 1,000 per cent over 1918-19.

These facts relative to cost of manufacture and prices here and
abroad demonstrate that it is impossible for us to continue business
in America unless protected by a duty offsetting to a large extent
the lower cost of manufacturin- foreign film.

The great danger confronting the American film manufacturer
to-day is that the great German Chemical Trust, which owns the
Agfa Film Co., will virtually acquire the entire American market for
unexposed film and dominate the motion-picture industry, now the
fourth largest industry in the United States, unless the industry is
protected by the duty we request.

The amount of protection which we ask is barely enough to bring
the selling price (not the cost price) of the German-made product up
to our own cost of manufacture. If a duty of three-quarters of a
cent per foot on positive film is imposed, the German-made film can
still be sold in this country with a profit at a price no higher than the
present American cost of production.

I submit Exhibit D, copies of invoices sworn to by American con-
suls, showing prices at which foreign-made unexposed film is sold
in other countries:

For hundred feet.
Agfa German film sold in France ................................ $L 67
Agfa German film sold in Italy.................................. 1. 65
Agfa German film sold in England ......................................... 1.24
Pathe film (French) sold in France .................................. 164
Gevart film (Belgium) sold in France ....................................... 1.67

American manufacturers can not compete with these prices and
American-made film has already been driven out of the countries re-
ferred to. I would emphasize the fact that these prices are not the
cost prices, but the selling price, which includes both export and
import duties, selling and transportation costs, in addition to profits.
The profits must be very large in France and Italy, as the prices there
are 30 to 40 cents per hundred feet higher than in England, which is a
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further testimony to the fact that German costs are so low they can
meet any prictthat may be made by their competitors.

Ip ost g This specific duty of three-fourths cent per foot onpositive fin and 11 cents on negative film, we are not asking for a
duty that will exclude the foreign-made product. Even free-trade
Great Britain imposes a specific duty of two-thirds cent per foot on
all positive film at the normal rate of exchange.

In closing may I point out that we are not dealing with something
that may happen, but with something that has already happene.
Two American manufacturers have already closed down. American
film has already been imported in quantities sufficient to supply one-
third of the consumption in America, and at the present rate of in-
crease will soon supply all the film used in this country. We are only
asking enough protection to enable us to fairly compete with foreign
film in our own market. Surely American manufacturers paying
American standards of wages and American costs for raw material
are entitled to this protection against foreign-made film paying foreign
prices for materials and labor, and especially in these abnormal times,
with the exceedingly low rate of German exchange.

Since preparation of my statement there has been issued by the
Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Hoover, a statement on moving-picture
films. In Mr. Hoover's statement my figures are corroborated, and
I would respectfully ask to submit that as a part of the record of my
statement here to-day.

Senator CALDER. The matter he refers to now was a report by the
Secretary of Commerce in compliance with Senate resolution and has
not been printed in the proceedings of the Senate or made a Senate
document.

The CHAMMAN. It has not been printed I
Senator CALDER. It has not been printed or made a Senate docu-

ment. I think it is appropriate that it should be printed here.
The CmiRMAN. Has it been printed by the department?
Senator CALDER. No; but they released it.
Mr. COLE. It is a multigraph copy, which was all I was able to

obtain yesterday.
The CthAm mN. Do you want the whole of it printedI
Senator CALDER. I think it is pretty important that it should go in.
Tho CnmIMAi. Now, Senator Calder asks it, but it would not seem

exactly regular for this committee to be printing reports of the depart-
ment.

Senator CALDER. It deals with this subject.
(The report of the Department of Commerce is as follows:)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOVINO-PIcrURE INDUSTRY ABROAD AND EXTENT OP 3MPORTA-
TIONS INTO THE UNITED STATES.

The imports of motion-pilure film into the United States have increased enormously
in both quantity and value in the last 10 years, says the Department of Commerce.
Imports have expanded from 11,725,000 feet, valued at $685,000, in 1911, to 150,000,000
feet, valued at more thon $4,000,000, in 1921. In the years 1911 to 1914 the expansion
was rapid, and in 1914 our import amounted to 64,774,000 linear feet of film worth
$2,302000.

"Two classes of film are imported:
I Ex d, which includes'.
a) Postives, the finished film ready for projection.
() Negatives, the exposed film from which the projection positive is made.

12) Unexpoed, which includes only one clam sensitized but not exposed film com-monly called raw film.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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As far as the motion.picture industry is concerned, the exposed film is the more
important. Raw film imports compete with the domestic production of photographic

tood ather than with the production of motion, pictures. T9 value of a foot of
raw fim Is but a small fraction of the value of a foot of exposed film. Exposed film in

qnttyears has been lee thanonetenh of our total import, except in
twas approximately one-sixth, but in value it has ranged from one-third

to one-half of the total value. In 1919. for example, imports of 13,747,000 feet of raw
film were valued at $283,000, but 2,920,000 feet of exposed film were valued at $0,00.

TABLE 1.-Importsof motion-pidure film into tk United Stat,fis years ending June
30, 1911-1921.

(From Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the Unlted States.]

Total. Epo . texjo |.

* Year. .. ... ....

, Amount. Value. Amount. Value. Amount.' Value.'

Li Lfrearjfen. (inear fed.;
1911 .................... 1., . ..D8,OD 11,725,000 ., ..................
1912 .................... 14,275,000 11,o0,000 14,275,000 1, 00..................
1913 ........................ 15,674,000 1,331,000 15,64,, 1 .
1914 .................... 64,774,000 2,302,000 20.7,000 1,412:000 44., .. $890,00D
1915 ......................... 7 ,192,000 1,63,0oo 10,789, o0o 671,000 1, 402:,00 98o0
1916 ..................... 65 99904 1,232000 7,507,000 4o2, 8,491,000 70,000
1917 ....................... 5%,130,000 1 478,0oo 5, 3 M,0 6750D0 294,000 802,000
191 .................... 51, 51,000 1 ,ooo 4,0Wo0o 343,0o0 47,463,000 739,000
19182 ........................ 27,977,000 713,000 2,268,000 293,000 25, 709,000 42,000
1919' ................... I 16, 67,000 783,000 2,920000 500,000 13,747,000 283,000
100 .................... 10,02,000 2,631,000 6, 233,oo 933,000 99,829 oO 1,. 6,000

........................ t30,349,000 3,397,000 7,375,000 1,050.000 122,975,000 2. 33,. 7 i

Figures not avallbble prior to 1911.Caleenar y ear..
SNine months ending Sept. W.

Total film imports have increased in loth quantity and value to more than twice
the highest prewar figure, but the increase is due to the growth in tho import of raw
film. In 1914 weimported 44.717.000 feet of raw film, and the 1921 September figures
indicate that the import for the year will be in excess of 130,000.000 feet. or anout
three times the 1914 figure. Our imports of exposed film, however, have shown a
decrease, and for 1921 they will apparentlyh be about half as large as in 1914. Pouring
the war imports fell from 20.057,000 feet in 1914 to the low mark of 2,267.975 feet in
1918. Recovery since 1918 has been rapid, imports increasing in 1920 to 6.233,0OO
feet. and for 1921 will probably be approximately 10,000,000 feet. The total value
of this exposed film is likely to be about the same as in 1914, the price of film, like
prices of other commodities. having changed.

Significance of imports.-During the war the development and expansion of the
American motion.plcture industry proceeded with geat rapidity. imports of ex-
posed film declined and the effect of Toreign competition in the domestic field became
ess important. Exports of exposed film increased from 32,192.000 feet in 1913 to

over 150.000,000 feet in 1919.

'T.A Bnr 2.- United St lts exports of motion-picture film, fiscal years ending June .30,
1913-1921.

(From Foreign Comme-ee and Narigation of the United Ststes.I

Year. K ,lX.ed.1 o, d Total. Year. .puxed. exposed + Total.

11".22 1918L ..........L~~lL ei1
Linear I. Linear/it. LireaI . Linear193........ A 19, 05 11 27 N ................ 14

1914. ............. 32690 155 ,60 192050 19181 ...... 8 71,42 151,437

1915 .............. 3987 115,067 150,051 1919
1 
....... . 237 i , M_ 279

1916........... 15 752 72 299 231,051 19I0.......... 175,2331 6 8,148
1917 .............. ...... 49,4 8 , I Ic..... .. 12ksm 3,1 142,60

Calendar yar.
Nine months eliding Sept. :30.

In 1920 our exports of exposed film were 175,233,000 feet, which is more than five
times the highest prewar figure. For the present year the total export will probably
I e somewhat less than in 1920.
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There are no official figures on the domestic production of motion pictures with
which import figures can-be compared. But as compared with our domestic exports
of exposed film imports are of relatively small importance. Even for the current year,
in which imports have increased and exports decreased, the import will probably be
only 10,000,000 feet, while exports will be at least 140,000,000 feet. Since many of
the . l.,ures sent to this country by foreign producers are not saleable and are never
shown before American audiences, the figures for the import of exposed film are of
slightly less significance than they at first appear. Further, in ga ing the importance
of imports, the rapid development and expansion of the domestic industry must be
taken into account. An import of 1,000 000 feet of film into the United States to-day
means much less to the industry than the importation of a similar amount meant in
1914. The domestic market has so developed that 20,000,000 feet (the import of
1914) would he more easily absorbed to-day than a much smaller amount in 1914.
KHxcept for four German and one Italian film, pictures of foreign make, imported
since the war have not been especially successful.

Source of import.-More than four-fifthe of the raw film and two-thirds of the ex-
poeted film imported into the United States come from five European countries: Bel-
gium, France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom.

TABNE 3.-CompOratie im ports of nwtidn.piaure film into the United Slates from all
countries and from fire European (England, France, Italy, Germany, and the United
Kinqvom), fical years ending June 30, 1911-1921.

[Fram Foreign Commere ant Navigation ofthe United States.)

Alfilmn. Unexposed.t Exposed.

YearJ. Al IU Selected I All Selected All Selected
ountri. _ countrIes. entriess. countries, countrIs. untries.

L[ nearfett. L Pwnarftel. Vinearfeet. iLna~t. Lmr t feret

11,72 ,000 70,521,000 6.................. 000 10,72, 10,422,000
1912 14,r75,0,000 1. 0 Ine .............. .......... .1 14275,000 12,710,000
1913 ............... 15,674,000 1 , 6,00000 5............... ..... 15,000 07, 1, 5000
1914.............. 613,000 6,34,000 44 ,000 2, 44,292,000 20,057,000 18,10 ,001915 ....... [....... 72 ,192,0l 70, tODD 61,402,00 61,401,00D 0 l,?*,( 9,15:0o0
IDIO ............... 65,;9W, 000 65,00-o00D &% 4191,oo siOD 7, W7, 000 6, 53DOOo

197 ........ . %,130,000 56,02__,0001 52 294,000 ,' ,2 ODD 5, 83-,ODD 3,738,;00

1918 ............. 5,51,000 1 0, 5W,000 417,463000 47,3,000 4,088,000 3,191,000
1918S ............ 27,977,000 27,314,000 25,709,000 25,614.000 2,268,000 1,670,000
1919' .............. 16,667,000 15,58,000 33,747,000 13,502,000 2,9,000 2,002.000
190 ............ 1 002,00 , 0 104,091,000 99,O29,00 99,716,000 6,233,000 4, 3,000

1....... .... 130.. 9, _ 12.152,. 122.97,000 1.. ... ..

Figure. prior to 1911 are not available. s Calendir y ears. Nine months eliding Sept. 30.

In the normal year, the United States imports between one and two million feet
of film from countries other than the five selected. These imports come from all
parts of the world in small amounts, a few thousand feet from each country, made up
of travel pictures, news service, pictures taken abroad by American companies, and
an occasional photoplay made by a foreign company.

Belgium the first of these countries, is important only as an exporter of raw film, as
the following table shows:
TABLE 4.-finports of motion-picture .fihin into the United States from Belgium, fiscal

years 1911-1921.

(From Foreign Commercv and NavigatIon of the Unltcd State.q.]

E.xposcd. Unexposed., Esposetl. Unexposed.'
Y.ar. Amount. Vaawe. Amount. Value. .- Amount. Valie. Amount. Vahue.

Liitoeci. Linear feet. 197La l Li near feet.

191 1 600 V I ........... 1917................ ....................I ..........
1912 300 30.. .... ........... 191 ... ! .o.s • .. i. ........
1913 ... ..................... .... 1918 .. ............ ............... WI 'tf~ 1919 "'. ......., ..o s.

.... . 820, 19 IWO . :I,1| [- i : 30,N"29 770 ! $0

.WO_ ............ ............ 1921 4.. 7 . :,A1 ;
I I _.

No figures available prior to 191.
I Amount not given.

-1lS27-22-scit 14--22

3 Calendar year.
I Nine months ending Septemrer 2.3

I
I
I
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Before the war the raw.film industry had gained a foothold In Belgium, and in 1911
several million feet of raw film were exported. But by the end of 1915 the war had
put an end to its production for export, and in the four years 1915-1919 we imported
no raw film from that country. In 1920, however, 30,833,000 feet, nearly one-third
of our total unexposed film import, came from Belgium, and in the current year
probably 40,000,000 feet, or about the same proportion of our total import, will come
from the same source. -

Belgium is not an important exporter of exposed film. The motion-picture indus-
try-that is, the producing of plays--has not developed. Our imports of expoel
film from that country in the lst 10 years have been negligible in both quantity and
value, les than 15,000 feet have ben imported, and 90 per cent of it has come in
during the last two years.

Belgium is an excellent market for the disposal of finished pictures. Competition
is strong, as French, Italian, German, and American producers are in the field. The
fact that American film exports to Belgium have substantially increased during the
last two years indicates that American films are holding their own in the face of this
severe competition from European producers.

FRANCE.

The United States imports more motion-picture film from France than from any
other country. About half of our raw film and nearly one-third of our exposed film
imports have come from that country.

TABLE 5.-Imports of motion.picture film into th United States from France, fi.Rcal
yaws 1911-1921.

jFrom Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.)

Exposed. Unexposed.'
Year. - - -- -

Amount. Value. Amount. Value.

1911 ............ u . $ L. .r..eet.
1912 ...................................... . 6,0 .524 .==...................
1913 ................................................ 6,I 000 ,000 ..........................
1914 ................................................ 2, OD 0W 23,16 0 &M , 0
191 ................................................ 1,,0W 1W 45,,IS% o 6190
1916 ................................................ 3,912,000 143, 58,217,000 743,000
1917 ................................................ OO 170,000 52,224 ,000 800,o0
191- ............................................... 7 ,00 4 000 45,0 680.000
1919 .............................................. s 000 I 000 13,349,000 3 6 00)

1920, ............................................... 2,1 '2.OO0 I M . ODD , D 81000
1921--------------------------,84000 I85,000 5,'9M:000 1O,03,019)210 ............. ............................. 1,4,0 1 ,0 ) ,94,0D , 0,00/

t No figures available prior to 1914.
'Caletar year.Nine months ending Sept. 30.

Before the war our imports of raw film from France were growing in importance,
and by 1915 were in excess of 60 per cent of total raw-film imports. During the war
imports of French raw film did not begin to decline until after 1916. From that
time the fall was rapid until in 1919 we imported only 13,349,000 feet, or less than
one-fourth of the 1916 amount. In 1920 imports of French raw film more than
quadrupled, jum ping from 13,400,000 in 1919 to slightly more than 62,500,000 feet.
The return or the first nine months of this year indicate that the totaf for the year
will not be far from 75,000,000 feef. Imports of exposed film from France peatly
decreased during the war. In 1917 they had fallen to about one-third, and in 1918
to approximately one-ninth of the 1913 figure.

In 1919 our imports of French exposed film increased slightly to 869,000 feet, and
in 1920 they were 2,162,000 linear feet, or more than double the 1919 figure. The
imports for the first nine months of this year indicate that the total for the year will
be about 2,200,000 feet, or a slight increase over 1920. This is about one-third of
the quantity imported in 1913.

Prior to the war the French motion- picture, industry itself had a steady growth
and development. Production was well organized and foreign markets were estab-
lished, particularly in Austria, Germany, and RitUssia.
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The war put a stop to the progress of the French motion.picture industry, crippling
it in two ways:

(1) It took personnel of producers' organization and seriously interfered with the
exhibition of films.

(2) It prevented exportation of films to former markets: Austria, Germany, and
Belgium.

When peace came the industry was not on stable foundation. Handicapped by
a lack of modern machinery and equipment and a scarcity of working capital, recoverywas slow. There Is in France no orgnzation of compares and prouction on the
scale with which we are familiar in this country. The industry is unable to produce
the elaborate feature pictures which require special and expensive equipment.

Foreign competition is particularly severe in France from Italy and the United
States. American pictures have been popular and in great demana from their intro-
duction. The French "Association National d'Expansion Economique" estimated
in 1918 that more than half of the film exhibited was of foreign make. The French
industry has thus been dependent on the development of markets in other countries
to a great extent.

TABLE 6.-Frtnh exports of rnofion.picture filn8.,

I From Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States. Unit, metric quintal- 100 Plos.j

importing country. 1913 1914 J 1915 1916 1917 1918

Great Britain ............................. " 737 1,062 315 400 24 301
Switzerland .............................. .185 2741 208 63 69 32
Spain ..................................... 133 1661 121 143 67 70

Il2 28 177.............................2 121 6.
Urnil ... .. 1 3............................. . . . 1 342 W 2,337 83
Brugentne.............................. ........ ...... a 9 8 4 10
Aentla .................................. ...... 66" .1'
Germany ........................... 738 474 .. ......... .......... ..........
Belgium .................................. 16 72':::::::.. :................ .........
Austris ................................... so M .......... .......... ..........
French colonies ................................ i 3 82 12 1
Other owntries ........................ 631 261 374 12; 18 ses

otal ................................ 3,P l 3, 1,, 1,,m7 .3,091 ! ,9

IIncludes both posed and unexpos.
&Includes 4,300 l dosapped to Swd'.

It is certain that a large proportion of the exports are unexposed film but exact fig.
ures are not available. The above table shows clnarlv that the French export trade
suffered a severe setback during the war. Germany, Austria and Bel)ium imported
no French film after. the outbreak of the war, while in 1911 they took over 25 per
cent of the total French export. With the los of these markets, France turned to
South America, and by 1915 exports to Brazil and Argentina were important. Ex-
ports to nearly all countries in 1918 showed a great decline over the 1913 level. Those
to the United States, however, were in excessof the 1913 figure. Although the Freneh
figures do not differentiate between exposed and unexposed film, on comparing with
figures from American sources (Table 5) it is apparent that the increase was in unex-
posed film exports, rather than exposed. It is suggested in a report made in 1918 on
the French motion" picture industry by the "Association National d'Expanion
Economique" that the importation of French film into the United States is not likely
to grow in importance for two reasons: (1) The United States tariff on film imports;
(2) the control which the great American producing companies have over the American
exhibitors.

GERHMANY.

In the present year imports of German film have been.given great publicity. The
following table gives our import of German films during the last ten years:
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TADLE 7.-Imporls of motion.plceure film into the United States from Germany, fiscal
!HOV4 1911-19,1.

[From Foreign Commerce anI Navlgation f 17nite,1 State.A.!

Year.
Amout. Value. AnNmii,. Valtiw.

i lofaufettLint., fed.

1911 .................................... ....... , $ , ODD. . . .
1912 ................................ s6tO 48 ooo.............
1913 ............................................... 11 5000ODD.12 ..........
1914 ........................................ , :, 000 U M .. i 7. 2,.000 2$157,0o
1913 .............. ................. 42,000 .2. ),0 1 1.,0r
191e ......................................... 72,000 37,000 .......o....... ............
1917 ........................................... V.,ODD 3,000 ......... .... . ...........
1919 ......................................... ........................................... ...
1911(s ................................. .............. ........
1919 ............................... 1 000 201....................
I ... 0..................................... . :000 37
1. 1... ..................... 1 1.0 0 08 001N "

SNo flgu _esavailble prior to 1911.

I 9 months ending Sept. 30.

In the prewar period imports of film from that country were growing rapidly, but
it was not until 1913 that they became important.

In the following year about one-sixth of our total import of raw film came from
Germany. The war at first slowed down and finally stop)led German export of raw
film until after the armistice. In the two years 1919-20 we imported no raw film
from Germany. In the first nine months of this year, however, over 29,000,000 feet.
or over 20 per cent of the total of tnexposed film entering this country, came from
Germatfy. It is clear that Iho German raw-film industry, little disturbed by the war,
is In a strong position.

Before the war, imports of German exposed film were relatively unimportant prior
to 1913. The growth of our import was rapid from 1911 on, until the high mark of
2,159,2.31 feet was reached in 1914. During the war imports of exposed film from
Germany declined and finally ceased in 1917.

In 1919 the import was negligible. In 1920 slightly more than a half million feet
of exposed film were imported. But in the present year, imports from Germany
will probably be more than 2,000,000 feet, and la excess of thosefjom anyother country
German film makes up at present about 26 per cent of our total exposed film impozit
in feet. In value, however, it is only 16 per cent of the total, or less than the some.
what smaller imports from France and the United Kingdom. •

In the first nine months of this year nearly 2,000,000 feet of exposed film have
have come from Germany. It is estimated that over 150 completed pictures have
been imported. Four of these pictures-" Passion," "Deception," "Caligari," and
"The Goem," have met with startling success. The fact that these four were succeos-
ful has led the general public to believe that all the films we import are as successful
as these four. This is evidently not the case. Trade magazines say that less than
4 per cent of the German films imported are ever exhibited.

The cost of producing these four successful pictures was large, even when converted
into dollars at the depreciated exchange rate. Reliable figures as to the German
cwt can not be obtained. However, since the salaries paid the personnel are much
lower than those paid here, and gince wages are a very large item in producing cost,
it is probable that the cost of production in Germany was less than it would have been
in the United States.

Exact and reliable figures concerning the German industry are not to be had. It is
certain that durinS the three years since the armistice the German industry has
received a great stimulus. Observers of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce in Germany" say that German public opinion has been strongly opposed to the
presentation of French and Italian films which were formerly so popular. This
attitudehas been a not unimportant factor in recent development.

According to the Econoiist Francaise of September 3, 1921, the four leading
companies are the Ufa, Decla, May-filn, and Efa (European Film Alliance). The
first three are strictly German, the fourth was created by the Famous Players.Laky
Corporation of America.

I I
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ITALY.

In Italy the motion-plcture industry is one of the ranklug industries. The greatest
development in the industry outside of the United States has taken place in that
country. The following table gives the imports of Italian film into the United States
in the last 10 years:

TABLE 8.-Irports of motion.piure film into the United Stateaftom Italy, fiscal y(ars1911-1921.

(From Foreign Commerce and Navigation of United States.l

Exposed. I Unexpobed.1 Exposed. Vnexposed.,
SIr. Year. -

Amount. Value. 'Amount. Value. Amount. Value. Amount. Value.

1911 ...... 2,523,000 1150,00 . . .. 97 4700 8 ........ 1917 ..... 477,0W 10,0 . .
1912 ... 2,843,000 163000 ... 1918 ..... 508,000 67,000.........
1913 ... 25,000 170,00 ...... ......... '1918' .... 498,000 43,000 ..........
1914... 3,043,000 247,000 W10,000 13.5,000 1, 1919' 108 000 12,000 25,000 11,000
292 . 1,390,000 102,000................. ::: I0... . .1916 ..... 623,000} 39,00 483,000 141,000 ..........

OD .... 19218 ....

- No figures avallab!i prior to 1914.
1 'a!endar year.

9 months ending Sept. 30.

'Ile production of raw film in Italy has been slight and imports into the United
States from that country have been negligible. In the production of exposed film,
however, it has gone far ahead of other European countries for two major reasons:

1. It has been peculiarly favored by physical conditions-climate and scenery.
2. The Italian Government favoring the industry as a means of attracting touts

aided In the more effective organization of the industry.
Before the war about one-xth of the total exposed film import came from Italy.

The amount of Italian film imported fluctuated slightly, but no general trend was
apparent. Imports from Italy seemed to be at a standstill. In 1914, 3,043,000 feet of
film were imported. During the war, however, the import was greatly reduced and
fluctuated irregularly. In 1919 imports of Italian film fell to the low mark of 108,490
feet.

Since then the import has increased somewhat, but the figures for the first nine
months of 1921 Indicate that the total for the year will not be In excess of 600,000
feet, which is far below the import level of 1914.

It is doubtful if the import of exposed film from Italy will regain its prewar impor.
tance. American producers have become firmly established and can produce him
enough to satisfy the American demand. The gap which Italian film filled in prewar
days no longer seems to exist.

Italian trade statistics show that total film i ports exceed total exports. In those
statistics no distinction is made between exod, and unexposed film and, in view of
the fact that nearly all of the raw film used is imported, it is safe to say that exposed
film exports are far in excess of the unexposed film imports.

TAB LF, 9.-Italiao e., port of inotion-piclure fin.

Importing country. 1914 1919 Importing country. 2914 1919

Kilo#. 'ilor. KiUo. Mike.
Austrlalungary ......... 12,400 ........... United Kingdom ........... 27,400 1,700
rance ................ . 16,4001 17,200 Brazil 0....................... 1 0 I 1,400

Germsny .................. 6,200 . Arlentin..... ......... 8,300 2, 0O
Russla ..... 2.......... Unted States .............. .3,310 800

)urinig the war the Italian industry was seriously interfered with. There was a
la'k of raw materials, which previous'to that lime had been purchased in Germany,
the markets in Austria, Germany, and RMisia were cut off, and exports to Great
Britain and South American countries were grealy curtailed. In the three yeasm
since the armistice there has been a slight increase in enports, but the prewar 'level
has not yet been reached. Partly because Italian producers were compelled to
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withdltaw from oulh American markets, exports from the United States to South
America greatly increased. In 1913 the United States exported to South America
les than 1,000,000 feet and in 1918 over 12,000,000 feet. In the current year competi.
tion from the Italians and Germans in South America has been severe. The cheap.
ness of European films seems to be a determining factor, and they are used in increas.
ing amounts, although inferior in quality.

In 1920 there were 82 producing companies in Italy capitalized at 100,000,000 lire
aui(1 employing 0,000 working capital. The total annual production of new
film in Ital;, was estimated by a representative of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
('oinmercein 1920 to be in excess of I,G0,000 meters (5,250,000 feet). (Commerce
Iteports, July 23. 1920.) Ao a rule, Italian films have not been successful in this

countryy . Reports indicate. however, that the picture "Theodora" of Italian make,
Whip'h "has recent been released in New York by (oldwyn, is likely to be quite as
smiceasful as any of the four German films.

UNITED KINGDOM.

The United Kingdom, though handicapped by climatic conditions, is an important
Producer of films, and the United States imports large quantities of Britih film.
Te fol lowing, table gives the amounts and values for the last 10 years:

TP.A E lO.-Impodts of motion.pirurefilm into the United States from United Kingdom,
fiscal year 1911-1921.

[From Foreign Commerc., an't N:avlgalIon of Urited States..

Year. r-Epi
'Llnearteet. Valie. J.lnearfeet.: Valte.

S................................ 1,006,00 1,000 .............
1912 ........................................................ 2 3#7 000 164,000 ............ ..........
1913 ....................................................... 2:8 31000 189,00 ......................1914...........................................3............... e , o, COD . .. '
1915 ........................................................ 4,277,000 247,000 7,173,000 1 R, 000
1918 ........................................................ 1,913,000 1R7.000 270,000 7,000
1917 ........................................................ 1,003 ,00 173,000 C0D 2,000
1918 ........................................................ 1,897,000 130,00 2,291,000 55,000
19182 ....................................................... 49000 49,O D 93,000 1.18,000 46
1919' ...................................................... 1023,000 183,000 14.000 1,00M
190S ....................................................... 1,444,00 247000 6, 3:0.000 i 41.f00
1921 ...................................................... I,350,000 196, O ............. ..........

I No figures available prior to 1914.
I Caldar years.8 Nine months ending Sept. 30.

Imports of British unexposed film into the United States have been relatively
unimportant, except in the year 1915, when 7,000,000 feet of unexposed film were
imported. This amount was approximately 12 per cent of the total import. In sub-
sequent years the import of unexposed film from the United Kingdom has been only
a small percentage of the total import although in 1920 in quantity it was nearly as
large as in 1915. For the first nine months of this year, according to preliminary
figures none has been imported. The raw film industry In England is dominated by
the Kodak Co., which his its factory at Harrow.

Before the war we imported over 25 per cent of our exposed film from the United
Kingdom. During the war imports fell off, and in 1918, though amounting to less
than one-tenth of the 1914 figure, they were approximately one-sixth of the total
import.

Since 1918 the increase has been slow, and for the present year imports will probably
not exceed 2,000,000 feet. which Is less than one-third of the 1914 figure.

Foreign competition in the United Kingdom is keen, especially from France and
the United States. Imports of film from other sources are negligible. It Is estimated
that more than 50 per cent of the pictures exhibited are of American make. Stren-
uous efforts have been made in the last year or so to put the British industry on a
sounder basis. New companies have been formed and amalgamation and consolida-
tion has proceeded. There is no doubt that the efforts made have met with some
success, and that more British pictures are now being exhibited at home than ever
before. Producers recently have been making an attempt to have tariff legislation
passed, which will shut out mediocre films of foreign make. Reliable figures on the

I Iq
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capitalization and production of the British industry are not available. Probably
not more than £10,000,000 are invested in the industry. No figures on British exports
are available prior to 1917, but as in the case of other European countries, the British
export trade suffered a setback during the war. In 1P19, however, British exports
were three and a half times those of 1918.

TABLE 11.- United Kingdom: Domestic exporth of motionpi Cture film.

[From Trade of the United Kingdom.

Importing country. 1917 1911 - 1919 190

LlwLfd. niv rfid. Lfnpalfe. Llnrafrd.
NtLhe dlaIn 4 ................................... 183.000 4 1,ODD 1, 7, 000 ............
France .............................. 0.......... 1,012,00 4,431.000 19,451,
Italy ........................................... 7,000 2 1 ,000 ..............
United States ................................... 3,017,000 2,W ,000 1,081,000

Argentina ...................................... 37000 243,000 416,000
t her oreign ................................... 90, 00 362,000 3,927.0 . .

lritish possession ............................. 60,000 53, 000 1,083,00

Total .................................... 0,474,000 4,209, O0 30,770,0(10 124,812,0M)

'Total oay available for 1920.

The above table indicates the destination of British exports. The exports to Brazil,
Argentina, and the United States decreased in the three years 1917-1919. In 1919
exports were more than three times the 1918 figure. The increase in the exports to
France accounted for more than two-thirds of the total increase in exports.

Senator I,. FOLLETL'r. Mr. Cole, what is the rate of duty fixed in
the House hill I

Mr. COLE. It is 20 per cent ad valorem, American valuation.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. But now you ask a specific duty, instead, as

I understood ou I
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Can you tell us what that would amount to,

expressed in ad valorem?
Mr. COLE. It would amount to 35 per cent American valuation,

approximately.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Approximately 3.5 per cent American valu-

ation, instead of 20 per cent, as indorse by the HouseI
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Senator S iooT. Arc you interested in the moving picture thiit

comes hero from the foreign country to be shown in the moving-picture
shows?

Mr. COLE. No, sir. We are purely manufacturers of the unex-
posed film.

Senator S.ioor. If the moving picture unexposed films were on the
free list, it would not affect you m any way I

Mr. COLE. No, sir.
Senator SMOOT. Sensitized but not exposed moving-picture films

to-day is on the free list, is it not?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. And you want 35 per cent ad valorem on the

American valuation?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir; but we would prefer three-fourths of a cent spe-

cilic duty.
Senator SsiOOT. What is three-fourths cent specific duty equal to

in ad valorem?
Mr. COLE. Just about 35 per cent.
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Senator SMOOT. That is on the positive film ?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMoOT. And on the negative you want 1 I
Mr. COLE. We want 11; yes, sir.
Senator SMoOT. What would that equal?
Mr. COLE. That would be about the same per cent of ad valorem.
Senator MCCUMBER. I can not quite understand what you mean

when you say that the importation of the exposed films, the pictures,
which are shown, being absolutely free, would not affect the sale in this
country of the American unexposed film. If we surrender the ex-
posed films market to the foreigner, why would it not to that same
extent decrease the sales of the American unexposed I

Mr. COLE. Yes, sir; I think it would. I have not gone into the
exposed end at all; I kept to my own subject; and, of course, if all
exposed film came over here and no American pictures were made
naturally there would be less demand.

Senator McCu.mBEI. None of the positive films brought in her,
would be made from American films?

Mr. COLE. If they came from abroad; no, sir.
Senator WATSON. On that point is it not a fact that the Americail

public does not want the foren films. The picture does not appeal
to the American public nearly as much as the American picture
appeals to the foreigner ?

Mr. COLE. I am not an expert on the picture end of it.
Senator SuooT. You know this, that there are, many, many

times more American exposed films exported than there are im-
ported into this country of the foreign exposed films. In fact, the
American has virtually the control of the markets of many of the
countries of the world to-day.

Mr. COLE. I could not answer that, sir, on the exposed film, be-
cause I am not familiar with the pictures. So, I prefer not to an-
swer.

Senator LA FOLLETT. Will you state, if you can, the total
amount of the domestic. production of the films on which you ask
to have these two specific duties levied?

Mr. COLE. Between 700,000,000 feet and 800,000,000 feet in a
year, was, I think, the record for the last year's consumption of film
in America. About 65,000,000 feet a month ? '

Senator SMOOT. On the basis of foreign valuation, what would
you want?

Mr. COLE. We would want 50 per cent, foreign valuation.
Senator MCCUMBER. As against this over 800,000,000 feet that was

produced in the United States, what amount is imported?
Mr. COLE. The last three' months show an importation at the

rate of 240,000,000 feet a year. That has increased steadily since
the end of the war; it has been increasing year by year and month
by month. It is now 30 per cent of the entire American consump-
tion.

Senator WATSON. Technically, is there a difference between raw
and sensitized film?

Mr. COLE. Sensitized film is sometimes called raw film, but it is
really sensitized, not a raw product.

Senator WATSON. When you use the expression "raw film " it does
mean sensitized?
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Mr. COLE. Raw film is sensitized film; it is a trade name.
Senator WATSON. The two are synonymous?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Senator CALDER. What countries are exporting films to the

United States ?
Mr. COLE. Germany, 'France, Belgium, and up to 1921 Great

Britain.
Senator CALDER. Have those countries a tariff against American

films?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir; every one of them.
Senator CALDER. Do you know the rate?
Mr. COLE. I think you will find the rate in the Eastman Kodak

brief. It is two-thirds of a cent per linear foot in England; $8.56 per
hundred pounds in France; 13 per pent ad vhlorem in Belgium; 9
paper marks per pound in Germany.

Senator WATSON. You speak ofily for the film people and have
nothing to do with the cameras ?

Mr. CoLE. I am only speaking for the film people.
Senator McLEAN. I assume it is your idea that if you get a reason-

able protection for your industry here so that you can employ Ameri-
can labor, you do not ask the price of admission to moving picture
shows?

Mr. CoLE. The cost of the film is a very small proportion of the
cost of the picture, although it employs a good many people and
means a good deal of money.

BRIEF OF THE EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROOHZSTZR, N. Y.

This company requested a duty of 30 per cent on photographic film, sensitized but
11ot expQe d or developed. The pending bill carries a duty ot 20 per cent and a duty
of1 at least 20 per cent should be maintained.

1. There are two classes of this film, one, the cartridge film, used in hand cameras
mostly by amateurs, and the other, the motion-picture (cinematograph) film, used
exclusively for motion.picture purposes.

2. The manufacture of a high-grade and uniform film is one of the most delicate and
difficult of all the arts and can only be attained by years of experience and research by
skilled and high-salaried experts anti the expenditure of enormous sums of money in
investigation and experiment and in making good the many failures and mishaps that
neeeesaril occur in perfecting processes.

3. The Eastman Kodak Co. was the commercial pioneer in introducing (ini 1889)
pyroxylin roll film to take the place of the gelatin-coated paper films previously used.
It was also the originator for commercial purposes of the motion-picture film.

4. The Eastman Kodak Co., having practically created the business, has main
tained its lead solely by reason of the high quality and uniformity of its prilict.
Other manufacturers have in recent years established themselves in the United
States anti gradually great companies in Europe have succeeded in making such
film of acceptable quality. Shortly before the Great War these companies bean
importing large quantities into the United States, the powerful German Chezmscal
Trust taking the lead.

5. The Payne-Aldrich tariff of 1909 imposed a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem ou
all photographic film, sensitized but not exposed.

The Underwood-Simmons tariff of 1913 put it upon the free list.
Had it not been for the fact that the war stopped all exportation from lermany

and acted as a high protective tariff wall against foreign importations into this country
it would have been difficult to calculate the damage that would have Ien done to
manufacturers In this country. Since the war ceased, importations of such film into
this country have doubled and trebled from year to year. Government r cords show
that in the year ending June 30, 1919, such film to the extent of 21,201,874 feet was
imported: for the corresponding period of 1920 the amount imported was 4,;.485,431
feet, while for the year ending [une 30, 1921, the imports were 134,118,6;21 feet.'

Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce, Part I, June, 1921, loge 17.
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It is apparent that unless some relief is given, this business of manufacturing photo-
graphic film will be taken from America and transferred to foreign countries.

6. The net selling price of Eastman Kodak Co. positive motion-picture film is 1qqw
2.25 cents per linear foot.

It Is the German film, manufactured by the Agfa Co., which is controlled by the
German Chemical Trust, by which American manufacturers are threatened with
extinction. The Eastman Kodak Co. has been at some considerable pains to acer-
tain the price in Germany at the present time of photographic film sensitized but
not exposed. That price is 2.8 marks per meter, which, converted at the rate of
exchange on July .30, 1921. is 1.07 cents per foot. Adding to this a duty of 20 per
cent ad valorem. American valuation, which is .45 cent we have 1.52 cents as the price
at which German film can be laid down in the United States, duty paid. with the
same profit to the German manufacturer that he Is making to-day on his sales in
Germany. The difference between ibis price and the net selling price of this com-
pany's film in the United States is .73 cent per linear foot. Substantially, therefore,
on importations to the United States the German manufacturer paying a duty of 20
per cent ad valorem can make not only his present profit on sates in Germany but
in addition thereto .73 cent per foot.

Since the war the German manufacturer has captured the market in Itiy, where
before the war this company had an extensive business. lie has also driven out of
Italy both Belgian and French film, and he is rapidly doing the same thing in America,
as shown by the Government report of Importations. In February, 1921, Belgium
imported into the United States 7,156,680 feet of this film. In June, 1921, Belgium
imported 41 850 feet. In February, 1921, Germany imported into the United
States 17,685 Ieet, in June. 1921, 7,422,300 feet, which last-mentioned figure was over
40 per cent of the entire importations of such film for that month.

7. Practically every foreign country that manufactures film has an import duty,
while the United States has none.

In Great Britain and Ireland the duty is two-thirds of a cent (at the normal rate of
exchange) per linear foot (with a preferential of two-thirds of that amount).

In Belgium it is 13 per cent ad valorem.
In France it is $8.56 per 100 pounds.
In Canada it is 30 per cent ad valorem.
In Gerafany it i4 9 (paper) marks per pound.
(The above French rate is on the bass of exchange values January 1. 1921.)
8. Under present conditions an American manufacturer can make the film in

I.urope, import it into this country, and make a good profit on it. If no duty is im-
posed here. the tendency will necessarily be to compel American companies to manu-
facture in Europe instead of in the United States in order to successfully compete with
foreign manufacturers.

The president of the Powers Film Co.. manufacturers of photographic film, located at
Rochester. N. Y., in his report to stockholders published August 2, 1D21, makes this
statement:

"The plant of the company is closed for repairs but will reopen shortly. I have
obtained for the company the American agency to represent German film manufac-
turers. The company is purchasing German film at a price less than it could manu-
facture film for and selling the same at a profit. This Will continue until such time
as the Fordney tariff takes effect."

9. It has been stated by those who are opposing this tariff that it will result in a
monopoly by this company. which, as soon as the tariff is Imposed, will advance its
price upon such film.. By the figures already given from the Government's records it
is apparent that this company would be unable to advance Its prices in competition
with German-made film alter the addition of a tariff of 20 per cent ad valorem.

Furthermore. this company has no intention or desire to advance the present price
of its motion-picture film. Its profits lie in encouraging the industry and enlarged
production. No better evidence of this company's policy in this respect could be
given than its action during the Great War. From the fall of 1914 to the fall of 1918,
or even later, practically all German-made motion.picture film was kept out of the
American market, and it is German-made film that the American manufacturer has
to fear. Yet during that period this company not only did not advance the price of
motion-picture film to American consumers, but actually reduced It an average of
5 per cent. And again'since the pending bill pased the House of Representatives
this company has voluntarily announced a reduction in the price of its film amounting
to over 10 per cent.

10. In order to minimize the amount of labor involved in the manufacture of foreign.-
made film, it has been stated by those who object to this tariff that foreign film, sensi-
tized but not exp ,e, is coated upon American made celluloid ba.e. This is not true
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with regard to importations of film by German and French manufacturers. It has
heen true of the importations from England and Belgium. Already English importa-
tions have been entirely stopped by the Germans. The Government records show
that not a foot of unexposed motion-picture film has been im prted into the United
States from England from January 1 to July 1 of this year, which period covers the
time since the German importations began'. We have already shown that Belgian
importations are rapidly disappearing.

11. The annual revenue to be derived by the Government from this tariff basd on
importations for the year ending June 30, 1921, would be $603,533.

We therefore ask that the duty of 20 per cent ad valorem carried by paragraph 1451
of the pending bill on photographic and motion.picture film, sensitized but not exposed
or developed, be retained.

PiiOTO(IHAPHiC CAI"EHAtS.

The duty of 30 pr cent on photographic cameras, paragraph 1451 of the pending bill,
i4 satisfactory and should be retained for the following reasons:

JHad not the war stopped importations of cameras front Germany and greatly reduced
importations fromn other countries, the rate of 15 per cent fixed by theact of 1913 would,
in our judgment, have practically ruined the business of manufacturersin this country.

By far the kreastcet item of cost in the manufacture of a camera (including the lens
with which it is equipped and which ordinarily is included in the camera when
imported) is labor. lie ore the war foreign makers sold cameras in the United States
at prices which the American manufacturers could not meet, and they are doing the
same thing to-day. The present rates of exchange give to foreign manufacturers an
advantage over our own manufacturers greater than it was before the war. For this
our manufacturers are in no way responsible and they are therefore justified in asking
our Government to impose a duty that will at least give them the opportunity of
competing with foreign manufacturers on somewhat near even terms.

The rate at which importations of photoirraphle cameras are increasing is shown
by the fact that the valte of such imports for the 12 months ending June 30, 1919,
was $3,4156; for the corresponding period in 1920 was $100,862; while for the corre-
sponding period ending June 30 1921, the value of these imports was $43,850.'

The duty carried by the pending bill will enable domestic manufacturers to com.
pete with foreign manufacturers and at the same time will not prohibit importations
or competition.
NoTE.-Sine(! the foregoing was prepared we are in receipt of a cablegram from our

I-niglish house, dated September 17, stating that among the articles scheduled in the
English safeguarding of Industries bill, published thit day, photographic cameras are
included, with and without lenses, and are subject to a duty of 331 per cent.

BDRUT OF TBI DAY STATM FILM GO., SHARON, MASS.

The following statement is respectfully submitted to the Senate Finance Committee
to support the imposing of a duty of not less than three-fourths of a cent per foot on
I. itive film and 1 cents per foot on negative film, or 35 per cent ad valorem (American
valuation) on moving-picture film, sensitized but not exposed or developed. The
protection afforded by the Payne-Aldrich tariff of 25" per cent was, at the time, prob-
ably sufficient to offset differences in wage scales and rates of exchange, but the geat
changes which have occurred during recent years, have altogether altered the situa-
tion as shown by the facts herein set forth. The pending bill carries a duty of 20 per
cent, which, we submit on the basis of the facts presented, is entirely inadequate to
lpennit us to continue in business:

I. Moving-picture filn is produced by, coating celluloid (pyroxylin) with photo-
graphic emulsion. To manufacture a satisfactory product of uniforni quality requires
special plants and machinery of expensive construction as well as long experience and
technical skill of the highest order. Approximately 90 per cent of all fnim sold Is
photographic positive film and 10 per cent photographic negative film.

II. January 1, 1921, there were inthe United tates five manufacturers of moving-
picture film, namely, Ansco Co., Binghamton, N. Y.; Bay State Film Co., Sharon,
Mass.; Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Eagle Rock Film Co., Eagle Rock,
N. J.; Powers Film Products Co.. Rochester, .Y. Y. The two last-mentioned plants
have been closed for some months.

III. The Bay State Film Co. owns and operates a plant at Sharon Mass., constructed
e specially for ihis purpose and representing an expenditure of $46.000. This plant

I Mothly Summary r Foreign Commerce, Part 1, lune 1921, p. 17.
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hasa capacity, operating on one shift per day, of 7,200,000 feet of filni (cinematographic
width) per month. The total investment by American manufacturers in plant and
equipment for this special line of manufacture, not suitable for any other purposes,
represents an a te approximately V.0,000,000.
aV mlwports bf film into this country, according to Governmentrecords, have beenas follows:"

Year ending Juno 30, 1919 ....................................... feet.. 21,201,874
Year endingJuno 30, 1920 ........................................ do.. 4U, 485,434
Year ending June 30 1921 ........................................ do.. 134,118,621
Monthsof July and August, 1921 .................................. do.. 29,113,876

V. Present costs of manufacture per hundred feet of positive film at the Bay State
plant are approximately as follows:

Celluloid (film base) ............................ ......................... $1.00
Siver nitrate, gelatin, and other chemicals ................................. 312
Labor and manufacturing expense ......................................... . 1
O verhead ................................................................. .10

Total, per hundred feet ............................................. 1. 922

This total does not include any allowance for depreciation or return on invested
Taptal.capitlnt price of Bay State loitive raw film, f. o. 1. factory. Sharoii. 1'ftss.. lp-r

,hundred feet, $2.2,5.
VI. Estimated costs of manufacture per hundred feet of positive raw film in Ger-

many are as follows:

Celluloid (film base) ......................................... 0. 44
Silver nitrate, gelatin, and other chemicals ........................... 214
Labor and manufacturing expense ......................................... .102
General overhead ......................................................... ..02

Total, per hundred feet ............................................... .776

This total is based on a ratio of 5 to I for the American wage scale by comparison
with corresponding w agesin Germany reduced to American valuation. The actual
wage paid uhakilled labor in Germany to-day Is 5 marks per hour with an 8-hour day,
or approximately 40 cents per day.

Latest quotation on Agfa (German-made) positive film f. o. b. factory, at 2.8 marks
per meter, with current exchange at 1.01 cents per maria, per hundred feet, $0.92.

VII. The principal foreign manufacturer of film is the Agfa Co., controlled by the
German Chemical Trust, a most important factor in the old German Munitions Truat.

The latest quotation of 2.8 marks per meter at the then current rate of ex('hange.
1.01 cent per mark, would figure the total cost landed in New York at $1.26 per hiin.
dred feet. In other words, it is possible to land German-made moving.picttire film
in New York tity, all charges paid, at a price scarcely more than the cost of the film
base to the American manufacturer. Obviously no manufacturer (an compete under
such conditions.

VIII. It is impossible for a film manufacturer to purchase film baee (celluloid)
abroad, because this industry is exclusively in the hands of the manufacturers of
moving.picture film who wilt not sell to competitors. If it were possible to purhase
abroad and import film base into this country Vn an effort to reduce the cost of manufar-
ture, the duty of 40 per cent imposed on such base tinder the present tariff woull be
40 cents per hundred feet cinematographic width (American valuation), and under
the proposed tariff of 65 cents per pound and 2,5 per cent ad 'alorem (American valta-
tion) the duty would amount to 50 cents per hundred feet, cinematographic width.
Accordingly, a foreign manufacturerof film base, by coating the base wi t]i photoraphic
emulsion, at an estimated coast of $0.326 per hundred feet, can rend it into this voun.
try free of duty while the base, uncoated, is subject to a duty of 40 per cent. Siich
conditions. if allowed to continue much longer. obviously spel the ruin of the A inert-
can film industry.

IX. The laying of a duty on moving-picture film is opposed only by interested
importers, whose argument is that a tariff on moving-picture film would be for the
sole benefit of the so-called monopoly of the Eastman Kodak Co. It ip, indeed, true
that the Eastman Kodak Vo. has manufactured the greater part of all the film 11sed
in America up to the present time. But the Bay State Film Co. and other Amerian
manufacturers of moving.picture film, who during recent years have been building
tip active competitionwth American labor and American'capital, xsill be the ,.hief
sufferers unles adequate tariff protection is afforded.
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The facts given above relative to costs of manufacture and prices here and abroad
demonstrate that it is impossible for us to continue in business unless protected by a
tariff offsetting to a large extent the effects of cheap labor, cheap materials, and
depreciated exchange abroad

The great danger confronting the American film manufacturer to-day is that the
German chemical l Trust, which has to a large extent been barred by'recent tariff
legislation from the American market for dyestuffs, will acquire virtually the entire
Amerian market for raw film, just as It formerly dominated the dye industry of this
e.,intrv. and thereby held the key t the entire textile indstn-.

According to the figures as submitted in the letter of Mr. Victor D. Gordon, the
difference between our present cost andi the price at which German-made film was
laid down in .ew York with exchange at 1.40 per mark I. e., the difference between

l 022 per hundred fet and $1.31 per hundred feet, is 61 cents per hundred feet.
The estimated price at which German-made film can he bought and laid down in
Now York to-day, including German export duty of 20 per cent, is $1.20 per hun.
dred feet, or 72 cents less than our present cost of manufacture.

The amount of protection which we request, therefore, is barely enough to bring
the selling price of the German-made product up to our own cost of manufacture.
If a duty of three-fourths of a cent per foot on positive stock is imposed, the German-
made film can still be sold with a profit at a price no more than our present cost of
production. Even with such a duty, if we are to sell our product at a price affording
any profit whatsoever, it will necessarily be at9hIgher figure than the German-
made film.

Large quantities of foreign-made film will undoubtedly be sold in the American
market and the Government will derive substantial revenue from the duty.

X. In urging that you impose a duty of 35 per cent ad valorem (American valua.
tion) on moving-picture film we are not asking for a tariff that will exclude the
foreign-made product. We ask only for the minimum of protection which we hope
will permit us to remain in business and build up domestic competition in the
.merian market.

The real question involved in your decision regarding this schedule of the tariff
1, whether by imposing the moderate duty of 35 per cent you will permit American
labor and American capital to maintain active competition in the domestic market.
If you leave moving-picture film on the free list, you inevitably put every American
film manufacturer, with one exception, out of business and hand over the American
market to foreign manufacturers.

Although the Bay State Film Co. is one of the smaller manufacturers in its line,
we are not afraid to meet American competition at any time and under any con.
,litions. But unless we can receive adequate protection from existing foreign com-
letition we shall be forced out of business. Without protection presumably the
control of the American market would pass to foreign manufacturers. We submit
fhat the only way in which the danger of monopoly in this or any other industry can

Ie avoided is by permitting and encouraging domestic comlpetition.

DRIZF OF J. E. BRULATOUR, NW YORK CITY.

In the Payn-Alrich tariff of 1909, a duty of 2.5 per cent ad valorem was
imposed on sensitized but unexposed or undeveloped motion-picture film. it the
Vinderwood.Simmonq tariff bill of 1913 this product was placed oi the free list and
classified as raw film. This is a misnomer, as this product is a finished product and
can not be classed a.s a raw product.

The writer respectfully asks that the ad valorem duty of 20 per ciit in the pending
bill be maintained on thiis product for the following reaons:

1. Fair to importrs.-The imposition of such a duty will in itowiro affect the im.
portationis into this country, becaut the foreign manufacturers cq easily pay this
duty and still underell the American manufacturers, leaving to them'evs a hand-
some profit. The writer would call your attention to the fact that when the Payne.
Aldrich tariff of 1909 was in effect he exclusively sold foreigil film, manufactured in
lyons, France. ire was able to pay the 25 per cent duty, freight, insurance, and
all other charges, undersell the American manufacturers, and still make for himelf
the very' enormous profit of one-half cent per foot. Therefore this duty will not
curtail importations, but will simply cut into the profits of the foreign manufacturer
Who has his branches in this count ry.

2. Duty on film b e.-The write would like to call your attention to the fact that
there is at present a duty of 40 per cent on the celluloid base of motion-picture films,
but the moment a foreign manufacturer places a sensitized photographic emulsion on
this base ic iw admitted free. Is this not itcounsitent?
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3. lnoms tax.-The foreign manufacturer bills his film to his branch here at the
highest posible price, so that the profits on the sale in this country will be shown
on his books kept abroad and not on the books of his American Ib. uch. Therefore,
income tax payable in this country by such branches will be very small indeed.

4. Tarifs -ooad.-The countries of Europe manufacturing this product actually
have a duty imposed on the importation of American products of a like nature into
their own countries. For instance, in Great Britain and Ireland the duty is two-
thirds cent per linear foot; Belgium, 13 per cent ad valorem; France, $8.56 per 100
pounds; Canada, 30 per cent ad valorem; Germany, 9 (paper) marks per pound. The
above French rate is on the basis of exchange values of January 1, 1921. Any of the
foreign countries mentioned above can export Its products into th3 United 8tates,
pay the duty of 20 per cent, and still sell at0 or 1 per cent below the prices which
prevail here and make a larger profit for Itself than by selling this film In European
countries. Therefore, the imposition of a 20 per cent duty woud not be prohibitive.

5. Competition abroad.-The prices at which an imported filing in this country is
placed in consular invoices are from Belgium, 2.02 cents per linear foot; from France.,
1.25 cents per linear foot; from England, 1.53 cents per near foot; from Germany,
1.07 cents per linear foot. These prices it is impossible for the American manufacturer
to meet in competition with the European manufacturer in his own country, and
therefore the sales abroad of American-made film have been reduced in some countries,
such as Italy and Germany to practically nothing.
6. German comp itlon.-'The gmt menace to American-made film is the German

Agfa Co., which I owned and controlled by the powerful chemical trust of Germany.
This company is flooding this market with its film, and is w-tually offering to accept
contracts here at $0.0167 per foot delivered. This German firm has a monopoly in
Germany, Austria, and the Central States of Europe. It is doing an immense volume
of business in Scandinavia and Italy and a large business in England, because of its
low prices, which, as'I have stated above, American manufacturers can not meet.
Therefore, unless a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem American valuation is placed
upon the foreign importations, we will soon find that the German manufacturer will
be in possession of our own American markets as well as the foreign markets that he
now holds.

7. Poat-bellum importations.-Tho importations of this product were practically
stopped during the war, because the European manufacturers were engaged in the
manufacture df war materials, but these importations began to be felt in the year
1919, when a total of 13,746,500 feet were imported; during the 'car 1920, 99,828 500
feet were imported into this country; during the 12 months ending July, 1921, there
was imported into this country 137,971,600 feet.

8. American manufadurers.-The American manufacturers of this product to-day
are the Powers Film Products (Inc.), of Rochester, N. Y.; the Bay State Film Sales
Co. (Inc), of Boston, Mass.; the Nagle Rock Manufacturing Co., of Verona N. J.;
the A= Co., of Iinghamton, N. Y.; and lastly, the Eastman Kodak Co., of Roch-
ter, N. Y.

The writer is in very close touch with all of the users of this product in this country,
and he has never met with a single objection from them a"..not the imposition of a
tariff on the importations of foreign films. The American film user appreciates what
the American film manufacturer has done for him and the fair manner in which the
business is conducted. For instance, during the war all importations of foreign
film were stopped, an impenetrable barrier was established, and, therefore, a
monopoly for the American manufacturer was created. The cost of manufacture of
film went up to extraordinarily high figures, just as the cost of every product in this
country went soaring. The American i1m. manufacturer was in a position to take
advantage and to raise his prices to any figure he desired (which manufacturers
in other lines did do), but the Eastman Kodak Co., the largest manufacturer here,
did not take this advantage, and did not raise its prices, but actually reduced them
5 per cent.

9. Public intersl.-The American manufacturers need protection, and should
have it, because they employ thoumnds of people, pay millions of dollars in wages,
have investments of hundreds of millions of dollars, and pay enormous income taxes
to the Government.

It Is, therefore, respectfully submitted, in view of the above facts, that the imposi-
tion of a duty of not less than 20 per cent ad valorem, American valuation (instead of
the 25 per cent duty of the Payne.Aldrich tariff), is essential to the protection of this
American industry, conducive to the public interest, and fair to the foreign manii-
facturer.
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3RIZI OF TEN ANSCO 00., aJNGAMTO, V. Y.

Photographic film, sensitized but not exposed of developed, should carry a 30 per
cent ad valorem duty.

(1) The manufacture of photographic film requires a series of exceedingly difficult
operations making necessary a large investment in plant and equipment and the
employment of idghly trained expert workmen. That there are but few concerns
engaged in tho busiuess bears testimony to these facts.

(2) This industry has been built upon the invention of an American clergyman.
the Rev. Hannibal Goodwin, to whom was granted a basic patent which alter many
years of the most strenuous litigation was fully sustained by the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals. This patent, which expired in September, 1915, was owned by
Ausco Co., and upon its expiration this country would have been flooded with photo-
graphic film, upon which there has been no duty since 1913, had it not been for the
World War.

(3) That photographic film can be made much cheaper abroad than in this country
is a well known fact due not alone to much lower labor costs but to lower costs of raw
materials entering into the finished article.

(4) It is essentially an American industry created by the genius of an American
and its supremacy here should be maintained, but to do this the basic patent having
expired, *ill require an import duty of not less than 30 per cent ad valorem.

(5) It is our firm conviction that a duty of 30 per cent will not restrict the Importa-
tion of foreign film, but will place the American manufacturer in a position to com-
pete on the basis of equality.

(0) Foreign countries producing photographic film have an import duty and Canada.
with a duty of 30 per cent on American film, admits English film under a duty of 15
per cent.

(7) In view of the reasons above set forth we ask for a duty of 30 per cent ad valorem.

MEMORANDUM.

DECEMBER 13, 1921.
In our brief we have asked for a duty of 30 per cent ad valorem on photographic

film, sensitized, but not exposed ordeveloped. At that time, February 14,1921,such
a rate of duty appeared to be adequate, but subsequent developments a indicated by
prices at which sensitized film of foreign manufacture is being offered in this market,
clearly show that a much higher duty is necessary to enable American manufacturers
to compete on the basis of quality, for this a specific duty of three-fourths of I cent
per foot will be necessary.

STATEMENT OF 0. S. MAOFABLAND, BOSTON, MASS., REPRE-
SENTING INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE 00.

Mr. MACFARLAND. My name is G. S. Macfarland; lawyer: Boston.
Gentlemen of the committee I would take only a moment of your

time. I would not even take that, if it were not to answer a question
asked by Senator McLean. As I understood it, he asked what the
value of the protection to labor in this country was under this pro-
posed tariff. Am I correct in the question, Senator

Senator McLEAN. That is a fair inference.
Mr. MACFARLAND. As I understand it, the amount of labor cost to

tho Eastman Kodak Co. in sensitizing the films is about $500,000 a
year. The Eastman Kodak Co. sells about 90 to 95 per cent of the
films sold in this country. It would be about one-tenth of I cent a
linear foot. There are about 800,000,000 linear feet sold in this
country.

Senator McLEA.'. One per cent or I cent?
Mr. 'MACFARLAND. One-tenth of 1 cent per linear foot, and there

are about 800,000,000 linear feet sold in the country. Not only is the
amount of protection to labor insignificant, but the amount of
revenue to the Government is e(jually insignificant. There are only
about $1,700,000 worth of these sensitized films--
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Senator McLEAN (interposing). You say I mill on that?
Mr. MACFARLAND. One-tenth of I cent per linear foot,* and the

proposed tariff is 21 cents.
Senator MCLEAN. What is the total cost a foot, if the labor cost

is a mill a foot?
Mr. MACFARLAND. I do not know the total cost; I can not say,

unless somebody else can give those figures.
Senator MoULAN. That is important; if the total cost is not raore

than 2 mills, then the labor cost is 50 per cent.
Mr. MACFARLAND. The proposed tariff is about 21 cents a linear

foot. The value of the imported article is only about $1,700,000,
and that 20 per cent ad valorem would make only about $350,000 a
year.

I represent the International Film Service Co. and the International
Reel Co., both New York Corporations. One is in the business of
producing the news of the day pictorially, and the other is the con-
ventiona motion-pieture company.

We object to this because we believe it will result in a monopoly
in the production of one of the base materials in motion pictures,and we have the same objection everybody else has to being sub-
jected to a monopoly. We understand human nature, and we do
not think it is good to have a monopoly, and especially a monopoly
created by Government action, and the monopoly in which the Gov-
ernment is not prepared to enter the field of regulation.

Senator McLEAN . Why will there not be domestic competition?
I am asking for information; I am not informed in regard to that.

Mr. MACFARLAND. The answer to that, Senator, is that through a
good many years there has not beon. After you get. through patents
and other means, you get established an immense preponderance in
any field. The diff t is almost insuperable to build up compe-
tition against it. The economic conditions, the economic advantages,
of the immense unit are invincible, and it has proven to be so in the
case of this kodak company.

Senator McLEAN. Then this particular produce must be different
from any other, because if there is money in anything produced in
this country you will usually find competition.

Mr. MACFARLAND. No; not if the monopoly is well managed and
is unscrupulous, in which event you can not compete with small
capital We have not been for years able to compete against the
Standard Oil Co., and we can not. compete with a good many of our
monopolies.

Senator McLE.,,. That is hardly analogous, because the Standard
Oil deals in an inexhaustible supply drawn from the earth. Now,
the basic material used in this kind of an industry can be easily pro-
cured by anybody.

Mr. VIACFARLAND. But the Standard Oil's advantage, Senator, was
not due to the fact that there was a limited supply of its product
at all; it was du to the fact that it had built up through a course of
years an immense organization backed by immense capital, and its
I practices against its patrons was not from the control of the source,
but from the control of the monopoly.

Senator McLE..x. The basic material can be hadl by anyone.
Mr. MCFIALAND. And so could oil be had. At the time the Stand-

aird Oil was dest roying its competitors 20 yars ag,, it did not destroy
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them by purchasing the oil products it destroyed them, at the market
by putting in competition-undersein them.

Senator McLEAN. It is true of oil and steel; and if your position is
true, then we must not have any protective tariff because if we do
we will have monopolies in this country, and that is an old dis-
credited theory.

MI. MACFARLAND. I do not think so. I think that the basis of
tariff protection is, first, protection of labor, and, second, protection
of infant industries. You have not either of those elements there.
The labor protection is absolutely insignificant. There is no real,
measurable infant industry here; you are dealing with a mammoth
industry.

Senator McCuMBEH. Let us get down to the matter that you want
to discuss here.

Mr. MACFARLAND. That, Senator, is all I care to discuss.

STATEMENT OF F REDERIO R. COUDERT, NEW YORK CITY,
REPRESENTING THE PATH*A EXCHANGE (IMO.)

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I have the privilege
of introducing Mr. Coudert to the committee, who appears inopposi-
tion to the proposed tariff on raw films, and to say that our State of
New Jersey contains several of these industries, and we are rather
deeply interested in it.

Senator MCCUVBER. Very well. The committee will be glad to
hear Mr. Coudert.

Mr. COUDERT. If the honorable gentlemen please I shall only take
a few moments. I have prepared a careful brief, which I think sum-
marizes our position very clearly, and I know how much easier and
comfortable it is to read than to listen; at least, that is the experience
I have had usually in life.

I appear here for the Path6 Exchange (Inc.), an American-New York
corporation composed in the main an dby very large majority of Ameri-
can stockholders, and probably you have all seen, as I suppose nearly
everybody has at times attended the movies, the Path6 News and
other features of the Path6 Co.; and we are here to oppose the 20 per
cent ad valorem duty on motion-picture filmq, sensitized but not
exposed or developed, paragraph 1451 of House bill 7456.

senator McLEAN. Your directors are composed largely of Ameri-
cans?

Mr. COUDERT. They are composed wholly of Americans; and the
stockholders are almost all-a very large majority-American. The
French company was bought out by American interests, and the
small French minority is in process of elimination, holding only some
of the bonds. But it is an American corporation in every sense.

Senator MoLEAN. Mr. Harry C. Cole testified here upon this same
item-that is, affecting dry plates. I suppose that is what you are
speaking of.

Mr. CbUDEIIT. This is the raw film, the unused, sensitized film.
Senator McLEAN. H. 0. Cole suggested that we have three-fourths

per cent per linear foot upon positive and 1* cents on negative, in-
stead of 30 per cent. Would that be satisfactory to you I

81527-22--so 14-23
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Mr. CouDEnT. Our position is, if the honorable Senator please,
that there should be no tariff at all.

Senator MoLBw. You want it freeI
Mr. CoUDERT. We want it free as it is to-day, and I base my argu-

ment on that; and then I come to the very interesting question that
the learned Senator from Connecticut addressed to the lad speaker.
We want it free for this reason, that practically 90 per cent, or over
90 per cent, of this film in this country is manufactured by one cor-
poration. That corporation manufactures 800,000,000 feet of film
a year. The amount used in the United States is only 600,000,000
feet; therefore, there is a very considerable balance for export, and
it is the exportable article.

I am perfectly willing to acquiesce in everything as to the object
and purpose of a protective tariff, and if I may go a little out of
order, following the discussion as it has been covered by other
gentlemen whom I have listened to here, I do not want to be weari-
some or repetitious, I would say that the answer to the very learned
Senator's query as to whether potential competition in this coun.
try would not naturally keep down prices so that it would be only
fair to protect the Eastman industry, which is practically the whole
thing here I would call your attention to some literature that per-
haps you have seen but which naturally came to my eye, and that
is the opinion of the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York, August 24, 1915, called the United States .
Eastman Kodak Co., and others, answering that very question and
showing why the Eastman Co. has built up so great a monopoly by
such illegal, unfair, and improper methods that the United* States
district court in the course of its impartial and just jurisdiction
was forced to declare it a monopoly, and I will only read the sylla-
bus, because it is very short, and then I will not by any inadvertence
have summarized the thing with any unfairness. The court said
[reading]:

The Eastman Kodak Co., of Now York, a corporation engaged in the manufacture
and sale of photographic apparatus and supplies, including cameras, plates, films,
and paper, in the course o some 15 years acquired the ownership of the property
and buinee. of about twenty conpetin, concerns throughout the country, whose
plants were dismantled and the bumiree' discontinued or tratoferred to its own plants.

You gentlemen will remember it did happen to the Sugar Trust
and abandonment followed. [Reading resumed:] .

While the size of a corporation and the extent of its business do not alone constitute
an illegal monopoly, that may properly be considered when its acquisitions of prop-
erty are aompliod by niethods showing an intention to monopolize and restrain
interstate trade, and by an arbitrary use of power resulting from a large business to
eliminate weaker competitors.

These are the people and the only people of record here who are
asking for .this duty, and on the other hand is the whole motion-
picture industry of the United States doing millions and millions
of dollars of business, and which, outside of income and excess-profits
taxes, paid $87,000,000 last year to the Government of the United
States.

The Eastman Co., showing the ability with which they conducted
their business in and outside of the law, had a profit in 1920 alone
on a capital of $25,000,000 of $18,000,000. There is no protective
principle, as I understand it, and it is a matter----
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Senator McLEAN (interposing). Your conclusion seems to be that
the Sherman Act is impotent to restrain trade, and, consequently,
the only avenue which is potent is through foreign competition.

Mr. COUDRT. Alas, Senator, it has not been wholly effective; it
has been one of the means that have been used. I have been a Gov-
ernment prosecutor in a number of cases and did the best I could
in them, and they were won, if I remember rightly, in the lower courts
and in the Supreme Court of the United States. But I take it that
all methods are necessary, in the first place, to prevent these illegal
methods of competition; and, in the second place, there is at least
potential competition from abroled. Competition here being non-
existent it is most useful to have things as they are in the status quo.

Can a company which makes $18,000,000 on $25,000,000-I aii
not a stockholder; I wish I were-need greater protection than it
already has? If it does, why, then, it is simply that the Congress of
the United States for some reason or other desires to consecrate that
monopoly above the power of a tax so that it can go on grinding (town
the motion-picture ifidustry, because if it charges more for this film
it raises the price right straight through and ultimately it falls upon
the consumer and upon the Government of the United States.

I take it there are only two reasons for a tariff. 'There is the
revenue reason----

Senator M(LEAN (interposing). I have no interest iii thw 1,East-
man Co.

Mr. COUDERT. Of course; I know you have not. I am sure you
would not be here if vou had.

.Anator McLEAN. A am'wondering, however whether your conclu-
sion would be a safe one to follow. Having failed to break up this
combination under process of our own law, they must resort to foreign
competition, because I would like to see all these nen, if they are
extortioners, sent to State prison; that is all the interest I have in the
Eastman Co., but I have a very deep interest in the American pro-
ducer, and I think that every leitimate industry should have reason-
able protection, and that is L foundation of my question.

Mr. CouDEnT. I agree with you on the premise that every American
industry should have reasonable protection. I also am inclined to
believe that even if those men were sent to prison, the situation would
he very much the same.

As explained by the last speaker, the power of these people is so
great that tLey can do as Germany did in the markets of the world

before the war- they can undersell evei'ywhere and destroy com-
petition when their profits are so extreme.

Senator MoLEAN. The Department of Justice ought to be able
to enforce the law. That is the way to get rid of a monopoly, and
that is better than any system of regulation we can adopt and much
better than through the process of foreign competition.

Air. COUDERT. If the Senator please, what Is the purpose of the
Department of Justice and the purpose of the law back of the de-
partment? It is to support competitive conditions, is it not? As
Prof. Taussig and the others who have testified before you will tell
you, where for one reason or another a monopolistic system has been
built up here, and one that does not need any protection, that the only
way to protect the consumer is the possibility of extra American
competition.
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Senator McLEAN. Prof. Taussig, you know, is a free trader, and
a very able one.

Mr. COUDERT. I have cited here in my brief a number of professors
who are not. I appeal to your common sense, Senator, not to your
theories as to protection or free trade. I am neither; I believe some-
times protection is a good thing and sometimes free trade.

Senator S3iooT. Do you think if we had these films on the free
list-that is, dry plates, that the American Film Manufacturing Co.
could exist?

Mr. COUDERT. You mean the Eastman Kodak Co.?
Senator SMIooT. Well, yes; theytould. But how about the others

that make 10 per cent?
Mr. COUDERT. They cover a very small part'of it, and I believe

that they could exist.
Senator SMooT. You think that they could exist?
Mr. COUDERT. I believe they could exist. There is very little

doubt about it. The material that enters into these things is Ameri-
can material.

Let me suggest practical considerations -and I take it that these
considerations are practical rather than merely theoretical; and I have
no desire to go into the old debate of protection against free trade,
and I will not abuse your time.

This will undoubtedly be met by retaliation. I take it that it is
the policy of the Government of the United States to, as far as it
can, increase its export business all over the world.

The Eastman Film Co. is selling all over the world its material.
They are exporting large quantities, over 200,000,000 feet of this stuff
being exported. It goes down on the foreign market, through which
only a very inconsidlerable small portion of this matter comes, you
are bound to have retaliation. Retaliation is already threatened.
It is a game at which two can play: and therefore you kill exports
and you force the consumer to pay increased prices for a tax that
is only a half million dollars to the United States, and all the people
who have to do with movies to pay tribute.
BRIEF OF FREDERIC R. COUDERT, NZW YORK CITY, REPRESENTINO THE PATHt

EXOHAN E (INC.).

NTATEM ENT.

We appear Ifore the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate on behalf
of Path6 Exchange (Inc.), a New York corporation, engaged in the printing and dis-
tribution of motion pictures and operating two factories, one at Bound 3rook, N. J.,
and the other at Jersev Citv. N. T. For brevity we shall hereinafter refer to Path6
Exchange (Inc.) as "PVth6."

We desro to oppose the proposed 20 per cent ad valorem duty on motion-picture
film, sensitized but not exposed or developed, which is included in Schedule 14,
paragraph 1451, of house bill 74 . Tdhis paragraph also provides for a duty on photo-
graphic cameras, plates, and other ar ides used in photographic work, but we shall
confine ourselves to pointing out reasons against the placing of a tariff on motion-
picture film known in the trade as "raw film" or "raw stock."

There are two kinds of motion-picture raw film, both of which are covered by thelanguage of the statute just referred to, and both of which should, in our opinion, be
duty free, as they were under the previous tariff act. These two kinds of film are the
raw negatives which are used in the motion.picture camera, and the raw positives
upon which the negatives are printed. The positives are used in the projection
machine.

The basis of raw film is celluloid, which is manufactured extensively in the United
States more cheaply than abroad. A large portion of the raw material used by foreign
manufacturers of iotion-picture film is exported from the United States for that
purpose. (See, Tariff Information Surveys, 1921, relative to this paragraph.)

4334
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From the figure iven by thre Eastman Kodak Co. (hereinafter called "Eastman
Co.90 "sined by Mr. Eastman, its present, and by Mr. Brulatour, the sole American
distnfutlng agent of that corny, the total yearly consumption of motion-picture
raw film hi the United States is 000,000,000 feet. "The total amount manufactured
by the Eastman Co. Is 800,000,000 feet per annum. In addition, It manufactures each
year about 400 000,000 feet of cartridge film. We have, therefore, from the output of
the Eastman Co. alone an exportable surplus. The figures of the Department of
Commerce show that from 19 1 4 to 1920, inclusive, there was an excess of exports of
raw stock over imports amounting to $9,252,714. The testimony before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of Represntatives shows that in the United
States the Eastman Co. is the only manufacturer, in quantities sufficient to be taken
into consideration, of motion-picture raw film. There were four other companies
mentioned. None of them, however, are important.

The Eastman Co., in its statement before the Committee on Wav and'.Means of
the Ihouso, dated February 10, 1921, claims that motion-picture raw film may be
manufactured in some of the European countries for less than I cents per linear foot.
It is a well.known fact, to anyone familiar with the motion-picture business, that
the money expended for labor is the smallest item in the manufacturing cost of raw
film. The process is almost entirely mechanical. The cost of raw material is the
important factor. We believe it to bie undisputed that the raw materials which enter
into the manufacture of sensitized film.are more easily obtainable and cheaper In
this country than elsewhere. From the Eastman Co.'s figures it is not difficult to
ascertain how that corporation was able in 1920 to earn, after the payment of war-
excess profits and income taxes, over $18,000,000 on a capital of $25,000.000

The Eastman (o. has an actual monopoly of the motion-picture raw film business
in this country. It can not be denied that this company' has exclusive control of
the supply of th is commodity, for In United States r. FAstman Kodak Co., et al.
(226 Fed., 62), the court held that the Eastman Co. intended to and did secure to
itself a monopoly in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

We have gone somewhat into detail with regard to the position of the Eastman
Co., because the said company and Mr. lirilatour, its distributing agent in the United.
States, were the principal advocates of a 20 per cent duty on raw film before the
Committee on Ways and Means of the louse. It is not surprising that the Eastman
Co. and Mr. lirulatour are the chief pleaders of this cause. for they alone would real)
a bounteous harvest of dollars as a result of the imposition of a tariff on raw stock.

Path6 is owned and operated by American citizens with American capital. It
is one of the largest and most efficient agencies for the distribution of motion pictures
throughout the United States. This companyis perhaps best known by its biweekly
film review of current events known as Path News. It was the first company to
use motion pictures as a vehicle for the transmission of news. Path6 serves weekly
about 13,000 of the 17,000 motion-picture theaters in the United States. An im-
portant factor in its complicated and efficient distributing service is the printing
of positive films. The painting is done in its two factories. one at Bourn[ Brook,
N. l., and the other at Jersey City, N.J. Patlh6 is a large conomler of raw film, using
in its news service alone more ihan 500,000 feet week. 'Thib companyy is one of
the customers of the Eastman Co. At present Path6 has some protection against
further advances in the price of Eastman film. This protection lies in its ability to
import raw stock from France. During the year 1920 Path6 imported some 63,033,843
feet of film out of a: total, according to Mr. lrulatour, of 100,000,000 feet imported
during that year. In that same period Path purchased from the Eastman Co. ap-
p roxinately 2.5,000,000 feet of raw film at a ost of nearly $6.50,000. The Eastman
Co. is well aware of laths ability to purchase raw film abroad and is unwilling by
asking a price such as would force Patl6 to increase its foreign purchases, to s#
lose any part of the patronage of Path0_ which it enjoys or looks forward to enjoying
in the future. It is obvious that the Eastman Co. can not Increase its price to its
other customers without increasing the price to Path6. hence the probability that
extortionate prices would materially increase the amount of imported film is, at the
present time, the best, if not the only, safeguard remaining to the American con-
sumers of Eastman film. If the Congress impose a duty on raw fili, it will abandon
Path6 and other American producers of moving pictures entirely to the mercy of
tie Eastman 'o. The placing of such unrestricted power in the hands of this mighty
corporation would cause incalculable damage to the many business enterprises
dependent upon raw film for their very existence. We fear the result would be
well-nigh a cataclysm in the motion-picture industry. Thus, if the so-called pro-
tection yearned for by this admitted monopoly should be given to it, the Congress
would be a party to an attack on other American undertakings which are in greater
need of gvernmental encouragement than the gigantic organization, which seeks,
in the guise of a demand for protection, the fortificatitn of its present rnonopoly.

I I
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BRIe O THE ARGUMENT.

I. The object of a tariff on any commodity is either to raise revenue for the Govern.
!pent; to protect the Amerivan industry affected thereby, or to retaliate against a
foreign nation for cause. as. for example, when some foreign nation restrains, by high
duties or prohibitions, the importation of our manufactures into their country.

2. The Federal revenue would not be increased if this duty is imposed on raw film,
because the Government woull collect less income and excess profits taxes from Path6
and other American producers.

3. So far as the Eastman ('0. is concerned, the question of the protection of labor is
not involved In this matter for the reason that only a few hundred persons are regu.
larly engaged in the work of manufacturing raw film throughout the entire country.

4. The raw materials which enter into the manufacture of sensitized film are more
easily obtainable and cheaper in this country than abroad.

5. The Ea.tman Vo. haq a practical mono oly of the entire raw film industry in the
United States.

6. A tariff should not lie imposed upon a commodity where one corporation has a
monopoly of the industry.

Point 1. -The object ;f a tariff on any commodity is either to raise revenue for the
Government: to protect the American iniasiry affected thereby, or to retaliate against
a foreign nation for cause, as. for example, when some foreign nation restrains by high
duties or prohibit* ms the importation of our manufactures into their cointry..

The proposition above set forth is a matter of common knowledge. Yet it is neces-
sary to keep this elementary principle in mind in order to determine whether or not
a given commodity should boon the free list. A concise statement of the principle is
found in the Newi International EnryclopJ ia (second edition), volume 21, at page
%19. tinder the heading "Tariff." We quote therefrom:

"A tariff may he levied upon foreign goods (1) simply as a means of augmenting the
revenues of a government, in which case it is a form of taxation (see Tax, free trade);
or (2) as a mean' of retaliating upon foreign governments for similar restrictions imposed
by them, in which case it becomes an instrument of warfare serving a temporary
purpoes and designed in the end to secure commercial reciprocity; or (3) as a means
of fo.itering artificially particular industries by protecting them wholly or in part
against foreign eomrelition."

Point IL-Tho Federal revenue would not be increased if this duty is imposed onk
raw film, because the Government would collect lees income and excess profits taxes
from Path6 and other American producers.

The placing of a duty on raw film would be a crushing blow to the motion-picture
industry in gene ml. True it Is that one giant corporation would make larger profits,
but the producers, exhibitors, and the theater-going public would suffer in the end.

Back of the great motion-picture industry is the liftle celluloid film. Without that
film or an equivalent substance motion pictures could not be produced, and it is not
too much to say that there is not one branch of the entire Industry that does not de.
pend upon this little ribbon for its existence.

The colossal financial structure upon which the various branches of the motion.
picture industry has been built would soon crumble into ruins if the raw motion.
picture film were not procurable. Ifundreds of millions of dollars invested in theater
properties; equally enormous sums of money invested in studios and equipment;
the thousands of persons employed, and the vast manufacturing enterprises devoted
to the developing of film and the manufacture of appliances and accessories used
in the production, projection, and exhibition of motion pictures would, without that
essential film, entirely disappear. It is not difficult to observe the motive actuating
the Fastman Co. in advocating a tax on the importation of raw film. With the source
of supply of this Indispensable substance placed in Its hands it could, to pa hrase
Shakeapeare, bestride the moving-picture world like a colossus. What, then, would
ha p1pen? It is quite conceivable lhat with prices raised all along the line in the
industry, man)' small enterprises might perish. For example, if the price of admission
for some smaller theaters should be necarily increased, its patrons might cur.til
their indulgence in this form of amusement. Especially would this be true in the
poorer sections of our great cities where the many snall moving-picture theaters
provide amusement for people to whom every additional 5 cents means much.

There would be a consequent falling off in attendance at the motion-picture theaters;
the demand for photoplays and other forms of the motion picture would wane. The
inevitable result would be a very large decrease in the amount of taxes paid to the
Government by the industry and its patrons. Without taking into account the
income and excess profits taxes, the United States Government has received in taxes
from the motion-picture industry the sum of about $87,000,000 for the year ending
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June 30, 1920. Contrasted with this huge amount of money is the comparatively
small sum of $ 0000 which would be collected as duty on 100,000 000 feet of im-
ported film, which is a fair estimate of the quantity expected to be imported in the
course of a year.

The Federal revenue from the motion-picture industry would not only be di-
minished, but it would be placed in Jeopardy. The Easitman Co. alone would be
encouraged and a portion of the people's money would be handed over to it to do
with as it pleases. It is strange that the executive officers of the Eastman Co. do
not realize that the erecting of this proposed tariff barrier on imported film would
result disastrously to the industry as a whole and that the Eastman Co. would
suffer in the end. A tariff on raw film might be compared with a double-edged
sword-the harder one grips the blade the deeper it cuts.

Point IIl--So far as the Eastman Co. is concerned the question of the protection
of labor Ia not involved in this matter for the reason tha only a few hundred persons
are regularly engaged in the work of manufacturing raw film throughout the entire
country.

The manufacture of raw film is almost entirely a mechanical process and very little
labor is required in connection therewith. Exact statistics as to the number of em-
ployees on this work In the Eastman factory are not*available, but judging from con-
ditions in factories abroad we do not believe that more than a few hundiei persons are
regularly employed in producing sensitized film throughout the entire country.
There is consequently, no labor question involved in the present proposed dut
unless it be on our side of the controversy. We have already shown the probable results
of the proposed tariff on the industry in general. With business depression comes
unemployment and want. Not merely hundreds of employees would be affected,
but literally thousands. A vast army of technical and camera men, projection ma-
chine operators, electricians, carpenters, and Innumerable other artisans, is needed
to make it possible for the actors and actresses to provide entertainment for 1he multi-
tudes. Their pobitiori are in danger.

On December 6, 1921, the President of the United States in his mesage to the
Congress stressed the necessity for protecting American labor and the people of this
Nation will be grateful for the administration's solicitude for the welfareof the masses.
The following extracts from the President's message show how eager the administration
is to provide employment for American labor. Of course, it goes without saying that
the Presidehit meant what we offer as a qualification to the first-extract quoted below,
towit: "in apropercase."

If* * * t Is needed to stabilize our industry at home; it is essential to make
more definite our trade relations abroad. More, it is vital to the preservation of many
of our own industries which contribute so notably to the very lifeblood of our Nation.
* * * We can not go far wrong when we base our tariffs on the policy of preserving
the productive activities which enhance employment and add to our national pros.
peny. W * Ve seek to undermine for others no industry by which they sub-
sist; tre are obligated to permit the undermining of none of our own wtch mate for em-
ployment and maintain alitites. * * * Our unemployment, which gave us deep
concern only a few weeks ago, has grown encouragingly less and new assurances and
renewed confidence will attend the congressional dearation that American industry
will beheld secure. * * * But a people unemployed and gaunt with hunger, face
a situation quite as disheartening as war, and our greater obligation to-day is to do the
Government's part toward resuming productivity and promoting fortunate and
remunerative employment." (Italic ours.)
We invoke the Piesident's message to protect the great motion-picture industry

from the ruinous cupidity and inordinate desires of the raw-filui monopoly which
exists in this country.
We turn now to another phase of this peril. In volume 18 of the New International

Encyclopedia (second edition), at page U59, we read the following:
"The United States is the world s largest manufacturer of motion-picture films;

the exports in 1914 amounted to 188,049,654 feet, of which 32,690,144 feet had been
exposed and 155,35i9,50 was unexposed and intended for use in photographic work
in other parts of the world. The value of the motion-picture films exported in 1914
was 6,547,640."

In the very recent work entitled "America and the Balance Sheet of Europe," by
John F. Bass and Harold G. Moulton, published in December, 1921, we find at page
339 the following dramatic statement:

"What a tragedylt is that most leading Governments of the world are seeking simul-
taneously to expand exports by granting special monopolistic privileges and to reduce
imports through restrictive tariff legislation. Millions of people are already paying
in unemployment and starvation the penalty of this stupidity."
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Irrepecti ve of the question as to whether the above statement is found as applied
to the tarif question generally, we feel that it is pecullaly applicable to this situation,
Path6 and many other producers of moving pictures export much of their finished
product. Evidently if the tariff isplaced on raw film the cost of motion pictures will

increased and it will become that much more difficult for American producing
firms to compete with foreign-made photoplays in foreign market.. Should the
American companies be unable to compete, it would naturally follow that their out-

ut would have to be curtailed, resulting in the throwing out of employment of many
thousands of people.

Ala, the moton-picture industry faces an even more disquieting danger in regard
to its export buodness. The raising of an artificial barrier on raw film would inevitably
be followed by retaliatory action in other countries. Once the movement to tax
American films was well under way, foreign competitors would clamor for a tax not
only on raw film but on the finished product as well. Public agitation abroad might
well continue until motion pictures and motion picture photoplays were made dutiable
upon entry into the countries affected by the American restrictive measure. 'This is
no figment of the imaination conceived in a timid brain, for in a cable, dated on or
about July 16 1921, from the British Producers, signed by A. C. Bromhead, lieuten.
ant colonel, addreed to the President of the United States, we read the following:

"This association would deeply deplore any artificial barriers raised In either coun-
try, as, owing to the existence of British film manufacturers being seriously threatened,
proposed American action would inevitably be followed by a tariff in this country for
which public agitation Is now arising."

The British appeal was directed agdnst a tariff on the finitled product, but this no
doubt Is due to their greater interestin keeping the American market open for Britbh
motion pictures. However, the same processes of reasoning that would induce a nation
to use the tariff weapon against another nation because of-the latter's act in placing a
tariff on the finished product, would Induce the offended nation to employ the same
instrument of commercial warfare to retaliate against a tariff on the raw product.

In the issue of August 2, 1921, of Wid's Daily. otherwise designated as "The Brad-
street of Filmdom." we read in the first right.hand column on the front page the
following:

"Danger of heavy retaliatory tariffs by foreign governments on American films,
both raw and finished products, is seen by Frank A. Garbutt, representing the Famous
Piayers-.Lasky and other producing companies."
The maintenance of the supremcy of America in the motion-picture export business

Is a matter of prime importance. A tariff which would constitute a menace to the said
export business would be intolerable.

Paint I.J-The raw materials which enter into the manufacture of sensitized film
are more easily obtainable and cheaper in this country than abroad.

The base of raw film is celluloid, an Amcrican product. Two-thirds of the cost of
manufacturing sensitized film is expended for celtlloid. The latter product is ex-
ported by American manufacturers to a very large extent to foreign countries, coated
there with the sensitizing emulsion, and returned to this country as a finished product.
(See statement of Paul H. Cromeln, president of the Inter Ocean Film Corporation,
and communication from Louis Destenay. vice president of the Gevaert Co. of-America
(Inc.). in printed report, Tariff Information, 1921, hearings before the Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives, on Schedule N. Febmary 12, 1921. print
No. 33, page 3635, particularly 3637.) It is also shown in said statement that the labor
entering into the manufacture of raw film is the smallest item of expense.

We are justified in saying not only that the raw materials are more easily obtainable
and cheaper in this country than abroad, but we may even assert that the sensitized
Eastman film may be procured i n any quarter of the globe with less difficulty than any
other make, for in a book copyrighted in 1920 entitled "A Condensed Course in Mo-
tio- Pictre Phoraph." by the New York Institute of Photrphy, with special
chapters by Charles Wilbur Hoffman and by research specialists of the research
laboratories of the Eastman Co., we read at page 13M5 the following:

"One thing the beginner will do well to bear in mind. He should adopt some par-.
ticular brand-of film and cling to it after he has become acquainted with its emulsion.
speed, composition, and peculiar characteristics. TAere arc hree or four different
makes upon the inark-t, but it is preferable to select a film uAich i easily obtainable
at any time and in any part of the tworld. It is strongly urged that the beginner
select the Eastman stock for this if for no other reason. The Eastman organization
has its tkntades spread throughout the world ft has thousands of agencies in immedi-
ate touch with the different national companies,. The result is that this film can be
procured without difficulty in nearly all parts of the globe. If a local dealer does
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not stock it, he can procure it to order within a day or two. Moreover, the film will
be new and in perfect condition," (Italic ours.)

Point V.-The Eastman Co. has a practical monopoly of the entire raw film industry
in the United States.

The Eastman Co. manufactures practically all of the raw stock in the United States.
This is shown by the statement of the Eastman Co. signed by Mr. Eastman, presi-
dent, sworn to on the 31st day of January, 1921, and appearing in Tariff Information,
1921, hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives,
on schedule N, Februtry 10, 1921, print No. 31, pages 3187 et seq., in which Mr.
Eastman swears to the following:

"In the year 1920 the Eastman Kodak Co.'s sales of motion-picture film in the
United States was over six times as large as they were in 1910.

"In the year 1920 the Eastman Kodak Co.'s output of motion picture film was over
00,,000 linear feet. * *
• The Eastman Kodak Co.. having practically created the business, has maintained

its lead solely by reason of the high quality and uniformity of its products..
"The field was open to competition and motion.pi.ture film has not been manu.

fattired to any considerable extent in the United States by others simply beca se others
have been tinabte to make a ompeting fim. * * " (Italic ours.)

The quantity of motion.picture film consumed in the United States during 1920
was about equivalent to the output of the Eastman Company.

The report of the earnings of the Eastman Company, published in the New York
Globe on May 20, 1921, follows:

EASTMAN XODAK.

"The Eastman Kodak (o's annual report for the year ended December 31. 1920.
shows net profits after Federal taxes of $18,566,211, equivalent after preferred divi.
dends to $92.53 a share earned on the $19,764,600 common stock. This compares
with net profits of $18,326,188, or $91.78 a share on the $19,03,400 outstanding stock
in the previous year.

"The income account for the year 1920 compares as follows:

l fop 1919

Net profits .................................................................. S 19, WM 211 I15,326,l88
Prelrrod dividends .............................................1 369,942 389,942Common dividends ............................................. 7, br.,840 ,519,110

Surplus (after Federal taxes) .......................................... 10,.30.429. 10,131,136

If the Eastman Co. should succeed in its effort to have a duty placed upon imported
raw stock, its practical monopoly would become absolute and would justify the
anti protectionists' criticism that a protective tariff may be the genesis of a truet.
The trpst springs from an improper application ofprotectionist doctrines a naturally
as fruit from the blossom. obvious y the control of a market by a combination or
trust is facilitated where the field of competition is artificially limited to one coun-
try, since it is easier to combine the producers of one country than those of all coun.
tInes, and to that extent all must concede that the tariff may be abused.

It is almost proper to take judicial notice of the fact that tie Eastman Co. is amono.
opoly. In the motion picture trade it is an univermlly known fact. Take for ex-
ample, the attitude of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America. Thim asso.
clation sent a copy of an editorial captioned "No Man is Fit to be Made Czar Over
Motion Pictures" that appeared in the New York American July 22, 1921, to all
the members of Congress. The editorial reads as follows:

This newspaper is for protection for industry and labor, but not for monopoly.
The Iordney bill, as reported, takes from e free list and puts a duty of 0 per

cent ad valorem upon raw film, the basis of moving pictures.
Such a duty could have but one effect, which we will trace.
About 90 per cent of the raw film used in the United States is produced by a single

cNmpany.
In 1920 that company eanied net profits, after Federal texas, of eighteen and a

half million dollars, nearly 92 per cent on its capitalization.
If next year It can add 30 per cent to the price of its raw film, of which it produced

800,000,000 linear feet in 1920, its profits, already great, will be sat erin .
The company does not need tariff protection of its film monopoly. is already

prosperous beyond the dreams of avarice.
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But American film developers do need protection against the monopoly.
They should be allowed to buy raw st6ck where they can get the beet product at

the fairest price, for that would encourage better pictures, add to the pleasure and
instruction of millions of people and increase prosperity among the many workers
in the film developing industry.

It would put the monopoly on its mettle, proving that competition Is a good aid
to efficiency.

"No man, no small group of men, should be in a position to control the motion.
picture industry of America.

"The motion picture has become a social force of the first importance. Only by
keeping open Its door of opportunity to all can it be secured against the abuses which
autocratic control always develops.

"But ifthe monopoly of the raw Jlmn production is confirmed by a 30 per cent ad valoremn
tarif. a single company vill hare tMe motion.pidure industry by the throat,

.'The head of this one company isan able business man who has been well rewarded
for his vaJuable contributions to society. lie does not need, and it would be unwise
to put in his hands, absolute power over American motion pictures.

• We think these are sufficient reasons why raw film should remain on the free list."
(Italic ours.)

It is a significant fact that out of the hundreds of producing units in the United
States and from other persons and corporations engaed in the film laboratory business.
not one voice has been raised in favor of the proposed tariff on raw motion picture film.
These comppanies represent a combined capital of hundreds of millions of dollars

i'oint iVI.-A tariff should not be imposed upon a commodity where one corporation
has a monopoly of the industry.

Various arguments for protection have been urged at different times in the indis-
trial development ofa country. In the United States much stress has been put upon
the necessity of encouraging infant industries. Ilanlilton, in his famous "Report on
Manufactures" (17911. suggested the infant industries argument. In Volume It of
the Cyclopedia of American Government, at page 55, under the healing "Protection
to Young Industries." it is said:

"The strongest economic argument is that for protection to young or nascent indus-
tries. Its essence is that advantageous industries are not necessarily resorted to with-
out some solt of public stimulus. The patent system rests on analogous reasoning:
men are stimulated to find n6w ways of production by being granted a temporary
privilege, restricting their competitors. Lack of experience, the risks of experiment,
uncertainty as to the extent of natural resources, the inevitable weakness of beginnes
as compared with those long engaged in an industry--circumstances of this kind may
prevent an industry from being carried on in a country, even though the permanent
conditions be favorable and even though in the end it may prove able to maintain
itself unaided. * * * The protcclionists hare hesitated in applying the phrase 'you ng
industries' to the giant establishments of modern times." (Italic ours.)

From the above, it will be seen that the original idea was that, when an industry was
I starting and required support, the Government ought to protect that industry.

Now the advocatesof the proposed tariff on raw film in effect say, that the Government
ought to stickle this six-foot, -bearded "infant," because foreign competition threatens
to take a small piece of the cake. The raw film industry in the United States has
thriven to gigantic size, but like the Corsican, it will not lie content.

Prof. C'harlcsJ. Bullock of Harvard University, in his hook entitled "The Elements
of I:conomis," say at page 253:

"Only when the domestic cost of production falls to the level of the foreign can the
tax upon consumers come to an end. At that time, the duty is no longer netdcdto sustain
the industry, and it should be promptly repealed in order to remote a powerful incentive
for the formation of a monopoly. If this point is ever reached, the infant industry
becomes able to stand upon its own feet, and the labor and capital invested in it can
no longer be considered unprofitable employed; but tip to this time every industry
that requires protection is supported at the expense of the community and received
alms in the form of an addition to the price that consumers must pay.' (Italic ours.)

In the book by Prof. P. NV. Taussig entitled "Free Trade, the Tariff, and JoIM-
procity," published in 1920, the nutbor sets forth his position on the tariff problem
fn the'following language at page 147:

"I would not have the reader infer that I am an unqualified free trader, or that
this view of the tariff problem leads immediately, or oven ultimately to complete
abolition of all except revenue duties. 'The case in favor of free trade has indeed
always seemed to me prima face strong; and prolonged investigation and reflection
have served to confirm me in this opinion. But it is only a prima face case. Thero
may ho offsetting advantages which rebut the presumption.'
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On page 143 Prof. Ta ussig says:
"All the world knows, however that combination and monopoly, though they are

inot in possession of the entire fielA of industry, have secured control of large sections
of it; no doubt tempered more or less by potential or actual competition, but still
with such degree of success that more than competitive profits are secured. Where
this is the case tariff duties may bolster up the profits, by shutting out at least the foreign
competitors. Then the protective system really serves to rob Peter in order to enrich
Paul; whereas under competitive conditions it only robs Peter in order to sustain
Paul in an unsuitable industry, Ithe duties more than offset Paul's costs of production
(assuming Itese coats to be in fact higher), they girl a chance for a monopoly sque.e Now,
whether they do so, injuldes on the facts of the particular case may make clear.
The vogue of the 'true principle of protection is unquestionably promoted by awidespread feeling that duties are snore than enough for equalization, and that they
enable the trusts to secure more than reasonable profits. The suspicion Is doubtless
well founded In many' cases; how far so, systematic inquiry alone can bring out."
J Italic ours.)

Taking as a basis the annuii domestic consumption of 800,000,000 feet of lma, an
increase In the price of but half a cent per foot would amount to $4,000,000, whichwould come out of the pockets of motion-picture theaterpatrns each yer. From
the amount gained in this manners 90 per cent thereof wouldbopaid into the t reasury
of the one company now controlhng the supply of raw stock. Unless competition Isallowed todecentpalize the illegal monopoly, it would be perfectly posible for the
Eastman Co. to Increase the price of raw film,not by half a cont'per foot, but by !,
2, or 3 cents, or any other amount it might see fit to exact from its helpless customers.An analogous situation would be presented if the supply of newsprnt paper In the
United Sttes were controlled by one individual or one corporation. Let us assumu
that every newspaper publisher, every printer, lithographer, bookbinder, and manga-zine publisher in the United States had to depnd upon the whim or caprice of that
oneIndividual for_ hisn supply of this essential material for the manufacture of his
product. Let us further assume that the source of. supply available.from foreignmarkets were cut off or stifled by the imcostion of the tad0ff. We would than have
the situation of the motion-picture industry in the United States If the proo duty
be placed on motion-picture film ... .

The Eastman Co. has within the last two or three months announced the purcs1e
of the o. M., the SenJacq, and the Parn Laboratories, formerly independent
owned, and subsequently acquired by Mr. lirulatour, the Eas tman.Co:.'s dflstnributingagent Ito United States. It is estimated y persons familiar wi fm labefortoy
pEasuction that the three laboratories above named have a combined capacity which
2, more than sufficient to print all of the motion-picture film used in the lnlted States.
The Eastman Co. Is. therefore, in a portion where it not only s able, but undoubtedly
intends, to enlarge its p Srent monopoy so as to include not only the control of the
raw-film market, but al yo the leadership in the manufacture of the finihed product
from the raw stock. With the formidable tariff weapon in Its hands the Eastman Co.
could effctualy suppress all competition from outside laboratories and render worth-
less laboratory plants and investments worth millions of dollars.We will point out specifically some of the methods that could be adopted by the

Eastman Co. to stifle and eliminate competition. Controlling the supply, the Eastman

Co. could-1. Either refuse to sell raw film to one or nore of the independent laboratories: or
2. Continue to supply the Independent laboratories with film at the present price;

and, at the same time, offer to manufacture printed film a price considerably under
the present market rate; or . .

3. It would increase the price of raw film to the Independent laboratories and at the
same time offer to the consumers printed film at the present market price; or

4. iy falling to make prompt deliveries to independent laboratories; by haratn
the sal laboratories In any one of a dozen different ways, cause the service rendere
by such independent laboratories to fall below the present standard. with the resultthat patrons would take their business elsewhere.

It may fairly be taken for granted that in any one of the above cases the Eastman
Co.'n representative would spare no effort to secure the future cuoiness of the dissatis-
fied patrons of any of the present independent laboratories.

CONcLU5lOM.
The foregoing sufficiently demonstrates that there is no question of the protection

of American labor in the proposed import duty on motion-picture raw films unlC It
be on our side of the controversy. There Is very little labor employed in bye process
of manufacturing raw film. The Eastman Co. now enjoys a monopoly of the busine.
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The statement of its earnings for the last 18 years, during which time It has amassed a
surplus of $68,000,000, Is conclusive proof that the American raw film manufacturers
do not need protection. The proposed tax would provide little, if any. increase in
revenue to te Federal Government. The United States has collected directly in
taxes from the motion-picture Industry in this country, exclusive of income and
excess-profits taxes, o er V87,000.000 for the year ending June 30, 1920. Any increase
in the cost of raw filn, would ultimately fall upon the patrons of the motion-picture
theaters and such an increase at the present time would almost certainly result in a
decreased attendance and a consequent falling off In the amount of taxes to be paid to
the Government. Moreover the duty on raw film would, in the case of Pathe, result
In a very large decrease In the amount of income and excess-profits taxes to be paid
by that company and would probably have a like effect upon many other motion.
picture concerns. In the case of Pathe. it has paid as income and excess-profits taxes
from 1917 to February, 1921, over $1,000,000. On the other hand, whit would be
the amount collected if the propoed duty should be imposed on raw stock? On the
basis of a yearly importation of 100,000.000 feet of film and at the present market price
of 21 cents per foot. the total revenue from this source would amount to only $500,000.
It can readily be deduced that it the attendance at the motion-picture theaters were
decreased even slightly, there would be a greater loss in revenue from the tax on
admissions than any amount gained by taxiig the importation of sensitized film.

The Immediate results of a 20 per cent duty on raw film at this time would be-
I. The further strengthening of an existing monopoly.
2. The inflicting of great damage on other American concerns.
3. The increasing ofprices for admission paid by millions of motion-picture patrons

throughout the country.
The proposed 20 per cent ad valorem duty on motion-picture films sensitized but

not expos d or developed, which is included'in Schedule 14. paraeiaph 1451, of House
bill 7468 should be stricken from the said bill.

STATEMENT OF F. A POWERS, REPRESENTING POWERS FILM
PRODUCTS (INC.), NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. POWERS. I am one of the advocates for a duty on the sensi-
tized fili, Mr. Chairman. [ have a short brief, and I do not want to
take up much of the committee's time, but I am here on behalf of
my company.We organized our cvmpaiiy in 1918, at which time there was only

one concern manufacturing sensitized film.
I want to get the committee's mind clear as to the difference

between sensitized film and motion-picture film, as treated by those
who have discussed the matter here. I see the committee, or some
of the members of the committee, are likely to confuse the two.

The sensitized film, if you get your mind on it, is a container of
motion pictures, and is manufactured to simply contain the motion-
picture product; that is, the story and the action that is produced by
the motion-picture men.

Senator SMOOT. Mr. Powers, let us get down to what you want.
Do you want 20 per cent ad valorem, or do you want three-fourths
cent per linear foot I

Mr. PowEns. I want three-fourths cent per linear foot, in accord-
ance with Mr. Cole's brief. -

Senator SMOOT. That is what you want?
Mr. PowERs. I will be satisfied with that.
If that is not satisfactory to the committee, I would ask the same

duty on the sensitized film as there is on the raw materials composing
the sensitized film. That is, celluloid and nitrate of silver, which are
the raw materials we have to have to work with.

I have been listening to a lot talk about the Eastman Kodak Co.
being a monopoly, but we went into business to compete with the
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Eastman Kodak Co in 1918, when there was no film coming from
Europe. We were ale to compete with them, and I was able to
undersell them in this country. We sold, in 1920, 50,000,000 feet
of film. In 1921 the German stuff started to come in, and the result,
we had to close our plant. We are now closed down almost tight.
I still keep the nucleus of an organization going there, so that if we
get relief from the committee we will be ready to start up again.

Senator WATsoN. Let me ask you this question, please: You sold
cheaper than the Eastman people in order to undersell. If you sold
cheaper than they and undersold them, why could the German
importations put you out of business without affecting themI

Mr. PowERs. I was a new manufacturer in the business, and in
order to get the customer-the motion-picture trade-to use my
material, I was compelled to quote a shade under the Eastman price.
In other words, they were selling their goods at $2.52, and I was
selling at $2.40. There is not very much difference-10 points on
100-but it enabled me to get into the market 50,000,000 feet in 1920.

Senator S.HOOT. Mr. Powers, would you rather have 20 per cent ad
valorem or the specific rateI

Mr. PowERRs. The specific rate per foot; that is in accordance with
the brief here.

Senator SIooT. You say you have a brief which you want to file?
Mr. POWERS. Yes, sir.
Senator S.*ooT. You may do that.
Mr. POWERS. I want to 'call your attention to the fact that since

we have had to close down our plant I have been importing films
from Germany in order to keep the organization together, in order
to pay expenses, and I am bringing in film now, at about 90 cents per
100 feet, which cost me in 1920 $2.11 to manufacture.

Senator CuRits. At 90 cents?
Mr. POWERS. At 90 cents per 100 feet, which cost me in 1920 $2.11

to manufacture.
Senator WATSON. 1What are the Eastman people selling theirs for

now?
Mr. Powns. They are selling theirs at $2.25.
Senator CURTIs. And yet they continue to increase their output,

do they not? a
Mr. PowloRs. They are not increasing their output. They are re-

ducing their output at the present time. There were 28,000,000 feet
raw material sensitized film caine in here last month.

Senator WATSON.. Are they decreasing the product because of
foreign importations?

Mr. POWERs. They have had to reduce their price and output be-
cause they can not compete. The only thing that. stopped more ma-
terial from coming in here was the fact that the Germans are sending.
all that they can possibly produce at the present time. At the
present time" I am importing 250,000 to 500,000 feet a week: that is
all I can get. The German manufacturers promise me next July
5,000,000 feet a week.

Senator WATSON. IS there any difference in the quality of the
product that you make and that they make?

Mr. PowF.Hs. None at all.

4848SUNDRIES.
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Senator McLw.s-. Are the Eastman people importing?
Mr. POWERS. NowI
Senator MoLEAN. Yes.
Mr. PowERs. No, sir.
Senator WATsoN. When you sold at a lower price than they sold,

did you make any money?
Mr. POWERS. I made a little bit of money; yes, sir.
Senator McLEAN. Are there any independent concerns?
Mr. POWERS. Yes, sir. There is the -Bay State Co. and the Eagle

Rock Co.
Senator SMoOT. They are not doing anything, are they?
Mr. POWERS. The Eagle Rock people have closed down completely.

I have had to close down practically. I am simply keeping a small
organization there in order to be started up when we get relief, if we
get any.

Senator JONES. At what price are you selling the imported film I
Mr. POWERS. $1.75. I am selling to the user; that is, the motion-

picture man. It costs me about 2 cents to make it now.
Senator SixtooT. And the cost to you to import is 90 cents I
Mr. POWERS. It costs me 90 cents; yes, sir. That depends, how-

ever, upon the mark quotations.
Senator SiooT. Is that the positive or the negative?
Mr. PowERs. That is the positive. The negative, however, is the

same price.
Senator SMOOT. Then why do you want a different rate of duty?
Mr. POWERS. There is little negative film used here outside of that

used by the Eastman Kodak Co.
Senator.SzooT. Then, you would rather have three-quarters of a

cent straight on both, would you not?
Mr. POWERS. Yes, sir; that would be better.
Senator JONES. Would you make a better profit if you began to

produce or continued to import?
Mr. POWERS. It depends on conditions. They can really put me

out of business. They can control the price of the product to me.
They will raise the price of the product as soon as they have gained
cofitrol of the market here. At the present time they are offering
it for almost nothing.

Senator JONES. You are making practically 100 per cent now, are
you not?

Mr. POWERS. On the amount I can get; yes, sir. In the mean-
time, my plant, is out of business.

Senator JONES' Then, why are you not better off making a profit
on the importations ?

Mr. POWERs. Temporarily they will be able to get me that film.
Before the war they charged Ine $1.90 for the importation of the
same film.

Senator JONES. Well, it cost you $2.11 to make it, did it not?
Mr. POWERS. Yes; it cost me $2.11 to make it. Still, I prefer to

manufacture the film in this country. If I am protected against the
competition of the German film, it can be offered now at $1.70, and
I can keep my plant going and my organization going, and I can also
keep American labor at work.

I am well satisfied to compete with the American manufacturers,
whether thex, are called a monopoly or whatever they may be.

I I ,
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I think I could keep my business up in spite of the Eastman Kodak
Co. It has been said by some that the Eastman Kodak people
caused them to close down. The Eastman Kodak Co. did not
close me up. They may have closed the other fellows up, but they
did not close me up. I am quite willing to go along on that proposi
tion. To-day I can manufacture the product at 2 cents. I 1920
it cost me 2.11. I can still sell as cheap as the Eastman people.
They can manufacture cheaper than I can, because they manumt.ture
their own raw materials. Eventually, however, I hope to get to
the point where I can manufacture as cheaply as they do.

Senator SMOOT. If they can get films from Germany at 90 cents,
taking into consideration the three-quarters cent that you speak
at, that would be $1.65. How are you going to sell then as against
$2.40?

ir. POWERS. I beg your pardon. I did not quite catch that.
Senator SMOOT. How are you going to sOll with the price at $2.40

if the cost of importation, with three-quarters of a cent a foot, is
$1.65?

Air. PowERs. The American price is $2.25. It was $2.40. I was
selling at $2.40 in 1920. The Eastman Kodak Co. has reduced the
price in order to offset this competition in some way. At the present
time I can make it at 2 cents.

If there are any questions that any of the members of the com-
mittee would like to ask me I shall be glad to answer them, because
I am quite familiar with the motion-picture business, as I am at
the stock end of it.

Senator MCCUMBER. We are much obliged to you.

BRIEF Or P. A. POWERS, REPREZSNTINO POWERS FILM PRODUCTS (INO.),
NEW YORK N. Y.

Moving-picture films sensitized but not exposed or developed: Act of 1909, 25 per
cent ad valorem; act of October 3, 1913, free list; Ford ney bill, July 22, 1921, 20 per
cent ad valorem.

The following statement is respectfully submitted to the Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, to call their attention to the particularly unfavorable position in
which the present and proposed tariff schedules place our company and other manu-
facturers of sentitized moving-picture film in this country.

WHY TiHS CONDITON DID NOT EXIST BEFORE.

A brief history of the industry in the United States is, perhaps neceary to givea
clear conception of why we findourwlve confronted with this situation. g

For man) years the Eastman Kodak Co. were the sole manufacturers of sensitized
inoving-picture film in the United States, enjoying a virtual monopoly. Prior to the
act of October 3, 1913, this product carried a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem, which,
with normal foreign exchange rates prevailing, was note than ample to offset the low
wage scale which might obtain in any foreign country that essayed competition.
The act of October 3, 1913, placed sensitized moving.picture film on the free list, but
with the stable economic conditions existing at that time the business of the Eastman
Kodak Co. was not seriously threatened abroad. The fact that sensitized film was
placed on the free list in this act was primarily due to a, mistaken Idea that it was a
raw material, arising out of the nomenclature applied to it. Sensitized film Is popu-
larly known in the moving-picture industry as 'raw stock." This is a misnomer, for
the produet is in every respect a highly finished article. With the opening of the
World W\ar there was no further need for protection, as importations ceased.

In the early part of 1918 the Powers Film Products (Inc.) came Into existence and
found that it could successfully compete for business. The Bay State Film Co., of
Sharon, Maw., followed us into this industry, arid later the Ansco(Co., of Binghampton,
N. Y., took up the manufacture of sensitized moving-picture film. The Eagle Rock
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Co., of Verona, N. J., was also engaged in this industry until forced to retire by the
influx of foreign film.

During 1920 the importation of foreign film into this country (especially from
Germany) was resumed with rapidly increasing volume until during the year 1921
the quantities becme so'enornous as to assume 11dumping 'Pproportions. With the
advantage of heavily shrunken rates of exchange, couple with free entry into this
Country, It was hopeless for us to compete with the foreign manufacturers, so we were
forced to close our plan'; and discharge over 150 employees. The Eagle Rock Co. also
closed their plant at about the same time'and have not resumed operations up to this
time.

The Eastman Kodak Co. and the Ansco Co. manufacture their own raw material,
and do not sell to competitors. Surprising data on the comparative cost to the Powers
Film Products (Inc.) of producing sensitized moving-picture film in the United
States and importing it from'Germany are contained in the paragraphs at the end of
this brief entitled "Comparative costs of American and German products.

COMPONENT MATERIALS OP SENSITIZED MOVINO-PICTURE FILM.

Sensitized moving-picture film, as imported Into this country, consists of polished
sheet celluloid coatd- with an emulsion composed of silver nitrate and gelatin. It is
identical with the film produced by American manufacturers. (Exhi it A, on file
with the committee, has attached samples of American and German films and a piece
of uncoated celluloid base).

In the Fordney bill these component materials of sensitized film are scheduled for
the following rates of duty:

Silver nitrate (a salt of the element silver), paragraph 5, 25 per cent ad valorem.
Gelatin, paragraph 39, 25 per cent ad valorem.
Celluloid (polished and in sheets), paragraph 29, 25 per cent ad valorem and 65

cents per pound.
The above materials coming in ass finished product in the form of senszed moving-

picture film and recommended in the same bill, under paragraph 1451, for a duty of
but 20 per cent ad valorem.

The dimensions in which celluloid is used in film are internationally standard at
i Inches wide and five one-thousandths of an inch thick. The total weight of 1,000
feet of finished sensitized moving-picture film is 5 pounds 4 ounces. The quantities
of the component materials contained in this amount of sensitized film are as follows:
Celluloid, 4 pounds 8 ounces; silver nitrate, 4.5 ounces; gelatin, 6.6 ounces.

RATE RECOMMENDED FOR sENSrMzED MOVING-PICTURE FILM,

The above average proposed duty on the component materials of sensitized film is
2.5 per cent ad valorem, plus 65 cents per pound for celluloid. As used in sensitized
moving-pcture film, celluloid must necessarily be of the highest quality in polished
sheets 400 feet long, and absolutely free from imperfections of any kind. It under-
goes no change in the proceed of manufacturing sensitized film, but is simply the base
on which the sensitive emulsion is coated. hrom the above it is obvious that cellu-
loid constitutes the component material of chief value of sensitized moving-picture
film. This evidence is on its face sufficient to support the plea that the finished
product be given a higher rate than its component raw materials, i. e., sensitized
moving-picture film should be made dutiable at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem
and 65 cents per pound.

That this is not excessive and will not prevent the further importation of foreign
film is conclusively proved under the heading "Comparative costs of American and
German products." It will merely serve to place the American manufacturer of
sensitized moving-picture film on a more equal footing to compete with the foreign
manufacturers and at the same time produce revenue for the United States
Government.

THE AMERICAN INDUSTRY JEOPARDIZED.

All the rates on its component materials remaining as recommended in the Fordney
bill, unless sensitized moving-picture film is changed to 30 per cent ad valorem and
65 cents per pound the difficult position in which we will find ourselves must be
apparent to tie members of your committee.

We would be shut off from purchasing our raw materials abroad, while being forced
to pay prices for them here adjusted to the highest point consistent with the margin
of protection given them. Therefore, in addition to their overwhelming economic
advantage, foreign manufacturers could not only obtain their materials cheaper but
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would enjoy the further advantage of a low rate of duty on the finished film. The
fact that the tariff act of October 3, 1913, at present in force, imposes a duty of 40 per
cent ad valorem on celluloid while retaining sensitized moving-picture film on the
free list has been instrumental in forcing us to close our plant by preventing us from
purchasing the celluloid from Germany at % figure in proportion to the price at which
they were selling finished film here.

Failing the granting of the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem and 65 cents per pound
for sensitized moving-picture film, if your committee will give celluloid, gelatin, and
silver nitrate a lower or even the same rate as recommended for this product in the
Fordnoy bill-namely, 20 per cent ad valorem-it would be a more equitable adjust-
ment and would give us. a chance to meet the foreign competition. Under this plan
the Government would be opening up a very profitable source of revenue, for under
the present high rat" there is practically ino (elluloid baee being imported into the
United States.

Further, if sensitized moving-picture film is to remain on the free list, its component
materials--celluloid, silver nitrate, and gelatin-must be similarly treated.

COMPARATIVE COURT OF AMERICAN AND GERMAN PRODUCTS.

At the time of closing our plant in April 1921, it was costing us $2.12 per 100 feet to
produce sensitized film in Rochester, it. Y., with American materials. Foreign
film was pouring into this counrty free of duty and being widely sold at $1.25 per 100
feet. The celluloid base alone was costing us more than this figure.

Imports of unexposed sensitized film into this country, according to Government
records, have been as follows: Year ending June 30, 1919, 21,201,874 feet; 1920, 46,-
485,434 feet; 1921, 134,118,621 feet. It is now coming in at the rate of approximately
1,000,000 feet per day.

In June, 1921, a local importer, representing a German manufacturer of sensitized
moving-picture film, approached the Towers Film Products (Inc.) and offered to sell
us film delivered in New York at 1.01 marks perfoot. We later accepted the offer
and gave them several large orders. The first delivery Was made in September, but
in November large quantities began to arrive.

Exhibits B, C, and D are certified copies of invoices dated September 23, November
7, and November 17 rendered and paid at 1.01 marks per foot on these shipments.

Exhibits E, F, and G are certified copies of receipts of the Omnia Import Corpora-
tion, showing mark payments made by the Powers Film Products (Inc.).

From the attached exhibits it can be'seen that unexposed sensitized moving-picture
film could be purchased from Germany at prices ranging from 36 cents to 94 cents per
100 feet. Contrast this to our actual cost of manufacturing this product-over $2
per 1W feet, without any allowance for selling expense or return on invested capital.
In addition this same German manufacturer has promised us that by July, 1922, he
can make deliveries of 5O000,000 feet per week.

The foregoing should am ple evidence to guide your committee in adjusting the
tariff schedules so that this particular industry may continue to exist.

EXHIBIT B.
NEw YORK, September 23, 1921.

Powers Film Products (Inc.), 1600 Broadway, New York City, to Omnia Import
Corporation, 261 Broadway.

Terms: Net cash. Your order June 28, 1921.
K. F. C. 3148(54.

7 cases containing positive-moving picture film stock, not perfo-
rated, 249,490 feet, at marks 1.01. ...................... .Marks 251,984.90

ExHIBIT C.
NEw YORK, Norember 7, 19411.

Powers Film Products (lte.), 1600 roadway, New York City, to Omnia Import
Corporation, 261 Broadway.

Terms: Net cash. Your order Juhe 28, 1921.
K. F. C. 316613172.

7 cases containing positive moving-picture film stock, not perfo-
rated, 233,075 feet, at marks 1.01 .............................. .Marks 235,405.75

81527-22-SCH 14-24
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EXHIBIT D.
NEw YORK, Norember 17, 1921.

Powers Film Products (Inc.), 1600 Broadway, New York City, to Omnia Import
Corporation, 261 Broadway.KC. F. C. 3174/83.. .

10 cases containing positive moving-picture film stock, not perfo-
rated, 318,386 feet, at marks 1.01 .............................. arks 321,67.86

EXHIBIT E.

NEW YORK, N. Y., October 29, 1921.
Marks 225,000.
Received of Powers Film Products (Inc.), 225,000 marks.

OMNIA IMPORT CORPORATION.
Per LESTER L. SANKS.

EXHIBIT F.

NEW YORK, N. Y.. Xoreniber 2j, 1921.Marks 600,000.
Received of Powers Film Products (Inc.), check, 600,000 marks, to apply on account.

OMNIA IMPORT CORPORATION.
Per ELIZABETH KEATINO.

Exeinir G.

N1W YORK, N. Y., Dcem ber 16, 1921.
Marks 300,000.
Received of Powers Film Products (Inc.), 1600 Broadway, 300,000 marks.

OMNIA I1PORT CORPORATION.
Per ELIZABETH M. KEATING.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF.

FILM SENSITIZED BUT NOT EXPOSED OR DEVELOPED.

I had the honor to appear before the Finance Committee on December 27 in con-
nection with the hearings on schedule 14, paragraph 1451, sensitized niotion-picture
film.

My remarks to the committee were very brief, as I felt my time was limited, and,
consequently, did not go into details. The opponents of a tariff on the above product
were all represented by high-priced attorneys, and these gentlemen were given, or
took, considerable time in making speeches against the levying of a duty on sensitized
motion-picture films. None of the people who spoke against t lie tariff were interested
in the manufacture of these products, their only interest being that of importers and
users in securing cheap German goods regardless of the consequences to the American
industry.

While listening to the arguments of the opponents to the tariff, I was astounded at
the misstatements and colored evidence which were given to the committee, and
felt that some protection should be given to them by these paid advocates. Your
committee is authorized to pass upw,. certain conditions which exist. They are not
in a position to ascertain the truth of any statements made to them, with the result
that the paid attorney is naturally more impressive than the business man in his
arguments before your committee.

During the hearings a great deal wvas said about the monopoly of the Eastman
Kodak Co. in this particular industry, overlooking the fact that by admitting this
material duty free, as it is at present, they grant to a very powerful German monopoly
the exclusive right to sell goods in this country and deprive American manufacturers
of an oprtunity to continue in business.

The Powers Film Products entered into this business with the full knowledge of
what they had to contend with in this country as far as the Eastman Kodak Co. was
concerned. We realized that we had to break into the market, and we did so to the
extent that in 1920 we coated and marketed approximately 55,000.000 feet of cine-
matograph film. The Bay State Film Co.. as well as the Eagle Rock Manufacturing
Co., also started in competition with the Eastman Kodak Co. All of these concerns,
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including our own, have of late been practically at a standstill, not due to the East-
man Kodak competition, but to the German competition.

• German manufacturers are able to deliver sensitized film into this country for lees
than half of what it cost the American manufacturer to produce it. Dung this
year they have practically forced us out of the market and have made very great
inroads onto the market of the Eastman Kodak Co. It Is only a question of time
before they will be in a position to deliver sufficient film into this country to makelt
impossible for even the Fastman Nodak Co. to exist.

In my previous brief I have touched upon matters that are very vital and
which should guide your committee in a fair consideration of this question. I have
shown the price of German goods delivered into this country as compared with the
coat of manufacturing themhere.

The Bay State Film Co. also filed a brief in which they asked that a duty of three-
fourths of a cent per foot on positive films be imposed and 11 cents per foot on negative
films, or 35 per cent ad valorem (American valuation) on moving-picture film, sensi-
tized but not exposed or developed. While the first alternative they suggest is some-
what different from the n*thod of levying a duty recommended in my brief. It amounts
to approximately the same thing, namely, to'place the same duty on the finished
product as Is levied on the raw materialsentenng into the manufacture of that par-
ticular product.

MOVING PIMUfRtES EXPOSED AND DEVELOPED FOR FXHIBITiON PUVPOSES.

I would also like to bring to your attention the colored and misleading evidence pre-
sented to your committee by the paid attorneys of the opponents of a duty on moving
pictures for exhibition purposes. Sensitized 'moving-picture film might'be regarded
as the container for moving pictures.

The writer has had 15 years' experience in the moving-picture industry and would
point out to your committee that the advocates of the free entry of moving pictures
who appeared before you represented men who are now producing pictures in Ger-
many. They are closing up the American studios in order to transfer the production
of pictures to Europe, with its cheap labor and lQw production costs. The fact that
they are closing the American studios was admitt~l by Mr. Saul Rogers, attorney for
the so-called American producers. As these same "American producers" control to a
great extent the exhibiting of pictures, it is only natural that they should wish to
secure the pictures as cheap as possible, without regard to the effect it will have on
American labor American actors, and American artists. These latter were represented
at the hearings by Mr. Paul M. Turner and Mr. John Emerson.

Mr. Emerson is an independent American producer who makes his livelihood from
that work. It was a noticeable fact that everyone who appeared to advocate a tariff on
sensitized film, as well as moving pictures, were practical men in the business operating
on their own money, while on the other side the advocates of free trade were repre-
sented by high-p rice attorneys, who .laimed.to r(lrcsent the entire moving-picture
industry but who, in reality, represented a (ombination of amciated interests. Mr.
Rogers claimed that in his request for the admission of moving pictures free of duty he
represented the following concerns: Famous Players-laskey Corporation, Realart
Pictures Corporation, Metro Pictures Corporation; Metro l)istributing Corporation,
International News Service, Cosmopolitan Productions (Inc.).'

The above concerns are ali controlled by Mr. Adoph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Laskey Corporation, which voncern in turn controls a vast number of the
largest theaters in the United States. Among others in New York, they control the
Rialto, Rivoli, (riterion, Empire, and all the l.oew circuits.

The foregoing combinations have imported the greatest number of German pictures
during the past two years and have accumulated in this country a large number of
pictures as yet unreleased, which were obtained at ridiculously low prices. When
exhibited to the American public, these pictures take in millions of dollars. They
are brought into the country at a nominal duty based on the length of the film-on which
the) are printed, which is no criterion of tfieir value. As stated before, the film is
simply the container of the picture and has nothing whatever to do with the value or
merits of the production.

Others represented by Attorney Rogers were Mr. Lewis J. Selznick's company, the
Select Pictures Corportion, and" Mr. Carl La(mmle's company, the Universal Film
Manufacturing Co.

I o0ned and controlled by William Ramdolph lhiar.t, %%ho Is a-.oclated %ith Mr. Zukorin iIedislri.
bul lol of hq Iproluc Ions through the Paramrnuml (it ribuling (orgauhiiatiom.
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All of these gentlemen are very much interested at the present time in Gernan pro.
auction. In a short time their principal business will he importing pictures from
abroad, whether they make them there themselves or engage European companies for
that purpose. The money received from the exploitation of these pictures will be
returned to Europe for the continuous making of others, les what they can hold back
on profteering as between the cost of foreign productions and American productions.
Thus, they will he enabled to drive out of business any independent American pro-
ducer wh makes hi pictures on American soil, with American actors and Amencan
labor.

Among the attorneys advocating free trade on moving pictures, and representing
the Pathe Co., was ir. Coudert, of (oudert Bros. This gentleman claim ed to repre-
sent the American company, who also wished no import duty levied on unexpowe
sensitized moving.picture *film. This American company was organized by Mr.
Pathe, who owns and controls the French company of the same name. This company
manufactures sen-itized moving-picture film in France and the American company
has a contract with them for the use of this French firm. At the present time tho
French company is shipping to the American company many millions of feet of
sens.itized film Ier month. The customhouse records will bear me out in this. Mr.
C(oudert's remarks before your committee gave the impression that his only interest
was in protecting this American com pany, who were not manufacturing sensitized
filmin thiscountry, but who, nevertheless, were importing it from the parent company
in France.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. DEFORD, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE-
SENTING INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE CO. (INC.).

Mr. DEFORD. I represent the opposition to the proposed duty on
films. I should like to be heard for a few moments in order to drive
home the arguments. I should like very much to be heard, especially
since I am the only one who has filed anything like a substantial brief
in opposition to this duty on raw stock. I should like to be heard in
connection with that brief.

Senator SMOOT. Very well; we will hear you.
Mr. DEFORD. I do not want to be in the position of being heard if

nothing can be gained by it. Of course, I do not want to Torce my-
self upon you.

I represent the International Film Service Co. (Inc.), and the In-
ternational Newsreel Corporation. Both of these corporations are
opposed to the proposed ad valorem duty on sensitized but unex-
posed and undeveloped film, which is commonly known in the trade
as raw stock.

We are opposed to the imposition of a duty for reasons which I am
going to state in the form ot a general proposition first and then try
to establish my proposition. I shall do it as rapidly as I can.

The first reason for opposition to this schedule is that the production
of that commodity is in the hands of the Eastman Kodak Co., which
has a practical monoply of that business, and having that practical
monoply is in a position to control the business and to fix the price of
the commodity as it passes through to consumption. That is the
first proposition.

The second proposition is that the Eastman Co., enjoying that
absolute monopoly, has the power to fix such prices as it pleases, and
it has fixed profiteers' prices, or exorbitant p-rices, and allowing for
the difference in wages abroad and here, theEastman o. should-not
be granted protection against foreign competition, which is largely
speculative at this time, until'that foreign competition clearly be-
comes a menace to domestic production, or when it clearly threatens
(as shown by statistical proofs) to reduce the profits of the domestic



producer below a return which will enable him to maintain the
American wage scale and earn a reasonable profit on his investment.

The next proposition is that if this monopoly is permitted to rest
with the Eastman Co., buttressed by the proposed tariff, the Eastman
Co. will have the industry in its grip, because it will control the basic
product. If it seeks to exercise its power, it can practically control
the laboratory development and through the laboratory develop-
ment, the production, and through the production the distribution
of motion pictures in the United States, and the motion picture
business, as you all know, is a gigantic industry in this country at
this time.

One of the two corporations which I represent here is a producer of.
the completed picture; the other is a producer and exhibitor of thenewsreel- film.
If the Eastman Co. is permitted to retain this monopoly, which will

be buttressed by this tariff, then it will be able, it if sees At, to go into
the laboratory business, and if it goes into the laboratory business it
can sell its own film products to each of the laboratories which it
builds for that purpose at any price it pleases, either by a series of
rebates or discriminatory practices. Having done thai, it can do
exactly as it pleases with the laboratory business and impose such
additional costs upon the production of motion pictures as it sees fit
to impose.

If it lowers the price of films to its own companies, its own labor.
tories, then its own laboratories can furnish the positive print, which
consists of the basic material itself, and the cost of its development,
to the trade at a much lower rate than any competing laboratory can,
with the result that the independent concern or laboratory would be
quickly driven out of business. That is the sort of power that they
will gain, in the first instance, and they have exercised it heretofore
in such a way as to gain an absolute control of the business. "1he
laboratory people, if the power to control the film cost and the power
to control development remains in the hands of the Eastman Co.,
will impose an additional cost, and the Eastman Co., controlling the
laboratory business, will impose such additional cost upon the com-
pleted picture as it may see fit to impose.

I think there is no dispute here but that the Eastman Kodak Co.
has, since 1912, practically controlled the entire industry in this
country. They have sold and are now selling about 900 000,000
linear eet of that film per year as against two or three million put
out by their alleged competitors. They have never had any real
competitors in the industry in this country, as I understand it. My
understanding is further, that the film put out by the Bay State Co.
and by two or three other companies lias been of such quality that
they could not begin to compete with the Eastman Co.

The Eastman Co. puts out about 100,000,000 linear feet per month,
sometimes more. The Bay State Co., one of its alleged competitors,
puts out about 1,200,000 per month, while the Powers Co. also puts
out about 1,200,000 linear feet per month. Those figures show just
exactly the domestic competition that the Eastman Co. has been up
against.

The foreign competition, on th other hand, has been practically
negligible up to this time. Of course, since 1920 the Germans have
begun to export film to this country. In fact, since that (late they
have imported'about 5,600,000 linear feet in 10 months.
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That shows the grip that they havoon this business, and it shows
that they have been able to dominate it.

A reference to the financial statement issued by the Eastman Co.
will show you to some extent at least the profits that they have
realized from this business as well as from the other businesses that
they carry on. An examination of their books will probably show
that they have made an enormous profit out of their sales of raw
film stock. That profit is so enormous as to justify my statement
that they have charged what they please, and they are pleased to
charge as much as the market will stand.

I want to show you how they have exercised their control over the
laboratories.

The Allied Film Laboratories (Inc.), representing an association
of independent laboratories in this country, appeared before the
House committee by counsel and opposed the imposition of the
schedule. They opposed it both by briefs and oral argument, and
after their opposition they went back to New York and evidently
saw more light. It seems that the Eastman Co. had purchased one
or two of the operating companies, and they simply said to these
men, "If you continue your opposition to this tariff; if you fight
us on our raw schedule proposition, we will put you out of business,"
and they could put them out of business. They could do that by
going into the laboratory business, as I have* previously stated.
They could then sell the film to their own laboratories upon a prefer-
ential basis. So the Allied Laboratories that appeared by counsel
in opposition to this schedule had a meeting *ith the Eastman
Co., the result of which was that they entered into a contract with
the Eastman Co., the contract being to this effect: The Eastman
Co. was to go out of the laboratory business; that is to say, they
would allow their two or three plants to remain idle in consideration
of the fact-it was stated in another way in the contract--but
those plants were to remain idle in consideration of an agreement
on the part of the Allied Laboratories not to oppose this proposed
tariff upon the raw stock. That agreement was consummated.
I tan say this, for I know it to be the truth, that they hated that
agreement when they entered into it and they hate it now. However,
they had to choose between being forced out of business and agreeing
to buy their materials from the Eastman Co. and also to no longer
oppose this (duty upon raw stock. If this committee wants a com-
plete demonstration of the power that the Eastman Co. will have
when buttressed by this tariff, it has it right there. They said to
those people, "If you oppose this tariff any longer, we will crush you;
we will put you out of business, because we will go into the laboratory
business ourselves and we will-,sell to them so [ow that you can not
possibly compete with us." So they were afraid to come hero and
oppose this tariff because their own economic life would be threatened.

Is it possible that the Republican Party, or the majority party
here, is going to lay down a policy in applying its theory of a pro-
tective tariff, which I do not want for a moment to challenge, after
considering the cost of labor abroad and the cost of labor-here, of
protecting and buttressing such a monopoly as this is-a monopoly
that is absolutely regnant in business here? Is it going to give
additional power to that monopoly before it has been demonstrated
to the majority party and to this committee that it needs the benefit
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of a protective tariff, and that a protective tariff should be levied
upon this imported raw stock in order to protect the labor that the
Eastman Co. employs? By the way, do you know how many people
they employ-this company in whose name this protective tariff
is asked ? They employ about five hundred. This company which
has dominated the domestic market and which, since 1913, has
dominated the foreign market in so far as it had access to the foreign
market, employs only four or five hundred men.

Now, what is my proposition in a nutshell? I want to state it in
this way: We want to take this control of the industry out of the
hands of this monopoly; we want this committee not to impose any
tariff duty upon the raw stock until competition has been invited
in here and until it has been determined that the Eastman Co. can
not beat that competition and undersell it. If this foreign stock is
brought in here, wbat will the natural result of the importation be?
The result will be to compel the Eastman Co. to squeeze the element
of extortion out of its prices and bring its prices down to a level that
will enable it to pay Ainorican laborers a fair scale of wages, and still
mneet that competition, and make a fair return on their investment.

If the time should come when they shall have to reduce the price
so low that they can not afford to pay the American workingman
what he deserves for his labor, then the Eastman Co. should come
before this committee and make a demonstration of what it costs to
produce that film, make a demonstration that will convince this"
committee that it ought to have the benefit of it protective tariff in
order to meet that foreign competition. When it does that, and
naturally not until it does that, should this imposition be levied upon
the raw stock imported from foreign countries.

I do not say for a moment that the protective tariff builds up a
monopoly, but I do say this, that the protective tariff principle should
not be invoked for thie benefit of an absolute monopoly until that
monopoly has demonstrated its right, to the protection it asks, as
tested by the sound theory of the protective tariff principle.

It has been said here, 11 Well, if they are an absolute monopoly,
why has not the matter been taken up with the Department of
Justice?" I will tell you why. They have not violated the law.
Years ago when they controlled this material as they do now, what
did they do? They'entered into a combination with producers, and
under their contract they were to sell to these producers, anI these
producers only: and that is another proof of my statement that if
yougive them this power you practically give theiin all the power they
need to control the motioA-picture industry. They entered, as I have
said, into that combination with the producers, but that coinbina-
tion was dissolved because it was against the law. But there is no
law against this at all. If they keep clear of conspiracy, if they
avoid entering into a combination of the kind prohibited by the
Sherman Act and the Clayton Act, they violate no statute, and the
Department of Justice is helpless. So, unless tbese producers and
these laboratory men can get protection through this committee, and
unless natural economic laws. if I nia use that term, are invoked
to compel the Eastman Co. to reduce ytiprices by permitting coni-
petition on the raw stock, you can readily see what is going to
happen to the motion-pietume industry. "
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Senator DILLINGHAM. Whom do you represent I
Mr. DEFORD. The International Film Service Co. (Inc.) and the

International Newsreel Co.
Senator DILLINOHAM. Are you connected with the corporations

that made this agreement with the Eastman Co.?
Mr. DEFORD. No, sir. They were not in business at that time.

This agreement between the laboratories and the Eastman Co. was
made on September 20, 1921.

I say that the first combination itself was evidence of the power of
the company. A court of law dissolved that because it was in viola-
tion of the jaw. As to the second combination, the agreement be-
tween the Eastman Co. and the laboratories, I say that is another
evidence of their power.

Senator SMoOT. What do you want ? Do you want it to come in
free, or what doyou want?

Mr. DEFORD. Free free, free.
Senator SMooT. Well I just wanted to know.
Mr. DEFORD. I said that I was opposed to the schedule.
Senator SMOOT. Yes; but you might be opposed to it and then

not want the product to come in free.
Mr. DEFORD. I am opposed to any duty at all upon that schedule.
Now, I want to call your attention to another thing. The News-

reel Corporation, which I represent, is a producer of what is called
the topical news reel in this country. They photograph events of
contemporaneous interest and put them on the news reel and dis-
tribute them rapidly throughout the country. There has to be al-
most instantaneous distribution in order to preserve the news value
of the picture. This corporation buys foreign negatives and brings
them into this country. Of course, those are not quite as now as
others. They are hooked up with other photographs of domestic
news events and are then sent out for distribution.

We are opposed, as producers of the domestic news reel, to levying
a duty upon the completed foreign news reel, because we do not
cover this field. When this negative conies in here .we simply com-
bine it with ours.

The law provides for an appraisal, but it is not practical. Of
course, under the circumstances these pictures lose their news value.

I thank you very much.

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS.

[Paragraph 1451.]

STATEMENT OF DANIEL R. FORBES ROCHESTER, N. Y., REPRE-
RENTING TILLSENECA CAMERA CO.

Mr. FORBES. Air. Chairman and gentlemen, in behalf of the Seneca
Camera Manufacturing Co., one of the four independent camera
companies of this country, I wish to speak very briefly, and I will
ask permission to present Mr. Townsend, the president of that com-
pany, if you waat to ask about practical conditions of the trade.

I am speaking only as to roll films as used in the hand cameras,
and am not interested in moving-picture films, either exposed or
unexposed. The Seneca Camera Manufacturing Co. is one of the

I PI
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four independent companies left in this country. The Eastman
Kodak Co. controls about 90 per cent of the kodak and camera
and camera supply industry of the country. The Seneca Camera
Manufacturing Co. during the past seven years has built up an increas-
ingly large sle for its cameras of its own manufacture.

Senator SmooT. Are you not satisfied with 30 per cent ad valoremI
Mr. FORBES. No, sir; not with 30 per cent ad valorem on roll films.

That would eliminate us from this industry.
Senator SMOOT. What do you want?
Mr. FORBEs. We want duty free on hand-camera rolls-and please

remember that they are to be distinguished from moving-picture rolls.
From 1914 until 1919 we purchased our film rolls from the Eastman
Kodak Co., through its subsidiary, the Defender Co. The Eastman
Kodak Co. during a number of years has marketed some of its rolls
under the trade-mark of the Defender Co. We secured these rolls
from the Defender Co. at the regular jobber's discount of 30 and 10
per cent. That was the regular discount given to other jobbers at
that time. We secured rolls on those terms until 1919, when the
Defender Co. notified us that they would only give us a discount of
30 per cent without the extra 10 per cent. At the same time they
have been giving their representatives 30 per cent discount and the
additional discount, making it absolutely impossible for a jobber to
buy films from them and send them out to the trade.

It is impossible to sell hand cameras without supplying the films.
We do not manufacture films for several reasons. It is just as im-
portant for the hand-camera manufacturer to supply his trade with
ilms as it would be for the safety-razor manufacturer to furnish
blades to go with his safety razor. We have endeavored to buy our
films direct from the Eastman Kodak Co., but they have refused to
sell them to us. They gave the Defender Co., which was a subsidiary
company, and, I believe, still is one, a discount of 40 per cent, 10 and
5. and yet the Defender Co. discriminates against us and will only
give us the same dealer's discount that they give their retail trade,
just as they discriminated against all of the jobbers in an attempt to
put the jobbers out of business. I would like to read from a letter,
showing the effect this has had on our business [reading]:

JUNE 14, 1920.
SENECA CAMERA MANUFAc'ruRINO Co., Rocheoter, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN: Several years ago after giving the matter careful and serious considera-
tion we decided to add a new department to our business, namely photographic 81
plies. After carefully canvassing the market endeavoring to find the bet lines to
carry, we decided to take on exclusively your line of merchandise. This included not
only your Seneca cameras, but we purchased from you for some time Vulcan films,
made by the Eastman Co. for Defender Photo Supply Co. Later on we purchased
these Defender films from the Defender Photo Supply Co. The length of time that
we have been handling photo supplies we have worked up what we believe to be a
wonderful business in this line ol merchandise which has run up into the hundreds
of thousands of dollars and bids fair to even increase further, or we might say did until
a change in business policy of the Defender Co., with one fell swoop practically put
us out of business, they, the Defender Co., taking our entire profit away from us and
selling us only on the same terms as they do the smallest retailer, which of course
means that we must cease handling this line of films or else endeavor to sell them at
a higher price than they can be obtained for from the manufacturer.

The retailer will not pay us more for the goods than they can purchase them else-
where, consequently we feel safe in saying that we will lose our entire business on
films. This we consider a very serious matter, for we have taken considerable time
and spent much money in introducing this line of merchandise to our customers, not
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only very largely in the city of Detroit, but throughout the entire State of Michigan,
goin into the very smallest towns and villages and opening up new accounts In photo
supplies.

We regret being compelled to write you this kind of a letter, intimating that we
are apt to lose this entire business, but we feel that such is the case. providing either
you or the Defender Co. are unable to supply us with films. Needless to say, we can
not sell cameras unless we can deliver films. We exceedingly regret that the present
situation is as it is, and sincerely hope that something may be done that will put us
back in the same position that we were a short time ago, thus enabling us to carry
on successfully this photo-supply business.

Sincerely, yours, FARRAND, WULUMS & CLARK.

Peril. T. CARVER.
We make our own cameras, and the Eastman Kodak Co. control

practically 90 per cent of the roll-film business. They have us prac-
tically at their mercy. We believe that this discrimination is illegal,
but this is not the proper tribunal to present that question before.
We believe this tariff' will put us out of business. TIey have forced
us to go to England to buy films, and I arranged with an English
firm to sell us films. There has not been over $200,000 worth of roll
films imported into this countr.in the last 12 months, thatwe knowof.

Senator SmooT. Do you still want 30 per cent on your photo-
graphic cameras?

Mr. FORBEs. Yes, sir; naturally we want protection so far as
cameras are concerned, and those parts which the Germans have
generally manufactured.

Senator SMOOT. But you want to take the films out?
Mr. FORBES. We are not in the film business for profit. We have

to have thq films in order to sell our cameras. Here is what another
jobber has faced, tho Geer Drug Co. They sent this telegram to
us [reading):

CjnRLESTOx, S. C., Odober 29, 1919.
SBNECA CAMERA MANUVAOTrURIOG Co., Rachter, N. Y.:

What customers we have made are rapidly putting in Eastman and Ansco camera
lines due to our inability to supply films. If you can not fill our orders for film we
will be forced to cut out Seneca ines. Answer.

'TnP GzeR DRUa Co.
This effort on the part of the Eastman Kodak Co. to control the

industry b asking for 30 per cent on films is not a new thing.
Senator WATSON. What has that got to do with the tariff, the fuss

between two companies about their products? How does that relate
to the tariff?

Mr. FoRBEs. It has a great relation to the tariff, because if a tariff
of 30 per cent or any other tariff is put on roll films used by the con-
sumer, the Eastman Co. will be the only manufacturer in the country
to supply the public with hand cameras or kodaks. It has practically
a monopoly now. If this committee wants to encourage this mo-
nopoly on hand cameras and kodaks they only need to put a duty on
films, because the independent companies can not sell cameras unless
they are able to supply films for their cameras, and we can not manu-
facture the films ourselves. There are only two companies il this
country other than the Eastman Kodak Co. who manufacture roll
films. We have attempted to buy films from one of those, but it
has not the capacity to supply us, and the other company will not
sell us at a price at which we can compete with the Eastman Kodak
(o., and at a price which will permit us to do business.
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Senator WATSON. You can buy abroad. There is no tariff.
Mr. FORBES. That is what we have been doing, and now that we

have been able to establish our business in hand cameras and kodaks
independently of the monopoly, and that is what the Eastman Kodak
Co. is, they are now asking for 30 per cent duty on roll films.

Senator DILINOHAM. gat are you importing your films for now;
what are you paying for themI

Mr. FORBES. Just about the same as we paid the Defender Co.
The English films are expensive, because the celluloid they use is
American celluloid, and it is sent over there to be sensitized and then
brought back. There is no hope of our being able to undersell the
Eastman or any other domestic company when we use English films.
We do not expect to make a profit on the films, but we have to sup-
ply the roll films that o in our cameras; we must have the films or
go out of business. We would prefer to buy from the Eastman Co.,
but they will not sell them to us.

Senator SMOOT. Under the rate we have to-day you can import
them and sell in competition with them?

Mr. FORBES. Yes, sir. That is on the free list now, rolls for hand
cameras.

Newspaper articles with regard to this schedule, I think, are rather
confusing. and I hope the Senators will not confuse the matter. We
have nothing whatever to do with moving-picture films, moving-
picture negatives, either exposed or unexposed. The rolls that we
use are the ones that people throughout the country are using in the
little box cameras. It is one of the things that are before your com-
mittee to-day in which the public are directly interested, and we feel
that we can not continue in business unless we have the opportunity
to furnish films to our people.

Mr. Townsend is here, if you have any questions you wish to ask
as to the industry I would be very glad to have him answer them.

Senator McCusmmt. That will not be necessary.

BRIERWOOD PIPES.
[Paragraph 1452.)

STATEMENT OF LEOPOLD DEMUTH, REPRESENTING W. M.
DEMUTH CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. DE.IUTi. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am representing
W. M. Demuth Co. I just wanted to register our approval of para-
graph 1452 as it stands, and now I want to ask you to open paragraph
403, which is the raw material paragraph providing for 10 per cent,
which has always before this present tariff been on the free list. It
ought to be on the free list, as there is no substitute found in this
country. I would like to file a brief within a couple of days.

Senator MNCCUV.%BER. You may do that.
Mr. DEMUTH. Thank you very much.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

We are manufacturers and importers of pipes and smokers' articles and have been
in business since 1862, operating the largest pipe factory in this country.

We herewith respectfully submit our views regarding paragraph 1452 of the pro-
posed act of 1921.

Thw wages, paid in Europe in the pipe industry range from one.half to one-tenth
nf the scale paid to our workers here: therefore ihe protection offered in paragraph
I 152. ba .e:l upon American valhtation, is essential for the life of our Ameiican manu-

4857SUNDRIES.
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facturing industry. We believe in the plan of American valuation because it seems
to us by far the most equitable method. On the basde of European valuation the
rate would have to vary from 60 to 200 per cent to offset the difference in the cost
price between the European and the American made articles. The tariff rate pro-
posed does not eradicate our many handicaps and difficulties; It merely reduces
them. In addition to this enormous wage difference there are other vital factors
to which we must call you attention.

Our raw material is brierwood, found only on European soil. The European
manufacturer has a decided advantage, being in the proximity of the source of supply.
Not only does he save on heavy transportation charge, but he Is in the fortunate
position of having a constant personal contact with the situation, and is able to carry
on his business with far less raw-material stock. (An additional handicap is the
duty which has been imposed on this raw material-propoeed paragraph 403 and of
which we speak in a separate brief.)

A further point of serious consequence is the fact that Europe is now considering
this country as a "dumping ground" for its surplus stock of finished merchandise,
and we fear that this condition will prevail indefinitely unless Congress will provide
the necessary protection.

During the war the demand for fine-quality pipes has increased fivefold throughout
the world. These first-quality pipes are made of brier bowls having no imperfec-
tions whatsoever, a quality which Is limited to about 15 per cent of the entire pro-
duction. This Increasing demand was met by European manufacturers by calcu-
lating the cost of this 15 per cent to cover the cost of the entire 100 per cent, In
other words 85 per cent of the lower grades are in reality valued at nothing, and as
the demand for them has not increased in the same proprtion as the better mer-
chandise a surplus stock has beencreated which is now be ng brought to this country
at a price (including duty and transportation charges) les tan 60 per cunt of our
cost.

It might well be asked why American manufacturers can not operate In the same
way? Unfortunately for us, the buyer of a fine pipe usually insists upon a foreign-
made article, the price being no object. We know of no way to counteract this
apparent prejudice against the domestic product, and the output in this country
ofthis class, therefore, remains very limited. In consequence, we must figure our
bowls on thd average basis, making it impossible for us to compete with merchandise
coming from Europe, figured on the basis outlined above. We can not compete
with the better pipe on account of the inexplicable favoritism shown the foreign-
made article. Tie other grades (85 per cent of the output), which are considered
a by-product in Europe, are our mainstay in this country.

You can picture the stone wall that is confronting us unless Congress will provide
us with the needed weapons for self-defense.

In registering our approval of paragraph 1452 as it stands, we do so not because
the provisions therein ill eliminate the difficulties enumerated above but because
of our hope that they will tend to limit them to a certain degree.

WHITE BLEACHED BEESWAX.

(Paragraph 1457.]

STATEMENT OF R. J. MAYER, PATERSON, N. J., REPRESENTING
THE THEODOR LEONHARD WAX CO.

Mr. MAYER. I am going to say but a few words.
We are asking for a 20 per cent ad valorem duty on bleached white

beeswax.
Senator SmOOT. Instead of 15?
Mr. MAYER. Yes.
Germany is delivering this material at an average price of 23 cents

a pound. It costs us from 23 to 24 cents for the crude material
before we actually touch it, so you can see for yourselves that we need
this protection.

Here are some quotations and letters that I should like to have
made a part of the record.

Senator MCCUMBER. Very well.
(The brief and letters are as follows:)
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BRIEF OF THE E. A. BROMUND CO. AND THE THEODOR LIONHARD WAX 00.

I. As manufacturers of white bleached beeswax, we ask that a rate of duty be
placed on our product higher than that put in the House bill. Weask adutyof either
20 per cent ad valorem on the American valuation or 30 per cent ad valorem on the
foreign valuation, if the present Aystem of assessing duties is retained.

The duty that is given in the House bill does rot protect white bleached beeswax.
The American product can not be made and put on the market for les than about
36 cents a pound. The foreign article costs abroad about 23 cents a pound. We
ask a rate of duty that will protect us against this difference in industrial conditions.

II. We presented to the Ways and Means Committee reasons why. white bleached
beeswax should be taken from the free list and receive proper recognition as a product
needing tariff protection. We proved to that committee that our product is a manu-
facture removed by a number of different processes from the crude beeswax, which
is our raw material, and that it would be an injustice to consider both the crude and
the bleached beeswax as the same.

The details of our process of manufacture appear in our brief presented to the Ways
and Means Committee and will be found on pages 3517-3619, Part V of the tariff
hearings before that committee. We will not repeat such details at this time, but
ask thatthe decision of the Wavs and Means Committee as to this manufacture be
approved by this committee, and white bleached beeswax be retained on the dutiable
list.

TI1. We ask further that the rate as put in the Ifouse bill be increased so as to be
really protective. The 15 per cent ad valorem on American valuation is not high
enough to afford proper protection. The duty of 20 per cent ad valorem on American
valuation, or 30 per cent ad valorem on foreign valuation, that we ask is based on the
supposition that crude beeswax remains on the free list.

We assume that the crude article will be retained on the free list as such retention
will in no wav work injury to the American producer of crude teeswax, as the American
supply of thIs article is used entirely by beekeepers for foundation purposes in bee
culture and its products. If for any'reason this committee decides to put a duty on
crude beeswax, which is our raw material, it would be necessary to give the while
bleached beeswax industry an additional compensatory duty.

IV. All of the particulars in regard to the use of our product, its development,
and its competition are set forth in our brief before the Ways and Means Committee.
And these facts and figures we will not take up your time by repeating.

We are asking for a duty that will enable us to meet foreign competition on even
terms, and no more. We are only asking for the exact duty we need, and one that
will keep alive a new and growing American industry, that %%ill bring no injustice
whatever to any American producer.

lisno., October 1, 19eJ.
Messrs. H. A. noituHND & Co., NeVw York:

Invoice No. 888, to Araujo & Co.; the goods under referred. shipped on board the
steamship Albistan.

E. 11. 1/20-20 cases with guaranteed. pure. shredded. white beeswax: (I. W..
kilos, 1,310.7: tare, kilos, 294.7: N. W., kilos, 1,01q;=at pounds, 2,240, at 21:2 c.;
dollars, $481.60.

XVte .Of 0'iqhls.

Gos. G. W. Tare. N. w. N'. .W. Tare. N. W.

.................. 65.3 14.7 R0. 1 ................. 63.3 11.31 50.
2 .................. 6 .0 1.2 1 FA 8 0 13 ................. 65.7 14.9 50.4
3. ... . . . .. 7 .149 a.8 I ................ 6. 9 13.1 50.8

. ........[: : 6 8.0 .2 50.8 1 ................. 6. 4 13.0 0s
3.................. 6 .8 1.0 R S 16 ................ 6.3 14.. 50.8
6 .................. W .3 14.3 50.8 17 ................ tW5.0 14.2 ' 0.8
7.................. 65.1 14.3 ZO.8 S1 3................. 65 1 11.9 50.8
8 ................. 65.4 14.6 50.58 19 ................ 0.,3 14.51 50.
9..................U 14.9 so. S J................63.6

1o).. ............... 63.6, 11.8 50. 8
II................. . 63.4 34.8 50.8 1,310.7 2917 3,010.0

, I
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No. 620. $481.60.
LIsBoN, October 1, 1921.

At sight pay our this only billof exchange to the order of the Banco Nacional Agricola
the sum of four hundred, eighty-one dollars, sixty centimes, value of our invoice No.
888 on the steamship .41bi tan, to Messrs. E. A. Bromund Co., 2.58 Broadway, New
York.

A RAUJO & Co.
Pay to the order of Guaranty Trust Company of New York value on account. is.

ben, October 25, 1921. Pelo Banco Naelonal Agricol.
Guaranty Trust Co. of N. Y. Coll. Dept. Nov. 16, 1921. Received payment.
The Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, hereby notifies all parties concerned that it is

notresponsible for the genuineness of the accompanying papers nor for the quantity,
quality, or delivery of any goods represented therein.

J.ISBON, October UI, 1921.
Messrs. E. A. BaosiuND & Co., Vew York.

DEAR SIRS: We confirm our letter of the 22d of last monthI. The sipment of tilie
ton of wax, which you had thle kindness to buy from us, was to lie sipped on the
Steamship Steel Enginer and so we sent you the following cable: Steamer Steel
Engineer. Which cable was devolved to me, as, you will see lyv(tie doeumient in-
closed, declaring that your firm had not the address registered.

-It was not possible to ship tlie merchandise in that steamer and thecrefore we calileil
you again, Saying:

BROxuND Ca., MS Heoi1caY, MVew York. Steamer .-tbiulvn Prank.
Sowe made the shipment in the steamer Albistan, as you will see tIo. the copy of the

invoice by which importance of S181.60, we debited ):otr account, having yon with
the same sum, value of the draft at sight against documents, which in this lime
we reml(ted against your respectable firm, and for which we count upon your good
reception.

Thinking that our inerchandise will please you and and hoping that you will honor
us with futtui orders, we beg to inform us, if the certificate of origin, which we drew at
the consulate, is very necessary, or if we can (to without it; it is not only very expensive
but also very difficult to obtain.

Thanking very muih for your order and for your kind informalons, we remain,
dear sirs,

Yours, faithfully, AHAUJO & Co.

DIAS, COSTA & COSTA, .TEAMSIHIP AOENTS-L.ISBON.

With liberty either before or after proceeding toward the port of discharge to pro-
cee'd to, and stay at an) ports or places whatsoever (although in a contrary direction
to, or out of, or beyond, the route to the said port of discharge). once or oftener, in any
order, backwards or forwards, for loading or discharging cargo or passengers, or for any
purpose whatsoever. and all sich ports, places, and sailings shal[ be deemed included[
within the intended voyage. This liberty is not to be considered as restricted by
any words in this contract, whether written or printed.

Freight to he paid at Lisbon. Freight prepaid. Freight on 1,310 ke, at 45 per
1.000 ks. £2.18.11.

Bills of ladingsubject to all other clauses and conditions as issued by owners.
Attention of shippers is called to the act of Congress of 18.51. Any person or persons

shipping oil of vitriol. unslacked lime, inflammable matches, or gunpowder in ship or
vessel taking cargo for divers persons on freight without delivering at the time of ship-
ment, a note in writing expressing the-nature or character of such merchandise. to the
master, mate, or officer, or person in charge of the loading of the ship or vessel. .halI
forfeit to the United States $1,000.

The collector of the port is hereby authorized to grant a general order for discharge.
immediately after the entry of the'ship.

Received, in apparent good order and condition, from Arau fo & Co., to be transported
by the steamship .tlbista, now king at the port of Lisbon, and bound for New Y,rk
(or so near thereto as she may safely get), failing shipment by said steanier, in an upii
a following steamer via port or ports in any rotation, E. B. 1 20, 20 cases with beeswax.
J. W. 1.310, F, being marked and numbered as per above, shipper's weight (quality.
quantity. gauge, contents, weight. and value un knwn), and to be delivered in like
good order and condition at the port of New Yoirk unto E. A. liromnrl & (o., or to)
his or their asoigns. he or they 1.'ing freight, prinmage, awl clharges imniediatel' oil
discharge, uf thof .,od. without any allowance of credit or discount 'in the orross intake,
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or delivered weight or measurement as per margin, or as may otherwise result on veri-
fication of same at port of destination. Cost of weighing at the expense of the merchan-
dise.

It is mutually agreed that the steamer shall hsve liberty to sail with or without
pilots;, that the carrier shall have liberty to convey goods in craft and/or lighters to and
from the steamer at the risk of the owners of the gods; and in case the steamer shall
put into a port of refuge, or be prevented from any cause from proceeding in the ordi-
narv course of her voyage, to transship the goods to their destination by any other
steaimer; that the carer shall not be liable for loss or damage occasioned by perils of
the sea or other waters, by fire from any cauRe or whatsoever occurring; by barratry
of the master or crew; by enemies, pirates, or robbers; by arrest or restraint of princes,
rulers, or people, riots, itrikes, or stoppage of labor; by'explosion, bursting of boilers,
breakage of shafts, or any latent defect in hull, machinery, or appurtenances, or
unseaworthiness of the steamer, wh -r.ier existing at time of shipment or at the be-
ginning of the voyage, provided the owners have exercised due diligence to make the
steamer seaworthiy; by heating, frost, decay, putrefaction, rust, sweat, change of
character; drainage, leakage, breakage, vermin, or by explosion of any of the goods
whether shipped with or without disclosure of their nature, or any loss or damage
arising from the nature of the gcods or the insufficiency of packages; nor for inland
damage; nor for the obliteration, errors, insufficiency or absence of marks, numbers,
address, or description; nor for risk of craft, hulk, or transshipment; nor for any lessor
damage caused by the prolongation of the voyage, and that the carrier shall not be
concluded as to correctness of statements herein of quality quantity, gauge, contents,
weight, and value general average payable according to N ork-Antwerp rules. If the
owner of the steamer Phall have exercised due diligence to make said steamer in all
respects seaworthy and properly manned, equipped, and supplied, it is hereby agreed
that in case of danger, damage, or disaster resulting from fault or negligence of the
pilot master, or crew in the navigation or management of the steamer, or from latent
or other defects, or tliseaworthiness of the steamer, whether existing at the time of
shipment or at the beginning of the voyage, but not discoverable by du diligence,
the consignee or owners of the cargo shall not be exempted from liability for con.
tribution in general average, or for any special charges incurred, but, with the ship.
owner, shall contibite in general average, and shall pay such special charges, as ifsuch danger, damagee, or disaster had not re'tilted from such fault, negligence, latent
or other defects, or tinseaworthine.ss.

It is also mutually agreed that this shipment is subject to all the terms and provisions
of and all the exemptions from liability contained in the act of (Cngreszs of he United
States, approved (,n the 13th day of February, 1893, and (,ntitled "An act relating to
the navigation of vessels, etc."

1. It is also mutually agreed that the value on each package receipted for as above
does not exceed the sum of $100 unless otherwise stated herein, on which basis the
rate of freight is adjusted.

2. Also, that the carrier shall not be liable for articles specified in section 4281 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States, unless written notice of the true character
and value thereof is given at the time of lading and entered in the bill of lading.

3..Also, that the shipprs shall be liable for any loss or damage to steamer or cargo
causd by inflammable, explosive. or dangerous goods. shipped without full dis-
closure of their nature. whether such ship r he principal or agent: and such goods
may be thrown overboard or destroyed at any fimno without compensation.

4. Also. that the carrier shall have a lien on the goods for all freights, primages, and
charges, and also for all fines or damages which the steamer or cargo may incur or
suffer by reason of the illegal incorrect or insutlicient marking, numbewring, or ad-
dressing of packages or description of their cont unts.

5. Also, that in case the steamer shall be prevented from reaching lwr destination
by quarantine, the carrier may discharge the goods into any depot or lazaretto. and
such discharg(- shall be deemed a final delivery under this contract. and all the
expenses thereby incurred on tin goods, shall bi a lien thervon. Any lighterage to
r(ach port of discharge to be for account atd risk of the cargo.

6. Also, that the steamer may commence discharging immediately oii arrival anl
discharge vontinuouslv any custom of the port to the contrary notiithstanding. tho
collector of the port being hereby authorized to grant a general order for discharg,
immediately on arrival, and if the goods b not taken from the steamer by the con-
signee directly they come to hand in discharging the steamer. the master or steamer's
agent to be at liberty to enter and land the goods. or put them into (raft or stores at
the owner's risk and expense. when the goods shall be deemed delivered and steamer's
responsibility ended, but the steamer and carrier to have a lien on sudch goods until
the payment of all costs and charges so incurred.

son_

MW
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7. Also, that if on a sale of the goods at destination for freight and charges the pro.
coeds fail to cover said freight and charges, the carrier shall be entitled to recover the
difference from the shi pper.

8. Also, that full frelght is payable on damaged or unsound goods; but no freight
is due on any increase in bulk or weight caused by the absorption of water during
the voyage.

9. A , that claims under this bill of lading must be made at port of discharge and
that in the event of claims for short delivery when the steamer reaches her destina-
tion, the price shall be the market price at the port of destination on the day of the
steamer's entry at the customhouse, less all charges saved.

10. Also, that merchandise on wharf awaiting shipment or delivery be at shipper's
risk of loss or damage not happening through the fault or negligence of the owner,
master, agent, or manager of the steamer, any custom of the port to the contrary
notwithstanding.

11. Also, that this bill of lading, duly indorsed, be given up to the steamer's con-
signee in exchange for delivery order.

12. Also, that freight prepaid will not be returned on goods lost or not lost.
13. Also, that parcels for different consignees collected or made up in single pack-

ages addressed to one consignee, pa full freight on each parcel.
And finally, in accepting this bill of lading, the shipper, owner, and consignee ofthe goods and the holder of the bill of lading, agree tobe bound by all of its stipula-

tions and conditions, whether written or printed, as fully as if they were all signed b%
such shipper, owner. consignee, or holder.

In witness whereof, the master or agent of the said steamship hath affirmed to tlree
bills of lading and three copies, all of this tenor and date, one of which being accom-
plished, the others to stand void.

Dated in Lisbon, October II. 1921.
Attention is called to the following: Ship not responsible for slack or repaired bagi,

loss in weight, or damage by sweat, nor for weak condition of bags, mats, or cases with
potatoes, onions, wine. sardines, or any other goods, nor, in case of shipments of ca&s-
with sardines, for number of tins, nor for leakage.

Marks, numbers, quality, and weight unknown.
Steamer not responsible for chop marks.

EDUARDO RIBEIRO,
For the master,

Per DIAS, COSTA & COSTA.

(Cabtegram.l
Vl.I'277

l~i5.-,o 89. October I?. 19?,

FAK.

lCable offer.J
I)CEMBEft 10, 1U21.

We have , ,,",.i v,,l from Z'Itr 'I'radi u. '., l dv ,'ahh.. the olfer ,I)ecilied below,
antd w-.vhaill I,,- glal to know that you ,ai t e th v goods.

l'rice are 4. i. i. Vpaw York, Iy" dire+4t steamer or overlanud -M~lers' op Itiou, 7,000i ouCt I hit'5e 1)lltQ y1 lw beV VC Nax at b- cents p(r pound. c. i. f. New Yrk.
hilnbent by .4tvainer during De.eniber-Januarv from Sha,,hai.
Paving a,.airl four iontti' ,iclt draft on approved bank or , anker acwainzt con-

Iirin d credit.
Ve hoe to re'i v eynr orler for s.dilbnision by cald while tho ood. are available.

Youlrs, IIIi1%,

NEW YORK. December o. PH):I.

! ;,8 B(0lto,l. . ," Y1ork, X. Y.
(;:' 'r . .: lbil\vin, to your letter of the 9th instant, we ('an offer, subject to

our confirmationi, (luhlean beeswax in lots of 2 to 5 tons, for irumlpt shipment from
while , at 21 .,n't- ir,loun ex lock New York.Y, mr$ . \,rv" Iriiih.

W. It. 'tR.w. & V'.

.l[qc. !.lo0rs lie pt.
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NEw YORK, ()ceoter, 19, 1921.

THEO. LEONrARD WAX Co., Pateron, N. J.

Fifty.four bags Chilean beeswax; gross, 8,286 pounds; tare, 270 pounds; net, 8,016
pounds, at 24 cents, $1,923.84.

Part contract of July 26, 1921.
Received payment October 31, 1921.

W. H. GRACE & Co.

NEW YOnK, Dccmber, 1, 1921.

THEO. LEO.NHARD WAx Co., Patoson, N. J.

Fourteen bags Chilean beeswax; gross, 2,180 pounds; tare, 70 pounds; net, 2,110
pounds, at 24 cents, 506.40.

Contract July 26, 1921.
Received payment December 15, 1921. W. B. GRAcE & Co.

THERMOS BOTTLES.
(Paragraph 1454.]

BRIEF OF WILLIAM B. WALKER, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING
MANUFACTURERS OF THERMOS AND VACUUM BOTTLE PROD-
UCTS.

The manufacturers of thermos and vacuum bottle products in the United States
ask to submit to your honorable committee, and through it to Congress, the following
brief through Nfr. WVilliam B. Walker, founder of the industry in the United States
in the year 1907.

This information was secured during the last week of October and the entire month
of November, 1921, through a personal visit and inspection of the thermo.4 and vacuum
plants in Germany.

In presenting for your consideration the comparative figures of productive costs
between the plants in (;ermanv and our plants in the United States, your ,munittee
should be first informed that tfhe bagis o calculation covering the (Grrman costs was
secured by 31'r. Walker in direct negotiations with German inanufecturers for the
purchase of their plant.; the American costs submitted are based on the average
figures of the American manufacturers.

WVe have selected for your consideration, both of American and (err ai manufacture,
the type of bottle commandingg the largest sale in this country. prmenting for your
inspection a half-tone illustration kon file with the committee P o? both the German'and
the American article.

Comparison of production costs in G(many and tlic Unitol .St'tahs.

Germ article. A mericai
! art le.

1.1Mfrk, 'o. P.,N. C0. Cf tti.
('o't ofg .scyliilr orpson ............................................ 1 '0 ]g.0
Joii ng glass c'clitters t o i inck ............................................. . .
$ilvering g nss'filtcr, lnchritr~g material. .................................... 2 2.0
Evaruatig air from vacuum c011c13i11er ..................................... .t .
Joining gla i evibidr to baie and tubulatirg for eshaj,t .................. 4 .2 1.2
.'be'tos packing Ir vacuum chamber, iirclutirig material ................. . .
(Caq, cwrr, heat, and light ................................................ 1 1.0
Breakageofglas. a mariiif l(turiy pr, e ................................... 2 4s,0
OffiMe, fIctory overhead, common flay ab l, pickers, paper carton, etc.. 2 20 1. I Ir. 5

1oh1 to employes ............... i. ..................................... 40 .2 5.0
Cost of metal cse, cork corrrugatol pa,r linirg between glais v'actunm

bottle and ease, cork diik on strip of tii for bottom support of glas,
vacim bottle botweer metal cae cost of labor arnt material, including
profits on parts purcbased of other niifactivrcrs, anid asseribling, Irl-
eluding emr lyees' bonii ir. metal lepart t ri .......................... 9 - 4.9 3.0

Ad% rtie N ig or pr-dli t ........................................................................ 11.O
E srte ............................................... . ..... .............................. 1
JIntcroal-reicfUetax ................................................................ 7.

T l................................................................ i If 0. 2 101.1

in the tranrspottinri of the above cf,ts a, r-iirol lii marks to h,, Otrivafent i s l'riftnl Statc- currerwy,
the oa!rie of h, iark i fior rel wt t lf-av's rate of exchi rn e, which ii a proNarntr if tv n thlie haIs of ol(-
h ufreei L'nitl sltres cnrreiev for 'vh'fin irk. Ftlher. your attetoatiJ is callr, ti the fact that Germar

ries are a iiinced rr q Ir, h, e th~ le vi. cs tCip or dw'vtn.

81527-22-scit 14- 25
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Other types of vacuum products are produced in Germany on the same comparative
basis, the German ccst averaging lightly less than one-tenth of the American cost.
German thermos and vacuum products are sold f. o. b. factory. The American manu-
facturers sell their products with freight prepaid to destination.

It will be interesting to )our committee to know that the freight classification on
thermos and vacuum products is fixed by American railways at double first clam,
and that the freight transportation on vacuum bottles from the Atlantic coast common
to Pacific coast common points is in itself more than the total German cost of produc-
tion of tile same type of t1ottles used for this statement. Ocean freight charges from
the port of llamburg or liremen, Germany, to American Atlantic coast ports of entry
is les than one.tiflth the rail charges from Atlantic coast points to Pacific coat point.

The presentation of the foregoing figures will no doubt challenge the credulity of
)your committee. as it did the American manutfacturers in this industry. %%ho refused
to even admit the posilility of their correctness until receiving the informationn in
September last that a German export company in Berlin, by name the Amstea Co.,
were exporting to the American Steel Export Co.,of New York, extremelylargequanlti.
ties of gias, vacuum, or thermostatic, containers and complete vacuum bottles of the
t')e used for this statement on invoices of 7 marks each for the glass vacuum con-
tainers and 17 marks each for the complete vacuum bottles, our information being to
the effect that the metal cases on these goods were of the full aluminum type. Upon
inquiry, both in New York and in German)-, we were informed that the Amstea Co.,
in ilerlin, were not manufacturers of vacuum products, but that the) purchased these
goods of German manufacturers.

You will further note that these bottles, after supposedly paying a manufacturer's
profit to the (erman manufacturers as producers and the Amstea Co. as exporters,
and after paying the resent rate of tariff for entry into this country, are adverti-ed
for sale by the United Vacuum Bottle Stores (Inc:), after supposc(lly paying a profit
to the importers. the American Steel Export Co.. at 75 cents each,'or m~ore than 21
cents less than the American manufacturer's cost. (Copy of full-page advertisement
of United Vacuum Bottle Steres tInc.) on tile with the committee) We have had
purcha" at one of the stores of this corporation, at retail, com plete bottles at 50 cents
ach, or 51 cents les3 than the American cost of production. We offer this advertise-

mentand the other information as conclusive proof of the accuracy of the stated
low cost of the (erman product.
(;ontlemen of the Finance Committee, we have presented y'ou the figures. and it

is our opinion, lasd on the information we have secured in Germany, that possibly
701 I'r cent of the manufacturers of the United States must receive at the bands of
t'on-r&,s. and at the earliest pomible moment, tariff protection on the basis of Ameri-
can valuation, or on the lasis of specific and ad valorem rates a tariff equal to that of
Anierican valuation, in order to continue the operation of American factories.

We call the attention of the committee to the following (erman governmental
rul in-g:

.laintainin,. the high home purchasing value of the mark is secured by Government
edict, lacked by public opinion.

tost prices on the necessities of the wage earner -such as house rent, fuel, food, farm
prcdttts. wvarinu apparel, etc.-are under governmentt supervision.

Vost ou tho revjuiremenis of labor-employing firms, indi\ iduals, and corporations-
such as factory r.,nt, transportation, fuel, light, power, home-produced raw mate-
rials--are subije, ct to Government dictation and re% vision.

Exportation of raw materials are by the Government prohibitied, as are manufac-
tured. agriculture, or food products needed at home.

In the ease of a surl4us of raw materials, the required export license may be secured
by calling , a conference lietween the Government export license committee and the
acereditei reiresetatives of the industry affected, but in0 no case will an export
license issue for th export ol either raw materials or manufactured wares un,.ss
sold at prices at least 25 l)er cent higher tban the home sales value. It would appear
that the (emman law requiring its foreign customers to pay a minimum of 2.5 per
cent luore for its prdhtctf, than received for the same wares sold at home is a very
efficient niethol of secnfing ,the payment by the importing nations of the reparation
pavm, izts.

'he smsteml of accounting in current use in ;ermany, and evidently approved by
the (;o' n* mient. permits the inventorying of plants. machinery. etc.. at as low a

ahnlation as I mark. which may or mav not account for the industries of German-
showing such great activity or tie German statistics of 1snenployment evidencing the
fact that there are less people unemployed in (ermnany to-day than at any other time
in the history (f the nation.
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The present rates of duty as providled by the bill before the Committee on Finance
summarize as follows:
Specific (uty of 10 cents each on bottles of a capacity of I pint or less ...... $0. 10
30 per cent ad valorem on American valuation (wholesale Fellin, price'.

which valuation will le $1.10 ....................................... .33

Total duty .................................................... .43

Duty as lixed by pending bill on foreign valuation instead of American val-

,S eciic duty .................................................... . 10
:'34 per cent .d valorem on German, or foreign, wholesale selling value.

17 .ents ....................................................... .954

Total duty .................................................... . 154

'resent penling bill on bottles of a capacity of more than I pint is fixed
at a specifie dity of 20 cents each .................................... . 20

30 ier cent ad valorem on Atmerican valuation wholesale selling price.
which will be $1.75 ................................................ . 52§

Total duty. .................................................... .72J

uty as lixed by pending bill on foreign valuation instead of Anwricau '.al-
1alion:

Sjpicific duty, 20 cents each ..................................... . .2
0 percent ad va lorem on 4 erman, or foreign, selling value 21i ((ents ....

Total duty ..................................................... 271

Requisite tariff required lIv the vacnm-bottle industry in the United States t) pre-
vent closing of United State4 plants, directly or indirectly involving, Ih(, emplodOment
of aliproximately 5.0)0 peOlde. if duty is to lie based on foreign value, is as foil lows:
(in all thermostatic containers having a capacity of 1 pint or less a .

litc dity of 33 cents each ....................................... ... $0.33
Plus 60 er cent ad valorein duty oi tierman, or foreign, wh(lsal, sel-

ing va te 17 cents ........... ..................................... . 10,1

Total duty .................................................... ..

(In all thermostatic containers ha\ ing a (capacity of more than I int a sje-
citic dul of 57 cents ............................................... ,.

And in addition thereto 1O per cent al valorem on the iermnan. or forei-n.
selling value 2op cents .............................................. . 5r

Total duty .................................................... . 721a

Anything less will lie inadequate, and with favorable action i the [arl of (otigress
in the granting of the above tariff rates competition with German, matnfacturers will
be stitlicientr" keen to ol, iate any neceisity on the part (of the .\narian 'a(tmti-

bottle namufacturers to worry' albott he insignificant aniouti they will be compelled
to pay as an ittertal-revenue lirotits tax during 1921, 1922, and 192.1. We are informed
that at this tinte the volume of (iertiiat bottles warehoused in the United States runs
into hundreds of thousands and that each steamer arriving front ert adds to the
accumulation.

In conclusion will state that if it is tlhe desire of the Congros. (if the LUnited States
that the large majority of the American manufacturers continue the ;tqiration of their
plates, adequate tariff protection should be provided at the earliest tossilde date.

(Indorsed Ibv Manningl.. Jtowman 'mI., Meriden, ('onn.; L.anders. Frarv & Clark. New
Britain, ('onm.; 1c'-llot liottle 'o.. incinnati, Ohio; Americ-an 'ihierinos Bottle (to..
New York. Norwich, ('onn.. I hutington, W. Va.; Vineland Flint ;l>is. Works. Vine-
land. N. .. )
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Cramer, Stuart NV., Charlotte, N. C., yant ................................... 3345
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.Merrimaek Manufacturing Co., Lowell, Ma., pile fabrics ................... 3389
Narrow Fabric Co., Reading, I'a.. lacing,, laces, and braid!R ................... 3393
Ormsby, (harles C., Waterford, N. Y., chamoisette glove cloth ............ 3403
Owen, Charles D., jr., Providence, It. I., Jacquard blankets ndal ll.hket cloth.. 3387
Parker, Repr("eenvttive James S., Nfw York, collars and cuff ................ 3434
Reis, Julius M., New Yo(,rk City, woven labels .............................. 3400
tein, Joseph W., New York ti'ty, cotton and linen handkerchif; ............ 3430
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bags ........................ ......................................... 34SI
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Ladd. Senator Edwin F.. North Dakota, flax fiber ......................... 3143
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Smith & Dove Manufacturing Co., Andover, Mass., linen threads, twines, and

cords .................................................................... 3162
Smith, George F., Andover, Mass., linen threads. twines, and cords .......... 3162
Tierney, John I., Washington, 1). C., burlap and Lurlap bags............... 3483
United Textile Workers of America, cocoa inats and mattings ................. 3522
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Wood, John P., Boston M..s., general review ............................... 3525
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Amalgamated .ithographers of America, lithographic products .............. 3932
Americui Federation of Labor, Washington, ). C., hound books ........... 3965
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American Photographic Paper ('o., iloston, Mass., raw photographic paper.... 3911
American Wall Paper Association, Brooklyn, N. Y., wall paper..... 397, 3910,3941
Ansco Co., New York ('ity, raw phont-raphic paper ......................... 3915
Beaver Board Co., buffalo, N. N., beaver board and pulpboard .............. 3892
Pelaire, Felix J., Woashington, Is. C., bound books .......................... 3965
Bock, Philip, New York City, lilho(rraphic products ........................ 3932
Pook Paper Manufacturers' Asoiation, Philadelphia, Pa., hok paper ....... 3897
Itrassil, Daniel S., New York City, bound books ............................ 3966
Btffalo Art Manufacturing Co. (Iunc.), wall pockets ......................... 3978
Burn, Henry, Brooklyn, N. Y., wall paper ............................. :937, 3910
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White, Charles R. Washington, D. C., box board ........................... 3888
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paper .................................................................. 3912
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Achelis, F. (., New York City, hard-rubber products ....................... 4234
Actors' Equity Association, movingpicture ilms (exposed) ................. 428
Allen I Iarold J., New York City, rabbit skins and hatters' fur .............. 4135
American Asbestos dealers' Association, Baltimore, .Md., asbestos shingles .... 3996
American Bobbinet Co., Newburgh, N. Y., lace netting ........ 4205
American Brush Manufacturers' Association, Glens Falls, N. Y.:

Toilet brushes ........................................................ 4034
Toothbrushes ......................................................... 4046

American Glue Co., Boston, Mas., abrasive cloths and papers ................ 4104
Ameri'can Hard Itubber Co., New York City, hard-rubber products .......... .1234
American Jewelers' Protective Association, New York City, precious Ftones.. 4157
American Lace Manufacturers' Association, Bridgeport, Conn., Lever laces... 4200
American Manufacturers of Imitation Pearls and Fusible Enamels, New York

City, imitation pearls and fusible enamels ................................ 4024
Ansco (o., Binghamton, N. Y., moving-picture films (unexposed) ............ 4:329
Appelbee, Frank J., New York City, pearl and agate buttons ................ 462
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Asbestos manufactures ................................................ 3992
Asbestos yarn .......................................................... 4011

Armstrong, Charles D., Pittsburgh, Pa., cork and cork products .............. 4068
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Bay State Film Co., Sharon, Mass., moving-pictitre films (unexposed ........ 4325
Berry, lenry N., Lynn, Mas., le~vcr laces .................................. 4185
Bihler, Charles A., W e New York, N. J., embroideries and laces .......... 410P
Bilder, Nathan, Newark, N. J., lead pencils ................................. 425 7
Bill, Edward W., New York ('iky:

Fur-felt hats .......................................................... 4118
M en's straw hats ...................................................... 4028

Braid Manufacturers' Association, New York City, braids and trimmings ...... 41;2
Bramble, Forrest, iBaltimore, Md., asbestos shingles .......................... 399 ;
Brokmeyer, F. '., pef ill ........... ................................ 4270
Brulatour, J. E., New York City, mno ing-picture films unexposed i .......... 4327
Brush Importers' Associalion, New York ('ity. toilet brushes ................ .1032
Campbell, William V., Yonkers, N. Y., fur-felt hats ..................... 4153
('hicago Gut Siring Manufacturing AM-oialion. catgut, whip gut, and worm gut - 4225
Cole. Charles I., Sharon, Mars., moving-picture films (unexposed ............ 4309
Coudert. Frederic M, New York ('itsy, moving-picture films (tnexposed) ...... 4331
Czaki, Frederick M., New York City,, ornamental feathers ................... 4125
Deford, William A., New York City. moving-picture films (unexpoed ....... 4350
De Jong, Jacob, New York City, artificial flowers and feathers ............... 4123
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Demuth, Leopold, Now York City, brierwood pipes ......................... 4357
Diamond, Thomas J., Newburgh,'N. Y.. faco netting ........................ 4205
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., lead pencils ................................... 4263
Dodge, NV. C., jr., Port Chester, N. Y.:

Asbestos manufactures .................................................. 3992
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Drayton, Judson, New York City, hard-rubber products ...................... 4233
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., moving.picture films (unexposed) .... 4323
Emerson, John, New York City, moving-picture films (exposed) ............. 4300
Faber, A. W. (Inc.), Newark, N. J., lead pencils ............................ 4257
Fear Fred, New York City, matches ....................................... 4100
Feriev, George A., toothbrushes .......................................... 4046
Ferat, . A. Co. (Ltd.), Atlanta, Go., pencil leads .......................... 4270
Fillmore Edward, New York City, dressed and raw furs ...................... 4131
Forbes, Daniel I., Rochester, N. Y., photographic films ...................... 4354
Fox Film Corporation, New York City moing-picture films (exposed) ....... 4271
France, Lemuel J., New York City, embroideries and laces .................. 4175
Fulper, W. If., Flemington, N. J., bisque doll heads ......................... 4096
Furiers' Association of France, rabbit skins and hatters' fur .................. 4135
Gallert, David J., New York City, imitation pearl beads and novelty jewelry.. 4013
General Abrasive Co. (Inc.) Niagara Falls, N. Y., crude artificial abrasives... 4098
Gibson, W B New York City, toilet brushes ................................ 4032
Gilbert, Alfrei C., New Haven, Conn., toys ................................. 4085
Grinding Wheel Manufacturers' Association, Niagara Falls, N. Y., crude artifi-

cial abrasives ........................................................... 4103
Hartman, Siegfrid, moving-picture films (exposed) ............................ 4308
Ilickov, Representative Andrew J., Indiana, prepared foliage ................ 4112
lfensch, Fred, La Porte, Ind., prepared foliage .............................. 4113
Ifesse, William C., Philadelphia, Pa., fur-felt hats ............................ 4148
Hyatt, Dr. Thaddeus P., Brooklyn, N. Y., toothbrushes ...................... 4013
International Film Service Co. (Inc.), New York City, moving.picture films

(unexposed) . .. ....................... 4329,4350
Johnson, E. M., New York City, imitation pearlsand fusible enamels .......... 402.1
Kaufmann, A., Newark, N. J., leather bags and luggage ..................... 4214
Kaufmann, K., & Co., Newark, N. J., leatherbags and luggage........... .4210,4217
Kirby, John J., New York City, church statuary ............................. 4250
Klein, Emil, Providence, It. I., rosaries ..................................... 4247
Lace and Embroidery Association of America, New York (ity, embroideries

and laces ........................................................ 1175,4181, 4184
Lane, Thomas M., New York City, Madeira embroidery .................... 4202
Laub, It. C., Rochester, N. Y., vegetable-ivory button ..................... 1053
Leber, qamuel F., Newark, N. J., leather bags and luage .................. 4210
Lconhard, Theodor, Wax Co., white bleached beeswax...................... 4: 58
Lewis, T. It., New York City, women's leather gloves ....................... 4222
Liberty Lace and Netting Works, New York City, I.ever lacei ............... 4190
Lilloy, Frank W ., lead pencils ............................................. 42613
Lindsay Light Co., Chicago, Ill., gas mantles .............................. .1229
Littauer, Lucius N., GIloIersville, N. Y., embellikhuel leather glo-vs .......... 4218
McCready, Robert If., toys ................................................ 1Ifyj5
Mael)onald, Robert, Niagara Falls, X. Y,, crude orlificial abrasi-ves .......... .I UTS
Macfarland, G. S., Boston, "Mass., moving-pieture films (unexposed, ........ 4329
Mason, Sidney, Gloucester City, N. J., grs mantles .......................... 130
Match Manufacturers' Traffic Bureau, New York City, match ............. .1101;
Mayer, It. J., Paterson, X. T., white bleached beeswax ...................... 155s
Mee, Thomas J., Chicago, Ill., catgut, whip gut, and worm gut ............ 422.5
Millinery Chamber of Commerce of the United, tates, ornamental fate. .... 1125
Monroe, I. G., New York City, previous stones ............................. '1157
Morley Button Manufacturing, Co., Boston, Mss., fiber anil paper Ibuttons .. .1065
Morson, John, Jr., Glens Falls, N. Y., toilet brushes ........................ 1031
Motler-of-learl Federated Committee, New Yrirk City, pearl al agate buttons. ,1061
National .\&,ociation of FI-it Sho Maufucttrrrs, felt shoes ................... 1028
National association n of Fur and Wool Fr-It IHat Manufactutrvrs. fur-fh lhas.... .1153
National \sociation of Motion picturee Industry, New York C ity. no in-

picture flilns ,Cx losed f .................................................. 12 I
Naumburg, Aaron, New York City, ral,,i!i skins and hatters' fur ............. .11.13
Neuburger, Max, embroideries and lacvs .................................... 1181
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Schedule 14.- SUNDRIES-Contin tied.
page.New England Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths' Ass*'iatlion, novelty

jewelry ................................................ 4154Ed~, ,port, Conn. 4,54
Nicholson, Ed., Bridleport, on estos yarn. ....................... 4009O'Connell, T. M., Phi ladelphia, Pa., plaster of Paris statuettes and crucifixes. 4240Oral lygiene Committee of Greater New York, toothbrushes .................. 4043Path(- Ejxchange (Inc.), New York City,. moving-picture films (unexposed)... 4331Perkins, J. T., (Inc.), Brooklyn, N. Y., human.hair press cloth .............. 4145Ptluger, Joseph E., Akron, Ohio, catgut, whip gut, and worm gut ............ 4226Phillips, I1. A., Bridgeport, Conn., Lever laces ............................. 4200Powers, P. A., New York City, moving.picture films (urexposed) ............ 4342Preston, James ll., Baltimore, Md., bristles .......................... 4019Rafter, John R., New York City, rosaries .................................. 4243Raybestos Co., Bridgeport, Conn., asbestos yarn........................4009
Richmond Lae Works, Lever laces ............... ................ 4185Robinson, Theodore G., New York City, pearl and agate buttons ............. 4061Rogers, Saul H., New York City moving picture films (exposed) ............. 4271
Rubber Association of America, hard-rubber products ........................ 4233Schloss, Hugo N.. New York City, Lever laces .............................. 4190Schwab, David E., New York City embroideries and laces .................. 4181Seneca Camera Co., Rochester, N. i., photographic films .................... 4354Shepard, Egbert B., imitation precious stones ............................... 4161Sherburne, Joseph i. Chicago, Ill., gas mantles ............................ 4229Smith, Francis 3., Philadelphia, Pa., rosaries ................................ 4246Steelman, W. E., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., abestosshingles ........................ 4005Stone, Junius If., New York City, cork insulation ..................... 4075Sweet, Walter A., Worcester, Mass., felt shoes .... ................... 4028Thresher, Ifenry G. novelty jewelry ....................................... 4154Tompkins, Charles b., Brooklyn, N. Y., human.hair press cloth .............. 4145Tone, F. J., Niagara Falls, N. Y., crude artificial abrasives ................... 4103Toy Manufacturers' Association of America (Inc.), toys ....................... 4085turner, P ul N,., moving.picture films (exposed).. .................... 4283Uliman, 'Samuel. New York City, dressed and raw furs4131
United States Lace and Embroidery Manufacturers' Association, embroideies

and laces .............................................................. 4166Universal Filn Manufacturing Co., moving.picture films (exposed) ......... 4308Uton, George 4,oston, Mass abrasive cloths and papers .................... 4104Vriles, A. L., Xvw# York Ci ty,1 ard -rubber products..............43
Vulcanized Rubl er Co Now York City ard-rbber prod ucts ............... 4233
Waltzfeder Albet S., Brooklyn, N. Y., braids and trimmings ................ 4162Walker, William B., New York City, thermos bottles ................... 4363Welabach Co., Gloucester City, N. J., gas mantles ........................ 4230White, A. R., Gloversville, N. Y., fine glove leather ......................... 4206Whittemore, V. B., Mston, Mass., fiber and paper bu ttons ................... 4005Wilkens, William Co., Baltimore, Md., bristles ............................. 4049Zucker, Samuel, kew York City, artificial flowers and feathers ............... 4115
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Schedule 9.-COTTON MANUFACTURES.
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Iedspreads ................................................................ 3335
Blan ket cloth, Jacquard figured ........................................ :3335 3387
Blankets, Jacqulard figured ............................................ 3335,3387
raids ..................................................................... 3398

Cloth ...................................................................... 3363
Collars ................................................................... 3434
Cotton:

Darning ............................................................... 3310
K nitting .............................................................. 3310
Manufactures ......................................................... 3327

Cuffs ..................................................................... 3434
Curtains, lace, Nottingham ................................................ 3438
Dam ask .................................................................. 3371

yes....................................................3336,3381
Fabrics, pile ............................................ 3335,3389

(orduroy .............. ............................................... 3390
Plush ................................................................. 3389
Terry .............. ................................................. 3396
Velveteens ........................................................... 3389

Flax ........................................... .......................... 3311
Glove cloth, chamoisette ............................................... 3403.3412
Gloves ................................................................... 3414
Handkerchiefs:

Cotton ................................................................ 3430
Linen ................................................................. 3430

labels, woven ............................................................ 3400
1L-ces .................................................................... 339S
laciiq ................................................................... 3398
Silk: "

A rtificia! .............................................................. 3313
Spun (wchappe) ........................................................ 3312

Silk and silk goods ......................................................... .3330
Silk wastes ................................................................ 3313
Statistics:

Braids, rickrack ........................................................ 3399
dollars s and cuffd ................................. ..................... .3438
Glove cloth ........................................................ 3111,.3413
llandkcrchiefs, cotton and linen ....................................... 3132
la els, v oven ........................................................ 31402
Print cloths ............................................................ 3339
Scwiijg thread ......................................................... 3321;
Y arn....................................................... ........ 3356

Iosiery .......................................................... 3319
Flax, hemp, and ramie .......... .................................. 3329
Single ............................................................. 3322
Twisted .......................................................... 3323

Textiles ................................................................... .3303
Thr ad ................................................................... 3309

Sewing ........................................................... 3325. 3359
Tire fabric .............. ................................................. 3335
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Schedule 9.-COTTON MANUFACTURES-Continued.
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Woven figured patterns ..................................................... 3334
Yarn .................................................................. 3345

Cotton ............................................................ 3303,3315
Flax. hemp, and ramie ................................................. 3328
Ramie ................................................................ 33 11
W oolen ............................................................... 3312
Woolen and worsted .................................................... 3330

Yarn and cloth ............................................................ 3334

Schedule 10.-PLAX, HEMP, AND JUTE, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Bags. burlap .................................................... 3478.3481,3483
Burlap .......................................................... 3 If8. 3481, 3483
Cord:

Liuen ............................................................... 3453
Linen, hemp, and ranie .............................................. 3460

Cordage................................................................... 3475
Crashes, linen ............................................................ 3467
Fabrics. linen ............................................................ 34.3
Fiber, flax ....................................................... 3443, 3454,3463
Flaxseed .................................................................. 3454
Floor covering:

Linoleum ............................................................ 3488
Oilcloth ............................................................. 3488
Paper-felt ............................................................ 3488

Hydraulic hose yarns ...................................................... 3463
Mats. cocoa ........................................................... .3.519,3522
3fattings:

Cocoa ............................................................. 3519,3522
Gras ........................................................ 3491, .500, 3514

Napkins, linen ............................................................ 3467
Netting, gill .............................................................. 34 0
Padding:

Flax ............................................... 3485,3486
Ifemp ........................ ................................ 3485,3486
Jute ............................................................. 3485, 3486

Rope ..................................................................... 3475
Rugs, gras ........................................................ 3.191 3.500 3514
Statistics:

.Gram rugs and matting ....................................... . 500. M.507, 3513
Jute ................................................................. 3451

Thread:
Linen ............................................................... 3453
Linen. braided ....................................................... 3462
Linen, hemp, and ramie .............................................. 3460

Towels, linen ....... .................................................... 3467
Twine:

Jute ................................................................. 3444
Linen ............................................... . . ........... 3453
Linen, hemp, and raniie .............................................. 3460

Yarns:
Hydraulic hose ................................................... 3461,3463
Jute ................ ; ................................................ 3444
Linen ............................................................... 3474

Schedule 11.-WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Angok'a goat ................................................ 3724
Amount of wool to pound of cloth ........................................... 3627
Blankets .................................................................. 3533
Carpets:

Axminster ............................................................ 3753
W ilton ............................................................... 3753

Cloth ................................................................. 3602,3733
Clothing .............................................................. 3708, 3733
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Schedule 1.-WOOL AND MANUlACTURES O -Continued.
Fabrics: Pag.

Pile ............................................................. 3533,3734
W oven ............................................................... 3532

Felts, not woven .......................................................... 3534
Hair:

Alpaca ............................................................... 3635
Camel ............................................................... 3635
Llam a ................................................................ 36 5

Hosiery .................................................................. 3750
Mohair ................................................................... 3724
Outerwear, knitted ........................................................ 3736
Rugs:

Axm inster ............................................................. 3753
Fiber ................................................................. 3761
W ilton ................................................................ 3753
W ool.fiber ............................................................. 3761

Schedule K (Payne-Aldrich). analysis of .................................... 3608
Sheep industry ....................................................... 3702,3719
Statistics:

Comparison of ad valorem duties ................................... 3561-3569
Wool-e

Foreign, cost of .................................................... 3549
Gre ea ............................................................ 3594
Scoured .......................................................... 3599

W oolens, carded ...................................................... 3595W orsteds .............................................................. 3.595
Worsted and woolen mill schedules ................................. 3.550-3561
Yam s, worsted ....................................................... 3547

Underwear, knitted ....................................................... 3750
Wool:

Amount of. to pound of cloth ................................. 327
By-products ............................................. 3601
Cloth ............................................................ 3602,3733
Extract ............................................................... 3527
Flock ................................................................. 3 527
General review .......................................... 3525-570,3570-3634
Grease ................................................................ 3593
Manufactures. n. s. p. f ................................................ 3534
ungo.................................................... 3.527

Noils ....................................................... 3527
On theskin .......................................................... 3636
Rag ................................................................ 3.527
Raw ............................................................... 3.526.

3640, 3658,3660,3662,3669,3672,3685,3f,92,3695, 3702,3706,3708, 3719
Reclaimed . ............................................. 3602
Scoured ........ ........................................ 396
Shoddy....... .......................................... 3527
Testing of, experience of France ....................................... 3630
Tops ............................................................ 3530,3602
vaste ................................................................ 3527

Wool and wool goods, tariff on .............................................. 3622
Yarns ................................................................ 3.528,3602

Schedule 12.-SILK AND SILK GOODS.
Chiffon .................................................................. 3837
Chinese silks ......................................................... 3814,3822
Crepe, brocaded ............................................................ 3837
Crdpe chiffon ............. I ............................................... 3837
Crpe do chine ........................................................... 3840
Georgette ................................................................. 3840
Habutai ............................................... 3778,3820,3828, 3852,3854
Hatters' plush ......................................................... 3785,3803
Japanese silk ............................................................. 3848
Knit goods ................................................. .............. 3834
M esaline ................................................................. 3840
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Schedule I.-SILK AND SILK GOODS--Continued.
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Artificial silk, knitted .................................................. 3861
Silk, knitted ......................................................... 3857

Peigncs ......................................................... 3791,3795,3801
Pile fabrics ................................................. 3803, 3826,3828, 3855
Piece goods .............................................................. 3819
P u hes ............................................................... 803,3828
Pongees (tussah) ....................................... 3817, 3920, 3827, 3838, 3852
Ribbon .................................................................. 3837
Satin, metal thread ........................................................ 3837

Silk industry .............................................................. 3831
Silk in general ........................................................ 3767,3771
Silk:

Combed ..................................................... 3791, 3795,3801
Spun ....................................................... 3791,3795,3802
W ages ............................................................... 3787

Statistics:
French tariff rates .................................................... 3784
Ilabutai, plain and figured ............................................ 3779
Purchasing power of dollar ............................................. 3772
Raw silk ............................................................. 3831
Silk industry ...................................................... 3829-3833
Silk piece goods ...................................................... 3817
Textile machinery ..................................................... 3775

Taffeta .................................................................... 3840
Velvets .............................................................. 3803,3837
Woven fabrics ........................................................ 3826, 3855

Tinsel wire, lame or lahn .............................................. 3841
Tussah (wild silk) .................................................... 3841

W oven goods, silk ........................................................ 3777
Yarns:

Artificial silk. ............................................ 3863
Schappe... i ................................................. 3791,3795,3802
Single and ply .................................................... 3793,3800

Schedule 13.-PAPERS AND BOOKS.
Beaver board ............................................................. 3892
Books:

Bound ...................................................... 3965,3966,3968
Foreign-language ...................................................... 3953
Leather-bound ....................................................... 3946
M iscellaneous ........................................................ 3958
Rare ................................................................. 3963
Toy .................................................................. 3951

Box board ................................................................ 3888
Bristol board .............................................................. 3945
Cards, greeting ............................................................ 3970
Flong ..................................................................... 3971
Lithographic products ............................................ 3917,3929,3932
Paper:

Bags, glassino ........................................................ 3906
Bible ................................................................. 3900
Book ................................................................ 3887
Decalcomania, not printed ............................................. 3884
Fancy ............ ............................... 3902
Glassine ............................. ....... ...................... 3902
Glassine and greaseproof ............................................... 3882
Glazed ............................................................... 3902
Glazed and fancy ...................................................... 3876
Greaseproof .......................................................... 3902
Gummed ............................................................ 3884
India ................................................................. 3900
Parchment, vegetable ............................................ 3877,3903

German wvage scale ............................................... 3882
Photographic, raw ........................................... 3911,3913,3915
Tubes ................................................................ 3981
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W all ......................................................... 3937,3939,3941
Wrapping .................................................... 3886,3942,3943
W riding ............................................................... 3936

Paper industry ........................................................... 3871
Papers and books ..................................................... 3873-3876
Pressboard ............................................................... 3945
Pulpwood ............................................................. 3892,3898
Stereotype matrix, dry longn) .............................................. 3971
Wall board ................................................ 3898
W all pockets ............................................................. 3978

Schedule 14.-SUNDRIES.
Abrasives:

Artificial, crude ........................................ a .......... 4098,4103
Cloths and papers ..................................................... 4104

Asbestos:
Gaskets .............................................................. 3988
Mantle threads ....................................................... 3988
Manufactures ........................................ 3983, 3992
Millboard .............................................. 3988
Packing ......... 3988
Paper ............................................................... 3988
Rope ................................................................ 3988
Sheathing, corrugated ................................................ 4009
Sheets ................................................ 3988
Shingles ......................... .................. 3989.3996,4005
Textile fabric ........................ . ........................... 3$88
Textiles .................................... 4011
Wall board ............................................. 4008
Wick ................................................. 3988Yamn..................................................... 3988, 4009

Bags and lugage. leather ...................................... 4210
Beads. peari.imitation .................................... 4013,4019
Beeswax. white bleached ....................................... 4358
Bottles, thermos ............................................. 4363
Braids .......................................................... 4162
Bristles.................................................A042, 4049
Brushes:

Paint and varnish ........................................ 4041
Toilet ........................................................ 4032, 403 ,4038

Tooth ................................................................. 4043, 4046
Buttons:

Agate ............................................. 4061, 4062
Fiber ...................................... ......................... 4065
Paper .............................................................. 4065
Pearl ............................................................ 4061,4062
Vegetable-ivory ....................................................... 4053

Catgut ..................................... .. ......... 4225, 4226
Church statuary .......................................................... 4250
Cloth. prem, human-hair ....................................... 4145
Cloths, abrasive............................................................ 4104
Cork ...................................................................... 4068
Cork insulation ............................................................. 4075
Cork products .............................................................. 4068
Crucifixes. plaster of Paris ...................................... 4240
Doll heads, bi.Ue ........................................... 4096Embroideries.................................................. 410-4181

.Madeira ..... .......................................... 4202
Enamels, fusible ............................................ 4024
Feathers:

Artificial ......................................................... 4115,4123
Ornamental ............................................................ 4125

Films, photographic .................................................. .. 4354
Flowers, artificial ................................................... 4115,4123
Foliage, prepared .......................................................... 4112
Fur, hatters .......................................................... 4135,4143
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Dressed ....................................................... 4131
Raw ......................................................... 4131

Gas mantles ...................................................... 4229, 4230
Glove leather, fine ......................................................... 4206
Gloves, leather:

Em bellished ........................................................... 4218
W om en's ............................................................. 4222

Hats:
Fur-felt .......................................................... 4148,4153
Straw, m en's .......................................................... 4028

H atters' fur ........................................................... 4135,4143
Jewelry, novelty ................................................. 4013. 4020.41.54
Lace netting ............................................................... 4205
Laces ................................................................ 4166-4184

Lever ............................................................ 4185-4200
Lead pencils .......................... .......................... .. 4257,4263
Leather:

Bags and luggage ................................................. 4210,4214
Glove, fine................ 4206
Gloves--

Embellished ....................................................... 4218
W omen's ......................................................... 4222

Madeira embroidery ....................................................... 4202
Mantles, gas ........................................................... 4229.4230
Matches ................................................................... 4106
Moving-picture films:

Exposed ........................................................... 4271-43 
Unexposed ........................................................ 1309-43.30

Moving-picture industry, report of Deparlment of Commerce .................. 4313
Netting, lace .............................................................. 420.5
Papers, abrasive .......................................................... 4104
Pearls, im station ........................................................... 40"24
Pencil leads ............................................................... 4270
Pencils, lead ........................................................... 4257. 4263
Photographic films ........................................................ 43 54
Pipes, bnerwood ..................................................... : .... 4357
Precious stones ............................................................ 4157

Im itation ............................................................. 4161
Press cloth, human-hair ................................................... 414.5
Rabbit skins ............. ................................................ 4135
Rosaries ......................................................... 4243,4246,4247
Rubber, hard ......................................................... 4233,4234
Shoes, felt ................................................................ 40Y2,s
Statistics:

Asbestos-
Goods. German export ............................................. 39S7
Manufactures ................................................. 399"2-3994
Present and proposed duty. ....................................... 4004

Buttons. agate and pearl .............................................. 4063
Cork and cork products ............................................. 4069-4074
Dolls and parts of ..................................................... 4088
Doll heads, bisque ..................................................... 4097
Embroideries and laces ......... . ............................. 4180
Lever laces ........................................................... 4201
M atches ............................................................... 4109
Rubber, hard ..................................................... 423 -4240
Toys ................................................................. 4087

Statuettes, plaster of Paris .................................................. 4240
Statuary, church ........................................................... 4250
Stones. precious .............................................. ............. 4157

Imitation ............................................................. 4161
Thermos bottles ........................................................... 4363
Toothbrushes ......................................................... 4043,4046
Toys ..................................................................... 4085
Trimmings ............................................................... 4162
W hip gut .............................................................. 4225.42"6
W orm gi't ........................................................... 42215,42,26
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